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A. INTRODUCTION

This paper will explore the prosecution of election fraud in the United States Federal Judicial System. It was
prepared to accompany remarks by the author at a series of seminars on electoral corruption and vote buying
that took place in Abuja, Nigeria on January__. 2006 through January , 2006.

The subjects covered in this paper include defining what sort of conduct is currently considered to be criminally
actionable in the United States, the historical background for the role of the criminal prosecutor in this area of
public corruption offense, and the various federal laws and judicial precedents that govern the prosecution of
this type of crime in the United States.

In the United States, electoral administration is primarily a State rather than a federal responsibility. The
federal government has authority over electoral matters only where:

• Federal candidates are standing for election in the election where a corrupt act occurs, or

• A federal instrumentality such as the United States Mails or interstate telecommunications facilities are
employed to facilitate the fraud, or

• The fraud involves the necessary participation of election or other public officials "acting under color
of law" in a manner that implicates the right to Due Process and Equal Protection guaranteed by the
124th Amendment to the Unitdd States Constitution, or

• The fraud is motivate by an intent to deprive to vote to classes of voters whose voting rights have been
specifically and expressly secured by the United States Constitution, e.g. African-Americans, women,
young people who have attained the age of 18, and certain language minorities.

Despite these significant limitations, the task of prosecuting crimes against electoral processes has historically
fallen principally to the federal government. Thus, issues of "federalism" (i.e., in this paper the relation of
federal to State authority over electoral matters) play a significant role in the overall criminal enforcement of
election crimes. Although Nigeria is, like the United States, a federal republic, the extent to which the same

'Director, Election Crimes Branch, United States Department of Justice.

The views expressed in this paper are solely those of its author. They do not necessarily reflect those of the United States
Department of Justice on the issues addressed. This paper creates no procedural or substantive rights for private parties,
and cannot be relied upon by those whose circumstance may fall within the discussion herein.
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federalism issues exist in there is not known to the author of this paper at the time it was prepared. But since
these issues play such an important role in the prosecution of election crimes in the United States, they will be
addressed, where appropriate, in this paper.

Finally, the United States follows a common law tradition in its jurisprudence. This means that the application
of statutory laws to specific factual situations is interpreted by the Courts, and that these judicial decisions have
precedential effect on future situations where the same statutes and laws are involved. The texts of the federal
criminal laws dealing with electoral fraud that are discussed in this paper are presented in an Appendix.
However, in the common law jurisprudential system that prevails in the United States, the meaning of a
particular statutory text, and its application to a given set of facts, is governed not just by the statutes words but
also how those words have been interpreted by the courts. For this reason, the discussion that follows contains
annotations to the pertinent judicial and case authorities that give the statutes discussed the meanings the author
has attributed to them in the text.

B. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

Federal concern over the integrity of the franchise In the United States has historically had two distinct points of
focus. One -- to secure to the general public elections that are not corrupted -- is the subject of this chapter.
The other -- to ensure there is no discrimination against minorities at the ballot box -- involves entirely different
constitutional and federal interests, and is supervised by the Justice Department's Civil Rights Division.

Federal interest in the integrity of the franchise was first manifested immediately after the Civil War. Between
1868 and 1870, Congress passed the Enforcement Acts, which served as the basis for federal activism In
prosecuting corruption of the franchise until most of them were repealed in the 1890s. See In re Coy, 127 U.S.
731 (1888); Ex parte Yarborough, 110 U.S. 651 (1884); Ex parte Siebold, 100 U.S. 371 (1880).

Many of the Enforcement Acts had broad jurisdictional predicates which allowed them to be applied to a wide
variety of corrupt election practices as long as a federal candidate was on the ballot. In Coy, the Supreme Court
held that Congress had authority under the Constitution's Necessary and Proper Clause to regulate any activity
during a mixed federal/state election which exposed the federal election to potential harm, whether that harm
materialized or not. Coy is still good law. United States v. Carmichael, 685 F.2d 903, 908 (4th Cir. 1982),
cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1202 (1983); United States v. Mason, 673 F.2d 737, 739 (4th Cir. 1982); United States
v. Malmay, 671 F.2d 869, 874-75 (8th Cir. 1982); United States v. Bowman, 636 F.2d 1003, 1001 (5th Cir.
1981); United States v. Cole, 41 F.3d 303 (7'h Cir. 1994); United States v. McCrainie, 169 F.3d 763 (1 l' s' Cir.
1999).

After Reconstruction, federal activism in election matters retrenched. The repeal of most of the Enforcement
Acts eliminated the statutory tools that had encouraged federal activism in election fraud matters. Two
surviving provisions of these Acts, now embodied in 18 U.S.C. " 241 and 242, covered only intentional

• deprivations of rights guaranteed directly by the Constitution or federal law. The courts during this period held
that the Constitution directly conferred a right to vote only for federal officers, and that conduct aimed at
corrupting nonfederal contests was not prosecutable in federal courts. See United States v. Gradwell, 243 U.S.
476 (1917); Guinn v. United States, 238 U.S. 347 (1915). Federal attention to election fraud was further
limited by case law holding that primary elections were not part of the official election process, United States v.
Newberry, 256 U.S. 232 (1918), and by cases like United States v. Bathgate, 246 U.S. 220 (1918), which read
the entire subject of vote buying out of federal criminal law, even when it was directed at federal contests.

In 1941, the Supreme Court reversed direction, overturning Newberry. The Court recognized that primary
elections are an integral part of the process by which candidates are elected to office. United States v. Classic,
313 U.S. 299 (1941). Classic changed the judicial attitude toward federal intervention in election matters, and
ushered in a new period of federal activism. Federal courts now regard the right to vote in a fairly conducted
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election as a constitutionally protected feature of United States citizenship. Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533	 r.
(1964).

In 1973, the use of section 241 to address election fraud began to expand. United States v. Anderson, 481 F.2d
685 (4th Cir. 1973), afFd on other grounds, 417 U.S. 211 (1974). Since then, this statute has been successfully
applied to prosecute certain types of local election fraud. United States v. Howard, 774 F.2d 838 (7th Cir.
1985); United States v. Olinger, 759 F.2d 1293 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 839(1985); United States v.
Stollings, 501 F.2d 954(4" cir. 1974); United States v. Wadena, 152 F.3d 851 (8'" Cir. l998).2

The federal mail fraud statute, 18 U.S.C. ' 1341,' was used successfully for decades to enable federal
prosecutors to reach frauds that took place in purely local elections, under the theory that such schemes
defrauded citizens of their right to fair and honest elections. United States v. Clapps, 732 F.2d 1148 (3d Cir.),
cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1085 (1984); United States . v. States, 488 F.2d 761 (8th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 417
U.S. 909 (1974). However, use of this mail fraud theory to address election fraud has been barred since 1987,
when the Supreme Court held that the statute did not apply to schemes to defraud someone of intangible rights
(such as the right to honest elections). McNally v. United States, 483 U. S. 350 (1987). Congress responded to
McNally the following year by enacting a provision which specifically defined section 1341 to include schemes
to defraud someone of "honest services." 18 U.S.C.' 1346. However, unfortunately, section 1346 did not
restore use of section 1341 for most election crimes, since they do not involve the element of "honest services."

Finally, over the past forty years Congress has enacted new criminal laws with broad jurisdictional bases to
combat false registrations, vote buying, multiple voting, and fraudulent voting in elections where a federal
candidate is on the ballot. 42 U.S.C. " 1973i(c), 19731(e), 1973 gg-10. These statutes rest on Congress's
power to regulate federal elections (art. I, § 4) and on its power under the Necessary and Proper Clause (art. 1,
§ 8, ci. 18) to enact laws to protect the federal election process from the potential of corrupt abuse. The
federal jurisdictional predicate underlying these statutes is satisfied as long as either the name of a federal
candidate is on the ballot or the fraud involves corruption of the voter registration process in a state where one
registers to vote simultaneously for federal as well other offices. Bowman, Malmay, Mason, a i pra; United
States v. Garcia, 719 F.2d 99 (5 t° Cir. 1983); United States v. 411 F3d 643 (6' s cir. 2005); United States v.
Olinger, 759 F.2d 1293 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 474 US. 839(1985); United States v. Howard, 774F.2d 838
(7i ' Cir. 1985); United States v. McCrainie, 169F.3d 723 (11`h Cir. 1999); United States v. Barker, 514 F.2d
1077 (7's Cir. 1975); United States v. Ciancuiili, 482 F.Supp. 585 (E.D. PA. 1979).

2As indicated in the cited cases, section 241 has been used to prosecute election fraud that affects the vote for federal
officials, as well as vote fraud directed at non-federal candidates that involves the corruption of public officials -- most
often election officers — acting under color of law: i g, ballot-box stuffing schemes. This latter type of scheme will be
referred to in this book as a "public scheme." A scheme that does not involve the necessary participation of corrupt
officials acting under color of law but which affects the tabulation of votes for federal candidates will be referred to as a
"private scheme."

'The Mail Fraud statute was enacted originally in 1872. It prohibits using the United States Mail, which in the United
States is a federal instrumentality over which the federal Congress has legislative jurisdiction, to further "schemes to
defraud." It's original purpose was to prevent the mails from being used to further schemes to defraud victims of money.
However, over the ensuing decades, federal courts in the United-States interpreted the words "scheme to defraud" as used
in this statute to encompass many additional varieties of dishonest behavior, including most activities aimed at corrupting
elections.
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C. WHAT IS ELECTION FRAUD? (Defining the Term)

1. In General

Election fraud involves a substantive irregularity relating to the voting act -- such as bribery, intimidation, or
forgery -- which has the potential to taint the election itself. During the past century and a half, Congress and the
federal courts have articulated the following constitutional principles concerning the right to vote in the United
States. Any activity intended to interfere corruptly with any of these principles may be actionable as a federal
crime:

•	 All qualified citizens are eligible to vote.

•	 All qualified voters have the right to have their votes counted fairly and honestly.

•	 Invalid ballots dilute the worth of valid ballots and therefore will not be counted.

•	 Every qualified voter has the right to make a personal and independent election decision.

•	 Qualified voters may opt not to participate in an election.

•	 Voting shall not be influenced by bribery or intimidation.

Simply put, then, election fraud" is conduct intended to corrupt:

(a) the process by which elections are conducted and ballots are obtained, marked,
or tabulated;

(b) the process by which election results are canvassed and certified; or

(c) the process by which voters are registered

On the other hand, schemes that involve corruption of other political processes (i.e., political campaigning,
circulation of nominating petitions, awarding public works projects to . otherwise deserving objects on the eve
of elections, transporting voters to the polls, etc.) do not normally serve as the basis for a federal election
crime.

2. Conduct that constitutes federal election frauds

The following activities provide a basis for federal prosecution under the statutes referenced in each category:

Paying voters to register to vote, or to participate in elections, where a federal candidate is on the ballot (42
U.S.C. § 1973i(c), 18 U.S.C. § 597), or through the use of the mails in those states where vote buying is a
"bribery" offense (18 U.S.C. § 1952), as well as in federal elections 6 in those States where purchased

•	 4 Whether any of these types of election fraud is actionable under federal criminal law is discussed below.

5 As used throughout this book, the terms "federal election fraud" and "election fraud"mean fraud relating to an
election that can be reached under a federal criminal statute.. As will be discussed below, this term is not necessarily
limited to frauds aimed at federal elections.

6 For purposes of this book, the term "federal election" means an election where the name of a federal candidate is on
the ballot, regardless of whether there is proof that the fraud caused a vote to be cast for the federal candidate. A
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registrations or votes are void under applicable state election law (42 U.S.C. § 1973gg-10). In the United
States, the crime of vote buying is confined to situations where something of pecuniary value is offered or given
to an individual for the purpose of stimulating or rewarding participation in elections. It does not cover the
theft or use of government resources to advance electoral ends, although such conduct can be prosecuted under
other prosecutive theories dealing with theft, embezzlement or fraud.

•	 Preventing voters from participating in elections where a federal candidate is on the
ballot, or when done "under color of law" in 	 election, federal or nonfederal (18
U.S.C..§§ 241, 242).

• Voting for individuals in federal elections who do not personally participate in, and assent
to, the voting act attributed to them, or impersonating voters or casting ballots in the
names of voters who do not vote in federal elections (42 U.S.C. §§ I973i(c), 1973i(e),
1973gg-10).

• Intimidating voters through physical duress in any type of election (18 U.S.C. §
245(b)(1)(A)), or through physical or economic threats in connection with their
registering to vote or their voting in federal elections (42 U.S.C. § 1973gg-10), or to vote
for a federal candidate (18 U.S.C. § 594). If the victim is a federal employee, intimidation
in connection with	 election, federal or non-federal, is covered (18 U.S.C. § 610).

• Malfeasance by election officials acting "under color of law" to do such things as dilute
valid ballots with invalid ones (ballot-box stuffing), render false tabulations of votes, or
prevent valid voter registrations or votes from being given effect in m4 election, federal or
nonfederal (18 U.S.C. §§ 241, 242), as well as in elections where federal candidates are on
the ballot (42 U.S.C. § 1973i(c), 1973i(e), 1973gg-10).

"non-federal election is one where no federal candidate was on the ballot.
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•	 Submitting fictitious names on voter registration rolls and thereby qualifying the ostensible
voters to vote in any election, nonfederal or federal (42 U.S.C. §§ 1973i(c), 1973gg-10).^

• Knowingly procuring eligibility to vote for federal office by persons who are not entitled
to the vote under applicable state law, notably persons who have committed serious crimes
(approximately 40 states)(42 U.S.C. §§ 19731(c), 1973gg- 10), and persons who are not
United States citizens (currently all states)(42 U.S.C. §§ 1973i(c), 1973gg- 10; 18 U.S.C.
§§ 1015(f) and 611).

• Knowingly making a false claim of United States citizenship to register to vote or to vote in
any election (18 U.S.C. § 1015(f)), or falsely and willfully claiming US citizenship for,
inter alia registering or voting in any election (18 U.S.C. § 911).

• Providing false information concerning a person's name, address, or period of residence in
a voting district in order to establish that person's eligibility to register or to vote in a
federal election (42 U.S.C. §§ 1973i(c), 1973gg-10).

• Causing the production of voter registrations that qualify alleged voters to vote for federal
candidates, or the production of ballots in federal elections, that the actor knows are
materially defective under applicable state law (42 U.S.C. § 1973gg-10).

7 The criminal statutes addressing registration fraud are confined to those committed in registering to vote for federal
candidates. However, election registration is `unitary" in all 50 States in the sense that a person registers only once to
become eligible to cast ballots for both federal and non-federal candidates. Therefore false information given to
establish eligibility to register to vote is actionable federally regardless of the type of election that motivated the subjects
to act. See, c,g„ United States v. Ciancuilli, 482 F. Supp. 585 (F.D. Pa. 1979).
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Using the United States mails, or interstate wire facilities, to obtain the salary and
emoluments of an elected official through any of the activities mentioned above (18 U.S.C.
§§ 1341, 1343). At the time this article was written, this so-called "salary theory" of mail
and wire fraud had not yet received wide judicial support. However, where it has been
accepted, it does permit federal prosecutive jurisdiction to be asserted over an election fraud
scheme based on the use of a federal instrumentality to carry it out, and regardless of the
type of election involved: federal or nonfederal.'

Ordering, keeping, or having under one's authority or control any troops or armed men at
any polling place in ny election, federal or nonfederal. The actor must be an active civilian
or military officer or employee of the United States government.(18 U.S.C. § S92).

3. Conduct that does not constitute federal election fraud

Various types of conduct that might adversely affect the election of a federal candidate may not constitute federal
election crimes, despite what in many instances may be their reprehensible character. For example, a federal
election crime does not normally involve irregularities relating the accuracy of campaign literature, campaigning
too dose to the polls, the process by which a candidate obtains the withdrawal of an opponent, transporting voters
to the polls, and the negligent failure of election officers to comply with state-mandated voting procedures.

Also, "facilitation payments," that is things of value given to voters to make it easier for the voter to cast a ballot
but which are not intended to stimulate or reward the voting act itself (e.g., a ride to the polls, a stamp to mail in
an absentee ballot) do not ordinarily involve a federal crime. Examples who have already made up their minds to
vote Federal election crime.

Finally, it is not a federal crime in the United States to time the award of otherwise justified public works projects
of other similar government programs dose to elections, or to target such government grants to areas where the
political competition is considered to be "close." The crime of "vote buying" in the United States is confined to
giving something of pecuniary value, or offering to give something of pecuniary value, to individual voters in
order to stimulate recipient to, or reward the recipient for, participating in voting activity. However, where the
Nk reason for a public grant award can be proven to have been to advance the electoral prospects of the
incumbent political party, ad for example where there is no valid [public justification for a grant award other than
achieving partisan political advantage, federal offenses can arise.

4. Conditions conducive to election fraud

Most election fraud is aimed at corrupting elections for local offices, which control or influence patronage
positions. Election fraud schemes are thus often linked to such other crimes as protection of illegal activities,
corruption of local governmental processes, and patronage abuses.

Election fraud does not normally occur in jurisdictions where one political faction enjoys widespread support
among the electorate, because in such a situation it is usually unnecessary or impractical to resort to election fraud

The "McNally-fix" statute, 18 U.S.C. §1346, did not restore use of the mail and wire statutes for election fraud schemes
because its "intangible rights" concept is confined to schemes that involve a "deprivation of honest services," a motive not
usually found in election fraud schemes. Thus, the utility of these statutes to address election fraud generally is confined to
schemes where the proof shows that the defendant intended, as an objective of the scheme, to obtain for the "favored"
candidate the salary and emoluments of an elected position. See generally, United States v. Webb, 689 F. Supp. 703 (W.D.
Ky. 1988); Ingber v. Bnso*- 664 F. Supp. 814 (S.D.N.Y.), aft, 841 F.2d 450 (2d Cir. 1988).
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in order to control local public offices. Instead, election fraud occurs most frequently where there are fairly equal
• political factions, and where the stakes involved in who controls public offices are weighty -- as is often the case

where patronage jobs are a major source of employment, or where illicit activities are being protected from law
enforcement scrutiny. In sum, election fraud is most likely to occur in electoral jurisdictions where there is close
factional competition for an elected position that matters.

S. Voter participation versus non-voter participation cases

As a practical matter, election frauds fall into two basic categories: those in which individual voters do not
participate in the fraud, and those in which they do. The investigative approach'and prosecutive potential are

•	 different for each type of case.

a) Election frauds not involving the participation of voters

The first category involves cases where voters do not participate, in any way, in the voting act attributed to them.
. These cases include ballot box stuffing, ghost voting, and "nursing home" frauds. 9 All such matters are potential

federal -crimes. Proof of these crimes depends largely on evidence generated by. the voting process, or on
handwriting exemplars taken from persons who had access to voting equipment and thus the, opportunity to
misuse it. Some of the more common ways these crimes are committed include:

•	 Placing fictitious names on the voter rolls. This "deadwood" allows for fraudulent ballots,
which can be used to stuff the ballot box.

.	 •	 Casting bogus votes in the names of persons who did not vote.

• Obtaining and marking absentee ballots without the active input of the voters involved.
Absentee ballots are particularly susceptible to fraudulent abuse because, by definition, they
are marked and cast outside the presence of election officials.

•	 Falsifying vote tallies.

b) Election frauds involving the participation of voters

The second category of election frauds includes cases in which the voters do participate, at least to some extent,
in the voting acts attributed to them. Common examples include:

•	 Vote buying schemes.

9 An example of a nursing home fraud is United States v. Odom, 736 F.2d 104 (4th Cir. 1984), which involved a scheme
by local law enforcement officials and others to vote the absentee ballots of mentally incompetent residents of a nursing
home.

,.r
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•	 Absentee ballot frauds.

•	 Voter intimidation schemes.

•	 Migratory-voting (or floating-voter) schemes.

•	 Voter "assistance" frauds, in which the wishes of the voters are ignored or not sought by an
offender who purports to be "helping" the voter vote.

Successful prosecution of these cases usually requires the cooperation and testimony of the voters whose ballots
were corrupted. This requirement presents several difficulties. An initial problem is that the voters themselves may
be technically guilty of participating in the scheme. However, because these voters can often be considered
victims, the Justice Department has adopted a practice of declining to prosecute them.

The second difficulty encountered in cases where voters participate is a more significant hurdle. Any participation
by the voter, no matter how slight, may preclude prosecution or make its success less likely. The voter's presence
alone may suggest that he or she "consented" to the defendant's conduct (marking the ballot, taking the ballot,
choosing the candidates, etc.). Compare United States v. Salisbury, 983 F:2d 1369 (6th Cir. 1993) (leaving
unanswered the question whether a voter who signs a ballot envelope at the defendant's instruction but is not
allowed to choose the candidates has consented to having the defendant mark his or her ballot), with United States
v. Cole, 41 F.3d 303 (7`h Cir. 1994)(finding that voters who merely signed ballots subsequently marked by the
defendant were not expressing their own electoral preferences).

While the presence of the ostensible voter when another marks his or her ballot does not negate whatever crime
might be occurring, it may increase the difficulty of proving the crime. This difficulty is compounded by the fact
that those who commit this type of crime generally target vulnerable members of society, such as persons who are
uneducated, socially disadvantaged, or with little means of livelihood --precisely the type of person who is likely to
be subject to manipulation or intimidation. Therefore, in cases where the voter is present when another person
marks his or her ballot, the evidence must show that the defendant either procured the voter's ballot through means
that were themselves corrupt (such as bribery or threats), or that the defendant marked the voter's ballot without
the voter's consent or input. See United States v. Boards, 10 F.3d 587 (8th Cir. 1993); Salisbury; Cole.

D. STATUTES1°

1. Conspiracy against rights: 18 U.S.C. 241

Section 241 makes it unlawful for two or more persons to "conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate
any person in any state, territory or district in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured
by the Constitution or laws of the United States." Violations are punishable by imprisonment for up to ten
years or, if death results, for any term of years or for life.

The Supreme Court long ago recognized that the right to vote for federal offices is among the rights secured by
Article 1, Sections 2 and 4, of the Constitution, and hence is protected by section 241. United States v. Classic,
313 U.S. 299(1941); Ex parte Yarborough, 110 U.S. 651 (1884). Although the statute was enacted just after
the Civil War to address efforts to deprive the newly emancipated slaves of the basic rights of citizenship, such

10 The text of the statutes discussed below is printed in Appendix A. Each statute carries, in addition to the prison
term noted, fines applicable under 18 U.S.0 3571.
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as the right to vote, it has been interpreted to include any effort to derogate any right which flows from the
Constitution or from federal law.

Section 241 has been an important statutory tool in election crime prosecutions. Originally held to apply only
to schemes to corrupt elections for federal office, it has recently been successfully applied to non-federal

• elections as well, provided that state action was a necessary feature of the fraud. This state action requirement
can be met not only by the participation of poll officials, but by the activities of persons who clothe themselves
with the appearance of state authority by dressing like an authority figure, such as with uniforms, credentials,
and badges. Williams v. United States, 341 U.S. 97 (1951).

Section 241 embraces conspiracies to stuff a ballot box with forged ballots, United States v. Saylor, 322 U.S.
385 (1944); United States v. Mosley, 238 U.S. 383 (1915); to impersonate qualified voters, Crolich v. United
States, 196 F.2d 879 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 344 U.S. 830 (1952); to alter legal ballots, United States v.
Powell, 81 F. Supp. 288 (E.D. Mo. 1948); to fail to count votes and to alter votes counted, Ryan v. United
States, 99 F.2d 864 (8th Cir. 1938), cert. denied, 306 U.S. 635 (1939); Walker v. United States, 93 F.2d 383
(8th Cir. 1937), cert. denied, 303 U.S. 644(1938); to prevent the official count ofballots in primary elections,
Classic; to destroy ballots, United States v. Townsley, 843 F.2d 1070 (8th Cir. 1988); to destroy voter
registration applications, United States v. Haynes, 977 F.2d 583 (6th Cir. 1992) (table)(available at 1992 WL
296782); to illegally register voters and cast absentee ballots in their names, United States v. Weston, 417 F.2d
181 (4th Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 396 U.S. 1062 (1970); United States v. Morado, 454 F.2d 167 (5th Cir.),
cert. denied, 406 U.S. 917 (1972); Fields v. United States, 228 F.2d 544 (4th Cir. 1955), cert. denied, 350.
U.S. 982 (1956); and to injure, threaten, or Intimidate a voter in the exercise of his right to vote, Wilkins v.
United States, 376 F.2d 552 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 964 (1967).

The election fraud conspiracy need not be successful to violate this statute. United States v. Bradberry, S 17
F.2d 498 (7th Cir. 1975). Nor need there be proof of an overt act. Williams v. United States, 179 F.2d 644
(5th Cir. 1950), afFd on other grounds, 341 U.S. 70(1951); Morado. Section 241 reaches conduct affecting the
integrity of the federal election process as a whole, and does not require fraudulent action with respect to any
particular voter. United States v. Nathan, 238 F.2d 401 (7th Cir. 1956), cert. denied, 353 U.S. 910 (1957).

On the other hand, section 241 does not reach schemes to corrupt the balloting process through voter bribery,
United States v. Bathgate, 246 U.S. 220 (1918), even schemes that involve poll officers to ensure that the
bribed voters mark their ballots as they were paid to, United States v. McLean, 808 F.2d 1044 (4th Cir. 1987)
(noting, however, that section 241 may apply where vote buying occurs in conjunction with other corrupt
practices, such as ballot box stuffing).

Section 241 prohibits only conspiracies to interfere with rights flowing directly from the Constitution or federal
statutes. This element has led to considerable judicial speculation over the extent to which the Constitution
protects the right to vote for candidates running for nonfederal offices. Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112
(1970); Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533(1964); Blitz v. United States, 153 U.S. 308 (1894); In re Coy, 127
U.S. 731(1888); Ex parte Siebold, 100 U.S. 371 (1880). See also Duncan v. Poythress, 657 F.2d 691 (Sth Cir.
1981), cert. dismissed, 459 U.S. 1012 (1982). While dicta in Reynolds casts the parameters of the federally
protected right to vote in extremely broad terms, in a ballot fraud case ten years later the Supreme Court
specifically refused to decide whether the federally secured franchise extended to nonfederal contests. Anderson
v. United States, 417 U.S. 211 (1974).

The use of section 241 in election fraud cases has generally been confined to two types of situations: "public
schemes" and "private schemes."

• A public scheme is one which involves the necessary participation of a public official acting under the color of
law. In election fraud cases, the public official involved in the scheme is usually an election officer whose
participation involves corruption of his office to dilute valid ballots with invalid ballots or to otherwise corrupt
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an honest vote tally in derogation of the equal protection and due process clauses of the 14`° Amendment. See,
e.g. United States v. Anderson, 482 F.2d 685 (4'" Cir. 1973, afFd on other grounds, 417 U.S. 211 (1974);
United States v. Stollings, 501 F.2d 954 (4" Cir. 1974); United States v. Olin , er, 759 F.2d 1293 (7 ` ' Cir.),
cert. denied, 474 U.S. 839(1985) United States v. Howard, 774 F.2d 838 (7 Cir. 1985); Unites States v.
Townsley, 843 F.2d 1070 (8`" Cir. 1988); United States . v. Haynes, 799 F.2d 583 (6 i, Cir.
1992)(table)(available at 1992 WL 296782). Another case involving a public scheme turned on the necessary
participation of a notary public who falsely notarized forged voter signatures on absentee ballot materials in an
Indian tribal election. United States v. Wadena,152 F.3d 831 (8th Cir. 1998), cert. denied, 526 U.S. 517
(1999).

A private scheme is a pattern of voter fraud which does not involve the necessary participation of a public
official acting under color of law, but which can be shown factually to have adversely affected the ability of
qualified voters to vote in elections where federal candidates were on the ballot. Examples of private schemes
include voting fraudulent ballots in mixed elections, and schemes to thwart get-out-the-vote or ride-to-the-
polls activities of political factions or parties through such methods as jamming telephone lines or vandalizing
motor vehicles.

Public schemes may be prosecuted under section 241 regardless of the nature of the election with respect to
which the conspiracy occurs, that is, elections with or without a federal candidate. On the other hand, private
schemes can be prosecuted under section 241 only when the objective of the conspiracy was to corrupt a federal
election or when the scheme can be shown to have affected, directly or indirectly, the vote count for a federal
candidate, as for example would occur where fraudulent ballots were cast for an entire party ticket that
included a federal office.

2. Deprivation of rights under color of law: 18 U.S.C. § 242

Section 242, also enacted as a post-Civil War statute, makes it unlawful for anyone acting under color of law,
statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom to willfully deprive a person of any right, privilege, or immunity
secured or protected by the Constitution or laws of the United States. Violations are misdemeanors unless
bodily injury occurs, in which case the penalty is ten years, or unless death results, in which case imprisonment
may be for any term of years or for life.

Prosecutions under section 242 need not show the existence of a conspiracy. However, the defendants must
have acted illegally "under color of law", k, the case must involve a public scheme, as discussed above. This
element does not require that the defendant be a de jure officer or a government official; it is sufficient if he or
she jointly acted with state agents in committing the offense, United States v. Price, 383 U.S. 787 (1966), or if
his or her actions were made possible by the fact that they were clothed with the authority of state law, United
States v. Williams, 341 U.S. 97 (1951); United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299 (1941).

Because a section 242 violation can be a substantive offense for election fraud conspiracies prosecutable under
section 241, the cases cited in the discussion of section 241 apply to section 242.

3. False information in, and payments for, registering and voting: 42 U.S.C. § I973i(c)

Section 1973i(c) makes it unlawful, in an election in which a federal candidate is on the ballot, to knowingly and
willfully (1) give false information as to name, address, or period of residence to an election official for the
purpose of establishing one's eligibility to register or to vote; (2) pay, offer to pay, or accept payment for
registering to vote or for voting; or (3) conspire with another person to vote illegally. Violations are punishable
by imprisonment for up to five years.
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a) The basis for federal jurisdiction"

Congress added section 1973i(c) to the 1965 Voting Rights Act to ensure the integrity of the balloting process in
the context of an expanded franchise. In so doing, Congress intended that section 1973i(c) have a broad reach.
In fact, the original version of section 1973i(c) would have applied to all elections. However, because of
constitutional concerns raised during congressional debate on the bill, the provision's scope was narrowed to
elections including a federal contest. Section 1973i(c) rests Congress's power to regulate federal elections and on
the Necessary and Proper Clause. U.S. Const. art. l,' 4, art. I § 8, cl. 18. United.States v. Slone,411 F.3d 643
(5 1K Cir. 2005); United States v. Bowman, 636 F.2d 1003 (5 th Cir. 1981); United States v. Malrnay, 671 F.2d
869 (5 `° Cir. 1982); United States v. Carmichael, 685 F.2d 903 (4`h Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1202
(1983); United States v. Cole, 41 .F.3d 303 (7`" Cir. 1994); United States v. McCranie, 169 F.3d 723 (11 t, Cir.
1999); and United States v. Cianciulli, 482 F. Supp. 585 (E.D. Pa. 1979).

Section 19731(c) has been held to protect two distinct aspects of a federal election: the actual results of the
• election, and the integrity of the process of electing federal officials. United States v. Cole, 41 F.3d 303(7" Cir.

1994). In Cole, the court held that federal jurisdiction is satisfied so long as single federal candidate is on the
ballot -- even if the federal candidate is unopposed -- because fraud in a mixed election automatically has an
impact of the integrity of the election. See also United States v. McCrainie, 169 F.3d 723 (11 i° Cir. 1999), and
United States v. Slone, 411 F.3d 643 (6'' cir. 2005), both of which followed QQk and achieved the same result.

• Section 1973i(c) is particularly useful for two reasons. It eliminates the unresolved issue of the scope of the
constitutional right to vote in matters not involving racial discrimination, and eliminates the need to prove that a
given pattern of corrupt conduct had an actual impact on a federal election. It is sufficient under section 19731(c)
that a pattern of corrupt conduct took place during a mixed election; in that situation it is presumed that the
fraud will expose the federal race to potential harm. Slone, supra, Cole, supra; United States v. Olinger, 759
F.2d 1293 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 474 U.S. 839 (1985); United States v. Saenz, 747 F.2d 930 (5th Cir. 1984),

• cert. denied, 473 U.S. 906 (1985); United States v. Garcia,. 719 F.2d 99 (5th Cir. 1983); United States v.
Carmichael, 685 F.2d 903 (4th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 459 U.S. 1202 (1983); United States v. Mason, 673
F.2d 737 (4th Cir. 1982); United States v. Malmay, 671 F.2d 869 (5th Cir. 1982); United States v. Bowman,
636 F.2d 1003 (5th Cir. 1981); United States v. Sayre, 522 F. Supp. 973 (W.D. Mo. 1981); United States v.
Simms, 508 F. Supp. 1179 (W.D. La. 1979).

Cases arising under this statute which involve corruption of the process by which individuals register to vote, as
distinguished from the circumstances under which they actually vote, present a different federal jurisdictional
issue, which is easily satisfied. This is because voter registration in every State in the United States is "unitary" in
the sense that one registers to vote only once in order to become eligible to vote for all candidates on the ballot,

	

•	 local, state, and federal. Although a state could choose to maintain separate registration lists for federal and non-
federal elections, at the time this book was written no state had chosen to do so. Consequently, any corrupt act

	

•	 which impacts on the voter registration process and which can be reached under 42 U.S.C. 1973i(c) satisfies this

11 The discussion presented here concerning the basis for federal jurisdiction under section 1973i(c) applies equally to
its companion statute, 42 U.S.C. § 1973i(e), which addresses multiple voting. This is because the federal jurisdictional
predicate is phrased precisely the same way in both statutes.
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federal jurisdictional requirement. An excellent discussion of this issue is contained in United States v.
Ciancuilli, 462 F. Supp. 585 (E.D. Pa. 1979).

b) False information to an election official

The "false information" provision of section 1973i(c) prohibits any person from furnishing certain false data to an
election official to establish eligibility to register or vote. 'Me statute applies to only three types of information:
name, address, and period of residence in the voting district. False information concerning other factors (such as
citizenship, felon status, and mental competence) are not covered by this provision.12

As just discussed, registration to vote is "unitary," in that a single registration qualifies the applicant to cast
ballots for all elections. Thus, the jurisdictional requirement that the false information have been made to
establish eligibility to vote in a federal election is satisfied automatically wherever a false statement is made to get
one's name on the registration rolls. United States v. Barker, 514 F.2d 1077 (7th Cir. 1975); Cianciulli, supra.

On the other hand, where the false data is furnished to poll officials for the purpose of enabling a voter to cast a
ballot in a particular election (as when one voter attempts to impersonate another), it must be shown that a
federal candidate was being voted upon at the time. In such situations, the evidence should show that the course
of fraudulent conduct could have jeopardized the integrity of the federal race, or, at a minimum, that the name of
a federal candidate was on the ballot. Carmichael, Bowman, Malmay, McCrainie, supra. See, e.g., In re Coy,
127 U.S. 731 (1888). Situations involving a voter impersonating another in order to vote for a non-federal
candidate may be inadequate to establish federal jurisdiction. See Blitz v. United States, 153 U.S. 308 (1894).

In United States v. Boards, 10 F.3d 587 (8' h Cir. 1993), the Eighth Circuit confirmed the broad reach of the
"false information" provision of section 1973i(c). The defendants in this case, and their unidentified
coconspirators, had obtained and marked the absentee ballots of other registered voters by forging the voters'
names on ballot applications and directing that the ballots be sent to a post office box without the voters'
knowledge. The district court granted post-verdict judgments of acquittal as to those counts in which the
defendant's role was limited to fraudulently completing an application for an absentee ballot, based on its
conclusions that (1) the statute did not extend to ballot applications, (2) the statute did not cover giving false
information as to the names of real voters (as opposed to fictitious names), and (3) the defendants could not be
convicted for completing the applications when others actually voted the ballots.

The Court of Appeals rejected each of these narrow interpretations of section 1973i(c). It held that an
application for a ballot falls within the broad definition of "vote" in the Voting Rights Act, "because an absentee
voter must first apply for an absentee ballot as a 'prerequisite to voting." 10 F. 3d at 589 (quoting 42 U.S.C.'
I9731(c)(1)). The Court also held that by using the names of real registered voters on the applications, the
defendants'" [gave] false information as to [their] name[s)" within the meaning of section 1973i(c). Id. Finally,
the Court held that one of the defendants, whose role was limited to completing absentee ballot applications for
ballots that others fraudulently voted, was liable under 18 U.S.C.' 2 as an aider and abettor.

12 Such matters might, however, be charged as conspiracies to encourage illegal voting under the conspiracy clause of
section 1973i(c), as citizenship offenses under, inter alia, 18 U.S.C. 911 and § 1Q15(f), or under the broad "false
information" provision of 42 U.S.C. § 1973gg-10. These statutes will be discussed below.
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In United States v. Smith, 231 F.3d 800(1 1 Cir. 2000), the Court of Appeals for the 11 `x' Circuit held that
each forgery of a voter's name on a ballot document or on an application for a ballot constituted a separate
offense under the "false information as to name" clause of section 1973i(c).

Section 1973i(c)'s false information clause is particularly useful when the evidence shows that a voters signature
(name) was forged on an election - related document; e.g., when signatures on poll lists are forged by-election
officials who are stuffing a ballot box, when a voter's signature on an application for an absent ballot is forged, or
where bogus voter registration documents are fabricated in order to get names on voter registries.

c) Commercialization of the vote - - Vote Buying

Vote buying is a particularly pernicious, and in some parts of the United States relatively common, type of
electoral crime. This is because the cornerstone of "democracy," as that concept is generally understood in the
United States, is that the governors i z the governed, and that they are held accountable to the people for their
public stewardship of the public's affairs through the ballot box. Vote buying attacks that critical dynamic at its
core. Those who are targets of vote buying schemes never include the powerful, the rich or the privileged.
Rather, vote buying targets the poor, the dispossessed, the socially dependent and the culturally challenged. Yet
those are precisely the people who need the vote the most! Where vote buying occurs, the political debt that the
public officials involved owe to such citizens is discharged up front and usually in cash. As long as politicians are

confident that they can win elections by giving voters small gifts to get them to the polls or to reward them for
voting, those politicians have absolutely no motive or reason to be responsive to the usually very real needs of the
challenged segment of society whose votes have been bought.

	

'..,	 For this reason, vote buying offenses, as discussed more fully below, have represented a sizable segment of the
federal election crime docket in modern times.

The clause of section 19731(c) that prohibits "vote buying" does so in broad terms, covering any payment made
or offered to a would-be voter "to vote or for voting" in an election where the name of a federal candidate

	

•	 appears on the ballot, as well as payments made to induce unregistered persons to register." Section 19731(c)

	

•	 applies as long as a pattern of vote buying exposes a federal election to potential corruption, even though it
cannot be shown that the threat materialized.

This aspect of section 1973i(c) is directed at eliminating pecuniary considerations from the voting process.
Garcia; Mason; Malmay; Bowman, supra. The statute rests on the premises that potential voters can choose not
to vote; that those who choose to vote have a right not to have the voting process diluted with ballots that have
been procured through bribery; and that the selection of the nation's leaders should not degenerate into a
spending contest, with the victor being the candidate who can pay the most voters. See also United States v.
Blanton, 77 F. Supp. 812, 816 (E.D. Mo. 1948).

The payment may be anything having monetary value, including cash, liquor, lottery chances, and welfare
benefits such as food stamps. Garcia, 719 F.2d at 102. However, offering free rides to the polls or providing
employees paid leave while they vote are not prohibited. United States v. Lewin, 467 F.2d 1132 (7th Cir.

13 The federal criminal code contains another vote buying statute, 18 U.S.C. § 597, which has a narrower scope and
provides for lesser penalties than section 1973i(c). Section 597 prohibits making or offering to make an expenditure to any
person to vote or withhold his or her vote for a federal candidate. Nonwillful violations of section 597 are one-year
misdemeanors; willful violations are two-year felonies. Sections 597 and 19731(c) are distinct offenses, since each requires
proof of an element that the other does not. Whalen v. United States, 445 U.S. 684 (1980); Blockburger v. United States,
284 U.S. 299 (1932). Section 597 requires that the payment be made to influences federal election; section 1973i(c)
requires that the defendant have acted "knowingly and willfully." Section 597 is primarily useful in plea negotiations as an
alternative to section 1973i(c).
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1972). Such things are given to make it easier for people to vote, not to induce them to do so. This distinction is 	 s
important. For an offer or a payment to violate section 1973i(c) it must have been intended to induce or reward
the voter for engaging in one or more acts necessary to cast a ballot. Section 1973i(c) does not prohibit offering
or giving things having theoretical pecuniary value, such as a ride to the polls or time off from work, to
individuals who have already made up their minds to vote solely to facilitate their doing so.

Moreover, payments made for some purpose other than to induce or reward voting activity, such as
remuneration for campaign work, do not violate this statute. See United States v. Canales, 744 F.2d 413 (5t°
Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 473 U.S. 906 (1985). Similarly, section 1973i(c) does not apply to payments made to
signature-gatherers for voter registrations such individuals may obtain, a practice sometimes referred to as
"bounty hunting." Such payments become actionable under section 1973i(c) only if they are shared with the
person being registered.

The federal crime of vote buying in the United States also does not cover the interjection of partisan political
considerations into an otherwise legally defensible award of government grants or benefits to a body politic. For
example, it is not a "vote buying" crime in the United States for an incumbent administration to award a road
construction project to a geographic area that is view as being politically competitive, provided that there is an
otherwise objective valid public need for the project. Vote buying in the United States is personalin nature, in
the sense that the benefit that represents the corpus of the corrupt payment must have been offered or accepted
to an individual voter rather than non-personally to a segment of a body politic.

The improper use of state resources for partisan political purposes also does not violate the vote buying
provisions of Section 19731(c). However, embezzling state resources or assets by allowing them to be used by
political candidates or parties to further campaigning activities can be prosecuted under criminal laws dealing
with embezzlement and theft of government property.

Finally, section 1973i(c) does not require that the offer or payment have been made with a specific intent to
influence a federal contest - - or for that matter that it was offered or given to influence votes cast for sn
particular candidate or party. It is sufficient that the name of a federal candidate appeared on the ballot in the
election where the payment or offer of payment occurred, and that the payment or offer fo payment have been
"for voting" as distinguished from some other sort of activity. Slone (payments to influence vote for county judge
executive); Garcia (providing food stamps to influence vote for candidates running for county judge and county
commissioner); United States v. Thompson, 615 F.2d 329 (5th Cir. 1980), Carmichael, Mason, Sayre (payments
to influence votes for candidates running for sheriff or other local offices); Simms (payments to vote fora state
judicial post); Malmay (payments to vote for school board member); United States v. Odom, 858 F.2d 664 (11th
Cir. 1988)(payments for votes for a state representative); United States v. Campbell, 845 F.2d 782 (8th Cir.
1988), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 965 (1989)(payments to benefit a candidate for county judge); United States v.
Daugherty, 952 F.2d 969 (8th Cir. 1991) (payments to vote for a number of local candidates); McCrainie
(payments to influence election for sheriff where the name of an unopposed federal candidate appeared on the
ballot).

d) Conspiracy to cause illegal voting

The second clause of section 1973i(c) criminalizes conspiracies to encourage "illegal voting." The phrase "illegal
voting" is not defined in the statute. On its face it encompasses unlawful conduct in connection with voting.
Violations of this provision are felonies.

The "illegal voting" clause of section 1973i(c) has potential application to those who undertake to cause others to
register or vote in conscious derogation of state or federal laws. Cianciulli, 482 F. Supp. at 616 (noting that this
clause would prohibit "votling] illegally in an improper election district"). For example, all states require voters
to be United States citizens, and most states disenfranchise people who have been convicted of certain crimes,
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who are mentally incompetent, or who possess other disabilities which may warrant restriction of the right to
vote

 provision requires that the voter have been a participant in the conspiracy. Cases brought under this clause
thus should include proof that the voter was actively aware that he or she was not eligible to vote and was
registering or voting illegally. However, the statute criminalizes only the conduct of the person who encourages
an ineligible voter to register or an eligible voter to vote illegally -- not the conduct of the voter.

The conspiracy provision of section 1973i(c) applies only to the statute's "illegal voting" clause. Olinger, 759
F.2d at 1298-1300. Conspiracies arising under the other clauses of section 1973i(c) (that is, those involving vote
buying or fraudulent registration) should be charged under the general federal conspiracy statute, 18 U.S.C.'
371.

4. Voting more than once: 42 U.S.C. § 1973i(e)

Section 1973i(e), enacted as part of the 1975 amendments to the Voting Rights Act of 1965, makes ita crime to
vote "more than once" in any election in which a federal candidate is on the ballot. Violations are punishable by
imprisonment for up to five years.

The federal jurisdictional basis for this statute is identical to that for 42 U.S.C. § 1973i(c), which is discussed in
detail in the previous item.

Section 19731(e) is most useful as a statutory weapon against frauds which do not involve the participation of
voters in the balloting acts attributed to them. Examples of such frauds are schemes to cast ballots in the names
of voters who were deceased or absent, United States v. Olinger, 759 F.2d 1293 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 474
U.S. 839 (1985); schemes to exploit the infirmities of the mentally handicapped by casting ballots in.their
names. United States v. Odom, 736 F.2d 104 (4th Cir. 1984); and schemes to cast absentee ballots in the
names of voters who did not participate in and consent to the marking of their ballots by the offender. United
States v. Smith, 231 F.3d 800(1 l's' Cir. 2000).

Most cases prosecuted under the multiple voting statute have involved defendants who physically marked ballots
outside the presence of the voters in whose names they were cast -- in other words, without the voters'
participation or knowledge. The statute may also be applied successfully to schemes where the voters are
present but do not participate in any way, or otherwise consent to the defendant's assistance, in the voting
process.

t4 False statements involving any fact which is material to registering or voting under state law may also be prosecuted
under 42 U.S.C. § 1973gg -10, as will be discussed below.

S
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However, when the scheme involves "assisting" voters who both are present and marginally participate in the
process, such as by signing a ballot document, prosecuting the case under section 19731(e) may present
difficulties. For instance, in United States v. Salisbury, 983 F.2d 1369 (6th Cir. 1993), the defendant got voters
to sign their absentee ballot forms and then instructed them how to mark their ballots, generally without
allowing them to choose the candidates -- and in some cases even to know the identity of the candidates on the
ballot. In a few cases the defendant also personally marked others' ballots. The Sixth Circuit held that the
concept "votes more than once" in section 19731(e) was unconstitutionally vague as applied to these facts.
Because the phrase."votes more than once" was not defined in the statute, the court found the phrase did not
clearly apply when the defendant did not physically mark another's ballot: The court further held that even if the
defendant did mark another's ballot, it wasn't clear this was an act of "voting" by the defendant if the defendant
got the ostensible voters to demonstrate "consent" by signing their names to the accompanying ballot forms.
Salisbury at 1379.1s

A year after Salisbury, the Seventh Circuit took a different approach -- with the benefit of more detailed jury
instructions. United States v. Cole, 41 F.3d 303 (7th Cir. 1994).16 In both cases, the defendants had marked
absentee ballots of other persons after getting the voters to sign their ballot documents. The Seventh Circuit
rejected the Sixth Circuit's contention that the term "vote" was unconstitutionally vague, finding that the term
was broadly and adequately defined in the Voting Rights Act itself, 42 U.S.C. ' 1973L(c)(1), and that this

15 The Salisbury Court noted that in United States v. Hogue, 812 F.2d 1568 (11th Cit 1987), the jury was instructed that
illegal voting under section 1973i(e) included marking another person's ballot without his or her "express or implied
consent," but found that, on the facts of Salisbury, the jury should also have been given definitions of "vote" and
"consent" Salisbury at 1377.

16 After discussing the Sixth Circuit's reasoning, the Seventh Circuit expressly declined to follow it. The Cole decision was
written by a judge of the Eleventh Circuit, sitting by designation. Cole thus also may have some value in the Eleventh
Circuit.
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statutory definition was supported by both the dictionary and commonly understood meaning of the word. The
court held that the facts established a clear violation by the defendant of the multiple voting prohibition in section
19731(c).17

In addition to their conflicting holdings, the Salisbury and Cole opinions differ in their approach to so-called
voter assistance cases. Salisbury focused on the issue of voter consent -- that is, whether the voters had, by
their conduct, in some way "consented" to having the defendant mark, or help them mark, their own ballots.
Cole, on the other hand, focused on whether it was the voter or the defendant who actually expressed candidate
preferences.

•	 In a more recentcase, the Eleventh Circuit followed the rationale in 	 with respect to a scheme to obtain
and cast ballots for indigent voters without their knowledge or consent. Smith. supra. The court even went so
far as to note that, in its view, a section 19731(e) offense could lie regardless of whether the voter had consented
to another's marking his ballot. Smith at 816, fn. 20.

While the approach taken in pI and smith is, from a prosecutor's perspective, preferable to-Salisbury's, the
latter's discussion of the issue of possible voter "consent" remains important, since facts suggesting the
possibility of consent may weaken the evidence of fraud. Taken together, these three cases suggest the
following approach to voter "assistance" frauds:

• The use of section 1973i(e) should generally be confined to what amounts to clear "ballot
theft." Examples of such situations are where the defendant marked the ballots of others
without their input; where voters did not knowingly consent to the defendant's participation
in their voting transactions; where the voters' electoral preferences were disregarded; or
where the defendant marked the ballots of voters who lacked the mental capacity to vote or
to consent to the defendant's activities.

• Jury instructions for a section 1973i(e) indictment should amplify the key term "votes more
than once" in the context of the particular case, and specifically define the terms "vote," and,
where appropriate, "consent" and "implied consent." See 42 U.S.C. ' 19731(c)(1)
(containing an extremely broad definition of "vote") and United States v. Boards, 10 F.3d
587, 589 (8th Cir. 1993) (holding that this definition encompasses applying for an absentee

•	 ballot).

Thus, while the clearest use of section 1973i(e) is to prosecute pure ballot forgery schemes, the statute can also
apply to other types of schemes where voters are manipulated, misled, or otherwise deprived of their votes. See
Cole at 310-311 (witness believed the defendant was merely registering her to vote, not helping her vote).
Schemes to steal the votes of the elderly, infirm, or economically disadvantaged may constitute multiple voting
if there is a clear absence of meaningful voter participation. Because of their vulnerability, these persons are

•	 frequent targets of ballot schemes, and often do not even know that their ballots have been stolen or their

'Ordinary people can conclude that the absentee voters were not expressing their wills or preferences, i.e., that Cole was
rising the absentee voters' ballots to vote his will and preferences." Cole at 308.
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voting choices ignored; furthermore, if they have been intimidated, they are generally reluctant to say so.

There is a significant evidentiary difference between voter intimidation and multiple voting that suggests that
the multiple voting statute may often become the preferred charging statute for voter "assistance" frauds.
Voter Intimidation requires proof of a difficult element: the existence of physical or economic intimidation that
is intended by the defendant and felt by the victim. In contrast, the key element in a multiple voting offense is
whether the defendant voted the ballot of another person without consulting with that person or taking into
account his or her electoral preferences.

In conclusion, if the facts show manipulation of what the United States Sentencing Guidelines call "vulnerable
victims" for the purpose of obtaining control over the victims' ballot choices, the use of section 1973i(e) as a
prosecutive theory should always be considered.

5. Voter intimidation

Voter intimidation schemes are the functional opposite of voter bribery schemes. In the case of voter bribery,
voting activity is stimulated by offering or giving something of value to individuals to induce them to vote or
reward them for having voted. The goal of voter intimidation, on the other hand, is to deter or influence voting
activity through threats to deprive voters of something they already have, such as jobs, government benefits, or,
in extreme cases, their personal safety. Another distinction between voter bribery and intimidation is that
bribery generates concrete evidence: the bribe itself (generally money). Intimidation, on the other hand, is
amorphous and largely subjective in nature, and lacks such concrete evidence.

Voter intimidation is an assault against both the individual and society, warranting prompt and effective redress
by the criminal justice system. Yet a number of factors make it difficult to prosecute. The intimidation is
likely to be both subtle and without witnesses. Furthermore, voters who have been intimidated are not merely
victims; it is their testimony that proves the crime. These voters must testify, publicly and in an adversarial
proceeding, against the very person who intimidated them. Obtaining this crucial testimony can be difficult.

The crime of voter "intimidation" normally requires evidence of threats,-duress, economic coercion, or some
other aggravating factor which tends to improperly induce conduct on the part of the victim. If such evidence is
lacking, an alternative prosecutive theory may apply to the facts, such as multiple voting in violation of 42
U.S.C. ' 1973i(e). Indeed, in certain cases the concepts of "intimidation" and voting "more than once" may
overlap and even merge. For example, a scheme which targets the votes of persons who are mentally
handicapped, economically depressed, or socially vulnerable may involve elements of both crimes. Because of
their vulnerability, these persons are often easily manipulated -- without the need for inducements, threats, or
duress. In such cases, the use of section 1973i(e) as a prosecutive theory should be considered. See United
States v. Odom, 736 F.2d 104 (4th Cir. 1984).

The main federal criminal statutes that can apply to voter intimidation are: 18 U.S.C. " 241, 242,
245(b)(1)(A), 594, and two statutes enacted in 1993, 18 U.S.C.'610 and 42 U.S.C.' 1973gg-10(l). Each of
these statutes is discussed below.

a) Intimidation in voting and registering to vote:
42 U.S.C. § 1973gg-10(1)

Congress enacted the National Voter Registration Act (NVRA), 42 U.S.C." 1973gg-1973gg-10, in 1993. The
principal purpose of this legislation was to require that the states provide prospective voters with uniform and
convenient means by which to register for the federal franchise. In response to concerns that relaxing
registration requirements might lead to an increase in election fraud, the NVRA also included a new series of
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election crimes, one of which prohibited knowingly and willfully intimidating or coercing prospective voters for
registering to vote, or for voting, in any election for federal offi ce . 42 U.S.C. § 1973gg-10(1). Violators are
subject to imprisonment for up to five years.

As with other statutes addressing voter intimidation, in the absence of any jurisprudence to the contrary, it is
the Criminal Division's position that section 1973gg-10(1) applies only to intimidation which is accomplished
through the use of threats of physical or economic duress. Voter "intimidation" accomplished through less
drastic means may present violations of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973i(b), which are enforced by the
Civil Rights Division through noncriminal remedies.

The jurisdictional element for section 1973gg-10(1) is "in any election for Federal office." This is slightly
different phraseology than that used in sections 1973i(c) and i(e), discussed above. In matters involving
intimidation in connection with voter registration, this jurisdictional element is satisfied in every case because
voter registration is unitary in all 50 states: i.e., one registers to vote only once to become eligible to vote for
federal as well as non-federal candidates. However, when the intimidation occurs in connection with voting, the
jurisdictional situation may not be as clear. Although at the time this book was written there had been no
jurisprudence on the issue, the Criminal Division believes that in voting intimidation matters, federal
prosecutors should exercise caution by ensuring that the vote corrupted by the intimidation included marking
the victim's ballot for a federal candidate. Unlike sections 1973i(c) and i(e), the mere presence of a federal
candidate's name on the-ballot may not be sufficient to satisfy the jurisdictional predicate of this statute.

b) Intimidation of voters: 18 U.S.C. § 394

Section 594 prohibits intimidating, threatening, or coercing anyone, or attempting to do so, for the purpose of
interfering with an individual's right to vote or not vote in any election held in whole or in part to elect a federal
candidate. The statute does not apply to primaries. Violations are one-year misdemeanors.

The operative words in section 594 are "intimidates," "threatens," and "coerces." The scienter element
requires proof that the actor intended to force voters to act against their will by placing them in fear of losing
something of value. The feared loss may be of something tangible, such as money or economic benefits, or
intangible, such as liberty or safety.

Section 594 was enacted as part of the original 1939 Hatch Act, which aimed at prohibiting the blatant
economic coercion used during the 1930s to force federal employees and recipients of federal relief benefits to
perform political work and to vote for and contribute to the candidates supported by their supervisors. The
congressional debates on the Hatch Act show that Congress intended section 594 to apply where persons were
placed in fear of losing something of value for the purpose of extracting involuntary political activities. 84 Cong.
Rec. 9596-611 (1939). Although the impetus for the passage of section 594 was Congress's concern over the
use of threats of economic loss to induce political activity, the statute also applies to conduct which interferes,
or attempts to interfere, with an individual's right to vote by placing him or her in fear of suffering other kinds
of tangible and intangible losses. It thus criminalizes conduct intended to force prospective voters to vote against
their preferences, or refrain from voting, through activity reasonably calculated to instill some form of fear in
them.'s

18 In recent years, the civil counterparts to section 594, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1971b and 1973(b), have been used to combat
nonviolent voter intimidsJtion. See, e.g., United States v. North Carolina Republican, No. 91- 161-Civ-5F (E.D.N.C.,
consent decree entered Feb. 27, 1992) (consent order entered against political organizations for mailing to thousands of
minority voters postcards that contained false voting information and a threat of prosecution).
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c) Coercion of political activity: 18 U.S.C. § 610

:•• Section 610 was enacted as part of the 1993 Hatch Act Reform Amendments to provide increased protection
against political manipulation of federal employees in the executive branch." It prohibits intimidating or
coercing a federal employee to induce or discourage "any political activity" by the employee. Violators are
subject to imprisonment for up to three years. This statute is discussed in detail in Chapter Two, which
addresses patronage crimes.

Although the class of persons covered by section 610 is limited to federal employees, the conduct covered by
this new statute is broad: it reaches political activity which relates to any public office or election, whether
federal, state, or local. The phrase "political activity" in section 610 expressly includes, but is not limited to,
"voting or refusing to vote for any candidate or measure," "making or refusing to make any political

	

•	 contribution," and "working or refusing to work on behalf of any candidate."

d) Conspiracy against rights and deprivation of constitutional rights:
18 U.S.C. §§ 1241 and 242

Section 241 makes it a ten-year felony to "conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any person in any
state, territory or district in the free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured by the Constitution
or laws of the United States" -- including the right to vote. The statute, which is discussed in detail above, has
potential application to two forms of voter intimidation: a conspiracy to prevent persons whom the subjects
knew were qualified voters from entering the polls to vote in an election where a federal candidate is on the
ballot, and a conspiracy to misuse state authority to prevent qualified voters from voting for any candidate in
any election.

Section 241 has been successfully used to prosecute intimidation in connection with political activities. Wilkins
v. United States, 376 F. 2d 552 (5th Cir.)(en banc), cert. denied, 389 U.S. 964 (1967). Wilkins involved both

	

•	 violence and clear racial animus. It arose out of the shooting of a participant in the 1965 Selma-to-Montgomery
• voting rights march. The marchers had intended to present to the Governor of Alabama a petition for redress of

grievances, including denial of their right to vote. The Fifth Circuit held that those marching to protest denial of
their voting rights were exercising "an attribute of national citizenship, guaranteed by the United States," and

	

•	 that shooting one of the marchers therefore violated section 241. 376 F. 2d at 561.

19 A similar statute addresses political intimidation within the military. 18 U.S.C. § 609. It prohibits officers of the United
States armed forces from misusing military authority to coerce members of the military to vote for a federal, state, or local
candidate. Violations are five-year felonies. In addition, 18 U.S.C. § 593 makes it a five-year felony for a member of the
military to interfere with a voter in any general or special election, and 18 U.S.C. 5596 makes it a misdemeanor to poll
members of the armed forces regarding candidate preferences.

l^•
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Section 242, as also discussed above, makes it a misdemeanor for any person'to act "under color of any law,
statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom," knowingly and willfully to deprive any person in a state, territory,
or district of a right guaranteed by the Constitution or federal law. For all practical purposes, this statute
embodies the substantive offense for a section 241 conspiracy and it therefore can apply to voter intimidation.

It is the Criminal Division's position that sections 241 and 242 may be used to prosecute schemes the object of
which was to intimidate voters in federal elections through threats of physical or economic duress, or to prevent
otherwise lawfully qualified voters from getting to the polls in elections where federal candidates are on the
ballot. Examples of the latter include intentionally jamming telephone lines to disrupt a political party's get-
out-the-vote or °ride-to-the-polls" efforts, and schemes to vandalize motor vehicles a political faction or party
intended to use to get voters to the polls.

e) Federally protected activities: 18 U.S.C. § 245(b)(1)(A)

The Civil Rights Act of 1968 contains a broad provision that addresses violence intended to intimidate voting in
any election in this country. 18 U.S.C. '245(b)(1)(A). This provision applies without regard to the presence of
racial or ethnic factors.	

-:

Section 245(b)(1)(A) makes it illegal to use or threaten to use physical force to intimidate individuals from,
among other things, "voting or qualifying to vote." It reaches threats to use physical force against a victim
because the victim has exercised his or her franchise, or to prevent the victim from doing so. Violations are
misdemeanors if no bodily injury results, and ten-year felonies if it does; if death results, the penalty is life
imprisonment.

Prosecutions under section 245 require written authorization by the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney
General, the Associate Attorney General, or a specifically designated Assistant Attorney General, who must
certify that federal prosecution of the matter is "in the public interest and necessary to secure substantial
justice." § 245(a)(1). This approval requirement was imposed in response to federalism issues which many
Members of Congress believed were inherent in a statute giving the federal government prosecutive jurisdiction
over what otherwise would be mere assault and battery cases. See 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1837-67 (judiciary
Committee Report on H.R. 2516). In making the required certification under section 245(b)(1)(A), the
standard to be applied by the Attorney General is whether the facts of the particular matter are such that the
appropriate state law enforcement authorities should, but either cannot or will not, effectively enforce the
applicable state law, thereby creating an overriding need for federal intervention. 1968 U.S.C.C.A.N 1845-48
(judiciary Committee Report on H.R. 2516).

6. Fraudulent registering and voting: 42 U.S.C. § 1973gg-10(2)

This provision was enacted as part of the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (NVRA). As discussed above,
Congress enacted the NVRA to ease voter registration requirements throughout the country. The major goal of
this legislation was to promote the exercise of the franchise by replacing diverse state voter registration
requirements with uniform and more convenient registration options, such as registration by mail, when
applying for a driver's license, and at various government agencies.

In addition, the NVRA sought to protect the integrity of the electoral process and the accuracy of the country's
voter registration rolls. To further this goal, a new criminal statute was enacted which specifically addressed
two common forms of electoral corruption: intimidation of voters (42 U.S.C. § 1973gg-10(1), discussed
above), and fraudulent registration and voting. 42 U.S.C. ' 1973gg-10(2). Violations of this statute are
punishable by imprisonment for up to five years.
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The NVRA's criminal statute resulted from law enforcement concerns expressed during congressional debates•	
on the proposed law. Opponents and supporters of the NVRA alike recognized that relaxing requirements for

_•	 registering to vote had the unavoidable potential to increase the occurrence of election crime by making it easier
for the unscrupulous to pack registration rolls with fraudulent applications and ballots.

• The constitutional basis of the NVRA is Congress's broad power to regulate the election of federal officials.
NVRA's criminal provision reflects this federal focus, and is limited to conduct which occurs "in any election to
Federal office." The phrasing of this jurisdictional element differs somewhat from the jurisdictional language
used by Congress in earlier election fraud statutes, which required only that the name of a federal candidate be
on the ballot. 20 While the Department believes that the jurisdictional language used in section 1973gg-10 was
included to achieve the same result as the jurisdictional element for sections 19731(c) and i(e), prosecutors and
investigators wishing to proceed under section 1973gg-10 should be sensitive to the differences in its
jurisdictional phraseology and when proceeding under section 1973gg- 10 should be prepared to prove that the
fraud in question either pertained to voter registration or that it affected, at least indirectly, the vote count for
the federal candidate(s) on the ballot.

j ^	 a) Fraudulent registration: § 1973gg-10(2)(A)

•	 Subsection 1973gg-10(2)(A) prohibits any person, in an election for federal office, from defrauding or
• attempting to defraud the residents of a state of a fair and impartially conducted election by procuring or

submitting voter registration applications that the offender knows are materially false or defective under state
law. The scope of the statute is broader than that of the "false information" provision of section 1973i(c),
discussed above, which is limited to false information involving only name, address, or period of residence. The
statute applies to any false Information that is material to a registration decision by an election official. For this
reason, the provision is likely to be the statute of preference for most false registration matters.

For schemes to submit fraudulent registration applications, the statute's "federal office" jurisdictional element is
automatically satisfied and hence does not present a problem. This is because registration to vote is unitary in all

states, in the sense that in registering to vote an individual becomes eligible to vote in all elections, nonfederal as
•	 well as federal.

b) Fraudulent voting: § 1973gg-10(2)(B)

Subsection 1973gg-10(2)(B) prohibits any person, in an election for federal office, from defrauding or

20 Those earlier statutes, sections 19731(c) and (e), contain express references to each federal office (Member of the House,
Member of the Senate, President, Vice President, presidential elector) and type of election (primary, general, special)

•	 providing potential federal jurisdiction. The revised language seems to have been intended as a less cumbersome
rephrasing of the required federal nexus. However, at the time this book was written there was no jurisprudence on this
point.
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attempting to defraud the residents of a state of a fair election through casting or tabulating ballots that the
offender knows are materially false or fraudulent under state law. Unlike other ballot fraud laws discussed in
this chapter, the focus of this provision is not on any single type of fraud, but rather on the result of the false
information: that is, whether the ballot generated through the false information was defective and void under
state law. Because of the conceptual breadth of the new provision, it may become a useful alternative to general
fraud statutes in reaching certain forms of election corruption.

The statute's jurisdictional element, "in any election for Federal office," restricts its usefulness for fraudulent
voting (as opposed to fraudulent registration) schemes. This subsection of the statute applies only to elections
which include a federal candidate. Thus its scope is similar to that of 42 U.S.C." 1973i(c) and (e), and arises
from the fact that fraudulent activity aimed at any race in a mixed election has the potential to taint the integrity
of the federal race.

7. Voting by noncitizens

Federal law does not expressly require that persons be United States citizens in order to vote. Eligibility to vote
is a matter which the Constitution leaves primarily to the states. At the time this book was written, all states
required that prospective voters be United States citizens.

In 1993, the federal role in the election process expanded substantially with the passage of the National Voter
Registration Act (NVRA). This legislation required, among other things, that forms used to register voters
clearly state that citizenship is a voting prerequisite, and that persons registering to vote in federal elections
affirm that they are United States citizens. 42 U.S.C. §§ 1973gg-3(c)(2)(c), 1973gg-5(a)(6)(A)(I),
1973gg-7(b)(2). Nine years later, this requirement was reemphasized with respect to individuals who register
to vote by mail. The Help America Vote Act of 2002 required the states to place a citizenship question on
forms used by individuals under the "registration by mail" feature of NVRA. 42 U.S.C. § 15483(b)(4)(A).

Voting by noncitizens is covered by four separate federal criminal laws:

a) Fraudulent registration and voting under the NVRA: 42 U.S.C. 1973gg-10

The NVRA enacted a new criminal statute that reaches the knowing and willful submission to election
authorities of false information which is material under state law. 42 U.S.C.' 1973gg-10(2). Because all states
make citizenship a prerequisite for voting, statements by prospective voters concerning citizenship status are
automatically "material" within the meaning of this statute.

Therefore, any false statement concerning an applicant's citizenship status that is made on a registration form
submitted to election authorities can involve a violation of the NVRA's registration fraud statute. Such
violations are felonies subject to imprisonment for up to five years.

For jurisdictional purposes, the statute requires that the fraud be in connection with a federal election. As
discussed above, voter registration in every state is unitary, In the sense that an individual registers to vote only
once for all elective offices, local, state, and federal. Thus the jurisdictional element of section 1973gg-10(2) is
satisfied whenever a false statement concerning citizenship status is made on a voter registration form.

Section 1973gg-10(2) is a specific intent offense. This means that the offender must have been aware that
citizenship is a requirement for voting and that the registrant did not possess United States citizenship. In most
instances, proof of the first element is relatively easy because the citizenship requirement is stated on the voter
registration form, and the form requires that the voter check a box indicating that he or she is a citizen. Proof
of the second element, however, may be more problematic, since the technicalities of acquiring United States
citizenship may not have existed in the culture of the registrant's country of birth, or otherwise been evident to
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him, ad because the registrant may have received bad advice concerning the citizenship requirement. These•
..---	 issues can also usually be overcome by the fact that all voter registration forms now require a registrant to

certify that he or she is a citizen.

b) Naturalization, citizenship, or alien registry:
18 U.S.C. §1015(1)

Section 1015(1) was enacted in 1996 to provide an additional criminal prohibition addressing the participation of
noncitizens in the voting process. This statute makes it an offense for an individual to make any false statement
or claim that he or she is a citizen of the United States in order to register, or to vote. Unlike all other statutes
addressing alien voting, section 1015(1) expressly applies to all elections -- federal, state, and local -- as well as
to initiatives, recalls, and referenda.

Jurisdictionally, section 1015(1) rests on Congress's power over nationality (art. 1, § 8, cl. 3), rather than on the
Election Clause (art. I, § 4, cl. 1), which provides the basis for its broad reach.

Section 1015(1) is a specific intent offense and requires proof that the registrant or voter, or the person assisting
the registrant or voter, be aware that citizenship is a prerequisite for registering or voting and that the registrant
or voter does not possess United States citizenship.

Violations of section 1015(0 are felonies, punishable by imprisonment for up to five years.

c) Citizen of the United States: 18 U.S.C. § 911

Section 911 prohibits the knowing and willful false assertion of United States citizenship by a noncitizen. See,
e.g., United States v. Franklin, 188 F.2d 182 (7th Cir. 1951); Fotie v. United States, 137 F.2d 831 (8th Cir.
1943). Violations of section 911 are punishable by imprisonment for up to three years.

As noted, all states require United States citizenship as a prerequisite for voting. However, historically, some
states have not implemented the prerequisite through voter registration forms that clearly alerted prospective
registrants that only citizens may vote. Under the NVRA, all states must now make this citizenship requirement
clear, and prospective registrants must sign applications under penalty of perjury attesting that they meet this
requirement. Therefore, falsely attesting to citizenship in any state is now more likely to be demonstrably
willful, and therefore cognizable under section 911.

Section 911 requires proof that the offender was aware he was not a United States citizen, and that he was
falsely claiming to be a citizen on a voter registration form. Violations of section 911 are felonies, punishable by
up to three years' imprisonment.

d) Voting by aliens: 18 U.S.C. § 611

Section 611 is a relatively new statute that creates an additional crime for voting by persons who are not United
States Citizens.

It applies to voting by non-citizens in an election where a federal candidate is on the ballot, except when: (1)
non-citizens are authorized to vote by state or local law on non-federal candidates or issues, and (2) the ballot is
formatted in a way that the non-citizen has the opportunity to vote solely for the non-federal candidate or issues
on which he is entitled to vote under state law. Unlike section 101 S(1), section 611 is directed at the act of

•

	

	 voting, rather than the act of lying. But unlike section 1015(1), Section 611 is a strict liability offense in the
sense that the prosecution must only prove that the defendant was not a citizen when he registered or voted.
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Section 611 does not require proof that the offender be aware that citizenship is a prerequisite to voting. 	 f

Violations of section 611 are misdemeanors, punishable by up to one year imprisonment.

8. Travel Act: 18 U.S.C. § 1952

The Travel Act, 18 U.S.C. ' 1952, prohibits interstate travel, the interstate use of any other facility (such as a
telephone), and any use of the mails to further specified "unlawful activity," including bribery in violation of
state or federal law. Violations are punishable by imprisonment for up to five years. This statute is useful in 	 -
election crime matters in that it applies to vote buying offenses that occur in states where vote-buying is a
"bribery" offense, and it does so regardless of the type of election involved.

The predicate bribery under state law need not be common law bribery. The Travel Act applies as long as the
conduct is classified as a "bribery" offense under applicable state law. Perrin v. United States, 444 U.S. 37
(1979). In addition, the Travel Act has been held to incorporate state crimes regardless of whether they are
classified as felonies or misdemeanors. United States v. Pollizzi, 500 F.2d 856, 873 (9th Cir. 1974), cert.
denied, 419 U.S. 1120 (1975), United States v. Karigiannis, 430 F.2d 148, 150 (7th Cir.),.cert. denied, 400
U.S. 904 (1970).

The first task in determining whether the Travel Act has potential application to a vote buying scheme is to
examine the law of the state where the vote buying occurred to determine if it either: (1) is classified as a
bribery offense, or (2) describes the offense of paying voters for voting in a way that requires proof of a i pt
, , L, that a voter be paid in consideration for his or her vote for one or more candidates. If the state
offense meets either of these criteria, the Travel Act potentially applies.

In the past, Travel Act prosecutions have customarily rested on predicate acts of interstate travel or the use of
interstate facilities. Since election fraud is a local crime, interstate predicate acts are rarely present, and the
Travel Act has not been used to prosecute election crime. However, in United States v. Riccardelli, 794 F.2d
829 (2d Cir. 1986), the Act's mail predicate was held to be satisfied by proof of an intrastate mailing. In
reaching this conclusion, the Court conducted an exhaustive analysis of the Travel Act's legislative history and
Congress's authority to regulate the mails. The Sixth Circuit subsequently reached a contrary result, holding
that the Travel Act's mail predicate required an interstate mailing. United States v. Barry, 888 F.2d 1092 (6th
Cir. 1989). In 1990 Congress resolved this conflict by adopting the Riccardelli holding in an amendment to the
Travel Act, expressly extending federal jurisdiction to any use of the mails in furtherance of a state predicate
offense.

Thus, the Travel Act should be considered as a vehicle to prosecute vote buying schemes in which the- mails
were used in those states where vote buying is statutorily defined as bribery. This theory is one of the few
available which do not require a federal candidate on the ballot.

As with the mail fraud statute, each use of the mails in the furtherance of the bribery scheme is a separate
offense. United States v. Jabara, 644 F.2d 574 (6th Cir. 1981). The defendant need not actually have done the
mailing, so long as it was a reasonably foreseeable consequence of his or her activities. United States v. Kelly,
395 F.2d 727 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 393 U.S. 963 (1968). Nor need the mailing have in itself constituted the
illegal activity, as long as it promoted it in some way. United States v. Bagnariol, 66S F.2d 877 (9th Cir. 1981),
cert. denied, 456 U. S. 962 (1982); United States v. Barbieri, 614 F.2d 715 (10th Cir. 1980); United States v.
Peskin, 527 F.2d 71 (7th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 818 (1976); United States v. Wechsler, 392 F.2d
344 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 392 U.S. 932 (1968).

An unusual feature of the Travel Act is that it requires an overt act subsequent to the jurisdictional event
charged in the indictment. Thus, if a Travel Act charge is predicated on a use of the mails, the government
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must allege and prove that the defendant or his or her agent subsequently acted to further the underlying
unlawful activity. The subsequent overt act need not be unlawful in itself; this element has been generally held
to be satisfied by the commission of a legal act as long as the act facilitated the unlawful activity. See, e.g.,
United States v. Davis, 780 F.2d 838 (10th Cir. 1985).

The Travel Act is particularly useful in voter bribery cases in non-federal elections that involve the mailing of
absentee ballot materials. Such matters usually involve a defendant who offers voters compensation for voting,
followed by the voter applying for, obtaining, and ultimately casting an absentee ballot. Each voting transaction
can involve as many as four separate mailings: when the absentee ballot application is sent to the voter, when
the completed application is sent to the local election board, when the absentee ballot is sent to the voter, and
when the voter sends the completed ballot back to the election authority for tabulation.

The mailing must be in furtherance of the scheme. Therefore, care should be taken to ensure that the voting
transaction in question was corrupted by a bribe before the mailing charged. If, for example, the voter was not
led to believe that he or she would be paid for voting until after applying for, and receiving, an absentee ballot
package, then the only mailing affected . by bribery would be the transmission of the ballot package to the
election authority; the Travel Act charge would have to be predicated on this final mailing, with some other
subsequent overt act charged.

9. Mail and Wire Fraud: 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 and 1343

The federal mail fraud statute prohibits use of the United States mails, or a private or commercial interstate
carrier, to further a "scheme or artifice to defraud." 18 U.S.C. § 1341.21 Violations are punishable by
imprisonment for up to five years.

At present, the most viable means of addressing election crime under the mail fraud statute is the "salary
theory." Under this approach, the pecuniary benefits of elective office are charged as the object of the scheme.

a) Background

Until McNally v. United States, 483 U.S. 350 (1987), the mail fraud statute was frequently and successfully
used to attain federal jurisdiction over schemes to corrupt local elections. Because its jurisdictional basis is the
broad power of Congress to regulate the mails, section 1341 was used to address corruption of the voting
process in purely local or state elections. See Badders v. United States, 240 U.S. 391, 392 (1916) (overt act of
putting a letter in a United States post office is a matter Congress may regulate).

Courts had broadly interpreted the "scheme to defraud" element of section 1341 . to include nearly any effort to
procure, cast, or tabulate ballots illegal under state law. The theory was that citizens were entitled to fair and
honest elections, and a scheme to corrupt an election defrauded them of this right. United States.v. Girdner,
754 F.2d 877, 880 (10th Cir. 1985)(scheme to cast votes for ineligible voters); United States v. Clapps, 732
F. 2d 1148, 1152- 53 (3d Cir.)(scheme to usurp absentee ballots of elderly voters), cert. denied, 469 U.S. 1085
(1984); United States v. States, 488 F.2d 761, 766 (8th Cir. 1973)(scheme to submit fraudulent absentee
ballots), cert. denied, 417 U.S. 909 (1974). The mail fraud statute was even held to reach schemes to deprive
the public of information required under state campaign finance disclosure statutes. United States v. Buckley,
689 F.2d 893, 897-98 (9th Cir. 1982), cert. denied, 460 U.S. 1086 (1983); United States v. Curry, 681 F.2d
406, 411 (5th Cir. 1982).

21 'flu federal wire fraud statute, 18 U.S.C. S 1343, is essentially identical to the mail fraud statute, except for its
jurisdictional element. Accordingly it also has potential application to election fraud schemes that are furthered by
interstate wires.
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The jurisdictional mailing requirement of section. 1341, moreover, usually posed no substantial obstacle in
election fraud cases. The Second Circuit may have adopted the most expansive position, holding in an
unpublished opinion that the mail fraud statute applied to any fraudulent election practice resulting in postal
delivery of a certificate of election to the winning candidate. See Ingber v. Enzor, 664 F. Supp. 814, 815-16
(S.D.N.Y. 1987) (habeas opinion quoting Second Circuit's opinion on direct appeal), of 7d on other grounds,
841 F.2d 450 (2d Cir. 1988). See also United States v. Gordon, 817 F.2d 1538(11th Cir. 1987)(mailing the
certificate of election to the winning candidate held to be in the furtherance of an election fraud scheme to elect
that candidate). As most states mail such notices .to victorious candidates, this theory would have allowed
federal jurisdiction over election fraud by victorious politicians, both federal and nonfederal.'

However, in McNally, the Supreme Court substantially restricted the utility of the mail fraud statute to combat
election crimes. McNally held that "scheme to defraud" does not encompass schemes to deprive the public of
intangible rights, such as the rights to good government and fair elections, but is limited to schemes to deprive
others of property rights.

In 1988, Congress enacted the so-called "McNally-fix" statute, 18 U.S.C. ' 1346, the purpose of which was to
restore the pre-McNally scope of the mail fraud statute. Unfortunately, by its express terms, section 1346 only
applies to schemes to deprive another of the "intangible right of honest services," a concept that does not
embrace a scheme to defraud the public of a fair election or information required to be disclosed under federal
or state campaign financing laws.

Nevertheless, McNally does not entirely foreclose use of the mail fraud statute to address election fraud. If a
pecuniary interest -- such as money or salary -- is sought through the scheme, the mail fraud statute still applies.
See McNally, 483 U.S. at 360 (noting that the jury was not charged on a money or property theory).

b) Salary theory of Mail and Wire Fraud

Schemes to obtain salaried positions by falsely representing one's credentials to a hiring authority remain
prosecutable under the mail fraud statute after McNally. The objective of such "salary schemes" is to obtain
pecuniary things by fraud; such schemes are therefore clearly within the scope of the common law concepts of
fraud to which McNally sought to restrict the mail fraud statute. See United States v. Granberry, 908 F.2d 278,
280 (8th Cir. 1990)(scheme to obtain employment by falsifying application cognizable under salary theory),'
cert. denied, 500 U.S. 921(1991); United States v. Doherty, 867 F.2d 47, 54-57 (1st Cir.1989)(scheme to rig
police promotion exam cognizable on salary theory); United States v. Walters, 711 F. Supp. 1435, 1442-46
(N.D. Ill. 1989) (scheme to obtain scholarships through false information), rev'd on other grounds, 913 F. 2d
388 (7th Cir. 1990); United States v. Ferrara, 701 F. Supp. 39 (E.D.N.Y.)(scheme to obtain hospital salaries by
falsifying medical training), afFd, 868 F.2d 1268 (2d Cir. 1988); United States v. Thomas, 686 F. Supp. 1078,
1083-85 (M.D. Pa.) (scheme to rig police entrance exam), affd, 866 F.2d 1414 (3d Cir. 1988)(table), cert.
denied, 490 U.S. 1048 (1989); United States v. Cooper, 677 F. Supp. 778,781-82 (D. Del. I988)(wire fraud
scheme to obtain pay for person not performing work).22

This theory of post-McNally mail fraud has potential application to some election fraud schemes, since most
elected offices in the United States carry with them a salary and various emoluments that have monetary value.
The criterion by which candidates for elected positions are selected by the public is who obtained the most valid

22 Another district court has upheld application of section 1341 to a commercial bribery scheme to pay salary to a
dishonest procurement officer. United States v. Johns, 742 F. Supp. 196, 204-06, 212-13 (E.D. Pa. 1990) (collecting cases
in an extended discussion of the salary theory). The Third Circuit, however, reversed Johns' mail fraud convictions with a
cursory, unpublished order that held, enigmatically, that the "convictions for mail fraud must be reversed inasmuch as the
evidence was insufficient, as a matter of law, to establish that appellant had defrauded his employer of money paid to him
as salary." United States v. Johns, 972 F.2d 1333 (3d Cir. 1991) (table)(available at 1991 U.S. App. LEXIS 18586).
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votes. Thus, schemes to obtain salaried elected positions through procuring and tabulating invalid ballots are
capable of being charged as traditional common law frauds: that is, schemes to obtain the salary of the office in
question by concealing material facts about the critical issue of which candidate received the most valid votes.
In addition, election fraud schemes can present related issues concerning the quality and value of the public
officer hired thereby. The Supreme Court observed in McNally that deceit concerning the quality and value of

	

„ ..,	 a commodity or service remains within the scope of the mail fraud statute:

We note that as the action comes to us, there was no charge and that the jury was not required to find that the
Commonwealth itself was defrauded of any money or property. It was not charged that in the absence of the
alleged scheme the Commonwealth would have paid a lower premium or secured better insurance.

483 U.S. at 360 (emphasis added). Election fraud schemes involve an aspect of material concealment insofar as

	

•	 the "value" of the services the public is paying for are concerned: the public "hired" the candidate it was falsely
led to believe received the most valid votes, and consequently received services of lower value.

The "salary theory" of post-McNally mail fraud has been applied to election frauds in only a few cases to date,
most notably Ingber v. Enzor, 841 F.2d 450 (2d Cir. 1988) (post-McNally habeas relief appropriate for
pre-McNally mail fraud defendant convicted of securing election to salaried township position through illegal
ballots, where reviewing court could not determine whether jury's verdict rested on "salary theory" or on
alternative intangible rights theory of the case); and United States v. Webb, 689 F. Supp. 703 (W.D. Ky. 1988)
(tax dollars paid to a public official elected by fraud area loss to the citizens, who did not receive the benefit of
the bargain). This theory of mail fraud therefore remains a viable option by which prosecutors can attain federal
jurisdiction over frauds that occur in nonfederal elections which employ the mails.

In United States v. Schermerhorn, 713 F. Supp. 88 (S.D.N.Y. 1989), affd, 906 F.2d 66 (2d Cir. 1990), the
salary theory of mail fraud was held to apply to a scheme to violate state campaign financing laws. The facts of
the case were egregious: a candidate for the State Senate whose campaign was largely funded by organized
crime and who failed to disclose that fact on state campaign financing disclosure forms that were required to be
filed by state law. The district judge held that such a concealment resulted in the electorate being misled, and
the candidate was thereby able to obtain the office he sought and its salary from a deceived electorate. This
district court decision has been advanced as . authority for the proposition that violations of state campaign
financing laws by candidates seeking state or local office can be federalized and prosecuted under the 18 U.S.C.
§ 1341. This theory has some support in the Shermerhorn case. However, prosecutors should be cautious in
applying this theory and consider using it only when the facts that are not disclosed under state or local
campaign financing laws would have had a clear and direct impact on voting behavior had the truth been
properly reported.

c) "Honest services" frauds: 18 U.S.C. § 1346

As summarized above, prior to McNally nearly all of the Circuits had held that a scheme to defraud the public of
a fair and impartial election was one of the "intangible rights" schemes to defraud that was reached by the mail
and wire fraud statutes. McNally repudiated this theory in an opinion that not only rejected the intangible
rights theory of mail and wire fraud, but did so by citing several election fraud cases as examples of the kinds of
fraud the Court found outside these criminal laws.

The following year, Congress enacted 18 U.S.C. § 1346 for the express purpose of legislatively reversing
McNally in order to restore sections 1341 and 1343 to the status they enjoyed prior to that decision. However,
the language Congress used to achieve this objective did not clearly restore the use of these statutes to election
frauds. This is because section 1346 is limited to schemes to deprive a victim of the "intangible right to honest
services," and election frauds do not appear to involve such an objective. Moreover, jurisprudence in the arena
of public corruption has generally confined section 1346 to schemes involving traditional forms of corruption
that involve a clear breach of a fiduciary duty of "honest services" owed by a public official to the body politic:
e.g., bribery,extortion, embezzlement, theft, conflicts of interest, and in some instances, gratuities. See,
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United States v. Panarela, 277 F.3d 678 (3d Cir. 2002); United States v. Sawyer, 329 F.3d 31 (15t Cir. 2001);
United States v. Bloom, 149 F.3d 649 (7 th Cir. 1998); United States v. Brumley, 116 F.3d 728 (5th Cir
1997)(en banc).

Thus, section 1346 did not restore mail and wire fraud jurisdiction to schemes to "defraud the public of a fair
and impartial election," and it is the Criminal Division's position that section 1346 does not apply to schemes to
corrupt elections

d) "Cost-of-election" theory of 18 U.S.C. §§ 1341 and 1343

One case, United States v. DeFries, 43 F.3d 707 (D.C. Cir. 1995), held thata schemeto cast invalid ballots in a
labor union election which had the effect of tainting the election to a point that exposed it to being declared
invalid involved, among other things, a scheme to defraud the election authority charged with running the
election of the costs involved.

DeFries was not a traditional election fraud prosecution. Rather, it involved corruption of a union election
where supporters for one candidate for union office cast fraudulent ballots for the candidate they supported.
When the. scheme was uncovered, the United States Department of Labor ordered that a new election be held,
thereby causing the union to incur an actual pecuniary loss. The D.C. Circuit held that the relationship
between that pecuniary loss and the voter fraud scheme was sufficient to satisfy the requirements of McNally.

This theory of prosecution has potential validity primarily where the mail and wire fraud statutes are needed to
federalize voter frauds involving the counting of illegal ballots in nonfederal elections, particularly where the
fraud has led to a successful election contest and the election authority has been ordered to hold a new election
and thereby incur additional costs.

10. Troops at polls: 18 U.S.C. §' 592

This statute makes it unlawful to station troops or "armed men" at the polls in a general or special election (but
not a primary), except when necessary "to repel armed enemies of the United States." Violations are punishable
by imprisonment for up to five years and disqualification from any federal office.

Section 592 prohibits the use of official authority to order armed personnel to the polls; it does not reach the
troops who actually-go in response to those orders. The effect of this statute is to prohibit FBI agents from
conducting investigations within the polls on election day, and United States Marshals from being stationed at
open polls. This is because FBI agents and Marshals must be armed while on duty.

This statute applies only to agents of the United States government. It does not prohibit state or local law
enforcement agencies from sending-police officers to quell disturbances at polling places, nor does it preempt
state laws that require police officers to be stationed in polling places.

11. Campaign dirty tricks

Two federal statutes - - both of which are part of the Federal Election Campaign Act (FECA) specifically address
campaign tactics and practices: 2 U.S.C. " 441d and 441h. As is the case with all other features of FECA,
violations of these two statutes are subject to both civil and criminal penalties, 2 U.S.C. §§ 437g(a) and (d)
respectively. These penalties will be discussed in Chapter Six.

Section 441 d provides that whenever a person or political committee makes certain types of election-related
disbursements, an expenditure for the purpose of financing a public communication advocating the election or
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defeat of a clearly identified federal candidate, or a solicitation for the purpose of influencing the election of a
federal candidate, the communication must contain an attribution clause identifying the candidate, committee,

•

	

	
or person who authorized and/or paid for the communication. The content of the attribution, as well as its size
and location in the advertisement are described in the statute.

Section 441h prohibits fraudulently representing one's authority to speak for a federal candidate. As a resuh of
the 2002 Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act, the provision contains two specific prohibitions:

a) Section 441 h(a) forbids a federal candidate or an agent of a federal candidate from
misrepresenting his or her authority to speak, write, or otherwise act for any other
federal candidate or political party on a matter which is damaging to that other candidate
or political *party. For example, section 441h(a) would prohibit an agent of federal
candidate A from issuing a statement that was purportedly written by federal candidate B
and which concerned a matter which was damaging to candidate B.

b) Section 441h(b) forbids any person from fraudulently representing his or her authority to
solicit contributions on behalf of a federal candidate. This provision was added by BCRA
and became effective on November 6, 2002. For example, this provision would prohibit
any person from raising money by claiming that he or she represented federal candidate A
when in fact the person had no such authority.

12. Retention of federal election records: 42 U.S.C. § 1974

The detection, investigation, and proof of election crimes --and in many instances Voting Rights Act violations -
often depends on documentation generated during the voter registration, voting, tabulation, and election

certification processes. In recognition of this fact, and the length of time it can take for credible election fraud
predication to, develop, Congress enacted Section 1974 to require that documentation generated in connection
with the voting and registration process be retained for 22 months if it pertained to an election that included a-
federal candidate. Absent this statute, the disposition. of election documentation would be subject solely to state
law, which in virtually all states permits its destruction within a few months after the election is certified.

Section 1974 provides for criminal misdemeanor-penalties for any election administrator who knowingly and
willfully fails to retain, or willfully steals, destroys, or conceals, records covered by the statute. 42 U.S.C. §
1974a.23 More importantly, the reach of this statute qualitatively to specific categories of election
documentation is critical to prosecutors as well as election administrators, who must often resolve election
disputes and answer challenges to the fairness of elections.24

For this reason, a detailed discussion of section 1974 and its application to particular types of election
documentation generated in the current age of electronic voting will be presented here.

a) Legislative purpose and background

The voting process generates voluminous documents and records, ranging from voter registration forms and
absentee ballot applications to ballots and tally reports. If election fraud occurs, these records often play an
important role in the detection and prosecution of the crime. Documentation generated by the election process
also plays an equally important role in the detection, investigation and proof of federal civil rights violations.

23 Specifically, Section 1974a provides that any election administrator or document custodian who willfully fails to comply
with the statute is subject to imprisonment for up to one year.

24 Indeed, the federal courts have recognized that the purpose of this federal document retention requirement is to
protect the right to vote by facilitating the investigation of illegal election practices. Kenzie 	 ynd, 306 F.2d 222 (5thCir. 1962), ç, dmj ,ed 371 U.S. 952 (1963).
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State laws generally require that voting documents be retained for sixty to ninety days. Those relatively brief
periods are usually insufficient to make certain that voting records will be preserved until more subtle forms of
federal civil rights abuses and election crimes have been detected.

In 1960, Congress enacted a federal requirement that extended the document retention period for elections
where federal candidates were on the ballot to twenty-two months after the election. Pub. L. 86-449, Title III,
§ 301, 74 Stat. 88; 42 U.S.C. §§ 1974-1974e. This election documentation retention requirement is backed-up
with criminal misdemeanor penalties that apply to election officers and document custodians who willfully
destroy covered election records before the expiration of the 22-month federal retention period.

The retention requirements of section 1974 are aimed specifically at election administrators. In a parochial
sense, these laws place criminally sanctionable duties on election officials. However, in a broader sense this
federal retention law assists election administrators perform more efficiently the tasks of managing elections,
and determining winners of elective contests. It does this by requiring election managers to focus appropriate
attention on the types of election records under their supervision and control that may be needed to resolve
challenges to the election process, and by requiring that they take appropriate steps to insure that those records
will be preserved intact until such time as they may become needed to resolve legitimate questions that
frequently arise involving the election process. In this way, section 1974 serves the election administrators by
better equipping them to respond to legitimate questions concerning the voting process when they arise.

b) The basic requirements of section 1974

Section 1974 requires that election administrators preserve for twenty-two months "all records and papers
which come into their possession relating to any application, registration, payment of poll tax, or other act
requisite to voting." This retention requirement applies to all elections in which a candidate for federal office
was on the ballot, that is, a candidate for the United States Senate, the United States House of Representatives,
President or Vice President of the United States, or presidential elector. Section 1974 does not apply to
records generated in connection with purely local or state elections.

Retention and disposition of records in purely nonfederal elections (those where no federal candidates were on
the ballot) are governed by state document retention laws.

However, section 1974 does apply to all records generated in connection with the process of registering voters
and maintaining current electoral rolls. This is because voter registration in virtually all United States
jurisdictions is "unitary," in the sense that a potential voter registers only once to become eligible to vote for
both local and federal candidates. See United States v. Ciancuilli, 482 F.Supp. 585 (E.D.Pa. 1979). Thus,
registration records must be preserved as long as the voter registration to which they pertain is considered an
"active" one under local law and practice, and those records cannot be disposed of until the expiration of 22
months following the date on which the registration ceased to be "active."

This statute must be interpreted in keeping with its congressional objective: Under section 1974, all documents
and records that may be relevant to the detection or prosecution of federal civil rights or election crimes must
be maintained if the documents or records were generated in connection with an election which included one or
more federal candidates.

c) Section 1974 requires document preservation, not document generation

Section 1974 does nod require that states or localities produce records in the course of their election processes.
However, if a state or locality chooses to create a record that pertains to voting, this statute requires that
documentation to be retained if it pertains to voting in an election covered by the statute.
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d) Originals must be retained

Section 1974 further requires that the original documents be maintained, even in those jurisdictions that have
the capability to reduce original records to digitized replicas. This is because handwriting analysis cannot at
present be performed on digitized reproductions of signatures, and because the legislative purpose advanced by
this statute is to preserve election records for their evidentiary value in criminal and civil rights lawsuits.
Therefore, in states and localities that employ new digitization technology to archive election forms that were

originally manually subscribed by voters, Section 1974 requires that the originals be maintained for the requisite
22-month period.

e) Election officials must supervise storage

Section 1974 requires that covered election documentation be retained either physically by election officials
themselves, or under the direct administrative supervision of election officers. This is because the document
retention requirements of this federal law place the retention and safe-keeping duties squarely on the shoulders
of election officers, andSection 1974 does not contemplate that this responsibility be shifted to other
government agencies or officers.

An electoral jurisdiction may validly determine that election records subject to section 1974 would most
efficiently be kept under the physical supervision of government officers other than election officers
motor vehicle departments, social service administrators). This is particularly likely to occur following the
enactment of the NVRA, which for the first time in many states gives government agencies other than election
administrators a substantive role in the voter registration process.

If an electoral jurisdiction makes such a determination, section 1974 requires that administrative procedures be
in place giving election officers ultimate management authority over the retention and security of those election
records. Those administrative procedures should insure that election officers retain ultimate responsibility for
the retention and security of covered election documents and records, and that election officers retain the right
to physically access and dispose of them.

f) Retention not required for certain records

Section 1974 does not apply to surplus voting materials that are not used in elections where federal candidates
were on the ballot. Examples of such surplus materials include unused ballots and forms, inventories of
supplies, payroll and personnel records pertaining to the hiring, training or payment of election officials, and
other documents that do not reflect or embody a step in the registration or the voting process. Section 1974
only requires the retention of documentation that results in, or which reflects, an act of registering to vote or
voting, or a step in the vote tabulation and election certification process.

Documentation generated in the course of elections held n^lely for local or state candidates, or bond Issues,
initiatives, referenda and the like, is not covered by Section 1974 and may be disposed of within the usually
shorter time periods provided under state election laws. However, if there is a federal candidate on the ballot
in the election, the 22-month federal retention requirement applies.

g) Retention under Section 1974 versus retention under the National Voter
Registration Act

The retention requirements of section 1974 interface significantly with somewhat similar retention
requirements of the National Voter Registration Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973gg-6(i).
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There differences between these two provisions are threefold:

First, section 1974 applies to all records generated by the election process, while section 1973gg-6(i) applies
only to registration records generated under the NVRA.

Second, section 1974 requires only that records subject to its terms be retained intact for the requisite 22-
.month period, while section 1973gg-6(i) requires that registration records be both retained and -- with certain
specifically noted exceptions -- be made available to the public for inspection for 24 months.

Third, violations of section 1974 by election administrators are subject to criminal sanctions, while violations of
section 1973gg-6(i) are subject only to noncriminal remedies.

E.	 CONCLUDING COMMENTS: WHY PROSECUTING ELECTION CRIMES IS
IMPORTANT

I conclude this paper with an editorial of March 19, 2004, in the Big Sandy News of Eastern Kentucky
concerning a recent series of vote buying prosecutions in a rural jurisdiction in the Appalachian Mountains of
Eastern Kentucky. The editorial comments on the sentencing of the County Judge-Executive of Knott County
and a campaign worker for vote buying. It appears here with the permission of the Big Sandy News, whose late
Publisher. and Editor, Scott Perry, as an Eastern Kentucky newspaper man, led a strong charge against public
corruption and took a proactive role in the fight.

In Kentucky, county judge-executives are the chief operating officers of county government, and, as such,
occupy a position of substantial power. Judge Donnie Newsome's conviction culminated a series of vote buying
cases the Public Integrity Section and the United States Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Kentucky
jointly prosecuted during 2003 and early 2004 that arose out of a scheme to pay voters for voting in the 1998
primary. This series of cases ultimately resulted in the indictment of 16 defendants. Twelve of these
defendants were convicted, three defendants were acquitted, and one defendant's case was dismissed. The
highlight of this series of election fraud cases was the conviction of Knott County Judge-Executive Donnie
Newsome for for vote buying in violation of 42 U.S.C. § 1973i©. Thereafter, the defendant cooperated with
the prosecution and received a sentence reduction recommendation under U.S.S.G. §5K1.1. On March 16,
2004, he was sentenced to serve 26 months in prison.25.

25 The sentencing judge indicated that had it not been for the downward departure recommended by the prosecution, he
was prepared to sentence Newsome to five years' imprisonment.
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''.	 The following editorial, reprinted here in its entirety, presents an eloquent yet concise statement of why the
investigation and prosecution of electoral corruption are important law enforcement priorities of the Justice
Department.

Vote fraud sentencing sad, encouraging
--.	 — - by Susan Allen

•	 Tuesday's sentencing in federal court of Knott CountyJudge-Executive Donnie Newsome and campaign worker Willard Smith
on vote buying charges was both a sad and encouraging day for Eastern Kentucky.

Sad the people of Knott County were effectively robbed of their voting rights by Newsome and others dolling out cash to buy a
public office.

_ 1	 Sad that, as Federal fudge Danny C. Reeves pointed out, some people in Knott and other counties think that elections are
•	 supposed to be bought and the only reason to go to the polls is to get their pay off

Sad those seeking public office in Knott County, and most assuredly in other counties, target poor, handicapped, addicted and
uneducated voters to carry out their scheme to secure public office and a hefty paycheck.

Sad that voters-in Knott and other counties have been reduced byyears and years of political corruption to truly believing that
selling their vote is not wrong, it's the norm.

Sad that Eastern Kentuckians have pretty much been left to the mercy of the political machines which serve as dictators of
their lives, from their home towns all the way to Frankfort.

Sad that generations sacr f ced their lives and their children's lives to the political bosses for mere bones from their local
•	 leaders while now their kids are dying from drug overdoses which, we strongly suspect, are directly tied to the years of iniquity

and demoralization.

•	 Sad that even today some elected officials continue the abuse and either refuse or can't comprehend the impact of their past
and current atrocities against their own people.

Sad thatf udge Reeves could see and completely understand during just a one week trial the utter hopelessness and apathy in
the area peoplefeel regarding the so-called democratic process.

Sad that our state lawmakers have piddled away their time during this legislative session on petty political issues without even
•	 proposing laws that would bar convicted felons, especially vote buyers from retaining their offices while appealing their

verdicts.

Sad that Donnie Newsome continues to rule Knott County from a jail cell.

Tuesday's events were encouraging in that prosecutors (A USA E.D. Ky.) Tom Self and (Public Integrity Section Trial
Attorney) Richard Pilger were willing to f ght the hard battlefor the people f Knott County, which hopefully will lead to at
least a grassroots effort for people to take back their towns.

Encouraging that some light has been shed on the workings of the dark political underworld which might shock the good
people of Eastern Kentucky into action, at least for their children's future.

Encouraging that what might be perceived as a baby step with Newsome's conviction could finally nally lead to that giant step
Eastern Kentuckians must surely be ready to take to recapture control of their own destinies.

Encouraging thatfederal authorities have pledged to continue thefight they have started to restore to the people the right to
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govern themselves without dealing with a stacked deck.

Encouraging that Judge Reeves and prosecutors did see that the Knott Countians who sold their votes, in some cases forfood,
were victims of Newsome's plot and didn't need to be punished further.

Encouraging that there's some branch ofgovernment, in this case on thefederal level, not shy about taking on political power
houses, knowing the obstacles in their way will be many.

Encouraging that Newsome's lips have loosened regarding others involved in similar schemes to buy public office, even though
we suspect it has nothing to do with righting the wrongs, only a self-serving move to spend less days behind bars.

Encouraging that maybe, for once, we are not in this f ght alone and have a place to turn to for help when we are willing to
stand up to the machine.

The fells hove helped us take that first step toward getting back what is rightful y ours which has been traded away by others
in the past in back room deals. Not only do they need our help, they need our help.

This time, let's not let ourselves down.
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APPENDIX - - STATUTORY TEXTS

The following are the actual statutory texts of the criminal laws referred to in the foregoing paper:

1. EXCERPTS FROM TITLE 18, UNITED STATES CODE

§ 241. Conspiracy against rights

If two or more persons conspire to injure, oppress, threaten, or intimidate any person in any State, Territory,
or District In the free exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege secured to him by the Constitution or laws
of the United States, or because of his having so exercised the same; ...

They shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten years, or both; and if death results from the
acts committed in violation of this section .... they shall be fined under this title or imprisoned for any term of
years or for life, or both.

§ 242. Deprivation of rights under color of law

Whoever, under color of law, statute, ordinance, regulation, or custom, willfully subjects any person in any
State, Territory, or District to the deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured or protected by
the Constitution or laws of the United States, or to different punishments, pains, or penalties, on account of
such person being an alien, or by reason of his color, or race, than are prescribed for the punishment of citizens,
shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and if bodily injury results from
the acts committed in violation of this section .... shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more than ten
years, or both; and if death results from the acts committed in violation of this section .... imprisoned for any
term of years or for life, or both.

§ 245. Federally protected activities

(a)(1) Nothing in this section shall be construed as indicating an intent on the part of Congress to prevent any
State, any possession or Commonwealth of the United States, or the District of Columbia, from exercising
jurisdiction over any offense over which it would have jurisdiction in the absence of this section, nor shall
anything in this section be construed as depriving State and local law enforcement authorities of responsibility
for prosecuting acts that may be violations of this section and that are violations of State and local law. No
prosecution of any offense described in this section shall be undertaken by the United States except upon the
certification in writing of the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney General, the Associate Attorney General,
or any Assistant Attorney General specially designated by the Attorney General that in his judgment a
prosecution by the United States is in the public interest and necessary to secure substantial justice, which
function of certification may not be delegated.

(2) Nothing in this subsection shall be construed to limit the authority of Federal officers, a Federal grand
jury, to investigate possible violations of this section.

(b) Whoever, whether or not acting under color of law, by force or threat of force willfully
injures, intimidates or interferes with, or attempts to injure, intimidate or interferes with--

(1) any person because he is or has been, or in order to intimidate such person or any other person or any
class of persons from--

(A) voting or qualifying to vote, qualifying or campaigning as a candidate for elective office, or
qualifying or acting as a poll watcher, or any legally authorized election official, in any
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primary, special, or general election;

shall be fined under this title, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and if bodily injury results from
the acts committed in violation of this section .... shall be fined under this title or imprisoned not more that ten
years, or both; and if death results from the acts committed in violation of this section .... shall be fined under
this title or imprisoned for any term of years or for life, or both.

§ 592. Troops at polls

Whoever, being an officer of the Army or Navy, or other person in the civil, military, or naval service of the
United States, orders, brings, keeps, or has under his authority or control any troops or armed men at any place
where a general or special election is held, unless such force be necessary to repel armed enemies of the United
States, shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both; and be disqualified
from holding any office of honor, profit, or trust under the United States.

This section shall not prevent any officer or member of the armed forces of the United States from exercising
the right of suffrage in any election district to which he may belong, if otherwise qualified according to the laws
of the State in which he offers to vote.

§ 593. Interference by armed forces

Whoever, being an officer or member of the Armed Forces of the United States, prescribes or fixes or attempts
to prescribe or fix, whether by proclamation, order or otherwise, the qualifications of voters at any election in
any State; or

Whoever, being such officer or member, prevents or attempts to prevent by force, threat, intimidation, advice
or otherwise any qualified voter of any State from fully exercising the right of suffrage at any general or special
election; or

Whoever, being such officer or member, orders or compels or attempts to compel any election officer in any
State to receive a vote from a person not legally qualified to vote; or

Whoever, being such officer or member, imposes or attempts to impose any regulations for conducting any
general or special election in a State, different from those prescribed by law; or

Whoever, being such officer or member, interferes in . any manner with an election .officer's discharge of his
duties--

Shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both; and disqualified from
holding any office of honor, profit or trust under the United States.

This section shall not prevent any officer or member of the Armed Forces from exercising the right of suffrage
in any district to which he may belong, if otherwise qualified according to the laws of the State of such district.
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§ 594. Intimidation of voters

Whoever intimidates, threatens, coerces, or attempts to intimidate, threaten, or coerce, any other person for
the purpose of interfering with the right of such other person to vote or to vote as he may choose, or of causing•
such other person to vote for or not to vote for, any candidate for the office of President, Vice President,
Presidential elector, Member of the Senate, Member of the House of Representatives, Delegate from the
District of Columbia, or Resident Commissioner, at any election held solely or in part for the purpose of
electing such candidate, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

§ 595. Interference by administrative employees of Federal, State, or Territorial Governmentsf.

Whoever, being a person employed in any administrative position by the United States, or by any department
• or agency thereof, or by the District of Columbia or any agency or instrumentality thereof, or by any State,

Territory, or Possession of the United States, or any political subdivision, municipality, or agency thereof, or
agency of such political subdivision or municipality (including any corporation owned or controlled by any
State, Territory, or Possession of the United States or by any such political subdivision, municipality, or
agency), in connection with any activity which is financed in whole or in part by loans or grants made by the
United-States, or any department or agency thereof, uses his official authority for the purpose of interfering
with, or affecting, the nomination or the election of any candidate for the office of President, Vice President,
Presidential elector, Member of the Senate, Member of the House of Representatives, Delegate from the
District of Columbia, or Resident Commissioner, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more
than one year, or both.

This section shall not prohibit or make unlawful any act by any officer or employee of any educational or
research institution, establishment, agency, or system which is supported in whole or in part by any state or
political subdivision thereof, or by the District of Columbia or by any Territory or Possession of the United
States; or by any recognized religious, philanthropic or cultural organization.

§ 596. Polling armed forces

Whoever, within or without the Armed Forces of the United States, polls any member of such forces, either
within or without the United States, either before or after he executes any ballot under any Federal or State
law, with reference to his choice of or his vote for any candidate, or states, publishes, or releases any result of
any purported poll taken from or among the members of the Armed Forces of the United States or including
within it the statement of choice for such candidate or of such votes cast by any member of the Armed Forces of
the United States, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.

The word "poll" means any request for information, verbal or written, which by its language or form of
expression requires or implies the necessity of an answer, where the request is made with the intent of
compiling the result of the answers obtained, either for the personal use of the person making the request, or
for the purpose of reporting the same to any other person, persons, political party, unincorporated association
or corporation, or for the purpose of publishing the same orally, by radio, or in written or printed form.

§ 597. Expenditures to influence voting

Whoever makes or offers to make an expenditure to any person, either to vote or withhold his vote, or to vote
for. or against any candidate; and
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Whoever solicits, accepts, or receives any such expenditure in consideration of his vote or the withholding of
his vote--

Shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both; and if the violation was

twillful, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than two years, or both.

§ 598. Coercion by means of relief appropriations

Whoever uses any part of any appropriation made by Congress for work relief, relief, or for increasing
employment by providing loans and grants for public- works projects, or exercises or administers any authority
conferred by any Appropriation Act for the purpose of interfering with, restraining, or coercing any individual
in the exercise of his right to vote at any election, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more
than one year, or both.

§ 599. Promise of appointment by candidate

Whoever, being a candidate, directly or indirectly promises or pledges the appointment, or the use of his
influence or support for the appointment of any person to any public or private position or employment, for the
purpose of procuring support in his candidacy shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than
one year, or both; and if the violation was willful, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more
than two years, or both.

§ 600. Promise of employment or other benefit for political activity

Whoever, directly or indirectly, promises any employment, position, compensation, contract, appointment, or
other benefit, provided for or made possible in whole or in part by any Act of Congress, or any special
consideration in obtaining any such benefit, to any person as consideration, favor, or reward for any political
activity or for the support of or opposition to any candidate or any political party in connection with any general
or special election to any political office, or in connection with any primary election or political convention or
caucus held to select candidates for any political office, shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both.

§ 601. Deprivation of employment or other benefit for political contribution

(a) Whoever, directly or indirectly, knowingly causes or attempts to cause any person to make a
contribution of a thing of value (including services) for the benefit of any candidate or any political
party, by means of the denial or deprivation, or the threat of the denial or deprivation, of--

(1) any employment, position, or work in or for any agency or other entity of the Government
of the United States, a State, or a political subdivision of a State, or any compensation or
benefit of such employment, position, or work; or

(2) any payment or benefit of a program of the United States, a State, or a political subdivision
of a State; if such employment, position, work, compensation, payment, or benefit is
provided for or made possible in whole or in part by an Act of Congress, shall be fined not
more than $10,000, or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

(b) As used in this section--
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(1) the term "candidate" means an individual who seeks nomination for election, or election, to
Federal, State, or local office, whether or not such individual is elected, and, for purposes of
this paragraph, an individual shall be deemed to seek nomination for election, or election, to
Federal, State, or local office, if he has (A) taken the action necessary under the law of a State
to qualify himself for nomination for election, or election, or (B) received contributions or
made expenditures, or has given his consent for any other person to receive contributions or
make expenditures, with a view to bringing about his nomination for election, or election, to
such office;

(2) the term "election". means (A) a general, special primary, or runoff election, (B) a
convention or caucus of a political party held to nominate a candidate, (C) a primary election
held for the selection of delegates to a nominating convention of a political party, (D) a
primary election held for the expression of a preference for the nomination of persons for
election to the office of President, and (E) the election of delegates to a constitutional
convention for proposing amendments to the Constitution of the United States or of any
State; and

(3) the term "State" means a State of the United States, the District of Columbia, the
Commonwealth .of Puerto Rico, or any territory or possession of the United States.

§ 602. Solicitation of political contributions

(a) It shall be unlawful for.-
(1) a candidate for the Congress;
(2) an individual elected to or serving in the office of Senator or Representative in, or Delegate

or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress;
(3) an officer or employee of the United States or any department or agency thereof; or
(4) a person receiving any salary or compensation for services from money derived from the

Treasury of the United States; to knowingly solicit any contribution within the meaning of
section 301(8) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 from any other such officer,
employee, or person. Any person who violates this section shall be fined under this title or
imprisoned not more than 3 years, or both.

(b) The prohibition in subsection (a) shall not apply to any activity of an employee (as defined in section
7322(1) of title 5) or any individual employed in or under the United States Postal Service or the
Postal Rate Commission, unless that activity is prohibited by section 7323 or 7324 of such title.

§ 603. Making political contributions

(a) It shall be unlawful for an officer or employee of the United States or any department or agency
thereof, or a person receiving any salary or compensation for services from money derived from the
Treasury of the United States, to make any contribution within the meaning of section 301(8) of the
Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to any other such officer, employee or person or to any
Senator or Representative in, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress, if the person
receiving such contribution is the employer or employing authority of the person making the
contribution. Any person who violates this section shall be fined'not more than ;5,000 or imprisoned
not more than three years, or both.

(b) For purposes of this section, a contribution to an authorized committee as defined in section 302(e) (1)
of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 shall be considered a contribution to the individual who
has authorized such committee.
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.(c) The prohibition in subsection (a) shall not apply to any activity of an employee (as defined in section
7322(1) of title 5) or any individual employed in or under the United States . Postal Service or the
Postal Rate Commission, unless that activity is prohibited by section 7323 or 7324 of such title.

§ 604. Solicitation from persons on relief

Whoever solicits or receives or is in any manner concerned in soliciting or receiving any assessment,
subscription, or contribution for any political purpose from any person known by him to be entitled to, or
receiving compensation, employment, or other benefit provided for or made possible by any Act of Congress
appropriating funds for work relief or relief purposes, shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both.

§ 605. Disclosure of names of persons on relief

Whoever, for political purposes, furnishes or discloses any list or names of persons receiving compensation,
employment or benefits provided for or made possible by any Act of Congress appropriating, or authorizing the
appropriation of funds for work relief or relief purposes, to a political candidate, committee, campaign
manager, or to any person for delivery to a political candidate, committee, or campaign manager; and

Whoever receives any such list or names for political purposes--

Shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than one year, or both.

§ 606. Intimidation to secure political contributions

Whoever, being one of the officers or employees of the United States mentioned in section 602 of this title,
discharges, or promotes, or degrades, or in any manner changes the official rank or compensation of any other
officer or employee, or promises or threatens so to do, for giving or withholding or neglecting to make any
contribution of money or other valuable thing for any political purpose, shall be fined not more than $ 5,000 or
imprisoned not more than three years, or both.

§ 607. Place of solicitation

(a) It shall be unlawful for any person to solicit or receive any contribution within the meaning of section 301(8)
of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 in any room or building occupied in the discharge of official
duties by any person mentioned in section 603, or in any navy yard, fort, or arsenal. Any person who violates
this section shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.

(b) The prohibition in subsection (a) shall not apply to the receipt of contributions by persons on the staff of a
Senator or Representative in, or Delegate or Resident Commissioner to, the Congress, provided, that such
contributions have not been solicited in any manner which directs the contributor to mail or deliver a
contribution to any room, building, or other facility referred to in subsection (a), and provided that such
contributions are transferred within seven days of receipt to a political committee within the meaning of section
302(e) of the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971.
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§ 608. Absent uniformed services voters and overseas voters

(a) Whoever knowingly deprives or attempts to deprive any person of a right under the Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act shall be fined in accordance with this title or imprisoned not
more than five years, or both.

(b) Whoever knowingly gives false information for the purpose of establishing the eligibility of any person
to register or vote under the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act, or pays or offers
to pay, or accepts payment for registering or voting under such Act shall be fined in accordance with
this title or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

i'

•	 § 609. Use of military authority to influence vote of member of Armed Forces

Whoever, being a commissioned, noncommissioned, warrant, or petty officer of an Armed Force, uses military
•	 authority to influence the vote of a member of the Armed Forces or to require a member of the Armed Forces

to march to a polling place, or attempts to do so, shall be fined in accordance with this title or imprisoned not
more than five years, or both. Nothing in this section shall prohibit free discussion of political issues or
candidates for public office.

§ 610. Coercion of political activity

• It shall be unlawful for any person to intimidate, threaten, command, or coerce, or attempt to intimidate,
threaten, command, or coerce, any employee of the Federal Government as defined in section 7322(1) of title
5, United States Code, to engage in, or not engage in, any political activity, including, but not limited to, voting
or refusing to vote for any candidate or measure in any election, making or refusing to make any political
contribution, or working or refusing to work on behalf of any candidate. Any person who violates this section
shall be fined not more than $5,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.

§ 911. Citizen of the United States

Whoever falsely and willfully represents himself to be a citizen of the United States shall be fined not more than
$1,000 or imprisoned not more than three years, or both.

§ 1341. Frauds and swindles

Whoever, having devised or intending to devise any scheme or artifice to defraud, or for obtaining money or
property by means of false or fraudulent pretenses, representations, or promises, or to sell, dispose of, loan,
exchange, alter, give away, distribute, supply, or furnish or procure for unlawful use any counterfeit or
spurious coin, obligation, security, or other article, or anything represented to be or intimated or held out to be
such counterfeit or spurious article, for the purpose of executing such scheme or artifice or attempting so to do,
places in any post office or authorized depository for mail matter, any matter or thing whatever to be sent or
delivered by the Postal Service, or deposits or causes to be deposited any matter or thing whatever to be sent or
delivered by any private or commercial interstate carrier, [FN2] or takes or receives therefrom, any such matter
or thing, or knowingly causes to be delivered by mail or such carrier according to the direction thereon, or at
the place at-which it is directed to be delivered by the person to whom it is addressed, any such matter or thing,
shall be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both. If the violation affects a

• financial institution, such person shall be fined not more than $1,000,000 or imprisoned not more than 30
years, or both.
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§ 1346. Definition of "scheme or artifice to defraud"

For the purposes of this chapter, the term "scheme or artifice to defraud" includes a scheme or artifice to
deprive another of the Intangible right of honest services.,

§ 1952. Interstate and foreign travel or transportation in aid of racketeering enterprises

(a) Whoever travels in interstate or foreign commerce or uses the mail or any facility in interstate or
foreign commerce, with intent to--

(1) distribute the proceeds of any unlawful activity; or
(2) commit any crime of violence to further any unlawful activity; or
(3) otherwise promote, manage, establish, carry on, or facilitate the promotion, management,

establishment, or carrying on, of any unlawful activity,and thereafter performs or attempts
to perform any of the acts specified in subparagraphs (1), (2), and (3), shall be fined not
more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than five years, or both.

(b) As used this section (i) "unlawful activity" means (1) any business enterprise involving gambling,
liquor on which the Federal excise tax has not been paid, narcotics or controlled substances (as defined
in section 102(6) of the Controlled Substances Act), or prostitution offenses in violation of the laws of
the State in which they are committed or of the United States, (2) extortion, bribery, or arson in
violation of the laws of the State in which committed or of the United States, or (3) any act which is
indictable under subchapter!! of chapter 53 of title 31, United States Code, or under section 1956 or
1957 of this title and (ii) the term "State" includes a State of the United States, the District of
Columbia, and any commonwealth, territory, or possession of the United States.

(c) Investigations of violations under this section involving liquor shall be conducted under the supervision
of the Secretary of the Treasury.

2. EXCERPTS FROM TITLE 42, UNITED STATES CODE

§ 1973i. Prohibited acts:
False information in registering or voting; penalties

(c) Whoever knowingly or willfully gives false information as to his name, address, or period of residence
in the voting district for the purpose of establishing his eligibility to register or vote, or conspires with
another individual for the purpose of encouraging his false registration to vote or illegal voting, or pays
or offers to pay or accepts payment either for registration to vote or for voting shall be fined not more
than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both: Provided, however, That this provision
shall be applicable only to general, special, or primary elections held solely or in part for the purpose
of selecting or electing any candidate for the office of President, Vice President, presidential elector,
Member of the United States Senate, Member of the United States House of Representatives, Delegate
from the District of Columbia, Guam, or the Virgin Islands, or Resident Commissioner of the
Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.
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Voting more than once

(e)(1) Whoever votes more than once in an election referred to in paragraph (2) shall be fined not more
than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both.

(2) The prohibition of this subsection applies with respect to any general, special, or primary election held
solely or in part for the purpose of selecting or electingany candidate for the office' of President, Vice
President, presidential elector, Member of the United States Senate, Member of the United States
House of Representatives, Delegate from the District of Columbia, Guam, or the Virgin Islands, or
Resident Commissioner of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico.

(3) As used in this subsection, the term "votes more than once" does not include the casting of an
additional ballot if all prior ballots of that voter were invalidated, nor does it include the voting in two
jurisdictions under section 1973aa-1 of this title, to the extent two ballots are not cast for an election

•	 to the same candidacy or office.

§ 1973gg-10. Criminal penalties

A person, including an election official, who in any election for Federal office--

(1) knowingly and willfully intimidates, threatens, or coerces, or attempts to intimidate, threaten, or
coerce, any person for--

(A) registering to vote, or voting, or attempting to register to vote;
(B)urging or aiding any person to register to vote, to vote, or to attempt to register to vote; or
(C) exercising any right under this 'subchapter; or

(2) knowingly and willfully deprives, defrauds, or attempts to deprive or defraud the residents of a State of
a fair and impartially conducted election process, by--

(A) the procurement or submission of voter registration applications that are known by the
person to be materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent under the laws of the State in which the
election is held; or

(B) the procurement, casting, or tabulation of ballots that are known by the person to be
materially false, fictitious, or fraudulent under the laws of the State in which the election is
held,shall be fined in accordance with title 18 (which fines shall be paid into the general fund
of the Treasury, miscellaneous receipts (pursuant to section 3302 of title 31), notwithstanding
any other law), or imprisoned not more than 5 years, or both.

(Pub. L. 103-31, § 12, May 20, 1993, 107 Stat. 88.)
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EXCERPTS FROM TEXAS ELECTION CODE

SUBCHAPTER B. COUNTY ELECTIONS ADMINISTRATOR

§ 31.032. APPOINTMENT OF ADMINISTRATOR; COUNTY ELECTION
COMMISSION.

(a) The position of county elections administrator is filled by
appointment of the county election commission, which consists of:

(1) the county judge, as chair;
(2) the county clerk, as vice chair;
(3) the county tax assessor-collector, as secretary; and
(4) the county chair of each political party that made

nominations by primary election for the last general election for state and
county officers preceding the date of the meeting at which the appointment is
made.

(b) The affirmative vote of a majority of the commission's
membership is necessary for the appointment of an administrator.

(c) Each appointment must be evidenced by a written resolution or
order signed by the number of commission members necessary to make the
appointment. Not later than the third day after the date an administrator is
appointed, the officer who presided at the meeting shall file a signed copy of
the resolution or order with the county clerk. Not later than the third day
after the date the copy is filed, the county clerk shall deliver a certified copy
of the resolution or order to the secretary of state.

(d) The initial appointment may be made at any time after the
adoption of the order creating the position.

§ 31.035. RESTRICTIONS ON POLITICAL ACTIVITIES.
(a) A county elections administrator may not be a candidate for a

public office or an office of a political party, hold a public office, or hold an
office of or position in a political party. At the time an administrator becomes
a candidate or accepts an office or position in violation of this subsection, the
administrator vacates the position of administrator.

(b) A county elections administrator commits an offense if the
administrator makes a political contribution or political expenditure, as
defined by the law regulating political funds and campaigns, or publicly
supports or opposes a candidate for public office or a measure to be voted on
at an election. An offense under this subsection is a Class A misdemeanor.
On a final conviction, the administrator's employment is terminated, and the
person convicted is ineligible for future appointment as county elections
administrator.
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SEC. 101. PAYMENTS TO STATES FOR ACTIVITIES TO IMPROVE
ADMINISTRATION OF ELECTIONS.

(a) In General.--Not later than 45 days after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Administrator of General Services (in this
title referred to as the "Administrator") shall establish a program
under which the Administrator shall make a payment to each State in
which the chief executive officer of the State, or designee, in
consultation and coordination with the chief State election official,
notifies the Administrator not later than 6 months after the date of the
enactment of this Act that the State intends to use the payment in accordance with this

section.

(b) Use of Payment.--

(1) In general.--A State shall use the funds provided under a
payment made under this section to carry out 1 or more of the following
activities:
(A) Complying with the requirements under title III.

(B) Improving the administration of elections for Federal office.

(C) Educating voters concerning voting procedures, voting rights,
and voting technology.

(D) Training election officials, poll workers, and election
volunteers.

(E) Developing the State plan for requirements payments to be
submitted under part 1 of subtitle D of title II.

(F) Improving, acquiring, leasing, modifying, or replacing voting
systems and technology and methods for casting and counting votes.

(G) Improving the accessibility and quantity of polling places,
including providing physical access for individuals with disabilities,
providing nonvisual access for individuals with visual impairments, and
providing assistance to Native Americans, Alaska Native citizens, and to
individuals with limited proficiency in the English language.

(H) Establishing toll-free telephone hotlines that voters may use to
report possible voting fraud and voting rights violations, to obtain
general election information, and to access detailed automated
information on their own voter registration status, specific polling
place locations, and other relevant information.

SEC. 221. TECHNICAL GUIDELINES DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE.
e) Technical Support From National Institute of Standards and

Technology.--
(1) In general.--At the request of the Development Committee, the

Director of the National Institute of Standards and Technology shall
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provide the Development Committee with technical support necessary for
the Development Committee to carry out its duties under this subtitle.

(2) Technical support.--The technical support provided under
paragraph (1) shall include intramural research and development in areas
to support the development of the voluntary voting system guidelines
under this part, including--

(A) the security of computers, computer networks, and computer data
storage used in voting systems, including the computerized list required
under section 303(a);

(B) methods to detect and prevent "fraud;

SEC. 242. STUDY, REPORT, AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON BEST
PRACTICES FOR FACILITATING MILITARY AND OVERSEAS VOTING.

(a) Study.--
(1) In general.--The Commission, in consultation with the Secretary

of Defense, shall conduct a study on the best practices for facilitating
voting by absent uniformed services voters (as defined in section 107(1)
of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act) and overseas
voters (as defined in section 107(5) of such Act).

(2) Issues considered.--In conducting the study under paragraph (1)
the Commission shall consider the following issues:

(A) The rights of residence of uniformed services voters absent due
to military orders.

(B) The rights of absent uniformed services voters and overseas
voters to register to vote and cast absentee ballots, including the
right of such voters to cast a secret ballot.

(C) The rights of absent uniformed services voters and overseas
voters to submit absentee ballot applications early during an election
year.

(D) The appropriate preelection deadline for mailing absentee
ballots to absent uniformed services voters and overseas voters.

(E) The appropriate minimum period between the mailing of absentee
ballots to absent uniformed services voters and overseas voters and the
deadline for receipt of such ballots.

(F) The timely transmission of balloting materials to absent
uniformed services voters and overseas voters.

(G) Security and privacy concerns in the transmission, receipt, and
processing of ballots from absent uniformed services voters and overseas
voters, including the need to protect against fraud.
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SEC. 245. STUDY AND REPORT ON ELECTRONIC VOTING AND THE
ELECTORAL PROCESS.

(a) Study.--

(1) In general.--The Commission shall conduct a thorough study of
issues and challenges, specifically to include the potential for
election fraud, presented by incorporating communications and Internet
technologies in the Federal, State, and local electoral process.

(2) Issues to be studied.--The Commission may include in the study
conducted under paragraph (1) an examination of--

(A) the appropriate security measures required and minimum standards
for certification of systems or technologies in order to minimize the
potential for 'fraud in voting or in the registration of qualified
citizens to register and vote;

(B) the possible methods, such as Internet or other communications
technologies, that may be utilized in the electoral process, including
the use of those technologies to register voters and enable citizens to
vote online, and recommendations concerning statutes and rules to be
adopted in order to implement an online or Internet system in the
electoral process;

(C) the impact that new communications or Internet technology
systems for use in the electoral process could have on voter
participation rates, voter education, public accessibility, potential
external influences during the elections process, voter privacy and
anonymity, and other issues related to the conduct and administration of
elections;

(D) whether other aspects of the electoral process, such as public
availability of candidate information and citizen communication with
candidates, could benefit from the increased use of online or Internet
technologies;

(E) the requirements for authorization of collection, storage, and
processing of electronically generated and transmitted digital messages
to permit any eligible person to register to vote or vote in an
election, including applying for and casting an absentee ballot;

(F) the implementation cost of an online or Internet voting or voter
registration system and the costs of elections after implementation
(including a comparison of total cost savings for the administration of
the electoral process by using Internet technologies or systems);

(G) identification of current and foreseeable online and Internet
technologies for use in the registration of voters, for voting, or for
the purpose of reducing election fraud, currently available or in use by
election authorities;

(H) the means by which to ensure and achieve equity of access to
online or Internet voting or voter registration systems and address the
fairness of such systems to all citizens; and

(I) the impact of technology on the speed, timeliness, and accuracy
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of vote counts in Federal, State, and local elections.
(b) Report.--

(1) Submission.--Not later than 20 months after the date of the
enactment of this Act, the Commission shall transmit to the Committee on
House Administration of the House of Representatives and the Committee
on Rules and Administration of the Senate a report on the results of the
study conducted under subsection (a), including such legislative
recommendations or model State laws as are required to address the
findings of the Commission.

(2) Internet posting.--In addition to the dissemination requirements
under chapter 19 of title 44, United States Code, the Election
Administration Commission shall post the report transmitted under
paragraph (1) on an Internet website.

SEC 302(b) Voting Information Requirements.--

(1) Public posting on election day.--The appropriate State or local
election official shall cause voting information to be publicly posted
at each polling place on the day of each election for Federal office.

(2) Voting information defined.--In this section, the term "voting
information" means--

(A) a sample version of the ballot that will be used for that
election;

(B) information regarding the date of the election and the hours
during which polling places will be open;

(C) instructions on how to vote, including how to cast a vote and
how to cast a provisional ballot;

(D) instructions for mail-in registrants and first-time voters under
section 303(b);

(E) general information on voting rights under applicable Federal
and State laws, including information on the right of an individual to
cast a provisional ballot and instructions on how to contact the
appropriate officials if these rights are alleged to have been violated;
and

(F) general information on Federal and State laws regarding
prohibitions on acts of fraud and misrepresentation.

(c) Voters Who Vote After the Polls Close.--Any individual who votes
in an election for Federal office as a result of a Federal or State
court order or any other order extending the time established for
closing the polls by a State law in effect 10 days before the date of
that election may only vote in that election by casting a provisional
ballot under subsection (a). Any such ballot cast under the preceding
sentence shall be separated and held apart from other provisional
ballots cast by those not affected by the order.
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(d) Effective Date for Provisional Voting and Voting Information.--Each State and
jurisdiction shall be required to comply

with the requirements of this section on and after January 1, 2004.

SEC. 904. REVIEW AND REPORT ON ADEQUACY OF EXISTING
ELECTORAL FRAUD STATUTES AND PENALTIES.

(a) Review.--The Attorney General shall conduct a review of existing
criminal statutes concerning election offenses to determine--

(1) whether additional statutory offenses are needed to secure the
use of the Internet for election purposes; and

(2) whether existing penalties provide adequate punishment and
deterrence with respect to such offenses.

(b) Report.--The Attorney General shall submit a report to the
Committees on the Judiciary of the Senate and House of Representatives,
the Committee on Rules and Administration of the Senate, and the
Committee on House Administration of the House of Representatives on the
review conducted under subsection (a) together with such recommendations
for legislative and administrative action as the Attorney General
determines appropriate.

SEC. 905. OTHER CRIMINAL PENALTIES.
(a) Conspiracy To Deprive Voters of a Fair Election.--Any individual

who knowingly and willfully gives false information in registering or
voting in violation of section 11(c) of the National Voting Rights Act
of 1965 (42 U.S.C. 1973i(c)), or conspires with another to violate such
section, shall be fined or imprisoned, or both, in accordance with such
section.

(b) False Information in Registering and Voting.--Any individual who
knowingly commits fraud or knowingly makes a false statement with
respect to the naturalization, citizenry, or alien registry of such
individual in violation of section 1015 of title 18, United States Code,
shall be fined or imprisoned, or both, in accordance with such section.
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Statement of

Barry H. Weinberg

Before the

Subcommittee on the Constitution
Committee on the Judiciary

United States House of Representatives

Concerning

The Voting Rights Act: Sections 6, 7 and 8– Federal Examiner and Observer
Provisions

November 15, 2005

Chairman Chabot, Ranking Member Nadler, distinguished members of the
Subcommittee:

Thank you for inviting me to talk this afternoon about the federal examiner and
federal observer provisions of the Voting Rights Act.

There are three central questions on the retention of the federal examiner and
federal observer provisions of the Voting Rights Act:

1. Are the federal examiner and federal observer provisions still needed?

The federal observer provision is still needed. Most of the federal
examiner provisions are no longer are needed.

2. Should the initial assignment of federal observers to a jurisdiction remain
dependent on the certification of the jurisdiction for federal examiners?

No, but a certification- like decision should be required when federal
observers are initially assigned to a jurisdiction.

3. Should the federal observer provision remain solely as a law enforcement tool, or
should the findings of the observers be made immediately available to the public?

The federal observer provision should remain as a law enforcement
function. Publication of the observers' findings would be detrimental to
that function.

The following is an overview of the federal examiner and federal observer
provisions of the Voting Rights Act, my experience with them, and the reasons why I
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have answered the questions as I have. This recitation is followed by a detailed
explanation of the Voting Rights Act's provisions for federal examiners and observers—
Sections 6, 7 and 8 of the Voting Rights Act—and fact situations and federal court cases
that demonstrate why the federal observer provisions are still needed.

The federal examiner and federal observer provisions had a real impact on African
Americans in the South.

I was a lawyer in the United States Justice Department's Civil Rights Division
from 1966 until my retirement in January 2000. Beginning in 1973 I was partly, and
shortly thereafter, wholly in charge of the Justice Department's responsibilities for the
federal examiner and federal observer programs. But I began working in the Civil Rights
Division as a law clerk in the summer of 1965, and I was there on August 6, 1965, when
the Voting Rights Act became law. Shortly after the Act was passed I was assigned to
accompany the many other employees of the Civil Rights Division who were working out
of an office set up in the federal building in Selma, Alabama. Our primary job was to
investigate the beatings suffered by people who earlier that year attempted to march from
Selma to Montgomery, Alabama, to protest the disenfranchisement of African Americans
in Alabama.

I traveled with Civil Rights Division lawyers from county to county in West
Central Alabama to determine the identity of the victims of those beatings and to
interview them. As we traveled, we also got information on possible violations of the
provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and we stopped into the offices where federal
examiners were giving African Americans their first easy, safe and fair opportunity to
register vote. (Local voter registration hours and locations were so restrictive that some
white people took advantage of the easy federal voter registration opportunities too.)

Those events gave rise to the issues we are addressing now, 40 years later. A
discussion of these issues can easily get blurred by a numbing recitation of legal statutes,
provisions and clauses, because that is how the Voting Rights Act is written. I will set
out those citations later in my statement by providing sections of an article my wife and I
published in the Spring 2002 edition of the Temple Political and Civil Rights Law
Review. But first I want to review the federal examiner and federal observer provisions
of the Voting Rights Act as they applied to people and voting in the real world.

Under the structure of the Voting Rights Act, a federal examiner can be assigned
to any site in the states and counties that are specially covered under the Act's formulae
in Section 4, after the county has been certified by the Attorney General of the United
States (or in any county certified by court order). Of course, under the structure of the
Voting Rights Act, the federal examiners do not technically register people to vote: they
examine applicants as to their eligibility under state voter registration laws that are
otherwise Constitutional, and then put those applicants who are found to be eligible on a
list. The list is given to the local county voter registrar who is required by the Voting
Rights Act to enter the eligible applicants' names on the local voter registration rolls.
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In the summer and fall of 1965 people were lined up day after day to take
advantage of their first opportunity to register to vote. The federal examiners were Civil
Service Commission investigators who had been pulled off of the routine jobs they had
been doing and sent to sites in Alabama and other Southern states that had been
designated by the U.S. Attorney General for federal listing. Besides listing voter
applicants, the examiners were available to take complaints about listed people who had
not been placed on the county voter registration rolls.

Those examiners were not, on the whole, a happy group. Their presence in small
groups of two or three was obvious in town, and their work was opposed by many of
white people there. In the main, they ate alone, walked alone and talked mostly to each
other. The examiners were eager to know from us, on our rounds, when they would be
able to go home. Still, they persevered, and in the end they accounted for the registration
of tens of thousands of people who had been discriminatorily kept off of the voter
registration rolls. From 1965 to 1972 federal examiners were responsible for the
registration of over 170,000 voters. They achieved a signal victory in the fight against
racial discrimination in voting.

As the Voting Rights Act is structured, federally registered voters have continuing
protection against attempts at keeping them from voting. In any county that has been
certified for a federal examiner, the Voting Rights Act authorizes the United States Office
of Personnel Management (the successor to the United States Civil Rights Commission)
to assign federal observers to polling places as requested by the U.S. Attorney General, to
watch voting and vote counting procedures. (Note that the certification of a county for
federal examiners is a prerequisite for the assignment of federal observers, but the
presence of federally listed voters in the county is not.)

That protection was badly needed in the mid-1960s for newly registered African
American voters as they entered the polling places and weathered the stares of white
voters and the hostility of the polling place officials. Some examples of the humiliations
they faced are set out later in my statement. But for now it is enough to know that they,
too, persevered, and under the protective presence of the federal observers, they cast their
ballots and participated in the political life of the county for the first time.

The federal observers' job is to watch and take notes. If polling place officials
choose to violate their own procedures in order to humiliate racial or minority language
voters, or intimidate them, or refuse to allow them the same voting privileges in the polls
as the white voters, the federal observers cannot intervene. The observers in a county
have co-captains who travel from polling place to polling place, checking with the
observers and getting information from them. Those observer co-captains call regularly
to a central office established by the Office of Personnel Management. Originally, and
for many years, this central office was known as the examiner's office, which had been
established for the examiner to take complaints as is required by Section 12(e) of the
Voting Rights Act. In the examiner's office there also was a lawyer from the Justice
Department's Civil Rights Division (usually from the Voting Section, nee Voting and
Public Accommodations Section). Today, since the examiner has little or no function,
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especially in a county where there are no federally registered voters, the office used in the
county on election day is referred to as the captain's office. The observer captain along
with a Civil Rights Division attorney are there to receive the calls and the information
from the observer co-captains.

When irregularities arise the Division lawyer relays the information about the
irregularities to the county official in charge of the election, and allows the county
official to take action to correct the irregularities. Where corrective action is not taken or
is inadequate, a civil action can be filed later under the Voting Rights Act. A civil action,
such as the one described below involving Conecuh County, Alabama, can use the
reports of federal observers as effective and unassailable evidence of racially
discriminatory actions of polling place officials. After the election the observers provide
their reports to the federal examiner, the Attorney General and, if appropriate, to a federal
court (if the county is certified for an examiner by a court).

The work of the federal observers as described here continued in the South largely
unchanged through the 1990s. These procedures apply too, to the work of federal
observers in other areas of the country with important modifications to deal with
geographical differences and activities in polling places involving minority language
voters.

Federal observers are necessary, federal examiners are not necessary.

Violations of the Voting Rights Act continue to happen in polling places
throughout the United States. The need for federal observers to document discriminatory
treatment of racial and language minority voters in the polls has not waned. The use of a
thousand or more federal observers at election after election beginning in 1965 decreased
to the use of hundreds of observers at elections after the early 1980s as a result of the
effective enforcement of the Voting Rights Act in Southern states. But the enforcement
of the language minority provisions of the Voting Rights Act, added in 1975, has required
the use of hundreds more federal observersto disclose to Justice Department attorneys
evidence of harassment of members of language minority groups, and instances where
ballots and other election material and procedures are not available to those voters in a
language they can understand. The result is that between 300 and 600 federal observers
continued to be needed annually from 1984 to 2000.

The facts supplied by federal observers to Civil Rights Division attorneys are
crucial and irreplaceable in the enforcement of the Voting Rights Act. Most parts of the
voting process are open to the public, and the evidence of Voting Rights Act violations
that are involved in the voting process can be obtained by Justice Department lawyers
through routine investigations. But most state laws limit access to polling places on
election day, allowing only voters and polling place officials to remain in the polls
(police are allowed too when called to deal with disturbances). Thus, unless an exception
is made in these rules to allow federal investigators to get special access to the polls, the
harassment of racial and minority language voters and other violations of the Voting
Rights Act inside the polling places would go unseen and unchecked.
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Federal observers have special access to polling places under the authority of the
Voting Rights Act even where access to Justice Department attorneys is otherwise barred.
Federal observers thus become the attorneys' eyes and ears. The discriminatory
treatment of racial and minority language voters witnessed by the federal observers, as
discussed in detail below, runs the gamut from actions that make those voters feel
uncomfortable by talking rudely to them, or ridiculing their need for assistance in casting
their ballot, to actions that bar them from voting, such as failing to find their names on
the lists of registered voters and refusing to allow them to vote on provisional ballots, or
misdirecting them to other polling places.

Minority language voters suffer additional discriminatory treatment when people
who speak only English are assigned as polling place workers in areas populated by
minority language voters. The polling place workers fail to communicate the voting rules
and procedures to the voters, or fail to respond to the voters' questions. In some
instances, qualified registered voters have been told that they are not permitted to vote
because they have not furnished necessary information, such as their address, even when
they have provided the information; the poll worker was unable to understand what the
voters were saying, but a speaker of the minority language would have understood.

Civil Rights Division lawyers who receive facts from federal observers about
violations of the Voting Rights Act provide those facts directly to the election officials in
the jurisdictions involved, allowing them to take corrective action in compliance with the
Act. In other instances, those facts are used to secure court orders requiring that the
jurisdictions involved to comply with the dictates of the Voting Rights Act. In either
approach, the end result fulfills the goal of the Voting Rights Act to allow United States
citizens to cast their ballots on election day freely and fairly, without distinction because
of their race or membership in a language minority group.

That the work of the federal observers is a part of a law enforcement effort—the
enforcement of the Voting Rights Act—is especially true where the information from the
federal observers is provided in the context of a lawsuit, where a court has certified a
county that was not specially covered under the Voting Rights Act. In that situation, the
information is given to the court and affects the position of the parties (the Justice
Department and the county) with respect to the actions the jurisdiction must take to
comply with the Act (the relief that is ordered in the case). Some local election officials
have come to welcome the information obtained by federal observers as an additional
source showing the extent to which the county's polling place officials are complying
with the provisions of the Voting Rights Act.

However, the initial assignment of federal observers to a county today remains
dependant on the certification of the county for the assignmerl of federal examiners even
though federal examiners are largely unnecessary any more for listing voter applicants.
There has been no federal listing of voters since the 1970s, apart from an isolated flurry
of voter listing in Georgia in 1982 and another isolated flurry in Mississippi in 1983.
Discriminatory actions against racial and language minority group members are not
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caused by their status as federally registered voters. And examiners no longer receive
complaints on election day with respect to federally listed voters. I do not recall any
complaints that were received centering on mistreatment of federally listed voters over
the last 20 years of my supervision of the federal observer and examiner programs, and
few, if any such complaints before that. (Complaints about other matters are made to the
examiner, but they routinely involve matters for which the federal observers have been
assigned to the county, and are just as easily, and more effectively fielded by the federal
observer captain in the county.) Moreover, the enforcement of the Voting Rights Act and
the enactment of new easy voter registration laws, such as the National Voter
Registration Act (the motor voter law), have made the possibility of future listings by
federal examiners highly unlikely.

Further, the Office of Personnel Management must continue to keep the lists of
federally listed voters up to date regarding changes of name, changes of address and, as
the years have gone by, of deaths. Those voters cannot be removed from the ester rolls
without the approval of the Office of Personnel Management, and the lists continued to
be provided for election day use by those counties where there are federally listed voters.
In fact, these lists are no longer used for any practical purpose, and their maintenance
should be discontinued.

It is possible that federal examiners may be needed in the future for voter listing
in a situation where the dictates of the Voting Rights Act are met, so the Voting Rights
Act's authorization for federal examiners to conduct listing activity should be retained.
But there is no reason to continue to tie the assignment of federal observers to the
appointment of a federal examiner. I believe that, apart from the possible need for listing
voters, the federal examiner provisions are outdated and are no longer needed in the
Voting Rights Act, especially the requirement that an examiner be appointed as a
prerequisite for the assignment of federal observers to a county.

But the procedure for the certification of a county for federal examiners under
Section 6 of the Act serves an important purpose: it requires the Justice Department to
conduct an intensive investigation to support the certification, and thus makes the federal
government responsible for taking action regarding local election procedures only on the
basis of complete and compelling facts. I believe that some manner of certification
should remain a prerequisite for the initial assignment of federal observers to a county
and, once certified, that a county would remain certified, as is now the case, until it acted
to eliminate the certification (the formula under Section 13 for terminating certification
would be changed).

If such a new certification procedure would be instituted, the requirement that the
United States Attorney General personally must sign the certification, as is now the case,
would be unnecessary. This authority for executing a certification should be allowed to
be delegated to the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. To my recollection, the
Attorney General has signed every certification that has been recommended by the
Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. Nor would the Attorney General's signature
be needed any more to assure the importance of the certification if the only consequence
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of a certification would be simply to allow federal observers to witness polling place
procedures. The delegation to the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights of the
responsibility for a certifying a county for the presence of federal observers would be
similar to the delegation of authority to the Assistant Attorney General to object to
changes in voting practices and procedures under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act.

The purpose of the present requirement in the Voting Rights Act that the Attorney
General's certification of a county be published in the Federal Register is to give notice
of the location of the federal examiner's office. Since it no longer will be necessary to
have an office for a federal examiner when federal observers are assigned, the publication
of the location of that office also will be unnecessary. Those who will most need to know
of the assignment of federal observers—county officials and minority group
representatives—always are informed personally by Civil Rights Division attorneys, and
other members of the community easily learn of the observers' presence from Division
attorneys, local press reporting and word of mouth.

Accordingly, I believe that the federal observer provision is still necessary to the
enforcement of the Voting Rights Act, but the Voting Rights Act no longer should tie the
assignment of federal observers to the appointment of a federal examiner. The Act
should allow a certification function, newly directed only to the assignment of federal
observers, to be delegated to the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. The
requirement for publication of the certification in the Federal Register—an adjunct of the
federal examiner function—should be eliminated as a prerequisite to the initial
assignment of federal observers.

Federal observers' work should continue to be a law enforcement function.

I also recommend that the function of the federal observers remain as it is: as
witnesses in a law enforcement function. The question arises because, since my
retirement, I have been an observer four times in other countries as a part of an
international observer corps assembled by the Organization for Security and Cooperation
in Europe (OSEC) under its Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights
(ODIHR). The forms these observers use list polling place procedures and have a place
for the observer's rating from good to bad (1 to 3, or 1 to 5) for each procedure. There
are separate forms for the opening of the polls, for voting during the day, and for the
closing of the polls. A fourth form allows for fuller explanation of any item or event.

The object of the observation by ODIHR is to report information for public
consumption as quickly as possible. During election day the observers send their forms
to ODIHR headquarters in the country's capitol at mid-morning, shortly after noon, and
just before the polls close; the remaining forms are dropped off when the observers return
from the vote count to their regional lodging sites throughout the country. This way, by
the afternoon of election day OSCE/ODHIR knows how the election is going, whether
there are serious problems, and if so, what they are and where they are. Then, on the
morning after the election, OSCE issues its judgment on whether the election was
conducted according to international standards or was marred by irregularities.



But OSCE is not a law enforcement organization, and its approach would not be
appropriate to the job of the Justice Department. Some of the irregularities that the
federal observers can witness are not dissimilar from the kind of procedural irregularities
that are common to elections held in emerging democracies. The extra identification
steps required of Arab Americans in Hamtramck, Michigan, and the harassment they
encountered, described below, are an example. But the similarity of some situations to
those addressed by international observer groups such as the OSCE does not argue for
redesigning the federal observer program under the Voting Rights Act to resemble those
organizations' efforts.

In fact, the federal observer program is an effective law enforcement program as it
is now constituted. If observers are desired to watch polling place activities for other
purposes, those functions should be performed by other observers serving other
functions. "Domestic" observers in other countries are allowed into the polling places to
get information for their candidates, or political parties, or organizations, and routinely
publicize the activities they witness. Those countries' elections, however, are conducted
centrally, by a central (in the U.S. it would be a federal) election commission, and the
observers' activities are under that central control. The laws of those countries
specifically allow domestic as well as international observers into the polling places. The
observers are granted permission to be in the polls and are issued identification tags for
that purpose by the central or district election commissions, which can withdraw that
permission at any time.

This kind of observation is not a matter within the purview of existing federal
legislation in this country, and to have federal legislation allowing these kinds of
observers in polling places a record would have to be established by the United States
Congress justifying their presence in connection with federal elections. On the other
hand, in the United States access to the polling places is controlled by state law, and some
states allow such observers into the polling places now. States routinely also allow the
press into the polls to witness the activities there. Finally, redacted versions of the
federal observers' report forms may be obtained under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) subject to the FOIA rules and the Privacy Act.

The following analysis provides the specific support for my conclusion that the
federal observer provision of the Voting Rights Act should be continued because it is
clearly needed to provide the Justice Department with evidence of violations of the
Voting Rights Act's prohibitions against discrimination in the polling places against
racial and language minority group members. This analysis is taken from an article my
wife and I wrote for the Temple Political and Civil Rights Law Review, Spring 2002
edition, Vol. 2, Number 11.

The special provisions of the Voting Rights Act were compelled by resistance to
African Americans' voting rights.

8
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Congress had found that case-by-case litigation was inadequate to combat

widespread and persistent discrimination in voting, because of the inordinate

amount of time and energy required to overcome the obstructionist tactics

invariably encountered in these lawsuits. After enduring nearly a century of

systematic resistance to the Fifteenth Amendment, Congress might well decide to

shift the advantage of time and inertia from the perpetrators of the evil to its

victims.

South Carolina v. Katzenbach, supra at 328.

The Voting Rights Act (the "Act") cut through the protective barrier of federalism
with two important sections. Section 5 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973c (the "preclearance"
provision), required federal review of any new voting procedures that states and counties
might adopt. This prohibited the adoption of new discriminatory practices when a
jurisdiction's present practices were found to be unlawful. And Section 4 of the Act, 42
U.S.C. § 1973b, instantly led to the enfranchisement of thousands of people by
suspending the use of literacy tests and similar discriminatorily applied barriers to the
registration of African Americans in the Deep South.' Some states, such as Virginia,
immediately stopped using literacy tests. In other Southern states, federal examiners
were appointed under Section 6 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973d, assigned to counties to
conduct fair voter registration under Section 7 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973e, when white
county officials refused to stop their racially discriminatory voter registration practices.2
This was no small task, as over 170,000 people were registered between 1965 and 1972
through the efforts of the federal examiners, mostly in Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and
Mississippi. Semiannual Report of Cumulative Totals on Voting Rights Examining as of

1 These "tests or devices" were suspended in states and counties determined by a formula in Section 4 of
the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973b, based on the use of literacy tests and other pre-application
devices (such as having current voters vouch for your good moral character), and low voter turnout. Later,
this provision was made permanent and nationwide. 42 U.S.C. § 1973aa. Originally, states and counties
covered under the formula in Section 4 of the Act could terminate their special coverage ("bail out") after
five years by showing in a lawsuit before a three-judge court in the federal district court for the District of
Columbia, that no test or device had been used to deprive anyone of the right to vote during that period.
Since the Act itself suspended those tests or devices for only 5 years, it was thought that it would be
relatively simple for states and counties who complied with the suspension to bail out after the 5-year
period. In 1970 the time period in Section 4 was extended to 10 years, in 1975 it was extended to 17 years.
In 1982 the approach was changed, and the special coverage under Section 4 will expire 25 years after
August 5, 1984, the effective date of the 1982 Amendments, 42 U.S.C. § 1973b(a)(8). In 1982 the bail-out
provisions were amended substantially to allow individual counties within a fully covered state to bail out,
and to set out a number of specific qualifications that a jurisdiction needs to meet in order to bail out. 42
U.S.C. § 1973b(a)(1)-(3).
2 The examiners are commonly referred to as federal registrars. These were people appointed by the head
of the Civil Service Commission, now the Office of Personnel Management, to examine voter applicants as
to their qualifications under state law. If the applicants satisfied the state requirements, their names were
put on a list that was given to the county registrar, who then had to add them to the county voter
registration rolls. In this way, some semblance of state authority over the voter registration process was
preserved: registrants satisfied state requirements, and a state-authorized official put the voters' names on
the rolls. 42 U.S.C. § 1973e(b). To safeguard against discriminatory purges of those newly enfranchised
voters, their names cannot be purged from the voter rolls without the approval of the Office of Personnel
Management. 42 U.S.C. § 1973e(d).
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December 31, 2000, Prepared by the Office of Workforce Information, Office of Merit
Systems Oversight and Effectiveness, U.S. Office of Personnel Management. See
Appendix A for the number of people, by state, registered by federal examiners.

Further, in order to allow the U.S. Attorney General to know whether
discriminatory action was taken against the newly enfranchised voters in the polling
places on election day, Section 8 of the Act allowed that, whenever an examiner has been
appointed,

[T]he Director of Personnel Management may assign, at the request of the
Attorney General, one or more persons, who may be officers of the United States,
(1) to enter and attend at any place for holding an election... for the purpose of
observing whether persons who are entitled to vote are being permitted to vote,
and (2) to enter and attend at any place for tabulating the votes cast at any
election ... for the purpose of observing whether votes cast by persons entitled to
vote are being properly tabulated.

42 U.S.C. § 1973f.

Thus, the use of federal observers in polling places initially was directed at
protecting the rights of new voters who had been registered by federal examiners. Even
though federal voter registration was rare after 1972, the predicate under the Voting
Rights Act for assigning federal observers has not changed: federal observers continued
to be allowed only in counties that had been certified by the U.S. Attorney General for
federal examiners. As a result, to allow the assignment of federal observers to a county,
the county had to be certified by the U.S. Attorney General or a federal court (under
Section 3(c) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973a(c)) for federal examiners. 3 The assignment of
federal observers continues to be a cornerstone of the enforcement of the Voting Rights
Act. Over 23,000 federal observers have been assigned to monitor polling place
procedures since 1966, 4,393 since 1990 alone. 4 See Appendix B, Assignment of Federal
Observers Under Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973f, by Year and
State.

3 Since the federal examiner and federal observer provisions of the Voting Rights Act focus on political
subdivisions, which ordinarily are counties, a county must be certified for federal examiners even if the
object is to assign federal observers to monitor polling places during a city or other election, such as a
school board election, within the county. See 42 U.S.C. §§ 1973d, 1(c)(2).
4 There were 4,698 federal observers assigned to polling places in 5 states from 1966 through 1969; 7,034
federal observers were assigned to 9 states in the 1970s; 6,598 federal observers were assigned to 11 states
in the 1980s, and 3,753 federal observers were assigned to 13 states in the 1990s. In 2000, 640 federal
observers were assigned to 11 states. See, Appendix B.
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Federal observers witnessed clear racial discrimination at the polls.

Federal observers were able to note and document a wide variety of
discriminatory actions that were taken against African Americans in the polls. Some of
these actions were insulting and direct, as are reflected in the United Slates' responses to
interrogatories in United States v. Conecuh County, Alabama, Civil Action No. 83-1201-
H (S.D. Ala., Jun 12, 1984). 5 See Appendix C.

While providing assistance to a black voter, white poll official Albrest asked, "Do
you want to vote for white or niggers?" The voter stated that he wanted to give
everyone a fair chance. Albrest proceeded to point out the black candidates and,
with respect to one white candidate, stated, "This is who the blacks are voting
for." Poll official Albrest made further reference to black citizens as "niggers" in
the presence of federal observers, including a statement that "niggers don't have
principle enough to vote and they shouldn't be allowed. The government lets
them do anything."

Plaintiff's Response to Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents, p. 6.

White poll workers treated African American voters very differently from the
respectful, helpful way in which they treated white voters. When questions arose about
the voter registration data for a white person, such as a person's address or date of
registration, or when a white person's name was not immediately found on the poll
books, the voter was addressed as Mister or Misses, was treated with respect, and the
matter was resolved on the spot. If the voter's name was not found, often he or she either
was allowed to vote anyway, with his or her name added to the poll book, or the person
was allowed to vote a provisional or challenged ballot, which would be counted later if
the person were found to be properly registered. If, however, the voter was black, the
voter was addressed by his or her first name and either was sent away from the polls
without voting, or told to stand aside until the white people in line had voted. African
American voters were not allowed to take sample ballots into the polls, and were made to
vote without those aids (it was claimed by white officials that the sample ballots were
campaign material which was prohibited inside the polls).

African American voters who were unable to read and write, due in large part to
inferior segregated schools and the need to go to work in the fields at an early age, were
refused their request to have someone help them mark their ballot, notwithstanding the
Voting Rights Act's bar on literacy tests. In some instances, white poll workers would
loudly announce the African American voter's inability to read or write, embarrassing the

5 The federal observers' reports are not public documents, so there are very few examples on the public
record of the facts that the observers have witnessed. One such public document is the Plaintiff's Response
to Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents in United States v. Conecuh County, Alabama,
supra. Some of the specific examples of the kind of discriminatory treatment that was afforded African
American voters described in the text that follows are taken from the excerpts of the Conecuh County
responses at Appendix C, while others are based on the author's first-hand knowledge.
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voter in front of his or her neighbors. Some white poll workers went so far as to bring a
magnifying glass to the polls, and give it to African American voters, challenging the
voter to read using the magnifying glass in front of everyone present at the polling place.
Illiterate white voters, on the other hand, were allowed assistance by a person of their
choice without comment. White couples routinely were allowed to enter the voting booth
together to mark their ballots.

In instances where African American voters were allowed an assistor in the booth,
arbitrary rules were concocted that limited the number of voters an assistor could help, or
made the assistor wait outside the polling place, requiring the voter to enter the polls
alone and negotiate alone the sign- in procedures administered by unfriendly white poll
workers, before being allowed to ask that the assistor be allowed to help. 6 All too often,
when the voter said he or she needed assistance the white poll worker would proceed to
help the voter, and not give the voter a chance to ask for the assistor the voter wanted; the
voter did not know if the poll worker cast the ballot as the voter desired, and had no
confidence that the ballot was cast correctly.

Moreover, racial discrimination in the polls is not limited to African Americans,
and is not limited to the South. On November 2, 1999, in the City of Hamtramck,
Michigan, the qualifications of more than 40 voters were challenged on grounds that they
were not citizens. They were challenged by members of a group known as Citizens for a
Better Hamtramck (CCBH), organized to keep elections pure. As described in the
Consent Order and Decree in United States v. City of Hamtramck, Civil Action No. 00-
73541 (E.D. Mich, Aug 7, 2000),

6. ...Some voters were challenged before they signed their applications to
vote. Other voters were challenged after they had signed their applications and
their names had been announced. The challenged voters had dark skin and
distinctly Arabic names, such as Mohamed, Ahmed, and Ali. The challengers did
not appear to possess or consult any papers or lists to determine whom to
challenge.

7. Once challenged, the city election inspectors required the challenged
voters to swear that they were American citizens before permitting them to vote.
Voters who were not challenged were not required to do so. The city election
inspectors did not evaluate the propriety of merit of the challenges. Some dark-
skinned voters produced their American passports to identify themselves to
election officials. Nevertheless, these persons were challenged by CCBH, and the
election inspectors required them to take a citizenship oath as a prerequisite to

° After the Voting Rights Act enabled African Americans in the Deep South to register to vote, it became
common for civil rights workers and local African American residents to drive the new voters to the polls
and to give assistance to those who needed it. This was a natural outgrowth of the organizing required
during the civil rights movement to achieve voter registration for black people. It provided
transportation—many people did not have cars—and gave confidence and protection to these newly
enfranchised voters at the polling places from which they had so recently been excluded by white poll
workers and voters who did not want them there. This tradition of "hauling" voters to the polls and giving
assistance to voters who need it continues today, especially in many rural areas.
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voting. No white voters were challenged for citizenship. No white voters were
required to take a citizenship oath prior to voting.

at p. 4.

The consent decree also states that city officials were apprised of the incidents,
that they consulted with state election officials who were present in Hamtramck on
election day, but neither the state nor the city election officials prevented the baseless
challenges from continuing. It was claimed that other Arab-American citizens may have
heard about the incidents and decided not to go to the polls to vote that day.

Federal observers witnessed clear discrimination against language minority group
members at the polls.

Besides discriminatory treatment of citizens based on race, citizens who speak
English poorly, or not at all, have faced obstacles to voter registration and voting. In
1975 Congress took note of discrimination against people who have only a limited ability
to speak English. For them, printing or providing information only in English as
effective as a literacy test in keeping them from registering to vote or casting an effective
ballot. Such disenfranchisement was outlawed when the Voting Rights Act was amended
and expanded in 1975. The terms of Section 4 of the Act, containing the formula for
applying special coverage to counties, were changed to include among prohibited tests
and devices,

[T]he practice or requirement by which any State or political subdivision provided
any registration or voting notices, forms, instructions, assistance or other material
or information relating to the electoral process, including ballots, only in the
English language, where the Director of the Census determines that more than
five per centum of the citizens of voting age residing in such State or political
subdivision are members of a single language minority.

42 U.S.C. § 1973b(f)(3). Language minorities are defined in the Voting Rights Act as
American Indian, Asian American, Alaskan Natives, and people of Spanish heritage. 42
U.S.C. § 19731(c)(3). Political subdivisions as defined in the Act usually are counties.
42 U.S.C. § 19731(c)(2).7

The 1975 amendments to the Act required that when the newly covered
jurisdiction

...provides any registration or voting notices, forms, instructions, assistance, or
other materials or information relating to the electoral process, including ballots,
it shall provide them in the language of the applicable language minority group as
well as in the English language...

7 The jurisdictions subject to the special provisions of the Voting Rights Act are listed in the Appendix to
28 U.S.C. Part 51.
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42 U.S.C. § 1973b(f)(4)8

Counties in Arizona, New Mexico and Utah were certified for federal examiners,
and federal observers were assigned to document the extent to which the English
language was used in areas where many of the voters spoke Native American languages
but understood English only marginally. Similarly, federal observers have been assigned
to polling places in Spanish language areas of Arizona, Texas, New Jersey and New York
City, and Chinese language areas of New York City, and San Francisco and Oakland,
California. 9 In all these areas minority language citizens were allowed to register to vote,
but the use of the English language instead of the voters' first language prevented them
from understanding the voting instructions and the ballot. Polling place workers either
were not able to speak the language of the voters, or if they could, were not trained to
translate the documents and procedures into the language of the voters. By the 1990s
federal observers were assigned to monitor discrimination against language minority
group members in numbers equal to the federal observers assigned to monitor non-
language racial discrimination. 10

The need for the language minority provisions of the Voting Right Act continues
to be demonstrated in areas of the country where English is not persons' primary
language. Normally one would assume that polling place workers would be chosen from
the population where the polling place is located, and that they would speak another
language in addition to English with the same frequency as the voters. In many
instances, however, this did not happen. For example, in ethnically changing
neighborhoods in New York City, the choices of the political party apparatus resulted in
the repeated appointment of English-speaking poll workers where a large portion of the
new voters in a precinct were Spanish-speaking Puerto Ricans. In Passaic, New Jersey,
English-speaking poll workers were unable to find the names of Spanish-speaking voters

8 A parallel requirement was added in Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act in 1975 for counties
determined by different formula. 42 U.S.C. § 1973aa-la. Section 203 of the Act does not include the
other special provisions of Section 4, such as the preclearance, federal examiner and federal observer
provisions. Lawsuits under Section 203 must be brought before a three judge court. As a result of
amendments since 1975, coverage under Section 203 now applies to counties that have more than 5 percent
of voting age citizens who are members of a single language minority and are limited-English proficient;
have more than 10,000 voting age citizens who are members of a single language minority and are limited-
English proficient; or have a part of an Indian reservation, and more than 5 percent of the American Indian
or Alaska Native voting age citizens are members of a single language minority and are limited-English
proficient; and the illiteracy rate of the language minority group citizens is higher than the national
illiteracy rate. 42 U.S.C. § 1973aa-1(a)(2). The counties covered under the language minority provisions
of Sections 4 and 203 are listed in the Appendix to 28 U.S.C. Part 55.
9 Counties in Arizona, New York and Texas were certified by the U.S. Attorney General. Counties in
California, New Mexico and Utah were certified by federal district courts under Section 3(c) of the Act, 42
U.S.C. § 1973a(c). Section 3(c) provides for certification in a lawsuit brought "under any statute to enforce
the voting guarantees of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment... (l) as part of any interlocutory order... or
(2) as part of any final judgment if the court finds that violations of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment
justifying equitable relief have occurred..."
10 From 1990 through 2000, there were 2,449 federal observers assigned to elections in the states of the
Deep South, very few of which involved discrimination against language minority group members, and
there were 2,215 federal observers assigned to monitor elections in other areas of the country, most of
which involved discrimination against language minority group members. See Appendix B.
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in the polls books because the poll workers did not know that the voters' family name
traditionally was the second of three names they used. Some voters were denied the
ballot because they identified their street name according to common Spanish usage
rather than the formal English name. 11 In Texas and Southern Arizona polling places
Hispanic voters were admonished not to use Spanish when talking in the polling places
and when giving assistance to voters who needed help when voting. Moreover, the
citizenship of Hispanic voters was questioned at the polls, with voters being required to
somehow provide on-the-spot evidence of their citizenship before being given a ballot;
such evidence was not required of Anglo voters. 12

Evidence of other kinds of discriminatory behavior of polling place workers and
others toward Spanish language voters inside the polls is provided in the reports of the
Independent Elections Monitor appointed in September 2000 by the court in a consent
decree in United States v. Passaic City, New Jersey, and Passaic County, New Jersey,
Civil Action No. 99-2544 (NHP) (D.N.J., Sep. 5, 2000)(three-judge court).

At P.S. 6, observers called to report that the challenger was making racist remarks
about Hispanics. At the Ukrainian school, challengers became very aggressive
and were yelling at voters, stating that they did not live in the country and should
not vote. Ironically, many of these challenged voters were off-duty Passaic City
police officers. Angel Casabona, Jr. was one such challenged police officer who
avoided confrontation and properly came to Passaic City Hall to have his voting
status clarified. Escorted by the City Clerk and investigators from the
prosecutor's office, Mr. Casabona reentered the polling site and was permitted to
exercise his vote. The brazen challenger was reprimanded and board workers
were reminded that challengers should not be interacting with voters.

Walter F. Timpone, Office of the Election Monitor, Fifth Report, June 15, 2001, pgs. 3-4.

The most disturbing incident of the [June 26, 2001 municipal primary
election] occurred at the polling place at St. Mary's School in Passaic. Someone
allegedly stole the flag from outside the polling place. The police were called.
An officer responded and caught the purported perpetrator. The Officer entered
the polling place and asked who had called the police. No one responded. The
officer barked comments in substance to the poll workers as follows, "Can't you
read? What country do you come from?" When a municipal worker of Indian
origin came to see what the problem was, the officer then asked, "And what
country do you come from?" When a Latino federal observer tried to explain the

11 
Mail addressed to streets using the Spanish nickname was delivered because the postal personnel were

familiar with the local Spanish language usages, as the poll workers were not.

12 Anglo candidates compiled lists of Hispanic voters' names for their poll watchers to challenge at the

polls on the ground that the voters were not citizens. United States citizenship is required by every state as
a qualification to register to vote in state and federal elections. But in order to avoid discriminatory

treatment of voters at the polls and disrupting the polling places with election-day challenges, persons who,

before an election, have evidence that a registered voter is not a U.S. citizen should be required to present
that information to the voter registrar, and to desist from interposing challenges at the polls to voters whose

qualifications have been upheld by the register.
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dictates of the consent decree, the officer asked for credentials. When the
observer showed his credentials, the officer found them inadequate because they
lacked a picture and detained the observer. The Officer told the observer, "I could
arrest you for this." Upon being alerted to the controversy, I asked investigators
from the Passaic County Prosecutors Office and Deputy Chief of the Passaic
County Police Department to intercede. When a Sergeant from the Passaic Police
department responded at the scene and learned what had happened, he apologized
to the federal observer and told him he thought some sensitivity training might be
in order for the officer. Notably, this discriminatory behavior took place in a city
where the Latino population is at 62%. Intolerance in the city is still existent and
hiding under color of official right.

Walter F. Timpone, Office of the Election Monitor, Sixth Report, July 27, 2001, pp. 6-7.

The use of English rather than Chinese in polling places in Chinese
neighborhoods of San Francisco and Oakland (Alameda County), California, and New
York City left voters confused about procedures, and ignorant of ballot propositions and
contested offices. As was noted in the Settlement Agreement and Order in United States
v. Alameda County, California, C95 1266 (N.D. Cal, Jan 22, 1996)(three-judge court),

According to the 1990 Census, the population of Alameda County
includes 68,184 Chinese Americans and 30,120 Chinese American citizens of
voting age. The 1990 Census reports that 11,394 persons, or 37.83 percent of the
Chinese citizen voting age population in Alameda County, and 1.3 percent of the
total citizen voting age population in Alameda County do not speak English well
enough to participate effectively in English language elections. Thus, over 11,000
Chinese American citizens in Alameda County cannot function effectively in the
electoral process except in the Chinese language.

at p. 4.

Problems were compounded in Native American areas of Arizona, New Mexico
and Utah. The problems faced by Native Americans in these areas are illustrated in
Cibola County, New Mexico, which contains the Ramah Chapter of the Navajo
Reservation and the Acoma and Laguna Pueblos. The Stipulation and Order in United
States v. Cibola County, New Mexico, No. Civ 93 1134 LHILFG, (D.N.M., Apr 21,
1994)(three-judge court), states that,

5. According to the 1990 Census, 57.8 percent of the Navajo voting age
population and 18.1 percent of the Pueblo voting age population in Cibola County
do not speak English well enough to participate effectively in English language
elections. Thus, a significant proportion of the Native American population of
Cibola County, and a significant majority of Navajos, cannot function in the
electoral process except in the Navajo or Keresan languages.
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6. The Navajo and Keres populations of Cibola County live in
circumstances of significant isolation from the non-Native American population
of the county. Cibola County is unusually large in physical terms, and covers a
geographic area roughly the size of the State of Connecticut. Over four- fifths of
the non-Native American population lives clustered within or near the adjacent
incorporated communities of Grants and Milan, close to the county courthouse.
The Acoma and Laguna population centers are between 25 and 50 miles away
from Grants, the county seat, while the Ramah Chapter House is approximately
50 miles from Grants. The isolation of the Native American population of Cibola
County burdens their access to the franchise.

8. Native American citizens living within Cibola County, suffer from a
history of discrimination touching their right to register, to vote, and otherwise to
participate in the political process. Until 1948, Native American citizens of New
Mexico were not permitted to vote in state and local elections. Trujillo. V.
Garley, C.A. No. 1350 (D.N.M., August 11, 1948). In 1984, the court in Sanchez
v. King, C.A. No. 82-0067-M (D.N.M. 1984) held that the New Mexico state
legislative redistricting plan discriminated against Native Americans.

9. The level of political participation by Native American citizens of
Cibola County is depressed. Voter registration rates in the predominantly Native
American precincts have been less than half the rate in non-Native American
precincts, and Native Americans are affected disproportionately by voter purge
procedures. Although Native Americans comprise over 38 percent of the county
population, fewer than eight percent of all absentee ballots have been from the
predominantly Native American precincts. There is a need for election
information in the Navajo and Keresan languages, and a need for publicity
concerning all phases of the election process for voters in Ramah, Acoma and
Laguna. The rate of participation by Native Americans on such issues is less than
one third of the participation rate among non-Native Americans. There is a need
for polling places staffed with trained translators conveniently situated for the
Native American population.

at pages 5-7.

The remedy for this unlawful disparity is complicated by the facts that (1) the
Navajo and Pueblo languages are oral, not written, and (2) there are no equivalent terms
in the Navajo and Pueblo languages for many words and phrases in the election process.

Native American polling place workers in reservation precincts faced a more
difficult task than white poll workers in getting to the training session for poll workers
that were held many miles away in county seats where most white people lived. At the
training sessions Native American poll workers were given little or no instruction about
how to translate ballots and propositions, and many of their attempts to do so on election
day resulted in the most rudimentary references. For example, poll workers assisting
voters at the polls would refer to the office of secretary of state as someone who works in
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the state capitol, and bond levies for education were said simply to be increases in taxes.
Many times the Native American poll workers found it so difficult to figure out how to
explain items on the ballot they just instructed the voters to skip the offices or
propositions. Moreover, Native American voters who had been purged from the voter
rolls because they failed to respond to written notices they either did not receive 13 or did
not understand, were turned away from the polls with no explanation of why they were
not able to vote, and were given no opportunity to re-register there.14

Pre -election investigation can pinpoint where federal observers should be assigned.

The task of assuring compliance by polling place workers with appropriate
polling place procedures requires (1) knowledge of what is happening in the polling
places, and (2) the authority to correct actions that are in violation of the prescribed
procedures. For over 35 years DOJ has been determining, before each election, what will
happen in specific polling places in particular counties in states far from Washington,
D.C. Based on this information DOJ determined at which polling places discriminatory
activity would take place, and the exact number of federal observers needed at each
particular polling place, from among the hundreds of counties in the 16 states that are
fully or partially covered under Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act, 15 and the 10
additional jurisdictions in other states that have been and remain certified by courts under
Section 3 of the Act.16

This DOJ effort, known as a pre-election survey, is conducted by the Voting
Section of DOJ's Civil Rights Division. Pre-election surveys began right after the Voting
Rights Act was enacted, as a tool for determining where and how many federal observers
would need to be assigned under Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act. Through the years

13 Residences on the Navajo reservation often are miles apart, with no paved roads, and many homes have
no telephones. It is not unusual for reservation residents to pick up their mail periodically at a store or
other place far from their homes.
14 Voters were confused because they voted in tribal elections without problem, and were not told, for
example, that under state law they had been purged from the county voter rolls because they did not vote
with some particular frequency and in particular elections, such as every two or four years in general
elections. To add to the confusion, in many areas the tribal elections and the state elections were held on
different dates but at the same locations. Prior to the National Voter Registration Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973gg
et seq., voter registration in many counties in Indian country was conducted in the county seat, far from
reservation housing, until, in some instances, litigation required that deputy registrars be made available at
reservation sites, and that voter purge procedures be modified to allow fair notice to Native American
voters. United States v. State ofArizona, CIV 88-1989 PHX EHC (D. Ariz., May 22, 1989), pgs. 6-11; First
Amended Consent Decree, Jan. 3, 1994, pgs. 5-10.
15 Alabama, Alaska, Arizona, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina and Texas are fully covered
under the Voting Rights Act's special provisions by the formula in Section 4 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973b.
One or more counties are specially covered under Section 4 in California, Florida, Michigan, New
Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, South Dakota and Virginia. All jurisdictions covered under
Section 4 of the Act are listed in the Appendix to 28 CFR Part 55.
16 Certification under Section 3(a) of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973b(a), is for a particular term
as defined by the court. Certification by the U.S. Attorney General under Section 6 of the Voting Rights
Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973f, is for an unlimited time. Jurisdictions certified under Section 6 can seek to have
their certification terminated under Section 13 of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973k. Appendix D is
a list of the jurisdictions that have been certified for examiners by court order under Section 3(a) of the Act.
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the pre-election surveys have remained relatively unchanged for determining where
racially discriminatory actions (as contrasted with language-based difficulties) would
occur in the polling places of the Deep South. This process is instructive on a broad level
because it can be used, with variations, by states throughout the country to determine,
prior to election day, where problems will occur on election day in polling places across
the state.

The DOJ focus during the pre-election surveys is to find circumstances that are
likely to lead to actions that will disadvantage voters in the polls on election day. To
allow black voters to vote without interference in the South, the Voting Section focuses
on counties where black candidates are facing white candidates. Those are the
circumstances where experience has shown that polling place workers are more apt to
take actions that deprive African American of their right to vote. Moreover, the
inclination of polling place workers to take discriminatory action against African
American voters is more likely when the black candidates have a real chance of beating
white opponents. (For concerns about other kinds of problems at the polls, the pre-
election survey would focus on the facts and antipathies relating to those problems.)

The surveys consist of two rounds of telephone calls and a field investigation.
The first round of phone calls begins about six weeks before the election, which is a time
when candidate qualifying has been completed and campaigning has been in progress.
The Voting Section contacts the election director in each county where the minority
population is about 20% or more, since a relatively small but concentrated portion of a
county's population can be a significant proportion of a single election district in a
county. The Voting Section determines a number of facts from each county election
official they contact, including the name and race of the candidates, the office each is
contesting, which candidates are incumbents, the county's procedures for appointing
polling place workers, and the county's procedures for responding to problems that arise
on election day. The second round of telephone calls is made to at least two African
American people in each county who are familiar with the way elections have been
conducted in the county during recent elections, who know who the candidates are and
how the candidates have been conducting their campaigns, and who are knowledgeable
about relationships between the races in the county and whether there have been any
recent racial incidents in the county.

Voting Section attorneys then travel to the counties where the facts from the two
rounds of telephone calls indicate that the assignment of federal observers is needed
because poll workers will make it difficult for black voters to cast their ballots for the
candidates of their choice. The attorneys interview the county election officials, the
county sheriff (or chief of police, if a city election is in issue), African American county
residents, including people associated with community and civil rights organizations, and
candidates. The attorneys relay their information and their recommendation as to
whether federal observers should be assigned for the election, and, if so, number and
placement of federal observers that will be needed on election day, to a Voting Section
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supervisor who coordinates the survey. 17 The polling places that are selected for the
assignment of observers are (1) those at which the facts show that African American
voters are likely to be victimized on election day, where (2) the county has no effective
way to either know what is happening in the polls, or for responding to problems that
occur at the polls, or both.

During the pre-election surveys the Voting Section supervising attorney talks
frequently with the Voting Rights Coordinator at the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM) who recruits and supervises the people who serve as observers. t 8 Thus, OPM is
aware of the identity of the counties that are the subject of field investigations, and of the
recommendations of the attorneys for the assignment, numbers and poll location of
federal observers. Because of the ongoing coordination between the Voting Section and
OPM, the federal observers are chosen and are ready to depart for their assigned location
the moment a final decision is made by the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights as
to the numbers and placement of the observers.19

Information from federal observers is obtained quickly and effectively on election
day.

The pre-election process not only gives DOJ information it needs to determine
where and how many federal observers will be needed on election day, it puts DOJ
lawyers in contact with county election officials before the election, and the DOJ lawyers
inform the county officials of the problems that DOJ has found out may occur in the
county's polls on election day. This contact continues during the election, as the DOJ
lawyers provide the county election officials with information the lawyers get from the
observers.

17 The Voting Section is headed by a chief and four deputy chiefs. There also are special counsels who are
senior attorneys assigned to perform particular duties. The pre -election work for a particular jurisdiction is
overseen by a deputy chief if the jurisdiction is a defendant in recent litigation. Otherwise, the pre-election
supervision is handled by the special litigation counsel for elections.
18 Federal observers are assigned and supervised by the Office of Personnel Management. See 42 U.S.C. §
1973f. OPM centralized the observer program in the OPM office in Atlanta, Georgia, over the past several
years. Beginning in 2002 the program will be centralized in the OPM office in Denver, Colorado.

There is no standing group of people who are federal observers. Rather, the people chosen to serve as
federal observers at a particular election are volunteers, usually from among the OPM nationwide staff
except when special abilities are required, such as Native American language ability. General training
sessions are held for observers and observer supervisors at selected sites during the year. Often people will
volunteer to serve as observers in election after election, but they are not always available because of the
demands of their regular work assignments and prior obligations. Because of the need to recruit observers
for each election, and the logistical requirements of transportation (airplane tickets, rental car) and lodging,
the OPM coordinator and the Voting Section supervising attorney are in contact throughout the year to
discuss observer needs in upcoming elections.
19 If a county for which federal observers is recommended has not been certified yet for federal examiners,
a separate recommendation for certification of the county is made to the U.S. Attorney General, and a
certification form is prepared for the U.S. Attorney General's signature. Also, because certifications are
effective upon publication in the Federal Register, 42 U.S.C. § 1973b(b), arrangements are made for
publication as soon as possible after the U.S. Attorney General signs the certification. Similar
arrangements are made by OPM which must publish in the Federal Register a location for an examiner's
office. 42 U.S.C. § 1973e(a).
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The observers are briefed by DOJ attorneys and the observer captain on the day
before the election. The observers get to their assigned polling place one-half hour
before the poll opens, and usually will remain until the last person leaves the poll. They
have pre-printed forms on which to record the activity in the polls. Observers usually
also attend the ballot count and record the number of votes received by each candidate.

During election day an observer supervisor makes repeated visits to the polling
places where federal observers are stationed, and remains in constant telephone contact
with the DOJ attorney who is in the county. This gives the DOJ attorney in the county a
constant flow of information throughout the day about activities that transpire inside the
polls. 20 When the federal observers inform the DOJ attorney of actions of polling place
officials that the attorney concludes are interfering with the voting rights of African
Americans, the DOJ attorney gives the facts to the local official in charge of the election,
which allows him or her to stop the discriminatory activity. Local officials also can use
this information after the election to take steps to prevent the incidents from happening
again.

Similar steps are taken on election day when federal observers are used to
determine compliance with the language minority provisions of the Voting Rights Act,
but normally the pre-election preparation is different. The inability or lack of desire of
poll workers to provide information to non-English speaking voters usually does not
depend on the identity of the candidates or the issues involved in a particular election.
Thus, the information obtained in one election will allow a determination of whether
federal observers will be needed in the next election.21

The reports of these federal observers have their primary emphasis on the
language aspects of polling place procedures and the actions of polling place workers.
(The federal observers assigned to a particular polling place speak the minority language
that is used by the voters at that polling place.) It usually is not important that the
observers arrive at the opening of the polls, nor that they stay all day, since the goal is to
have the observers attend the polls for a sufficient length of time to witness a number of
minority language voters go through the voting process. This will give the observers
sufficient facts to allow the DOJ attorneys to analyze the county's compliance with the
law.

We should emphasize that the federal observers do not interfere with the election
process. Their limited function, to pass along information to their OPM supervisors and

20 In addition, the DOJ attorney in each county calls the supervising attorney often during the day: when the
polls open, and every hour after that until it is clear that correct procedures are being followed at the polls

in that county, unless continuing problems and their resolution make it necessary to continue frequent

contact. This coordination between the supervising attorney and the attorney in the field begins on the day

before the election, and does not end until the attorney leaves the county to return to Washington, D.C., on

the day after the election or later.
2! 

Initial facts indicating possible violations of the Voting Rights Act most often come to DOJ through

complaints by telephone, by mail, or in conversation with DOJ attorneys, paralegals and analysts in the

performance of their routine duties.
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the DOJ attorneys, is in accord with the dictates of Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act, 42
U.S.C. § 1973f. The observers must not give instructions to poll workers, must not give
help to voters, and must not share their observations, judgments or opinions with
individuals in the polls. They are eyes and ears. They are paid witnesses.22

The federal observers' reports allow Justice Department attorneys to require
counties to comply with their states' rules.

In its enforcement of all federal civil rights laws the Department of Justice (DOJ)
attempts to obtain voluntary compliance from prospective defendants. This has been
especially true of the enforcement of the Voting Rights Act where the prospective
defendants are officials of state and local governments.

From the beginning of DOJ's enforcement of the Voting Rights Act DOJ lawyers
personally conducted investigations in each county before examiners or observers were
assigned, regularly checked on the progress of examiners while voter registration was
conducted, and on election day a DOJ attorney was and continues to be present in each
county to which federal observers are assigned to obtain information from the observers
during election day, and debrief the observers immediately after the election. During
their presence in the counties the DOJ lawyers have continuing contact with county
officials, and give them the information the lawyers gain as part of their pre-election
investigation in the county, and from the federal observers. Those local officials, faced
with the immediate and continuing presence of DOJ lawyers, usually instruct the head
worker at the polling place to follow the appropriate procedures.

The federal observers inside the polling place witness the cessation of the
discriminatory action, or if the discriminatory action continues, the DOJ lawyer again
brings the information from the observers to the attention of the county election official
to get further corrective action. Thus, federal observers function both to gather evidence
of discriminatory activities in the polling place for future legal action, and for the
elimination of discriminatory actions on the spot. At times, the mere presence of federal
observers at the polls serves to inhibit the tendency of many polling place workers to take
discriminatory action against African American voters.

Court-ordered remedies require counties to do their job in the South.

Some compulsive action is needed when county election administrators do not
address outstanding problems in the polls, and do not follow proper election day
procedures. A primary reason for the mistreatment of African American voters was and

22 It is of utmost importance that observers stick to their role at the polls, because they are able to be in the
polling places only by the authority of Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act. 42 U.S.C. § 1973f. States have
laws about who can enter the polls. Usually those individuals include poll workers, voters, voters'
assistors, peace officers when called, and candidates' or political parties' poll watchers. Others will be
inside the polls in violation of law unless specifically authorized to be there by the appropriate local
election official. Moreover, under Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act the federal observers are able to be in
the polls only to perform the tasks noted above.
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continues to be the failure of local election officials to appoint African Americans as
polling place workers. The evidence of mistreatment that this discriminatory policy had
on African American voters has provided a firm basis for court orders that required the
defendants to take specific steps to recruit and hire African Americans to work in the
polls. One good example of this result is the consent decree in United States v. Conecuh
County, Alabama, supra, which required the defendant political party executive
committees (responsible for nominating people to serve as poll workers) to "engage in
affirmative recruitment efforts aimed at ensuring that the pool of persons from which
nominations are made fully reflects the availability of all qualified persons in Conecuh
County who are interested in serving as election officials, without regard to their race or
color." at pp. 3-4.

Those recruitment efforts were required to include encouraging candidates to
"seek out and propose for nomination black citizens," and "sending notices to local
organizations comprised predominantly of black citizens... to advise them that the party
intends to nominate persons to serve as election officials and encourage them to have
interested persons notify the chairperson of the respective political party executive
committee of their willingness to serve as election officials," at p. 4.

A 1993 consent order in United States v. Johnson County, Georgia, CV393-45
(S.D. Ga, Sept 14, 1993) stated that,

1. According to the 1990 Census, the total population in Johnson County
is 34 percent black and the total voting age population is 29.2 percent black.

7. Of the one hundred thirty one individuals who were employed by
Johnson County to serve as poll officials between 1988 and August 1992,
eighteen (14%) were black. There were no black poll workers during this period
at seven of the twelve polling places.

8. Only eight (12%) of the Sixty-six poll officials employed by Johnson
County for the July 21, 1992 primary election were black. There were no black
poll workers at eight of the twelve polling places.

9. Of the one hundred and six poll officials employed by Johnson County
for the November 3, 1992 general election, only sixteen (15%) were black. There
were no black poll workers at six of the twelve polling places.

10. No black person has ever served as a managing poll officer or
an assistant managing poll officer at any of the county's
polling places.

At pages 2-3.

Included in the Johnson County consent decree among the steps the defendant
county commission and supervisor of election must take to have African Americans fairly
represented among the polling place workers are, "sending written notices to local
organizations comprised predominantly of black citizens ... to advise them that the county
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intends to appoint black persons to serve as poll workers and poll managers;" and
"contacting black candidates and members of the political parties. ..to ascertain the
names, addresses and telephone numbers of black citizens who are qualified and
available to serve as poll officers." Id. at 6. In addition, the defendants must publicize in
local newspapers, on radio, on television and on posters their policy of conducting
elections free of racial discrimination. They also must train the poll workers on how to
perform their duties in a racially nondiscriminatory manner, and, with specificity, on how
to deal with voters who need assistance.

Even with the specific steps set out in the 15 page Johnson County consent
decree, the reports of federal observers showed that African American citizens of the
Johnson County were continuing to be excluded from among the ranks of those appointed
to work at the polls because the supervisor of elections did not adhere to the terms of the
decree. After further discussions between the county and DOJ, in lieu of DOJ pursuing
contempt of court proceedings the county appointed a biracial committee formed of
county residents to perform the preliminary poll worker recruitment and nomination
functions previously performed by the election supervisor, leaving her with her statutory
duty of formally appointing the poll workers. (This change in practice was reviewed and
precleared under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. 1973c.) As a result,
African Americans were fairly appointed among those who worked at the polls, and
discrimination against African American voters at the polls abated in Johnson County,
Georgia.

Both the Conecuh County and Johnson County cases show how information
gathered by observers can serve as the evidentiary basis for litigation, how particular
individuals at the county level can persist in discriminatory procedures in spite of state
law and federal litigation, and how the identity and training of the people working inside
the polling places is of primary importance in eliminating injustice from the polls. It
should be remembered that in both instances the DOJ lawyers first shared their
information with state and local election officials in an attempt to allow those officials to
eliminate the discriminatory treatment of voters. These efforts provided the election
officials with something they could obtain by themselves, but did not: information about
what went wrong in their polls. The need for the resulting litigation demonstrated that
those officials were not willing to stop the discriminatory conduct.

Court-ordered remedies require counties to do their jobs for language minorities.

Even after the Voting Rights Act was amended in 1975 to require that areas
designated under a formula must provide information and ballots in languages other than
English, inadequate training of polling place workers continued to disadvantage minority
language voters. The reports of federal observers gave the attorneys from the Department
of Justice the information they needed to prove to county officials that violations of the
Voting Rights Act had occurred, and to obtain consent decrees that set out specific steps
that the counties would take to effectively provide and translate election information to
Native American citizens.
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Most of the consent decrees to cure discriminatory actions in Indian country under
the language minority provisions of Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. §
1973aa-1 a, were lengthy and set out in detail the procedures that election officials had to
follow for voter education, voter registration, translation and balloting. 23 It is significant
that the great majority of the provisions in the consent decrees focused on the counties'
administrative responsibilities, including hiring additional county personnel, to try to give
Native American voters equivalent access to information about an election and voting
procedures as white people got as a matter of course, since all information was provided
in English and in areas near the county seats.

Thus, the Stipulation and Order in United States v. Cibola County, New Mexico,
No. Civ 93 1134 LH/LFG, (D.N.M., Apr. 21, 1994)(three-judge court), is 44 pages long,
33 pages of which is a Native American Election Information Program. This program
provides that, "Cibola County shall employ at least three Native American Voting Rights
Coordinators who will coordinate the Native American Election Information Program in
Cibola County..." These coordinators have to be bilingual in either Navajo or Keres and
English, they are to be hired only after the county consults with the tribes, they are to be
trained in all aspects of the election process, they are to attend and make presentations at
chapter and tribal council meetings, and perform numerous, specifically described
functions that would provide election information to the Native American citizens of
Cibola County.

It was and remains difficult, however, to compel obdurate county clerks and other
county election administrators to perform the myriad election- connected functions in a
way that meets the requirements of the court orders. 24 These cases argue persuasively
for continuing the practice of seeking lengthy, detailed court orders that can be enforced
through contempt proceedings.

23 For example, the Consent Agreement is 36 pages long in United States v. Socorro County, New Mexico,

Civil Action No. 93-1244-JP (D.N.M. Apr. 13, 1994) (three-judge court); in United States v. State of

New Mexico and Sandoval County, New Mexico, Civil Action 88-1457-SC (D.N.M. Mar. 28, 1990) (three-
judge court), is 12 pages long, and the accompanying Native American Election Information Program filed
on April 30, 1990, is 24 pages long; the First Amended Settlement and Order in United States v. San Juan

County, Utah, Civil Action No. C-83-1287 (D. Utah, Aug. 24, 1990) (three-judge court), is 21 pages;
the First Amended Consent Decree and Order in United States v. McKinley County, New Mexico, Civil

Action No. 86-0028-M (D.N.M., Jul. 20, 1990) (three-judge court), is 23 pages; and the Consent
Decree in United States v. State ofArizona, CIV 88-1989 PHX EHC (D. Ariz, May 22, 1989), affecting
Apache and Navajo Counties, is 24 pages, while the First Amended Consent Decree in that case (Jan. 3,
1994) is 28 pages long.
24 A letter of understanding was developed between DOJ and San Juan County, New Mexico, which
required the county to adopt a manual of procedures to comply with the language minority requirements of
the Voting Rights Act. The manual would become final after review and concurrence by DOJ. Changes in

the procedures would become effective upon the concurrence of DOJ. Letters of understanding have not
been widely used by DOJ in its Voting Rights Act enforcement. The letters have the advantage of getting a
fast remedy and avoiding the uncertainties of litigation. The main disadvantage of using a letter of
understanding is the inability to seek contempt of court sanctions if the county does not follow the steps in
the letter or the county's manual of procedures. If the actions that the county fails to take are significant, a
legal action would need to be filed at that time, prolonging the time for obtaining a remedy.
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An alternative approach was taken in a consent decree between DOJ and
Bernalillo County, New Mexico, where the court order was accompanied by a manual of
procedures to comply with the language minority requirements of the Voting Rights Act.
United States v. Bernalillo County, New Mexico, CV -98-156 BB/LCS (D.N.M. Apr 27,
1998). The consent decree required that the county hire a native language coordinator
who is bilingual in Navajo and English, and specifically noted that, "The primary
responsibility of the [native language coordinator], a full-time employee of Bernalillo
County, shall be to carry out the county's Navajo language election procedures, publicity
and assistance, including assisting the county to carry out the procedures in the
manual..." at p. 4. The consent decree also required the county to establish a travel,
supply, and telephone call budget for the native language coordinator, and subjected the
county to the preclearance provision in Section 3(c) of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1973a(c), which allows the county to make changes in the manual and for DOJ to
review those changes to determine that they are nondiscriminatory before they can be
implemented. This approach has the benefit of allowing the county to tailor its
administrative procedures to its particular personnel and office situation, and of allowing
practical changes to be made in the administrative procedures when necessary without
having to request the three-judge court for an amendment to the court order.

Conclusion.

The federal observer provision of the Voting Rights Act continues to be
extraordinarily effective in allowing the United States Department of Justice to enforce
the Voting Rights Act. That provision should be extended.

The federal examiner provisions of the Voting Rights Act have accomplished
their goal of allowing African American voter access to the voter rolls in areas where
official resistance kept them from becoming registered voters. Those provisions have
done their job and should be eliminated, especially insofar as they are prerequisites for
the assignment of federal observers.

The federal observer provision of the Voting Rights Act performs an effective law
enforcement function as it is written and applied. That provision should not be altered.
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APPENDIX A

NUMBER OF PERSONS LISTED BY FEDERAL EXAMINERS
UNDER SECTION 7 OF THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT, 42 U.S.C. 1973e

1965 - 200025

Total Non-white White
People People People

State Listed Listed Listed

Alabama26 66,539 61,239 5,300

Georgia27 3,557 3,541 16

Louisiana 28 26,978 25,136 1,842

Mississippi29 70,448 67,685 2,763

South Carolina 30 4,654 4,638 16

Total 172,176 162,239 9,937

27

25 This information is extracted from the Semiannual Report of Cumulative Totals on Voting Rights
Examining as of December 31, 2000, Prepared by the Office of Workforce Information, Office of Merit
Systems Oversight and Effectiveness, U.S. Office of Personnel Management, Washington, D.C. 20415.
26 People were listed in Autauga, Dallas, Elmore, Greene, Hale, Jefferson, Lowndes, Marengo,
Montgomery, Perry, Sumter and Wilcox Counties.
27 People were listed in Butts, Lee, Screven and Terrell Counties.
28 People were listed in Bossier, Caddo, DeSoto, East Carroll, East Feliciana, Madison, Ouachita,
Plaquemines and West Feliciana Parishes.
29 People were listed in Amite, Benton, Bolivar, Carroll, Claiborne, Clay, Coahoma, DeSoto, Forrest,
Franklin, Grenada, Hinds, Holmes, Humphreys, Issaquena, Jasper, Jefferson, Jefferson Davis, Jones,
LeFlore, Madison, Marshall, Neshoba, Newton, Noxubee, Oktibbeha, Pearl River, Quitman, Rankin,
Sharkey, Simpson, Sunflower, Tallahatchie, Walthall, Warren, Wilkenson, and Winston Counties.
30 People were listed in Clarendon and Dorchester Counties.
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APPENDIX B
ASSIGNMENT OF FEDERAL OBSERVERS

UNDER SECTION 8 OF THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT, 42 U.S.C. 1973f
BY YEAR AND STATE, 1966 - 200031

• ' _-_-________ I._

3 1	 This information is extracted from the summary of federal observer activity by calendar year, United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights
Division, Voting Section. Southern states am listed first in this chart because federal observers were assigned only to Southern states for the first years shown.
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APPENDIX C

EXCERPTS FROM PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO INERROGATORIES AND
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, United States v. Conecuh County,
Alabama, Civil Action No. 83-1201-H (S.D. Ala., Jun 12, 1984).

A white voter waiting in line to vote stated to white poll official John P. Bewley
that she was unable to obtain a yellow sample ballot distributed by the Alabama
Democratic Conference. The black voter standing next in line had such a ballot.
Mr. Bewley stated, "You ain't [sic] of the right color." During the same day, Mr.
Bewley stated to federal observer Riddle, "See, the niggers bring in these yellow
marked ballots. The nigger preachers run the niggers down here, you know.
They tell them how to vote. I don't think that's right."

P. 7.

Poll officials instructed white registered voters to confirm their registration status
in the office of the Probate Judge. Black voters whose names were not on the list
were in each instance simply told that they could not vote, and were given no
instruction by poll officials. White voter Salter's name did not appear on the list,
and Ms. Salter acknowledged that she resided in a rural precinct and not in box
11-1. Ms. Salter nevertheless was allowed to vote an unchallenged ballot directly
on the machine.

Pp. 8-9.

Ms. Lewis, who required assistance because of a vision problem, signed the poll
list and stated that she wished for her companion (unidentified) to provide
assistance in voting for her. White poll official Windham stated, "Can't nobody
go in there with you." After a pause, Mr. Windham stated to Ms. Lewis, "you can
fill out an affidavit and then she can go in with you. Can't you [read]?" Mr.
Windham's tone and manner were sufficiently abrasive that Ms. Lewis left the
voting place. Some moments later she was observed to remark to a companion,
who was trying to persuade her to make another attempt to vote, "I've done had
trouble with them twice before and I'm not begging them any more. I'm not
scared but I'm not begging anybody." Ms. Lewis returned accompanied by Mr.
Richard Rabb, at that time the Chair of the Conecuh county Branch of the
Alabama Democratic Conference. Ms. Lewis was allowed to vote, and the poll
officials provided necessary assistance with the affidavit. Ms. Lewis remind very
upset and remarked, "Why couldn't they have let me vote to begin with?"

Pp. 16-17.

Black voters at box 9-1 (Old Town) were told throughout the day of the October
12, 1982 special run-off election, that no more than two voters were allowed in
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the polling place at one time. This restriction was imposed on 30-35 occasions. In no

instance were white voters required to conform to this procedure, and the poll officials

allowed a many as five white voters in the polling place at a time.

P. 21.

Ms. Stacey enforced the limitation on the amount of time a voter could spend in the booth

in a random and discriminatory fashion. She enforced the limitation against black voters

more frequently than against white voters. During the last hour of voting the requirement

was applied exclusively against black persons. On at least two occasions she told black

voters that their time had elapsed when, in fact, it had not.

During the course of the day, poll officials addressed all black voters by their first names.

Older white voters were addressed by the courtesy titles of Mr. and Ms.

White poll official James Ellis initiated new procedures for assistance of black voters.

Without notice to any person, Mr. Ellis required assistors accompanying voters into the

polling place to remain 30 feet outside the polls until Mr. Ellis had finished interviewing

the voter and summoned the assistor.

Pp. 36-37.

Poll officials who assisted black voters did not read the ballot to the voters or otherwise

advice the voters of the contests and the candidates. They simply asked the voters, "Who

do you want to vote for?

Poll official Lois Stacey marked the ballot for a voter she was assisting in contests in

which the voter did not express a preference.

Poll officials frequently served as assistors without asking voters receiving assistance

who they wanted to assist them. On a number of occasions, poll officials serving as

assistors did not read the complete ballot to the voters.

P.40

P. 24

P. 35
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APPENDIX D

JURISTICTIONS CERTIFIED FOR FEDERAL EXAMINERS
UNDER SECTION 3(A) OF THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT AS OF 200032

State	 Jurisdiction	 Term of certification

Illinois	 Town of Cicero	 October 23, 2000 order, effective until December
31, 2005

Louisiana	 St. Landry Parish 	 December 5, 1979 order, effective until further
order of the court

Michigan	 City of Hamtramck August 7, 2000 order, effective until December 31,
2003

New Jersey Passaic County	 June 2, 1999 order, effective until December 31,
2003

New Mexico Bernalillo County	 April 27, 1998 order, effective until June 30, 2003

Cibola County	 April 21, 1994 order, effective until April 21, 2004
(originally certified by December 17, 1984 order)

Sandoval County	 September 9, 1994 order, effective until at least September
9, 2004 (originally certified by December 17, 1984 order)

Socorro County	 April 11, 1994 order, effective until April 11, 2004

Utah	 San Juan County	 December 31, 1998 order, effective until December
31, 2002 (originally certified by January 11, 1984

order)

32 Information obtained from Jurisdictions Currently Eligible for Federal Observers as a Result of Orders Under
Section 3(a) of the Voting Rights Act, United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Voting Section,
October 22, 2001.
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POLITICAL
OBSERVER
PROTOCOL 

If you have Sather questions,
please contact (800) 361-
4402 or (928) 337-7537. We
would be happy to assist you
in any way.

You may also access thus
information by logging on to our
Website at: www co aP he u
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Protocol Guidelines:

Political Observer Protocol:
A.R.S.S 16-590

Statute allows for a political observer and
an alternate to be appointed by the County
Chairman of each party that has a
candidate on the ballot for each polling
place in the County.

The Apache County Elections Department
in their efforts to carry out this law, feel
the importance of establishing polling
place protocol for Voters, Election Board
Workers and Observers

This will insure that questions or issues, no
matter where or when they may occur
during Electiott Day, are handled as
quickly and efficiently as possible with
minimal disruption to the voter and to the
Election Board.

Political Appointment

if you have been appointed as a Political
Observer you must have in hand your signed
appointment when entering the Polling Place
to show to the Inspector, Marshal or other
member of the Election Board.

Questions or Concerns

Jf you have questions or concerns, please use
the following procedure. If you are observing
in a Reservation Precinct, your first point of
contact needs to be the "Troubleshooter" for
that precinct.

The Troubleshooter

This person has been appointed by the
Elections Department to oversee all processes
in that precinct.

The Troubleshooter has been instructed to
contact our office with your concern(s).

Contact Us Direct

If for some reason, you are unable to
contact that person, please call the
Elections Department directly at
1(800)361-4402 or (928)337-7537 and asl
for Margaret A. Conker, Recorder or
Penny L. Pew, Elections Director. We
would ask that you not contact the Precinc
Inspector.

Pollin g Place Etiquette

A number of polling places will be ver
crowded, therefore we ask that yon
conduct your observing as quietly
as possible. You may not enter a votin;
booth, unless it is your precinct and
you are entering the voting booth to mari
your ballot.

Please Don't Touch the Ballots

While you are allowed by law to obsery
many processes or areas where ballots
are being handled, you are not allowed
to touch any ballots) or votin;
equipment.
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TRANSLATOR

Votb•Ity road tM bobot i t Me KiroJo Wguog, w that tha 0- uocl--d the boot
infoonofio. 	 .y--

n 5O NOT TELL TWA M W TO V

T	

OID ON TE IDS/E8

MAJYf3NOOTHIni	 L4 the 17A73ON SETWVBJ TIE 1'QLVi MCE AND
6ECTZON CENTRAL. MEA LJTILtsc UVZ • AS t^==

fRE{I.ECTION WEER

TROUBLESHOOTERS:

Thw .05 boo TmAkoho t. o lgyd to yor fdip pMM PotM*. scum a toot
hewem EkcMm Gmrd ald fhPolep Vhcoa an Ebclo. boy. Th. tno too0.o carne,
ootoo 0 pp0oo ari to Ot Atot cmtoct oMh eha Electbro Offlu drutkl o.ypwtim o..

THE INSPECTOR:
• Yot,0011otooltoo bond Worker Rootre the tnlnp cbt thiahacth. o oo.d

plw u.nbv of tlto cenract pot00 or Yaat ►o$rypbca You an food tka eanoct
poo etlw . • 504 -"To tdu plan der A*wky haft.. th Elootlo.
Mkm 

• Oo der wt..q nwfip lot boa onvgod. too an to <d o0 of yur 50sd Wont..
to lot tMalole..hu antlMw.thq road to b. tooth. .tatin 5, 5otkw00
po lb4 00 NOT 3EfiP THE POLLING RACE POI TO NOON ONNiOI•/DAY.

0
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0cx0
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00
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BRING FOOD, BEVERAGES AND REQUIRED
MEDICATIONS ON TUESDAY, ELECTION DAY.

DONT FORGET TO BRD46 THE KEYS BACK ON

ELECTION DAYIA
n bF,

MONDAY SET-UP MEETING

Yey.lemon bmrW .0 h. , o..obenwM haw nr y eeno.d befo Far tMNa
bm fft. tha Ireq.000r dmuAR

b0o.o.Ydela9 tha EUllei of .o& 6m ld pafitlen
Adp: eerh busd wrwbr In/hr dAls
Obass th. eorig prnredro to ba fO0o. E on Elecbm Day

1 bo bo.1W Auv-V—onft pro0Auea

— Sr'rcy the mrm to tle m+dn a0 melataa. fn.wltlp uder.

° Oeubl.dvekedth the fodlty PRIOR to Eleetien Day to Mu mtoIo thsphone peals
e vlE4an EhoNnn tdM fen Oh. trauetlnbgd the rmIt

bto 0 Iih poll.-.... Oh. u po bo.o..t .berg 00 OM pdxyple. croon 530 ....
rnu th. pNnep pinnpgvtrek u cenpIr mM woke.. ncmMxW.

MONDAY SET-UP AIE ElIN6- ENDING PROCEDURE

Bo—. Modog thepolIq place pun the Offldd Balm be eema pkra (ltdthd

00F-t

L+b



^CHECKIN6 SUPPLIES
o Unnq th keys band in tilt side pocket of the Ai—Vot	 t,mbck II

wIV smuts on oh. IMrkIoUot Eon to r d. ...t .v u. snpty.(kry.ith Nod.

keyVQd,

U..p Oh. mdl sikw my, udadt the &ppy Ism ad on. Oho lnrptnarclnkst re
id.. .an d .ppo. tkaa If my .gphr sanO/np.pWr lrttka Elm".

Honor kww.t It.. tr 	 ..t Ladl the apply On. Dud iq.

Cun0 .9 bdbta Tf Mry rs waMtl, tlry DO NOT haw no Mr•.apv.G tMyo .ln
poOago d 00.

O NOfCALL THENOTSNE IP SLMY QUANTITIES O NOT MATCH.
INDLATE ON THE IDL_CTO0.'S OEC	 ThE C nnnt'Ct OIIA._._._ sA1JD
LInE TNOW we_O TO	 LCt1t

SETTING UV THE ACCL-VOTE
• M+.... 000.0 th. pnckcr neon m ehs ACawen N rOr wncr p 00Mn.

• Mors Nan aRVn Wt to Oh. oOonV l anM? over tlr paling pMUOdr.

• 1A4d tlw don on tlw fran of the 6Md Bello Ma Sod. theA -Vshuwt inpkc.
Attad. the peen wd and pkq It Mro Oh. A,—VoO

• Udedo M. Em m iliatop of tin A—yon. MKMM In prywotdn of printing the

♦ MM Oh. -Z oipat-. After' printbg TO HOT TEAR OFF. Told  opaWro-bckoh.
doer.

• Mdsaun that tknantnm-It tap..

• Thins— res^fennoreteiMt

INSPECTIONS

CHECK YOUR BALLOTS

Cwnt It. pocky.. .f ntfi,W MMM.. TIry .. prn.or ppd I. padmyr of DO. 00
NOT OPEN THE PACKAGES TO COUNT TIIE BALO13.

Writ. the tntd fon of billets oe the lwq.dn Ooklin .dd. on Me Pondo t
Blot Eqe t (bcoMd M fhs foo lift)

i TVA Inq.ctar ihOtiuk tM Tow. tooOuoNn a 95hn E pen.

Orei Hr top bdbt M .xI ,MN. on .MS an v. law n.cw.d .d I10 rs..ct
bnllsN.

MAKE SUES YOU NAVE THE CORRECT BALLOTS AND TNAT.YOU GET A GOOD COUNT OF
THE BALLOTS THAT YOU RECEIVED. YOU MAY NAVE MORE THAN ONE BALLOT STYLE

TO ISSM TI# VOTER MACE MJYE IT 16 TIE (i1PAECT WIDTV

00
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O
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SET-UP BOOTHS

• NDaetho 90od to yo or pnelnn Aa hesn W ad uW, irckdlrq tM Eewh far the
e0DNd. AnIrotnclio,d dop t 00s each hooch

• brag. rMwrinp booh...thq e¢ in plan vis of rM basdend tMvatas.

INSPECTION OF VOTING BOOTHS

• Elwfun ofltlels Shedd pcfodldly thou* tM Wing beorhs aM rIn--F
--I me It— .:hm —.000 d nIlfanotu.ato.

• Neln o o tM oyproplfote sign ma hwong In 00.h booth - ENdUDN AND sPANISM:

I/wtat ktNDalln
pdbr Tools (f gq&.*le)

• Doo^^"s °M boll pont p. ^• p.0Ib fond In Nn lmtM

• Md...u. meh Death Msa Bboth Belbr Making prn.

1 DED IND
EARLY (A05ENT ) VOTERS

• Uanp rM lot of E-y Vot.... . o on DV .n rM I. — to tM wt e, noon on th.
Slp.ry AP for .00h wt.—..me ..toppers en rM Wt. Uoo o REDPEN L.
root for tM rotor to.?..

• If Oh. Eery Vald, roc eae ml Ipperalphoboicdy I. 9u519000.,. Ymtn In Oho
Vot of 0001.. ..too ar rM in of becnw 0e1a0. oh..k Hr Add-On Do. both, beck of
th. not...

POSTING SIGNS

• P.0001.. WRITE-IN CANDIDATES 5TSN ford In the dectien w4pGo in PLAIN
V0EIY In rho p. piry pl.o.	 IF THEN ARE QUALIFIED WRITE-IN
CANDIDATES.

• lop. tM 1W of o tft.toad .nit. -b c-4dnw on tM WRITE-IN CANDIDATES
am. Of w k4w

• P000 In PLAUI VIEW in thoraan ldMn tM ballots era eml:
0 2 8AM .€ SA VM (OF EA04 BALLOT STYLE)

• Tn. Sall" barter. .. 1. tka 5.q y Goa.

o 2 D4$TRb)CTI6 TO VOTERS AND ELECTIONS OFFIL95 S MO SARIGHT
TO VOTE A PBDVZS ILL BALLOT OOA19p SUN$

O *Poor tM NO 6M0 . oign.

o Pon tM >H57RUCl2GHy ON #AM3NG THE BALLOTS In ach..trop hmth-
ENEUSH a d SPANISH end oh. 8nlbt Iwo (d epplieo6y).

CXO
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E TZ l DAY

TM hr	 tha alsiMn Isrd to M piswrt ol lb. peppy pbea by
IJO m en Ehcna boy. W. 616-666(A)

Ehothm Bond Morris . insist tdsrho Osthlamd ontha in" co— of lb. PW Pap
list .rat the aM d IIIa .a..L Tlr Wr Poll 1M c hfaad io theoypyoe. with
thasithv d.eiiino, so

WRiTe TIM NMIF OP TIE PPE@KT ON TIE PROFIT OF DOT" POLL I16T3.

Airy.1—so of IM pi.ch taiq a*WrJsw a d a.rltfy thaantIA I oo... It is
tr d$t. wyadn+Meaw eP xr [ooy.r? to rhs aew MAt.haa Af,o oM.«.
6ovd a.aabr adlNft llhamth tot11a plge<?. V.. nay oh. rued Ihb dd

After the oath has been im"Wstered, election
board members shalt nat lethe ball'

Isitit e cll are closed.

ONCE THE BOARD HAS BEEN SWORN IN

MAKE SURE THAT EVERYONE 5IGN5 THE
PAYROLL VOUCHER AND IF CLAIMING MILEAGE.

II

RIM4L OOMtE1IOFl OF THE POU >rae PL..es SET-Lo

L Pnivillm Moo—Va. A nro tapawl4 prlat. ALL REsILTS ON THE TAPE MUST
BEZWO. DO NOT TEAR OFF TEE TAO II mnt F, artorh.A to lb. Atop,.
Vat. Tha rbsdw l m st aWo rspiatsr ooro

2. WNW the topaia psi tin9. ah.wk ,Iranwyn ,o d Ma pdvm plan to hsaea tM
wing heelhaoM Am-Vela a- in phis Ns.

]. ThaMrrriphes l.. tbv 75 FOOT i]MST Mp..M3*ff MU dnctWr 75
Pa, Nan the MALI eATsANCE to ,h. poO.p plza .0 on a.GatcooyT If

_PL.4£L+ AMRppIATP_V TO E>!+<L c EASY Q.NF4TTF514T UN OF ANh
PLACE.

4 PM pa ddl r Nlertl M root.. T/6 ,ha 7D f.a1 Wolf oh1,IrpoNaa epm
... pt for ,ha pWPo o d wnrq ma .coy? Iw tt. o .r.a.dd sydllddly
ypsMwnpnswnHw. & 5.lb-6tS

7. nls unlrhA f:.. pr+m r.o b... n Elaslmn Sop ,l1Mna p.*5plz.wl•
a in". mnv •ithln A fa.t of Oh. nd, ..nano. of aptdp pi.- Els."oswng
io ay aria. or puhYrormt..glossa fa • ar tgdr51 a WIaot. or a pnpPdlen on
lb. 105.1. AR3. 1l6- 1018.1

6. Patir.circuhean. ceapelpn.xt t. cadw».a. .h• ees, .do.ond any mh.
Pvaw. .he is M Yolk am P—do eutsdo lha 75 foot line .hi) th. P.M. m.

T. PLACE ALL IUN07UNED PARIQNG SIGN PEAS CUPS CUTS SO THAT THE
V07EAS 1V[TH DISABILMES HAVE EASY ACCESS TO THE CURS CUTS.

00
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EP M THE PAT1 FROM 1HE HANDTCAPPEB rARIQI. roTHE FOULtW&LLIEM PLL ACE.
SL^TNE STGNS Yp/HAVE POSTED A_A(il eF	 OTgl y,..-yf e g
EFlA TIFID WAY INTO TIE pOl_TMS IL THRQ	 ' li	 FGId

B	 ip dE s Of meh 6aSalltp4 to MSlnfM.lstM xr /Mfile alrhtM Sgmfurt ROOru •  EM USnano pw,

TAILI NS

BALLOTS	 PULLL"T	 POLL LIST	 SIGNATURE
ROSTER

JUROR
	 QZRK	 1WG€

START

TAR LE#0

'4
MMON

NO SMOKIA15P AS

"' .mdof9 W" pa+en a dbwd .ifNt fMpd pfg pM .

B. Na to p W fM NO SM001NO Myna oEM .alarm ihio nvls w y fimdp.

BOARD WORKER COURTESY

g.u'E Warkn oFooW Olrryr n n"d" a p.eceW and Pip ann0lphnn In fM pallingplop Ron.nbr, toWrgmk otly Imbersudh an radr, tdsfW_. are RAE. Pdfflndr for aotm Pa mnrnlnt. S. nar acopt food f.ee wt.W. ERa pd gly ple,
00

[{JEAR5 EAT MM FWD nIwcT  r

9	 RMdd roOyn nos tMAc..Veh d-M EM My. piOdtaAng lMeauirt d wtat

14 PM. dlvroAtlanal E--4- 	 ,. and E.*p 8t, ER., w AeppM off oP IM
PdSng PM. dally »r thy in OMAda NM .1 tM EM. pdbf 0Or

11 TM AM MI mRR /M qft of fM pdb of EAR ... SWAM

GS,LULAR pHONEc

cFLLULAR PHONES ARE PERNTTrEb DO THE POLLrW PLACE FOR 1 Oman LIREQTY BY VOTERS 	 POLL WORKERS.	 _

CL

c,)



,t'.

THE PUBLIC. MEDIA 011 POU. Wppf81S Q[ YMI* CAMERAS (VIDEO OR
oT1/81WIUE) wrn THE TJ rooT LINZT WNIIE TE POOLS ARE OPEN AW
VOTERS ARE IN TEE gyx♦E MAC. aMSlMMr TO A.R.S.116-Ox5)

auLLeARD A VOTER	 F_&—

PMuw aE Ha1Wr for a+ahleca. IYnrdlafdy Lyon ddl w.

7h. ynand, farchdYrylnp '.t. So Mood I. the ImpctW. A", an IA. bold, .Id. of
tAo .o5.0 r 5.na Dolt mma ary anrle o '. a d/Wq. Y m.d. S.. AAS.
St!-593 t.rndu A.t.nd.,g tlr njdn,r efewer upm aotdI ga

NOTE: A wboo ah. hr laved f,'. s. tr871QCT to a AM. 9.00..,.. NOT
a.nfl.a th. costly ad... y wa . NEW SER2EOACR PYOVMG"
SWAT 509. Hxhlcf din Who, .v .At.., Y Yald.

A ..jslq of Me notig MV0 .5 9. .Yep. bM4 alwWM Of. wISty N a
oMJI., .. Tr x Jadyu. tROthw.10 th. Iyrna. AM. n Oh. —gwW.s.f
9..4fY^ bested Th. a.M Y 0Y1d an tlr fnaf W. al IA. OdYq. lM V.n..

No.thr off EAM It Y ....,y. If ad.Ynp Y .tea.. IYx nppst d tin Inq..,.
h—,6..p°".^dWYnâ.I.tW.Yds..dps,.' tlr plyrwtrt In Fr to owMiu 1.

SE/AE. GTSBtlI® CAf*W EE *fAIA@IAEO AT 'IRE PQIS

QUALIFIED ELECTORS DEFZNED

h+.>tO oW —y wt. sc
I. ihsu ..o ..Mnn...c.¢y..r in Hr 3lgnonos Mott'.NtAr ac Attlws

T oI.. r. 0a.t mt nnwd f00 tlr .Etr.0 ac 5».d Tbra.0.o ...t.by
lint ".dad voting prOCda.c,

A Not N INACTIVE VOTERS fa. mch Pmi— M! peon cnnpltd andph din
10.6.9.19.59.0... amnr w..ch of th, pnod c, M AM.,g T. In of
IIJACI'IVE VOTERS.,. be idenlfhd by Hr upsetter Olcat A titY at th. top of
ek per,

Ifit1.ft—i-A that th.1.c,., hr wewd f... ttrad _ Mot I. bt.an th.
Slpetme Rwt.Mhsl.a R...l., Nr Wt.. du ho enct.d 1a Nr Apache Coon"
F—imt Mop to Mats tho procbrt far tot.,... .ebea. Th. poll aoesb. MI food 9.
appnptkh p.M pYufvtha.Yetu'x tearspr.cf band DIRECT th akct. to tM
teen polupplo-
x. 10.n..Yn.,..0..00t tee.r.C.,.nyfts,~.c.mf i od,, .nay t.

mditY„N thou nw is IA. Pbo..4..t 59.1, pool.. lhs dst.H nano One
adC.Q to '0.5.09.1.9. Rory o.$. by tM na.p votingptyc.,,
TMo,. ot. nr.bvs fartheo wt.n .ip be th.a tns mm600. ft. th.
Wt — 6.00d to Oh. acn. p—Yo.f tM SiynoI..4Witr,

3. line .l...'. who pnh/y to wt.. horiaiei d. If .n.Nct.V. gay-NOT
twtl.. 10. Slppl,,, Root., .11.1 In the Active x Inactiw..ctl.,v, duck
Ito AddOn U 1n th. back of ta. Sly.mu t Rost-. S. — to check far
p.allbA nI.pdin9. w 0.809 ,, ., 00 I. Abinloony to tea N tbcy er.
In Ap tAComry Wt Yap~Mr —net.

00
m
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If rM prsod, mna is NOT foundond they 66. eat nm..d ar nudifiad their
6$ rgbtratlan rword, than they hall ba .Nawd to 6661, Proddand 9ollat.

If rM p..6$. mm,,a I, NOT fou d and they do NOT heva the VOTED RECEIPT'
rnpy of thdr rapist tI,, ad that.,. NOT wrartl Y rag'atrrad In Apache
ComlY, than the pall .*....l$ qua the prrron • blmih reglatronon fe^ra is
ronpI61 Non the ycaancomplata fMform and rxturn Itto iM po6.66.. 16
ba forraNad 1a the Elections 	 t in the endope p$ 4dad. That pv.a,
66' mr. A piiMfuw b.%W a N. n.,66 .6666.

4. Elect"-ha,. nanra.v rapotd to the Ggrc an the Eas p11611.111.,, bat- nat. f, the .Nation boadthat theydW roll wWe. WO aef
son ar rat uahla fe rota thatr Eaely pelbt, 564.. dacten .1116.4.66.4,.
vnta byPraMSland gabof pyco8ra

.	 . INACTIYEVOTERS . -.

V fM notka MAt by NM -.cordon Is ret raWtid, the ng4 ton nt moll ba raybad la "shed..ff rtaatlon! n.$166 t16 of the rr;lOMWA.M,oa in ardor to wa'
ASS. 516-166(E)

If o 66666 listed on the
INACTIVE LIST. that "tar

I f rv-,Dish.

VOI'IN6 PROCEDURES

This-1l M4 IayaW stay by ,lap Hoh,.ntfar fat the bard We* .t-%vpaanaatY/
a *M1 tree0 $6 1.. done, frrao the ear the rote- dAa In $66 66.- to the tier hd,M Dort,
1166 6.6.161. 0. the Amu-Vat.

Elect— Mon.,,... apper.n ti.. 5 no,,a pane ar.ho aL,dt .bony pacer.,
CarlHknfa to the baud 60 We by the following p,,a6ra:

I) I1,. otar rrpai totM ElatimOffi ial mlynm to the SipraM. Rot 66
-Moon... thdr 1.11611.. .61 .466... Be pea to,hadi addraa m ndl, if the oats.

Iiwa 10 4.11$.-..,, oddrau that at'll na.d fa rapart t. the P-4siond 6.41.1 (sTBV)
Tablet for precesing.

a TM election official batethe-tot's ,Hain 1M 51gna11re 66,..-.,h., in
TM lift of r r1or (Acti,l putt, 116 1,6161 of Incnc,. Varan or Add.M and
0.111166 166 the 	 1, owns by 66d5 the w1 $h.. addraa

b. The .1.611., offldol ago $ha ter.- to alp, th. Aj W 1.n blodl not to thdr nmoa
The 666166 o/fl,W 6414 the P4.1 146t 066 the oens^a Begbte gatlar.

E) TI. P.11 Ua Clv4 tomb, the .161.,.,. in the P$Wnct Rrgi nar and rrnaa the
.otaih IM and rtagbty WMvan the ne tardkbla line of ii.. P4.11611. USEA
BALL POINT PEN. Cod out the "toed R.51ft Wnbe to the Judy. isning bdlota

"aasa IRE" HApb. The Rpretar Wnb r for an I,0d b . Voter is prac.Md
wit the letter TI .

b UdE O I.Y OYE (1) iqL 1351 AT A TIME.

3) TM 50d5. looks ap the wr< by kepi$.. Wnbr in the Yrw'M RaoMer.

a TM Jude wbrnthe prop.- 6611.166516665,, the Wa. Saarryfaldoo
664666641104.4 wtsa.

b. E.plaln that a apedd bI.d. ball.. nvbnq Pon .. 1 bo wd. Raiindn fMtoter
that They Ine, fit in $66 ..1. rnllM7Y.

c 6g16n that 661.1. that ar. damped ar 66 .166o6 611.,1 be aparl.d arc h
64.1.1.116.4.566 LIMIT ].

d (.pW. 66 .1.. 6.4661.16.1.4.1.66 400.-tot., loo Non Varar.
a Egldn 666.4.. du a W t,.in, ranawbfr that the NOw gj-rrite the rude..(,

ate-, AND fill In the ord.
f. Ba sun to raNnd the ter.- to rots BOTH 4.466.111,. 6.0.1.4.5,6.66!.

4) The .mom en ate . 6656.16.1666 MY the baler .666 61.. ap661al black bdbt
.6660 Ni. TM poe b Idt In the booth. P6e0cally. .166166666666
eaha sun That .06.6... ayaeial black b.11.? -ohiap ysn.

a Af1ar canny. the wtc pqm the official bolt. the unary fold.. eld goes fa
tMA o.64.ta

b. Thaw.. REMOVES the official bdhtf— tha,00•cy Takla, ead it—the
64.1.t rmo the Accu-Vote

,I.,. TM.,—t6 666s65Yfa1.rrteths dactlon off idd.

00
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M OFF1 l BHA.. STA	 TIETO T SIDE  BAQ Of

c 10€ AOO! VOTII TIE BLLiT III BET

d 00 NOT IN3MT THE BALLOT IN TIE ACLU-VOLE FOR THE VOTER mkn iM
vets Waym faal.laca

A VOTER DOES NOT NAPE To VOTE FOR EACH AND EVERY CANDIDATE OR ISSUE ON
THE BALLOT. THIS IS CALLED INDEA VOTIVE. THE MAO-VOTE DOES bM REJECT A
BALLOT BECAUSE OP AN UNDER VOTE EVEN W A VOTER HAS BEEN (RANTED POWER
OF ATTORNEY. THEY CA NOT VOTE ON BEHALF OF THAT VOTE0.

6^
OI ^^O

SPOILED BALLOTS

L If.Mr wiles.N.td.a Ih. BdM.1r ..y b..s6sg.d f: srlhs. Nu .en
!Iv 3 O.ILt. oyb. land Mar voter. Be...E.'.a EaAv BANI ewnta fa 11

2. Th..ud'9O VI.-NMn— Deth.Ib. d tW 0.1N OU1 1.1 _ Th.
Ilspw..Jwp.AYvI.r MUST BIGllths 5p..E Batlot. If to. Y.IS .d. Nr
.ldo...0fkMI ry..U. to. omd'BFOIIFD'.ua..D.fh dd..f to. 0.de1.

3. Y. uoF

	

aV tVpA	 M to. Off  E.U. t. Frothth..sr..y.f al.
DANta B...tlrf.lir.ft. th.-ha. d..4

4. -  -- -_	 -'.1lI_i	 Ir	 In th. to.thTG.dity olret
lh. nrarhdM --It t.th..t

DO NOT PUT BPOfl n UflTS DEW TOE ILAn BALLOT BOO.

__BL= CO n o ( 	 Pjj^4l TA-Y- ^A

TOE VOTER MAY HAVE Of 4Y ONE BESOT IN THEIR POSSESSION AT A TIME.

A JAMMED BALLOT 001551 BE REMOVED FROM THE ACCU-YOTE UNIT BUT
NOT IF IT HAS FALLEN INTO TILE BLACK BOX DO NOT SET OUT OF THE
BLACK BOX JUST MAKE A NOTE ON THE TAPE THAT THIS HAPPENED.
INDICATED IF IT WAS COUNTED OR NOT.

If. .At M.t.t.d for ern cadd.ta thaatt t. D. Wct.d to a.ffk.. Nr A—VOta
..II n the ballot ad r.tmn it to th. wtv. T%. WAMB•'001ERVOIED BAUar ad M.
effiuIM aoot.vstd U p p t..thatya THEELECIOMOFFICIAL MUST BEAD 130€
MESSAGE ON THE TAPE. TM wfu .mu d. tO. f.Bs.iIB:

TM Nlot ea B. qrd. If ,M. .wt. ..n. t. ,AI to. h.Ibt. th.
aW'SPOI ED. mat B. wtttaa Mlh .Ides of rW 0010? 6

 IlyNCtx. J.dB. A V.te.

TOO Ddb? .it E. gNBA ad. rglaa.at boll. 1s.d e. to. ..t.,.
TA.r MwW go hack Ott. to. . ig booth to ato to. .opO. t
bdb1. DunytlW 0000. MV .tt wlmcME0 towra KEB TYE

UOE AT THE BON-VOTE MOVINN

3.
	 .f M. olor. to. .0.0,0.?.lfi 0.0	 S otter ad tM Wbtt

.III bOANWMd

THE ACLU-VOTE WILL ACCEPT T/4 BALLOT AND EVERVTHDIM ON THE BALLOT WI L BE
COUNTED LTHE OFFICE OR ISSUE THAT IS OVIEBVOTO.

00
00
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UNVOTED BLANK BALLOT

If a wtrr hoa Infvtod o.'~ar bbtd boot into tho AcurVato,tho Acct-Vot• oIII Mmn
the bohot. T . mecgr. • MMOTED MAti BALLOT- will pi./ a tha top.. Th. rotor

OS' do the following:

L If rho bdht om do lymis+aerkd sit. wtar OSt roto thor bdlot. To

hoot can bs given to tho•utc with Imttootimo to rstw to thawtinp
booth t> Nol tha bdlot. Dvinp thlr flora, otbv rotaf canh,n.o tr boot'
their bdlolo Inla the Aua-Vota

2. At th, npnt of too ootar, if tha rotor Ot.rtbdlp wtotl a bho
ballot, tOa 4laation of .1 cool prtlr the'VE5" biMan and the Arta-Voto
will aacepr rho ballot.

A wt.. cunot aw iM11a-art. wan auf ar veto s a bdbf.

4. IV THE VOTER MARKS T1€ BALLOT OtJT E THE OVAL. TIE

BALLOT AYlST BE BE-MARKED NBRFLRY, OTAIIPM WITHIN TOE
OVAL. AS 614W14 ON TIE IDETD1A'fZOI4O DJ THE VOTDIG
BO0TH.

MISREAD BALLOTS

If o boar b nOrroad, ora m" that for aom , mown it* door-Pot. Ion., obl• to proros the
ballot, the Acro-Vote x111 rEtom the ballet. A tnnmpo will prom an tin, tape. A nM ood billet

cui ho ono of tb fallowing:

L	 A dogged ballot,
i Miqorlonod bobs,
3. Valor nvkod bolbo I. the hea6np.
4. Amract boot-hdbt from arothr preclM.
5. Voter inovn ballot into wrong Aca.Votao to a oo-ecatod polling pieta

> A .YVaed boat doid M opaptl and . to itcommeat hoot MVd.
> If thr oto,wiBaorwtaareplmemmtbdlot,howtha voter drop thaboNot Inthotla

Not of rho Blod Bob* Boa,

> 110 1401' VEB THE YES TO OVEtAiDE" Th. Am-van rW toot scot

mhnd bdbt.
> BE LURE TO MSTRvcr TOE V0T 7MAT TOE MISREAD BALLOT WILL BE

TABIAATE11 AT ELECTION CENTRAL LATER THAT NIGHT,

PROVISIONAL BALLOT (BALLOT TO BE VERIFIED) PROCEDVRE

moron.,, 4 dVfannt titwHOo for w-rg o M.Wend Robot p«.W rte,+aa`rn r r rn.0

V The vetch .mns doo wt qpo r on ti. Slyntoo Roots,

b. Th rote hw nowd .0th.. Mr prseb ot. (for Raridekn. Bdbt)
S Tlr vent ho —ed aotLdo of to.. pRlnct, (tsar Rowdonct bailor)

^°Mn wt. mon go to that ra pdOap plar.to veto.•»•

6 Tr robot hoe roauutad or moored en .oily 10060 M did not bring ti.

holy Bdbt to rho 00111011 plan for voting.

(IF THE VOTER IS WIUIN8 TO ATTEST TO THE PAR THAT THEY HAVE LIVED
WITHIN A IWILSDICTTOb1 FOP MORE THAN 29 DAYS, 11 EY WELL BE ALLOWED TO

VOTE A PROVISIONAL BALLOT IN THAT IURISDICRONS UECTION.)

3) POT ER5 NAME DOER NOT APPEAR IN SIGNATURE ROOTER	 QO

a If thawM• mnoit not onth.rogdar (actlw) hat of wtot, tho bnatha pot of

rotors ar th. Addae (Jot, tin. wry thauld produce tin. votrs B rpt spy
fran their raglmarlan Torn or o Vahr I.D. Card.

b. Th. doctianaffldd ddI find tin. .ardo add— an the pndn tsp. Mdcs

va th vets iws .tthln tN boand-na of tNf prorinct.
S Thadactbn offldol0Mll oamp4ta th Itawfand hoot hams Tint .1.031..

o11.44° ud gratevestdm tin. f-
A If th000pr hwo rotor ID. ltd s Vardo Bocon, cpp It to tho m'Mh 00th.

analog.. W NOT R!T IT INI BB THE ENVB70BE,

a Gino th. onrrkp. to tha rotor end as the rotor to return to the 5lpnatw

Boone ,



f. 0. tM PR0V1151014K DNJ.OTS pgca tM bock of tM SilloMr. Rwla. tM
dactim effidd ataf tM atah mn and atha IdutifYing data a /ww in
th.5"ft.Rata. tMSS aNrs ara oulElsd rylsra ruWVS ksy:sdn.nk
V-1, 114. ctc A '-" r co I: "dad to the Smelc.e. RU1ty 0 Yt
rntaa 101. 40 NOT m tM SbaNaRettcr.

g Th...,a dpu It,AW4I A klxk w is $h ewa M .Ycfkndfi<kl Wis
tM Poll U. CIu4 Hw wtsfs Repbta mosba.

1 MCWt fills aut tM Pall Lift. USE OILY A ILA PER
I. MJud4. ledu tq II wta I. tM Pndtst RysMr ud .alata tM prspa

kdbt.
J. M Judpa pm Its Mbl M . esrsc Pall. aM pho $4 00 fM wt•.
k it.— a 1.n a+otft booth and .1.. fM ballot .Ith I heWwW klrkkdlN

rrgq pw. DD NOT V!E paT PBL9\
1. Mwtallq tM rotary» th bNkR la theProddod F dep. and clancad

0 tM rr.1—

t ^_ 1070 THE.010bL. Q
_ E 

00710.0111.4.
    D?Kf CO NOT PU MJMOAIV0Th

2) VOTER HAS A10V10 WrTHIN YOUR VOTIIJfa PREQNCT

a. if *4 cola', noer In al tM 3 0000 o React. Wt tM late hm need.
0. Vatfy tM butlea of tlu too r0M11e .010110 en tN pn lo14 ay
e Maketkn.ffldal andifhd$Mortals WuaantMpdmf.ap.$4.M

sun tM valor kwa allhla tm 1110. of tkla sNq p .dot.
A Th.. 1.ci,ffIdol aMD carp tO the 	 P.09 Too chilli. ap44.41

od tM wta rat Mir tM few.
• AttarhMafolets 1110.10410 101.40 pmldad. fiM M+anal.p. roiM color

.W asY 110 wta to rotor. To tM 540.1. 00 Rohr.
f. Thcvarslgns tMsyrvty. slsdr ...t to tM col..'. rs.a Md-tion dikW

tells tM Poll LW Gvk tM tore+ Rghla Mmbar. DO NOT ADD THE
1107908 NARE TO TIE R06T61. iT ib ALREADY fl' S

g M Cork fil4, con tM Pep Un r.kg a blab ball pdnl pw
I. M J.Ar kola rq tM rnrnr k.110 Pl .ct Rapistar oral sa4rts tM p spar

tdlot.
I. TM Judas pm 110 bast 1 a 6osy pdda nd gloom It to Ma Ma.
J. M 10.0I a elkg kam11 std P. Oka 41101 rth the tp dd 61ed1

Mbt .n I p..

k Mwta purrrM boll., 1n lb. 011010001.4011100.1 rd 	 5„tha
ewJ Pa

I. TIE 00710 SHALL UT TILE /R_ OlLi B- r r mT IN TIE_sDE
rtm OF THE MACK F.'•—. loX.

3) THE VOTER HAS 00040110 10 A NEW VOTIIE PREC2NCT

if 1410."1.4s ne.s lsin tM 940ays Rmta. bur tM cola ha—d tea
tidnwederaf 6101adI0 ,Athw roli4pnchol. dlr T tM 1010$. tM
— eq.

It. M 1Yction .413.1.1.,. coop r tb w1h 1M te10.0111 kcats tM colds uar
Hde00 1111 0.00, thl "Mimt Mop.

I. MatrctbeeffkWOmll look optic. .0o of tM polpq pleuan lb. Alpb
Ua ad dY.A fM rvlco to 00 *A ..Mo iea $.t.. a pnMaarl

1? THE V0791 IA N.LL)W TO VOTE A PROVIB/V+y Y!tt s+T DA THE

'^FR_E. MILT THE RA• L OT WL NOT OOL

4) TIElIE VOTER REOUESTED AN EARLY BALI nT

Msc vote if bs MMwnd la 110 9iynatv10 Rpta Mth a RED EV Ia tM Dno 00.01 to
theirrrsa

n) TMWetknafHG4Nall canpYn II. P0.0ea01 Bolos Faro. T 01.014,.
dfk:W. ad II.. we* Ia dg 1ha h..

E) AHach lh fares le thara11110a p.p Ochdad. 100110 anwMps to tM Klr
andmN tM W. 10 Whinto tM 54 4 TIIa Rosa.

c) M 0.1.0 dgu iM alp+tos block Irx1 to the VOWS —. M slwtkn .44 1401
114414,. Pall lbt C1ak 110 w— Rglao Haaha. DOoI. AnnnE
110010011010 TO TIE L 1T to AL CAAI Td3lB

d) M C1a k NI1. con iM Poll Lbt in Pied Lrk.
I. V]EAREDIALLPODITPOI.

9) MJody. loft rp the cola in tM Plrinct Raysla Ord 	 lM pupa
boll.,.

f) TM Judpa pan tM 4.a1a0 1.. ococooy 111dr ad 'has 11111$e. oar.
14 M 0.10 0.11011000104 kslk cod ouM tM kaif with lb. g..11 block

bolos ocarlq ►n.
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h) The otr fddt theb IHi. hoff and puts it in rho ardap.aM IIo.0 old SEALS

the enrrbpa
I) 1E ffOT SHALL hHOHT THE BALLOT eNa E flO THE HIDE

OT OF THE BLACK BALLOT BOX.

EARLY BALLOTS DELIVERED TO YOUR POLLIII6

vOTED EARLY BALLOTS CAN BE DROPPED OFF AT ANY POLLING RACE BY 700

PAL ON ELECTION DAY.

IF A VOTER SHOWS tN WITH AN EARLY BALLOT TO'5LS HEEBE. UMLE55

THERE IS SOME710T$ WBQY. WITN TIE BALLOT THE VOTER sHAU DO THE
PQWWIN6e

60 TO A BOOTH AND VOTE THE BALLOT WITH THE SPEaAL MAWO1W

PEN
SIAN AND DATE THE BAIJOT AFFIDAVIT ENVH.OFE.
FOLD AND PLACE THE VOTED BALLOT INTO THE ENVELOPE.

SEAL THE ENVELOPE.

V DJ5EAT THE ET*E CFE INTO THE SIDE SLOT OF THE BLACK BALLOT
BOX

SAFETY IN THE POLLING PLACE

It A 19 to th. NAnhnl w deeyua to seetM roar ab4 nfrrP+c+'neu W.tnke. ina
p.Sfr Plat. doGp EfMlen Day. Bmaeb4 precan bm shadd include. Dal as not YMtd TI

th.fdlaWnp:

H Vow traffic rap wo dot. of debrisiiB

>	 ExroMen IANI ere cut of the by

> Qdr, ra Dehed tEW woff1otheaide

> Et	 plieey en aA Of IN rry of wrar traffic fla. WA eat of the raechM

n/nd^l child—

¶1W •••E •••e """° T 	
Et .YB.-. U.O THEE .mustY and

PWIVISICEAM. 1'^. AT TBIEIP ASOIH1 PLE* PL!   

^^A pi). Nttt^_'?m 4 t WITH AM WIv Id"Mid s	 M—rion. Yscu.wchawffupo1. W11 bt e11^dinfMpollbq pI—far the
uYaf Wsd ro4M "" Y WITH RIOB AIMIOV.L OF TIE MmSfYS

^'fl. EAALY BALLOT AFFIEAVI7 WJ T BE St—u+E AND OE FD AS IF THEY

"^bROPP " IT Ili A MAIL BOX- IP NOT. TIkY NAVE TO VOTE A	 ANY A03DBJT OP 41TUBY IN A FOLLWB RACE BEQIJLIVdB EMERGENCY
/pOVibI01JA1. BALLOT AT TIIFID ASSJIM D FOLLINB 1 LALEw	 THEATMDAT 51.1101. BE p 7SE0 XMMEDIAT$Y TO TIE 9-1 .1 EMAEBILY

19JUBE0. ALSO. D®'OET ANY ACCDENT OP INJURY BY CA112NB THE IOTLIIE N.

p

cc

14-.



:m
• 0. caws ..t. of the.—. twc it might h a for o p.. A. is Iad ec olden f to

yct thing, dat.
• 1pdt dlr.afly to the yulrm who has a dbdoIIlty lath  lb.. to acmpoion dw nuy

m. 'ha,.
• Spaah aYnb, slc.M a dYaety toe yu*en.lth a haeting phim b.. t shoal.
• Oaf a.. pha aanemw lnawWakhWr, aA if you nrd do Is aed he. yea O—W

• ="a praon who bMwoh ispgW by lcrtiy the p—knows he and +—pl

• Be—that dgs.ldeha hat paapla dth d aabtlbe da•ald ha adnitted hate ttr
CdI A Cbra TI dope w ha dy trial Md Ird - yrbl ew.

• Oat hr thata/wtw derrwrartmueftalrtbn lnardilnp tt.*Nht.aa
Cilia.. to vrl

wwA

A SST5TANCE TO VOTB1S

• My Wft aq.0 thei apt al, h.aco01ga46atd adtted by. yvfon of thtlrchoice
r AIN be +dsbd by Y .Met ios ff k W (WA A Gt§j

• If Ms abcfwn affil a aulsr lb. Rata, they d1a1 dltrctlf .tat. to 1$.. Rata.iM
aenw of all os"41 to for am& afflaa or thawmen dar.ptta of the ballot
nem,ec anddtdI a/I the wtae he. Mp alai towfe 1..o$ IMaroa

• 11s Cloonan effirMls shall than nook I" be got Idloatby the wrars ehaka

• NaiHh of tha alactba dfbn Ism mlat Tn NM tw' Ma re a"sad h
Mf Wnr. twr wh by rcamommo lay ar .yarlly ..q ceedWM ar PalitloaI P•NY
fat any afflra.

Th, Amencav Wth bicehiitiaa Act of 1990estoalldw ridclhra for the acceaHebty of

}KIIIta. to at. 6MDbd cMNSmiry. WMn accp`Ei4ty far wtan dth EYlYUa ianol

acMwcble. the Saretery of Store haf aatablad an altvmts wting ptacadua

Ir pa.h.ta d.trwlrtl N ha ba ruabb, • ipn ahlfyng mry d.thbd wta a of the
aMmatwlnethcd for wring is mcbdad le the prdM apfUaa. Fat Sip l the dlabbd
partly /peI. the paPdnf W. TMIS IS A IMAMS" YVILE AVAM.4.E3i6WL

a M dirObd weer Awft nbr a nrsaaga hMagh • oanf l n.. eflw narby Palo,
11 Ttr pncbct dactlu, bard that ha/dr ahhtl to Wei
Ila Ma." wMfha tW Rates registrationae the Sh,.tu Rosh andrnn+ the
WWI "stroll n Infanation fraln Nu roomer Dena dalbd Vat  51 ..Ma
AfflaAy is .d In the rWn.t .,y as aw a clphesd
ma Iaq•cto. dWoRto I bars .arlma (OEM d 0;) to p pncaid to Mc .I a WWIII
dab.., .Mkinl blbl, speclal Obd ballot .afar pat and sacra y fah. TM al tar
egos the ffldmN.wtas the boll. ab flra it h IM--y felbr.
Ta I basaln as rat,., lath. whvreaadyraMnt tlr hdbt t 1h alaetlae
ofblalet rho A C Vvlc. TheaMnlan al/k1alw sthefdlot iron Ma 3ecrery

Raldvand pail. tM ballot Ilno A. AcaVol 7M Ywrd n"_ It. lb. ga6W
Vela. AffldaNt M IM a1". eHkld at too. Shpa.t l kit., oh. paM it M tlr
btl at fM wstr, a+d eshra'CISAUIFD VMW M tlr dpot-I Mal ..af to
Mw wtl.	 . Tb Oak ante., chc oat..'. nw Iota tM Pell USt.

CD
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CASING THE POU.

TM ob0ng of oh. pof+is anwned by tm N-OW at I boor, .0 30 minota, at 25 n.nota, m
tMnrt. bfon.5W ar 1hn no.9000t of doig, oNchis 7A0pm. M =E VOTSO M
TUW '^ AT 700PM WILL BED hTO VOTE

APTEB THE LAST =EB.TON 40590190.50.0900W CAN OB391VE THE 6.053306 Of
TIE POLLS. PICTURES CAN SO TA0 AS L0000 05 Th Aawr ANY 0.05E-UP3
THE 0100.100001901 INT	 E WITH THE 3G33300 P9OCE55.

Aft the hot person hro wrd:
• Opo.tm 0aanon the tpaf th. A-.-Vera .tththa90E key. WNkpnaflnpttrYES-

ud -NO- bottom, moot? Ydkw GWer fat TNf o/fkWY/ aW tm decMon and a
veldt. topsWl pbt.

• Pri.utoopfn of th. nWt, hpa Th.[n,yo.0.05A tO,. of a Afn the moos. of rlr
roper

• WNktl. twhl toy. kprintiog. now ,h.0 00e5 iron tm Bkek E.d.t ens
• Wt.g tho Bolt Anp. bWn to n.t th. wrlm 0.000090 and omglate th- Sole? B.pa r

(fou. In tM PAl Lion)
• AU of I. 0.000 wi...I,. rh.Aw.ar and Eary bdbt, a.pkueIn oh. B ad

Soil.? Bap aM cured eIth rm9  SO. (DO NOT SEAL UNTIL ALL ITEMS 000 00

BALLOT BAA OfEGI].IST ARE INSIDE INE 8A6j

• OWLY THE ITEMS LISTED ON THE OFFICIAL AND UNOFFICIAL ENVELOPE
W EYJ.IST SHOULD GOIN5IDE TNEAL

• PUT TYE OFFICIAL ti ON ThE OFFICIAL 6+533 ONLY
• Poo oh. wooed 0.00000 no 6wQf they 05. runt1..ap-ntn m.. if ..t Shop po Mo

oh. Btu Soppy B.-
Al ott Mppl ee 00.010 be rstu+N to the UP. 5.990y Do and ledn.•

• Untod thefnan mor of tm 81" Boil.? Boo hold.. tm Auer-Vofo orcNna
• P►y in the phme d to thobodtofth.Ai—Vat. in pn@mntkn {or thn nvmYMIng

of th.MUho
33

• Tahn to rh. phar to tm bfootod 5r050Ning Ixonon. Pi jak.
• Th muaepa an oh. 690000 ...d 5.01 o, It y00000t to annaH ..W .. Pres YES'.

It .111151.0 B.. e. Inte+nr csmatian
• It should P" oi,Nn 2.3600
o Whm thnrswhtar soon. V. moy torn 000th. A—Votc
• TO,. Aca-Vnt, ad Blak IdIot Bop .111 m t.nfle od ra tho St. IoFnn Einttlon Offim

by Ida T"WA hnnte.
•	 MAllothv.q	 M o.I mpld d ip bymethnt 001113.

KEY 011.00 WITH 011.A KEYS IN THE 5IDE PruxcT 	 V-OF THE BLACK A[C
• 'VOTE BAG. 90 9001 pUT TTEM IN TOE LR MIPPIDAL OR OFFICIAL ENVEIDYE.

AWu an that uayo n boo .190.01.. Pq.11 Vouchorll
terns the pn1909 ph.. In boots' wditi.n rhnn tao 00.0.0 19. Raow.10 trmh and

Tun th. 090050. then oft thn a). r hnntlnBsd lol the door b.f. PwIl
th. polling pi....

t /
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STATE SENATOR
Nitsaa Hahoodzo Adeii Hooghanji NaaV&anii

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Nitsaa Hahoodzo Ayeii Hooghanji Naatáanii

SECRETARY OF STATE
Nitsaa Hahoodzojf Naaitsoos hrfnf Nitsaafgfi

STATE TREASURER
Nitsaa Hahoodzojf Naat'daaii fni6k BEeso Yaa'ahalyanf

STATE SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCIION(AZ)
Nitsaa Hahoozojf Da'dlta' Binam'a'i

STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION (NM)
Nitsaa Hahoodzojf Da'blta Binant'a'f A Dah Nidmib}jhigif

STATE MINE INSPECTOR
Nitsaa Hahoodwji Hada'agWif Yll'i DBez'('igii

C. COUNTY OFFICIALS
Afts'isi Hahoodzoji Naat'aanii Danilfnigii

COUNTY OFFICES
Atts'isf Hahoodzoji DaIniish Bit Nahazsnigfi

CONSTABLE
SilAoshchfin

COUNTY ASSESSOR
Alrss1 Hahoodzojf fnii6lWf NeI&aahfgff

COUNTY ATTORNEY
A]ts fsf Hahoodzoji Agha'diitaaahii Nitsaafgff

COUNTY BOARD OF: SUPERVISORS ,(AZ)
COUNTY COMMISSIONER (NM,UT)
Alts'isi Hahoodzoji Naataani{ A Dahnidljhfgii

2	 Updated 12/05/09

01209,
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COUNTY CLERK OF THE SUPERIOR COURT
A ts'fsi Hahoodzoji Adeif Aahwiinlrjjjj Naaltsoos A&66' Yisniligif

COUNTY JUSTICE OF THE PEACE (AZ)
MAGISTRATE COURT JUDGE (NM)
Alts'isi Hahoodzoji Ayeii Aahwiinit' j}ji Nihwii'aahii

COUNTY RECORDER (AZ)
COUNTY CLERK (NM)
Aits'isf Hahoodzojf Naat'aanii Naaltsoos Da ilinii Yaa'Ihilyaaigff

COUNTY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
Alts'isf Hahoodzoji Da'61ta' Binant'at

COUNTY SHERIFF
Aks'isi Hahoodzojf Silao Binaot'af

COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE
Altsisi Hahoodzojf Adeif AahwiinifWi NIhw$aahii

COUNTY TREASURER
Ahs'fsf Hahoodzoji Naat'banif fngolt Beeso Yaa'ghAlyani

DISTRICT JUDGE (NM)
Aitsisi Hahoodzo Aahwiinit'( Bi}oodzojf Njhwii'aahii

FIRE DISTRICT BOARD MEMBERS
K4 Ymiltsbsi Bit Hahoodauji A Dah Nidim'bj}Mgff

PRECINCT COMMIT EEM N
1'nfda%fin4o6 Nitsaago Nahat'S A4g Bee Danda'51dbehjf Yb Naazinigff

SCHOOL GOVERNING BOARD
Oita' Binant'af A Dahnfdmib}13igii

D. NAVAJO NATION GOVERNMENT
Dine BI W"shindoon

Updated 12/05/03

O12OQ .
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NAVAJO NATION OFFICALS
Dinh Binanfa' Danilinlgi

NAVAJO NATION OFFICES'
Dinh Badaishji

NAVAJO NATION PRESIDENT
Dm6 Binant a i Alaajr DahsidaMgii

NAVAJO NATION VICE PRESIDENT
Dint Binanrai Ak66'gOne Dahsidahigfi

NAVAJO NATION SPEAKER OF T E COUNCIL
Babsh Bch Dahsi'ani Yf Dahntndaabigii

NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL
BL6sh Boh Dahnaaznili

NAVAJO NATION COUNCIL DELEGATE
BE6sh Bq4h Dahsi'6n1

CHAPTER OFFICIALS
T5^'naa^nili

CHAPTER OFFICES
Ta'maznili Bit Oonishji

CHAPTER PRESIDENT
Táã'naaznil{ Alggji' DalhsidMiigf

CHAPTER VICE PRESIDENT
T6A'naaznili Akbb' gone' Dahsidihigii

CHAPTER SECRETARY
Tk iaaznili Bi Naaltsoos fl?ini

CHAPTER GRAZING MEMBER
1. Dibb Binant&f
2. Dibb Binaaltsoos Binanta'i

4	 Updated 12/05/O3

012100
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CHAPTER LOCAL SCHOOL 130ARD MEMBER
61ta' Binant'a'i

CHAPTER LAND BOARD
Kbyah Binant'aq

FARM BOARD
D§k'eh Binant'a'i

APPOINTED OFFICIALS
Naat'aanii Bik%odiiniFlgii

APPOINTEE
Naanish Biniyb Bjk jhodiinii'gu

BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS (B.LA)
Wi shiudoon Bikigf Yishthzhii Bit Oonishjf

B.LA OFFICES
Wádshindoon Bii D&iniishji

B.LA OFFICIALS
Wa shindoon Al^gjj Naazinii Ba DaYniishigil

BIA AREA DIRECTOR
BikAgi Yishttizhii Bit Oomshji Naat'aanii TaaiaYgif

B.LA AGENCY SUPERIIVTENDBNT
Wdashindoon Naat'aanushchffn Yá Dahsid8higif

BIA BRANCH OF LAND MANAGEMENT
Wdshindoon KEyah B oonishji

B.LA BRANCH OF ROADS
WA3shindoon Atiin Bi oonishy

B.LA BRANCH OF EDUCATION
Weashindoon Bi'Slta' Bi'oonfshjf

Updated 12/05/03

01210



CHAFFER HOUSE
1. Tom Naaznili Bighan
2. Bii' Alah Ng'gdleehi

COMMUNITY HEALTH REPRESENTATIVE
Ats'ts Bea'áháy 4ji Hootaaghahf

COMMUNITY SERVICE COORDINATOR
T'ea' Naaznil Yá Hook'ee Sidahigii

ELECTED OFFICIALS
Naat'aanii Be Ada ns'nilgii

NAVAJO RESERVATION (NAVAJO NATION)
Dine Bilceyah

OFF- RESERVATION
1. Dinh Blkc yah D66 IT66'jigo
2.Ti66ji

STAFF / WORKERS
Deiilnisbfgit

SUPERVISOR
Bf Da'inishigfi

E. ABSENTEE
Bitseedi E'eYáAd

ABSENTEE VOTING IN PERSON (NM)
TSIhd Yah Ajilkáago Bitscedi Naltsoos Bee Ida'jiin{fl

ASSENT UNWORA SERVICES VOTER
Siladttsoii Anfda'ii'nilfg[i

ACTIVE DATA PROCESSING MEDIA
riis'nil AYbegi Bee A&6e1yibi}go Yaa Halne'Igil

99
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ACTIVE LISTING
Ana'at'a'j1 Yizhf tljjgo Naahsoos Bee Si'imigif

AFFIDAVITS (NM)
I.	 Ins'dt'a jf Naaltsoos A Hadadilne'igfi l;go AIneeh
2.	 In9'At'a ji Naaltsoos hugo Aleeh

AFFIRMATION
I.	 Aoo'
2.	 TaS' aanff

ALTERNATE MEMBER (S) BOARD(S) / COMMITTEE
Heesdahigif / Heestiaf

ALL MAIL, BALLOT ELECTION (AZ)
ALL MAIL OUT ELECTION (NM)
Naaltsgos Ahi nilgff Tóó Ach }' Bil Ada'alne'go Bee Pii'nfil

AMIIVDMENl'
Bee Hataanii N/rkas

APPEALS
Baa Ndhwiidin&tP ggo W6keed

APPELLATE COURTS
Aa Ndhwiinit jjjf Nihwiit'aah

APPLICABILITY
Bida'dEbt?fgfi / BIdéêtiig11

ARGUMENT
Algba'dirdahgo Nabikfyati'

ARIZONA REVISED STATUTE TITLE XVI
Hoozdo Hehoodzgp Pn'niil Bibeelaz Ianii Hasty Ts'Aadah Gone' Sinfgii

AUDIT
I'iis'nil At'begi BEbhodzinigo Alyaa
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BALLOT
Naattsoos Bee rii5niligii

BALLOT BOX
Tsits'aa'.Biyi'jj' rii'nilIgif

BALLOT CHALLENGE (NM)
EARLY BALLOT CHALLENGE (AZ)
rii'niit BitsEedi Foot ah Nft Baa Seed Haz1^$'

BALLOT LABEL
rii'niilgo Naaltsoos Bee $Fhozinigii

BALLOT REPORT
riis'ni1 D66 B1k ijj' Nealtsoos Ahees nilii Bee BaenThane'igii

BOARD
Naataanii A Dah Nidinfbiihig(i

BOARD OF REGISTRATION
Hada'dilne Ya Dah Nidinibjjhfgii 	 ,.

BOND ELECTION
Bee Ni doonish Biniy6 B6eso Wbkeedji rii'ni8

BOUNDARY
Hoodzo

BRIBERY
Adeenaago La'da Bini'ahojil66h

BURDEN OF PROOF
Ta 1da Doo Naaid' NilUg6 Bee Ekhoozjjhii

CAMPAIGNING MATERIALS
NahaYa Biniy6 Oolwotji Chodao'inigu

COUNTY	 -
Alts'isi Hahoodzo
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CANDIDATE
1. Naataanii Adoodleelgo Yilwodgif
2. NaafBanii Yiniy6 Adeehadoodzfgif

CANDIDATE FILING DEADLINE
Naat'aanii Adoodlelgo Naaltsoos Nehe'nIHgit Atch'j' An£lneeh

CANDIDATE OPEN FILING DATE
Naat'6anii Adoodlee1 Biniy6 Naaltsoos Nehel Ba A§1nF*h

CANDIDATES
Naa1Banii Adoodleetgo Deifjeeh(gii

CANDIDATES CAMPAIGN COMMJTTEB
Naat"aanii Adoodleelgo Derijeehtgil Yá Dah Nahaaztanigii

CANVASS
AdaSisnilig6 hjgo Alyea

CENSUS NUMBER
I.	 B6&h Naazbasi
2.	 B68sb T$hi

CENTRAL COUNTING BOARD (AZ)
COUNTING JUDGE (Ui)
CANVASSING BOARD (NM)
Piis i i1 W61ta' Yá Dah Nidinbjjhigii

CERTIFICATE (S)
Honeeanaago Naaltsoos Bee &hozintg(i

CERTIFICATE FOR VOTING
Naaltsoos Binahjj'rdootaHg{i

CHALLENGE
Baa Sand Hazljj'

CITY OR TOWN DISTRICT
Kiadahshijaa' Bin6hyo

Updated 12/05/03
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CITIZENS
tI go Kbyah Bu' KE6dahojit iinii

CIVIL RIGHTS HAVE BEEN RESTORED
Lah Hodlfbhee 6h61uif fdb6t`i1gii Haa Nideet'¢

CIVIL RIGHTS
Lah Hodit'bhee 6h6inifh fdEbfiigff

CLOSING OF POLLS
rribiii Alch'j' AnAln86h

CODE
Bee Hazanii Bee Eehdzinii

COERCION OF EMPLOYEES
Naalnishf Binflchx66h

COERCION OF VOTERS
Anida'a'aii Biniilcad

COMMISSION
B6 Siniligif

COMMITTEE
Bits'ánA'niligl

COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT' GOVERNING BOARD (NM)
Bidziilgo W6hdahgo 61ta' Eli Hahoodzojf Naat'aaaii A Dahnidinibjihigii

CONGRESS
Wááshiadoon Adeif D66 Ayeif I3ooghanji Naat'aanii Danilinigif

CONGRESSMEN! WOMEN
WUtshindoon Adeif Ddb AyeifHooghanji Naat'aanii

CONGRESSIONAL DISTRICT
W§ashindoon Adeif D66 Ayefi Hooghanjl Naaf3aaii Bit Hahoodzo
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CONSECUTIVELY
Taa Afkce Honf¢^go Ahooniil

CONSENT DECREE
Bi'doolniilgo Bee Aha'deet'aanii

CONSOLIDATED PRECINCTS
Anida'ii'nil Bit Hadahwiisdzo Al iii Yidzo

CONSPIRACY
1. Taa Nahontinee Binahat A
2. Taa Nahontinee Nahat'S

CONSTITUTION
Bee Haz'aanii Nitsaaf Bindii'a'

CONTEMPT
Doo Ak'eh6r

CONTEST OP ELECTION
riis'nilye4 Baa Saad Hazljj'

CONTRIBUTION
B&so Bee riilyeed

CONVENTIONS
1.Dahilts'bg'dg¢' Nitsaago Baa Mali Aleeh.
2.Danilts'#d	 Ahidadiildédh h

CONVICTED
Hak'ijj' Nihoot'3

CONVICT/S
I.	 Awaalya Hbtsaagoo Bh Nllioot'aanii
2.	 AwSaiya Hbtsaagbb B£ Nidahwiist Sanii

COUNTY DEMOCRAT PARTY CHAIRPERSON
Alts'isi Hahoadzoj{ D7aanEbz Bee Dab Ooldah Al^gjj Dah Sidahlgii
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COUNTY GOVERNMENT
A1tsfsi Hahoodzo. Bi WáAshindoon

COUNTY REGISTER
Ahs'isi Hahoodzo An''ii'nilji Naaltsoos Yizhi Bee hadir6higff

COUNTY REPUBLICAN PARTY CHAIRPERSON
Alts'w Hahoodzojl chflhyeeadiloliii Bee Deli Ooldah Al> Dah SidAhigff

COUNTY VOTER LIST (S)
1. [Fist Hahoodzo AnAaiti Naaltsoos Yizhi Bee Si'$ulgf
2. A 'Isi Hahoodzo Ang'g'aii Dabfzhi' Nam Bee si'anfgu

COURT OF APPEAL (AZ)
TRIAL COURT (NM)
Adeil Aadahwiin1Yl

CURB SIDE VOTING
Bichy Anhh66Vf'ii Tl'6odi B'e'S^d

DATA PROCESSING BOARD	
—Nealtsoos Beeh̀6dahbcinii Hahind&h Yi£ Dah Nidinbj}higfi

DATE
Yoo&Aligii

DATE OF BIRTH
1. Ho'dizhcb( BijUg6ne'
2. Hodishchj(g6ne'

DAY
4

DEMOCRAT PARTY
Dzaaneez Naha'tah Bee Dah Ooldah

DISCRIMINATE
I.Nandi K6ho'd6lzin
2.Doo Hol Oita Da
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DISTRICT
Bit Hahoodzo

DOCUMENTS
Naaltsoos Dail n gii

DOMICILE
AnichTh' gi

DOUBLE VOTING
Naalddi Ani'jii'ah

DUPLICATED BALLOT
Naaltsoos Bee rooPahfgii Yichpgo Bitsesk'ehgi La' HA dilne6h

DUTIES AND POWERS
Na'anishji 6h6lniih

EARLY BALLOT
Piihiil Bits6edi Naaltsoos Bee Ina ata'gii

EARLY BOARD (AZ/NM)
1.rii4utl BitsEedi riis'nil Y6 Dahnidiabjihigif
2.Fu refit BitsEedi Piisbil Yá Dahnahaaztaaigl

EARLY VOTING
rii'ntil Bitsbali E'et^ad

EARLY VOTING SITES
Bitseedi 15iWij Bil Nidahoot'aahgi

ELECTION
Pii'niiU

ELECTION CERTIFICATION
rihiM Bina'niltin

ELECTION CODE
Pii'niil Bi Beehaz'aanii
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ELECTIONEERING
rii`nuljl Biniyb Ayajllti'

ELECTION OFFENSES
rii'nii} Bi Beehaz'Aanii Bit Ni'iidzilh

ELECTION RECORDS
rii'niilji Naaltsoos Bee Siniligf

ELECTION SUPPLIES
rii'nii}ji Bee Nida'doonishigfi

ELECTOR
Ana'Q'a'ii

EMBLEMS
E 'flyaa Bee $6hozinli

EMERGENCY PAPER BALLOTS
Honeeztl'ahgo Naaltsoos Bee E'etadigl{

ENFORCEMENT POWERS
OhGlniIh Bik'eh Ahodoonufii

ENUMERATION DISTRICTS
1. Dine An6elt'e Binahjj' Hahoodzo
2. Dinh Adan6eh'e'gi Bit Hahoodzo

ERROR
Oodzii'

EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
B6eso Nidaneezdee'g6b Naaltsoos Bee Yah Anal thligi(

FAIL SAFE
1. Doo Nootl'aah At'6eda
2. Dinbotl`ah Bits'g4
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FALSE SWEARING
Yooch'iidgo Adeeha'doodzii'

FALSE VOTING
Y ooch'iidgo A jfi'ah

FAX
1.BEesh Lichili Bee Naahsoos Bi'iilnif
2.BEesh Lichf 1 Binikaagbne Naaltsoos BilAda'alne'

FEES
Bike Sildii

FELONY
Nitsaago Adiozhdiilt'i'

FILL IN CIRCLE
Na'asdzo Biyi' Yiishgh

FIRE DISTRICT
Kp NiltsMs Bit Hahoodzo

FLAG
Dah Naata'1

FORGERY
Ytzbl Nith

FRAUD
Na'adio' Nahsaldeel

GENERAL ELECTION
Nitsaago Ina51'ml

GENERAL PURPOSE POLITICAL COM nMm
T'ashngjida Fdiyoo5iilgo Beeglkeb. dooldah

GOVERN
Hoot}
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GOVERNMENT
Wa&shindoon Si'>}

GREEN PARTY
Aheeft'eego Nahat'g Bee Dab Ooldahji

GROSS RECEIPT TAXES
Na'iimii'ji fndolt Ahineidzogo

GUBERNATORIAL
Nitsaa Hahoodzo Ba Dab Adin6odaatji

HANDICAPPED ACCESSIBILITY
Bich'j Andh66t5'ii BA Yah'ah66t'i'

HANDICAPPED VOTER
1. An6'd'a'ii Bich'j' Andh66tt'igil
2. An6'6'a'ii Bil Nahontl'&atgii

HA.V.A.
Wáãshindoon K66hat'ii nii E'et'aad i Bee Aka E'eyeed Beegaz'eanii

HEARING
Nabik I Yati Ba Hoo'a'

IDENTIFICATION CARD
Naaltsoos Bee Hw66hbzinfgfi

ILLITERATE VOTER
Ana'a'a'ii Doo 6ttaLgf

IMPACT AID REVENUE BOND
W$dshindoond¢ ' B6eso Bee Akaana'alwo'fgf1 Ba'h6dlfigo Bee Nidoonish
Biniya B6eso W6keed
1, IMPACT AID FUND

Wa shindoond¢ ' Bikfigf Yishtgzzhii Ba'6tchini Da'6ita'ji Bea B6eso
Nin6dit'ghiglf

2. REVENUE BOND
Bbeso Naalchi' Bee Beeso W6keed

16	 Updated 12/05/03
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IMPERSONATION
Na'adlo' Bee Naana{a Dine Bi'izt'G1zin

IMPOUNDING BALLOTS
Naaltsoos Aheesnille Yiiltsood

INACTIVE LISTING
Anida'a'a'ii Doo H6zh¢ Bbbdah3zinigii

INALIENABLE RIGHTS
Doo Ats'aoinngdd tdaddet iYgit

INAUGURATION
I.	 Naafaanii Ya Didulni>hgo
2. Naafaanii Ya Dadidiilnithgo
3. Ya'diiniih

INDEPENDENT
A?{# Nahat sh Bee Danda'inbeh Doo Adiideeit'IYgl

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE
N33nala' Yee Ad6jligo Naat'3anii Y£' Yilwoligii

INDEPENDENT PARTY (IBS)
NI¢n$1a' Yee Adadbjfigo Dah Dei>'kl ahigii

INDIGENT PERSON
Baa Hojooba'ii

INII7ATIVE
Bee Hazaanii Dooleeigo Bohodeest

IN-LIEU OF
1. Bitsesk'ehgi éí
2. Doodago dt

1NSAN1IY
Bini' Bah Dahaz'{anii
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JOINT TECHNOLOGICAL BOARD
Afhn'jj' Naanish BGhoo'aah Bit Hahoodzo Yá Dahnidinibj}higii

JUDICIAL PAMPHLETS
Nidahwii'aahii Deiijeehfgif Naaltsoos Bikaa' Baa Hane'igii

JUDGE
A Nihwii'aahii

JUDGES
A Nidahwii'aahii

JUDGES. COURT OF APPEALS
A Niihoo4 Baa Nahwiinit' hjl Nidahwii'aahii

JUDGMENT
Bee Nihoot'6anii

JUDICIAL
Aadahwiinit'j Bit Haz'¢ji

JUDICIAL DISTRICT
Aadahwiinft j Bit Hahoodzo

JURISDICTION
Oh6laiih BidebtTli

JUROR
Atah Aniodoo'aali

JURY
Anfdahodoo'Qalii

JUSTICE OF THE PEACE DISTRICT
Ayeii Nihwiit'aah Bit Hahoodzo

KID'S VOTING
AIchini I'ii'nffl Bi Nbit'aahig{i
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LANGUAGE MINORITY
A'ohgo An6elfe' Ke6hafiinii Bizaad

LAST DAY TO REQUEST EARLY BALLOT BY MAIL
Akeedi I5i'niil Bitseedi Naaltsoos Bee E'e'Nadigii Aoh } Adoolniflgo
W6keed

LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT
Naat'aanii Bee Hai+ anii Adeii?Iinu Bil Hahoodzo

LEGISLATURE
Naat'aaaii Bee Haz'aanii Adeilefgii .

LEVY
Bee Haz'aanii Binahjj' Nahedlaah

LEVY OF TAXES
Bee Haz'aanii Binahjj' fnaolti Nahadlaah

LIBERTARIAN PARTY
fhólnffhjf Nahat a Bee Dah'ooldah

LOGIC AND ACCURACY TEST
rilnifiji Bee Nida'6ltahii Hashl a W61zin

MAJOR FRACTIONS
r" Bbeso Bik ehgo Olta'go Ainiibil5ah D66igli Taala Bizhigo WSlta'

MAJOR POLITICAL PARTY
Nitsaago Nahat'a Bee Dah Da'ffd66h

MAILING ADDRESS
Naaltsoos Haaninahajeehdi

MAILING LABELS
Naaltsoos Ninahajeehdi Dabika'igii

MARK SENSE BALLOT
Naaltsoos Ahi'niilii Bee Naalkaaahigfi
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MAY
Bee 1.4

MEASURES (Proposition)
Bee Haz'danii Dadooleelii

MEMBER OF THE MERCHANT' MARINE
Ding TalklAjf Binaanishii

MESSENGERS
Nidaal'a'

MILL LEVY (1/10 oil Cent)
Taalii Sindao NecmaAgoo gtts'gpii goof TaAla'i Haadzo BiighahgoWSkeed

MINOR POLmCAL PARTY
Alts'isfgo Nahat'1 Bee Dah Da'ild6h

MONTH
Yizilfgff

MOTOR VOTER DRIVER LICENSE VOTER REGISTRATION
radidhji' Bik eh Na'abg4si Ddb And'dt'a' Biniy. Hada'd lne'

M O.U.
1. Naaltsoos Bik'ehgo A$ia'deet'aanii
2. Naaltsoos Binahji` Ahil K'i'diitijh

MUNICIPAL COURT JUDGE
Kin Dahnaazhjaa'jf Nihwii'aahee

MUNICIPAL ELECPIONS
TYG6ji Kindahnaazhjaa' Biw6ashindoonji And'ii nil

NAME
Yizhf

21	
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NAVAJO NATION GOVERNMENT
Dine Biwfi shindoon

NAVAJO OUTREACH WORKERS
TeA Dinh rii`nii}ji Nidaalnishigf

NEW RESIDENCE
3ahgo NináAji'naago

NOMINATION
1. Ha'adi`y oo`nil Biniy6 Hak'ihodunii'
2. Ak'ihodiinifh

NOMINATION PETITION
A Idi'yoo'nilgo Naaltsoos Yizhi Bee 418h'6ln6hig(i

NON PARTISAN
Nahafá Bee Dah Ooldah Bo Adinigi

OATH (S)
Ya'di'diilniingo Adeeha'didziih

OBSERVERS
Hada'asidi

OCCUPATION
Naanish

OPTICAL SCAN
B66sh Liehi5 IIaniitehee 61[a'igii

OFFICIAL RETURNS
Ida'iis'nii Altso Ahinideiiha'go Bilc'inilftanii

OVERRIDE
Bineidoodzohgo Wbkeed

OVERSEAS VOTER
T6wonanidI' Ana'g'a'ii
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OVER VOTED
Bit ago o'ooc'ah

PARTY PREFERENCE
Nahati Bee Ajitahji

PENALTY
N[1yEeh

PERCENTAGE
raala'i BBeso Bee OIta'go Alhda daasdzo
100%	 Teti B6eso Biighahgo
75%	 Hast$ YAM Biighahgo
50%	 Dj( Ydal, Doodaai' A}nii dob Biighahgo
25%	 Naald Yáã1 Bfighahgo
100	 Táá}ahidi NeemAdiin

PERMANENTFUNDS
Náãs66 Bfeso Chodao'1}go$inilfgi{

PERSON AUTHORIZED TO ADMINISTER OATHS.
Ya'di'doohtingo Bcnh Niilyahfgu

PETITIONS
Naahsoos Yizhi Bee AM'ainehigii

PLACE OF BIRTH
Ho'duhchgi

POLITICAL COMMITTEE
Nahatg Bee Dab Ooldah BA Bits"an8'niligf

POLITICAL PARTY
NahatI Bee Dahooldah

POLL WATCHER (NM)
rii'niiidi Haasidi

POLLING PLACE
rii'niil Bit Haz'anigi
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POLLING PLACE AGREEMENT
I'diyoo'nilgi Bee Ahs'dceV4

POLL LIST
Ada'iiniitii Bizhi' Naaksoos BikM' Adaalae'igii

POLL WORKERS TRAINING
rii'niiiji Ninfdealnishigli Nanitin

POST ELECTION
riis'nil D66 Bik`i}j

• POSTED
Bee Dah Astsooz

POSTING
Bee Dah Alts66s

POLL WORKERS (AZ)
POLL OFFICIALS (NM,UT)
riihiilgi NinMdaalnishigfI

POLL INSPECTORS (AZ)
PRESIDING JUDGE (NM,UT)
I ii'niQgi B6hb}nfhigif

POLL JUDGES
Naaltsoos Bee I'IhiYsa'ah lyanigii

POLL CLERK
rii nfil Naaltsoos Hadeiidile'igit

POLL MARSHAL
riibiitgi Sileoshchiin

POLL MONITOR
rii'niitgi Dine Yah'ahikMh dóó Ch'fkbekahlgii Haisidi
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POLL INTERPRETER (S)
1. rii'niilgi Ata' Halne'6
2. Piihiilgi Ata Dahalne'6

PRECINCT
I'ii'niil Bit Hahoodzo

PRECINCT BOARD
I'ii'nfil Yd Dab Nahaaztanig[i

MEMORY CARD
I'ii'niil Bit Hahoodzoji Beesh tichiii Bee Bik'i Nii'niligit

PRECINCT REGISTER
Anida'ii'nilgi Naaltsoos Yizhi Bee Si'AnigiI

PRECINCT VOTER LIST
Anida'iinilgi Naaltsoos Yizhi Bee Si'inigl

PREMIUM POLL WORKERS TRAINING
1.Pii'nii}ji Ni'doonish Biniye Naaltsoos Bee E h6zinii Yidoebjj}ji Binaniitin
2.I'ii'nifl Bina'enish Biniyf Naaltsoos Dahyiltsos Bina'niltin

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTORS
Waashindoon A1^aji Dah dm66 daahi Y$'anida`ii'ni$gii

PRESIDENTIAL PREFERENCE ELECTION
Wááshindoon A1ijj' Dandinoodaal Yiniyb Baa Hodzbdliigo Nididoolwollgii
Bikeb Ni'dooldah Biniyb I n'nif

PRIMARY ELECTION
B#4h Hanild6& Biniy6l`ii'niil

PROBATE JUDGE
Inch'(, Bash Adahssd}jdii A3ts'i Daadzoji Niliwii'aahii

PROCLAMATION
Ahodooniilii Bee Nihao4
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PROPOSED
1. Dooleelgo WSkeed
2. Dooleel Ha'ni

PROPOSED INCREASE
La' Binbidoodzo Ha'ni

PROPOSITION
Bee Haz'aanii Adooln{il

PROVISIONAL BALLOT ENVELOPE
Ii go Daats'rootah Biihe'nillgii

PUBLICATION
Naaltsoos Bee Haniidee'

PUBLICITY PAMPHLETS
I'ii'nillji Naaltsoos Bee `hdandzinlgfi

PUBLIC SCHOOL
Nitsaa Hahoodzo Bi'olta'

PURGE
rii' S lji Yizhi Háãhàdzóóh

QUALIFIED ELECTOR
b}jgo rdoo'alii

REAPPORTIONMENT
Neeznfd NinAhahgo Dinh Nidawbltah Bik'ehgo Naat'aanii Ahee11 eego
Nahaanil

RECALL DECISION
Bee Haz'aanii Biic'áá Haadoofih Biniyd rii'niil

RECALL ELECTION
Boni Ho1¢ggo AnA'ii'nlil

RECORDER'S CERTIFICATE
Naaltsoos hugo Binahjj rdooealigff
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RECOUNT
NAyUlta'

REDISTRICTING / REAPPORTIONMENT
NinhhAdzob

REFERENDUM
Anida u"n i Nahat'A Bich' Aniaine'ii BiniyE rii'niil

REGISTER
Ahada'dilyaa

REGISTRATION FORM (AZ)
rii'niilji Naaltsoos Hadadilne igii

REPEALED
HandAltsooz

REPORTING INDIVIDUAL
Lahodit'6hee Naaltsoos Bee Adaaodhaae'

REPUBLICAN PARTY
Chfh Yee Adilohii Nahat'a Bee Dah'ooldah

RESIDENTIAL ADDRESS
tiyisi Keehojiejjgi

SAMPLE BALLOT
I. BA Ada'di'yoo'nitii Yea Haine'igii Naahsoos
2. Naaltsoos Bee riiYdll BU Alyaatgfi

SCHOOL OF INSTRUCTION (NM)
POLL OFFICIALS TRAINING (AZ)
riiblt Bina'niBin

SCHOOL BOND ELECTION
61ta'ji Bee Nidoonish Biniyb Beeso Wokeedjf rii'nii}

SCHOOL OVERRIDE ELECTION (AZ)
b1ta j1 Beeso Nmaditghigii IA' Binbidoodzoh Biniyb rii'niit
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SECONDARY PROPERTY TAX
Eeh6IGonii Bits'$$dbb fMolta'i NahaflleahlgfI

SHALL
T&fdi Adoonfi3

SIGNATURE REQUIREMENTS
YIzhi Andelta Binahjj' Nidi'doolwolgii

SIGNATURE ROSTER
riibfilgo Naaltsoos Bikes' Ylzhf DadiltP igff

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
Naaltsoos Bikb Na'anisbf

SPECIAL DISTRICT BOUNDARIES (AZ)
raasaltdii At'Eego Nidahasdzo

SPECIAL TAXING DISTRICT
Taasandii At'dego fniolt^'i Nidadeeh Bil Hahoodzo

SPECIAL PURPOSE POLITICAL COIL MIT EE
raalghiji rdi'yoo'nikgo Bee A&Fk ni'dooldah Biniy6 Bits'ena'nilii

SPOILED BALLOT
Naaltsoos Bee root'ah Yichxgii

SPOILED BALLOTS
Naaltsoos Bee Fi nfff Dakhxp fgii

STATE CAPITAL
Nitsaa Hahoodzo Biwa3shindoon Bit Haz'4

STATE CONSTPCU'ITONAL.AMENDMENT
Nitsaa Hahoodzoji Bee Haz'aanii Bitsb Silts N^k'@Qs

STATE DEMOCRAT PARTY CHAIRMAN
Nitsaa Hahoodzoji Dzaan6bz Nafat'k Bee Dah'ooldaf Yá Dahsidabigif
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STATE ELECTION OFPICHR
Nitsaa Hahoodzaji rii'nf Ye Dah Sidahigii

STATE GOVERNMENT
Nitsaa Hahoodzo Biwa shindoon

STATE LEGISLATORS
Nitsaa Hahoodzo Adel D66 Ayei Hooghanjf Naafganii Daniiinigff

STATE REPUBLICAN PARTY CHAIRMAN
Nitsaa Hehoodzoji Ch4lh Yee Adilohii Nahat a Bee Dah'ooldah Yá
Dasiddhigit

STATISTICAL DATA
AzhnEelt'e'igii B66hbzingo Naaltsoos Bee Si'anigii

STUB
Naaltsoos Bee Pii niit Bidood¢agii

SUCCEEDING
rad Nlds

SUPERIOR COURT
Adeif Aahwiinitj

SUPERVISOR1AL DISTRICTS (,%z)
COMMISSION DISTRICTS (NM)
Alts'isi Hahoodzo Bfyi' Naat'aanii Bit Hadahwiisdzoh

SUPREME COURT
Alatandi Nitsaago Aahwii&l Bit Ha2'g

TALLY BOARD
Ida'iis'nil W61ta'ji Y& Dabnidinibjj{gg

TAMPERING WITH VOTING MACHINES
riiiilji Choolinii Bee rdoodlohgo Naagiz

Anizahjj'

Updated 12/05/03
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TERM OF OFFICE
Anizahjj Naataanii fdi{

THREATS
Ilye' Ah6lzin

TIE VOTE
Piisnil Y4g Aheelyaago Teadoo Honeeziiáa Da

TOUCH SCREEN
Bee Pii'nliigii Hahalkeedgo Bit Ada'dichidig(i

TRANSLATE
NeanA La' Saad Bee Ma' Hane'

TRANSLATING
Dinbk'ehji Saad Bee Bina'anish

TRANSLATION
Dine Bizaad IC ehgo Saad Anselnfit

TRANSLATOR
Need Lahjj' Saad Yee Háada'didle'gii

TREASON
Hakeyah Bi Beehaz'áánu Bik'iji' Nijiiyd

UNIFORMED OVERSEAS VOTER
T6 W6nan1d$g Sileoltsooi Anida'a'a'igtl

UNIFORMS SERVICES
Silaoltsooi

UNITED STATES CAPITAL
Ashdladiin Nitsaa Hahoodzo Bi We shindoon Bit Haz'4

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Wa6shindoondi Nitsaago 1dad66t'i'ii Bik'ii'ad6est'jfgo Bit Hazh'@ ji
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UNOFFICIAL RETURNS
1. Piis'nil rid Yah'ahindebhg66 Bsa Haae'ii
2. Piis'nil Tandoo tliigo Bik%iilt'aahigii

VERIFICATION
1. Doo Laanaag66 B66h6zia1gii
2. B 6hdzini
3. Bee $dh6zinigu

VOLUNTEER
T66 Ak6'ajilyeed

VOTER MAINTENANCE LIST
Naaltsoos Yfzhi Bee Aikde'yi'ailgo Bina'anishigit

VOTE AGAINST
Bits'saji E'et'Id

VOTE FOR
Bich'iji E'etáád

VOTING. MACHINE TECHNICIAN
Bee Pii'nifigii Yinaalnishii

VOTER DATA
Bihada'dilyaai NaaltsoosBee Si'#

VOTING DEVICE
I%'nfin Bee Bina'anishigif

VOTERS FILE
Bdhada'dilyaai Naaltsoos Bee AHc6b Siniligif

VOTER RECEIPT
Naaltsoos Ahadilyaa B66'glyaaigif

VOTER REGISTRATION
ru'hf k Biniy6 A Hada'dilne'

Updated 12/05/03
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VOTER REGISTRATION DEADLINE
I'ii'nlitji Naaltsoas Hadadilne'igii Alch 'Aaálneh

WEBS TB
B66sh f ich'Pii Biyi'd66 II Nahaz'4 Baahane'

WHITE HOUSE
Kinahglgai

WITHDRAWAL OF CANDIDATES
1. Be I'diyoo'nilgq Bi Naaltsoos T4 H/ayiiltsooz
2. YilwobgiI Naaltsoos T¢4' Hááytiltsooz

WRITE IN CANDIDATE
YlW Tel Aineehji Atahyilwoiigii

WRITE IN CANDIDATES
Yizhi rei A]DOhji Atandeiijeehigii

WRIT OF MANDAMUS
Bee Hazanii Bizhfooifiigo Bee Ha Nihoot'g

YEAR
Yihahigii

ZERO REPORT
I'ii'niit T'ábfts6edi Biyi' I'ii'niii doo L.a'I'oot'ahg66 Naaltsoos BikA'go
Hayfi'ahigfi
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COUNTIES
Ak fsl Hadahwiisdzo

APACHE COUNTY
1. Tsezhin Deez'&l Bit Hahootho BERNALILLO COUNTY
2.

Dzilgh4j BeeWbjfigo HahoodzoBa DaUsinil Hi}ocyJ
Hahoodzo

CIBOLA COUNTY
Naatoohi Bit Hahoodzo COCONINO COUNTY

Gbohzifinii Bit Hah0Oyo

Mc	 EY COUPNa'nizhoozlii Bit Hahoodzo NAVAJO COUNTY
1. DIne Bee Wdjiigo

sANnovAr, couxrY Hahoodzo

Mq'ii Deeshgiizh Bit Hahoodzo 2	 Yea Kin Bi}
HahoodzoHahoodzo

SAN JUAN COU Y-NE W MEXICO
Kiniteel Bit Hahoodzo SOCORRO COUNTY

1. T'iisisoh Sikaad Bit
SAN JUAN COUMy- UTAg Hahoodzo

Dzi}ditt'oii Bit Hahoodzo 2. Sighdla Bit Hahoodzo

STATES
Nitsaa Haddhwiisdzo

ARIZONA
Hoozdo Hahoodzo COLORO

Dibe Nitsaa Hahoodzo

NEW MEXICO
Yoot6 Hahoodzo ITfAH

I. SoolFkh Hahoodzo
2. Ash}jh Bii436ji

Hahoodzo

33	
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COUNTY SEATS
MtsYsi Hadahwiisdzo Biw*sliindoon Bil Nahaz'*

AZTEC, NSW MEXICO	 FLAGSTAFF, ARIZONA
Kiniteel	 Kinlan{

GALLIIP, NEW MEXICO	 HOLBROOK, ARIZONA
Na'nizhoozhi	 Vh s Yaa Kin

MONTICELLO, UTAH	 ST. JOHNS, ARIZONA
Maad(sbloo	 TsEzhin Deez'ahi

DAYS OF THE WEEK
Tsos'id A DawSjffiighi

SUNDAY MONDAY
DamSo DamSo Biiskaai

TUESDAY WEDNESDAY
Dam6o D66 Naakijj Damdo D66 Tag{ji

THURSDAY FRIDAY
Dambo Doo Dfljj Nida'iiniish

SATURDAY
Damdayazhi

34
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JANUARY
Yas Nilt'xs

MARCH
WGbzhch'Ijd

MAY
r#$tsoh

APRIL
Tr$chil

JUNE
Ya'iishjMshchjH

FEBRUARY
Atsá BiyaAzh

NOVEMBER
Nitchjts'3si

SEPTEMBER
Bitti'anit'p¢tsoh

JULY
Ya'iishjááshtsoh AUGUST

Bini'anit'4$ts'6si

OCTOBER
x.11'

DECEMBER
Nifch'itsoh

SPRING
Dan

SUMMER
Std

FALL
Aak'eo

WINTER
Hai

128

MONTHS
Nahidizifd

SEASONS
AFff Anmoob it
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.PLACES

Alamo
Albuquerque
Anetb.

.4 Becend
BeclabitQ..

..Birdspings
Black'Mesa
Bodawy/Gap
Brradspnings

anoncito
Casmert Lake

cikah
€ilchinbeto

CoalmineMesa

Comflcj!#-.

çpve.
Coyote;

q
 Canyon

c?u4eu
..Da1t,n Pass

Dmchpso

L	 OrcSt Lalçe
ForUeance
Fruitl4n4;

Hard,Rock
ogbaak.

Houck

ADABOOLYEIIIGJI

riistso,silaa
Be'aldiil )ahsinil
Tâábichjdii

T?óóditsin
Bitábjto'•
raidiio'i

zil'x1jiirt
Tsinaabpz Habitiin

ThtthSikead 

36 Updated 12/05/03
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Huerfano Dzilna'oodili / HanMdlj
Indian Wells TGhaladlech
Inscription House Ts'ah Bnldn
Iyaabito Ayaat Bib'
Jeddito Jaditd
Kaibcto K'ai'bii'W
Kayenta Tbdindeshrhee'
Kinlichae Kindahlich1Y/KinlchfI
Klagetoh Lecyi%6
Lake Valley Be'akid Halgaal
Lechee Lichfi'ii
I.eapp Tsiizitii / Tools
Littlewater Tb'6lts5si
Lower Oreasewood DGwdzhii Bii'S
Low Mountain JecsW Deez'd / Jeeh Decei
Lukachukai L6k'aacW gai
Lupton TsEsf ni
Manuelito Kin Nahbnl
Many Farms Dg'ak ehaMni
Mariano Lake Be'akld H6toel
Mexican springs Naakai Bito'1
Mexican Water Naakaitd
Nabata Drill NahatS Dziil
Nageesi Naayizi
Naschitti Nahashch'd[
Navajo Mountain Naatsis'áán
Nazlini NNzlint
Nenabnezad Niinahnizaad
Newcomb Bis Dood!A Decz'ahi
Oak springs Teokh'int'f
Ojo Encino Ts6ch'iZbi Bii46
Oljato Oo1jéó4d
Piiinedale TGbidhwlisgani
Pinon Be akld Baaahoodzani
Pueblo Pintado Kinitcel
Ramah TYohcbia(
Red Lake Be'akid Halchtf
Red Mesa Tsélichti Dah'azkani
Red Rock Ts64iahii'
Red Valley Tse$chii' Dab'azk{ni
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Rock Point Tsi Nitsaa Deez'ahi
Rock Springs Tsechlzhi
Rough Rock Tsech'izhi
Round Rock Tsenlhnl
San Juan Kintichii'
Sanostee Tse'ahihort`if
Sawmill Ni'iijilhaslni
Shecpsprings Dib6 Bito'
Shiprock Naat'aaniinééz
Shonto Sh#tdhi
Smith Lake Be'ak'eh Halgaii
Standing Rock Tsb fi'ahi
Steamboat HGyéé' / Tsinaa'eel Dahsini
St. Michaels Ch'lhootsoh
Sweetwater T6 Likan
Tachee / Blue Gap Tachii'
Thee Nos Pas T`iis Naz Bss
Teesto NiYeetun
Thoreau DI¢'4yizh1
Tohajiilee TGhajiileeh
Tohatchi TGhaach'('
Tolani Lake T6áni
Tonalea Tonehe$Uh
Torreon Yabiilzhin / Na'neehhiin
Tsaile / Wheatfields T6dzfs'4
Tsayatoh TsEyaatb
Tselani / Cottonwood Tsb 14ni / Ts6ligai Deez'Shi
Tuba City Tbnanbdsdizt
Twin Lakes Ts&nahadzoh
Two Grey Hills Bis Dahlitso
Whippoo Hooshdbdiito
Whitecone Bealcid Baa'a'hoogeed
Whitehorse Lake Lfllgaai Bito'
Whiterock Tsó Ligai
Wide Ruins Kin Niteel
Window Rock Ts6ghahoodyeni/

TsBbighahoodzSni

38	 Updated 12105/03
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A KNOWLEDGEME

This glossary is a work in process. Its production is the result of the
concerted efforts, deep concerns and devoted attention of many, many
people. Unfortunately, at this point in time, a truly comprehensive or fully
accurate aclm

 owl edgemeat is not possible. It is the hope that all involved
with this vital and evolving effort appreciate the importance and magnitude
of this document. The improvement of knowledge regarding the voting
rights of Navajo language speaking citizens will provide a lasting and true
aclmowledg	 to all who worked to make this glossary possible.

Finally, no acknowledgment for the work on this project would be just or
complete without a special mention of the contributions of Mr. Harold
Noble. His work on this project, spanning aspects from actual translation
work to recruiting translators to coordinating the efforts of contributors, has
bees a driving force in bringing this document to its current high quality and
wide acceptance. This would have been a much lesser document, but for his
leadership and wisdom.
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CH'INILI OLTA BIL HAHOODZOJI

Ojta Binant'a'i A Dahnidinihiihidi 	 TM' 85 E'et'MMd

BROWN, JR. VIRGIL
MATHIS, JULIA M.
ZAMUDIO, ERNESTO
IBARRA, JACQUELINE
MAHNKE, SR., STEPHEN A.
TSINLIINNIE, EARLSEN

Ch'fniti blta'Iii Naanish AP'ea'SSt'erl Bbhoo'aah Bit Hnboodm A DahnidinibE6tafi

TSOSLE, ERNEST K.	 T'MMtS'i BS E'et'SSd

LOK'AAHNITEBL OLTA' BIL HAHOODZOJI

alts' Biasnt'a'i A DaLa{dmtbihiaf{ 	 Naaki BS E'et'55d

CADMAN, EDWARD C.
BLACKSHEEP, JR. ALLAN
YELLOWHAIR, BESSIE
SHIRLEY, LANORA

I4k'aebniteel OIta'tii Naanish A#'aa'Mdt'eet B6hoo'aai BR Hahoodzo A DahnfdmibiihigfI

Doo La'Y'tlwotdah	 T'SSt5'I 85 E'et'SSd

61ta' Binant'a'i A Dabnidinibi>bfaii	 T'SS15' 85 E'et'Md
Naald Naahaijj' Dah Asdahigii

Doo La'Yilwotdah

TSELICIifI' DAH'AZKANf OLTA' BIL HAHOODZOJI

Tselchii' Dah'a7JSat OIta' Binant'a'i A Dahvidiaihiih{adi 	 155 BS E'et'SSd

TUTT, LEWIS E.
TOMCHEE, MARIE C.
PAUL-STILLMAN, JACQUELINE
ROESSEL, RUTH
SAGG, CLIFFORD LAMEMAN
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61te'fit N a, iah pt'y sp .s o^	 p ŝ 	 A0.
T'>^ia'i BA Ebt'Md

Doo La' Ytlwoldah

^sy_liChff' Dah's^lri,.f 611x' Bin_r^ t [ ns	^
Naala Naahay # 1AW Asdiwi

T'AAtA'i BA E'et'63d
Doo La' YilwoMah

L'CHf' DEEZ' 6LTA' BIL HAHOODZOJI
Lkhd D Z'ihf 61ta' Bi=r• •r S D9,,,u

Naakf B4 E'et'S5d
GOODLUCK,ARNOLD
TSOSIE, WOODY BENJAMIN

ie	 '4bf 61ti'fif Nambb A? ILIA-99 ttSt.	 • n•	 ^n
a id 1..^.r..rr

T4 a'sB6E'ctfed
YAZTJE, MARGARET R.

TS$GAAHOODZANI OLTA' BIL HAHOODZOJI
T— ̂ ^..f 61ts' Binant•e'f .4 D ^• fA ^ il,i t ma' BA E'et'Sid
NELSON, LORRAINE W.
ANDERSON, LARRY
DAVIS, VIRGIL L.
HARDY, JOYCE BROWER
WHITE, PAULETFA

TaEah6Looa^,.^s 61ta' B,_	'r̂̂ •r

NA'tDtIUD:

Bini	 ^ ff Tseseg^	 tf Oita' Bii ifaboodmp" 61ta' Binant'a'i dli Tth'di mill nib aig11d66 bi'	 fsigif ($3,300,000) bamo w6keod{
Nitsaago Bee Ni'doonisb biniyb b6mo nalchi'igU biniyb i di'yooni#T	

^doot'gdtgo Bbao

Bc Ni'doonish biniyb bbeso w6keedigii
Aoo daats'iT

Bee Ni'doonish biniyb boeso w6keedipi
Doo Da daats'i?
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SPECIAL ELECTION
MAY 17,2005

WINDOW ROCK UNIFIED SCHOOL Di4TRICT Nu,8
APACHE COUNTY, ARIZONA

NA'IDI[® LAA'II

Blni'dii daats'i Tseghaltoodz4ni 61ta' Bil Hahoodzoji 61ta' Binant'a'I A Dabnidinibjjhigil bee
ba'deet'aahgo 61ta'fji b6m bee oonisblgii dii 2005 d66 2006 yiab bii' Oita' y5 bdeso
sb6nadyooh'eeh 6i Hoozdo Hahoodzod¢¢'go bdeso ninddif6561gif t'a515'lddi mill nitsaaigff d66
bi'g4n d(('di neemddiin d66 bi'9n tsosts'idiin d66 bi'g^n tdd3'di tniil dlts'Islgii d66 bi'ppn Heald
di neezoddiin d66 bi'#n t6diin tsosts'id ($1,473,237) bdeso b5 binbida66h? Dii bdeso b4
bfttbidwoigit 61ta'iji bd bee ah66t'i'igfi binahji' nindL$haahgo neeandd dootl'izh (10%)
bfigbabgo bindidzodoo.

Dii i'iisnilgo gsd66 bee ba'deet'$^go b6eso 61ta'ijf bd bindidzogo dii bdeso bib chohoo'inigii di
echdlbonil bits'#d66 indoh n*hadId9hlgli 61ta'ijf bd sh66t'eeh ddd66 bbeao ah66zt'e'igil 61
hast@$ ne56aig66 choo'(jdoo inch Hoozdo Hahoodzoji doo bits'$$d$ bEeso wbkeed da. 2011 -
2012 yihah d66 2012 - 2013 ydtah be' bdcm la' b6 bindidz66hlgii di hast$$ lichil' doo bi'apn
lichii tM'g66 aha'dddzoofgii naaki biighahgo (6 2/3 %), 6ed66 tad' lichff' d66 bi'ggm lichii'
tM'g66 alts'dddzooigii t'ifti' (31/3%), aik66 sinilgo, Hoozdo Haboodzo Btibeehaz'6ami
(section 15-481,P) yisdzohigii biaabj}' d1i61ta'ji bdeso bd bindidzodo do deihdh g6ne' bee ha
deet'$nigii.

Bbeso is' bindidz66h haninigil doo bee b5 I$' azI(j'g66 6f bee haz'danii bik'ebgo bdeso be
nideet'anbe 6f 61ta' binant'a'i sh6yoolt'eehdoo.

B6eco Ed Bfn6tdt66h	 Aoo'

B6eso Ed Bindidz66h Doo da

NA'IDIKID NAAIQ

Bini'dii daais'l Tsbghdboodzdni Oita' Bii Hahoodzojf 61ta' Binant'a'f A Dahnidinibjjhigif bee
ba'deet'aabgo dchini hada'iahigii d66 tad' y61ta'ijj' bdeso yi ah6yoolt ,echdo dii 2005 d66
2006 yihah bii', Hoozdo Hahoodzod('go bOeso bd nindditddhlgii ashdla'di neem$diin d66
bi'qqn dW tsAadsdi mill &lts'lsigii d66 bi'pfn tseebiidi neczrtdiia d66 bi'gn ndb6stbl tsdada
($514,819) bees, bi<bin6idz66h71Ni bd eso bra bindidzooigii 61ta'iji h4 bee ah66t'i'igif binahjj'
nindh5hdahgo ashdla' dootl'izh (5%) biigbahgo bindidzodoo.

111 i'iisnilgo ddd66 bee ba'deet'¢ggo blta'iji b6eso be bindidwgo dii bdeso bike chohoo'(nigii 61
eehbl6onii bita'dad66 in$olta'i ndh$dld5higii 61ta'jf b4 sh66t'eeh ddd66 bdeso sh66zt'e'igii di
hast6¢ n'edhaig66 cboo'Hdoo inda Hoozdo Hahoodzoji doo bits' 	 0 bdeso w6keed da. 2011-
2012 ylhah d66 2012 - 2013 yihah bii' bdeso la' b4 bineidzoohigii dl hast44 hchlf' d66 bi'@@n
lichii tM'g66 ahs'Mdzooigii naald biigbabgo (6 2/3%), ddd66 Ida' licbii' d66 bi'@an lichii'
taa'g66 alts'dddzooigif t'SA165 (31/3%), a!k66 sinilgo, Hoozdo Haboodzo Bibeehaz'aanii
(section 15-481,p) yisdzohfgfi binahjj' 61ta'jf bdeso be bindidzodo dii d6ihddh g6ne' bee ha
deet'6nfgli.

Bdeso Is' binbfdz66h haninigii doo bee b5 I4' azllrg66 61 bee haz'aanii bik'ehgo bdeso be
nideet'dnbe bite' binant'a'i sh6yoolt'eehdoo.

B6eso B6 Bindidr66h	 Aoo'

Bdeso Ed Bindidz66b Doo da
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SAMPLE BALLOT -OVERRIDE ELECTION

SPECIAL ELECTION
Window Rock Unified School District No. 8
Apache County, Arizona - May 17, 2005

The Governing Board and the Window Rock Unified School District #8 are requesting,.

• Approval to exceed the 2005-06 Maintenance and Operations Budget in the amount of
$1,473,237, an amount not to exceed 10% (ten percent) of the Revenue Control Limit
for the year for which adopted and for six (6) subsequent years.

• Approval to exceed the 2005-06 Maintenance and Operations Budget for Kindergarten
through Third Grade in the amount of $514,819, an amount not to exceed 5% (five
percent) of the Revenue Control limit for the year for which adopted and for six (6)
subsequent years.

Any budget Increase authorized by this election shall be entirely funded by this school
district with revenues from other than levy of taxes on the taxable property within the school
district for the year for which adopted, and for six (6) subsequent years and shall not be
realized from monies furnished by the state. In fiscal years 2011-2012 and 2012-2013 the
amount of the proposed Increase wig be six and two-thirds percent and three and one-third
percent, respectively, of the District's revenue control limit la each of such years, as provided
in Section 15-481(P) of the Arizona Revised Statutes.

If the proposed budget is disapproved, the alternate budget shall be adopted by the school
district governing board.

The total amount of the 2004-05 adopted budgets for Maintenance and Operations Is
$23,809,835, and for Kindergarten through Third Grade is $495,52600. The total amount of
the proposed budget for Maintenance and Operations Is projected to be $20,523,492, and for
Kindergarten through Third Grade b $514,819. The total amount of the alternate budget
for Maintenance and Operations Is $19,086,255, and for Kindergarten through Third Grade
Is $0.

Based on the estimated Secondary Total Net Assessed Value of $11,304,158, no owner-
occupied residence (class 5) or business (class 3) will experience an Increase In their tax bill.
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A Message from the Apache County Elections Dlreetor.

As a result of Arizona voters passing Proposition 200. known as Identification at the
Palls, it Is now necessary to provide Identification at the Polls the next time you cast your
vote. This means that you will be required to present proper ID at the polling place. The
information included on the identification must reasonably appear to be the same as the
information on the signature roster. The following types of identification will be
accepted:

Acceptable forms of identification with photoereeIt name and addrep of the
elector

• Valid Arizona driver license
• Valid Arizonason-operating identification license
• Tnbal enrollment card or other form of tribal identification
• Valid United States federal, state, or local government issued identification

An identification la "valid" unless it can be determined on its face that it has
app

IT IS NOT MANDATORY TO OBTAIN A PHOTO W. YOU MAY BRING ONE
OF THE FOLLOWING FORMS OF ID:

AAtecptable forms of Identification without a cheerers h that bear the name and
address of the elector (two required)

• Utility bill of the elector that is dated within ninety days of the date of the
election. A utility bill may be for electric, gas, water, solid waste, sewer,
telephone, cellular phone, or cable television

• Bank or credo union statement that is dated within ninety days of the date of
the election

• Valid Arizona Vehicle Registration
• Indian anus card

• Property tax statement of the elector's residence
• Tribal enrollment card or other form of tribal identification
• Vehicle insurancecard
• Recorder's Certificate

• Valid United States federal, state, or local government issued identification,
including a voter registration card issued by the county recorder

An Identification Is "valid" unless it can be determined on Its face that It has
expired.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE THE PROPER ID, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO VOTE A
PROVISIONAL BALLOT.
ALL VOTERS WILL RECEIVE A BALLOT WHEN GOING TO THE POLLING
PLACE.

For questions call the Apache County Election Director, Penny L. Pew at (800) 355-
4368, ext. 7537 or (928) 337-7537 or send an email to ppew_(a)^epachaax us ory'.ao epec-F`n
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Tsezhin Deez'gbi I'iiniil Yfdahsidahf eibich'"bane' 3n66nbldldbh

Hoozdo Hahoodm bii' anida'a'a'igff Nahatd Naaki di neemddiin (Proposition 200) yea IS
da'a113o 61 naaltsoos bee it daboanii w6kecd dooleel ida'ii'niflgi. K'ad kbd66 anM 'i'6fdgo
naaltsoos bee hw& h6zinii h6daokeed dooleel. A6h yi#ninigif H naaltsoos bee hwbd h6anii
i'ii'nlfgi nijijaah dooleet. Naaltsooa bee dthoanigii bi I'ii'niilgo Naaltsoos BikdA Yizhi
Dadilt'i'igfi bii aheeh'66go tdfyit. Naaitsoos bce hwe666zinii k6t'ehfgfi bi nidzin dooleel.

Naahaoce bee hwE6h6 '*° nidzin dooleella(( H bi7t'i dM;. Wdjgts htati d66 natteoos baa
AjAgAicehi bt7t6sao.

•	 Hoozdo Hahoodzoji bik'chgo chid! naabp$sfgii
•	 Hoozdo Hahoodnoji naaltsoos bilc'i asddago 3daalyaaigll
•	 Wi6ahindoond¢¢ naaitsoos bik'ini'It'$@go b66sh t'$Iti bikd'Igii doodal6i Dinb bi

Wi 6shindocn da'inilshji naaltsoos bik'idziiz diago bee hwid h6zini
•	 W"shindoond$ ' doodalei Hoozdo Haboodzo doodalii Alts'isi Hadahwiisd7nd66

naaltsoos bee hw66 h6zingo Sdaalysalgii

Naaltsoos bee hw66 b6zinigit 61 i1( 6konidi bee i'li'4ggo 61 dooda

Naaltsoos bik'i asdahigfi ha' chooldiiit'eel doo ha'nflda. Naaltsoos lehgo ae66go bee
n66hdzm{gfi 68 k6daaYbhigIf diijlh

Naaltsooa bik'i aad8hfail nee'ádingo 61 haheo 8466gm naaltsoos bee nólhózinI gIj dfliih
fnealogo ntdanl

•	 B66sh lichii'ii nil yah'iit'igo bik'6 nindidiidliii biniy6 caaltsoos nich'j dn gl'jjhidE4' bi td
choii sinidigif bid!' d66 nilchih lion choii sinf3'jjd dabiki igii.B«ah bee bane'{ nil
yab'iit'igo dii naaitsoos ald6', b66sh bee hane'i nidaajaahigii aid6', iid66 nilch'ih
naallddi aid!' bik'6 nini'ShceihidE ' naaltsoos. Dii 6i naaltsoos nizhi' $Sd66 naaltsoos
naanindhijeebidi dabik56'

•	 Beeso yah'ahijaihidi naaltsoos nich'j' Wl'jjfud
•	 Hoozdo Hahoodzoji ni chid{ bi naaltsoos bee bEbhbzinigii
•	 WsSshindoond4' naaltsoos bik'ini'ft'$ago bEfsh t'4h1 bticls'gii
•	 Bdeso acb'^$h naanll chidf blkEst'i'igii
•	 Naaltsoos il(jgo binahjj' i'doot'aligfi
•	 WSishindooa be da'Inifshji, Hoozdo Haboodzo be da'In isbjf doodah{ Ai 'fsi

Hadehwiisdao b6 da'mftshji naaltsoos blk'i asd6ago bee 66h6rinigfi d66 i'ii'niit biniyd A
hadadilne'P nsaltsoos bee hw6ihdanigii b661ta'go.

Naaitsoos bee hw66 h6ziaigii 61 ill Ekonidi bee i'f14ggo 6f dooda

Naaltsooa bee nEbh6zinig[f nee 6dingo 61 flo daats'i i'oot'ah bitlh'ui$j(ito a'd(i'ai. T'6d
aitso anida'a'a'igii H naaltsoos bee i'ii'efiifgii yea i'doo'al i'ii'nfitgi.

Dfi baa h66ne'igif bina'fdldeeshkii nohsingo 6i Tsbzhin Deez'ihi I'ii'niil YSdahsidIhigli Penny
Pew (800) 3554368 doodal6i (928) 337-7537 bich'j' bodoolnih.
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AM	 e from the Aptuhe Coanly Eleed- Dllee*tir.

As a result of Arizona voters passing Preposition 200, known as IdeotOntlm at the
Pell its now eeeamry to provide identification at the Polls the most tints you cast your
vote. This cans Poet yon will be required to present proper ID at the Polling Place. The
information included m the idmtificefim must reasonably appear to be the same es the
ioformatim m the signature roster. The following types of idma6cotim will be

Acseotable terms of Identification with osotevao6. neon,. and address tithe
sect

• Valid Arizona driver lioeme
• Valid Arizooe cam-operating idmtlicatm license
• Tribal a rollment card or other form of tribal identification
• valid United States lids.!, cuts, or local grnanmeat issoad idendfcatlm

A. Identification Is "valid" ashes lI ae be deeermmed m Its bee that It has
expired.

IT IS NOT MANDATORY TO OBTAIN A PHOTO ID, YOU MAY BRING TWO
OF THE FOLLOWING FORMS OF ID:
Aeeantaklefereso d lds.tlintlon withouta ohotaeesoh that beer the same and
sddeen of the startertees. renetredl

• Utility till of the electae Poet I. dated within airy days tithe daft tithe
deadou A utility bill may ho fa elmhic, Fes, vatic, solid waste, sewer,
telephone, cellular phone, or cable television

• Bank or eredit mini abtemmt that is dated witless ninety days of the date of
the election

• Valid Arhma Vehicle Registratlnn
• Indian cement card
• Property sec statementof the electors resideooe
• Tribal am'oBmeet card or ether term d tribal tdetll8radea
• Vehicle Insurance card
• Recorder's Certificate
• Valid United States federal, state, of local govt swat issued identidmtioo,

including a voter registration cud heated by the comity recorder

An ldeottlkatlm le "eIld" sonless It eau be dotermhsed m Its her that It hu

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE TAE PROPER m, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO VOTE A
PROVISIONAL BALLOT.
ALL VOTERS WILL RECEIVE A BALLOT WHEN GOING TO THE POLLING
PLACE.

For questions call the Apache County Elections Director, Peony L. Pew at (800) 355-
4368, ext. 7537 or (926) 337-7531 or send on eme0 to ooeMUco.ewfieaz.us or
www.co.aoache.sa.oe

POLLS OPEN 6AM –7 PM TUESDAY, NOV. 8, 2005

A Message Rom the Apahe County EloedoU D4x1n31 -

A. a result of Arizona vats. s pasting Ptapoaitim 200, know. a Identification at the
Polls, it is cow nmessery to provide Idmtlfication at the Polls the next time you cat your
vote. This memo that you will be required m present pauper ID u the Polling pteoo. The
infmmatim included m the identification must reasonably appear m be the same m the
mfotmatim m the signature roster. The following types of idmrification will be

Acce sable forms d Identification with sAclomah same, and address tithe

• Valid Arizona driver lico,oe
• Valid Arizona amapending identification 11cense
• Tribal emollmatt card on other fain oftribal identification
• Valid (Jolted States federal, stets, or local gowemmt issued idmtificaoim

An fdeo118ntia le "nod" oalea It roe be determined m Its face that It has
*:plied.

IT IS NOT MANDATORY TO OBTAIN A PHOTO ID. YOU MAY BRING TWO
OF THE FOLLOWING FORMS OF M.

Aeeeotable teems of ideottlkatloe wllemt • ototatrach that bear the name red
address tithe elector (two r andredl

• Utility bill of tie elector that Is dated within ninety days tithe dote tithe
election. A otiliity bill may be fa electric, gag water. solid weds, sewer.
telephone, cellular phone, or noble televiaim

• Bank erased!! edit onion suncencet that is dated wlthln olmq days tithe date of

the stud..
• Valid Arlama VetkkRaglotratlm
• Indian cement end
• Property tone atehment of the elector's residake
• Trend emdiseeet card an oilier tam d tAMI ideutlRnism
• Vehicleinsurance card
• Recadds Catifcate
• Valid United States hand, state, or teeel goverment issued identification,

molodmg a osier registration card lesred by the county Seca do

An Identification B "q9d" mi.. 11 two tee determined as Its face that It has
c*red.

IF YOU DO NOT HAVE TOE PROPER ID, YOU WILL BE ABLE TO VOTE A
PROVISIONAL BALLOT.
ALL VOTERS WILL RECEIVE A BALLOT WHEN GOING TO THE POLLING
PLACE.

For questions all the Apache County Elections Director, Pommy L. Pee! at (00D) 355-
4368, act 7537 or (926) 337-7537 or said an email to anew ce,onachaes os as
www.w.eeachaez.us

POLLS OPEN 6AM – 7 PM TUESDAY, NOV. 8, 2005
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Ua Maas). doh DYar!RS de BmdN ddc.-%-Ap.cha

Como consecumcia dais apeb.cita do Is Prapoici6n 200 par ha votmtm do Mimi,
eoaoeba ea.. Identtllndd. a log Catra EYetar*a. sad namario prcamter
Idmcfoacidn en la Cmum Elatoralm la cipmmte ves qua w pramte pua vdac. Edo
si iOea qua •a6 aacaanopromtm Ws.dltcialM aaepiWle m d torso elactoni. La
is ecidn cmtmida m la idmtifuddo ame qua nveo.bimimta air Iguid n Ie
iafotmu36n qua spar". m d ttgiuso de firma. La uguimta tips de idmd&ecidn ma

b
ar.

• Liemcie de mme)ar de Arimoa vftlda
• Licmeu de idmadncido ao de menry•r do Arizona vflida
• Tuojea de iaa ipcidn trill u otro dpo de idmdfuddn tribal
• [de l.Sca ida aoainignda pad gobiaoo de lou E.udoe Uoidoe, fedael,

Could ofood Wide;

Uua forma de 4deatlfead6n a "vUfda° a mesas qua w datendee qua la
I f eensc d. an ha ,acid..

U.MaWa a1. DYdeM aBlaetYlleldd Ca d.da Ap.ik

Como ean.ecumoia de Ia epmb.cidn de le Propawaiidu 200 par la votenta de AAzma.
mnaelda camp Idmtlleadda a la Catrw Elfetaaka, sort naeeano pnmmlm
Idmtl6ucido m (oe Cmnm Eiactwidea In rigtiente cm qua se presmte pan voter. Eato
uprifaeque cad aaeaviopram tar Ideadfcaddo acaptable m d cat ro dactonl. la
iaformsidn emtmida m la ideadfcacida time qua namablemmte set laud a Ia
iafameci6n quo apes. m d regimro do 6tmm. Los aiguiema 11pa do idmd aeidn •o

e	 16n	 f n

• limacia do	 de Arizona vidda
• Liccocia de 1dmiSacido no de maoejc de Aeifma v"de
• Tuejaa do iasvipaidn nibd a mu tipo de idmU6cacidn bnbd
• IdmdSucidn moninimede pm d Sa4eno dela Ewdm Unidaa, 6dar.L

aatd o local voids

U.a tassel de WeuWWcIOa a "OIda" a alma quo an d•taml.. quo 4
lufurmadde .e he vmdda.

NO ES
DPOTOG U. SC PERMITE PRESENTAR DOS 

TIP
	 CUIENTES TIPOS	 FOTOGRAFIA. SE pERMITE PRESENTAR DOS DEE LOS SIGUIENTES TWO

lON	 DE IDENTIPICACION:

F-+

• Cbata de ®ponep8Idw dtl elector cam In facha dmcee da mventa dlas de
I. fetSa di!. dudQo. La coma de ®pw topacde am de doctricidad,
gas. ague, dapmbcia .dudes, alcm teldfmq toldfao cduic, o
alovum n pet amble.

• Eucado de coals dd bone o coopvstiva de aMdito ono ut leeba dear. de
.,ante dim de to feew dais eleald..

• Ragbtre de Vatleuloda Aehoua Vdido
• Tarjeta do oeo.o de Indio
• Declenci6o do impuena able to propfaded de la raidmcio del dator
• Tarjeu de av0lcukd6a hibal a we dpi de Wad&addu bib!
• Tarjen de agpum de vd"do
• Certilcada de 6 Reeitnadan
• IdadScneidn wmideneda pm d gobitaa de la Euada Unidoa, 6derel,

atwtel o lout v6lide, incluymdo un. nrJeta de vaua iaarho ealddu pal.
reylhUadora del caisdado.

U... forma d• Ideatlfcaeld. a "stud." a meaou qua ae detersaim quo h
ioformudSa •e ha venefda

SI NO PRESENTA U3EN17PICACION ACEPEABLE, SE LE PERM ITIRA VOTAR
UNA BOLETA PROVISIONAL
AL PRES,ENrARSE EN EL CENTRO ELECTORAL TODOS LOS VOTANTES
RECIBIRAN UNA BOLETA

Si time paguatn comtmigoo a coo I. Di ectara de Eleccimee dd Condedo Apache,
Pcoay 1.. Pcw d (800)333-4368, extmaida 7537 a (928) 337-7537 o mvic unn conca
•latr6oieo a ppcwko.eaechesi ua o w w.cn.eosdte.u.u.

Idea	 a^

• Comma de empteepUbl ice dd dactar an va (echo datro do ..seam dim de
Ia fee!a de Ia eked!.. Ia cuss do ampeanp5bllapwde as de deariaidd.
Ba, ague, deapardicioa ididoe, alemterihLdo, tdtfaoo, Id6Cono adult, o
talaviaibo pee cable.

• Ectdo de comb dd bow a 000peretiva de addito em o tech. dwtro do
ooveoh dl.. del. feel de h d celdu.

• Raglan—id. V.blaio de Artrma Vdlido
Tageh de cmuo de Indio

• Doclaracidn de mpuestoe umbra In propiedad de Ia ,e.idmcia dd elactar
• Tar$eh de mtrkWaeidn tr!M! a otre lipnde Ideadfneldo In "J
• Tegde de scgua de ,bola
• Cedificade de to Regishedmu
• Idmdfcocidn smiouhed. pa d Sobiaao de loo Eutadeu Uaidoa, lid".!.

ataW o load vflida, iacfi Ymdo rim ur(•h do fait. Iroerin emldd. per!.
retbtr.daa del ea !ado.

Una faor de Idadueae16o a "eilida' a anon qm ae delermla. quo In
Iaformadd. uu 6a vcaddo.

SI NO PRESENTA IDENTU1CACION ACEPTABLE. SE LE PER89TISA VOTAR
UNA BOLETA PROVISIONAL
AL PRESNTARSE EN EL CENTRO ELECTORAL TODOS LOS VOTANTES
RECIBIRAN UNA BOLETA

Si time peegunln mamiquese can to DiKCtora do Eleccicaa dd Condedo Apache,
Pmay L Pew el (800)355.4368, extmaido 7537 a (928) 337 .7537 o mNe una mnoo
ekctr6oieo . ovew0co.ewwhe..zus a —co.aoscle.a:.ne



When Is the Presidential
Preference Election?

A.R.S. § 16-241 (B)

Governor Napolitano Issued a
proclamation (order) that the 2004
Presidential Preference Election
shall be held on February 3, 2OD4.

What Other Elections Will
Appear On The Ballot In
February?

A.R.S. § 16-241(A)

No other election may appear on
the same ballot as the Presidential
Preference Eledbn.

Will The Candidates Be listed
In Alphabetical Order?

A.R.S. § 16-245 (B)

The order of the names of certified
candidates shall be determined by
lots drawn at a public meeting
called by the secretary of state for
that purpose.

Rotation of candidate names Is
prohibited.

What Is The Presidential
Preference Election?

A.R.S. § 16.243

Alt candidates for the Office of
President of the U.S. will appear
on the ballot In February. There
will be separate ballots for
recognized political party.

The candidate who rubes the
greatest number of vo tes In the
Presidential Preference Election will
represent the party at the National
Convention.

Will I Receive A Sample
Ballot?

A.R.S. § 16-245 (D,E)

The oflloe In charge of elections
shall mall one sample ballot to
each patty represented on the
Presidential Preference Eedbn
ballot to Sad, household that
contains a registered voter of that
political party.

The mailing face of each sample
ballot shall be Imprinted with the
great seal of the State of Arizona
with the words •ofdal voting
nrateriala—presidential
preference election.'

Where Do I Go To Vote?

If you the on the Navajo Nation,
you wit vote where you usually
vote In County and State elections.

If you live off-nervation, there
will be consolidation of some
polling places. Eager & Round
Valley will vote at the Round Valley
Gymnasium: Sprtngerville & Rat
Top will vote at the Apache County
Road Yard. St. Johns & Coronado
will vote at the County Annex. Al
other poNmg places will remain the
same.

tS. 116-246 Wily BWO1e

CrM>O ..,P :Q3, ,.Wu
iV)ec}Je f on . Eaty Ballot. be

efelei ^BBO e ols wlp^
berrat!O(it(7rtJai, 19,-2004 ,
EW VofMp ands "on .Inn. 30, 
2004.

To necjiest an Eody Blot col
1800) 361-4402,

I.-
^P
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IMPORTANT DATES vote in the Pr+esidentiai
En<2 EletlOfli YDu

the

2004.

.p1Cfie
County

Presidential
Preference

Election

Informational
Guide

Pointed Voter Registration

oting!

February 3, 2004

For further questlons,
tall (1880) 361ig02 or (928) 337-7537

Or dslt the weyyta at

C^
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DI ALKE$' HONI' ANSG1f BEE
DAALNIIH T8EZBO DEBT Anl Bit HAHOODZOJI 

DII i ii'offiglI ataho i'deesb'al nfofango 41
oahzt'A bee deh'ooldahjl i'deesh'a1 n6mjf
stab ná ba'dh'6ego t'6ifyA i'dfl'at.

D(f i'ii'nIQ bmiyb d hada'dilne'fgu Yes
Ni t'ees 5 yoolk4Mjf', 2004 yiLeb bit' eioh'
(' kttdlnb&

I'ii'nIii biniy6 A hada'di ne' 66466 bftstadf
i'ii'ntd biniyb ek$¢ nihitahg66 bit nfdahoot'
ash dooleet 8k¢¢ biniyb nideakei.

WAASHINDOON ALt\A,J ' DAIiDINOODAAI,
BINIY$ BM HODZODIJEGO

N)DIDOOLWOUcJII BIKES' NI'DOOLDAH
BINIY$ I'II'NffL

ATSA BWAAZH 3 YOOLICAAL GONE', 7004
YIHAH BB'

co
W

Dfl bee h66ne'igfi bazhb'6 bina'idfdtlsbk$
nh fzaigo b66ah bee hodflhilh, 1(800)361-

4402,dooda MB'(928)337 -7537

BEdsh fichf'ii bfyi'd66 drhdzznjl bf,
www.co.aeache.azas

oft NAALTSOOS BIYI' HAzHO'd BAA HANS'

"T' AALA'f I'll' AHIGf11i4"

F-^



DlI i'ii'alli yinlyf ddijdthfg1 la ]d i'dcesh'd alnlzlogo nahet'6 bee dah'ooldaltii yea atah sidafgft nia3d6' Mjl state
DO stet}' ha'ttt'ii i'n'nif shjj 3t'e?	 edhe'dlt ego t'duy6 i'dil'd. DII doilimhtgif al'qq eahat'6 bee dab'ooldahjl bee b6 nldaboo'aehgo dli Itceedo itahoadmjl

be bid dahbvn. Alto t'M ahloiaiaigW be ia6'dh'a' jialigohi haWl'IbIgli 61 dli i'ii'ntltgll dun atah lnhdoo'd do.

Ako shn' dif hqLhgo i'ii'niii ?
A.R.S. 16-24](B)

Hoozdo Hahoodzoji Naat'9anii AI44ji'
Dahsidahigii Napolitano yee hoot'a'go Ats4
Biyddrh 3 yoolkd8lgo, 2004 yihah bii'
i'iinill.

Ha'6t'ii ahaid6 biniy6 i'ii'nii17
A.R.S. 16-241(A)

WAdshindoon Alpfjj' Dandin6odaal biniyb
Baa Hodz6dliigo Nididoolwoligii Biked'
ni'dooldah biniyb i'ii'nfilgfl t'61ytbinty6
i'ii nill.

Deiijechigfi dabizhi' ahs' 6i hait'bego alit6B
sinil dooleet 7
A.R.S. 16.245(B)

J6 Deiijeehigif naaltaoos nidayiimily4cd¢¢'
dabizhi' daasdzoh dooleetigl ha
bdddah6zingo 6daalyaa. Hoozdo
Hahoodzoji Naahsoos lilini Nitaaalgli yee
hool'a'igit bik'ebgo. Ida'ii'nlEgbb
t'dA'altso dabizhi. ..dd aheeh'dego atkM6' ainil
dooleei.

Yizhl ah"hoo'nitigii 61 doo beehaz'44 da.

Dii Wddshindoon AIg jj' Dandln6adaal Biniyi
Baa Hodzbdlilgo Biked' Ni dooldah bin yd
I'ii'nillgif sic' ha'dPil et'6h?
A.R.S. 16-243

W46ahindoon AIIP@jj' Dandfn6odaal Yiniye
Deiljeehigii t'd6'altso dabizbi' naaltsoos bee
i'iinthgii dablka6' dooleel. Al'4µ nahat'i bee
danda'Bd66h bee bá 16 da'azijigii bik'ebgo
naaltsooa bee i' if'niligll bd dah6lt c dooleel.

DII i ii'nlhgii bee ha aghd'nlidce'jgii 6i
Aandladiin Nitsea Hadahwiiad= Alai
da'aleehdi kod66 nabat'6 bee dah'ooldahigll
6adi bai nijighM dooleel.

Da' naaltsooa bee i'ii'nitigii bed dlyaaiglish la'
ahich'j' bil P doolniff ?
A.R.S. 16-245(D, E)

I'ii'njllji Bbh6lnihigfi di naaltsoos bee i'ii'nil
bid dlyaaigii nahat'A bee dah'ooldahjl bb
hada'dilyaalgli bf dahonlghan bik'ch
nihaoozgo bich'j' bil Ida'doolniil.

Naaltsoos bee i ii'nill bed 4lyaago nihich'i bit
6da'alyaago biddhd6ogo Hoozdo Hahoodzo
Bi Bee 1'diidiiid bik'i si'$rlgo dli and biked
dooleel "wii6shindoon Alcjj Dand n6odaal
Biniy6 Baa Hodzddlfigo Nididoolwoligii
Bikdd' Ni' dooldah Biniye l'ii'ntlj( naalaoos
chodao'inigii"

H6adi ab>?' ida'ii'niii dooleel 1

lint Bikdyahji kdddabot'inlgii 61 t'6a
inida'iyoh'nilg66 ida'iyobnill dooleef t'h5 nihil
hadahwiisdzolgii bik'bgo.

A4d66 ti'66yi kdldahat'inigU 61 lahg66
ida'ii'niligfi da'aihii'jj' ida'di'yoo'nitgo bb
6daalyaa.

Bitaiedi I'ii niligii.
A.R.S. 16-246

Gb44jl' 31 yooikel, 2003 ydtab bii' bitodedi
naaltsoos bee i'ii'niligii w6kced b(niyb @$ Alyaa.
Dli 6i nildi Yea Nitt'eca (9 yoolkiiMtjj, 2004
yihah bii' naaltsoos bee i'dooValiglf bil
4da'alne' dooleel.

Bitabedi i ii'nifl bil nahaz'$g66 dl Yas Nilt'ees
30 yoolittihtjl', 2004 yihah bi g a@ 6daat'66
dooleel.

Naaltsoos bee ii'nililgif la' shich'j' bit
i'doolnift ninizingo k'ad btdah bee hodfilnih
1(800)361-4402.

F"'b
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APPENDIX TO THE STATEMENT OF PENNY PEW: PREPARED STATEMENT OF PENNY PEW
SUBMITTED TO THE NATIONAL COMMISSION ON THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT

I requested some mformtion from Kimmeth Yaaiq Navajo Nation language contact,
who writes the fr flowing statement

The purpose of the minority language consent deoaem has generated a much greater
cooperation and assistance to provide the necessary election and voter re	 n
services to the Navajo Nation within the counties. much mote than what was anticipated
from the beginning. Althopgh the consent demur specific to Apache County expired in
1992, the enmity and the Navajo Nation continue to strive forward to this day to make
voter registration and election easier for the citizens on Apache County. Such services as
situating outreach offices and Navajo speaking personnel in local areas with additional
personnel when it becomes necessary has made voting easier 8hr the people of Apache
County. An example, the development of the Navajo Glossary Las opened doors to better
communication with the Navajo Nation citizens as well as other tubes seeking
development of the same methods ofoutreach. Developments of graphic materials and
video and audio recordings provide our people with abetter understanding of the
elections. Bringing voter registration to the local area eliminates the long distance travels
just to register to vote for out outlying areas Setting up and coordinating events together
with the Navajo Nation and the county provides voters with two services at one location
and a better understanding of the two distinctive elections. The clearance of all materials
and information through the Navajo Election Administration provides assurance to the
Navajo Nation that the proper and sufficient election intimation is provided to the
people of the Navajo Nation, thus developing trust and alliance. Ideas to better provide
services are always being exchanged between the county and the Navajo Nation. We
learn from each others. Since the expiration of the consent daexee in 1992, the
relationship between the tribe and the county has grown and advanced beyond the bounds
of the consent decree requirements.

In closing, I can honestly say that the language program has been positive for our county
in educating and promoting our moat flu 	 tap right...the power of our vote.

Penny L Pew
Apache County Elections Director
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APPENDIX TO THE STATEMENT OF BARRY WEINBERG: Problems in America's Polling
Places: How They Can Be Stopped; Temple Political and Civil Rights Law Review,
Spring 2002

11 TMPPCRLR 401	 Page 1
1 Tcn p. Pol. & Civ. Rts. L. Rcv. 401

(Cite as; II Temp. Pol. & Civ. Btd L Rev. dill)

Temple Political and Civil Rights Law Review
Spring 2002

Syraposhsm
Constructive Disenfranchisement: The Problems of Access & Ambiguity Facing the

American Voter

4111 PROBLEMS IN AMERICAS POLLING PLACES: HOW THEY CAN BE STOPPED

Bam_H,. )t_ccrg. L•n ULTChl LPVa1

Copyright C 2002 Temple Political & Civil Rights Law Review; Barry H.

Weinberg; Lyn Uttttlrt

Introduction
Disetimiaation in noting is as old as voter registration Throughout the years, laws and procedures bloc hero used to keep

people from voting. During the same lime, laws have been on Ibe books to battle discrimiaalory attempts to keep people off
voter registration rolls. Some of these antidiscrimination Inns have hero effective, but many have asL

Beginning with the Fifteenth Amcndmc04 LEN1• ratified on Fcbmanv 3. 1970, to the Voting Rights Act 01 9(15 and its
amendments in 1970, 1975. 1902 and 1992, JFN21 the United Shales Congress has passed laws to presets acts that
discafranchiscd minority group mcmbcss. Alto during this period other laws wets en acted under Congress power in Article
I. Section 4, of the U.S. Constitution LFJ end the Fourteenth Ancodmcni PSJ to swlmrinc legal action •402 against
practices and procedures That discnfmnchiscd U.S. citima.t, t 2

The authors have worked for over thirty years to fight against unjust voting procedures. Others recently have declared their
readiness to join in the fight in view of the evens surrounding the Presidential election in November 2000, which lent a new
immediacy to concerns about the anions that prevent legitimate voters from casting their ballot, or having their ballot
counted. Studies, reports, and other analyses have been produced to lament the fate of these voters, and to recommend
various remedies for the problems that an: found But these ate several basic points that mod to be messed in pursuing this
analysis. and they can be boded down to the following:

• Bad things happen in polling places:

• Them ore steps that ha,c effectively slopped the bad things from happening in polling places;

• There ate particular steps that can be taken now to stop bad things from happening in polling places;

• The states already have all the authority they need to administer election fairly and effectively:

1) 2005 Thnmsoo/Wcst. No Claim 10011g. U.S. Govt. Works.
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II TMPPCRLR 401	 Page 2
II Tcmp. Pal. & Civ. Rts. L. Rev. 401
(Cite as: 11 Tem p. Poi. & Clv. Rh. L Rev. 401)

• The states should stop making excuses and man fulfilling their responsibilit y for administering elections effectively;

• lithe states cannot figarc out where the problems arc, the federal government should do so:

• States and the federal government need b make the fltoncial commitment necessay to administer fair elections.

In this article we will review the antecedents to the present federal civil rights voting bus and the circumstances that led m
the legislation Then we will captain the use of federal observers under the Voting Rights Act to monitor and report on the
treatment of voters m polling places. Next, we will discuss actions the states can take and have taken to stop voter
misuplmum that prevents the casting of effective ballots on election day. This includes on the spot corrections on election
day. and gathering facts that will allow corrections to be made for future elections. Finally, we will show actions the faded
gm cmmcnl can take if states do nit stop the misocalmcm of voles, and the authority for taking that action.

• !IO I. Before the Voting Rights Am of 1965

A. Disenfranchisement Was Direct And Hard to Slop

It has been noted that voter registration procedures were first instituted to erect hurdles that made it difficult for people to
become voters. CIS) Most famously, voter registration requirements adopted after the Civil War kept thousands of African-
American people from registering to vote. From laws that allowed only white people to register to vote, to laws that west
neutral on their face but discriminatorily applxd, the number of African-Ansricans on the voting tells was kept to a
minimum.

Ultimately, in Guinn v. United States. LfY71 the U.S. Supreme Coon fraud unconstitutional a 1910 amendment to the
Oklahoma constitution thin required literary tests of all applicants for voter registration, but exempted everyone who was
eligible to vole on January I. 11166, and all of their lineal descendants. Since the Fifteenth Amendment became cliceuse in
11171), and African-Americans were unable to register m vote before then the 1910 amendment allowed all white males to
avoid taking the literacy test while requiring all African-American voter applicants to lake it. Laws that insulate persons
from a new r quimmem based on prcea6tiog characteristics. which those persons have or get from their antecedents. are
called gmMfmher clauses. A grandfather clause ins subsapxnt Oklahoma statute disallowed voter registration to everyone
qualified to vote in 1916. but who neither voted in 1914. nor registered to vote during a two-week period in 1916. Those
excepted from the application of the Law were individuals who registered in 1914. a limo when African-Americans could nit
register to vote because of the provision cotrdenncd in the Onion me. The new Oklahoma stamtc was eventually held b be
on unconstitutional infringement of the Fifteenth Amcedmcm in Lane v. Wilson. IFNRI

Similarly. when the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that Texas could not limit the franchise to white people in Nixon v. Herndon,
1FN9J that stale, abandoned its white-only Law for general cicawnn but attempted to remove the state from imvolvemcnl in
political party candidate selection. When that scheme was found unconstitutional in Smith v. Allwrighl, IFN Ifl I the Tcsas
Democratic Party delegated its a thority for candidate selection too •w'hiusony" club, arguing that an election to rmminate
a political party's ca didate for office is private action, ml state action, and therefore the pant can legally include or exclude
whoever it wants from voting in the election. This scheme. too, was found •404 uncoostltutional under the Fifteenth
Amendment in Terry v. Adams. I IJ_ll During the pendent of these cases slate laws effectively kept African-Amerimms
from voting in Texas for decades.

Odor laws that were ncuual were as cffcclivc as 'whites-only' laws in keeping African-Ame icans off of the voting rolls,
but were fond equally unlawful. The poll lax, adopted by Alabama during its 1901 Constitutional convention, and intended
to keep blacks from voting, svotked. [FN12I Literacy tests also precluded applicants from registering if they failed to
demonstrate their literacy by reading and/or writing particular mallets, such as portions of the state constinuion. These tests
allowed county voter registrars to arbitrarily keep African-Americans off of the voting rolls. FLT

As state laws were feond to unconstitutionally bar African-Americans from voter registration, sates adopted new tests to
apply to voter appliwms. When Lonisiaua adopted new voter registration standards, whilee people who were registered under
the less stringent earlier standards were allowed to remain on the voting mils. All the while. African-Americans. who had
been kept off of the voting rolls until (hen, underwent testing to become registered. Although new white appliams were also
required to mccl the new standards, there was a racially  discrepant impact of the scheme. The Supreme Court did not allow
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such racially unfair circumstances to conUmte. LIN 11

B. An Initial Federal Rcmedv for Disenfranchised Voters

In response to the panoply of practices and proceduresthat effectively disenfranchised African-American voters, federal
civil rights voting laws were included in the Civil Rights Acts of 1957, 1960 and 1964, nod codified at 42 U.S.C. t 1' y7J et
seq. Taken together, these laws include additional Language prohibiting racial disexinumlion invoting, i.`_'Nli] auWorue the
U.S. Attorney General 1¢ file lawsuits to enjoin racial discrimination in voting, lENth1 and contain administra tive and
judicial procedures that may be used to stop harassment of newly enfranchised African-American voters at the polls. These
procedures nmdced Congress's initial attempt to breach the wall of federalism. dictating that it is the function of the states,
and the states alone, to detemdae % oler gmdifrcations. )FN 17] Because of a strong resistance to federal •405 imeoventioo in
state functions. the procedures adopted by Congress to fight the discriminalmy application of literacy tests were ponderous
and required continuing participatio¢ by the couns.F['.lJ

These procedures were rot effective in dealing with the problem of the discriminatory application of literacy tats to
thousands of individuals throughout the South. lawsuits required proof that while Southern county registrars nearl y all who
conducted voter registration and elections along with other tasks, urff'airlr administered the state's literacy test to black
applicants. s,91

To assemble such proof, U.S. Department of Justice, (1)OJ") lawyers conducted investigations in each county in the
Southern states that may have bean at fault At a county courthouse, lawyers, accompamcd by F.B.I. agents nucro!dmcd each
voter registration application form–Ihousmds in all. Lawyers and paralegals then reviewed each form to record whether the
applicant was white or black (a W had been marked by the registrar on the application forms of white people, and a C. for
colored, had been marked on the form of African-Americans), and to record the applicants education. the reason the
applicant failed the test, and other relevant iraformaUOn Nearly all rejected applicants were African-American.

Reasons for application rejection ranged from an inability to explain constitutional provisions, to an indistinct period after
the applicant's middle initial. A number of African-American applicants who were rejected were college graduates, some
with advanced degas. It was cummmnfor the wnmy registrar to complete applications in real handwriting for white people
who passed literary tests, but allowed the applicant to sign with his or her own nearly illegible, shaky scribbles. Moreover,
the clear evidence of the arbitrary rejection of African-Amcsican voter applicants as shows by the registration forms still
required bolstering by other documentation and witnesses. IkN2is

•1116 Given such an arduous task, and the continued inability of the legal system to anticipate the discriminatory actions of
voter registrars when applying voter registration requuirena!nls. African-American citizens continued to be excluded from the
rolls of registered voters throughout the South.

(R)cgislration of votirg age Negroes in Alabama rose only from 14.2% to 19.4%between 1959 and 1961; in Louisiana it
buts inched ahead from 31.7% m 31.8%between 1956 and 1965; and in Mississippi it increased only from 4.4% to 6.4%
between 1954 and 1964. In each instance, registration of voting-age whites ran roughl y 511 percentage points or mom ahead
of Negro registration, )jj1j,(

In addition. each time litigation was suecessfot in enjoining oar kind of discriminators proeodaoe, the stale or the Bounty
would adopt another kind of discriminatory procedure that was equally effective in keeping African-Americans off of the
voles rolls. Against this backdrop and the well-publicized effort of civil rights washers helping southern African-Americans
to register to vote. the beatings of African-American marchers on their way out of Selma. Alabama, leading to rally for
voting rights on the steps of the state capital of Montgomery, Alabama in March 1965, gahaniscd the nation and led to the
passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 in Augtut

11. The Voting Rights Act of 1965

A. lire Special Provisions of the Voting Rights Act

Congress found that easebycase litigation was iredegoale to combat widespread and persistent discrimination io voting
because of the inordinate amount of time and energy required to overcome the obstructionist tactics im •ariably encountered w
these lawsuits. Alice enduring nearly a century of systematic resistance to the Fillecmh Anatmimenl Congress might well
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decide to shift the ad ntagc of time and incnla from the peryetmtors of the evil to its victims. )l j;S)

The Voting Rights Act (the "Act') cut through the protective barrier of federalism with two important sections. Section S of
the Act (the'pnxkamnce' provision) required federal review of tare new voting procedure stales and counties might adopt.

FI t l This prohibited the adoption of new discriminatory pmaices when a jurisdiction s poem practices were found to be
unlawful. Section 4 of the Act instantly led to the easfanchisrmm of thousands of peopte by suspending the use of litemg
tests and similar disctimitrat orily applied barriers to the tegisltation of •407 African-Americans in the deep south LNqj
Some states, such as Virginia, immediately stopped using literacy tests. In other southern states. federal examiners went
appointed under Section 6 of the Act jt0I 5] and wen: assigned to counties to conduct fair voter registration under Section 7
of the Act, IF, u2c,1 when white county officials refused to stop their racially discriminatory voter registration practices.
[F+i27) This was no small task, as over 170.000 people wean tegLuered belwem 1.965 and 1972 through The efforts of the
fedccil caanvnns, mostly in Alabama. Georgia. Louisiana, and Mississippi j_F'V, 2S1

Further, in order to allow the U.S. Auorucy Gcncral to know whether discriminamn y action was taken against the newly
enfranchised voters in the polling places on election day, Section 0 of the Act allowed that, whenever an examiner bus been
appointed:

the Director of l'ersomel Management may tssigq at the request of the Attorney Oenenst, one or more persons, who may
be off sntu of the United Stales, (1) to enter and attend at any place for Lnkliog ao electum ... for the purpose of observing
whether persons who are entitled to vote are being permitted to vote. and (2) to enter and attend at any place for tabslatiug
the votes cast at any election ... for the purpose of observing whether votes cast by persons entitled to vote are being
property utbulalM. ff'N25 •400 Thus the use of federal observers in pulling pis Initially aimed to protect the rights of
new voters who were registered by fedcral cssmincrs. Although federal voter registration became rare after 1972, the
predicate under the Voting Rights Act for assigning federal observers has not changed: federal observers continue to be
allowed only in counties that ate certified by the U.S. Attorney Cenral for federal ecaminers. l jtN'.I1 As a result, to allow
the msibmmem of federal observers to a county, the county Inns be certified by the U.S. Attorney General or a federal  coon for
federal examiners. )fj7JJ The assignment of federal observers continues to be a cornerstone of the enforcement of the
Voting Rights Act. Ova 231001 federal observers have been assigned to monitor polling place procedures since 1966 and
over 4,393 since l7Xt alone. Fri (721

B. Racial D i scriminational the Polls

Federal observers were able to note and document a wide variety of discriminatory actions that were taken against African-
Anmericans in the polls. Sonic of these insulting and direst actions ate reflected in the United Slates' responses to
iracrmgamrics in U.S. v. Conecuh County. ;FN3i

While providing assistance to a black voter, white poll official Albmst asked. "Do von warms to vote for white or niggers?'
Tint voter staled that he wanted to give everyone a fair chance. Albrest proceeded to point out the black candidates and with
respect to one white candidate, spied. 'This is who the blacks am voting for." Poll official Albrest made further reference to
black citizens as 'niggem' in the presence of federal observers, including a statement that "niggers don't have principle
enough co yote and they shuuldnl be allowed The government lets them do anything." 1 F'N?d I

•4099 White poll workers treated African,American voters ven difereotly from the respectful, helpful way in which they
(seated subtle voters. When questions arose about the voter scgistmliun data for a while person, such as a person's address or
date of registration, or when a while pmsou's mmc was not immediately found on the poll books. the voter was addressed as
Mr. or Mrs.. was t=tcd with respect and the roaster was resolved on the spot If the voters name was Trot found, o pen boor
she either was allowed to vote aywa y. with his or her mane added to the poll book, or alternately, the person was allowed to
vote a provisional or challenged ballot which would be counted later if the person were found to be property registered. If
however, the voter was black. the voter was addressed by his or her firs name and either sent away from the polo without
voting, or told to stand aside mail the white people in line voted African-Ancrican vacrs were trot allowed to take sample
ballots into the polls and were made to vote without those aids. ftr35

African-American voters who were unable to mad aid write, due in large part to inferior segregated schools and the need m
go to trunk in the folds at an early age, were refused then request to have someone help them mark their ballot,
notwithstanding the Voting Rights Act's baron literary tests, fn some instances, white poll workers loudly announced the
African-Americ m valet's imbiliry to read or waste, embarrassing the voter in Onto of his or her neighbors. When block
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voters said they could not see the ballot well, some white poll workers went so far as to gi ve a magnifying glass to the
African-Amerieaa voters. challenging them to read using the magnifying glass in front of ever yone preset at the polling
place. Illiterate white voters, on the other hand, were allowed assistance by a person of their choice without comment.
Routinely, white couples were allowed m enter the voting booth together to mark their ballots.

In those insmoces where African-American voters had an assistor in the booth, arbitrary tides were concocted that Limited
the number of voters an assislor could help, or made the assislor wail outside the polling place, requimtg the voter to enter the
polls alone and negotiate alone the sign-in procedures administered by unfriendly while poll workers, before being allowed to
ask that the assistor be allowed to help. [7)-301 All too ofcm when the voter said be or she needed assistance the white poll
worker proceeded to help the voter. and did not give the voter a chance to ask for the assistor the "4111 voter warned, the voter
did not know if the poll worker cast the ballot as the voter desired. and had no confidence that the ballot was convent} cast

Racial discrimination in the polls is neither limited to Afri gm-Americans, so' limited to the south. On November 2. 1 999.

in the City of Hamuana:k, Michigan, the qualifications of more than 40 voters were challenged on grounds that they were not
citizens. The challengers were members of a group known as Citizctn for a Better Hamtramck ("CCBH"), who were
organized to keep elections pure. As described in the Consent Order and Decree in U.S. v. Cit y of Hamtramck: jfl

6.... Some voters were challenged before they signed their applications to vole. Other voters were challenged after they
had signed their applications and their names had been aonuuraed. The challenged soles bad dark skin and distinctly Arabic
names, such as Mohamed, Ahmed, and Ali The challengers did not appear to possess or consult any papers or lists In
determine whom to challenge.

7. Once challenged- the city election inspectors required the challenged voters to swear that they were American citizens
before permitting them to vole. Voters who were not challenged were not required to do so. The city election inspectors did
not evaluate the propriety or merit of the challenges. Some darts-skinned voters produced their American passports to identity
themselves to election officials. Nevertheless. these persons were challenged be CCBH. and the election inspectors required
them to take a citinenship oath as a prerequisite to voting. No white voters were challenged for cilbanship. No white voters
were required to taken citircrehip oath prior to voting. I Fi -NMI

The consent decree also states that city officials were apprised of the incidents, that they consulted with state election
officials who were present in Hasrnremck on election day, but neither the state nor the city election officials prevented the
baseless challenges from cont;_g. It was claimed that other Amb-American eitianns may have heard about the irtcidems
and decided rot to go to the polls to vote that day.

C. Discrimination Against Language Minority Group Members at the Polls

Besides discriminatory treatment of citizens based on race, citizens who speak English poorly, or not at all, have faced
obstacles to voter registration and voting. Is 1975. Congress took note of discrimination against people who have onl y a
limited abilitc to speak English For Them, priming or pro viding information only in English is effective as a literac y test in
keeping them from registering to vote or casting an effective ballot. Such disenfranchisement was ourlawed when the Voting
Rights Act was amended and expanded in 1975. The terms of Section 4 of the Act, containing the formula for applying
special coverage to counties, were changed to include *411 among prohibited tests and devices:

the practice or requirement by which any Sine or political subdivision provided am- registration or voting notices, forms.
insmtetions. assistance or other material or information relating to the electoral process- including ballots, only in the E nglish

language, where the Director of the Census dctcrmims that mote than five percent of the citizens of voting age residing in
such State or political subdivision arc members ura single language minority. LffN37]

Language minorities are defined in the Voting Rights Act as American- Indian, Asian-American Alaskan-Natives, and
people of Spanish heritage. [FN401 Usually, political subdivisions as defined in the Act are counties. IFN4I l The 1975
amendments to the Act required that when a newly covered jurisdiction

. , provides any registration or voting notices, forms. instructions, assistance, or other materials or information relating to
the electoral process. including ballots, it shall provide them in the language of the applicable Language minority group as
well as in the English langtatge .... JFN;2j

Counties in Arizona. New Mexico and Utah were certified for federal esanrirers, and federal observers were assigned to
document Ibe extent to which Use English language was used in aims where ninny of the voters spoke Native-Aoreri<an
languages but understood English only nmrghtaty. Similarly, federal observers have been assigned to polling places in
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Spanish language areas of Arirom Tenas, New Jens and New Yotk City. and Chinese language areas of New York City,
and San Francisco and Onklsrd, California. )_F'1431 In all these areas minority languabre citizens were allowed to 0412
register to vote, but the use of the English language instead of the voters' first language prevented them from understanding
the voting instructions and the ballot Polling place workers either were not able to speak the language of the voters, or if
they could were not trained to translate the documents and procedures into the language of the voters. By the ITAs federal
observers were assigned to monitor discrimination against langtmge minorit y group members in numbers equal to the federal
observers assigned to monitor tan-language social discrimirratina IFN44)

The need for the Language minority provisions alike Voting Rights Act continues to be demonstrated in areas of the country
where English is not persons' primary language. Normally one would assume thou polling place workers would be chosen
from the population where the pulling place is located, and that they would speak another language in addition to English
with the sane frequency as the voters. In rotary insurers. however, this did not bappca For cvample, in ethnically changing
neighborhoods in New York City, the choices of the political party apparatus resulted in the repeated appoinunem of English-
speaking poll workers where a large potion of the new voters in a precinct were Spanish-speaking Puerto Ricans. In Passaic.
New Jersey. English-speaking poll workers were unable in find the reuses of Spanish-speaking voters in the polls books
because the poll workers did nut know that the voters' family name traditionally was the second of three names they used.
Some voters were denied the ballot because they identified their street tome according m common Spanish usage rather than
the formal English name. OfjJ In Texas and southern Arizona polling places Hispanic voters were admonished out tense
Spanish when talking in the polling places and when giving assistance to voters win needed help when voting. Moreover.
thee citizenship of Hispanic voices was questioned at the polls, with voters bring required to somehow provide on-the-spot
evidence of their cidecusldp before being given a ballet; such evidence was not required of Anglo voters. (F;l4()

Evidence of other kinds of discriminatory behavior of polling place workers and others toward Spanish language voters
inside the polls is provided in the reports of the Independent Elections Monitor appointed in "413 September 211101 by the
court Ina consent decree to U.S. v. Passaic City; ;))

At P.S. 6, observers called to report that the challenger was making racist remarks about Hispanics. At the Ukrainian
school, challengers became very aggressive and were yelling at voters, slating that they did rot live in the countr y and should
not vote. Ironically. many of these challenged voters were off-duty Passaic City police officers. Angel Casabona, Jr. was
oar such challenged police officer who avoided conformation and properly came to Passaic City Hall to have his voting
status clarified. Escorted by the City Clerk and investigators from the pnnsectrtor's office, Mr. Casabona reentered the polling
site and was permitted to exercise his vote. The brazen challenger was reprimanded and board workers were reminded that
challengers should tat be Interacting acting with voters. LFN481

The most disturbing incident of the Junc 26. 2111)1 municipal primary election occurred at the polling place at SL Mary's
School in Passaic. Someone allegedly stole the flog from outside the polling place. The police were called. An officer
responded and caught the purported perpetrator. The Officer entered the polling place and asked who had called the police.
No one nspordod. The officer barked comments in substance m the poll workers as follows, "Can't you rand? What country
do you come from?" When a municipal worker of Indian origin cane to see what the problem was, the officer then asked,
"Arid what country do you come from?" When a lain federal observer tried to cspktin the dictates of the consent decree.
the officer asked for credentials. When the observer showed his credentials, the of ear found them inadequate because they
lacked a picture and detained the observer. The Officer told the observer, "I could arrest you for this." Upon being alerted m
the controversy, I asked ire esugators (mm the Passaic County Prosecutors Office and Deput y Chief of the Passaic County
Police Department to intercede. When a Sergeant from the Passaic Police department responded to the scene and learned
what had happened, lie apologized to the federal observer and told him he thought some sensitivity training nughl be in order
for the offtccr. Notably, this discriminatory behavior look place in a city where the Latino population is at 62 percent.
Intolennecc in the city is stilt existent and hiding under color of official right. j(411

The use of English rather than Chinese in polling places in Chinese neighborhoods of San Francisco and Oakland (Alameda
County), California and New York City left voters confused about procedures, and ignorant of ballot propositions and
contested offices. As was nolcd in the Scllcnrent Agrecmcru and Order in U.S. v. Alameda County:

"414 According to the 1990 Census, the population of Alameda Coumy includes (ill. 1114 Chinese Americans and 3)1,120
Chinese American citizens of sating age. The 1910 Census reports that 11.394 persons. or 37.53 percent of the Chinese
citizen voting age population in Alameda Counts', and 1.3 percent of the total citizen voting age population in Alameda
County do tat speak English well enough to participate effectively in English language electionss. Thus. mar 11.000 Chinese
American citizens in Alameda County cannot function effectively in the electoral process except in the Chinese language.
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Problems were also severe in Native-Amerreaa areas of Arizona New Mexico and Utah The problems faced by Native-
Americans in these areas are illustrated in Cibola County, New Mexico, which contains the Ramah Chapter of the Navajo
Reservation and the Ammo and Laguna Pueblos. The Stipulation and Order in U.S. v. Cibola County t1 -NS I i states that:

5. According to the 19190 Cerwa, 57.8 percent of the Navajo voting age population and 10.1 percent of the Pueblo voting
age population in Cibola County do nut speak English well enough to participate effectivel y in English language elections.
Mrs, a significant proportion of the Native-American population of Cibola County, and a significant majority of Navajos,
cannot function in the electoral process except in We Navajo or Kcresan languages. [F((5-2]

6. The Navajo and Kcrcs populations of Cibola County live in circumstances of significant isolation from the eon-Native-
Americ n populations of the county. Cibola County is manuall y large in physical terms and covers a geographic area
roughly the sire of the State of Connecticut. Over font-fillhs of the non-Native-American population lives clustered within
or mar the adjacent incorporated colomimm ics of Grants and Milan, close to the county couNnuse. The Acomu and Laguna
population centers are between 25 and 50 miles away from Grants, the county seat, while the Ramah Chapter House is
approximately 50 miles from Grants. The isolation 0111w Nalivc-American population of Cbota County burdens their access
to the franchise.

a. Native-American citizens living within Cibola County, suffer from a history of discrimination touching their right en
register. to vote, and otherwise m participate in the political process. Until 1948. Native-American citizens of New Mexico
were rot permitted to vote in state and kcal elections. fr•TIS',1 In 1984, the court in Sanchez v. King held that the New
Mexico state legislative redistricting plan dia-ri^ted against Native-Ana:ricans. LEN3ai

9. TIe Icvcl of political participation by Nalivc-Amwican citicens of Cibola County is depressed. Voter registration rates
in the •415 pnaiondmotty Nalive-Americas precincts have been less than half the rate in torn-Native-American precincts,
and Native-Anu;ricarm are affected dispmponionslcly by voter purge procedures. Although Native-Americans comprise over
311 percent of the county population, fewer than eight percent of all absentee ballots tuns been from the predominantly
Native-American precincts. There is a need for election infometion in the Navajo and Keresan languages. and a need foe
publicity concerning all phases of the election process forvuters in Ramah, Acoma and Lagum. The rate of participation by
Nnlive-Antericaes on suds issues is less than tan third of the participation rate among non•Nalivc-Amcricans. There is a
need for polling places staffed with tminrd translators conveniaoly situated for the Native-Anerican population. rTl 15$1

The remedy for this unlawful disparity is complicated by the facts that (1) the Navajo and Pueblo languages me oral ma
written and (2) there ere no equivalent terms in the Navajo and Pueblo Languages for many words and phrases in the election
process.

Native-American polling place workers in reservation peceincls laced a more dillicull task than white poll workers in
getting to the training session for poll workers that were held many miles away in county seats where most white people
lived. At the training sessions Native-American poll workers were given little or no instruction about bow m translate ballets
and propositions and many of their attempts to do so on election day resulted in the most rudimentar y referene s. For
c.-sample. poll workers assisting voters m the polls would refer lathe office of secretar y of slate as someone who works in the
state capitol, and bond levies for education were said simply to be increases in taxes. Man y times the Native-American poll
workers found it so difficult to figure out how to explain items on the ballot lhevjust instructed the voters to skip the offices
or propositions. Moreover. Native-American voters who had been purged from the voter rolls because they failed to respond
to written entices they either did a n receive )FN561 or did rot understand, were tamed away firm the polls with sac
explanation of why they were 001 able m vole, anti were given ao opponuoily to re-register them. 1FTi571

•416111. How To Find Out Where Unjust or Discriminatory Poll Procedures
Will Happen: The Federal Observer Model

A. the Three-Step Prccleclion Investigation

The task of assuring compliance by polling place workers with appropriate polling place procedures requires (I) knowledge
of what is happening in the polling places. and (2)0w mnhoritp to correct actions that are in violation of the pnacnbcd
procedures. For over thins-frvc years the DO) has determined. before each election what will happen in specific polling
places in particular counties in states far from Washiolaon. D.C. Based on this information DOJ determined at which polling
places discriminatory activity would take place, and the enact number of federal observers needed m each particular polling
place, from among the hundreds of monies in the sixteen states Oat are fully or partially covered under Section 4 of the
Voting Rights Act, (le)) and the Im adduimml jurisdictions in other states that have been and remain certified by courts
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under Section 3 of the Act. Jf1V5')1

This DOJ effort, known as a pre-election survey. is conducted by the Voting Section of DOA Civil Rights Division. Pre-
election surveys began right after the Voting Rights Act was enacted as a tool for determining where and how marry federal
observers would need to be assigned under Section 0 of the Voting Rights Act. Through the years the pre-election surreys
have tenraired relatively unchanged for dem®ioing where racially dincriminstory actions (as connoted with Imbv ge.based
difficulties) would occur in the polling places of the deep souls. This process is instructive on a broad level because it can be
used. wild variations. by slates throughout the country to determine. prior to election day. whew problems will occur on
election day in polling places across the slate.

The DOS focus during the pro-election srneys is to tout circumstances that are likely to lead to actions that win
disadvaWage voters in the polls on election day. To allow black voters to vote without interference in the South. the Voting
Section focuses on counties where black candidates are facing while candidates, especiall y where political control of the
governing body is al slake. Those an: lM circumstances where cxpericruc has shown Ihal a417 polling place workers an:
more apt to take actions that deprive African-Americans of their right to vote. Moreover, the inclination of polling place
workers to take discriminatory action against African-Americas voters is mole likely when the black candidates have a real
chance of beating white opponents. (For wocems about other kinds of problems at the polls, the preelection survey would
focus on the facts and antipathies relating to those problems).

The surveys begin about sic weeks before the election, which is a lime when candidate qualifying has been completed and
campaigning has been in progress. The Voting Section contacts coumy election directors to determine a number of fans,
including 11w nano: and race or the candithtet the office each is contesting, which candidates am incumbcros, the county's
procedures for appointing polling place workers. and the wumy's procedures for responding to problems that arise on
election day. Telephone calls arc also nude to African-American people in each county who are familiar with the way
elections hoe been conducted in the county during recent elections. who know who the candidates are and how the
candidates have been conducting their cangtaigns. and who arc knowledgeable about relationships between the races in the
county and whether there have been any recem racial incidents in the comny.

Often, on-site ioformAioo is necessxn In decide whether federal observers are needed. Voting Section attorneys then travel
to the counties where the facts show that poll workers will make it difficult for black voters to cast their ballots for the
candidates of their choice. The attorneys iNCrvicw the county election oficials. IM calmly sheriff (or chief of police, if a
city election is in issue). African-Amcrican county residents, including people associated with community and civil rights
orgamrntions, and ca didalcs. Titus. the ouomeys get wtTrcicnl information to make their recommendation to Voting Section
supervisors as to whether federal observers should be assigned for the elation and if so, the number and placement of
federal observers that will be needed on election day. ; P54301 The polling places that are selected for the assignna:m of
observers are those at which (1) the facts show that Africen-Ana;rican voters are likely to be mistreated or misled on election
day, and when (2) the county has no effective way to either know what is happening in the polls, or for responding to
problems that oaw m the polls. orboth.

During the preelection surveys the Voting Section supervising attorney talks frequently with the Voting Rights Coordinator
at the Office of Personnel Management ("OPM") who recants and supervises the people who serve as observers. (FNE))
Thus, OPM is aware of the identity of the counties •418 that are the subject of Gehl investigations. and of the
nxommcndalions of the attotacys for liar assigmnenls • numbers and poll locations of federal obser vers. Because of the
ongoing coordination between the Voting Section and OPM, the federal observers ate clnscn by OPM and arc ready to
depart for their assigned location the moment a (maul decision is made by the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights as to
the n umbers and placement 0(11w observers. 11 V`l((j

B. Federal Observers on Election Day

The preelection process not only gives 001 iofomcnion it needs to determine where and how many federal observers will
be needed on election day, it puts DOS lawyers in contact with county election officials before the election, and the DO)
lawyers inform the county officials of the problems Drat DOS found stay occur in the cuuidy's pulls on election dot'. This
contact continues during the election as the DOT lawyers provide the county election officials with information the Lawyers
gel Crony the observers.
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The observers are briefed by DOJ attomevs and the observer captain on the day before the election. The observers have
pre-printed forms on which to record the aciivisy' in the polls. Observers often attend the ballot count and record the number
of votes received by each candidate. A federal observer rcpon form can be found m Appendix E.

During election day an observer supervisor repeatedly visits the putting places where federal obser vers are stationed. This
supervisor remains in constant telephone contact with the 001 attorne y in the county. This gives the DOJ mmmer in the
county a conslam Dow of information throughout the day about activities that transpire inside the polls. j. 6-:1 When the
federal •419 observers inform the DOI auomcy of actions of polling play officials that We attorney concludes arc interfering
with the voting rights of African-Anvricros, the DOJ attonwy gives the fads to the local official in charge of the election to
stop the discriminatory activity . Local officials may also use this information alter the election to lake steps to prevent the
incidents from happening again.

Similar steps are taken on election day when federal observers are used to determine compliance with the language minority
provisions of the Voting Rights Act me pee-election preparation is different. however becauscan inability or lack of desire
of poll workers to provide information to nun-English speaking voters does not usually depend on the identity of the
candidates or the issues involved in a particular election. The ird'onnaaon obtained in one election about language minority
procedures will determine whether federal observers are needed in the smut election I1`06 1

The repots of federal observers base primary emphasis on the language aspects of polling place procedures and the actions
of polling place workers. f Yi(r5) A federal observer neon form used for language tmnorily elections can be found at
Appendixe F. Usually, it is neither required that the obser vers arrive al the opening of the polls, roe that the) stay all day. The
goal is to have the observers attend the polls long enough to witness a number of minority language voters go through she
voting process. This will give the observers sufficient facts to allow the 001 attomc ys to analyze the contuy s compliance
with the law.

We should cmphasirc that federal observers do not interfere with the election process. Their limited function, to pass along
information to their OPM supervisors and the DO) attorneys, is in accord with the dictates of Section 0 of the Voting Rights
Act. 1 FN661 The observers mast not give instructions to poll workers must not give help to voters, and must not shore their
observetiwns, judgments or opinions with individuals inthe polls. Theo are eyes and ears. They are paid witnesses.

IV. Requiring Counties lode Their Job
In its cnforccmcm of all federal civil rights laws the DOJ attempts to obtain voluntary compliance from prospective

deferdams. This has been especial  true when enforcing the Voting Rights Act because the prospective defendants an;
officials of state and local governments.

•420 From the beginning of DOTS enforcement of the Voting Rights Act 001 lawyers persmvly conducted iovrstigolions
in each county before esamincrs or observers were assigned and regularly checked on the progn ss of examiners while voter
registration was conducted. On election day, a DOJ attonas contimtes m be present in each county to which federal
observers are assigned The DOJ attorney obtains infomrelion from the observers during election day and debriefs the
observers immediately after the election. During their presetce in the counties, the 001 law yers have comimrotss contact
with county officials to giro them the information gained from their pro-election investigation in the ennuty and from the
federal observers. Those local officials base the opportunity to instruct the head worker at the polling place to follow Ile
appropriate procedures. The federal observers inside the polling place witness the cessation of the discriminatoryachom or if
the discriminatory action contimns, the DOJ lawyer again brings the information from the observers to the attention of the
county' election official to allcmpt to get corrective action. Thus, federal observers gather evidence of discriminatory
activities in the polling place for future legal action, and serve to eliminate discriminator: action on the spot. At times, the
mere presence of federal observers m the polls simpl y prevents the tendency of polling place workers to discriminate against
witmrity voters.

A. Court-ordered Remedies Require Counties To Do Their Job in the South

Some compulsive action is needed when county election administrators do not address outstanding problems in the polls,
and do not follow proper election day procedures. A primary- reason for the mistreatment of African-American voters was
and continues to be the failure of local election officials to appoint African-Ameucans as polling place workers. The
evidence of mistreatment that this direriminmory policy had on African-American voters provided a firm basis for court
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orders requiring defendants to take specific maps to recruit and hire Afdcan-Aomricsns to work in the polls. One good
example of this result is the consent decree in U.S. v. Conecuh County. fl;Y JJ The decree required the defendant political
party ccocuthc committees (responurble for nominating people to serve as poll workers) to "engage in affirmative
recruitment efforts aimed at ensuring that the pool of persons from which nominations are made fully reflects the availability
of all qualified persons in Conecuh County who are interested in serving as election officials, without repord to their race or
color.' Lf%681

Those recruitment efforts were required to include encouraging candidates Iu "sock out and propose for nomination black
citizens." and sending mums to local nrgattizaioos comprised pn dommately of black citizens ... to advise them that the
party intends to nondnatc persons to serve as election officials and encourage them to have interested persons notify the
chairperson of the respective political party executive committee '421 of their willingness to serve as election officials?
IENt5i

A 1993 consent order in U.S. v. Johnson County stated that:
1. According to the 1990 Census, the total population in Johnson County is 34 percent black and the total voting age

population is 29.2 percent black.

7. Of the one hundred thirty one individuals who were employed b y Jotmson County to serve as poll officials between
1988 and August 1992, eighteen 114%) were black. There were no black poll workers during this period at seven of the
twelve polling places.

0. Only eight (12%) of the sixty-six poll officials employed by Johnson County for the July 21, 1992 prima  election
were black. Then were an black poll workers at eight of the twelve polling places.

9. Of the ate hundred and six poll officials employed br Johnson County for the November 3. 1972 general election, only
sixteen (15%) were black. Then: wore no black poll workers at six of the twelve poling places.

117. No black person has ever served ac a managing poll officer man assistant nwnaging poll officer at ate of the county's
polling places. 1PN1l

Included in the Johnson County coasem decree among the steps the defendant county commission and super visor of
election noun take to have African Americans fairl y represented among the polling place workers am. "Islending written
notices to local organizations wntptised prcdo®uantly of black citizens. . , to advise than thai We county intends to appoint
black persons to serv e as poll workers and poll managers:" and 'Ic)ontacting black candidates and members of the political
panics... to ascertain the names, addresses aid telephone numbers ofblack citizens who arc qualified and available to serve
as poll officers.' IFN"I I In addition, the defendants trust publicize in local newspapers, on radio. on television and on
posters their policy of canducting elections free of racial discrimination. They also mine train the poll workers on how to
perform their duties in a racially nondiscriminatory manner, and, with specificity. on how to deal with voters who need
astislanec.

Even with the specific steps set out in the fifteen page Johnson County consent decree, the reports of federal observers
showed that African-American cimens of Johnson County were continuing to be mtchuled from among the molts of those
appointed to work at fhe polls because the super visor of elections did not adhere to the terms of the decree. After further
discussions between the county and DOJ, in lieu of DOJ pursuing contempt of coon proceedings the county appointed a bi-
racial committee •422 formed of county residents to perform Ile preliminary poll worker nxmitmcal and nomination
functions previously performed by i e election supervisor, leaving her with her statutory duty of formally appoim^,w We poll
workers. cl.Nrl As a result. African-Americans were fairly appointed among those who worked at the polle and
discrimination against Afnicnu-Ameeicnn voters at the polls abated in Johnson County. Georgia, in immediately subsequent
elections.

Both the Conccub County and Johnson County cases show bow information gathered by observers can serve as the
evidentiary basis for litigation. how particular individuals at the county level can persist in discriminator y procedures despite
state law and federal litigation, and how the idsmity and training of the people working inside the polling places is of printery
importance in eGmioating injustice from the pods. It should be remembered that in both instances the DO) law yers first
shared their informtion with state and local election officials in an attempt to allow those officials to eliminate the
disctiminalory treatment of voters. These efforts provided the election officials with something they could obtain by
thmselves, i.e., information about wbnl went wrong in their polls. The need for the resulting litigation demonstrated that
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those officials were not willing to stop the discriminatory condom

B. Court-ordered Remedies Require Counties To Do Their Jobs for Language Minorities

Even after the Voting Rights Act was amended in I 975 to require that areas designated miler a formula must provide
information and ballots in languages other than English, inadequate training of polling place wodrers cominued to
disadvantage mimrity language voters. The reports of federal observers gave the attorneys from the Deparmrem of Justice
the information they needed to prove to county officials that violations of the Voting Rights Act had occurred, and to oh lain
coltrem decrees that set out specific steps that the counties would take to effectively provide, and translate election
information to Native-American citi,ens.

Most of We consent decrees to cure discriminatory actions in Indian country under the language nuuority provisions of
Section 2113 of the Voting Rights Act I[V_7.0 set era in detail the procedures that election officials had to follow for voter
cdrxation, voter registnuiora uansWion and balloting.Fj N741 It is significant that the great majority of the provisions in the
consent decrees focused on the counties'administmtive responsibilities. including hiring e423 additional corrals personnel, to
try to give Native-American voters equivalent access to information about an election end voting procedures as white people
received as a matter of course, because all information was provided in English and in areas seer the county aunts.

Thus, the Stipulation and Order in U.S. v. Cbola County is forty-four pages long, thirty-three pages or which is a Native-
Amcdcan Election Information Pragmn>_ (J't 73j This program provides that. "Cibola County shall enmloy at team three
Nativc-Amctican Voting Rights Coordinators who will coordinate the Native-American Election Information Program in
Cbola County ..." Thcsc coordinators have to be bilingual in either Navajo or Kcres and English they arc to be hired only
after the county consults with the tribes, they arc to be trained in alt aspects of the elation process, they ore to ancM and
make presentations at chapter and tribal council meetings, and perform numerous spedfically dasrbcd functions that would
provide election infonaation to the Native-American citizens of Cbola County.

It was and remains difficult, however, to compel obdurate count y clerks and other comas election administrators to perform
the myriad election-connected furctions in a way tint meets the requirements of the court onkrs these cases argue
persuasively for continuing the practice of seeking detailed court orders that can he enforced through comengn proceedings.
U N21

An alternative approach was taken in a cement decree between DO) and Bcmalillo County, New Mexico. where the court
order was accompanied by, but did not incorporate, a manaal containing procedures to be followed in order to comply with
the language minority requirements of the Voting Rights Act. JF4Th The consent decree required that the county hire a
native language coordinator who isbilingual in Navajo and English, and specifically  noted that, "itIlm primary responsibility
of the Inative language ceordirueorl. a full-time employee of Bemalillo County. shall bets carry out the cutlery's Navajo
language election procedures, publicity and assistance, including assisting the county to carr y out the procedures in the
manual .. ' j y i1 The consent decree also required do county to establish a travel. supplv. end telephone add budget for
the native language coordinator, ULN7J and subjected the county to the predeanuaz provision in Section 3(e) of the Voting
Rights `324 Act, IF.NN(J which allows the county to make changes in the nanwt and for DOJ to review those changes to
determine that they are nondiscriminator y before they ea be implemented. (PN51) This approach has the bemfn of allowing
the county to tailor its adnnioist rove procedures to its particular personnel and ollice situation and of allowing practical
changes to be made in the administrative procedures when mccssary without having to request the three judge coup for an
tunelLnt to the coat order.

V. State Laws Go. emiog Irregularities, imerfereuce and Inlimidatioo AI
Polling Places

Each slate has established laws and regulations that govcm the conduct of elections within the state. These include laws
establishing the location of polling places, conduct of elections, methods of getting on the ballot composition aunt printing of
the ballot appoirmncra of officials overseeing the conduct of the election, selection and training of poll worker;,
qualifications of voters, and absentee voting. Mary of these laws were intended to ensure that voters may freely entwine
their right to vote.

A. Poll Watchers
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Most state laws give the candidate or political patties the power to observe behavior in the polling per. These ate the
people who choose the polling place watchers, and they have the power to refuse to rehiro watchers who do tart properly
apply state polling place procedures. Tints, the law of New York says:

At any general, special, town or village election, any party committee or independent body whose caMidates are upon the
ballot, and at am• primary election, any two or mute candidates and any political committee may love for each election
district bane matcher, at any one time.... Watchers shall be appointed br the chairman of any such p aty. committee or
independent body or by the candidates. j 5)J Sinularly, Utah law says:

For each regular general election or statewide special election. and for each regular primary. each registered political
pony and any person interested in a ballot proposition appearing on the ballot may appoint one person to act as a voting poll
watcher to observe the casting of ballots, another person to net as a counting poll watcher to observe the counting of the
ballots, and aoolhat person to aw as an inspecting poll watcher to inspect the condition and observe the securing or ballot
packages. £F(j •125 Though poll watchers am on hand during elections, state laws do not routinely give stale-level
officials the authority to take actions apart from the authorit y m prosecute officials for malfeasatcs, if county or municipal
election officials refuse to lake steps that will meow fair ucalment of votes al drc polls. Al most, slate level officials arc
empowered to gain information about activity in the polling place that can serve as the basis for action after the election.

B. Psobibiting lmimidadon and interference

In addition to prescribing routine election procedures. man states have laws Thal prohibit i ntimidation of voters or
interference with their ability to Italy cscrtisc their right to vote. Sonic state laws have broad prohibitions against
interference stills or intimidation of votes. at any time. Other slates only prevent interference with or ialintid tion of voters in
entering and coiling the polling place. Others only prohibit interference with election officials in the exercise of their duties
and arc silent with respect to voter intimidation. i °N841 While penalties for violations of most voter intimidation sustutes arc
misderne rues under state laws. some are felonies. LN/r1

In addition to presiding criminal penalties. a few• states have created other statutory means for dealing with yoke
intimidation. such as creating special civil causes of action or providing special remedies such as invalidation of elections.
For example, femexnro ('wdo Annonscd Section 2- 7 w8 allows invalidation of an election based on violation of statutory
provisions against intimidation. (FN861 Delaware law creates a specific civil cause of action for these who are victims of
iNimidation or attempted intimidation. IF)l1.

•426 While most states have at least sons statutes designed to protect voters from interference or intimidation, only a few
ammo laws provide spcdfic statutory nrcans for dealing with voter intimidation or inlcrfcrcncc while it is happening. For
example, Nebraska and Washington allow certain specified officials to take actions, including arrest, to clear entrances and
exits from polling places when obstructed. IFN%SI

South Carolina and Virginia speeifrarlls confer special authority on election officials to lake action to enforce slate laws
against voter intimidation or interference of a broader nuance than physically blocking access to polling places. South
Carolina law grams police powers to managers ofcicctions. i( N8 • t1 Virginia law permits election officers to order the arrest
of persons under certain cirumstances. FI 'N9t)I Wisconsin law esquires municipal clerks and election inspectors to prevent
interference with voters al the polls, but does rot provide how they are to do so. (}'N91] These state provisions are unusual in
that they specifically authorize election oMcials d take action to stop voter intimidation or interference al the time they
outer.

While very few states allow inrorveoGon al the polling place, there are sonx states that presides mechanism for gathering
information after bad things at polling places occur, similar to (hose mechanisms under the federal civil righN laws. Take the
laws of lllitnis and Georgia, for cvauplc, which permit an official in the Secretary of Slate's or Attorney Gcncrafs office or
the appropriate coualy's district atdmcy's office to take direct action regarding activist that occurs in the polling places, but
only after the action has occurred In Illinois the State Board of Elcctiotts may review and inspect procedures and records
relining to the conduct of elections and voter registration as mgt- be deemed necessay. and report violations of declines laws
to the appropriate State's Attorney. FN72 In Georgia:

042711 shall be the duty of the State Election Board ... to investigate, or authorize the Secretary of State to investigate,
when necessary or advisablw the administratlon of primary and election laws and frauds and inegulanties in primaries and
elections and to report violations of the primary and election laws either to the Ahorney General or the appropriate district
attorney who shall be responsible forfunlrcr investigation and prosecution .... IF/"_9))
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History. however. is tot oa the side of broadening the investigation powers of state actors. For, historically, state actors
have been part of the problem at polling plates and not the solution. This is especially a dilemma in legislating against voter
intimidation and interference.

C. Law Eoforeemem—Problem or Solution

There arc slate laws that recognize this problem and specifically prohibit law enforcement officials from engaging in
intimidation or appearing within a certain distance of polling places. Pennsylvania law provides th01: "In m event may any
police officer unlawfully use or practice any intimidation. threats, four or violence tor, in any manner, unduly intlucncc or
aserawe any elector or prevent him from voting or restrain his freedom of choice, tar may any such police officer electioneer
or directly or indirrctty allcamt to influence the election or electors while within one hondred (cetera polling place." j3a-94j
South Carolina limits the presence of police officers only to those summoned by election managers to enforce their orders.
'No shcrilf, deputy shcrilt policeman or other officers shall be allowed to come within the polling place c,%ccpt to vote
unless summoned into it by a majority of the managers." If.N951 There am other sines that, white rot prohibiting law
eedomemem officers from being present at polling places, specifically prohibit acting under color of anhority m intimidate or
interfere withvotces. IFN9(' i

VI. Problems That Allegedl y Occurred in Polling Places On Election Day November
7, 2000

Determination of the optimum mcsm of cusuring the right of all citiccm m freely cast their votes without interference or
intimidation depends on the ability to identify what the problems am and fashion an appropriate remedy. Some problems can
be dealt with on election day at the polling place, while others may require investigation and action after the fact Rut the key
is to establish appropriate systems to gather the information as has been done at the federal Level in places covered by the
Voting Rights Act.

The 2(001 presidential election focused perhaps the greatest attention "1211 ever on the election process in the United States.
Numerous organiratlons conducted investigations and issued reports on what happened at the polls on November 7, 20)0).
FN97( Some of these inquiries were broader than a review of what happened in Florida. While historically then: has been

some public awareness of problems at the polls in tit United States, onus' members of the public were shacked to discover
Ilnl, in fact. ncty ballot cast for president is tot necessarily counted and thin problems at the polls arc rot baited to certain
areas of the country where there arc minority groups. to the past, to the cvtcm that Were bas been publicity regarding polling
place problems, that publicity has been primarily due to actions Laken by the Department of justice in enforcing (Ire Voting
Rights Act Thus, many people believed that election day' irregularities were limited only to particular areas of the country
and that these irregularities were largely a thing of the past. As a result of the focus on the 2(M0) presidential election,
however, them is a more general awarerress that polling problems ate far mom prevalent and widespread.

For years, in addition to Item poll watchers, both the Republican and 042(1 Democratic parties have conducted election day
operations during which attorneys and political operatives across the country have monitored actions in the polls on election
day, and in the rase of recounts, throughout the recount process, sometimes for weeks after the election In 2001. this
activity e:aeeded well beyond election day. While the DOJ focus no election day is to gather information to conduct
investigation for future action and to address problems that arise on election day, the parties' election day operations have
been mom focused on identifying problems that could potentially be solved during the election day. LENit41 As pan of this
operation We patties nmimain phone lines that receive a and centralize reporting of elation day irregularities. Normally- this
operation is over when the polls close in the last stare. jEly55jIn 2(00), however. that was only the beginning. On the day
alter the election, reports of election day irregularities carve flooding into the Democratic National Committee and the
Gore/Licbemm campaign FFNI001 Special phone lines were set up to receive these calls and obtain contact infomation.
Several days later, teams of attorneys were set up in Florida to contact complainants and gather and organize the allegations
of inegularitics. Some of this infomulion was used in the various lawsuits that were brought in Florida

Despite the iwmerous organizations that conducted reviews of election day 2(00), those reviews resulted in reports. not
action. White the Justice Department may have irnestigted specific allegations, them has hero no public comprehensive
official investigation into most of the alleged irregularities. Therefore. it is impossible to determine how many of the
allegations were meritorious. For purposes of this article, however, it is tot necessary to knew. Three is new a widespread
perception that election irregularities do occur in this counuy--imluding sortie beyond the types of problems addressed by the
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Voting Rights Act. A review of the types of allegations made in 2(10) is helpful to an understanding of what slops states can
take to restore public confiderer in the electoral system

In 2(01) sane of the allegations of inegutarilies were known on election day and others were not discovered mail after that
day. In the case of some election day allegations, there were opporhmities to take steps to attempt to correct them before the
polls closed. Following is a summary of the types of allegations of inegularities made and some specific examples of cock.

A. Ballot Design Irregularities

Poor layout of a ballot can moult in voter confusion. Perhaps the most •4311 prominent allegation of flawed ballot design is
this mw infamous'hmlerfly ballot in Palm Beach County Florida. The design of the babel was such that many people were
uncertain which hole to punh for the candidate of their choice. In some inslarccs volts punched more than ore hole for
presides! (known mart In other instances, voters believed that they might have punched the wrong hole. When
this issue was publicised, there was a concern that many people who intended to vole for AI Gore. in fact cast voles for Pat
Buchanan. As a root]! of this confusion, them were also sitegelions that voters who were confused or thought that they had
miscast their vote were denied an opportunity to discard that ballot and vote a new ballot, even though Florida maw law
provided that remedy.

Pasty officials were aware on election day of the alleged confusion caused by the butterfly ballot. Palm Beach county
officials were comacled and in some instances, signs were posted in polling places advising people of this confusion and
urging that they review their ballot aascfally. Information was also put out llnaugh radio stations advising of We confusion
and alaempling to ales! voters who had not yet gone to the polls. For some voters, of course. it was too late. This led to
numcmus calls tram individuals who were afraid that they might have voted for the wrong person. seeking advice ante what
they could do once they left the polls.

B. Very Long Lines al the Polls

There were numerous complaints on election day that lines, particularly in minority polling places, were excessiveh long.
Long lines allegedly discourage some voters, particularly those who most take off time from work to vote and those whose
employers do act readily provide leave for voting. There were allegations that some people who saw the lines in various
polling places became discouraged and Icn without casting vote.

Then: were also attegmiom of confusion regarding the rules on voting after Ore polls close. Most stales provide Thal any
voter in lineal the time of poll closing is entitled to vote. There were allegations, however. that people waiting in line outside
polling places were told that they might as well leave because they would not be allowed to vote even though they were in
line at the lime of closing.

(sore state. a lawsuit was brought on election day socking to keep the polls open late became it was alleged that long lines
caused by inadequate members of polling places and voting ncchines, and machine breakdowns, would result in the de facto
denial of the right of rang voters to vole. A Circuit Court Judge of the Circuit Court of the City of SL Louis ordered thin the
Board of Election extend the hours of voting, but that order was overturned later that day on appeal to the Missmsri Court of
Appeals. jp;J1oiJ

•431 C. Inadequate Parking Facilities and Lack of Public Transportation

Them were allegations that many riles selected for polling places were ml easily accessible by public transportation or had
inadequate parking available. These allegations were made in Florida as well as othm stales. Since people tilling in their cars
acre rot in lies at the polls, they would not be eligible to vote afar normal poll dosing limes even though they were waiting
in the parking lot to find a parking space. Lack of access to public transportation also can cause hardship for votere
particularly for those who must take time off from work. A lengthy counts to the polls or a long walk from public
lretapotation can discourage people from voting.

While, in de absesse of so iavatigatioa there was m evidence that most parking and trans portations problems were
malicious, them were some allegations that local law enfonxmem aullwrioes directed cars to places ahem there was m
parking available and sought to vigorously enforce rw porting Lows around polling places even whore it was clear that the
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polling place had inadequate parking facilities available. These types of allegations are ones that can potentially be remedied
on election day, if local observers are made aware and know how to imervene with state and local officials to attempt to solve
the packing problems.

D. Motor Voter Problems

There were numerous allegations from across the coama)' that valets who had registered under the National Voter
Registration Act showed up at their polling place and were not on the rolls. Under the NV(?1, state agencies (hat obtain
voter registrations am required to forward them to the appropriate authorities. These allegations ate a= that the Department
of Justice typically imcstigates alter the election is over to determine whether there wen: widespread systemic problems or
neglocl by the state agencies charged with implementing the taw.

E. Interference by Law Enforcement Officials

Presence of stale and local law enforcement offsets can have a negative impact on mmout and can intimidate legitimate
voters. There were allegations in various parts of the country that officers set up mad blocks outside polling places m
perform random seat bell, drivers license and car registration checks: that officers stood outside polling plies with lists of
outsmodiog warrants looking for suspects; and that ufficexs stood outside polls suggesting that valets needed m be able m
prove their eligibility to vote by producing some type of idemilicatioo. These t ypes of allegations can be brought to the
attention of state and local authorities who have the ability to intervene during etalioe day and stop any unauthorized
activity under color of law. Some such allegations were made in Florida on election day and were investigated by slate
officials. ,j021

*432 F. Integrity of Ballot Boxes

In most states, ballot (axes (or the equivalent depending on the system used) sic collected al the local level and arc
transported to antral locations for tabulation, The integrity of the cairns depends heavily on the secoeitg of those boxes.
There were allegations across the country that ballot boxes were missing: that they were found later but their chain of wstody
could not be determined: that ballot boxes were left in unsecured avers to which dote was unrestricted access; and that the
number of ballots moored did not correspond to the number of voters voting. Of course, these types of allegations are not
new, nor do they come primarily from Florida. Our popular culture has longstanding jokes about people voting (mm the
grave, living in vacant lots and stuffing ballot boxes Gum the upper midwest to the Deep South going hack to the cattiest
days of our dcnwcmcy. However, the accuracy of the vote counted depends on the integrity of the system of guarding ;rod
accounting for those votes, and while jokes am made about the past, ballolcoumiag slmamgans arc unacceptable in the 21st
commis'.

G. Lack of Training of Poll Workers

Our system of voting depends heavily on the use of volunteers across the eountry. While elections am managed under the
auspices of state and local boards of elections. in most jurisdictions the polling places themselves are tan virtually
e ehuivety by volunteers. Them were mmtemus allegations in 2000 that polling place officials refused to answer questions
from confused voters: told voters that them was nothing they could do if they made a mistake in casting their ballots: did not
allow voters to access a sample ballot or machiru: and did rot allow voters to have assistance to which they arc entitled under
fedem) law. While it is possible that some of these allegations involved the deliberate giving of incorrect information it is
far mom likely that the ncgorily of these problems were caused not by malice of poll workers but because of tack of usioitg
and supervision.

H. Absema Voting Irregatariltes

Absentee voting problems arose with respect m regular marine absent ballots as well as with the uniqum problem of military
overseas ballots. There were allegations that voters who requested absentee ballots received more than one; that voters who
requested absentee ballots bat did out receive them were not allowed to vote when they showed up at the polls; that partisan
representatives of political parties were allowed by Local election officials to complete incompletely filled out absentee ballot
emelopec: that absentee ballots were obtained on behalf of nursing haute inhabitants that were then voted with the assistance
of panism local officials: and that absentee ballots not ptoperly filled out were counted in some jurisdiction and disallowed
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in others.

0433 In Florida, there was a particular issue with vast numbers of overseas military ballots. Under the terms of a connect
decree with the Depattmem of Justice. in Federal elections overseas militar y ballots must be wanted if dated b y the dale of
the election and received within a specified time period. iFN I(l'tl Them were allegations after the election in Florida in
pmleuler dad military ballots were counted even though thy- did um meet the teebaiad nxluiremerds, such as the
requuemenl that they be dated.

I. of Tabulation and Uniform Standards

As a result oldie remold in Florida m 2000, rwmerous articles and studies have now been written about the relative merits
of differcra types of voting equip ncm. Accuracy issues am of two kinds: (11 whether the equipment accurately record and
rand the votes cast by each voter and (2) whether the equipment correctly tabulate the votes cast The Florida recounts
focused alWitlion on the differences between types of voting npehioes, their accuracy and the number of ballots routinely
disqualified Prior to the Florida rowum it was not widely undcrMod by the public that in arty election them me numerous
ballots that are disqualified and not counted in precincts across the country. Of course, in an election that is ml close.
disqualified ballots would cot charge the outcome of the election and therefore, are of little concern. Ina close election.
they could. FFNI })1 Much of the legislative interest post November 2000 has been on emuriug that slate and local
govermoeals obtain voting equipment that records accurately as many saes as possible and is as immune as possible from
human crane. The American public Ines new become familiar with overvaes. undmoics and oll= retms that previously
were cot household words.

In addition to machine farlwv or inabilit y to aceurmely rend votes cast the aftermath of election 2(001 also drew attonpon m
the lack of uniform standards for counting votes. The Florida pwgramchd/dimpled-chad debate illustrated the divergent
standards (or lack of standards) applied from nor precinct to anther even within the same state.

J. Bush v. (lore

The opinion of the Supreme Court in Bush v. Core (FNI05] suggests that states must develop uniform standards for fear of
mooing afoul of equal protection under the Federal Constitution. The per curiam opinion of the Coon stated that the Equal
Protection pause of the Fourteenth Amendment applies ml only to the granting of the right to vole but aim to Ute manner in
434 wltich the tight to vote is exercised:

The right to vow is protected in more than the initial allocation of the franchise. Equal protection applies as well to the
mariner of its exercise. Having once granted the right to vote on cgml terms, the State con' cot by later arbitrary and
disparate uratrnerst value etc person's vote over that of another. IfN 100)

While the full significance  of Bush v. Gore for state administration of elections will evolve over the next I'm m election
cycles, it is clear that mom attention must be given on a statewide level to the conduct of elections at the local level. The per
curiam opinion notes that the question of whether local entities within a State may develop different systems for
implementing elections was not ra issue in the rase. lie 107 However, the Court's equal protection analysis sty;gests that
where state officials wader authority no local officials the slate may have a greater burden to create the equal application of
its laws to voleas. jEN)ORJ It may m longer be sufiicient to entrust local officials with the same level of discretion they have
exercised in the past.

VII. Sales Should Act Now to Stop Bad Things from Happening 10 Voters in the
Polls.

The states have the authority to regulate activity that is permitted in the polling places on election day, including regulations
as to who is allowed in the polls. and to adopt rules to keep order in the polls. As noted above. newly all of the states have
used this authority to pass laws that proscribe vote fraud, and several slates have laws Thal proscribe untoward actions M' poll
officials or others the deny or abridge peoples' right to vote without intimidation or interference. But the states have
delegated to the counties the responsibility for conducting the election and maintaining order in the polls. mud by doing so.
the states have abdicated their responsibility for preventing bad things from happening to voters in the polls on election day.

The history of injuring voters through administrative action, as reflected in the federal voting rights cases, was one of slate
malfeasance, in the fuss instance. Then, who the states' rules and actions were mJolmd. the states adopted legislation
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leaving it up to the counties to take the arbitrar y actions that deprived people of their right to vote. This pattern continues
today, as counties comuve to deprive people of their voting rights by misusing the responsibility- delegated by the stains to
conduct elections.

Moreover, deprivations of voting rights toda y transcend the racially based actions that soil our nation's history. The
episodes that cans to light in the wake of the presidential election in No vember 2000, and the United States Supreme Court's
analysis of unequal application of adntinistrNive rules as violations of the Equal Protection Clause in Bush v. Gore, illustrate
*435 that deprivations of voters' rights because of ado live mall'casancc, disregard of the rules or a failure to apply riles
equally to all violas and voles is unlmrful. Since the states have the authority to set the totes for the conduct of cleetlons. it is
opts the slates to renrcdy those dcprivaliore.

The federal observer program as it is udminisYCmd under the Voting Rights Act illustralcs that govcromcm officials can
design programs to anticipate where then: will be an unngaal application of state rules m the polls, and to direct remedies at
those polling places wham the problem are likely to occur. States can do likewise. and could devise even moil; effective
pmgtams to anticipate where voters may be deprived of their rights m the polls, giver the states' closer proximity to their
counties and mote direct knowledge of the activities that occur during elections in the state. States alread y hoe much
information about uodenotes, oveavotes and other instances where voters have been ineffective in casting their ballots, and
con determim where voters me deprived of their rights at the polls. Once the identity of these polling places is established,
stale law should give state election offuials the responsibility of contacting the county elation officials to inform Them of the
nmurc of the problem at the polls and of the correct state election procedures. In instances where the county officials ore
unwilling or unable to lake action to assure that the anticipated pmblums do not occur. stale law should give sate election
directors authority to direct that correct procedures be used. and to use personnel directly responsible lathe state officials in
the polls in order to insure that state procedures am fotlowcd.

The Voting Rights Act does not give the federal observers or the U.S. Deportcat of Justice authorhy to stop discrinsbustory
action toil occurs (FN ji) Bus just the presence of disintenxted Third-party observers order the Voting Rights Act has the
pwptnlactic effect of discouraging enact behavior in the polls, especially when those observers represent a government
agency that is intern on ensuring correct bclm for toward voters. The states con go much further, and confer on observers
authority to inform polling place workers about correct state procedures, and to pm state supervisory personnel in contact
with county or poltiag place of leials to direct them to follow state voting rules. If the Voting Section of the Department of
Justice's Civil Rights Division can do such a fact-directed job from Washington, D.C. and can locale polling plans what
mostly group voters arc likely lobe disadvantaged oral which IIrene may be efforts to intimidate voters, sanel y the states.
from a closer vantage point with knowledge of their own procedures and familiarity with their own county election
administrators, could do at Icust as effective a job. After all, the state talcs arc the ones that arc to be followed, and it is their
citi,ens and voters who will be victimised by their own officials.

If the stales do not assume the re ponsibility for conducting effective •436 elections when the counties fail to door, then the
United States Congress should consider whether federal civil rights voting laws should be cvpandcd to include, the
deprivations of voting rights at the polls because of administrative ntalfeasaucc, disregard of the otter, or a failure to apply
notes equally to all voters and votes. At the same time, Congress should consider similarly evpmding the utquestionabty
successful federal observer program

Such legislation could be constitutionally based on Ibc Equal Protection Clause rationale of Bush v. Gore. Than is
precedent for this approach in the Voting Rights Act itself The Act initially was based on the Fillecmh Amcndnu:m. The
Fiflectah Amcndnw is protections apply only to deprivations of lire right to vote on the grounds of race, color or previous
condition of servitude. When the Voting Rights Act was ans:rdcd in 1975 to prohibit discrimination against language
minority groups, the attended provisions were based on the Fourteenth Amendment as well as the Fifteenth Amendment in
order to eliminate possible challenges m the new provisions on the grounds that the protected minorit y language people
would notbe found to be racial groups. hN i :tl , j

Conclusion
The eomissaous deprivation of voting rights faced by United States citizens at election polls, coupled with the notoriety of

those problems following the November 2000 presidential election, make a imimbom upon the states to use their authority
to regulate the election process. Slates should to adopt procedures for: (1) detem®ing where voters will face obstacles when
casting effective ballots at the polls, ltd (21 interceding and mmcdyiag those obstacles in any county that fails or refuses to
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remedy them on its own. These prvcmhrres may follow the federal observer model or nag' a variation of odor models. If
states fail to discharge their responsibility, federal legislation should consider expanding the civil rights voting laws and tie
federal observer program in order to address such dcprivslion of voting rights.

Reform to correct voter discrimination tan financial implications for the stoles however. IFN I 1 I I For e'sample, there is a
widespread belief that voting techaolobry semis the country most be updated. This is costly, and federal action to provide
funds is critical. But, even beyond the cost of voting machines, establishing an e)fective system for training election
officials, monitoring elections and enforcing the laws will acquire, a substantial commitment of scsousees by the slates--a
commitment they may be tenable to make without federal financial assistance.

•437 Appendix A

NUMBER OF PERSONS LISTED BY FEDERAL EXAMINERS UNDER SECTION 7 OF THE VOTING
RIGHTS ACT, 42 U.S C, 1977c 1565-218a1 (FNI 121

State	 Total People	 Non-white	 People	 White People

	

Listed	 Listed	 Listed

Alabama (FN1131	 66,539	 61,239	 5,300

Georgia 1101141	 3,557	 3,541	 16

Louisiana IFN1151	 26,978	 25,136	 1,842

Mississippi IFN116]	 70,448	 67,685	 2,763

South Carolina IFN1171	 4,654	 4.638	 16

Total	 172.176	 162,239	 9,937

•438 APPENDIX B ASSIGNMENT OF FEDERAL OBSERVERS UNDER SECTION S OF THE
VOTING RIGHTS ACT, 42 U L_C. 19731 BY YEAR AND STATE. 1966.2000 [FN S

TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE

•444) Appendix C

EXCERPTS FROM PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO INERROGATORIES AND REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION
OF DOCUMENTS, U.S. v. Conecuh County FN 120'

A white voter waiting in line to vote woad to white poll official John P. Bewley' that she was unable to obtain a yellow
sample ballot distributed by the Alabama Democratic Confereace. The black voter standing most in lice had such a ballot.
Mr. Bewley stated, "You ain't ]sic] of the right color." During the same da y . Mr. Bewley stated to federal observer Riddle,
"See, the niggers bring in these yellow marked ballots. Tin nigger preachers trot the riggers down bete, you ktnw. They tell
them how In vote. I don't think Iha1s tight' )F. J2)j

Poll officials instructed white registered voters to confirm their regiwnsiun status in the office of the Probate Judge. Black
voters whose tarns were not on the list were in each instance simply told that they could no( vote. and were given no
instruction by poll officials. While 501cr Saltcfs name did slot appear on the list, and Ms. Sailer acknowledged Oral she
resided Ina rural preciaet and ml m box 11-1. Ms. Salta nevertheless was allowed to vote an unchallenged ballot directly
on the machine. LN 1721

Ms. Lewis, who required assistance because of a vision problem, signed the poll List and stated thin she wished for her
companion (unidentified) to provide essispnre in voting for her. White poll official  Witniham soot, "Cant nobody go in
there with you." After a pause. Mr. Windham stated to Ms. Lewis, "you can rill out an affidavit and then she can go in with
von. Can't you Ireadit" Mr. Windham's tone and manner were sufficiently abrasive that Ms. Lewis left the voting place.
Same moments later she was observed to remark to a compamoq who was trying to persuade her 10 make another attempt to
vote. "I've done had trouble with them nvice before and Pm not begging them any more. Fm rat scared but Pm not begging
an body." Ms. Lewis returned accompanied by Mr. Richard Rabb. 011001 lime the Chair of the Ceaeeak county Branch of
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the Alabama Democratic Corden:noc. Ms. Lewis was allowed to vote, and the poll officials provided necessary assistance
with the affidavit. Ms. Lewis remained very upset and remarked, 'Why couldnt they have Id me vole to begin with?'
LIa1

Black valets at box 9-I (Old Town) were told throughout the day of the October 12. 1982 special nmoff election. that no
more than two voters were allowed in the polling place at one lime. This '441 restriction was imposed on 311-35 occasions.
lass, intake wcro white voters required to conform to this procedure, and the poll officials allowed as mam • as five white
valets in the polling place at a time. LFf1Z4j

Ms. Stacey enforced the limilalion on the amount of time a voter could spend in the booth in a random and discriminatory
fashioa She enforced the timimtion againnl black voters more frequently than against while voters. During the last boater
voting the requirencnt was applied exclusively against black persons. On at least two occasions she told black voters that
their lime had elapsed wheet in fact it had tel. (FN125)

During We course of the day. poll officiate addressed all black voters by their first oamcs. Older satiric voters were
addressed by We wuncsy titles of Mr. acrd Ms. (I12lij

White poll otTnial Jams Ellis initiated my procedures for assistance ofblack voters. Without notice to any person, Mr.
Ellis required assistors accompanying voles into the polling place to remain 30 feet outside the polls until Mr. Ellis bad
finished interviewing the voter and summoned the assistor. J yy )ZhI

Poll officials who assisted black voters did not read the ballot to the valets or otherwise advice the voters of the molests
and the candidates. They simply asked the voters, 'Who do yen want to vote fofl

Poll official Lois Stacey marked the ballot for a valet she was assisting in contests in which the voter did ant express a
prefcavice,

sass

Poll officials ftequently served as assisturs without asking voters recei ving assistance who they wanted to assist them. On
a number of occasions, poll officials serving as assisto,s did not read the complete ballot to the voters. 11f12.u'1

*442 Appendis D

JURISTICTIONS CURRENTLY CERTIFIED FOR FEDERAL EXAMINERS UNDER SECTION 3(A)OF
THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT FFN1291

State	 Jurisdiction	 Term of certification

Illinois	 Town of Cicero October 23, 2000 order, effective until December

31, 2005.

Louisiana	 St. Landry	 December 5, 1979 order, effective 'until further

Pariah	 order of the court."

Michigan	 City of	 August 7, 2000 order, effective until December 31,

Hamtramck	 2003.

New Jersey Passaic County June 2, 1999 order, effective until December 31,

2003

New Mexico Bernalillo	 April 27, 1998 order, effective until June 30.

County	 2003.

Cibola County April 21. 1994 order, effective until April 21,

2004 (originally certified by December 17, 1984

order).

Sandoval County September 9, 1994 order, effective until at least
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September 9, 2004 (originally certified by

December 17, 1984 order).

Socorro County April 11, 1994 order, effective until April 11,

2004.

Utah San Juan County December 31, 1998 order, effective until December

31, 2002 (originally certified January 11, 1984

order)

•443 Appendi E
TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE

•462 Appeodix F

FEDERAL OBSERVER REPORT

Names of Federal Observers: 	 Arrival Time	 Departure

Polling Site Name and Location! Ward and Election Districts (WD/ED):

I. SITE AND VOTING LOCATIONS

Describe any signs/ounvard indicators to locate the polling place:

Were signs bilingual? Yes _ No _

Describe any sigus/outmne indicators to locate the voting location inside the binding:

Were signs bilingual? Yes _ No

•463 If. TELEPHONE

Was a tcicphonc available for one at the polling place? YLa_ No _

Whore was Ft?

Did you observe election officials using the telephone m any tins, to comaet election officials? If so. noire what
cut	 s7
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Ill. INITIAL SET- UP OF POLLING PLACE (For FIRST SITE only...one for each targeted ED)

WDIFD _&uscore

What lime did elation olTicials arrive?

Did board members have a chock list for availability and posting of bilingual nancrials? Ycs _ No

Did Ib) remove all We materials from their supply packet and review Wcm?

Yes	 No

Did the board members read the board e[rcprcne certificate (pay stub) before signing Yes_ No_

At what time was the ED open for voting? _ If the ED was nut ready far voters at the poll opening time. were any voters
tuned away? Yes _ No _

If yes, how many were turmd away?

Additional observations during set-tp:

•Ki IV. CLOSURE OF POLLING PLACE (For LAST SITE only...one for each targeted ED)

WD/1D

What line did election otlicials begin shrilling down?_. What time was the voting machine shut down?

Did voters show up after the machires were shirt down? Yes_ No_

If so, how marry•? _ If so, were the y allowed to vote? Yes_ No_ Haw?

What time did the polls close? - Were any persons is line? Yes _ No _ If yes, how areas'

Wcm all persons in line allowed to vole? Yes_ No 	 If ooL wln prevented them from voting and what reasons if any,
were given?

Whatlinre did election offxials leave?

Additional observations during closing:
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•465 V. POLLING SITE OFFICIALS

TABULAR OR GRAPHIC MATERIAL SET FORTH AT THIS POINT IS NOT DISPLAYABLE
*466 VI. DESCRBrHON OF POLLING PLACE

Draw a diagram of the polling place that shows the following:

Location of voting mac)Iinea or booths.

Location oftablcs for election officials for all E.D.'s (Idamfi, electoral district number.)

Location of: (MB) Master Board Worker, (1) Judge (I) Inspector, (M) Mcmbcr. (f) Translator. (C) Challenger. (P) Police
Officer. (Z) Investigator, (D) Deputy Attorney General. and Federal observers (0).

Location of telephome, if any.

Location of the provisional ballot bag (orange bag)

The route from the building entrant to soling site (describe if ncocssaev)

Label the location of Spanish and English language voting instnrctions, signs, or cards (Labeled by number (see pg. 6) and
by language E = Fnglkh S = Spanish or B=Bilioyval)

VII. BILINGUAL MATERIALS

WD/ED

Use the following table to indicate where Ur. following arc, circling which items were in English using (E), which were in
Spanish using (S). and which were bilingual using (B).

Where

located?

ITEMS TYPICALLY ON WALLS, TABLES ETC.

1) Sample voting machine ballot E,	 S.	 B

2) Voter Rights Pamphlet E,	 S,	 B

3) Vote Here/No Voter Turned Away sign S.	 S.	 B

4) Board worker's name tags N/A

5) Voter Complaint Forms Available Here table sign E.	 S.	 B

6) Voter instructions sign S.	 S.	 B

7)	 "Write in" instructions sign E.	 S.	 B

0) Interpreter available sign S

9) Passaic County Superintendent of Election Poll book E
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10) Voter authority slip. (booklet) B

11) Challenge forms (e forma) E,	 S

22) Challenger Instructions sign E,	 S

13) Voter's complaint forms (2 forms) E,	 S

14)	 Provisional ballot Instruction sign E,	 6,	 B

ITEMS TYPICALLY WITHIN BALLOT BOOTH

15)	 Instructions on what to do if assistance needed inside E,	 S,	 B

of voting booth

16) Machine instructions (how to operate the machine) E.	 S.	 B

17) Voting strips (candidate names) E,	 6,

B

ITEMS ACCESSIBLE TO BOARD WORKERS

18) Pre-addressed postage paid envelopes for complaint	 N/A

forms

19) County polling place material checklist (for board 	 E

worker's use)

20) Affirmation of residency	 E, 6, B

21) Provisional ballots	 E, S. B

22) 3 Simple steps to voting	 E. S. B

•460 VIII. CHART SUMMARY

1. LANGUAGE ASSISTANCE FROM CHART A

Did you obsen'e any voters who received assistance in Spanish:

From bilingual baud wmkessl Yes_No_ How mam?_

From bilingual banslators? Ycs _No _Haw many? _

From bilingual challcngcrs? Ycs _ No _ How many? _

Number of disability certificates used? _

2. PERSONS NOT RECEIVING LANGUAGE ASSISTANCE (RCcord spccifc instances on Chart B)

3. PERSONS VOTING WITHOUT ASSISTANCE BY PROVISIONAL OR EMERGENCY BALLOT (Record specific
instances on Chart C)

Did you ohserve any valets who were not permitted locale by machine? Yes _No_
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(yes. how maaw? _ Of those. 1mw many were Hispanic? _

a) Wcm they permined to vote a provisional ballot! Yes _ How man y? _ Of Otiose, how many were

Hispanic? - Explain the pmcess, including wkd the board member did with the completed ballot:

b) Were they permitted to vote an emergency ballet? Yes _ How runty? _ Of (hose, how ttravy were

Hispanic? _ Explain the process, including what the board member did wills We completed ballot

• l69 VIT1. CHART SUMMARY (Continued)

4. PERSONS NOT PERMITTED TO VOTE (Record specific instances on Chart 0)

Did you observe any voters who were turned away and not permitted to vote? Yes _ No _

If yes. how team'? _ Of those. bow many wve Hispanic? _ Explain the process:

5. PERSONS CHALLENGED (Record specific instances on Chats El

Did you observe an)' volcts being challenged? Yes _No

If yes how many? _ Of these. how many were Hispanic?

a) Were they permitted to vote? Yes No How octet•? Of those, bow many were Hispanic? _ Euplainitre
process including wlmt the board member did with 11w completed ballot:

b) Did the challenger complete a Challengers affidavit for all persons challenged? Yes _ No _ If no. How many?_
What were the [aces of each?

•470 IX. GENERAL QUESTIONS ON ASSISTANCE (Individual accounts of language assislauce ate to be recorded on
Chun A)

1. Was Spanish language assistance available when you were pmarnt at the site?

Yes No _ If not, specify WDIED, record time frames and circumsWU,es.

2. Were them any voters who wrote unable to sign their names?

Yes_ No_

If yes, were they Spanish speaking? Yes _ No _Were Ihey offered assistance in casting their hallo[! Yes _ No

If so, in what language? _ If no. cuplain:

3. Did you observe voters who verbally sought or appeared to have needed assistance but did not receive it? Yes _ No
- If yes, explain. Include WD/ED.

4. Wbat was the average waiting line for assisLVme?

•471 5. Did anyone bring a personal assistor (i.e.. a n:lative or a friend)? Yes _ No _ How mare?

H)ros, seem voters alowed to take a personal assistor into the booth? Yes _ No_ if on, explain:

6. Were voters informed dart was a lime limit on low long a voter could lake to cast We ballot?
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Yes _ No_ If so, what was the rime Snail?

Was it eefoned? Yes_ No _ If so, explain:

7. Were voters permitted to bring masked sample ballots or other election material into the voting booth?

Yes_ No _ If an, explain

II. Based on your observation of assistance, for each ED. c plain generally what happens to the voles who nods language
assistance from the time they enter We polling place muil they leave.

*172 X. TREATMENT OF HISPANIC VOTERS AND HISPANIC BOARD WORKERS

I.Did yon observe am Hispanic voter being treated rudely (describe the actual words used and actions taken) by a board
worker or tmnslaror? Yes No If yes. please a plain. Use additional sheets or back of paper if necessary. Please
obtain the names and ward and district of Board Workers involved.

2. Did yon observe any Hispanic outlier bilingual board worker being treated rudely by a board worker?

Yes_ No _ If yes, please obtain the names and ward and district of Board Workers involved

XI. GENERAL

1. Desrnbe any specific problems that occumd brit arc not recorded elsewhere inthe report

2. Describe the nature and ectent of your contact with board workers including any noteworthy contact. Please identify by

name and election district, and a rplain.

*473 CHART AASSISTANCE IN A MINORITY LANGUAGE (CtIECKLIST)(Purpose: record
the assistance process) WD/ED_

Votes

Language spoken:_

Time begin: _ Time end:

Name of: board worker / translator / challenger:

Who initialod the e000acl?

In what language?_

Assistance oarurcd: (circle) inside booth outside booth. Was a Disability Ccrtiftcalc Used? (circle one) Yes No

How was the ballot cast? (circle one) machine / provisional / emergency

If soled by provisional or emergency ballot. slate reason for not being permitted to vote on the machine:

Did the official providing assistance (circle response):

ask if assistance was needed? YES / NO In English or Spanish?

ask voter for choice ofassislor? YES / NO luEnglisbor Spanish?
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coplain how to operate the machitt7YES / NO io English or Spanish?

allow assistar iolo booth YES / NO in English or Spanish?

(English speaking board worker) play a role when the translator provided assistance? YES / NO in English or Spanish?

interpret each preposition on the ballot (if applicable)? YES / NO in English or Spanish?

name each candidate on the ballot?YES / NO in English or Spanish?

cvplain When, the voter can vote for more than one

candidate for an office (if applicable)? YES / NO in English or Spanish?

•474 rsplain write-in pnxedmes (if applicable)? YES / NO in English or Spanish?

offer a voter rights pamphlet? YES / NO in English or Spanish?

What else happened during this assisunce rot captured by the above quest/oaf'

CHART BVOTERS NOT RECEIVING LANGUAGE ASSISTANCE(Pmposc: record infomwlion
about voters who raced language assistance but do not wive i1) Name Race Time

WD/ED
Address Language spoken

Dfdthevoterrequestoraskforassistance? Yes / No

Did the voter appear ro need assis ance? Yes / No

E y es, state observations:

•475 CHART CVOTING WITHOUT ASSISTANCE (by Provisional or Emergency- Ballot)
(Purpose: record the provisional and emergency ballot process) (For race use:

(A) for Asian, (B) for Black, (H) for Hispanic, (W) for White) Name Raft Timc
Wet/ED

Address Language spoken

How Voted (circle) Provisional Enrcrgem

Reason for out being permihed to vote no nrxhiec:

•476 CHART DPERSONS NOT PERMITTED TO VOTE IN ANY MANNER(Aapose: record
turn-aways) (For race use: (A) for Asian. (B) for Black, (H) for Hispanic, (W)

for White) Name Time
Address Race

Language Spoken

Name/lisle of official not Manning vote WD/ED

Reason for cot pc+mitting?rote

What did the official suggest the veer do in order to vote!
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Was the voter offered a provisional ballot? Yes / No

Reason voter believes Wsbe should be pemritted m vote

Referred to Federal Examiner Yes I No

6 477 CHART EPERSONS CHALLENGED(Purpose: record the challenge process) (For
race use: (A) for Asian, (B) for Black. (H) for Hispanic. (W) fm White) Name

of Challenger (Race) Name of Voter (Race) Vote on Machine (Y or N) Reason for
Challenge Did the challenger communicate, directly with the voter? What was

said? Trenanem of voter?
WORK SHEET

(lotions to answer when you call Io the command center or questions to be prepared to answer when you call into (he
commaed center)

!.Number ofvoters since initial or Last call:

Tim Total Number of Voters Of which the following were Hispanic

178 How arose, voters =tied assistaoce7

Type of assislancc needed?

Pmvisional/Eo ergercy young

Materials - available by W D/ED:

Bilingual Board Workers or Translators available by W/DID:

Ate, Master Board Wooers. Challengers. Police. Plain Clothes Investigator, or Press present?

"179 Appendix C

(oterfe ens laws

Alabama

f labarta 5 (1.15-1. Grounds

The election of any person declared elected to any office which is filled by We vote of a single county, or to the office of the
said elections a qualified elector for any of the following causes - offers to bribe, briber y, imimidation or other malcotduct
calculated to pmvcm afar free and full exercise of time elective franchise.

Cede of Alabwna s 14-2;- I. Bribing or atmrr-qrtirg to influence voter.

Any person who, by bribery or offering to bribe, or by any other wrape many, attempts to influence any elector in giving
his vote, or deter him from giving the same, or to disturb. or to hinder him in the free exercise of the right of suffrage, at any
election. must, on conviction, be fired not less than $511 nor mom than $SW.

Q,xadruf Alsbama' 1. 7-2"i-a. Disturbing elector on election day.

Any person who, on election day. disturbs or prevents. or anengns to prevent, any elector from freely- casting his ballot
must, on conviction, be fined hit less than 55W150 nor more than $1,000.00. and also sentenced to laud labor for the county,
or imprisoned in the county jail for not less than six months me more than one year.
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Alaslm

AI:nia Statute 0 15_V:O3p. Unlawful interference with voting in the first degree

A person commits the crime of unlawful interference with voting in the fast degree if the person: 1) uses, threatens to use,
or causes to be used force, coercion, violence, or restrsua. or inflicts, threatens to inflict, or causes to be inflicted damage,
harm, or loss. upon or ageing amlha person to induce or compel Thal person to vote or refrain from voting in an election or
2) knowingly pays, offers to pay, or causes to be paid mercy or other valuable thing to a person to vote or refrain from voting
in an election: or solicits, accepts. or agrees to accept moony onetime valuable gong with I1st intent to vote loner refrain from
soling fora caudidate at an election or for an election proposition or question

•480 Ari nml

Arica a Re-ivrd Smmre) 16-t•rI t Coercion or imimidarion of elector, classification.

It is unlawful for a person krrowingy; 1) Directly or indinctly. to make use of force, violence or restraint, or to inflict or
threaten infliction, by himself or through any other person, of any injur y. damage, harm or loss, or in any scorner to practice
intimidation upon or against any person in order to induce or compel such person to vote or refrain from voting for a
particular person or toca are at any election provided by law, or on account of such parson having voted or refrained from
voting at an election, 2) By abduction. duress or any forcible or fmudulem device or contrivance whatever, to impede,
prevent or otherwise intcrfcrc with lime free c.crcisc of the elective franchise of any voter, or to compel. induce or to prevail
upon a voter either b cast or refrain from casting his vote man election, or to cast or refrain from casting his vote for any
particular person or measure mars election

Arkansas

Adausas Cade of i 9ii7 Anntaleri; "-I-1 1. Miscellaneous felonies - penalties.

It shall be unlawful for any- person to make any threat or attempt to intimidate any elector or the family. business, or
profession artist elector. and it shall be unlawful to attempt to prevent any qualified clec(orfrom voting at any election.

California

Ceirfonrru Etecriun Code § ltDIt). Use of the m influence voting.

Every person who makes use of or threatens to make use of any force, violence. or lactic of coercion or intimidation, to
induce or compel any other person to vote or refrain from voting m any election or to vote or refrain from voting for any
particular person or measure at an y election, or because any person voted or refrained from voting at any election or voted or
refrained from voting for arts particular person or measure at any election is guilty of a felony punishable by imprisonment in
the sate prison for 16 months or two or three years. Every person who hires or arranges for toy other person to make use of
or threaten to make use of ass force, violence, or tactic of coercion or intimidation, to induce or compel any other person to
vote or refrain from voting at any election or to vac or refrain from voting far arty particular person or measure at any
election, or because any person voted or refrained from voting al any election or voted or refrained from •481 voting for any
particular person or mcasurc m any election is guilty of a felony punishable by imprisonment in the state prison for 16
months or two or three vars.

Colorado

a1gLar du Retired Statute 6 1-11-711. Interference with voter while voting.

Any person who interferes with any voter who is inside the iouuediate voting area or is making a ballot or operating a
voting machine at any election provided by law is gmilly of a misdemeanor and, upon convictionthereaf. shall be punished as
provided in section 1-13-111.
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Connecticut

C nnfrricvt C-__-rd Srn nr a; 5'tI! y_, Dispersion of riotous assembly.

Diambance of meetings and elections. Refusal to assist public officer. Breach of the peace; intimidation; libel. Indecent or
harassing telephone calls. Disorderly conduct. False information concerning bombs. Loitering. Soliciting from oceepams of
vehicles.

Delaware,

Delaware Code Annotated • II Del. C. k 1207. Intpmper infhtcrcc; Class A misderneanor.

A person is guilty of improper influence when the person threatens unlawful harm to am person with intern to influence the
laller's decision. opinion, recomoendaaion, vote or other exercise of discretion as a public servant party officer or voter

Delaware Code Aneolated - IS Del. C. § 5303. Civil remedy for interference with voting.

Whoever, being a duty qualified elector of this State according to the Constitution and laws thereof is prevented from
voting, or obstructed in his or her edbn to vole at any election, by reason of my interference by any person or persons, or
military power. or other power, cvcreising or attempting to c etcisc force, intimidation or threats, or requiring any
qualifications or conditions unknown to such Constitution and laws, shall be deemed and taken to have suffered private
damage and injury, and shall have civil remedy thereof, in the court of this Slate, by civil action against every person who
promoted such interference, whether by active participation, orbs advising counseling. or in anywise encouraging the some.

•482 District of Columbia

}1 C. Code ti I-1 10 11.14. Corrupt ele•tion practices

Any person who stroll register. or attempt to register, or vote or attempt to vote under the provisions of this subchapter and
make any false represeautiom as to his or her qualifications for registering or voting or for bolding elective office, or be
godly ofviofaling)_I_1_0(,u71AI(jI Qj, i.Jf43J 09,§ ,. L•1Lr'JJ2. or§ 1-j l.la" or beguilty of bribery or intimidation
of any voter also election. or being registered, shall vote or aaempl to vote more than once in any election so held, or shall
purloin or secrete any of die votes east in an election, or attempt m vote in an election held by a political party oiler than Thal
to which he or she has declared himself or herself to be affiliated, or, if employed in the counting of votes in nay election held
pursuam to this subchapter, knowingly make a false report in regard thereto. and every candidate, person, or official of any
political committee who shall knowingly mike any er perdilure or contribution in violation of Chapter II of this title, shall,
upon conviction, be fined not mom than 11 (1,100) or be imprisoned tool mom than 5 years, or both.

Florida

Florida Statutes 101.9 315. Voting rights: deprivation of, or interference with, prohibited; penalty.

No person, whether acting under color of law or otherwise, skill intimidate. threaten. or coerce. or attempt to intimidate,
threaten, or coerce, any other person for do purpose of interfering with the right of such Other person to sate or mt to vote as
that person may choose, or for the purpose of causing such other pursue to vote for, or not vote for, anti candidate for nee
office at any general, special. or primary election held solely or in pan for the purpose of selecting or electing any such
candidate.

Georgia

1̂ffiS i " IiLGS1fL	 "s^lLAn'^S3kSL•1 'J I=?•51 Interference with primaries and elections generally.

Amy person who uses or thnsters violence to any poll officer or interrupts or improperly interferes with the execution of his
or her duty: willfully blocks or alten>pls to block the avenue to the door of any polling place: uses or Ilneatens violeu:e to any
elector to prevcot him or her from soling.
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•483 Hawaii

"awaii Rceised Stahrtes Ame,t0e _t 19-3. Election frauds

Every person who, directly, personally or through another, makes use of, or tbteateas to make use of, any force. violence, or
restraint; or inflicts or threatens to inflict any injury, damage. or loss in any mamter. or in am way practices intimidation
upon or against am person in order to induct or compel the person to vole or refrain from voting, or to vote or rcfmin from
voting for any particular person or party, at any clation or on amount of the person having voted or refiaincd from voting,
or voted or refrained from voting for am particular person or party; or who by abduction, distress, or any device or
contrivance impedes. prevents. or otherwise interferes with the free exercise of the elective franchise.

Idaho

Iy 	 %-,^311. Riotous conduct and interfcmncc with election

Any person who willfull y disturbs, or is guilty of any- riotous conduct at or rear, any election place or voting precinct, with
intent to disturb the souse, or interferes with the access of the electors to the polling plae or in any manner, with the free
exercise of the election frasltise of the voters, or any voter there assembled or disturbs or interfem with the canvassing of
the votes, or with the making of lire returns, is guilty of a misdcntamr.

Illinois

Illinois Compiled Statutes Annotated 10 ILCS 5/29-to. Conspiracy to prevrom vote- liability.

Conspiracy to prevent vote--Liability. If 2 or more persons conspire to prevent by force, intimidation, threat, deception,
forgery or bribery any person from registering to vote, or preventing art y person lawfully entitled to vote from voting, or
preventing any person from supporting or opposing, in a legal npnner, the nomination or election of any person for public or
political party offna. or a proposition voted upon at an y election, or to injure any person or such person's property on account
of such vote, support or advocacy, and if one or more persons so conspiring do, attempt or cause to bee done, any act in
f rthc„n,r of the object of such conspiracy, whereby another is irjurcd in his person or property or deprived of having or
exercising am rte, privilege or immunity secured by the Constitution or laws of the United States or the Slate of Illinois
minting to the conduct of elections• voting, or the nomination or election of candidates for public or political party ofcc, all
persons engaged in such conspiracy shall be liable to the party injured or any person affected in am action or proceeding for
redress.

r484 Illinois Compiled Statues Annotated Illinois Cont,4, Artidc 3i 2. Elections.

All elections shall be free and equal. An election is free where the voters are exposed to no intimidation or improper
influence and where each voter is allowed m cast his ballot as his own coracierce dictates: elections are equal when the vote
of each voter is equal in its influence upon the result to the vine of every other elector--when: each ballot ions effective as
every ether hallos. app rirel_T:Ider._St^uh	 r Ill_,^pp^Go. _.'. YL'.J11.?27,.(,i,Q,j51,_j? !.

Indiana

bsiam coaOj.numaied ¢ 3-14-3 .19. Improper collatcml acts or threats to infhtencesotclsyote.

A person who, for the purpose of influencing a voter or cadidate. seeks to enforce the pmnrent of a debt by force or threat
of force or damages the hnfioeas or trade of the voter or candidate commits a Class D felony.

Indiaoo Starnes Annotated g 3-14-3-4. Obstruction or interference with election officers orvrolers,

A person who knowingly obstructs or interferes with an election officer in the discharge of the officer's duty; or knowingly
obstructs or interferes with a voter within 50 feel of the pools; commits a Class D felony.
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Iowa

lows Code : 4 10'. Prohibited acts on election day.

Interrupting, hindering, or opposing any voter while in or approaching the polling place for the purpose of voting is
prohibited on any election day.

ipwgSfftfi. Z.L. Misconduct by election official.

A precinct election official who knowingly causes a voter to cast a vote contrary to the vote's intention or wishes, or
changes any ballot or in any way causes arty vote to be recorded contrary to the intent of the person casting that vote; or
refuses or rejects the vote of any qualified voter commits a serious misdcmcamr.

Kamas

Knlms 5trmte Annonsed 1 25-2415. Intimidation of voters.

Intimidation of voters is io<imidatng. threatening. coercing or attempting to intimidate, threaterc or coerce any person for
the purpose of interfering with the tight of such person to vole or locate as many chose, or of causing such person to vote
for, or not to vote for, any candidate for any olBCc or question submitted at any election.

'JAS Kentucky

t;a! kit(fVlleASl1ett11 _9LnQ 	 ` 112,W. Preventing voter from casting battot–interfering with election.

Any person eke unlawfully prevents or attempts to prevent any' voter from casting his ballot, or intimidates or aucmpls to
intimidate any voter so as to prevent him from casting his ballot, or win unlawfully interferes with the election officers in the
discharge of their duties, shall be guilty of a Class D felony. Amm person who, by himself or in aid of others, forcibly breaks
up or prevents. or attempts to break up or preent, or obstructs or anemins to obstruct, the lawful holding of an election, shall
be guilty of a Class A misdemeanor.

Louisiana

Louisiana Statutes) 14:119. Bnbcry of voters

Bribery of voters is the g iving or offering to give, directly or indirectly, any money, or anything of apparent present or
prospective value to am voter at any general. printery, or special election, or at any' con cation of a meogniecd political
party. with the intent to influence the voter in the casting of his ballot The acceptance of, or the offer to accept directly or
indirectly, any money, or anything of appan:m presets or prospective value, by any such voters under such cinumsrnnces
shall also corWitute bribery of voters. Whoever commits the crane of bribery of voters shall be fined not more than two
thousand dollars or imprisoned with or without hand labor for not more Nan two years, or both for the first offense. On a
second offense, or any succeeding offense. the penalty shall be a fine of not more than five thousand dollars or imprisonment
at hard Libor for not more Than five years, or both.

Louisiana Statutes 18:1462. Acts prohibited on election day: etectonecring: exception: enforcement penalty.

The Legislature of Louisiana rewgnires that the right to vote is a right that is essential to the effective operation of a
democratic governnem. Due to a past, longstanding history of election problems, such as multiple voting, votes being
recorded for persons who did not vote, votes being recorded for deceased persons, voting b y non-residents. vote buying, and
voter intimidation the legislature finds that the state has a compelling interest in snoring a person's right to vote in an
emimnmem which is fax from intimidation, hanssame , confusion, obstnnaion, and undue infhxnec. The legislature.
therefom. enacts this Subsection to provide for a six bundrd fool campaiga4eee woe around potting places to provide to
each voter such an environment in which to exercise his right to vote. Except as otherwise specifically provided by law, it
shall be unlawful for arty person, between the hours of 6:00 am and 9:00 p.m, to perform or cause lobe pedormed any of
the following acts within ant polling place being used in an election an election day or within any place wherein absentee
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voting is being conducted •486 or within a radius of six hundred feet of the entrance 1000) polling place being used in an
election on election day or any place whentin absentee voting is being conducted.

Lwisiaw Revived SCmn	 42-1405. Secrecy ofbafoc interference with voter. penalty.

No person shall interfere or attempt to interfere with any voter when marking his ballot, or erdcavur to iodoee any voter
before voting to show how he is about to mart or bas marked his ballot, or influence or attempt to influence any voter to vote
for or against a particular candidate,, or otherwise violate any of the provisions of this Chapter or ndcs adopted pursuant
Oaaclo. Whoever violates Ibis Section shall be punished in accordance, with R.S. 18:1461. R.S. 14:119, R.S. 14:120. R.S.
14:136, or any other applicable law enacted to punish violations of laws relating to other elections.

l.emisianlg. l aljtj tc 5 18:14'1. Election Offenses: penalties.

No person shall koowingty. willfully. or intentionally: 1) Otter, promise, solicit. or accept mone y or anything of present or
ptospo tivc value to secure or influau a vote or registration of a person. 2) Intimidate, directly or irdircctly, any voter or
prospective voter in matters concerning voting or nonvoting or registration or nomegistmlion. 3) Offer money or anything of
present or prospective value or use. directly or indirectly. an y form of intimidation to irrttuencv the action or encourage
inaction of any public official with regard to the duties of his office or to influence a commissioner or watcher in his decision
to serve or trot to serve as such or in the perfornamee of his duties on election day. Whoever violates any provision of Ibis
Section shall be Coed rot more than one Thousand dollars or be imprisoned for nut mot: than on year, or both. 00 a second
offense, or any succeeding offense. We penalty shall be a fmc of rot more than two thousand five hundred dollars or
imprisonment for not more Wan five, years. orboth.

Maine

Maine Revised Statutes - 21-A. M. R. S. § 674. Violations and penalties

A person commits a Class E crime if that person interferes with a voter attempting to cast a vote or interferes with or
attempts to influence a voter in madding that voter's ballot.

Maryland

Maryland Annotated Code. Article 33. g 1[.2(11. 0ffcrucs relating to voting.

GeremRv, a person may not willfully and knowingly inthsnce or attempt to infltxnce avoter's voting decision through the
run of force, threat, menace, iraimidation, brbery, reward, or offer of reward.

•487 Maryland Aswreetrd Cade Article,):; 5 16-tot, Offenses relating to registration.

(tenerally. a person nosy' not willfully and knowingly prevent hinder, or delay a person having a lawful right to register
form registering, through the use of force, threat, menace, intimidation. bribery. reward, or offer of reward.

Massachusetts

MassaetnocUS Annotated Laws Chapter 56,) 29. Interfering with voter.

Whoever willfully red without lawful authority hinders. delays or interferes witfl or aids in hindering. delaying or
interfering with, a voter while on his way to a primary. csxus or election, while within Ile, guard rail, while matting his
ballot or while voting or alcmpting to vote, or endeavors to induce a voter, before depositing his ballot, to disclose how he
marks or has marked it shall be punished b y a fine, of not more than free hundred dollars or by imprisonment for nut more
than one year.

Massachusetts Amutated Laws Chapter 56, § 30. Willfull y obstructing voting.

Whoever willfully obstructs the voting at a primary . caucus or election shall he punished by a fine, of not more than one
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hundred dollars.

Massachusetts Annotated Laws - Chapter 56. § 31. Illegal Challenging. Any person challenging a qualified voter for
purposes of intimidation, or of ascertaining how he voted or for any other illegal purpose shall be punished by a fine of not
more than one hundred dollars.

Michigan

Michigan Compiled Laws Service ¢ 168.931. Prohibited conduct; violation as misdcmramr, 'valuable cormderation.-

A person is godly of a ®wnsreaoor if that person either dually or indvally, discharge or threaten m discharge an
employee arise person for the purpose of influencing the employee's vote al an election.

Michigan Compiled Laws Service) 160.932. Prohibiled corrhoet riolalion as felony.

A person shall not attempt, by means of bribery, menace, or other corrupt mevry or device. either directly or indirectly, to
infuenec an elector in giving his or her vote. or ro deter the elector from, or interrupt the elector is giving his or her vote at
any election held in this state is guilty of a felony.

54 Minncsola

MiMMSn4 Statutes f 624 72. Inlcrfercncc with use of public property.

For the purpose of protecting the free, proper and lawful access to. egress from and proper use of public property, and for
the purpose of protecting the conduct of public business therein or thereon, free from interference. or disruption or the threat
thereof, the legislature or any public officer, agency or board having the supervision thereof rmry to Oed end promulgate
reasonable rules and regulations. Whoever, intentionall y. or through coercion. force or intimidation, denies or interferes with
the lawful right of another to the free access to or egress from or In use or remain in orupon public property or in like manrcr
interferes with the transaction of public business then:in or thereon may be sentenced to imprisonment for rot mars than one
year or allot of rot more than $3,000 or both.

M;mssnla Stgw(cj f¢LC.OG. Conduct in and near polling places.

Lingering near polling place. An individual shall be allowed to go to and from the polling place for cite purpose of voting
without unlawful interferemz. No one esoept an election official  or an individual who is wailing to register or to vote shall
stand within 1191 feel of the entrance to a polling place. The entrance to a polling place is the doorway or point of entry
leading into the mom or area where voting is occurring. A violation of this subdivision is a gross misdemeanor.

Min wsota Slolme 5 21 18.07. Undue influence on voters prohibited

A person may rot directly or indirectly use or threaten faux, coercion, violence, restraint, damage, harm, loss, ineludiug
loss of enq,loymenl or eeonotmc reprisaL undue infueuce, or temporal or spiritual injury against an individual to compel the
individual to vote for or against a candidate or ballot question. Abduction, duress, or farad tO ml be used to ohsWCl or
prevent lire free exercise of the right to vote of a voter at a poimmy or election, or compel a voter to vote al a primary or
election. Violation of this section is a gross misdemeanor.

Mississippi

Miasi<:ilrolfock.Anrouitsly 24-17-59. Unlawful to interfere with or influence vole of elector.

It is unlawful for a person to interfere with or influence the vote of an elector on a measure by means of violence, threats
intimidation, enforcing the pay meen of a debt, bring a suit or criminal prosecution, any threat or action affecting a persons
conditions of employment other covupt means.

•409 Mrjistiprrrrtcjioonrlxtrgj_114 7. Threats and imimidalio4 whilceapputg.
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Any person or persons who shall by pl Bards. or other writ a,y or verbally, attempt by threats, direct or implied, of injury m
the person or property of another. to intimidate such other person into an abandonment or change of horse or employment
shall upon conviction, be fired not evcxeding five hundred dollars, or imprisoned in the county jail tot exceeding six months.
or in the penitentiary not exceeding five years, as the court in its discretion map determine.

.ii_ ,(
+ CgrynLae•) . n_I _{. Compiracy.

If two or more persons conspire either to prevem another from exercising a lawful trade or calling, or doing any other lawful
act by force, threats, intimidation. or by imerfcring or threatening to interfere, with loots. impkmcnls, or property belonging
toot used by another, or with the use of employment thereof; or to overthrow or violate the laws of thus stale through fotee,
violence. threats, intimidation, or otherwise;

Missouri

Revised Statutes of Ito Slate of Missouri § 155.631) Three hours off work to vote--interference by employer a class four
offense.

Any person entitled to vote at any election held within this slate shall, on We day of such election be entitled to absent
himself from any services or employment in which he is then engaged or employed. for a period of three hours between We
lime of opening and the lime of closing the polls for the purpose of voting, and any such absence for such purpose shall rot
be reason for the discharge of or the three to discharge any such person from such services or employment; and such
employee, if he votes, shall not because of so absenting himself, be liable to any penalty or discipline. nor shall nov
deduction be node on account of such absence from his usual s Lary or wages; provided, however. that request shall be made
for such leave of absence prior to the day of election, and provided further, that this section shall nut apply to a voter on the
day of election if then are three successive hours while the polls am open in which he is not in the service of Ms employer.
The employer may specify am three hours between the time of opening and the time of closing the polls during which such
employee may absent himself.

Revised Statutes of the State of Missouri § 155.115. Polling places, how designated, exception—notice to voters—voters rot
required to go to route than one polling place-elderly and handicapped polling places, common site.

Each election within its jurisdiction, pc election authority shall designate a polling place for each precinct within which am
voter is cmitled to vote m the election. No person shall be acquired to go m more than arc polling place m vote on the smrc
day. Each local election authority may •49(t designate one common site as an election day polling place designed for
accesntiliw to the handicapped and elderly. In addition to being able to supply such voters with heir appropriate ballots, and
being open during regular voting hours, such a polling place such otherwise be staffed and operated in accordance with law.

Montana

Mommns ('ode Annotated) 45-7-102. Threats and other improper influence in official oral political matters.

A person commits an offense under this section if the person purposely or knowingly Ilnealcns harm to any person, the
persons spouse, child, patent. or sibling, or the person's property with the purpose to influence the person's derision opinion,
recommendation, vole. or other escreisc of discretion Inn public servant, party official, or voter.

)rlommna Code Auno al gid g 13,5-218. Coercion or undue influence of voters.

No person. directly or indinxlly. by himself or any other person in his behalf, in order to induce or compel a person to vole
or refrain from voting for ray candidate, the ticket of any political party, or any ballot issue before the people. mac use or
threat to tine am force, coercion, violence, restraint, or undte influence against any person; or inflict or threaten to inflict, by
himself or any other person say temporal or spiritual injury, damage, harm, or loss upon or against any person.

Nebraska
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Revised Statutes of Nebraska Anromled § 35-1510 Interference with voter re istration; penalty.

Any person who causes am' breach of the peace or uses an y disorderly vrokncc or threat of violence which impedes or
hinders am- registration of voters or revision of voter registration lists or interferes lawfnl proceedings alarm deputy registrar
shall be guilty of a Class 3 misdemeanr.

Raised Statutes of Nebraska Annotated) 32-910. Polling places: abstractions prohibited; restrictions on access.

Any judge or clerk of election, precinct or district inspector. shcrilt or other peace officer shall clear the passageways and
prevent abstraction of the doors or entries and provide free ingress to and egress from the polling place building and shall
arrest any person obstructing such passageways.

•491 Nevada

Nevada Revised Statics Armoured 9 293.7111 Intimidation of voters

It is unlawful for am person in connection with any election or petition, whether acting himself or through another person
in his behalf. to: (a) Use or threaten to use any force, caercion, violence restraint or undue influence: (b) Inflict or threaten to
inflict any physical or mental hljuty. damage. burnt or loss upon the person or progeny of another:

New Hampshire

New Hampshire Revised Stantes Annotated 0 354-A:1 I Interference, Coercion or Intimidation.

It shall be an unlawful discriminatory act to coerce, intimidate, threaten or interfere with am person in the exercise or
enjoyment of, or on account of having cscrciscd or crroycd, urns account of having aided or encouraged any other person in
the exercise or enjoyment of, any right granted or protected by this chapter.

New Hampshire Revised Stanns Annulated § 659:40 Bribing; Tmimidatiorc

No person shall dircclly or indiroclly bribe or intimidate any voter rat to vote or to vote for or against any question
submitted to votes or In vote furor against any ticket or candidate for office at any election Whoa cr violates the provisions
of this section shall be guilty as provided in RSA 641:2 or RSA 6111:3.

New Jersey

N^ •a . lcru:v $4y!lus^_I_is-2Ji. Obstructing or interfering with voter.

No person shall by abduction. duns or am forcible or fraudulent device or contrivance whatever. impede, prevent or
otherwise interfere with the free exercise of the elective franchise by any voter. or compel, induce or prevail upon any voter
either to vote or refrain from voting at any election, or to vote or refrain from voting far any particular person or persons at
any election.

New Jersey Slalucs § 19:34-5. Interference with conduce of election.

No person shall, during an election, with intent to hinder or delay same, or m hinder or delay any voter in the preparation of
his ballot, remove or destroy any of the ballots or pencils placed in the booths or compartments for the purpose of emoting
the voter to prepare his ballot. Any person willfull y violating any of the provisions of this section shall be guilty of a
misdemeanor and shall be punished by One vol cxceeding five hundred dollars and imprisonment until such fine and the costs
of the conviction um paid.

•492 New Mexico

New Mexico Statues Annotated § 1-20-14. Intimidation
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Intimidation consists of including or attempting to induce fear in am' member of a precinct board, voter, challenger or
watcher by use of or threatened use of force, violence. iofl crion of damage. harm or loss or auy form of economic retaliation,
upon any voter, precinct board member, challenger or watcher for the propose of impeding or preventing the free coercive of
the elective franchise or the ingtartial administration of the Election Code. Whoever commits intimidation is guilty of a
fourth degree felony.

New York

New York Consolidated Laws Service § 17-150. Duress and intimidation of voters.

Airy person or corporation who directly or indirectly: 1) Uses or threatens loose any force, violence or restrain. or talict
or threatens to inflict om injury. damage, harm or loss, or in any otter mature practices mlimidauoa upon or against any
person in order to induce or compel such peon to vote or refrain from voting for or against arty particular person or for or
against arty proposition submitted to voters al such election. or to place or muse to be placed or refrain from placing or
causing to be placed his more upon a registry of voters, or on aauunt of such person laving voted or refrained from voting at
such election, or having voted or refrained from voting for or against am' particular person or persons, or for or against am
preposition submitted to voters at such election, or having registered or refrained from registering as a voter; or. 2) By
abduction, duress or am forcible or fraudulent device or comrivame whatever impedes, prevents or otherwise imerferes with
the free etercise of the elective franchise by any voter, or eompels, induces or prevails upon am voter to give or refrain from
giving his vote furor against arty particular person of am election: or.

North Camtint

North Carolina General Statues § 163-271. Inumidadon of voters by officers made misdernesnor.

It shalt be unlawful for any person holding am office, position, or employment in the State govcmmcnl, or under and with
am department instinrtiors human, board commission or other State agency, or under and with any count y. city. town.
district, or other political subdivision, directly or indirectly, to discharge. threaten to disctwrge, or erase to be discharged, or
otherwise intimidate or oppress am other person in such enrplm • mem on account of am vine such voter or am memher of
his family- nay can, or consider or lateral to cast, or ant to cast or which he may have failed to cast •493 or to seek or
undertake to control arts' vole wldch am srrbordimte of such person pray cast, or consider or intend to cast, or not to tet, by
threat. tatimidatioo. or dccl onion that the positios, urtary. or am pan of the salary of such suhordimtc depends in am
nremtcr whsrsaevcr, directly or indirectly, upon the way in which subordinate or any member of his family casts, or considers
or intends to cast, or not to cast his vote, at arts' primary or election A violation of this section is a Class 2 misdcmcmmr.

North Cam)ira General Statues) 163 .273. Offenses of voters: interference with voters; penalty.

Am' person who shall. in connection with an y' primary or erection in this State. do am' of the acts and things declared in this
suction to be unlawful, shall be guilty of a Class 2 misdemearror. It shall be unlanfsl: I )For am person to interfere with, or
attempt to interfere with, any voter when inside the voting enclosure. 2) For am• person to interfere with, or attempt to
interfere with am voter when marking his ballots.

North Dakota

North 6J:p;g Ccntnry Code x 1? 1-14112. Interference with elections A person is guilty of a class A misdememor if
whether urns! acting trader color of law, be, by force or threat of fame or by economic coercion intentionally: 1)hyunu,
intimidates, or interferes with another because he is or has been rating for am candidate or issue or qualifying to vote,
qualifying or campaigning as a candidate for elective office, or qualifying or acting as a poll watcher or other election
officio!, in any primary , special, or general election. 2) Irqures. intimidates. or interferes with anther in order In prevent him
or any other person from voting for any cardidatc or issue or qualifying to vote, quality ing or campaigning as a candidate for
elective office, or qualifying or acting as apoll watcher or odsr erection official, in am • primary-, special. or general election.

Oldo

l^pjg.t jcg).fp^q	 oteicsl3^`?q-}. Interference with conductofcicction.
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No person shall attempt to intimidate an election officer, or prevent an election official from performing the official duties.

Oklahoma

Oklahoma Statues - 26 OBI. St JJS 113. Imecfereerre with voter or moduct of election

Any person who interferes with a registered voter who is attempting to *494 vote. or any person who mlcntpls to influence
lM role of another by means of force or intimidation, or an) person who interferes with the orderly and lawful conduct of an
election shall be doomed guilty of a misdemeanor.

Oregon

Oregon House Bill 2504. Relating to cloctions.

No person shall obstruct an entrance of a building in which a polling place is located.

Pennsylvania

Pennsylvania Statues - ^Sj',y.3 ^1. Imctfcrace with prim arics and elections; frauds; conspiracy.

If any person shall prcvcm or sucmpt to prevent any election officers from holding any primary or election, Under Ore
provisions of this act or shall use or threaten any violence to any such offimr, or shall inlcmrpt or improperly interfere with
him in the execution of his duty; or shall block up or attempt to block up the avetn e to the door of any polling place; or shall
use or practice any intimidation. threats, force or violence with design to iaflueace unduly or we awe ma y elector, or to
prevent him from voting or restrain his freedom of choice; or shall prepare or present to any election officer a fraudulent
voter's certificate not signed in the polling place by the elector whose certificate h purports to be: or shall deposit fraudulent
ballots in the ballot boo or shall register fraudulent votes upon any voting machine; or shall wiper with any district registev
voting chock list, numbered lists of voters, ballot box or voting machine; or shall conspire with others to commit any of the
offenses herein mentioned. or in any roamer to provost a free and fair primary or election. he shall be guilty of a felony of the
third degrcc, and, upon conviction thereof. shall be sentenced to pay a fare not cscecding $15,000 or to undergo an
imprisonment of ml mom than sc -ca years. or both, in the discretion of the coon.

Petmsylvania Stal as- 25 P ' 704. Peace Officers; to police officer to be within ane hum feet of polling place,
exceptions; prevenoe of soldiers prohibited.

In no event may ally police officer unlawfully use or practice any intimidation. Oncals, force or violence nor, in am , manner,
unduly influence or overawe any elector or pies-cm him from voting or restrain his freedom of choice, nor may any such
police officer electioneer or directly or indirectly attempt to influence the election or electors while within one hundred feet
of a polling place.

•495 Rhode Island

21ndc Isld , gjctot L$ i _$7-23.5. Bribery or intimidation of voters - immunity of %ilncsscs in bribery trials.

Every person who directly or indirectly gives, or offers 10 agree to give, loony elector or to any person for do beret of am
elector, any sum of money or other valuable consideration for the purpose of inducing the elector to give in or withhold that
elector's vote m am c1caion in this slate. or by way of reward for basing voted or withheld that elector's vote, mw-ho uses
airy threat or employs any mans of intimidation for the purpose of infocncing Ore elector to vote or withhold that elector's
vote for or against any candidate or candidates or proposition pending at an election, shall be guilty of a felony, and no
person after conviction of this offense shall be permitted to vote in any election or upon any proposition pending before the
people. 00 10 hold any public office; and no evidence given by any witness testifying upon the trial of any charge of bribery
may be used against the person giving the evidence.

South Cantina
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^i+m	 al_.roiQdp^uatatrel § lti-17-^iO. Assault or intimidation un account of political opinions or exercise of civil
rights.

R is unlawful for a person to assault or intimidate a ciu,en, discharge a citi>cn from employment or oavpation- or eject a
citizen from a routed house, land, or other property because of political opinions or the exercise of political rights and
privileges guaranteed to every citizen by the Constitution. and laws of the United Stales or by the Constitution sod laws of
this State. A person who violates the provisions of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor and. upon conviction, must be
fared nor more than one thousand dollars or imprisoned not norm than two ycus, or both

Sooth Camlim Code lnnntved 4' 7. 13-130. Managers table; guardrail: general armngemen; preservation of right to vote
and secrecy of ballot.

The polling places shall be provided with a Isblc for the ma agenn. The polls shall be provided with a guardrail. so that no
onm "ccpr as lemin aulhorimd shall approach ranter than fi ve feet to the booths in which the voters arc preparing their
ballots. The managers at each voting place shall strange the table, desk or other place upon which the ballot hoses shall be
placed so that there shall be no crowding or confnsion immediately around the boas, and suitable awns shall be provided to
enable each voter to approach the hoses and deposit his ballot without interference or hindrance. The right to vote of each
person so entitled and the secrecy of On: ballot shall be preserved al all limes.

•496 $Iryl 'dg jOgSQd5gttofa j .1-S 1-:( 0. Main tenance of order, police powers of managers.

Managers of election am clothed with such police powers as nov be ncccuamv to carry out the provisions of this amide. The
managers shall possess fall authority In maintain good order at the polls and to enforce obedience to their lawfid commands
during an elation and during the roomer and counting of the voles. All peace offaoers shall answer all such calls for help in
preser ittg the peace as my be made by the managers of ckclion

Somh anfi+u CMe AnnoGtul L1-IZ-! Sal Penalty for failure t assist in maintaining oulcr.

Any person who, when surnamed or called upon by peace officers shall f ail or refuse to assist him in a+a— in the peace
and good order at the polls shall be fined in a sum not to exceed our hundred dollars or impdsorcd ml to exceed 1140, days.

South Carolina C, Afoul" § 7.1_-l.. .. Peace olfccrs shall enter polling place only on ncsucst cots vote.

No sheriff, deputy sheriff. policeman or other officers shall be allowed m come within the polling place exalt to vote
unless summoned into it by a majority of the managers. On failure of am- sheriff, deputy sheriff, policeman or other offaxr to
comply with the provisions of the pnxcdirg sente ce, the managers of cloclion, or one of Them, shall make affidavit agaiont
such sheriff. deputy sheriff. policeman or other officer for his arrest.

^S,y^Camlircn CaJ; .Annot:ued 1-11-17(1 • Procedure when managers fail to attend take charge of. or eordw election.

In case all of the managers shall fail to attend ar the same time and place appointed for holding such poll or shall refuse or
fail to act or in case no mmrogcr has been appointed for such poll it shall be lawful for I go vmas present at We precinct
voting place on that day to appoint from among the qualified voters of such precinct or club the mangers to act as managers
in the place and stead of the absent managers, and anyone of tire managers so appointed shall administer the oath to the other
managers. But if the duly appoiNCd nan agers attend in a reasonable time. they shall take charge of sad conduct the election.

South Dakota

Smith Dakota Cudthc l Laws 5 1]-1n.-7. Eleetionccring, offices communications centers and polling pmhibitcd near
polling place - violation as misdemeanor.

No person may engage in any practice which imeferes with the voter's free access to the polls or disrupts the admiaistmtion
of the polling place, or conduct, on the day of an election, any exit poll or public opinion with voters 0497 within 100 feet of
a polling place.
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Tennessee

Ts_m 	Clydc Amararcd S 2-7-111. Posting of sample ballots and instructions - arrangement of polling place -
reshictior .

The exercise of free speech rights conflicts with amtha fundamental right, the tight to case a haunt in en election free from
the trim of intimidation and fraud.

I'cmmss a Code Arm tiled S 2-1-11111. Polling places.

Me case law of this state rocogni es that statutory violations slow ma y be sufficient to invalidate an election. especially
where they thwart those statuay provisions design to pmem undue influence or intimidation of the five and fair expression
of the will of the electors.

Texas

Texas Fi tion Co tit $ 2.034. Coercion Against Candidacy Prohibited.

A poison commits an offense if by intimidation or by neon of coercion the person influences or attempts to iMucm'c a
person to not fie an application fora place on IM ballot or a declaration of sonic-in candidacy in an election that may be
subject to this subchapter. In this section 'coercion' has the meaning assigned by Section 1.117. Penal Code. An offense
under this section is a Class A misdemeanor unless the intimidation or cocrcion is a threat to commit a felony, in which event
it is a felony of the third degree.

Utah

Utah Code AntntUCd S	 -1-5N. Polling place - prohibited activities.

A person may not obstruct the doors or entries to a building in which a polling place is located of prevent fns access to and
from any polling place.

Vermont

Vermont Statues Annotated 25110. Campaigning during polling hours: voter access.

On the walks and driveways leading to a building in which a poling place is located, on candidate or other person may
pby'simlly interfere with the progress of a Voter to and from the polling place.

498 Virginia

V irmia Cg , 11,OgctZed __II2 •M-7. Prohibited conduct: intimidation of voters: disturbance of election; how p evemad:
penalties.

IL shall be unlawful for any person to hinder. intimidate, or interfere with any qualified voter so as to pmcsrt the voter from
casting a secret ballot. The officers of election may order a person violating this subsection to cease such action. If such
person does not promptly desist. lIt officers of election. or a majority of thcat nary order the arrest of such person by rosy
person author zed by law to make arrests. and by their watmM may commit him to the county or city )ail. as the case, may
be. for a period not c%cccding twenty-four hours. Arts person violating this subsection shell be guilty of a Class 1
misdcmcanor.

Washington

eyised.Codf. n(.,NasLu ton 9. ,Lf'xn_. Acts pmbibited in vicinity of polling place - prohibited practices as to ballots -
pctmlly.
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No person may obstruct the doors or entries to a building in which a polling place is located or prevent free access to and
from any polling place. Any sheriff, depots sheriff, or municipal law enforcement officer shall prevent such obstruction. and
may arrest any person creating such obstruction

West Virginia

K'cst Vjnus Lode li_ 3.9- . Disorder at polls; prmcmioa: failure to assist in preventing disorder. penaltis.

Any person who shall, by force. menace. fraud or intimidationt prevent or attempt to prevent row officer whose duty it is by
law to assist in holding an election. or in counting the votes cast thereat, and certifying and reWnting the result thereof, from
discharging bin duties according to law; or who shall, by violence, threatening gestures, speeclan, form, owiace or
iotimidalioo, prescro or attempt to proem an election being held; or who shall in any manner obstruct or attempt to obstruct
the holding of an election, or who shall, by any manner of force, fraud, menace or intimidation. pm cot or allmsrt to prevent
any voter from attending any election, or from frock czmeising his right of suffrage at am- election at which he is ended to
vote, shall be guilty of a misdemeanor. and, upon conviction, fined not more than one thousand dollars. or confined in the
county jail for not more than one year, or both, in the discretion of the coon.

Any person who. being thereto commanded by the commissioners of election, or either of them, shall fail or refuse to assist
to the utmost of his power, in whatever may be necessary or propre to prevent inlimidation, disorder or violence at the polls.
shall be guilty of a misdcmcomr, and, upon •499 convuAon thereof, shall be fated not less Wan ten nor more than ore
hundred dollars.

Wisconsin

y^yLgmu>,5,L;lvtrs d 5.33. Polling place rcgwrcncNs.

No polling place may be situated so as to interfere with or distract election officials from carrying out their dirties. The
municipal clerk and election inspectors shall prevent interference with and distraction of electors at polling places.

Wyoming

Wyoming Smmcs Annotated § 22 . 15-lint. Poll watchers; certification; qualification; authority: removal.

Additional poll watcher from each political party oust' be accommodated in the polling premises without disrupting the
polling process. A poll watcher is nathori ed to observe voter mm out and registration and nay make written memormda
but shall not challenge voters, corduct electioneering aclivilies or disrupt the polling process. The cbicf judge may remove a
poll watcher from the polling premises for disturbing the polling place, or for any' other violation of tla• Election Code.

Lill Barry H. Weinberg is a consultant oral frequent speaker here and abroad on U.S. and international voting laws. He is
the former Deputy Chief of the Voting Section in the U.S. Department of Justice's Civil Rights Division where he supervised
numerous lawsuits to enforce the Voting Rights Act, the initial litigation establishing the constitutionality of the National
Votcr Registration Act of 1993, and other actions. For most of his 33 year tensue at the luslicc Dcpanmaa Mr. Weinberg
was in charge of the federal observer program under the Voting Rights Act, Lyn Utrecht is a partner at Ryan. Phillips,
Utrecht & MacKinrmn where she practices election law. representing Members of Congress, candidatet commiuccs, labor
organbations, corporations and others in federal and state campaign fimsnce, election law, lobbying regulation and ethics.
She is a former Special Assistant General Counsel at the Federal Election Commission, and has served as cowsel to
numerous candidates, including the presidential campaigns of former Vice President Walter Mandate in 1904. Senator Tom
Harkin in 1992, President Clinton in 1'n6, and Vice Prosidcnl Gore in 2IO9). She tern-es on the election law subcommittee of
the ABA Administrative Law Division and was recently appointed to a three-year terms on the ABA Standing Committee on
Election Law. The authors acknowledge and greatly appreciate the assistance of Sam Moskowiv and Kim Goodwin in the
reseescch and preparation of this article. and the assistance of Aaiel Moyer in its fatal assembly.

1J. 'ILe right of citiaens of the United States to vote shall not be denied or abridged by the United States or by any Stale
on uecotmt of race. color. or pat inns crondition of serviiuda" j _Cdt^t_a ysn, Y,kj.
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IEfIb 12J3 .S C. 5 (_Ioljnl12001)

Ff tjL. "The Times. Places and Manner of holding Elections for Senators and Representatives, shall be prscrrbed in each
State by the Legislaaae thereof but Congress na y at arty umc by Law make or alter such Regulations, escepl as to the Place
of Chasing Semtoca." U.S. Court art. I,) 4.

1FN4j. "AR persons hour or naluralisd in that United States and subject to the jurisdiction thereof, are citizens of the United
States and of the Stale wherein they node. No State shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the privileges or
immumlica of duress of the United States: nor shall any State deprive arty person of life. liberty, or property, without due
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the hives." U.S. Coast. amoral. XI V, § 1.

[f^OJ. See e.g. National Voter Registndion Act of 1993, s26	 &C, 197', et seq.; Voting Aecossibility	 Act of 19X4, 4)
U S.C. 8 197, 	ct seq.; Uoilormcd and Overseas Cili , cos Absentee Voting Acl- 4? U.S.C. 5 I97iff el seq.

Imo. The goal of voter registration was disenfranchisement of blacks and new immigrants. See e.g. Frances Fives &
Richard Cloward Why Americans Dont Vote 78-95 (Pantheon Books 1980): Mark Thomas Quinlivan, One Persoo, One
Vote R-isn-& The lacn;odirm Neces_iry 01 lulicial imzrverasrn in the (Ssrlm rf Vnrer Rei storli a. 137 11. Pe I. Rev.

)E i7j. 2381!.5, 33i_(15I;j.

FNS). 507 U.S. 260 (1939).

j N2S5377.

fl N 101. jLt UJ44!9

)F20 5). 347U 0.461 (19?? ).

)FNI2j. See Ll.^ v. Alap4' X292 F, Sip. 93, 99 (Mt'. Ala. (966.) (stating that "the effect of the new suffrage provisions
in the 1901 Constitution on We Negro voters was dramatic"); Ice 1 at -t.5' ^"irgaoj9a pjF•LSftiplg.3.1
L991.

014 13). See U.S. t'. Looisi:uu 7511 U.S. 145 (1965); 6dtd, v. Scficlt. SI 0. Snpp. X?Y (S.D. Ala. 1944). a1Td 3i6 U.S. 933
1'1 49).

fl l4!. Lo9isiaru 1011 U.S. 51St (holding that the "provisions of the Louisiana Constitution and sfaaacs which require
voters to satisfy registrars of their abilitv to 'understand and give a reasonable iraerpreladon of arty section' of the Federal or
Louisiana Constitution violate the Corctihnion.")

flSJJ. 4_1U.S.0 Aj9?haELbb

(F!`I):J. 42 U.S.C. I 1971(6).

1U91T. Congress has the authority to coact proocmucs for elections for federal office.  Sec U.S. Qsn ar}- I_ 4. See also
United Stites General Accounting Office, Electy nnrs--The Scapsof Coni sessional AvthDrty in Elw,:on .Adminisration. 21111
WL2Sy47t	 ,j l f(tbc General Accounting Office providing an overview of federal law in this area).

PI 181.42 L'.S.C. $ 19; It,) Thraepruvteions:
• Posited a rebuttable prtsmrption that people were literate who finished the sixth grde;
• Daiaed that actions by state or local officials went state action.;
• Allowed courts to make pattern orpractice firdag and thereafter issue declmxtmas that'ariy personal such race or color

within the affected area" was qualified to vote if certain minimal facts were preserved;
• Stated that such persons must be permitted to vote m any election
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• Established courtappoimed voting referees who could receive applications for an order that people were qualified to vole
and had been deprived of the opportunity to register under color of law, take evideott, and report to the court whether the
applicant was qualified to vote. This was followed by a show-ususc order within I0 da ys on why an order should not be
entered in accordance with the report there would ben hearing onl y if there were getutine issues of nraterial fact; and

• Allowed for three judge courts if a finding of a pattern or practice of discrimivarion was requested.

(F.121. Many. as probate judge or cir uil ckde, were the highest adnwustrative county official.

ILA M .11?8t1L ;4L.:1li12t (staring that ^(v)oling suits me uuutoally onrous to
prepare. sometimes requiring as namy as (r ICO) +nanhours spent combing through registration records in preparation for
trial").

f1 M1..1	 1ci.

IFN',c'l.i	 n3.

IFN231.42 U.S.C. ( 1973c

=q!. J2_V S.i'_J _192?b. These tests or devices were suspended in states and counties deu5mined by a fartoula in
tivoIL4 of the Voting Rights Act based on the use of literary tour and other pee-application devices (such as having contra

soccer vouch for your good moral character), and low voter lacroul See 4l1;^5 ^119'.)b. Later, this provision was made
pcmroncnl and nationwide. See 32 U.S.C. F 19 ra:. Originally, stales and countiescovered under the fomwla could
terminate their special coverage (-bail out-) alle y fete years by' showing, in a lawsuit before a three-judge court in the federal
district court for the District of Columbia that no test or device had been used to deprive anyone of the right to vote during
that period See L?.S.C. ft 1)7S). Sirtee the Act itself suspcMed those tests or devices for only live yrnrs. it was drought
that it would be relatively simple for slates and counties who complied with the suspension to bail out often the 5-year period.
In 1970, the Lae period was exterded to 10 vemr, in 1975. it was extended to 17 years. In 19a2. the approach changed to
terminate the special coverage at the end of 25 years following the effective date of the 1902 an endmems. See dLILS.L -t
1173b(ax8). In 1982, the bail-out provisions were amended substamially to allow individual counties within a fully covered
state to bail out and loner out a another of specificqualifications that a jurisdiction needs to meet in order to bail out. See g;.
l.sC.3_tn_S± 10101.

It;) ?)J . iz V .C.S. tvnd.

)FN261. 42 U.S.C. § I V73u.

1F_N2 7j. The cxareiners are commonly refereed to as federal registrars. These were, people appointed by the head of the Civil
Service Commission, now the Office, of Personnel Managmco4 to Marine voter applicants as ro their qualifications under
those portions of stale law than were valid under the U.S. Constitution and laws. If the applicants satisfied the state
requirenxms. their names were pm on a list that was given to the county registrar, who then had to add them to the corrals
voter registration rolls. In this way, some semblance of state authority over the voter registration process was preserved:
registrants satisfied state requitmevls and a state-authori,ed official put the voters' mates on the tells. To safeguard against
discriminators purges of those newly co ranchised voters. their names cannot be purged from the vote rolls without the
approval of the Office of Pcrsooncl Management.Js U,$_C..§ ^o73gWLd1.

M8. See Appendix A for the number of people, by sCac, registered by federal examiners.

Idly 1t 42 USC. (9 i3L The Act originally carted the Director of the Civil Service Commission. which later became the
O5-ax of Pcnomrcl Managancnt.

j:'v )!. Id.

(FN31). 42 U.S.C. 5 1973u(c). Since the federal exantiner and federal observer provisions of the Voting Rights Act fours on
political subdivisions, which ordinarily are counties. a manly mast be certified for federal examiners even if the object is to
amigo federal observers to moaner polling places during a ci(v or other election. such as a school board election. within the
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county. Sec 42JU S,SL-IS7ui I(e92)

FI ^N'321. See Appendis B, Assignecm of Fcdcr l Obnencrs Under Soction g of the Voting Rights Act. 42 U.S.C.: 1973f. bv
Year oral Srare. There were 4,69911 fcdeeal observers assigned to pulling places in five slates from 1966 through 19105. 7,034
federal observers were assigned to nine states in the 19705; 6.598 federal observers were assigned to I I states in the 19(1St.
and 3,753 federal observers were assigned to 13 states in the 1990s. In 2000, 640 federal observes were assigned to Ii
slates.

(fl5)3J. U.S. v. Conecub County. No. 83-1201-H (S.D. Ala June 12, 1984). The federal ubservcts' reports arc rot public
documents, so there me very examples on the public record of the facts Out the observers have witnessed One such
public document is the Plaintiffs Response to Imermgatorses and Request for Production of Documents in Couccth County.
Some of the specific cvamples of the kind of discriminatory treatment that was afforded Afrinm-American voters described
in the test that follows am taken from the a cerprs of the Conecnh County responses at Appendix C, while others ate based
on the author's 11051-hard knowkdge.

1f 3 . PI, Resp. to Imenog. & Req. for Prod. of Doc. alb, Conecoh County. No. 83-1201-H.

FFN35j.. It was claimed by white officials that the sample ballots were campaign material which was prohibited inside the
polls.

W236(. Alter the Voting Rights Act enabled African -A. leas in the deep south to register to vole, it became common for
civil rights workers and local African-American residents to drive the new voters to the polls and to give assistance to those
who needed it. This was a natural outgrowth of the org:mining required during the civil rights movement m achieve voter
rebtislmtion forblack people. It provided tmnsponation—main people did not love cars—and pose confdenoe and protection
to these newly enfranchised voters at the polling places from which thaw had so recently butts excluded by white poll workers
and voices who did not wan Ihcm there. This lmdilion of "hauling  voters to the polls used giving assistance to voters who
need it continua today, especially in roars' nual areas.

(x114377). U.S. v. City ofHaomamck, No. 00-7354l(E.D. Mich. Aug 7.2000)

WN?2P. Id.. slip op. al 4.

1l±3pj. az_u.S1Q.y vT"MA-1).

(FN401. Id. atg 19731(c)(3)

FI N411. Id. at	 1977l(e)(2). lire jurisdictions subject to the special provisions of the Voting Rights Act arc listed in the
Appendix to 28 U.S.C. Port 31.

°11`1442.1. 42 U.S.C. 6 1913b(fi( 4 l. A parallel requirement was added in Section 2830(11w Voting Rights Act in 1975 for
counties determimd by different fomoda. 42 U.S.C. a 1973su . i.. Section 203 of the Act does rot include the other special
provisions of (jog 4, such as the preclearance. federal examiner and federal observer provisions. Lawsuits under Section
203 must be brought before a lbrce judge coon. As a mull of amendments since 1975, coverage under Section 203 new
applies to counties that have more Oran 5 percmt of voting age citizens who arc members of a single language minorit y and
are limited-English proficient: have more Ilan I0,IXI(1 voting age citizens who am members of a single language minority and
are limited-English prefnaenl: or have a pan of an 6dian reservelioq and more Wan 5 percent of the American Indian or
Alaska Native voting age citiccas am members of a single language minority and are limited-English proficient: and We
illiteracy role of the language minority group citizens is higher than the national illiteracy ram. 42^`C. i U73atl Li(22.
The counties covered under the language minority provisions of S Lion and 203 an: listed in the Appendix to 211 U.S.C.
Port 33.

LFN.I31. Counties in Arizona. New York and Treats were certified by the U.S. Attorney GeneoaL Counties is California, New-
Mexico and Utah were certified by federal district carob under Section 3(c) of the Act. X12 U.S.C. 5 17)3e(c). Section 3(c)
provides for certil -xalion in a lawsuit brought "under am statute to enforce the voting guarantees of the fourtemlh or fifteenth
amendment 	 as pal of any interlocutory order...or (2) as part of any Gnat judgmcm if We court fords del violations of the
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founeenth or fifteen h amendmentjustifyirrg equitable relief hate occurred..."

i FNy41. From 19911 through 2(90t, then: were 2,449 federal observers assigned to elections in the states of the Deep 5omb,
very few of which ievolved discrimination against language mimritp gaup members, and then: were 2.215 federal observers
assigned to monitor elections in other arena of the country, most of wfiich involved discrimination against language minority
group numbers. See Appendix B.

W5]- Mail addressed In strecrs using lire Spanish nickname was delivered because the postal personnel were familiar with
the local Spanish bmguage usages, as the poll workers were mi.

(FN46]. Anglo candidates compiled lists of Hispanic voters' nanme for their poll watchers to challenge at the polls on the
ginned That the valets were not citizens. United States cilirmstup is required by cart) state as a qualification to register to
vote in stale and federal elections. But in order to avoid discriminatory unummnl of voters m the polls and disrupting the
polling places with election-day challenges, persons who. before an elation. have evidence that a registered voles is not a
U.S. citiecn should be required to psescad that information to the voter registrar, and to desist from interposing challenges at
the polls to voters whose qualifications ha ve been upheld by the regisuar.

x171. U.S. v. Passaic City-, No. 99-2544. Order Appointing an Independent Election Monitor in Passaic County (D.N.J.
Sept. 6.2000xthree-judge court).

f N48J. Id. (citing Walter F. Tintponc, Office of the Election Monitor, Filth Report June 15.2001, 33).

IFN491. U.S. v. Passaic City, No. 99-2544 (citing Timpone supra rt 38 at 6-7).

()Q(. U.S. v. Alarr a County, No. C95 1266. slip op. at 4 (N.D. Cal. Jan. 22, 1996).

'Fi N511. U.S. e. Cibola Counly, No. 93 1134 (D.N.M. Apr. 21. 1996).

(FQ52). Id.

[FVS )J. Trujillo v. Gazlcy. C.A- No. 1350 (D.N.M. August 11. 1948).

(FJ. Sanchez v. King, C.A. No. 8240167-M (D.N.M. 1986).

ifN551. Cibola County, No. 93 1134, slip op. at 5-7.

(t_NSGJ. Residences on the Navajo reservation often am miles apart, with no paved roads. and many homes have no
telephones. It is sot unusual for nacnsdion residents m pickup their mail periodically at a store or other place far from their
homes.

11N571. Voters wen; confosed beams then voted in tribal elections without problem, and were rat told, for e:mmple, that
under state law the had been purged from the coumy voter rolls because they did rat vote with some particular frequency
and in particular elections, such as every two or four years in general elections. To add In the confusion in many areas the
tribal elections and the slate elections were held on different dates but at the same locations. Prior to the National Voter
Rcgistealion Act 42 U.S.C. 4 197'iee er seq.. voter rcgisbation in many counties in hdian coumry was condm:lcd only in the
county seal, far from reservation housing, until, in saute instances. litigation required Wert deputy registrars be trade available
at reservation rises, and that voter purge procedures be modified to allow fair notice to Native-American voters. U.S. V.
Admna, Na. 88-1989 slip op. at 6-II (D. Ariz. flied May 22. 1989); First Amcrdcd Consent Decree. 5-10 (Jas 3, 1994).

I i u . Alabama, Alaska, Arizona Cxorgia, Loninan , Mississippi, South Carolina and Toss arc folly covered under the,
Voting Rights Act's special provisions by the formula in $jiom , s of the Act. 42 U S C. •^ 1773j5. One or more counties are
specially coveted under Section 4 in California Florida Michigan, Now Hampshire, New York, North Carolinas South
Dakota and Virginia All jurisdictions covered under Section 4 of tit Act ass listed in the Appendix to 28 C2R Part 55.

j2; 7`.jI. Certification under frtLt5 7(a) of else Voting Rights Act. 411J 5 C,.§ .1973bfg`, is for a particular tom as dcf=d
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by the court Certification by the U.S. Attorney General under Section 6 of the Voting Rights Act,i,;,ILaC..._v 1' t 73f is for
an unlimited time. Jurisdictions certified under Section 6 can seek to have their certification terminated under Section 13 of
the Voting Rights Act 4 2 '. - ')j . Appendix D is a list of the jurisdictions that have been certified for examines by
court order under 5gçljg,o 3jgt of the Act

)FtiiM. The Voting Section is headed by a chief and four deputy chiefs. There also are special counsels who are senior
attorneys assigned to perform particular duties. The pre-election work for a particular jurisdiction usually is overseen by a
deputy chief if the jurisdiction is a defmdard in m:em litigation OWerwise. the preclection supervision is handled by the
special litigation cour set for elections.

IFN61 I. Federal observers are assigned and supervised by the Office of Personnel Management. See 42 U.S.C. § 01731'.
OPM centralized the obser ver program in the OPM office in Atlanta. Georgia. once the past several yon. Beginning in 20D2
the program was antrolirnd in the OPM olllce iu Dcnvcr, Colorado.
Then: is no standing group of people who arc federal observers. Rather, the people chosen to serve as federal observers al a

particular election an: vohmtccrs, usually from among she OPM nationwide staff except when special abilities an; required
such as Native-Anmdcarr language ability. General training sessions ass held for observers and observer supervisors at
selected sites during the year. Often people will volumeer to nerve as observers in election after election, but they am not
always available for every election because of the demands of their regsdar work assignments and prior obligations. Because
of the need to teenrit observers for each election and the logistical requirements of transportation (airplane tickets, rental
cars) and lodging, the OPM coordinator and the Voting Section supervising attorney me in contact throughout the year to
discuss observer needs in upcoming elections.

IFN62). If a county for which federal observers is mmmmcuded has not been certified yet for federal ezamincrs, a separate
certification of the county by the U.S. Attorney General is n eernvy. Certificationsarc effective upon publication in the
Federal Register. 42 U,)) C, S l272h ]. OPM must publish in the Federal Register a location for an ewninces oilier. 42
U S.C. S 14735 j.

FN62 . In addition, the DOJ attorney in each count y calls the supervising atmrney often during the day: when the pulls open,
and every boar after that until u is clear that correct procedures are being followed at the polls in that county , unless
continuing problems and their resolution make it necessary to mnriosro frequent contact This coordination between the
supervising attorney and the attorne y in the field begins on the day before the election, and does not end until the attorney
loves the county on the day after the election or later.

.NLA1. Initial facts indicating possible violations of the Voting Rights Act most on= come to DOJ through complaints by
telephone, by mail, or in conversation with DO) attorneys, paralegals and analysts in the performance of their routine duties.

1FNO31. The federal observers assigned Ion particular polling place speak the minority Wrgmtgc that is used by the voters al
that pulling place.

Ithfiht . 42 11.0 C. S 197Jf.

LEN67). U.S. v. Conecuh County, No. g3-1201. slipup, at 3-4 (S.D. Ala Jam 16. 1984).

LFNfi'j. Id. at 3-4.

jt,1'•u9J. Id. at 4.

IFNif.I. U.S. v. Johnson CouWh • No. 393-45, slip op. at 2-3 (S.D. Ga. filed Sept. 14. 1993).

1FN711. Id. at6.

'N'721. This change in practice was reviewed and preeteared under Section S of the Voting Rights Ac; j U.S.C. 1973y.

LENZLJ. 42 U.S..C. §_ 973	 a
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IE2211. See U.S. v. Secono County, No. 93-1244 (D.N.M. filed Apr. 13, (9 994); U.S. v. Sandoval County, No. 88-1457
(D.N.M filed June 10, 1993): U.S. V. Sao Juan County, No. C-83-1287. First Amended Settlement and Order (D. Utah filed
Aug. 21, 1990): U.S. v. McKinley County, No. 06-(O(20-M, First Amended Consent Decree and Order (D.N.M. Jul. 20.
(990); Arizona No. g8- 1989, First Amended Consent Decree in that case (Jan. 2.1994).

IFNt3). Cibola County, No. 93.1134

)fJ 7l . A letter of understanding was developed between DOl and San Juan County, New Mexico. which required the
county to adopt a manual of procedures to comply with We language minority mquircutenls of the Voting Rights Act. The
manual would become final after review and coocuncmx by DOJ. Changes in the procedures would become effective upon
Ore concvnene, of DOJ. Levers of understanding have rot been widely used by DOJ in its Voting Rights Act enforcement.
The letters have Om advantage of getting a fast n:ncdy and avoiding the uoecnaimics of litigation. The main disadvantage of
using a letter of understanding is the inability to seek contempt of court sanctions if the county does not follow the steps in
the Icucr or the county 's manul of procedures. If the actions thal the county fails to take am significant, a legal action would
need to be Pled m that time, prolonging the time for obtaining a o:ncdy.

IFNY(I. U.S. v. Romalitto County. No. CV-98-156 (D.N.M. Apr 27. 19'18).

(FNJSI. Id.. slip op. at 4.

JFy'i79r. Id.

)FN0Iil.42 U SC. .3 (973a(e).

IF SIl. Id..slipop. a16.

if .2I. N.Y. Iiln tim: L. a ((-519) (MCKinmm• 291) 1)

rW81..;). Ureh Code Aan) 20A-3-201 12001).

)14541. Sec Appendix G.

JFNSS(, See e.g. the following states in which violation of laws against voter intimidation or intcrfereoce am punished as
felonies under stale law: CsLDec C 85M) (West 2002) ("felony punishable by imprisonnu:m in the state prison
for 16 months or lieu or three years"); Corn. C•n. Slat 3 9-366 (2(0(2) ("shal) be imprisoned rot more than five years"); led.

I 3-1 4- i-I (West 21(11) ("oommirs a Class D felony"); KZ^R4Y_StaryiLn 119 15_. %1) ('shall be guilty of
a Class D rclorn': N Mme_ iuL ,1m„3_20-uszal I] ("Whoacr comnrita intimidation is guilty of a fourth degree leloos"):
25 Pa. Consol. Scat. ( 3327 (West 20(1) ("shall be guilty of a felony of the third degree").

J FN361.	 ode Arai. S 2-:i-108. "The case law of this stare rreogniees that statutory violations alone may be sufficient
to invalidate en ele tine, especially where they thm-aet those statutory pmvisiom designed to pm-eat undue influence or
intimidation of the free and fay expression of the will 01 46 electors" 'der ^.'q ^pr4.$ i^-t_L4&

)f')571. "Whoever, being a duly qualified elector of Ibis State according to the Constitution and laws thereof, is prevented
from voting, or obstnu:kd in his or her effort to vote at any election by reason of any interfcmwe by any person or persons.
or military power. or other  power, exercising or attempting m exercise force. intimidation or threats, or requiring any
qualifications or conditions unknown to such Constitution and laws, droll be decnwd and taken to have suffered private
damage and njury. and shall have civil remedy thereof- in the court of this Slate, by civil action against ever y person who
promoted such interference, whether by active participation, or by advising, counseling, or in anywise encouraging the
same." B	 .q{e.4nn.1(r. 15. 3 5309 (2)9111.

Fljig81. Nsy	 % S 	 '.2-9I0 R (1fl j ("Any jWbm or clerk of election, precinct or district inspector. sbeaiff or other
peace officer shall clear the passageways and prevent obstruction of the doom or entries and provide free ingress to and
egress from the polling place building and shall arrest any person obstructing such passageways."): WtU4^',-5411g AR i1
.93 0)) (West 2002) ("Ay sheriff, deputy sherill, or municipal law cnfortcnsm officer shall proem such obsWction.
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and may arrest any person creating such obsmtction•).

Fw 9 . "Managers of el coon are clothed with such police powers as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this
article. The managers shall possess full authority to maintain good order at the polls and to enforce obedience to their lawful
commands during an election and during the canvass and counting of the votes. All peace officers shall avower all such calls
for help in preserving the peace as nosy be made by the mvnmgets of election.'? C. Code Ana & 7-13-14) (^®1.

LFNi 90j. "It shall be unlawful for any person to hinder. iotinildatc, or iNCrfcre with nny qualified voter so as to proem the
voter tom casting a secret ballot The officers of election may order a person violating this subsection to cease such action.
If such person does not promptly desist, the officers of election, or a majority of them, may order the arrest of such person by
any person aullntiued by law to make arrests, and, by their warrant, easy commit him to the coumy or city jail, as the case
may be. fora period nut cuccding twenty-four boots.' 3(ij ly«	i 24.2rA7 (2M)21.

-N0t1. "The municipal clerk and election inspectors shall prevent interference wills and distraction of electors at polling
pleats." Wis. Slat B 535 2l( 0Hy.

l y N92^. Ill 01. Comp. Slat. s,'IA-g (2001)

if&1. 	 c.ek-Apr j?(-z.(LL?ru)S).

W 9441.25 Pt. Consul. SISL 3047 (2001)

115195). S.C. Code Aun ,r ?-17-If4l (2(01)1

)FN91. See e.g. Fl t stet 5 1114.0515 (21(	 ("whether acting under color of law or otherwise")

hl N9t. See Caltech/MIT Voting Tech. Program. July 210)1 Report: Voting—What Is, What Could Be, (July 210)1)(available
at 4mpi/ web.mh.edu/newsoffcetnr/looI/VFP_n:port_all.pdf>): The C orals. Project's Forum on Election Reform, Bldg.
Consensus on Election Reform. Aug. 2001) (available et <httpl/www'.coastitutioapmject.org/eti/CPY 20ReporLpdf>), The
Election Cit., Nati. Task Force Rpt on Election Refomt Election 2000: Review- and Reoummendatioae by The Nation's
Ekslions Admioslrs. (July 2001)(available a <hapJM*ww.dectiooeemer.org/etecrionreformnrpon/COMPLETEY.20Fasst%
20Rcporl.hlm>): Mire Fla. Sea, Comm on Ethics and Election. Rev. of the Voting Irregularities of the 2000 Pn:s. Election
(Mar. 20(llXaveilable at < hap/!199.64.254.194/dala/Publiwtionsllnn)I/$cnae/ rcportstnlcrim_ reports /pdf2)O01-
2(I IceLONG.PDF>): Election Reform Info. Project- Whafs Changed, What Hasn't and Why'. Election Reform Since Nov.
2(aal (October 22, 2)0) IXavailable at <httpil wmw.eleeuonlim.org/sile/docs/pdf/ekaiontine.tepon, 10.22.2(Xll.pdf>); The
Gov.'s Select Task Force on Election Pines- Stands. and Tech. Revimli>ing Democracy in Fla. (Mar. 1, 2)911 Xavai)able al
<hltpl/ srmss'.colliosecnter.org/asr_doeIRevistliingDcomcracy&oscore;in Florida ph"): U.S. Coronas. on Civil Rights,
Voting Irregularities in Florida During the 21010 Presidential Election. (June 2()lll)(availablc al attp://
www.usccr.gm•/pulx 1vote2000/mpoNmain.htm>); U.S. Comma. on Civil Rights, The Florida Election Report: Dissenting
Statement by Commr. Abigail Themstrom and Commr. Russell G. Rederduugh (Jul y 19, 2N)l)(available at <hvp://
sssovv.oscee.gov/pubsivorr2000/mpott/appeadis/dissenthtm>(; Natl. Assn, of Socs. of State, Election Reform: State by State
Boll Practices Rpl. (Aug. 1. 2001) (available al <<hap://www.mssorg/mpons/n:form reeporthtm>): Nall. Comm. on
Election Stands. and Reform, Rpt. and Recommendationsto Improve Ant's Elccliou Systca>, (May 200ltavailablc at
<hltpl/ www.mco.org/progmms/lofotcch/ckctions/cJccWmpdf>); The Nall Comma on Fed. Election Reform, To Assure
Pride and Confidence  in the Electoral Process (August 2allxavailable at <hap://syssss.reforndeciorru.org/dala/lask_ti/cl_
reports/full&uscum;tf_mportpdf>): Natl. Cord. of Stale Legit, Voting in Am.: Final Rpt. of the NCSL Elections Reform
Task Force (August 20(Il5available at <hbp://www.nest.org/pmgmms/pmss/2l)OI/ekcYmf)o01.)am>): Joseph K. Pika, The
21011) Del. Sen. Race. PS: Pol. Sci. and Pol. (June, 2)0ll available at < bapllwsvw.apsanet.org)PSluneo1/pikacfm>): U.S.
General Accig. O(T., Report to the Cong., Elections, The Scope of Congressional Authority in Election Administration,
(March 2(0)1)(available at. 4atpl/ www.gao.gov/ncw.itcros1d)l1470.pdU): U.S. General Acctg, Off., Testimon y Before the
Subcommittee on Militar y Personnel, Committee on Armed Services, House of Representatives. Issues Affecting Military
and Overseas Absentee Voters. (May 2001) (available at <blip://ww'w.secsbte.wa.gov/elections/pdf/yao_rrport.pdt>).

fFN'?J. Them am some instances in which parties have become aware of election day irregularities which are brought to the
attention of the Dcpanmcnl of Justicc on election day, such as possible violations of outstanding consent decrees.
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	TMPPCRLR 401	 Page S8
Temp. Pot. & Civ. Rrs. L. Rev. 401

(Cite ac 11 Temp. Put. & Civ. Rh. L Rev. 401)

(EN221. Of course, the panes continue to monitor and observe secoums

I F N 1001. The information regarding these allegations comes from the author's personal knowledge, serving as counsel for the
Gore/Liebemen canpaign. Many of the allegations are similar to those reported to the msmeruts organirations that
conducted reviews of election da y 2000.

VNI901]. ^1 o u c_ !^v3h ^11ai4: ^l4SI Lni Rc4^w ^.J^va ra4lc ax4MR^ksr . is s fir. 9 in^^pP.
M

IFN1021. See U.S. Comma on Civil Rights, Voting Irregularities in Pla. During the 2000 Pies. Election supra a. 88 at
chapter2.

FI NI1131. U.S. v. Florida, No. TCA-80-1055 (N.D. Fla. 1982).

F IO . Historically. very close elections have mnsill y Imppened where the electorate was very small. Them have been
recounts to many races at the State and local level in such close races—sense of which involved reviews of disqualified
ballots. What was unprecedented in 2000 was the realization that the Presidential contest could be so close that disqualified
ballots could make the diferese.

LFN'Q$J. 5ush. _G?rc: 5Jll7,$9.@.f340S).

i FN IOGi. Id at 1114-IO.i,

!LNIO n' .(^ 	.

F)1081. kL

(F14109i. The U.S. Attorney General has no cease and desist power in this area Remedies for discriminatory actions at the
polls most be sought in lawsuits in federal district court.

(Th1)_0]. CI. S;•ct_omittgs, X11) and ls:; of the Voting Riglus Act of 1965. Pu6L No. 89-110 (Aug 6, 1965). with 4c.yp
Jg), t&, and 7Lc) of the Voting Rights Act Amendments of 1975,JPuh1. 140 24.-Z2 (Aug 6. 19975).

IFNI I I!. it is noted that all reform is not costly. Less expensive changes include clarification of standards and rules
govcming the Conduct of eleetioes and the counting of [roles.

FJ ) I 121. This information is c<bactcd from tie Semiannual Rcport of Cumulative Totals on Voting Rights Examining as of
December 31, 21010. Prepared by the Office of Workfonx Ie fomcaion. Office of Merit Systems Oversight oral Effectiveness.
U.S. Office of Personnel Management, Washington, D.C. 20-115.

IFNI13]. People were listed in Autuage, Dallas, Elmore, Greeve, Hale, Jefferson, l.owades. Marengo. Montgomer y. Pere,
Sumter. and Wilcox Counties.

tFN I 14]. People were listed in B term, Lee, Sennett, and Terrell Counties.

^TNI 15]. People were listed in Bossier, Caddo, DcSoto, East Catro8, East Feliciano, Madison, Ouachita. Plaqucminrs, and
West Fcliciaaa Parishes.

IFNI 161. People were tiered in Amite, Benton. Bolivar, Carroll, Clm3ome, Clay, Coalroma, DcSoto. Format, Franklin.
Grenada, Hinds, Holmes. Humphm• s, Issaquena, Jasper, Jefferson. Jefferson Davis, Jones, LeFbre, Madison, Marshall.
Nesboba. Newton, Noxuba, Oktibbcha. Pearl River, Quitman Raokio. Sharkey. Simpson, Sunflower, Tallahstchic
WalbalL Warren, Wilkinson, and Winton Counties.

]FNl 17]. People wen: listed in Clarendon tad Dorchester Counties.
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1 TMPPCRLR 401	 Page 49
1 Temp. Pol. & Civ. Rrs L. Rev. 401

(Cite as: 11 Temp. Pal & Civ. Rh. L Rev. 401)

[FNI (n). This information is extracted from the summary of federal obser ver activity by- calendar year, United States
Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Voting Section. Southern states arc listed first in this chart because federal
obervers were assigerd only to Southern states fur the first years slown.

JFN121. U.S. v. Coacuh County, No. 83-1201-H (SD. Ala. Filed Jan. 12, 1984).

jI j	 1-. 14.317.

Fj N 1221. Id. at 8-S.

(Fl(L . Id. at 16-17.

IFN 1241. Id al 21.

F( (±1751. Id. at 24.

IFN1261. Id. at 35.

[FNJ'2). ld. at 36-37.

FIN 1281. 14. 3110. 111.

iFN12LJI. Information obtained from Jurisdictions Cunene} Eligible for Federal Observers as a Result of Orders Under
cc(igrc Sfa) of the Voting Rights Act. United States Department of lattice. Civil Rights Division, Voting Section, October
22. 20(11.

END OF DOCUMENT
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BRADLEY J. SCHLOZMAN, PRINCIPAL DEP-
uTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL, CIVIL RIGHTS DIVISION, DEPARTMENT OF JUS-
TICE, CONCERNING THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT: SECTIONS 6 AND 8, FEDERAL EXAM-
INER AND OBSERVER PROGRAMS

Chairman Chabot, Ranking Member Nadler, distinguished members of the Sub-
committee:

I am Bradley Schlozman, the Principal Deputy Assistant Attorney General of the
Civil Rights Division at the Department of Justice. As I have underscored in pre-
vious testimony before this Subcommittee, the President has directed the full power
and might of the Justice Department to enforcing the Voting Rights Act and pre-
serving the integrity of our voting process. This Administration looks forward to
working with Congress on the reauthorization of this important legislation.
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It is my privilege today to provide you with an overview of the Justice Depart-
ment's use of sections 6 and 8 of the Voting Rights Act, 1 which pertain to Federal
examiners and Federal observers. As you know, these provisions, like section 5, 2 are
slated to expire in August 2007.

FEDERAL EXAMINERS

Let me begin by explaining what "federal examiners" are within the meaning of
the Voting Rights Act. Federal examiners are essentially officials assigned to a par-
ticular political subdivision to whom certain complaints of voting discrimination can
be made. Governed by section 6 of the Act, the authority to appoint Federal exam-
iners was first designed as a congressional response to the racially discriminatory
voter registration practices that existed throughout the South at the time of the
Act's original passage in 1965. Examiners are charged with processing (or "exam-
ining") applicants for voter registration and making a list of those applicants who
meet State eligibility rules; the list is then given to the local county registrar, who
is required to put those names on the county's voter registration rolls. Those on the
examiner's list are commonly called "federally registered voters." The Voting Rights
Act also requires the examiners to be available during each of the jurisdiction's elec-
tions, and for two days afterward, to take complaints from any federally registered
voter claiming that he/she had not been allowed to vote.

Federal examiners can be appointed in two separate ways. The first route is
through section 6's empowerment of the Attorney General to "certify" for the ap-
pointment of Federal examiners any jurisdiction falling within the coverage of the
Voting Rights Act in which there is reason to believe that voters have been denied
the right to vote on account of their race or status as a language minority. In par-
ticular, the Attorney General must certify that either: (i) he has received complaints
in writing from twenty or more residents alleging that they have been denied the
right to vote under color of law on account of race or color or because they are a
member of a language minority and he believes such complaints to be meritorious;
or (ii) in his judgment, the appointment of examiners is necessary to enforce the
guarantees of the 14th or 15th Amendments. The second method by which Federal
examiners may be appointed is for a Federal court to do so pursuant to section 3(a)
as part of an order of equitable relief in a voting rights lawsuit to remedy violations
of the 14th or 15th Amendment. Judicial certifications, unlike those of the Attorney
General, are not restricted to those political subdivisions covered by section 4 of the
Voting Rights Act. Regardless of who makes the formal certification, once the deter-
mination is made, the actual selection of the examiner is undertaken by the Director
of the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), who then oversees the examiner's
activities.

The Voting Rights Act's ban on literacy tests and other discriminatory practices
has mitigated many of the voter registration problems that made examiners so im-
portant. As a result, the need for, and role of, Federal examiners has greatly dimin-
ished over time. Although there are still 148 counties and parishes in 9 States that
the Attorney General has certified for Federal examiners, 3 nearly all of these certifi-
cations were certified shortly after the Voting Rights Act was passed in 1965 when
conditions were radically different from today. 4 Moreover, many of the counties/par-
ishes have not been the source of any race-based voting registration complaints for
decades.

According to OPM, there have been no new "federally registered voters" (i.e., vot-
ers registered by Federal examiners) added in any jurisdiction throughout the coun-
try since 1983. Nor has the Department of Justice received any complaints about
covered jurisdictions refusing to register Federal voters in decades.

In addition to the great advances in minority access to the franchise today as com-
pared to 30-40 years ago, the decline in registration-related complaints is also at-
tributable to the passage of the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (NVRA),
which made voter registration dramatically more accessible.6 Prior to this 1993 Act,

'42 U.S.C. 1973d, 1973f.
2 42 U.S.C. 1973c.
3 There are also 19 political subdivisions in 12 States currently certified by court order. With

two exceptions, all of these certifications pertain to language-minority issues. An additional 14
jurisdictions in eight States previously were certified for Federal examiners by Federal courts
under section 3(a), but the designations have since expired.

4 The complete list of counties certified by the Attorney General, along with dates of certifi-
cation, can be found on the website of the Department of Justice's Voting Section. See http: l
/ www. usdoj.gov l crt /voting /examine /actin—exam. htm.

5 42 U.S.C. 1973gg et seq.
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there were few Federal standards for voter registration. Through the NVRA, how-
ever, Congress established specific, uniform requirements for voter registration and
State maintenance of voter registration lists. All of these requirements are applica-
ble across the United States, not just in those jurisdictions certified for Federal ex-
aminers or otherwise covered by the Voting Rights Act. The reality today is that
the only real importance of the Federal examiner provision from a practical stand-
point is its function as a statutory prerequisite to the Attorney General's ability to
call upon OPM to assign Federal observers to monitor particular elections in cer-
tified jurisdictions.

FEDERAL OBSERVERS

At any time after a Federal examiner has been appointed to a particular jurisdic-
tion, the Attorney General may request under section 8 that the Director of OPM
assign Federal observers to monitor elections in that jurisdiction. 6 These observers
are Federal employees who are recruited and supervised by OPM. They are author-
ized by statute to enter polling places and vote-tabulation rooms in order to observe
whether eligible voters are being permitted to vote and whether votes casts by eligi-
ble voters are being properly counted.

The OPM observers work in conjunction with attorneys from the Justice Depart-
ment's Civil Rights Division. Department of Justice attorneys assist OPM with the
observers' training,

brief the observers on relevant issues prior to the election, and work closely with
them on election day. Federal observers are instructed to watch, listen, and take
careful notes of everythinghat happens inside the polling place/vote-tabulation
room during an election. They are also trained not to interfere with the election in
any way. After the election, Justice Department attorneys debrief the observers, and
the observers usually complete written reports on their observations. These reports
are sent on to the Civil Rights Division and can be used in court if necessary.

Most Federal observers dispatched to cover elections find no irregularities. Still,
problems occur. Over at least the last decade, most of these have related to compli-
ance with the language minority requirements of section 203. 7 Where problems are
discovered, a variety of actions may be taken depending on the relevant cir-
cumstances. On occasion, Justice Department personnel will assess the situation
and work with county/parish officials on election day to clarify Federal legal require-
ments and immediately resolve the identified problem. Other times, the Department
will send a letter to the jurisdiction following the election in which we identify cer-
tain incidents or practices that should be addressed or improved in the future (e.g.,
removal of certain poll workers, additional training for election-day officials, etc.).
Department attorneys likewise may recommend further investigation. If no Federal
issues are identified, the matter may be referred to State authorities. If necessary,
the Department will commence a civil action (or contempt motion if applicable) to
enforce the protections of the Voting Rights Act.

Notwithstanding the general overall compliance with the Voting Rights Act, the
Department of Justice has taken full advantage of the Federal observer provisions
to help avoid slippage or complacency by covered jurisdictions. In 2004, for example,
the Civil Rights Division worked with OPM to send 1,463 observers to cover 55 elec-
tions in 30 jurisdictions in 10 different States. Meanwhile, already in 2005, Federal
observers have been dispatched to 21 elections in 17 jurisdictions in 10 different
States.

In areas of the country where Federal observers cannot be sent, the Civil Rights
Division will send it own staff lawyers to monitor elections if it has received com-
plaints or has uncovered credible evidence of possible violations of the Voting Rights
Act. In fact, the great bulk of our recent enforcement cases since, say, 1993, have
involved jurisdictions (e.g., Massachusetts, California, New York, New Jersey, Flor-
ida, Washington, and Pennsylvania) where there is no statutory authority to send
Federal observers. We have expended substantial resources in this endeavor. For ex-
ample, in 2004, the Department of Justice sent 533 departmental personnel to mon-
itor 108 elections in 80 jurisdictions in 27 different States. So far in 2005, the De-
partment has sent 186 personnel to cover 24 elections in 21 jurisdictions in 9 dif-
ferent States. Those monitors helped account for the record-setting work we have
done in enforcing the Voting Rights Act in recent years.

As I have said before to this Subcommittee, the Civil Rights Division has made
the vigorous enforcement of voting rights a primary objective, and we have been
very successful in doing so. Our election monitoring and observer coverage is just

6 42 U.S.C.1973f.
7 42 U.S.C. 1973aa–la.
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one small part of that effort. I thank the committee for the opportunity to submit
this statement.

INSERTED INTO THE RECORD BY CONGRESSMAN WATT DURING THE HEARING: LETTER
FROM WILLIAM JENKINS, DIRECTOR, HOMELAND SECURITY AND JUSTICE ISSUES,
GOVERNMENT ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, TO THE HONORABLES JOSEPH LIEBERMAN,
HENRY WAZMAN, AND JOHN CONYERS, JR. REGARDING THE DEPARTMENT OF JUS-
TICE'S ACTIVITIES TO ADDRESS PAST ELECTION-RELATED VOTING IRREGULARITIES

i

GAO
United States Government Accountabl[lty Oflica
Washington, DC 20548

September 14, 2004

The Honorable Joseph 1. Lieberman
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Governmental Affairs
United States Senate

The Honorable Henry A. Waxman
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on Government Reform
House of Representatives

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr.
Ranking Minority Member
Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives

Subject: Department of Justice's Activities to Address fast Election-Related Voting
/negUtarilies

Election-day problems in Florida and elsewhere in November 2000 raised concerns
about voting systems that included, among other things, alleged voting irregularities
that may have affected voter access to the polls. The term voting irregularities
generally refers to a broad array of complaints relating to voting and/or elections that
may involve violations of federal voting rights and/or federal criminal law for which
the Department of Justice (DOJ) has enforcement responsibilities.

You requested that we review activities at DOJ to help ensure voter access to the
polls and actions to address allegations of voting irregularities. This report
(1) identifies and describes changes DOJ has made since November 2000 to help
ensure voter access to the polls; (2) identifies and describes actions that the Voting
Section in DOJ's Civil Rights Division has taken to track, address, and assess
allegations of election-related voting irregularities received between November 2000
and December 2003; and (3) assesses the Voting Section's internal control' activities

'F.". N ,rhthnl area WVIin —lm,•.ni lgnim,rmnlcr, rvr um 11mr(h( Voing&,lu,n Iniiix4xl 1440041,] aAtydnnx ,hind
x yedllrr4-tion. A manor llain 'irthity tlwtIa 1.-n noaprxi v,I&nd& •ntlrm ninnher hot Iw not mxuiwl in nmudfilingnr

(viler ol, tinacs000, or INm000c,o a cn,a le en activity that has been nnigrcd Ito Anne iden1LCM«, INmtIr (satin I4440,
memo. lee mwK in tI rnnM Sling rf n rnmdain4 i,xlktnvnt, 0 Infnmwua,.

'lids nil ^xnrindr nn• i,drl(ml amilnn^rM nf:rn,hkudrnk,ri n mxrvrynn,r,d Ilui.lxrrvi^3x n.v+nwlde xvanwvaxr of nL,yy:tivrx
Ywl i,x hnia, rang Wwr Itia n, ratoirul oihato irne.'nxt a'nnryrmr 1!w ylww, n,r(J, i, ru.l yutrtum send 10 4440,4 niinxi,n
gout,nmlobjeatrvanwrt indtdngxr, aufryorl I04 mmiorLnoa,i I&-1 Gn Foradedhaul udcMI(Wron ininnuJ ^vnYWy
inr GAO fufemaf Cooinii ` donna f lufemnt (Sabin (n t50FN4tnl ,nxmment 5Mt14U-i1.9.1(Wrnbinl4m
nC,.Nrnx•mMr I, 11)410).
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to help ensure relevant, accurate, and reliable recording and documentation of
allegations of voting irregularities to accurately track actions taken in response to
allegations and provide accurate and complete information to the public and
congressional committees.

We primarily performed our work at DOJ's Civil Rights Division, Voting Section. We
obtained relevant documentation and interviewed responsible officials regarding
DOTS activities to help ensure voter access to the polls. To identify and describe
changes made since November 2000, we reviewed documentation on DQJ's efforts to
monitor and observe elections, increase emphasis on enforcement of minority
language and overseas voters' rights, disseminate election-related guidance, and
increase its resources to address voting issues. To identify and describe actions that
the Voting Section took to track, address, and assess allegations of voting
irregularities, we reviewed telephone logs and 34 files with information on a
preliminary investigation, matters, and cases that the Voting Section considered to be
election-related voting irregularities initiated from November 2000 to December 2003.
To assess the Voting Section's internal controls, we obtained available documentation
of policies, procedures, and techniques the Voting Section has to manage allegations
of voting irregularities and considered them in relation to GAO's internal control
standards. We also interviewed officials and obtained documentation from DOJ's
Criminal Division, Public Integrity Section (PIN), in relation to the coordination
between the Voting Section and PIN to address voter access to the polls.

On August 31, 2004, we provided your staffs a briefing document on the results of our
work. Enclosure I contains the materials we presented at that time. Our audit work
was performed in Washington, D.C., from May 2003 through August 2004 in
accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards.

Background

The Voting Section in the Civil Rights Division is charged with the responsibility of
enforcing federal voting rights statutes that are designed to safeguard the right to
vote of racial and language minorities; disabled, elderly, and illiterate persons; and
military and overseas voters, among others. The Voting Section is also charged with
the responsibility of enforcing federal statutes that, among other things, address
issues such as voter registration, provisional voting, and voter information.
Provisional voting permits eligible persons to vote on election day if their names are
not on voter registration lists, with the understanding that each person's eligibility
will be verified after the election and their votes counted, if eligible. (See enc. I, and
attach. I, for more information on statutes that the Voting Section enforces.)

The Voting Section, among other things, monitors election-day activities to ensure
voting rights are protected and initiates investigations and opens matters—an activity
that has not resulted in a court filing of a complaint, indictment, or information—to
examine allegations of voting irregularities that fall within the jurisdiction of the Civil
Rights Division. If warranted, a matter may culminate in a case—an activity that has
resulted in the filing of a complaint, indictment, or information with a federal court

ruge 2	 GAO-04-1041 R DOJ Activities to Address Cast Voting lnngoloeities
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The Voting Section also may initiate matters to monitor private lawsuits. Voting
Section attorneys are generally responsible for conducting investigations and
prosecuting cases.

The Voting Section also coordinates with PIN to refer allegations the Voting Section
receives that involve violations of criminal statutes related to voting fraud. For
example, in relation to the 2002 federal election, the Voting Section referred three
matters deemed to be potential violations of criminal laws to PIN, which assumed
responsibility for the investigations. In addition, the Voting Section and PIN have
provided joint training to Assistant U.S. Attorneys, with the Voting Section presenting
information about civil rights statutes that are to protect the right to vote and PIN
presenting information about criminal statutes that are to prevent election fraud.

Results

Since November 2000, DOJ has implemented changes to help ensure voter access to
the polls. The Voting Section emphasized the importance of its monitoring of
election-day activities and increased its monitoring of these activities. In 2000, DQI
attorneys and professional staff monitored elections in b counties in 5 states. By 2002,
the number of election jurisdictions monitored by DOJ attorneys and professional
staff increased to 19 counties in 10 states, with monitoring of elections in counties in
Florida accounting for the bulk of the increase. The Voting Section also (1) placed a
greater priority on protecting the voting rights of language minority voters by helping
to ensure that certain covered jurisdictions provided bilingual voting materials for
elections; (2) placed a priority on enforcing and preparing for compliance with the
federal statute to help ensure voting rights of overseas voters; (3) provided additional
training to Assistant U.S. Attorneys on civil rights statutes to educate them about
voters' rights; and (4) provided guidance to states regarding the implementation of
sections of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) that DOJ enforces.° For
example, the Voting Section provided guidance to states by issuing a press release
that outlined provisions of HAVA that took effect on January 1, 2004, such as
provisional voting and identification requirements for new voters who register by
mail.

The Attorney General directed the Civil Rights Division to work with civil rights
leaders, state and local election officials, and U.S. Attorney Offices prior to election
day in an effort to help ensure that citizens' voting rights are protected. The Attorney
General also directed the Criminal Division to work with these same groups in
helping to preserve ballot integrity and prevent election offenses. Almost all of the
U.S. Attorney Offices reported that they had contacted various state or local officials
prior to the November 2002 election. Voting Section officials reported that the
Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division and staff from that division
met with various civil rights organizations.

Prge 3	 GAO-04-1041A DOJ Aetroties to Addrme Pmt Voting Irnsguleritin
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According to Voting Section officials, DOJ plans to help ensure voter access for the
upcoming November 2004 election include increasing its monitoring of elections,
coordinating with civil rights organizations, and establishing procedures for bringing
the concerns of civil rights organizations about specific issues or jurisdictions to DOJ
on or before election day in November 2004. Voting Section officials also said that
final decisions as to where monitoring will be conducted are not made public until
shortly before an election. (See enc. I for more information.)

The Voting Section has used several means of tracking allegations of voting
irregularities and the Section's actions with regard to those allegations. First, the
Voting Section used telephone logs to track telephone calls regarding allegations of
voting irregularities it received related to the November 2000 and 2002 elections.
According to the Voting Section, contractors were hired to help handle the
unprecedented number of calls that were received concerning the November 2000
election situation to help ensure that the public would be able to voice opinions and
concerns. Second, DQI tracks matters and cases through its Interactive Case
Management (ICM) system—its formal process for tracking and managing work
activities. Prior to opening a matter, the Voting Section may make a determination
that an allegation does not fall within DO J's jurisdiction or may initiate a preliminary
investigation about an allegation. Third, the Voting Section tracked monitoring of
elections using logs and for some election-monitoring activities they opened matters;
thus, it has not routinely tracked election-monitoring activities through the ICM
system. (See enc. I for more information)

Actions that Voting Section attorneys took to address allegations of voting
irregularities initiated from November 2000 to December 2003 included contacting
cognizant election officials at the state and local levels; obtaining data as appropriate;
interviewing voters affected by alleged voting irregularities; meeting with minority
groups; and assessing the merits of the allegations to determine what, if any, further
action was needed. Attorneys in the Voting Section addressed allegations of voting
irregularities by first determining whether the allegations were related to violations of
federal civil rights statutes and then, if warranted, initiating a preliminary
investigation or matter to determine whether an allegation had merit. If warranted, a
matter may culminate ins case that is filed with a federal court. We reviewed files for
1 closed preliminary investigation, 25 closed matters, and 8 open and closed cases
that the Voting Section considered election-related. The preliminary investigation and
13 matters were closed because they lacked merit. The remaining 12 matters were

dosed because the state or voting jurisdiction took action to remedy an issue, a state
court issued an order addressing the issue, the voting jurisdiction implemented
changes for future elections, or Voting Section attorneys provided election officials
feedback following the on-site monitoring of elections. Six cases remain open
pending fulfillment of consent decrees entered into on behalf of DOJ and the
jurisdiction in alleged violation of federal statute, and two cases were closed because
states had taken action in response to consent decrees. Enclosure land
attachment IV provide detailed information on actions taken regarding selected
matters and cases that the Voting Section considered as involving election-related
voting irregularities initiated from November 2000 to December 2003.

Page 4	 GAO-04-1041H DOJ Activdiea to Addnxe Past Voting 4reaulnotien
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Regarding internal controls, we found that the Voting Section did not have a reliable
method to consistently record and document telephone calls received alleging voting
irregularities. According to Voting Section officials, the number of calls received
following the November 2000 election far exceeded the number received in past
elections. As a result, the Voting Section used a contractor to assist in handling the
telephone calls. To track some of the telephone calls related to the November 2000
election, Voting Section and contractor staff used telephone logs that had several
broad categories to capture the subject of the allegation, rows for states from which
the calls originated and, for the most part, tabulated the numbers of calls using tick
marks. Voting Section staff also kept two other types of logs to record some
telephone calls, which included columns to records caller's name, state, telephone
number, and description of the call. Our analysis of the contractor telephone logs
found, among other things, that these logs did not include a way to record calls from
4 states—Arkansas, Kansas, Montana, and North Dakota. According to Voting Section
officials, these 4 states were left off the contractor logs inadvertently, although these
officials noted that they were unaware of any calls received from these states. Our
analysis of logs that Voting Section staff completed found that Voting Section staff
recorded having received calls from some of these states. The Voting Section
improved upon the telephone log for the November 2002 election by having one log
that consistently provided for documenting the caller's name, telephone number, and
action taken. Compared with the telephone log that contractor staff maintained and
one of the three types of logs that Voting Section staff maintained after the November
2000 election, which had several columns to broadly categorize the subject of the
telephone calls, the November 2002log included one column to capture the subject of
the telephone calls. The Voting Section plans to take several actions to address voting
irregularities for the November 2004 election, including, among other things, using a
telephone log similar to the one used for the November 2002 election. The Voting
Section did not provide written instructions to contractors for completing the
telephone logs related to the 2000 election. However, for the November 2002 federal
election, the Voting Section provided instructions to DOJ staff for how to handle calls
from citizens, the press, members of Congress, and others. In addition to its method
for recording and documenting telephone calls received regarding voting
irregularities, we found that the Voting Section did not routinely track its election-
monitoring activities through its ICM system. The Voting Section said that it has plans
to assign one identification number to track these activities in the future. (See enc. I
for more information.)

In conclusion, lack of specifics about allegations and actions limits DOJ's ability to
have accurate and clear information to share with the public or Congress about the
types of allegations received and actions taken. Predictions of another close
presidential election in November 2004 combined with possible voter confusion over
new requirements in the Help America Vote Act—such as the implementation of
provisional voting in states that had not previously used provisional voting—and
possible questions regarding voting equipment could result in the Voting Section
again receiving a very large number of telephone calls. This could result in the need
to use contractors to record voter allegations because much of the Voting Section
staff will be monitoring election sites on election day. It is important that the
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information collected be as complete, accurate, and specific as possible regarding
specific allegations. lithe Voting Section collects more precise information about
voter allegations, it is in a better position to assure the public that it has addressed
allegations of voting irregularities. Moreover, if it documents actions taken more
precisely, it is better able to reassure the public and Congress of its commitment to
enforce federal voting rights statutes.

The Voting Section emphasized the importance of its monitoring of election-day
activities, but the monitoring program has not been routinely tracked in the Voting
Section's ICM system. We believe the significance of this program warrants a more
formal tracking of monitoring efforts and resources dedicated to the program to
allow for reliable, relevant, and timely information for management decision making
and for external reporting purposes.

Recommendations for Executive Action

Confidence in our election processes is of utmost importance. To help ensure
confidence in the integrity of voting processes, the Voting Section plays an important
role in addressing voting irregularities. By accurately recording and documenting its
activities in as clear a manner as possible, the Voting Section contributes to assuring
the public and Congress of the integrity of our voting processes and that allegations
of voting irregularities have been addressed.

To reassure citizens of the integrity of our election processes and to reassure the
public and Congress of DOJ's commitment to its responsibility to enforce federal
voting rights statutes, we recommend that the Attorney General direct the Chief of
the Voting Section to take the following two actions

• develop andunplement procedures for the November 2004 election to help
ensure that the Voting Section has a reliable method of tracking and
documenting allegations of voting irregularities and actions taken to address
them. Procedures could include more precise categories to record types of
allegations and actions taken; development of instructions on completing the
telephone logs; and development and implementation of training for
contractors, should they be needed; and

• implement a method to track and report on election-monitoring activities in
the ICM system.

Agency Comments

We provided a draft of this report to DOJ for review and comment The draft report
sent to DOJ for comment reflected changes made as a result of DOJ's prior detailed
review of attachment IV in enclosure I and changes DOJ requested in writing
following our exit conference with them. In commenting on the draft, DOJ generally
agreed with the report and recommendations. The Deputy Assistant Attorney General
for the Civil Rights Division accepted both recommendations and said that the
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Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division has directed their
implementation.

In commenting on our recommendation for the Civil Rights Division to track and
report on election-monitoring activities in the ICM system, DOJ noted that it currently
has procedures that effectively track election-monitoring activities. Our report
acknowledges that the Division had information on election monitoring. However,
the Voting Section told us that they did not routinely track election-monitoring
activities in the ICM system—its formal process for tracking and managing work
activities. Because we had asked for clarification of the confusing and unclear
information previously provided on election monitoring and tracking, the Civil Rights
Division, in a May 25, 2004, written response provided clarifying information that
explained the different databases and data from logs that were used to capture
information on election monitoring. In this written response, the Civil Rights Division
included four charts on election monitoring that had been recently created, one for
each calendar year from 2000 through 2003 (but not for 2004, as the Division states it
did). In addition, the Civil Rights Division said that it had asked for a program that
would provide the types of reports and data that the Division is routinely asked to
provide regarding the election-monitoring program. Our recommendation is directed
toward improving the Voting Section's tracking of election-monitoring activities,
which the Voting Section has emphasized as being a very important part of its efforts
to help ensure voter access to the polls. Tracking election-monitoring activities in the
ICM system would ensure that this important component of the Voting Sections
work is incorporated into the Division's formal process for tracking and managing
work activities.

After we provided D04 with a copy of the draft report that included this
correspondence and its enclosure for review and comment, Civil Rights Division
officials realized they had not provided us with information on all of the telephone
logs used following the November 2000 election. The Civil Rights Division
subsequently provided that additional information, which showed that Voting Section
staff used two additional types of logs for the November 2000 election. These logs
included columns to record callers' names, telephone numbers, states, and
descriptions of the calls. This new information was incorporated intoner report to
accurately reflect the Voting Section's activities to track telephone calls following the
November 2000 election. (See p. 5 in this letter and p. 42 in enc. I.) According to the
Civil Rights Division, the November 2002 log, which it proposes as the basis for
documenting telephone calls related to the upcoming November 2004 elections, was
the only one used by Voting Section staff for the November 2002 election.

DOJ noted that the draft report discussion of the Civil Rights Division's use of
telephone logs focused almost exclusively on the logs maintained by contractors, that
the draft report failed to note that these logs were only a small portion of all the
records of telephone calls received by the Division, and that any shortcomings in
these logs were extremely unlikely to have changed the course of subsequent
investigations. As we note in our report, it was difficult to obtain precise information
on the number of calls or the specific nature of alleged irregularities from the
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telephone logs on the November 2000 election. The information that the Voting
Section collected on its telephone logs was not precise enough to support the
Division's statements that upwards of 95 percent of the calls received regarding the
November 2000 election reflected citizen frustration or anger over the election, that
the vast majority of the calls that contractors received came from New York and
California, or that the vast majority of the calls from those two states expressed
frustration over the situation in Florida. Moreover, it is important to note that our
recommendation with regard to recording complaints about voting irregularities for
the November 2004 election is based on the limitations of the log used in
November 2002 and the lack of a clear plan for accurately recording a potentially
large volume of complaints that may arise from the November 2004 election. For
example, November 2004 will be the first national election in which all states will be
implementing HAVA's new voter identification and provisional voting requirements
with which many voters may be unfamiliar.

In its comments, DOJ said that the Civil Rights Division invited us to meet with
Voting Section staff who worked during the time of the November 2000 election and
that we declined this invitation. We did not receive an invitation from officials in the
Civil Rights Division, who arranged our meetings with Voting Section staff, to meet to
discuss the November 2000 election logs. Throughout this review, we requested
meetings with Voting Section and Civil Rights Division officials. It is always our
preference, as part of our work, to meet with agency officials to discuss issues and
questions we may have about agency processes, procedures, and documentation.
However, Civil Rights Division officials preferred that we provide questions in writing
and to respond to those questions in writing. The Civil Rights Division sometimes
took weeks to respond in writing, which contributed significantly to the length of
time it took us to complete our review. Had Civil Rights Division officials been more
willing to meet with us to explain the Voting Section's processes and discuss the
documentation provided to us, rather than rely on written questions and responses,
the time required for this review could have been significantly reduced.

DOYs written comments are in attachment V. DOJ also provided technical comments
from the Criminal Division's Public Integrity Section and from the Civil Rights
Division, which we incorporated as appropriate. The Civil Rights Division provided
additional information on cases initiated for calendar years 2002, 2003, and 2004. The
2002 and 2003 cases involved enforcement under Sections 2 and 208 of the Voting
Rights Act and were not clearly identifiable in the ICM system as also involving
language minority issues under Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act. The Civil Rights
Division subsequently identified these cases as including enforcement of language
minority violations, and we have included them in our report. Information on cases
initiated in calendar year 2004 had not been included because our review covered
complete calendar years, but we have added information on cases initiated in 2004 as
of August 2004 as a courtesy to the Division.

As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly release its contents earlier, we plan
no further distribution of this report until 30 days f rom its issue date. At that time, we
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will send copies of this report to the Attorney General, Department of Justice;
Chairman, Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs; Chairman, Rouse Committee
on Government Reform; Chairman, House Committee on the Judiciary; Chairman and
Ranking Minority Member, House Committee on House Administration; and
Chairman and Ranking Minority Member, Senate Committee on Rules and
Administration. Copies of this report will be made available to other interested
parties upon request This report will also be available on GAO's Web site at
http://www.gao.gov. If you have any questions, please contact me at (202) 512-8777 or
by e-mail at jenldnswo@gao.gov or Linda Watson, Assistant Director, at (202)
512-8685 or by e-mail at watsocd@gao.gov. Key contributors to this report were
Katherine Davis, Gina Flacco, Evan Gilman, Geoffrey Hamilton, Mary Martin,
Maria Santos, and Daniele Schiffman.

William O. Jenkins, Jr.
Director, Homeland Security and Justice Issues

Enclosures
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Enclosure I

GAO Enclosure I. ,.-.-

DOJ Activities to Address Past
Election-Related Voting Irregularities

Results of work completed for the
Ranking Minority Member of the

House Committee on Government Reform,
Ranking Minority Member of the

House Committee on the Judiciary, and
Ranking Member of the

Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs

August 31, 2004
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Enclosure I

ti:; 
GAO	 Contents

• Objectives
•	 Results in Brief
• Scope and Methodology
• Background
• Changes to Ensure Voter Access
• Actions to Track, Address, and Assess Allegations
• Assessment of Internal Controls
• Conclusions
• Recommendations
• Attachment I—Federal Voting Rights Statutes
• Attachment II—Role of the Criminal Division's Public Integrity Section
• Attachment III—Election Jurisdictions Monitored during 2000-2003
• Attachment IV—Election-Related Preliminary Investigation, Matters,

and Cases Initiated from November 2000 to December 2003
• Attachment V—Agency Comments
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Enclosure I

GAO Objectives

This briefing addresses the following objectives:

1. Identify and describe any changes the Department of Justice
(DOJ) has made since November 2000 to help ensure voter
access to the polls.

2. Identify and describe any actions that the Voting Section in DOJ's
Civil Rights Division has taken to track (monitoring work initiated
and actions taken), address, and assess allegations of election-
related voting irregularities received between November 2000 and
December 2003.

• Election-related refers to a preliminary investigation, matter, or
case that the Voting Section initiated pursuant to an allegation
about a specific election.
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Enclosure I

GA. 0	 Objectives

•	 A preliminary investigation is an investigation Into an allegation that has not
been assigned an identification number. A matter is an activity that has been
assigned an identification number but has not resulted in a court tiling of a
complaint, indictment, or information. A case is an activity that has been
assigned the same identification number that It had as a matter and has
resulted in the court filing of a complaint, indictment, or information.

•	 Voting irregularities, for purposes of this review, generally refer to a broad
array of complaints relating to voting and/or elections that may involve
violations of federal voting rights and/or federal criminal law for which D0,1 has
enforcement responsibilities.

3. Assess the Voting Section's Internal control activities to help ensure relevant,
accurate, and reliable recording and documentation of allegations of voting
irregularities for management decision-making and external reporting purposes.

•	 Internal controls are integral components of an organization's management
that provide reasonable assurance of objectives that include, among other
things, efficient operations. They comprise the plans, methods, and
procedures used to meet missions, goals, and objectives and, in doing so,
support performance-based management.
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Enclosure I

1	 e
' G A O	 Results in Brief

Since November 2000, DOJ has Increased Its monitoring of election activities
on election day, provided additional training to Assistant U.S. Attorneys on civil
rights laws, placed a greater priority on protecting the voting rights of language
minorities and overseas voters, and provided guidance to slates regarding
implementation of the Help America Vote Act (HAVA).
The Civil Rights Division tracks matters and cases through a case
management system. Telephone calls related to the 2000 and 2002 federal
elections were tracked using telephone logs. The Voting Section addressed
allegations of voting irregularities by contacting cognizant officials, obtaining
data if deemed appropriate, and assessing the merits of the allegation to
determine what, if any, further action was needed.
The Voting Section tracked the unprecedented volume of telephone calls
related to the November 2000 election by using logs. Some logs had several
broad categories to capture the subject of the calls and rows for states from
which the calls originated, while other logs contained callers' names, contact
information, and description of the calls. The Voting Section Improved upon the
telephone log for the November 2002 election by including categories to
capture the action taken on each call and to record the caller's name,
telephone number, and subject of the call. The Voting Section tracked some
monitoring of elections by assigning matter identification numbers.
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Scope and Methodology
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Enclosure I

GAO Scope

To address our objectives, we performed work at DOJ's:

• Civil Rights Division's Voting Section,

• Criminal Division's Public Integrity Section (PIN),

• Federal Bureau of Investigation's (FBI) Public Corruption Unit, and

• Executive Office for U.S. Attorneys (EOUSA).
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Enclosure I

Methodology'GAO	 Objective 1

To identify changes in DOJ's efforts to help ensure voter access to the
polls, we

• gathered documentation on DOJ's efforts to
• monitor and observe elections,
• increase emphasis on enforcement of minority language and

overseas voters' rights,
• disseminate election-related guidance, and
• increase its resources to address voting issues, and

• interviewed responsible officials primarily in DOJ's Voting Section
and PIN.
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Enclosure I

(`! e O	 Methodology
^1 rl	 Objective 2

To identify DOJ's actions to track, address, and assess allegations of voting
Irregularities, we

• interviewed officials In the Voting Section about procedures for tracking,
addressing, and assessing allegations of voting irregularities;

• analyzed information on the approximately 11,000 reported telephone calls
made to the Voting Section about the November 2000 election; and

• reviewed all files that the Voting Section identified as those it considered to
be election-related voting irregularities that were initiated from November
2000 to December 2003. This included 1 closed preliminary investigation,
25 closed matters, and 8 closed and open cases. The Voting Section tracks
Its matters and cases based on statutes it enforces and not on whether an
allegation relates to a specific election. Consequently, the Voting Section
had to identify for us the preliminary investigation, matters, and cases that It
considered to be election-related voting irregularities..
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Background

Voting Section
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Enclosure I

'GAO Background
 Voting Section

Voting Section responsibilities include:

• enforcing the Voting Rights Act, which is designed to safeguard the right
to vote of racial and language minorities and illiterate persons, among
other provisions;

• enforcing federal statutes designed to safeguard the right to vote of
disabled, elderly, military, and overseas voters; and

• enforcing provisions of the National Voter Registration Act, and the Help
America Vote Act (HAVA) which address issues such as voter
registration, provisional voting, and voter information.

Attachment I provides more information on statutes that the Voting Section
enforces.
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Enclosure I

'GAO 	 Background
 Voting Section

_,ten •^a•.+^,

The Voting Section, among other things, monitors election-day activities to
ensure voting rights are protected and initiates investigations and opens
matters to examine allegations of voting irregularities that fall within the
jurisdiction of the Civil Rights Division. If warranted, a matter may
culminate in a case that is filed with a federal court.

Voting Section attorneys are generally responsible for conducting
investigations and prosecuting civil cases. The Voting Section also may
initiate matters to monitor private lawsuits.

The Voting Section coordinates with the Criminal Division's Public Integrity
Section (PIN) to help ensure voters' rights are protected, such as
referring three allegations to PIN about possible election crimes related
to the 2002 election. (See attach. II for more information about PIN's
election-related responsibilities.)
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Enclosure I

G A O Background
Voting Section

The following table provides information on all matters and cases initiated by the Voting
Section in calendar years 2000 through 2003.

..............._
Year Initiated	 Matters Cases

_...._......._....... 1
Total	 I

2
	 0_. 	 i_._ 	 70.._....._..._......18...._ ...... .........88	 ._.......^

._.._. 2001 	 j	 5 6 59

2002	 127 18 145

2003	 99	 ..._....	 _ ... 4.............__. .....19..

'...._	 Total	
—	 ..	 349 46 ......_I

Source: GAO analysis of data from DOJ's Civil Rights Division's Voting Section.

According to Voting Section officials, the number of matters was higher in 2002 because the
Voting Section Initiated new matters for each of the over 80 newly covered jurisdictions
required by the Voting Rights Act to provide bilingual election materials and assistance to
language minority citizens. Following the 2000 Census, DOJ, In conjunction with the U.S.
Census Bureau, identified these 80 lurisdictions. The Voting Rights Act requires
jurisdictions to provide language minority assistance when certain criteria are met, such as
when more than 5 percent of the citizens of voting age, or more than 10,000 of the citizens
of voting age, are members of a single language minority group, and are unable to speak
or understand English adequately enough to participate in the electoral process.
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Enclosure I

GAO Background
Voting Section Secfion

As shown in the following table, the Voting Section's positions for attorneys (authorized and
on-board) increased since the beginning of fiscal year 2000.

Time period Authorized attorney	 I Attorneys on-board

Start FY 2000
-positions-

g4 31
t End FY 2000 36 35

End FY 2001 47 40
i End FY 2002 47 42

End FY 2003 41 38
As of April 16, 2004 41 39

Source: DOJ's Civil Rights Divisions Voting Section.

The number of authorized and on-board attorneys declined at the end of fiscal year 2003
because the number of submissions to the Voting Section for redistricting changes
following the 2000 Census began to decline that year. according to Voting Section officials.
Every 10 years, after the federal census, states redraw their legislative election districts to
make these districts equal in population. The process of drawing new election district
boundaries is called redistricting.
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Enclosure I

GAO

Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
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Enclosure I

'GAO Changes to Help EnsureVoter Access
Results in Brief NmwbOrM1 •I^p9p'MlICh

Since November 2000, DOJ focused on ensuring voter access to the polls
by

• placing more emphasis on its election-monitoring program,
• providing additional training for certain Assistant U.S. Attorneys who

handle election-related issues that included placing more emphasis
on handling civil rights issues,

• directing U.S. Attorney Offices to contact election and other officials
at the state and local level to offer assistance prior to election day,

• placing greater priority on enforcing the voting rights of language
minorities and overseas voters, and

• providing guidance to states regarding HAVA implementation.
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Enclosure I

O	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
Emphasis Placed on Election Monitoring

In March 2001, the Attorney General announced that DOJ was placing more
emphasis on Its election-monitoring program. The Attorney General Is
authorized by law to notify the Office of Personnel Management (OPM) of the
need to assign federal observers to monitor polling place activities on election
day in counties that the Attorney General has certified under the Voting Rights
Act and in counties authorized by federal court orders. The Attorney General
delegates the authority with respect to federal observers to the Voting Section.
The Voting Section's decision to request federal observers is based on past
experience or investigations that Indicated observers may be needed to protect
voting rights. (See attach. I for information on the law authorizing federal
observers.)

In addition to OPM federal observers, the Voting Section assigns DOJ attorneys
and professional staff to monitor election day activities in local jurisdictions
throughout the United States, whether or not the locations have been certified
under the Voting Rights Act. This additional monitoring is part of the Voting
Section's investigations of possible voting rights violations. Unlike OPM
observers, DOJ attorneys and professional staff do not have specific statutory
right of access to polling places and must get authority from the appropriate
state and/or local officials for them to enter polling places.
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Enclosure I

G e O Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
1 _	 Emphasis Placed on Election Monitoring

DOJ attorneys and professional staff are assigned to these jurisdictions
when there may be insufficient time to arrange for federal observers in
covered jurisdictions, or when the results of Voting Section staff's pre-
election investigations indicate the need for some limited federal
presence.

The Attorney General directed the Voting Section to increase resources
devoted to the election-monitoring program through the use of OPM
federal observers and DOJ attorneys and professional staff.

The level of resources used and number of elections monitored were
greater in federal election years (even-numbered years) than other
years, as shown in the next figure.
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Enclosure I

A O	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
j-^ 	 Emphasis Placed on Election Monitoring

The number of OPM federal observers and DOJ attorneys and
professional staff were greater in the 2002 elections than in the
2000 elections. Similarly, more elections were monitored in
2002 than in 2000.

irG^	 4

v	 ^
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^	 aa,	 m»	 x^m
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Enclosure I

O	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
Emphasis Placed on Election Monitoring

OPM federal observers are always accompanied by DOJ attorneys and
professional staff when monitoring elections and were present for elections held
during calendar years 2000 through 2003 in Attorney General-certified and
court-ordered counties and jurisdictions in several states. In a few Instances,
DOJ attorneys and professional staff independently monitored elections In these
Attorney General-certified and court-ordered counties and jurisdictions.

DOJ attorneys and professional staff also Independently monitored elections in
counties and jurisdictions that were not Attorney General certified or under court
order during this 4-year period. In 2000, DOJ attorne ys and professional staff
monitored elections in 5 counties in 5 states. By 2002, the number of election
jurisdictions monitored by DOJ attorneys and professional staff increased to 19
counties in 10 states, with monitoring of elections in counties in Florida
accounting for the bulk of the increase.

According to the Voting Section, election monitoring is a high-priority program of
DOJ and a very important part of the Section's efforts to address voting
irregularities.

See attachment III for more information on election monitoring in Attorney General-
certified and court-ordered election jurisdictions and election jurisdictions that
DOJ monitored independently.
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Enclosure I

GAO	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
Training

^aw,mm•mrva•m

Officials in the Voting Section and PIN said that Assistant U.S. Attorneys can attend
annual public corruption conferences, where they receive (1) training on handling
election crime investigations and prosecutions and (2) periodic updates to DOJ's
manual on prosecuting election crimes. Starting in October 2002, additional
annual training, referred to as the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Conference,
was provided to Assistant U.S. Attorneys who, in coordination with DOJ
headquarters, handle election-related matters for the 93 U.S. Attorneys.

The Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Conference training, according to Civil Rights
Division officials, included civil rights issues that had not been covered in the
training offered to Assistant U.S. Attorneys prior to October 2002 and was
designed to provide them a better understanding of what the Voting Section does
to enforce federal voting rights statutes. Also, according to the Civil Rights
Division, the presentations that the Voting Section made at this annual training
conference placed special emphasis on the election-monitoring program and
solicited the Assistant U.S. Attorneys' involvement in helping to enforce federal
voting rights laws, ballot access, and the election-monitoring program. According
to PIN, this training, which was mandatory for the Assistant U.S. Attorneys
designated as district election officers, also covers voting Integrity Issues
important to election crime matters.
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Enclosure I

A 11 A O	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
j-^ 	 Training

The Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Conference training was provided to
Assistant U.S. Attorneys in October 2002, September 2003, and July
2004.

The training materials for 2002 included topics related to federal voter
registration and election-day statutes that the Voting Section enforces,
which include the Voting Rights Act, National Voter Registration Act, and
the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act, and topics
related to handling election crime investigations, trials, and the statutes
and theories used to address election crimes.

The 2003 training materials included, in addition to the same topics
covered in 2002, information on HAVA and election monitoring by
federal observers. According to PIN and the Voting Section, the content
of the 2004 training was similar to that provided in previous years.
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Enclosure I

AA	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
. 1 0	 Contacts with State and Local Election Officialsers^ .	 ,r.,r,C,•ar,m„

In October 2002, the Attorney General directed each U.S. Attorney to
coordinate with state and local election and law enforcement officials
prior to the November 2002 elections to, in part, explore ways that they
could work more closely together to deter and detect discrimination and
to deter and prosecute election crimes.

According to PIN officials, the Attorney General's October 2002 directive
(1) formalized an ad-hoc practice that had existed in DOJ for many
years of coordinating elections and election-related matters with state
officials and (2) led to a systematic effort to coordinate election issues
and matters with these officials.
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Enclosure I

(^! e O	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
VI ^1	 Contacts with State and Local Election Officials

Prior to the November 2002 federal elections, almost all of the U.S.
Attorney Offices reported to PIN that they had contacted various state or
local officials either by telephone, in writing, or in person.

The state and local officials contacted varied by each U.S. Attorney Office.
For example, according to PIN,

• the three U.S. Attorneys in the state of Florida reported having
met with the Florida Secretary of State and

• the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of California reported
having met with the San Diego County Registrar of Voters,
Election Administrator, and Deputy District Attorney, and the
Imperial County Registrar of Voters and District Attorney.
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Enclosure I

1 GAO	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
Contacts with Civil Rights and Other Organizations

The Attorney General directed the Civil Rights Division was to work with civil rights
leaders, state and local election officials, and U.S. Attorney Offices prior to
election day In an effort to help ensure that citizens' voting rights are protected.
The Attorney General also directed the Criminal Division to work with these
same groups in helping to preserve ballot Integrity and prevent election offenses.

According to the Voting Section, the Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights
Division has met with representatives of civil rights organizations to discuss the
Voting Section's election-monitoring program and its plans for monitoring the
November 2004 election and has made other presentations concerning voting
rights issues at many of these organizations meetings and conferences. The
Voting Section also said that as this election approaches, it plans to ask civil
rights organizations what election jurisdictions they believe the Voting Section
should consider monitoring.

The Voting Section also said that since October 2002, staff from the Civil Rights
Division have made presentations to, met with, or received presentations from
various civil rights and other organizations, such as the NAACP, Lawyers'
Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, League of United Latin American
Citizens, Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, AARP, National Association of
Secretaries of State, and National Association of State Election Directors.
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Enclosure I

A O	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
11	 Language Minority Voting Rights

In 2002, the Civil Rights Division made enforcement of voting rights laws that
address access to voting for language minority groups one of the Voting
Section's highest priorities. DOJ reported in a civil rights accomplishments fact
sheet that the Civil Rights Division conducted an outreach campaign with state
and local election officials and local language minority groups to help ensure
access to bilingual voting materials for language minority groups. This was
begun in July 2002 following the certification of covered jurisdictions based on
the results of the 2000 census.

• The fact sheet states that the outreach included a July 2002 letter from the
then- Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division to each of the
296 political jurisdictions covered by Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act
notifying them of their bilingual access obligations in the upcoming and
future elections. According to the Civil Rights Division, attorneys from the
Division visited many of the 296 counties covered by Section 203.

• In addition, the fact sheet reported that Civil Rights Division attorneys
conducted in-person meetings with state and local election officials and
local language minority groups in almost all of the more than 80 newly
covered jurisdictions.
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Enclosure I

Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
Language Minority Voting Rights'GA ,mMb,nb•ub,nN•,,,em,

We analyzed data as of March 15, 2004, on matters and cases related to Section
203 language minority issues recorded in DOJ's Interact ive Case Management
(ICM) system, which is used to track and manage these data. We found that the
Voting Section initiated 7 matters and no cases in 2000, 13 matters and 2 cases
In 2001, 94 matters and 1 case in 2002, and 28 matters and no cases in 2003.
According to the Civil Rights Division, the Division also initiated the following
cases: (1) two language assistance cases in 2002 under Section 2 and Section
208 of the Voting Rights Act; (2) two cases in 2003 under Section 2, Section
203, and Section 208 of the Voting Rights Act; and (3) five cases in 2004 under
Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act. Sections 2, 203, and 208 of the Voting
Rights Act are described in attachment I.
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Enclosure I

A O	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
1'1	 Uniformed and Overseas Citizens

Given the large number of troops deployed overseas and an increase in concerns about late
mailing of absentee ballots, Voting Section officials said that the Voting Section placed
increased priority in 2004 on enforcing and preparing to ensure compliance with the
Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA), which only applies to
federal elections. These officials cited the following enforcement and preparation activities
during 2004.

• Obtained a court Order in April for emergency relief to remedy an UOCAVA violation
committed during the Pennsylvania primary election.

• Negotiated with the state of Alabama in May to obtain a similar emergency relief
order from a state court for a county's failure to provide enou h time Tor the mailing to
and return of ballots from overseas voters for its primary election.

• Obtained a court order in an UOCAVA lawsuit in July against the state of Georgia for
similar emergency relief for its primary election.

• Established a working group of Voting Section attorneys to facilitate communications
with the Department of Defense's Federal Voting Assistance Pr ram, which is
charged with administering UOCAVA, and to plan for the possibility of more UOCAVA
litigation during 2004.

Our analysis of matters and cases in DOJ's ICM system as of March 15, 2004, showed that
the Voting Section initiated 3 matters and 2 cases during calendar years 2000 through
2003 involving the issue of absentee voting by uniformed and overseas citizens. All 5 of
the matters and cases were Initiated In 2002.
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Enclosure I

('! A O	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
t,1 __	 Guidance to States on HAVA

In October 2002. HAVA established the Election Assistance Commission to, In part, serve as
a national clearinghouse and resource to compile information and review procedures
related to federal election administration and provide guidance on implementing certain
HAVA requirements. Because the Election Assistance Commission was not established
until December 2003, the Voting Section provided informal, nonbinding guidance to states
on implementing the requirements of HAVA.

The Voting Section's guidance to states on HAVA's requirements included
• interpreting requirements of the law and advising states on how to comply with them

based on DOJ s enforcement role under HAVA;
• responding to inquiries from state and local officials;
• making presentations at various meetings and conferences;
• writing letters to the chief state election official, governor, and attorney general in

each of the 50 states, the District of Columbia, and the U.S. territories offering to
assist the jurisdictions in their efforts to ensure compliance with HAVA and
summarizing HAVA provisions;

• creating a HAVA information page on its Web site; and
• issuing a press release that outlined provisions of HAVA that took effect on

January 1, 2004, such asrovisional voting and identification requirements for new
voters who register by mall.

According to the Civil Rights Division. the Voting Section also filed its first enforcement action
in California in 2004 against a county for violating the voter information provisions of
HAVA.
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Enclosure I

A O	 Changes to Help Ensure Voter Access
11	 Plans for November 2004 Election

According to Voting Section officials, DOJ's plans for helping to ensure voter
access for the November 2004 election include

• increasing its on-site monitoring of elections considerably over prior years
through greater use of staff from other sections in the Civil Rights Division.
Voting Section officials also said that final decisions as to where monitoring
will be conducted are not made public until shortly before an election, but
they told us that the Voting Section has prepared a list of jurisdictions for
consideration based on consent decrees and will update the list with other
jurisdictions being considered for coverage as the election approaches.
According to these officials, the Voting Section has not established a
specific goal for achieving an Increase in staff or elections to be covered,
and

• coordinating with civil rights organizations that will be monitoring the
election and establishing procedures for bringing their concerns about
specific issues or jurisdictions to DOJ on or before election day in
November 2004.
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Actions to Track, Address, and Assess Allegations
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Enclosure I

G
A O	 Actions to Track, Address, and Assess Allegations
tl	 Results in Brief

In our review, we found that the Civil Rights Division had formal procedures to track matters
and cases to address voting irregularities. Specifically, the Voting Section tracks
investigative matters and cases through the Division's ICM system using unique
identification numbers. In addition, the Voting Section tracked telephone calls alleging
voting irregularities for the November 2000 and November 2002 elections using telephone
logs.

Voting Section attorneys addressed and assessed allegations of election-related voting
irregularities initiated from November 2000 to December 2003 in various ways, depending
on the allegation. Our review of files related to 1 preliminary close investigation, 25 closed
matters, and 8 open and closed cases generally found that attorneys contacted cognizant
officials and assessed the legal merits of evidence of alleged violations of civil rights laws.

In our review of files, we found that Voting Section attorneys generally addressed allegations
of voting irregularities Initiated from November 2000 to December 2003 through a
preliminary investigation or investigative matters and took actions such as interviewing
election officials at state and local levels, interviewing voters affected by alleged voting
irregularities, and meeting with civil rights groups.

Our review of Voting Section files also found that Voting Section attorneys, in conjunction with
supervisory attorneys, assessed information collected and determined whether (1) federal
voting rights laws were violated; (2) an investigation should be closed; or (3) further action
was needed by the Voting Section, such as filing a complaint with a federal court or
continued monitoring.
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Enclosure I

G	 0	 Actions to Track, Address, and Assess Allegations
Tracking Allegations of Voting Irregularities
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The ICM is a database system that the Voting Section uses to track and
manage matter and case data for the Section and can be used to
generate reports.

Each matter and case is assigned a DJ number, which is an unique
identification number. Information on matters and cases can be
searched by the identification numbers, statutes, and other information
maintained in the system.

The system is set up to automatically enter certain data and has required
fields for which data must be entered. Voting Section staff can enter
other data into the system, as appropriate.
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Enclosure I

G Actions to Track, Address, and Assess AllegationsA O Tracking Allegations of Voting Irregularities

Officials told us that the Voting Section

• receives numerous citizen calls, comments, and questions daily;
• receives telephone calls, e-mails, faxes, letters, and packages. Most of the calls and

written allegations from citizens do not concern issues within the jurisdiction of the
Civil Rights Division and, in such instances, the caller is often notified of this
determination over the telephone and referred to other state or federal agencies with
possible jurisdiction;

• documented telephone calls received at the Section's toll free telephone number
using telephone logs for the 2000 and 2002 elections;

• found that only a small percentage of allegations that it rece ived following the
November 2060 election fell within its jurisdiction or presented substantive issues that
merited further review. Notations on logs documentmg telephone calls related to the
November 2000 election indicated that some of the calls- we were unable to quantify
the number of calls because of the way calls were recorded- were related to
dissatisfaction with the outcome of the election or other issues such as general
complaints about the election process that contained no specific allegations of
violations of federal laws;

• in addition to following up with people who called the Voting Section after the
November 2000 election, Voting Section staff pursued other avenues of complaints,
such as complaint logs generated by the NAACP Voter Fund, hearings conducted by
the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights and the NAACP, and incidents receiving a large
amount of publicity, to determine if federal laws had been violated; and

• expects attorneys to find new matters for investigation in addition to assignments
made by Section management.
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Enclosure I

G	 O	 Actions to Track, Address, and Assess Allegations
Tracking Allegations of Voting Irregularities
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Voting Section officials told us that on election day
• in addition to calls received by the Section at its toll-free number, an OPM

federal examiner maintains a toll-free telephone number to receive calls. An
examiner is a federal employee assigned by OPM to receive complaints of racial
or minority language discriminatory voting practices. (See attach. I for the statute
related to federal examiners.) Any allegations taken by the examiner that are
deemed to require immediate attention are routed to the Civil Rights Division
when received, while other allegations are transmitted after the election and
reviewed to determine if further action is needed. According to the Chief of the
Voting Section, they received few, if any, allegations from examiners in relation
to the November 2000 election, and

• a small number of Civil Rights Division staff remain available at the Voting
Section on major election days to take citizen calls, with the vast majority of
Section staff at various locations around the country for monitoring purposes.
Major problems that arise from these calls are routed to attorney supervisors to
determine what actions are needed.

Our review of files included five matters that were Initiated to monitor elections.
According to Voting Section officials, this activity is not routinely tracked through
the ICM, but they plan to designate a single identification number to track this
activity.
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Enclosure I

Actions to Track, Address, and Assess Allegations
A O	 Actions to Address Allegations
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The following presents information on the Voting Section's process for
addressing allegations related to voting irregularities.

If the Voting Section deems that a voting allegation falls within its
jurisdiction and appears to have merit an attorney is assigned to
make inquiries about the allegation. the attorney pertorms some
investigative work to determine whether the allegation should be
pursued.
If an attorney believes a matter should be investigated, the attorney
discusses this with the Deputy Chief responsible for the state in
which the matter rises. The Section Chief and Deputies decide
whether or not to formally open a matter. The Voting Section
assigns a number to the matter for tracking purposes.
When Voting Section staff monitor elections and receive allegations
of or information about voting irregularities while on site, they make
efforts to resolve allegations -by contacting local election officials
immediately. Further investigation of such irregularities is
conducted after an election if the allegation was not resolved on
election day or if it is deemed otherwise necessary to prevent such
problems from arising in the future.
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Enclosure I

O	 Actions to Track, Address, and Assess Allegations
Actions to Address Allegations

Our file review found that the Voting Section generally took the following
actions during its investigations initiated from November 2000 to
December 2003:

• Interviewed state and county election officials other state and
county officials who may provide insight into the investigation, state
Attorneys General, voters raising the allegations, and
representatives from the NAACP and other minority groups.

• Requested documentation detailing certain election procedures.
• Facilitated the resolution of allegations and issues that arose during

elections, when monitoring elections. If Voting Section staff
monitoring elections received allegations about voting irregularities,
they immediately took steps to resolve the allegations by contacting
local election officials.

• Where deemed appropriate, filed enforcement actions in federal
court against jurisdictions that allegedly violated federal voting rights
laws by either obtaining judgments against them or entering into
consent decrees with jurisdictions that agree to remedy their alleged
violations of federal voting statutes.
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Enclosure I

i	 e	 Actions to Track, Address, and Assess Allegations
1 1 0	 Actions to Assess Allegations

Following the investigation of a preliminary investigation or matter, a Voting
Section attorney, in conjunction with a supervisor, determines whether
the allegation has merit, whether the preliminary investigation or matter
should be pursued further, or whether the preliminary investigation or
matter should be closed. The determination to close a matter or pursue
it as a case is a legal judgment and is often based on whether there is
deemed to be a sufficient evidence of violations of voting rights laws and
whether the state or local election officials have taken action to correct
problems.

The Voting Section identified a total of 34 closed investigations and open
and closed cases initiated between November 2000 and December
2003 that it considered to involve election-related voting irregularities: 1
closed preliminary investigation, 25 closed matters, and 8 open and
closed cases.

The preliminary investigation was closed because the Voting Section
concluded that the allegation lacked merit.
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Enclosure I

O	 Actions to Track, Address, and Assess Allegations
Actions to Assess Allegations

For the 25 closed matters:
• 13 were closed because the Voting Section concluded that the allegations lacked merit;
• 5 were closed because the state or voting jurisdictions took actions to resolve the issues

(e.g., one state passed an election law, and the Voting Section approved changes to
election procedures that one city had proposed);

• 4 were closed following the completion of elections, and the Voting Section provided
feedback or observations related to election procedures while monitoring elections;

• 2 were closed because voting jurisdictions implemented changes for future elections; and
• 1 was closed because a state court issued an order addressing the issue.

For the 8 cases:
• 6 are open pending fulfillment of consent decrees entered into on behalf of DOJ and the

jurisdiction in alleged violation of statute, and
• 2 are closed because consent decrees entered Into on behalf of DOJ and the jurisdictions

in alleged violation of statutes required states to take correct ive actions and states did so
by passing legislation, among other actions.

Attachment IV provides detailed information on the results of our file review of the 34 closed
preliminary investigation and matters and open and closed cases initiated from November
2000 to December 2003 that the Voting Section considered as involving election-related
voting irregularities.
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Assessment of Internal Controls
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Enclosure I

O	 Assessment of Internal Controls
Results in Brief
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In our review, we found that

• the Voting Section tracked telephone calls related to the November 2000
election by using telephone logs. Some logs had several broad
categories to capture the subject of the calls, rows for states from which
the calls originated and, for the most part, tabulated the numbers of calls
using tick marks. Other logs that the Voting Section used contained
information such as callers names, telephone numbers, and
descriptions of the calls. The Voting Section improved upon the
telephone log for the November 2002 election by including columns to
record the action taken on each call in addition to recording the caller's
name and telephone number, but has one column to capture the subject
of the call, and

• as mentioned previously, the Voting Section tracked some monitoring of
elections by opening matters and assigning each matter an identification
number. According to Voting Section officials, it has not routinely
tracked election-monitoring activities through the case management
system but is considering assigning one identification number to track
election-monitoring activities.
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Enclosure I

A O	 Assessment of Internal Controls
Cl	 November 2000 Election Telephone Logs

The Voting Section received an unprecedented volume of telephone calls in
November and December 2000 related to the unusual events surrounding the
November 2000 presidential election.

The Voting Section reported to the Senate Committee on the Judiciary that
it received approximately 11,000 calls related to the November 2000
election. In comparison, the Voting Section told us it received several
hundred calls related to the November 2002 election. The Voting Section
told us it does not have records of telephone calls related to other elections
except to the extent that such telephone calls generated investigations that
became matters or cases.
According to the Voting Section, contractors were hired in November 2000
to help handle the unprecedented number of incoming telephone calls
received concerning the November 2000 election to help ensure that the
public would be able to voice opinions and concerns. Hiring contractors
was not intended as a mechanism to gather specific allegations.
Voting Section staff and contractors kept telephone logs that consisted of
tables with columns identifying broad categories of allegations or comments
and rows with the state from which a call originated. Voting Section staff
also kept two other types of logs, which included the callers name, state,
telephone number, and description of the call. Calls were recorded on most
togs as tick marks, while some logs included limited narrative on the nature
ofthe call.
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Enclosure

O Assessment of Internal Controls
November 2000 Election Telephone Logs

Our analysis of the telephone call logs completed by contractors found the
following:

• It was difficult to count how many calls were received because, for example,
one caller could have made multiple complaints and some logs appeared to
be duplicates.

• The call logs did not include a way to record calls from 4 states—Arkansas,
Kansas, Montana, and North Dakota. According to Voting Section officials,
these 4 states were left off the contractor logs inadvertently, although these
officials noted that they were unaware of any calls received from these
states. Our analysis found that Voting Section staff recorded having
received calls from some of these states.

• Columns that were used to record callers were labeled voter fraud,
irregularities, request investigation, re-vote, and general comments. In
some of the logs, the columns were re-labeled manually to tally additional
types of comments. The broad nature of these column labels to record
information about the nature of the calls and the limited narrative sometimes
included on logs did not always provide sufficient information to determine
whether the Voting Section should Initiate an Investigation.

• The telephone logs did not include information on callers' contact
information such as telephone numbers.
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Enclosure I

O Assessment of Internal Controls
November 2000 Election Telephone Logs

Some of the telephone logs that Voting Section and contractor staff completed
included comments indicating allegations that people may have been prevented
from voting. According to the Voting Section, Voting Section personnel reviewed
logs on an ongoing basis and efforts were made to contact callers who provided
telephone numbers and whose messages indicated possible violations of federal
civil rights statutes. The Voting Section does not have records indicating how
many such return calls were made and noted that return telephone contact
information was not always provided or asked for.

According to Voting Section officials, an assessment of the calls led them to
determine that most of the calls focused on concerns about the election situation
in Florida, often from citizens In states other than Florida, and that few
allegations included substantive information about possible violations of federal
law. However, the information on the November 2000 telephone logs is not
precise enough to document this assessment.
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Enclosure I

/^ O	 Assessment of Internal Controls
1'1	 November 2002 Election Telephone Logs

For the November 2002 federal election, the Voting Section assigned staff
to receive calls; provided instructions for how to handle calls from
citizens, the press, members of Congress, and others; and provided
state contact information to refer callers to state officials, when
appropriate.

According to Voting Section officials, a telephone log was used to record
calls received. The telephone log included columns to record time of
call; caller information for name, city, state, and telephone number;
subject; and action. No instructions were provided with the telephone
log about how to complete it regarding the type of information to be
included in the subject or action columns.
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Enclosure I

G(t A	 Assessment of Internal Controls
j 

0	
Plans for the November 2004 Election

According to the Civil Rights Division, the Voting Section plans to ensure
that it has full capability to receive and respond, as appropriate, to all
calls related to the November 2004 general election in the most
expeditious way possible. Division officials further stated that the Voting
Section has procedures in place to track and respond to telephone calls
that it might receive in relation to the November 2004 general election.

Specifically, the Civil Rights Division told us that the Voting Section
plans to use a telephone log such as the one used for the November
2002 election to record information on the caller's name, time of call,
city and state, telephone number, subject of the call, and action
taken on the call. The Division noted that the November 2002 log or
any log that the Voting Section might use for the November 2004
election is a tool to ensure that the Voting Section does not miss
calls raising important concerns over which it has jurisdiction and is
not intended to definitively track all election-related allegations
received.
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Enclosure I

'GAO
Assessment of Internal Controls

Plans for the November 2004 Election

The Civil Rights Division also cited other procedures that the Voting
Section plans to use to track and respond to possible telephone calls
related to the November 2004 general election. These procedures will
include the Voting Section

• continuing its practice of assigning its staff to specific states for the
purpose of reviewing citizen calls and letters;

• keeping a sufficient number of staff and supervisory attorneys in
headquarters on election day to handle calls and to respond to
allegations referred from Voting Section staff monitoring elections in the
field on that day; and

• using contractors, if needed, to take telephone calls. The Division plans
to determine the need to use contractors on a case-by-case basis.
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Conclusions and Recommendations
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Enclosure I

'GAO	 Internal Controls
Conclusions

The Voting Section received an unprecedented number of calls related
to the November 2000 election and took steps to document telephone
calls. According to the Voting Section, it also documented calls for the
November 2002 election for which far fewer calls were received. The
2000 and 2002 election telephone logs differed somewhat in format, and
improvements were made regarding how information was collected on
the 2002 election telephone log. The Voting Section did not provide
written instructions to contractors in November 2000 about how to
complete the logs, but did provide written instructions to DOJ staff on
completing some of the information for the 2002 logs. However, both
logs lack precision for documenting the nature of the call and actions
taken because broad categories were used to capture information on the
call.
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Enclosure I

i	 e	 Internal ControlsG A O	 Conclusions

Predictions of another close presidential election in November 2004,
possible voter confusion over new requirements in the Help America
Vote Act, and possible questions regarding voting equipment could
result in the Voting Section again receiving a large number of telephone
calls and possibly result in the use of contractors to handle calls since
most of the Voting Section staff are monitoring election sites on election
day. If the Voting Section collects more precise information about such
calls, it is in a better position to assure the public that it addressed
allegations of voting irregularities; if it documents actions taken more
precisely, it is better able to reassure the public and Congress of its
commitment to enforce federal voting rights statutes.

• The Voting Section has emphasized the importance of its monitoring of
election day activities, yet the monitoring program has not been routinely
tracked in the ICM system, its formal process for tracking and managing
work activities. Voting Section officials told us they were considering
tracking this program in the future, and we believe the significance of
this program warrants a more formal tracking of monitoring efforts and
resources dedicated to the program.
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GAO Recommendations
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Confidence in election processes is of utmost importance. To help ensure confidence in the
integrity of our voting processes, the Voting Section plays an important . role in addressing
voting irregularities. By accurately recording and documenting its activities in as clear a
manner as possible, the Voting Section contributes to assuring the public and Congress of
the integrity of our voting processes.

To reassure citizens of the integrity of our election processes and to reassure the public and
Congress of DOJ's commitment to its responsibility to enforce federal voting rights
statutes, we recommend that the Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Division
direct the Chief of the Voting Section to

• develop and implement procedures for the November 2004 election to ensure that
the Voting Section has a reliable method of tracking and documenting allegations of
voting irregularities and actions taken to address them. Procedures could Include
more precise categories for record log types of allegations, more precise categor es to
record actions taken, development of instructions on completing the telephone logs,
and development and implementation of framing for contractors, should they be
needed, and

• implement a method to track and report on election monitoring program activities in
the Interactive Case Management system.
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Attachment I

Voting Laws Enforced by the Voting Section Relevant to Contents of Briefing
and Its Attachments

According to the Voting Section, to carry out its mission, the Voting Section brings
lawsuits against states, counties, cities, and other jurisdictions to remedy denials and
abridgements of the right to vote; defends lawsuits that the Voting Rights Act
authorizes to be brought against the Attorney General; reviews changes in voting laws
and procedures administratively under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act; and
monitors election day activities through the assignment of federal observers tinder
Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act. Provided below are short descriptions of some of
the primary voting laws enforced by the Voting Section.

Voting Rights Act Provisions

• Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act. (42 U.S.C. § 1973)

Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act establishes a nationwide ban against any
state or local election practices or procedures that deny or abridge a citizen's
right to vote on account of race, color, or membership in a language minority
group." The Voting Rights Act provides that plaintiffs may establish a violation
of Section 2 by demonstrating that "the political processes leading to
nomination or election" deny members of the protected classes an equal
opportunity to participate in the political process and to elect representatives
of their choice. A court, tinder the Voting Rights Act, may also consider the
extent to which members of the protected class have been elected to office in
the jurisdiction, though Congress made clear that Section 2 does not confer
upon protected classes a right to proportional representation.

• Sections 203 and 4(11(41 of the Votine RightsAct (42 U.S.C. §8 1973aa-la,
1973b(f)(4))

Sections 203 and 4(f)(4) are the language minority provisions of the Voting
Rights Act and require certain covered jurisdictions to provide bilingual
election materials and assistance based on census data pertaining to the
population of citizens of voting age with limited English proficiency and their
rate of illiteracy. With respect to Section 203, the Voting Rights Act requires
jurisdictions to provide language minority assistance when certain criteria are
met, such as when more than b percent of the citizens of voting age or more
than 10,000 of the citizens of voting age are members of a single language
minority group, and are unable to speak or understand English adequately
enough to participate in the electoral process.

'42 U.S.C. 65 1973, 15T36(f1(2).
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Section 208 of the Voting Rights Act (42 U.S.C. § 1973aa-6)

Section 208 of the Voting Rights Act authorizes voting assistance for blind,
disabled, or illiterate persons. A voter who requires assistance to vote by
reason of blindness, disability, or inability to read or write may be given
assistance by a person of the voter's choice, other than the voter's employer or
agent of that employer or officer or agent of the voter's union.

Section 5 of the Votin g Rights Art (42 U.S.C. § 1973c)

Under Section 6 of the Act, 'covered°'jurisdictions may not change their
election practices or procedures until they obtain federal "preclearance" for
the change. The act provides for either judicial or administrative preclearance.
Under the judicial mechanism, covered jurisdictions may seek declaratory
judgment from the United States District Court for the District of Columbia
that the change has neither the purpose nor the effect of discriminating against
protected minorities in exercising their voting rights. Under the administrative
mechanism, covered jurisdictions may seek the same determination from the
Attorney General. The Attorney General may deny preclearance by interposing
and objection to the proposed change within 60 days of its submission.

(42 U.S.C. § 19734)

Section 6 of the Voting Rights Act provides for the appointment of federal
examiners by order of a federal court or, with respect to certain covered
jurisdictions, upon certification by the Attorney General. Federal examiners
help to register voters by determining whether a citizen meets state eligibility
requirements and must therefore be included in the registration rolls. A federal
court, under the Voting Rights Act, may order the appointment of federal
examiners to any jurisdiction sued under any statute to enforce certain
constitutional voting guarantees.' In covered jurisdictions, the Attorney
General may appoint examiners upon certification that the Attorney General
has received at least 20 meritorious written complaints of voting
discrimination or that the Attorney General otherwise believes that the
appointment of examiners is necessary to protect voting rights.

11.jurindk:Uurel Inryeled fur ",—entge' are Rowe evirkru:i,,g dlw:rin,naIory voting t - iu s hwved
upon a trip(ering formula, as defured n Section 4 of the Vutinit ttilthta Act (42 L.S.C. 1975,). 'ore
ALI,,mcy General and The Dirri or of the Crocus  hnvc nvparnihility for delcrmining which
ju i.dirliorn are covered by the triggering formula, anal their delenninatiurry are not, reviewable In any
corn and are effective Won Publication In the Federal Reyiaier.
• See also, median 3 of the Voting Rigids Act (42 u.S.C. A 19T3n).
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Section 8 of the Votine Rights Act (42 U.S.G. § 1973f)

Under Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act, federal observers may be appointed,
upon request of the Attorney General, in any jurisdiction where an examiner is
serving. Federal observers are to monitor elections and report whether
persons entitled to vote were allowed to vote and whether their votes were
properly counted.

• Section 11(61 of the Voting Fights Act (42 U.S.C. § 1973i(b)

Section 11(b) of the Voting lights Act prohibits persons, whether acting under
color of law or not, from intimidating, threatening, or coercing, or attempting
to intimidate, threaten or coerce, any person for voting or attempting to vote.
Section 11(b) further prohibits intimidation, threats, or coercion of those
persons aiding other persons in voting or exercising certain powers or duties
under the Act.

Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act of 1986 (42 U.S.C. §§
1973ff to 1973ff-6)

The Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act of 1986 (UOCAVA), in
general, requires states and territories to allow absent uniformed service voters, their
spouses and dependents, and certain other overseas voters to register and vote
absentee in elections for federal office. UOCAVA requires, for example, that a
presidential designee prescribe a federal write-in absentee ballot for all overseas
voters in federal elections. The ballot is to be used if the overseas voter applies for,
but does not receive, a state absentee ballot.' While state law, in general, governs the
processing of these federal write-in ballots, UOCAVA requires that states permit their
use in federal elections."

National Voter Registration Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 1973gg to 1973gg-10)

The National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (NVRA) established procedures designed
to "increase the number of eligible citizens who register to vote in elections Federal
office," while protecting "the integrity of the electoral process" and ensuring the
maintenance of "accurate and current voter registration rolls.'" NVRA requires all
states to adopt certain federal voter registration procedures, except for those states
that have no registration requirements or that permit election-day registration with
respect to federal elections." NVRA, for example, requires states to allow applicants
for driver's licenses to register to vote on the same form." NVRA also requires states

'42 U.S.C. t 19TJff.2(a).
'1Lt § 197231T-t(2).
'42 U.S.C. t I'TJgg.
"42 I. I .S.C. i 19T4ts,+-L
" Id. Y 19TJse.a(a).
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to provide voter registration forms and accept completed applications at various state
agencies, including any office in the state providing public assistance, any office in
the state that provides state-funded disability programs, and other agencies chosen
by the state, such as state licensing bureaus, county clerks' offices, public schools
and public libraries.' NVRA also contains detailed requirements regarding state
removal of names from federal registration rolls.'

Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act 01 1984 (42 U.S.C. §§
1973ee to 1973ee-6)

Congress has passed legislation intended to improve access for elderly and
handicapped individuals to registration facilities and polling places for federal
elections. The Voting Accessibility for the Elderly and Handicapped Act of 1984
requires, with some exceptions, that political subdivisions within each state that are
responsible for conducting elections assure that polling places and registration sits
are accessible to handicapped and elderly voters." If the political subdivision is
unable to provide an accessible polling place, it must provide an alternative means
for casting a ballot on election day upon advance request by the voter.' The act's
requirements also Include, for example, that each state or political subdivision
provide a reasonable number of accessible permanent registration facilities, and that
each state make available certain types of voting and registration aids such as large-
type instructions and information by telecommunication devices for the deaf."

Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 12131 to 12134)
(enforced by the Disability Rights Section of the Civil Rights Division)

Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act prohibits discrimination against
qualified individuals with disabilities in all programs, activities, and services of public
entities. It applies to all state and local governments, their departments and agencies,
and any other instrumentalities or special purpose districts of State and local
governments. According to the Voting Section, as construed by the courts, Title
requires that polling places be accessible to persons with disabilities with certain
exceptions.

Help America Vote Act (42 U.S.C. §§ 15301 to 15645)

The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA), among other things, established a
program to provide funds to states to replace punch care voting systems, established
the Election Assistance Commission to assist in the administration of federal
elections and to otherwise provide assistance with the administration of certain

'hl. Ii 19789g5(u)(2), (u)(l), (u)(4), (aXU)(AXI)•
'lii. 119713gJ:^Rb).
"42 U.S.C. 5# 1973cc to 1J7300-6.
•, Id. § 1973ee-1(bX2)(ii).
"Id. S I9T.iee-2, 1JT3ee2.
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federal election laws and programs, and established minimum election administration
standards for States and units of local government with responsibility for the
administration of federal elections. Certain HAVA provisions including those relating
to voting system standards, provisional voting and voting information requirements,
and computerized statewide voter registration lists are to be enforced by the Attorney
General.'

42 U.S.C. d tr*tt.
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Role of the Criminal Division's Public Integrity Section in Federal Elections

The Public Integrity Section (PIN), in conjunction with the 93 U. S. Attorneys and the
FBI, is responsible for enforcing federal criminal laws applicable to federal election
fraud offenses, among other things. Election fraud is conduct that corrupts the
electoral processes for. (1) obtaining, marking, or tabulating ballots; (2) canvassing
and certifying election results; or (3) registering voters. Election fraud can be
committed with or without the participation of voters. Examples of election fraud
that does not involve voter participation are ballot box stuffing, ghost voting, an d
"nursing home" frauds. Examples of election fraud that involves, at least to some
extent, voter participation are vote buying schemes, absentee ballot fraud, voter
intimidation schemes, migratory-voting or floating-voter schemes, and voter
"assistance" fraud in which the voters' wishes are ignored or not sought. According to
a PIN official, its attorneys spend about 10 percent of their time on election fraud
investigations and trials.

PIN is also responsible for overseeing the U.S. Attorneys' and the FBI's investigation
and prosecution of federal election fraud, one of the most common types of alleged
federal election crimes. PIN's oversight entails (1) advising investigators and
prosecutors on the application of federal criminal laws to election crimes, (2)
reviewing all major election crime investigations and all proposed election crime
charges, and (3) assisting with implementing DOTS District Election Officer (DEO)
program. Under the DEO program, PIN asks cacti of the 93 U.S. Attorneys to appoint
an Assistant U.S. Attorney to serve a 2-year term as a DEO and provides training and
guidance to DEOs on carrying out their responsibilities. DEOs, whose responsibilities
are performed in conjunction with their other responsibilities, are to

• screen and conduct preliminary investigations of complaints, in conjunction with
the FBI and PIN, to determine whether they constitute potential election crimes
and should become matters for investigation;

• oversee the investigation and prosecution of election fraud and other election
crimes in their districts;

• coordinate their district's (investigative and prosecutorial) efforts with DOJ
headquarters prosecutors;

• coordinate election matters with state and local election and law enforcement
officials and make them aware of their availability to assist with election-related
matters;

• issue press releases to the public announcing the names and telephone numbers
of DOJ and FBI officials to contact on election day with complaints about voting
or election irregularities and answer telephones on election day to receive these
complaints; and

• supervise cleans of Assistant U.S. Attorneys and FBI special agents who are
appointed to handle election-related allegations while the polls are open on
election day.
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Our analysis of information from PIN on election fraud matters showed that U.S.
Attorneys and PIN attorneys initiated a total of 61 election fraud matters, or
investigations, related to election years 2000 through 2003. Most of the 61 matters
related to elections held in 2002. Matters were initiated in 28 states and 1 U.S.
territory (the U.S. Virgin Islands) and ranged from 1 to 7 matters per state/territory
over the 4-year period. The most frequent allegations of election fraud were for
absentee ballot fraud and vote buying. According to PIN, many of these matters
resulted in indictments and subsequent convictions.

According to the Criminal Division, the information provided by PIN does not include
all election fraud investigations that the U.S. Attorneys have initiated because
(1) U. S. Attorneys are not required to consult with PIN for preliminary investigations
as opposed to grand jury investigations, which require consultation; (2) PIN did not
track election fraud investigations prior to October 2002; and (3) election fraud
investigations are sometimes initiated under non-election statutes.
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Table 1: Attorney General-Certified Election Jurisdiction* Monitored during Calendar Years 2000 through 2005

State
ElesSion juriadctions nnnitored daring

2000
Hale County

2001 2002
Hale County

2003

Selma Dallas county' Chamnere County
Lowndes County

Arizona Apache Count ache Count
Nann y County Navajo County

Georgia Randolph Coo RandolphCounty
Brooks County
Sumter County
T '	 Cou

Louisiana Tenses Parish
Mississippi Aberdeen (Monroe

County)
Clarkadele
(Coahome
Coats '

Adam County Greenville
(Washington

County)
Bolivar County Isola

(Humphreys
County)

Anute County Humphreys
County

Grenada County Macon
(Noxubee
County)

Cantrevife (WiOmison
County)

Noxubea
County'

Neehoba County Sunflower
(Sunflower

County)

Drew (Sunflower
County)

Neshobe
County

Newton County Newton County
Ke	 er County

Vckabung
(Warren
County)'

Leeks County

Webb
(Taxahatchia

County)

Jones County

W nston County
New York KingsCounty Kin	 CooCoonny Kingu County

New York County Now York
County

New York County

Bronx County
South Carolina Marion County' Ridgeville

(Dorcneeter
County)

Ridgeville (Dorchester
County)'

Texas Irving (Cellos County) Irving (Dallas
County)

Teus County

Total urledlctiona 19 I	 11 I	 13 B
—c a. env a anaryss of election monnonng aura provraea oy —s young cOcuon.

'Elections were monitored by DOJ attorneys and professional staff only, not OPM federal observers.
'Three elections were held m Clerkedele (Coehome County), Mississippi, in calendar year 2001. Only DOJ
attorneys and professional staff nonilored one of the three alaclions, held on J005 5, 2001. For the remaining
two election held that year. DOJ attorneys and professional stall accompanied OPM observers In monitoring the
elections.
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Table 2: Court-Ordered Election Jurisdictions Monitored during Calendar Year. 2000 through 2003

State
Elaetion jurisdictions monitored durin

2000	 2001 2002 2003
California Alameda County
Illinois Cicero (Cook

County)
Cicero (Cook County)

loualana
Michiga C 	 of Hartgramck	 City of Haocremck City of Hamtrarrck COy of Hemuemck
New Jersey Passaic County	 Passaic County Passaic County Passaic Coufltyu
New Mexico BerneBlo County Barnelill0 Court

Chola County Citro a County
Sandoval County Sandoval County
Sococo County Socorro County

Pennsylvania Reading (Barks
Cou

Reading (Barks
County

Reading (Berks
CCounty)

Utah San Juan CnurOy San Juan County
Total luriedicyons 8	 4 8 4
source: uncm a anaryas w cocoon moneonng cue provisos try mucous young season.

`The court order for Alemede County, California, was hr effect until January 22,2001.
'Elections were monhored by DOJ attorneys and professional staff only, not OPM federal observers.
`A court order for St. Landry Parish was entered Into on December 5, 1979. Data from the Voting Section shows
that as of August 28. 2003, the court order was still in vied and that no elections were monhored at this parish
during calendar years 2000 through 2003.
'Four elections were held in Paseeic County, New Jersey, in calendar year 2003.ONy DOJ alorneye end
profeaaionel -a11 monitored one of the four elections. hold on May 13, 2003. For the remaining three elections
held that year, DOJ sttorneye and professional stall ecconpenied OPM observers in rnon)toring the elections.
'The court order for San Juan County, Utah, west in effect until December 31. 2002.
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Table 3: Other Election Jurisdictions Monitored during Calendar Years 2000 through 2003

Election uriedietlorn monitored during
State 2000 2001 2002 2003

California San Francisco County San Francisco
County

Connectk:ul Waterbury (Now Haven
County)

Florida Osceola Courtly Osceola County
Duwil County Duval County

Miami-Dade County Miane-Dada County
Century (Escambia

County)
Orange County
Broward County

Georgia Putnam Atlanta (Fuhon County)
Count

Hawaii Honolulu County
Kentuck Jefferson County
Louisiana St Madioville (St. Baker (East Baton

Martin Parish Roue Pariah)
Winnsboro (Franklin Tangipahoa Parish

Parish
Massachusetts Lawrence (Essex Lawrence (Essex

County) County)
Michigan Flint

Gsnaoua
County)

Missouri St. Louis St. Louie St. Louis
New Jersey Hudson Court

Middlesex Court
New Mexico McKinley San Juan County

Court
New York Queens County Queens County New York City

(Queens County)
Suffolk County Suffolk County Brentwood Union

Free School District
Sufotr County)

Ohio Maple Heights
ho	 County)

South Carolina Marion
Count

Taxes Forth Worth Bexar County Kenedy ISO (Kamea Harris County
(Tarrant
County)

County)

Corral County Seagraves (Gaines Moore County
County)

Guadalupe County
Total'urisdictions 5 9 19 13
Source: GAO's analysis or election monaonng data provided by DOJ's Voting Section.

Note: DOJ attorneys and ptofessionai sta g monitored the election jurisdictions shown in this table unless
otherwise noted.

tOPM federal observers also munkored elections in these counties even though the counties ere not under
Attorney Generakeddication on court order.
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Summaries of Election-Related Preliminary Investigation, Matters, and
Cases Initiated from November 2000 to December 2003

Election-Related Closed Matters and Open Case Initiated during November
nr nw nether 2000

No. MatteOCess Jurisdiction Dets neltar Initiated DJ No.
1 Matter Florida Decenber 2000 No'
2 Mane, Hillsborough County,

Florida
November 2000 No

3 Matter Palm Beach County,Florida November 2000 Yea
4 Matter Several counties In Florida November 2000 Yes
5 Maher DeKalb County,Georgia Decanter 2000 Yea
0 Maher Gwinnetl County,Georgia November 2000 Yes
7 Case Si.	 Louis, Missouri November 2000 (case filed

brAugest2002)
Yes

Source: IJ(J Vol Higms UNlsbn.

'For the matter, that the Voting Section initiated in Florida after the 2000 election, the Voting Section cleialy
used a general DJ number for all work on investigations and Inquiries related to the Florida election. This number
was opened in November 2000. Subsequently, the Voting Section assigned eeperate DJ numbers lot individual
ratters. The 2000 matters in Florida and Hillsborough County, Florida, were inadverlenty not given an individual
OJ number.

Sunnmaly of Election-Related Cbaed Matters end Open Case initiated during November or December
20110
Description based on Voting
Section information

Voting Sections actions
taken to eddnas

allegation

Voting Section's
eseeeament of

elk	 ions

Diepoeiticn by
Voting Section

1. The Voting Section Voting Section stall Interviews by Voting Florida enacted
received a large number of contacted individuals Section staff with election reform
complaints alleging that mentioned in com plaints individuals mentioned in legislation In 2001
Florida voters arrived at the that the NAACP had the complaints did not requiring, among
polls expecting to be property forwarded to determine reveal a distort pattern of other things, that the
registered to vote, but were the nature d their alleged registration problems in state implement a
told that their names were not registration problems. any one Florida county statewide voter
on the voter rolls. Some Voting Section staff sufficient to warrant registration
people who tried to vote but monbored election-related litigation, but taken as a database, pencil
whose names were not on the hearingn and lawsuits in whole the registration provisional voting,
color rolls were often told to Florida to see what steps complaints seemed to and provide funds to
stand in another line so the elate was going to indicele general problems counties for valor
election officials could be take. The Voting Section with the state of education and poll
celled to verity their reviewed election reform compliance with NVRA worker training. The
registrations, but many voters legislation that Florida provisions for clarity and Voting Section
alleged that office phones enacted in 2001. processing of voter reviewed this law
were busy all day and registration tonne, under Section 5 of
registrations could not be transmission of the forma the Voting Rights
verified. Same voters to election officials, Act and preclaered e
apparently left and some education of registration an March 20, 2002.
remained al the polls until they personnel, adherence to With respect to this
closed, at which time they NVRA registration investigation, the
were apparently told they deadlines, mairrtenance Voting Section noted
could not vote because the of registration lists, ability that these reforms
polls were closed, to verily registration at the should help address

polls, and educmion of the problems alleged
voters, state registration to have occuned in
personrrel, election 2000. While the
officials, and poll workers. Voting Section

further noted that the
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new state legislation
did not appear
specifically to
address all the
NVRA+stated
issues, such as the
voter registration
process and
education of motor
vehicle agency and
other elate agency
employees
regarding state
registration
procedures and
requirements in
federal law, such
ismea could be
addressed through
design end
implementation of
the lorthcondng
election procedures
to carry out the
requirements of the
new law. Therefore,
the Voting Section
determined that d
would monitor
Floridas NVRA
actions in the future
in light of the new
state legislation and
ongoing federal
legislative efforte in
election reform
which might also
impact Florida's
election procedures.

The Voting Section
cloaed the matter
because, based on
its monitoring of the
situation and the
provisions in the
slate law pertinent to
registration that had
been precbared,
concluded that the
problerrn which
occurred in the 2000
election were being
adequately
addressed.

2. The NAACP National Voter Voting Section staff met The sheriff's office The Voting Section
Fund alleged (1) that on with, among others, reported that the closed the matter
Election Day 2000, sheriffs officials from the county presence of sheriRs because the
deputies in marked cam in sham's office and several deputies near the polling complaint lacked
Hillsborough County, Florida, local residents, and spoke place was related too merit since there
blocked access to a polling with a poll watcher to burglary nearby. One of was no evidence on

lace. (2) that their presence gettrer additional the sher'Ps daputies any of the
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had an imbnidating effect on
votive, end (3) that at leant on
one occasion they harassed a
voter. An AtricmrAmerican
nun approached sheriff's
deputies after they left the
ecana of a burglary
cornplah ing that he was not
allowed to vote.

observations. learned two days after the
election that the some
men who had approached
the deputies on Eledlon
Day returned to the
polling place and
successluly voted. A poll
worker observed the
presence of the sheriff's
cars around the same
tkre they were
responding to the
burglary, end observed
thet no voter had been
deterred from voting due
to the police activity.

allegations raised.

3.11 was alleged that the The Voting Section The Voting Section The Voting Section
design of the butterfly ballot in opened a matter related to detemdned that there was concluded that
Palm Beach County, Florida, this issue end reviewed no base for asserting because it had no
violated federal voting rights federal law for which the federal jurisdiction. jurisdiction
laws. Section had enforcement concerning the

authority to determine if matter, no further
any actionwas action was
appropriate. warranted. In

addition, according
to the Voting
Section, the new
Florida election
reform law should
help to atlaniate
bully bald design
by providing tar
greater oversight of
taller design.

4. Four state troopers with the The Voting Section The Voting Section's The Voting Section
Florida Depenmeot of opened a matter to investigation revealed closed the matter
Highway Salary and Motor investigate this issue and that the Florida Highway because there was
Vehicles ran a drivers license asked the Florida State Patrol had set up a traffic no evidence of
checkpoint on Election Day Office of the Attorney check stop close toe Intimidation or raclet
2000 In Leon County, Florida. General about the poling place (about a Intent to affect or
This checkpoint was located checkpoint In Leon mile away) located in a intimidate voters.
near (about a stile from) a County. A Voting Section predominancy African-
voting precinct. Another attorney also spoke with American neighborhood.
checkpoint was hell in Bay an African-American voter The Voting Section
and Fncambia Counties. who was stopped at one of Investigation also
According to a highway patrol the driver's Ilene indicated that the
official, this checkpoint was checkpoints. troopers traffic stop plan
not located near a voting had not been pre-
precind, approved by their

commander, as is the
standard procedure.
Further investigation
revealed that the traffic
checkpoint was in effect
for about 3 hours, end a
higher nunbar 01 white
driers were stopped than
African-Amen®n drivers.
According the Voting
Section, an Afrioan-
Americen voter who was
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stopped was treated
courteously and
proceeded to vote without
incident.

5. A U.S. Representative A Voting Section attorney The Voting Section The county
raised cancem t regarding met with the following in ettornay'a analysis of the implemented the
long voting delays in Georgia to address these documents that DeKab following changes
predonmraraly African- concerns: (1)the DeKalb County provided revealed for the March 2001
American precincts in DeKab County Elections that rrrost of the county's election: (1)
County. Georgia during the Supervisor, (2) the polling places that stayed increased the
Nwember2000 election. It Chairmen of the DeKab open past closing time number of voting
was alleged that there were County Elections Board, were located it majority machines. (2)
no corresponding delays in (3) the Gwinnett County AfricemA vworwn assigned additional
majority white precincts. In Elections Supervisor, (4) precincts. The polls' poll workers end
one predominantly African- the president of the to,lended hours almost managers, (3)
American precinct, several DeKalb County NAACP, uniformly resulted from assigned at least 10
hundred voters apparently left (5) the Assistant DeKalb there being large additional stag
the precinct without voting County Attorney, and (8) numbers of people in line members to answer
after waiting in fine for several one of the representative's as well as Insuniciem telephones at the
hwre. In districts with a staff members. Tire Voting numbers of poll workers Elactims
majority of white residema. Section attorney received and voting machines. The Department and
voting Ones apparently moved and reviewed documents attorney also determined Installed 10 mare
quickly with some people from both counties' that there had been no telephone lines, and
being able to vote in less than elections departments unequal division of (4) gave the
15 minutes. In addition, two regarding the November electoral resources Elections
people complained about 2000 election, between majority wrote Department and
possible voting irregularities and majority African- area managers cell
during a March 2001 election. The Voting Section American precincts. phones in case

attorney requested regular telephone
additional documents from According In lines were busy. The
the Assistant DeKalb investigations of the Voting Section
County Attorney and Nweodmer 2000 election determined bole
DaKalb County Elections by the county's elections dramatic
Supervisor to determine if departmera, the area improvement
there was an unequal manager and his resulted from these
division of resources assistants at the main remedial actions
among Mrican-American precinct of concern failed and, as a result,
and white districts. These to content the precinct closed the matter.
documents outlined the off eboot the long fines
budget for expenses and insufficient voting
related to the elections machines. The former
from 1998 through 2000. area manager also
The Voting Section denied the poll workers'
attorney also spoke with requests for additional
the president of the voting machines, stating
DeKalb County NAACP none were evadable.
end the U.S. Attorney for The president of the
the Northern District of DeKab County NAACP,
Georgia. staff in the office of the

U.S. Attorney for the
The Voting Section Northern District of
attorney spoke with the Georgia, and the OaKam
two persons alleging fraud County Elections
during the March 2001 Supervisor did not receive
election, complaints related to

Election Day in DeKalb
County.

With respect to the March
2001 allegations, the
Voting Section attorney
noted that the two
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persons could not identity
the precincts whore
alleged Irregularities
occurred, end Chet they
did rat have allegations
of racial Intimidation or
vote suppression. The
Voting Section attorney
deterrry i d that their
conplalnts seemed to
concern Georgia state
low, suggested that they
explore their state law
remediae, suggested that
they contact the county
elections department and
the office of Georgos
Secretary of State, and
asked them to keep the
Voting Section attorney
informed of
developments.

6. The Voting Section The Voting Section spoke The Voting Section's The Voting Section
received information that with staff in the Georgia investigation	 waled closed the matter in
people in Gwinnea County, Attorney Genemts office that the problem likely Allot 2002 mushy
Georgia who had registered to and the Georgia OPS and erase from the DPS because the state
vote via the Georgia DMV, a voter who raised papedeas system to had created a new
Department of Public Safety the allegations, and the obtain and renews agency, the
(DPS) were not on the voter Deputy Director of driver's license. The Department of Motor
registration rolls and were not Elections in the Secretary proceea eeerrred to result Vehicle Safety, to
allowed to vet a. DPS operated 01 State's Office. The in people believing they which responsibility
vehkAe registrelion arias in Voting Section nnnitored had been registered to for voter registration
Georgia. Subsequently DPS the transition of NVRA vote when they had not. A was in the process
began the process of reaponaibdities from DPS person who indicated the of being transtioned.
transkbning National Voter to the new DMV from Apra intention to register to The Voting Section
Registration Act (NVRA) 2001 to April 2002. vote did not receive any determined this
responsibilities to the state's confirmation at the time of eyetem would
newly created Department of the transaction. remedy the problem.
Motor Vehicles (DMV). It was
alleged that voters were The Voting Section's
turned away from the polls investigation revealed
and were not offered that since DPS
provisional ballots. Some inplememed a paperless
voters were told to go to the system in 1990, the
county registration office, bur percentage of those who
officials there told them they registered to vote at DPS
were nor allowed to vote. shed when they applied or

renewed their licensee
had dropped almost every
year. There was also
evidence that DPS
officials knew of concerns
regarding the agency's
paperlesa registration
system Icorn its

lememation.
7. DOJ. on behalf at the Following an investigation, The Voting Section The convert order
United States, alleged that the OOJ filed a complaint with alleged that the elate was gives coon
St. Lauds Board of Erection the U.S. District Court in in violation of NVRA and jurisdiction over the
Conarissiomrs' (referred to the Eastern District of filed a complaint. proceeding until
hereaher as the Board) Missouri on August 14, January 31, 2005.
placement of el role voters on 2002. On the same date, The consent order
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inactive status, when DOJ entered imo a requires the Board
cor biped with election-day consent order with the city to initiate
procedures That inactive voters of St. Louis. procedures to
were required to follow to remedy the
restore their active voter problems that
status and vote during the occurred during the
November 2000 and March November 2000
2001 elections. constituted a election, such es
rep oval of those voters from irnproved methods
the voter registration rolls in of notifying voters
violation of Section 801 who are rncved to
NVRA. As of the November an inactive status,
2000 general election, mote improved methods
than 54.000 registered voters of canvassing, and
in St. Louis had been irtproved resources
designated as inactive and to process eligible
excluded from the lists of voters not included
eligible voters following a on the rolls on
series of mail cenvaseee that Election Day. This
the Board conducted 01 00 relief inctoded
voter registration rolls. These requiring that every
mail canvasses did not include polling piece hove e
the notices required by complete fist of
Section e(d)(2) of NVRA The registered voters,
Board did nor make an eflon including inactive
to notify Inactive voters that voter., and a polling
that registration status had place locator to
changed. that their narres assist voters in
would not appear on the voter finding their correct
registration fists, or that they precincts.
would lace mote
edrrdnistretive efforts on rho consent decree
election day before being is valid until January
pertrutted to vote. 31, 2005. The case

remains open to
Asa result, certain eligible, but ncnitor
inactive voters, were not able implementation of
to vote in the November 2000 the consent order.
general election and March
2001 nwrtidpal primary
election due to the lack of an
adequate infrastructure (i.e.,
insufficient phone lines,
working telephones, and staff)
in piece to enable voters to
complete the verification
procedures required by the
Board on election day. For the
November 2000 election, over
300 eligibb Inactive voters
were able to obtain
authorization to vote after
going to the Boards
headquarters as instructed by
the election judges.
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Eleetion-Related Closed Metter. and Ones Caen. InafatM during ColeM.. Veer seal
No. MatedCaee Jurisdiction Date matter initiated DJ No.

1 Matte, Florida March 2001 Yea
2 Maher Florida June 2001 Yes
3 Matter Florida Jane 2200t Yes
4 Mater Florida Au ust 2001 No'
5 Matter Broward County. Fonda Octof»r2001 Yes
8 Matte, M®mi-Dade County, Florida June 2001 • Yea
7 Matter Miani-0ade County, Florida lone 2001 Yes
8 Matter (election

nwnitorin
New York, New York July 2001 Yes

9 Matter Georgetown County, South
Carolina

April 2001 Yes

10 Matter Sea raves Texas July 2001 Yes
11 Case Miami-Dade County, Florida March 2001 (case Wed in June

2002)'
Yes

12 Case Orange County, Florida June 2001 (case filed in June
2002)'

Yes

13 Case Osceola County, Florida June 2001 (case filed in June
2002)'

Yes

to Case Barks County, Pennsylvania March 2001 (case filed in
February2003)

Yes

15 Case Tennessee April2001 (case filed in
Se mbar 2002)

Yes

Each of these Florida matters was Irritated in the period shortly after the November 2000 election—,.a., in
Novenber or Decenber 2000—and was reported under the general DJ nunber for Florida discussed previously
(see note a under the sumrrery table for November and Decernber 2000 and note c below). The above dates are
the dates they received individual DJ numbers.

` For the matters that the Voting Section m@iated in Florida after the 2000 election, the Voting Section muialy
used a general DJ number for at womb on investigation end Inquiries rotated to the Florida election. This nurrber
was opened in November 2000. Subsequendy, the Voting Section assigned separate DJ numbers for individual
matters. The 2000 nrehere in Florida end Hillsborough County, Florida, were inadvertently not given an individual
DJ number.
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Surraeeay of Election-Related
Dsaeription based on
Voting Section
Irdormetion

Closed Madera and I
Voting Section's
actions taken to

sddreaa allegation

no Casas Initiated	 ci
Voting Section's
aceweamact of

all	 ions

Calendar Year 7D01
Disposition by Voting

Section

1. There were allegations The Voting Section's The Voting Section The Voting Section closed
made by students at investigation consisted determined that the the matter because h
Florida ASM University of phone interviews with problems were likely locked moM based on the
(FAMU) in Tallahassee Bethune-Cookman attributable to voter evidence gathered during
(Leon County), Florida, students. oncenpus confusion, not racist the investigation.
and Bethurw-Cookman interviews of FAMU animosity. The Voting
College hi Daytona Beach, students and student Section noted that the
Florida, regarding govemmerd leaders, incidsrrte of the three
discriminatory treatment of and a review of FAMU students who
African-American students staternenta taken by a nuounaslsfly voted were
in the rngisbetion process representative of the isolated incidema, and
or at the polls. Feat-tine Service Employees since each student
voters, apparently International Union legal ullimately voted, the
unfamiliar with the depenment working in problems they suggested
regishation process, had association with the did not suggest a pehern
greater difficulty NAACP. of ImifNtlatlon or
registering to vote. Older attemped vote denial.
students did not seem to A Voting Section
have such d'dfxWty. attorney interviewed The Voting Section

three students on concluded that most of
FAMU's campus who the allegations were likely
claimed to experience to have been the resuh of
diIticuhy voting, but students not being
were able to vote. The familiar with the voting
Voting Section attorney process. Many students
leh his contact had registered at their
information with permanent hone
FAMU's student addresses and did not
government association understand they had to
for any individuals who reregister In Leon
wanted to give County. The Voting
statements regarding Section found that voter
voting problem but inexperience and
could not meet with the confusion were to blame
attorney. at Bettwne-Cookman, not

any pattern of
The Voting Section discriminatory beatment
attorney attempted to
contact all ten etudems
from Bethune-
Cookman, but was only
able to speak with
three. The attorney sent
letters to the remaining
students but never
received responses to
the letters.

The Voting traction
attorney followed up
with his contacts at
FAMU, but the Voting
Section did not receive
any response from
students to he efforts to
conduct fun her
inquiries. The student

vemmem associatbn
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Information

Voting Section's
actions tekan to

address allegation

Voting Section's
aeseaemem of

allegations

Disposition by Voting
Section

nine posted and
distributed flyers and
sent out internet nohcee
with the attorney's
contact irdorrrmuon.
Neither the attorney nor
the student association
at FAMU received
addition l allegations of
voting irr	 ulardies.

2. Beginning in 1999, The Voting Section The evidence gathered The Voting Section closed
under Florida state law, reviewed testimony by the Voting Section the nailer in April 2002.
the state contracted with a from Florida election showed that the matching The closing memo noted
firm to compare names of officials and at the elate level was cat that the new statute
registered voters with representatives of the up in a way that it appears to require no

antes of convicted felons company that conplled captured names that additional procedures for
who under Florida law the database and were fees than definite accurate name matching
were disqualified from obtained information on marches. The Voting compared to the old law. h
voting. The state, elections how the lists of felons' Section also learned that also noted that the now
division sent lists of felon names were matched to after receiving the state- statute appeared to codrty
names for each of voter registration lets. generated fist, counties' a procedure used by many
Florida's 87 counties to The Voting Section also actions varied. For counties under prior law
election officials in those did extensive additional example, some counties where voters whose
counties for investigation investigation to refused to use the list names are matched by the
and purging. The Voting determine whether the because they perceived it state must altirnotively
Section was concerned method in which Florida to contain many errors, prove their eligibility to
that county end state compiled a list of lain Other counties sent avoid removal.
actions with regards to the and how they purged letters 10 011 the people on
purging process rr®y have these felons violated the state's list teeing them However, the Voting
been flawed and any of the statutes that their names were Section closing memo also
impermissible order unforced by the Voting matched to those of noted that the new voter
NVRA. The Voting Section Section. disqualified felons, and purge procedures (which
questioned whether they would be required to included the assurances
eligible voters had been In addition, the Voting show their eligibility to made by the Attorney
inadvertently removed Section reviewed vote or be removed from General of Florida to
from Honorer rolls. Florida's 2001 election the rolls. The Voting protect voters Irom

reform law pursuant to Section determined that erroneous purging) had
Section 5 of the Voting evidence gathered for this been predeared on March
Rights Act. This review natter was inconclusive, 28.2002. It further stated
included provisions of but showed there was a that the Florida felon
the new law related to pasaibifity that voters purge statute in effect at
the voter purge could have been removed the dew of the 2000
procedures that wars in violation of federal law, election no longer existed
the subject of the and that any leigohon
investigation. With respect to the against a based on how

Section 5 review of the that law was implemented
2001 election reform law, would be moot. Based on
this law was precleared these two factors, the
on March 28, 2002 after reenter was closed.
careful review. The ammo also stated that
Preclearance ores the Voting Section may

greeted only oiler open anew investigation
recehiog explicit depending on any
assurances from the intoenetion received
Attorney General of regarding the operation of
Florida describing how the new statute and
the law would be related regulations.
Implemented with respect
to voter purge lists Finally, the closing memo
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Description based on Voting Section's Voting Sections Disposition by Voting
Voting Section notions token to essseamem of Section
imormaltoe addreae all	 ion dl	 efiona

generated by the state Wao made note of pending
pursuant to the new state litigation In the case of
law. These assurances NAACP v. Nerds, which
included (t) a statement Included allegations that
that there would not be a the voter purge list used in
presunption In favor of 2000 violated the NVRA.
the accuracy of the Subsequent to the April
stormed. database, end 2002 dosing d this
any presumption would matter. a se tlernent was
be in lavor of the voter rosoherti in this case which
and (2) the appearance of required new procedures
a voter's name on any for how the state was to
voter purge list of corrplele its voter purge
potentially ineligible lists m the future. This
voters generated by the change m voter purging
state would not by itself procedures was
confirm a vole?. predeered under Section
Inelgttity, end that the 5 of the Voting Rights Act
burden of determining in 2003.
inelginifay was on county
supervisors o1 ,talons,
a burden which must
meet the highest degree
of proof. These
assurooces were
specifically noted when
preclearance was issued
by the Voting Section.

3. A newspaper ai0ale A Voting Section The investigation found The Voting Section closed
provided to DOJ by a attorney analyzed rates that Ronda counties with this matter because h
member of the U.S. of ballot spoilage in optical scan machines found no evidence
Senate provided counties that had that activated the indicating a violation o1
information that officials in disabled the spoilage spoilage detection federal low. Moreover,
several Florida counties detection function in technology had lower election reform legislation
disabled a feature in their optical seen rates of ballot spoilage snacled 'n Florida in May
optical lean voting machines and than counties that did not of 2001 requires all
machines used during the compared those rates to have or did not use the counties to acquire voting
November 2000 election those of ballot spoilage technology. Some machines with precinct-
to detect ballots spoiled by in counties that had not counties that had this booed spoilage detection
over-voting and allow disabled this function. detection feature disabled technology by September
raters to correct the error, it on their voting 2002. The election reform

machines. There were law also requires counties
also isolated instances to activate the technology
where the technology during voting. The
was either disabled or Attorney General. under
faded to function properly. Section 50115w VRA,
The Voting Section precleared election
determined that there procedures provided for in
was no evidence that the this legislation.
disabling of this feature
was done with a
discriminatory etecl or

4. The U.S. Cormnission The Voting Section Several analyses The Voting Section
on Civil Rights issued a reviewed Oro findings of suggested patterns of concluded that there was
rayon that posed the Connnissbn'e report racial durperity in the no basis for bringing a
uesaona regarding regardingregording ballot ballot r	 n practoes Section 2 lawsuit against
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spoiled ballots m Florida rejection disparity and oft few Florida counties Florida on the basis of the
during the Novert6er 2000 several newspaper during one election. evidence of racial
election. The Commission studies of the spoilage However, the Voting disparities found in
questioned whethertho issue. It then prepared a Section determined that spoilage rates.
racial disparity in spoiled factual and legal the disparity alone did not Furthernmre. A was
ballots that occurred in analysis of issues meet the standard fora deterrrtined that because
Florida in 2000 was a raised in the Section 2 lawsuit. The Florida's 2001 election
violation of Section 2 of Commissions report to Voting Section noted that reform law required new
the Voting Rights Act. The detemine if a Section 2 more investigation, election machines,
ConrNssion stated that violation had occurred. analysis, and careful significant steps had been
the U.S. Depamnem at thought would have to be taken by Florida towards
Justice (DO.)) should given to the causes of remedying the election
specdcafy investigate ballot rejection problems problems with respect to
whether the racial in Florida, the actual level voting machines. The
disparity in spoiled ballots of racial disparities, and Voting Section also
violated Section 2. the role played by state concluded that 1 would

and county officials make sense to monitor the
before a decision could actions of Florida and its
be made concerning a counties over the
Section 2 violation. subsequent few years to

see wtsstherthey would
follow through in acquiring
new voting nmcho oo with
error detection
technologies and
educating voters to see
what purest such actions
would have on ballot
rejection rates.

5. DOJ received The Voting Section Based on information that As a result of the problems
allegations of inaccessible opened a matter and the county provided, the experienced in the 2000
polling places and voting looked into the countys Voting Section found that election, the Florida
booths in Browerd County, compliance with the the county conducted legislature enacted
Florida. Voting Accessibility for polling piece surveys in changes to its accessibitly

the Elderly and 1 OPS and conducted requirements for polling
Handicapped Act another survey devised to places and voting
(VAEHA). The Voting address the problem of machines. In light of this
Section sent a letter to disabled voters' access to and the Voting Section's
the Broward County the polls. The determination that the new
Supervisor of Elections investigation revealed that Florida law wont further
requesting specific the people conducting the than the requirements in
information regarding surveys had no training In VAEHA, the investigation
procedures hr place to accessibility standards. was closed.
ensure the physical The county provided the
accessibility of polling Voting Section attorney
places ter federal with a rrwrrm and a plan
elections pursuant to stating that Florida
VAEHA. intended to purchase now

touch-screen voting
Attorneys from the machines with an audio
Voting Section end the component for the blind or
Civil Rights DNbion'e visually impaired, with one
Disability Rights Section such voting machine
mat with the county available per precinct,
supervisor of elections
and the supervisor's
attorney to discuss
physical accessibility of
polling places and
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Voting Section actions taken to esaaeemeel of Section
inforteetion address el	 on ell	 ations

purchase of new voting
machines. The Voting
Section and Disability
Right Section's
attorneys requested
documentation such ee
copies of county
surveys covering
accessibility
procedures, a list 01
polling place changes
spurred by accessibtity
concerns; a list of
diaebiiity community
contacts with whom
officials from the office
of the county supervisor
of election. net, and
procedures for
reassignment or
curbside voting. The
county provided both
attorneys with e
demonstration of the
new touch-screen voting
machines with an audio
canponent for the bind
oroiouolly impaired. The
Voting Section attorney
also contacted the
county supervisor of
election's attorney
requesting infomation
on VAEHA cotriotiesca.

6. It wee alleged torte The Voting Section Based on the infornwtion The Voting Section
crowd of persons attorney reviewed the gathered, the Voting concluded that no further
attempted to Intimidate allegations along with Section determined that investigation was
election officials on the numerous accounts of no cause of action existed warranted and closed the
canvassing board of evema that transpired under the civil matter.
Mierni-Dade County, that day. enforcemant provisions of
Florida. during the the federal voting laws
presidential vote recount that the Voting Section is
after the Noventer 2000 charged with enforcing.
election, h was alleged
that this group's activities
at the county courthouse
during the recount
intimidated the canvassing
board into abandoning the
recount.
7. There were allegations The Voting Section The discussions that the The Voting Section closed
made after the November attorney exenined voter Voting Section conducted the matter because it
2000 election that ballot turnout date lot the two wth counsellor Mimi- lacked rnerh. According to
bozos in two precincts In question. Dade County indicated the Voting Section, the
predominantly nunorly The Voting Section that all of the county's evidence that the Voting
precincts in Mianu-Dade attorney also hell ballot boxes had been Section collected made h
County. Florida, had not discussions with the accounted for on that deft. seem doubtful that there
been picked mc on First Assistant County According to the couroy were any nitesirtg ballot
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Election Day, and that Attorney in Miami-Dade supervisor of elections, boxes.
they were allegedly later County, who in turn the boxes that were later
found in the polling places, contacted the county located in the two

supervisor of elections. precincts contained
election supplies, not
ballots. Analysis of data
from the two precincts
indicated that both
precincts reported voter
turnout rates in the
expected range given the
county's overall turnout
rate.

B. The Voting Section In pro-election activities, Thirty federal observers The Voting Section closed
opened this matter in two Civil Rights Division monitored activities at 31 the matter because the
August 2001 to initiate the attorneys met with polling places in Bronx monitoring of the election
monitoring of an election oflcals from the New County and 12 poling was completed. Voting
in New York City In York City Board of places in Brooklyn County Section staff could not
November 2001 on the Eleetions to discuss during the municipal comprehensively Identify
basis of observation concerns about general elections. Three failure by individual poll
mode during the preparations for the staff members from DOJ'e workers to post or provide
November 2000 election, election, including the Civil Rights Division and all materials to Spanish-
Thirty federal observers need for poll worker one AUSA for the speaking voters because
and seven DOJ stall training for the election. Southern District of New of the large number of
rrenbers monitored the need for voting York traveled with the election districts--nearly
polling place procedures machines to observers to provide 2.000—end the smell
during municipal general accommodate the additional monitoring. number of observers.
elections in 2001 in Kings number of registered Two Voting Section staff However, the Voting
County (also known as voters, the need for menbers visited six Section found that the
Brooklyn) and in Bronx Spantsb-anguage voter polling places in both Board of Elections was
County. The Attorney registration materials for counties. During the very respormive to all of
General had previously poll workers to distribute election, observers found the Voting Section's
certified both counties for minority language that materials to be concerns and sent Board
federal observers assistance, end displayed to inform officials to places where
pursuant to Section 6 of consolidation of poling Spanish-speaking valets problems arose, usualy
the Voting Rights Act, places. A Voting of assistance to Interpret within 30 minutes.
Also, 17 federal observers Section attorney also the ballot ware not always
end 5 Vol 'erg Section attended lour poll- clear or in public view at
attorneys moniored worker training classes, nearly hall of the pollug
polling place procedures After the election, the places in both counties.
during the general election Voting Section Th. Board of Election
in 2002 in Brooklyn. euorneye met with off'eb were informed of

several Board of this and took action.
Elections officials to These officials noted that
debrief them noes up to each polling

place Inspector to display
the materials they are
given. Poll workers were
observed caking voters
for idemtlbation, which
was m violation of New
York State law; Board of
Election officials were
notified of this and went to
the polling place to
address the issue. DOJ
monitors did rot witness
any Spanish-speaking
poll workers et the t2
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polling locations netted in
Brooklyn; this was
discussed with Board of
Election officials;
however. DOJ officials
found that appropriate
language assistance was
available in both counties.

Seventeen federal
observers and live
attorneys from the Civil
Rights Division monitored
polling place procedures
during the general
election in IGngs County.

The Voting Section
attorney who attended
four pon-wodcer training
classes fowW that the
classes appropriately
addressed rninority
language issues and
assistance.

9. The Voting Section The Voting Section Voting Section ataff wrote The Voting Section closed
received an allegation attorney interviewed to the Voter Registration the matter on March 9,
from an African-American officials with the and Election Cormonlssion 2004. As of that date, the
voter that a supervisor at a Georgetown County for Georgetown County Voting Section had not
voting precinct in Board of Registration outlining the allegations received addhional
Georgetown County, and Eechorre, concemutg the rude complaints concerning the
South Carolina, representatives of the treatment by the poll treatment of African-
diecrbNnated against Republican and worker and the Voting American voters in
African-American voters Democratic parties, Section's findings end Georgetown County or
during the 2000 voters, and an attorney asked the commission about voting registration
presidential election. The representing the county, how it planned to issues previously
owe, staged the the The Voting Section respond. Investigated. According to
supervisor treated African- attorney also The county's Vole, the corrplamanl, the
American voters in a rude interviewed an official Registration and Election election held on June
and discriminating who managed the Conarussion responded in 11,2002, want smoothy.
manner. In lathing to the Georgetown County writing that the election
complainant and others, h DMV office regarding supervisor was informed
was learned that there the second-hand by letter that she would
were also alleged voter allegations from a be reessigrned to another
registration problem Democratic party precinct and not permit
during the 2000 election representative to serve in a supervisory
related to precinct regarding possble capacity for the June 11,
changes and the local registration problems at 2002, election. She
DMV. the local DMV. decided not to work the

June2002 election.
After interviewing the
DMV official and Other issues examined in
eoemirdng the foram this investigelion were not
that the CMV provides mined with the county In
Is drivers applying for this letter. With respect to
new licenses to the precinct change
simulaneousy allow allegations, the Voting
them to register to vote, Section teamed that
the Voting Section confusion as to proper
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attorney noted that me voting precincts wee likely
to- on the DMV the reeve of a change in
driver's license the method of Id6nt*ng
application did nor addresses of voters. W na
contain a box for people respect to allegations
to check d they wanted about the DMV
to register to vote and procedures, the Voting
that this night not Section received no
adhere to the NVRA complaints from voters
provision fora who indicated that the
eimubanaorn process to alleged problems at the
apply ton a driver's DMV existed or resulted
license and register to in denying them the right
vote. In eddiaon, in the to vote. In add Lion, after
interview with the the examination of the
employee in the local DMV forms and interview
DMV office, the Voting wdh the local DMV
Section attorney enpbyee, it was
learned that they tray concluded that there did
have been only asking not appear to be a
people applying for new violation of the NVRA.
drivers' licenses, not
people renewing their
licenses, it they warned
to register to vote.
However, th's employee
further informed the
Voting Section attorney
that in October 2000
she received
Instructions from the
head of the state DMV
to ask ovary person
who was applying fore
driver's license whether
he or she wished to
register to vote, and she
followed that instruction
throughthe election.

10. The Voting Section A Voting Section Information in a The Voting Section
received a complaint attorney visited newspaper article enomey suggested that
alleging that the Seagraves end the indicated that the the town should make en
Seagraves Independent Seagraves Independent allegations were untrue, effort to educate voters of
School District and the School Board. The end that all election district boundaries by
Cry of Seagraves, both in Voting Section also material was produced In methods other than
Taxes, held elections contacted a newspaper English and Spanish. The newspaper advertising.
Without bilingual judges or to review published Voting Section attorney Subsequent to the
bilingual training. articles regarding the was told that confusion election, the city of

school board election. existed for all voters Seagraves sent a map of
because of the presem district boundaries and
districting system. candidates running in

each district to each city
The Seegreves City household. The Voting
Secretary wrote a letter to Section closed the matter.
the Voting Section
attorney stating that each
year the city names a
Hispanic judge who is
also bilingual. The City
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Secretary also provided
the Voting Section
attorney with minutes of
prior city courxil meetings
highlighting the
nomination end approval
of the election judges.
end a sample ballot
printed in both English
endSpanish,

It. During the November After a full investigation, Evidence gathered dunng A consent order was
2000 election, Mien► the Voting Section the Investigation entered into on June 17,
Dade County. Florida. initiated litigation demonstrated that Creole- 2002, that, in part,
allegedly engaged in against Miani-Dade speaking Haitian- prohibited tine county from
practices that prevented County because of its American voters at denying Haitian-American
the county's Creole- alleged violation of several precincts ware voters a0sistence from
speaking Haitian- Section 208 of the denied assistance from persons of their choice
American votes with Voting Rights Act. Prior persons of then choice In and mandated that the
limited ability to speak to initiating litigation, the vblatbn of Section 208 of county take certain steps
English Irom securing Voting Section the Voting Rights Act, to prevent violations of
assistaoce at the polls. In conducted an Ohemuros, only poll Section 208 and to
circunatancec where the investigation of the workers, who did not redress the harm caused
county ponritted voter county'. voter speak Creole, were these voters, such as
assistance from pomons assistance pracices permitted to assist the modifying poll worker
of the voters' choice, the during the 2000 voters, and they limited training to include
scope of the assistance election. DOJ filed a their assistance to voter instruction on how to
was limited (e.g., standing complaint with the U.S. demonstrations outside handle requests for
neat to voters during poll District Court in the the voting booths. The language assistence. The
worker demonstrations) Southern District for Voting Section did not find consent order is in effect
and of lisle velue to voters Florida on June 7, 2002. evidence that through December. 31,
once they entered the noncompliance with 2005. The case is open to
voting booths. Section 208 was the monitor hnplemnnnotioo of

result of intentional the consent order.
d'Scriminelion. In this
regard, d was noted that
the Miami-Dada Board of
County Comnussioners
passed ordinances in
1999 and 2000 mandating
that Haitian-Creole ballet
translations be available
in voting booths located at
precincts where
'signilcent" numbers of
Haitian-American people
vole.

12. As described in D0.1's After investigating these In the complaint, the The case is open to
compiaint, DOJ alleged allegations. DOJ filed a Voting Section alleged monitor implementation of
that various election coeplaint in the U.S. that Orange County the consent decree. The
practices end procedures District Court for the violated VRA Sections consent decres permits
in Orange County, Florida, Middle District of Florida 203 end 208. DOJ to moctmr elections
unlawfully denied or on June 28, 2002, end in Orange County from
abridged the voting rights entered into a consent October 9, 2002 until
of Spanish-spanking decree with Orange January 31, 2005. The
citizens. The challenged County on October 9, consent decree also
practices concerned the 2002. mandates policies and
alleged failure of the procedures that Orange
cou	 to: 1 provide an County must adopi with
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Description based on Voting Section's Voting Section's Disposition by Voting
Voting Section actions taken to saaemment of Section
informWicn addressed	 etion all	 ion.
adequate nunber o1 regards to treatment of
bilingual poll workers Spanish-speakhq voters.
trained to assist Hispanic The consent decree is
voters on Electron Day; (2) valid unit January 31,
ensure that poll official 2005. DOJ did not
allow Spanish-speaking contend that Orange
voters to have persona of County's failure to adhere
their choice assist them in to VRA Sections 203 and
casting their ballots; end 208 was the result of
(3) translate canalo written intentional ch criminetion.
election materials into
Spanish.
t3. As described in DOJ's After investigating the In the corplairnt. the The case is open to
corrpieirrt, DOJ alleged matter, DOJ tiled a Voting Section alleged monhar'vrylementetion of
that Osceola County, complaint in the U.S. that Osceola County the consent decree. The
Flarida, engaged in District Court for the violated VRA Sections 2 consent decree allows
notices election practices Middle District of Florida and 208. OOJ to nnnhor elections
end procedures that on June 28, 2002, and held in Oeceols County
unlawfully denied Spanish' entered into a consent from the date of the
speaking chaens an decree with Osceola consent decree through
opportunity equal to that of Count' on July 22, January 31, 2005. II
other citizens to vote. The 2002. specifies procedures that
challenged practices the Osceote County Board
concerned: (1) the failure of Elections nest
of poll officials to intplemem with regards to
cortanunicete effectively to the treatment of Spanieh-
Spenish-speaking voters speaking voters end agorae
necessary inbrrrmation the county must engage in
concerning their sligib8lty to facilitate voting by
to vote, voter registration Spanish-speaking voters.
status, idemfication The consent decree is
requirements, and polling valid through January 31,
place changes and 2005. DOJ did nor contend
assignrtrems; (2) the that Osceola County
refusal of poll officials to intended to deny Spanish.
allow certain Spanish. speaking voters an equal
speaking voters opportunity to participate m
assistance In voting by the political process.
persons of their choice:
end (3) hostile remarks by
poll officials directed
towards Hispanic voters
with limited English
proficiency.
rd loran alleged that, em After extensive In the conplaim, the On July 17, 2003, OOJ
conducting elections, in Investigation, which Voting Section alleged node motion for (1)
Readlrg City, included the mcndoring that actions contributing to permanent Injunction and
Pennsylvania, Bettor of several elections held the dental by Barks entry of final judgment
County denied Hispanic in the county, the Voting County to provide that sought to
citizens with 5reted Section initiated Hispanic citizens with permenenty enjoin the
English proficiency an litigation against Barks limited English proficiency county's conduct of
equal opportunity to County because of Its en equal opportunity to elections using policies.
participate in the political alleged violation of participate in the political practices, procedures,
process and elect the several provisions al the process and elect the and methods that violate
representatives of their Voting Rights Act. DOJ representatives of their certain VRA requirements
choice, tiled a cortplainl with choice included the and (2) the noun to Issue

the 1,1,5. District Court following: poll officials an order authorizing OPM
for the Eastern District directed hostile remark¢ to appoint federal
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of Pennsylvania on at, and acted in a hostile examiners pursuant to
February 25, 2003. manner toward, Hispank VRA to serve in Bach

voters to deter them from County through June 30,
voting and make them feel 2007. The court granted
unvrehrome at the polls; the United States' motion
poll official. engaged in on August 20, 2003. The
election practices coca renmins open for
inckrding the failure to monitoring and several
communicate effectively elections have been
with Spanish-speaking monitored since entry of
voters regarding the consent decree.
necessary information
about their eligibility to
vote, voter registration
status. idenlifcation
requirements, end poling
place changes and
assignments, and turning
away Hispanic voters at
the 2001 and 2002
elections; and 

SoriaCounty failed to recruit,
train, and maintain an
adequate pool of Hispanic
and bilingual poll officials
despite their knowledge 01
the needs of Hispanic
voters with limited English
Proficiency.

15. As described in DOJ'a After investigating this In the coeplaint, the The case a open to
corrplaim. DOJ alleged matter. DOJ filed a Voting Section ageged monitor ciplementalion of
that the state of complaint against the that Tennessee violated the consent decree. The
Tennessee engaged in state of Tennessee in provisions in NVRA. consent decree requires
practices that unlawfully the U.S. District Gourd of the state and elate
denied certain citizens full Tennessee an agencies to develop
and complete September 27, 2002. uniform procedures with
opportunities to register to On that same day, the regards to the voter
vote in elections for state of Tennessee application process and
federal slice as mandated entered into a consent the implementation of
by NVRA. The challenged decree with DOJ. NVRA and report progress
practices Included the to DOJ annually while the
failure of the state and consent decree is in effect.
agency officials to: (1) The consent decree
provide applications to expires on August 1, 2005.
register to vote
simua®teousy with
applications for orator
vehicle deter's licenses
(including renewal
apptcalions); (2) request
only the minimum amount
of information necessary
to prevent duplicate voter
registration and enable
stale election officials 10
aoonos the eligibiliry of the
applicant and to
administer voter
registration sod other part
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of the election prooesa; (3)
distribute outer registration
applications with every
application for pubic
assistance or services to
persons with diseblitiies;
and (4) tranemrt completed
voter registration
applications ion timely

nner.
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Election-Related Closed Preliminary Investigation and Mo gen and Closed Cases Initiated during
C-nlnnde, V. frinn
No. Preliminary	 Jurisdiction

Invests	 ionMetter/Cese
Date investigation or matter
initiated

DJ No.

1 Preheenary inveuteatise 	 Hinds County, Meainnr November 2002 No
2 Manor (election monitoring) 	 Apache and Navajo

Counties, Arizona
September 2002 Yes

3 Manor election monitor r 	 Bruwerd County. Florida Nwembar2002 Yoe
4 Matter election monsorvl 	 Duval County,Florida November 2002 Yes
5 Mauer	 Geor is October 2002 No
6 Matter	 Minnesota October2002 Yes
7 Matter	 New JarsJarsay October2002 Yes
8 Matter (election nronitarnrgl 	 Boxer County,Texee October 2002 Yee
9 Mauer	 Hidalgu County. Texan December 2002 Yes
10 Case	 Oidahoma August 2002 (case filed in

September 20021
Yes

11 Case	 Terns March 2002 (case filed In
March 2002

Yes

ovurw. —1-1 rvgms ---a n.

'According to the Voting Section, this matter did not receive a DJ nunber Inadvertently.

Summary of Election-Related Closed Preliminary Investigation and Matter. and Closed Cases Initiated
durern CaI.nd.. vwar Intl

Description based on Voting
Section information

Voting Section's
actions taken to

address altegatien

Voting Section's
eseeesmnat of

al	 ns

Disposition by
Voting Section

1. The wife of a soldier from Hinds A Voting Section official The AUSA told the The Voting Section
County, Miseiasippi, assigned to discussed the allegation solders will that an closed the prelrninary
Guantanamo, Cuba, alleged that with an official in the iwastigulion revealed investigation after the
her husband and approximately 50 Federal Voting the blots had been lost AUSA cornluded, and
other settlers from that county did Assistance Program in the oral. The FBI the Voting Section
not receive their absentee ballots in (FVAP) under the agent concluded that the agreed, that there
the mail. Hinds County Department of Defense county officials had was no basis for
acknowledged receiving their (DOD), who said that mailed the ballots to the bringing charges
requests in midSepterrlber of someone in Hinds eoidom, but they had against enyona
2002, and the circuit clerk County told FVAP on been lost or involved in the
confirmed they were mailed in the November 20, 2002, disappeared. The private handing of the ballots
first weak of October 2002. that about 20 ba0ota conpany that processed because the ballots

had been sent to mail for the county told had been lost m the
The Mississlopl Secretary of State's solders in Guantanamo. the FBI agent that they mail and no further
office suggested that the soldiers Voting Section staff also were unable to check the action was needed.
fair ion federal ballots but was not phoned the AUSA in zip codes of mall
sure the ballots would be counted Jackson, Minolostypi, processed on a
That office also suggested to the and noted in a memo particular day.
solder's wife that she contact the that the AUSA had
Voting Section. She reported to the directed a local Federal
Voting Section that soldiers from Bureau of Inveuilgalion
Madison and Rankin counties, also (FBI) agent to interview
in Mississippi, did net receive their the chancery clerk, the
ballots until alter the election. She registrar, and all others
also contacted the Assistant U.S. in the chain of custody
Attorney (AUSA) for Hinds County. of the ballots. The

Voting Section also
discussed asking FVAP
to monitor transit oi
absentee ballots to
soldiers from Hinds and
Brandon Counties
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during the next election
in response to the
soldier's wife January
2003 request that the
Voting Section keep
these counties on Its
.radar screen."

2. On Novemher 5, 2002, federal In September 2002, the The counties' A November 22,
election observers end Voting Voting Section met with inplemonlation of their 2002, mernn
Section staff monitored poling the Apache County Navajo Language discussing the
piece activOice 0121 locations in Election Director, the election intnrmmation monhoring of the
Apache and Navajo Counties, Apache County Deputy program was November 5, 2002,
Arizona. The Attorney General, County Attorney, the inadequate. While the election mdkx:ated that
pursuant to VRA Section 6, had Navajo Ccumy Election counties provided the Voting Section
certified these counter, for federal Director, the Navajo language assistance to would meet in the
observers. Since then, federal County recorder, end many voters, the future with election
observers have docunvnted two Navajo County aesictance was officials from both
problem related to the counties' outreach workers to frequently Insufficient counties to discuss
inability to provide consistently discuss several issues and failed to provide the November 5,
effective Navajo language related to elections in consistent and accurate 2002, election and
assistance to voters and other the two counties. The language translation of develop methods to
related circumstances affecting the Voting Section provided the offices and improve the counties'
Navajo voting population. suggestions on how to propositions on the proves of language

prevent prior problems ballot's 14 propositions. assistance and
The Voting Section was concerned from recurring. The The Voting Section overall Efe lion Day
about the following issues related Voting Section observed concluded that the performance. The
to the primary hold in September the Nnnenber 2002 counties must improve natter was closed
10, 2002. and the general election election. and expand their training after the election.
held in November 5, 2002: (1) the program for interpreters. According to the
coumiee' provision for Navajo The original poll worker Voting Section, this is
language easstance, (2) voters training schedules that The federal observers standard Voting
being turned away at the polls, (3) the two counties had reported that the Section procedure
crossover voting, and (4) polls not provided to the Voting interpreters and poll when irregularities
opening on time. During the 2000 Section allotted workers believed more ere observed during
election cycle and 2002 primary, approximately 2 hours training in Navajo election coverage.
federal observers documented for training. The Voting language translation was
several problems with the counties' Section suggested necessary. Some poll In the case d Navajo
provision of Navajo language having alkiay training workers told the language assistance
assistance to voters. The Voting sessions, and the observers that the in these counties, the
Section suggested that both schedules were revised audiotepes containing Voting Section stated
counties distribute cassette tapes to allot 6-14 hours for Navajo translations were that such outreach
containing Navajo language ballot training. too long and confusing. hes been continuous
translations la poll workers. The for many years,
counties cornmdtad to preparing The Voting Section One polling place was Another memo
and distributing the tapes to poll suggested that both not well organized, discussing
workers. Officials tram both counties provide each resulting m very long compliance and
counties also informed the Voting polling place on the lines. The Voting Section outreach efforts singe
Section that they would use Navajo Reservation with reported this to the the 2002 election
updated g ip charts for the omen registration lists Navajo County Elections indicates many
November election. These charts, from both counties, and Director, who sent an improvements in
which were used for the September train poll workers to outreach worker to Nevejo language
primary et the Voting Sections check both lute and remedy the problem The assistance efforts as
suggestion, displayed pictorial check with the line watt moving more a reauh of this
representations and written Navajo appropriate courtly quick 	 by ndd-adtemoon. outreach, including:
translations of each of the omces election department (1) improved poll
on the primary election ballot, before fuming voters The number of voters worker training which

away. Both counties turned away from the included the use of
There had been confusion in agreed to adopt this polls was less than pictorial flip charts to
previous elections among many suggestion. The Voting during the September assist voters in
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elderly Navajo cetera who live veer Section also expressed primary. However, while understanding the
the Nava(o/Apache county Inn concern about polling at the poling places had ballot; (2) outreach
about poling place and voter places that opened late both counties' and voter registration
registration. These voters often for the September registration books, poll efforts on the
vote in different locations for tribal primary. The counties workers at most reservation at various
and state/lederal elections. Tribal agreed to address this locations did not use events; (3) Urn
elections do not recognize county prior to the November them. Some did not opening of new early
boundaries. Poll workers at poling 2002 election, know the books were voting 0000000 00
places near the county line available. At one Apache the Navajo
apparently turned easy dozens 01 County location, Reservation; (d) the
elderly voters because of voting observers reposed that opening of a new
location confusion during the 2000 the Navajo county Est satellite election office
primary sod general elections and was not present. The on the reservation to
the 2002 pdrnery. In 2000, poll Voting Section informed disseminate voter
workers gave affidavit ballots to the county elections information and
other crossover voters in the director, who showed the register voters; and
mistaken belief that the ballots Navajo County book to (5) greater
would be accepted later. However, the polling place cooperation among
since these voters were not inspector. The poll the counties providing
registered in the counties where workers had not Navajo language
they voted, their votes ware removed the book from asaiatanae.
considered invalid, the elections supply box.

The Voting Section left
that more training and
practice would make the
poll workers mwe
familiar with this new
system. There were no
conplaints about polls
not peaningon time.

3. Voting Section personnel and 2 Actions taken by DOJ Voting Section stall The Voting Section
AUSAs monitored 04 precincts in stall included provided assistance to closed the matter
Droward County, Florida, during the interviewing the clerk of help correct issued that because the election
November 2002 election, the precinct where a arose during the being monitored was

white male precirwi monitoring. Eoemples of completed.
worker who allegedly issues/problenty
harassed African- observed were: (1)
American voters was African-American voters
employed about any felt somewhat harassed
complaints or problems by a white male precinct
with the assistant worker, (2) a poll official
precinct clerk in did not ward to allow a
question. DOJ staff person to vote who said
spoke with four voters at he had requested an
this precinct regarding absentee ballot but did
their esparience voting not receive it; and (3)
and asked election persons were fumed
officials to make chain away because of
avallable for the precbrct changes duets
disabled and elderly redistricting, because
waiting in line to vote, they moved, end for
They contacted county other reeeons.
election officials about e
voter who was told he
could not vote because
he had already sect an
absentee ballot, the
precinct clerk eventually
verified that the voter
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had not been Bert en
absentee ballot, and the
voter urea allowed to
cast his vote on election
day.

With regard to the
ebeentee ballot issue,
DOJ atoll amend the
poll official to contact
the Steward County
Election Board. In
addition, DOJ staff; (1)
gave a voter the totl4ree
telephone number for
the Voting Section
because the voter
wanted to convlam
about the lack of voting
machines; (2) asked a
poll dark end pot
workers B they had
received corrplemin
about not having
enough voting
machines; and (3)
spoke with two voters
who complained about a
precinct being hard to
find.

4. At the request of Florida's Votng Section attorneys While monitoring the The Voting Section
Secretary of State, the Voting monitored the election election, the Voting closed the matter
Section monitored the election in and facilitated the Section found various because the election
November 2002 in Duval County, resolution of problems areas of clardication and being monitored was
Florida, that arose by improvement. One issue completed.

communicating proper involved absentee
election procedures to ballots and Florida law
the Supervisor d allowing a person who
Elections. Prior to requested an absentee
monitoring the election, ballot but did not submit
Voting Section attorneys it to vote al the polls.
met with the Supmvisor There was confusion
of Elections, minority when absentee ballets
loaders in the were submitted but
convrwnity, leaders of rejected as being
the NAACP, and inconplete because they
representatives from the lacked voters' signatures
beat Democratic and and voters than being
Republican parties ' able to vote at the polls.
They exchanged Voters who submit
telephone intorrnetion absentee batlots are
and Invited each person considered to have voted
or group to contact them and cannot vote at the
with details of any polls on election day d
problerra that they the absentee ballot is
might help address. rejected.
They also provided
guidance on issues that Also, poll workers had
might arise to provide a given incorrect ballots to
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common understanding none voters. Voters
of action that should be were turned away who
taken if a particular lacked signed photo
problem arose, identification and were

not allowed to vote by
The Voting Section provisional ballot. There
attorneys worked with were also a law
the Supervisor of instances of insensitivity
Elections to improve to minority voters and
election processes and voters with disabilities.
were invited by the
Supervisor of Elections
to monitor elections m
April end May 2003 to
further improve upon
(heir election pron00005.

5. Georgia state law retakes FVAP advised the FVAP favored going The Voting Section
counties to have absentee ballots Voting Section that a forward with the suit that closed the matter,
on hand 45 days before a general senior official in Georgia a Secretary of
election. Georgia missed the Georgia's Elections State had suggested, but
September 20, 2002, deadline for Division said that the Voting Section dd
the November 5, 2002, general election officials in each not because (1) the
election because of the of Georgia's counties number of votere
compressed election schedule in would photocopy all effected was very enroll,
2002. The 45-day deadline was se1 necessary ballots and leas than 132 oversee.;
to comply with federal mandates to send them to every (2) UOCAVA wee
make it easier for U.S. 

military
nulhary end oversees emended in 1986 to add

personnel stationed outside the citizen absentee voter the federal write-in
Untied Slates to vote. Georgia had from whom an absentee ballot as a
compressed its 2002 primary and application had been back-up ballot when
runoff election echadulas ouch that receNed in time. All 164 timely requested ballots
the runoff was held only 49 days Georgia counties had do not reach voters in a
before the November 5 general done this by October 7. finely matter (the Voting
election. This precluded the printing Section retes on the use
of the general election ballot in time A Voting Section of the back-up ballot eon
for the mailing deadline required attorney asked the remedy in UOCAVA
under state law. Georgia election source of the allegation lawsuits brought in
officials had contacted FVAP dudng In Catoosa County to primary elections, and
the Ibst week of October reganing keep in touch and gave had no reason to believe
the states compliance with the the person who erode it woe an inadequate
Uniformed and Oversees Otlzen the allegation the phone remedy); and (3) the
Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA). number and Web site Voting Section believed

for FVAP for additional the Secretary o1 State's
Cetoosa County balote ornined the information about true interest in the
names of the Republican candddate FVAP's role in this lawsuit stenvned Irom
for the U.S. Senate and the process. The Voting the large number of
Republican gubernatorial candidate Section attorney regular absentee ballots
from the ballot An allegation was connected FVAP, undo that were mailed tote,
mode that this, among other FVAP official agreed to and such ballots could
absentee ballot irregularities, contact officials In not be pan of any
violated UOCAVA because the Cetoose end Sen Hill UOCAVA remedy.
correct ballots. even it sent at the counties to get copies of
time this concern we. reined on their ballots end get
October 16, 2002, would not be back to the Voting
received in time. Section attorney. The

Voting Section attorney
Georgia's Secretary of State asked also contested a slate
DOJ to bring nail against the state election official.
to extend the deadline for receipt of
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Section information actions taken to assessment of Voting Ssctton

address	 Ion elleactione
ntihtory end other absentee ballot,.
e. The Vding Section conducted an In an a-mail, the Voting The Voting Section The Voting Section
investigation under UOCAVA and Section attorney monitored state actions closed the matter
monitored a lawsuit in Minnesota expressed concern to address this issue, after the state
over absentee ballots used in the about ballots being Supreme Court
November 2002 general election, rtrailed, filled out, and issued an order
At issue was the removal of returned between addressing the
Senator Paul Wellstona s nome on October 31 and absentee ballot Issue,
the ballots end Issuance of now November 5 (6 days). The order specified
ballots. Senator Wellstane died 11 the procedures for
days prior to the election, and absentee ballots that
former Vice President Mondde was included various
designated the replacement options based on
cenddate for the Democratic whether a voter had
Farnrer-Labor party. This party or had not already
argued for mass n®iling of new voted for Senator
absentee ballots, and the WaOStone.
Republican party argued to do the
rrreilintt based on re casts,
7. A sun arose from the resignation The Voting Section The Voting Section The Voting Section
of Senator Robert Tonicelli from prepared a discussion noted that late concluded that New
the general election and ballot for menm evaluating the transmittal of ballots to Jersey state law
Democratic nomination to the U.S. impact that the New voters by airmail provides for several
Senate. The New Jersey Jersey Supreme Court generally raises methods for UOCAVA
Democratic perry brought sad to ruling would have on concerns that oversees voters to participate in
secure a declaration that the New overseas absentee voters would not have federal elections war
Jersey Democratic Stale voters. The Voting sufficient time to receive, end above the use d
Commilee was permitted to select Section monitored the mark, and return their regular absentee
a qualified candidate to replace New Jersey Democratic ballots to scat eladion ballots sent by
Sen. Torriceif. The New Jersey party lawsuit end stare officials. The Voting airmail. The Voting
Supreme Court ruled in favor of the remedies to address this Section atoll determined Section closed the
crate Democratic party and issue. that New Jersey state matter due to lack of
required that anew ballot be law contains several nwrit
prepared under the direction of the unique features that
state Attorney Gerreral and a state obviate the need for 20'
court judge. Military and overseas 40 days d roundlrip
ballots were to be given airmailing. In addition,
precedence and an explanatory DOD provides a backup
letter was to be sent to all voters ballot available at nelitary
who received the new ballots. The installations sod U.S.
Voting Section was concerned errbassies/consulates.
about the late tranam3tel of balote Thia is relerred toes a
to miNary and oversees voters. federal write-in absentee

ballot.

The Voting Section
noted that the question
might arise regarding
how the state would
address ballots that had
already been transmitted
to overseas voters and
may have already been
returned. The Voting
Section determined that
this was a question for
state officials to resolve,
and that the Voting
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Section planned to raise
this issue when speaking
with state officials in
October 2002.

8. An attorney for Bear County, The Chief of the Voting Ina letter dated The Voting Section
Taxes, requested, in a letter to the Section wrote a letter November 1, 2002, The closed the m ster
Voting Section dated October 18, beck to the attorney for Voting Section stated because i1 granted
2002, expedited review of changes Bexar County. The that the Attorney General preclearance for the
in the county's early voting process Voting Section had did not Interpose any changes.
in the joint general and special telephone discussions objection to the specified
election on Novernber 5, 2002, with various people changes, but toted that
Changes included: (1) the one-time regarding the ballot Section 5 of the Voting
use of two-page ballots for penises format Issues. Rights Act provides that
contested races, (2) procedurae for failure of the Attorney
counting beliefs with straight-party General to object does
votes, end (3) one-tin. use of a not bar subsequent
single two-sided ballot for partisan litigation to enjoin
contested races, supplemented bye enforcemeet tithe
separate sheet with duplicate changes.
voting instructions for the
November 5, 2002, general Alter the League of
election. Prior to that request, the United Latin A neriran
League of United Latin American Citizens filed the laweuil,
Citizens filed suit in U.S. District Beast County ad ised
Court for the Western District of the court that they
Texas alleging that Boos, County initiated Section S
irnplernanted changes to the preclearance aubniavion
conduct tithe November general procedures on October
election without obtaining 10.2002, and October
preclearance, from DOJ. 21, 2002. The county

had not obtained
preclearance from DOJ
at tire fline the lawsuit
was filed. The court
agreed with both parties
that the changes were
required and allowed the
changes In proceed
pending the
preclearance. On
October 31, 2002. the
Court decided to retain
junodstion over the case
through the conclusion of
the 2002 election
process and ordered the
parties to advise the
court as to their positions
on the case on or before
December 1. 2002.
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Description based on Voting
Section information

Voting Section'.
actions taken to

eddreea ag	ion

Voting Section's
assessment of

el	 na

Dlspositlon by
Voting Section

9. A U.S. Representative sent e A Voting Section nrenp The Voting Section The Voting Section
letter to the Attorney General referred to an allegation determined that Hidalgo closed the matter on
regarding 

potable 
voter received from the U.S. County's section June 25,2003.

suppression in Alabama, Arkansas, Representative administrator handled because blocked
Florida, Indiana, Lousiana, regarding possible the situation wag by merit. The Voting
Maryland, Michigan, New Jersey, intimidation et the expelling the poll Section a00rney
New Mexico, Pennsylvania, end November 2002 election wetchors when the observed that there
Texas. In Arkaness, Louisiana, and held in Hidalgo County, voting supervisors was a lane
Maryland, it was alleged that Texas. The Voting alerted the election atmosphere in
AfricmrAmericans were victims of Section attorney administrator that two Hidalgo County
voter suppression. In New Jersey requested several poll watchers for the between some of the
and Texas, allegations of voter pieces of documer g ation Republican candidate white Republicans
suppression involved Hispanics. from the courey were making random and the Hispanic
The victims of voter suppression m elections administrator, challenges to Hispanic citizenry. The Voting
the other states were not specdied. including newspaper voters. Section

articles, letters between recommendedthal
According to the Voting Section, the elections The Voting Section this is an area that
many of the matters referred to in adnrinistrator and the further deternened that should be monitored
the letter were natters under the Republican elections efrorls an the part of the in future elections.
jurisdiction of the Crirninal Division administrator, and Republican party did not
and ware being investigated by that irdorrr®tion regarding a dampen minority turnout
Division when the letter was study regarding the and did not discover
received. The Voting Section possibility of 13,000 instances of voter
investigated two of the allegations dead or ineligible voters intimidation at the polls
referred loin the letter, including on the county voter rolls, on election day. The
one in Hidalgo County. Texas, The Voting Section Voting Section acted that
where it was alleged that the attorney spoke with minony contacts in the
Repubtcen party intimidated FGspenic votan: and county: (1) did not think
Hispanic voters countywide to other minority contacts, that the allegations of
dampen their tumour at the general The Voting Section dead voters on the rolls
election. The second allegation that attorney also analyzed dampened turnout; (2)
the Voting Section investigated that voter turnout data for did not believe that the
was referred to in the letter was in Hidalgo County end challenges made by the
New Jersey; the Voting Section compared it to the stale two poll watchers caused
opened a rrwtter in 200310 of Tacos for 2002 and fewer Hispanic voters to
investigate this allegation (see previous elections. vote; and (3) drd not
lotormation provided in this report problems of voter
attachment for 2003). intimidation al the polls.

The Voting Section did
The most d'uect form of alleged not find epperem
indmidatlon in Hidalgo County was differences between the
reported to have occurred when voter turnout data in the
two poll watchers for a Republican 2002 election compered
candidate challenged Hispanic to other elections.
voters at early voting on the basis
that a study indicated that 13,000
dead or ineligible voters were in the
county's voter registration rolls. The
Republican party held a press
conference two weeks before the
election where party
representat ives alleged that voter
fraud could boa significant problem
with the number of people listed
incorrectly on the voter rolls.
10. As described in DOJ'e After an eapedled In the complaint, the The consent decree
complahn, DOJ alleged that the investigation, DOJ fled Voting Section alleged required the stale to
state of Okfahome was not in a cornplaint in the U.S. that the state of take corrective
Compkence, with UOCAVA. Election District Court for the Oklahoma violated actions so that all
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Description tamed an Voting
Section information

Voting Section'.
actions taken to

eddreaa olteoslien

Voting Section's
eseesernerrt of

al	 ions

Disposition by
Voting Section

officials 6t Oklahoma could not mail Western District of UOCAVA. uniformed military
absentee ballots to military and Oklahoma on personnel and
civilian overseas voters on a date September 12, 2002. citizens living
sufficiently In advance of the and entered into a overseas who filed a
September 17, 2002. primary runoff consent decree with the timely request to
election to allow voters to receive state of OMahoma on receive an absentee
the begot, caste vote, and return September 17, 2102. ballot ere given the
the ballet to election affkiela by the opportunity to vole.
deadline established by stele law. The stale led so

through, among other
thing., the passage of
UOCAVA compliance
legislation in May
2003.

11. As described in DOJS After an elrpedaed In the complaint, the The court entered a
complaint, DOJ alleged that ea a investigation, DOJ [Red Voting Section alleged temporary restraining
result of the congressed period of a complaint and motion that the slate of Teas order and prelurmrary
time between the Tessa primary for ateeporery violated UOCAVA. injunction on March
and runoff elections, election restraining order and 25, 2002, permitting
officials in the state of Texas failed preliminary injunction in qualified Texas voters
to mail absentee ballots to military the U.S. District Court to use federal write-in
and civilian overseas voters on a for the Western Olstrict absentee ballots for
data sofficiently in advance of the of Twces on Mooch 22, the April B, 2002,
April 9, 2002, federal primary runoff 2002. election. Aocordmg to
election to allow such votere to the terns of the court
receive the ballot, cast a vote, and order, the state was
return the ballot to election offer®Is required to lake
by the deadline established by actions to remedy
state law. absentee ballot

issues in the future.
This included
permitting voters to
eubmit write-in ballots
it their ballots are not
sent to them irn time
and counting the
write-in ballots as
valid as long as the
voters living outside
the United Slates are
qualified to vote in
Tax
A stipulation of
dismissal was
entered in February
2004 following
passage by the state
legislature of
legislation remedying
the United States'
co	 .int.
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Election-Related Closed Matter Initiated during Calendar Year 2003
No.	 Matter	 Jurisdiction	 Date nrtter initiated	 DJ No.

1	 Matter	 Now Jersey	 January2013	 Yea
Source: DOJ Civil Rights Division.

Sum nena el Elwetinn-Rdwted Cleeed Mener Initisn nt Olsen, Gtwndsr Vewr ]M1

Description based on	 Voting Section's action.
Voting Section	 taken to sddreaa
information	 allegetlon

Voting Section's
esaeumen of

al	 ions

Diapeoitien by Voting
Section

1. This maser was the	 The Voting Section The people that the Voting The Voting Section closed
second none, opened 	 attorney contacted, Section attorney the matter because it
by the Voting Section in	 Latino political activist in contacted were not aware lacked mark.
response to the	 the New York of the a-marl or any other
November 2002 letter	 metnpolitan area, the threats or 6dimidalbn
from a U.S.	 Treasurer of the New tactics against Latino
Representative referred	 Jersey Hispanic Bar votere. The Voting Section
10 10 the prevlousy	 Foundation, and a noted that its investigation
described 2002 matter 	 asnnrrcnhy activist and yielded results ember to
for Hidalgo County,	 attorney based in Newark, the judges findinga__tbat
Texes. Thera were	 New Jersey. the ballot lateness plan
allegations of voter mentioned in the .mail
Indrtidation In New did not raise concerns
Jersey. According to a about Latino voter
newspaper artcle, e- intirnklatfon during the
nails were sent to Latino Novanber 2002 general
lawyers urging them to election.
engage is en aggressive
campaign to ensure
ballot fairness. Attorneys
for both the Democratic
and Republican National
Comnittees presented
their case before the
U.S. district court. The
judge ruled a law day,
before the Novenber
2002 election Set there
waanothing sinaler in
the Republican ballot
fairness plan and
characterized the plan
as legitimate campaign
aaivi	 .
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Comments from the Department of Justice

U.S. D.vto t dJo,

QSvil Right Divimu

gtryrtay^.rw.u.^ya..^	 ^rr.^..nc on..

Aome27,2004

Willio t O. Jo. j,.
Dinctm
Umcl®d Secmiry. dJuaicatm.
Unitod D.oto.00000onont Aaoanmbilry O6wo
WWrington, D.C. 20548

R. Dço.mono OfJ ion', A- to Ads, Po Eiontr,n-Rdo d V dv
rrieyulmtrla -L oRRryort GA 044-104

hmk yo. fm innriding the Deputmml of ioncce of h. ouyy of. dnfluftne
Guva®mt Aoeatotobiliry 0I80 (GAG)rzmt ..Wlod-Depotmaq oriontm : AldvMom
Addrow Pot Electioo-R.1dedVefing tr gulci0 .' 734. Idlemmtadatho h.ECo
Depummt'e RvuW o--M and I ngeaf 9W R be itoluded ot So ftA np m

T. Depnmmt ap piss the GA01, and the rto t g,n nbas', mnrst in this
005 h ponao itoot. tozd, of ell the uw ofaynmhiI4yd0t8ed to the Ci.A Riglna
Di.iom, on,, took. no,,, highly wm pM¢ung den &—hi

So.,x001. me Di.1mfm.onkd anddy toyraxtrWnJ voting n4+000. We nova
dirt000dao0Umi.l[mmucoto implemCWngSoolw00tto nnl c oftbe Help Artmeio Von.
Aa 0(2007 rHAVA), incNding noot ng with Y1 rmta and oeuitorias to 6cilitna their
prgoteednq. to eonoplywimth, HAVA Proof toot therm homy 1, 2006. Wed.,
3400 ukot.o ,odwmddq* to pmtatdx ti oO ofd tni000ioy rasa Audwe boo,,
movdn oog(y to rnuae 16r1.11 Ameiun citizma wcxu, ioc deg m y mm sod rdmnm
unllibm.6avo m oppmomigto DaliciY.co in thedtmaTpio Pis. F Ily, n your de L
rtpon d—natr.ee. me Divi.irmlow eigoitirmtly incmeod Oho mvnbva of it.., ad
oteoven deployed to moueoonpli--th fedwlvoting rights Jo Scott, dii. DivWonhot
knot fully dronuve to the dWUAgo o(WoWOUog fedeN voting tigLU, and ve oe gratiOnd to.,.
o1R noon ful=adrofledafmyoor drag ngon.

With,epodtotheepmificcec00000eodoti000 yow draft treymt hot ot W . wo arc pkrcd
S hod, to ft Divuimo iow,och will be .fthurylddilion to dm mmy mp shady
nkoo eo mo pmiatiaa offdvlwingt gto. Jbrthotremon.lho Anirto,i AVamcy
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Genol for CPO Rights be the dy dincad bnplonmutim of lvtn

WI& tegad to the helm= of de dn4 t pod .e praate No oppnomtty to beve
watcd with GAO Oamotd on tbbmdil Ar with my report m m iwe of eu b. oridml
rwii to ofd 	 MetePatXpolb mmP and cacme. Aaad 	 y.
we ebo nQp[wek Go cppo MOity ro ptwide m.nnnnUL W e musk bowers. tegiuer nor
diseppoinboent fit. ..hik GAO took cnrc Wm 58em month, to inve pipto and tomgk its
m,rt regon, ym a fa=d t . Ciril Rights DWio® ooy m wnoto to toviow and emtmau on the
.vhuniomu docwnmt Mono-, wtm the Diriden a pled the diI otia od pot01.tiil for
aior tared by mchmabbo vidad nvvw. GAO ofk adjoe on. dditiand wool 1me
maictioo km rermoly honpead ma rbild to pm ids the t ype ofNwaugh twriew eppropdato
to meb m ®pwemt door mm4 s pvtioolalr oofocmnek mnoeq— given thrt the draft «pot
Ado to eeptuto tow tyeoI Ii,l pouimeofGo Vatiog 8ecti ,n wmk. N—ftlem.we
Itove etdowortd mPoovide n dmiledand Ins tlouingomtofcemmmb u Pnm..bk indo
yeonitted Ibx. Ore at oifk mmmma b.kre

1

Took We GAO rocmmnotde emb&Ling widen ftOcl+^" t'r ICM (stmt i
otnmutbThkIogmd In	eiora"msm Ito i"8 r . A+ootod. lb. AietW
Mbmoy Gmtxd hen Woody Onto. u=ps to io.inoem dur tecamnmdaim.. and the Diowiod
will ivrytm+ent m ntmitotlo mean oft di.g such dm

At ttto ume *on m.cvc. itn imnonad thnt IDe deft nportnot lem the toderwith
Go roggenion dot the DI015m Weh larks mpg system for trmking in-Wd-mooi-im
aavida. See 1<un n o; Onof Repeat n41. This .robld be i— soceL Tb. Voting gddion does
noes ly hove ptwedum lbrt oAbctivdy tr=ek election mototmiog bctivtrin Sine. the mid.
1980., tha Voto.g Socuon boo ouinbioed loge don ling Wr init medue. Arles nn000dn drou(d
dow. the Divioimptovided Yettr inVrOliHtlOOa with a 8il1 ocplmatAd of tliac poadoro loot
MryZ2n	 otoynomqutriea ILe DMelon alloprvvidd you with Go .ewel ohm, mid
Ow tbirvaekmg 0.. the lam 20062004. 7Lve then providedet d d lion =boot the
Wte, Ne same oftlajo wdtetioo ntooirorod, the Wteofntretimt mdthe monber of OPbf
ob wvms and DO) p—I vbe —ik.d dm ekcuoa Tb. Voting Sootion boo fotntd thin
.yctan m be edegoue and effarive. Moreover, the uimog kP me .0=10010 and easily
eor®Idn

2

km Nc ®Pwmm that tb.Eml Info teDA Ito vest op-lodue infoitelioo PonsWb
.bout the Votg Section'. mforcmmt etivnio. Speeioea8r. rim mgad in the Df vim'=
mfonemmtof0.00100 203 oftbo VotingRidroc Act, while Ow did eptmputpmotobnve
mterd d.m though Much Is. 2054. Itdinettwu eofmcmant ofSecrtoo 203 only through
2002. See Drell R port .027. We bnrc prnioudynotedto yvo Got the Olvidoo oodatook s
rignifi	 mtmberofadditimW name RW d to Soetion 203 and laogtuge ommmityiava in
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2a . 2003. cod 2004. Vet, de doff rtyut f il, to nm0ioo dace. 7Ea Dnsim Wm
roepmfolly ooqo Ow 0e draft rcput be m,s0od to idled now full ncwd Spoci&afy.
CMI Aijhe Divkbn nmmnnown dedait, nd pmo®iy vidmd mmryutdm 296muotie
oonad onda Section 203 of hdp guide lord dxdouotfoW to amnpymg with do (r•'a
dream. In 2003, On Divisw dsc undated m addidntW two law dto (o o valor So tioo 2 and
Sod o 203 ofOr Vol5 flight. Act m6 non motto Secdun 203 ofdx Voting Right. A.) not
.fk,tW in the Aaempwt, nod  filed m additiom(3 ma it 2004 (erh undo Swf- 203 of
Ow Voting Right. Ad). The 00000 non n fmmnnn I in A100inon0 110 Nis lotIu. To ppo ft tit
pion, ho Diviuoo boo 5100E aMMS i o 203eunma Mq 2004o won Ned In the

p noiwt eight7sca. tdaem er. On ma Rind dnm Moy 20M 4rvo pooidd wm{emmdw
n ity Imgnge dadm Po&mm+ to mwe anon tloo dl Pmiau Secdou 203 own

to WAidoo In do faegdng ggegq a o ooba of sdmtim ijmud'xtiont wha toy
toodifimltlt&tntotioto oft being000raeod by de Diriaiot In tWs tapa60is impod>mt to
moa m6tlmdd moaitd on the Dirinion'a mnhotiry. 7lasoadies Wovidd-d denoting
right. l nooypn+idn fr wospcti•oidiefEerviOMfnoa Ioottrrards.awitO.
Dspartmam's vrvutipdoo ¢vats mn apvt cularjtufdiaion mry h.ro violaed do ton in do
nont admjori.gn;no daogv:n alodim poncndoto tocompy.ith de Inn unit non bog¢
in.iotolon, our immigdtm Lavine mod d.e onnmt 4tlgetn to u► for nmdie dot me
no laetgtru dsd• Uobk R(ot^	 H11ng lidgnioo in esf nom. Ow Denton v won¢
obteinre&Ifurpe rioWions Wt mono langw00000ing. Thir m eapnd.ly Importool Inkcng
mmindvdmtnniev'ugminsin stet¢ OntPonndnotingnoOnn tngishdon dtmgingthdr
deodm.dm;wsoafm.

3. 1D7deA Mfmnut'on no UOCAVA Week

On pope Zg of the theft tryad, to tbind butler Pdm about the laamit filed in Oomgls
mdur die Uniformed and Osnroa Citrsms Alxmtee Voting Act of 2986 OMId 6c ourod'd to
tnlat dot s emot onfow w.o good:

'Fild OMeined aeourt ordv in m UOCAVA law uit lo July Wing 0040 out, of
Oemgia+agoe>tina for svnfhrmegemy rdiefetdv for it. Prmwydadan.'

4. 5Itn1lo0,nn ion ore FIAVA Woh

On p.50 23 ofdkdreg ongoon, tommnn 7ofde Di vionssanim nano toe Holy
Amm(ea Vote Act of 2002 fah to mention de fvnHAVA ninon nett wdon0od by dw
Voting tnotI We rarpauNlynquen Wadrc following WH. point be eddod;

vnod in dm nt t t ¢d®In CNfomia eg.lon a comity for Dl long to Potty
implrnrnt MAYA
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The au i. U erd 0ov r. S.. grnto Cnoog. C lubmi. D. Cot). A nanpind wn filed on
M.y25,2004 dlegiog, in addition we riolotim o(S tioo 203, a.iol>tiao ofthv vote,
infmototioopwidon ofHAVA. A<onno deaeemgeiriog.ctioo.bylhnmmdytotcmedy
the.ioi.ti— ispmdiog tnninw end eppmm'd bydemeet.

i Ooaunented. of mmMdim fAlkwd ElrefNn 2000Vahrc D—lcritn

A. the GAO died report iuoHmnei, "[c)mGdmm in ouc elodion pn i+ of0mmn
iotpanncc.- Dud R Aorta vi. mon ore,. cooiiduroe i. nedad by'tiavntetyn ootding and
docwnooieg telxtion TJ.ted]aai.itism.o vim no arnpo.oLln^ Id Thin iam 6m
nttcfory=butr for oortew . onpiog. Awmdttgty. hi. ltopaoivn*mtbo 50.1 tryen
_wcli c.ptme me dod dove. nom®dug " Diri.ion'..Runs during de 2000 elecrmo. At
prtwo, die dad report bib to do m.

Ymv dM Ieonrte Oaogrers vd dr.a tepal tapatedlytefwtc®ms Dtw0oo'.
doaoneuing ofpobtic telephone uR doting the 2000 Noddentiel eicctioo. 7Leta 00	 one
m ybeo nd ounply dut.oelkn.te m®w ofdacumeotwg wdt pobb&0001x1. woWd
Mw en.bW it. Ofrmon to identify50 ocigece of violations of faierel tow worr.otiog lung
mreniptiao. hi. fmpottm104 thy GAO be elo.rtlutb I. ruthieg on e oroekdan,
bmaus nol . oonotu ioo ®only would netbe wont..

Thedicfdit onity in the draft tepo.Ya enommvy h in wartyembidee 6ocn on
lniophax by uuintioed by oamxtan hind by Ito Detainee t to rtond aW oon.ioginle the
Dcpnmvu'. mdn neicbboad n the drya.0a the 2000 oIsotioo. 77rc dre0 rgto te0etmd.
mattom log. way Woof& olydctnki. However. Ha draft 0004 hibtumte Umtfinc loge
mdeup ootyawall ponboaf.0 of0c coot ofoonecelbtmdred bydm Oi.itio .
Thee6rc, ury deott000mnp iv lhme tog, ote.atr®eh ooiikoly Iv hove clolgldmee000m of

- inratWtlan

At we pmimnlyad+is d GAO, (00f Re poo.e to April 7 lnlbtmrtoo Requent). ILae
mntr.cron were hued w like pbooe all. Sore (he public only dodog the wneb td following du
el tioe, Whoa the Divietoa'. 00 ,wouldo tllOtyaNawl.e h.rnb®olo,e Th y nlrieioo
decidcdto dfoed Ne pubt'c thi. eM rwvioo .0e the DqtwoW'n ruin .wiltluvdnaeved
Oiuood. ofcu4 fiam aauo40s canooy iogoiring into the rilwtion io Fbdda In .ddiri 1. Pon

Voting Sation'stehyhwe 6.e Rd•d m eleretad n,00bor ofralla

In Gwdng.io odo bi®.dy on Oe amaRm log; de dnfl npon ovedooknteo.l
Ion mdnh®d by the Voting Section iudf m 2000. 7Lese pnrided ert®ive doemnmeetion
shad Wlen aM.dmiptinn of to. bib , camplmnn,nd lovepeeved ediabk 0,01 ooee..
Marna, the rmmgority of roll. o ovod waeaxked dower time logs tte,<f e, the
Divirion .upeefuilynotef tho 11.0505 d.2m0.lemon it did hive .n,fR dive mono of
tracing e4cdomsWA plum voila
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In ao W 2004	 . r6 PtovidM,00 substantial dot 11 mptdine rtda add tiowl
mm strwxvVpobfr olm	 Spooifiwily. Me Di oo'a80onombc
syrnm wu opdifudropr^dtumm^Y Waou npombkto003rmthdr News 60166

tmnionsya nme8od m P	 rot¢wlaogic16 (I) $11016 16 0to.w^c2)
a mi16o.root the election(rhirA n rod Nt ovnnwtonwiog majority of1C6 nlh(1 (2)
Wo-I& R=ec infmcnason about votiM- hrkd=16MU WtAft Pbdda,(3) p^midc Wed6e
infmwtim about volingonitood iaidaus Mode Florida, or (4) paride gRtifi& (004n16100.
about 000-2000 elction-rolam6 Man-

ltis modified ryamn took ntTM Ida in oa: day on Tbur-*. Novanhor 9.2C . .01.0.0

diaronum1d following 10.0101001 of 11w Praidwuddenim. The . rowinginwdm
iytOO.30tnor00000flin16nd tVd.dyby Vaag SetiunpmotwJbngnnmgtot
Novmtbm 13,2000. Anton calla won ouin whm dim .an dome udiuomOut the cally lad
tubab Iron in .00116. 	 a epalRc rativg rights rioLtioo' 0041000 103 fomu trrkod 1601.

ofthet00n®Euoptimu Cdbezp.0oktg00116010iwn 06memc vcftepod66
1nf i®.6out.om&djhta.iolmom Pete recmdodon ID®. 01.0(1016 tlm cmushc Ioga,
with mp.ycolmuo 6164 for c.oh 16010(dOtwgb then 04m. aeaedvr>gedP	 Ym

lOnok16giOgflwidOnhmOOoctimri0a4m} Cdb made undv thoothaopdmnrae
,awtaedmroAfmn,Rwidlos arnmthno.. wise ,..,dyoairoludingn 0^
wm ha. and .derailed dad000f04ooQIObo we rte Oly^.ido6 GAO withO Otee bp.
In adStm.wa htritd GOA tuffromen- Voting Samn>bftmwohod lo Julius not. 6w
podoxmgd.2O00.1nd AepemWY, GAO d JImd O®in itmon.

6. Nencn nfAe C.M A^^^ed M

fn.1:1100 to fornsnsm adyaeuMmtionoft 00otI.	 vd, toe draft .Pont ale
toh to popady two me aubKmtt of dw v.q wlmrynfplowo ulh raeirnd by IM
Dq,011t00 f U—.g th taovamba 2000 elation.

FW, do dn8 rtpou 1604 no note the 601 d00ofOS dmn+nd. nfdl..wi nd 6y the
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M. Greenbaum

M. Greenbaum is the Director of the Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers' Committee for
Rights Under Law where he is responsible for directing the Committee's voting rights

litigation which challenges all forms of voting rights discrimination practiced against minority and
ethnic groups in the United States. This work includes challenges to electoral practices that
violate the Voting Rights Act, including those which have the result of denying minorities an equal
opportunity to participate in the political process and elect candidates of their choice and voting
changes in jurisdictions covered by Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act which worsen the position
of minority voters, and challenges to electoral practices that violate the Fourteenth Amendment,
including those which improperly infringe on the fundamental right to vote, practices that
intentionally discriminate against minority voters, and claims brought pursuant to Bush v. Gore.
The Voting Rights Project acts as co-counsel with participating law firms to bring such actions.

Mr. Greenbaum is also responsible for directing the Voting Rights Project's non-litigative
activities, which include participating in efforts to maintain and expand the voting rights of minority
citizens through legislation, participating in outreach efforts to minority citizens involving voting
rights, producing position papers and articles on current issues of concern, coordinating with
other organizations on issues affecting voting, and speaking at conferences and to the media
regarding voting rights issues.

Immediately prior to joining the Lawyers' Committee, Mr. Greenbaum was a trial attorney in the
Voting Section of the United States Department of Justice for seven years where he enforced
voting rights laws for the United States, including Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act, preclearance
provisions under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, and the bilingual requirements under Section
203 of the Voting Rights Act. In United States v. Charleston County, South Carolina, a case which
challenged the at-large method of electing the Charleston County Council on grounds that it
diluted the voting strength of African-American citizens, Mr. Greenbaum drafted and argued a
successful plaintiffs motion for partial summary judgment on all three preconditions of Thornburg
v. Gingles, which is extremely rare, and was a member of the legal team that successfully tried
the remainder of the action before the district court.

Prior to working at the Department of Justice, Mr. Greenbaum was a litigation associate in the
Los Angeles office of the international law firm, Dewey Ballantine. Mr. Greenbaum worked on
numerous litigation matters in the areas of environmental law, employment law, and business
litigation.

Mr. Greenbaum graduated in 1989 from the University of California at Berkeley with Bachelor of
Arts degrees in Legal Studies (with honors) and History. He received his law degree from the
University of California at Los Angeles in 1993.

Mr. Greenbaum is of racially mixed heritage, with a mother of Japanese descent and a father who
is white.
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Patrick J. Rogers

• Partner/Shareholder, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and Sisk, P.A., Albuquerque,
New Mexico;

• 1991-2003 General Counsel to the New Mexico Republican Party;
• Election cases:

o The Coalition to Expose Ballot Deception, et al v. Judy N. Chavez, et al;
Second Judicial District Court of Bernalillo County, New Mexico (2005);
represented plaintiffs challenging petition procedures;

o Miguel Gomez v. Ken Sanchez and Judy Chaves; Second Judicial District
Court of Bernalillo County, New Mexico (2005); residency challenge;

o Moises Griego, et al v. Rebecca Vigil-Giron v. Ralph Nader and Peter
Miguel Camejo, Supreme Court for the State of New Mexico (2004);
represented Ralph Nader and Peter Camejo, ballot access issues;

o Larry Larranaga, et al v. Mary E. Herrera and Rebecca Vigil-Giron,
Supreme Court of New Mexico (2004), voter identificat ion and 'fraudulent
registration issues,

o Decker, et al v. Kunko, et al; District Court of Chaves County, New
Mexico (2004); voter identification and fraudulent registration issues;
Kunko, et al v Decker, et al; Supreme Court of New Mexico (2004); voter
identification and fraudulent registration issues;

o In the Matter of the Security of Ballots Cast in Bernalillo County in the
2000 General Election; Second Judicial District Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico (2000); voting and counting irregularities and fraud.
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Mr. Norcross is a member of the Board
of Directors of Blank Rome
Government Relations LLC, and served
as Chairman of the Republican
National Convention's Committee on
Arrangements for the 2004 Republican
National Convention, in New York City.
His practice focuses on legislative

Senior Principal affairs, legislative and executive
202.772.5874
norcross@BlankRome.com department liaison, lobbying,

advocacy programs and public affairs.
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VOTING RIGHTS ACT: SECTIONS 6 AND 8-
THE FEDERAL EXAMINER AND OBSERVER
PROGRAM

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 2005

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION,

COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
Washington, DC.

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 12:38 p.m., in
Room 2141, Rayburn House Office Building, the Honorable Steve
Chabot (Chair of the Subcommittee) presiding.

Mr. CIIABOT. Every Chairman should have a gavel when it was
missing. So now we have it, we can get started.

This is the Subcommittee on the Constitution. I'm Steve Chabot,
the Chairman.

I want to thank you all for attending this afternoon. This is the
Subcommittee, as I said, on the Constitution, and the ninth in a
series of hearings this Committee has held in the last several
weeks examining the impact and effectiveness of the Voting Rights
Act.

I'd like to thank all my colleagues again for their assistance in
making each of these hearings informative and thought provoking,
as we continue our efforts to look closely at those provisions of the
Voting Rights Act which are set to expire in 2007.

Today, we will focus our attention on sections 6, 7, and 8 of the
Voting Rights Act, each of which is set, as I said, to expire in 2
years, in 2007, unless Congress acts otherwise and reauthorizes.

Section 6 authorizes the Attorney General to send Federal exam-
iners to cover jurisdictions to register new voters.

Section 7 outlines the procedures to be followed by these exam-
iners when registering new voters.

And section 8 authorizes the Attorney General to send Federal
observers into these covered jurisdictions to ensure that the rights
afforded by Federal law are protected.

We have another distinguished panel of witnesses with us here
this afternoon, and we want to thank them all for being here, and
we look very much forward to their testimony.

The assistance provided by Federal examiners and observers in
the election process has played an instrumental role in increasing
minority voter participation.

After almost a century of racial discrimination in voting and sev-
eral unsuccessful attempts to curtail these pervasive practices,
Congress enacted the Voting Rights Act back in 1965.

(1)
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Among the many different tools provided by Congress is the
intervention of Federal examiners and observers. This Federal
oversight was deemed necessary as result of the failure on the part
of covered jurisdictions to openly accept minority voters in the po-
litical process.

In the initial years after enactment of the Voting Rights Act,
Federal examiners and observers were used in record numbers.
The impact these provisions have had on minority voters is re-
flected in the increasing number of minority voters registering to
vote.

Over 112,000 minority voters have been registered by Federal ex-
aminers over the life of the Voting Rights Act.

And while the number of examiners sent to jurisdictions has de-
creased in recent years, the importance of Federal oversight in pro-
tecting minority voters has not diminished.

In the last 25 years, Federal observers have been sent to over 98
covered counties to ensure that minority voters are protected.

In fact, the Department of Justice just last week sent Federal ob-
servers to 16 jurisdictions in 7 States to monitor elections, to en-
sure compliance with the Voting Rights Act and other Federal vot-
ing and election statutes.

Today, we will examine the impact that Federal examiners and
observers have had on increasing minority participation in the po-
litical process and the continued need for these provisions in the
future.

Again, we look forward to hearing from all our witnesses here
this afternoon.

And at this time, I will recognize the distinguished Ranking
Member of the full Committee, Mr. Conyers of Michigan, if he
would like to make an opening statement.

Mr. CoNYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Before I begin, could I ask the Chair a question about the ab-

sence or withdrawal of the Department of Justice witness that was
scheduled to have been here?

Mr. CHABOr. Yes. If the gentleman will yield?
Mr. CoNyERS. And I'll yield.
Mr. CHABOT. We've been informed, and, in fact, I would note that

the Department of Justice was scheduled to be our fourth witness
today, but due to a scheduling conflict, they couldn't be here. They
have submitted written testimony, and it's been made available to
us, and they've offered to make themselves available at a later
date, and to respond to any written questions that this Committee
might have.

Mr. CONYERS. Thank you very much for making that clear be-
cause their presence is very critical in how many of us will proceed
under these—this very important consideration.

Mr. CHABOT. Would the gentleman yield one more time, please?
Mr. Cor,wERS. Of course.
Mr. CHABOT. I thank the gentleman for yielding. I might note

that Mr. Weinberg is a former attorney with the Justice Depart-
ment, and may be able to answer some of the questions that would
be answered if the Justice Department were here.

But again, they—we will be able to provide those questions to
them in writing and maybe an appearance down the road as well.
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Thank you.
Mr. CoNYERS. Oh, you're more than welcome.
This is a very important part of extending the Voting Rights Act

of 1965, and I'm very interested from hearing—in hearing from the
witnesses about the relationships between the examiners and the
observers.

We're—it seems to me, frankly, Mr. Chairman and Members of
the Committee, that we may need to resort to a little rewriting of
this section to clear up some parts of it.

The one thing I would love to hear commented on and maybe
we'll do it in the questions is that we have a sent Members in for—
we have sent either observers—people have been certified to come
in to monitor elections, but it's usually about language barriers. It's
not about racial exclusion or harassment or coercion or discour-
aging the vote.

For example, in the city—my city of Hamtramck, Michigan, in
which there were some problems with Arab-Americans being har-
assed at the polls, and they—we sent in Federal observers, but in
many parts of the country, where we really need somebody looking
at some very fundamental questions, which leave it unnecessary for
me to even discuss why we have to justify this extending and im-
proving on these provisions 3 and 6 and 8. Every election cycle in
our offices, we field numerous complaints involving election day
mischief and worse from around the country—plenty of it.

As a matter of fact, we should write a report about it or Mr.
Weinberg or Ms. Pew should write a book about it. Baltimore,
2002—intentions to confuse and suppress the voter turnout, where
flyers misstated the date of the election and implied that overdue
parking tickets, moving violations, behind in your rent were quali-
fications that could preclude you being allowed to vote.

Kentucky gubernatorial election, 2003-59 precincts with signifi-
cant African-American populations targeted for vote challenges by
local campaign officials.

May I have an additional minute, sir?
Mr. CHABOT. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. CoNYExs. Thank you.
In North Carolina, in 1990, the Department sued over postcards

mailed to African-American voters designed to discourage them
from coming to polls by providing misinformation about the voter
requirements.

They finally—there was a consent decree.
Now, the failure—one of the problems that were corrected from

1957 to 1965 is that we were giving retrospective relief for inter-
ference with the right to vote.

What we needed was prospective relief, and that's what's up for
renewal now, and I hope we can gather a hardcore congressional
group of Members that realize that that's the heart of this—one of
the hearts of the hearing that we're holding here today.

We've had an election day last week. The Department sent Fed-
eral observers and personnel into 16 jurisdictions in 7 States.

In 2004, the Department coordinated and sent 1,463 Federal ob-
servers and 533 Department personnel to monitor 163 elections in
105 jurisdictions and 29 States.
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So we're here about something that is really fundamental to im-
proving the voter process in America.

I cannot get it out of my head that we have had two presidential
elections in a row where one State in each election determined the
outcome of the election, and each time more election violations and
accusations of violations occurred in they State that provided the
winner of the election with the presidency.

And so I ask unanimous consent to revise and extend my re-
marks and to include it in the record.

Mr. CHABOT. The gentleman's time has expired, and so ordered.
I would just note—the Chairman would just take a very brief not

necessarily rebuttal, but I would just note that in the most recent
election, the State that the gentleman was referring to happens to
be my State, the State of Ohio, and there were many accusations
of problems at polling places and things, and study after study
that's been done really indicated that it was a fair election and that
the vote was accurate; and I believe it was 118,000 was the margin
in Ohio. So it wasn't like Florida, where there were 500 or some-
thing that made the difference.

So, for the record, Mr. Conyers.
Mr. CONYERS. Well, for the record
Mr. CHABOT. Yeah.
Mr. CONYERS. —there is a book out called "What Went Wrong in

Ohio," based on a report by the minority staff of the Judiciary
Committee that has not been rebutted to my knowledge.

Mr. CHABOT. Yeah. I would just note that I believe that's the mi-
nority's opinion on that particular book and isn't—so I'd. But we
could get on and on about that. But I—the one thing we do agree
on is that the Voting Rights Act is very important and has been
significant in protecting the rights to vote for many people in this
country, and we're looking seriously at reauthorizing this, and so
I think we agree on most of what the gentleman said in his open-
ing statement.

And so I thank the gentleman for that.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHABOT. The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Scott, is recog-

nized for five minutes.
Mr. SCOTT OF VIR,G ,. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, sections 6 through 8 of the Voting Rights Act con-

tain the Federal Examiner and Observer provisions of the act,
which allow Federal employees to observe polling place and voter
counting activities and serve to document and deter inappropriate
conduct.

Although these provisions are permanent, the primary way these
provisions are utilized is through the section five preclearance cov-
erage formula, which is set to expire in August 2007.

Federal observers have been deployed in every year, just about
every year. From 1966 through December 8, 2003, almost 25,000
observers have been deployed in approximately a thousand elec-
tions.

While observer coverage in the early years was almost exclu-
sively designed to protect the rights of Black voters in the Deep
South, in recent years it has been approximately a 50-50 split be-
tween traditional election coverage and election coverage designed
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to protect the rights of minority language voters in various areas
of the country.

In addition, the Department has routinely deployed its own civil
rights personnel to serve as civil rights monitors in jurisdictions
not covered by the Voting Rights Act.

During the 2004 election, the Department of Justice sent ap-
proximately 840 Federal observers and more than 250 Civil Rights
Division personnel to 86 jurisdictions in 25 States to monitor gen-
eral election activities to ensure voters were free from harassment,
intimidation, and other illegal activity.

Over the last 40 years, the nature of the Federal examiner has
changed. The examiner now usually plays a more administrative
role; whereas, the observer's role has become more central to pro-
tecting voting rights.

Observers monitor elections in any certified jurisdiction for the
purpose of observing whether eligible voters are allowed to vote,
and whether votes cast by eligible voters are properly being count-
ed.

Observers essentially serve as witnesses for what occurs in the
polling place and during the counting of the vote.

In the case U.S. v. Berks County, that case shows the value of
observers in documenting problems within the polls. The United
States won the case, based upon the court-appointed observers'
substantial evidence of hostile and unequal treatment of Hispanic
and Spanish-speaking voters by polling officials.

The Berks case also illustrates why observers have a deterrent
effect, because poll workers, election officials, and others involved
in the election process know that their actions are being observed
and recorded, some individuals are going to be discouraged from
engaging in inappropriate behavior.

Sections 6 and 8 and other expiring provisions are essential to
ensuring the fairness of our political process and equal opportunity
for minorities in American politics.

It's imperative that we work together to strengthen these provi-
sions, and I look forward to the testimony of our witnesses.

I yield back.
Mr. CHABOT. I thank the gentleman for yielding back.
The gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. Watt, is recognized for

the purpose of making an opening statement.
Mr. WATT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank the Chairman

again and the Chairman of the full Committee for this series of
hearings.

I think this is the ninth one we've had on the reauthorization.
Mr. CHABOT. That's correct.
Mr. WA'rr. And I think we're getting close to building the record

that we need related to the expiring provisions and the necessity
for their extension.

Today's hearing turns to the last set of provisions scheduled to
expire in 2007. Although much of the media coverage and public
interest in the Voting Rights Act has been focused largely on sec-
tion 5 and section 203, the Federal Examiner and Observer Pro-
gram has historically played an integral role in ensuring that vot-
ing rights are actually shielded from Election Day abuses and the
violation of those rights are properly documented.
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While there is some question about the necessity of the Federal
examiner provisions going forward, the role and continued need of
well-trained Federal observers assigned to monitor elections in cer-
tified jurisdictions is absolutely critical.

The value to the average citizen of a Federal presence at the
polls in those jurisdictions with a pattern of voting irregularities
and infractions is simply incalculable.

Voters feel more at ease and confident when the Government
places a high priority on election monitoring.

Conversely, those who might otherwise commit fraud or harass
or intimidate eligible voters are deterred from doing so.

Despite significant gains in preventing blatant acts of discrimina-
tion at the polls, intentional efforts to undermine racial and lan-
guage minority voters persist.

Last week the Voting Rights Initiative of the University of Michi-
gan Law School issued its final report entitled "Documenting Dis-
crimination in Voting: Judicial Findings Under Section 2 of the
Voting Rights Act Since 1982." And I'm going to ask unanimous
consent that we enter this report in the record, Mr. Chairman.

Mr. CHABOT. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. WATT. Combing through the over 700 court cases, the re-

searchers document repeated and sometimes egregious evidence of
intentional discrimination against Native Americans, elderly Afri-
can-Americans, and others on election day.

Just last year, at the request of Ranking Member Conyers, Con-
gressman Waxman and Senator Lieberman, the GAO reviewed the
Department of Justice's activities to address—acknowledged elec-
tion-related voting irregularities, including conduct prohibited by
the Voting Rights Act in Florida and other jurisdictions during
Election 2000, and I would ask unanimous consent that that report
be entered into the record also.

Mr. CHABOT. Without objection, also so ordered.
Mr. WA'r'r. Although a DOJ witness could not be here today, or

at least not a current employee of the DOJ, I would encourage the
continued deployment of DOJ attorneys and other professionals on
a judicious and non-political basis to supplement, but not to replace
the work of statutorily authorized observers.

Federal observers have statutory rights to access not shared by
Department of Justice attorneys.

It is important that this access to the polling place be preserved
to guarantee every voter's ability to cast their vote and to have
their votes counted free of unlawful discrimination.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, one final thing I want to deal with-
that's—really we haven't had a hearing on yet, but there's been
some testimony about over the course of our hearings, and that's
we need to make sure that the award of expert fees to prevailing
parties in litigation is put into the reauthorization.

The fees of experts in these cases are just—have become a real
burden for everybody. I understand that prior to the 1982 reauthor-
ization, there was an agreement to put this provision in, and be-
cause of the crunch at the last minute, the provision actually just
never got put into the law.

And I don't think there's really any controversy about it. Prior
testimony has already established the incredible expense imposed
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on bona fide victims of voting rights violations to assemble the nec-
essary evidence to sustain their burden of proof in a private action.

By allowing expert fees to prevail in parties, we would bring the
Voting Rights Act into conformity with other Civil Rights legisla-
tion and promote the continued partnership between individual
and Government enforcement that has made the act the success it
is today.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman, and yield back and look forward to
the witnesses; welcome them and thank them for being here.

Mr. CHABOT. I thank the gentleman. The gentleman's time has
expired.

The Chair would also note the presence of a distinguished Mem-
ber of the House, Congressman David Scott of Georgia, whose at-
tendance has been exemplary at these hearings. Not actually a
Member of this Committee, but I'd ask unanimous consent that he
be recognized and have all the rights of a Committee Member
today and be allowed to make an opening statement should he
chose to do so, and also be allowed to question witnesses.

The gentleman is recognized, if he'd like to make an opening
statement.

Mr. SCOTT OF GEORGIA. Well, thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would just like to associate my remarks with my distinguished

Democratic colleagues who've spoken eloquently on the statements
so far in the interest of time.

But there is—and my Republican colleague, the Chairman, quite
naturally. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I also recognize you first.

If it were not for your graciousness, I wouldn't be here with this
excellent opportunity.

Mr. CHABOT. Thank you. I was listening. Thank you.
Mr. SCOTT OF GEORGIA. Well, I may add, I had already gone over

and shaked [sic.] his hand and thanked him personally.
Mr. WATT. I just didn't want him to engage in that oversight, Mr.

Chairman.
Mr. CHABOT. When all this goodwill is over. Yeah.
Mr. SCOTT OF GEORGIA. And only one point that I certainly want

to—a point that I think we would—I'm interested in is the why
Federal observers are—you think they are—Mr. Weinberg, espe-
cially I was reading over your testimony earlier today—and your
point about why Federal observers are necessary, but Federal ex-
aminers are not, certainly begs for some good discussion. So I look
forward to that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHABOT. Thank you. The gentleman's time has expired.
I'd like to—before I introduce the panel—note that without objec-

tion all Members will have 5 legislative days to submit additional
materials for the hearing record.

And I'd now like to introduce our very distinguished panel of wit-
nesses here this afternoon. Our first witness will be Ms. Nancy
Randa, Deputy Associate Director for Talent Services, Human Re-
sources, Products, and Services Division, at the U.S. Department of
Personnel Management.

As Deputy Associate Director, Ms. Randa oversees the services
and support provided to Federal agencies in staffing and human re-
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sources, organizational and individual assessment, training and
management assistance, and technology services.

.Included in her responsibilities is overseeing OPM's Voting
Rights Program, which deploys observers to designated polling
sites to monitor elections.

Prior to serving as Deputy Associate Director, Ms. Randa served
as Acting Associate Director for Merit Systems Oversight and Ef-
fectiveness, where she spearheaded a variety of projects that sup-
port human capital management and accountability.

Ms. Randa is an active supporter of human resources workforce
transformation efforts, working on HR curriculum efforts at the
graduate school operated out of the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture, and with the Human Resources Management Council.

We welcome you here this afternoon, Ms. Randa.
Our second witness will be Ms. Penny Pew.
Ms. Pew has served as Apache County Elections Director since

2001. She has been a certified Elections Officer with the Arizona
Secretary of State's Office since 2001, as well as Arizona's League
of Cities and Towns.

In 2003, Ms. Pew successfully completed the Southwest Leader-
ship Program for Local and State Government from the University
of Arizona Institute for Public Policy and Management.

In 2004, Ms. Pew partnered with the Navajo Nation Office of the
Speaker on the successful Get Out the Vote 2004 Campaign. She
most recently served as a panelist for the National Commission on
the Voting Rights Act. We welcome you here this afternoon, Ms.
Pew.

And our third and final witness will be Mr. Barry Weinberg.
Mr. Weinberg is a former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief of the

Voting Section at the U.S. Department of Justice.
From 1965 until 2000, Mr. Weinberg served in many key roles

at the Department, including supervising investigations and litiga-
tion under the Voting Rights Act.

In December 1999, the Barry H. Weinberg Award was estab-
lished by the Department of Justice, recognizing an individual who
has made an outstanding contribution to the effectiveness of the
Federal Observer Program for monitoring polling place procedures
under the Voting Rights Act.

Mr. Weinberg is the author of numerous articles on the Voting
Rights Act, including a 2002 law review article, co-authored with
Lynne Utrecht, titled "Problems in America's Polling Places: How
They Can be Stopped."

Welcome, Mr. Weinberg, as well, as all the panelists. And I
would—as I had noted before, the—for the record, the Department
of Justice was scheduled to be our fourth witness here today, but
due to a scheduling conflict, they were unable to be here.

The Department of Justice has submitted written testimony,
which has been made available to us, and has offered to make
themselves available at a later date and to respond to any written
questions that this Committee might have, and those could be sub-
mitted to the Department of Justice.

A couple of other items I just need to mention is some of you
have testified before; some of you may not be aware of this. We
have what's called a 5 minute rule. There are two sets of lights
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there. They'll go for 5 minutes. For 4 minutes, they'll be green.
When there's 1 minute left, it'll turn yellow, and red light will come
on when your 5 minutes is up.

I won't gavel you down immediately at that time, but we'd ask
within reason to try to stay within that 5 minutes as much as pos-
sible.

It's also the practice of the Committee to swear in all witnesses
appearing before it, so if you wouldn't mind, if you could each stand
and raise your right hand.

[Witnesses sworn.]
Mr. CBOT. Each witness has indicated in the affirmative.

Thank you.
And we'll now hear from our first witness. Ms. Randa, you're rec-

ognized for 5 minutes.

TESTIMONY OF NANCY RANDA, DEPUTY ASSOCIATE DIREC-
TOR FOR HUMAN RESOURCES PRODUCTS AND SERVICES,
U.S. OFFICE OF PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT
Ms. RANDA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Sub-

committee. I am pleased to be here this afternoon to discuss the Of-
fice of Personnel Management's role in carrying out sections of the
Voting Rights Act of 1965.

OPM works closely with the Department of Justice, specifically
the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division to assign voting
rights observers to locations designated by the Department.

OPM's ultimate success with this program depends on its ability
to recruit, train, deploy, and supervise observers of Election Day
procedures.

Under the Voting Rights Act, at the request of a U.S. District
Court or the U.S. Attorney General, OPM provides for appointment
of 1: examiners, to examine and register qualified individuals de-
nied the right to register in covered jurisdictions; 2: hearing offi-
cers, to entertain challenges to the actions of examiners; 3: support
staff; and 4: observers to monitor actual polling places on Election
Day and the subsequent tabulation of the votes.

Since 1966, we have deployed over 26,000 observers in a total of
22 States. Prior to 1976, we sent observers to only five States—Ala-
bama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi, and South Carolina.

However, in the past 10 years, as more jurisdictions have been
subject to coverage under the Minority Language provisions of the
act, we sent the next largest number of observers after Mississippi
to these States: Arizona, New Mexico, New Jersey, California,
Michigan, Pennsylvania, and New York.

Voting Rights observers serve as neutral monitors, witnesses,
who do not intervene if there are violations. They only watch, lis-
ten, and record events that occur at particular polling sites on elec-
tion days.

At present, we have a pool of approximately 900 intermittent em-
ployees, called into service on an as needed basis, who come from
all walks of life, including Federal employees and retirees, stu-
dents, and other public and private sector workers.

We schedule 1-day classroom sessions for observers to provide in-
depth training on the overall process, on specific observer respon-
sibilities, and on administrative issues.
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We also provide refresher training during pre-briefing sessions
on the day before the election. Whenever possible, we do role play-
ing in the training to demonstrate to the observers the proper way
of handling themselves at the polling sites.

In brief, the deployment process works this way: Prior to an elec-
tion, the Department of Justice notifies OPM as to when and where
it will need observers.

OPM then assigns a Voting Rights Coordinator to work with Jus-
tice's lead attorney to allocate observers to polling sites, coordinate
logistics, and assign a captain to oversee the execution of the de-
ployment.

The day before an election, a Department attorney briefs the ob-
servers, specifying issues of concern and activities to be reported.
Throughout the day, observers report such information to the cap-
tain, who passes this information to a Department attorney. Only
the Department of Justice determines if intervention is necessary,
and only the Department of Justice takes action.

Toward the end of election day, the attorney determines when to
call back the observers. The observers then return to their staging
site and prepare a written report, one for each polling site, to docu-
ment what they saw and heard throughout the day.

This is the bulk of what OPM does. But the statute also calls on
OPM to have an examiner for each jurisdiction where observers
will be assigned.

Originally, these examiners prepared a Federally-maintained list
of voters who were denied the right to register in covered jurisdic-
tions and they received calls from citizens regarding election day
issues or incidents.

This function, however, has changed over the years. No voters
have been added to the Federally-maintained list since 1983, as
registration barriers have largely been eliminated.

Moreover, since there have been no challenges to registration de-
cisions in the past 30 years, there has been no need for hearing of-
ficers.

Also due to advances in technology, toll-free numbers now allow
citizens to report incidents and information to these examiners re-
motely in real time and 24 hours a day during the election period.

Under the act, OPM is required to publish voter registration
qualifications of each covered State in the Federal Register, as well
as to publish the list of examiners, places for voter registration,
and examiner assignments.

However, these publications requirements may no longer be nec-
essary since they are now covered nationwide by provisions of the
Help America Vote Act and the National Voter Registration Act,
which set out Federal standards for voter registration.

That concludes my testimony, and I would be pleased to respond
to any questions the Subcommittee may have.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Randa follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF NANCY RANDA

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
I am pleased to be here this afternoon to discuss the Office of Personnel Manage-

ment's (OPM) role in carrying out sections 3, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 12 of the Voting Rights
Act of 1965 (the Act).
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Currently, implementation of the Voting Rights Act at OPM is managed by the
Division for Human Resources Products and Services in the Center for Talent Serv-
ices. This office works closely with the Department of Justice (the Department), spe-
cifically the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division, to assign Voting Rights ob-
servers to locations designated by the Department. OPM's ultimate success with
this program depends on its ability to recruit, train, deploy, and supervise observers
of election-day procedures.

With regard to responsibilities assigned to OPM (prior to 1979, the U.S. Civil
Service Commission), the Voting Rights Act provides, at the request of a U.S. Dis-
trict Court or the Attorney General of the United States, for the appointment of ex-
aminers to interview, ascertain qualifications, and register, if appropriate, qualified
individuals denied the right to register by State and local officials in covered juris-
dictions; hearing officers to entertain appeals and challenges to the actions of exam-
iners; support staff as necessary to allow these individuals to perform their respon-
sibilities; and observers to monitor actual polling places on election day and the sub-
sequent tabulation of the votes. These provisions have not materially changed since
initial passage of the Act in 1965. The Voting Rights Act also requires OPM to pro-
mulgate regulations on procedures for challenging the actions of examiners and to
publish in the Federal Register individual State registration qualifications.

Since 1966, we have deployed over 26,000 observers in a total of 22 States. Prior
to 1976, we sent observers to only 5 States: Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, Mis-
sissippi, and South Carolina. In the past 10 years, as more jurisdictions have been
subject to coverage under the minority language provisions of the Act, we sent the
next largest number of observers, after Mississippi, to these States (in this order):
Arizona, New Mexico, New Jersey, California, Michigan, Pennsylvania, and New
York.

Voting Rights observers serve as neutral monitors, who do not intervene if there
are violations. They only watch, listen, and record events that occur at particular
polling sites on election days. At present, we have a pool of approximately 900 inter-
mittent employees—called into service on an as-needed basis—who come from all
walks of life, including Federal retirees, students, other public- and private-sector
workers, and some full-time employees of various Federal agencies.

We schedule one-day classroom sessions for observers to provide in-depth training
on the overall process, specific observer responsibilities, and administrative issues.
We also provide refresher training during pre-briefing sessions on the day before the
election. Whenever possible, we do role-playing in the training to demonstrate to the
observers the proper way of handling themselves at the polling sites.

In brief, the deployment process works this way: Prior to an election, the Depart-
ment notifies OPM as to when and where it will need observers. OPM then assigns
a Voting Rights Coordinator to (1) work with Justice's lead attorney to allocate ob-
servers to polling sites; (2) coordinate logistics, such as arranging hotel meeting
space and sleeping rooms for observers, leasing mobile phones, and making rental
car and airline reservations to transport observers; and (3) assign a captain to over-
see the execution of the deployment.

The day before an election, a Department attorney briefs the observers, specifying
issues of concern and activities to report. For example, if a jurisdiction has been sus-
pected of hampering non-English speakers' right to have interpreters or of not pro-
viding ballots in other languages as directed by consent decrees or court orders, the
Department's attorney may ask that observers witness the provided assistance and/
or make note of how many voters received language assistance. Observers may also
be asked to note how many non-English speakers were turned away from polling
sites or were given provisional ballots. Throughout the day, observers report such
information to the captain, who passes this information to a Department attorney.
Only the Department determines if intervention is necessary, and only the Depart-
ment takes action. Toward the end of an election day, the Department determines
when to call observers back. The observers then return to their staging site and pre-
pare written reports—one for each polling site—to document what they saw and
heard throughout the day.

That is the bulk of what OPM does. The statute also calls on OPM to have an
examiner for each jurisdiction where observers will be assigned. Originally, exam-
iners prepared a Federally maintained list of voters who were denied the right to
register by State and local officials in covered jurisdictions, and they received calls
from citizens regarding election-day issues or incidents. This function, however, has
changed over the years. No voters have been added to the Federally maintained list
since 1983 as registration barriers have been eliminated. Moreover, since there have
been no challenges to registration decisions in the past 30 years, there has been no
need for hearing officers. Also, due to advances in technology, toll-free numbers
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allow citizens to report incidents and information to examiners remotely, in real
time, and 24 hours a day during the election period.

Under the Act, OPM is required to publish voter registration qualifications of each
covered State in the Federal Register. It has also been required to publish the list
of examiners, places for voter registration, and examiner assignments. However,
these publication requirements may no longer be necessary, since they are now cov-
ered nationwide by provisions of the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) and "Motor-
Voter" statute (National Voter Registration Act), which set out Federal standards
for voter registration.

OPM's Voting Rights Program costs have ranged from under $1 million in earlier
years to a high of $4 million in the Fiscal Year that included the 2004 general elec-
tion. Putting aside the expected increase in 2004, the overall trend has been for an
increase in program coverage and cost, particularly for minority-language coverage.

That concludes my testimony, and I would be pleased to respond to any questions
the subcommittee may have.

Mr. CHABOT. Thank you very much. Ms. Pew, you're recognized
for 5 minutes.

TESTIMONY OF PENNY L. PEW, ELECTIONS DIRECTOR,
APACHE COUNTY, ARIZONA

Ms. PEW. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the Sub-
committee, for the opportunity to testify today for the reauthoriza-
tion of section 6 and section 8, as they relate to section 203 of the
Voting Rights Act.

As stated before, my name is Penny Pew, and I've been the Elec-
tions Director in Apache County since 2001.

And one of our primary focuses has been providing the minority
and prospective voters the necessary election materials to ensure
that each vote cast is an informed vote.

While this education began in the 1990's as a mandate, we con-
tinue to provide these services to our electors so that the rewarding
changes that we have experienced will continue.

I would like to speak to the Federal Observer Program, which I
believe was implemented following guidelines from the consent de-
cree.

The Observer Program has successfully functioned as a check
and balance feature in the translator program. One of the three-
member teams sent to the 33 precincts on the Navajo Nation
speaks Navajo, who I view as a partner.

During the day, these observers are able to witness poll workers
and translators assisting the voters as they impart ballot informa-
tion. The observers ask voters if they may observe the process.
They do not interfere with the process and have never, to my
knowledge, given any instruction to improve or to correct a process.

The observers note different scenarios occurring during the
course of the day to ensure that fraudulent information is not given
to voters. In some instances, the observers report happenings to
their DOJ central contact, who I meet with on each Federal Elec-
tion Day.

We are able to discuss the information relating to the day's
events at the polling places. This is absolutely the best way for me
to know instantaneously of situations that can be rectified in a very
timely manner.

I explain to those poll workers that the individuals have been in-
vited to help us do our duties. Observers are greeted by the inspec-
tor of the polling place in an attempt to put all parties at ease and
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to assure the poll workers that the observers should not be viewed
as hostile.

Identification is presented and worn by each observer throughout
the day. Due to the rural area of Apache County and in an attempt
to minimize their presence, observers are requested to dress casual
to better fit their surroundings.

In follow-up post-election meetings, these notes are discussed,
and, if necessary, changes are made in personnel or training proce-
dures to ensure that no repeat incidents occur.

As you are aware, the Navajo language is unique and could be
very easily misinterpreted. Translators who serve on these election
boards attend exclusive training classes, which are taught by full-
time outreach workers, using written copies, flip charts, cassette
recordings.

During these classes, members are asked to read aloud the infor-
mation together as a whole group. Open questions and clarifica-
tions are given by the outreach workers to ensure that each trans-
lator is uniform in their ballot translation, voter to voter, precinct
to precinct.

In 2004, Apache County extended partnership to include the
Navajo Nation Office of the Speaker. We provided various edu-
cational materials through chapter meetings, community forums,
fair booths, and frankly anywhere there were voters.

I am pleased to report that this was a worthwhile project. As it
turned out, Navajo Nation increased to 17,955 voters, compara-
tively to 14,277 voters in 2000. Additionally, the numbers increased
in a precinct on the White Mountain Apache land from 44 voters
in 2000 to 62 in 2004.

Now, as an Election Director, I've spent untold hours developing
a program that is indigenous to Apache County. I've spent time in
the polls and in the communities listening to these voters, learning
what we as election directors can do to ensure that the most funda-
mental right as citizens of this great nation enjoy the right to an
informed vote, with the knowledge that it will be counted without
worry of fraudulent actions in or out of the polling place.

In closing, I fervently believe that is incumbent upon this Com-
mittee to use the expertise of each witness to further the Voting
Rights Act, sections 6 and 8, Federal Examiner and Observer provi-
sion; and continuing programs such as the one used in Apache
County.

The observer program has proven successful for us, and has
given us insight to the happenings at each polling place that would
otherwise go unnoticed.

For these and other additional reasons, which are stated in my
written testimony, the reauthorization of these sections is critical
to maintaining the robust program in Apache County.

And, again, thank you for your—for this opportunity.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Pew follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF PENNY L. PEw

Thank you Mr. Chairman and committee members for the opportunity to testify
before you today regarding the reauthorization of Section 6 and Section 8 as they
relate to Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. 1973c.

My name is Penny L. Pew, and I am the elections director of Apache County in
northeastern Arizona. I have had the pleasure of this position since June of 2001.
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My primary focus has been on providing the minority and prospective voters, the
necessary election materials to ensure that each vote cast is an informed vote. While
this education began in 1982 as a mandate, we continue to provide services to our
electors so that the rewarding changes that we have experienced will continue.

FEDERAL OBSERVER PROGRAM

Following a lawsuit charging Apache County with discrimination against Native
Americans, as it related to election procedures and materials, a 1989 Consent De-
cree was entered establishing the Navajo Language Election Information Program.
A portion of this program was the observer program which has successfully func-
tioned as a check and balance feature to this program.

According to the 2000 census, the total population of Apache County is 69,423 per-
sons, of whom 53,375 are Native American (76.9%). The voting age population of
42,692 persons, of whom 31,470 are Native American (73.7%); and that of all Native
Americans of voting age, over one-third are limited-English proficient (11,377 per-
sons).

Most of the 3 member teams sent to the 33 precincts located on the Navajo Nation
have at least one Navajo speaking member, who I view as a "partner". During the
day, these observers are able to witness poll workers and translators assisting the
voters as they impart ballot information. The observers ask voters if they may ob-
serve the process. They do not interfere with the process and have never to my
knowledge given any instruction to correct or improve a process. The observers note
different scenarios occurring during the course of the day to ensure that fraudulent
information is not given to voters. In some instances, the observers report hap-
penings to their DOJ central contact, who I meet with on Election Day. We are able
to discuss the information relating to the days events at the polling places. This is
absolutely the best way for me to know instantaneously of situations that can be
rectified in a timely manner.

I explain to the poll workers that these individuals have been `invited' to help us
as we do our duties. Observers are greeted by the Inspector of the polling place in
an attempt to put all parties at ease and assure the poll workers that the observers
should not be viewed as hostile. Identification is presented and worn by each ob-
server throughout the day. Due to the rural area of Apache County and in an at-
tempt to minimize their presence, observers are requested to dress casual to better
fit their surroundings.

In a follow-up post election meeting, these notes are discussed and if necessary,
changes are made in personnel or training procedures to ensure no repeat incidents.

Translators who serve on the election boards attend extensive training classes
which are taught by full-time outreach workers using Power Point presentations,
flip charts, cassette recordings as well as written copies, of the ballot information.
Each translator and Inspector (lead poll worker) are provided a cassette and also
written ballot information. During the training classes, each member is asked to
read aloud the information. This is accomplished in a relaxed atmosphere where the
class participates as a whole. Open questions and clarification are given by the out-
reach workers to ensure that each translator is uniform in their ballot translation,
voter to voter, precinct to precinct.

VOTER OUTREACH AND EDUCATION

Advertisements
Apache County has provided bulletin boards to each chapter house facility where

upcoming election information is posted and kept current. Voters have learned to
use this tool in gaining the necessary election information. Periodic checks are done
to ensure that only current information is posted.

Radio stations and newspapers have been instrumental in distributing the nec-
essary election information. This was originally outlined in the Consent Decree 1989
with many additional measures added for further enrichment.

Language Training
As each of you are aware, the Navajo language is unique and without extensive

linguistic training, could be misinterpreted. A Navajo Language Election Glossary
has been developed over the years with input from outreach workers in Arizona,
New Mexico, Utah, and the Navajo Nation in an effort to make the election termi-
nology used county to county and state to state as uniform as possible. As times
and technology change, the glossary is updated through proper approval.

The outreach workers use this glossary to translate ballot issues in a Tri-County
forum to further ensure uniformity. This is imperative, as many precincts lie on
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county lines where voters may see more than one county ballot, radio or newspaper
ads or other informational materials.

Translators/Poll workers
Poll workers are given a detailed manual to use as a guide in fulfilling their obli-

gations on Election Day, in a uniform manner. Additional items are distributed to
ensure that the poll worker has all the tools necessary to assist the voter. In an
effort to further educate, role playing was implemented and has proven to be a valu-
able tool in explaining ballot measures, as they are often very complicated.

Due to the extensive land area of over 11,000 square miles, training classes are
held in various locations throughout the county to allow the poll workers and trans-
lators easier access to training. Each individual is compensated for their time to at-
tend these classes.

After the training class, poll workers are encouraged to listen to their audio cas-
sette and practice the issues. Many mentioned that they didn't have access to a
player. So, in 2003, we established a cassette player library for workers to check
out a player to listen and study the information. This was well received and the
post election remarks indicated improvement; additionally, all cassette players were
returned to the county library.

State and County Monitoring of Effectiveness
Meetings are schedules on Tri-State and Tri-County levels to discuss any issues

that may need to be remedied. Any/all issues are handled by each county official
to keep uniformity in the informational disbursement process. Tri-county personnel
work closely on translations and exchanges of information to better ensure uni-
formity in the disbursed information. NEA officials are invited and usually attend
these meetings with valuable input on the issues.

NEA (Navajo Election Administration)
All information is approved by the NEA prior to distribution including but not

limited to announcements (radio and print), ballot translations, audio tapes, and
any other training information. All training schedules are provided to the NEA and
an open invitation to attend any/all class.

The following is taken from a letter written to me by Kimmeth Yazzie, Navajo
Nation Program Coordinator/Language contact:

"The purpose of the minority language Consent Decrees has generated a
much greater cooperation and assistance to provide the necessary election and
voter registration services to the Navajo Nation within the counties, much more
than was anticipated from the beginning. Although the Consent Decree specific
to Apache County expired in 1992, the county and the Navajo Nation continue
to strive forward to this day to make voter registration and elections easier for
the citizens in Apache County. Such services as situating outreach offices and
Navajo speaking personnel in local areas with additional personnel when it be-
comes necessary, has made voting easier for the people of Apache County. An
example, the development of the Navajo Glossary has opened doors to better
communication with the Navajo Nation citizens as well as other tribes seeking
development of the same methods of outreach. Developments of gr aphic mate-
rials and video and audio recordings provide our people with a better under-
standing of the elections. Bringing voter registration to the local area eliminates
the long distance travels just to register to vote for outlying areas. Setting up
and coordinating events together with the Navajo Nation and the county pro-
vides voters with two services at one location and a better understanding of the
two distinctive elections. The clearance of all materials and information through
the Navajo Election Administration provides assurance to the Navajo Nation
that the proper and sufficient election information is provided to the people of
the Navajo Nation, thus developing trust and alliance. Ideas to better provide
services are always being exchanged between the county and the Navajo Na-
tion. We learn from each other. Since the expiration of the Consent Decree in
1992, the relationship between the tribe and the county has grown and ad-
vanced beyond the bounds of the Consent Decree requirements.

In closing, I can honestly say that the language program has been positive
for our county in educating and promoting our most fundamental right . .. the
power of our vote."

Outreach/Satellite Offices
Apache County has two county district offices which are on Reservation Land;

District I in Chinle houses a satellite office. District II in Ganado houses a second
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office. Voters and residents of surrounding areas visit to check voter registration
and to receive any election updates.

Regular meetings are scheduled and appear on agendas for the chapter visits at
which time presentations are given using flip charts, PowerPoint presentations,
audio aids as well as other means to convey the necessary information. Presen-
tations are given in the Navajo language.

All political views of the outreach workers are kept unbiased and neutral at all
times. Implementation to `piggy-back' with theurisdictions has been effective in
that the outreach worker gives factual ballot information and the jurisdictions are
available to answer any additional questions that the public may have.
Deputy Registrars

Deputy Registrars have proven valuable in assisting the voters in the ongoing
voter registration and education process. Each Deputy Registrar is trained in cur-
rent procedures. Each chapter office, Navajo Election Office and other Navajo Na-
tion officials are trained and have provided further election information. Each chap-
ter maintains a current voter listing, voter registration forms and during election
cycles, early voting request forms.
Collect Phone Calls

Apache County happily accepts collect calls to assist the caller in election-related
information. In an effort to better serve the people, an `800' number is advertised
on all out-going materials and advertisements as well as the website.
Voter Education

Numerous items with voter information in distributed to spark interest in what
has been viewed as boring in the past. Colorful brochures and interactive commu-
nity meetings have been the focus in gaining voter recognition. For instance, during
the Presidential Preference Election, February, 2004, in an effort to better explain
who may vote, an informational brochure was produced in English, receiving posi-
tive input. A mirror copy was then distributed in the Navajo language. This helped
gain further notice among the voters, with the outreach workers receiving commu-
nity comments for further ideas in education. We also provide "I Voted" stickers in
the Navajo language and it has been spectacular.

VOTER TURNOUT

In 2004 Apache County extended partnership to include the Navajo Nation Office
of the Speaker in an effort known as "Get the Vote Out". Due to the low voter turn-
out experienced in past elections, we provided various educational materials at
chapter meetings, community forums, fair booths, and anywhere there were going
to be voters. I am pleased to report that this was a worthwhile project as turnout
in precincts on the Navajo Nation increased to 17,955 voters casting

project 
in 2004,

comparatively 14,277 voters participated in 2000. Additionally, on the White Moun-
tain Apache Lands, Apache County has one precinct where 44 voters participated
in 2000, rising in 2004 to 62. This is due in part to the education at school and
community meetings.
Political Protocol

During the 2002 election cycle, a non-Native American entered several polling
places without the proper clearance. While inside the polling place, he intimidated
the poll workers and voters, creating chaos as he progressed to various polls. For
this reason alone, we implemented a Political Protocol presentation and accom-
panying brochure. The brochure is included in each candidate packet and a personal
invitation to attend a short meeting outlining the proper protocol when campaigning
on Native Lands. This is sent to each candidate, county, state or federal. We had
great success and I am pleased to report that during the five elections which were
held in Apache County in 2004, we had no reported violations in or around the poll-
ing places.
Early Voting

Ballot request forms are given to the Chapter Officials, County District offices on
the Navajo Nation, State offices and the NEA. Outreach workers keep forms with
them at all times while traveling and presenting throughout the county. These
forms can also be accessed using the website www.co.apache.az.uslrecorder.

Early Voting drives are unique in Apache County. After specified advertisements
in newspaper and on radio, a trailer which has been painted in a patriotic motif
travels to scheduled locations throughout the rural areas. This trailer can be found
many places such as on fence lines, shopping lots, trading posts, and post offices
to name a few.
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Election Day
Apache County employs trained bilingual poll workers at each of the polling

places on Native Lands. These poll workers are recruited with the help of chapter
officials, postings and word of mouth.

Where joint elections are held between the Navajo Nation and the County, where
polling places are shared, all efforts are made to make certain that the poll workers
are trained and that a good working relationship is established between the Navajo
Nation and the County officials to provide an enjoyable election day. The NEA and
the County exchange poll worker lists to ensure that no candidate or close relative
appears on either ballot.

Each polling place is monitored for effectiveness by a `Troubleshooter.' This person
is a county employee who has received training in the election process and is able
to identify and correct irregularities on-the-spot. This person is the liaison between
the county elections director and the polling place.

CLOSING COMMENTS

As election director, I have spent untold hours developing a program that is indig-
enous to Apache County. I have spent time in the polls and in the communities lis-
tening to the voters, learning what we as election directors can do to ensure that
the most fundamental right as citizens of this great nation enjoy . . . the right to
an informed vote with the knowledge that it will be counted without worry of fraud-
ulent actions in or out of the polling place.

In closing, I fervently believe that it is incumbent upon this Committee to use the
expertise of each witness to further The Voting Rights Act: Sections 6 and 8—Fed-
eral Examiner and Observer Provisions, in continuing programs such as the one
used in Apache County, Arizona as it relates to the Native Americans. The observer
program has proven successful for us and has given us insight to the happenings
at each polling place that may otherwise go unnoticed. For these and other addi-
tional reasons, which are stated in my written testimony, the reauthorization of
these sections is critical to maintaining the robust program in Apache County.
Again, I thank you for this opportunity.

Mr. CHABOT. Thank you very much, Ms. Pew.
Mr. Weinberg, you're recognized for 5 minutes.

TESTIMONY OF BARRY H. WEINBERG, FORMER DEPUTY CHIEF
AND ACTING CHIEF, VOTING SECTION, CIVIL RIGHTS DIVI-
SION, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
Mr. WEINBERG. Thank you very much, and thank you for asking

me to come here.
I may be one of the few witnesses that you have who is not con-

nected with any office or organization, and probably one of the
fewer witnesses that you're going to have that was there at the in-
ception of the Voting Rights Act and saw the Federal examiners
listing people to vote and saw the Federal observers when they
first started.

But I know I'm the only one here among the witnesses who was
a supervisor of the Federal Examiner and Observer Program in the
Justice Department for 25 years, and it's from that vantage point
that it seems to me that there are at least three questions that
ought to be addressed now when we're thinking about the reau-
thorization of these provisions.

The first question is whether the provisions for Federal observers
and Federal examiners are still needed. I think that the answer to
that question is that the provisions for the Federal observers are
crucial to the enforcement of the Voting Rights Act, and need to be
reauthorized, maybe even made permanent; but the provisions for
the Federal examiners not so much.

The Federal examiners' functions—most of them are outdated.
The procedures are cumbersome and archaic, and I don't think they
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serve any real purpose anymore. And so my conclusion would be
that they're not needed anymore in the Voting Rights Act as it
stands today.

The second question I think is whether there should remain a
link between the certification of a county for Federal examiners
and the later assignment of Federal observers to the county.

Under the Voting Rights Act, the certification of a county for
Federal examiners is a prerequisite to the assignment of Federal
observers.

But the functions that they perform, the link that they had,
doesn't exist anymore. When Federal examiners first registered
people to vote, those people had to go to polling places where there
were hostile election officials. You had African-American voters fac-
ing hostile White polling place workers and voters for the first time
in many, many rural areas across the South. The Federal observers
were written into the act to watch what happened to those newly
enfranchised voters and to allow the Justice Department to take
action to assure their safety in the polling places. That situation
just doesn't exist anymore, and I think the linkage is cumbersome
and ought not to exist either.

The third question I think is whether the Federal observers
ought to be continued as a law enforcement function under the Vot-
ing Rights Act, which is what they perform; or whether it's possible
to make the reports and information from the Federal observers
public after the election, as is done overseas.

I just got back last week from being an international observer in
an election in Azerbaijan, and I've done that a few other times. The
organizations that do that kind of work do it in order to publicize
the information that they get from the polls immediately after the
election.

But I think that would be a real mistake. I think that the use
of Federal observers in law enforcement is important and ought to
be continued and the publication of the information they get imme-
diately would be detrimental.

All this revolves around what I consider the most important
point, which is that the existence of Federal observers is crucial,
and it's irreplaceable in the Voting Rights Act. After all, there's no
other way for the law enforcement function of the Justice Depart-
ment to be able to be performed with regard to harassment and in-
timidation and disenfranchisement of racial and language minority
group members in the polling place on Election Day. And that's be-
cause State laws are written to keep other people, including Fed-
eral investigators out of the polls.

State laws, almost all of them—and they vary, but invariably
they allow in the polls on Election Day the voters and the polling
place officials, and they keep everybody else out. They allow police
in if there's a disturbance, but mainly it's to have this safe harbor
for voters on Election Day. But the effect of that, from a law en-
forcement point of view, is it keeps the law enforcement officers
out. There is no way that the Justice Department lawyers could
know about this harassment and this intimidation without the Fed-
eral observers, because the Voting Rights Act allows the Federal
observers in. Federal observers are witnesses. They are the eyes
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and the ears of the Justice Department attorneys in the polling
places.

Without them, the law, the enforcement of the Voting Rights Act
would be much abused, and so I would—my conclusion is that the
observer provision is necessary. It ought to be reauthorized. It
ought to be continued, and I think there should be some consider-
ation given to making it permanent, taking it out of the special
provisions and making it adjunct to sections 2 and 203 of the Vot-
ing Rights Act.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Weinberg follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BARRY H. WEINBERG

Statement of

Barry H. Weinberg

Before the

Subcommittee on the Constitution
Committee on the Judiciary

United States House of Representatives

Concerning

The Voting Rights Act: Sections 6, 7 and 8- Federal Examiner and Observer
Provisions

November 15, 2005

Chairman Chabot, Ranking Member Nadler, distinguished members of the
Subcommittee:

Thank you for inviting me to talk this afternoon about the federal examiner and
federal observer provisions of the Voting Rights Act.

There are three central questions on the retention of the federal examiner and
federal observer provisions of the Voting Rights Act:

I. Are the federal examiner and federal observer provisions still needed?

The federal observer provision is still needed. Most of the federal
examiner provisions are no longer are needed.

2. Should the initial assignment of federal observers to a jurisdiction remain
dependent on the certification of the jurisdiction for federal examiners?

No, but a certification-like decision should be required when federal
observers are initially assigned to a jurisdiction.

3. Should the federal observer provision remain solely as a law enforcement tool, or
should the findings of the observers be made immediately available to the public?

The federal observer provision should remain as a law enforcement
function. Publication of the observers' findings would be detrimental to
that function.

The following is an overview of the federal examiner and federal observer
provisions of the Voting Rights Act, my experience with them, and the reasons why
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have answered the questions as I have. This recitation is followed by a detailed
explanation of the Voting Rights Act's provisions for federal examiners and observers—
Sections 6, 7 and 8 of the Voting Rights Act—and fact situations and federal court cases
that demonstrate why the federal observer provisions are still needed.

The federal examiner and federal observer provisions had a real impact on African
Americans in the South.

I was a lawyer in the United States Justice Department's Civil Rights Division
from 1966 until my retirement in January 2000. Beginning in 1973 1 was partly, and
shortly thereafter, wholly in charge of the Justice Department's responsibilities for the
federal examiner and federal observer programs. But 1 began working in the Civil Rights
Division as a law clerk in the summer of 1965, and I was there on August 6, 1965, when
the Voting Rights Act became law. Shortly after the Act was passed I was assigned to
accompany the many other employees of the Civil Rights Division who were working out
of an office setup in the federal building in Selma, Alabama. Our primary job was to
investigate the beatings suffered by people who earlier that year attempted to march from
Selma to Montgomery, Alabama, to protest the disenfranchisement of African Americans
in Alabama.

I traveled with Civil Rights Division lawyers from county to county in West
Central Alabama to determine the identity of the victims of those beatings and to
interview them. As we traveled, we also got information on possible violations of the
provisions of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, and we stopped into the offices where federal
examiners were giving African Americans their first easy, safe and fair opportunity to
register vote. (Local voter registration hours and locations were so restrictive that some
white people took advantage of the easy federal voter registration opportunities too.)

Those events gave rise to the issues we are addressing now, 40 years later. A
discussion of these issues can easily get blurred by a numbing recitation of legal statutes,
provisions and clauses, because that is how the Voting Rights Act is written. Twill set
out those citations later in my statement by providing sections of an article my wife and I
published in the Spring 2002 edition of the Temple Political and Civil Rights Law
Review. But first I want to review the federal examiner and federal observer provisions
of the Voting Rights Act as they applied to people and voting in the real world.

Under the structure of the Voting Rights Act, a federal examiner can be assigned
to any site in the states and counties that are specially covered under the Act's formulae
in Section 4, after the county has been certified by the Attorney General of the United
States (or in any county certified by court order). Of course, under the structure of the
Voting Rights Act, the federal examiners do not technically register people to vote: they
examine applicants as to their eligibility under state voter registration laws that are
otherwise Constitutional, and then put those applicants who are found to be eligible on a
list. The list is given to the local county voter registrar who is required by the Voting
Rights Act to enter the eligible applicants' names on the local voter registration rolls.
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In the summer and fall of 1965 people were lined up day after day to take
advantage of their first opportunity to register to vote. The federal examiners were Civil
Service Commission investigators who had been pulled off of the routine jobs they had
been doing and sent to sites in Alabama and other Southern states that had been
designated by the U.S. Attorney General for federal listing. Besides listing voter
applicants, the examiners were available to take complaints about listed people who had
not been placed on the county voter registration rolls.

Those examiners were not, on the whole, a happy group. Their presence in small
groups of two or three was obvious in town, and their work was opposed by many of
white people there. In the main, they ate alone, walked alone and talked mostly to each
other. The examiners were eager to know from us, on our rounds, when they would be
able to go home. Still, they persevered, and in the end they accounted for the registration
of tens of thousands of people who had been discriminatorily kept off of the voter
registration rolls. From 1965 to 1972 federal examiners were responsible for the
registration of over 170,000 voters, They achieved a signal victory in the fight against
racial discrimination in voting.

As the Voting Rights Act is structured, federally registered voters have continuing
protection against attempts at keeping them from voting. In any county that has been
certified for a federal examiner, the Voting Rights Act authorizes the United States Office
of Personnel Management (the successor to the United States Civil Rights Commission)
to assign federal observers to polling places as requested by the U.S. Attorney General, to
watch voting and vote counting procedures. (Note that the certification of a county for
federal examiners is a prerequisite for the assignment of federal observers, but the
presence of federally listed voters in the county is not.)

That protection was badly needed in the mid- 1960s for newly registered African
American voters as they entered the polling places and weathered the stares of white
voters and the hostility of the polling place officials. Some examples of the humiliations
they faced are set out later in my statement. But for now it is enough to know that they,
too, persevered, and under the protective presence of the federal observers, they cast their
ballots and participated in the political life of the county for the first time.

The federal observers' job is to watch and take notes. If polling place officials
choose to violate their own procedures in order to humiliate racial or minority language
voters, or intimidate them, or refuse to allow them the same voting privileges in the polls
as the white voters, the federal observers cannot intervene. The observers in a county
have co-captains who travel from polling place to polling place, checking with the
observers and getting information from them. Those observer co-captains call regularly
to a central office established by the Office of Personnel Management. Originally, and
for many years, this central office was known as the examiner's office, which had been
established for the examiner to take complaints as is required by Section 12(e) of the
Voting Rights Act. In the examiner's office there also was a lawyer from the Justice
Department's Civil Rights Division (usually from the Voting Section, nee Voting and
Public Accommodations Section). Today, since the examiner has little or no function,
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especially in a county where there are no federally registered voters, the office used in the
county on election day is referred to as the captain's office. The observer captain along
with a Civil Rights Division attorney are there to receive the calls and the information
from the observer co-captains.

When irregularities arise the Division lawyer relays the information about the
irregularities to the county official in charge of the election, and allows the county
official to take action to correct the irregularities. Where corrective action is not taken or
is inadequate, a civil action can be filed later under the Voting Rights Act. A civil action,
such as the one described below involving Conecuh County, Alabama, can use the
reports of federal observers as effective and unassailable evidence of racially
discriminatory actions of polling place officials. After the election the observers provide
their reports to the federal examiner, the Attorney General and, if appropriate, to a federal
court (if the county is certified for an examiner by a court).

The work of the federal observers as described here continued in the South largely
unchanged through the 1990s. These procedures apply too, to the work of federal
observers in other areas of the country with important modifications to deal with
geographical differences and activities in polling places involving minority language
voters.

Federal observers are necessary, federal examiners are not necessary.

Violations of the Voting Rights Act continue to happen in polling places
throughout the United States, The need for federal observers to document discriminatory
treatment of racial and language minority voters in the polls has not waned. The use of a
thousand or more federal observers at election after election beginning in 1965 decreased
to the use of hundreds of observers at elections after the early 1980s as a result of the
effective enforcement of the Voting Rights Act in Southern states. But the enforcement
of the language minority provisions of the Voting Rights Act, added in 1975, has required
the use of hundreds more federal observers to disclose to Justice Department attorneys
evidence of harassment of members of language minority groups, and instances where
ballots and other election material and procedures are not available to those voters in a
language they can understand. The result is that between 300 and 600 federal observers
continued to be needed annually from 1984 to 2000.

The facts supplied by federal observers to Civil Rights Division attorneys are
crucial and irreplaceable in the enforcement of the Voting Rights Act. Most parts of the
voting process are open to the public, and the evidence of Voting Rights Act violations
that are involved in the voting process can be obtained by Justice Department lawyers
through routine investigations. But most state laws limit access to polling places on
election day, allowing only voters and polling place officials to remain in the polls
(police are allowed too when called to deal with disturbances). Thus, unless an exception
is made in these rules to allow federal investigators to get special access to the polls, the
harassment of racial and minority language voters and other violations of the Voting
Rights Act inside the polling places would go unseen and unchecked.
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Federal observers have special access to polling places under the authority of the
Voting Rights Act even where access to Justice Department attorneys is otherwise barred
Federal observers thus become the attorneys' eyes and ears. The discriminatory
treatment of racial and minority language voters witnessed by the federal observers, as
discussed in detail below, runs the gamut from actions that make those voters feel
uncomfortable by talking rudely to them, or ridiculing their need for assistance in casting
their ballot, to actions that bar them from voting, such as failing to find their names on
the lists of registered voters and refusing to allow them to vote on provisional ballots, or
misdirecting them to other polling places.

Minority language voters suffer additional discriminatory treatment when people
who speak only English are assigned as polling place workers in areas populated by
minority language voters. The polling place workers fail to communicate the voting rules
and procedures to the voters, or fail to respond to the voters' questions. In some
instances, qualified registered voters have been told that they are not permitted to vote
because they have not furnished necessary information, such as their address, even when
they have provided the information; the poll worker was unable to understand what the
voters were saying, but a speaker of the minority language would have understood.

Civil Rights Division lawyers who receive facts from federal observers about
violations of the Voting Rights Act provide those facts directly to the election officials in
the jurisdictions involved, allowing them to take corrective action in compliance with the
Act. In other instances, those facts are used to secure court orders requiring that the
jurisdictions involved to comply with the dictates of the Voting Rights Act. In either
approach, the end result fulfills the goal of the Voting Rights Act to allow United States
citizens to cast their ballots on election day freely and fairly, without distinction because
of their race or membership in a language minority group. .

That the work of the federal observers is a part of a law enforcement effort—the
enforcement of the Voting Rights Act—is especially true where the information from the
federal observers is provided in the context of a lawsuit, where a court has certified a
county that was not specially covered under the Voting Rights Act. In that situation, the
information is given to the court and affects the position of the parties (the Justice
Department and the county) with respect to the actions the jurisdiction must take to
comply with the Act (the relief that is ordered in the case). Some local election officials
have come to welcome the information obtained by federal observers as an additional
source showing the extent to which the county's polling place officials are complying
with the provisions of the Voting Rights Act.

However, the initial assignment of federal observers to a county today remains
dependant on the certification of the county for the assignment of federal examiners even
though federal examiners are largely unnecessary any more for listing voter applicants.
There has been no federal listing of voters since the 1970s, apart from an isolated flurry
of voter listing in Georgia in 1982 and another isolated flurry in Mississippi in 1983.
Discriminatory actions against racial and language minority group members are not
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caused by their status as federally registered voters. And examiners no longer receive
complaints on election day with respect to federally listed voters. I do not recall any
complaints that were received centering on mistreatment of federally listed voters over
the last 20 years of my supervision of the federal observer and examiner programs, and
few, if any such complaints before that. (Complaints about other matters are made to the
examiner, but they routinely involve matters for which the federal observers have been
assigned to the county, and are just as easily, and more effectively fielded by the federal
observer captain in the county.) Moreover, the enforcement of the Voting Rights Act and
the enactment of new easy voter registration laws, such as the National Voter
Registration Act (the motor voter law), have made the possibility of future listings by
federal examiners highly unlikely.

Further, the Office of Personnel Management must continue to keep the lists of
federally listed voters up to date regarding changes of name, changes of address and, as
the years have gone by, of deaths. Those voters cannot be removed from the voter rolls
without the approval of the Office of Personnel Management, and the lists continued to
be provided for election day use by those counties where there are federally listed voters.
In fact, these lists are no longer used for any practical purpose, and their maintenance
should be discontinued.

It is possible that federal examiners may be needed in the future for voter listing
in a situation where the dictates of the Voting Rights Act are met, so the Voting Rights
Act's authorization for federal examiners to conduct listing activity should be retained.
But there is no reason to continue to tie the assignment of federal observers to the
appointment of a federal examiner. I believe that, apart from the possible need for listing
voters, the federal examiner provisions are outdated and are no longer needed in the
Voting Rights Act, especially the requirement that an examiner be appointed as a
prerequisite for the assignment of federal observers to a county.

But the procedure for the certification of a county for federal examiners under
Section 6 of the Act serves an important purpose: it requires the Justice Department to
conduct an intensive investigation to support the certification, and thus makes the federal
government responsible for taking action regarding local election procedures only on the
basis of complete and compelling facts. I believe that some manner of certification
should remain a prerequisite for the initial assignment of federal observers to a county
and, once certified, that a county would remain certified, as is now the case, until it acted
to eliminate the certification (the formula under Section 13 for terminating certification
would be changed).

If such a new certification procedure would be instituted, the requirement that the
United States Attorney General personally must sign the certification, as is now the case,
would be unnecessary. This authority for executing a certification should be allowed to
be delegated to the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. To my recollection, the
Attorney General has signed every certification that has been recommended by the
Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. Nor would the Attorney General's signature
be needed any more to assure the importance of the certification if the only consequence
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of a certification would be simply to allow federal observers to witness polling place
procedures. The delegation to the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights of the
responsibility for a certifying a county for the presence of federal observers would be
similar to the delegation of authority to the Assistant Attorney General to object to
changes in voting practices and procedures under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act.

The purpose of the present requirement in the Voting Rights Act that the Attorney
General's certification of a county be published in the Federal Register is to give notice
of the location of the federal examiner's office. Since it no longer will be necessary to
have an office for a federal examiner when federal observers are assigned, the publication
of the location of that office also will be unnecessary. Those who will most need to know
of the assignment of federal observers—county officials and minority group
representatives—always are informed personally by Civil Rights Division attorneys, and
other members of the community easily learn of the observers' presence from Division
attorneys, local press reporting and word of mouth.

Accordingly, I believe that the federal observer provision is still necessary to the
enforcement of the Voting Rights Act, but the Voting Rights Act no longer should tie the
assignment of federal observers to the appointment of a federal examiner. The Act
should allow a certification function, newly directed only to the assignment of federal
observers, to be delegated to the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights. The
requirement for publication of the certification in the Federal Register—an adjunct of the
federal examiner function—should be eliminated as a prerequisite to the initial
assignment of federal observers.

Federal observers' work should continue to be a law enforcement function.

I also recommend that the function of the federal observers remain as it is: as
witnesses in a law enforcement function. The question arises because, since my
retirement, I have been an observer four times in other countries as a part of an
international observer corps assembled by the Organization for Security and Cooperation
in Europe (OSEC) under its Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights
(ODIHR). The forms these observers use list polling place procedures and have a place
for the observer's rating from good to bad (I to 3, or 1 to 5) for each procedure. There
are separate forms for the opening of the polls, for voting during the day, and for the
closing of the polls. A fourth form allows for fuller explanation of any item or event.

The object of the observation by ODIHR is to report information for public
consumption as quickly as possible. During election day the observers send their forms
to ODIHR headquarters in the country's capitol at mid-morning, shortly after noon, and
just before the polls close; the remaining forms are dropped off when the observers return
from the vote count to their regional lodging sites throughout the country. This way, by
the afternoon of election day OSCE/ODHIR knows how the election is going, whether
there are serious problems, and if so, what they are and where they are. Then, on the
morning after the election, OSCE issues its judgment on whether the election was
conducted according to international standards or was marred by irregularities.
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But OSCE is not a law enforcement organization, and its approach would not be
appropriate to the job of the Justice Department. Some of the irregularities that the
federal observers can witness are not dissimilar from the kind of procedural irregularities
that are common to elections held in emerging democracies. The extra identification
steps required of Arab Americans in Hamtramck, Michigan, and the harassment they
encountered, described below, are an example. But the similarity of some situations to
those addressed by international observer groups such as the OSCE does not argue for
redesigning the federal observer program under the Voting Rights Act to resemble those
organizations' efforts.

In fact, the federal observer program is an effective law enforcement program as it
is now constituted. If observers are desired to watch polling place activities for other
purposes, those functions should be performed by other observers serving other
functions. "Domestic" observers in other countries are allowed into the polling places to
get information for their candidates, or political parties, or organizations, and routinely
publicize the activities they witness. Those countries' elections, however, are conducted
centrally, by a central (in the U.S. it would be a federal) election commission, and the
observers' activities are under that central control. The laws of those countries
specifically allow domestic as well as international observers into the polling places. The
observers are granted permission to be in the polls and are issued identification tags for
that purpose by the central or district election commissions, which can withdraw that
permission at any time.

This kind of observation is not a matter within the purview of existing federal
legislation in this country, and to have federal legislation allowing these kinds of
observers in polling places a record would have to be established by the United States
Congress justifying their presence in connection with federal elections. On the other
hand, in the United States access to the polling places is controlled by state law, and some
states allow such observers into the polling places now. States routinely also allow the
press into the polls to witness the activities there. Finally, redacted versions of the
federal observers' report forms may be obtained under the Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) subject to the FOIA rules and the Privacy Act.

The following analysis provides the specific support for my conclusion that the
federal observer provision of the Voting Rights Act should be continued because it is
clearly needed to provide the Justice Department with evidence of violations of the
Voting Rights Act's prohibitions against discrimination in the polling places against
racial and language minority group members. This analysis is taken from an article my
wife and I wrote for the Temple Political and Civil Rights Law Review, Spring 2002
edition, Vol. 2, Number 11.

The special provisions of the Voting Rights Act were compelled by resistance to
African Americans' voting rights.
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Congress had found that case-by-case litigation was inadequate to combat
widespread and persistent discrimination in voting, because of the inordinate
amount of time and energy required to overcome the obstructionist tactics
invariably encountered in these lawsuits. After enduring nearly a century of
systematic resistance to the Fifteenth Amendment, Congress might well decide to
shift the advantage of time and inertia from the perpetrators of the evil to its
victims.

Smith Carolina v. Kattenhach, supra at 328.

The Voting Rights Act (the "Act") cut through the protective barrier of federalism
with two important sections. Section 5 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973c (the "preclearance"
provision), required federal review of any new voting procedures that states and counties
might adopt. This prohibited the adoption of new discriminatory practices when a
jurisdiction's present practices were found to be unlawful. And Section 4 of the Act, 42
U.S.C. § 1973b, instantly led to the enfranchisement of thousands of people by
suspending the use of literacy tests and similar discriminatorily applied barriers to the
registration of African Americans in the Deep South.' Some states, such as Virginia,
immediately stopped using literacy tests. In other Southern states, federal examiners
were appointed under Section 6 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973d, assigned to counties to
conduct fair voter registration under Section 7 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973e, when white
county officials refused to stop their racially discriminatory voter registration practices.2
This was no small task, as over 170,000 people were registered between 1965 and 1972
through the efforts of the federal examiners, mostly in Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana, and
Mississippi. Semiwrnual Report of Cumulative iota/s on Voting Rights Examining as of

'These `tests or devices" were suspended in states and counties determined by a formula in Section 4 of
the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973b, based on the use of literacy tests and other pre-application
devices (such as having current voters vouch for your good moral character), ad low voter turnout. Later,
this provision was made permanent and nationwide. 42 U.S.C. § 1973aa. Origimlly, states and counties
covered under the formula in Section 4 of the Act could terminate their special coverage ("bail out") after
five years by showing in a lawsuit before a three judge court in the federal district court for the District of
Columbia, that no test or device had been used to deprive anyone of the right to vote during that period.
Since the Act itself suspended those tests or devices for onl y 5 years, it was thought that it would be
relatively simple for states and counties who complied with the suspension to bail out alter the 5-year
period. In 1970 the time period in Section 4 was extended to 10 years, in 1975 it was extended to 17 years.
In 1982 the approach was changed, and the special coverage under Section 4 will expire 25 years after
August 5, 1984, the effective date of the 1982 Amendments, 42 U.S.C. § 1973b(a)(a). In 1982 the bail-out
provisions Weto amended substantially to allow individual counties within a fully covered state to bail out.
and to set out a number of specific qualifications that a jurisdiction needs to meet in order to bail out. 42
U.S.C. § I973b(a)(t)-(3).
' The examiners are commonly referred to as federal registrars. These were people appointed by the head
of the Civil Service Commission. now the Office of Personnel Management, to examine voter applicants as
to (heir qualifications under state law. If the applicants satisfied the state requirements, their names were
put on a list that was given to the county registrar, who then had to add them to the county voter
registration rolls. In this way, some semblance of state authority over the voter registration process was
preserved: registrants satisfied state requirements. and a statc-authocucd official put the voters' names on
the rolls. 42 U.S.C. § 1973c(b). To safeguard against discriminatory purges of those newly enfranchised
voters, their names cannot be purged from We voter rolls without the approval of the Office of Personnel
Management. 42 U.S.C. ,y' 1973e(d).
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December 31, 2000, Prepared by the Office of Workforce Information, Office ofMerit
Systems Oversight and Effectiveness, U.S. Office of Personnel Management. See
Appendix A forthe number of people, by state, registered by federal examiners.

Further, in order to allow the U. S. Attorney General to know whether
discriminatory action was taken against the newly enfranchised voters in the polling
places on election day, Section 8 of the Act allowed that, whenever an examiner has been
appointed,

[Tjhe Director of Personnel Management may assign, at the request of the
Attorney General, one or more persons, who may be officers of the United States,
(1) to enter and attend at any place for holding an election.., for the purpose of
observing whether persons who are entitled to vote are being permitted to vote,
and (2) to enter and attend at any place for tabulating the votes cast at any
election... for the purpose of observing whether votes cast by persons entitled to
vote are being properly tabulated.

42 U.S.C. § 1973f.

Thus, the use of federal observers in polling places initially was directed at
protecting the rights of new voters who had been registered by federal examiners. Even
though federal voter registration was rare after 1972, the predicate under the Voting
Rights Act for assigning federal observers has not changed: federal observers continued
to be allowed only in counties that had been certified by the U.S. Attorney General for
federal examiners. Asa result, to allow the assignment of federal observers to a county,
the county had to be certified by the U. S. Attorney General or a federal court (under
Section 3(c) of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973a(c)) for federal examiners. 3 The assignment of
federal observers continues to be a cornerstone of the enforcement of the Voting Rights
Act. Over 23,000 federal observers have been assigned to monitor polling place
procedures since 1966, 4,393 since 1990 alone. 4 See Appendix B, Assignment of Federal
Observers Under Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973f, by Year and
State.

Since the federal examiner and federal observer provisions of the Voting Rights Act focus on political
subdivisions, which ordinarily are counties, a county must be ccrtifcd for federal examiner even lithe
object is to assign federal observers to monitor polling places during a city or other election, such as a
school board election, within the cowny. See 42 U.S.C. s§$ 1973d, 1(c)(2).
' There were 4,698 federal observers assigned to polling places in 5 states from 1966 through 1969: 7,034
federal observers were assigned to 9 states in the 1970s: 6.598 federal observers were assigned to 11 states
in the 1980s, and 3,753 federal observers were assigned to 13 states in the 1990x. In 21)0)). 641) federal
observers were assigned to II states. See, Appendix B.
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Federal observers witnessed clear racial discrimination at the polls.

Federal observers were able to note and document a wide variety of
discriminatory actions that were taken against African Americans in the polls. Some of
these actions were insulting and direct, as are reflected in the United States' responses to
interrogatories in United States v. Conecuh County, Alabama, Civil Action No. 83-1201-
H (S.D. Ala., Jun 12, 1984). 5 See Appendix C.

While providing assistance to a black voter, white poll official Albrest asked, "Do
you want to vote for white or niggers?" The voter stated that he wanted to give
everyone a fair chance. Albrest proceeded to point out the black candidates and,
with respect to one white candidate, stated, "This is who the blacks are voting
for." Poll official Aibrest made further reference to black citizens as "niggers" in
the presence of federal observers, including a statement that "niggers don't have
principle enough to vote and they shouldn't be allowed. The government lets
them do anything."

Plaintiff's Response to Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents, p. 6.

White poll workers treated African American voters very differently from the
respectful, helpful way in which they treated white voters. When questions arose about
the voter registration data for a white person, such as a person's address or date of
registration, or when a white person's name was not immediately found on the poll
books, the voter was addressed as Mister or Misses, was treated with respect, and the
matter was resolved on the spot. If the voter's name was not found, often he or she either
was allowed to vote anyway, with his or her name added to the poll book, or the person
was allowed to vote a provisional or challenged ballot, which would be counted later if
the person were found to be properly registered. If, however, the voter was black, the
voter was addressed by his or her first name and either was sent away from the polls
without voting, or told to stand aside until the white people in line had voted. African
American voters were not allowed to take sample ballots into the polls, and were made to
vote without those aids (it was claimed by white officials that the sample ballots were
campaign material which was prohibited inside the polls).

African American voters who were unable to read and write, due in large part to
inferior segregated schools and the need to go to work in the fields at an early age, were
refused their request to have someone help them mark their ballot, notwithstanding the
Voting Rights Act's bar on literacy tests. In some instances, white poll workers would
loudly announce the African American voter's inability to read or write, embarrassing the

5 The federal observers' reports arc not public documents, so there ate very few examples on the public
record of the facts that the observers have witnessed. One such public document is the Plaintiffs Response
to Interrogatories and Request for Production of Documents in United Stales v. Conecuh County. Alabama,
supra Some of the specific examples of the kind of discriminatory treatment that was afforded African
American voters described in the text that follows arc taken from the excerpts of the Conecuh County
responses at Appendix C. while others are based on the author's first-hand knowledge.
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voter in front of his or her neighbors. Some white poll workers went so far as to bring a
magnifying glass to the polls, and give it to African American voters, challenging the
voter to read using the magnifying glass in front of everyone present at the polling place.
Illiterate white voters, on the other hand, were allowed assistance by a person of their
choice without comment. White couples routinely were allowed to enter the voting booth
together to mark their ballots.

In instances where African American voters were allowed an assistor in the booth,
arbitrary rules were concocted that limited the number of voters an assistor could help, or
made the assistor wait outside the polling place, requiring the voter to enter the polls
alone and negotiate alone the sign-in procedures administered by unfriendly white poll
workers, before being allowed to ask that the assistor be allowed to help . 6 All too often,
when the voter said he or she needed assistance the white poll worker would proceed to
help the voter, and not give the voter a chance to ask for the assistor the voter wanted; the
voter did not know if the poll worker cast the ballot as the voter desired, and had no
confidence that the ballot was cast correctly.

Moreover, racial discrimination in the polls is not limited to African Americans,
and is not limited to the South. On November 2, 1999, in the City of Hamtramck.
Michigan, the qualifications of more than 40 voters were challenged on grounds that they
were not citizens. They were challenged by members of a group known as Citizens for a
Better Hamtramck (CCBH), organized to keep elections pure. As described in the
Consent Order and Decree in United States v. City of Hamtramck, Civil Action No. 00-
73541 (E.D. Mich, Aug 7, 2000),

6. ... Some voters were challenged before they signed their applications to
vote. Other voters were challenged after they had signed their applications and
their names had been announced. The challenged voters had dark skin and
distinctly Arabic names, such as Mohamed, Ahmed, and Ali. The challengers did
not appear to possess or consult any papers or lists to determine whom to
challenge.

7. Once challenged, the city election inspectors required the challenged
voters to swear that they were American citizens before permitting them to vote.
Voters who were not challenged were not required to do so. The city election
inspectors did not evaluate the propriety of merit of the challenges. Some dark-
skinned voters produced their American passports to identify themselves to
election officials. Nevertheless, these persons were challenged by CCBH, and the
election inspectors required them to take a citizenship oath as a prerequisite to

After the Voting Rights Act enabled African Americans lathe Deep South to register to vote, it became
common for civil rights workers and local African American residents to drive the new voters to the polls
and to give assistance to those who needed it. This was a natural outgrowth of the organizing required
during the civil rights movement to achieve voter registration for black people. It provided
transportation—many people did not have cars—and gave confidence and protection to these newly
enfranchised voters at the polling places from which they had so reeemly been excluded by white poll
workers and voters who did not warn them there. This tradition of "hauling" voters to the polls and giving
assistance to voters who need it continues today, especially in many rural areas.
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voting. No white voters were challenged for citizenship. No white voters were
required to take a citizenship oath prior to voting.

at p. 4

The consent decree also states that city officials were apprised of the incidents,
that they consulted with state election officials who were present in Hamtramck on
election day, but neither the state nor the city election officials prevented the baseless
challenges from continuing. It was claimed that other Arab-American citizens may have
heard about the incidents and decided not to go to the polls to vote that day.

Federal observers witnessed clear discrimination against language minority group
members at the polls.

Besides discriminatory treatment of citizens based on race, citizens who speak
English poorly, or not at all, have faced obstacles to voter registration and voting. In
1975 Congress took note of discrimination against people who have only a limited ability
to speak English. For them, printing or providing information only in English as
effective as a literacy test in keeping them from registering to vote or casting an effective
ballot. Such disenfranchisement was outlawed when the Voting Rights Act was amended
and expanded in 1975. The terms of Section 4 of the Act, containing the formula for
applying special coverage to counties, were changed to include among prohibited tests
and devices,

[T]he practice or requirement by which any State or political subdivision provided
any registration or voting notices, forms, instructions, assistance or other material
or information relating to the electoral process, including ballots, only in the
English language, where the Director of the Census determines that more than
five per centum of the citizens of voting age residing in such State or political
subdivision are members of a single language minority.

42 U.S.C. § 1973b(f)(3). Language minorities are defined in the Voting Rights Act as
American Indian, Asian American, Alaskan Natives, and people of Spanish heritage. 42
U.S.C. § 19731(c)(3). Political subdivisions as defined in the Act usually are counties.
42 U.S.C. § 19731(c)(2).7

The 1975 amendments to the Act required that when the newly covered
jurisdiction

...provides any registration or voting notices, forms, instructions, assistance, or
other materials or information relating to the electoral process, including ballots,
it shall provide them in the language of the applicable language minority group as
well as in the English language...

The jurisdictions subject to the special provisions of the Voting Rights Act ate listed in the Apperdix to
25 U.S.C. Pan51.
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42 U.S.C. § 1973b(f)(4)"

Counties in Arizona, New Mexico and Utah were certified for federal examiners,
and federal observers were assigned to document the extent to which the English
language was used in areas where many of the voters spoke Native American languages
but understood English only marginally. Similarly, federal observers have been assigned
to polling places in Spanish language areas of Arizona, Texas, New Jersey and New York
City, and Chinese language areas of New York City, and San Francisco and Oakland,
California? In all these areas minority language citizens were allowed to register to vote,
but the use of the English language instead of the voters' first language prevented them
from understanding the voting instructions and the ballot. Polling place workers either
were not able to speak the language of the voters, or if they could, were not trained to
translate the documents and procedures into the language of the voters. By the 199.0s
federal observers were assigned to monitor discrimination against language minority
group members in numbers equal to the federal observers assigned to monitor non-
language racial discrimination.'°

The need for the language minority provisions of the Voting Right Act continues
to be demonstrated in areas of the country where English is not persons' primary
language. Normally one would assume that polling place workers would be chosen from
the population where the polling place is located, and that they would speak another
language in addition to English with the same frequency as the voters. In many
instances, however, this did not happen. For example, in ethnically changing
neighborhoods in New York City, the choices of the political party apparatus resulted in
the repeated appointment of English-speaking poll workers where a large portion of the
new voters in a precinct were Spanish-speaking Puerto Ricans. In Passaic, New Jersey,
English-speaking poll workers were unable to find the names of Spanish-speaking voters

" A parallel requirement w:is added in Section 2113 of the Voting Rights Act in 1975 for counties
determined by different formula 42 U.S.C. § 1973aa-la. Section 203 of the Act does not include the
other special provisions of Section 4, such as the preclearance, federal examiner and fedcml observer
provisions. Lawsuits under Section 203 must be brought before a three -judge court. As a result of
amendments since 1975, coverage under Section 203 now applies to counties that have more than 5 percent
of voting age citizens who are members of a single language minority and are limited-English proficient;
have more than 10,000 voting age citizens who are members of a single Language minority and are limited-
English proficient: or have a pan of an Indian reservation, and more than 5 percent of the American Indian
or Alaska Native voting age citizens arc members of a single language minority and am limited-English
proficient; and the illiteracy rate of the language minority group citizens is higher than the national
illiteracy rata 42 U.S.C. § 1973aa-1(a)(2). The counties covered under the language minority provisions
of Sections 4 and 203 are listed in the Appendix to 28 U.S.C. Pan 55.

Counties in Arizona. New York and Texas were certified by the U.S. Attorney Generdl. Counties in
California, New Mexico and Utah were certified by federal district courts tinder Section 3(c) of the Act, 42
U.S.C. § 1973a(c). Section 3(c) provides for certilicalion in a lawsuit brought "under any statute to enforce
the voting guarantees of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment...(1) as part of am interlocutory order... or
(2) as pan of any final judgment if the court finds that violations of the fourteenth or fifteenth amendment
justifying equitable relief have occurred.'
"From 1990 through 2000. there were 2.449 federal observers assigned to elections in the states of the

Deep South. very few of which involved discrimination against language minority group members, and
there were 2.215 federal observers assigned to monitor elections in other areas of the country, most of
which involved discrimination against language minority group members. See Appendix B.
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in the polls books because the poll workers did not know that the voters' family name
traditionally was the second of three names they used. Some voters were denied the
ballot because they identified their street name according to common Spanish usage
rather than the formal English name." In Texas and Southern Arizona polling places
Hispanic voters were admonished not to use Spanish when talking in the polling places
and when giving assistance to voters who needed help when voting. Moreover, the
citizenship of Hispanic voters was questioned at the polls, with voters being required to
somehow provide on-the-spot evidence of their citizenship before being given a ballot;
such evidence was not required of Anglo voters.°

Evidence of other kinds of discriminatory behavior of polling place workers and
others toward Spanish language voters inside the polls is provided in the reports of the
Independent Elections Monitor appointed in September 2000 by the court in a consent
decree in United States v. Passaic City, New Jersey, and Passaic County, New Jersey,
Civil Action No. 99-2544 (NHP) (D.N.J., Sep. 5, 2000)(three judge court).

At P.S. 6, observers called to report that the challenger was making racist remarks
about Hispanics. At the Ukrainian school, challengers became very aggressive
and were yelling at voters, stating that they did not live in the country and should
not vote. Ironically, many of these challenged voters were off-duty Passaic City
police officers. Angel Casabona, Jr. was one such challenged police officer who
avoided confrontation and properly came to Passaic City Hall to have his voting
status clarified. Escorted by the City Clerk and investigators from the
prosecutor's office, Mr. Casabona reentered the polling site and was permitted to
exercise his vote. The brazen challenger was reprimanded and board workers
were reminded that challengers should not be interacting with voters.

Walter F. Timpone, Office of the Election Monitor. Fifth Re port. June 15, 2001, pgs. 3-4.

The most disturbing incident of the [June 26, 2001 municipal primary
election] occurred at the polling place at St. Mary's School in Passaic. Someone
allegedly stole the flag from outside the polling place. The police were called.
An officer responded and caught the purported perpetrator. The Officer entered
the polling place and asked who had called the police. No one responded. The
officer barked comments in substance to the poll workers as follows, "Can't you
read? What country do you come from?" When a municipal worker of Indian
origin came to see what the problem was, the officer then asked, "And what
country do you come from?" When a Latino federal observer tried to explain the

t t Mail addressed to streets using the Spanish nickname was delivered because the postal personnel were
familiar with the local Spanish language usages, as the poll workers were MML

Anglo candidates compiled lists of Hispanic voters names for their poll watchers to challenge at the
polls on the ground that the voters were not citizens. United States citizenship is required by every state as
a qualification  to register to vote in state and federal elections. But in order to avoid discriminatory
treatment of voters at the polls and disrupting the polling places with election-dav challenges, persons who,
before an election, have evidence that a registered voter is not a U.S. citizen should be required to present
that information to the voter registrar, and to desist from interposing challenges at the polls to voters whose
qualifications have been upheld by the register.
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dictates of the consent decree, the officer asked for credentials. When the
observer showed his credentials, the officer found them inadequate because they
lacked a picture and detained the observer. The Officer told the observer, "I cook
arrest you for this." Upon being alerted to the controversy. I asked investigators
from the Passaic County Prosecutors Office and Deputy Chief of the Passaic
County Police Department to intercede. When a Sergeant from the Passaic Police
department responded at the scene and learned what had happened, he apologized
to the federal observer and told him he thought some sensitivity training might be
in order for the officer. Notably, this discriminatory behavior took place in a city
where the Latino population is at 62%. Intolerance in the city is still existent and
hiding under color of official right.

Walter F. Timpone, Office of the Election Monitor. Sixth Report. July 27, 2001, pp. 6-7.

The use of English rather than Chinese in polling places in Chinese
neighborhoods of San Francisco and Oakland (Alameda County), California, and New
York City left voters confused about procedures, and ignorant of ballot propositions and
contested offices. As was noted in the Settlement Agreement and Order in United Stases
v. Alameda County, California, C95 1266 (N.D. Cal, Jan 22, 1996)(three-judge court),

According to the 1990 Census, the population of Alameda County
includes 68,184 Chinese Americans and 30,120 Chinese American citizens of
voting age. The 1990 Census reports that 11,394 persons, or 37.83 percent of the
Chinese citizen voting age population in Alameda County, and 1.3 percent of the
total citizen voting age population in Alameda County do not speak English well
enough to participate effectively in English language elections. Thus, over 11,000
Chinese American citizens in Alameda County cannot function effectively in the
electoral process except in the Chinese language.

at p. 4.

Problems were compounded in Native American areas of Arizona, New Mexico
and Utah. The problems faced by Native Americans in these areas are illustrated in
Cibola County, New Mexico, which contains the Ramah Chapter of the Navajo
Reservation and the Acoma and Laguna Pueblos. The Stipulation and Order in United
States v. Cibola County, New Mexico, No. Civ 93 1134 LIULFG, (D.N.M., Apr 21,
I994Xthree-judge court), states that,

5. According to the 1990 Census, 57.8 percent of the Navajo voting age
population and 18.1 percent of the Pueblo voting age population in Cibola County
do not speak English well enough to participate effectively in English language
elections. Thus, a significant proportion of the Native American population of
Cibola County, and a significant majority of Navajos, cannot function in the
electoral process except in the Navajo or Keresan languages.
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6. The Navajo and Keres populations of Cibola County live in
circumstances of significant isolation from the non-Native American population
of the county. Cibola County is unusually large in physical terms, and covers a
geographic area roughly the size of the State of Connecticut. Over four-fifths of
the non-Native American population lives clustered within or near the adjacent
incorporated communities of Grants and Milan, close to the county courthouse.
The Acoma and Laguna population centers are between 25 and 50 miles away
from Grants, the county seat, while the Ramah Chapter House is approximately
50 miles from Grants. The isolation of the Native American population of Cibola
County burdens their access to the franchise.

8. Native American citizens living within Cibola County, suffer from a
history of discrimination touching their right to register, to vote, and otherwise to
participate in the political process. Until 1948, Native American citizens of New
Mexico were not permitted to vote in state and local elections. Trujillo. V.
Garley, C.A. No. 1350 (D.N.M., August 1 I, 1948). In 1984, the court in Sanchez
v. King, C.A. No. 82-0067-M (D.N.M. 1984) held that the New Mexico state
legislative redistricting plan discriminated against Native Americans.

9. The level of political participation by Native American citizens of
Cibola County is depressed. Voter registration rates in the predominantly Native
American precincts have been less than half the rate in non-Native American
precincts, and Native Americans are affected disproportionately by voter purge
procedures. Although Native Americans comprise over 38 percent of the county
population, fewer than eight percent of all absentee ballots have been from the
predominantly Native American precincts. There is a need for election
information in the Navajo and Keresan languages, and a need for publicity
concerning all phases of the election process for voters in Ramah, Acoma and
Laguna. The rate of participation by Native Americans on such issues is less than
one third of the participation rate among non-Native Americans. There is a need
for polling places staffed with trained translators conveniently situated for the
Native American population.

at pages 5-7.

The remedy for this unlawful disparity is complicated by the facts that (1) the
Navajo and Pueblo languages are oral, not written, and (2) there are no equivalent terms
in the Navajo and Pueblo languages for many words and phrases in the election process.

Native American polling place workers in reservation precincts faced a more
difficult task than white poll workers in getting to the training session for poll workers
that were held many miles away in county seats where most white people lived. At the
training sessions Native American poll workers were given little or no instruction about
how to translate ballots and propositions, and many of their attempts to do so on election
day resulted in the most rudimentary references. For example, poll workers assisting
voters at the polls would refer to the office of secretary of state as someone who works in
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the state capitol, and bond levies for education were said simply to be increases in taxes.
Many times the Native American poll workers found it so difficult to figure out how to
explain items on the ballot they just instructed the voters to skip the offices or
propositions. Moreover, Native American voters who had been purged from the voter
rolls because they failed to respond to written notices they either did not receive' or did
not understand, were turned away from the polls with no explanation of why they were
not able to vote, and were given no opportunity to re-register there.14

Pre-election investigation can pinpoint where federal observers should be assigned.

The task of assuring compliance by polling place workers with appropriate
polling place procedures requires (1) knowledge of what is happening in the polling
places, and (2) the authority to correct actions that are in violation of the prescribed
procedures. For over 35 years DOJ has been determining, before each election, what will
happen in specific polling places in particular counties in states far from Washington,
D.C. Based on this information DOJ determined at which polling places discriminatory
activity would take place, and the exact number of federal observers needed at each
particular polling place, from among the hundreds of counties in the 16 states that are
fully or partially covered under Section 4 of the Voting Rights Act, is and the 10
additional jurisdictions in other states that have been and remain certified by courts under
Section 3 of the Act.16

This DOJ effort, known as a pre-election survey, is conducted by the Voting
Section of DOJ's Civil Rights Division. Pre-election surveys began right after the Voting
Rights Act was enacted, as a tool for determining where and how many federal observers
would need to be assigned under Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act. Through the years

13 Residences on the Navajo reservation often are miles apart, with no paved roads, and many homes have
no telephones. It is not unusual for reservation residents to pick up their mail periodically at a store or
other place far from their homes.
1 ° Voters were confused because they voted in tribal election without problem, and were not told, for
example. that under state Law they bad been purged from the county voter rolls because they did not vote
with some particular frequency and in particular elections, such as every two or four years in general
elections. To add to the confusion, in marry areas the tribal elections and the state elections were held on
different dates but at the same locations. Prior to the National Voter Registration Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973gg
ct seq., voter registration in mans counties in Indian country was conducted in the county seat, far from
reservation housing, until, in some instances. litigation required that deputy registrars be made available at
reservation sites, and that voter purge procedures be modified to allow fair notice to Native American
voters. United Males v. Sale ofArizona. C1V 88-1989 PHX EHC (D. Ariz. May 22, 1989). pgs. 6-1 U First
Amended Consent Decree. Jan. 3, 1994, pgs. 5-10.
' 5 Alabama, Alaska, Ari7nna, Georgia. Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina and Texas are fully covered
under the Voting Rights Act's special provisions by the formula in Section 4 of the Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973b.
One or more counties are specially coveted under Section 4 in California, Florida, Michigan, New
Hampshire. New York, North Carolina, South Dakota and Virginia. All jurisdictions covered under
Section 4 of the Act arc listed in the Appendix to 28 CFR Part 55.
' fi Certification under Section 3(a) of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § I973b(a), is for a particular term
as defined by the court. Certification by the U.S. Attorney General mtdcr Section 6 of the Voting Rights
Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973f, is for an unlimited time. Jurisdictions certified under Section 6 can seek to have
their certification terminated under Section 13 of the Voting Rights Act. 42 U.S.C. § 1973k. Appendix D is
a list of the jurisdictions that have been certified for examiners by court order under Section 3(a) of the Act.
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the pre-election surveys have remained relatively unchanged for determining where
racially discriminatory actions (as contrasted with language-based difficulties) would
occur in the polling places of the Deep South. This process is instructive on a broad level
because it can be used, with variations, by states throughout the country to determine,
prior to election day, where problems will occur on election day in polling places across
the state.

The DOT focus during the pre-election surveys is to find circumstances that are
likely to lead to actions that will disadvantage voters in the polls on election day. To
allow black voters to vote without interference in the South, the Voting Section focuses
on counties where black candidates are facing white candidates. Those are the
circumstances where experience has shown that polling place workers are more apt to
take actions that deprive African American of their right to vote. Moreover, the
inclination of polling place workers to take discriminatory action against African
American voters is more likely when the black candidates have a real chance of beating
white opponents. (For concerns about other kinds of problems at the polls, the pre-
election survey would focus on the facts and antipathies relating to those problems.)

The surveys consist of two rounds of telephone calls and a field investigation.
The first round of phone calls begins about six weeks before the election, which is a time
when candidate qualifying has been completed and campaigning has been in progress.
The Voting Section contacts the election director in each county where the minority
population is about 20% or more, since a relatively small but concentrated portion of a
county's population can be a significant proportion of a single election district in a
county. The Voting Section determines a number of facts from each county election
official they contact, including the name and race of the candidates, the office each is
contesting, which candidates are incumbents, the county's procedures for appointing
polling place workers, and the county's procedures for responding to problems that arise
on election day. The second round of telephone calls is made to at least two African
American people in each county who are familiar with the way elections have been
conducted in the county during recent elections, who know who the candidates are and
how the candidates have been conducting their campaigns, and who are knowledgeable
about relationships between the races in the county and whether there have been any
recent racial incidents in the county.

Voting Section attorneys then travel to the counties where the facts from the two
rounds of telephone calls indicate that the assignment of federal observers is needed
because poll workers will make it difficult for black voters to cast their ballots for the
candidates of their choice. The attorneys interview the county election officials, the
county sheriff (or chief of police, if a city election is in issue), African American county
residents, including people associated with community and civil rights organizations, and
candidates. The attorneys relay their information and their recommendation as to
whether federal observers should be assigned for the election, and, if so, number and
placement of federal observers that will be needed on election day, to a Voting Section
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supervisor who coordinates the survey. " The polling places that are selected for the
assignment of observers are (1) those at which the facts show that African American
voters are likely to be victimized on election day, where (2) the county has no effective
way to either know what is happening in the polls, or for responding to problems that
occur at the polls, or both.

During the pre-election surveys the Voting Section supervising attorney talks
frequently with the Voting Rights Coordinator at the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM) who recruits and supervises the people who serve as observers. ts Thus, OPM is
aware of the identity of the counties that are the subject of field investigations, and of the
recommendations of the attorneys for the assignment, numbers and poll location of
federal observers. Because of the ongoing coordination between the Voting Section and
OPM, the federal observers are chosen and are ready to depart for their assigned location
the moment a final decision is made by the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights as
to the numbers and placement of the observers.19

Information from federal observers is obtained quickly and effectively on election
day.

The pre-election process not only gives DOJ information it needs to determine
where and how many federal observers will be needed on election day, it puts DOJ
lawyers in contact with county election officials before the election, and the DOJ lawyers
inform the county officials of the problems that DOJ has found out may occur in the
county's polls on election day. This contact continues during the election, as the DOJ
lawyers provide the county election officials with information the lawyers get from the
observers.

'. The Voting Section is headed by a chief and four deputy chiefs. There also are special counsels who are
senior attorneys assigned to perform particular duties. The preelection work for a p+rticularjurisdiction is
overseen by a deputy chief if the jurisdiction is a defendant in recent litigation. Otherwise, the preelection
supervision is handled by the special litigation counsel for elections.
"Federal observers are assigned and supervised by the Officc of Personnel Management. See 42 U.S.C. §
1)73f. OPM centralised the observer program in the OPM office in Atlanta, Georgia, over the past several
years. Beginning in 20112 the program will be centralized in the OPM office in Denier, Colorado.

There is no standing group of people who are federal obser vers. Rather, the people chosen to serve as
federal observers at a particular election are volunteers, usually from among the OPM nationwide staff
except when special abilities are required, such as Native American language ability. General training
sessions axe held for observers and obser v er supervisors at selected sites during the year. Often people will
volunteer to serve as observers  itt election after election. but they arc not always available because of the
demands of their regular work assignments and prior obligations. Because of tic need to recruit observers
for each election, and the logistical requirements of transportation (airplane tickets, rental car) and lodging,
the OPM coordinator and the Voting Section supervising attorney are in contact throughout the year to
discuss observer needs in upcoming elections.
' 9 If a county for which federal observers is recommended has not been certified yet for federal examiners.
a separate recommendation for certification of the county is made to the U.S. Attorney General, and a
certification form is prepared for the U.S. Attorney General's signature. Also, because certifications are
effective upon publication in the Federal Register, 42 U.S.C. § 1973b(b), arrangements are made for
publication as soon as possible after the U.S. Attorney General signs the certification. Similar
arrangements arc made by OPM which must publish in the Federal Register a location for an examiner's
office. 42 U.S.C. § I773e(a).
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The observers are briefed by DOJ attorneys and the observer captain on the day
before the election. The observers get to their assigned polling place one-half hour
before the poll opens, and usually will remain until the last person leaves the poll. They
have pre-printed forms on which to record the activity in the polls. Observers usually
also attend the ballot count and record the number of votes received by each candidate.

During election day an observer supervisor makes repeated visits to the polling
places where federal observers are stationed, and remains in constant telephone contact
with the DOJ attorney who is in the county. This gives the DOJ attorney in the county a
constant flow of information throughout the day about activities that transpire inside the
polls 20 When the federal observers inform the DOJ attorney of actions of polling place
officials that the attorney concludes are interfering with the voting rights of African
Americans, the DOJ attorney gives the facts to the local official in charge of the election
which allows him or her to stop the discriminatory activity. Local officials also can use
this information after the election to take steps to prevent the incidents from happening
again.

Similar steps are taken on election day when federal observers are used to
determine compliance with the language minority provisions of the Voting Rights Act,
but normally the pre-election preparation is different. The inability or lack of desire of
poll workers to provide information to non-English speaking voters usually does not
depend on the identity of the candidates or the issues involved in a particular election.
Thus, the information obtained in one election will allow a determination of whether
federal observers will be needed in the next election.21

The reports of these federal observers have their primary emphasis on the
language aspects of polling place procedures and the actions of polling place workers.
(The federal observers assigned to a particular polling place speak the minority language
that is used by the voters at that polling place.) It usually is not important that the
observers arrive at the opening of the polls, nor that they stay all day, since the goal is to
have the observers attend the polls for a sufficient length of time to witness a number of
minority language voters go through the voting process. This will give the observers
sufficient facts to allow the DOJ attorneys to analyze the county's compliance with the
law.

We should emphasize that the federal observers do not interfere with the election
process. Their limited function, to pass along information to their OPM supervisors and

In addition, the DOJ attorney in each count y calls the supervising attorney often during the day: when the
polls open, and every hour after that until it is clear that correct procedures ate being followed at the polls
in that county, unless continuing problems and their resolution make it ncccssar} to continue frequent
contact. This coordination between the supervising attorney and the attorney in the field begins on the day
before the election, and does not end until the attorney leaves the county to return to Washington, D.C., on
(tic day after the election or later.
'' Initial facts indicating possible violations of the Voting Rights Act most often come to DOJ through
complaints by telephone, by mail, or in conversation with DOJ attorneys, paralegals and analysts in the
performance of their routine duties.
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the DOJ attorneys, is in accord with the dictates of Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act, 42
U.S.C. § 1973f. The observers must not give instructions to poll workers, must not give
help to voters, and must not share their observations, judgments or opinions with
individuals in the polls. They are eyes and ears. They are paid witnesses.32

The federal observers' reports allow Justice Department attorneys to require
counties to comply with their states' rules.

In its enforcement of all federal civil rights laws the Department of Justice (DO))
attempts to obtain voluntary compliance from prospective defendants. This has been
especially true of the enforcement of the Voting Rights Act where the prospective
defendants are officials of state and local governments.

From the beginning of DOD's enforcement of the Voting Rights Act DOJ lawyers
personally conducted investigations in each county before examiners or observers were
assigned, regularly checked on the progress of examiners while voter registration was
conducted, and on election day a DOJ attorney was and continues to be present in each
county to which federal observers are assigned to obtain information from the observers
during election day, and debrief the observers immediately after the election. During
their presence in the counties the DOJ lawyers have continuing contact with county
officials, and give them the information the lawyers gain as part of their pre-election
investigation in the county, and from the federal observers. Those local officials, faced
with the immediate and continuing presence of DOJ lawyers, usually instruct the head
worker at the polling place to follow the appropriate procedures.

The federal observers inside the polling place witness the cessation of the
discriminatory action, or if the discriminatory action continues, the DOJ lawyer again
brings the information from the observers to the attention of the county election official
to get further corrective action. Thus, federal observers function both to gather evidence
of discriminatory activities in the polling place for future legal action, and for the
elimination of discriminatory actions on the spot. At times, the mere presence of federal
observers at the polls serves to inhibit the tendency of many polling place workers to take
discriminatory action against African American voters.

Court-ordered remedies require counties to do their job in the South.

Some compulsive action is needed when county election administrators do not
address outstanding problems in the polls, and do not follow proper election day
procedures. A primary reason for the mistreatment of African American voters was and

"It is of utmost importance that observers stick to their role at the polls, because they arc able to be in Ilse
polling places only by the authority of Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act. 42 U.S.C. § 1973f. States have
laws about who can enter the polls. Usually, those individuals include poll workers, voters, voters'
assistors, peace officers when called, and candidates' or political parties' poll watchers. Others will be
inside the polls in violation of law unless specifically authorized to be there by the appropriate local
election official. Moreover. under Section 8 of the Voting Rights Act the federal observers are able to be in
the polls only to perform the tasks noted above.
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continues to be the failure of local election officials to appoint African Americans as
polling place workers. The evidence of mistreatment that this discriminatory policy had
on African American voters has provided a firm basis for court orders that required the
defendants to take specific steps to recruit and hire African Americans to work in the
polls. One good example of this result is the consent decree in fJnited States is Conecuh
County, Alabama, supra, which required the defendant political party executive
committees (responsible for nominating people to serve as poll workers) to "engage in
affirmative recruitment efforts aimed at ensuring that the pool of persons from which
nominations are made fully reflects the availability of all qualified persons in Conecuh
County who are interested in serving as election officials, without regard to their race or
color" at pp. 3-4.

Those recruitment efforts were required to include encouraging candidates to
seek out and propose for nomination black citizens," and "sending notices to local

organizations comprised predominantly of black citizens... to advise them that the party
intends to nominate persons to serve as election officials and encourage them to have
interested persons notify the chairperson of the respective political party executive
committee of their willingness to serve as election officials," at p. 4.

A 1993 consent order in United States v. Johnson Coxunty, Georgia, CV393-45
(S.D. Ga, Sept 14, 1993) stated that,

1. According to the 1990 Census, the total population in Johnson County
is 34 percent black and the total voting age population is 29.2 percent black.

7. Of the one hundred thirty one individuals who were employed by
Johnson County to serve as poll officials between 1988 and August 1992,
eighteen (14%) were black. There were no black poll workers during this period
at seven of the twelve polling places.

8. Only eight (12%) of the Sixty-six poll officials employed by Johnson
County for the July 21, 1992 primary election were black. There were no black
poll workers at eight of the twelve polling places.

9. Of the one hundred and six poll officials employed by Johnson County
for the November 3, 1992 general election, only sixteen (15%) were black. There
were no black poll workers at six of the twelve polling places.

10. No black person has ever served as a managing poll officer or
an assistant managing poll officer at any of the county's
polling places.

At pages 2-3.

Included in the Johnson County consent decree among the steps the defendant
county commission and supervisor of election must take to have African Americans fairly
represented among the polling place workers are, "sending written notices to local
organizations comprised predominantly of black citizens ... to advise them that the county
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intends to appoint black persons to serve as poll workers and poll managers;" and
"contacting black candidates and members of the political parties... to ascertain the
names, addresses and telephone numbers of black citizens who are qualified and
available to serve as poll officers." Td. at 6. In addition, the defendants must publicize in
local newspapers, on radio, on television and on posters their policy of conducting
elections free of racial discrimination. They also must train the poll workers on how to
perform their duties in a racially nondiscriminatory manner, and, with specificity, on how
to deal with voters who need assistance.

Even with the specific steps set out in the 15 page Johnson County consent
decree, the reports of federal observers showed that African American citizens of the
Johnson County were continuing to be excluded from among the ranks of those appointed
to work at the polls because the supervisor of elections did not adhere to the terms of the
decree. After further discussions between the county and DOJ, in lieu of DOJ pursuing
contempt of court proceedings the county appointed a biracial committee formed of
county residents to perform the preliminary poll worker recruitment and nomination
functions previously performed by the election supervisor, leaving her with her statutory
duty of formally appointing the poll workers. (This change in practice was reviewed and
precleared under Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. 1973c.) As a result,
African Americans were fairly appointed among those who worked at the polls, and
discrimination against African American voters at the polls abated in Johnson County,
Georgia.

Both the Conecwh County and Johnson County cases show how information
gathered by observers can serve as the evidentiary basis for litigation, how particular
individuals at the county level can persist in discriminatory procedures in spite of state
law and federal litigation, and how the identity and training of the people working inside
the polling places is of primary importance in eliminating injustice from the polls. It
should be remembered that in both instances the DOJ lawyers first shared their
information with state and local election officials in an attempt to allow those officials to
eliminate the discriminatory treatment of voters. These efforts provided the election
officials with something they could obtain by themselves, but did not: information about
what went wrong in their polls. The need for the resulting litigation demonstrated that
those officials were not willing to stop the discriminatory conduct.

Court-ordered remedies require counties to do their jobs for language minorities.

Even after the Voting Rights Act was amended in 1975 to require that areas
designated under a formula must provide information and ballots in languages other than
English, inadequate training of polling place workers continued to disadvantage minority
language voters. The reports of federal observers gave the attorneys from the Department
of Justice the information they needed to prove to county officials that violations of the
Voting Rights Act had occurred, and to obtain consent decrees that set out specific steps
that the counties would take to effectively provide and translate election information to
Native American citizens.
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Most of the consent decrees to cure discriminatory actions in Indian country under
the language minority provisions of Section 203 of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. §
1973aa-1 a, were lengthy and set out in detail the procedures that election officials had to
follow for voter education, voter registration, translation and balloting.  It is significant
that the great majority of the provisions in the consent decrees focused on the counties'
administrative responsibilities, including hiring additional county personnel, to try to give
Native American voters equivalent access to information about an election and voting
procedures as white people got as a matter of course, since all information was provided
in English and in areas near the county seats.

Thus, the Stipulation and Order in Uniled Stales v. C'iboia County, New Mexico,

No. Civ 93 1134 LH/LFG, (D.N.M., Apr. 21, 1994Xthree judge court), is 44 pages long,
33 pages of which is a Native American Election Information Program. This program
provides that, "Cibola County shall employ at least three Native American Voting Rights
Coordinators who will coordinate the Native American Election Information Program in
Cibola County..." These coordinators have to be bilingual in either Navajo or Keres and
English, they are to be hired only after the county consults with the tribes, they are to be
trained in all aspects of the election process, they are to attend and make presentations at
chapter and tribal council meetings, and perform numerous, specifically described
functions that would provide election information to the Native American citizens of
Cibola County.

It was and remains difficult, however, to compel obdurate county clerks and other
county election administrators to perform the myriad election-connected functions in a
way that meets the requirements of the court orders. 24 These cases argue persuasively
for continuing the practice of seeking lengthy, detailed court orders that can be enforced
through contempt proceedings.

For example, the Consent Agreement is 36 pages long in unitedStatus v. Socorro County, NewWexico,
Civil Action No. 93-1244-JP (D.N.M. Apr. 13, 1994) (three judge court): in United States v. State of
New Mexico and Sandoval County, New Mexico, Civil Action 88-1457-SC (D.N.M. Mar. 28, 1990) (three-
judge court), is 12 pages long, and the accompanying Native American Election Information Program filed
on April 30, 1990. 1s24 pages long, the First Amended Settlement and Order in United Stares v. San Juan
County, Utah, Civil Action No. C-83-1287 (D. Utah, Aug. 24. 1990) (three-judge court), is 21 pages;
the First Amended Consent Decree and Order in (, ntred 5•tatec v. McKinley County, New Mexico, Civil

Action No. 86-0028-M (D.N.M., Jul. 20, 1990) (three-judge court), is 23 pages: and the Consent
Decree us United Srates v. State of trizona, CI V 88-1989 PHX EHC (D. Ariz. May 22, 1989), affecting
Apache and Navajo Counties, is 24 pages, while the First Amended Consent Decree in that case (Jan. 3,
1994) is 28 pages long.
24 A letter of understanding was developed between DOJ and San Juan County, New Mexico. which
required the county to adopt a manual of procedures to comply with the language minorit y requirements of
the Voting Rights Ad The manual would become final after review and concurrence by DOJ. Changes in
the procedures would become effective upon the concurrence of DOI. Letters of understanding have not
been widely used by DOJ in its Voting Rights Act enforcement. The letters have the advantage of getting a
fast remedy and avoiding the uncertainties of litigation. The main disadv antage of using a letter of
understanding is the inability to seek contempt of court sanctions if the county does not follow the steps in
the letter or the county's manual of procedures. If the actions that the county fails to take are significant, a
legal action would need to be filed at that time, prolonging the time for obtaining a remedy.
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An alternative approach was taken in a consent decree between DOJ and
Bemalillo County, New Mexico, where the court order was accompanied by a manual of
procedures to comply with the language minority requirements of the Voting Rights Act.
United States v. Bernali!!o County, New Mexicn, CV -98-156 BB/LCS (D.N.M. Apr 27,
1998). The consent decree required that the county hire a native language coordinator
who is bilingual in Navajo and English, and specifically noted that, "The primary
responsibility of the [native language coordinator], a full-time employee of Bemalillo
County, shall be to catty out the county's Navajo language election procedures, publicity
and assistance, including assisting the county to carry out the procedures in the
manual..." at p. 4. The consent decree also required the county to establish a travel,
supply, and telephone call budget for the native language coordinator, and subjected the
county to the preclearance provision in Section 3(c) of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C.
§ 1973a(c), which allows the county to make changes in the manual and for DOJ to
review those changes to determine that they are nondiscriminatory before they can be
implemented. This approach has the benefit of allowing the county to tailor its
administrative procedures to its particular personnel and office situation, and of allowing
practical changes to be made in the administrative procedures when necessary without
having to request the three judge court for an amendment to the court order.

Conclusion.

The federal observer provision of the Voting Rights Act continues to be
extraordinarily effective in allowing the United States Department of Justice to enforce
the Voting Rights Act. That provision should be extended.

The federal examiner provisions of the Voting Rights Act have accomplished
their goal of allowing African American voter access to the voter rolls in areas where
official resistance kept them from becoming registered voters. Those provisions have
done their job and should be eliminated, especially insofar as they are prerequisites for
the assignment of federal observers.

The federal observer provision of the Voting Rights Act performs an effective law
enforcement function as it is written and applied. That provision should not be altered.
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APPENDIX A

NUMBER OF PERSONS LISTED BY FEDERAL EXAMINERS
UNDER SECTION 7 OF THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT, 42 U.S.C. 1973e

1965 - 200029

Total Non-white White
People People People

State Listed Listed Listed

Alabamam 66,539 61,239 5,300

Georgia27 3,557 3,541 16

Louisiana2" 26,978 25,136 1,842

Mississippi29 70,448 67,685 2,763

South Carolina" 4.654 4 638 16

Total 172,176 162,239 9,937

Z` This information is extracted from the Semiannual Report of Cumulative Totals on Voting Rights
Examining as of December 31, 2000, Prepared by the Office of Workforce Information, Office, of Merit
Systems Oversight and Effectiveness. U.S. Office of Personnel Management. Washington, D.C. 20415.

People were listed in Autauga, Dallas, Elmore, Greene, Hale, Jefferson. Lowndes, Marengo,
Montgomery, Pero, Sumter and Wilcox Counties.

People were fisted in Butts, Lee, Scteven and Terrell Counties.
's People were fisted in Bossier, Caddo, Desoto. East Carroll, East Fcliciana, Madison. Ouachita.
Plaquemincs and West Feliciana Parishes.
^ People were listed in Amite. Benton, Bolivar. Carroll, Claiborne, Clay, Coahoma, Desoto, Forrest,
Franklut Grenada, Hinds, Holmes. Humphreys, Issaqucna, Jasper, Jefferson. Jefferson Davis, ]ones,
LcFlore. Madison, Marshall, Nesheba, Newton, Noxubcc. Oklbbcba. Pearl River, Quitman, Rankin,
Sharkey, Simpson, Sunflower, Tallahatchie. Walthall, Warren, Wilkenson. and Winston Counties.
°' People were listed in Clarendon and Dorchester Counties.
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APPENDIX B
ASSIGNMENT OF FEDERAL OBSERVERS

UNDER SECTION 8 OF THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT, 42 U.S.C. 1973f
BY YEAR AND STATE, 1966 - 2000'

31	 This information is extracted from the summary of federal obser ver activity by calendar year, United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights
Division, Voting Section. Southern states are listed first in this chart because federal observers were assigned only to Southern states for the first years shown.
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Year AL GA LA MS NC SC AZ CA IL MI NJ NM NV NY TX UT Wl
1986 149 15 155 40 65 424
1987 51 490 12 15 568
1988 127 65 124 39 45 150 89 31 23 693
1989 13 13 22 132 180
1990 61 72 36 67 145 72 25 478
1991 12 345 40 3 38 19 457
1992 53 151 23 181 87 17 5 13 530
1993 11 84 124 20 25 36 230 530
1994 95 18 11 35 45 109 147 55 18 533
1995 19 104 29 152
1996 39 76 121 72 108 39 89 36 24 17 621
1997 5 174 7 5 28 219
1998 29 6 109 20 129 12 19 324
1999 5 56 342 50 6 459
2000 44 42 8 24 105 23 68 128 140 23 16 19 640
TOTAL 5 044 1,272 1,354 10 794 190 2,046 975 375 0 68 178 966 3 659 403 134 6 23,331
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APPENDIX C

EXCERPTS FROM PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO INERROGATORIES AND
REQUEST FOR PRODUCTION OF DOCUMENTS, United Slates v. Conecuh County,
Alabama, Civil Action No. 83-1201-H (S.D. Ala., Jun 12, 1984).

A white voter waiting in line to vote stated to white poll official John P. Bewley
that she was unable to obtain a yellow sample ballot distributed by the Alabama
Democratic Conference. The black voter standing next in line had such a ballot.
Mr. Bewley stated, "You ain't [sic] of the right color." During the same day, Mr.
Bewley stated to federal observer Riddle, "See, the niggers bring in these yellow
marked ballots. The nigger preachers run the niggers down here, you know.
They tell them how to vote. I don't think that's right."

P. 7.

Poll officials instructed white registered voters to confirm their registration status
in the office of the Probate Judge. Black voters whose names were not on the list
were in each instance simply told that they could not vote, and were given no
instruction by poll officials. White voter Salter's name did not appear on the list,
and Ms. Salter acknowledged that she resided in a rural precinct and not in box
11-1. Ms. Salter nevertheless was allowed to vote an unchallenged ballot directly
on the machine.

Pp. 8-9.

Ms. Lewis, who required assistance because of a vision problem, signed the poll
list and stated that she wished for her companion (unidentified) to provide
assistance in voting for her. White poll official Windham stated, "Can't nobody
go in there with you." After a pause, Mr. Windham stated to Ms. Lewis, "you can
fill out an affidavit and then she can go in with you. Can't you [read]?" Mr.
Windham's tone and manner were sufficiently abrasive that Ms. Lewis left the
voting place. Some moments later she was observed to remark to a companion,
who was trying to persuade her to make another attempt to vote, "I've done had
trouble with them twice before and I'm not begging them any more. I'm not
scared but I'm not begging anybody" Ms. Lewis returned accompanied by Mr.
Richard Rabb, at that time the Chair of the Conecuh county Branch of the
Alabama Democratic Conference. Ms. Lewis was allowed to vote, and the poll
officials provided necessary assistance with the affidavit. Ms. Lewis remind very
upset and remarked, "Why couldn't they have let me vote to begin with?"

Pp. 16-17.

Black voters at box 9-1 (Old Town) were told throughout the day of the October
12, 1982 special run-off election, that no more than two voters were allowed in
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the polling place at one time. This restriction was imposed on 30-35 occasions. In no
instance were white voters required to conform to this procedure, and the poll officials
allowed a many as five white voters in the polling place at a time.

Ms. Stacey enforced the limitation on the amount of time a voter could spend in the booth
in a random and discriminatory fashion. She enforced the limitation against black voters
more frequently than against white voters. During the last hour of voting the requirement
was applied exclusively against black persons. On at least two occasions she told black
voters that their time had elapsed when, in fact, it had not.

During the course of the day, poll officials addressed all black voters by their first names.
Older white voters were addressed by the courtesy titles of Mr. and Ms.

White poll official James Ellis initiated new procedures for assistance of black voters.
Without notice to any person, Mr. Ellis required assistors accompanying voters into the
polling place to remain 30 feet outside the polls until Mr. Ellis had finished interviewing
the voter and summoned the assistor.

Pp. 36-37.

Poll officials who assisted black voters did not read the ballot to the voters or otherwise
advice the voters of the contests and the candidates. They simply asked the voters, "Who
do you want to vote for?

Poll official Lois Stacey marked the ballot for a voter she was assisting in contests in
which the voter did not express a preference.

Poll officials frequently served as assistors without asking voters receiving assistance
who they wanted to assist them. On a number of occasions, poll officials serving as
assistors did not read the complete ballot to the voters.

P.40
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APPENDIX D

JURISTICTIONS CERTIFIED FOR FEDERAL EXAMINERS
UNDER SECTION 3(A) OF THE VOTING RIGHTS ACT AS OF 2000-12

State Jurisdiction Term of certification

Illinois Town of Cicero October 23, 2000 order, effective until December
31,2005

Louisiana St. Landry Parish December 5, 1979 order, effective until further
order of the court

Michigan City of Hamtramck August 7, 2000 order, effective until December 31,
2003

New Jersey Passaic County June 2, 1999 order, effective until December 31,
2003

New Mexico Bemalillo County April 27, 1998 order, effective until June 30, 2003

Cibola County April 21, 1994 order, effective until April 21, 2004
(originally certified by December 17, 1984 order)

Sandoval County September 9, 1994 order, effective until at least September
9, 2004 (originally certified by December 17, 1984 order)

Socorro County April 11, 1994 order, effective until April 11, 2004

Utah San Juan County December 31, 1998 order, effective until December
31, 2002 (originally certified by January 11, 1984

order)

Information obtained from Jurisdictions Currently Eligible. for Federal Observers as a Result of Orders Under
Section 3(o) of the Voting Rights Act, United States Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division. Voting Section,
October 22, 2001.
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Mr. CHABOT. Okay. Thank you. The gentleman's time has ex-
pired.

The panel up here is bound by the same rule as the witness
panel is, and it's a 5 minute rule, so we will each have 5 minutes
to ask questions at this time, and the Chair recognizes himself for
that purpose.

And the question I'm going to ask—I'll just go down the line and
let each of you deal with it.

And some of you have already touched on this in your testi-
monies obviously, but much of what we're doing is setting a record
here, and so some repeating I think is probably good. It's been sug-
gested in some of the written testimonies that the Federal Exam-
iner Program may no longer be necessary.

Mr. Weinberg's written testimony further suggested that Con-
gress should amend section 8 to make certification for the deploy-
ment of Federal observers independent of Federal examiners.
Would each of you comment on the Federal Examiner and Observer
Program and why the assistance of Federal observers is still nec-
essary or not.

Ms. Randa?
Ms. RANDA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We play—we at OPM

play a very limited support role to the Department of Justice in
this program, and I have testified to the fact that the role of Exam-
iner has evolved over the years and changed. But beyond that, I
would think we would defer to the Department of Justice to make
any decisions about exactly what changes should be made in the
future.

Mr. CHABOT. Okay. Thank you. Ms. Pew?
Ms. PEW. I can speak to the Federal Observer Program and be-

lieve that it is well worth the time spent. It is my—those are my
eyes and ears inside the polling places. I have very limited exam-
iner contact. But I can speak to the Federal Observer Program;
that it has been absolutely phenomenal. It's been a great boon in
our county.

Mr. CHABOT. Thank you. Mr. Weinberg?
Mr. WEINBERG. Thank you. I mean I think Ms. Pew's response

is somewhat indicative. She's been intimately involved as a county
election official with the results of the work of the Federal observ-
ers, and has no knowledge of what the Federal examiners do.

And I think that's not her fault. It's because the Federal exam-
iners just don't do much anymore. I think OPM, if we were being
candid in the back room, would say they have to maintain all these
lists of federally registered voters. They have to keep them current,
keep the addresses up. Mostly now, they're removing people's
names from those lists of federally registered voters, because
they're dying.

Yet, the counties can't take those voters off their voting rolls
without an okay from the Office of Personnel Management. I mean
I think to some extent it is now getting—what were protections are
now getting in the way of several functions, and I think they're not
needed.

As far as the certification, and you know I think observers are
important. As far as how to get them into a county the first time,
I do think a certification procedure is important. I think it assures
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everyone that there is a need for this law enforcement function to
go on.

But as it stands now, the Attorney General has to personally
sign the certifications. I think that's unnecessary. I think that func-
tion could be delegated to the Assistant Attorney General, much
the same way as the Assistant Attorney General has authority del-
egated to object to voting changes under section 5 of the act, and
I think that it could go on as a provision on its own.

I think it should.
Mr. CHABOT. Thank you. And my second question, Mr. Weinberg

and Ms. Randa, if you want to comment on it, you could as well.
How does the Department of Justice determine whether Federal

observers are necessary?
Mr. WEINBERG. There's sort of two tracks on that. And, you

know, I must qualify everything I say by saying I haven't been at
the Justice Department for almost 6 years. I don't know what's
changed and what's not. I doubt that it has changed very much.

One track is where there's an investigation before the election
that starts 6 weeks before an election, and is described in some de-
tail in my extended remarks. It's an investigation. It starts out
with telephone calls to local officials, to minorities who are knowl-
edgeable in the area about election matters and devolves down to
field investigation by attorneys who relay information up to a cen-
tral person in the Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division, who
then combines the information; is talking with OPM; puts together
a memorandum setting out the facts for each site, and recom-
mending how many observers are needed.

So it's a very intensive, a very detailed law enforcement inves-
tigation. That's how it usually works in Southern areas. Where the
concern is with language minority provisions of the Voting Rights
Act, it's a little bit different. There still is an investigation, but be-
cause the problems involved with violations of the Language Mi-
nority provisions of the Voting Rights Act usually are systemic and
do not depend on any particular election contest in a city, county,
or school district

Mr. CHABOT. Do you do that before each election?
Mr. WEINBERG. Yes.
Mr. CHABOT. Okay. Thank you.
Mr. WEINBERG. In the specially covered areas.
Mr. CHAB0'r. Okay.
Mr. WEINBERG. Yes.
Mr. CHABOT. Thank you. You can continue.
Mr. WEINBERG. Because of the language violations of the Lan-

guage Minority provisions usually are more systemic, an initial in-
vestigation is what's needed. Usually, these days, there's litigation
that results and a court certifies the county. So you have every-
thing you would have leading up to litigation, which is a lot of
work and a very intensive effort.

After that, the first election, however, the observers could be as-
signed again and again without repeated investigations. It's the in-
formation really one gets out of the polling places for the language
minority coverage that would recommend going or not going again
to the next election.
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Mr. CHABOT. Okay. Thank you very much. My time has expired,
but, Ms. Randa, is there anything that you want to

Ms. RANDA. I would just confirm what Mr. Weinberg said that
our involvement is to coordinate on the number sent to each polling
site.

Mr. CHABOT. Okay. Thank you very much. My time has expired.
The Ranking Member of the overall Committee, Mr. Conyers, is

recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. CoNYERs. Thank you, Chairman Chabot.
Three considerations. I start with Mr. Weinberg. There's been

only one certification by the Attorney General to section 6, Titus
County, Texas. Does that mean a lot are coming through the courts
under section 3 or does it mean there need to be a lot more?

My second consideration—and I'll go over these again—is this
linkage between certification of observers and its validity.

And then finally, I had one of the witnesses tell me that Federal
observers are kept out of the polls by State law, so it's frequently
hard for them to see anything that's happening. It's hard to be an
observer if you can't get into the polls under State law.

Can you help put some of these things into context?
Mr. WEINBERG. I can help with some of them I think.
Taking the last one first, State law would keep most people out

of the polling places, but Federal observers get to in the polling
places because the Voting Rights Act lets them. It's the authoriza-
tion of the Voting Rights Act that lets Federal observers in. Other-
wise, the Federal observers are like people off the street, and just
can't walk into a polling place on Election Day.

As far as the certifications go, as I haven't been involved in that,
I don't know. I went onto the Justice Department website a couple
days ago to see if I could tell what's been going on in the last few
years, and there have been a lot of court certifications it looks like
as a result of litigation under the Language Minority provisions of
the Voting Rights Act. And observers are being assigned to watch
elections in those areas.

I don't know why there have been few, if any, certifications by
the Attorney General of counties.

Mr. CoNYERS. Well, from everything I've been hearing, you know
we've got piles of complaints that come in. Unless all of them are
invalid, I mean this doesn't add up, Mr. Weinberg.

Let me put it like this: Are attorneys who are Federal observers
precluded from coming into the voting booths?

Mr. WEINBERG. The Justice Department attorneys in most States
would be precluded from going into the polling places because
they're neither registered voters there nor polling place officials.

The Federal observers, however, can go into polling place where
they're assigned—any county jurisdiction that's been certified.

Mr. CONY i s. Ms. Pew, do you or Ms. Randa, want to add any-
thing to this discussion.

Ms. PEw. I will add that in Arizona, observers, with prior ap-
proval, are welcome into our polling places. We ask that they sub-
mit something in writing to me by the Friday prior to the election,
so that I can send that to the poll workers.

Given that a lot of them are non-Native American, and then
poses a threat. We did have an incident in 2000 that prompted
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quite a chaotic sense in about 17 of our precincts, and, for that rea-
son, we began a political protocol that is mandatory for our observ-
ers.

Mr. CONFERS. Could you get a little outdated considering the
way the process is working now?

Ms. PEW. I can't respond to that, because in our county the Re-
corder's Office and the Elections Office are separate. The Recorder's
Office maintains the voter rolls, as far as purging those, as Mr.
Weinberg has spoken to, so I can't respond to that.

Mr. CHABOT. Ms. Randa?
Ms. RANDA. I wouldn't want to hazard a conclusion about wheth-

er it should or how it should change, but I will confirm what Mr.
Weinberg said about there having been very little activity other
than removing names from the list of registered voters. So that
part of the role is what has evolved.

Mr. CoNYERs. Thank you, all. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHABOT. Thank you. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from Virginia, Mr. Scott, is recognized for 5 min-

utes.
Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. Thank you. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Weinberg, let me ask you a little more specifically, just from

a practical point of view, if a local civic organization suspects prob-
lems in a certain area, how do they get an observer into that area
now, and how would you propose changing that mechanism?

Mr. WEINBERG. Getting in touch with the Justice Department
about the need for Federal observers is the easiest thing on earth.
All you need to do is call. A telephone call will do it.

In fact, the Justice Department attorneys rely very, very greatly
on information and input from people who are in the counties,
whether they are victims or witnesses or just concerned citizens.

We always were open to those kinds of contacts. If somebody has
a particular problem in any county, we always encouraged to call
us, let us know what the concern is, and we will investigate.

If the investigation reveals facts that show violations of the Vot-
ing Rights Act and need for observers, the observers will be sent.

Now, in Virginia, there are no certified counties, so that whole
certification process we were talking about before, where there has
to be an investigation, and then a recommendation to the Attorney
General to sign a piece of—he actually signs a piece of paper that
says I hereby certify, and then that's published in the Federal Reg-
ister before Federal observers can be assigned.

Mr. SCOTT OF VIRpINIA. And that's the process now?
Mr. WEINBERG. Yes.
Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. And are you proposing any change to

that process?
Mr. WEINBERG. Yes. I'm proposing that in my imagined the new

process there would be an investigation and the Assistant Attorney
General would agree to a recommendation and then sign a piece of
paper that says that Federal observers would be needed to watch
proceedings in the polling place in order to enforce the Voting
Rights Act.

Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. Now, how long does that certification
stay active?
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Mr. WEINBERG. Now, it stays active forever. A jurisdiction can
petition under section 13 of the Voting Rights Act to stop the Fed-
eral examiner appointment. I don't think anybody ever has.

Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. Do the observers have any specific quali-
fications?

Mr. WEINBERG. Observers, by and large, OPM, as I understand
it tries to have observers be OPM personnel where that's possible;
in some instances, where language minority voters are concerned,
there may not be sufficient numbers of OPM personnel who speak
that language, especially in Indian country. And so people from
other agencies are taken in.

But the Federal observers are personnel who are trained. There
are periodic trainings through the year, and then there are on-site
trainings that are specific and briefings of the observer before the
election.

Mr. Sco'r'n OF VIRGINIA. If you didn't have the observers, how
would you investigate complaints?

Mr. WEINBERG. When I started in the Justice Department, I was
law clerk in the summer of 1965. The Voting Rights Act passed in
early August, but we still had many lawsuits that were pending.
They were terribly cumbersome. They're very difficult to inves-
tigate. The records alone are very difficult to get, and I think the
Court, in South Carolina v. Katzenbach, which found the Voting
Rights Act special provisions constitutional, recognized how dif-
ficult it is to mount a standard garden variety lawsuit against vio-
lations of the Voting Rights Act.

So, absent the Federal observers, it would be terribly, terribly
difficult.

Mr. ScoTr OF VIRGINIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHABOT. Thank you. The gentleman's time has expired.
I'd ask unanimous consent that the gentleman be given one addi-

tional minute, if he would yield to me for a moment?
Would the gentleman from Virginia yield to me?
Mr. SCOTT OF VIRGINIA. Yes.
Mr. CHABOT. Okay. I just wanted to follow up with one question,

Mr. Weinberg. What criteria would you envision for certification of
observers?

Mr. WEINBERG. I think the criteria would be that there is evi-
dence of probable violations of the Voting Rights Act. I mean I
don't know that one needs much more.

The certification procedure now is just about that. It's—for exam-
iners. It's not a detailed certification.

Mr. CHABOT. Okay.
Mr. WEINBERG. And I would think it shouldn't—certainly not be

more detailed and possibly a little less. But it would be keyed to
possible violations of the Voting Rights Act.

Mr. Sco'rr OF VIRGINIA. Well, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHABOT. I yield back.
Mr. ScoTT OF VIRGINIA. Reclaiming my time, when do they cer-

tify it now?
Mr. WEINBERG. They certify—now the certification is it's nec-

essary to enforce the 14th and 15th amendments.
Mr. CHABO'r. If the gentleman would yield? Isn't it also or 20

written complaints?
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Mr. WEINBERG. Yes. There's an alternative that if you get 20
written complaints. That, however, triggers the Attorney General's
consideration. And so it all devolves pretty much to the same point,
which is we in the Justice Department had to figure out that there
were violations of the law that were probable and usually were
happening and persuade the Attorney General of that.

Mr. CHABOT. Thank you. The gentleman's time has expired.
The gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. Watt, is recognized for

5 minutes.
Mr. WATT. Mr. Chairman, let me defer to Mr. Scott, if I can. I'm

trying to see whether there are any things I need to question
about.

Mr. CHABOT. Okay. All right. We'll just start from scratch here
then, and yield to the gentleman from Georgia. Mr. Scott is recog-
nized for 5 minutes, and then we'll come back to Mr. Watt.

Mr. SCOTT OF GEORGIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Weinberg, I wanted just start for a moment with your sug-

gestion that we move away from the Federal examiners, because
I—given your history, you were there at the beginning. You under-
stand the whole make up and need for both examiners and observ-
ers. I'm not quite convinced, just from my own preliminary inves-
tigation of this that we may need to do away with examiners.

And your reason for saying we may need to modify or do away
with the examiners was that the link doesn't exist. And I think
your meaning of the link that I got was your quote was that there
were no more hostile elected officials.

Can you elaborate on that, because there is still, in my esti-
mation, hostile elected officials in various pockets of the South,
and, a matter of fact, all across this nation. And if that is the link
that you think doesn't exist, I am here to assure you that it does
still exist.

I'm always of the opinion that we move with and err on the side
of caution. In Georgia, for example, there are still 300,000 eligible
African-Americans that are unregistered to vote, and time after
time and case after case, we have documented hostility. Crosses are
still being burned. In some of these areas, voters are being inti-
mated.

So I'm very concerned about doing away with that, and especially
in view of the fact that the Federal examiners are used as the trig-
ger to determine whether or not to send these observers in. So how
do we replace that trigger? But would you mind elaborating on that
linkage?

Mr. WEINBERG. Sure. I'd be happy to.
I agree with you a hundred percent that there are hostile polling

place officials throughout the country, and that's one of the reasons
that I think the Federal Observer provision is so important.

The link I was talking about is it was a specific link to newly
federally registered voters, as it existed between 1965 and 1972 in
the South. As the Voting Rights Act was constructed, the observers
were to watch specifically to see if those particular voters were
being hostilely treated in the polls. And the complaint structure of
the Federal examiners was as to complaints as to the mistreatment
of those newly enfranchised voters.
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The passage of time has taken care of many of those situations.
Certainly, some of those same areas are areas where Federal ob-
servers still would be assigned.

But it's not because those African-American voters have just
been put on the roles by a Federal examiner. The problem is both
broader and deeper than that. And I think Federal observers are
necessary for that.

The Federal Examiner function for registering voters, however,
has been—it hasn't been used in 30 years. There were a couple of
isolated instances of Federal registration in 1982 and 1993, but
apart from that, it hasn't been used since the 1970's, in some part
because of the success of the Voting Rights Act, but also because
of the enactment of new laws that make voter . registration a lot
easier—the restrictive hours and locations that people were faced
with in the '60's. Now, you can register by mail.

So there are improvements in the voter registration process, and
it is the voter registration process and the maintenance of the
names of those people who were listed in 1965 to 1972 that the ex-
aminer provisions of the Voting Rights Act are geared to.

So it has nothing to do with the need for Federal observers to
get information on violations in the polling places—discrimination
against racial or language group members. That's going on nation-
wide, and I think the observers are necessary for that.

Mr. SCOTT OF GEORGIA. Mr. Weinberg, why are then—why was
the Federal Examiner certification a prerequisite for bringing in
the observers in the first place?

Mr. CBOT. The gentleman's time has expired, but you can an-
swer the question.

Mr. WEINBERG. All right. The Voting Rights Act after the Selma
to Montgomery March brought everything to a head in early 1965.
The big focus was on getting people registered to vote. It was—we
were talking total disenfranchisement. And so we needed to allow
people to get on the voting rolls, and the way that the Voting
Rights Act is constructed, if you read the sections 6 and 7, you'll
see a very, very intricate pattern of getting people to—into the ex-
aminers, to list them, to turn the lists over, and this was a big deal
because you were taking a Federal employee, a Federal examiner,
and inserting that Federal examiner into what is a State and local
process, which is voter registration. The principles of federalism
were very, very strong, and this was an extraordinary remedy, the
first time ever in this country, that you had these Federal officials
coming in and just taking over, just taking over and without a
court order. It was just an administrative decision. In order to
make that administrative decision have the import that it needed
to insert those Federal people into the State function, the Voting
Rights Act drafters had the Attorney General personally sign a cer-
tification that this was necessary to enforce the 14th amendment
and 15th amendment.

And that's how this came to be. The reason they're linked is be-
cause the drafters then thought, well, we have all these newly en-
franchised voters coming into these terribly hostile polling places,
we can't just let them wander in there. But what are we going to
do? They say, well, we'll have authorized Federal observers to
watch what happens and get the information back to the Attorney
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General so the Justice Department could take action if it was need-
ed.

Mr. SCOTT OF GEORGIA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHABOT. The gentleman's time has expired. The gentleman

from North Carolina, Mr. Watt, is recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. WATT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Ms. Randa, when observers are sent out—have been sent out in

the past, has there a history of anybody complaining about the ob-
servers. And, if so, what do those complaints normally consist of
and who normally makes them?

Ms. RANDA. Any incidents or issues that come up during a given
exercise or observation would be put in the report and it is then
passed to Department of Justice, who maintains that and decides
whether to take any action on it.

We don't actually maintain that information, historically, so I
couldn't speak to the record on that. I know anecdotally, years ago,
there were sometimes issues getting access and getting friendly
treatment. But I don't believe that's been a problem in recent
years.

Mr. WATT. Mr. Weinberg, to some extent, what you are proposing
is constructing a new model for sending out observers, which I
think probably is a reasonably good idea. The prior model applied
that the observers to cover jurisdictions, select jurisdictions for
sending observers to; isn't that right?

Mr. WEINBERG. Right. The observers in all the specially covered
jurisdictions.

Mr. WATT. Is there—in the construction of the new model that
you are proposing, if you were constructing a new model that didn't
apply only to covered jurisdictions—it applied in some triggering
fashion that triggered based on complaints or suspicions, how
would you articulate what the standard would be? You said at one
point I think in your testimony that you thought maybe the ob-
server provisions ought to be applied nationally. But how would
you articulate the standards that you would use to trigger it?

Mr. WEINBERG. Yes. My idea would be to keep the Federal ob-
servers tied to the Voting Rights Act enforcement. And you would
need a finding by the Justice Department that the provisions of the
Voting Rights Act are being violated or actions are happening
which would constitute violations of the Voting Rights Act. You
need that finding before

Mr. WATT. Are being violated or—I mean it's too late after
they've been violated. The election is taking place. So you'd—I
mean you'd have to be looking at some imminent danger.

We presumed under the old framework that there was imminent
danger because there was a history, and we know that there is
some imminent danger going forward, because people are engaging
in this—or appear to be engaging in some conduct. But I'm just try-
ing to figure out how you would articulate what the standard
would be for the Justice Department to trigger the observer provi-
sions?

Mr. WEINBERG. Yes. The law now talks about circumstances that
appear to be reasonably attributed to violations of the 14th and
15th amendments.
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All along, before a certification can be made and even now, before
Federal observers are assigned, the Justice Department makes a
determination that racial and language minority group members
are facing circumstances in the polling place that would violate the
Voting Rights Act. We get that information by conducting inves-
tigations, conducting interviews in the normal way one would in-
vestigate a possible violation of a Federal law.

When you reach that conclusion, you don't have to have proof by
a preponderance of the evidence in a structured way that the viola-
tions have occurred. What you need is information that indicates
that those violations are occurring, and that's basically what hap-
pens.

Mr. WATT. So it would be some kind of good faith determination
by the Justice Department that a violation of the 14th or 15th
amendment has or is about to occur?

Mr. WEINBERG. Right.
Mr. CHABOT. The gentleman's
Mr. WATT. May I ask unanimous consent for one additional

minute
Mr. CHABOT. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. WATT. —just to ask one additional question of Mr. Weinberg.
The reports of the observers—you testified you don't think they

ought to be made public, published, unlike when we're observing
elections in other countries.

What's done with those reports now?
Mr. WEINBERG. Those reports are used by the Justice Depart-

ment attorneys to determine whether more legal action is needed,
if there's already a lawsuit pending or if there's no lawsuit, wheth-
er a legal action is needed. And I should say also that these reports
are not always kept from public view. They're—the redacted
versions have been released under the Freedom of Information Act.
I mean there are ways to see them. Often, they're not all that illu-
minating since they're

Mr. WA'r'r. But wouldn't it serve some deterrent effect for—to fu-
ture voting rights violations to publish the reports of the observers?

Mr. WEINBERG. Yes. I think the deterrent effect is in the legal
action by the Justice Department, and I think that's been shown
to be very effective.

And since these reports often are also used if a court has cer-
tified a county, the report goes to the court. And the reports are
used in those instances to determine liability of the defendant or
the county and whether the relief has been adequate. So they are
in that sense used right away, and I think the deterrent effect is
really adequate the way it exists now.

Mr. CHABOT. The gentleman's time has expired.
The Chair, in light of the fact that this is the ninth hearing in

this—on the Voting Rights Act and we have more to come at some
future point has been avoiding second rounds. However, the Chair
would like to ask one question. And it's my understanding the
Ranking Member has an additional question as well, so I would
recognize myself for a minute.

And if I could, Ms. Pew, ask you a question, and this is again
establishing—one of our principal goals here is to establish a record
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in light of the fact that this may well be before the Supreme Court
some day.

Let me ask you what types of discrimination do minorities some-
times continue to experience in polling places that you're aware of?

Ms. PEW. Well, it's my experience that given the outline and the
guideline that was given to us in the consent decree that we've
complied with and continue to, even though it is now outdated and
we're not made to do that, we continue to do that, and we're not
seeing discrimination. We are—we've got a robust program that is
reaching out and based on the numbers of the voters that are in-
creasing, we're not seeing the discrimination.

Mr. CHABOT. Yeah. What were the discriminations based upon in
the consent decree that you

Ms. PEW. They were based on denial. They weren't able to read
the ballot. They weren't able to understand the ballot. Things were
posted in the newspapers by statute, but they couldn't understand
them, and that's definitely a disadvantage to someone who is not
only maybe language non-speaking, but very language limited as
far as even in their cultural, their native language. They don't read
Navajo a lot of them.

And so it is a verbal language. It is important that all of these
things be looked at. And I believe that given the outline we have
in the consent decree and the things that we're still following that
it needs to continue.

Mr. CHABOT. Okay. All right. Thank you very much.
The gentleman from Michigan is recognized for two additional

minutes.
Mr. CONYERS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Weinberg, you've noted that there haven't been any com-

plaints regarding federally listed voters over the last 20 years. But
do we need new tools to deal with the sometimes large-scale purges
of eligible voters from the voting rolls? How do we keep voters on
the voter rolls if we eliminate examiners and observers—as I un-
derstand are only at the polls on election day.

Mr. WEINBERG. The Federal Observer provisions don't address all
of the violations that could occur with regard to voter registration
and voting. It's really—it really has to do with what happens inside
the polling places on election day. But the law certainly is adequate
as it stands to deal with other discriminatory actions and that
would include discriminatory purges of the rolls.

Mr. CONYERS. Who would do it?
Mr. WEINBERG. The Justice Department could do it.
Mr. CONYERS. But they wouldn't have to be observers?
Mr. WEINBERG. No. No.
Mr. CONYERS. They would be what kind of personnel?
Mr. WEINBERG. It would be investigations in the normal course

of business at the Justice Department, investigations by attorneys,
by the FBI. That's how it works.

Mr. CONYERS. Okay. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. CHAsOT. Thank you very much, Mr. Conyers.
That concludes this hearing, and I want to thank the witnesses

again for their testimony. It has been very, very helpful.
If there's no further business to come before this Committee,

we're adjourned. Thank you.
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[Whereupon, at 2:03 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX

MATERIAL SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN CONYERS, JR. A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE IF MICHIGAN AND MEMBER, SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE
CONSTITUTION

Despite the optimistic tone struck by our witnesses and members of this Com-
mittee, racial and language minorities still face serious obstacles to equal participa-
tion in the electoral process. During every election cycle, my staff fields numerous
complaints involving election day mischief from around the country. While many
simply involve hardball campaign tactics, a troubling number cross the line into
questionable race politics that raises the issue of systematic suppression of the mi-
nority vote.

During the 2002 election, I referred a complaint to the Department of Justice con-
cerning fliers circulated in African-American areas of Baltimore, Maryland, that
were intended to confuse and suppress voter turnout in those communities. The flier
misstated the date of election day and implied that payment of overdue parking
tickets, moving violations and rents were qualifications for voting. Similarly, During
the 2003 Kentucky gubernatorial election, I referred a complaint to the Department
concerning reports that 59 precincts with significant African-American populations
had been targeted for vote challenges by local campaign officials.

These kind of tactics have been the target of injunctive relief by the Department
under provisions of the Voting Rights Act of 1957. For example, in 1990, the Depart-
ment sued over a so-called "ballot security" program in North Carolina, where post-
cards were mailed to African- American voters that were designed to discourage
them from coming to the polls by providing misinformation about the requirements
for voters. As a remedy to these allegations of voter intimidation, the parties en-
tered into a consent decree, but the damage was done, with the major African-Amer-
ican candidate losing a close election. /1/

The failure of the 1957 Act to bring prospective relief for interference with the
right to vote was the main reason behind the enactment of Sections 3, 6 & 8 for
the Voting Rights Act of 1965. These provisions give the federal courts and the At-
torney General the authority to monitor the procedures in polling places and at sites
where ballots are counted to enforce the voting guarantees of the fourteenth or fif-
teenth amendments. Unlike, mere attorney coverage or election monitoring by the
advocacy community, these provisions give federal monitors the legal authority to
enter all polling places, and even the voting booths themselves, to provide the clos-
est scrutiny of the elections process.

To date, a total of 148 counties and parishes in 9 states have been certified by
the Attorney General for election monitoring pursuant to Section 6./2/ In addition,
19 political subdivisions in 12 states are currently certified for election monitoring
by federal court order, pursuant to Section 3.13/

On election day last week, the Department sent federal observers and Justice De-
partment personnel to 16 jurisdictions in seven states to monitor elections, including
Hamtramck, Michigan, a jurisdiction partly within my district which had an ugly
episode of discrimination against Arab-Americans at th polls in 1999. In 2004, the

/1/Consent Decree in United States of America v. North Carolina Republican Party, No. 91-
161-CIV-5-F (Feb. 27, 1992).

/2/Alabama (22 counties), Arizona (3), Georgia (29), Louisiana (12), Mississippi (50), New York
(3), North Carolina (1), South Carolina (11) and Texas (17).

/3/California (6), Illinois (1), Louisiana (1), Massachusetts (1), Michigan (1), New Jersey (1),
New Mexico (2), New York (3), Pennsylvania (1), South Dakota (1), Texas (1), and Washington
(1).
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Department coordinated and sent 1,463 federal observers and 533 Department per-
sonnel to monitor 163 elections in 105 jurisdictions in 29 states.

I believe that the monitoring of elections by federal observers is an important as-
pect of the Voting Rights Act that should be reauthorized. As prior witness testi-
mony has clearly shown, discrimination at the polls remains a problem. Where juris-
dictions have a record of discrimination or current threats exist to ballot access, mi-
nority voters should not have to wait for federal assistance to come after the fact.

Monitors play the important role of addressing concerns about racial discrimina-
tion and ensuring compliance, so that voters can rely on a fair process now, rather
than waiting for litigation later.

Given the fact that the Department has trumpeted its "voter protection" pro-
grams, I am disappointed that they did not appear today at today's hearing. In nu-
merous press releases, the Department has appeared to express a strong commit-
ment to the monitoring program, especially in the area of Section 203's bilingual
election requirements. There are questions, however, about the rising emphasis on
attorney coverage, the limited number of certifications under Section 6, and whether
there has been a shift in enforcement priorities. While Mr. Weinberg can act as an
able proxy for the Department in most areas, only the Department can definitively
respond to these questions.

Before closing, I must commend the work of the Office of Personnel Management,
whose efforts at recruiting, training, and supervising election monitors is the key
to the program's success. Ms. Randa, I look forward to your testimony and hope that
you address ways of improving the long-term viability of the monitoring program.
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1	 P- R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-G-S

	

2	 MS. SIMS: We're still missing one.

3 our chairman and vice-chairman will be coming by

4 and participating for part of the program.

5 Right now, they are trying to finish up their

6 own meeting, a little discussion.

	

7	 My name is Peggy Sims. I have been

8 with the EAC since April, 2004. Prior to that

9 time, I worked for 18 years with the FEC

10 national clearinghouse in election

11 administration, and I am the contracting officer

12 on this project, so that's how i got involved.

	

13	 I would like to just quickly -- this

14 is really our consultants' meeting, but before

Page 2
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15 we get into that, I just wanted to review,

16 review our authority in this area. obviously,

17 we have no enforcement authority when it comes

18 to voting fraud, but under HAVA, we're charged

19 with developing national statistics on voter

20 fraud, and methods of deterring and

21 investigating vote fraud, which we obviously

22 have to do in consultation with the folks who
0
	

4

1 actually do the enforcement.

	

2	 we also are charged with developing

3 ways of identifying, deterring, and

4 investigating methods of voter intimidation, as

5 many of us feel is really a subset of voting

6 fraud, but it may be something when we get to

7 the definition phrase, we may want to talk a

8 little bit more about what we mean by

9 intimidation because it seems to mean different

10 things to different people.

	

11	 The focus of this project was to do

12 some preliminary research just to get us

13 started. we selected a bipartisan team of

14 consultants to develop a comprehensive drafted

15 description of what constitutes voting fraud and

16 voter intimidation, and to perform some

17 background research, which they will review, to

18 establish a project working group, convene the

19 working group, and basically we're looking for

20 your ideas as we go along.

	

21	 once the working group is completed,

22 we're going to keep a transcript of this
0

	

	 5
Page 3
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1 session. we will also keep lots of notes. They

2 are going to take your recommendations and fold

3 those into a final report that goes to our

4 Commissioners. Ultimately, that report, if we

5 have any clarifications or corrections, we will

6 deal with our consultants first, and then it

7 will go to our standards Board and Board of

8 Advisors for review and comment as well. That's

9 something that we're required to do with all of

10 our research under HAVA.

11	 The purpose of the working group is

12 to collect experts in this area. we have

13 election officials, state and local, we have

14 applicants, and some serve more than one

15 function. And given the preliminary research,

16 and your expertise and EAC authority under HAVA,

17 we would like you to provide ideas as to where

18 is EAC supposed to go from here, and what should

19 we follow up with additional research, other

20 additional efforts that we can mount, given our

21 authority in this area.

22	 we aren't here to debate what other
0
	

6

1 agencies are supposed to do, or what

2 organizations should or should not be doing.

3 we're focusing on what EAC can do. And one of

4 the things EAC can do is offer help to other

5 election officials, states, and other agencies

6 perhaps, but we don't have any enforcement

7 authority and we don't have any authority to
Page 4
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8 tell other agencies what to do.

	

9	 okay. what I'd like to do is just

10 start going around the table and have everybody

11 say a little bit about themselves. Most of you

12 know each other, but I also want to have the

13 ladies back here introduce themselves as well.

14 May I start here?

	

15	 MR. SEREBROV: I don't exist.

	16	 MS. SIMS: You don't exist?

	

17	 MR. SEREBROV: I'm just here for fun.

	

18	 MS. SIMS: Then we'll have them pick

19 it up from here.

	

20	 MR. SEREBROV: I am Job Serebrov from

21 Arkansas. I have practiced election law for

22 approximately 15 years, both in Arkansas and
I
	

7

1 other southern states, and internationally.

2 I helped review and draft changes to the

3 election code in Libya. I served as an Election

4 Commissioner in Arkansas for six years. I have

5 drafted some election statutes in Arkansas

6 itself, and I was general counsel for the

7 election ballot fraud committee for the

8 Republican Party in Arkansas, appointed by

9 Hutchinson. I had an Arkansas organization

10 called our Kansas For Fair Elections, which

11 operated for about seven years.

12	 How much more do you want?

13	 Ms. SIMS: If you're comfortable with

14 that, that's fine.

15	 MR. SEREBROV: Any other questions
Page 5
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16 can be referred to my secretary -- no.

	

17	 MS. WANG: I am Tova Wang. I am a

18 fellow with the Century Foundation, which is a

19 nonpartisan think tank, based both in New York

20 and here in D.C.. I have been involved in

21 politics since adulthood, but i have been

22 working on these issues since the 2000 election.
0	 8

1 I have been working on the issues since then and

2 a career was born. with the problems we

3 continue to have, the career will be maintained.

4 I am also a lawyer by training.

	

5	 MR. ROKITA: I am Todd Rokita,

6 secretary of state of the state of Indiana. I

7 also do a lot of election administration,

8 election reform, and i think I can represent all

9 of the secretaries of states in the nation with

10 this sentence; it has become more and more our

11 career as well, although this secretary will

12 tell you that I don't want it to be.

	

13	 I look for these reforms to be

14 finite, to a certain extent in length, to be

15 read as problem solved. I have other divisions

16 in my office that I would like to put some more

17 attention to, quite honestly, but we definitely

18 see the need for these reforms, at least some of

19 them.

	

20	 MR. BAUER: My name is Bob Bauer, one

21 the partners of a law firm. I have been

22 practicing election law since 1977, and I have
M
	

9
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1 experience, largely through political parties,

2 with this issue but also in other ways through

3 other conferences or professional discoveries

4 related to my area of practice.

5	 MS. SIMS: Thank you.

6	 MR. GREENBAUM: I am Jon Greenbaum,
7 Director of the voting Rights Project. I am

8 actually here for my executive director. After

9 the 2000 election and problems that occurred,

10 the civil rights community saw the need for a

11 nonpartisan organization or coalition of groups

12 to deal with the problems that were apparent

13 from that election, and so Election Protection

14 was formed. The lawyers committee has

15 essentially been the legal lead of the Election

16 Protection coalition since it's inception. in

17 2004, we had roughly 8,000 legal volunteers who

18 staffed a hot line that received 110,000 calls

19 on Election Day and 200,000 calls during the

20 election process that had attorneys out in the

21 field, legal volunteers out at the field, at the

22 polls, at legal coordinating committees, and as
n	 10

1 mobile field units.

2	 we plan on, in sort of going forward

3 since the 2004 election, we work on both

4 election protection and electoral reform issues.

5 we see those as kind of being interconnected.

6 And as one, we created something within my

7 project called the National Campaign for Fair

Page 7
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8 Elections, which is specifically designed to

9 work on those issues. And I want to thank the

10 EAC for inviting us to take part in this. oh,

11 and prior to that, I worked at the Department of

12 Justice in the civil rights division in the

13 voting section with Barry, during my time there

14 for seven years, and I enforced basically all

15 the voting rights laws, all the federal voting

16 rights laws there.

	

17	 MR. GINSBERG: I am Ben Ginsberg. I
18 a partner at Patton, Boggs, here in Washington.

19 I have been practicing election law since 1982.

	

20	 MS. ROGERS: My name is Kathy Rogers.

21 I am Director of Elections for the state of

22 Georgia. I am one of the people who did not
0	 11

1 intend to grow up being an election official. I

2 started my career almost three decades ago as a

3 poll worker many, many years ago, and I am very

4 pleased now to be able to, in the position I am

5 in right now, appreciate the opportunity to work

6 on this groups.

	

7	 Those of us who are election

8 officials often enjoy reading things that

9 analysts and esteemed attorneys have put

10 together. And frequently we're the ones who are

11 trying to implement the election while taking

12 everything into account. So I think this group

13 has a great focus.

	

14	 MR. WEINBERG: My name is Barry

15 Weinberg. I was the acting chief and deputy

Page 8
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16 chief of the civil rights division voting

17 section of the U. S. Department of Justice,

18 there for 25 years. I supervised the Justice
19 Department and the Federal Reserve Program, as

20 well as all kind of law enforcement, including

21 national voter registration. I retired in
22 January, 2000. Since then, i have kept some

12

1 contact going. My wife and I have an article in

2 the Temple Law Review called, Problems in

3 America's Polling Places, how They Can Be

4 Stopped," and doing some work internationally,

5 election monitoring, lecturing, seminars,

6 traveling. Before that, we were in Liberia

7 doing seminars on election dispute resolution,

8 and that has formed the basis for a book I have
9 written coming out next month called,

10 "Resolution of Election Disputes." That will be

11 the principles that can be used in election

12 challenges.

13	 MR. PEREZ: I am J.R. Perez,
14 Elections Administration for a county in

15 Guadelupe, Texas. Let me give you a little

16 information about an election administrator. I
17 am neutral because the position is hired by

18 three out of five commissioners, and fired four

19 out of five. I have got a lot of autonomy and

20 it makes it easy for me to be independent and

21 implement policy that is not necessarily

22 political and going with the current flow, but
Ii
	

13
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1 it has allowed me a lot of durability in the

2 trenches. I have been doing it for about four

3 years in the front line. If anybody has been

4 around election like you all have, you know on

5 the front line there's casualties coming and

6 going on a regular basis.

	

7	 I am hoping that I can bring any type

8 of insight to you, in terms of how we handle

9 those incidences of those telephone calls, and

10 how we can hopefully explain the difference

11 between the theoretical concept of election and

12 the actual practicality of election, because

13 there is a great distinction in a lot of

14 people's minds. They don't necessarily

15 understand what we're trying to accomplish, and

16 they have a lot of confusion in terms of how

17 we're doing it, why we're doing it, why it's not

18 living up to the mythical dream that a lot of

19 people put it into.

	

20	 MR. CORTES: Edgardo Cortes. I am an

21 election research specialist here at the EAC. I

22 have been here since July of last year. Prior
0	 14

1 to that, I did some campaign work and also ran a

2 national voter registration campaign focused on

3 the Latino community.

	

4	 MR. DONSANTO: I am Craig Donsanto,

5 with the election branch of the u. S. Department

6 of Justice. I have been practicing election law

7 since 1972. I am responsible for overseeing all

8 investigations and prosecutions brought in the
Page 10
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9 united States at the federal level involving

10 voting and the financing of political campaign.

11 I have a member of the EAC's Board of Advisors,

12 and I have also, as Barry alluded to, done quite

13 a bit of work internationally, both with him and

14 occasionally without him, helping emerging

15 democracies write election laws.

	

16	 MS. SIMS: Thank you.

17 I just want to introduce the woman behind me

18 because they really helped us pull this meeting

19 together. without their support, we wouldn't be

20 where we are right now.

	

21	 we have got Elle Culver, who is a

22 special assistant to Commissioner Davidson. We
0	 15

1 have got Devon Rome, missing who is an intern

2 working on her masters degree in social science,

3 sociology. Thank you.

	

4	 Laiza, I forget where you are.

	5	 LAIZA: soon to begin the masters in

6 political science, which I work in the research

7 department, and I'm going to get to know some of

8 the election officials because I will be

9 conducting a 2006 election survey, so you will

10 get to see plenty of e-mails from myself.

	

11	 MR. ROKITA: Surveys, love them.

	

12	 Ms. SIMS: I would like you to tell

13 me, I notice you have served as a legal intern.

14 Tell us where you are in that process.

	

15	 TAMAR: I just finished my second

16 year of law school at George Mason, and I have
Page 11
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17 been at the EAC for a year.

	

18	 MS. SIMS: Now, I know on our agenda

19 it mentions we would talk about other EAC

20 projects but it dawned on me that might be more

21 appropriate later on, just before we get to

22 ideas for future EAC action, because then I can
0	 16

1 review things that we're already doing. so we

2 won't spend a lot of time and go on to what we

3 still need to do.

	

4	 MS. WANG: I'm going to try and

5 briefly over go over the work we have already

6 done. You got sent tons of material, and I'm

7 not sure if anybody looked at it, but hopefully,

8 you looked at at least the paper summaries of

9 things.

	

10	 The first thing I really want to

11 emphasize about the work that we did, although

12 we split up some of the work, everything that we

13 produced was signed off on by the other person.

14 Everything that you're seeing here is a product

15 in that sense. we agreed on the steps that we

16 would take to produce these materials.

	

17	 And the second point you should bear

18 in mind is, Job and I pretty much worked on this

19 entirely alone, without any support staff. So

20 if you see typos on things, I apologize for

21 that.

	

22	 Generally, the time period that we
I
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1 covered in the research we were doing was

2 January 1 of 2001 to January 1 of 2006, all

3 those, Job's cases, went before that a little

4 bit, the reason being, it would be too unwieldly

5 to try and sort through all the materials that

6 came out of the 2000 election because there is

7 just so much, and there's been so much since

8 then that it seems sort of a natural place to

9 begin. And also the Help America vote Act had

10 been passed subsequently, so it seems like maybe

11 improvements had been made and we should take it

12 from there.

	

13	 The first thing I think on the

14 agenda, that we should talk about the literature

15 and the reports that we went over. we tried to

16 do a review of all the existing research we

17 could find on this topic. I think you have a

18 list of all the pieces that we looked at. On

19 the Co is the summaries we looked at. we looked

20 at a range of things; Government documents,

21 academic studies, reports from advocacy groups.

	

22	 As to how we chose the pieces that we
0	 18

1 reviewed, to some extent, I already had a lot of

2 them and knew about a lot of them because I had

3 been working on this for a while. Other people

4 suggested them and we did searches for anything

5 that we might have missed after that.

	

6	 so just to maybe go over some of the

7 highlights, I don't want to go into the details

8 of the existing literature too much because they

Page 13
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9 are really sort of all over the place. There

10 are a couple things that I will say about them

11 generally that I talk about in the summary,

12 which is, that they are mostly anecdotal. This

13 is no surprise to any of us sitting here. There

14 is really little research that is scientific or

15 systematic, which is part of the reason this

16 project was undertaken. I saw McDonald work as

17 the most systematic, but those probably don't go

18 far enough. And I talked to a number of

19 researchers about this, and I think one thing --

20 and I will get more into this when we talk about

21 the methodologies that I suggested -- this is a

22 very difficult undertaking, I think we all
a	 19

1 realize this. To do it right in any kind of

2 scientific way would require tremendous

3 researches, mother than any academic or advocacy

4 group, that is. It is my personal believe, and

5 I have been told, there probably will be a

6 second phase to this that will maybe commit the

7 resources that are necessary to do it right.

8	 The one other thing that I will say

9 about the existing research that we looked at is

10 that I think, by the nature of them, there is

11 very little follow-up. so you have books and

12 reports that make a number of allegations of

13 things that happened in a particular election,

14 but then you don't have the benefit of then

15 hindsight, to see what actually ended up

16 happening in the case. so you have

Page 14
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17 investigations of acts of something happened,

18 but you don't know if that ended up being an

19 administrative error or it ended up being

20 someone just crying wolf. while literature is

21 helpful, it really only takes you so far.

	

22	 Are there any questions about that or
0	 20

1 anything you want to comment about the

2.literature review that we've done?

	

3	 MR. ROKITA: what's our current

4 budget for this project, and why do we think

5 there is going to be a Phase 2?

	

6	 Ms. SIMS: well, Phase 2 would be

7 subsequent to the fiscal year, after we have

8 gone through the final report, that would

9 include the recommendations for future action.

	

10	 MR. ROKITA: So that would be a vote

11 from the standards board?

	

12	 Ms. SIMS: I would have to ask the

13 Commissioners that are actually handling the

14 details of that. I'm not sure it actually takes

15 a vote, but generally, it requires some comment

16 by the boards. The boards absolutely have to

17 have input on that.

	

18	 MR. ROKITA: So if I understand, part

19 of our charge here is to give some direction for

20 this phase?

	

21	 Ms. SIMS: what we're looking for

22 from the working group is to brainstorm ideas
0	 21

1 for possible future research. we may combine
Page 15
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2 them into one or we may have different stages,

3 depending on what ideas come up and what the

4 Commissioners think that we can do, and our

5 Boards of Advisors and our standards Board.

	

6	 MR. ROKITA: So we're supposed to

7 think of these ideas, unbridled by any fiscal

8 constraints?

	

9	 MS. SIMS: Yes. we'll have to worry

10 about the fiscal aspect when we get to that

11 point.

	

12	 MR. GINSBERG: And our commission is

13 all about research.

	

14	 MS. SIMS: we can provide

15 information. A lot of that is done through

16 research. we do research and provide the

17 results of that research to state legislatures

18 and anybody else who is interested. Now, you

19 have to realize, I came from the FEC where we

20 were hidden away. The office, six of us, that

21 was the whole office. Now, we have much more

22 visibility. so it is easier to get the word
0	 22

1 out, get information out, but a lot of times

2 that information is based on research. we do

3 have to have some kind of research before we can

4 pass the information along, in terms of best

5 practices. It could be things -- well, we may

6 want -- I am jumping ahead of myself, but when

7 we get to the ideas on subsequent research, we

8 can talk about some of the findings that these

9 folks came up with, just in this limited
Page 16	 012 3 9 L^
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10 preliminary research, and what we might be able

11 to do with that, or what we might be able to

12 build on that already exists, but yes, we're

13 focusing on research, and that research does end

14 up being distributed via our website or in

15 response to individual inquiries.

	

16	 MS. WANG: ultimately, it could

17 result in something like guidelines or

18 recommendations or best practices.

	

19	 MS. SIMS: And that all goes up on

20 our website.

	

21	 MR. SEREBROV: We all introduced

22 ourselves. You've got the floor.
u
	

23

	

1	 MR. HEARNE: I am Thor Hearne. I am

2 an attorney. I have practiced in the election

3 law area for a number of years now. I have been

4 involved in a number of different litigations,

5 as well as efforts on that front, counsel to the

6 American Center For voting Rights.

	

7	 MS. WANG: The only thing of

8 substance we have gone over, I was just

9 reviewing the literature that we had reviewed

10 and summarized what you have in your own

11 materials. Also in your materials, you have a

12 list of the people that we interviewed, and on

13 the CD, you have summaries of the interviews

14 themselves. Most of these interviews were

15 extremely informative and very helpful,

16 insightful. we chose the interviewees by coming

17 up with the categories of types of people we
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18 wanted to talk to, and filled those categories

19 with equal numbers from each of us.

	

20	 MR. SEREBROV: unfortunately, not all

21 the people we wanted to talk to talked to us.

	

22	 MS. WANG: Right. But also due to
0	 24

1 time and resource constraints, we came up with

2 an original list, ten miles long, people we

3 would love to talk to.

	

4	 There were certain categories that we

5 had to eliminate. For example, we don't have

6 any local SAS, again which is something for

7 later on that I would definitely advocate that

8 the next phase do. The ultimate category the

9 people we were able to talk to included

10 academics, election officials, lawyers, and

11 judges.

	

12	 There were a few people who didn't

13 want to talk to us, mostly judges.

	

14	 MR. SEREBROV: Although one did.

	

15	 MS. WANG: we got one judge. Again,

16 all the interviews were conducted by both of us.

17 we split up the drafting of the summaries, but

18 they were reviewed and approved by the other

19 person, so they represent our impressions of the

20 interviews, both of us.

	

21	 Just to go over quickly some of the

22 highlights from those interviews that I have in
0	 25

1 the summary that you have of the interviews, we
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2 did find pretty much, overwhelmingly, that

3 absentee fraud is the biggest problem, and vote

4 fraud would come in behind that. There was

5 widespread polling place fraud. Dead voting,

6 impersonation voting, there were a couple people

7 who thought that was a problem. Most people did

8 not.

	

9	 In terms of intimidation, the whole

10 issue of challengers pre election and election

11 day challengers, decidedly most often as the

12 current concern in terms of intimidation.

13 However, at some of the more what we think of as

14 classic examples were brought up with us,

15 particularly very starkly in Native American

16 communities.

	

17	 There was also the usual poll worker

18 harassing people, people taking pictures of

19 voting, and that kind of thing. with all due

20 respect to the people from the Department of

21 Justice here, the people we interviewed told us

22 that for various reasons, the Department of
11	 26

1 Justice is bringing fewer cases now and is

2 focusing much more on non-citizen voting, felon

3 voting, and double voting, while the civil

4 rights public integrity section is focusing on

5 individuals and isolated instances of fraud

6 issues. And I know you don't agree with that,

7 but that's what across the board, people from

8 all sides of this said to us. That's the

9 perception. As usual, the voting lists were a
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10 major concern, although, hopefully, that is

11 being taken care of by the state registration

12 databases.

13	 Among the common recommendations,

14 getting back to the point we were just talking

15 about, many of the people we interviewed

16 supported stronger criminal laws, increased

17 enforcement of existing laws. Advocates from

18 across the spectrum expressed frustration with

19 the failure of the Department of justice to

20 pursue more complaints. Mr. Donsanto told us

21 they were bringing fewer section 2 cases, but

22 fewer were warranted, a lot had been achieved
0
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1 and it wasn't as much as problem. Mr. Donsanto

2 told us election fraud cases had not gone up

3 since 2002, but the number of cases the

4 department is investigating and pursuing has

5 gone up dramatically, and that since 2002, the

6 department has brought more cases against alien

7 voters, double voters, than ever before.

8	 In terms of more recommendations, a

9 couple of people suggested some kind of new law

10 that would make it easier to criminally

11 prosecute people for intimidation, even when

12 there is not racial interments involved. People

13 were hopeful about the statewide voter

14 registration databases. People advocated for

15 expanded monitoring of the polls, hopefully, by

16 the department or maybe others.

17	 There were a number of people who
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18 suggested that the challenge laws needed to be

19 revised in some states. I was surprised to
20 learn, in some states, you can challenge a

21 person with little to no basis for doing so, and

22 really sort of bog up the estimation that way.
0	 28

1 There ought to be some serious look at the

2 various challenge laws, and the ones that have

3 that kind of thing going on that shouldn't be

4 happening. People advocated for the deceptive

5 practices bill currently sponsored by Burrock

6 obama. There was a surprising split whether

7 partisan administration of elections would be

8 helpful. Some people felt it was a good idea

9 and some people thought partisan people, without

10 the partisan tag. Some academics were

11 advocating for going back to for cause only

12 absentee voting, but that didn't seem

13 politically practical right now. Two people

14 advocated a national identification card.

15	 Anything z can answer? The great

16 nexus undertaking adventure. Initially, Job and

17 I came up with enormous search terms that could

18 be used to try and do a nexus search that would

19 come up with every case of fraud and

20 intimidation that happened in the last five

21 years. we determined quickly that would be

22 impossible. we agreed I would do the nexus
C
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1 search, trying to be a little more creative,

2 using different combinations of terms that would
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3 hopefully yield the same kind of result. Job

4 approved all of the search terms as I went

5 along. As I collected them, and you have this

6 on your CD, I have them on Excel spread sheets

7 to try and break down the articles so they can

8 be analyzed for patterns.

9	 Each fraud was broken down by where

10 it took place, the date, what the allegation

11 was, the news publication it came from, and

12 where there was a follow-up article, whether

13 there had been any subsequent resolution to the

14 allegations. I am currently working on further

15 refining those, and i don't have it to produce,

16 to try and break it down more carefully, analyze

17 it. I want to include sub categories. so, for,

18 example, when you're talking about absentee, you

19 have it broken down whether it was forgery of

20 that person's name or something like that. I am

21 also trying to refine it so you can see from the

22 chart who made the allegation, whether there was
0	 30

1 any type of investigation, criminal, civil

2 action taken, whether there ought to be

3 follow-up research to determine what happened in

4 the case. For drawn out, complicated cases, you

5 have a description of the case. South Dakota,

6 Wisconsin, and Washington State.

7	 Just to go over the highlights again

8 of the articles, none of this has come as news

9 to you, there are a bunch of ways that absentee

10 ballot fraud is committed. This was one area in
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11 news articles, there were a substantial number

12 of official investigations and actual charges

13 filed. In terms of voter registration files,

14 again, you won't be surprised by the variety of

15 ways in which people commit voter registration

16 fraud using fake names, names of dead people.

17 You also have voters being tricked by a

18 particular party under false pretenses and also

19 the description of voter registration forms,

20 depending on your party. There was only one

21 article of a non-citizen registering to vote.

22 And, in general, many of the instances did
0	 31

1 include official investigations and charges

2 filed, but from what I found in the initial
3 search, few actual convictions.

4	 on voter intimidation and

5 suppression, this is a very thick chart because

6 there were so many allegations during the 2004

7 election, particularly on the challenge issue.

8 Almost none of these cases of intimidation that

9 were claimed in these articles were investigated

10 criminally or prosecuted criminally. And like I
11 said, with respect to the existing literature

12 and the interviews, challenges, that was the

13 number one topic but there was also, again, the

14 classic examples of photographing people leaving

15 the home, police presence, that kind of thing.

16 And also it wouldn't surprise you to know most

17 of these articles came out of battleground

18 states.
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19	 In terms of dead voter, there were a

20 lot of people voting in the name of the dead,

21 big numbers of people committing these

22 frauds,and relatively view of these allegations
0	 32

1 turned out to be accurate, in terms of the

2 verifications by the newspapers themselves,

3 election officials, and criminal investigators.

4 often the problem turned out to be the result of

5 administrative error, poll workers mismarking

6 lists with the names of the people who voted.

7 There were a few cases of actual charges and

8 convictions of people voting or engaged in these

9 kind of activities. Interestingly, it seemed

10 that most of those cases involved the person

11 voting by absentee and voting again at the

12 polls. There were a handful of instances where

13 people voted early, and voted on Election Day,

14 although some of that seemed to be confusion

15 about what you are allowed to do.

16	 There were a number of vote fraud

17 cases, and these are completely focused in the

18 midwest and the south. And you will see in the

19 vote buying summary that's in there, three or

20 four locations where this seems to be a

21 perennial problem, and it doesn't seem to be

22 that much of a problem in other parts of the
7
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1 country.

2	 Deceptive practices, we saw a lot of
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3 that come out in 2004. You probably all heard

4 about it the fliers, and the phone calls with

5 miss information about voting procedures. A

6 disproportionate number of them from

7 battleground states, in Florida, Ohio, and

8 Pennsylvania, only one case, and this is just

9 from news articles, was actually investigated.

10 That was the case in Oregon where the FBI did

11 investigate the destruction of voter

12 registration forms that were filled out by

13 people and then destroyed allegedly, according

14 to one party, but there were no other reports of

15 prosecutions on this case or on any of the other

16 deceptive practices cases.

	

17	 There were surprisingly few articles

18 about non-citizen voting, something you heard a

19 lot about, but not something that seems to

20 happen very much.

	

21	 On felon voting, there were only 13

22 actual cases, but they all involved rather large
0	 34

1 numbers of people. You probably know this. A

2 lot of it is coming out of the Washington state

3 situation and the Wisconsin situation.

	

4	 And, finally, with respect to fraud

5 being committed by election officials, i think

6 that's very hard to judge from news reports

7 because it is very difficult to make that

8 distinction between something was in error and

9 when something was done purposely and with

10 malfeasance in an actual crime, so that's
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11 probably not the best way to look at that, and

12 that's what I have for that.

	

13	 And, again, I know this is jumping

14 ahead, but I will say it now because I feel the

15 need to. These search terms that we used and

16 what these search terms came up with, and there

17 may be subsequent articles about these that

18 would go further in telling you how the actual

19 allegation was resolved, whether it turned out

20 to be accurate or not. one of my main

21 suggestions that I will talk about more later

22 on, if there is a next phase of this, that using
El	 35

1 the charts that have already been created to

2 follow up nexus research to see if there were

3 further articles about the same cases to see

4 what happened. Because although i have a slot

5 in there, a column in there for subsequent

6 resolution, you will see it's not filled in very

7 often, and that's it.

	

8	 And if there are any questions.

	

9	 MR. ROKITA: Can you just review for

10 me what the purpose of gathering all this was,

11 in relation to our statutory guideline here?

	

12	 MS. WANG: Well, we're trying to just

13 sort of get the lay of the land on this issue.

14 And, obviously, doing the nexus search alone

15 would not have provided that but we felt it

16 would be one useful tool in trying to do an

17 initial gauge of what's going on, also,

18 including the interviews, including the existing
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19 research and the cases that job will be talking

20 about.

	

21	 MR. ROKITA: And the interviews we

22 had, we asked them for their ideas for
C
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1 developing nationwide statistics and methods of

2 identifying or developing ways of identifying or

3 deferring, investigating voter intimidation, or

4 did we just try to get color from them as to

5 what the main issue was?

	

6	 MS. WANG: No. We asked every single

7 person we talked to what their thoughts were on

8 how to improve the system, what ought to be done

9 to reform it and solve some of these problems.

10 It was an open-ended question. we didn't say do

11 you favor the development of national statistics

12 or something.

	

13	 MR. ROKITA: Or how you would do it.

	

14	 MS. WANG: That I will talk about

15 later. we limited that aspect of it to talking

16 to people who were basically political

17 scientists, who I think are in the best position

18 to tell us what is a scientifically sound method

19 for trying to get some kind of accurate take on

20 this.

	

21	 MS. WANG: Chandler Davidson, and I

22 have the list with me. It talks about other
0	 37

1 political scientists for the methodology issue.

	

2	 MR. SEREBROV: Aside from Doi cases,

3 closed DOG cases, which were put in a separate
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4 chart initially, I came up with a laundry list

5 of search terms, and then Tova looked at that.

6 list and added another list of search terms.

7 So by the time we got it to the Commission to

8 run the electronic search, the terms were

9 probably two pages long. And what, in essence,

10 we came up with was the first hundred cases for

11 each term. The result was about 44,000 cases

12 that I had to go through and ferret out, and

13 these were both federal and state cases, federal

14 where both a felon, and the district cases,

15 state cases were only appellant cases. These

16 were all cases that impact on some aspect of

17 voter fraud or voter intimidation. what emerged

18 from this was almost striking because there were

19 very few cases of the 44,00 cases or so that

20 actually were on point. And the ones that are

21 on point sometimes repeated categories. They

22 are all in these chart forms.
Iii
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1	 what i suggest is done in the next

2 phase is to concentrate on finding cases on the

3 state district court level, because it seems

4 like on a state level, a lot of voter fraud

5 cases are brought there and end there. And you

6 get a lot of information out of those cases, but

7 they are never appealed, so you never get

8 anywhere beyond that.

9	 without having to just go through

10 this and verbatim read, the patterns have

11 definitely shifted from outright stealing of
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12 elections in the past to different kinds of

13 problems, voter registration, identification,

14 ballot counting, overseas ballot problems, vote

15 buying, challenges to felon eligibility to vote.

16 And those were really the main categories that

17 went into the charts. And what I was surprised

18 to find is that out of each search term and the

19 cases under it, we had literally dozens and

20 dozens that were inapplicable, oh, and I need

21 to add a caveat, in general, not all the time,

22 but in general, when we had an election
n
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1 challenge case, in other words,someone lost an

2 election and they were challenging, we almost

3 always threw those out, unless they presented a

4 unique situation that directly was impacted by

5 the search term itself. In other words, if it

6 wasn't just -- I won, you lost, but the reason

7 was because there was X fraud done.

	8	 MR. SEREBROV: Right. So we threw

9 out 99 percent of those cases. What we have are

10 a number of charts with few cases, surprisingly

11 few cases. And my suggestion at the next phase,

12 they do a nationwide sampling of state cases on

13 the district court or circuit court level to

14 find out really what's going on.

	

15	 Any questions?

	

16	 MS. SIMS: No questions from the

17 attorneys?

	

18	 MR. ROKITA: HOW would the sampling

19 be done.
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20	 MR. SEREBROV: Good question. what I

21 think you need to do is actually go, pick both

22 large counties and small counties, and you need
q 	 40

1 to go to the counties and you actually need to

2 run the records, and you need to go back a

3 certain amount of years and start looking at

4 those files. You're looking at a lot of work, a

5 lot of money going into this, but what we found

6 at that level is inadequate to draw conclusions,

7 unfortunately.

	

8	 And as Tova said, I asked four

9 different supreme court Justices to give us

10 interviews. Three of them were afraid because

11 this type of case may come up again.

	

12	 MS. WANG: Although not really too

13 much.

	

14	 MR. SEREBROV: No, but it was very

15 helpful in some other areas.

	

16	 MS. SIMS: we're five minutes ahead

17 of schedule. I don't know if you want to go

18 through this definition or the findings first.

19 Let's do the findings, I guess, first.

	

20	 MS. WANG: so the next thing on the

21 agenda is to hear back from all of you about

22 your perceptions, given the research that we
q 	 41

1 did. I know that all of you have tremendous

2 backgrounds in this, and we all come out with

3 different experiences, but I think today it
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4 would be helpful to focus -- the first question,

5 I guess, is basically, given the research and

6 the findings that we have, what at this point do

7 you think we can say about how much fraud and

8 intimidation there has been since the 2000

9 election, and how much are certain frauds being

10 committed as opposed to others?

11	 what is your sense of what the

12 landscape is, anybody?

13	 MR. WEINBERG: I have a question to

14 you. Given all this work that you have done,

15 and it's a lot of work, what do you think is

16 missing?

17	 MS. WANG: That's what I need to ask

18 you.

19	 MR. SEREBROV: That comes later, we

20 ask you that. we have talked about this.

21	 MS. WANG: we have talked about steps

22 for further action, but are you thinking of
0	 42

1 something specific?

2	 MR. WEINBERG: Do you feel like

3 there's areas of information that exist that you

4 just didn't get to or do you feel like you, in

5 your breath of what you did, sort of captured

6 the information that's available out there?

7	 MS. WANG: well, I think we will talk

8 about this when we talk about further steps.

9 They are kind of interrelated, but I feel like

10 in terms of the nexus articles and the

11 literature, I want follow-up on all of them
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12 because a lot of them came out of the 2002, 2004

13 elections where there was a lot thrown around.

14 A lot of statements are made.

15	 one of the things that we said about

16 the literature is that the books that 'are

17 written are of the least use because they have

18 written by people with agendas on both sides.

19 Allegations are made of things happening. And

20 even I started to do just like for fun kind of

21 looking at the allegations made at some of the

22 books and reports, and doing my nexus search,
0	 43

1 and Google search, and finding out a month later

2 there was a completely opposite allegation than

3 what was suggested in the book on the report.

4 That's what I feel like is missing because

5 that's how the misinformation that's out there

6 about what's really going on seems to be, is

7 that people make a certain assumption right

8 after Election Day, and I will tell you

9 something, and this is sort of going off point,

10 but I think actually journalists are actually

11 somewhat responsible for this themselves.

12 I know this will amaze you that journalists can

13 be -- I'm trying to work on a separate project

14 and they will write an article. There was x, Y,

15 and Z, happened on Election Day, and then it

16 turns out three weeks later that actually

17 something completely different happened, but

18 they don't report on that. or it's like this

19 side, the first one was on the front page, not
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20 that this is particularly relevant. I am trying

21 to get a grant to do journalist training

22 seminars on these issues to try and solve some
C
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1 of the problems, but almost everybody does it.

2 I mean, the stuff that lawyers committee comes

3 out with, great. The ACVR came out with its

4 report, but that's a snapshot in time, so

5 whatever happened did not turn out to be true.

	

6	 MR. SEREBROV: one thing we left out

7 were allegations. we did not handle any

8 particular allegations.

	

9	 MS. WANG: It was too much.

	

10	 MR. SEREBROV: And that's something

11 that in the next phase, we may want done.

	

12	 MR. HEARNE: what's the distinction?

	

13	 MR. SEREBROV: we handled things that

14 have become legal issues that went to trial.

	

15	 MS. WANG: That's not really true.

16 The articles is just everything that came out.

	

17	 MR. HEARNE: It sounds like your

18 search would pick up somebody alleged something,

19 it gets reported in the paper. That would be

20 picked up.

	

21	 MS. WANG: what's in the charts, as

22 you have them in and out. There is a category
0	 45

1 for subsequent resolution. As I am suggesting,

2 what I would love to do actually, if we had the

3 resources today, is now do a new nexus search

4 that would specifically search for those cases
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5 and see what the follow-up was. I was limited

6 because we had an agreement on what search terms

7 were. I couldn't go beyond that to look

8 specifically to see if there was in this case

9 some kind of further reporting.

	

10	 so it was an allegation. obviously,

11 the cases were more official than that.

	

12	 MR. SEREBROV: when we discussed this

13 in the beginning, we were not going to deal with

14 hundreds and hundreds and hundreds of

15 allegations out there, except the nexus

16 articles. That's something that one may or may

17 not want to deal with. It's very tricky. You

18 have to weigh the voracity of those allegations.

	

19	 MS. WANG: And how do you do that.

20 It's a problem we talked about with a lot of

21 people we interviewed, how do you make that line

22 of distinction between what is simply someone
0	 46

1 saying something, and something that at least

2 has a kernel of merits.

	

3	 MR. SEREBROV: For instance, we

4 talked to Sharon Priest. she was secretary of

5 state from Arkansas. she indicated that the

6 State Board of Election Commissioners had

7 fielded, over a certain amount of years, a

8 number of complaints, and they gave those to us

9 but we didn't go through each individual

10 complaint.

	

11	 Now, that's something that may or may

12 not be a valid thing, but if states keeps those
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13 complaints on file, if they are categorized, if

14 there is enough information, that may or may not

15 be something that one wants to do. It's almost

16 an adjusting linkage. The problem is people

17 call in all the time, as Peggy well knows.

	

18	 when I was an election commissioner,

19 people called in and complained about everything

20 from my dog was stealing votes to --

	

21	 MS. WANG: or my dog voted.

	

22	 MR. SEREBROV: obviously, the
0	 47

1 machines have been frauded out, and where do you

2 draw the line between a valid one and non-valid

3 one.

	

4	 MR. PEREZ: I realize I am a resource

5 person but I'd like to make a comment. I was

6 very skeptical before I came to this group

7 because of the issue, but I agree wholeheartedly

8 with your research. I am glad you did it. The

9 summaries, I think, were right on, and your

10 notes here about structural forms of

11 disenfranchisement and internal abuse of the

12 system, you're hitting right on the key here.

	

13	 Most of the issues are not that

14 somebody is stealing votes. It's just that poll

15 workers are not trained properly. we see this

16 time and time again. I am glad to see that

17 you're coming out with the same conclusions that

18 we have on the front line. It's not so much

19 that there is a conspiracy. You're going to

20 have vote buying. You're going to have some of
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21 the things, but generally negligible, not enough

22 to alter things. And if there is, they need to
0	 48

1 be prosecuted and come up with stronger laws.

2 But those of us that do this time and time again

3 can see where people have just missed the boat

4 in preparing either the people, the equipment,

5 the programing or something, and the obligation

6 should be laid squarely on the election

7 official, not on the equipment.

	

8	 MS. WANG: or the voter.

	

9	 MR. PEREZ: Or some other type of

10 issue. we're playing the process on their

11 shoulder, and not necessarily training them

12 properly. So I am glad to see you're

13 researching.

	

14	 MS. WANG: Actually, I think I

15 skipped over it but I was talking about the

16 interviews. One of the most common things that

17 was said was, generally, poll worker training,

18 that could be the number one key to solving the

19 problems we're talking about, and also longer

20 voting times, and maybe having days other than

21 Election Day that you can vote, not necessarily

22 in terms of early voting, but like weekend
0	 49

1 voting. Maybe combine this with fewer voting

2 locations, because the thought was that you

3 could then have the best and the brightest of

4 the poll workers. That's something for another
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6	 MR. SEREBROV: They are actually

7 doing that in Arkansas. I didn't even know we

8 had Saturday voting. we crossed a poll that was

9 open, so I went in and voted. They have opened

10 several, not a lot, but a few polls for Saturday

11 voting.

	

12	 MR. GREENBAUM: Would it be fair to

13 say that taking up the issue of intimidation

14 that you're finding suggests that most fraud

15 occurs outside of the polling place?

	

16	 MS. WANG: I would say yes, right.

17 It's absentee ballot fraud which is troubling

18 because there is this huge movement to expand

19 that, frankly. And so while I think this is

20 also probably going beyond what we're supposed

21 to be talking about right now but, why not,

22 everyone else is doing it. That is a political
0	 50

1 issue that I think is not going to go away.

2 People seem to be pushing relentlessly for mail

3 voting or more absentee voting, on both sides of

4 the spectrum actually.

	

5	 MR. GREENBAUM: I am including, when

6 I say fraud, I am including all deceptive

7 practices, the fliers, the calls, all of those

8 things that came up during election process in

9 2004.

	

10	 MS. WANG: No. well, there were

11 people talking about poll workers engaging in

12 fraud. Are you saying taking away the voter
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14	 MR. GREENBAUM: I'm saying take out

15 the voter intimidation issues, in terms of the

16 issue of fraud, in terms of the other things on

17 both sides, whether you're talking about voters

18 committing voter fraud or whether you're talking

19 about actions that are designed to keep voters

20 away, from deceptive practices, tearing up

21 registration forms, those sorts of things. Most

22 of that is happening outside of the polling
0	 51

1 place.

	

2	 MS. WANG: I would agree with that.

3 That's what almost everyone says.

	

4	 MR. ROKITA: Thank you. I'd like to

5 have a little bit of discussion around before we

6 go too far down, subsequent matters, because I

7 may be a little bit confused, figure out what

8 our enabling legislature is here. I am reading

9 the cover letter of my invitation, and I'll read

10 it into the record, if you will bear with me.

11 "Section 241 of the Help America vote Act of

12 2002 requires the EAC to conduct research on

13 election administration issues."

	

14	 Yes. Among the tasks listed in the

15 statute is the development of the nationwide

16 statistics and methods of identifying,

17 deterring, investigating, voting fraud in

18 elections for federal office, 241(e)(6), and

19 secondly, ways of identifying, deterring, and

20 investigating methods of voter intimidation,
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22	 And this kind of goes to the reason I
0	 52

1 asked the question about the interviews. I'm

2 hearing conclusions here about whether or not

3 the EAC is going to determine whether or not

4 there is voter fraud and where. And the statute

5 seems to point out, it is assuming, whether

6 right or wrong in the statute, Congress will

7 assume voter fraud existed, and it is asking the

8 EAC to develop nationwide statistics and methods

9 of identifying, deterring.

10	 MS. WANG: That's what we were going

11 to try to do. we're not making the assumption.

12 we're not saying there isn't fraud. we're

13 trying to get a grasp of where that fraud tends

14 to lie and what types of fraud actually seem to

15 be occurring. I don't think that you can get to

16 the point of identifying these other matters

17 that you referred to in the statute without

18 first doing the research to find out what is

19 going on.

20	 MR. ROKITA: It's not a comment on

21 your research, whether it's good or bad, right

22 or wrong, but I am trying to get us focused on
0	 53

1 our mission here. From the preliminary comments

2 I am hearing, it's whether or not there is fraud

3 and where it is. And I think what you mentioned

4 in your opening remarks is that we lack

5 statistics. we lack methods for getting to
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6 these statistics. And I would just like some

7 feedback and input from this group as to if they

8 agree or not that that should really be the

9 focus, more developmental ideas how to get the

10 information, rather than opinions of

11 interviewees.

	

12	 MS. WANG: This is an initial

13 methodology. This combination of not just

14 interviews but nexus of the cases is an initial

15 step in a methodology. Later on, I will be

16 going through with I found with the political

17 scientists, further findings from more

18 scientists with the methodology that can be

19 added on to what we have already done. That is

20 the next layer up.

	

21	 MR. SEREBROV: The other thing you

22 have to understand is we were limited in both
0	 54

1 time and funds. so what we were able to

2 delivery is just a peek at what's going on.

	

3	 Ms. SIMS: It is only intended a

4 preliminary research so we can decide how might

5 we get to the next step, and that's why we need

6 you in here to help us.

	

7	 MR. SEREBROV: One area that we

8 didn't touch that we were told don't touch is

9 complaints or potential fraud having to do with

10 computer voting with the machines themselves.

	

11	 MS. WANG: Thank God.

	

12	 MR. SEREBROV: That's true. That's a

13 can of worms.
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14	 MR. HEARNE: I wasn't here the first

15 15 minutes. My cab driver was somewhat lost,

16 but that being said, so I didn't get the

17 opportunity to hear exactly what the discussion

18 was about the work product. At the end of the

19 day, we have an objective of producing

20 something.

	

21	 I understood todd to be saying what

22 we're supposed to be producing is given what
C.	 55

1 information we have and the consensus within

2 this group, what is a methodology for tracking,

3 quantifying, and reporting these kinds of

4 incidences going forward.

	

5	 MS. SIMS: well, you may not even

6 have to come up with a methodology. what we're

7 looking for, how do we meet this requirement.

8 or as I said, we also serve as a national

9 clearinghouse for the administration of federal

10 elections. There may be things that relate to

11 this that we should be looking at, that relate

12 to the issue of voting fraud. There may be best

13 practices in certain areas that we maybe should

14 be looking at that we haven't already started to

15 look at.

	

16	 MR. HEARNE: so the EAC is coming in,

17 the working group says, give us some ideas.

	

18	 MS. SIMS: where we need to go.

	

19	 MR. HEARNE: Tracking as we go

20 through.

	

21	 MS. SIMS: Please don't use a
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22 four-letter word when you say where we need to
C
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1 go.

	

2	 MR. BAUER: You made a Comment. Did

3 you have a concern about consulting experts?

4 You were concerned we were talking to experts,

5 getting opinions from experts, or you thought it

6 was a methodological approach.

	

7	 MR. ROKITA: I'm just trying to

8 determine what our mission here is at the core

9 level and whether it should be making a

10 conclusory report as to whether or not something

11 exists, or is our mission more plain language,

12 the development of the methodologies that would

13 lead to something like statistics and

14 methodologies, not an amalgamation of opinions

15 as to whether or not voter fraud exists and

16 where it is. Because we could keep adding to

17 that, then we're putting the EAC -- or EAC is

18 going to be in a position of saying -- of adding

19 to the universe of opinions.

	

20	 MS. WANG: These are actually not

21 just opinions. if you look at the people we

22 spoke to, there were election officials.
57

1	 MR. ROKITA: All of whom have

2 opinions. Yes, I understand.
3	 MS. WANG: well, opinions based on

4 actual experience.

5	 MR. BAUER: That's what my question
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7	 MR. SEREBROV: But it is a method of

8 identifying election fraud.

	

9	 MS. WANG: Any political scientist.

10 And if you look at the methodologies that were

11 suggested to me, every single one of them talks

12 about interviewing a range of people involved in

13 the process.

	

14	 MR. ROKITA: These might be

15 experiences.

	

16	 MR. SEREBROV: We originally had a

17 political scientist on this group, a third

18 person who had to withdraw, and that is Steve,

19 who we actually interviewed after.

	

20	 MS. SIMS: He can speak for the EAc

21 that we're not expecting the group to say there

22 is or there is not fraud. we're not expecting
0	 58

1 that. I think we know there are instances of

2 it.

	

3	 At this point in time, what we're

4 trying to do is get a handle on how we can

5 develop nationwide statistics, and investigating

6 voter fraud and voter intimidation.

	

7	 MS. WANG: To know how to investigate

8 and deter fraud and intimidation, you have to

9 first get some sort of a grasp as to what the

10 actual problems were, and where your energy and

11 resources ought to be focused.

	

12	 MR. ROKITA: Yes, you have to do

13 that. I am not basing things after our
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14 experience, but we don't know that this

15 experience is a fair sampling of what's out

16 there. And as I read those interviews and what

17 1 heard you say at the beginning is we don't

18 have statistics. So, in essence, even these

19 experiences are based on non-quantifiable

20 experiences and things that might have happened,

21 and opinions.

	

22	 MS. WANG: That's a major question of
q 	 59

1 this project, is any of this quantifiable. I

2 don't think you're ever going to come up with a

3 number, so how do you get at it?

	

4	 MR. ROKITA: That's a fair agenda

5 item for this discussion. Maybe at the end of

6 day, we decide we stop spending taxpayer money

7 or it's going to be too much to spend to find

8 that kind of data.

	

9	 MR. SEREBROV: i think we're going to

10 find that's the answer.

	

11	 MR. ROKITA: otherwise, we will stop

12 it here and recognize there is a huge difference

13 of opinion on that issue of fraud when it occurs

14 is obtainable, and that would possibly be a

15 conclusion of the EAC.

	

16	 Ms. SIMs: I don't know if the EAC

17 would come to a conclusion like that. Again,

18 it's all going to have to go back to the

19 Commissioners and they are going to have

20 discussions about, what they can pursue in this

21 area, but here are a couple things that I am
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22 looking at. This is just from being in this

0	 60

1 field a long time. It may be difficult to -- I

2 don't think it's going to be impossible to get

3 exact statistics on voting fraud.

	

4	 Can we take another step and get

5 better statistics on voting fraud, that is one

6 question. The other question is, is there a way

7 of identifying at this point certain parts in

8 the election process that are more vulnerable,

9 that we should be addressing.

	

10	 MS. WANG: That's what I am trying to

11 say.

	

12	 MR. GINSBERG: I guess I am curious

13 about why there is some academic work being done

14 about this when, in fact, in six months, you

15 have got the ultimate laboratory. why would you

16 not come out with some sort of methodology to go

17 into all the polling places where there may be

18 an issue, with what amounts to a bipartisan

19 team, and take a look at it.

	

20	 MS. WANG: That was actually in a

21 couple at least of the suggestions of

22 methodologies from the political scientist, but
0	 61

1 imagine the resources that it would take to get.

	

2	 MR. GINSBERG: Truthfully, minimum.

3 I admit that my background and prejudices are

4 probably not where the political scientist's

5 are, as an academic matter.

	

6	 MR. BAUER: Ben is a former
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7 journalist.

	

8	 MR. GINSBERG: In the last election,

9 for example, in the Republican Party and the

10 Democratic Party, there were pretty good

11 samplings of precincts that had a Republican and

12 Democrat, probably 10,000 precincts around the

13 country more or less. why would you not have a

14 Republican and a Democrat in each one of those?

15 with all due respect to the voters, a lot of

16 those groups are going to be perceived as

17 partisan, but I mean --

	

18	 MR. GINSBERG: Maybe perceived but to

19 make it valid, you need to have representatives

20 of the parties conducting this and taking a look

21 at precincts, any precinct anybody wants in the

22 country where you're thinking there may be
0	 62

1 intimidation, where there may be fraud. And

2 instead of turning it into some sort of

3 political charge pre election, actually have

4 observers from both parties in the places where

5 this is most likely to occur, and see if it

6 occurs and how it occurs.

	

7	 MS. WANG: The problem with having it

8 limited to those jurisdictions where you suspect

9 that it's very likely bad things will happen is

10 then you have a skewed result.

	

11	 MR. GINSBERG: Well, I think you I

12 said any precinct anybody wanted to put people.

	

13	 MR. GREENBAUM: which sometimes you

14 don't know there's going to be problems. who
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15 knew that Dilluth, Minnesota. we certainly had

16 no awareness that Dilluth, Minnesota was going

17 to be an area where Indian voters were going to

18 get intimated at the polls.

19	 My other concern is, a lot of times,

20 that is things outside of what either party

21 cares about. Sometimes there are maybe in

22 places where you have partisan elections that
C
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1 are going to be very close. sometimes the

2 issues involve nonpartisan elections.

	

3	 MR. GINSBERG: I don't disagree with

4 that. it can be any place where anybody

5 perceives a problem.

	

6	 MR. SEREBROV: But one of the

7 questions was absentee ballots, how do you deal

8 with absentee ballots at a polling place.

	

9	 MR. HEARNE: I think Ben's discussion

10 is a good one. The point he is saying, we have

11 a great laboratory coming up in terms of an

12 election. we can go back through next Tuesday,

13 that is all variable. I'm not saying it's not

14 at all, but the concept of being able to say

15 here's an election upcoming we're developing.

16 if you're going to need to develop some

17 methodology to study it, you can develop the

18 methodology looking forward to the event.

	

19	 MR. SEREBROV: wouldn't it be better

20 to wait for 2008?

	

21	 MR. HEARNE: If you look forward to

22 that, and take the two stakeholders in the
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1 election, which are going to be the party -- the

2 two parties, and figure out a way where you find

3 your hottest, most concerned polling places, we

4 will find the ones. You could do some

5 statistical analysis, find out ones that have

6 the greatest aberration, and try to identify

7 them, whatever way you want to do it.

	

8	 MR. BAUER: If I may, this is

9 probably not the first time I have made an

10 unwise suggestion. I think from a whole host of

11 respects, it is very, very difficult to sell.

12 First of all, I don't think the American public

13 is going to want an election system where two

14 parties are involved in the election system.

15 secondly, anybody who's served the parties would

16 know how quickly they will arrive at

17 understanding workers in polling places.

	

18	 I tend to get along with Republicans,

19 but I doubt this would be anything other than

20 attractive and efficient controversial effort.

	

21	 And the last point I would make is,

22 you're introducing a variable into the very
0	 65

1 thing you want to study. If you announce

2 political parties are going out into the field,

3 you're going to affect behavior and you're going

4 to end up changing the subject you are

5 undertaking to study. It is not scientific,

6 will have zero credibility, and it is not what a
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7 U.S. Government enterprise should go through.

	

8	 MR. GINSBERG: The point was, you're

9 not looking to monitor the sanctity of American

10 elections. what you're looking for is valid

11 data to collect. And part of the problem that I

12 think you've got with the data you're collecting

13 is you're not sure how true it is. You are not

14 sure how much is political charges. You are not

15 sure, as you said, it is the charge that is made

16 one day all over the front page but straightened

17 out three weeks later. This is for data

18 collection purposes. This isn't about

19 monitoring the sanctity of the election.

	

20	 MR. BAUER: The data collectors don't

21 have any credibility. The two major party

22 organizations in this country are not neutral
0	 66

1 collectors of data. Everything they are going

2 to collect is going to be collected in a

3 partisan way. That is true on your side. We're

4 not going to be able to persuade anybody that

5 this is anything different.

	

6	 MS. WANG: we already have -- the

7 Department of Justice has a major observer

8 program.

	

9	 MR. WEINBERG: The article lays out

10 exactly how the justice department finds the

11 polling places to put observers in. And it also

12 collects examples of the observer report fields.

13 so this -- and internationally, those of us who

14 have done international stuff know we do pretty
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15 much the same thing, and they use pretty much

16 the same kind of forms. The fact of the matter

17 is that I think you can get a lot of data, you

18 can get it on a form. And the fact that people

19 are two different political parties doesn't mean

20 they are going to try to lie on forms. If it

21 does, things are pretty sad.

22	 The other thing is that you do affect
0	 67

1 the election, and that's not bad. one of the

2 great, great saving graces of the observer

3 function is it opens everything up. You have

4 transparency. First time you don't have people

5 wondering what's going on in the polling places.

6 You have people knowing what is going on in the

7 polling places. And there's ways to control

8 them. They can sit in particular places. If

9 they have complaints, they can complaint to the

10 precinct chair.

11	 There are things that you can do and

12 there are ways to organize it, and you can

13 figure out which polling places, what goal

14 you're trying to achieve that you can get

15 information. If you get it every election,

16 every year for the 25 years, I have seen and

17 it's doable. will it take a lot of people,

18 sure. Take organizing, yes, but you know,

19 organizing is what you want, if you're going to

20 get data. Is it going to be scientifically

21 reliable, I don't know. I don't know if there

22 is anything that can be done, having read all
0

	

	 68
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1 that, that is going to end up scientifically

2 reliable.

	

3	 But what impressed me in reading

4 through all this is that these problems are not

5 -- you don't have the one solution fits all. If

6 you've got things happening inside polling

7 places, that's one thing. If you have things

8 happening on absentee ballots, you're going to

9 have a different approach. If you have

10 intimidation of voters, polling signs put up,

11 you're going to get deported if you vote, that's

12 a different problem. And I don't think you're

13 going to find a solution to either get data on

14 or resolve any of those problems with the same

15 solution.

	

16	 MS. WANG: So you need multiple

17 studies.

	

18	 MR. DONSANTO: I will tend to agree

19 with my friend Barry, and add to that a couple

20 caveats. Number one, the program Barry

21 honorably oversaw for a large part of his life

22 is based on a federal statute that gives the
0	 69

1 Federal Government statutory authority to put

2 federal observers in polling places when certain

3 conditions are certified to exist by the

4 Attorney General. only a few states, I haven't

5 done a count, not all states allow election

6 monitors to be in the polls.

	

7	 So you start out with the problem of
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8 access in the polling place. This is a problem

9 for us in law enforcement. we can know that

10 something is going to go on. If we were told

11 something was going to go on in Polling Place 3

12 in ward 4 in Chicago, we could send somebody in

13 there. I guess we could. Bad example.

	

14	 MS. WANG: That's the recommendation

15 that we come out to change or encourage states

16 to change that.

	

17	 MR. DONSANTO: But in terms of your

18 ability to employ something now, it's an

19 obstacle you have to overcome.

	

20	 Secondly, and I think Barry touched

21 on this --

	

22	 MR. SEREBROV: Maybe we'd overcome it
0	 70

1 if you get a candidate to appoint you as a poll

2 worker.

	

3	 MR. DONSANTO: Then you get into a

4 position where you're skewing data. That's

5 where you're politicizing more so than just a

6 party watcher.

	

7	 MR. SEREBROV: You can get the

8 parties to authorize you.

	

9	 MR. DONSANTO: In Virginia, they

10 don't have poll watchers in Virginia. if a

11 candidate were to try to put a poll cashier in

12 Virginia, he would be kicked out, and most

13 states follow that rule, whatever.

	

14	 The other thing is that I think it

15 was brought up early on in what you all
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16 presented here, the types of things that go

17 wrong inside polling places are really not

18 representative of the uniform of things that go

19 wrong. The types of things -- there used to be

20 a time when election fraud was committed by poll

21 officers who just stole elections, but during

22 the past 30 or 40 years that I've been watching
0	 71

1 this stuff, the election administration business

2 has become more professionalized. And when you

3 have a professional sort of approach to the job

4 of administering elections, although there may

5 be something there that is representing a

6 political party, your loyalty goes beyond that

7 to the process. and it's becoming extremely

8 rare, extremely rare today, to find polling

9 officials that are complacent in election fraud,

10 whereas 30, 40 years ago, it was not unusual at

11 all.

12	 so you know the kind of methodologies

13 that you've been talking about are not, for

14 example, going to allow you to capture

15 information on things that take place at the

16 polling place. It is not going to allow to you

17 capture information on intimidating voters,

18 absentee ballots. The situation is very hard to

19 measure.

20	 MR. WEINBERG: It will give you

21 information on the difference in treatment of

22 voters that happens frequently, and it will give
0	 72
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1 you other information about what happens as far

2 as the process, and whether the process is being

3 followed.

	

4	 Professional balloting is a huge

5 question that's come up. Nobody knows how that

6 works anywhere, and whatever happens to those

7 ballots, I mean, come on. There are things that

8 you can learn about problems that contribute to

9 the distrust of the election process, even

10 though you probably wouldn't see a whole lot of

11 direct fraud.

	

12	 MS. WANG: Again, the provisional

13 ballot is an interesting issue to raise.

14 Michael McDonald, who worked on the election day

15 study, he and I have talk about this a lot.

16 Section 203 covered jurisdictions, there was

17 more use of provisional ballots than in any kind

18 of jurisdiction. Can you start to draw

19 conclusions from that? So that's another thing

20 that you can look at.

	

21	 MR. WEINBERG: I'll just interject

22 one more thing. There is the re-authorization
0
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1 of the voting Rights act, that what we ought to

2 do is cut loose the observing from the

3 technically special covered jurisdictions and

4 have them be able to be assigned nationwide with

5 specific criteria, and that would help a lot of

6 the problems.

	

7	 MR. BAUER: Our mandate here is to
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8 look at the research. I disagree with the

9 secretary. I think some of the preliminary work

10 is absolutely essential to the credibility, to

11 the thoughtfulness and integrity of the effort,

12 but I don't think that, as I read this, this

13 means that our judgement is that we leave the

14 work that's been done today and create a hybrid

15 project which has as its aim to function as

16 improvement on current observing programs.

17 That's just not our mandate.

	

18	 MR. GINSBERG: So our goal is to have

19 bad elections so we can get good data?

	20	 MS. WANG: You may be familiar with

21 this work by a woman named Susan Hyde,

22 university of San Diego, doing a comparison
74

1 where there are observers as compared to where

2 there are not observers.

	

3	 MS. ROGERS: I'd like to suggest, in

4 addition to party observing, states put their

5 own observing on the ground. when you come into

6 a state, unless you immerse yourself in that

7 state's laws and that state's procedures, often

8 you don't know what you're observing. You don't

9 know if what you're seeing is legal or illegal.

	

10	 we did work with lawyers committee

11 and election protection, and reviewed a lot of

12 their information, sent back edits. we audited

13 some of their training classes and gave feedback

14 to those training classes. we had a lot of

15 community hotline communication on Election Day
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16 where they called to tell us what they received.

17 Not everyone does that, but we're unable to

18 quantify what is observed or what is alleged as

19 fraud because the complaint doesn't come to us.

20 It may go to either party and they not share

21 that information with the local jurisdiction or

22 with the state election official.
75

	

1	 we've put 80 to 100 observing from

2 the secretary of state's office on the ground

3 since 2002. we provide them with radios set up

4 like a little war room. They call us when there

5 is a problem and we immediately have someone

6 there to find out what that problem is. They

7 write up reports, and they are able to take

8 those reports, and we know where we need to go

9 and what areas need to be shored up. This

10 allows us to have the ability to change the

11 process, if something needs to be changed.

	

12	 Another thing, as far as parties in

13 our state, now the parties, rather than having

14 to be appointed as a poll watcher by a

15 candidate, each party is allowed to appoint up

16 to 25 statewide poll watchers. These people can

17 go anywhere they want to go. It seems to work

18 very well.

	

19	 MR. SEREBROV: I wanted to make two

20 points. one was a reaction to some of the

21 comments before. I know Arkansas and lot of

22 southern states, both the parties and the
76
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1 candidates are allowed to have watchers in every

2 poll. The other thing is, in Arkansas, the

3 Secretary of state doesn't have the statutory

4 authority to do what you're doing in Georgia. I

5 wish they did. it would make my life a lot

6 easier, especially in the past, and it would

7 make Tim Humphrey's life a lot easier, if you

8 knew Tim. But really it's a state by state

9 problem. I don't have a gist -- and this is

10 something we talked about, there was also a

11 sampling of state law in the next phase to see

12 where the bugs are in that system.

13	 MS. ROGERS: In Georgia, some of you

14 may know we have a state election board who has

15 authority. i actually yesterday pulled a list

16 of cases that we investigated in 2004. I don't

17 have the 2005 ones on here, but i can tell you

18 right now, of all of these cases right here, the

19 state election board investigated the majority

20 of these were absentee ballots.

21	 MS. WANG: well, I wish that every

22 state did what you did, then we could just add
0	 77

1 them all up. one thing we found, of course,

2 almost no states do that. Also, we spoke to

3 your successor, John Tanner. And the Federal

4 Government, the Department of justice keeps a

5 database of what comes in but they will not

6 release that information to us. And they also

7 would not release to us any more than a few

8 dozen of the observer reports, which we also
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9 think might be useful.

	

10	 MS. ROGERS: we've seen a high

11 success rate, not in deferring fraud, but in

12 deferring the actions of election officials and

13 poll workers. Those actions where you talked

14 about you can't determine if they are fraud but

15 yet they appear to be a lack of attention to

16 detail. we bring these people up regularly.

17 And when you bring them up in front of their

18 peers, it is a huge deterrence. And you're

19 correct, every case we have brought forward, it

20 has not been an instance of fraud.

	

21	 M5. SIMS: well, I was wondering,

22 before we continue on, because we're already
0	 78

1 getting some ideas for possible areas and it

2 might be worthwhile just to put these ideas

3 down, even though I am certainly not looking at

4 this as all one project. Some of these things

5 are not going to be one project, and some things

6 will be more problematic and may not be

7 something we can do right away.

	

8	 For example, for a number of reasons,

9 we couldn't do observers in this fall's

10 election, not the least of which is financial.

11 we probably won't have a budget, '07 budget, by

12 then. But actually, before we go on to this,

13 would it be okay if we talked about the

14 definition of voting fraud. Particularly, I'd

15 like to get into intimidation and suppression

16 areas.
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17	 if you don't have copies of that, we

18 can quickly run off some copies. one of the

19 reasons why I think this is of concern,

20 obviously, it would be helpful if we all knew

21 what we meant when we were talking about voter

22 fraud or voter intimidation. As we progress in
0	 79

1 terms of what we want to research or how we want

2 to identify it or develop projects to identify

3 and deter and investigate, we have some common

4 ground.

	

5	 MS. WANG: Did people get a chance to

6 look at the definition, and were there

7 objections?

	

8	 MR. DONSANTO: Comments. The

9 definition in the opening paragraph of this is,

10 I think, taken from something that's kind of the

11 operational way that we articulate what voter

12 fraud is as distinguished from the types of

13 things that go on in the process. So that's how

14 we define vote fraud.

	

15	 MS. WANG: It is the sincerest form

16 of flattery.

	

17	 MR. DONSANTO: Well, whatever.

18 However, since half of this program is not

19 directed so much at fraud but focuses on

20 intimidation, I think we need to define the term

21 intimidation, intimidation is a term that in

22 the context of elections, in my experience, has
0	 80
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1 no meaning at all. It can mean anything that

2 happens to you in connection with voting that

3 you don't like or that happens to somebody that

4 supports you that you don't like to. And the

5 other extreme, somebody who gets killed or a

6 cross burned on his yard to retaliate against

7 them for having exercised a franchise.

	

8	 The word fraud is a word that

9 connotes criminal. Criminal connotes that the

10 remedy for doing it is to put somebody in jail,

11 to afford that person all the procedural rights

12 given to someone in a criminal trial, including

13 the right to counsel, and obligation of the

14 prosecutor to prove the case beyond a reasonable

15 doubt.

	

16	 when applied to the word

17 intimidation, our research on the laws that

18 exist at the federal level has been that the

19 word intimidate in the criminal statutes means

20 to apply physical or economic duress upon a

21 victim in connection with a voting act. And if

22 you're going to use the word intimidate as you
0
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1 have in the fourth and fifth bullet from the

2 bottom on your page, I think accuracy would

3 require that you limit it to that.

	

4	 MS. WANG: well, that is to me

5 personally -- I don't speak for Job. see if he

6 agrees with me on this. This is a major matter

7 of concern to me. One of the things that I have

8 been exploring in my own head is the idea of
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9 changing that so that you can broaden the

10 criminal intimidation laws on the civil side.

	

11	 MR. DONSANTO: That's a civil side,

12 that's a different issue. That's not fraud.

13 Fraud equals crime.

	

14	 MS. WANG: Well, the question --

	

15	 MR. DONSANTO: Intimidation, there

16 are a universe of activities that can be

17 directed at people in a category of voter

18 suppression which are not fraud, which are

19 directed in the political process. signs are a

20 good example of that.

	

21	 MS. WANG: I think they are not under

22 the criminal law fraud, but if you think of
82

1 fraud, and this is how we perceive fraud,

2 anything that distorts the system, the process,

3 then certainly, keeping people from voting has

4 the same distorting impact.

	

5	 MR. DONSANTO: Yes, I agree with you.

6 The thing that you're leaving out is the word

7 corrupted, to affect an election campaign or

8 affects activities at the poll. Everything that

9 affects activities at the polls is encompassed

10 within your definition, and that encompasses

11 everything that occurs from the nominating

12 process on, criminal activity which is so

13 anti-social in that it warrants the ultimate

14 societal punishment, incarceration.

	

15	 Now, I'm not going to tell you -- the

16 word I am focusing on here is intimidation.
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17 There is an entirely another area having to do

18 with voter suppression which we're just

19 beginning to explore. And I give you an example

20 of how we're exploring this is the Tobin case

21 was sentenced yesterday. It was in The Post

22 yesterday. we're trying at justice to find ways
0	 83

1 to get at using the statutes, which we have to

2 get at aggravated forms of voter suppression. A

3 maliciously designed denial of service directed

4 at a get-out-to-vote telephone bank sufficiently

5 possessed criminal malfeasance that the person

6 who does something like that should go to jail.

7 Mr. Tobin, who is the executive director of the

8 New England Region of the Republican Party, is

9 facing ten months as a guest of the Attorney

10 General of the united states. somebody who puts

11 -- maliciously circulates posters that contain,

12 "Republicans vote on Tuesday, Democrats vote on

13 Wednesday."

14	 If we could find the people who do

15 that sort of thing, that isn't voter

16 intimidation. That is voter suppression. And,

17 yes, that kind of conduct, if done for the

18 design of deterring someone from voting, ought

19 to be a crime. And I assure you we have

20 investigated every single instance that has been

21 brought to our attention, and every single

22 instance, when we did an investigation, we were
0	 84

1 unable to find who did it.
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2	 MR. BAUER: I'd like to ask a

3 question. I'm not sure about the distinction

4 between suppression and intimidation.

5 Intimidation is a vehicle for achieving

6 suppression.

	

7	 MR. DONSANTO: You're right.

	

8	 MR. BAUER: In one sense, there may

9 not be any difference in intent or effect.

	

10	 MR. DONSANTO: Right.

	

11	 MR. BAUER: The second question I

12 wanted to ask you, if you deal with this

13 definitional change, if you talk about physical

14 or --

	

15	 MR. DONSANTO: In the context of the

16 term of intimidation, I would limit it that way.

	

17	 MR. BAUER: But intimidation is

18 related to suppression, in terms of Mr. Tobin.

	

19	 MR. DONSANTO: No, his is not an

20 intimidation. That's corrupt suppression.

	

21	 MR. BAUER: Here's my question.

22 Intimidation conducted on a systematic scale for
0	 85

1 the purpose of driving people away from the

2 polls has a suppressive nature.

	

3	 MR. DONSANTO: I don't disagree, but

4 the question becomes what methodology they are

5 using to achieve that result.

	

6	 MR. BAUER: The point you made about

7 capping off the physical and economic portion.

	

8	 MR. DONSANTO: As far as intimidation

9 is concerned, suppression is a broader term.
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10	 MR. BAUER: Let's talk about that

11 part of intimidation because I think, quite

12 frankly, intimidation isn't done for the

13 psychological joy of the intimidator. It is to

14 drive people away from the polls.

15	 Granted, the justice department will

16 be looking to converting it to criminally liable

17 behavior. It has the feel, tone, color, of

18 maliciously interfering with people's lives.

19	 MR. DONSANTO: Corrupt. I think I

20 see where you're going.

21	 MR. BAUER: what if you have a party

22 that dresses up people in para military so they
0	 86

1 look like military soldiers, and sends them into

2 targeted polling places to yell at voters as

3 they walk in, that they need to produce their

4 IDs, showing it to these people. If you had

5 that on a widespread, organized basis, and it is

6 clearly an intimidating behavior, it is clearly

7 malicious, you wouldn't say that that's outside

8 the range of conduct you would be concerned

9 about.

10	 MR. DONSANTO: Under the laws we have

11 to work with today, Bob, that's not corrupt.

12	 MR. BAUER: But you think the laws

13 you work with are supple enough?

14	 MR. DONSANTO: We're trying to bend

15 the ones we've got to address aggravated cases

16 of voter suppression, and the Tobin case is an

17 example of that. And you know how we do this,
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18 if we won Tobin and we get a District court

19 opinion, although he was acquitted on the 241

20 Count, if we got an opinion from the Court

21 saying the statute applies to this conduct,

22 that's the goal. You can bet the next time we
0
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1 have a denying of service attack, we're going to

2 attack it the same way. whether we can then

3 take that case and make it apply to different

4 facts, we'll try.

	

5	 MR. BAUER: That's what I wanted to

6 not.

	

7	 MR. DONSANTO: But this is a work in

8 progress.

	

9	 MS. WANG: Does this argue for a new

10 law?

	

11	 MR. DONSANTO: I don't know that is a

12 policy question.

	

13	 MR. HEARNE: Let me ask a question to

14 clarify that, to see where we are right now.

15 You mentioned the Tobin situation. The

16 allegation was often made and sometimes occurs

17 that an organization makes phone calls

18 intentionally misdirecting a voter to the wrong

19 poll, saying you have to bring eight forms of

20 identification, voting is. on Wednesday.

	

21	 MR. DONSANTO: That's false.

22 we would investigate that.
0	 88

	

1	 MR. GREENBAUM: Craig, can I call you
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3	 MR. DONSANTO: FBI.

	

4	 MR. GREENBAUM: We did that twice in

5 2004. we had other instances we could have done

6 it. And the FBI, they did not want to

7 follow-up. we had the complainant.

	

8	 MR. DONSANTO: which field division?

	

9	 MR. GREENBAUM: In Arizona, in

10 Florida. Florida, I think it was Palm Beach.

	

11	 MR. DONSANTO: I'll tell you what

12 I'll do, I am not here to protest or intake
13 cases, but I write an awful FD 302.

	14	 MR. GREENBAUM: In Arizona --

	

15	 MR. DONSANTO: If you can send me a

16 paragraph on these, I will send it to the

17 district election officer in that district and

18 ask what happened. I won't be able to tell you

19 what they responded to, but I will in fact

20 query. Because what I said is true, if we can

21 find out who does that sort of thing, I am eager

22 to.
0	 89

	

1	 MR. HEARNE: Craig, in your opinion,

2 someone making those kind of false statements,

3 is that within what you understand to be

4 intimidation?

	

5	 MR. DONSANTO: If it occurs within a

6 federal election. That is the unique way the

7 laws were written about if it occurs in a

8 federal election, that sort of behavior is a

9 conspiracy to deprive the victim of their right
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10 to vote for federal office.

	

11	 MS. WANG: I have to say, in some of

12 the interviews, we have heard similar complaints

13 from the people from the advocacy organizations,

14 that they have sent reams of documentation to

15 the DO] and not gotten a response.

	

16	 MR. GREENBAUM: We did something to

17 Tanner or to Alex Costa. Alex called back and

18 said, "Talk to the FBI." with two of the

19 instances, we talked to the FBI, and it was

20 clear that they just had no intention of doing

21 anything with it. Frankly, it turned us off

22 after that.
0	 90

	

1	 MR. DONSANTO: In Arizona, I am not

2 entirely surprised, but that may be a personnel

3 problem. And it also may be a problem with

4 respect to how your facts fell insofar as the

5 law. It may be the fact that your facts did not

6 produce sufficient leads. These are all things.

	

7	 MR. GREENBAUM: In one case we

8 actually had -- the person actually had the

9 number, because of caller ID and actually called

10 the number back, and someone answered the phone

11 and identified who they were affiliated with.

	

12	 MR. DONSANTO: Right. This occurred

13 in the 2004 general election?

	

14	 MR. GREENBAUM: Yes, it did.

	

15	 MR. HEARNE: I can give you another

16 example that was presented to Congress, and it

17 was not followed up. That was a phone call to a
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18 sitting retired Ohio judge in Marion County,

19 Ohio.

	

20	 MR. DONSANTO: we did follow-up on

21 that one.

	

22	 MR. SEREBROV: Yes. There was the
0
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1 case I gave you.

	

2	 MS. WANG: You might want to look at

3 the summaries of the interviews, because a

4 number of people have said they have given all

5 this information to the Department of justice,

6 and they haven't done anything. I am just the
7 bearer of the news.

	

8	 MR. DONSANTO: And the other thing

9 that bears in mind, we cannot prosecute

10 everything. we try to, based on the degree of

11 severity of the event and the need for

12 deterrence.

	

13	 MR. HEARNE: Craig, not to belabor

14 the point but to make sure, in terms of the

15 intimidation, that I think it's very important
16 that we all understand, every election I ever

17 remember hearing about, we have these

18 allegations. And we always hear them and

19 everybody says, well, hey, no one did anything.

20 we're talking about calls to voters, like the

21 Tobin situation. we just talked about the other

22 situation, calls directed to voters trying to
I
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1 give them misinformation.

	

2	 what about calls to other people
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3 involved in the election, somebody calling and

4 saying, if you participate as an observer, as a

5 volunteer in an election, that we're going to

6 sue you for doing that, not voting, just

7 participating in the election process.

	

8	 MR. DONSANTO: I'm not going to

9 comment on whether that's a crime or not.

10 That's probably more a statement of fact. The

11 underlying thing is that is communicated, it has

12 to be false. I understand why come people will

13 be appalled of the fact that you intend to put

14 poll observers in their precinct, and say want

15 to sue you.

	

16	 MS. WANG: My. understanding is you

17 don't think the way we have intimidation here is

18 comports with what the legal definition is.

	

19	 MR. DONSANTO: I think out of the

20 exchange that I had, I think I have changed my

21 thinking a little bit. Can I run it out a

22 second time, see if it comes out better.
C
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1	 The word intimidate is a word of art

2 that connotes physical or economic duress in

3 terms of criminal behavior, okay.

	

4	 The word suppression is a work in

5 progress. I can tell you it addresses denial of

6 services, actions directed at get-out-to-vote

7 drives. I can tell you it is directed at

8 situations where maliciously false information

9 is communicated to voters to prevent them from

10 voting in election federal elections. change
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11 poll places, hiding the poll place, that's an

12 old type of thing.

	

13	 so the point is the extent to which

14 the word suppression can be translated into

15 crime is a work in progress, with certain

16 aspects of it that I have just summarized here

17 being clearly within the definition but not

18 necessarily having those being exclusive.

	

19	 MS. WANG: So is there some

20 particular language that you might suggest?

	

21	 MR. DONSANTO: i think the word

22 corruptly.
0	 94

	

1	 Ms. SIMS: So the fifth bullet from

2 the bottom.

	

3	 MR. DONSANTO: Intimidating practices

4 involving the use of economic, physical duress

5 to prevent or deter voting activity, and then a

6 separate bullet having to do with suppression,

7 corrupt activities or activities aimed at

8 corruptly suppressing. Corruptly with a word

9 that connotes specific intent. it's kind of

10 like you know it when you see it.

	

11	 MS. WANG: Are we limited to the

12 Department of Justice definition of

13 intimidation?

	

14	 MR. DONSANTO: You can do anything

15 that you want to do.

	

16	 MS. WANG: Because I would rather not

17 have it be limited to economic or physical

18 deprivation.
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19	 MR. DONSANTO: This is what I am

20 trying to avoid, is that there are some things

21 that happen in the political process that aren't

22 pleasant, and the rent-a-cop scenario is one of
0	 95

1 those, the poll watcher who aggressively pursues

2 his mandate and poll watches.

	

3	 MS. WANG: That's what I'm talking

4 about.

	

5	 MR. DONSANTO: That's not a crime

6 Fraud is a word that connotes crime.

	

7	 MR. GINSBERG: You can't tune your

8 definitions to create a political resolve,

9 unless you want to make a political statement,

10 which is fine, but then let's label it that way.

11 And I hope that if you're going to manufacture a

12 definition like that, you would have precise

13 examples of what you're trying to bring in to

14 this new term you're coming up with.

	

15	 MR. GREENBAUM: Sure. In terms of

16 this type of intimidation, actually the example

17 that Craig gave, the over aggressive poll

18 watcher, there are cases out there where those

19 poll watchers have been thrown out, not

20 necessarily because they committed a crime, but

21 they may have violated a statute.

	

22	 MR. DONSANTO: And that is the
0	 96

1 appropriate remedy for that kind of offense.

	

2	 MR. GREENBAUM: But that's part of
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4	 MR. GINSBERG: Poll watchers who are

5 being more aggressive than the local people in

6 the polls think that should be intimidating, and

7 that the poll watcher should leave.

8 where does that fit into your definition?

9 Let's deal with that example.

	

10	 MR. BAUER: Well, I want to go to

11 something you earlier said, which is, we

12 shouldn't be concerned with anything that isn't

13 criminal, that couldn't be established to be

14 criminal. well, you just said -- Craig said

15 they are -- it is a work in progress to begin

16 with. That is not a boundary that is easily set

17 here.

	

18	 And the second thing, I don't believe

19 that the EAC should announce that it's only

20 dealing with criminal forms of illegal conduct.

	

21	 MR. GINSBERG: You can't stretch

22 definitions to achieve a political result here.
0	 97

1 I was referring to the way she was trying to

2 change it.

	

3	 MS. ROGERS: Does the definition

4 include conspiring to do any of these?

	

5	 MS. WANG: That can certainly be

6 added.

	

7	 MR. HEARNE: Let me ask a question.

8 when you use the word intimidation, a lot of

9 people have come to me in different contexts and

10 say, "I find is intimidating when I go in and
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11 people with signs are sticking something in

12 front of me."

	

13	 MS. WANG: Well, how did you make the

14 distinction in the report that you wrote?

	

15	 MR. HEARNE: well, the report would

16 be somebody trying to prevent somebody from

17 exercising their right. That's a component

18 point. You work into it.

	

19	 MS. WANG: Intimidating practices.

	

20	 MR. HEARNE: I want to bring out the

21 point, it is not just a perception that some

22 hypothetical voter found it intimidating to go
a	 98

1 through the process, but it was intended by the

2 person engaging in that act to deny that person

3 their right to participate in the election.

	

4	 MS. WANG: i had specifically wanted

5 and I guess there had been some objection to

6 having violations of the voting Rights Act part

7 of this definition, but I think Craig said what
8 was the problem. I think there are some Section
9 2 violations and there was an objection to that.

	

10	 MR. DONSANTO: The problem that I've

11 got with their definition is that the word fraud

12 appears in the labelling definition, and I don't
13 know what the Congress meant when it put that

14 word in there.

	

15	 I have been a prosecutor my whole

16 life. To me, fraud is a crime. There is no

17 such thing to me. Fraud connotes, yes, there is

18 civil fraud, but civil fraud, I have always been
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19 a believer in the fact that most civil frauds

20 could be criminal fraud. Fraud is obtaining

21 property from another through lying.

	

22	 MS. WANG: Defining elect fraud and
0	 99

1 defining voter intimidation.

	

2	 MR. GINSBERG: Let me go back to my

3 hypothetical. Does the definition of a poll

4 watcher in an unfriendly precinct, who gets

5 intimated, who goes about his duties under the

6 statute to challenge voters that he or she

7 thinks may be improper, and is intimated out of

8 that polling place from doing the poll watcher's

9 job, does that fit in your definition?

	

10	 MS. WANG: well, that goes back to

11 the problem of where do you draw the line

12 between allegations and something that would

13 indicate that there was some merit to it, some

14 sort of investigation or official action, which

15 is a problem that you have in all of these

16 examples, so I can't say this is where you draw

17 the line in this particular instance the same

18 way. I'm not sure how you draw the line when

19 someone alleges that a felon has voted and they

20 should be prosecuted and thrown in jail and it

21 is the case that they did not know where they

22 were not allowed to vote. There is line drawing
0	 100

1 that has to be done that isn't easy.

	

2	 MR. DONSANTO: couldn't you possibly

3 address this by putting before the preface
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4 something to the effect that the definition that

5 we're providing here is a definition that we're

6 going to be using to define the scope of this

7 project? Most of the activities described here

8 are crimes, but that is not necessarily the case

9 with all of them.

	

10	 MS. WANG: I'm fine with that.

	

11	 MR. DONSANTO: Something like that.

	

12	 MR. HEARNE: Tova, let me make sure

13 your point is one that I agree with, is to say
14 let's look at we're not saying somebody finds it

15 intimidating, but something intimidating enough

16 to prevent somebody lawfully participating in

17 the election process. Do we include just the

18 voter or other people, volunteers, people

19 participating, people driving them to the poll?

20 if somebody wants to drive somebody to the polls

21 and slashes their tires, does that count as a

22 suppression or intimidation?
0	 101

	

1	 MS. WANG: well, you know, we had

2 that case already.

	

3	 MR. HEARNE: when we look at that

4 definition, what are we looking at?

	

5	 MS. WANG: Well, they are in jail

6 now.

	

7	 MR. DONSANTO: That's a Wisconsin

8 case.

	

9	 MR. GINSBERG: What's the distinction

10 between that case and the phone case?

	

11	 MR. DONSANTO: None. We wanted both
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12 of them. we were prepared to take both of them,

13 but we only had enough resources to pursue one,

14 and the District Attorney in Milwaukee agreed to

15 take operation elephant flat foot. That's what

16 it was called. The name of it was called

17 elephant flat foot. Instead of jamming the

18 phone lines of the get-out-to-vote drive, they

19 took the vans that were going to be used to

20 deliver voters to the polls and wrecked them.

	

21	 MR. GINSBERG: Is that intimidation?

	

22	 MS. WANG: It probably doesn't count
0	 102

1 because it does distort the ability to vote, so

2 I would guess so.

	

3	 MR. SEREBROV: Well, it's an

4 intentional action, so it's included.

	

5	 MR. DONSANTO: There is corrupt voter

6 suppression, and those guys are all in jail.

	

7	 MR. GINSBERG: And you don't have the

8 federal precedent.

	

9	 MR. DONSANTO: The same thing, the

10 object of the scheme was to deprive the victim

11 of their right to vote in a federal election,

12 the right to vote for federal office. That was

13 the object of it, same way as at the poll.

	

14	 MS. WANG: Are there other comments

15 or suggestions to the definition that we have,

16 other than Craig's?

	

17	 Is this a good time to take a break?

	

18	 MS. SIMs: I wanted to mention that

19 secretary Todd Rokita had asked about
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20 legislative history in connection with these two

21 things. I had done some initial research and

22 hadn't found it to be helpful. As I recall to a
0	 103

1 certain extent, these were, I believe,

2 amendments added on the floor of the House, and

3 I don't know there was a lot of discussion

4 associated with them.

	

5	 MR. ROKITA: Was there any?

	

6	 MS. SIMS: other than I knew that the

7 voter intimidation was a direct reaction to the

8 voting fraud amendment. what a surprise. That

9 was pretty clear, but there wasn't a lot in here

10 that I could see. The meat of this bill, the

11 discussions took place outside of public venue.

	

12	 MR. ROKITA: If there is some way we

13 can run a quick search on 241 and print off some

14 legislative history.

	

15	 MR. DONSANTO:	 241 was enacted in

16 1886.

	

17	 MR. ROKITA: Help America Vote Act.

	

18	 Ms. SIMS: we have a volunteer ready

19 to do that, but it may be a good time to do a

20 break.

	

21	 MR. HEARNE: Before we conclude that

22 point, my sense was, is somebody going to
U	 104

1 re-work it, are we going to break it into two?

	

2	 MS. WANG: we're going to put this

3 little preface. She got all this down.
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4	 MR. HEARNE: Is that transcript going

5 to be available to us?

	

6	 MS. SIMS: We can make it available

7 to you, probably 15 days.

	

8	 (short Recess.)

	

9	 MS. SIMS: As you notice, we have

10 been joined by Paul DeGregorio and our Executive

11 Director, Tom Wilkey, and Julie Thompson

12 Hodgkins.

	

13	 CHAIRMAN DEGREGORIO: Let me, first

14 of all, thank you on behalf of the Commission

15 for coming today and participating in this

16 important working group. we know that Job and

17 Tova have worked for many months now on this

18 project, and some of you together, to discuss

19 this important issue of voter fraud and voter

20 intimidation that is required under HAVA for the

21 EAC to take a look at. And we have taken our

22 role very seriously to do, and believe they have
0	 105

1 brought together some of the best people in the

2 country to take a look at these issues and to

3 come forth with some ideas for the EAC.

	

4	 vice-Chairman Martinez wanted to be

5 with us today, but his father is fairly sick in

6 Austin, so he had to fly back yesterday evening

7 to be with his father and so he couldn't be

8 here, but I've asked our executive director, Tom

9 Wilkey, raise your hand, and our legal counsel,

10 Julie Hodgkins, to join us this afternoon.

	

11	 I know that you all have had some
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12 discussions already and we're really just going

13 to listen, not to participate, because we know

14 you are at the point where you're going to be

15 talking about some recommendations and talking

16 about some things that you want to direct to the

17 EAC.

	

18	 So we thought it would be important

19 just for us to sit back and to listen to the

20 discussion so it can help us, as the consultant,

21 to then move forward with recommendations to us

22 in future months. Thank you, again, for
0	 106

1 participating. I don't know if you're going to

2 have future working groups of this group, but

3 certainly --

	

4	 MS. SIMS: Not for this phase, but if

5 we have subsequent research, I'm sure that we'll

6 need working groups to help us with that.

	

7	 CHAIRMAN DEGREGORIO: Peggy Sims and

8 I go back twenty years when I was the director

9 of elections in St. Louis County, and Thor was

10 pretty young and maybe still in law school. I

11 remember those days. I used to call Peggy when

12 she worked for the Federal Election Commission

13 in Franklin. Donsanto also goes back many, many

14 years to IACREAT seminars when I used to hear

15 him talk about voter fraud issues throughout the

16 country. we have got some other people in our

17 own staff who are participating in helping this

18 along. Thank you, Peggy,, for your work. I will

19 let you go ahead and continue.
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20	 MS. SIMS: Okay. I just wanted to

21 say as we get into ideas, because remember,

22 we're not just talking about statistics, we're
0	 107

1 talking about identifying, deterring, and

2 investigating voter fraud and voter

3 intimidation. Some of that, in my mind, and

4 this is, again, from my experience at FEC, will

5 involve the process and how election officials

6 run the process.

	

7	 we're also working on management

8 guidelines for voting systems. As you may know,

9 the EAC recently released its voluntary voting

10 system guidelines which are used to test voting

11 equipment. Now, we're also focusing -- we're

12 also working on updating those guidelines. That

13 is going to be a constant process, but the

14 companion piece, one that I know Tom Wilkey has

15 urged us to do for a long time, is to develop

16 management guidelines for the management of

17 these voting systems. we're working on that

18 right now.

	

19	 Also, we have a project looking at

20 state vote counting and recounting laws in

21 contested elections. And the effort will also

22 pick up best practices that apply to these
C
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1 areas.

	

2	 we also have a report that is being

3 -- I guess it is still in the draft stage for

4 provisional voting, and one on voter ID that
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5 might relate to some of these problems that we

6 saw, that may actually relate more to how the

7 process is administered rather than actual

8 voting fraud. But if these processes are

9 administered badly, they can leave open the

10 opportunity for voting fraud.

11	 so I wanted to make sure you had that

12 information available before we got into this

13 discussion.

14	 MS. WANG: okay. Well, as I kept

15 referring to earlier, I did talk to a bunch of

16 political scientists and other expert types in

17 the field. You have in your materials sort of

18 summaries of the recommendations that they made.

19 As I said, if ever there was something everyone

20 agreed to, this would be a complex undertaking.

21 I am not a political scientist so I am sort of

22 reluctant to myself recommend any one of these
0	 109

1 methodologies over another, which is why i think

2 in Phase 2 it will be necessary to have someone

3 of the nature of the people I interviewed

4 involved in the process, someone who really

5 knows how to do statistical work and do these

6 kind of studies. And there are people out there

7 like that, and I can make some recommendations

8 in that regard.

9	 I would note that several of the

10 recommended methodologies, sort of a

11 multi-pronged approach we were getting at

12 earlier, many of them include the elements of
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13 conducting more interviews, doing a survey,

14 which I know brings up issues for the EAC, but

15 doing a survey of voters or administrators or

16 both, and finally, analyzing and doing voting

17 list comparisons.

	

18	 so I'm happy to talk further about

19 any of the particular methodologies that were

20 suggested to me but I think I don't feel that I

21 am necessarily in the position to judge which of

22 these is best, and I would be open to any
0	 110

1 thoughts you have as to what seemed like they

2 make the most sense.

	

3	 MS. SIMS: The difficulties we have

4 with surveys is because this agency, unlike FEC,

5 is under the Paperwork Reduction Act

6 requirement, which means we have to go through a

7 process which Julie could tell you, if you need

8 to know. But what it does is delays our ability

9 to be able to do surveys quickly because we have

10 to go through this process before we're allowed

11 to conduct surveys.

	

12	 MR. DONSANTO: Paperwork Reduction

13 Act requires you to --

	

14	 MS. SIMS: Make paperwork, yes. The

15 only reason why I bring that up then is if we're

16 going to have surveys as part of a research

17 process, we have to build in time to be able to

18 go through this process to get our surveys

19 approved and ready to go.

	

20	 I know people were already talking
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21 about some ideas earlier. I will just go ahead

22 and put them up. I know we had a discussion
I
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1 about observers, using observers or poll

2 watchers. I'm not making any judgements on the

3 cost of these or our ability to do this. I just

4 want to make sure we put up our ideas.

	

5	 MR. CORTES: in terms of that, could

6 we define when we're talking about observers,

7 what those people actually do in the polling

8 place? I think there's different states have

9 allowed different types of access to people and

10 what they can do there. I believe you mentioned

11 earlier that in Virginia there aren't observers

12 allowed, but they do have people in the parties

13 in there that keep track of who comes into the

14 polling place.

	

15	 So in terms of making those

16 distinctions, if we could get some definitions

17 for these, I think it would be helpful.

	

18	 MS. SIMS: would we be able to do the

19 definitions or would these be defined by the

20 states?

	

21	 MR. SEREBROV: Part of our suggestion

22 was a survey state wise.
0	 112

	

1	 MR. HEARNE: In terms of what I think

2 Ben was suggesting, I think Barry had a concept.

3 what you were talking about, Barry, was sort of

4 the rigorous questionnaire kind of thing that is
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5 a uniform observation form that observers were

6 given, with very quantifiable data, that they go

7 in and observe the conduct of the election and

8 report anything based on that sort of standard.

9 That is what you're conceiving. so somebody

10 would say, how many people are registered to

11 vote here, how many machines are in this polling

12 place, how long a wait, how many people came

13 through the line, check off those objective

14 factors, is that what you're thinking of?

	

15	 MR. WEINBERG: Right, whatever else,

16 comments observers want to make on the forms.

	

17	 MR. GREENBAUM: At this point, we're

18 just putting ideas on the table. we're not

19 discussing how we feel about them.

	

20	 MS. SIMS: That's correct. we know

21 we don't have universal support.

	

22	 MS. ROGERS: on the subject of
0	 113

1 observers, there seems to be two prongs; one,

2 observers used in the collection of data, but

3 two, observers used as a methodology in

4 deterring fraud, which seems to me to be two

5 different uses of observers, and I wanted to

6 record that.

	

7	 MS. WANG: Let's just talk about the

8 methodology first because I have a list of

9 things that we should do going forward.

10 I am focusing on the methodologies first.

	

11	 what do you all think about doing a

12 survey?
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13	 MR. DONSANTO: Survey of what?

	

14	 MS. WANG: well, you could do it a

15 couple different ways. Some of them actually

16 are described here.

	

17	 MR. BAUER: Voter surveys?

	

18	 MS. WANG: Voter surveys, what did

19 you experience at the poll.

	

20	 MR. DONSANTO: Who are the people

21 that would get the survey?

	

22	 MS. WANG: Well, it would be to have
0	 114

1 some sort of random survey that a political

2 scientist would know how to devise.

	

3	 The other thing is having observers

4 who either survey voters as they come out of the

5 poll.

	

6	 MR. WEINBERG: But is this a survey

7 to determine fraud or to determine what happened

8 in the poll? what's to come out of this, what

9 is the survey supposed to tell us?

	

10	 MS. WANG: Whether the person

11 participated in -- or who knows how much they

12 will self report, or observed some kind of

13 practice, fraud, or intimidation practice.

	

14	 MR. BAUER: Is this based on the

15 Overton?

	

16	 MS. WANG: Several of the experts

17 interviewed that I spoke to suggested a survey.

18 There was also a suggestion of a more massive

19 survey of administrators that would be much more

20 comprehensive than just trying to do interviews
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22	 MR. GINSBERG: How many voters were
C
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1 they willing to --

	

2	 MS. WANG: No one was willing to come

3 up with a number. They just said it would have

4 to be big.

	

5	 MR. DONSANTO: It would have to be

6 huge.

	

7	 Ms. SIMS: when they referenced

8 election officials, they were talking about

9 local and state election officials.

	

10	 MS. WANG: well, at this point, local

11 because the state election officials have been

12 easy to have conversations with.

	

13	 MR. BAUER: There is one kind of

14 survey intended to determine whether or not the

15 voters we talked to who say they were registered

16 were, in fact, registered. As Overton

17 described, this is a statistically

18 representative sample of people who purported to

19 report how they voted. And the other one,

20 somewhere, you are basically converting them

21 into eyewitnesses.

22 There are very different kinds of surveys for
C
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1 very different purposes.

	

2	 MR. GINSBERG: Did you commit fraud

3 at the polling place?

	

4	 MR. BAUER: Trying to transcend the

5 anecdotal nature of what we do about frauds, it
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6 seems to me -- I am not an expert on polling

7 methodology, but the potential for

8 interpretation of an awful lot of data collected

9 for marginal potential value, it doesn't tell

10 you very much.

	

11	 MR. GREENBAUM: Let me agree with

12 Bob.

	

13	 MS. WANG: Just for the record.

	

14	 MR. .WEINBERG: I think a better

15 question would be whether anybody thinks the

16 survey would be useful.

	

17	 MR. DONSANTO: It is for the

18 practical. It might be useful. It is just not

19 practical.

	

20	 MR. GREENBAUM: Except to the extent

21 I am aware of all the things we have on there.
22 How do we capture where most of the fraud's

0	 117

1 taking place, which is not in the polls.

	

2	 MR. DONSANTO: Right.

	

3	 MR. GREENBAUM: For the initial, I
4 will state that it's my opinion.

	

5	 MR. GINSBERG: But come up with a

6 list about where you think the fraud is being

7 committed, see if you can come up with a

8 methodology.

	

9	 MS. WANG: There was this bunch of

10 people who independently came up with the idea

11 of picking ten places where you know there have

12 been a lot of problems, and some people where

13 there haven't, make them match geographically,
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14 demographically, and try to see where the

15 differences are.

	

16	 MR. GREENBAUM: it's tricky. I know

17 this in terms of some of the stuff I have done,

18 but sometimes you think that places are doing

19 better than they really are, and sometimes you

20 think that places are doing worse.

	

21	 MR. HEARNE: Let me suggest an

22 objective criteria that you might get in the
0	 118

1 first gathering. In Ohio, a lot of allegations

2 were made that voters were intimidated or

3 suppressed, the voter buys, taking older ones

4 and not putting them in others. There was a

5 U.S. House administration hearing, and officials

6 in charge said, no, we had quality distribution

7 based on number of voters. The lines were long

8 in certain areas, as they were in others.

	

9	 MS. WANG: We don't want to get into

10 that particular example.

	

11	 MR. HEARNE: That's the kind of

12 objective observation to be quantified. If you

13 had an observer in the polling place that would

14 be -- ben had suggested a Republican and

15 Democrat in interest. If you had an appropriate

16 sampling of why it was taking this long to vote

17 in this precinct, this long in this precinct.

	

18	 MR. GREENBAUM: That's not even a

19 fraud issue, I mean, not in my mind. And

20 believe me, we have studied the Ohio elections

21 administration very closely, given that we sued
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22 the Secretary of state. That goes more to
0
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1 election administration as opposed to a fraud

2 issue.

	

3	 MR. ROKITA: So it doesn't fit under

4 your definition of fraud.

	

5	 MS. WANG: it depends on whether

6 there was some reason to believe it was

7 intention ., in my personal opinion.

	

8	 MR. GREENBAUM: well, the problem in

9 Franklin, Ohio, was determined how the machines

10 were going to be allocated.

	

11	 MR. HEARNE: Let me take that as an

12 example. That is something that undermines a

13 lot of people's confidence in the election

14 process, when somebody is going into the process

15 and saying, we're only going to put one polling

16 machine for every thousand people in this

17 polling place, and fifty of them for 500 people

18 out here. That would be the kind of thing you

19 can quantify. You can find out directly what is

20 the data, what you think you can do that now.

21 we know that now.

	

22	 MR. HEARNE: And that would be
0	 120

1 helpful.

	

2	 MS. SIMS: Maybe the question is how

3 do we find out about that now. Right now, we

4 find out through --

	

5	 MR. ROKITA: The states and the
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7	 MS. SIMS: The states and the

8 counties, and also calls made to the justice

9 department.

	

10	 MR. HEARNE: Or about the lines. You

11 always get this allegation about long lines.

12 Every voter is going to come out with a

13 different perception, and you're always going to

14 have these competing stories about long lines in

15 different areas. If you had some teams in there

16 watching this and timing it, you would get some

17 objective criteria to evaluate those

18 allegations.

	

19	 MR. GREENBAUM: From my point of

20 view, why would you want a Republican and

21 Democrat, why won't you want a college student

22 or someone else that people can agree doesn't go
0	 121

1 in there with any sort of biases?

	

2	 MR. SEREBROV: You can't necessarily

3 get a college student in the polls.

	

4	 MR. GREENBAUM: Right. The state

5 laws are an impediment in a lot of places.

	

6	 MS. SIMS: well, some of these

7 things, like the machine placement, that's just

8 an example. A lot of things I personally see in

9 the press before I see anywhere else. That gets

10 to your following up on some of the press

11 reports to find out whether or not something

12 really happened, but that again is not a hundred

13 percent reliable because we're only getting a
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14 bit of the picture. And if you follow-up on

15 those press reports, we may find out that an

16 allegation of fraud was not fraud at all, it was

17 a mistake.

	

18	 MS. WANG: well, that's the case. I

19 don't know if we can come up with a methodology

20 in here. None of us are political scientists at

21 all either. so I just put these in front of you

22 as the types of things that people came up with.
0	 122

	

1	 I think, as we have talked about, it

2 is going to be a combination of approaches which

3 the work that we have already done will be one

4 of those ingredients supplemented by something

5 that political scientists would do.

	

6	 we can get some more ideas flowing.

7 Job and I talked about what we have thought

8 about as being additional steps that could be

9 taken. They are not methodologies but things

10 that we think still need to be done, even just

11 based on what we have already done. should we

12 move into that or stay on this?

	

13	 MS. SIMS: We can certainly go on

14 because we can come back to this too. one thing

15 I would like to ask folks to consider again,

16 even though we don't have complete data because

17 this is a preliminary study, we do know of areas

18 in the process itself that are more subject to

19 attacks by voting fraud and are the studies EAC

20 can do in those areas.

	

21	 MR. GREENBAUM: Absentee.
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.22	 MS. ROGERS: we haven't talked much
0	 123

1 about absentee ballot. we have talked about

2 observers in the polling place, but the

3 empirical data shows it is absentee balloting

4 fraud, we're poised to see a tremendous amount

5 of that grow.

	

6	 Example, in Georgia, that's happening all

7 over the nation which is now a no-excuse by mail

8 absentee state. In addition to that, it was

9 stuck in our law, it was a caveat that said that

10 political parties could not attach campaign

11 material to an absentee ballot application.

12 That was taken out. It was also ruled that a

13 postage stamp is not a thing of value. so if

14 you put all of those together, we're going to

15 see both parties flooding mail ballots with

16 absentee ballot applications.

	

17	 MS. WANG: Sarah Ball Johnson, who is

18 in charge of elections in Kentucky, we

19 interviewed, talked about the churches gathering

20 people together to collectively fill out their

21 absentee ballot, and being told if they don't

22 vote in a certain way, they were going to hell.
0	 124

	

1	 MR. DONSANTO: That's probably true.

	

2	 MR. ROKITA: There is an example of

3 something you can follow-up on.

	

4	 MS. ROGERS: We have already seen a

5 huge increase in -- I won't say fraud, but in
6 complaints. This law was in place last year and
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7 we only had municipal elections in November.

8 Not everyone has really wised up to this but a

9 few candidates did, and there was one particular

10 election in Richmond County where going into the

11 run off, the winner was clearly ahead by a lot

12 of votes, and the losing candidate that was

13 down, before he went to the run off, he found

14 out about this little caveat, and he went

15 knocking on every door with an absentee ballot

16 application, and by George, he won, and won big.

17 That's the area.

	

18	 And the problem is that you're trying

19 not to make it harder on those who are disabled.

20 At the same time, you don't want to keep adding

21 levels and layers of security that prevents them

22 from getting the access that they need, but as
D	 125

1 you take away those levels of security, it

2 follows on the other side as well. I know we

3 haven't really addressed that, but observers

4 don't take care of that process.

	

5	 MR. HEARNE: You mentioned something

6 that might be helpful in the sense of,

7 statistically, you can look at an election and

8 you can find results that you can look at and

9 say, this doesn't make any sense, how you would

10 get this kind of vote performance out of a

11 particular vocational place or group of absentee

12 ballots.

	

13	 MS. ROGERS: well, some of the cases

14 we have looked at, they said, look at these
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15 numbers, they don't look good to us. we go in

16 and look at them, and what we find is one

17 candidate pounded the pavement with the absentee

18 ballots maybe didn't commit fraud literally. In

19 Georgia, the candidate did fill out the top part

20 of the form. You can check the box and say I

21 don't need excuse, and you can sign it.

	

22	 MR. DONSANTO: Voter has to sign it.
0	 126

1 You can pre print them.

	

2	 MR. HEARNE: You can pre print it

3 with the vote on it.

	

4	 MR. DONSANTO: No, the application.

5 That was a big thing in Florida. Both parties

6 pre printed applications for absentee ballots

7 and mailed them.

	

8	 MS. ROGERS: And one of the biggest

9 problems we see is the fraud is not occurring at

10 the federal candidates. DOS is not as

11 interested in this.

	

12	 MS. WANG: well, actually, that is

13 not true.

	

14	 MR. DONSANTO: That's not necessarily

15 the case.

	

16	 ,	 MS. ROGERS: I'm not saying you are

17 not interesting.

	

18	 MR. DONSANTO: If it happens in a

19 non-federal election, we don't have the statutes.

20 to do anything about it.

	

21	 MR. GREENBAUM: It doesn't have to be

22 a federal candidate.
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1	 MS. WANG: From the news articles,

2 this is the one type of fraud that is more often

3 investigated, and there are indictments, and

4 prosecutions, and convictions, and guilty pleas,

5 and stuff.

	

6	 so you actually can take a look at

7 actual cases to see how it's being done, and try

8 and come up with better measures to prevent it

9 and catch it. You have Oregon, and they claim

10 that they have no problem. That is disputed on

11 a lot of levels but the one thing we can't know

12 about Oregon is the extent of which the coercion

13 problem happens.

	

14	 MR. ROKITA: You can't know?

	

15	 MS. WANG: Right.

	

16	 MR. DONSANTO: Public voting, every

17 ballot, public vote.

	

18	 MS. ROGERS: Unfortunately, it takes

19 so long to bring these cases to a resolution, we

20 find, time after time, by the time the case goes

21 to an actual court, a lot of these folks no

22 longer tell the same story. A year or two goes
0	 128

1 by, and those people who were coerced, they are

2 just not saying that anymore. They change their

3 tune, and then again, many of them are very old

4 and very elderly, and not a hundred percent have

5 all their faculties to begin with, so two years

6 makes a huge difference.
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7	 1 think we see a lot of cases closed

8 simply because you are unable to have the data

9 that you need to follow through.

	

10	 MR. ROKITA: Maybe the EAC should

11 study the methodology of for cause absentee

12 voting as a way to cure it.

	

13	 MS. WANG: That is where you wind up

14 against the politics of it, which seems like a

15 train that's left the station. ,

	

16	 MR. HEARNE: Your point, if I

17 understand, was in looking at the data where you

18 did find broader, documented evidence of fraud

19 was in the concept of absentee ballots, is that

20 correct?

	

21	 MS. WANG: Yes.

	

22	 MR. HEARNE: So the sense would be is
0	 129

1 there a way to study it. And the question for

2 us now is, how do we study that phenomenon.

	

3	 MS. WANG: Given that it's something

4 that is spreading rapidly, are there measures we

5 can come up with to make the ballots more

6 secure. The coercion issue is difficult to get

7 at, but in terms of the forgeries and those

8 types of things, and even actually with the

9 coercion, are there measures that can be taken

10 to make absentee ballots and mail-in ballots

11 more secure?

	

12	 MR. BAUER: One thing I want to go

13 to, what we were just discussing, some of the

14 recommendations.
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15	 MS. WANG: Bob, you raised your

16 point.

	

17	 MR. BAUER: one of the interesting

18 proposals or suggestions made by the

19 interviewees, his name is Weisner.

	

20	 MS. WANG: Weisner. Wendy Weisner.

	

21	 MR. BAUER: we though that

22 establishing any degree of concreteness on voter
q 	 130

1 fraud would be difficult to establish. we

2 suggest that an effort be made to simply -- I am

3 not quite sure exactly what the methodology name

4 is.

	

5	 MS. WANG: Risk analysis.

	

6	 MR. BAUER: Risk analysis, and

7 determine based on the assumption that people

8 act rationally in this area, what we would most

9 expect to see, what kinds of fraud is most

10 potentially likely, and then just rank it. You

11 are not making a judgement there at that point

12 that's, in fact, what is happening. It is just

13 a very interesting way of trying to sort of

14 order your thoughts about what you might be

15 looking for, and it can be marked up with other

16 numbers to bolster their significance.

	

17	 MR. GINSBERG: How could you figure

18 out how you do the risk analysis.

	

19	 MR. BAUER: I don't know, and I don't

20 have any expertise.

	

21	 MS. WANG: I started to get books on

22 risk analysis but I didn't want to read about
0
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1 the diseases and environmental calamities.

	

2	 MR. BAUER: Just from a standpoint of

3 debate, what we had in perspective, we find

4 using it to help ask questions was something

5 concrete you can do. I don't think it's a bad

6 thing to do. It is affirmatively a good thing.

	

7	 MR. WEINBERG: I thought that was

8 interesting, although I didn't understand what

9 it said.

	

10	 MR. PEREZ: You're a county clerk,

11 and you are in the ballot. You have got

12 something to gain right away. If you're not on

13 the ballot and you don't work for somebody on

14 the ballot, where is the risk analysis involved,

15 the direct relationship?

	

16	 MS. WANG: Let me try to explain it

17 from the little I understand about it. You

18 take, for example, in the environmental field,

19 if a corporation is trying to decide what

20 measures to takes, how much is that worth, how

21 likely is it that some bad outcome is going to

22 happen versus the cost of preventing it. So you
132

1 would sort of do a cost benefit analysis of each

2 type of voter fraud that we have listed. So

3 what's the risk of filling out a fraudulent

4 absentee ballot versus the risk of getting

5 caught, or the penalty involved, the cost

6 involved of doing so.

	

7	 And by going through that method,
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8 determining what are the types of fraud that are

9 most likely to be committed, because as Bob

10 says, people are presumed to be rational actors

11 and to engage in those types of activities that

12 they think they can get away it.

	

13	 MR. PEREZ: You're talking about the

14 actual voter. I'm talking about the actual

15 groups trying to get something passed.

	

16	 MR. GREENBAUM:. It could be either.

17 You could do it at the level of the voter or the

18 level of an organization.

	

19	 MR. PEREZ: The voter is going to be

20 intimated, but the organization has an agenda.

	

21	 MR. GREENBAUM: But I think some

22 people here would say that a portion of the
0	 133

1 fraud is being committed by individual voters,

2 without necessarily being part of a greater

3 agenda. I think you would have to analyze it

4 both ways.

	

5	 MR. SEREBROV: We found very little

6 though.

	

7	 MS. WANG: There is only very little

8 who found there was anything conspiratorial

9 going on, one which was actually theories that

10 indicated that there was anything conspiratorial

11 happening.

	

12	 MR. BAUER: A cross the board?

	

13	 MS. WANG: Right. The ACVR report

14 allude to some coordination of voter

15 registration fraud among some of the voter
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16 registration groups.

17	 MR. SEREBROV: what was stated was

18 groups versus individual. That's what I was

19 saying, was we found very little individual

20 activity as opposed to organizational activity.

21	 MR. BAUER: I'm sorry. Just so we

22 can define these terms, and I apologize, very
ri 134

1 little individual voters committing fraud.

	

2	 MR. BAUER: Just because they wanted

3 to.

	

4	 MS. WANG: Well, actually, in the

5 articles, you do find individuals on the

6 absentee vote just submitting an absentee ballot

7 in the name of somebody else or in the name of

8 somebody who died.

	

9	 MR. GREENBAUM: Like some of the

10 stuff in Texas.

	

11	 MR. DONSANTO: somebody committing

12 voter fraud is not going to make as big a splash

13 in the newspaper as some organization.

	

14	 MR. HEARNE: some organization that

15 is paying somebody to do something that they

16 know is fraudulent, then that's different than

17 the individual engaging in that activity.

18 So if somebody is paying for fraudulently

19 submitted voter registration forms and they

20 understand those are fraudulent, that would be

21 then that type of activity.

	

22	 MR. DONSANTO: Paying for piece work
0	 135
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1 and getting fraudulent documents, but that is

2 not the intent.

	

3	 MR. GREENBAUM: I would say another

4 thing you want to measure in terms of doing a

5 risk analysis is the conditions of the elections

6 in which it tends to happen.

	

7	 MS. WANG: Right.

	

8	 MR. GREENBAUM: Like I think a lot of

9 people believe that voter fraud, no matter who

10 it's committed by, tends to happen most often

11 when you have very competitive elections.

12 Because people, the winner -- the fraud may

13 actually make a difference in terms of who wins

14 or who loses the election.

	

15	 MR. ROKITA: I'd like to follow-up on

16 that to say that this risk analysis, I think,

17 might fit very well in a corporation that was

18 trying to figure out what jobs they were having

19 people do, to see if OSHA would be violated or

20 something like that. when you pour on top of

21 that the serum like you're saying of any

22 election that has its emotions in candidates'
0	 136

1 political parties tied to it, I think that risk

2 analysis is less useful.

	

3	 MS. WANG: we can't presume people

4 are rational.

	

5	 MR. HEARNE: with elections.

	

6	 MR. ROKITA: And, too, you want to be

7 careful of the impression you leave. If you're
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8 doing a risk analysis, you are weighing, and

9 that's something that might be acceptable.

10	 MS. WANG: No, not acceptable, you

11 look for ways to address it. It's a more

12 practical way of getting at solutions rather

13 than trying to gauge with a number.

14	 MR. ROKITA: You said a ranking.

15	 MS. WANG: Not more important,

16 easier.

17	 MR. SEREBROV: Todd, can't we presume

18 that they act rationally as to the means, not

19 necessarily the motive?

20	 MS. WANG: I mean, people don't want

21 to go to jail.

22	 MR. BAUER: I think the public
0	 137

1 presents itself with amalgamation, but when

2 people try to win elections, targeting, I think

3 it's all about going to great length. I think,

4 in close analysis, I don't think at the end of

5 the day you're quite right, it has the same

6 application here as it might in other field but

7 I think it might be illuminated.

8	 MS. WANG: we could get someone who

9 is actually an expert in risk analysis here

10 rather than someone who is a political scientist

11 who focuses on elections. That would give an

12 even better neutrality color to it.

13	 MR. PEREZ: if you're trying to find

14 out a point where you want to review who is

15 going to be doing something, the only instances
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16 I have with this has been in early voting where

17 they used the mail ballot in a particular

18 instance, where trying to get a particular

19 candidate or pass something that is going to

20 avoid money. when they do the particular issue,

21 some company's going to come into town and gain

22 a big contract. That's when I have seen the
0	 138

1 mail ballot application trying to be defrauded

2 because they are trying to pass a particular

3 issue that was very obvious to us before we went

4 into it. what he did was tried to make sure we

5 did not let them do anything illegal. They

6 tried to put people in the polls. we ran them

7 out. They tried to put applications in. we

8 looked at the applications, the same

9 handwriting, anything that we could gauge.

10 Luckily, we have a lot better laws in terms of

11 what applications we have to take. we have gone

12 through with two years legislation to improve

13 the mail application process, and we have almost

14 got it down.

15	 MS. ROGERS: It still can change.

16	 MR. BAUER: Do you think you see more

17 fraud for initiative elections?

18	 MS. WANG: You're talking about

19 money.

20	 MR. PEREZ: It's like a business, who

21 is going to get money and how much money are

22 they going to get. Nobody can come to me and
0	 139
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1 say, hey, Jerry, are you going to throw that

2 election. I'm not going to get any money, why

3 should I care who gets elected.

	

4	 MS. WANG: The conditions under which

5 somebody is trying to get elected. It's also

6 the smaller elections.

	

7	 MR. PEREZ: where you can throw it

8 much easier.

	

9	 MR. GINSBERG: But you can have

10 people paying people to register where the

11 stakes are higher, and therefore, have an higher

12 incidence of false registrations.

	

13	 MR. PEREZ: The risk analysis is it

14 costs too much money, whereas if you have a

15 small election, you can spend $10,000 and throw

16 the election, whereas on a national election, it

17 would cost.

	

18	 MS. ROGERS: The people who are doing

19 this to be paid are simply taking a phone book

20 or making up names and making up -- used to be

21 able to collect social security numbers, making

22 up social security numbers. They didn't do it
0	 140

1 for the purpose of trying to defraud the

2 election. They did it for the purpose of

3 putting money in their pocket.

	

4	 MR. GINSBERG: Isn't that also the

5 incubator where you get false voters coming in?

	

6	 MR. DONSANTO: No, no. I haven't

7 seen it.

	

8	 MR. HEARNE: One situation we had a
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9 tandem effort where there was a petition for a

10 recall. They were trying a recall petition but

11 to do that you had to be a registered voter.

12 They were forcing the recall petition as well as

13 turning in the registration. This was, in

14 effect, using that same process, certainly

15 affecting the election process through that

16 petition effort.

	

17	 MS. ROGERS: The ones that we saw

18 mailed out something and it came back

19 undeliverable, these people did not exist.

	

20	 MS. WANG: In the ones that we

21 interviewed, almost nobody that has phoney

22 registration forms led to illegal votes. It's
a	 141

1 not to say it's not a problem, but messing up

2 the voting rolls creates a problem of

3 confidence.

	

4	 MR. PEREZ: That's hard to do now

5 because you have to have a drivers license,

6 social security number, a lot of data. we watch

7 three criteria. If it's not good, they kick it

8 out. That person is in limbo until we can

9 verify something.

	

10	 MS. WANG: Exactly.

	

11	 MR. DONSANTO: we have had several

12 investigations involving these sort of bogus

13 registrations generated through the bounty

14 hunting system of paying people. In most of

15 these cases, complainants were election

16 registrars. The reason it came to our attention
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17 was because the people did not get on the rolls.

18 It's still a crime.

	

19	 MS. WANG: Right.

	

20	 MR. DONSANTO: But the system worked.

	

21	 MS. WANG: The biggest problem is it

22 drives administrators crazy.
0	 142

	

1	 MR. HEARNE: Well, if they go to the

2 phone books, they are taking sometimes names of

3 legitimate registered voters.

	

4	 MS. WANG: with the statewide

5 database, now it's going to get knocked out.

	

6	 MS. ROGERS: They were making up the

7 social security number, but a lot of them took

8 phone books and they started saying, Apartment

9 1, Apartment 2.

	

10	 MR. DONSANTO: Turn them in, get the

11 two dollars.

	

12	 MR. BAUER: It answers an interesting

13 question. 150 years ago, it wasn't a question.

14 High intensity, high party electoral process,

15 intense, passionate people would march through

16 the street with passion, widespread cheating,

17 you name it, there was a belief in the outcome.

18 Now, we're in a high stake press, low, weak

19 party process. voter applicant is such that he

20 really actually wouldn't expect an enormous

21 amount of voter fraud because benefits are not

22 seen.
0	 143
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1	 MS. WANG: If you read Laura Minete's

2 report, she comes to that conclusion, that the

3 structural conditions that led to such fraud in

4 earlier times in our history are no longer

5 present, especially weakening of the party

6 system that so organized these efforts. It is

7 pretty interesting.

	

8	 Should we try to move on to the next

9 steps?

	

10	 MS. SIMS: A lot of the public record

11 doesn't have a lot of information on what they

12 meant by voting fraud. secretary Rokita had

13 asked us to take a look at the legislative

14 history on that.

	

15	 LAIZA: I have the conference reports

16 and I highlight where they use the word fraud.

17 You're welcome to take a look at it. what I can

18 do is e-mail them to you. I can make copies

19 right now or e-mail them to you.

	

20	 MR. HEARNE: You don't need to

21 highlight, just e-mail it.

	

22	 MR. SEREBROV: Actually, can you
0	 144

1 e-mail that to everyone?

	

2	 MS. SIMS: You will see fraud crops

3 up in a lot of other sections, and it's equally

4 unlikely just because they use it in terms of

5 the NIS support to help us prevent fraud, the

6 report that we have already done on the uniform

7 overseas voters issues best practices to avoid

8 fraud there, that sort of thing pops up in a lot
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10	 MR. DONSANTO: We have never seen a

11 problem having to do with anything having to do

12 with fraud of any kind. It is not structurally

13 set up that way, put that low on your list. All

14 we have is a criminal statute that deals with

15 fraud.

	

16	 MS. WANG: Its been such a

17 deterrence. These are just my own thoughts

18 about things that I'd like to see done, that we

19 build upon the research that we've done. As I

20 mentioned, and I have mentioned a lot of these

21 already, I would greatly broaden the scope of

22 the type of interviews that we've done to the
0	 145

1 local people, and also to include the federal

2 district election officers and district

3 attorneys like we have discussed a lot, the

4 follow-up on the nexus research to see if there

5 had been some further resolution, follow-up on

6 the reports and books written to see, again,

7 whatever happened to those instances that were

8 cited.

	

9	 1 also wanted to talk about both the

10 election protection materials and also the 1800

11 my vote analysis. I don't know how many of you

12 are familiar with this but they took, in 2004,

13 200,000 phone calls and they have created a

14 database in which they have separated out the

15 types of complaints, whether it be a

16 registration problem, intimidation, improperly
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17 asking for ID. They have them all systematized

18 from all across the country. They also have

19 over 50,000 audio phone messages that were left

20 that they have also culled through and assigned

21 categories for what type of complaint or

22 allegation was made. And I had thought that
q 	 146

1 looking at that data further might be useful.

2 And I have spoken to the people who ran that

3 project, who are willing to share that with me.

4 I also would love to be able to get more and

5 analyze more data and information from the

6 Department of justice, such as information from

7 the database what's called the interactive case

8 management system that they have on complaints

9 received and how they were dealt with, which I

10 referred to earlier they did not feel

11 comfortable sharing with us. The election data

12 which we also were not able to get, and also

13 reports done by the district election officers

14 who are in every jurisdiction.

15	 I also think it would be great to

16 attend the next session of the ballot accessing

17 symposium.

18	 MR. DONSANTO: No, that is not

19 possible. That is classified. I didn't set up

20 the rules for this. Believe me, there is no

21 chance.

22	 MS. WANG: I think it would be useful
q 	 147

1 to do a complete analysis of the federal
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2 observer errors from 2002, 2004 and 2006.

	

3	 MR. GREENBAUM: Let me give you a

4 little warning about that. Assuming that you

5 have got them.

	

6	 MS. WANG: That were millions of

7 them, I know, but there might be some way to do

8 a sampling or something.

	

9	 MR. GREENBAUM: You would have to

10 have -- I mean, we did -- for our report on the

11 voting Rights Act, we did have people go through

12 the ones that we had, and it was a lot of people

13 and a few reports, a few different elections,

14 let's put it that way.

	

15	 MS. WANG: I know. And also, again,

16 as I mentioned before, I think it's important

17 that we have an academic institution or

18 individual that focuses on statistical methods

19 for political science research. And I certainly

20 know a bunch of people like that, and would be

21 very interested in working with someone like

22 that in the second phase.
0	 148

	

1	 Those are my suggestions.

	

2	 MR. SEREBROV: Yes. And I had three

3 suggestions. I think two may have gotten up

4 there. one was a survey of state laws.

	

5	 MS. SIMS: I've got that.

	

6	 MR. SEREBROV: One was a survey of

7 district court cases, which I think you may have

8 gotten, survey of district court cases not in

9 specific states. And then the other thing is
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10 looking at local newspapers in various states

11 and running searches on election issues. I

12 think right now what we need to do is bear down

13 on the local level. sometimes those are missed

14 in the nexus search. I think we need to plug

15 the holes.

	

16	 MR. HEARNE: one thing that was

17 mentioned here was working with the database to

18 compare, I think it was referenced in the dead

19 voters, just doing a statistical match. Being

20 able to run the voter role versus the dead,

21 divorces, those that did cast ballots,

22 essentially, three data fields, and see where
0	 149

1 you get an overlap.

	

2	 MS. WANG: That is part of the second

3 to the last page.

	

4	 MS. SIMS: So we're looking -- I know

5 we covered some of that over at the FEC, but

6 looking at list maintenance procedures.

	

7	 MR. HEARNE: I mean, you hear the

8 allegation and there's been reports in the

9 Detroit News where they went through and did

10 this process where they marked and found a bunch

11 of votes in the name of those who were dead, and

12 they found the people.

	

13	 MS. ROGERS: That's not going to work

14 unless you actually go back to wherever the

15 voter filled it out because the election

16 official may have actually tagged that dead

17 voter by mistake, instead of the other voter,
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18 even though the dead voter didn't show up.

19 You have to go to the documentation at the

20 polling place to determine whether they gave.

21 credit to the right or wrong voter. There is a

22 huge opportunity for error.
A
	

150

	

1	 MR. HEARNE: But if you did that and

2 said, let's take the list of everyone who is a

3 registered voter in whatever area we're looking,

4 whatever state, let's say Texas, then i take

5 that and run it against the social security

6 death list, and get those.

	

7	 MR. PEREZ: Following along, it might

8 be easier, NVRA requires us to put it in

9 suspense because we have to keep them for four

10 years. People can go through and pick out those

11 people and then commit voter fraud based on the

12 fact that those people aren't there any more.

13 That data can be quantitatively checked

14 throughout the state. You can say how many

15 suspense voters did you have in the last

16 election.

	

17	 MR. HEARNE: Then you print that out.

	

18	 MR. PEREZ: But you have such a large

19 number. How many of them were really updating

20 their record and how many of them were not.

21 That would be harder to prove. That's a big

22 hole that we've got.
0	 151

	

1	 MS. WANG: I would want to talk to a
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2 political scientist about that. They can figure

3 out ways of doing it, margins of error.

	

4	 MS. ROGERS: I would feel comfortable

5 doing that after this year. we're implementing

6 poll books instead of a manual credit. so the

7 person who actually voted will get the credit

8 for voting. It won't be something going through

9 slips of paper, trying to do that manually for

10 four million voters, but until everyone had an

11 automated process of that sort --

	

12	 MS. WANG: well, none of that is

13 going to happen any time soon.

	

14	 MR. GREENBAUM: What percentage come

15 out to the polls?

	

16	 MS. ROGERS: In the presidential

17 election, you get a large number of inactive

18 voters.

	

19	 MR. PEREZ: They become inactive, yet

20 they show up to vote, so it would be hard to

21 tell which ones were not legitimate voters.

	

22	 MR. HEARNE: You can run that against
0	 152

1 the social security death list.

	

2	 MR. PEREZ: well, the state does that

3 automatically.

	

4	 MS. SIMs: I know Kentucky was one of

5 the first big states that did that statewide,

6 and they did have one instance that the mother

7 of a state legislator was listed as dead and she

8 wasn't.

	

9	 MR. HEARNE: I assume you would have
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11	 MS. SIMS: It gives you something to

12 start with, and that's subject to confirmation,

13 helps you target.

14	 MS. ROGERS: I think you might get

15 better data if you match data state to state,

16 try to determine who the double voting and dead

17 voters are.

18	 MS. WANG: I'm sorry. We have a side

19 bar going on. Anyway, I'm sorry about that.

20 so those are our suggestions for next steps that

21 the second phase could undertake.

22	 Anything else that we can think of?
0	 153

1	 MR. GREENBAUM: I am still worried

2 about -- one of our big areas of concern is

3 deceptive practices. And I am struggling with

4 how to measure that, how to define it. It's not

5 something that you're going to find in the cases

6 so far, for various reasons.

7	 MS. WANG: You do find it in the

8 news.

9	 MR. GREENBAUM: You do find it in the

10 news.

11	 MR. DONSANTO: There is also a range

12 of different types. These things range from

13 relatively innocuous communications to ones that

14 are a terribly pernicious.

15	 MR. GREENBAUM: Kind of how you sort

16 that. I don't know if you have any ideas.

17	 MR. DONSANTO: A series of letters
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18 that are circulated saying something stupid like

19 Republican are not allowed to vote in this

20 election, which is idiotic. Another on the

21 other end would be something that suggests to

22 people that the polling places in one fact when,
0	 154

1 in fact, it is another, or Republicans vote on

2 one day and Democrats vote on another.

	

3	 MR. GREENBAUM: You saw it all but

4 how do you measure that?

	

5	 MR. DONSANTO: In terms of their

6 damage.

	

7	 MS. WANG: Although that is the kind

8 of things that organizations could provide more

9 eyes and ears on. well, actually there you have

10 real evidence. You have phone calls.

	

11	 MR. GREENBAUM: I brought some of the

12 fliers with me, if anyone wants to look at it.

	

13	 MR. DONSANTO: We have some on board

14 of elections stationary. somebody got a hold of

15 board of elections stationary.

	

16	 MR. GREENBAUM: unfortunately.

	

17	 MS. SIMS: we have got the idea of

18 looking at some of the phone calls because we

19 have phone logs here that we keep for calls

20 related to election.

	

21	 MR. GREENBAUM: Can I get a stapler?

	

22	 MS. SIMS: I don't know if we have
0	 155

1 access to groups' outside phone logs. I know we

2 have had problems with that before, phone logs
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3 for other groups.

	

4	 MS. WANG: Well, you guys would share

5 your stuff with us, right?

	

6	 MR. GREENBAUM: Yes, except for the

7 identifying information of the individual who

8 called in.

	

9	 MS. SIMS: So we could at least get

10 an indication.

	

11	 MR. GREENBAUM: That stuff is

12 available. I can give you the website.

13 The one that I think that I will say is that we

14 will do the -- the quality of the data will be

15 better in the future than it was in 2004.

	

16	 MS. WANG: Deceptive practices is one

17 area where you have some piece of evidence. so

18 you are not necessarily having that problem,

19 allegation versus reality, whereas we actually

20 made the decision not to go through election

21 protections data during this phase because of

22 the problem of trying to weed out allegation
0	 156

1 from reality. .I think deceptive practices is

2 one area where we can use the data from various

3 organizations out there monitoring the situation

4 without any controversy.

	

5	 MR. SEREBROV: You also might be able

6 to get some from the either the secretary of the

7 states office or state board of election

8 commissions.

	

9	 MS. SIMS: That was a question I have

10 since we have two state officials here.
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11 Should we look at the feasibility of getting

12 reports? You already put reports together, and

13 I know that's not the case in all states.

	

14	 MR. SEREBROV: Arkansas does.

	

15	 MS. WANG: It could be part of the

16 Election Day survey.

	

17	 Ms. SIMS: well, that's something we

18 could explore.

	

19	 MS. HODGKINS: There are several

20 states that have voter fraud units to

21 investigate these matters where there is at

22 least an opportunity for people to report, at
0	 157

1 least. we did keep reports on what would then

2 be transmitted to the District Attorneys office

3 for prosecution.

	

4	 MR. SEREBROV: Arkansas didn't have

5 that. I assume Louisiana did. Do you know

6 which states have it or which states don't?

	

7	 MS. HODGKINS: I don't.

	

8	 MR. SEREBROV: is there any way you

9 can get a list?

	

10	 MS. HODGKINS: I'm sure there is.

	

11	 MR. DONSANTO: Do a survey.

	

12	 Ms. WANG: I also think there is

13 unity in getting a case management system for

14 the voting system.

	

15	 MS. ROGERS: In terms of state law,

16 what does each secretary of state or state

17 election board -- how do they handle complaints

18 at the time it hits the door; who makes the
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19 determination of whether that is a valid

20 complaint or invalid complaint. I think we

21 found that varied.

	

22	 MS. ROGERS: It varies. we have even
0	 158

1 changed our own internal policies since I became

2 director. The former director actually sort of

3 looked at some of these, and you just don't

4 always have enough information to do that.

	

5	 MR. SEREBROV: I think you have to

6 start with the foundational question is, does

7 the secretary of state or the state board have

8 the authority to handle complaints at all.

	

9	 MS. ROGERS: Right. And at some

10 point, I realize that in any event, the question

11 would be, what do you do when the complaint

12 comes, period.

	

13	 MS. WANG: we asked that of all the

14 administrators that we interviewed, and we got a

15 different answer from everybody.

	

16	 MR. WEINBERG: I actually asked the

17 state election directors that through NASAD a

18 few years back, and they distributed the

19 question to the state election directors. And

20 it turned out that hardly any state election

21 directors, at least in 2001, 1 think, had much

22 authority at all to do anything about anything.
0	 159

	

1	 MS. WANG: They don't have authority.

2 what we heard is they will get complaint but
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3 then they will throw them out to whoever does

4 have authority.

	

5	 MR. WEINBERG: By the way, I don't

6 know what Department of Justice case management

7 system you're referring to, but if it's as good

8 as the one they have had for the last 40 years,

9 1 wouldn't suggest you waste time on it.

	

10	 MR. SEREBROV: John Tanner didn't say

11 a lot of anything.

	

12	 MS. WANG: No. He didn't want to

13 share a lot.

	

14	 MR. PEREZ: Peggy, are you sure this

15 wasn't a typo?

	

16	 CHAIRMAN DEGREGORIO: Each state,

17 under HAVA, is required to post complaints.

18 Every polling place in the country in federal

19 elections is to post its administrative

20 complaint procedures. I look for that when I go

21 out to places all over the country. The chief

22 election authority is the one who sends it out.
0	 160

	

1	 MS. WANG: I would be curious to know

2 the extent states are implementing

3 administrative complaint procedures under HAVA,

4 because I don't think they all are.

5	 MS. ROGERS: i can tell you we have

6 it, and it's just sitting out there.

	7	 MS. WANG: Even if they informed

8 HAVA, I don't think people even know about it to

9 use it, and I think maybe that's something else

10 that's not my bailiwick, but something ought to
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12	 MR. PEREZ: State of Texas made

13 posters four feet by three feet. They go to

14 each poll, red, white, and black, and they do

15 call, because I have got several calls and they

16 ask me what happened.

	

17	 MS. SIMS: That is another research

18 project we have somebody working on. we have a

19 Design For Democracy group to try to help

20 election officials make them simple and clear so

21 people can see this information a lot better

22 than what we do now.
0	 161

	

1	 MS. WANG: Also, it might be wise for

2 the EAC to undertake as another project to

3 investigate or do a survey of whether the states

4 are actually implementing the administrative

5 complaint procedure and whether that can be used

6 as another tool for quantifying or deferring or

7 investigating these types of activities.

	8	 MR. PEREZ: You could query the law,

9 see how many complaints.

	

10	 MS. WANG: if they were actually

11 using the complaint procedure.

	

12	 MR. PEREZ: But that would give you

13 something to look at.

	

14	 MS. ROGERS: It's not that we don't

15 get complaints. It's just that not too many

16 fall under administrative complaints under HAVA.

17 There is a narrow window there.

	18	 MS. WANG: Right, but at least you
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19 would know of the complaints, whether you refer

20 them out to another entity, at least you could

21 have that much information.

	

22	 MR. GREENBAUM: How many complaints
o	 162

1 do you get from a major election?

	

2	 MS. ROGERS: We get -- gosh, without

3 having the form in front of me. we could get

4 anywhere from a hundred or more questions,

5 complaints. They could range from a hundred to

6 200. what we do now, we have started this since

7 2004, we have so many people taking calls on

8 Election Day, and when you can't get through to

9 say our office or a county office, then even the

10 calls are spilling over from elections agencies

11 into other divisions of the Secretary of State's

12 office. It's like whoever they can get a call

13 to on that day. we have actually provided forms

14 to everyone that may take a call, and then we go

15 through after the fact and they have to

16 identify, does this person need a call back,

17 were they satisfied, was there anything here

18 that needs immediate action or that needs to be

19 forwarded to us immediately. And we follow up

20 on every single complaint that we can not find

21 out right then was unjustified. And some of

22 them maybe couldn't find the polling place.
0	 163

1 They moved it. I just didn't know.

2 But we take all of those complaints and then

3 follow through. It is time-consuming and it is
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4 taking up more time and energy than we have ever

5 put to it in the past.

	

6	 MR. SEREBROV: Does anyone in your

7 office have the authority to do something about

8 complaints?

	

9	 MS. ROGERS: well, we probably take

10 more authority than we really have under the

11 law, if you want to get right down to it. we

12 have monitors and observers out there. They

13 contact us immediately, and we do apply some

14 immediate pressure if we think something's

15 happened. we act like we have it.

	

16	 MR. SEREBROV: One thing we asked the

17 interviewees, i think that is the way it is in a

18 lot of states -- should there be some kind of

19 administrative judges or anyone specifically

20 trained in this area who would quickly dispose

21 of these things, what do you all think about

22 that?
0	 164

	

1	 MS. WANG: i think they say in

2 Pennsylvania they have special courts.

	

3	 MR. HEARNE: Election courts, it is

4 mostly Philadelphia. it may be mostly there

5 that they get used but they have special

6 election courts set up, an election court.

	

7	 MR. SEREBROV: Are they the same

8 judges that sit as normal?

	

9	 MR. HEARNE: Most states, they would

10 have a separate procedure for designating when

11 it gets to that level. what Philadelphia has is
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12 they have this whole host of election -- they

13 call them judges. They are not a full court

14 judge, but they act in that capacity.

15	 MR. SEREBROV: See, here's where the

16 system's bogged down in at least any state that

17 there are election judges. In Arkansas, you get

18 a complaint, right, someone files suit. It goes

19 to the circuit court judge. Circuit court judge

20 is elected. Now, up to three years ago, the

21 circuit court judge was elected on a ballot.

22 So the circuit court judge never rules the way
0	 165

1 just a completely neutral judge should rule. It

2 just doesn't happen, so all those cases get

3 appealed to the Supreme Court of Arkansas.

4 supreme Court of Arkansas is elected. Then you

5 get have very strange things go every which way

6 when it comes to election cases.

7	 MS. WANG: Do you have any sense

8 maybe this is one more thing to investigate

9 further, whether the Pennsylvania system works.

10	 MR. HEARNE: I have the general sense

11 I guess it sort of works and it sort of doesn't,

12 and there is not a whole lot of confidence in

13 it.

14	 MS. WANG: Maybe it is something to

15 look at though. I know they certainly have that

16 system. Maybe you and Craig would know better.

17 They have election courts in other countries.

18	 MR. HEARNE: The biggest problem is

19 having real clear rules beforehand so that
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20 whoever is making that decision, it is not

21 perceived of as a biased perception, but that

22 it's just, hi, here it is. We have a procedure.
0	 166

1 I don't care what party you are.

	

2	 MR. WEINBERG: In most countries

3 where you have an election procedure, it is

4 centralized, and so they get immediate

5 responses. They do have courts, but on Election

6 Day, it is whoever is running the election tells

7 the people the polling stations' precinct people

8 to get it right.

	

9	 MS. WANG: So election courts aren't

10 used on Election Day.

	

11	 MR. WEINBERG: No, not much.

	

12	 MS. ROGERS: Each county has to sit

13 until the election has closed out for the day

14 for the purposes of hearing something like a

15 polling place should remain open, but any

16 allegation of fraud would not necessarily be

17 there that day. It would be more to mitigate,

18 and we need to hold that polling place open.

	

19	 MR. SEREBROV: see, in Arkansas, 99

20 percent of the problems used to occur on the day

21 . of election that they were sued over.

22 And the problem is the Supreme Court of
0	 167

1 Arkansas, in its infinite wisdom, has decided

2 that election law is discretionary after the

3 election. so if a violation occurs on the day
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4 of the election and you file the day after the

5 election, they don't have to apply the law.

	

6	 MR. WEINBERG: Everybody does that,

7 that's throughout the whole country, mandatory

8 before, discretionary after. But, you know, I

9 always thought that it would be good for the

10 state supervisor of elections office to have the

11 authority to get the word down to the polling

12 place to stop doing it wrong and start doing it

13 right, I have always thought.

	

14	 MS. WANG: They informally do that.

	

15	 MR. WEINBERG: Hardly anybody has any

16 authority.

	

17	 MS. ROGERS: Don't tell them that.

	

18	 MR. WEINBERG: But I have always

19 thought that if everybody did in the polling

20 place what state law said they should do, you

21 wouldn't have any problem.

	

22	 MR. PEREZ: Secretaries of states are
0	 168

1 going in reviewing the situation. It is up to

2 the local mission.

	

3	 MS. ROGERS: To take them before the

	

4	 state election board. 	 If we find an infraction

5 at the poll worker level, then we bring it to

6 the state investigation board. It goes forward

7 for administrative hearing.

	

8	 MR. SEREBROV: The legislature won't

9 permit them to have an attorney.

	

10	 MS. ROGERS: we call them

11 policymakers.
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12	 MR. GREENBAUM: We're seeing in some

13 states consolidation for giving the head

14 secretary of state or whatever statewide

15 election official more authority, so it is

16 moving towards that direction.

	

17	 MS. WANG: In other directions.

	

18	 MS. SIMS: we should be able to get

19 into that, if we do a survey of state laws

20 and/or regulations.

	

21	 MS. ROGERS: Like Georgia, there are

22 little counties that won't comply with absentee
0	 169

1 battling deadlines. we were the ones that

2 entered into the consent order with the 007. So

3 states should need more authority.

	

4	 MR. PEREZ: Looking at voting fraud,

5 a type command structure from the top down would

6 wrinkle it out real fast. I'm not sure that's

7 the problem. At the lower level, it is more of

8 a dysfunctional structure thing more than voter

9 fraud. voter fraud is going to be committed by

10 parties outside. we need a tighter command but

11 that's not going to be in you all's recommend

12 because that is not really voter fraud.

	

13	 MR. HEARNE: Where it goes to voter

14 fraud would be for the statewide half, for the

15 agent of the state to keep that clean, current

16 and accurate, that is the biggest reason

17 somebody shows up at the poll. So if you have a

18 clean, current, accurate, statewide list.

	

19	 MR. PEREZ: In that respect, you're
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20 right, but the rest of it is still not there for

21 the state of Texas, so they cannot fix a bad

22 problem. San Antonio had problems for decades.
0	 170

1 The secretary of state knew about them, could

2 not do anything about them.

	

3	 MR. ROKITA: One methodology that you

4 might want to investigate is to determine across

5 the states what kind of data facilitation there

6 is from a county level to the state level.

	

7	 MS. WANG: None.

	

8	 MR. ROKITA: Actually, that is not

9 accurate because Indiana --

	

10	 MS. WANG: Well, not many states.

11 we had to ask a lot of people. No. Go ahead.

	12	 MR. ROKITA: we just passed a law

13 that is going to require county clerks, any

14 voter challenge that is made, any precincts in

15 their county, a record has to be transmitted to

16 the state level. Anything can be passed on to a

17 prosecutor. we have the statewide voter files

18 as vehicles to quickly pass that information.

19 So you may want to investigate.

	

20	 MR. SEREBROV: Well, I think what are

21 you suggesting that there should be -- I almost

22 don't want to use this word. Are you suggesting
p	 171

1 that there should be some uniform laws?

	

2	 MR. ROKITA: No, no, no -- whoever

3 the reporter is.

	

4	 MR. HEARNE: I think he said it three
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5 times, for the record.

	

6	 MR. ROKITA: Paul knows from whence I

7 come in other meetings, but I guess, again, to

8 identify methodologies, this may be where you

9 can get that kind of data, then have

10 quantitative analysis to use, something that we

11 as a state all by our lonesome figured out we

12 can do.

	

13	 MR. CORTES: Perhaps not a uniform

14 law, but perhaps for us to look at some model

15 statutes in different states, because I don't

16 think all states are at the point where they are

17 taking the initiative to do that. And so if

18 they have some model statutes to look at, they

19 can say, oh, this might fit our situation or

20 this might not fit, and we can adjust

21 accordingly.

	

22	 MS. WANG: we're talking about for
0	 172

1 the purposes of data collection and doing

2 research, I am curious if anyone knows which

3 states are the ones that already are collecting

4 data, county level data, at the state level,

5 because my impression has been that they are not

6 doing that, but you're telling me something

7 else.

	

8	 MR. GREENBAUM: of voter fraud?

	

9	 MS. WANG: Complaints.

	

10	 MR. HEARNE: There's been particular

11 investigations after different elections that I

12 am aware of, but not as a practice
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13 institutionally in that category.

14	 MS. ROGERS: I don't go through and

15 put it all in a spread sheet, but we do maintain

16 the complaints.

17	 CHAIRMAN DEGREGORIO: In the state

18 plans that were filed with us, did any detail

19 complaint procedures?

20	 MS. SIMS: Reporting back to the

21 state, that I don't know.

22	 MR. CORTES: I think in terms of
0	 173

1 going back a second to the administrative

2 complaint procedure, that being a tool for this,

3 I think part of the problem that we run into is

4 that HAVA only requires that those complaints

5 procedure be for complaints and implementation

6 of Title 3 requirements. Some states have

7 though taken it a step further, and in creating

8 the administrative complaints procedure that

9 they need to under HAVA, have expanded it and

10 made that their standard complaint procedure for

11 anything that goes on dealing with any

12 complaints dealing with elections.

13	 MS. SIMS: California has a combo

14 form, a form for Title 3 complaints and other

15 things that might go voting rights.

16	 MS. WANG: I would love to see the

17 forms.

18	 MR. CORTES: So there are some states

19 that combine that, and have one procedure, and

20 use one form that's available for all sorts of
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21 complaints.

22	 MS. WANG: Do they keep records?
Di	 174

	

1	 MR. CORTES: I'm just telling you the

2 administrative complaint procedure, some states

3 have done that. some states will only take the

4 very specific thing that HAVA asked them do and

5 have other procedures that they use for state

6 specifically complaints.

	

7	 MS. SIMS: No more ideas, we're all

8 worn out?

	

9	 MR. ROKITA: I have some thematic

10 thoughts, if I can share them, what we haven't

11 talked about today yet, but I did see some up in

12 some of the interviews, is the idea of some of

13 these deterrents or perceived deterrents to

14 fraud being confidence builders for the entire

15 prospect of going to the polls and having your

16 vote count but only once. I think that should

17 be a significant part or central to the work

18 certainly of the EAC and of this report.

	

19	 dust like to give a statement against

20 interest, having a paper audit trail to machines

21 is less based on empirical data that electronic

22 machines are wrong and more based on a
0	 175

1 confidence builder.

	

2	 MS. WANG: Although I would say that

3 we're trying to stick with empirical data and

4 not feel-good measures. so I would feel it a
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5 little risky of making a recommendation purely

6 so people would feel better.

	

7	 MR. ROKITA: Again, I am having a

8 very difficult time articulating today.

	

9	 MS. WANG: Maybe I am not

10 understanding.

	

11	 MR. ROKITA: well, let me finish, and

12 that is to say that, let's take, for example,

13 the risk analysis, if you rank something like

14 that as to what's easier, what is harder to do,

15 we have it look at it from a wholistic approach

16 as well. And that is, every methodology, if it

17 is valid, that could help deter fraud needs to

18 be looked at from the goal of building

19 confidence in our elections, where that

20 confidence is deserved. And I would hope that

21 that gets into some of the thoughts and the

22 language and the semantics of this report.
0	 176

	

1	 MR. GREENBAUM: I think what I would

2 say in response to that is if you're going to

3 look at that, I would also want to look at to

4 what degree certain measures might also impact

5 access to the ballot. Because if you take a

6 certain measure where there is no empirical data

7 saying this is something that needs to be done

8 but it may add to voter confidence, but on the

9 flip side, that particular measure may impair or

10 prevent access to the ballot for certain people,

11 that need to be looked at as well.

	

12	 MS. WANG: That's what I was trying
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13 to get at. once you start doing something

14 purely on what the general public perceives to

15 be the biggest problems, rather than trying to

16 take an empirical approach and find out what the

17 problems really are, and addressing what the

18 problems really are, you start not expending

19 your resources in the most efficiency way.

	

20	 MR. ROKITA: well, we have already

21 decided at the beginning and throughout this

22 discussion that it is very difficult to get
0	 177

1 empirical data, especially on this particular

2 issue, which has the syrup on top it of it that

3 doesn't include dispassionate actors.

	

4	 Having said that, the point here is,

5 whether you have an actual conviction of voter

6 fraud or whether you have someone who was in

7 line at the polling place who thinks they saw

8 voter fraud, it is the same effect. it is

9 equal, and that is, they don't come back to

10 participate in the process. so you can't ignore

11 that fact and just focus on the data that you

12 might have, and that's part of the human

13 involvement interaction in the electoral

14 process.

	

15	 And as long as humans are involved in

16 the process, you're going to have a dichotomy

17 there. Again, the effect is exactly the same.

18 No convictions for in person fraud at the poll,

19 no relation to whether or not its happened.

20 Your interviews even say that it's very hard to
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21 detect, so you have got to incorporate that

22 reality into this report, if it's going to have
0	 178

1 validity to the public and to election

2 officials.

	

3	 MR. PEREZ: Brings up the semantics

4 because you're saying no system should go out

5 having a voter verifiable paper trail.

6 Every system in Texas has a paper trail.

	

7	 The large part of perception and real

8 fraud is the perception of a paper trail or not.

9 The same thing semantics can be possibly

10 incorporated in there to educate them.

	

11	 MS. WANG: That is the approach I

12 would prefer to take, is to educate people as to

13 what the problems really are, rather than you

14 trying to address problems that they think only

15 exist but may not in reality.

	

16	 MR. ROKITA: I'm not asking you to

17 make up a fix. I'm asking you to realize that

18 there is a very real issue out there. whether

19 fraud is perceived or you have a real

20 conviction, the effect is the same.

	

21	 MR. GINSBERG: The problem that I

22 think you have with this is fraud and
0	 179

1 intimidation become two sides of the same coin

2 and they are used for political purposes. They

3 are used for get-out-to-vote purposes.

	

4	 So the notion of agreeing on what the

5 problem is, is going to be really, really tough,
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6 which to me goes back to the issue of having

7 people, where the fraud or intimidation takes

8 place from both parties, since they are the ones

9 that are starting all the problems that

10 challenge the legitimacy of the election.

	

11	 MR. GREENBAUM: Our counterpart's not

12 here anymore.

	

13	 MR. GINSBERG: I waited for just that

14 moment.

	

15	 MR. HEARNE: The point's coming up

16 and I think it's one when I was an advisor to

17 Carter Baker, the underlying point of this

18 effort is to increase voter confidential. It is

19 also to convince the winner of an election that

20 he won. The trick is to make the loser knows

21 that it was a fair election, so long as you come

22 out after every election process saying it was
0	 180

1 stolen or they intimated my base, whatever it

2 is, is an erosive charge.

	

3	 I understand the EAC's charge is to

4 come up with a way to look at that process,

5 quantify it, develop a process to say it does or

6 don't exist to this degree, here's what

7 happened, and here's ideas on places to go to

8 address it so the next election and the one

9 after and the one after, we're going to say it

10 may or may not have been the one I wanted, but I
11 at least felt the voters decided, not some

12 special group, or lawyers, or judges

13 manipulating. I think that's the objective we
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14 want overall.

	

15	 Perception is important, and the

16 empirical information we're starting with is to

17 say, how did we find out, where do we hear about

18 to go to find it. I like Ben's suggestion of

19 why don't we look at the next election as a

20 model, whatever way we can come up with a

21 statistically -- have people going to the

22 polling places, to look at that as a way to try
0	 181

1 to quantify and identify those issues.

	

2	 MS. WANG: I guess I would reiterate

3 John's point about making sure that when you try

4 and engage in confidence building measures that

5 you aren't at the same time disenfranchising

6 more people than you're giving confidence too.

	

7	 MR. GINSBERG: There are a whole

8 bunch of assumptions built into that statement

9 that demonstrate why you may have difficulty

10 getting any sort of agreement on what you're

11 saying.

	

12	 MR. GREENBAUM: If you want to go

13 back to what the language earlier before we had

14 a recitation of what the language is that the

15 EAC is supposed to be doing. If it's methods of

16 identifying, deterring, and investigating, voter

17 fraud, I just don't see where people's

18 perceptions come into that.

	

19	 MR. ROKITA: I am looking at 20

20 interviews worth of perceptions.

	

21	 MR. GINSBERG: If people's
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22 perceptions of this don't matter, then why are
0	 182

1 we doing this. You want to have confidence in

2 the system.

	

3	 MS. WANG: You want a system that's

4 actually fair and accurate.

	

5	 MR. GINSBERG: Listen, what you just

6 said means that your definition of what is fair

7 and accurate is not going to be universally

8 accepted. It's still two sides of the coin of

9 the issue, and your perception of that is not

10 going to be shared.

	

11	 MR. PEREZ: what if we put a third

12 person in that, Republican, Democrat,

13 independent?

	

14	 MR. GREENBAUM: Not even independent,

15 nonpartisan.

	

16	 MR. ROKITA: That animal doesn't

17 exist in this business.

	

18	 MR. GREENBAUM: Doesn't exist in your

19 business.

	

20	 MR. ROKITA: No, this business.

	

21	 MS. ROGERS: I tend to look at the

22 logistics of the things instead of the lofty
0	 183

1 ideas. You talk about the observers, that's not

2 a bad thing. we work, at the lawyers committee,

3 we work with them on that but elections within

4 the next decade are not going to occur on

5 election day. Elections are already now
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6 occurring in the week or two weeks leading up to

7 Election Day. They are occurring by mail. so

8 putting all your resources in Election Day is

9 not going to be an answer for very much longer.

10 Then how many resources do you have to extend

11 that out to two-week period to insure that you

12 have all these monitors. In addition to that,

13 you have got to be so careful that -- how do you

14 determine who gets to observe and who doesn't.

15 obviously, Democrats and Republicans want a

16 place at the table. well, in our state, the

17 green carding and libertarians want a place at

18 the table as well.

	

19	 Parties are allowed to appoint two

20 poll watchers and then the independent

21 candidates, one. we have got a lot of other

22 voter verifiable and paper audit trail folks who
0	 184

1 want to send in observers as well. we get

2 questions from overseas, very quickly, you can

3 overwhelm a polling place where they are going

4 to feel intimated or suppressed when they walk

S in the door.

	

6	 It can work, but in order for there

7 to be any support from my peers, there would

8 have to be a lot of caveats that went with it,

9 as far as the training, who got to observe, who

10 they notified of what they see on Election Day,

11 do they notify their party, the national party,

12 and then you get a fax that says we just found

13 out blah, blah, blah and we're putting you on
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6 occurring in the week or two weeks leading up to

7 Election Day. They are occurring by mail. so

8 putting all your resources in Election Day is

9 not going to be an answer for very much longer.

10 Then how many resources do you have to extend

11 that out to two-week period to insure that you

12 have all these monitors. In addition to that,

13 you have got to be so careful that -- how do you

14 determine who gets to observe and who doesn't.

15 obviously, Democrats and Republicans want a

16 place at the table. well, in our state, the

17 green carding and libertarians want a place at

18 the table as well.

	

19	 Parties are allowed to appoint two

20 poll watchers and then the independent

21 candidates, one. we have got a lot of other

22 voter verifiable and paper audit trail folks who
0	 184

1 want to send in observers as well. we get

2 questions from overseas. very quickly, you can

3 overwhelm a polling place where they are going

4 to feel intimated or suppressed when they walk

5 in the door.

	

6	 It can work, but in order for there

7 to be any support from my peers, there would

8 have to be a lot of caveats that went with it,

9 as far as the training, who got to observe, who

10 they notified of what they see on Election Day,

11 do they notify their party, the national party,

12 and then you get a fax that says we just found

13 out blah, blah, blah and we're putting you on
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14 notice. Just random thoughts.

	

15	 MR. GINSBERG: All of that's correct.

16 we all agree that there is a problem with fraud

17 and intimidation taking place in elections. The

18 question is how many prosecutions are there on a

19 regular basis that show that there is either

20 fraud or intimidation.

	

21	 MR. DONSANTO: I don't think that is

22 a measure of anything. There is a hell of a lot
0	 185

1 more out there than we ever find, and there is a

2 hell of a lot more, we don't have the resources.

	

3	 MR. GINSBERG: And rumors about it

4 are greater than the actuality.

	

5	 MR. DONSANTO: There is a lot more

6 out there than we ever catch, and the rumors are

7 even more.

	

8	 MR. GINSBERG: Exactly. So if you

9 want to deal with the problem of the electors

10 having confidence in their elections, you have

11 got to deal with all the rumors that are out

12 there. And I love academic studies and surveys,

13 but you've got to have people on the ground in

14 the polling places or watching the two-week

15 process that takes place, and verifying that.

16 And all the academic studies in the world are

17 not going to get at that public perception

18 issue.

	

19	 MS. WANG: Definitely, a lot of the

20 people we talked to recommended more monitoring,

21 including Joe Rich, who was a big proponent of
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22 that.

0	 186

	

1	 MR. HEARNE: I think the point was

2 made increasingly and the trend is there, we're

3 going into more and more absentee balloting, and

4 the one point is a pretty broad consensus here,

5 where vote fraud does go on, that there is a lot

6 of it in absentee balloting, an area that merits

7 scrutiny, and understanding, involvement, and

8 that's going to be an area that increases in

9 terms of availability of those kinds of avenues.

	

10	 MR. ROKITA: My other point to that

11 would be just because we identify or focus on

12 absentee fraud as an area where there are

13 problems, and I certainly agree, we, I think,

14 have to be careful of leaving the impression of

15 that means it is not occurring in other areas

16 because we just don't know.

	

17	 MR. DONSANTO: Right, it does occur

18 in other areas. Absentee ballots happens to be

19 the methodology of the moment.

	

20	 CHAIRMAN DEGREGORIO: You know,

21 Craig, you have served as an observer, and I

22 know you have. It just so happens this morning
p	 187

1 from 8 to 9:30, I met with the head of OSC, who

2 was here because they had a little team here.

3 They are going to send a team to observe in

4 November. They have a method they have used

5 when you go observe an election. You have a

6 form you fill out. They have people, long-term
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7 observers, who go six weeks before the election,

8 and short-term, who go for a week, and all this

9 material is brought in election night. All

10 night long they calculate it, then they issue a

11 statement at 1:00 the next day saying whether

12 the elections were free and fair, whether you

13 have can confidence/no confidence in the winner.

14 And in Ukraine, they didn't have confidence in

15 the winner, brought down the Government.

16 They had another election six weeks later but

17 they use that method of observation because of

18 perception that people have whether the

19 elections are free and fair.

	

20	 Jimmy Carter has done similar things

21 in Central America. The Carter center does that

22 too, but they have a method to do that. You
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1 have been part of it and I have been part of it,

2 to try to make that judgement call, and they are

3 all independent people from different countries

4 that go to do it.

	

5	 MS. WANG: Maybe that's what we need

6 is international observers.

	

7	 MR. GREENBAUM: It's a problem

8 because they can't get in the polling place in a

9 lot of the states. They even said that as part

10 of their report.

	

11	 MR. ROKITA: Don't we add value to

12 this entire process, if you go and look at what

13 Paul just described and analyze it and present

14 it as an idea, isn't that what this is?
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15 MS. SIMS:	 That would be in the next

16 phase.

17 MS. WANG:	 All of this is in the next

18 phase.

19 MS. SIMS:	 Looking at the project

20 that the Commission decides to pursue and the

21 boards are happy with that idea.

22 MR. HEARNE:	 what is the next step
D 189

1 from here?

2	 MS. SIMS: If we're all done with

3 ideas.

4	 MR. ROKITA: I just wanted to get a

5 couple more things done to finish up my last

6 point. we're not sure that fraud at the polling

7 place doesn't exist. we can't conclude that.

8 That is my last point.

9	 There has been a discussion about a

10 political science professor being utilized. I

11 think the EAC needs to be very careful in who

12 they select, because all the time and effort and

13 money that's been spent up to date and would be

14 spent in the future could be invalidated by a

15 wrong selection in the eyes of some group. so

16 whether you have two folks, political science

17 professors, however you decide to work it,

18 please research, you, as a taxpayer, to be

19 careful who you pick.

20	 I thank you.

21	 MR. PEREZ: I'd like to make a

22 statement. I am not a lawyer so I don't know
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1 how far this would fly. If you're trying to

2 query on developing statistical data, why don't

3 you put a question on the ballot? Everybody

4 walk in, I believe this election was fair. No,

5 I believe there was fraud here. Just ask them.

	

6	 MR. DONSANTO: How are they supposed

7 to know that until the election has been run?

	

8	 MR. PEREZ: They have already been

9 intimated while they are casting their ballot.

	

10	 CHAIRMAN DEGREGORIO: How about if

11 there is a none of the above on the ballots?

	

12	 MR. GINSBERG: It would be really

13 good for business.

	

14	 MR. PEREZ: If they come in, I would

15 want to vote for that one. Really, you're

16 trying to get statistics from the voters, trying

17 to get them outside, trying to catch them

18 inside, catch them on the ballot.

	

19	 MS. SIMS: well, the next step is

20 that our two consultants would be consolidating

21 the preliminary research that they have and also

22 the working group's deliberation in his order to
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1 present a report to our commissioners. And our

2 commissioners will, obviously, take a look at

3 that.

	

4	 And then when you deem it's ready,

5 we'll have it sent out to our Board of Advisors

6 and our standards Board for their review and
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7 comment. HAVA does mandate that our research

8 efforts are supposed to be reviewed by our

9 boards. Depending on what we get back, and what

10 the commissioners decide to do, and what kind of

11 budget we get, then we may be able to prioritize

12 some of the ideas or determine which ones we can

13 do. Inevitably, they are going to have to be

14 below a certain dollar limit. And so we would

15 put the project out, put an RFP up.

	

16	 In terms of people who would lean one

17 way or another, we would take a look at that

18 when we're writing the RFP to determine that the

19 team has different points of views.

	

20	 CHAIRMAN DEGREGORIO: We have also

21 set some peer review groups for many of our

22 studies that have a balance of folks, academics
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1 particularly, to take a look at the work that's

2 being done by folks to make sure we're being

3 looked at by people who have different

4 philosophies, different viewpoints.

	

5	 MS. SIMS: And depending on what

6 we're able to do, we may or may not get a

7 working group to work with us on that.

8 Generally, speaking it is wiser to get the

9 working group further in on the beginning.

10 we're bringing you in as the tail group, is a

11 little bit different than I am used to doing at

12 FEC. So we may take a look at that on whatever

13 we decide to do next on bringing the working

14 group together in the earlier phase to offer
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15 their advice in an earlier stage.

16	 Any questions about that? well, I

17 want to thank you all very much for coming. I

18 know our consultants have really -- I'm sure

19 they have gotten a lot out of it. I have.

20	 CHAIRMAN DEGREGORIO: I also want to

21 thank you too on behalf of the Commissioners who

22 couldn't be here today, to Tova and Job for your
0	 193

1 work thus far. This is an important item for

2 the Commissioners, and the we'll move on it

3 quickly. I suspect -- I don't know that we have

4 anything budgeted for 2006 for this but October

5 1 starts, we will have some funds, and we can do

6 some of the things that you all suggested we

7 should do to come up with further detailed study

8 of this. But this has been helpful just sitting

9 through here the last hour-and-a-half.

10	 I was director of elections in St.

11 Louis County. Craig, we had some federal

12 prosecutions. We had plenty of nursing home

13 absentee fraud. I was in St. Louis county, but

14 a lot of it came at the local level. when

15 you're running for police chief in the city,

16 that's where we saw a lot of the election fraud

17 too, but it occurred in the federal elections.

18 we had people voting in 1988. So those things

19 happened, so I have seen it myself.

20	 I am also aware of things that you

21 pointed out here, these kinds of things. This

22 is awful for people to try to trick people in
0
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1 ways like this, to keep them from participating

2 in our democracy. That's just not right. It's

3 wrong.

4	 MR. DONSANTO: I am aware of this

5 one.

6	 CHAIRMAN DEGREGORIO: we don't want

7 that to happen.

8	 MR. DONSANTO: We're unable to find

9 out who did it.

10	 CHAIRMAN DEGREGORIO: We appreciate

11 your work, hope this will continue in some

12 fashion, that you all can be participants in

13 what we do next. Thank you for your time today.

14	 MS. SIMS: I also want to know for

15 those who are traveling out of town, Devon put

16 an information package for you on how you turn

17 over the receipts that we need, so we can make

18 sure you get money. And if you have any

19 questions, please contact her about that.

20	 MS. WANG: Thank you so much.

21	 (whereupon, at approximately 5:00 o'clock,

22	 p.m., the meeting adjourned.)
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To: Karen Lynn-Dyson and Tom Wilkey
From: Tova Wang, Job Serebrov, Stephen Ansolabehere
Re: Preliminary Work Plan
Date: September 7, 2005

The following is a preliminary work plan and division of labor for the project on voter
fraud and voter intimidation:

MONTH ONE (beginning the date contracts are finalized):

I.	 Defining Fraud/Intimidation
a. In person meeting and discussion among consultants to:

i. Determine what we believe the parameters of the terms fraud and
intimidation should be for our research purposes. (All)

ii. Create a list of state and local officials, third party representatives,
attorneys, scholars, etc. to interview and/or survey to assist in this
process of definition (All)

b. Interviews of individuals identified as having expertise (Job and Tova)
c. Analysis of existing research (Job and Tova)

II.	 Obtaining research assistance (e.g. interns, law clerks) (All)

MONTH TWO:

III.	 Examining the Feasibility of Quantifying the Level of Incidence of Different
Types of Fraud
a. Looking at how we can develop a statistically sound research instrument

i. Discussion with political and social scientists, legal scholars in the
field (Tova and Steve)

b. Determination as to information that would be required for a potential
survey; identification of potential survey states to ensure a fair
representation of different systems (All)

c. Preliminary survey of case law of recent prosecutions for fraud/intimidation
(Job)

d. Interviews with state and local officials, third party groups, election lawyers
to assess what they believe are the most prevalent problems (All)

MONTH THREE:

IV.	 Preliminary assessment of the federal, state and local legal capacity to handle
fraud and intimidation cases
a. Case law research (Job)
b. Survey of current state election codes (Tova and Job)
c. Analysis of Department of Justice Civil Rights and Criminal Divisions work

in this area (Tova)
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d. Survey and assessment of who has enforcement responsibility and
accountability in each state and the extent to which that entity exercises that
authority (All)

MONTH FOUR:

V. Report of Preliminary Findings (Tova and Job)
VI. Assembling the Working Group

a. Developing a list of potential members (All)
b. Development of a work plan and set of issues for examination for the

working group (All)

Potential Working Group Members — Initial Suggestions:

Lori Minnite, Barnard College
Allan Lichtman, American University
David Orr, Cook County Clerk (Chicago)
Judith Browne, The Advancement Project
Cathy Cox, Secretary of State, Georgia
Jonah Goldman, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
Christopher Edley, Dean, Berkeley School of Law
Daniel Tokaji, Moritz College of Law, The Ohio State University
Spencer Overton, George Washington School of Law
Wade Henderson, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
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To: Peggy Sims, Gavin Gilmour, Karen Lynn-Dyson and Tom Wilkey
From: Tova Wang, Job Serebrov
Re: Work Plan
Date: October 5, 2005

The following is a work plan and division of labor for the project on voter fraud and voter
intimidation:

MONTH ONE (beginning the date contracts are finalized):

I.	 Draft project work plan

II.	 Develop list of potential members of the working group; have EAC vet and
approve names (Tova, Job, EAC)

III.	 Define Fraud/Intimidation (Tova and Job)
a. Discussion among consultants to:

i. Determine what we believe the parameters of the terms fraud and
intimidation should be for our research purposes.

ii. Create a list of state and local officials, third party representatives,
attorneys, scholars, etc. to interview and/or survey to assist in this
process of definition

b. Analysis of existing research (Tova and Job)

IV.	 Obtain research assistance (e.g. interns, law clerks) (EAC)

MONTH TWO:

V.	 Interview individuals identified in month one about the scope of fraud and
intimidation (Job and Tova);

VI.	 Create working written description of what fraud and intimidation means,
includes/does not include (Job and Tova)

VII. Examine the Feasibility of Quantifying the Level of Incidence of Different
Types of Fraud
a. Look at how we can develop a statistically sound research instrument

i. Discussion with political and social scientists, legal scholars in the
field (Tova)

b. Preliminary survey of case law of recent prosecutions for fraud/intimidation
(Job/law clerk)

c. Interviews with state and local officials, third party groups, election lawyers
to assess what they believe are the most prevalent problems (Job and Tova)

MONTH THREE:
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VIII. Preliminary assessment of the federal, state and local legal capacity to handle
fraud and intimidation cases
a. Case law research (Job)
b. Survey of current state election codes (Tova and Job)
c. Analysis of Department of Justice Civil Rights and Criminal Divisions work

in this area (Tova)

MONTH FOUR:

IX.	 Written summary of background research on voting fraud and intimidation
(Tova and Job)

X.	 Development of a work plan and set of issues for examination for the working
group (Tova and Job)

XI.	 Finalize working group membership and set meeting dates

MONTH FIVE:

XII. Initial working group meetings

MONTH SIX:

XIII. Develop project scope of work and project work plan
XIV. Draft summary report describing key findings of this preliminary study of

voting fraud and voter intimidation
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Contact James Joseph, Arnold & Porter — (202) 942-5355,
jamesjoseph@aporter.com

Tova Andrea Wang, Co-Author of the Voter Fraud and Voter Intimidation Report
for the Election Assistance Commission, Calls for an End to the Censorship

Over the last few weeks, there has been a developing controversy in the press and in the
Congress over a report on voter fraud and voter intimidation I co-authored for the
Election Assistance Commission ("EAC"). It has been my desire to participate in this
discussion and share my experience as a researcher, expert and co-author of the report.
Unfortunately, the EAC has barred me from speaking. Early last week, through my
attorney, I sent a letter to the Commission requesting that they release me from this gag
order. Despite repeated follow-up, the EAC has failed to respond to this simple request.
In the meantime, not only can I not speak to the press or public -- it is unclear under the
terms of my contract with the EAC whether I can even answer questions from members
of Congress.

My co-author and I submitted our report in July 2006; the EAC fmally released its
version of the report in December 2006. As numerous press reports indicate, the
conclusions that we found in our research and included in our report were revised by the
EAC, without explanation or discussion with me, my co-author or the general public.
From the beginning of the project to this moment, my co-author and I have been bound in
our contracts with the EAC to silence regarding our work, subject to law suits and civil
liability if we violate the EAC-imposed gag order. Moreover, from July to December, no
member of the EAC Commission or staff contacted me or my co-author to raise any
concerns about the substance of our research. Indeed, after I learned that the EAC was
revising our report before its public release, I contacted the EAC, and they refused to
discuss with me the revisions, or the reasons such revisions were necessary.

Stifling discussion and debate over this report and the critical issues it addresses is
contrary to the mission and goals of the EAC and to the goal of ensuring honest and fair
elections in this country. Commissioner Hillman stated in her defense of the EAC's
actions that the EAC seeks to "ensure improvements in the administration of federal
elections so that all eligible voters will be able to vote and have that vote recorded and
counted accurately." I share this aspiration. But I believe that the best way to achieve
that end is not by suppressing or stifling debate and discussion, but by engaging in a
thoughtful process of research and dialogue that ultimately arrives at the truth about the
problems our voting system currently confronts.
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Status Report - EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research - May 17, 2006

INTRODUCTION

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in the statute is the
development of:

• nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating
voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]• and

• ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation
[section 241(b)(7)].

-EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these matters a
high priority.

FOCUS OF CURRENT RESEARCH

In September 2005, the Commission hired two consultants with expertise in this subject
matter, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, to:

• develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter
intimidation in the context of Federal elections;

• perform background research (including Federal and State administrative and case
law review), identify current activities of key government agencies, civic and
advocacy organizations regarding these topics, and deliver a summary of this
research and all source documentation;

• establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed of key
individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics
of voting fraud and voter intimidation;

• provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation
and the results of the preliminary research to the working group, and convene the
working group to discuss potential avenues for future EAC research on this topic;
and

• produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research
effort and working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future
research, if any;

As of the date of this report, the consultants have drafted a definition of election fraud,
reviewed relevant literature and reports, interviewed persons from government and
private sectors with subject matter expertise, analyzed news reports of alleged election
fraud, reviewed case law, and established a project working group.

01250
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Status Report - EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Research - May 17, 2006

DEFINITION OF ELECTION FRAUD

The consultants drafted a definition of election fraud that includes numerous aspects of
voting fraud (including voter intimidation, which is considered a subset of voting fraud)
and voter registration fraud, but excludes campaign finance violations and election
administration mistakes. This draft will be discussed and probably refined by the project
working group, which is scheduled to convene on May 18, 2006.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The consultants found many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad
conclusions from a large array of incidents. They found little research that is truly
systematic or scientific. The most systematic look at fraud appears to be the report
written by Lori Minnite, entitled "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of Election Fraud".
The most systematic look at voter intimidation appears to be the report by Laughlin
McDonald, entitled "The New Poll Tax". The consultants found that books written about
this subject all seem to have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that makes them
somewhat less valuable.

Moreover, the consultants found that reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by
their nature, have little follow up; As a result, it is difficult to know when something has
remained in the stage of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the
point of being investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an
independent, neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter
intimidation by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's
frequently cited book, "Stealing Elections".

Consultants found that researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of
fraud and intimidation in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a
methodological perspective and would require resources beyond the means of most social
and political scientists. As a result, there is much more written on this topic by advocacy
groups than social scientists.

Other items of note:

There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification
requirements.

There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious
problem. On balance, more researchers find it to be less of a problem than is
commonly described in the political debate; but some reports say it is a major
problem, albeit hard to identify.

EAC-3
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• There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity it presents for fraud.

• Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as
effective as it might be.

• Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing
misinformation, were a major problem in 2004.

• Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.

Recommendations

The consultants recommend that subsequent EAC research include a follow up study of
allegations made in reports, books and newspaper articles. They also suggest that the
research should focus on filling the gap between the lack of reports based on methodical
studies by social or political scientists and the numerous, but less scientific, reports
published by advocacy groups.

INTERVIEWS

The consultants jointly selected experts from the public and private sector for interviews.
The consultants' analysis of their discussions with these members of the legal, election
official, advocacy, and academic communities follows.

Common Themes

• There is virtually universal agreement that absentee ballot fraud is the biggest
problem, with vote buying and registration fraud coming in after that. The vote
-buying often comes in the form of payment for absentee ballots, although not
always. Some absentee ballot fraud is part of an organized effort; some .is by
individuals, who sometimes are not even aware that what they are doing is illegal.
Voter registration fraud seems to take the form of people signing up with false
names. Registration fraud seems to be most common where people doing the
registration were paid by the signature.

• There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, "dead"
voters, noncitizen voting and felon voters. Those few who believe it occurs often
enough to be a concern say that it is impossible to show the extent to which it
happens, but do point to instances in the press of such incidents. Most people
believe that false registration forms have not resulted in polling place fraud,
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although it may create the perception that vote fraud is possible. Those who
believe there is more polling place fraud than reportedlinvestigated/prosecuted
believe that registration fraud does lead to fraudulent votes. Jason Torchinsky
from the American Center for Voting Rights is the only interviewee who believes
that polling place fraud is widespread and among the most significant problems in
the system.

Abuse of challenger laws and abusive challengers seem to be the biggest
intimidation/suppression concerns, and many of those interviewed assert that the
new identification requirements are the modern version of voter intimidation and
suppression. However there is evidence of some continued outright intimidation
and suppression, especially in some Native American communities. A number of
people also raise the problem of poll workers engaging in harassment of minority
voters. Other activities commonly raised were the issue of polling places being
moved at the last moment, unequal distribution of voting machines, videotaping
of voters at the polls, and targeted misinformation campaigns.

• Several people indicate that, for various reasons, DOJ is bringing fewer voter
intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on matters
such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. Interviews with DOJ
personnel indicate that the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, focuses on
systemic patterns of malfeasance in this area. While the Election Crimes Branch,
Public Integrity Section, continues to maintain an aggressive pursuit of systematic
schemes to corrupt the electoral process (including voter suppression), it also has
increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double voting.

The problem of badly kept voter registration lists, with both ineligible voters
remaining on the rolls and eligible voters being taken off, remains a common
concern. A few people are also troubled by voters being on registration lists in
two states. They said that there was no evidence that this had led to double voting,
but it opens the door to the possibility. There is great hope that full
implementation of the new requirements of HAVA – done well, a major caveat -
will reduce this problem dramatically.

Common Recommendations:

• Many of those interviewed recommend better poll worker training as the best way
to improve the process; a few also recommended longer voting times or voting on
days other than election day (such as weekends) but fewer polling places so only
the best poll workers would be employed.

• Many interviewed support stronger criminal laws and increased enforcement of
existing laws with respect to both fraud and intimidation. Advocates from across
the spectrum expressed frustration with the failure of the Department of Justice to
pursue complaints.
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o With respect to DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, John Tanner
indicated that fewer cases are being brought because fewer are warranted – it
has become increasingly difficult to know when allegations of intimidation
and suppression are credible since it depends on one's definition of
intimidation, and because both parties are doing it. Moreover prior
enforcement of the laws has now changed the entire landscape – race based
problems are rare now. Although challenges based on race and unequal
implementation of identification rules would be actionable, Mr. Tanner was
unaware of such situations actually occurring and his office has not pursued
any such cases.

o Craig Donsanto of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch, Public Integrity Section,
says that while the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone
up since 2002, nor has the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate claims of
fraud, the number of cases DOJ is investigating and.the number of indictments
his office is pursuing are both up dramatically. Since 2002, in addition to
pursuing systematic election corruption schemes, DOJ has brought more cases
against alien voters, felon voters and double voters than ever before. Mr.
Donsanto would like more resources so that his agency can do more and
would like to have laws that make it easier for the federal government to
assume jurisdiction over voter fraud cases.

• A couple of interviewees recommend a new law that would make it easier to
criminally prosecute people for intimidation even when there is not racial animus.

• Several advocate expanded monitoring of the polls, including some associated
with the Department of Justice.

• Almost everyone hopes that administrators will maximize the potential of
statewide voter registration databases to prevent fraud.

• Challenge laws, both with respect to pre-election day challenges and challengers
at the polls, need to be revised by all states to ensure they are not used for
purposes of wrongful disenfranchisement and harassment.

• Several people advocate passage of Senator Barak Obama's "deceptive practices"
bill.

• There is a split on whether it would be helpful to have nonpartisan election
officials – some indicated they thought even if elections officials are elected as
non partisan officials, they will carry out their duties in biased ways nonetheless.
However, most agree that elections officials pursuing partisan agendas are a
problem that must be addressed in some fashion. Suggestions included moving
election responsibilities out of the secretary of states' office; increasing
transparency in the process; and enacting conflict of interest rules.
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• A few recommend returning to allowing use of absentee ballots "for cause" only
if it were politically feasible.

• A few recommend enacting a national identification card, including Pat Rogers,
an attorney in New Mexico, and Jason Torchinsky from ACVR, who advocates
the proposal in the Carter-Baker Commission- Report.

• A couple of interviewees indicated the need for clear standards for the distribution
of voting machines

NEWS ARTICLES

Consultants conducted a Nexis search of related news articles published between January
1, 2001 and January 1, 2006. A systematic, numerical analysis of the data collected
during this review is currently being prepared. What follows is an overview of these
articles provided by the consultants.

Absentee Ballots

According to press reports, absentee ballots are abused in a variety of ways:

• Campaign workers, candidates and others coerce the voting choices of vulnerable
populations, usually elderly voters.

• Workers for groups and individuals have attempted to vote absentee in the names
of the deceased.

• Workers for groups, campaign workers and individuals have attempted to forge
the names of other voters on absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots and
thus vote multiple times.

It is unclear how often actual convictions result from these activities (a handful of articles
indicate convictions and guilty pleas), but this is an area in which there have been a
substantial number of official investigations and actual charges filed, according to news
reports where such information is available. A few of the allegations became part of civil
court proceedings contesting the outcome of the election.

While, absentee fraud allegations turn up throughout the country, a few states have had
several such cases. Especially of note are Indiana, New Jersey, South Dakota, and most
particularly, Texas. Interestingly, there were no articles regarding Oregon, where the
entire system is vote by mail.
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Voter Registration Fraud

According to press reports, the following types of allegations of voter registration fraud
are most common:

• Registering in the name of dead people;

• Fake names and other information on voter registration forms;

• Illegitimate addresses used on voter registration forms;

• Voters being tricked into registering for a particular party under false pretenses;
and

• Destruction of voter registration forms depending on the party the voter registered
with.

There was only one self evident instance of a noncitizen registering to vote. Many of the
instances reported included official investigations and charges filed, but few actual
convictions, at least from the news reporting. There have been multiple reports of
registration fraud in California, Colorado, Florida, Missouri, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.

Voter Intimidation and Suppression

This is the area which had the most articles, in part because there were so many
allegations of intimidation and suppression during the 2004 election. Most of these
remained allegations and no criminal investigation or prosecution ensued. Some of the
cases did end up in civil litigation.

This is not to say that these alleged activities were confined to 2004 — there were several
allegations made during every year studied. ' Most notable were the high number of
allegations of voter intimidation and harassment reported during the 2003 Philadelphia
mayoral race.

A very high number of the articles were about the issue of challenges to voters'
registration status and challengers at the polling places. There were many allegations that
planned challenge activities were targeted at minority communities. Some of the
challenges were concentrated in immigrant communities.

However, the tactics alleged varied greatly. The types of activities discussed also include
the following:

• Photographing or videotaping voters coming out of polling places;

• Improper demands for identification;

01253::
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• Poll watchers harassing voters;

• Poll workers being hostile to or aggressively challenging voters;

• Disproportionate police presence;

• Poll watchers wearing clothes with messages that seemed intended to intimidate;
and

• Insufficient voting machines and unmanageably long lines.

Although the incidents reported on occurred everywhere, not surprisingly, many came
from "battleground" states. There were several such reports out of Florida, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania.

"Dead Voters and Multiple Voting"

There were a high number of articles about people voting in the names of the dead and
voting more than once. Many of these articles were marked by allegations of big
numbers of people committing these frauds, and relatively few of these allegations
turning out to be accurate according to investigations by the newspapers themselves,
elections officials, and criminal investigators. Often the problem turned out to be a result
of administrative error, poll workers mis-marking voter lists, a flawed registration list
and/or errors made in the attempt to match names of voters on the list with the names of
the people who voted. In a good number of cases, there were allegations that charges of
double voting by political leaders were an effort to scare people away from the voting
process.

Nonetheless there were a few cases of people actually being charged and/or convicted for
these kinds of activities. Most of the cases involved a person voting both by absentee
ballot and in person. A few instances involved people voting both during early voting
and on Election Day, which calls into question the proper marking and maintenance of
the voting Iists. In many instances, the person charged claimed not to have voted twice
on purpose. A very small handful of cases involved a voter voting in more than one
county and there was one substantiated case involving a person voting in more than one
state. Other instances in which such efforts were alleged were disproved by officials.

In the case of voting in the name of a dead person, the problem lay in the voter
registration list not being properly maintained, i.e. the person was still on the registration
list as eligible to vote, and a person took criminal advantage of that. In total, the San
Francisco Chronicle found five such cases in March 2004; the AP cited a newspaper
analysis of five such persons in an Indiana primary in May 2004; and a senate committee
found two people to have voted in the names of the dead in 2005.
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As usual, there were a disproportionate number of such articles coming out of Florida.
Notably, there were three articles out of Oregon, which has one hundred percent vote-by-
mail.

Vote Buying

There were a surprising number of articles about vote buying cases. A few of these
instances involved long-time investigations concentrated in three states (Illinois,
Kentucky, and West Virginia). There were more official investigations, indictments and
convictions/pleas in this area.

Deceptive Practices

In 2004 there were numerous reports of intentional disinformation about voting eligibility
and the voting process meant to confuse voters about their rights and when and where to
vote. Misinformation came in the form of flyers, phone calls, letters, and even people
going door to door. Many of the efforts were reportedly targeted at minority
communities. A disproportionate number of them came from key battleground states,
particularly Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. From the news reports found, only one of
these instances was officially investigated, the case in Oregon involving the destruction
of completed voter registration applications. There were no reports of prosecutions or
any other legal proceeding.

Non-citizen Voting

There were surprisingly few articles regarding noncitizen registration and voting –just
seven all together, in seven different states across the country. They were also evenly
split between allegations of noncitizens registering and noncitizens voting. In one case,
charges were filed against ten individuals. In another case, a judge in a civil suit found
there was illegal noncitizen voting. Three instances prompted official investigations.
Two cases, from this Nexis search, remained just allegations of noncitizen voting.

Felon Voting

Although there were only thirteen cases of felon voting, some of them involved large
numbers of voters. Most notably, of course, are the cases that came to light in the
Washington gubernatorial election contest (see Washington summary) and in Wisconsin
(see Wisconsin summary). In several states, the main problem was the large number of
ineligible felons that remained on the voting list.

Election Official Fraud

In most of the cases in which fraud by elections officials is suspected or alleged, it is
difficult to determine whether it is incompetence or a crime. There are several cases of
ballots gone missing, ballots unaccounted for and ballots ending up in a worker's
possession. In two cases workers were said to have changed peoples' votes. The one
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instance in which widespread ballot box stuffing by elections workers was alleged was in
Washington State. The judge in the civil trial of that election contest did not find that
elections workers had committed fraud. Four of the cases are from Texas.

Recommendation

The consultants-recommend that subsequent EAC research should include a Nexis search
that specifically attempts to follow up on the cases for which no resolution is evident
from this particular initial search.

CASE LAW RESEARCH

After reviewing over 40,000 cases from 2000 to the present, the majority of which came
from appeals courts; the consultants found comparatively few applicable to this study. Of
those that were applicable, the consultants found that no apparent thematic pattern
emerges. However, it appears to them that the greatest areas of fraud and intimidation
have shifted from past patterns of stealing votes to present problems with voter
registration, voter identification, the proper delivery and counting of absentee and
overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying, and challenges to felon eligibility.

Recommendation

Because so few cases provided a picture of these current problems, consultants suggest
that subsequent EAC research include a review of state trial-level decisions.

PROJECT WORKING GROUP

Consultants and EAC worked together to select members for the Voting Fraud-Voter
Intimidation Working Group that included election officials and representatives of
advocacy groups and the legal community who have an interest and expertise in the.
subject matter. (See Attachment A for a list of members.) The working group is
scheduled to convene at EAC offices on May 18, 2006 to consider the results of the
preliminary research and to offer ideas for future EAC activities concerning this subject.

FINAL REPORT

After convening the project working group, the consultants will draft a final report
summarizing the results of their research and the working group deliberations. This
report will include recommendations for future EAC research related to this subject
matter. The draft report will be reviewed by EAC and, after obtaining any clarifications
or corrections deemed necessary, will be made available to the EAC Standards Board and
EAC Board of Advisors for review and comment. Following this, a final report will be
prepared.
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Attachment A

Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State

Member, EAC Standards Board and the Executive Board of the Standards Board

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections Administrator, T$

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition

(To be represented at May 18, 2006 meeting by Jon M. Greenbaum, Director of the
Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law)

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie, DC
National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP

Counsel to national Republican campaign committees and Republican candidates

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO
National Counsel to the American Center for Voting Rights

Barry Weinberg

Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice

EAC Invited Technical Advisor:

Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S. Department of Justice
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ST.ATU-..._.T ORY AUTHORIT Y

The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC
to conduct research on election administration issues.
Among the tasks listed in the statute is the development
of:

• nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring,
and investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal
office [section 241 (b)(6)]; and

• ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods
of voter intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].
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EAC's Board of Advisors recommended
that the agency make research on these
matters a high priority.
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EAC Voting Fra,  ud-Voter Intimidation Research
CURRENT RESEAl FOCUS

2 consultants (bipartisan) focused on:

• Drafting a definition of election fraud;

• Conducting background research (literature, news
stories, case law, interviews of knowledgeable persons
from the public and private sector); and

• Convening a working group of bipartisan and
nonpartisan representatives of election officials,
advocates, and the legal community to review
preliminary research and brainstorm ideas for future
EAC activities.
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LITERAT UR._ j FINDINGS

• Little of the research is truly systematic or
scientific.

• Many documents make .allegations but have
little follow up.

• Books written about this subject seem to have
a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that
make them somewhat less valuable.
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EAC Voting Frraud-wVoter Intimidation Research
LITERATURE FINDINGS

n There is substantial concern about
absentee balloting and the opportunity it
presents for fraud.

• There is tremendous disagreement about
the extent to which polling place fraud
(e.g. double voting, intentional felon
voting, noncitizen voting) is a serious
problem.
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LITER ATU E FiNDINGS

• Voter intimidation continues to be
focused on minority communities,
although one report mentions schemes
against a major political party.

• Deceptive practices (e.g.: targeted
flyers and phone calls providing
misinformation) were reported to be a
major problem in 2004.
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LITERAT U FINDINGS

• Federal law governing election fraud and
intimidation is varied and complex; yet
may be insufficient or subject to too many
limitations to be as effective as it might be.
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INTERVIEWS

Consultants interviewed numerous individuals
from the public and private sector who have
some experience in researching, investigating
and prosecuting, or observing incidents.

They included experts from the legal, election
official, advocacy, and academic communities.
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INTERVIEW FINDINGS

• Virtually universal agreement that absentee
ballot fraud is the biggest problem.

• Vote buying and voter registration fraud are
considered the next most common problems

• Some disagreement over prevalence of polling
place voting fraud.
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Intimidation/Suppression —

• Biggest intimidation/suppression concerns: abuse
of challenger laws and abusive challengers.

• Some continued outright intimidation and
suppression, especially in some Native American
communities, and of poll workers engaging in
harassment of minority voters.

• Other concerns: polling places being moved at the
last moment; videotaping of voters at the polls; and
targeted misinformation campaigns.
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INTERVIEW FINDINGS

• Common problems: badly kept voter
registration lists, with both ineligible
voters remaining on the rolls and eligible
voters being taken off.

• A few people also troubled by voters being
on registration lists in two states.
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NEWSARTICLES

• Nexis search of related news articles
published between January 1, 2001 and
January 1, 2006.

Downside: often could not verify the
truthfulness of the reports or how often
actual convictions result from activities
reported.
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NE11 Wa ARTICLE FINDINGS

The most common allegations of voter
registration fraud were:

• Registering in the name of dead people;
• Fake names and other information on voter

registration applications;
•Voters being tricked into registering for a particular

party under false pretenses; and
n Destruction of voter registration forms, depending

on the party with which the voter registered.
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NE WS, A 	 FINDING

Absentee ballots reportedly were abused
in a variety of ways:

• Campaign workers, candidates and others
coerced the voting choices of vulnerable
populations, usually elderly voters.

• Workers for groups and individuals attempted to
vote absentee in the names of the deceased.

• Workers for groups, campaign workers, and
individuals attempted to forge the names of
other voters on absentee ballot requests and
absentee ballots and thus vote multiple times.
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NEWIS A 	 FINDINGS

Activities most commonly reported as voter suppression
included:

• Photographing or videotaping voters coming out of polling
places;

n Improper demands for identification;
• Poll watchers .harassing voters;
• Poll workers being hostile to or aggressively challenging

voters;
• Disproportionate police presence;
• Poll watchers wearing clothes with messages that seemed

intended to intimidate; and
• Insufficient voting machines and unmanageably long lines.
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NE , Sr f TIC ^_ FINDINGS

Dead Voters and Multiple Voting

• High number of articles.

• Often the problem resulted from administrative error: poll
workers mismarking or failing to mark voter lists; flawed
voter registration lists; and/or errors made in the attempt
to match names of voters on the list with the names of
the people who voted.
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^1 EWE ARITIC  FINDINGS

Multiple Voting

• Most cases involved a person voting both by absentee
ballot and in person.

• A few instances involved people voting both during early
voting and on Election Day, which calls into question the
proper marking and maintenance of the voting lists.

• In many instances, person charged claimed not to have
voted twice on purpose.

• Small handful of cases involved a voter voting in more
than one county, and there was one substantiated case.
involving a person voting in more than one state.
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NENEVS ARTICLE FINDINGS

Dead Voters —

Problem lay in the voter registration list not
being properly maintained (i.e.; the person
was still on the registration list as eligible to
vote, and a person took criminal advantage
of that).
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NEWS, , ^_ TI ;LE FINDI

Vote Buying

n More official investigations, indictments and
convictions/pleas reported in this area.

n Numerous of articles, a few of which involved
long-time investigations concentrated in three
states (Illinois, Kentucky, and West Virginia).
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NEWS AR 	 FINDINGS

Deceptive Practices

• Numerous reports in 2004 of intentional disinformation about voting
eligibility and the voting process meant to confuse voters about their
rights and when and where to vote.

• Misinformation came in the form of
- flyers,
- phone calls,
= letters, and
- people going door to door.

• Many of the efforts reportedly targeted at minority communities.

• Disproportionate number of them came from key battleground states
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NEWS ARTICLE FINDINGS

Non-citizen Voter Registration & Voting

Few articles regarding noncitizen registration and voting
— just 7 cases in 7 different states across the country:

• 1 case - charges were filed against 10 individuals.
• I case - judge in a civil suit found there was illegal

noncitizen voting.
• 3 instances - prompted official investigations.
• 2 cases - remained just allegations.
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NEWS ARTICLE FINDINGS

Felon Voting

• 13 cases of felon voting, some involving
large numbers of voters.

• In several states, the main problem was
the large number of ineligible felons that
remained on the voting list.
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NEWS A 	 '.... E FINDINGS

Election Official Fraud

In most of the cases in which fraud by
elections officials is suspected or alleged,
it is difficult to determine whether it is an
administrative mistake or a crime.
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CASE fit/

Consultants reviewed cases from Federal courts and state
courts of appeals from 2000 to the present.

Greatest areas of fraud and intimidation shifted from past
patterns of stealing votes to present problems with:

nvoter registration;
•voter identification;
mthe proper delivery and counting of absentee and
overseas ballots;
•provisional voting;
.vote buying; and

challenges to felon eligibility.
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WORKINGGROUP

8 member working group included bipartisan
and nonpartisan members, and
representatives of the election official,
advocacy, and legal communities

Met May 18 to review preliminary research
and brainstorm ideas for future EAC action.
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WORKING GROUPIDEAS

n Conduct surveys of:

- All state laws
- All state election offices
- Specific states
- Local election officials
- State implementation of administrative complaint

procedures (applies only to HAVA Title III violations) to
identify examples of procedures for other than HAVA
Title Ill complaints

- Voters
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WORKING GROUP IDEAS

• Follow up on initial reports of
fraud/intimidation from the Nexis s
news articles and literature review

earch of

• Research absentee balloting process
issues, including methodology of "for
cause" absentee voting
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WORKING GROUP IDEAS E.:.S

• Conduct risk-analysis for voting fraud &
voter intimidation

- Who?

- What part of process?

- Which elections?

- Ease of committing the fraud
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WORKING GROUP

e

• Analyze
-	 Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
-	 Federal observer reports
-	 Local newspapers

• Conduct academic statistical research

• Research search and match procedures for voter
registration list maintenance (subject to confirmation) to
identify potential avenues for vote fraud
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WORKING GROUP IDEAS)

n Research state district court actions

• Broaden scope of interviews to include district
attorneys and more local election officials

• Explore the concept of election courts

• Develop model statutes
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n Do we have a complete picture?
No! Preliminary research provides some pieces
of the puzzle.

• Will we ever have a complete picture?
Probably not, but additional research could
provide enough additional pieces so that we
have a better sense of the whole picture.
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CVoting Fra- uc .Voter Intimi'dation_Research
NEXT STEWS

• Consultants will draft a final report summarizing the
results of their research and the working group
deliberations.

• Report will include recommendations for future EAC
research related to this subject matter.

• Report will be reviewed by EAC and, after obtaining any
clarifications or corrections deemed necessary, will be
made available to the EAC Standards Board and EAC
Board of Advisors for review and comment.

• Following this, a final report will be prepared.
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INTRODUCTION'
>n

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to conduct
research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in the statute is the
development of:

• nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating
voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)]; and

• ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation
[section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on these matters a
high priority.

FOCUS OF CURRENT RESEARCH

In September 2005, the Commission hired two consultants with expertise in this subject
matter, Job Serebrov and Tova Wang, to:

• develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter
intimidation in the context of Federal elections;

• perform background research (including Federal and State administrative and case
law review), identify current activities of key government agencies, civic and
advocacy organizations regarding these topics, and deliver a summary of this
research and all source documentation;

• establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed of key
individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics
of voting fraud and voter intimidation;

• provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter intimidation
and the results of the preliminary research to the working group, and convene the
working group to discuss potential avenues for future EAC research on this topic;
and

• produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary research
effort and working group deliberations that includes recommendations for future
research, if any;

As of the date of this report, the consultants have drafted a definition of election fraud,
reviewed relevant literature and reports, interviewed persons from government and
private sectors with subject matter expertise, analyzed news reports of alleged election
fraud, reviewed case law, and established a project working group.
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DEFINITION OF ELECTION FRAUD

The consultants drafted a definition of election fraud that includes numerous aspects of
voting fraud (including voter intimidation, which is considered a subset of voting fraud)
and voter registration fraud, but excludes campaign finance violations and election
administration mistakes. This draft will be discussed and probably refined by the project
working group, which is scheduled to convene on May 18, 2006.

LITERATURE REVIEW

The consultants found many reports and books that describe anecdotes and draw broad
conclusions from a large array of incidents. They found little research that is truly
systematic or scientific. The most systematic look at fraud appears to be the report
written by Lori Minnite, entitled "Securing the Vote: An Analysis of Election Fraud".
The most systematic look at voter intimidation appears to be the report by Laughlin
McDonald, entitled "The New Poll Tax". The consultants found that books written about
this subject all seem to have a political bias and a pre-existing agenda that makes them
somewhat less valuable.

Moreover, the consultants found that reports and books make allegations but, perhaps by
their nature, have little follow up. As a result, it is difficult to know when something has
remained in the stage of being an allegation and gone no further, or progressed to the
point of being investigated or prosecuted or in any other way proven to be valid by an
independent, neutral entity. This is true, for example, with respect to allegations of voter
intimidation by civil rights organizations, and, with respect to fraud, John Fund's
frequently cited book, "Stealing Elections".

Consultants found that researchers agree that measuring something like the incidence of
fraud and intimidation in a scientifically legitimate way is extremely difficult from a
methodological perspective and would require resources beyond the means of most social
and political scientists. As a result, there is much more written on this topic by advocacy
groups than social scientists.

Other items of note:

There is as much evidence, and as much concern, about structural forms of
disenfranchisement as about intentional abuse of the system. These include felon
disenfranchisement, poor maintenance of databases and identification
requirements.

• There is tremendous disagreement about the extent to which polling place fraud,
e.g. double voting, intentional felon voting, noncitizen voting, is a serious
problem. On balance, more researchers find it to be less of a problem than is
commonly described in the political debate; but some reports say it is a major
problem, albeit hard to identify.
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• There is substantial concern across the board about absentee balloting and the
opportunity it presents for fraud.

• Federal law governing election fraud and intimidation is varied and complex and
yet may nonetheless be insufficient or subject to too many limitations to be as
effective as it might be.

• Deceptive practices, e.g. targeted flyers and phone calls providing
misinformation, were a major problem in 2004.

• Voter intimidation continues to be focused on minority communities, although the
American Center for Voting Rights uniquely alleges it is focused on Republicans.

Recommendations

The consultants recommend that subsequent EAC research include a follow up study of
allegations made in reports, books and newspaper articles. They also suggest that the
research should focus on filling the gap between the lack of reports based on methodical
studies by social or political scientists and the numerous, but less scientific, reports
published by advocacy groups.

INTERVIEWS

The consultants jointly selected experts from the public and private sector for interviews.
The consultants' analysis of their discussions with these members of the legal, election
official, advocacy, and academic communities follows.

Common Themes

There is virtually universal agreement that absentee ballot fraud is the biggest
problem, with vote buying and registration fraud coming in after that. The vote
buying often comes in the form of payment for absentee ballots, although not
always. Some absentee ballot fraud is part of an organized effort; some is by
individuals, who sometimes are not even aware that what they are doing is illegal.
Voter registration fraud seems to take the form of people signing up with false
names. Registration fraud seems to be most common where people doing the
registration were paid by the signature.

• There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, "dead"
voters, noncitizen voting and felon voters. Those few who believe it occurs often
enough to be a concern say that it is impossible to show the extent to which it
happens, but do point to instances in the press of such incidents. Most people
believe that false registration forms have not resulted in polling place fraud,
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although it may create the perception that vote fraud is possible. Those who
believe there is more polling place fraud than reported/investigated/prosecuted
believe that registration fraud does lead to fraudulent votes. Jason Torchinsky
from the American Center for Voting Rights is the only interviewee who believes
that polling place fraud is widespread and among the most significant problems in
the system.

• Abuse of challenger laws and abusive challengers seem to be the biggest
intimidation/suppression concerns, and many of those interviewed assert that the
new identification requirements are the modern version of voter intimidation and
suppression. However there is evidence of some continued outright intimidation
and suppression, especially in some Native American communities. A number of
people also raise the problem of poll workers engaging in harassment of minority
voters. Other activities commonly raised were the issue of polling places being
moved at the last moment, unequal distribution of voting machines, videotaping
of voters at the polls, and targeted misinformation campaigns.

Several people indicate that, for various reasons, DOJ is bringing fewer voter
intimidation and suppression cases now, and has increased its focus on matters
such as noncitizen voting, double voting, and felon voting. Interviews with DOJ
personnel indicate that the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, focuses on
systemic patterns of malfeasance in this area. While the Election Crimes Branch,
Public Integrity Section, continues to maintain an aggressive pursuit of systematic
schemes to corrupt the electoral process (including voter suppression), it also has
increased prosecutions of individual instances of felon, alien, and double voting.

The problem of badly kept voter registration lists, with both ineligible voters
remaining on the rolls and eligible voters being taken off, remains a common
concern. A few people are also troubled by voters being on registration lists in
two states. They said that there was no evidence that this had led to double voting,
but it opens the door to the possibility. There is great hope that full
implementation of the new requirements of HAVA – done well, a major caveat -
will reduce this problem dramatically.

Common Recommendations:

• Many of those interviewed recommend better poll worker training as the best way
to improve the process; a few also recommended longer voting times or voting on
days other than election day (such as weekends) but fewer polling places so only
the best poll workers would be employed.

• Many interviewed support stronger criminal laws and increased enforcement of
existing laws with respect to both fraud and intimidation. Advocates from across
the spectrum expressed frustration with the failure of the Department of Justice to
pursue complaints.
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o With respect to DOJ's Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, John Tanner
indicated that fewer cases are being brought because fewer are warranted – it
has become increasingly difficult to know when allegations of intimidation
and suppression are credible since it depends on one's definition of
intimidation, and because both parties are doing it. Moreover prior
enforcement of the laws has now changed the entire landscape – race based
problems are rare now. Although challenges based on race and unequal
implementation of identification rules would be actionable, Mr. Tanner was
unaware of such situations actually occurring and his office has not pursued
any such cases.

o Craig Donsanto of DOJ's Election Crimes Branch, Public Integrity Section,
says that while the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone
up since 2002, nor has the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate claims of
fraud, the number of cases DOJ is investigating and the number of indictments
his office is pursuing are both up dramatically. Since 2002, in addition to
pursuing systematic election corruption schemes, DOJ has brought more cases
against alien voters, felon voters and double voters than ever before. Mr.
Donsanto would like more resources so that his agency can do more and
would like to have laws that make it easier for the federal government to
assume jurisdiction over voter fraud cases.

• A couple of interviewees recommend a new law that would make it easier to
criminally prosecute people for intimidation even when there is not racial animus.

• Several advocate expanded monitoring of the polls, including some associated
with the Department of Justice.

• Almost everyone hopes that administrators will maximize the potential of
statewide voter registration databases to prevent fraud.

• Challenge laws, both with respect to pre-election day challenges and challengers
at the polls, need to be revised by all states to ensure they are not used for
purposes of wrongful disenfranchisement and harassment.

• Several people advocate passage of Senator Barak Obama's "deceptive practices"
bill.

• There is a split on whether it would be helpful to have nonpartisan election
officials – some indicated they thought even if elections officials are elected as
non partisan officials, they will carry out their duties in biased ways nonetheless.
However, most agree that elections officials pursuing partisan agendas are a
problem that must be addressed in some fashion. Suggestions included moving
election responsibilities out of the secretary of states' office; increasing
transparency in the process; and enacting conflict of interest rules.
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• A few recommend returning to allowing use of absentee ballots "for cause" only
if it were politically feasible.

• A few recommend enacting a national identification card, including Pat Rogers,
an attorney in New Mexico, and Jason Torchinsky from ACVR, who advocates
the proposal in the Carter-Baker Commission Report.

• A couple of interviewees indicated the need for clear standards for the distribution
of voting machines

NEWS ARTICLES

Consultants conducted a Nexis search of related news articles published between January
1, 2001 and January 1, 2006. A systematic, numerical analysis of the data collected
during this review is currently being prepared. What follows is an overview of these
articles provided by the consultants.

Absentee Ballots

According to press reports, absentee ballots are abused in a variety of ways:

• Campaign workers, candidates and others coerce the voting choices of vulnerable
populations, usually elderly voters.

• Workers for groups and individuals have attempted to vote absentee in the names
of the deceased.

• Workers for groups, campaign workers and individuals have attempted to forge
the names of other voters on absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots and
thus vote multiple times.

It is unclear how often actual convictions result from these activities (a handful of articles
indicate convictions and guilty pleas), but this is an area in which there have been a
substantial number of official investigations and actual charges filed, according to news
reports where such information is available. A few of the allegations became part of civil
court proceedings contesting the outcome of the election.

While absentee fraud allegations turn up throughout the country, a few states have had
several such cases. Especially of note are Indiana, New Jersey, South Dakota, and most
particularly, Texas. Interestingly, there were no articles regarding Oregon, where the
entire system is vote by mail.
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Voter Registration Fraud

According to press reports, the following types of allegations of voter registration fraud
are most common:

• Registering in the name of dead people;

• Fake names and other information on voter registration forms;

• Illegitimate addresses used on voter registration forms;

• Voters being tricked into registering for a particular party under false pretenses;
and

• Destruction of voter registration forms depending on the party the voter registered
with.

There was only one self evident instance of a noncitizen registering to vote. Many of the
instances reported included official investigations and charges filed, but few actual
convictions, at least from the news reporting. There have been multiple reports of
registration fraud in California, Colorado, Florida, Missouri, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin.

Voter Intimidation and Suppression

This is the area which had the most articles, in part because there were so many
allegations of intimidation and suppression during the 2004 election. Most of these
remained allegations and no criminal investigation or prosecution ensued. Some of the
cases did end up in civil litigation.

This is not to say that these alleged activities were confined to 2004 – there were several
allegations made during every year studied. Most notable were the high number of
allegations of voter intimidation and harassment reported during the 2003 Philadelphia
mayoral race.

A very high number of the articles were about the issue of challenges to voters'
registration status and challengers at the polling places. There were many allegations that
planned challenge activities were targeted at minority communities. Some of the
challenges were concentrated in immigrant communities.

However, the tactics alleged varied greatly. The types of activities discussed also include
the following:

• Photographing or videotaping voters coming out of polling places;

• Improper demands for identification;
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• Poll watchers harassing voters;

• Poll workers being hostile to or aggressively challenging voters;

• Disproportionate police presence;

• Poll watchers wearing clothes with messages that seemed intended to intimidate;
and

• Insufficient voting machines and unmanageably long lines.

Although the incidents reported on occurred everywhere, not surprisingly, many came
from "battleground" states. There were several such reports out of Florida, Ohio, and
Pennsylvania.

"Dead Voters and Multiple Voting"

There were a high number of articles about people voting in the names of the dead and
voting more than once. Many of these articles were marked by allegations of big
numbers of people committing these frauds, and relatively few of these allegations
turning out to be accurate according to investigations by the newspapers themselves,
elections officials, and criminal investigators. Often the problem turned out to be a result
of administrative error, poll workers mis-marking voter lists, a flawed registration list
and/or errors made in the attempt to match names of voters on the list with the names of
the people who voted. In a good number of cases, there were allegations that charges of
double voting by political leaders were an effort to scare people away from the voting
process.

Nonetheless there were a few cases of people actually being charged and/or convicted for
these kinds of activities. Most of the cases involved a person voting both by absentee
ballot and in person. A few instances involved people voting both during early voting
and on Election Day, which calls into question the proper marking and maintenance of
the voting lists. In many instances, the person charged claimed not to have voted twice
on purpose. A very small handful of cases involved a voter voting in more than one
county and there was one substantiated case involving a person voting in more than one
state. Other instances in which such efforts were alleged were disproved by officials.

In the case of voting in the name of a dead person, the problem lay in the voter
registration list not being properly maintained, i.e. the person was still on the registration
list as eligible to vote, and a person took criminal advantage of that. In total, the San
Francisco Chronicle found five such cases in March 2004; the AP cited a newspaper
analysis of five such persons in an Indiana primary in May 2004; and a senate committee
found two people to have voted in the names of the dead in 2005.
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As usual, there were a disproportionate number of such articles coming out of Florida.
Notably, there were three articles out of Oregon, which has one hundred percent vote-by-
mail.

Vote Buying

There were a surprising number of articles about vote buying cases. A few of these
instances involved long-time investigations concentrated in three states (Illinois,
Kentucky, and West Virginia). There were more official investigations, indictments and
convictions/pleas in this area.

Deceptive Practices

In 2004 there were numerous reports of intentional disinformation about voting eligibility
and the voting process meant to confuse voters about their rights and when and where to
vote. Misinformation came in the form of flyers, phone calls, letters, and even people
going door to door. Many of the efforts were reportedly targeted at minority
communities. A disproportionate number of them came from key battleground states,
particularly Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. From the news reports found, only one of
these instances was officially investigated, the case in Oregon involving the destruction
of completed voter registration applications. There were no reports of prosecutions or
any other legal proceeding.

Non-citizen Voting

There were surprisingly few articles regarding noncitizen registration and voting – just
seven all together, in seven different states across the country. They were also evenly
split between allegations of noncitizens registering and noncitizens voting. In one case,
charges were filed against ten individuals. In another case, a judge in a civil suit found
there was illegal noncitizen voting. Three instances prompted official investigations.
Two cases, from this Nexis search, remained just allegations of noncitizen voting.

Felon Voting

Although there were only thirteen cases of felon voting, some of them involved large
numbers of voters. Most notably, of course, are the cases that came to light in the
Washington gubernatorial election contest (see Washington summary) and in Wisconsin
(see Wisconsin summary). In several states, the main problem was the large number of
ineligible felons that remained on the voting list.

Election Official Fraud

In most of the cases in which fraud by elections officials is suspected or alleged, it is
difficult to determine whether it is incompetence or a crime. There are several cases of
ballots gone missing, ballots unaccounted for and ballots ending up in a worker's
possession. In two cases workers were said to have changed peoples' votes. The one
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instance in which widespread ballot box stuffing by elections workers was alleged was in
Washington State. The judge in the civil trial of that election contest did not find that
elections workers had committed fraud. Four of the cases are from Texas.

Recommendation

The consultants recommend that subsequent EAC research should include a Nexis search
that specifically attempts to follow up on the cases for which no resolution is evident
from this particular initial search.

CASE LAW RESEARCH

After reviewing over 40,000 cases from 2000 to the present, the majority of which came
from appeals courts, the consultants found comparatively few applicable to this study. Of
those that were applicable, the consultants found that no apparent thematic pattern
emerges. However, it appears to them that the greatest areas of fraud and intimidation
have shifted from past patterns of stealing votes to present problems with voter
registration, voter identification, the proper delivery and counting of absentee and
overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying, and challenges to felon eligibility.

Recommendation

Because so few cases provided a picture of these current problems, consultants suggest
that subsequent EAC research include a review of state trial-level decisions.

PROJECT WORKING GROUP

Consultants and EAC worked together to select members for the Voting Fraud-Voter
Intimidation Working Group that included election officials and representatives of
advocacy groups and the legal community who have an interest and expertise in the
subject matter. (See Attachment A for a list of members.) The working group is
scheduled to convene at EAC offices on May 18, 2006 to consider the results of the
preliminary research and to offer ideas for future EAC activities concerning this subject.

FINAL REPORT

After convening the project working group, the consultants will draft a final report
summarizing the results of their research and the working group deliberations. This
report will include recommendations for future EAC research related to this subject
matter. The draft report will be reviewed by EAC and, after obtaining any clarifications
or corrections deemed necessary, will be made available to the EAC Standards Board and
EAC Board of Advisors for review and comment. Following this, a final report will be
prepared.
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Attachment A

Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Project Working Group

The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the Executive Board of the Standards Board

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections Administrator, TX

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
(To be represented at May 18, 2006 meeting by Jon M. Greenbaum, Director of the
Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law)

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie, DC
National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican campaign committees and Republican candidates

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO
National Counsel to the American Center for Voting Rights

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice

EAC Invited Technical Advisor:

Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S. Department of Justice
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Tova Wang/EAC

p 5. 2d bullet ..DOJ is bringing fewer intimidation and suppression cases now...

This clearly is a myth. The Department has brought two 11(b) cases, one of the two in this
Administration. The focus of DOJ activity has shifted, in fact, to voter suppression as there are
fewer cases over voter dilution (challenges to at-large election systems, etc.) being brought by
anyone as the number of jurisdictions with at-large election systems has shrunk dramatically.
This Administration has, in fact, brought far more voter-suppression cases in this Administration
than ever in the past, including a majority ogf all cases under Sections 203 and 208 of the Act,
and such key recent Section 2 cases as US v. City of Boston and US v. Long County, Georgia.

The Voting Section brings cases involving "systemic" discrimination because federal voting
statutes focus on discriminatory action by local governments. It is criminal statutes that involve
malfeasance by individuals. The difference is fundamental and key to understanding law
enforcement

3d bullet.

The Voting Section of DOJ has taken action to address badly kept voter lists with recent lawsuits
in Missouri and Indiana.

4`h bullet

The Voting Section of DOJ has, by a large margin, included mandatory training of poll workers
in avoiding discriminatory practices in more cases in this Administration than in its entire
previous history.

Page 6 - first bullet

This is not true. Ms. Wang repeatedly declined to define intimidation, so that her questions were
vague and unhelpful in defining or identifying problems. The facts:

The Voting Section is bringing more cases involving discrimination and violation of minority
voters rights at the pots on election day than ever in its history - than in its entire history
combined. That is indisputable.

The credibility of allegations depends on their specificity and corroboration. Questions as to
intimidation and vote suppression are meaningless in the absence f a definition of discrimination.

Prior enforcement has indeed changed the landscape, especially in the Southeast; however, the
fact that we are bringing record numbers of cases clearly shows that discrimination is not rare.

Challenges based on race and unequal implementation of ID rules are indeed actionable and we
have brought lawsuits, such as in Boston and Long County; we have not identified instances of
such discrimination in which we have not taken action..
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

Voting Fraud — Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting
Summary

Overview of Current Research Project
• Current research performed Tova Wang and Job Serebrov

o the current research has been a challenge because of the need for
the information to be collected and analyzed in a scientific manner

n especially when working the "perception" of intimidation
• Both consultants cross-checked each others work in order to maintain a

bipartisan balance
• Literature was anecdotal, not much follow-up on the articles
• No interviews with DA's and only one interview with a judge
• Absentee ballots seemed to be the biggest problem
• The articles found that most of reported vote buying is concentrated in the

Midwest and the South
• Very little non-citizen voting, dead voting and impersonation was reported

Purpose of Current Working Group
• To provide background information for current research
• To brainstorm for potential research ideas

Talking Points of Working Group
• Discussion of value of research because of the language of section 241 of

HAVA; where is the methodology?
• History of the definition of "fraud"
• Most voter fraud happens outside of the polling centers
• Research must address existing problems, not perceived problems
• Intimidation is a subset of suppression, and considered to be physical or

economic threat and/or coercion
• Suppression that is not a form of intimidation is intended to interfere with

voting rights and the election process without physical or economic threat
and/or coercion

• Department of Justice primarily investigated individual cases of voter fraud
• Risk analysis can be used as an indicator of legitimacy for the need to

allocate funding to research in the area of voter fraud
• Current statewide database list will be useful in the deterrence of voter

fraud
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Ideas for Future EAC Activities
• Bipartisan observers/poll watchers

o Used in the collection of data
o Used to deter fraud

• Surveys
o Survey of state laws

n Specific states
o Survey of local election officials
o Voter surveys (this suggestion was rejected by the panel)
o Survey state election offices
o Survey use of administrative complaint procedures

• Follow up on initial reports of fraud/intimidation from the survey of news
articles

• Better poll worker training
• Longer hours for polling centers

o Including hours on weekends
• Fewer polling center locations

o More qualified poll workers
• Absentee balloting process

o Methodology of "for cause" absentee voting
• Risk-analysis for voting fraud

o Who?
o What part of process?

• ease of use
o Which elections?

• Broaden scope of interviews to local officials and district attorneys
• Analysis

o Phone logs from toll-free lines for election concerns
o Federal observer reports
o Local newspapers
o State District Court Cases
o Determination of challenging a voter at the polls (in some states

there is little or no cause required to challenge a voters eligibility)
• Academic statistical research
• Search and match procedures for voter registration list maintenance and

voter fraud identification (subject to confirmation)
• Election courts
• Model statutes
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 NEW YORK AVENUE, N.W., SUITE 1100

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

OFFICE OF THE CHAIRMAN

October 19, 2006

Ralph G. Neas
President, People for the American Way Foundation
2000 M Street, NW
Suite 400
Washington, DC 20036

RE: October 18, 2006 Letter

Dear Mr. Neas:

Via Facsimile Transmission ONLY
202-293-2672

Your letter of October 18, 2006 requests the release of EAC's Voter Fraud and Intimidation Report. I
would like to take this opportunity to clarify the purpose and status of this study.

In late 2005, EAC hired two consultants for the purpose of assisting EAC with two things: 1) developing
a uniform definition of the phrase voter fraud, and 2) making recommendations on how to further study
the existence, prosecution, and means of deterring such voter fraud. In May 2006, a status report on this
study was given to the EAC Standards Board and EAC Board of Advisors during their public meetings.
During the same week, a working group convened to react to and provide comment on the progress and
potential conclusions that could be reached from the work of the two consultants.

The conversation at the working group meeting was lively on the very points that we were trying to
accomplish as a part of this study, namely what is voter fraud and how do we pursue studying it. Many of
the proposed conclusions that were suggested by the consultants were challenged by the working group
members. As such, the consultants were tasked with reviewing the concerns expressed at the working
group meeting, conducting additional research as necessary, and providing a draft report to EAC that took
into account the working group's concerns and issues.

That draft report is currently being vetted by EAC staff. EAC will release a final report from this study
after it has conducted a review of the draft provided by the consultants. However, it is important to
remember the purpose of this study – finding a uniform definition of voter fraud and making
recommendations on how to study the existence, prosecution and deterrence of voter fraud -- as it will
serve as the basis of the EAC report on this study.

Thank you for your letter. You can be assured that as soon as a final report on the fraud and intimidation
study is available, a copy will be made available to the public.

Sinc ely,

Paul S. DeGregorio
Chairman

Tel: (202) 566-3100	 www.eac.gov	 Fax: (202) 566-3189
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Toll free: 1 (866) 747-1471



Voter Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Month	 Key Deliverables

September 05 Draft project work plan, develop list of potential members for Working Group

-05 
Define Fraud/Intimidation, parameters of terms, creation of working written desc

October-05 
and does not include

EAC vets and approves working group names, formal requests made, agree on
November-05 parties to interview or survey to assist in process of definition, research and revii

by T.Wang, J. Serebrov and EAC law clerk (case law/journal articles)

-05 Face to face meeting at EAC re: review of November tasks, examine the feasibil
December-05 

incidence of different types of fraud

January-06 Interviews with state and local officials, 3rd party groups, election lawyers to asse

February-06 Draft working group topics, written summary of background research. Initial worki

o	 Develop project scope of work, project work plan and draft summary report on ke'
March-06	 voting fraud and intimidation with input from working group.tv

C
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Working Group meeting — proposed materials and agenda:

Materials to be sent third week in April
a. Cover letter from Peg
b. Agenda
c. List of interviewees
d. Summaries of interviews
e. Nexis charts + news summaries
f. Case charts
g. Summaries of existing literature
h. Methodology summary
i. Proposed fraud definitions

II.	 Agenda
a. Overview and purpose of the project, including the phase 2
b. Purpose of the working group
c. Considering only the research performed by Job Serebrov and Tova Wang

to date, what at this point say can we say about the incidence of fraud and
intimidation since the 2000 election?

i. How much are certain forms of fraud being committed, including
but not limited to:

1. voter registration fraud
2. polling place fraud
3. vote buying
4. absentee ballot fraud
5. fraud in ballot counting

ii. How much are certain forms of voter intimidation and suppression
being committed, including but not limited to:

1. deceptive practices
2. poll worker misconduct
3. challengers

iii. Are there notable regional variations?

iv. Who seems to be committing these acts?
I. voters
2. political parties
3. third party organizations
4. elections officials
5. candidates

v. Do local, state and federal authorities appear to be handling these
matters effectively?

Deliberative Process
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d. What does the research to date fail to tell us that we still need to know?
e. What are the group's thoughts on the proposed definitions of fraud?
f. What is the most useful step(s) the EAC could take with respect to this

issue?
g. Specific advice on moving forward

i. Other than nexis and case research, are there other research tools
available to investigate this topic? How could the nexis and case
research be improved or expanded upon?

ii. Who else should be interviewed? Categories of people as well as
specific recommendations

iii. What are your thoughts on the proposed social science
methodologies? Do you have other suggestions?

iv. Should there be a review of state and federal statutes on this and an
analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of existing laws?

v. Generally, what else could be done to more effectively get at the
necessary data and information?
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Working Group meeting — proposed materials and agenda:

I.	 Materials to be sent third week in April
a. Cover letter from Peg
b. Agenda
c. List of interviewees
d. Summaries of interviews
e. Nexis charts + news summaries
f. Case charts
g. Summaries of existing literature
h. Methodology summary
i. Proposed fraud definitions

II.	 Agenda
a. Overview and purpose of the project, including the phase 2
b. Purpose of the working group
c. Considering only the research performed by Job Serebrov and Tova Wang

to date, what at this point say can we say about the incidence of fraud and
intimidation since the 2000 election?

i. How much are certain forms of fraud being committed, including
but not limited to:

1. voter registration fraud
2. polling place fraud
3. vote buying
4. absentee ballot fraud
5. fraud in ballot counting

ii. How much are certain forms of voter intimidation and suppression
being committed, including but not limited to:

1. deceptive practices
2. poll worker misconduct
3. challengers

iii. Are there notable regional variations?

iv. Who seems to be committing these acts?
1. voters
2. political parties
3. third party organizations
4. elections officials
5. candidates

v. Do local, state and federal authorities appear to be handling these
matters effectively?
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d. What does the research to date fail to tell us that we still need to know?
e. What are the group's thoughts on the proposed definitions of fraud?
f. What is the most useful step(s) the EAC could take with respect to this

issue?
g. Specific advice on moving forward

i. Other than nexis and case research, are there other research tools
available to investigate this topic? How could the nexis and case
research be improved or expanded upon?

ii. Who else should be interviewed? Categories of people as well as
specific recommendations

iii. What are your thoughts on the proposed social science
methodologies? Do you have other suggestions?

iv. Should there be a review of state and federal statutes on this and an
analysis of the strengths and weaknesses of existing laws?

v. Generally, what else could be done to more effectively get at the
necessary data and information?
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Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group

The Honorable Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board and the Executive Board of the Standards Board

Kathy Rogers
Georgia Director of Elections, Office of the Secretary of State
Member, EAC Standards Board

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections Administrator, TX

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
Leader of Election Protection Coalition
(To be represented at May 18, 2006 meeting by Jon M. Greenbaum, Director of the
Voting Rights Project for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law)

Robert Bauer
Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie, DC
National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP
Counsel to national Republican campaign committees and Republican candidates

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO
National Counsel to the American Center for Voting Rights

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice

EAC Invited Technical Advisor:

Craig Donsanto
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S. Department of Justice
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May 12, 2006

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections Administrator
307 Court Street West
Seguin, TX 78156-1346

Dear Mr. Perez:

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Working Group Meeting. This meeting will take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30
PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue, NW, 11th Floor,
Washington, DC.

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in
the statute is the development of:

• nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and

• ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with
two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;
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May 12, 2006

Kathy Rogers
Director of Elections
Office of the Secretary of State
West Tower, Suite 1104
2 Martin Luther King Jr. Drive, SE
Atlanta, GA 30334-1505

Dear Ms. Rogers:

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Working Group Meeting. This meeting will take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30
PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue, NW, 11 th Floor,
Washington, DC.

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in
the statute is the development of:

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with
two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

• develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;

• perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;
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May 12, 2006

The Honorable Todd Rokita
Secretary of State
State House, Room 201
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204

Dear Secretary Rokita:

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Working Group Meeting. This meeting will take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30
PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue, NW, 11t Floor,
Washington, DC.

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in
the statute is the development of:

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with
two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

• develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;

• perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;
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May 12, 2006

Craig Donsanto
Director
Election Crimes Branch
U.S. Department of Justice
1400 New York Avenue, NW, 12th Floor
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Mr. Donsanto:

Thank you for agreeing to serve as a technical advisor for the Voting Fraud-
Voter Intimidation Working Group. The first meeting of the Working Group
will take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the
offices of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York
Avenue, NW, 11th Floor, Washington, DC.

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in
the statute is the development of:

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with
two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;
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May 12, 2006

Benjamin L. Ginsberg
Partner
Patton Boggs LLP
2550 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037

Dear Mr. Ginsberg:

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Working Group Meeting. This meeting will take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30
PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue, NW, 11 th Floor,
Washington, DC.

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in
the statute is the development of:

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with
two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;
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[DATE]

Craig C. Donsanto
Director
Election Crimes Branch
U.S. Department of Justice
Bond Building
1400 New York Avenue, NW, 12th Floor
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Mr. Donsanto:

The U.S. Election Assistance Commission, (EAC) requests that you advise and - - - - oeieted: s

inform our efforts to research voting fraud andvoter intimidation. As an _ _ _ _ - { Deieted: your assistance

expert in the prosecution of election crimes, your expertise and unique Deleted: in our preliminary

experience would be a valuable resource as we move forward., -on

Deleted: You are recognized for
EAC is a federal agency established in accordance with section 201 of the your expertise in the prosecution of

Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA), Public Law 107-252. ,HAVA requires1^	 f±^_ _ 	 _q _	 . _
election crimes. The project
requires the information and

EAC to ,conduct research regarding election administration issues. The ` ` ,	 insights that you can offer.

election administration issues itemized in the statute include: Deleted: Among the duties that

Deleted: perform is the conduct of

•	 ,Qollecting nationwide statistics and methods of identiying1 deterring, and studies

investigating voting fraud in elections for federal office [section 241(b)(6)] Deleted nationwide

• denti	 gin , deterrin	 and investigating methods of voter intimidationg _ _ Deleted: Federal

[section 241(b)(7)L Deleted:;

Deleted: and

The EAC Board of Advisors, established in accordance with HAVA section Deleted: identifying

211, recommended that EAC place a high priority on these topics when Deleted: .

initiating our research projects. Subsequently, EAC obtained the services of
two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:

• Define Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation - develop a
comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter
intimidation in the context of federal elections- _ - Deleted: Federal

• Research Available Resources - perform background research
(including ederal and $ate administrative and case law review), identify 	 Deleted: Federal

current activities of key government agencies, civic and advocacy 	 Deleted: State
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organizations regarding these topics, and summarize ,this research and all : deliver a summary

source documentation; Deleted: of

•	 Establish a Project Working Group - in consultation with EAC,
establish a working group composed of key_ individuals and Deleted: Working

representatives of organizations knowledgeable about voting fraud and 	 - - Deleted: Group

voter intimidation, provide a description of what constitutes voting fraud
f 

Deleted: the topics of

and voter intimidation and the results of the background research to the
group, and convene the group to discuss potential avenues for future EAC
research on this topic;

•	 Produce a Report - Provide a report to EAC summarizing the
,preliminary research, nd working roue deliberations, including- ----	 -----

Deleted: findings of the

rTecommendations for future EAC research if an 	 --T_ _ _ - - - - - - - _•_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 	 L - 	 Kam_ Deleted: effort

•	 Assist EAC in Initiating Future Research - if EAC decides to pursue Deleted: working

one or more recommendations for future research, draft the project scope 	 , Deleted: Group

and tat ement of .,work for the .request for,proposals, Deleted: that includes

Tt would be most helpful if you could offer your expertise to ur team of^`	 P	 '- _- - - - - - - - - - - -
Deleted: Statement

Deleted: Work
consultants and the EAC project manager, Peggy Sims. We will contact you _ Deleted: Request
to set u an initial interview which will focus on the identification andp	 a

prosecution of offenses involving voting fraud and voter intimidation. as_well
as possible resources on these subjects for our consultants' review. Our
consultants and project manager may have follow up questions as the
research proceeds. It also would be helpful if youwould Attend the working 	 + `'
,group meeting to.ontribute to their discussion.

If you have any questions about the research or this request, please contact 	 ^';
Peggy Sims by email at psims@eac.gov or by phone at 202-566-3120.

Sincerely yours,	 ?,'

Gracia Hillman
Chair

Deleted: Proposals

Deleted: to be released on this
research

Deleted: If you are available

Deleted: out

Deleted:,

Deleted:. This interview

Deleted: s

Deleted: could

Deleted: participate in the meeting
of the project

Deleted: Working

Deleted: Group

Deleted: and
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 New York Ave. NW - Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

May 12, 2006

MEMORANDUM

TO:	 EAC Commissioners

FROM:	 Peggy Sims, Election Research Specialist

SUBJECT: Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Meeting

The first meeting of the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group will
take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30 PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the
offices of the U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York
Avenue, NW, 11th Floor, Washington, DC.

As you know, Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA)
requires EAC to conduct research on election administration issues. Among
the tasks listed in the statute is the development of

• nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and

• ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Consequently, in September 2005, EAC
contracted with two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

• develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;

• perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;
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• establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed
of key individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable
about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;

• provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter
intimidation and the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and convene the working group to discuss potential avenues for
future EAC research on this topic; and

• produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary
research effort and working group deliberations that includes
recommendations for future research, if any;

For your information, the folder accompanying this letter includes a number
of items related to our consultants' preliminary research and the upcoming
meeting:

• a meeting agenda;
• a list of Working Group members;
• a draft definition of election fraud;
• a list of reports and literature reviewed;
• a summary of interviews conducted and a list of experts interviewed;
• a list of experts interviewed;
• an analysis of news articles researched through Nexis;
• a summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section cases,

October 2002-January 2006;
• an analysis of case law review;
• a summary of research methodology recommendations from political

scientists and experts in the field; and
• a CD with summaries of individual reports and literature reviewed,

summaries of individual interviews, charts and summaries of news
articles, and case law summary charts.

Please let me know if you have any questions.

Enclosures

cc: Tom Wilkey, Executive Director
Julie Thompson-Hodgkins, General Counsel
Gavin Gilmour, Associate General Counsel
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VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIIVIIDATION WORKING GROUP MEETING

Thursday, May 18, 2006
1:00 PM - 5:30 PM

U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, N.W., 11 th Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005

AGENDA

1:00 PM - 1:30 PM	 Introduction

EAC Authority
Overview and Purpose of Current Project
Purpose and Members of the Working Group
Related EAC Research

1:30 PM - 2:00 PM	 Review of Preliminary Research

Literature & Reports
Interviews
News Articles
Court Cases

2:00 PM - 3:15 PM	 Definition & Findings from Current Project Research

3:15 PM - 3:30 PM	 Break

3:30 PM - 5:00 PM	 Ideas for Future EAC Activities

Recommended Research Methodologies
Consultant Recommendations
Working Group Ideas

5:00 PM - 5:30 PM	 EAC Next Steps
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May 12, 2006

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
1401 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 400
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Ms. Arnwine:

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Working Group Meeting. This meeting will take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30
PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue, NW, 11 th Floor,
Washington, DC.

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in
the statute is the development of:

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with
two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;



May 12, 2006

Robert F. Bauer
Partner
Perkins Coie, LLP
607 Fourteenth Street, NW
Washington, DC 20005-2011

Dear Mr. Bauer:

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Working Group Meeting. This meeting will take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30
PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue, NW, 11 th Floor,
Washington, DC.

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in
the statute is the development of:

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with
two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;
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[DATE]

Craig C. Donsanto
Director
Election Crimes Branch
U.S. Department of Justice
Bond Building
1400 New York Avenue, NW, 12 th Floor
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Mr. Donsanto:

The U.S. Election Assistance Commission's (EAC) requests your assistance in
our preliminary research on voting fraud and voter intimidation. You are
recognized for your expertise in the prosecution of election crimes. The
project requires the information and insights that you can offer.

EAC is a federal agency established in accordance with section 201 of the
Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA), Public Law 107-252. Among the
duties that HAVA requires EAC to perform is the conduct of studies
regarding election administration issues. The election administration issues
itemized in the statute include:

• nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section 241(b)(6)];
and

• identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation
[section 241(b)(7)].

The EAC Board of Advisors, established in accordance with HAVA section
211, recommended that EAC place a high priority on these topics when
initiating our research projects. Subsequently, EAC obtained the services of
two consultants (Tova Wang and Job Serebrov) to:

Define Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation - develop a
comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter
intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
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• Research Available Resources - perform background research
(including Federal and State administrative and case law review), identify
current activities of key government agencies, civic and advocacy
organizations regarding these topics, and deliver a summary of this
research and all source documentation;

• Establish a Project Working Group - in consultation with EAC,
establish a Working Group composed of key individuals and
representatives of organizations knowledgeable about the topics of voting
fraud and voter intimidation, provide a description of what constitutes
voting fraud and voter intimidation and the results of the background
research to the group, and convene the group to discuss potential avenues
for future EAC research on this topic;

• Produce a Report - Provide a report to EAC summarizing the findings of
the preliminary research effort and Working Group deliberations that
includes recommendations, for future EAC research, if any;

• Assist EAC in Initiating Future Research - if EAC decides to pursue
one or more recommendations for future research, draft the project scope
and Statement of Work for the Request for Proposals to be released on
this research.

If you are available, out team of consultants and the EAC project manager,
Peggy Sims, will contact you to set up an initial interview. This interview
will focus on the identification and prosecution of offenses involving voting
fraud and voter intimidations, as well as possible resources on these subjects
for our consultants' review. Our consultants and project manager may have
follow up questions as the research proceeds. It also would be helpful if you
could participate in the meeting of the project Working Group and contribute
to their discussion.

If you have any questions about the research or this request, please contact
Peggy Sims by email at psims@eac.gov or by phone at 202-566-3120.

Sincerely yours,

Gracia Hillman
Chair
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VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION MEETING SEATING CHART

Tova Wang
EAC Consultant

The Honorable
Todd Rokita
Indiana Secretary of
State
Robert Bauer
Partner, Perkins Coie

Mark (Thor) Hearne
I1
Partner-Member,
Lathrop & Gage
Jon Greenbaum
Director, Voting
Rights Project,
Lawyers Committee
for Civil Rights
Under Law
Benjamin Ginsberg
Partner, Patton
Boggs LLP
Kathy Rogers
Director of Elections,
Georgia Office of the
Secretary of State

Job Serebrov
EAC Consultant

Peggy Sims
EAC Staff & COTR

Craig Donsanto
Director, Election
Crimes Branch,
DOJ (Technical
Consultant)
Ray Martinez
EAC Vice Chairman

Paul DeGregorio
EAC Chairman

Gavin Gilmour
EAC Associate
General Counsel
Edgardo Cortes
EAC Staff

Barry Weinberg
Former Deputy Chief
and Acting Chief,
Voting Section, Civil
Rights Division, U.S.
Department of
Justice

J.R. Perez
Guadalupe County
Elections
Administrator, TX
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VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION PROJECT WORKING GROUP CONTACT INFORMATION AS OF -5-06

FIRST LAST SALU-
NAME NAME TITLE ADDRESS 1 ADDRESS 2 ADDRESS 3 CITY STATE ZIP TATION PHONE FAX

Barbara Arnwine Executive Director Lawyers Committee for 1401 New York Avenue, Washington DC 20005 Ms. 202-662-8300; 202-783-0857
Civil Rights Under Law NW, Suite 400 Assistant (202)

662-8382

Robert F. Bauer Partner Perkins Coie, LLP 607 Fourteenth Street Washington DC 20005-2011 Mr. 202-434-1602 202-434-1690
N .W.

Benjamin L. Ginsberg Partner Patton Boggs LLP 2550 M Street, NW Washington DC 20037 Mr. 202-457-6405 202-457-6315

Mark (Thor) Hearne II Partner-Member Lathrop & Gage, LC The Equitable Building 10 South Broadway, St. Louis MO 63102-1708 Mr. 314-613-2522 314-613-2550
Suite 1300 Assistant

Bethany (314)
613-2510

J.R. Perez Elections Guadalupe County 307 Court St. West Seguin TX 78156-1346 Mr. 830-303-6363 830-303-6373
Administrator

Kathy Rogers Director of Office of the Secretary of West Tower Suite 1104 2 Martin Luther King, Atlanta GA 30334-1505 Ms. 404-657-5380 404-651-9531
Elections State Jr. Drive, SE

Todd Rokita Secretary of State State House, Room 201 200 West Washington Indianapolis IN 46204 Secrets 317-232-6531, 317-233-3283
Street Asst 317-232-

6536

Barry Weinberg 5201 Roosevelt St. Bethesda MD 20814 Mr. 301-493-5343

Technical Advisor
Craig C. Donsanto Director Election Crimes Branch U.S. Department of 1400 New York Washington DC 20005 Mr. 202-514-1421 202-514-3003

Justice Avenue, NW, 12th
Floor
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EMAIL

vjohnson@Iawyerscommittee.org
Barbara Amwine;
ba rnwine@lawyerscommittee.org

dlovecchio@perkinscoie.com
(assistant: Donna Lovecchio)
boinsberg anpattonboaas.com

Assistant: Bethany
(bschuler@lathropgage.com)
mhearne(a lathr000aae.com
a rperez5Otaisbca lobsl.net

krooersCa.sos.state.aa. us

Nathan Cane, Executive Assistant
assistant .sos.in.00v

wel nutr verizon. net

Craig. Donsanto(a usdoi.aov
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Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Working Group Attendees
May 18, 2006

The Honorable Todd Rokita*
Indiana Secretary of State

Kathy Rogers*
Director of Elections, Georgia Office of the Secretary of State

J.R. Perez*
Guadalupe County Elections Administrator, TX

Jon Greenbaum*
Director, Voting Rights Project, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law
(Representing Working Group member Barbara Arnwine, Executive Director,
Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law and Leader of Election Protection
Coalition)

Robert Bauer*
Partner, Perkins Coie

Benjamin Ginsberg*
Partner, Patton Boggs LLP

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage

Barry Weinberg*
Former Deputy Chief and Acting Chief, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice

EAC Invited Technical Advisor:
Craig Donsanto*
Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S. Department of Justice

EAC Commissioners, Consultants & Staff
Job Serebrov*
EAC Consultant

Tova Wang*
EAC Consultant

Paul DeGregorio*
EAC Chairman



Ray Martinez*
EAC Vice Chairman

Gavin Gilmour*
EAC Associate General Counsel

Peggy Sims*
EAC Staff

Edgardo Cortes*
EAC Staff

Elle Collver
EAC Staff

Devon Romig
EAC Intern

Will stop by to greet, but will not sit at table

Tom Wilkey
EAC Executive Director

Julie Thompson-Hodgkins
EAC General Counsel

* To be seated at table with name tents.
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VOTING FRAUDNOTER INTIMIDATION WORKING GROUP
(AS OF February 7, 2006

4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy Sectors

Barbara Arnwine
• Executive Director of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under

Law, an organization involved in the legal struggle to secure racial
justice and equal access to the electoral process for all voters

• Led the Election Protection program for the last several years, a
nationwide grassroots education and legal effort deploying thousands
of volunteers and using a nationally recognized voter hotline to protect
voters' rights on election day

Robert Bauer (D)
• Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie, DC.
• National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee.
• Counsel to the Democratic Senatorial and Congressional Campaign

Committees.
• Co-Author, Report of Counsel to the Senate Rules and Administration

Committee in the Matter of the United States Senate Seat from
Louisiana in the 105th Congress of the United States, (March 27,
1997).

• Author of United States Federal Election Law, and one of the foremost
attorneys in the country in the area of federal/state campaign finance
and election laws.

Mark (Thor) Hearne 11 (R)
• Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO
• Counsel to Republican National Committee.
• National Counsel to American Center for Voting Rights.
• National election counsel to Bush-Cheney, '04.
• Testified before U.S. House Administration Committee hearings into

conduct of Ohio presidential election.
• Academic Advisor to Commission on Federal Election Reform (Baker-

Carter Commission).

David A. Norcross (R)
• Partner, Blank Rome LLP, Trenton NJ, Washington D.C.
• General Counsel, Republican National Committee, 1993 – 1997,

during which time he had to address voter fraud issues each year and
was material in developing the vote protection plans in several states
including South Dakota.

• Chairman, New Jersey Republican State Committee, 1977 – 1981.
• General Counsel, International Republican Institute
• Counsel, The Center for Democracy.
• Vice Chairman, Commission on Presidential Debates.

Deliberative Process	 1
Privilege	 01261 s



VOTING FRAUDNOTER INTIMIDATION WORKING GROUP
(AS OF February 7, 2006

• Former Executive Director, New Jersey Election Law Enforcement
Commission.

2 State Level Election Officials

Todd Rokita (R)
• lndiana;Secretary of State
• Member of EAC Standards Board and the Executive Board of the

Standards Board

Kathy Rogers(D)
• Georgia Director of Elections, Office of the Secretary of State
• Member of EAC Standards Board

1 Nonpartisan Local Election Official
(Trying to confirm a nonpartisan local official from Texas or Arizona)

1 Representative from DOJ
(Trying to confirm the participation of Barry Weinberg, former Deputy Chief
of the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, DOJ, who is retired)

Craig Donsanto, Chief, Election Crimes Branch, DOJ will participate in this
project as a technical advisor and therefore will not take up a slot on the
working group, though we have asked him to be present during its
discussions.
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VOTING FRAUDNOTER INTIMIDATION WORKING GROUP
(AS OF February 7, 2006

The Honorable Todd Rokita
Secretary of State
State House, Room 201
200 West Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204
Phone: 317-232-6531
Fax 317-233-3283
Email:

Kathy Rogers
Director of Elections
Office of the Secretary of State
West Towerr, Suite 1104
2 MartinLuther King, Jr. Drive, SE
Atlanta, GA 30334-1505
Phone: 404-656-2871
Fax: 404/651--9531
Email:

David A. Norcross
Blank Rome, LLP
Sustaining Member
Watergate, Twelfth Floor
600 New Hampshire Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20037
Phone: 202 785-4100
Fax: 202 785-5588
Email: norcross(aD-blankrome.com
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May 12, 2006

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
Partner-Member
Lathrop & Gage, LC
The Equitable Building
10 South Broadway, Suite 1300
St. Louis, MO 63102-1708

Dear Mr. Hearne:

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Working Group Meeting. This meeting will take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30
PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue, NW, 11 th Floor,
Washington, DC.

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in
the statute is the development of:

• nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and

• ways of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with
two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;
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May 12, 2006

<FIRST NAME> <LAST NAME>
<TITLE>
<ADDRESS 1>
<ADDRESS 2>
<ADDRESS 3>
<CITY>, <STATE> <ZIP>

Dear <SALUTATION> <LAST NAME>:

Thank you for agreeing to participate in the Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation
Working Group Meeting. This meeting will take place from 1:00 PM to 5:30
PM on Thursday, May 18th, 2006 at the offices of the U.S. Election
Assistance Commission (EAC), 1225 New York Avenue, NW, 11 th Floor,
Washington, DC.

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires EAC to
conduct research on election administration issues. Among the tasks listed in
the statute is the development of

nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and
investigating voting fraud in elections for Federal office [section
241(b)(6)]; and
methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating methods of voter
intimidation [section 241(b)(7)].

EAC's Board of Advisors recommended that the agency make research on
these matters a high priority. Subsequently, the Commission contracted with
two consultants (Job Serebrov and Tova Wang) to:

develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting fraud
and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;
perform background research (including Federal and State
administrative and case law review), identify current activities of key
government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations regarding these
topics, and deliver a summary of this research and all source
documentation;
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establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC, composed
of key individuals and representatives of organizations knowledgeable
about the topics of voting fraud and voter intimidation;
provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and voter
intimidation and the results of the preliminary research to the working
group, and convene the working group to discuss potential avenues for
future EAC research on this topic; and
produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the preliminary
research effort and working group deliberations that includes
recommendations for future research, if any;

Your ideas for possible EAC activities related to this topic will help the
agency as it plans future actions to meet its HAVA responsibilities.

For your information, the folder accompanying this letter includes:

• a meeting agenda;
• a list of Working Group members;
• a draft definition of election fraud;
• a list of reports and literature reviewed;
• a summary of interviews conducted and a list of experts interviewed;
• a list of experts interviewed;
• an analysis of news articles researched through Nexis;
• a summary of U.S. Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section

cases, October 2002-January 2006;
• an analysis of case law review;
• a summary of research methodology recommendations from political

scientists and experts in the field; and
• a CD with summaries of individual reports and literature reviewed,

summaries of individual interviews, charts and summaries of news
articles, and case law summary charts.

I look forward to having a productive meeting with you. If you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me by email (psims@eac.gov) or
by telephone (1-866-747-1471, toll free, or 202-566-3120, direct).

Sincerely yours,

Peggy Sims
Election Research Specialist

Enclosures
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Dear Job Serebrov

Some additional information: I have put together and run election day / ballot
security programs in Oklahoma and North Carolina; I testified before the House
Judiciary Committee on HAVA and also worked closely with Sen. Kit Bond's
office & staff on the drafting of the Senate version of the legislation. I now serve
as outside counsel to the National Republican Senatorial Committee and have
been putting together the preliminary outline of the ballot security program for the
2006 election cycle, working with the Office of Public Integrity of the Dept of
Justice on this very topic. Let me know if you want/need more information.
Thanks! Cleta

Cleta Mitchell

Washington, D.C.

cmitchell@foley.com

P 202.295.4081

Cleta Mitchell
Partner

Cleta Mitchell is a partner in the Washington, D.C. office of Foley & Lardner LLP
as a member of the firm's Public Affairs Practice Group. Ms. Mitchell has more
than 30 years of experience in law, politics and public policy. She advises
corporations, nonprofit organizations, candidates, campaigns, and individuals on
state and federal election and campaign finance law, and compliance issues related
to lobbying, ethics and financial disclosure. Ms. Mitchell practices before the
Federal Election Commission and similar federal and state enforcement agencies.

Ms. Mitchell was a member of the Oklahoma House of Representatives from
1976-1984 where she chaired the House Appropriations and Budget Committee.
She served on the executive committee of the National Conference of State
Legislatures.

Ms. Mitchell was in private law practice in Oklahoma City in litigation and
administrative law until 1991 when she became director and general counsel of the
Term Limits Legal Institute in Washington, D.C. She litigated cases in state and
federal courts nationwide on congressional term limits. She served as co-counsel
with former U.S. Attorney General Griffin Bell in the U.S. Supreme Court case on
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term limits for members of Congress.

Ms. Mitchell represents numerous Republican candidates, campaigns and
members of Congress, including Senator Elizabeth Dole (R-NC), Sen. Jim Inhofe
(R-OK) Sen. David Vitter (R-LA), Rep. Roy Blunt (R-MO) and Rep. Tom Cole
(R-OK), among others. She is legal counsel to the National Republican Senatorial
Committee. Ms. Mitchell served as co-counsel for the National Rifle Association
in the Supreme Court case involving the 2002 federal campaign finance law.

Ms. Mitchell has testified before Congress several times and is a frequent speaker
and guest commentator on election law and politics. In 1999, she authored The
Rise of America's Two National Pastimes: Baseball and the Law, published by the
University of Michigan Law Review.

Ms. Mitchell received her B.A. (high honors, 1973) and J.D. (1975) from the
University of Oklahoma. She is admitted to practice in the District of Columbia,
the State of Oklahoma, the Supreme Court of the United States and federal district
and appellate courts.
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David A. Norcross
Present:

National Committeeman, New Jersey Republican State Committee
elected March 14, 1992

Attorney at Law, Blank Rome LLP, Trenton NJ, Washington D.C.
Senior Principal, Blank Rome Government Relations LLC

Previous:

Chairman, New Jersey Republican State Committee, 1977 — 1981

General Counsel, Republican National Committee, 1993 — 1997

General Counsel, International Republican Institute

Counsel, The Center for Democracy

Vice Chairman, Commission on Presidential Debates

Executive Director, New Jersey Election Law Enforcement Commission

Member, Twentieth Century Fund Task Force on the Presidential Debate Process

RNC:

RNC Northeastern State Chairmen's Association, 1977 — 1981;
Chairman, 1980 — 1981

Counsel, RNC Chairman Frank Fahrenkopf, 1983 —1989

Counsel, Republican National Convention, 1988

RNC Committee on Arrangements, Republican National Convention, 1996

RNC Special Task Force on Primaries and Caucases, 1996

Chairman, RNC Campaign Finance Task Force, 1997

Delegate, Republican National Convention, 1980, 1992, 1996, 2000, 2004

RNC Committee on Rules and Order of Business, Republican National Convention,
1992, 1996, 2000; 2004

Chairman, RNC Committee on Arrangements, Republican National Convention, 2004
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RNC Committee on Rules and Order of Business, 1992 -
Chairman, 2005 -

Personal:

Spouse: Laurie L. Michel
Children: Spencer, Victoria
Education: B.S., University of Delaware; L.L.B. Unversity of Pennsylvania
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Working Group One Line Information

I recommend the first four with an *

*Mark (Thor) Hearne II-Counsel to Republican National Committee; National
Counsel to American Center for Voting Rights; National election counsel to Bush-
Cheney, '04; Testified before U.S. House Administration Committee hearings into
conduct of Ohio presidential election; Academic Advisor to Commission on Federal
Election Reform (Baker-Carter Commission).

*Todd Rokita-Secretary of State, Indiana; Secretary Rokita strives to reform Indiana's
election practices to ensure Indiana's elections are as fair, accurate and accessible as
possible; Secretary Rokita serves on the nine-member Executive Board of the Election
Assistance Commission Standards Board, charged by federal law to address election
reform issues.

*Patrick J. Rogers-Partner/Shareholder, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and Sisk, P.A.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico; 1991-2003 General Counsel to the New Mexico Republican
Party; Election cases: The Coalition to Expose Ballot Deception, et al v. Judy N. Chavez,
et al; Second Judicial District Court of Bernalillo County, New Mexico (2005);
represented plaintiffs challenging petition procedures; Miguel Gomez v. Ken Sanchez and
Judy Chaves; Second Judicial District Court of Bernalillo County, New Mexico (2005);
residency challenge; Moises Griego, et al v. Rebecca Vigil-Giron v. Ralph Nader and
Peter Miguel Camejo, Supreme Court for the State of New Mexico (2004); represented
Ralph Nader and Peter Camejo, ballot access issues; Larry Larranaga, et al v. Mary E.
Herrera and Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Supreme Court of New Mexico (2004); voter
identification and fraudulent registration issues; Decker, et al v. Kunko, et al; District
Court of Chaves County, New Mexico (2004); voter identification and fraudulent
registration issues; Kunko, et al v. Decker, et al; Supreme Court of New Mexico (2004);
voter identification and fraudulent registration issues; In the Matter of the Security of
Ballots Cast in Bernalillo County in the 2000 General Election; Second Judicial District
Court of Bemalillo County, New Mexico (2000); voting and counting irregularities and
fraud.

*David A. Norcross- Partner, Blank Rome LLP, Trenton NJ, Washington D.C;
Chairman, New Jersey Republican State Committee, 1977 – 1981; General Counsel,
Republican National Committee, 1993 – 1997; General Counsel, International
Republican Institute; Counsel, The Center for Democracy; Vice Chairman, Commission
on Presidential Debates;
Executive Director, New Jersey Election Law Enforcement Commission

Benjamin L. Ginsberg-Served as national counsel to the Bush-Cheney presidential
campaign; He played a central role in the 2000 Florida recount; He also represents the
campaigns and leadership PACs of numerous members of the Senate and House, as well
as the Republican National Committee, National Republican Senatorial Committee and
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National Republican Congressional Committee; His expertise is more in campaign
finance.

Cleta Mitchell-Partner in the Washington, D.C. office of Foley & Lardner LLP; She
advises corporations, nonprofit organizations, candidates, campaigns, and individuals on
state and federal election and campaign finance law, and compliance issues related to
lobbying, ethics and financial disclosure; Ms. Mitchell practices before the Federal
Election Commission and similar federal and state enforcement agencies; Her expertise is
more in campaign finance law.

Mark Braden-Of counsel at Baker & Hostetler; He concentrates his work principally on
election law and governmental affairs, including work with Congress, the Federal
Election Commission, state campaign finance agencies, public integrity issues, political
broadcast regulation, contests, recounts, the Voting Rights Act, initiatives, referendums
and redistricting; His expertise is mainly outside of the voter fraud area.
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VOTING FRAUDNOTER INTIMIDATION PROJECT WORKING GROUP
As of February 22, 2006

4 PEOPLE FROM THE ACADEMIC. LEGAL and ADVOCACY SECTORS

Barbara Arnwine
• Executive Director of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, an organization

involved in the legal struggle to secure racial justice and equal access to the electoral
process for all voters

• Led the Election Protection program for the last several years, a nationwide grassroots
education and legal effort deploying thousands of volunteers and using a nationally
recognized voter hotline to protect voters' rights on election day

Robert Bauer
• Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie, DC.
• National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee.
• Counsel to the Democratic Senatorial and Congressional Campaign Committees.
• Co-Author, Report of Counsel to the Senate Rules and Administration Committee in the

Matter of the United States Senate Seat from Louisiana in the 105th Congress of the United
States, (March 27, 1997).

• Author of United States Federal Election Law, and one of the foremost attorneys in the
country in the area of federal/state campaign finance and election laws.

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
• Partner-Member, Lathrop & Gage, St Louis, MO
• Counsel to Republican National Committee.
• National Counsel to American Center for Voting Rights.
• National election counsel to Bush-Cheney, '04.
• Testified before U.S. House Administration Committee hearings into conduct of Ohio

presidential election.
• Academic Advisor to Commission on Federal Election Reform (Baker-Carter Commission).

David A. Norcross
• Partner, Blank Rome LLP, Trenton NJ, Washington D.C.
• General Counsel, Republican National Committee, 1993 –1997, during which time he had

to address voter fraud issues each year and was material in developing the vote protection
plans in several states including South Dakota.

• Chairman, New Jersey Republican State Committee, 1977 – 1981.
• General Counsel, International Republican Institute
• Counsel, The Center for Democracy.
• Vice Chairman, Commission on Presidential Debates.
• Former Executive Director, New Jersey Election Law Enforcement Commission.
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VOTING FRAUDNOTER INTIMIDATION PROJECT WORKING GROUP
As of February 22, 2006

2 STATE LEVEL ELECTION OFFICIALS

Todd Rokita
• Indiana Secretary of State
• Member of EAC Standards Board and the Executive Board of the Standards Board

Kathy Rogers
• Georgia Director of Elections, Office of the Secretary of State
• Member of EAC Standards Board

1 REPRESENTATIVE FROM DOJ (RETIRED)

Barry Weinberg
• Deputy Chief (retired), Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice
• IFES consultant

NOTE:
Craig Donsanto, Director, Election Crimes Branch, U.S. Department of Justice will participate
in this project as a technical advisor and therefore will not take up a slot on the working group,
though we have asked him to be present during its discussions.
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Bob Bauer, Perkins Coie, Democratic attorney
Cathy Cox, Secretary of State, Georgia
Barbara Arnwine, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights under Law
Daniel Tokaji, Moritz College of Law, The Ohio State University
Wade Henderson, Leadership Conference for Civil Rights
Laughlin McDonald, ACLU Voting Rights Project
Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
Donna Brazile, Brazile and Associates, LLC
Christopher Edley, Dean, Boalt Hall School of Law
Joseph Sandler, Sandler, Reif & Young

Alternates:
Chandler Davidson, Rice University
Jay Eads, Deputy Secretary of State, Mississippi
David On, Cook County Clerk
Allan Lichtman, American University
Miles Rapoport, Demos
Jonah Goldman, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
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To: Peggy Sims
From: Tova Wang
Re: Working Group Recommendations
Date: November 12, 2005

*Wendy R. Weiser, Associate Counsel in the Democracy Program at the Brennan Center
for Justice at NYU School of Law and an expert in federal and constitutional law, has
done a great deal of research, writing, speaking, and litigating on voting rights and
election law issues. As part of the Brennan Center's wide ranging activities in the area of
democracy, Ms. Weiser is currently overseeing an analysis and investigation of recent
allegations of voter fraud throughout the country.

*Barbara Arnwine is Executive . Director of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law, an organization that for four decades has been at the forefront of the legal
struggle to secure racial justice and equal access to the electoral process for all voters.
Notably, Ms. Arnwine and the organization have led the Election Protection program for
the last several years, a nationwide grassroots education and legal effort deploying
thousands of volunteers and using a nationally recognized voter hotline to protect voters'
rights on election day.

*Daniel Tokaji, professor and associate director of the Election Law Center at the Moritz
College of Law at the Ohio State University, is one of the nation's foremost experts in
election law and reform and ensuring equality in the voting system. Professor Tokaji
frequently writes and speaks on democracy related issues at academic and practitioner
conferences, on such issues as voting technology, fraud, registration, and identification
requirements, as well as the interplay between the election administration practices and
voting rights laws.

Donna Brazile is Chair of the Democratic National Committee's Voting Rights Institute,
the Democratic Party's major initiative to promote and protect the right to vote created in
response to the irregularities of the 2000 election, and former Campaign Manager for
Gore-Lieberman 2000 (the first African American to lead a major presidential campaign.)
Brazile is a weekly contributor and political commentator on CNN's Inside Politics and
American Morning, a columnist for Roll Call Newspaper and a contributing writer for
Ms. Magazine.

Wade Henderson is the Executive Director of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights
(LCCR) and Counsel to the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights Education Fund
(LCCREF), an organization at the forefront of defending voting rights for the last fifty
years. Prior to his role with the Leadership Conference, Mr. Henderson was the
Washington Bureau Director of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP)

Robert Bauer is the Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie,
National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee, Counsel to the
Democratic Senatorial and Congressional Campaign Committees and Co-Author, Report
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of Counsel to the Senate Rules and Administration Committee in the Matter of the United
States Senate Seat from Louisiana in the 105 `h Congress of the United States, (March 27,
1997). He is the author of United States Federal Election Law, and one of the foremost
attorneys in the country in the area of federal/state campaign finance and election laws.

Laughlin McDonald has been the executive director of the Southern Regional Office of
the ACLU since 1972 and as the Director of the ACLU Voting Rights Project, McDonald
has played a leading role eradicating discriminatory election practices and protecting the
gains in political participation won by racial minorities since passage of the 1965 federal
Voting Rights Act. During the past two decades, McDonald has broken new ground by
expanding ACLU voting rights cases to include representation of Native Americans in
various western states, and written innumerable publications on voting rights issues.

Joseph E. Sandler is a member of the firm of Sandler, Reiff & Young, P.C., in
Washington, D.C., concentrating in campaign finance and election law matters, and
general counsel to the Democratic National Committee. As an attorney he has handled
campaign finance and election law matters for Democratic national and state party
organizations, Members of Congress, candidates and campaigns. He served as general co-
counsel of the Association of State Democratic Chairs, as general counsel for the
Democratic Governors' Association and as counsel to several state Democratic parties.

Cathy Cox is serving her second term as Georgia's Secretary of State, having first been
elected in 1998. In 2002 she earned re-election with over 61 percent of the vote, winning
146 out of 159 counties. Because of Secretary Cox's efforts Georgia has become a
national leader in election reform. Her initiative made Georgia the first state in America
to deploy a modem, uniform electronic voting system in every county
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WORKING GROUP FOR VOTING FRAUD & VOTER INTIMIDATION PRELIMINARY RESEARCH

4 people from the Academic, Legal and Advocacy sectors

Barbara Arnwine
Executive Director of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, an organization that
for four decades has been at the forefront of the legal struggle to secure racial justice and equal
access to the electoral process for all voters. Notably, Ms. Arnwine and the organization have
led the Election Protection program for the last several years, a nationwide grassroots education
and legal effort deploying thousands of volunteers and using a nationally recognized voter
hotline to protect voters' rights on election day.

Robert Bauer
• Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie.
• National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee.
• Counsel to the Democratic Senatorial and Congressional Campaign Committees.
• Co-Author, Report of Counsel to the Senate Rules and Administration Committee in the

Matter of the United States Senate Seat from Louisiana in the 105 th Congress of the United
States, (March 27, 1997).

• Author of United States Federal Election Law, and one of the foremost attorneys in the
country in the area of federal/state campaign finance and election laws.

Mark (Thor) Hearne II
• Counsel to Republican National Committee.
• National Counsel to American Center for Voting Rights.
• National election counsel to Bush-Cheney, '04.
• Testified before U.S. House Administration Committee hearings into conduct of Ohio

presidential election.
• Academic Advisor to Commission on Federal Election Reform (Baker-Carter Commission).

David A. Norcross
• Partner, Blank Rome LLP, Trenton NJ, Washington D.C.
• General Counsel, Republican National Committee, 1993 – 1997, during which time he had to

address voter fraud issues each year and was material in developing the vote protection plans
in several states including South Dakota.

• Chairman, New Jersey Republican State Committee, 1977 - 1981.
• General Counsel, International Republican Institute
• Counsel, The Center for Democracy.
• Vice Chairman, Commission on Presidential Debates.
• Former Executive Director, New Jersey Election Law Enforcement Commission.

2 State Level Election Officials

Todd Rokita (R)
Secretary of State, Indiana; Secretary Rokita strives to reform Indiana's election practices to
ensure Indiana's elections are as fair, accurate and accessible as possible; Secretary Rokita serves
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WORKING GROUP FOR VOTING FRAUD & VOTER INTIMIDATION PRELIMINARY RESEARCH

on the nine-member Executive Board of the Election Assistance Commission Standards Board,
charged by federal law to address election reform issues.

(possibly Cathy Cox, Georgia Secretary of State or Kathy Rogers, Georgia Director of
Elections)

I Nonpartisan local election official

Texas county Election Administrator (looking at Webb County, or El Paso County, Helen
Jamison)

:sir

Gilberto Hoyos, Pinal County, Arizona Elections Department Director (Does not do VR)
Gilbert B. Hoyos has served as Pinal County's Election Director since April 12, 1982. A native
of Douglas, Arizona, he has over 25 years experience in government, in conducting and
administering elections. He attended the University of Arizona and was hired part-time by Pima
County in 1970 as an Election Technician. In 1973 Pima County placed him on permanent status
where he served in numerous election positions.

Mr. Hoyos is a member of the International Association of Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials
and Treasurers (IACREOT), Election Officials of Arizona and the Arizona Association of
Counties. He is presently State Delegate Director of the Arizona IACREOT Delegation,
President of the Election Officials of Arizona, serves on the Federal Election Commission's
Advisory Board, is a member of the State of Arizona Certification of Election Officers
Committee and served on the Arizona Election Law Revision Committee.

1 Representative from DOJ

Barry Weinberg ???
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Possible Working Group Members - Serebrov

I recommend the first four with an *

*Mark (Thor) Hearne II-Counsel to Republican National Committee; National
Counsel to American Center for Voting Rights; National election counsel to Bush-
Cheney, '04; Testified before U.S. House Administration Committee hearings into
conduct of Ohio presidential election; Academic Advisor to Commission on Federal
Election Reform (Baker-Carter Commission).

*Todd Rokita-Secretary of State, Indiana; Secretary Rokita strives to reform Indiana's
election practices to ensure Indiana's elections are as fair, accurate and accessible as
possible; Secretary Rokita serves on the nine-member Executive Board of the Election
Assistance Commission Standards Board, charged by federal law to address election
reform issues.

*Patrick J. Rogers-Partner/Shareholder, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and Sisk, P.A.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico; 1991-2003 General Counsel to the New Mexico Republican
Party; Election cases: The Coalition to Expose Ballot Deception, et al v. Judy N. Chavez,
et al; Second Judicial District Court of Bernalillo County, New Mexico (2005);
represented plaintiffs challenging petition procedures; Miguel Gomez v. Ken Sanchez and
Judy Chaves; Second Judicial District Court of Bernalillo County, New Mexico (2005);
residency challenge; Moises Griego, et al v. Rebecca Vigil-Giron v. Ralph Nader and
Peter Miguel Camejo, Supreme Court for the State of New Mexico (2004); represented
Ralph Nader and Peter Camejo, ballot access issues; Larry Larranaga, et al v. Mary E.
Herrera and Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Supreme Court of New Mexico (2004); voter
identification and fraudulent registration issues; Decker, et al v. Kunko, et al; District
Court of Chaves County, New Mexico (2004); voter identification and fraudulent
registration issues; Kunko, et al v. Decker, et al; Supreme Court of New Mexico (2004);
voter identification and fraudulent registration issues; In the Matter of the Security of
Ballots Cast in Bernalillo County in the 2000 General Election; Second Judicial District
Court of Bernalillo County, New Mexico (2000); voting and counting irregularities and
fraud.

*David A. Norcross- Partner, Blank Rome LLP, Trenton NJ, Washington D.C;
Chairman, New Jersey Republican State Committee, 1977 – 1981; General Counsel,
Republican National Committee, 1993 – 1997; General Counsel, International
Republican Institute; Counsel, The Center for Democracy; Vice Chairman, Commission
on Presidential Debates;
Executive Director, New Jersey Election Law Enforcement Commission

Benjamin L. Ginsberg-Served as national counsel to the Bush-Cheney presidential
campaign; He played a central role in the 2000 Florida recount; He also represents the
campaigns and leadership PACs of numerous members of the Senate and House, as well
as the Republican National Committee, National Republican Senatorial Committee and
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National Republican Congressional Committee; His expertise is more in campaign
finance.

Cleta Mitchell-Partner in the Washington, D.C. office of Foley & Lardner LLP; She
advises corporations, nonprofit organizations, candidates, campaigns, and individuals on
state and federal election and campaign finance law, and compliance issues related to
lobbying, ethics and financial disclosure; Ms. Mitchell practices before the Federal
Election Commission and similar federal and state enforcement agencies; Her expertise is
more in campaign finance law.

Mark Braden -Of counsel at Baker & Hostetler; He concentrates his work principally on
election law and governmental affairs, including work with Congress, the Federal
Election Commission, state campaign finance agencies, public integrity issues, political
broadcast regulation, contests, recounts, the Voting Rights Act, initiatives, referendums
and redistricting; His expertise is mainly outside of the voter fraud area.
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To: Peggy Sims
From: Tova Wang
Re: Working Group Recommendations
Date: November 12, 2005

*Wendy R. Weiser, Associate Counsel in the Democracy Program at the Brennan Center
for Justice at NYU School of Law and an expert in federal and constitutional law, has
done a great deal of research, writing, speaking, and litigating on voting rights and
election law issues. As part of the Brennan Center's wide ranging activities in the area of
democracy, Ms. Weiser is currently overseeing an analysis and investigation of recent
allegations of voter fraud throughout the country.

*Barbara Arnwine is Executive Director of the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law, an organization that for four decades has been at the forefront of the legal
struggle to secure racial justice and equal access to the electoral process for all voters.
Notably, Ms. Arnwine and the organization have led the Election Protection program for
the last several years, a nationwide grassroots education and legal effort deploying
thousands of volunteers and using a nationally recognized voter hotline to protect voters'
rights on election day.

*Daniel Tokaji, professor and associate director of the Election Law Center at the Moritz
College of Law at the Ohio State University, is one of the nation's foremost experts in
election law and reform and ensuring equality in the voting system. Professor Tokaji
frequently writes and speaks on democracy related issues at academic and practitioner
conferences, on such issues as voting technology, fraud, registration, and identification
requirements, as well as the interplay between the election administration practices and
voting rights laws.

Donna Brazile is Chair of the Democratic National Committee's Voting Rights Institute,
the Democratic Party's major initiative to promote and protect the right to vote created in
response to the irregularities of the 2000 election, and former Campaign Manager for
Gore-Lieberman 2000 (the first African American to lead a major presidential campaign.)
Brazile is a weekly contributor and political commentator on CNN's Inside Politics and
American Morning, a columnist for Roll Call Newspaper and a contributing writer for
Ms. Magazine.

Wade Henderson is the Executive Director of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights
(LCCR) and Counsel to the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights Education Fund
(LCCREF), an organization at the forefront of defending voting rights for the last fifty
years. Prior to his role with the Leadership Conference, Mr. Henderson was the
Washington Bureau Director of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP)

Robert Bauer is the Chair of the Political Law Practice at the law firm of Perkins Coie,
National Counsel for Voter Protection, Democratic National Committee, Counsel to the
Democratic Senatorial and Congressional Campaign Committees and Co-Author, Report
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of Counsel to the Senate Rules and Administration Committee in the Matter of the United
States Senate Seat from Louisiana in the 105 `h Congress of the United States, (March 27,
1997). He is the author of United States Federal Election Law, and one of the foremost
attorneys in the country in the area of federal/state campaign finance and election laws.

Laughlin McDonald has been the executive director of the Southern Regional Office of
the ACLU since 1972 and as the Director of the ACLU Voting Rights Project, McDonald
has played a leading role eradicating discriminatory election practices and protecting the
gains in political participation won by racial minorities since passage of the 1965 federal
Voting Rights Act. During the past two decades, McDonald has broken new ground by
expanding ACLU voting rights cases to include representation of Native Americans in
various western states, and written innumerable publications on voting rights issues.

Joseph E. Sandler is a member of the firm of Sandler, Reiff & Young, P.C., in
Washington, D.C., concentrating in campaign finance and election law matters, and
general counsel to the Democratic National Committee. As an attorney he has handled
campaign finance and election law matters for Democratic national and state party
organizations, Members of Congress, candidates and campaigns. He served as general co-
counsel of the Association of State Democratic Chairs, as general counsel for the
Democratic Governors' Association and as counsel to several state Democratic parties.

Cathy Cox is serving her second term as Georgia's Secretary of State, having first been
elected in 1998. In 2002 she earned re-election with over 61 percent of the vote, winning
146 out of 159 counties. Because of Secretary Cox's efforts Georgia has become a
national leader in election reform. Her initiative made Georgia the first state in America
to deploy a modern, uniform electronic voting system in every county
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e-Mail —	 ^
Office Direct Dial — (314 613-2522`

Office Facsimile — (314) 613-2550

Home—
Cell

Office: c/o Lathrop & Gage, L.C.
10 South Broadway; 13 th Floor
Saint Louis, Missouri 63102

Home:

MARK F. (THOR) HEARNE, II

Professional
1997 — Current	 Partner - Member Saint Louis, Missouri

Lathrop & Gage, L.C.
• General Counsel to Closely Held Businesses: Clients concentrated in real

estate and technology. As general counsel represented clients in negotiating
complex commercial transactions, advised clients in general corporate matters
including succession-planning, tax matters and litigation. Manage and supervise
other counsel assisting in this representation. Counsel clients in public policy
matters and the formation and management of private foundations, trusts, faith-
based organizations and philanthropic enterprises. Lead litigation counsel in state
and federal court (trial and appellate) and oversaw and managed litigation in state
and federal court. Experienced in overseeing and managing significant state and
federal litigation in Missouri, Michigan, Ohio, Florida, New Mexico, Wisconsin,
Minnesota, Pennsylvania, Nevada, California, Georgia, Indiana, Iowa and other
states.

• Constitutional Law, Election Law and Government Relations: General
Counsel to various federal, state and local candidates, political parties and
campaigns. State and national litigation counsel to candidates for state and
federal office. Expertise in compliance with state and federal campaign finance
regulation, matters concerning the conduct of an election and litigation concerning
these issues. Advise businesses on compliance with state and federal campaign
finance regulation and political activity. Representation of clients in matters
concerning compliance with regulatory action by Federal Election Commission
and the Missouri Ethics Commission. Village Attorney and Prosecutor, Town of
Grantwood Village, Missouri (1995 — Present). Representation of clients in
various municipal law matters and related litigation. Regional counsel to major
national wireless-PCS telecommunications firm on matters of federal
Telecommunications Act and state and local government litigation and regulation.
Committee Member to Help America Vote Act committee appointed by Missouri
Secretary of State Matt Blunt to advise on implementation of Help America Vote
Act and related state legislation and rulemaking.

• Real Estate, Banking and Property Rights: Counsel to Federal and State
financial institutions in complex real estate transactions and related financings
involving governmental approvals, tax,. environmental or other regulatory

• complexities. Successfully negotiated numerous multi-million dollar real estate
transactions and represented clients in related real estate development, land use
proceedings and litigation involving zoning and takings cases. Lead counsel to
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Mark F. (Thor) Hearne, II — cont.

class of property owners in landmark federal Rails-to-Trails takings cases in U.S.
Court of Claims.

• Recent Professional Accomplishments: Counsel to Republican National
Committee, National Counsel to American Center for Voting Rights, National
election counsel to Bush-Cheney, '04. Testified before U.S. House Administration
Committee hearings into conduct of Ohio presidential election. Academic
Advisor to Commission on Federal Election Reform (Baker-Carter Commission),
General Counsel to Missouri Governor Matt Blunt and Missourians for Matt Blunt,
Congressman Kenny Hulshof and Congressman Todd Akin. Advice campaigns
on various matters of campaign finance (state and federal), litigation before
Missouri Ethics Commission and campaign communication and political
advertising. Counsel for successful intervenors in Hawkins v. Blunt federal
litigation concerning Missouri provisional ballot procedures and the Help America
Vote Act. Counsel for Bush-Cheney-2000 in Bush-Cheney, 2000, Inc. v. Baker
34 S.W.3d 410 (Mo. App, 2000), successful emergency appeal quashing Circuit
Court order holding polls open beyond legal closing hour. Counsel for Plaintiffs
in Corbett v. Sullivan, St. Louis County redistricting litigation (federal civil rights
action) in U.S. District Court. Successful redistricting on behalf of Republican
plaintiffs and NAACP intervenors. Counsel for Missouri Senator Bill Alter in
successfully defending victory in 2005 Missouri Senate Special Election recount,
Counsel to U.S. Congressmen Todd Akin in Akin v. McNary, successful defense
of Congressman Akin's primary election recount. Counsel for Town of
Grantwood Village in successful Fifth Amendment takings case in U.S. Court of
Claims, Grantwood Village v. United States, 45 Fed Cl. 771 (Cl. Ct. 2000),
(consolidated for partial summary judgment sub nomina Glosemeyer v. United
States). Counsel for plaintiff in Lowe v. American Standard, federal jury trial in
February 2005. Jury returned verdict for Plaintiff in full amount of claim in
excess of $500,000.

1988-1997	 Partner - Principal Saint Louis, Missouri

Ziercher & Hocker, P.C.

• General Counsel Closely Held Businesses (see description above)
Additionally, significant real estate related environmental experience including
federal Clean Water Act — Wetlands issues.

• Constitutional Law and Government Relations: Village Attorney, Town of
Grantwood Village (1995 —Present).
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Mark F. (Thor) Hearne, II — cont.

Political	 • 2005: National counsel to American Center for Voting Rights, Academic-
Experience Advisor to Commission on Federal Election Reform (Baker-Carter Commission),

Counsel to Republican National Committee, counsel to Missouri Governor Matt
Blunt and Missourians for Blunt. Campaign counsel to Congressman Kenny
Hulshof, and Congressman Todd Akin. 	 Testified before U.S. House
Administration Committee in hearings into conduct of Ohio presidential election.

• 2004: National election counsel to Bush-Cheney '04. Advised campaign on
issues of national election law and litigation strategy and recruited and organized
local counsel and oversaw election litigation in all battleground states. Delegate to
Republican National Convention, Missouri State Republican Convention and
Chairman of Missouri Republican Platform Committee and member of National
Republican Platform Committee. General Counsel to Missouri Governor-elect
Matt Blunt, Congressman Kenny Hulshof, and Congressman Todd Akin.

• 2003 – 2004: Vice-President and Director of Election Operations for
Republican National Lawyers Association, Chair of National Election Law School
and Seminar, Orange County, California, August 2003 and Milwaukee,
Wisconsin in July 2004. Advisor to California State Party counsel on Governor
Arnold Schwarzenegger campaign and California recall election on Election Day
operations and litigation.

• 2000 - 2002: Republican National Lawyers Association, Vice-President-
Director Election Operations, Counsel to Bush-Cheney – 2000, Inc., Coordinated
Missouri Election Day Legal Team and counsel in Bush-Cheney, 2000, Inc. v.
Baker (see above), Broward County, Florida Recount Team – Observer, Counsel
to U.S. Congressman Todd Akin and Missouri Republican Party, Missouri State
Republican Convention – Alternate – Clayton Township

• 1988: Republican Candidate U.S. Congress, Missouri 3'd Cong. Dist -
Successfully raised in excess of $200,000 and received campaign fundraising
support from former Secretary of Interior, Don Hodel, former U.S. Senator Bill
Armstrong and former U.S. Congressman Tom Curtis, Chairman.

• 1986-1987 - Reagan Administration – U.S. Department of Education, Office
for Civil Rights, Attorney-Advisor-Law Clerk.

• 1984 -1980 - Missouri Republican Convention, Alternate

• 1976 – National & Missouri Republican Convention, Page

Professional
Memberships Admitted to practice before: U.S. Supreme Court, Michigan Supreme Court, Missouri

Supreme Court, U.S. Court of Appeals - 8`h Circuit, U.S. Court of International Trade,
U.S. Court of Claims, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit, U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Second Circuit. Member: Michigan Bar Association (tax, aviation and
real estate law committees), Missouri Bar Association, Bar Association of Metropolitan
St. Louis, American Bar Association; Named as one "Up and Coming Young
Attorneys," St. Louis Business Journal. Named on of top ten attorneys in 2004 by
Missouri Lawyers Weekly. Member, Republican National Lawyers Association.
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Mark F. (Thor) Hearne, II — cont.

Education
Washington University, School of Law — St. Louis, Missouri --. 1986, Juris
Doctorate

Washington University — St. Louis, Missouri — 1983, B.A. Biology - Psychology

University of Tulsa - Tulsa Oklahoma - 1979 -1980, Biology - Psychology

Interests
FAA Licensed Pilot, Sunshine Mission - former member Board of Directors
(faith-based inner-city ministry) and current advisory board member, Member
Philanthropy Roundtable, National Public Radio - Political Commentator St.
Louis Affiliate KWMU, Republican National Lawyers Association, former vice-
president and board member, Westminster Christian Academy - former
member Board of Directors.
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SECRETARY OF STATE
STATE OF INDIANA

TODD ROKITA
SECRETARY OF STATE 

Indiana Secretary of State Todd Rokita
Biographical Information

At the age of 35, Secretary Rokita is the second youngest Secretary of State in the country. First elected to
the third highest office in state government in 2002, Secretary Rokita served for a year as the youngest
Secretary of State in the nation.

As Indiana's chief election official, Secretary Rokita continues to work on reforming Indiana's election
practices to ensure Indiana's elections are as fair, accurate and accessible as possible. By embracing
technology and accountability, Secretary Rokita is leading the effort to make Indiana a 21 century
election administration model. Rokita serves on the nine-member Executive Board of the Election
Assistance Commission Standards Board, charged by federal law to address election reform issues.
Secretary Rokita has testified about Indiana's voting reform efforts before the United States Congress.

Secretary Rokita also serves as Indiana's chief securities fraud investigator. Secretary Rokita's office has
uncovered investor fraud scams and helped secure numerous felony convictions and thousands of dollars
in restitution.

In his role as the head of Indiana's Business Services Division, Secretary Rokita has continued making
Indiana a pioneer in e-government initiatives.

As Secretary of State, Rokita visits each of Indiana's 92 counties at least once each year. Rokita
continues to serve as a precinct committeeman during each election, and was recently named as one of the
"40 under 40" by the Indianapolis Business Journal.

A native of Munster, he holds a law degree from Indiana University School of Law-Indianapolis and a
Bachelor of Arts degree from Wabash College. At Wabash, Rokita earned distinction as an Eli Lilly
Fellow. After law school, Secretary Rokita worked as a practicing attorney.

Rokita began serving in the Secretary of State's office in 1997. As the Deputy Secretary of State and in
other positions, Rokita helped implement user-friendly e-government services, provided tougher
securities enforcement, and championed significant election reforms.

Secretary Rokita is active in the National Association of Secretaries of State, having served in 2004 as the
Chair of the Voter Participation Committee and serving in 2005 as the Vice Chair of the organization's
Securities Committee.

Secretary Rokita is a member of the Director's Circle of the Indiana Council for Economic Education, the
state and local bar Associations, the Knights of Columbus, and the National Rifle Association. A
commercial-rated pilot, Secretary Rokita volunteers his time by flying people in need of non-emergency
medical care to hospitals and clinics throughout the Midwest for treatment.

Secretary Rokita lives in Indianapolis with his wife, Kathy and they are members of St. Thomas More
Parish.

www.sos.IN.gov	
012 6



BENJAMIN L. GINSBERG
Partner

Political Law
Public Policy and Lobbying
Litigation and Dispute Resolution

2550 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
T: 202-457-6405 F: 202-457-6315
bginsberg@pattonboggs.com

Benjamin L. Ginsberg represents numerous political parties, political
campaigns, candidates, members of Congress and state

•	 legislatures, Governors, corporations, trade associations, vendors,
donors and individuals participating in the political process.

Education	 In both the 2004 and 2000 election cycles, Mr. Ginsberg served as
national counsel to the Bush-Cheney presidential campaign; he

•	 Georgetown University	 played a central role in the 2000 Florida recount. He also represents

Law Center, J.D., 1982	 the campaigns and leadership PACs of numerous members of the

•	 University of	 Senate and House, as well as the Republican National Committee,
Pennsylvania, A.B., 1974 National Republican Senatorial Committee and National Republican

Congressional Committee. He serves as counsel to the Republican
Governors Association and has wide experience on the state

Bar Admissions	 legislative level from directing Republican redistricting efforts
nationwide following the 1990 Census and being actively engaged in

•	 District of Columbia 	
the 2001-2002 round of redistricting.

In addition to advising on election law issues, particularly those
involving federal and state campaign finance laws, ethics rules,
redistricting, communications law, and election recounts and
contests, Mr. Ginsberg represents clients before Congress and state
legislatures.

Before entering law school, he spent five years as a newspaper
reporter on The Boston Globe, Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, The
Berkshire (Mass.) Eagle, and The Riverside (Calif.) Press-
Enterprise. He has been adjunct professor of law at the Georgetown
University Law Center lecturing on law and the political process.

Representative Matters:

0126 ^,



•	 Mr. Ginsberg represents a variety of clients on Capitol Hill
on a wide range of issues including appropriations, trade,
broadcasting and health care.

ARTICLES

•	 Mr. Ginsberg appears frequently on television commenting
on law and politics.

www.pattonboggs.com
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
DOJ Cases
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Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

in the 2004
general election
and Brandon E.
Jones, who
voted both in
Raytown and
Kansas City,
Missouri in the
2004 general
election. Both
pled guilty.

United States v. New 04-CR- December Two No N/A No
Raymond; Hampshire 00141; 04- 15, 2005 informations
United States v. CR-00146; were filed
McGee; United 04-CR- charging Allen
States v. Tobin; 00216; 04- Raymond,
United States v. CR-00054 former
Hansen president of a

Virginia-based
political
consulting firm
called GOP
Marketplace,
and Charles
McGee, former
executive
director of the
New

16
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be•
Researched Further

Hampshire
State
Republican
Committee,
with conspiracy
to commit
telephone
harassment
using an
interstate phone
facility in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. The
charges stem
from a scheme
to block the
phone lines
used by two
Manchester
organizations
to arrange
drives to the
polls during the
2002 general
election. Both

1 7	 012649



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

pled guilty.
James Tobin,
former New
England
Regional
Director of the
Republican
National
Committee,
was indicted on
charges of
conspiring to
commit
telephone
harassment
using an
interstate phone
facility in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. An
information
was filed
charging Shaun
Hansen, the
principal of an

18	 012650;



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Idaho
telemarketing
firm called
MILO
Enterprises
which placed
the harassing
calls, with
conspiracy and
aiding and
abetting
telephone
harassment, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 2 and
47 U.S.C.
section 223.
The
information
against Hansen
was dismissed
upon motion of
the
government. A
superseding
indictment was
returned

19	 01265-L



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

against Tobin
charging
conspiracy to
impede the
constitutional
right to vote for
federal
candidates, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
241 and
conspiracy to
make harassing
telephone calls
in violation of
47 U.S.C.
section 223.
Tobin was
convicted of
one count of
conspiracy to
commit
telephone
harassment and
one count of
aiding and
abetting of
telephone

20	 012652
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DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

harassment.
United States v. Western 1:03-CR- June 30, A ten-count No N/A No
Workman North 00038 2003 indictment was

Carolina returned
charging
Joshua
Workman, a
Canadian
citizen, with
voting and
related offenses
in the 200 and
2002 primary
and general
elections in
Avery County,
North Carolina,
in violation of
18 U.S.C.
sections 611,
911, 1001, and
1015(f).
Workman pled
guilty to
providing false
information to
election .
officials and to

21	 12E'
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DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

a federal
agency.

United States v. Western 5:03-CR- May 14, A nine-count No N/A No
Shatley, et al. North 00035 2004 indictment was

Carolina returned
charging
Wayne Shatley,
Anita Moore,
Valerie Moore,
Carlos
"Sunshine"
Hood and Ross
"Toogie"
Banner with
conspiracy and
vote buying in
the Caldwell
County 2002
general
election, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
371. Anita and
Valerie Moore
pled guilty.
Shatley, Hood,

22	 012654



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case Date Facts Statutory Other Notes Should the Case be
Number Basis (if of Researched Further

Note)
and Banner
were all
convicted.

United States v. South 05-CR- December An indictment No N/A No
Vargas Dakota 50085 22, 2005 was filed

against
Rudolph
Vargas, for
voting more
than once at
Pine Ridge in
the 2002
general election
in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973i(e).
Vargas pled
guilty.

United States v. Southern 02-CR- July 22, Danny Ray No N/A No
Wells; United West 00234; 2003; July Wells, Logan
States v. Virginia 2:04-CR- 19, 2004; County, West
Mendez; United 00101; December Virginia,
States v. Porter; 2:04-CR- 7, 2004; magistrate, was
United States v. 00145; January 7, indicted and
Hrutkay; United 2:04-CR- 2005; charged with
States v. Porter; 00149; March 21, violating 18
United States v. 2:04-CR- 2005; U.S.C. section

23
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DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Stapleton; 00173; October 11, 1962. Wells
United States v. 2:05-CR- 2005; was found
Thomas E. 00002; 05- December guilty. A felony
Esposito; CR-00019; 13, 2005 indictment was
United States v. 05-CR- filed against
Nagy; United 00148; 05- Logan County
States v. CR-00161 sheriff Johnny
Adkins; United Mendez for
States v. Harvey conspiracy to

defraud the
United States in
violation 18
U.S.0 section
371. Mendez
pled guilty. An
information
was filed
charging
former Logan
County police
chief Alvin Ray
Porter, Jr., with
making
expenditures to
influence
voting in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section

24	 01265(b
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Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

597. Porter
pled guilty.
Logan County
attorney Mark
Oliver Hrutkay
was charged by
information
with mail fraud
in violation of
18 U.S.C.
section 1341.
Hrutkay pled
guilty. Earnest
Stapleton,
commander of
the local VFW,
was charged by
information
with mail
fraud. He pled
guilty. An
information
was filed
charging
Thomas E.
Esposito, a
former mayor
of the City of

25	 O12E 1,
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DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Logan, with
concealing the
commission of
a felony, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
4. Esposito
pled guilty.
John Wesley
Nagy, Logan
County Court
marshall, pled
guilty to
making false
statements to a
federal agent, a
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1001. An
information
charging Glen
Dale Adkins,
county clerk of
Logan County,
with accepting
payment for
voting, in
violation of 18

26	 01265c
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DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

U.S.C. section
1973i(c).
Adkins pled
guilty. Perry
French Harvey,
Jr., a retired
UMW official,
pled guilty to
involvement in
a conspiracy to
buy votes.

United States v. Southern 2:04-CR- December Jackie Adkins No N/A No
Adkins, et al. West 00162 28 & 30, was indicted

Virginia 2005 for vote buying
in Lincoln
County, West
Virginia, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). A
superceding
indictment
added Wandell
"Rocky"
Adkins to the
indictment and
charged both
defendants with

27	 012659
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DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

conspiracy to
buy votes in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and vote
buying. A
second
superseding
indictment was
returned which
added three
additional
defendants,
Gegory Brent
Stowers,
Clifford Odell
"Groundhog"
Vance, and
Toney "Zeke"
Dingess, to the
conspiracy and
vote buying
indictment.
Charges were
later dismissed
against Jackie
Adkins. A third
superseding

28	 01.266(
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Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

indictment was
returned adding
two additional
defendants,
Jerry Allen
Weaver and
Ralph Dale
Adkins. A
superseding
information
was filed
charging Vance
with
expenditures to
influence
voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Vance
pled guilty.
Superseding
informations
were filed
against Stowers
and Dingess for
expenditures to
influence
voting, in

29
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DOJ Cases

Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Both
defendants pled
guilty. Weaver
also pled
guilty.
Superseding
informations
were filed
against Ralph
and Wandell
Adkins for
expenditures to
influence
voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Both
defendants pled
guilty.

United States v. Eastern 2:05-MJ- September Criminal No . N/A Need updated
Davis; United Wisconsin 00454; 16, 2005; complaints status on Gooden
States v. Byas; 2:05-MJ- September were issued and the Anderson,
United States v. 00455; 21, 2005; against Brian Cox, Edwards, and
Ocasio; United 2:05-CR- October 5, L. Davis and Little cases.
States v. Prude; 00161; 2005; Theresa J. Byas
United States v. 2:05-CR- October 26, charging them

30	 12&2
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Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Sanders; United 00162; 2005; with double
States v. Alicea; 2:05-CR- October 31, voting, in
United States v. 00163; 2005, violation of 42
Brooks; United 2:05-CR- November U.S.C. section
States v. 00168; 10, 2005 1973i(e).
Hamilton; 2:05-CR- Indictments
United States v. 00170; were filed
Little; United 2:05-CR- against
States v. Swift; 00171; convicted
United States v. 2:05-CR- felons Milo R.
Anderson; 00172; Ocasio and
United States v. 2:05-CR- Kimberly
Cox; United 00177; Prude, charging
States v. 2:05-CR- them with
Edwards; 00207; falsely
United States v. 2:05-CR- certifying that
Gooden 00209; they were

2:05-CR- eligible to vote,
00211; in violation of
2:05-CR- 42 U.S.C.
00212 section

1973gg-
10(2)(B), and
against Enrique
C. Sanders,
charging him
with multiple
voting, in

i
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Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Five
more
indictments
were later
returned
charging
Cynthia C.
Alicea with
multiple voting
in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973i(e) and
convicted
felons
Deshawn B.
Brooks,
Alexander T.
Hamilton,
Derek G. Little,
and Eric L.
Swift with
falsely
certifying that
they were
eligible to vote

32	 01266:
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Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973gg-
10(2)(B).
Indictments
were filed
against Davis
and Byas
charging them
with double
voting. Four
more
indictments
were returned
charging
convicted
felons Ethel M.
Anderson, Jiyto
L. Cox,
Correan F.
Edwards, and
Joseph J.
Gooden with
falsely
certifying that
they were
eligible to vote.
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Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Ocasio and
Hamilton pled
guilty. Prude
was found
guilty. A
mistrial was
declared in the
Sanders case.
Brooks was
acquitted. Byas
signed a plea
agreement
agreeing to
plead to a
misdemeanor
18 U.S.C.
section 242
charge. Swift
moved to
change his
plea. Davis was
found
incompetent to
stand trial so
the government
dismissed the
case. Gooden is
a fugitive.

34
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Name of Case District Case
Number

Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other Notes Should the Case be
Researched Further

Alicea was
acquitted. Four
cases are
pending ---
Anderson, Cox,
Edwards, and
Little.

01266':
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Am. Ass'n United 324 F. July 6, 2004 Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d disabled voters urged the
with District 1120; 2004 and invalidation of
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. organizations the Secretary's
v. Shelley the Central LEXIS representing directives

District of 12587 those voters, because,
California sought to allegedly, their

enjoin the effect was to
directives of deprive the
defendant voters of the
California opportunity to
Secretary of vote using
State, which touch--screen
decertified and technology.
withdrew Although it was
approval of not disputed
the use of that some
certain direct disabled
recording persons would
electronic be unable to
voting vote
systems. One independently
voter applied and in private
for a without the use
temporary of DREs, it was
restraining clear that they
order, or, in would not be

01266S
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the alternative, deprived of
a preliminary their
injunction, fundamental

right to vote.
The Americans
with
Disabilities Act
did not require
accommodation
that would
enable disabled
persons to vote
in a manner
that was
comparable in
every way with
the voting
rights enjoyed
by persons
without
disabilities.
Rather, it
mandated that
voting
programs be
made
accessible.

012669
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Defendant's
decision to
suspend the use
of DREs
pending
improvement in
their reliability
and security of
the devices was
a rational one,
designed to
protect the
voting rights of
the state's
citizens. The
evidence did
not support the
conclusion that
the elimination
of the DREs
would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually
impaired. Thus,
the voters ____________-

O126
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The
individual's
request for a
temporary
restraining
order, or, in the
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, was
denied.

Am. Ass'n United 310 F. March 24, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2004 disabled were visually
with District 1226; 2004 voters, and a or manually
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. national impaired. The
v. Hood the Middle LEXIS organization, optical scan

District of 5615 sued voting system
Florida defendants, purchased by

the Florida the county at
Secretary of issue was not
State, the readily
Director of the accessible to
Division of visually or
Elections of manually
the Florida impaired

012671
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Department of voters. The
State, and a voters were
county unable to vote
supervisor of using the
elections, system without
under Title II third--party
of the assistance. If it
Americans was feasible for
With the county to
Disabilities purchase a
Act and readily
Section 504 of accessible
the system, then
Rehabilitation the voters'
Act of 1973. rights under the
Summary ADA and the
judgment was RA were
granted for the violated. The
Secretary and court found that
the Director as the manually
to visually impaired
impaired voter's rights
voters, were violated.

To the extent
"jelly switches"
and "sip and
puff' devices

012672
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

needed to be
attached to a
touch screen
machine for it
to be
accessible, it
was not
feasible for the
supervisor to
provide such a
system, since
no such system
had been
certified at the
time of the
county's
purchase. 28
C.F.R. § 35.160
did not require
that visually or
manually
impaired voters
be able to vote
in the same or
similar manner
as non--
disabled voters.

0126i
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Visually and
manually
impaired voters
had to be
afforded an
equal
opportunity to
participate in
and enjoy the
benefits of
voting. The
voters'
"generic"
discrimination
claim was
coterminous
with their claim
under 28
C.F.R. §
35.151. A
declaratory.
judgment was
entered against
the supervisor
to the extent
another voting
system would

01267
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

have permitted
unassisted
voting. The
supervisor was
directed to have
some voting
machines
permitting
visually
impaired voters
to vote alone.
The supervisor
was directed to
procure another
system if the
county's system
was not
certified and/or
did not permit
mouth stick
voting. The
Secretary and
Director were
granted
judgment
against the
voters.

012613
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Troiano v. United 2003 U.S. November Plaintiffs, The complaint No N/A No
Lepore States Dist. 3, 2003 disabled alleged that

District LEXIS voters, sued after the 2000
Court for 25850 defendant a elections Palm
the state county Beach County
Southern supervisor of purchased a
District of elections certain number
Florida alleging of sophisticated

discrimination voting
pursuant to the machines
Americans called the
With "Sequoia."
Disability Act, According to
42 U.S.C.S. § the voters, even
12132 et seq., though such
§ 504 of the accessible
Rehabilitation machines were
Act, 29 available, the
U.S.C.S. § 794 supervisor
et seq., and decided not to
declaratory place such
relief for the accessible
discrimination. machines in
Both sides each precinct
moved for because it
summary would slow
judgment. things down
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too much. The
court found that
the voters
lacked standing
because they.
failed to show
that they had
suffered an
injury in fact.
The voters also
failed to show a
likely threat of
a future injury
because there
was no
reasonable
grounds to
believe that the
audio
components of
the voting
machines
would not be
provided in the
future. The
voters also
failed to state

10 012677
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Further

an injury that
could be
redressed by a
favorable
decision,
because the
supervisor was
already using
the Sequoia
machines and
had already
trained poll
workers on the
use of the
machines.
Finally, the
action was
moot because
the Sequoia
machines had
been provided
and there was
no reasonable
expectation that
the machines
would not have
audio

11	 012618
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components
available in the
future. The
supervisor's
motion for
summary
judgment was
granted. The
voters' motion
for summary
judgment was
denied.

Troiano v. United 382 F.3d September Plaintiff The district No N/A No
Supervisor States Court 1276; 2004 1, 2004 visually court granted
of Elections of Appeals U.S. App. impaired the election

for the LEXIS registered supervisor
Eleventh 18497 voters sued summary
Circuit defendant judgment on

county the grounds
election that the voters
supervisor, did not have
alleging that standing to
the failure to assert their
make available claims and the
audio claims were
components in moot. The
voting booths appellate court

0126 "i9
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to assist agreed that the
persons who case was moot
were blind or because the
visually election
impaired supervisor had
violated state furnished the
and federal requested audio
law. The components
United States and those
District Court components
for the were to be
Southern available in all
District of of the county's
Florida voting
entered precincts in
summary upcoming
judgment in elections.
favor of the Specifically,
election the election
supervisor, supervisor had
The voters ceased the
appealed. allegedly

illegal practice
of limiting
access to the
audio
components

13^' U`0.12630
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prior to
receiving
notice of the
litigation.
Moreover,
since making
the decision to
use audio
components in
every election,
the election
supervisor had
consistently
followed that
policy and
taken actions to
implement it
even prior to
the litigation.
Thus, the
appellate court
could discern
no hint that she
had any
intention of
removing the
accessible

14 ^126^^
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voting
machines in the
future.
Therefore, the
voters' claims
were moot, and
the district
court's
dismissal was
affirmed for
lack of subject
matter
jurisdiction.
The decision
was affirmed.

Am. Ass'n United 227 F. October 16, Plaintiff Individual No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2002 organization plaintiffs were
with District 1276; 2002 of people with unable to vote
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. disabilities and unassisted with
v. Smith the Middle LEXIS certain the equipment

District of 21373 visually and currently used
Florida manually in the county or

impaired the equipment
voters filed an the county had
action against recently
defendant state purchased. In
and local order to vote,

15	 012652
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election the impaired
officials and individuals
members of a relied on the
city council, assistance of
claiming third parties.
violation of The court held
the Americans that it could not
with say that
Disabilities plaintiffs would
Act, 42 be unable to
U.S.C.S. § prove any state
12101 et seq., of facts that
and the would satisfy
Rehabilitation the ripeness
Act of 1973, and standing
and Fla. requirements.
Const. art. VI, The issue of
§ 1. whether several
Defendants Florida
filed motions statutory
to dismiss. sections were

violative of the
Florida
Constitution
were so
intertwined
with the federal

16
O1268
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claims that to
decline
supplemental
jurisdiction be
an abuse of
discretion.
Those statutes
which provided
for assistance
in voting did
not violate Fla.
Const. art. VI,
§ 1. Because
plaintiffs may
be able to
prove that
visually and
manually
impaired voters
were being
denied
meaningful
access to the
service,
program, or
activity, the
court could not

17
012684
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Further

say with
certainty that
they would not
be entitled to
relief under any
state of facts
which could be
proved in
support of their
claims.
Defendant
council
members were
entitled to
absolute
legislative
immunity. The
state officials'
motion to
dismiss was
granted in part
such that the
counts were
dismissed with
prejudice to the
extent plaintiffs
asserted that

18	 01265' S
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they had been
excluded from
or denied the
benefits of a
program of
direct and
secret voting
and in part was
dismissed with
leave to amend.
The local
officials motion
to dismiss was
granted in part
such that all
counts against
the city council
members were
dismissed.

19	 012686
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Jenkins v. Court of 883 So. 2d October 8, Petitioner, a The trial court No N/A No
Williamson- Appeal of 537; 2004 2004 candidate for found that the
Butler Louisiana, La. App. a parish voting

Fourth LEXIS juvenile machines were
Circuit 2433 court not put into

judgeship, service until
failed to two, four, and,
qualify for a in many
runoff instances, eight
election. She hours after the
filed suit statutorily
against mandated
defendant, starting hour
the clerk of which
criminal constituted
court for the serious
parish irregularities so
seeking a as to deprive
new election, voters from
based on freely
grounds of expressing their
substantial will. It was
irregularities, impossible to
The district determine the
court ruled number of
in favor of voters that were
the candidate affected by the

0.1265
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and ordered late start up or
the holding late arrival of
of a voting
restricted machines,
citywide making it
election. The impossible to
clerk determine the
appealed. result. The

appellate court
agreed that the
irregularities
were so serious
that the trial
court's voiding
the election and
calling a new
election was the
proper remedy.
Judgment
affirmed.

Hester v. Court of 882 So. 2d October 8, Petitioner, The candidate No N/A No
McKeithen Appeal of 1291; 2004 2004 school board argued that the

Louisiana, La. App. candidate, trial court erred
Fourth LEXIS filed suit in not setting
Circuit 2429 against aside the

defendants, election, even
Louisiana after

0126Gv
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Secretary of acknowledging
State and in its reasons
district court for judgment
clerk, numerous
contesting irregularities
the school with the
board election
election process. The
results. The appellate court
trial court ruled that had
rendered the
judgment irregularities
against the not occurred
candidate, the outcome
finding no would have
basis for the been exactly
election to the same.
be declared Judgment
void. The affirmed.
candidate
appealed.

In re Supreme 88 Ohio St. March 29, Appellant Appellant No N/A No
Election Court of 3d 258; 2000 sought contended that
Contest of Ohio 2000 Ohio review of the an election
Democratic 325; 725 judgment of irregularity
Primary N.E.2d 271; the court of occurred when
Election 2000 Ohio common the board failed

0126S9
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Held May 4, LEXIS 607 pleas to meet and act
1999 denying his by majority

election vote on another
contest candidate's
challenging withdrawal,
an instead
opponent's permitting its
nomination employees to
for election make decisions.
irregularity. Appellant had

to prove by
clear and
convincing
evidence that
one or more
election
irregularities
occurred and it
affected enough
votes to change
or make
uncertain the
result of the
election.
Judgment
affirmed. The
appellant did

012696
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not establish
election
irregularity by
the board's
actions on the
candidate's
withdrawal, the
board acted
diligently and
exercised its
discretion in
keeping the
candidate's
name on the
ballot and
notifying
electors of his
withdrawal.

In re Supreme 2001 SD May 23, Appellant The burden was No N/A No
Election Court of 62; 628 2001 sought on appellants to
Contest As South N.W.2d review of the show not only
to Dakota 336; 2001 judgment of that voting
Watertown S.D. LEXIS the circuit irregularities
Special 66 court occurred, but
Referendum declaring a also show that
Election local election those

valid and irregularities

01269
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declining to were so
order a new egregious that
election. the will of the

voters was
suppressed.
Appellants did
not meet their
burden, as mere
inconvenience
or delay in
voting was not
enough to
overturn the
election.
Judgment
affirmed.

Jones v. Supreme 279 Ga. June 30, Defendant After the No N/A No
Jessup Court of 531; 615 2005 incumbent candidate lost

Georgia S.E.2d 529; appealed a the sheriffs
2005 Ga. judgment by election to the
LEXIS 447 the trial incumbent, he

court that contested the
invalidated election,
an election asserting that
for the there were
position of sufficient
sheriff and irregularities to

012692
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ordered that place in doubt
a new the election
election be results. The
held based state supreme
on plaintiff court held that
candidate's the candidate
election failed to prove
contest. substantial

error in the
votes cast by
the witnesses
adduced at the
hearing who
voted at the
election.
Although the
candidate's
evidence
reflected the
presence of
some
irregularities,
not every
irregularity
invalidated the
vote. The
absentee ballots

012693
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were only to be
rejected where
the electors
failed to furnish
required
information.
Because the
ballots cast by
the witnesses
substantially
complied with
all of the
essential
requirements of
the form, the
trial court erred
by finding that
they should not
have been
considered. The
candidate failed
to establish
substantial
error in the
votes.
Judgment
reversed.

012694
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Toliver v. Supreme 2000 OK December Petitioner The court held No N/A No
Thompson Court of 98; 17 P.3d 21, 2000 challenged a recount of

Oklahoma 464; 2000 an order of votes cast in an
Okla. the district election could
LEXIS 101 court occur when the

denying his ballots had
motion to been preserved
compel a in the manner
recount of prescribed by
votes from statute. The
an election. trial court noted

when the
ballots had not
been preserved
in such a
manner, no
recount would
be conducted.
The court
further noted a
petition
alleging
irregularities in
an election
could be based
upon an
allegation that

01269
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it was
impossible to
determine with
mathematical
certainty which
candidate was
entitled to be
issued a
certificate of
election. The
Oklahoma
supreme court
held petitioner
failed to show
that the actual
votes counted
in the election
were tainted
with
irregularity, and
similarly failed
to show a
statutory right
to a new
election based
upon a failure
to preserve the

10	 01269°
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ballots.
Judgment
affirmed.

Adkins v. Supreme 755 So. 2d February Plaintiff The issue No N/A No
Huckabay Court of 206; 2000 25, 2000 candidate presented for

Louisiana La. LEXIS challenged the appellate
504 judgment of court's

court of determination
appeal, was whether
second the absentee
circuit, voting
which irregularities
reversed the plaintiff
lower court's candidate
judgment complained of
and declared rendered it
defendant impossible to
candidate determine the
winner of a outcome of the
runoff election for
election for sheriff. The
sheriff. Louisiana

supreme court
concluded that
the lower court
had applied the
correct

11	 0126Q^.
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standard,
substantial
compliance, to
the election
irregularities,
but had erred in
its application
by concluding
that the
contested
absentee ballots
substantially
complied with
the statutory
requirements.
The supreme
court found that
in applying
substantial
compliance to
five of the
ballot
irregularities,
the trial court
correctly
vacated the
general election

12
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and set it aside
because those
absentee ballots
should have
been
disqualified.
Because of the
constitutional
guarantee to
secrecy of the
ballot and the
fact that the
margin of
victory in the
runoff election
was three votes,
it was
impossible to
determine the
result of the
runoff election.
Thus, the
supreme court
ordered a new
general
election.
Judgment of the

13
^1v6c^
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court of appeals
reversed.

In re Gray-- Supreme 164 N.J. June 30, Appellants, The New Jersey No N/A No
Sadler Court of 468; 753 2000 write--in supreme court

New Jersey A.2d 1101; candidates held that the
2000 N.J. for the votes that were
LEXIS 668 offices of rejected by

mayor and election
borough officials did not
council, result from the
appealed the voters' own
judgment of errors, but from
the superior the election
court, officials'
appellate noncompliance
division with statutory
reversing the requirements.
trial court's In other words,
decision to the voters were
set aside the provided with
election patently
results for inadequate
those offices instructions and
due to defective
irregularities voting
related to the machines.
write--in Moreover,

14	 01270E
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instructions appellants met
and defective the statutory
voting requirement for
machines. successfully

contesting the
election results
by showing that
enough
qualified voters
were denied the
right to cast
write--in votes
as to affect the
outcome of the
election.
Judgment
reversed and
the state trial
court's decision
reinstated.

Goodwin v. Territorial 43 V.I. 89; December Plaintiff Plaintiff alleged No N/A No
St. Thomas- Court of the 2000 V.1. 13, 2000 political that defendants
-St. John Virgin LEXIS 15 candidate counted
Bd. of Islands alleged that unlawful
Elections certain absentee ballots

general that lacked
election postmarks,

15	 012701
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absentee were not signed
ballots or notarized,
violated were in
territorial unsealed and/or
election law, torn envelopes,
and that the and were in
improper envelopes
inclusion of containing
such ballots more than one
by ballot. Prior to
defendants, tabulation of
election the absentee
board and ballots, plaintiff
supervisor, was leading
resulted in intervenor for
plaintiffs the final senate
loss of the position, but
election. the absentee
Plaintiff sued ballots entitled
defendants intervenor to
seeking the position.
invalidation The territorial
of the court held that
absentee plaintiff was
ballots and not entitled to
certification relief since he
of the failed to

16
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election establish that
results the alleged
tabulated absentee voting
without such irregularities
ballots, would require

invalidation of
a sufficient
number of
ballots to
change the
outcome of the.
election. While
the unsealed
ballots
constituted a
technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus
substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly

17 01.270::
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counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
envelope and a
loose ballot
were in the
same outer
envelope, the
one vote
involved did
not change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities
were without
merit since
ballots without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted,
and ballots
without
notarized
signatures were

18 0127f
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proper.
Johnson v. Supreme 2005 NY October 21, In a Finding that the
Lopez-- Court of Slip Op 2005 proceeding candidate had
Torres New York, 7825; 2005 for a re-- waived her

Appellate N.Y. App. canvass of right to
Division, Div. LEXIS certain challenge the
Second 11276 affidavit affidavit ballots
Department ballots cast and had not

in the sufficiently
Democratic established her
Party claim of
primary irregularities to
election for warrant a
the public hearing, the
office of trial court
surrogate, denied her
the supreme petition and
court denied declared the
appellant opponent the
candidate's winner of the
petition primary.
requesting However, on
the same and appeal, the
declared appellate
appellee division held
opponent the that no waiver
winner of occurred.

01.270E
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that election. Moreover,
because
hundreds of
apparently
otherwise
eligible voters
failed to fill in
their party
enrollment
and/or prior
address, it
could be
reasonably
inferred that
these voters
were misled
thereby into
omitting the
required
information.
Finally, the
candidate failed
to make a
sufficient
showing of
voting
irregularities in

0121C.b
20
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the machine
vote to require
a hearing on
that issue.
Judgment
reversed.

Ex parte Supreme 843 So. 2d August 23, Petitioner The issuance of No N/A No
Avery Court of 137; 2002 2002 probate a writ of

Alabama Ala. LEXIS judge moved mandamus was
239 for a writ of appropriate.

mandamus The district
directing a attorney had a
circuit judge right to the
to vacate his election
order materials
requiring the because he was
probate conducting a
judge to criminal
transfer all investigation of
election the last
materials to election.
the circuit Furthermore,
clerk and the circuit
holding him judge had no
in contempt jurisdiction or
for failing to authority to
do so. The issue an order

21	 012	 t
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probate directing that
judge also the election
requested materials be
that said given to the
material be clerk. The
turned over district attorney
to the district received
attorney, several claims
pursuant to of irregularities
an in the election,
outstanding some of which
subpoena. could constitute

voter fraud.
Petition granted
and writ issued.

Harpole v. Supreme 908 So. 2d August 4, After his loss The candidate No N/A No
Kemper Court of 129; 2005 2005 in a primary alleged the
County Mississippi Miss. election for sheriff had his
Democratic LEXIS 463 the office of deputies
Exec. sheriff, transport
Comm. appellant prisoners to the

candidate polls, felons
sued voted, and the
appellees, a absentee voter
political law was
party's breached. The
executive committee

01,127 C
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committee agreed with the
and the last contention
incumbent and threw out
sheriff, the absentee
alleging ballots (seven
irregularities percent of votes
in the cast); after a
election. The recount, the.
circuit court sheriff still
dismissed prevailed. The
the trial court
candidate's dismissed the
petition for case due to
judicial alleged defects
review with in the petition;
prejudice. in the
He appealed. alternative, it

held that the
candidate failed
to sufficiently
allege
violations and
irregularities in
the election.
The supreme
court held that
the petition was

23	 O127i;
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not defective.
Disqualification
of seven
percent of the
total votes was
not substantial
enough so as to
cause the will
of the voters to
be impossible
to discern and
to warrant a
special election,
and there were
not enough
illegal votes
cast for the
sheriff to
change the
outcome. A
blanket
allegation
implying that
the sheriff had
deputies
transport
prisoners to the

24	 0127.10
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polls was not
supported by
credible
evidence.
Judgment
affirmed.

25 01271.1
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United United 403 F.3d April 4, Defendant Defendant paid No N/A No
States v. States Court 347; 2005 2005 appealed his three people to
Madden of Appeals U.S. App. conviction for vote for a local

for the Sixth LEXIS violating the candidate in a
Circuit 5326 federal vote-- primary

buying election. The
statute. He same ballot
also appealed contained
the sentence candidates for
imposed by the U.S. Senate.
the United While he
States District waived his right
Court for the to appeal his
Eastern conviction, he
District of nonetheless
Kentucky at asserted two
Pikeville. The arguments in
district court seeking to avoid
applied the the waiver. He
U.S. first posited that
Sentencing the vote buying
Guidelines statute
Manual prohibited only
(Guidelines) buying votes for
§ 3B 1.1(c) federal
supervisory-- candidates----a
role prohibition not

012712
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enhancement violated by his
and increased conduct. In the
defendant's alternative, he
base offense stated if the
level by two statute did
levels. criminalize

buying votes for
state or local
candidates, then
the statute was
unconstitutional.
Both arguments
failed.
Defendant
argued that
applying the
supervisory--
role
enhancement
constituted
impermissible
double counting
because the
supervision he
exercised was
no more than
necessary to

01271.3
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

establish a vote-
-buying offense.
That argument
also failed.
Defendant next
argued that the
district court
erred by
applying the
vulnerable--
victim
enhancement
under U.S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
3A1.1(b)(1). He
acknowledged
that he knew the
mentally ill
people who sold
their votes were
vulnerable, but
maintained they
were not victims
because they
received $50 for

0127.
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

their votes. The
vote sellers
were not victims
for Guidelines
purposes. The
district court
erred.
Defendant's
appeal of
conviction was
dismissed.
Defendant's
sentence was
vacated, and the
case was
remanded for
resentencing.

United United 411 F.3d June 3, Defendant Defendant No N/A No
States v. States Court 643; 2005 2005 pled guilty to offered to pay
Slone of Appeals U.S. App. vote buying voters for voting

for the Sixth LEXIS in a federal in a primary
Circuit 10137 election. The election.

United States Defendant
District Court claimed that the
for the vote buying
Eastern statute did not
District of apply to him

012715,
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Kentucky because his
sentenced conduct related
defendant to solely to .a
10 months in candidate for a
custody and county office.
recommended Alternatively,
that the defendant
sentence be asserted that the
served at an statute was
institution unconstitutional
that could because it
accommodate exceeded
defendant's Congress'
medical enumerated
needs. powers. Finally,
Defendant defendant
appealed his argued that the
conviction district court
and sentence. erred when it

failed to
consider his
medical
condition as a
ground for a
downward
departure at
sentencing. The

012
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

appellate court
found that the
vote buying
statute applied
to all elections
in which a
federal
candidate was
on the ballot,
and the
government
need not prove
that defendant
intended to
affect the
federal
component of
the election by
his corrupt
practices. The
facts admitted
by defendant at
his guilty-plea
hearing
established all
of the essential
elements of an

01271
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

offense. The
Elections Clause
and the
Necessary and
Proper Clause
combined to
provide
Congress with
the power to
regulate mixed
federal and state
elections even
when federal
candidates were
running
unopposed.
There was no
error in the
district court's
decision on
departure under
U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
5H1.4.
Defendant's
conviction and

012715
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Note)
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

sentence were
affirmed.

United United 139 Fed. July 18, Defendants One of the No N/A No
States v. States Court Appx. 681; 2005 were defendants was
Smith of Appeals 2005 U.S. convicted of a state

for the Sixth App. vote buying representative
Circuit LEXIS and who decided to

14855 conspiracy to run for an
buy votes, elected position.
The United Defendants
States District worked together
Court for the and with others
Eastern to buy votes.
District of During
Kentucky defendants' trial,
entered in addition to
judgment on testimony
the jury regarding vote
verdict and buying,
sentenced evidence was
defendants. introduced that
Defendants two witnesses
appealed. had been

threatened. The
appellate court
found that
defendants

01271
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Other
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Case be
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Further

failed to show
evidence of
prejudice with
regard to denial
of the motion
for severance.
Threat evidence
was not
excludable
under Fed. R.
Evid. 404(b)
because it was
admissible to
show
consciousness
of guilt without
any inference as
to the character
of defendants.
Admission of
witnesses'
testimony was
proper because
each witness
testified that he
or she was
approached by a

012720
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

member of the
conspiracy and
offered money
for his or her
vote. The
remaining
incarcerated
defendant's
challenges to his
sentence had
merit because
individuals who
sold their votes
were not
"victims" for the
purposes of U.S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual§3
A1.1.
Furthermore,
application of
U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
3B1.1(b)
violated

10 127.L
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

defendant's
Sixth
Amendment
rights because it
was based on
facts that
defendant did
not admit or
proved to the
jury beyond a
reasonable
doubt.
Defendants'
convictions
were affirmed.
The remaining
incarcerated
defendant's
sentence was
vacated and his
case was
remanded for
resentencing in
accordance with
Booker.

Nugent v. Court of 816 So. 2d April 23, Plaintiff The incumbent No N/A No
Phelps Appeal of 349; 2002 2002 incumbent argued that: (1)

11	 012722
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Louisiana, La. App. police chief the number of
Second LEXIS sued persons who
Circuit 1138 defendant were bribed for

challenger, their votes by
the winning the challenger's
candidate, to worker was
have the sufficient to
election change the
nullified and outcome of the
a new election; (2) the
election held trial judge failed
based on to inform
numerous potential
irregularities witnesses that
and unlawful they could be
activities by given immunity
the challenger from
and his prosecution for
supporters. bribery of voters
The if they came
challenger forth with
won the truthful
election by a testimony; (3)
margin of the votes of
four votes. At three of his
the end of the ardent
incumbent's supporters

12
012723
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

case, the should have
district court been counted
for the because they
dismissed his were
suit. The incarcerated for
incumbent the sole purpose
appealed. of keeping them

from
campaigning
and voting; and
(4) the district
attorney, a
strong supporter
of the
challenger,
abused his
power when he
subpoenaed the
incumbent to
appear before
the grand jury a
week preceding
the election. The
appellate court
held no more
than two votes
would be

13	 0123	 `s.
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

subtracted, a
difference that
would be
insufficient to
change the
election result
or make it
impossible to
determine. The
appellate court
found the trial
judge read the
immunity
portion of the
statute to the
potential
witnesses. The
appellate court
found the arrests
of the three
supporters were
the result of
grand jury
indictments, and
there was no
manifest error in
holding that the

14	 ^ 1212
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

incumbent
failed to prove a
scheme by the
district attorney.
The judgment of
the trial court
was affirmed.

Eason v. Court of 2005 Miss. December Defendant Defendant was No N/A No
State Appeals of App. 13, 2005 appealed a helping with his

Mississippi LEXIS decision of cousin's
1017 circuit court campaign in a

convicting run--off election
him of one for county
count of supervisor.
conspiracy to Together, they
commit voter drove around
fraud and town, picking
eight counts up various
of voter people who
fraud. were either at

congregating
spots or their
homes.
Defendant
would drive the
voters to the
clerk's office

15	 012726
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

where they
would vote by
absentee ballot
and defendant
would give
them beer or
money.
Defendant
claimed he was
entitled to a
mistrial because
the prosecutor
advanced an
impermissible
"sending the
message"
argument. The
court held that it
was precluded
from reviewing
the entire
context in which
the argument
arose because,
while the
prosecutor's
closing

16
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

argument was in
the record, the
defense
counsel's
closing
argument was
not. Also,
because the
prosecutor's
statement was
incomplete due
to defense
counsel's
objection, the
court could not
say that the
statement made
it impossible for
defendant to
receive a fair
trial.
Furthermore,
the trial judge
did not abuse
his discretion
when he did not
allow defendant

17
	 01212
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

to ask the
individual
whether she
wanted to see
defendant go to
prison because
the individual's
potential bias
was shown by
the individual's
testimony that
she expected the
prosecution to
recommend her
sentence. The
court affirmed
defendant's
conviction.

United United 2005 U.S. November Defendants Defendants No N/A No
States v. States Dist. 30, 2005 were charged argued that
Turner District LEXIS with recusal was

Court for 31709 committing mandated by 28
the Eastern mail fraud U.S.C.S. §
District of and 455(a) and
Kentucky conspiracy to (b)(1). The court

commit mail found no merit
fraud and in defendants'

18	 0127 
^: f
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

vote--buying. arguments. The
First fact that the
defendant judge's husband
filed a motion was the
to recuse. commissioner of
Second the Kentucky
defendant's Department of
motion to Environmental
join the Protection, a
motion to position to
recuse was which he was
granted. First appointed by the
defendant Republican
moved to Governor, was
compel the not relevant.
Government The judge's
to grant husband was
testimonial neither a party
use immunity nor a witness.
to second The court
defendant and further
moved to concluded that
sever no reasonable
defendants. person could

find that the
judge's spouse
had any direct

19	 O12 73
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Other
Notes
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Case be
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Further

interest in the
instant action.
As for issue of
money donated
by the judge's
husband to
Republican
opponents of
first defendant,
the court could
not discern any
reason why such
facts warranted
recusal. First
defendant
asserted that
second
defendant
should have
been granted
use immunity
based on a
belief that
second
defendant would
testify that first
defendant did

20	 01273.
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

not agree to,
possess
knowledge of,
engage in, or
otherwise
participate in
any of the
illegal activity
alleged in the
indictment. The
court found the
summary of
expected
testimony to be
too general to
grant immunity.
In addition, it
was far from
clear whether
the court had the
power to grant
testimonial use
immunity to
second
defendant.
Defendants'
motion to recuse

012721::'
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was denied.
First defendant's
motions to
compel and to
sever were
denied.

0127 :
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Ways v. Supreme Court 264 Neb. July 5, Appellant felon The felon was No N/A No
Shively of Nebraska 250; 646 2002 filed a writ of discharged from

N.W.2d mandamus, which the Nebraska State
621; sought to compel Penitentiary in
2002 appellee Election June 1998 after
Neb. Commissioner of completing his
LEXIS Lancaster County, sentences for the
158 Nebraska, to crimes of

permit him to pandering,
register to vote, carrying a
The District Court concealed weapon
for Lancaster and attempting to
County denied the possess a
felon's petition for controlled
writ of mandamus substance. The
and dismissed the commissioner
petition. The felon asserted that as a
appealed. result of the felon's

conviction, the
sentence for which
had neither been
reversed nor
annulled, he had
lost his right to
vote. The
commissioner
contended that the

012'7 4
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Other
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Further

only method by
which the felon's
right to vote could
be restored was
through a warrant
of discharge issued
by the Nebraska
Board of Pardons--
-a warrant of
discharge had not
been issued. The
supreme court
ruled that the
certificate of
discharge issued to
the felon upon his
release did not
restore his right to
vote. The supreme
court ruled that as
a matter of law, the
specific right to
vote was not
restored to the
felon upon his
discharge from
incarceration at the

01273
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Other
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Researched
Further

completion of his
sentences. The
judgment was
affirmed.

Fischer v. Supreme Court 145 N.H. March 24, Appellant State of Appellee was No N/A No
Governor of New 28; 749 2000 New Hampshire incarcerated at the

Hampshire A.2d challenged a ruling New Hampshire
321; of the superior State Prison on
2000 court that the felon felony convictions.
N.H. disenfranchisement When he requested
LEXIS statutes violate an absentee ballot
16 N.H. Const. pt. I, to vote from a city

Art. 11. clerk, the request
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. §
607(A)(2) (1986),
which prohibits a
felon from voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final
discharge." The
trial court declared
the
disenfranchisement

O1276
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Other
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Further

statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
review of the
article, its
constitutional
history, and
legislation
pertinent to the
right of felons to
vote, the court
concluded that the
legislature retained
the authority under

O1 27v
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Further

the article to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable
exercise of
legislative
authority, and
reversed. Judgment
reversed because
the court
concluded that the
legislature retained
its authority under
the New
Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable
exercise of
legislative

012720
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authority.
Mixon v. Commonwealth 759 September Respondents filed Petitioner No N/A No
Commonwealth Court of A.2d 18, 2000 objections to convicted felons

Pennsylvania 442; petitioners' were presently or
2000 Pa. complaint seeking had formerly been
Commw. declaratory relief confined in state
LEXIS as to the prison. Petitioner
534 unconstitutionality elector was

of the currently
Pennsylvania registered to vote
Election Code, 25 in respondent state.
Pa. Cons. Stat. § § Petitioners filed a
2600 -- 3591, and complaint against
the Pennsylvania respondent state
Voter Registration seeking
Act, 25 Pa. Cons. declaratory relief
Stat. § § 961.101-- challenging as
961.5109, unconstitutional,
regarding felon state election and
voting rights, voting laws that

excluded confined
felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released

0127:
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Further

from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'
complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because
respondent state
had broad power to
determine the
conditions under
which suffrage
could be exercised.
However,
petitioner elector
had no standing

1270	 C
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Other
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Further

and the court
overruled
objection as to
deprivation of ex--
felon voting rights.
The court
sustained
respondents'
objection since
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting
rights were
deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.

NAACP United States 2000 August Plaintiffs moved Plaintiffs, ex-- No N/A No
Philadelphia District Court U.S. 14, 2000 for a preliminar felon,

01274 .
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Branch v. for the Eastern Dist. injunction, which unincorporated
Ridge District of LEXIS the parties agreed association, and

Pennsylvania 11520 to consolidate with others, filed a civil
the merits rights suit against
determination for a defendant state and
permanent local officials,
injunction, in contending that the
plaintiffs' civil Pennsylvania
rights suit Voter Registration
contending that the Act, violated the
Pennsylvania Equal Protection
Voter Registration Clause by
Act, offended the prohibiting some
Equal Protection ex--felons from
Clause of U.S. voting during the
Const. amend. five year period
XIV. following their

release from
prison, while
permitting other
ex--felons to vote.
Plaintiffs conceded
that one plaintiff
lacked standing,
and the court
assumed the
remaining

01272:
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Further

plaintiffs had
standing. The court
found that all that
all three of the
special
circumstances
necessary to
invoke the Pullman
doctrine were
present in the case,
but found that
abstention was not
appropriate under
the circumstances
since it did not
agree with
plaintiffs'
contention that the
time constraints
caused by the
upcoming election
meant that the
option of pursuing
their claims in
state court did not
offer plaintiffs an
adequate remedy.

10	 012?
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Other
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Plaintiffs motion
for permanent
injunction denied;
the court abstained
from deciding
merits of plaintiffs'
claims under the
Pullman doctrine
because all three of
the special
circumstances
necessary to
invoke the doctrine
were present in the
case; all further
proceedings stayed
until further order.

Farrakhan v. United States 2000 December Plaintiffs, The felons alleged No N/A No
Locke District Court U.S. 1, 2000 convicted felons that Washington's

for the Eastern Dist. who were also felon
District of LEXIS racial minorities, disenfranchisement
Washington 22212 sued defendants and restoration of

for alleged civil rights
violations of the schemes, premised
Voting Rights Act. upon Wash. Const.
The parties filed art. VI § 3, resulted
cross--motions for in the denial of the

11	 0127`U.'1
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summary right to vote to
judgment. racial minorities in

violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in
a disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of
minorities; as a
result, minorities
were under--
reresented in

12	 01.2745
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Washington's
political process.
The Rooker--
Feldman doctrine
barred the felons
from bringing any
as--applied
challenges, and
even if it did not
bar such claims,
there was no
evidence that the
felons' individual
convictions were
born of
discrimination in
the criminal justice
system. However,
the felons' facial
challenge also
failed. The remedy
they sought would
create a new
constitutional
problem, allowing
disenfranchisement
only of white

13	 0121A0
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felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection
between the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary
judgment.

Johnson v. United States 214 F. July 18, Plaintiff felons The felons had all No N/A No
Bush District Court Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendant successfully

for the 1333; state officials for completed their
Southern 2002 alleged violations terms of
District of U.S. of their incarceration
Florida Dist. constitutional and/or probation,

LEXIS rights. The but their civil
14782 officials moved rights to register

and the felons and vote had not
cross-moved for been restored.
summary They alleged that
judgment. Florida's

disenfranchisement

14	 01274
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law violated their
rights under First,
Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and
Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to
the United States
Constitution, as
well as § 1983 and
§§2 and 10 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965. Each of
the felons' claims
was fatally flawed.
The felons'
exclusion from
voting did not
violate the Equal
Protection or Due
Process Clauses of
the United States
Constitution. The
First Amendment
did not guarantee
felons the right to
vote. Although
there was evidenc

S	 O127
15 
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that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on
minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the
felons to pay their
victim restitution
before their rights
would be restored
did not constitute
an improper poll
tax or wealth
qualification. The
court granted the

16
	 0".127410,
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Further

officials' motion
for summary
judgment and
implicitly denied
the felons' motion.
Thus, the court
dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.

King v. City of United States 2004 May 13, Plaintiff inmate The inmate was No N/A No
Boston District Court U.S. 2004 filed a motion for convicted of a

for the District Dist. summary judgment felony and
of LEXIS in his action incarcerated. His
Massachusetts 8421 challenging the application for an

constitutionality of absentee ballot was
Mass. Gen. Laws denied on the
ch. 51, § 1, which ground that he was
excluded not qualified to
incarcerated felons register and vote
from voting while under Mass. Gen.
they were Laws ch. 51, § 1.
imprisoned. The inmate argued

that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him
because it
amounted to

17	 Q12750
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additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the
statute was
regulatory and not
punitive because
rational choices
were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons
disqualified
because of corrupt
elections practices,
persons under 18
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years of age, as
well as
incarcerated
felons.
Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period
of their
imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the
accuracy of their
ballots. Therefore,
the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51, § 1 did not
violate the inmate's
constitutional
rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be
constitutional and
denied the inmate's
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motion for
summary
judgment.

Hayden v. United States 2004 June 14, In a 42 U.S.C.S. § The felons sued No N/A No
Pataki District Court U.S. 2004 1983 action filed defendants,

for the Dist. by plaintiffs, black alleging that N.Y.
Southern LEXIS and latino Const. art. II, § 3
District of New 10863 convicted felons, and N.Y. Elec.
York alleging that N.Y. Law § 5--106(2)

Const. art. II, § 3 unlawfully denied
and N.Y. Elec. suffrage to
Law § 5--106(2) incarcerated and
were paroled felons on
unconstitutional, account of their
defendants, New race. The court
York's governor granted defendants'
and the motion for
chairperson of the judgment on the
board of elections, pleadings on the
moved for felons' claims
judgment on the under U.S. Const.

• pleadings under amend. XIV, XV
Fed. R. Civ. P. because their
12(c). factual allegations

were insufficient
from which to
draw an inference
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that the challenged
provisions or their
predecessors were
enacted with
discriminatory
intent, and because
denying suffrage to
those who received
more severe
punishments, such
as a term of
incarceration, and
not to those who
received a lesser
punishment, such
as probation, was
not arbitrary. The
felons' claims
under 42.U.S.C.S.
§ 1973 were
dismissed because
§ 1973 could not
be used to
challenge the
legality of N.Y.
Elec. Law § 5--
106. Defendants'

21	 01275,
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motion was
granted as to the
felons' claims
under 42 U.S.C.S.
§ 1971 because §
1971 did not
provide for a
private right of
action, and
because the felons
were not
"otherwise
qualified to vote."
The court also
granted defendants'
motion on the
felons' U.S. Const.
amend. I claim
because it did not
guarantee a felon
the right to vote.
Defendants'
motion for
judgment on the
pleadings was
granted in the
felons'	 1983
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action.
Farrakhan v. United States 338 F.3d July 25, Plaintiff inmates Upon conviction of No N/A No
Washington Court for 1009; 2003 sued defendant infamous crimes in

Appeals for the 2003 state-officials, the state, (that is,
Ninth Circuit U.S. claiming that crimes punishable

App. Washington state's by death or
LEXIS felon imprisonment in a
14810 disenfranchisement state correctional

scheme constitutes facility), the
improper race-- inmates were
based vote denial disenfranchised.
in violation of § 2 The inmates
of the Voting claimed that the
Rights Act. The disenfranchisement
United States scheme violated §
District Court for 2 because the
the Eastern District criminal justice
of Washington system was biased
granted of against minorities,
summary judgment causing a
dismissing the disproportionate
inmates' claims. minority
The inmates representation
appealed. among those being

disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that

23	 O1.275f
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the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in
denial of the right
to vote on account
of race. Instead of
applying its novel
"by itself'
causation standard,
the district court
should have
applied a totality
of the
circumstances test
that included
analysis of the
inmates'
compelling
evidence of racial

24	 .Q127J'
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Case be
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Further

bias in
Washington's
criminal justice
system. However,
the inmates lacked
standing to
challenge the
restoration scheme
because they
presented no
evidence of their
eligibility, much
less even allege
that they were
eligible for
restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored.
The court affirmed
as to the eligibility
claim but reversed
and remanded for
further
proceedings to the
bias in the criminal
justice system

25
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claim.
In re Phillips Supreme Court 265 Va. January The circuit court, More than five No N/A No

of Virginia 81; 574 10, 2003 entered a judgment years earlier, the
S.E.2d in which it former felon was
270; declined to convicted of the
2003 Va. consider petitioner felony of making a
LEXIS former felon's false written
10 petition for statement incident

approval of her to a firearm
request to seek purchase. She then
restoration of her petitioned the trial
eligibility to court asking it to
register to vote. approve her
The former felon request to seek
appealed. restoration of her

eligibility to
register to vote.
Her request was
based on Va. Code
Ann. § 53.1--
231.2, allowing
persons convicted
of non--violent
felonies to petition
a trial court for
approval of a
request to seek

26	 012759
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restoration of
voting rights. The
trial court
declined. It found
that Va. Code Ann.
§ 53.1--231.2
violated
constitutional
separation of
powers principles
since it gave the
trial court powers
belonging to the
governor. It also
found that even if
the statute was
constitutional, it
was fundamentally
flawed for not
providing notice to
respondent
Commonwealth
regarding a
petition. After the
petition was
denied, the state
supreme court

27	 0127.60
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found the
separation of
powers principles
were not violated
since the statute
only allowed the
trial court to
determine if an
applicant met the
requirements to
have voting
eligibility restored.
It also found the
statute was not
fundamentally
flawed since the
Commonwealth
was not an
interested party
entitled to notice.
OUTCOME: The
judgment was
reversed and the
case was remanded
for further
proceedings.

Howard v. United States 2000 February Appellant Appellant was No N/A No

28	 012761
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Gilmore Court of U.S. 23, 2000 challenged the disenfranchised by
Appeals for the App. United States the
Fourth Circuit LEXIS District Court for Commonwealth of

2680 the Eastern District Virginia following
of Virginia's order his felony
summarily conviction. He
dismissing his challenged that
complaint, related decision by suing
to his inability to the
vote as a convicted Commonwealth
felon, for failure to under the U.S.
state a claim upon Const. amends. I,
which relief can be XIV, XV, XIX,
granted. and XXIV, and

under the Voting
Rights Act of
1965. The lower
court summarily
dismissed his
complaint under
Fed. R. Civ. P.
12(b)(6) for failure
to state a claim.
Appellant
challenged. The
court found U.S.
Const. amend. I ;	 .
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created no private
right of action for
seeking
reinstatement of
previously
canceled voting
rights, U.S. Const.
amends. XIV, XV,
XIX, and the VRA
required either
gender or race
discrimination,
neither of which
appellant asserted,
and the U.S. Const.
amend. XXIV,
while prohibiting
the imposition of
poll taxes, did not
prohibit the
imposition of a
$10 fee for
reinstatement of
appellant's civil
rights, including
the right to vote.
Consequently,

30	 012763
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appellant failed to
state a claim. The
court affirmed,
finding that none
of the
constitutional
provisions
appellant relied on
were properly pled
because appellant
failed to assert that
either his race or
gender were
involved in the
decisions to deny
him the vote.
Conditioning
reestablishment of
his civil rights on a
$10 fee was not
unconstitutional.

Johnson v. United States 353 F.3d December Plaintiffs, ex-- The citizens No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1287; 19, 2003 felon citizens of alleged that Fla.
Fla. Appeals for the 2003 Florida, on their Const. art. VI, § 4

Eleventh U.S. own right and on (1968) was racially
Circuit App. behalf of others, discriminatory and

LEXIS sought review of a violated their

31	
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25859 decision of the constitutional
United States rights. The citizens
District Court for also alleged
the Southern violations of the
District of Florida, Voting Rights Act.
which granted The court initially
summary judgment examined the
to defendants, history of Fla.
members of the Const. art. VI, § 4
Florida Clemency (1968) and
Board in their determined that the
official capacity. citizens had
The citizens presented evidence
challenged the that historically the
validity of the disenfranchisement
Florida felon provisions were
disenfranchisement motivated by a
laws. discriminatory

animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that
race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show

32	 012765
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that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met
its burden,
summary judgment
should not have
been granted. The
court found that
the claim under the
Voting Rights Act,
also needed to be
remanded for
further
proceedings.
Under a totality of
the circumstances,
the district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was

33	 01276E
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behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions, in
violation of the
Voting Rights Act.
The court affirmed
the district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under the
equal protection
clause and for
violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the
matter to the
district court for
further
proceedings.

State v. Black Court of 2002 September In 1997, petitioner The appellate No N/A No

34	 012767
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Appeals of Tenn. 26, 2002 was convicted of court's original
Tennessee App. forgery and opinion found that

LEXIS sentenced to the petitioner had not
696 penitentiary for lost his right to

two years, but was hold public office
immediately because Tennessee
placed on law removed that
probation. He right only from
subsequently convicted felons
petitioned the who were
circuit court for "sentenced to the
restoration of penitentiary." The
citizenship. The trial court's
trial court restored amended judgment
his citizenship made it clear that
rights. The State petitioner was in
appealed. The fact sentenced to
appellate court the penitentiary.
issued its opinion, Based upon this
but granted the correction to the
State's motions to record, the
supplement the appellate court
record and to found that
rehear its decision. petitioner's

sentence to the
penitentiary
resulted in the

35	 012768
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forfeiture of his
right to seek and
hold public office
by operation of
Tenn. Code Ann. §
40-20--114.
However, the
appellate court
concluded that this
new information
did not requires a
different outcome
on the merits of the
issue of restoration
of his citizenship
rights, including
the right to seek
and hold public
office. The
appellate court
adhered to its
conclusion that the
statutory
presumption in
favor of the
restoration was not
overcome by a

- 012769
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showing, by a
preponderance of
the evidence, of
good cause to deny
the petition for
restoration of
citizenship rights.
The appellate court
affirmed the
restoration of
petitioner's right to
vote and reversed
the denial of his
right to seek and
hold public office.
His full rights of
citizenship were
restored.

Johnson v. United States 405 F.3d April 12, Plaintiff The individuals No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1214; 2005 individuals sued argued that the
Fla. Appeals for the 2005 defendant racial animus

Eleventh U.S. members of motivating the
Circuit App. Florida Clemency adoption of

LEXIS Board, arguing that Florida's
5945 Florida's felon disenfranchisement

disenfranchisement laws in 1868
law, Fla. Const. remained legally

37	 012770
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art. VI, § 4 (1968), operative despite
violated the Equal the reenactment of
Protection Clause Fla. Const. art. VI,
and 42 U.S.C.S. § § 4 in 1968. The
1973. The United subsequent
States District reenactment
Court for the eliminated any
Southern District discriminatory
of Florida granted taint from the law
the members as originally
summary enacted because
judgment. A the provision
divided appellate narrowed the class
panel reversed, of disenfranchised
The panel opinion individuals and
was vacated and a was amended
rehearing en banc through a
was granted. deliberative

process. Moreover,
there was no
allegation of racial
discrimination at
the time of the
reenactment. Thus,
the
disenfranchisement
provision was not

38	 012771
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a violation of the
Equal Protection
Clause and the
district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on that claim. The
argument that 42
U.S.C.S. § 1973
applied to Florida's
disenfranchisement
provision was
rejected because it
raised grave
constitutional
concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a
practice that the
Fourteenth
Amendment
permitted the state
to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never

012772
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intended the
Voting Rights Act
to reach felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
in favor of the
members was
granted.
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Hileman v. Appellate 316 Ill. October 25, Appellant In a primary No N/A No
McGinness Court of App. 3d 2000 challenged election for

Illinois, 868; 739 the circuit county circuit
Fifth N.E.2d 81; court's clerk, the
District 2000 Ill. declaration parties agreed

App. that that the that 681
LEXIS 845 result of a absentee ballots

primary were presumed
election for invalid. The
county ballots had
circuit clerk been
was void, commingled

with the valid
ballots. There
were no
markings or
indications on
the ballots
which would
have allowed
them to be
segregated
from other
ballots cast.
Because the
ballots could
not have been

01277't
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segregated,
apportionment
was the
appropriate
remedy if no
fraud was
involved. If
fraud was
involved, the
election would
have had to
have been
voided and a
new election
held. Because
the trial court
did not hold an
evidentiary
hearing on the
fraud
allegations, and
did not
determine
whether fraud
was in issue,
the case was
remanded for a
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determination
as to whether
fraud was
evident in the
electoral
process.
Judgment
reversed and
remanded.

Eason v. State Court of 2005 Miss. December Defendant Defendant was No N/A No
Appeals of App. 13, 2005 appealed a helping with
Mississippi LEXIS decision of his cousin's

1017 the circuit campaign in a
court run--off
convicting election for
him of one county
count of supervisor.
conspiracy Together, they
to commit drove around
voter fraud town, picking
and eight up various
counts of people who
voter fraud. were either at

congregating
spots or their
homes.
Defendant

01277=€
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would drive the
voters to the
clerk's office
where they
would vote by
absentee ballot
and defendant
would give
them beer or
money.
Defendant
claimed he was
entitled to a
mistrial
because the
prosecutor
advanced an
impermissible
"sending the
message"
argument. The
court held that
it was
precluded from
reviewing the
entire context
in which the

012777
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argument arose
because, while
the prosecutor's
closing
argument was
in the record,
the defense
counsel's
closing
argument was
not. Also,
because the
prosecutor's
statement was
incomplete due
to defense
counsel's
objection, the
court could not
say that the
statement made
it impossible
for defendant to
receive a fair
trial. Judgment
affirmed.

Wilson v. Court of 2000 Va. May 2, Defendant At trial, the No N/A No

0127701
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Commonwealth Appeals of App. 2000 appealed Commonwealth
Virginia LEXIS 322 the introduced

judgment of substantial
the circuit testimony and
court which documentary
convicted evidence that
her of defendant had
election continued to
fraud. live at one

residence in the
13th District,
long after she
stated on the
voter
registration
form that she
was living at a
residence in the
51st House
District. The
evidence
included
records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from

012779
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Further
the Department
of Motor
Vehicles and
school records.
Thus, the
evidence was
sufficient to
support the
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.
Judgment
affirmed.
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Townson v. Supreme 2005 Ala. December The circuit The voters and No N/A No
Stonicher Court of LEXIS 214 9, 2005 court the incumbent

Alabama overturned the all challenged
results of a the judgment
mayoral entered by the
election after trial court
reviewing the arguing that it
absentee ballots impermissibly
cast for said included or
election, excluded certain
resulting in a votes. The
loss for appeals court
appellant agreed with the
incumbent voters that the
based on the trial court
votes received should have
from appellee excluded the
voters. The votes of those
incumbent voters for the
appealed, and incumbent who
the voters included an
cross--appealed. improper form
In the of identification
meantime, the with their
trial court absentee ballots.
stayed It was
enforcement of undisputed that

0127:52
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its judgment at least 30
pending absentee voters
resolution of who voted for
the appeal. the incumbent

provided with
their absentee
ballots a form of
identification
that was not
proper under
Alabama law.
As a result, the
court further
agreed that the
trial court erred
in allowing
those voters to
somewhat
"cure," that
defect by
providing a
proper form of
identification at
the trial of the
election contest,
because, under
those

0 12"?'F
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circumstances,
it was difficult
to conclude that
those voters
made an honest
effort to comply
with the law.
Moreover, to
count the votes
of voters who
failed to comply
with the
essential
requirement of
submitting
proper
identification
with their
absentee ballots
had the effect of
disenfranchising
qualified
electors who
choose not to
vote but rather
than to make the
effort to comply
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with the
absentee--voting
requirements.
The judgment
declaring the
incumbent's
opponent the
winner was
affirmed. The
judgment
counting the
challenged
votes in the
final tally of
votes was
reversed, and
said votes were
subtracted from
the incumbents
total, and the
stay was
vacated. All
other arguments
were rendered
moot as a result.

ACLU of United 2004 U.S. October 29, Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
Minn. v. States Dist. 2004 voters and that Minn. Stat.

01278E
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Kiffineyer District LEXIS associations, § 201.061 was
Court for 22996 filed for a inconsistent
the District temporary with the Help
of restraining America Vote
Minnesota order pursuant Act because it

to Fed. R. Civ. did not
P. 65, against authorize the
defendant, voter to
Minnesota complete
Secretary of registration
State, either by a
concerning "current and
voter valid photo
registration. identification"

or by use of a
current utility
bill, bank
statement,
government
check,
paycheck, or
other
government
document that
showed the
name and
address of the

0127SE
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individual. The
Secretary
advised the
court that there
were less than
600 voters who
attempted to
register by mail
but whose
registrations
were deemed
incomplete. The
court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on their
claim that the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. §
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
Fourteenth
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Amendment of
the United
States
Constitution
insofar as it did
not also
authorize the
use of a
photographic
tribal
identification
card by
American
Indians who do
not reside on
their tribal
reservations.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on their
claims that
Minn. R.
8200.5100,

012788
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Case be
Researched
Further

violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
United States
Constitution. A
temporary
restraining order
was entered.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 filed suit instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. against election

the LEXIS defendant, officials to issue
Northern 20926 Ohio's provisional
District of Secretary of ballots to first--
Ohio State, claiming time voters who

that a directive registered by
issued by the mail but did not
Secretary provide
contravened the documentary
provisions of identification at
the Help the polling place
America Vote on election day.

• Act. The When
Secretary filed submitting a
a motion to provisional

012'189
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

dismiss. ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the
last four digits
of his social
security
number. If he
did not know
either number,
he could
provide it before
the polls closed.
If he did not do
so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable

012790
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Other
Notes
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Case be
Researched
Further

requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the
identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were
voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the

10	 01279
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Other
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Case be
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Further

burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,
even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable. The
court granted
the Secretary's
motion to
dismiss.

11
	 012792
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New York v. United 82 F. February 8, Plaintiffs In their No N/A No
County of States Supp. 2d 2000 brought a complaint
Del. District 12; 2000 claim in the plaintiffs

Court for the U.S. Dist. district court alleged that
Northern LEXIS under the defendants
District of 1398 Americans violated the
New York With ADA by

Disabilities Act making the
and filed a voting
motion for a locations
preliminary inaccessible to
injunction and disabled
motion for persons and
leave to amend asked for a
their preliminary
complaint, and injunction
defendants requiring
were ordered defendants to
to show cause come into
why a compliance
preliminary before the next
injunction election. The
should not be court found
issued. that defendants

were the
correct parties,
because

0127
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

pursuant to
New York
election law
defendants
were
responsible for
the voting
locations. The
court further
found that the
class plaintiffs
represented
would suffer
irreparable
harm if they
were not able
to vote,
because, if the
voting
locations were
inaccessible,
disabled
persons would
be denied the
right to vote.
Also, due to
the alleged

012`?9^1
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Note)

Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

facts, the court
found
plaintiffs
would likely
succeed on the
merits.
Consequently,
the court
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction and
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for
leave to amend
their
complaint.

New York v. United 82 F. February 8, Plaintiffs In their No N/A No
County of States Supp. 2d 2000 brought a complaint,
Schoharie District 19; 2000 claim in the plaintiffs

012795-
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Further

Court for the U.S. Dist. district court alleged
Northern LEXIS under the defendants
District of 1399 Americans violated the
New York With ADA by

Disabilities Act allowing
and filed a voting
motion for a locations to be
preliminary inaccessible
injunction and for disabled
a motion for persons and
leave to amend asked for a
their preliminary
complaint, and injunction
defendants requiring
were ordered defendants to
to show cause come into
why a compliance
preliminary before the next
injunction election. The
should not be court found
issued. that defendants

were the
correct party,
because
pursuant to
New York
election law,

01279E
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

defendants
were
responsible for
the voting
locations. The
court further
found that the
class plaintiffs
represented
would suffer
irreparable
harm if they
were not able
to vote,
because, if the
voting
locations were
inaccessible,
disabled
persons would
be denied the
right to vote.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
would likely
succeed on the

01279?.
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merits of their
case.
Consequently,
the court
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction
because
plaintiffs
showed
irreparable
harm and
proved likely
success on the
merits and
granted
plaintiff s
motion for
leave to amend
the complaint.

01279;:
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Westchester United 346 F. October Plaintiffs sued The inability to No N/A No
Disabled on States Supp. 2d 22, 2004 defendant vote at
the Move, Inc. District 473; 2004 county, county assigned
v. County of Court for the U.S. Dist. board of locations on
Westchester Southern LEXIS elections, and election day

District of 24203 election constituted
New York officials irreparable

pursuant to 42 harm.
U.S.C.S. §§ However,
12131--12134, plaintiffs could
N.Y. Exec. not show a
Law § 296, and likelihood of
N.Y. Elec. Law success on the
§ 4--l--4. merits because
Plaintiffs the currently
moved for a named
preliminary defendants
injunction, could not
requesting provide
(among other complete relief
things) that the sought by
court order plaintiffs.
defendants to Although the
modify the county board
polling places of elections
in the county was
so that they empowered to

012799
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

were accessible select an
to disabled alternative
voters on polling place
election day. should it
Defendants determine that
moved to a polling place
dismiss. designated by

a municipality
was
"unsuitable or
unsafe," it was
entirely
unclear that its
power to
merely
designate
suitable
polling places
would be
adequate to
ensure that all
polling places
used in the
upcoming
election
actually
conformed

012806
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

with the
Americans
with
Disabilities
Act.
Substantial
changes and
modifications
to existing
facilities
would have to
be made, and
such changes
would be
difficult, if not
impossible, to
make without
the
cooperation of
municipalities.
Further, the
court could
order
defendants to
approve voting
machines that
conformed to

012801
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Other
Notes
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Case be
Researched
Further

the ADA were
they to be
purchased and
submitted for
county
approval, but
the court could
not order them
to purchase
them for the
voting districts
in the county.
A judgment
issued in the
absence of the
municipalities
would be
inadequate.
Plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction was
denied, and
defendants'
motion to
dismiss was
granted.

10
012802
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Other
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Nat'l Org. on United 2001 U.S. October Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A Yes-see if
Disability v. States Dist. 11, 2001 disabled voters were visually the case was
Tartaglione District LEXIS and special impaired or refiled

Court for the 16731 interest wheelchair
Eastern organizations, bound. They
District of sued challenged the
Pennsylvania defendants, commissioners'

city failure to
commissioners, provide talking
under the voting
Americans machines and
with wheelchair
Disabilities Act accessible
and § 504 of voting places.
the They claimed
Rehabilitation discrimination
Act of 1973, in the process
and regulations of voting
under both because they
statutes, were not
regarding afforded the
election same
practices. The opportunity to
commissioners participate in
moved to the voting
dismiss for process as non-
failure (1) to -disabled

11
O1280'-
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Other
Notes

Should the
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Researched
Further

state a cause of voters, and
action and (2) assisted voting
to join an and voting by
indispensable alternative
party. ballot were

substantially
different from,
more
burdensome
than, and more
intrusive than
the voting
process
utilized by
non--disabled
voters. The
court found
that the
complaint
stated causes
of actions
under the
ADA, the
Rehabilitation
Act, and 28
C.F.R. §§
35.151 and

12	 O128OI
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

35.130. The
court found
that the voters
and
organizations
had standing to
raise their
claims. The
organizations
had standing
through the
voters'
standing or
because they
used
significant
resources
challenging the
commissioners'
conduct. The
plaintiffs failed
to join the state
official who
would need to
approve any
talking voting
machine as a

13	 012504'
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

party. As the
court could not
afford
complete relief
to the visually
impaired
voters in that
party's
absence, it
granted the
motion to
dismiss under
Fed. R. Civ. P.
12(b)(7)
without
prejudice. The
court granted
the
commissioners'
motion to
dismiss in part,
and denied it
in part. The
court granted
the motion to
dismiss the
claims of the

14	 012806
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Other
Notes

Should the
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Further

visually
impaired
voters for
failure to join
an
indispensable
party, without
prejudice, and
with leave to
amend the
complaint.

TENNESSEE, United 541 U.S. May 17, Respondent The state No N/A No
Petitioner v. States 509; 124 2004 paraplegics contended that
GEORGE Supreme S. Ct. sued petitioner the abrogation
LANE et al. Court 1978; 158 State of of state

L. Ed. 2d Tennessee, sovereign
820; 2004 alleging that immunity in
U.S. the State failed Title II of the
LEXIS to provide ADA exceeded
3386 reasonable congressional

access to court authority under
facilities in U.S. Const.
violation of amend XIV, §
Title II of the 5, to enforce
Americans substantive
with constitutional
Disabilities Act guarantees.

15	 .012801
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Other
Notes

Should the
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Researched
Further

of 1990. Upon The United
the grant of a States
writ of Supreme Court
certiorari, the held, however,
State appealed that Title H, as
the judgment it applied to
of the United the class of
States Court of cases
Appeals for the implicating the
Sixth Circuit fundamental
which denied right of access
the State's to the courts,
claim of constituted a
sovereign valid exercise
immunity. of Congress's

authority. Title
II was
responsive to
evidence of
pervasive
unequal
treatment of
persons with
disabilities in
the
administration
of state

16	 012805
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Other
Notes
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Further

services and
programs, and
such disability
discrimination
was thus an
appropriate
subject for
prophylactic
legislation.
Regardless of
whether the
State could be
subjected to
liability for
failing to
provide access
to other
facilities or
services, the
fundamental
right of access
to the courts
warranted the
limited
requirement
that the State
reasonably

17	 01250:
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Other
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Further

accommodate
disabled
persons to
provide such
access. Title II
was thus a
reasonable
prophylactic
measure,
reasonably
targeted to a
legitimate end.
The judgment
denying the
State's claim of

• sovereign
immunity was
affirmed.

18 012810
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Other
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Bell v. Marinko United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
States Court 588; 2004 2004 registered asserted that §
of Appeals U.S. App. voters, sued 3503.02----
for the LEXIS defendants, which stated
Sixth 8330 Ohio Board of that the place
Circuit Elections and where the

Board family of a
members, married man or
alleging that woman resided
Ohio Rev. was considered
Code Ann. §§ to be his or her
3509.19-- place of
3509.21 residence----
violated the violated the
National Voter equal
Registration protection
Act, and the clause. The
Equal court of appeals
Protection found that the
Clause of the Board's
Fourteenth procedures did
Amendment. not contravene
The United the National
States District Voter
Court for the Registration
Northern Act because
District of Ohio Congress did

012811.
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Other
Notes
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Further

granted not intend to
summary bar the removal
judgment in of names from
favor of the official list
defendants. The of persons who
voters were ineligible
appealed. and improperly

registered to
vote in the first
place. The
National Voter
Registration
Act did not bar
the Board's
continuing
consideration
of a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable
steps to see that

012812
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Other
Notes

Should the
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Researched
Further

all applicants
for registration
to vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code
Ann. §
3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration
Act. Because
the Board did
not raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

01281
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Other
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Wilson v. Court of 2000 Va. May 2, Defendant On appeal, No N/A No
Commonwealth Appeals of App. 2000 , appealed the defendant

Virginia LEXIS judgment of the argued that the
322 circuit court evidence was

which insufficient to
convicted her support her
of election conviction
fraud. because it

failed to prove
that she made a
willfully false
statement on
her voter
registration
form and, even
if the evidence
did prove that
she made such
a statement, it
did not prove
that the voter
registration
form was the
form required
by Title 24.2.
At trial, the
Commonwealth

012814:
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Other
Notes

Should the
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Researched
Further

introduced
substantial
testimony and
documentary
evidence that
defendant had
continued to
live at one
residence in the
13th District,
long after she
stated on the
voter
registration
form that she
was living at a
residence in the
51st House
District. The
evidence
included
records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from
the Department

012 81 ^^r
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

of Motor
Vehicles and
school records.
Thus, the
evidence was
sufficient to
support the
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed by
Title 24.2 in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.
Judgment of
conviction
affirmed.
Evidence,
including

012816
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Other
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Should the
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Further

records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from
the Department
of Motor
Vehicles and
school records,
was sufficient
to support
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.

ACLU of United 2004 U.S. October 29, Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs No N/A No
Minn. v. States Dist. 2004 voters and argued that

01281'
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Other
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Kiffineyer District LEXIS associations, Minn. Stat. §
Court for 22996 filed for a 201.061 was
the District temporary inconsistent
of restraining with the Help
Minnesota order pursuant America Vote

to Fed. R. Civ. Act because it
P. 65, against did not
defendant, authorize the
Minnesota voter to
Secretary of complete
State, registration
concerning either by a
voter "current and
registration. valid photo

identification"
or by useofa
current utility
bill, bank
statement,
government
check,
paycheck, or
other
government
document that
showed the
name and

012815
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Other
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Should the
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Further

address of the
individual. The
Secretary
advised the
court that there
were less than
600 voters who
attempted to
register by mail
but whose
registrations
were deemed
incomplete.
The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on
their claim that
the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. §
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the
Equal

012819
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Other
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Further

Protection
Clause of the
Fourteenth
Amendment of
the United
States
Constitution
insofar as it did
not also
authorize the
use of a
photographic
tribal
identification
card by
American
Indians who do
not reside on
their tribal
reservations.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on

1 0	 012820
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Other
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Should the
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Researched
Further

their claims
that Minn. R.
8200.5100,
violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
United States
Constitution. A
temporary
restraining
order was
entered.

Kalsson v. United 356 F. February Defendant The individual No N/A No
United States States Supp. 2d 16, 2005 Federal claimed that his
FEC District 371; 2005 Election vote was

Court for U.S. Dist. Commission diluted because
the LEXIS filed a motion the NVRA
Southern 2279 to dismiss for resulted in
District of lack of subject more people
New York matter registering to

jurisdiction vote than
plaintiff otherwise
individual's would have
action, which been the case.
sought a The court held
declaration that that the

11	 01.282.E
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Other
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the National individual
Voter lacked standing
Registration to bring the
Act was action. Because
unconstitutional New York was
on the theories not obliged to
that its adhere to the
enactment was requirements of
not within the the NVRA, the
enumerated individual did
powers of the not allege any
federal concrete harm.
government If New York
and that it simply adopted
violated Article election day
II of the United registration for
States elections for
Constitution. federal office,

it would have
been entirely
free of the
NVRA just as
were five other
states. Even if
the individual's
vote were
diluted, and

12	 01282-.
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Other
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Further

even if such an
injury in other
circumstances
might have
sufficed for
standing, any
dilution that he
suffered was
the result of
New York's
decision to
maintain a
voter
registration
system that
brought it
under the
NVRA, not the
NVRA itself.
The court
granted the
motion to
dismiss for lack
of subject
matter
Jurisdiction.

Peace & California 114 Cal. January 15, Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No

13	 012823
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Freedom Party Court of App. 4th 2004 political party ruled that
v. Shelley Appeal, 1237; 8 appealed a inactive voters

Third Cal. Rptr. judgment from were excluded
Appellate 3d 497; the superior from the
District 2004 Cal. court which primary

App. denied the election
LEXIS 42 party's petition calculation.

for writ of The court of
mandate to appeals
compel affirmed,
defendant, the observing that
California although the
Secretary of election had
State, to already taken
include voters place, the issue
listed in the was likely to
inactive file of recur and was a
registered matter of
voters in continuing
calculating public interest
whether the and
party qualified importance;
to participate in hence, a
a primary decision on the
election. merits was

proper,
although the

14	 01282`.
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Other
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Further

case was
technically
moot. The law
clearly
excluded
inactive voters
from the
calculation.
The statutory
scheme did not
violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional
right of
association
because it was
reasonably
designed to
ensure that all
parties on the
ballot had a
significant
modicum of
support from
eligible voters.
Information in
the inactive file

15	 ^1L28?v,
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Other
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Further

was unreliable
and often
duplicative of
information in
the active file.
Moreover,
there was no
violation of the
National Voter
Registration
Act because
voters listed as
inactive were
not prevented
from voting.
Although the
Act prohibited
removal of
voters from the
official voting
list absent
certain
conditions,
inactive voters
in California
could correct
the record and

16 1i 12S26
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vote. Affirmed.
McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No
Thompson States Court 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged had granted

of Appeals U.S. App. order of United defendant state
for the LEXIS States District election
Sixth 23387 Court for officials
Circuit Eastern District summary

of Tennessee at judgment. The
Chattanooga, court declined
which granted to overrule
defendant state defendants'
election administrative
officials determination
summary that state law
judgment on required
plaintiffs plaintiff to
action seeking disclose his
to stop the state social security
practice of number
requiring its because the
citizens to interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict
precondition to with previous
voter caselaw, and
registration. could be

17	 ^^12S2
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Other
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Further

challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act
because it was
grand fathered
under the terms
of the Act. The
limitations in
the National
Voter
Registration
Act did not
apply because
the NVRA did
not specifically
prohibit the use
of social
security
numbers and
the Act
contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. Plaintiff

01282`8-,
18
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could not
enforce § 1971
as it was
enforceable
only by the
United States
Attorney
General. The
trial court
properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote,
free exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities,
and due process
claims.
Although the
trial court
arguably erred
in denying
certification of
the case to the
USAG under

19	 012829
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Further

28 U.S.C.S. §
2403(a),
plaintiff
suffered no
harm from the
technical
violation. Order
affirmed
because
requirement
that voters
disclose social
security
numbers as
precondition to
voter
registration did
not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or
National Voter
Registration
Act and trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental

0128320 	V
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right to vote,
free exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities,
and due process
claims.

Lucas County United 341 F. October 21, Plaintiff The case No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations involved a box
Party v. District 861; 2004 brought an on Ohio's voter
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. action registration

the LEXIS challenging a form that
Northern 21416 memorandum required a
District of issued by prospective
Ohio defendant, voter who

Ohio's registered in
Secretary of person to
State, in supply an Ohio
December driver's license
2003. The number or the
organizations last four digits

` claimed that the of their Social
memorandum Security
contravened number. In his
provisions of memorandum,
the Help the Secretary
America Vote informed all

21	 012831
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Act and the Ohio County
National Voter Boards of
Registration Elections that,
Act. The if a person left
organizations the box blank,
moved for a the Boards
preliminary were not to
injunction, process the

registration
forms. The
organizations
did not file
their suit until
18 days before
the national
election. The
court found that
there was not
enough time
before the
election to
develop the
evidentiary
record
necessary to
determine if the
organizations

22	 012832
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were likely to
succeed on the
merits of their
claim. Denying
the
organizations'
motion would
have caused
them to suffer
no irreparable
harm. There
was no
appropriate
remedy
available to the
organizations at
-the time. The
likelihood that
the
organizations
could have
shown
irreparable
harm was, in
any event,
slight in view
of the fact that

23	 01-2833.
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they waited so
long before
filing suit.
Moreover, it
would have
been entirely
improper for
the court to
order the
Boards to re-
open in--person
registration
until election
day. The public
interest would
have been ill--
served by an
injunction. The
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
denied sua
sponte.

Nat'l Coalition United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, Defendants No N/A No
for Students States Supp. 2d 2001 national alleged that
with District 845; 2001 organization for plaintiff lacked
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. disabled standing to

01233f^
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Educ. & Legal the District - LEXIS students, represent its
Def. Fund v. of Maryland 9528 brought an members, and
Scales action against that plaintiff

university had not
president and satisfied the
university's notice
director of requirements of
office of the National
disability Voter
support Registration
services to Act. Further,
challenge the defendants
voter maintained the
registration facts, as alleged
procedures by plaintiff, did
established by not give rise to
the disability a past, present,
support or future
services, violation of the
Defendants NVRA because
moved to (1) the
dismiss the first plaintiffs
amended members that
complaint, or in requested voter
the alternative registration
for summary services were
judgment. not registered

25	 01283;;
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Further

students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter
registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs §
1983 claim, the
court held that
while plaintiff
had alleged
sufficient facts
to confer
standing under
the NVRA,
such
allegations
were not
sufficient to
support
standing on its
own behalf on
the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim,

26	 012-3f
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Further

the court found
that the agency
practice of only
offering voter
registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled
students to
obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
N VRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the

028327:
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university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended
complaint was
granted as to
the § 1983
claimand
denied as to
plaintiffs
claims brought
under the
National Voter
Registration
Act of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

People v. Court of 251 Mich. July 11, Defendant was Defendant was No N/A No
Disimone Appeals of App. 605; 2002 charged with registered in

Michigan 650 attempting to the Colfax
N.W.2d vote more than township for
436; 2002 once in the the 2000

28 012838
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Mich. 2000 general general
App. election. The election. After
LEXIS circuit court presenting what
826 granted appeared to be

defendant's a valid voter's
motion that the registration
State had to card, defendant
prove specific proceeded to
intent. The vote in the
State appealed. Grant

township.
Defendant had
voted in the
Colfax
township
earlier in the
day. Defendant
moved the
court to issue
an order that
the State had to
find that he had
a specific intent
to vote twice in
order to be
convicted. The
appellate court

012S3u;29
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reversed the
circuit court
judgment and
held that under
the rules of
statutory
construction,
the fact that the
legislature had
specifically
omitted certain
trigger words
such as
"knowingly,"
"willingly,"
"purposefully,"
or
"intentionally"
it was unlikely
that the
legislature had
intended for
this to be a
specific intent
crime. The
court also
rejected the

30	 012840
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defendant's
argument that
phrases such as
"offer to vote"
and "attempt to
vote" should be
construed as
synonymous
terms, as when
words with
similar
meanings were
used in the
same statute, it
was presumed
that the
legislature
intended to
distinguish
between the
terms. The
order of the
circuit court
was reversed.

Diaz v. Hood United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, The putative No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 2004 unions and voters sought
District 1111; 2004 individuals who injunctive relief

01281.431 
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Court for U.S. Dist. had attempted requiring the
the LEXIS to register to election
Southern 21445 vote, sought a officials to
District of declaration of register themto
Florida their rights to vote. The court

vote in the first noted that
November 2, the unions
2004 general lacked even
election. They representative
alleged that standing,
defendants, because they
state and failed to show
county election that one of their
officials, members could
refused to have brought
process their the case in their
voter own behalf.
registrations for The individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election verify her
officials moved mental
to dismiss the capacity, the
complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box

32 01242
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and failure to indicating that
state a claim, he was not a

felon, and the
third did not
provide the last
four digits of
her social
security
number on the
form. They
claimed the
election
officials
violated federal
and state law
by refusing to
register eligible
voters because
of nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications,
and by failing
to provide any
notice to voter

33
01254;..
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applicants
whose
registration
applications
were deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant
application
properly under
Florida law,
and the putative
voter had
effectively
caused their
own injury by
failing to
complete the
registration.
The third
completed her
form and was
registered, so
had suffered no

34	 012844
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injury.
Standing failed
against the
secretary of
state. The
motions to
dismiss the
complaint were
granted without
prejudice.

Charles H. United 324 F. July 1, Plaintiffs, a The No N/A No
Wesley Educ. States Supp. 2d 2004 voter, fraternity organization
Found., Inc. v. District 1358; 2004 members, and participated in
Cox Court for U.S. Dist, an organization, numerous non--

the LEXIS sought an partisan voter
Northern 12120 injunction registration
District of ordering drives
Georgia defendant, the primarily

Georgia designed to
Secretary of increase the
State, to voting strength
process the of African--
voter Americans.
registration Following one
application such drive, the
forms that they fraternity
mailed in members

35	 O1284J
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following a mailed in over
voter 60 registration
registration forms,
drive. They including one
contended that for the voter
by refusing to who had moved
process the within state
forms since the last
defendants election. The
violated the Georgia
National Voter Secretary of
Registration State's office
Act and U.S. refused to
Const. amends. process them
I, XIV, and because they
XV. were not

mailed
individually
and neither a
registrar,
deputy
registrar, or an
otherwise
authorized
person had
collected the
applications as

36	 , 012846,
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Further

required under
state law. The
court held that
plaintiffs had
standing to
bring the
action. The
court held that
because the
applications
were received
in accordance
with the
mandates of the
NVRA, the
State of
Georgia was
not free to
reject them.
The court
found that:
plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on
the merits of
their claim that

37	 012847
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the applications
were
improperly
rejected;
plaintiffs would
be irreparably
injured absent
an injunction;
the potential
harmto
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs'
injuries; and an
injunction was
in the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
granted.
Defendants
were ordered to
process the
applications
received from

38	 012845
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the
organization to
determine
whether those
registrants were
qualified to
vote.
Furthermore,
defendants
were enjoined
from rejecting
any voter
registration
application on
the grounds
that it was
mailed as part
of a "bundle"
or that it was
collected by
someone not
authorized or
any other
reason contrary
to the NVRA.

Moseley v. United 300 F. January 22, Plaintiff The court No N/A No
Price States Supp. 2d 2004 alleged, that concluded that

39	 0125 t9
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District 389; 2004 defendants' plaintiffs claim
Court for U.S. Dist. actions in under the
the Eastern LEXIS investigating Voting Rights
District of 850 his voter Act lacked
Virginia registration merit. Plaintiff

application did not allege,
constituted a as required,
change in that any
voting defendants
procedures implemented a
requiring § 5 new, uncleared
preclearance voting
under the qualification or
Voting Rights prerequisite to
Act, which voting, or
preclearance standard,
was never practice, or
sought or procedure with
received, respect to
Plaintiff voting. Here,
claimed he the existing
withdrew from practice or
the race for procedure in
Commonwealth effect in the
Attorney event a mailed
because of the registration
investigation, card was

40	 012345G
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Defendants returned was to
moved to "resend the
dismiss the voter card, if
complaint, address verified

as correct."
This was what
precisely
occurred.
Plaintiff
inferred,
however, that
the existing
voting rule or
practice was to
resend the voter
card "with no
adverse
consequences"
and that the
county's
initiation of an
investigation
constituted the
implementation
of a change that
had not been

re--cleared.

41	 012851
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The court
found the
inference
wholly
unwarranted
because
nothing in the
written
procedure
invited or
justified such
an inference.
The court
opined that
common sense
and state law
invited a
different
inference,
namely that
while a
returned card
had to be resent
if the address
was verified as
correct, any
allegation of

42	 012852
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fraud could be
investigated.
Therefore,
there was no
new procedure
for which
preclearance
was required.
The court
dismissed
plaintiffs
federal claims.
The court
dismissed the
state law claims
without
prejudice.

Thompson v. Supreme 295 June 10, Respondents Respondents No N/A No
Karben Court of A.D.2d 2002 filed a motion alleged that

New York, 438; 743 seeking the appellant was
Appellate N.Y.S.2d cancellation of unlawfully
Division, 175; 2002 appellant's	 . registered to
Second N.Y. App. voter vote from an
Department Div. registration and address at

LEXIS political party which he did
6101 enrollment on not reside and

the ground that that he should

43	 012853
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Further

appellant was have voted
unlawfully from the
registered to address that he
vote in a claimed as his
particular residence. The
district. The appellate court
Supreme Court, held that
Rockland respondents
County, New adduced
York, ordered insufficient
the cancellation proof to
of appellant's support the
voter conclusion that
registration and appellant did
party not reside at the
enrollment, subject address.
Appellant On the other
challenged the hand, appellant
trial court's submitted
order. copies of his

2002 vehicle
registration,
2000 and 2001
federal income
tax returns,
2002 property
tax bill, a May

44	 012854
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2001 paycheck
stub, and 2000
and 2001
retirement
account
statements all
showing the
subject address.
Appellant also
testified that he
was a signatory
on the
mortgage of the
subject address
and that he kept
personal
belongings at
that address.
Respondents
did not sustain
their
evidentiary
burden. The
judgment of the
trial court was
reversed.

Nat'l Coalition United 2002 U.S. August 2, Plaintiffs, a The court No N/A No

45	
012851'
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v. Taft States Dist. 2002 nonprofit found that the
District LEXIS public interest disability
Court for 22376 group and services offices
the certain at issue were
Southern individuals, subject to the
District of sued NVRA because
Ohio defendants, the term

certain state "office"
and university included a
officials, subdivision of a
alleging that government
they violated department or
the National institution and
Voter the disability
Registration offices at issue
Act in failing were places
to designate the where citizens
disability regularly went
services offices for service and
at state public assistance.
colleges and Moreover, the
universities as Ohio Secretary
voter of State had an
registration obligation
sites. The group under the
and individuals NVRA to
moved for a designate the

46	 012$5
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preliminary disability
injunction, services offices

as voter
registration
sites because
nothing in the
law superceded
the NVRA's
requirement
that the
responsible
state official
designate
disability
services offices
as voter
registration
sites.
Moreover,
under Ohio
Rev. Code
Ann. §
3501.05(R), the
Secretary of
State's duties
expressly
included

47	 01285
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ensuring
compliance
with the
NVRA. The
case was not
moot even
though the
Secretary of
State had taken
steps to ensure
compliance
with the NVRA
given his
position to his
obligation
under the law.
The court
granted
declaratory
judgment in
favor of the
nonprofit
organization
and the
individuals.
The motion for
a preliminary

48	 0128:5
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injunction was
granted in part
and the
Secretary of
State was
ordered to
notify disabled
students who
had used the
designated
disability
services offices
prior to the
opening day of
the upcoming
semester or
who had pre--
registered for
the upcoming
semester as to
voter
registration
availability.

Lawson v. United 211 F.3d May 3, Plaintiffs who Plaintiffs No N/A No
Shelby County States Court 331; 2000 2000 were denied the attempted to

of Appeals U.S. App. right to vote register to vote
for the LEXIS when they in October, and

49	 . 0J1285S
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Sixth 8634 refused to to vote in
Circuit disclose their November, but

social security were denied
numbers, because they
appealed a refused to
judgment of the disclose their
United States social security
District Court numbers. A
for the Western year after the
District of election date
Tennessee at they filed suit
Memphis alleging denial
dismissing their of
amended constitutional
complaint for rights,
failure to state privileges and
claims barred immunities, the
by U.S. Const. Privacy Act of
amend. XI. 1974 and §

1983. The
district court
dismissed,
finding the
claims were
barred by U.S.
Const. amend.
XI, and the one

50	 012860
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year statute of
limitations. The
appeals court
reversed,
holding the
district court
erred in
dismissing the
suit because
U.S. Const.
amend. XI
immunity did
not apply to
suits brought
by a private
party under the
Ex Parte Young
exception. Any
damages claim
not ancillary to
injunctive relief
was barred.
The court also
held the statute
of limitations
ran from the
date plaintiffs

51	 01286
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were denied the
opportunity to
vote, not
register, and
their claim was
thus timely.
Reversed and
remanded to
district court to
order such
relief as will
allow plaintiffs
to vote and
other
prospective
injunctive relief
against county
and state
officials;
declaratory
relief and
attorneys' fees
ancillary to the
prospective
injunctive
relief, all
permitted under

52	 : 012866
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the Young
exception to
sovereign
immunity, to be
fashioned.

Curtis v. Smith United 145 F. June 4, Plaintiffs, Before a No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 2001 representatives general
District 814; 2001 of several election, three
Court for U.S. Dist. thousand persons
the Eastern LEXIS retired persons brought an
District of 8544 who called action alleging
Texas themselves the the Escapees

"Escapees," and were not bona
who spent a fide residents
large part of of the county,
their lives and sought to
traveling about have their
the United names
States in expunged from
recreational the rolls of
vehicles, but qualified
were registered voters. The
to vote in the plaintiffs
county, moved brought suit in
for preliminary federal district
injunction court. The
seeking to court issued a

53	 012863
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enjoin a Texas preliminary
state court injunction
proceeding forbidding
under the All county officials
Writs Act. from

attempting to
purge the
voting.
Commissioner
contested the
results of the
election,
alleging
Escapees' votes
should be
disallowed.
Plaintiffs
brought present
case assertedly
to prevent the
same issue
from being
relitigated. The
court held,
however, the
issues were
different, since,

54	 012864
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unlike the case
in the first
proceeding,
there was
notice and an
opportunity to
be heard.
Further, unlike
the first
proceeding, the
plaintiff in the
state court
action did not
seek to change
the
prerequisites
for voting
registration in
the county, but
instead
challenged the
actual
residency of
some members
of the
Escapees, and
such challenge

55	 012865
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properly
belonged in the
state court. The
court further
held that an
election contest
under state law
was the correct
vehicle to
contest the
registration of
Escapees. The
court dissolved
the temporary
restraining
order it had
previously
entered and
denied
plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction of
the state court
proceeding.

Pepper v. United 24 Fed. December Plaintiff Individual No N/A No
Darnell States Court Appx. 460; 10, 2001 individual argued on

56	 012866
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of Appeals 2001 U.S. appealed from a appeal that the
for the App. judgment of the district court
Sixth LEXIS district court, in erred in finding
Circuit 26618 an action that the

against registration
defendant state forms used by
officials the state did not
seeking relief violate the
under § 1983 NVRA and in
and the failing to
National Voter certify a class
Registration represented by
Act, for their individual.
alleged refusal Individual lived
to permit in his
individual to automobile and
register to vote, received mail at
Officials had a rented box.
moved for Officials
dismissal or for refused to
summary validate
judgment, and individual's
the district attempt to
court granted register to vote
the motion. by mail.

Tennessee state
law forbade

57	 O1286'
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accepting a
rented mail box
as the address
of the potential
voter.
Individual
insisted that his
automobile
registration
provided
sufficient proof
of residency
under the
NVRA. The
court upheld
the legality of
state's
requirement
that one
registering to
vote provide a
specific
location as an
address,
regardless of
the transient
lifestyle of the

58	 U.L2OO
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potential voter,
finding state's
procedure
faithfully
mirrored the
requirements of
the NVRA as
codified in the
Code of
Federal
Regulations.
The court also
held that the
refusal to
certify
individual as
the
representative
of a class for
purposes of this
litigation was
not an abuse of
discretion; in
this case, no
representative
party was
available as the

59	 0128-69
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indigent
individual,
acting in his
own behalf,
was clearly
unable to
represent fairly
the class. The
district court's
judgment was
affirmed.

Miller v. United 348 F. October 27, Plaintiffs, two Plaintiffs No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 2004 voters and the alleged that the

District 916; 2004 Ohio timing and
Court for U.S. Dist. Democratic manner in
the LEXIS Party, filed suit which
Southern 24894 against defendants
District of defendants, the intended to
Ohio Ohio Secretary hold hearings

of State, several regarding pre--
county boards election
of elections, challenges to
and all of the their voter
boards' registration
members, violated both
alleging claims the Act and the
under the Due Process

60	 0.12870
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Further

National Voter Clause. The
Registration individuals,
Act and § 1983. who filed pre--
Plaintiffs also election voter
filed a motion eligibility
for a temporary challenges,
restraining filed a motion
order (TRO). to intervene.
Two The court held
individuals that it would
filed a motion grant the
to intervene as motion to
defendants. intervene

because the
individuals had
a substantial
legal interest in
the subject
matter of the
action and time
constraints
would not
permit them to
bring separate
actions to
protect their
rights. The

61	 ü128'71
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Further

court further
held that it
would grant
plaintiffs'
motion for a
TRO because
plaintiffs made
sufficient
allegations in
their complaint
to establish
standing and
because all four
factors to
consider in
issuing a TRO
weighed
heavily in favor
of doing so.
The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a
likelihood of
success on the
merits because
they made a

62	 012872
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Further

strong showing
that defendants'
intended
actions
regarding pre-
election
challenges to
voter eligibility
abridged
plaintiffs'
fundamental
right to vote
and violated the
Due Process
Clause. Thus,
the other
factors to
consider in
granting a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs'
favor. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
TRO. The court

63	 012873
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also granted the
individuals'
motion to
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Miller v. United 348 F. October 27, Plaintiffs, two Plaintiffs alleged No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 2004 voters and the that the timing

District 916; 2004 Ohio Democratic and manner in
Court for U.S. Dist. Party, filed suit which defendants
the LEXIS against intended to hold
southern 24894 defendants, the hearings
District of Ohio Secretary of regarding pre--
Ohio State, several election

county boards of challenges to their
elections, and all voter registration
of the boards' violated both the
members, Act and the Due
alleging claims Process Clause.
under the The individuals,
National Voter who filed pre--
Registration Act election voter
and § 1983. eligibility
Plaintiffs also challenges, filed a
filed a motion for motion to
a temporary intervene. The
restraining order. court held that it
Two individuals would grant the
filed a motion to motion to
intervene as intervene because
defendants. the individuals

had a substantial
legal interest in

0128 sj
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Further

the subject matter
of the action and
time constraints
would not permit
them to bring
separate actions
to protect their
rights. The court
further held that it
would grant
plaintiffs' motion
for a TRO
because plaintiffs
made sufficient
allegations in
their complaint to
establish standing
and because all
four factors to
consider in
issuing a TRO
weighed heavily
in favor of doing
so. The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a

012S?'
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Further

likelihood of
success on the
merits because
they made a
strong showing
that defendants'
intended actions
regarding pre-
election
challenges to
voter eligibility
abridged
plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote and
violated the Due
Process Clause.
Thus, the other
factors to
consider in
granting a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs' favor.
The court granted
plaintiffs' motion
for a TRO. The

012877
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court also granted
the individuals'
motion to
intervene.

Spencer v. United 347 F. November Plaintiff voters The voters No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 1, 2004 filed a motion for alleged that

District 528; 2004 temporary defendants had
Court for U.S. Dist. restraining order combined to
the LEXIS and preliminary implement a voter
Southern 22062 injunction challenge system
District of seeking to at the polls that
Ohio restrain defendant discriminated

election officials • against African--
and intervenor American voters.
State of Ohio Each precinct was
from run by its election
discriminating judges but Ohio
against black law also allowed
voters in challengers to be
Hamilton County physically present
on the basis of in the polling
race. If necessary, places in order to
they sought to challenge voters'
restrain eligibility to vote.
challengers from The court held
being allowed at that the injury
the polls. asserted, that

012878
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Further

allowing
challengers to
challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their
right to vote, was
not speculative
and could be
redressed by
removing the
challengers. The
court held that in
the absence of
any statutory
guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
challenging
voters by
challengers, and
the questionable
enforceability of
the State's and

012 870
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Further

County's policies
regarding good
faith challenges
and ejection of
disruptive
challengers from
the polls, there
existed an
enormous risk of
chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
pandemonium
inside the polls
and in the lines
out the door.
Furthermore, the
law allowing
private
challengers was
not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. Because
the voters had
shown a

012880
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substantial
likelihood of
success on the
merits on the
ground that the
application of
Ohio's statute
allowing
challengers at
polling places
was
unconstitutional
and the other
factors governing
the issuance of an
injunction
weighed in their
favor, the court
enjoined all
defendants from
allowing any
challengers other
than election
judges and other
electors into the
polling places
throughout the

012881
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state on Election
Day.

Charfauros United 2001 U.S. May 10, Defendants, Plaintiffs, No N/A No
v. Bd. of States App. 2001 board of elections disqualified
Elections Court of LEXIS and related voters, claimed

Appeals for 15083 individuals, that individual
the Ninth appealed from an members of the
Circuit order of the Commonwealth

Supreme Court of of the Northern
the Mariana Islands
Commonwealth Board of
of the Northern Elections violated
Mariana Islands § 1983 by
reversing a lower administering
court's grant of pre--election day
summary voter challenge
judgment in favor procedures which
of defendants on precluded a
the ground of certain class of
qualified voters, including
immunity, plaintiffs, from

voting in a 1995
election. The
CNMI Supreme
Court reversed a
lower court's
grant of summary

012882
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judgment and
defendants
appealed. The
court of appeals
held that the
Board's pre-
election day
procedures
violated the
plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote. The
federal court
reasoned that the
right to vote was
clearly
established at the
time of the
election, and that
a reasonable
Board would have
known that that
treating voters
differently based
on their political
party would
violate the Equal

012883
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. Other
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Further

Protection Clause.
Further the court
added that the
allegations of the
complaint were
sufficient to
support liability
of the Board
members in their
individual
capacities.
Finally, the
composition of
the CNMI
Supreme Court's
Special Judge
panel did not
violate the
Board's right to
due process of
law. The decision
of
Commonwealth
of the Northern
Mariana Islands
Supreme Court
was affirmed

10	 012881..
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where defendants'
pre--election day
voter challenge
procedures
violated plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote.

Wit v. United 306 F.3d October 11, Appellant voters Under state No N/A No
Berman States 1256; 2002 who established election laws, the

Court of 2002 U.S. residences in two voters could only
Appeals for App. separate cities vote in districts in
the Second LEXIS sued appellees, which they
Circuit 21301 state and city resided, and

election officials, residence was
alleging that limited to one
provisions of the place. The voters
New York State contended that,
Election Law since they had
unconstitutionally two lawful
prevented the residences, they
voters from were denied
voting in local constitutional
elections in both equal protection
cities where they by the statutory
resided. The restriction against
voters appealed voting in the local
the order of the elections of both

11	 0128,55
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Further

United States of the places of
District Court for their residences.
the Southern The appellate
District of New court held,
York which however, that no
granted appellees constitutional
motion to dismiss violation was
the complaint, shown since the

provisions of the
New York State
Election Law
imposed only
reasonable,
nondiscriminatory
restrictions which
advanced
important state
regulatory
interests. While
the voters may
have interests in
electoral
outcomes in both
cities, any rule
permitting voting
based on such
interests would be

12	 012886
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Other
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Further

unmanageable
and subject to
potential abuse.
Further, basing
voter eligibility
on domicile,
which was always
over--or under--
inclusive,
nonetheless had
enormous
practical
advantages, and
the voters offered
no workable
standard to
replace the
domicile test.
Finally, allowing
the voters to
choose which of
their residences
was their
domicile for
voting purposes
could not be
deemed

13	 012881
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Further

discriminatory.
Affirmed.

Curtis v. United 121 F. November Plaintiffs sought Plaintiffs sought No N/A No
Smith States Supp. 2d 3, 2000 a preliminary to prohibit

District 1054; injunction to defendant from
Court for 2000 U.S. prohibit mailing
the Eastern Dist. defendant tax confirmation
District of LEXIS assessor-collector letters to
Texas 17987 from mailing approximately

confirmation 9,000 persons,
letters to self--styled
approximately "escapees" who
9,000 persons traveled a major
who were portion of each
registered voters year in
in Polk County, recreational
Texas. vehicles, all of

whom were
registered to vote
in Polk County,
Texas. In
accordance with
Texas law, three
resident voters
filed affidavits
challenging the
escapees'

14	 012888
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Further

residency. These
affidavits
triggered
defendant's action
in sending
confirmation
notices to the
escapees. The
court determined,
first, that because
of the potential
for
discrimination,
defendant's action
required
preclearance in
accordance with §
5 of the Voting
Rights Act and,
second, that such
preclearance had
not been sought
or obtained.
Accordingly, the
court issued a
preliminary
injunction

15	 0128K_";
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Further

prohibiting
defendant from
pursuing the
confirmation of
residency of the
escapees, or any
similarly situated
group, under the
Texas Election
Code until the
process had been
submitted for
preclearance in
accordance with §
5. The action was
taken to ensure
that no
discriminatory
potential existed
in the use of such
process in the
upcoming
presidential
election or future
election. Motion
for preliminary
injunction was

16	 012890
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Further

granted, and
defendant was
enjoined from
pursuing
confirmation of
residency of the
9,000 "escapees,"
or any similarly
situated group,
under the Texas
Election Code,
until the process
had been
submitted for
preclearance
under § 5 of the
Voting Rights
Act.

Peace & Court of 114 Cal. January 15, Plaintiff political The trial court No N/A No
Freedom Appeal of App. 4th 2004 party appealed a ruled that inactive
Party v. California, 1237; 8 judgment from voters were
Shelley Third Cal. Rptr. the superior court excluded from the

Appellate 3d 497; which denied the primary election.
District 2004 Cal. party's petition The court of

App. for writ of appeals affirmed,
LEXIS 42 mandate to observing that

compel although the

412891
17
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Further

defendant, the election had
California already taken
Secretary of place, the issue
State, to include was likely to
voters listed in recur and was a
the inactive file matter of
of registered continuing public
voters in interest and
calculating importance;
whether the party hence, a decision
qualified to on the merits was
participate in a proper, although
primary election. the case was

technically moot.
The law clearly
excluded inactive
voters from the
calculation. The
statutory scheme
did not violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional
right of
association
because it was
reasonably
designed to

18	 X12S92
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Other
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Further

ensure that all
parties on the
ballot had a
significant
modicum of
support from
eligible voters.
Information in the
inactive file was
unreliable and -
often duplicative
of information in
the active file.
Moreover, there
was no violation
of the National
Voter
Registration Act
because voters
listed as inactive
were not
prevented from
voting. Although
the Act prohibited
removal of voters
from the official
voting list absent

19	 4,	 i i2S9
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Further

certain
conditions,
inactive voters in
California could
correct the record
and vote as
provided the Act.
The court
affirmed the
denial of a writ of
mandate.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not

20	 01209x_.
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Further

moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA
claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was a
crucial
qualification. One
simply could not
be an elector,
much less a
qualified elector
entitled to vote,
unless one resided
in the precinct
where he or she
sought to vote. If
one never lived
within the
precinct, one was

21	 01259
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Further

not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to
condition
eligibility to vote
on residence. Nor
did it undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the challengers
to assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and

22 012890
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resolve that
challenge, did not
contravene the
MVA.
Defendants'
motions for
summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed for
want of
jurisdiction,
without prejudice.

23
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Charles H. United 408 F.3d May 12, Plaintiffs, a The foundation No N/A No
Wesley States 1349; 2005 charitable conducted a
Educ. Court of 2005 U.S. foundation, four voter registration
Found., Inc. Appeals App. volunteers, and a drive; it placed
v. Cox for the LEXIS registered voter, the completed

Eleventh 8320 filed a suit applications in a
Circuit against defendant single envelope

state officials and mailed them
alleging to the Georgia
violations of the Secretary of
National Voter State for
Registration Act processing.
and the Voting Included in the
Rights Act. The batch was the
officials appealed voter's change of
after the United address form.
States District Plaintiffs filed
Court for the the suit after they
Northern District were notified that
of Georgia issued the applications
a preliminary had been rejected
injunction pursuant to
enjoining them Georgia law,
from rejecting which allegedly
voter restricted who
registrations could collect
submitted by the voter registration

01289
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foundation. forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
XIV, XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the

01289``
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complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
franchise--related
rights. The court
affirmed the
preliminary
inj unction order
entered by the
district court.

McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No

01290C)
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Thompson States 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged order had granted
Court of U.S. App. of United States defendant state
Appeals LEXIS District Court for election officials
for the 23387 Eastern District summary
Sixth of Tennessee at judgment. The
Circuit Chattanooga, court declined to

which granted overrule
defendant state defendants'
election officials administrative
summary determination
judgment on that state law
plaintiffs action required plaintiff
seeking to stop to disclose his
the state practice social security
of requiring its number because
citizens to the interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict with
precondition to previous case
voter registration. law, and could be

challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974, because it

Q1290.
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was grand
fathered under
the terms of the
Act. The
limitations in the
National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the
NVRA did not
specifically
prohibit the use
of social security
numbers and the
Act contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. The trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and

01290':
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immunities, and
due process
claims. Order
affirmed because
requirement that
voters disclose
social security
numbers as
precondition to
voter registration
did not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or National
Voter
Registration Act
and trial court
properly rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities, and
due process
claims.

Nat'l United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, national Defendants No N/A No

0129O;^
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Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2001 organization for alleged that
Students District 845; 2001 disabled students, plaintiff lacked
with Court for U.S. Dist. brought an action standing to
Disabilities the LEXIS against university represent its
Educ. & Southern 9528 president and members, and
Legal Def. District of university's that plaintiff had
Fund v. Maryland director of office not satisfied the
Scales of disability notice

support services requirements of
to challenge the the National
voter registration Voter
procedures Registration Act.
established by the Further,
disability support defendants
services, maintained the
Defendants facts, as alleged
moved to dismiss by plaintiff, did
the first amended not give rise to a
complaint, or in past, present, or
the alternative for future violation
summary of the NVRA
judgment. because (1) the

plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

012904:
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Further

registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs § 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged sufficient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

012905
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registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

complaint was
granted as to the
§ 1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

Cunningham United 2003 U.S. February Plaintiffs, who Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
v. Chi. Bd. States Dist. 24, 2003 alleged that they that objections to
of Election District LEXIS were duly their signatures
Comm'rs Court for 2528 registered voters, were improperly

the six of whom had sustained by
Northern signed defendants, the
District of nominating city board of
Illinois petitions for one election

candidate and commissioners.
two of whom Plaintiffs argued
signed that they were

10
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts. Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

nominating registered voters
petitions for whose names
another appeared in an
candidate. They inactive file and
first asked for a whose signatures
preliminary were therefore,
injunction of the and improperly,
municipal excluded. The
election court ruled that
scheduled for the by characterizing
following the claim as
Tuesday and plaintiffs did,
suggested, they sought to
alternatively, that enjoin an

the election for election because
City Clerk and their signatures
for 4th Ward were not
Alderman be counted, even
enjoined, though their

preferred
candidates were
otherwise
precluded from
appearing on the
ballot. Without
regard to their
likelihood of

11
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting of a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

12
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

preliminary relief
was denied.

Diaz v. United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, unions The putative No N/A No
Hood States Supp. 2d 2004 and individuals voters sought

District 1111; who had injunctive relief
Court for 2004 U.S. attempted to requiring the
the Dist. register to vote, election officials
Southern LEXIS sought a to register them
District of 21445 declaration of to vote. The
Florida their rights to court first noted

vote in the that the unions
November 2, lacked even
2004 general representative
election. They standing, because
alleged that they failed to
defendants, state show that one of
and county their members
election officials, could have
refused to brought the case
process their in their own
voter behalf. The
registrations for individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election officials -verify her mental
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

moved to dismiss capacity, the
the complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box
and failure to indicating that he
state a claim, was not a felon,

and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
refusing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

applicants whose
registration
applications were
deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant application
properly under
Florida law, and
the putative voter
had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing
to complete the
registration. The
third completed
her form and was
registered, so had
suffered no
injury. Standing
failed against the
secretary of state.
Motion to
dismiss without
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

prejudice
granted.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not
moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one
never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to

17	 012914
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

condition
eligibility to vote
on residence.
Nor did it
undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and
resolve that
challenge, did
not contravene
the MVA.
Defendants'
motions for

18
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice.

Bell v. United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
Marinko States 588; 2004 2004 registered voters, contested the

Court of U.S. App. sued defendants, challenges to
Appeals LEXIS Ohio Board of their registration
for the 8330 Elections and brought under
Sixth Board members, Ohio Code Rev.
Circuit alleging that Ann. § 3505.19

Ohio Rev. Code based on Ohio
Ann. §§ 3509.19- Rev. Code Ann.
-3509.21 violated § 3503.02.
the National Specifically, the
Voter voters asserted
Registration Act, that § 3503.02---
and the Equal -which stated
Protection Clause that the place

19	 012911
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

of the Fourteenth where the family
Amendment. The of a married man
United States or woman
District Court for resided was
the Northern considered to be
District of Ohio his or her place
granted summary of residence----
judgment in favor violated the
of defendants. equal protection
The voters clause. The court
appealed. of appeals found

that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

21	 O1291c
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Voter Registration Rejection Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

§ 3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.
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FOCUS OF CURRENT RESEARCH

• develop a comprehensive description of what constitutes voting

fraud and voter intimidation in the context of Federal elections;

• perform background research (including Federal and State

administrative and case law review), identify current activities of

key government agencies, civic and advocacy organizations

regarding these topics, and deliver a summary of this research

and all source documentation;

• establish a project working group, in consultation with EAC,

composed of key individuals and representatives of

organizations knowledgeable about the topics of voting fraud

and voter intimidation;

• provide the description of what constitutes voting fraud and

voter intimidation and the results of the preliminary research to

the working group, and convene the working group to discuss

potential avenues for future EAC research on this topic; and

• produce a report to EAC summarizing the findings of the

preliminary research effort and working group deliberations that

includes recommendations for future research, if any;

012.921.



PURPOSE OF WORKING GROUP'

Given the preliminary research, your expertise, and EAC's

authority under HAVA, provide your ideas as to ---

WHERE DOES EAC GO FROM HERE?

Purpose is NOT to debate what other agencies or organizations

should or should not be doing.

012921
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Defining Election Fraud

Election fraud is any intentional action, or intentional failure to act when
there is a duty to do so, that corrupts the election process in a manner that
can impact on election outcomes. This includes interfering in the process by
which persons register to vote; the way in which ballots are obtained,
marked, or tabulated; and the process by which election results are
canvassed and certified.

Examples include the following:

• falsifying voter registration information pe:
a vote, (e.g. residence, criminal status, etc).

• altering completed voter registration apc
information;

• knowingly destroying completed voter regis
than spoiled applications) before they an 1^
election authority;

• knowingly removing eligible voters from
violation of HAVA, NVRA, P state election

• intentional destruction by e` p_officials
or balloting records, in violation of records I

evidence of election fraud;:'

eligibility to cast

false

tion
tted to 4 W'proper

registration lists, in

records
laws, to remove

• vote buying;
• voting in t e- name of another;
• voting more than once,
• coercing a voter's	 an absentee ballot;
• using a fse name gva .	 d/or signature on an absentee ballot;

destroyingbra  • w ° 	 misappropriating an absentee ballot;
• . felons, or in soma state... è- -felons, who vote when they know they are

ineligible to do so;
• mis"`ding an e lon about his or her right to vote;
• voting ;p;.non-cit >zens who know they are ineligible to do so;
• intinudat^g prietices aimed at vote suppression or deterrence,

including the a use of challenge laws;
• deceiving voters with false information (e.g.; deliberately directing

voters to the wrong polling place or providing false information on
polling hours and dates);

• knowingly failing to accept voter registration applications, to provide
ballots, or to accept and count voted ballots in accordance with the
Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act;

• intentional miscounting of ballots by election officials;
• intentional misrepresentation of vote tallies by election officials;
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• acting in any other manner with the intention of suppressing voter
registration or voting, or interfering with vote counting and the
certification of the vote.

Voting fraud does not include mistakes made in the course of voter
registration, balloting, or tabulating ballots and certifying results. For
purposes of the EAC study, it also does not include violations of campaign
finance laws.

2	 01292
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Determining a Methodology for Measuring Voter Fraud and Intimidation:
Recommendations of Political Scientists

The following is a summary of interviews conducted with a number of political scientists
and experts in the field as to how one might undertake a comprehensive examination of
voter fraud and intimidation. A list of the individuals interviewed and their ideas are
available, and all of the individuals welcome any further questions or explanations of
their recommended procedures.

1) In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to
criminology as a model. In criminology, experts use two sources: the Uniform
Crime Reports, which are all reports made to the police, and the Victimization
Survey, which asks the general public whether a particular incident has
happened to them. After surveying what the most common allegations are, we
should conduct a survey of the general public that ask whether they have
committed certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or
intimidation. This would require using a very large sample, and we would need
to employ the services of an expert in survey data collection. (Stephen
Ansolobohere, MIT)

2) Several political scientists with expertise in these types of studies
recommended a methodology that includes interviews, focus groups, and a
limited survey. In determining who to interview and where the focus groups
should be drawn from, they recommend the following procedure:

• Pick a number of places that have historically had many reports of fraud and/or
intimidation; from that pool pick 10 that are geographically and demographically
diverse, and have had a diversity of problems

• Pick a number of places that have not had many reports of fraud and/or
intimidation; from that pool pick 10 places that match the geographic and
demographic make-up of the previous ten above (and, if possible, have
comparable elections practices)
Assess the resulting overall reports and impressions resulting from these
interviews and focus groups, and examine comparisons and differences among the
states and what may give rise to them.

In conducting a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, district election officers,
they recommend that:

• The survey sample be large in order to be able to get the necessary subsets
• The survey must include a random set of counties where there have and have not

been a large number of allegations

(Allan Lichtman, American University; Thad Hall, University of Utah; Bernard Grofman,
UC – Irvine)
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3) Another political scientist recommended employing a methodology that relies
on qualitative data drawn from in-depth interviews with key critics and experts
on all sides of the debate on fraud; quantitative data collected through a survey
of state and local elections and law enforcement officials; and case studies.
Case studies should focus on the five or ten states, regions or cities where there
has been a history of election fraud to examine past and present problems. The
survey should be mailed to each state's attorney general and secretary of state,
each county district attorney's office and each county board of elections in the
50 states. (Lorraine Minnite, Barnard College)

4) The research should be a two-step process. Using LexisNexis and other
research tools, a search should be conducted of news media accounts over the
past decade. Second, interviews with a systematic sample of election officials
nationwide and in selected states should be conducted. (Chandler Davidson,
Rice University)

5) One expert in the field posits that we can never come up with a number that
accurately represents either the incidence of fraud or the incidence of voter
intimidation. Therefore, the better approach is to do an assessment of what is
most likely to happen, what election violations are most likely to be committed
– in other words, a risk analysis. This would include an analysis of what it
would actually take to commit various acts, e.g. the cost/benefit of each kind of
violation. From there we could rank the likely prevalence of each type of
activity and examine what measures are or could be effective in combating
them. (Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center of New York University)

6) Replicate a study in the United States done abroad by Susan Hyde of the
University of California- San Diego examining the impact of impartial poll site
observers on the incidence of election fraud. Doing this retrospectively would
require the following steps:

• Find out where there were federal observers
• Get precinct level voting information for those places
• Analyze whether there was any difference in election outcomes in those places

with and without observers, and whether any of these results seem anomalous.

Despite the tremendous differences in the political landscapes of the countries examined
by Hyde in previous studies and the U.S., Hyde believes this study could be effectively
replicated in this country by sending observers to a random sample of precincts. Rather
than compare the incumbent's vote share, such factors such as voter complaints, voter
turnout, number of provisional ballots used, composition of the electorate, as well as any
anomalous voting results could be compared between sites with and without monitors.

For example, if intimidation is occurring, and if reputable monitors make intimidation
less likely or voters more confident, then turnout should be higher on average in
monitored precincts than in unmonitored precincts. If polling station officials are
intentionally refusing to issue provisional ballots, and the polling station officials are

0129 U
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more likely to adhere to regulations while being monitored, the average number of
provisional ballots should be higher in monitored precincts than in unmonitored
precincts. If monitors cause polling station officials to adhere more closely to
regulations, then there should be fewer complaints (in general) about monitored than
unmonitored precincts (this could also be reversed if monitors made voters more likely to
complain).

Again, random assignment controls for all of the other factors that otherwise influence
these variables.

One of the downsides of this approach is it does not get at some forms of fraud, e.g.
absentee ballot fraud; those would have to be analyzed separately

7)	 Another political scientist recommends conducting an analysis of vote fraud
claims and purging of registration rolls by list matching. Allegations of illegal voting
often are based on matching of names and birth dates. Alleged instances of double voting
are based on matching the names and birth dates of persons found on voting records.
Allegations of ineligible felon (depending on state law), deceased, and of non-citizen
voting are based on matching lists of names, birth dates, and sometimes addresses of such
people against a voting records. Anyone with basic relational database skills can perform
such matching in a matter of minutes.

However, there are a number of pitfalls for the unwary that can lead to grossly over-
estimating the number of fraudulent votes, such as missing or ignored middle names and
suffixes or matching on missing birth dates. Furthermore, there is a surprising statistical
fact that a group of about three hundred people with the same first and last name are
almost assured to share the exact same birth date, including year. In a large state, it is not
uncommon for hundreds of Robert Smiths (and other common names) to have voted.
Thus, allegations of vote fraud or purging of voter registration rolls by list matching
almost assuredly will find a large proportion of false positives: people who voted legally
or are registered to vote legally.

Statistics can be rigorously applied to determine how many names would be expected to
be matched by chance. A simulation approach is best applied here: randomly assign a
birth date to an arbitrary number of people and observe how many match within the list
or across lists. The simulation is repeated many times to average out the variation due to
chance. The results can then be matched back to actual voting records and purge lists, for
example, in the hotly contested states of Ohio or Florida, or in states with Election Day
registration where there are concerns that easy access to voting permits double voting.
This analysis will rigorously identify the magnitude alleged voter fraud, and may very
well find instances of alleged fraud that exceed what might have otherwise happened by
chance.

This same political scientist also recommends another way to examine the problem: look
at statistics on provisional voting: the number cast might provide indications of
intimidation (people being challenged at the polls) and the number of those not counted
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would be indications of "vote fraud." One could look at those jurisdictions in the Election
Day Survey with a disproportionate number of provisional ballots cast and cross
reference it with demographics and number of provisional ballots discarded. (Michael
McDonald, George Mason University)

8)	 Spencer Overton, in a forthcoming law review article entitled Voter
Identification, suggests a methodology that employs three approaches—
investigations of voter fraud, random surveys of voters who purported to vote,
and an examination of death rolls provide a better understanding of the
frequency of fraud. He says all three approaches have strengths and
weaknesses, and thus the best studies would employ all three to assess the
extent of voter fraud. An excerpt follows:

1. Investigations and Prosecutions of Voter Fraud

Policymakers should develop databases that record all investigations, allegations,
charges, trials, convictions, acquittals, and plea bargains regarding voter fraud. Existing
studies are incomplete but provide some insight. For example, a statewide survey of each
of Ohio's 88 county boards of elections found only four instances of ineligible persons
attempting to vote out of a total of 9,078,728 votes cast in the state's 2002 and 2004
general elections. This is a fraud rate of 0.00000045 percent. The Carter-Baker
Commission's Report noted that since October 2002, federal officials had charged 89
individuals with casting multiple votes, providing false information about their felon
status, buying votes, submitting false voter registration information, and voting
improperly as a non-citizen. Examined in the context of the 196,139,871 ballots cast
between October 2002 and August 2005, this represents a fraud rate of 0.0000005 percent
(note also that not all of the activities charged would have been prevented by a photo
identification requirement).

A more comprehensive study should distinguish voter fraud that could be
prevented by a photo identification requirement from other types of fraud — such as
absentee voting and stuffing ballot boxes — and obtain statistics on the factors that led
law enforcement to prosecute fraud. The study would demand significant resources
because it would require that researchers interview and pour over the records of local
district attorneys and election boards.

Hard data on investigations, allegations, charges, pleas, and prosecutions is
important because it quantifies the amount of fraud officials detect. Even if prosecutors
vigorously pursue voter fraud, however, the number of fraud cases charged probably does
not capture the total amount of voter fraud. Information on official investigations,
charges, and prosecutions should be supplemented by surveys of voters and a comparison
of voting rolls to death rolls.

2. Random Surveys of Voters
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Random surveys could give insight about the percentage of votes cast
fraudulently. For example, political scientists could contact a statistically representative
sampling of 1,000 people who purportedly voted at the polls in the last election, ask them
if they actually voted, and confirm the percentage who are valid voters. Researchers
should conduct the survey soon after an election to locate as many legitimate voters as
possible with fresh memories.

Because many respondents would perceive voting as a social good, some who did
not vote might claim that they did, which may underestimate the extent of fraud. A
surveyor might mitigate this skew through the framing of the question ("I've got a record
that you voted. Is that true?").

Further, some voters will not be located by researchers and others will refuse to
talk to researchers. Photo identification proponents might construe these non-respondents
as improper registrations that were used to commit voter fraud.

Instead of surveying all voters to determine the amount of fraud, researchers might
reduce the margin of error by focusing on a random sampling of voters who signed
affidavits in the three states that request photo identification but also allow voters to
establish their identity through affidavit—Florida, Louisiana, and South Dakota. In South
Dakota, for example, only two percent of voters signed affidavits to establish their
identity. If the survey indicates that 95 percent of those who signed affidavits are
legitimate voters (and the other 5 percent were shown to be either fraudulent or were non-
responsive), this suggests that voter fraud accounts for, at the maximum, 0.1 percent of
ballots cast.

The affidavit study, however, is limited to three states, and it is unclear whether
this sample is representative of other states (the difficulty may be magnified in Louisiana
in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina's displacement of hundreds of thousands of voters).
Further, the affidavit study reveals information about the amount of fraud in a photo
identification state with an affidavit exception—more voter fraud may exist in a state that
does not request photo identification.

3.	 Examining Death Rolls

A comparison of death rolls to voting rolls might also provide an estimate of
fraud.

Imagine that one million people live in state A, which has no documentary
identification requirement. Death records show that 20,000 people passed away in state
A in 2003. A cross-referencing of this list to the voter rolls shows that 10,000 of those
who died were registered voters, and these names remained on the voter rolls during the
November 2004 election. Researchers would look at what percentage of the 10,000
dead-but-registered people who "voted" in the November 2004 election. A researcher
should distinguish the votes cast in the name of the dead at the polls from those cast
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absentee (which a photo identification requirement would not prevent). This number
would be extrapolated to the electorate as a whole.

This methodology also has its strengths and weaknesses. If fraudulent voters
target the dead, the study might overestimate the fraud that exists among living voters
(although a low incidence of fraud among deceased voters might suggest that fraud
among all voters is low). The appearance of fraud also might be inflated by false
positives produced by a computer match of different people with the same name. Photo
identification advocates would likely assert that the rate of voter fraud could be higher
among fictitious names registered, and that the death record survey would not capture
that type of fraud because fictitious names registered would not show up in the death
records. Nevertheless, this study, combined with the other two, would provide important
insight into the magnitude of fraud likely to exist in the absence of a photo identification
requirement.
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VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION WORKING GROUP MEETING

Thursday, May 18, 2006
1:00 PM - 5:30 PM

U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, N.W., 11 th Floor

Washington, D.C. 20005

AGENDA

1:00 PM - 1:30 PM	 Introduction

EAC Authority
Overview and Purpose of Current Project
Purpose and Members of the Working Group
Related EAC Research

1:30 PM - 2:00 PM	 Review of Preliminary Research

Literature & Reports
Interviews
News Articles
Court Cases

2:00 PM - 3:15 PM	 Definition & Findings from Current Project Research

3:15 PM - 3:30 PM	 Break

3:30 PM - 5:00 PM	 Ideas for Future EAC Activities

Recommended Research Methodologies
Consultant Recommendations
Working Group Ideas

5:00 PM - 5:30 PM	 EAC Next Steps
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}
#officeloc {

FONT-SIZE: xx-small; Z- INDEX: 100; LEFT: 20px; COLOR: #ffffff; FONT-STYLE:
normal; FONT-FAMILY: verdana, arial, helvetica; WHITE-SPACE: nowrap; POSITION:
absolute; TOP: 109px
}
#buttonstyle {

Z- INDEX: 100; LEFT: Opx; POSITION: absolute; TOP: 130px
}
#animatedicon {

Z- INDEX: 100; RIGHT: 10px; POSITION: absolute; TOP: 30px
}
#attyname {

FONT-SIZE: xx-small; Z- INDEX: 100; LEFT: 20px; COLOR: #ffffff; FONT-STYLE:
normal; FONT-FAMILY: verdana, arial, helvetica; WHITE-SPACE: nowrap; POSITION:
absolute; TOP: 109px
}
#attycontact {

FONT-SIZE: xx-small; Z- INDEX: 100; LEFT: Opx; COLOR: #ffffff; FONT-STYLE:
normal; FONT-FAMILY: verdana, arial, helvetica; WHITE-SPACE: nowrap; POSITION:
absolute; TOP: 276px
}
#attypic {

Z- INDEX: 100; LEFT: Opx; POSITION: absolute; TOP: 214px
}
#defaultheader {

FONT-WEIGHT: 200; FONT-SIZE: 11px; COLOR: #990000; FONT-FAMILY: verdana,
arial, helvetica
}
#defaulttext {

FONT-SIZE: 10px; FONT-FAMILY: verdana, arial, helvetica
}
#announcement {

FONT-SIZE: xx-small; COLOR: #ffffff; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY:
verdana, arial, helvetica
}
#text {

FONT-SIZE: x-small; COLOR: #ffffff; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY:
verdana, arial, helvetica

Pagel
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}	 gr_style

#hyperlinktext {
COLOR: #ffffff

}
#hyperlinktext2 {

FONT-SIZE: xx-small; COLOR: #ffffff; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY:
verdana, arial, helvetica
}
.hyperlinknew {

COLOR: #ffffff
}
#contact {

FONT-SIZE: xx-small; MARGIN-LEFT: 5px; MARGIN-RIGHT: 5px; FONT-STYLE:
normal; FONT-FAMILY: verdana, arial, helvetica
}
#Bottom {

FONT-SIZE: xx-small; FONT-STYLE: normal; FONT-FAMILY: verdana, arial,
helvetica; TEXT-ALIGN: right
}
#newshead {

FONT-WEIGHT: bold; FONT-SIZE: medium; COLOR: #ffffff; FONT-FAMILY: verdana,
arial, helvetica
}
P{

}
#presshead {

FONT-SIZE: 16px; FONT-FAMILY: verdana,arial, helvetica
}
#sidebar {

PADDING-RIGHT: 10pX; PADDING-LEFT: 10px; PADDING-TOP: 10pX;
BACKGROUND-COLOR: #c4cfdf
}
.borderl {

BORDER-LEFT-COLOR: #ebeOb4; BORDER-BOTTOM-COLOR: #ebeOb4; BORDER -TOP- COLOR:
#ebeOb4; BORDER-RIGHT-COLOR: #ebeOb4
}
.border2 {

BORDER-RIGHT: #000099 5px solid; PADDING-RIGHT: 10p x; BORDER -TOP: #000099
5px solid; PADDING-LEFT: 10pX; BORDER-LEFT: #000099 5px solid; PADDING-TOP: 10pX;
BORDER-BOTTOM: #000099 5px solid; BACKGROUND-COLOR: #ffffff
}

Page 2
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PATRICK J. ROGERS

PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT

1988-Present	 Partner/Shareholder, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and Sisk,
P.A., Albuquerque, New Mexico

1993- 1995	 Executive Committee, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk,
P.A., Albuquerque, New Mexico

1983-1988	 Associate Attorney, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and Sisk,
P.A., Albuquerque, New Mexico

1981-1983	 Legislative Assistant to U.S. Senator Harrison H. Schmitt

1976-1981	 Land Law Examiner, Bureau of Land Management, Santa Fe, New
Mexico and Washington, D.C.

EDUCATION

J.D.	 GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW,
Washington, D.C. - December, 1981
Dean's List, Law Fellow

B.A.	 UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO,
December,1976 Magna Cum Laude
Major - Political Science/Economics

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS/ACTIVITIES

1997-2002	 Mountain States Legal Foundation, Litigation Board of Directors
1991-2003	 General Counsel to the New Mexico Republican Party, Executive

Committee Member
1993-2000	Counsel to the Bernalillo County Republican Party, Executive

Committee Member
1983-Present	 Albuquerque Bar Association
1983-Present	 New Mexico Bar Association
1983-Present	 American Bar Association, Litigation and Trial Sections
1988	 Law Day Chairman, State Bar of New Mexico

COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES

2000-2003 Dismas House Board of Directors
1997-2000 Economic Forum Board of Directors
1990-1995 Governor's Organized Crime Prevention Commission
1989-Present Kiwanis
1985-1998 YABL Basketball Coach; NWRG - Alameda Soccer Coach
1987-1991 Special Assistant District Attorney, Bernalillo County
1989-1991 Metropolitan Court Judicial Selection Committee

PRACTICE AREAS (AV Rated Martindale-Hubbell)

Commercial, Administrative and Constitutional Litigation
Lobbying: (Representative clients: Newmont Mining Company, Duke Energy North

America and Verizon Wireless)

PUBLICATIONS
012941



Survey of the New Mexico Privacy and Related Claims against the Media for the National
Libel Research Defense Counsel

Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press: New Mexico Open Records, Open
Meetings and Related Constitutional Issues

New Mexico Reporter=s Handbook on Media Law

Reporters Committee for Freedom of the Press: ATapping Officials= Secrets@

ELECTION LAW EXPERIENCE

The Coalition to Expose Ballot Deception,' et al v. Judy N. Chavez, et al; Second Judicial District
Court of Bernalillo County, New Mexico (2005); represented plaintiffs challenging petition
procedures.

Miguel Gomez v. Ken Sanchez and Judy Chaves; Second Judicial District Court of Bernalillo
County, New Mexico (2005); residency challenge.

Moises Griego, et al v. Rebecca Vigil-Giron v. Ralph Nader and Peter Miguel Camejo, Supreme
Court for the State of New Mexico (2004); represented Ralph Nader and Peter Camejo, ballot
access issues.

Larry Larranaga, et al v. Mary E. Herrera and Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Supreme Court of New
Mexico (2004); voter identification and fraudulent registration issues.

Decker, et al v. Kunko, et al; District Court of Chaves County, New Mexico (2004); voter
identification and fraudulent registration issues.

Kunko, et al v. Decker, et al; Supreme Court of New Mexico (2004); voter identification and
fraudulent registration issues.

In the Matter of the Security of Ballots Cast in Bernalillo County in the 2000 General Election;
Second Judicial District Court of Bernalillo County, New Mexico (2000); voting and counting
irregularities and fraud.

Larrogoite v. Vigil-Giron and Archuletta; First Judicial District Court of Santa Fe County, New
Mexico (1990); petition challenge, U.S. House of Representatives

012942



J. R. Perez
Guadalupe County Elections Administrator
307 West Court
Seguin, Texas 78155

Business 830-303-6363
E-Mail
Website: www.Guadalupe- ecns.com

Education:
The University of Texas at Austin
Bachelor of Business Administration

Office Held:
Appointed Guadalupe County Elections Administrator, January 1993.

Credits:
Certified Elections / Registration Administrator; August 26, 1998. The Election Center;
Professional Education Program.

Elected President of the Texas Association of Elections Administrators, 1997-1998.

Legislative Chairman for Texas Association of Elections Administrators, 1998-1999

Received Certificate of Appreciation from the Secretary of State, Elections Division, for
Presentation Made During the Thirteenth Annual Election Law Seminar.

Received Certificate of Appreciation from the Secretary of State, Elections Division, for
"Training Your Judges" Presentation Made During the Fourteenth Annual Election Law Seminar.

Received Certificate of Appreciation from the Secretary of State, Elections Division, for
"Creating Your Own Website:" Presentation Made During the Fifteenth Annual Election Law
Seminar.

Received Certificate of Award, Professional Practices Paper, lElechons Center Conference,
Boston.

Received Certifiate^o Away Iacreot Website: Contest, Recognition of Excellence in Category I
for Website:

Appointed to the Secretary of State's Advisory Panel for the Texas Voter Registration System.
(TEAM)

Received Certificate of Appreciation from the Secretary of State, Elections Division, for the"
Website:" presentation made during the Eighteenth Annual Election Law Seminar.

Received CertifcateofAward Professional Practices Paper, Elections Center<Conference
Beverly Hills.

Received Certificate of Appreciation from the Secretary of State, Elections Division
for presentation made during the Twenty First Annual Election Law Seminar.

Received Certificate of Appreciation from the Secretary of State, Elections Division
for presentation made during the Twenty Third Annual Election Law Seminar.

Participated in the U. S. Election Assistance Commission Meeting on improving the collection of
Election Data.	 A 2 Of



Atascosa County
Elections Administrator
Rosaria Reyes
914 North Main, Suite 115, Jourdanton 78026
Tel: (830) 769-1472
Fax: (830) 769-1482

Bastrop County
Elections Administrator
Nora Cano
804 Pecan, Bastrop 78602
Tel: (512) 581-7160
Fax: 512-581-4260

Bexar County
Elections Administrator
Jacque Callanen
203 W. Nueva, Suite 3.61, San Antonio 78207-4045
Tel: (210) 335-8683
Fax: (210) 335-0343

Brewster County
Elections Administrator
Isabel Segura LaSoya
107 West Ave E., # 3, Alpine 79830
Tel: (432) 837-6230
Fax: (432) 837-3871

Calhoun County
Elections Administrator
Dora Garcia
211 S. Ann St., Port Lavaca 77979
Tel: (361) 553-4440
Fax: (361) 553-4442

Cameron County
Elections Administrator
Rogelio Ortiz
P.O. Box 3587, Brownsville 78523-3587
Tel: (956) 544-0809
Fax: (956) 550-7298

El Paso County
Elections Administrator
Helen Jamison
500 E. San Antonio, Rm. 402, El Paso 79901
Tel: (915) 546-2154
Fax: (915) 546-2220

Guadalupe County
Elections Administrator
J.R. Perez
P.O. Box 1346, Seguin 78156-1346
Tel: (830) 303-6363
Fax: (830) 303-6373

Hidalgo County
Elections Administrator
Teresa R. Navarro
P.O. Box 659, Edinburg 78540-0659
Tel: (956) 318-2570
Fax: (956) 318-2569

Maverick County
Elections Administrator
Porfirio A. Esparza
500 Quarry Street, Box 1, Eagle Pass 78852
Tel: (830) 757-4175
Fax: (830) 773-6450

012944



Refugio County
Elections Administrator
Rachael B. Garcia
P.O. Box 452, Refugio 78377
Tel: (361) 526-2151
Fax: (361) 526-2102

Webb County
(Elections Administrator
Oscar Villarreal
P.O. Drawer 29, Laredo 78042-0029
Tel: (956) 523-4050
Fax: (956) 523-5006



Benjamin L. Ginsberg represents numerous political parties, political campaigns, candidates,
members of Congress and state legislatures, Governors, corporations, trade associations, vendors,
donors and individuals participating in the political process.

In both the 2004 and 2000 election cycles, Mr. Ginsberg served as national counsel to the Bush-
Cheney presidential campaign; he played a central role in the 2000 Florida recount. He also
represents the campaigns and leadership PACs of numerous members of the Senate and House, as
well as the Republican National Committee, National Republican Senatorial Committee and
National Republican Congressional Committee. He serves as counsel to the Republican
Governors Association and has wide experience on the state legislative level from directing
Republican redistricting efforts nationwide following the 1990 Census and being actively
engaged in the 2001-2002 round of redistricting.

In addition to advising on election law issues, particularly those involving federal and state
campaign finance laws, ethics rules, redistricting, communications law, and election recounts and
contests, Mr. Ginsberg represents clients before Congress and state legislatures.

Before entering law school, he spent five years as a newspaper reporter on The Boston Globe,
Philadelphia Evening Bulletin, The Berkshire (Mass.) Eagle, and The Riverside (Calif.) Press-
Enterprise. He has been adjunct professor of law at the Georgetown University Law Center
lecturing on law and the political process.

Education
• Georgetown University Law Center, J.D., 1982
• University of Pennsylvania, A.B., 1974

Bar Admissions
• District of Columbia

2550 M Street, NW
Washington, DC 20037
T: 202-457-6405 F: 202-457-6315
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding. Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Additionally,
none of the
ballots in
Monroe
County's second
precinct
contained the
requisite
initialing.

Gilmore v. United 305 F. March 2, Plaintiffs, two During the No N/A No
Amityville States Supp. 2d 2004 school board election, a
Union Free Sch. District 271; candidates, filed a voting machine
Dist. Court for 2004 class action malfunctioned,

th.e Eastern U.S. Dist. complaint against resulting in
District of LEXIS defendants, a votes being cast
New York 3116 school district, the on lines that

board president, were blank on
and other district the ballot. The
agents or board president
employees, devised a plan
challenging a for counting the
school board machine votes
election. by moving each
Defendants moved tally up one
to dismiss. line. The two

candidates, who
were African

01294



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

American,
alleged that the
president's plan
eliminated any
possibility that
an African
American
would be
elected. The
court found that
the candidates
failed to state a
claim under §
1983 because
they could not
show that
defendants'
actions were
done or
approved by a
person with
final
policymaking
authority, nor
was there a
showing of
intentional or

o12948



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

purposeful
discrimination
on defendants'
part. The vote--
counting
method applied
equally to all
candidates. The
candidates'
claims under §
2000a and
2000c--8 failed
because schools
were not places
of public
accommodation,
as required
under § 2000a,
and § 2000c--8
applied to
school
segregation.
Their claim
under § 1971 of
deprivation of
voting rights
failed because

112919



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

1971 did not
provide for a
private right of
action. The
court declined
to exercise
supplemental
jurisdiction over
various state
law claims.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss was
granted with
respect to the
candidates'
federal claims;
the state law
claims were
dismissed
without
prejudice.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 28, 2005 political group and of State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 261; county electors directive to all

2005 who voted by Ohio county
Ohio provisional ballot, boards of

10	 012950



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

4789; sought review of a elections, which
834 judgment from the specified that a
N.E.2d court of appeals, signed
346; which dismissed affirmation
2005 appellants' statement was
Ohio complaint, seeking necessary for
LEXIS a writ of the counting of
2074 mandamus to a provisional

prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were
of provisional cast in one
ballot voters. county. The

electors'
provisional
ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to
compel

11	 012951



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Countinq Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot
rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established
under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under

12	 012952



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

1983. On
appeal, the Ohio
supreme court
held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--
contest actions
were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed
under § 1983 to
raise the
federal--law
claims.
Affirmed.

13	 012953



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Touchston v. United 120 F. November In action in which In their No N/A No
McDermott States Supp. 2d 14, 2000 plaintiffs, complaint,

District 1055; registered voters in plaintiffs
Court for 2000 Brevard County, challenged the
the Middle U.S. Dist. Florida, filed suit constitutionality
District of LEXIS against defendants, of § 102.166(4),
Florida 20091 members of asserting that

several County the statute
Canvassing Boards violated their
and the Secretary rights under the
of the Florida Equal
Department of Protection and
State, challenging Due Process
the Clauses of U.S.
constitutionality of Const. amend.
Fla. Stat. Ann. § XIV. Based on
102.166(4) (2000), these claims,
before the court plaintiffs sought
was plaintiffs' an order from
emergency motion the court
for temporary stopping the
restraining order manual recount
and/or preliminary of votes. The
injunction. court found that

plaintiffs had
failed to set
forth a valid

14	 012954



EAC Voting Fraud -Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

basis for
intervention by
federal courts.
They had not
alleged that the
Florida law was
discriminatory,
that citizens
were being
deprived of the
right to vote, or
that there had
been fraudulent
interference
with the vote.
Moreover,
plaintiffs had
not established
a likelihood of
success on the
merits of their
claims.
Plaintiffs'
motion for
temporary
restraining order
and/or

15	 01295



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

preliminary
injunction
denied;
plaintiffs had
not alleged that
the Florida law
was
discriminatory,
that citizens
were being
deprived of the
right to vote, or
that there had
been fraudulent
interference
with the vote.

Siegel v. LePore United 120 F. November Plaintiffs, The court No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 13, 2000 individual Florida addressed who
District 1041; voters and should consider
Court for 2000 Republican Party plaintiffs'
the U.S. Dist. presidential and serious
Southern LEXIS vice-presidential arguments that
District of 16333 candidates, moved manual recounts
Florida for a temporary would diminish

restraining order the accuracy of
and preliminary vote counts due
injunction to to ballot

16	 012956



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

enjoin defendants, degradation and
canvassing board the exercise of
members from four discretion in
Florida counties, determining
from proceeding voter intent. The
with manual court ruled that
recounts of intervention by
election ballots, a federal district

court,
particularly on a
preliminary
basis, was
inappropriate. A
federal court
should not
interfere except
where there was
an immediate
need to correct a
constitutional
violation.
Plaintiffs
neither
demonstrated a
clear
deprivation of a
constitutional

17	 01295



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Countin g Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

injury or a
fundamental
unfairness in
Florida's
manual recount
provision. The
recount
provision was
reasonable and
non--
discriminatory
on its face and
resided within
the state's broad
control over
presidential
election
procedures.
Plaintiffs failed
to show that
manual recounts
were so
unreliable as to
constitute a
constitutional
injury, that
plaintiffs'

18	 1958



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Countin g Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

alleged injuries
were
irreparable, or
that they lacked
an adequate
state court
remedy.
Injunctive relief
denied because
plaintiffs
demonstrated
neither clear
deprivation of
constitutional
injury or
fundamental
unfairness in
Florida's
manual recount
provision to
justify federal
court
interference in
state election
procedures.

Gore v. Harris Supreme 773 So. December In a contest to The state No N/A No
Court of 2d 524; 22, 2000 results of the 2000 supreme court

19	 ,0'12959



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Florida 2000 Fla. presidential had ordered the
LEXIS election in Florida, trial court to
2474 the United States conduct a

Supreme Court manual recount
reversed and of 9000
remanded a Florida contested
Supreme Court Miami--Dade
decision that had County ballots,
ordered a manual and also held
recount of certain that uncounted
ballots. "undervotes" in

all Florida
counties were to
be manually
counted. The
trial court was
ordered to use
the standard that
a vote was
"legal" if there
was a clear
indication of the
intent of the
voter. The
United States
Supreme Court
released an

20	 012960



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

opinion on
December 12,
2000, which
held that such a
standard
violated equal
protection rights
because it
lacked specific
standards to
ensure equal
application, and
also mandated
that any manual
recount would
have to have
been completed
by December
12, 2000. On
remand, the
state supreme
court found that
it was
impossible
under that time
frame to adopt
adequate

21	 01296.1



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

standards and
make necessary
evaluations of
vote tabulation
equipment.
Also,
development of
a specific,
uniform
standard for
manual recounts
was best left to
the legislature.
Because
adequate
standards for a
manual recount
could not be
developed by
the deadline set
by the United
States Supreme
Court,
appellants were
afforded no
relief.

Goodwin v. St. Territorial 43 V.I. December Plaintiff political Plaintiff alleged No N/A No

22	 `12962



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Thomas--St. Court of 89; 2000 13, 2000 candidate alleged that defendants
John Bd. of the Virgin V.I. that certain general counted
Elections Islands LEXIS election absentee unlawful

15 ballots violated absentee ballots
territorial election that lacked
law, and that the postmarks, were
improper inclusion not signed or
of such ballots by notarized, were
defendants, in unsealed
election board and and/or torn
supervisor, envelopes, and
resulted in were in
plaintiffs loss of envelopes
the election. containing more
Plaintiff sued than one ballot.
defendants seeking Prior to
invalidation of the tabulation of the
absentee ballots absentee ballots,
and certification of plaintiff was
the election results leading
tabulated without intervenor for
such ballots, the final senate

position, but the
absentee ballots
entitled
intervenor to the
position. The

23	 01296:



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

court held that
plaintiff was not
entitled to relief
since he failed
to establish that
the alleged
absentee voting
irregularities
would require
invalidation of a
sufficient
number of
ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots
constituted a
technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus
substantially
complied with
election

24	 012964



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Countinq Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly
counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
envelope and a
loose ballot
were in the
same outer
envelope, the
one vote
involved did not
change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities
were without
merit since
ballots without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted, and

25	 012964



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Ballot Counting Violation Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

ballots without
notarized
signatures were
proper.
Plaintiffs
request for
declaratory and
injunctive relief
was denied.
Invalidation of
absentee ballots
was not
required since
the irregularities
asserted by
plaintiff
involved ballots
which were in
fact valid, were
not tabulated by
defendants, or
were
insufficient to
change the
outcome of the
election.

Shannon v. United 394 F.3d January 7, Plaintiffs, voters Local election No N/A No

26 oi2966



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
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Jacobowitz States 90; 2005 2005 and an incumbent inspectors
Court of U.S. candidate, sued noticed a
Appeals App. defendants, a problem with a
for the LEXIS challenger voting machine.
Second 259 candidate, a county Plaintiffs
Circuit board of election, asserted that

and their votes were
commissioners, not counted due
pursuant to § 1983 to the machine
alleging violation malfunction.
of the Due Process Rather than
Clause of the pursue the state
Fourteenth remedy of quo
Amendment. The warranto, by
United States requesting that
District Court for New York's
the Northern Attorney
District of New General
York granted investigate the
summary judgment machine
in favor of malfunction and
plaintiffs, challenge the
Defendants election results
appealed. in state court,

plaintiffs filed
their complaint
in federal court.
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The court of
appeals found
that United
States Supreme
Court
jurisprudence
required
intentional
conduct by state
actors as a
prerequisite for
a due process
violation.
Neither side
alleged that
local officials
acted
intentionally or
in a
discriminatory
manner with
regard to the
vote miscount.
Both sides
conceded that
the recorded
results were

28	 01296E
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Further

likely due to an
unforeseen
malfunction
with the voting
machine.
Because no
conduct was
alleged that
would indicate
an intentional
deprivation of
the right to vote,
there was no
cognizable
federal due
process claim.
The proper
remedy was to
assert a quo
warranto action
to challenge the
outcome of a
general election
based on an
alleged voting
machine
malfunction.

29
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The district
court's grant of
summary
judgment was
reversed and its
injunctions were
vacated. The
case was
remanded for
further
proceedings
consistent with
this opinion.

GEORGE W. United 531 U.S. December Appellant The Supreme No N/A No
BUSH v. PALM States 70; 121 4, 2000 Republican Court vacated
BEACH Supreme S. Ct. presidential the state court's
COUNTY Court 471; 148 candidate's petition judgment,
CANVASSING L. Ed. 2d for writ of finding that the
BOARD, ET 366; certiorari to the state court
AL. 2000 Florida supreme opinion could

U.S. court was granted be read to
LEXIS in a case involving indicate that it
8087 interpretations of construed the

Fla. Stat. Ann. § § Florida Election
102.111, 102.112, Code without
in proceedings regard to the
brought by extent to which

30	
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appellees the Florida
Democratic Constitution
presidential could,
candidate, county consistent with
canvassing boards, U.S. Const. art.
and Florida II, § 1, cl. 2,
Democratic Party circumscribe the
regarding authority legislative
of the boards and power. The
respondent Florida judgment of the
Secretary of State Florida
as to manual Supreme Court
recounts of ballots was vacated and
and deadlines, remanded for

further
proceedings.
The court stated
the judgment
was unclear as
to the extent to
which the state
court saw the
Florida
constitution as
circumscribing
the legislature's
authority under

31 01297.
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Article II of the
United States
Constitution,
and as to the
consideration
given the
federal statute
regarding state
electors.

Touchston v. United 234 F.3d November Plaintiff voters Plaintiff voters No N/A No
McDermott States 1130; 17, 2000 appealed from sought an

Court of 2000 judgment of the emergency
Appeals U.S. United States injunction
for the App. District Court for pending appeal
Eleventh LEXIS the Middle District to enjoin
Circuit 29366 of Florida, which defendant

denied their county election
emergency motion officials from
for an injunction conducting
pending appeal manual ballot
against defendant recounts or to
county election enjoin
officials. Plaintiffs defendants from
sought to enjoin certifying the
defendants from results of the
conducting manual Presidential
ballot recounts or election which

32	 012972
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to enjoin' contained any
defendants from manual
certifying results recounts. The
of the presidential district court
election that denied the
contained any emergency
manual recounts. injunction and

plaintiffs
appealed. Upon
review, the
emergency
motion for
injunction
pending appeal
was denied
without
prejudice.
Florida had
adequate
election dispute
procedures,
which had been
invoked and
were being
implemented in
the forms of
administrative
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Further

actions by state
officials and
actions in state
court.
Therefore, the
state procedures
were adequate
to preserve for
ultimate review
in the United
States Supreme
Court any
federal
questions
arising out of
the state
procedures.
Moreover,
plaintiffs failed
to demonstrate a
substantial
threat of an
irreparable
injury that
would warrant
granting the
extraordinary

34	 c1291
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remedy of an
injunction
pending appeal.
Denial of
plaintiffs
petition for
emergency
injunction
pending appeal
was affirmed.
The state
procedures were
adequate to
preserve any
federal issue for
review, and
plaintiffs failed
to demonstrate a
substantial
threat of an
irreparable
injury that
would have
warranted
granting the
extraordinary
remedy of the

35	 012975
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injunction.
Gore v. Harris Supreme 772 So. December The court of Appellants No N/A No

Court of 2d 1243; 8, 2000 appeal certified as contested the
Florida 2000 Fla. being of great certification of

LEXIS public importance their opponents
2373 a trial court as the winners

judgment that of Florida's
denied all relief electoral votes.
requested by The Florida
appellants, supreme court
candidates for found no error
President and Vice in the trial
President of the court's holding
United States, in that it was
appellants' contest proper to certify
to certified election election night
results. returns from

Nassau County
rather than
results of a
machine
recount. Nor did
the trial court
err in refusing
to include votes
that the Palm
Beach County

70.(12936 
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Canvassing
Board found not
to be legal votes
during a manual
recount.
However, the
trial court erred
in excluding
votes that were
identified
during the Palm
Beach County
manual recount
and during a
partial manual
recount in
Miami--Dade
County. It was
also error to
refuse to
examine Miami-
-Dade County
ballots that
registered as
non--votes
during the
machine count.

012977
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The trial court
applied an
improper
standard to
determine
whether
appellants had
established that
the result of the
election was in
doubt, and
improperly
concluded that
there was no
probability of a
different result
without
examining the
ballots that
appellants
claimed
contained
rejected legal
votes. The
judgment was
reversed and
remanded; the

01297838 
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trial court was
ordered to
tabulate by hand
Miami-Dade
County ballots
that the
counting
machine
registered as
non--votes, and
was directed to
order inclusion
of votes that had
already been
identified
during manual
recounts. The
trial court also
was ordered to
consider
whether manual
recounts in
other counties
were necessary.

0.2979
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James v. Supreme 359 N.C. February 4, Appellant The case No N/A No
Bartlett Court of 260; 607 2005 candidates involved three

North S.E.2d challenged separate election
Carolina 638; 2005 elections in the challenges. The

N.C. superior court central issue was
LEXIS through appeals of whether a
146 election protests provisional

before the North ballot cast on
Carolina State election day at a
Board of Elections precinct other
and a declaratory than the voter's
judgment action in correct precinct
the superior court. of residence
The court entered could be
an order granting lawfully counted
summary judgment in final election
in favor of tallies. The
appellees, the superior court
Board, the Board's held that it could
executive director, be counted. On
the Board's appeal, the
members, and the supreme court
North Carolina determined that
Attorney General. state law did not
The candidates permit out--of--
appealed. precinct

provisional

012980
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Further

ballots to be
counted in state
and local
elections. The
candidates
failure to
challenge the
counting of out--
of--precinct
provisional
ballots before
the election did
not render their
action untimely.
Reversed and
remanded.

Sandusky United 387 F.3d October 26, Defendant state The district No N/A No
County States 565; 2004 2004 appealed from an court found that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. order of the U.S. HAVA created
Party v. Appeals LEXIS District Court for an individual
Blackwell for the 22320 the Northern right to cast a

Sixth District of Ohio provisional
Circuit which held that the ballot, that this

Help America right is
Vote Act required individually
that voters be enforceable
permitted to cast under 42

O2981
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provisional ballots U.S.C.S. § 1983,
upon affirming and that
their registration to plaintiffs unions
vote in the county and political
in which they parties had
desire to vote and standing to bring
that provisional a § 1983 action
ballots must be on behalf of
counted as valid Ohio voters. The
ballots when cast court of appeals
in the correct agreed that the
county. political parties

and unions had
associational
standing to
challenge the
state's
provisional
voting directive.
Further, the
court
determined that
HAVA was
quintessentially
about being able
to cast a
provisional

012982,
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Further

ballot but that
the voter casts a
provisional
ballot at the
peril of not
being eligible to
vote under state
law; if the voter
is not eligible,
the vote will
then not be
counted.
Accordingly, the
court of appeals
reversed the
district court and
held that
"provisional"
ballots cast in a
precinct where a
voter does not
reside and which
would be invalid
under state law,
are not required
by the HAVA to
be considered

Q:1298
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Further

legal votes.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary of No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 28, 2005 political group and State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 261; 2005 county electors directive to all

Ohio who voted by Ohio county
4789; 834 provisional ballot, boards of
N.E.2d sought review of a elections, which
346; 2005 judgment from the specified that a
Ohio court of appeals signed
LEXIS which dismissed affirmation
2074 appellants' statement was

complaint, seeking necessary for the
a writ of counting of a
mandamus to provisional
prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
of provisional in one county.
ballot voters. The electors'

provisional

012984
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ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The trial court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established

012985'
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under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under 42
U.S.C.S. § 1983.
On appeal, the
Ohio Supreme
Court held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--contest
actions were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed

012.986
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under § 1983 to
raise the federal-
-law claims.
Affirmed.

Fla. United 342 F. October 21, Plaintiff political The political No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 party sought party asserted
Party v. District 1073; injunctive relief that a
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. under the Help prospective

the Dist. America Vote Act, voter in a
Northern LEXIS claiming that the federal election
District of 21720 election system put had the right to
Florida in place by cast a

defendant election provisional
officials violated ballot at a given
HAVA because it polling place,
did not allow even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the that the voter
voter's assigned was at the
precinct. The wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the that voter had
pleadings. the right to have

that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise

012987
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met all
requirements of
state law. The
court noted that
the right to vote
•was clearly
protectable as a
civil right, and a
primary purpose
of the HAVA
was to preserve
the votes of
persons who had
incorrectly been
removed from
the voting rolls,
and thus would
not be listed as
voters at what
would otherwise
have been the
correct polling
place. The
irreparable
injury to a voter
was easily
sufficient to

012.98€
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outweigh any
harm to the
officials.
Therefore, the
court granted
relief as to the
first claim,
allowing the
unlisted voter to
cast a
provisional
ballot, but
denied relief as
to the second
claim, that the
ballot at the
wrong place
must be counted
if it was cast at
the wrong place,
because that
result
contradicted
State law. The
provisional
ballot could only
be counted if it

10	 01298S
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was cast in the
proper precinct
under State law.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations filed question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 suit against instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. defendant, Ohio's election officials

the LEXIS Secretary of State, to issue
Northern 20926 claiming that a provisional
District of directive issued by ballots to first--
Ohio the Secretary time voters who

contravened the registered by
provisions of the mail but did not
Help America provide
Vote Act. The documentary
Secretary filed a identification at
motion to dismiss. the polling place

on election day.
When
submitting a
provisional
ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the

11	 £01299
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last four digits
of his social
security number.
If he did not
know either
number, he
could provide it
before the polls
closed. If he did
not do so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable
requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because:	 1 the

12	 01299.1.
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Other
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Further

identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the
burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,

13	 . OI2992
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even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable.

Sandusky United 386 F.3d October 23, Defendant Ohio On appeal, the No N/A No
County States 815; 2004 2004 Secretary of State court held that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. challenged an the district court
Party v. Appeals LEXIS order of the United correctly ruled
Blackwell for the 28765 States District that the right to

Sixth Court for the cast a
Circuit Northern District provisional

of Ohio, which ballot in federal
held that Ohio elections was
Secretary of State enforceable
Directive 2004--33 under 42
violated the federal U.S.C.S. § 1983
Help America and that at least
Vote Act. In its one plaintiff had
order, the district standing to
court directed the enforce that
Secretary to issue a right in the
revised directive district court.
that conformed to The court also
HA VA's held that Ohio
requirements. Secretary of

State Directive

14	 01299.3
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2004--33
violated HAVA
to the extent that
it failed to
ensure that any
individual
affirming that he
or she was a
registered voter
in the
jurisdiction in
which he or she
desired to vote
and eligible to
vote in a federal
election was
permitted to cast
a provisional
ballot. However,
the district court
erred in holding
that HAVA
required that a
voter's
provisional
ballot be
counted as a

15
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valid ballot if it
was cast
anywhere in the
county in which
the voter
resided, even if
it was cast
outside the
precinct in
which the voter
resided.

Hawkins v. United 2004 U.S. October 12, In an action filed The court held No N/A No
Blunt States Dist. 2004 by plaintiffs, that the text of

District LEXIS voters and a state the HAVA, as
Court for 21512 political party, well as its
the contending that the legislative
Western provisional voting history, proved
District of requirements of that it could be
Missouri Mo. Rev. Stat. § read to include

115.430 conflicted reasonable
with and was accommodations
preempted by the of state precinct
Help America voting practices
Vote Act, plaintiffs in implementing
and defendants, the provisional
secretary of state voting
and others, moved requirements.

16
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for summary The court
judgment. further held that

Mo. Rev. Stat. §
115.430.2 was
reasonable; to
effectuate the
HAVA's intent
and to protect
that interest, it
could not be
unreasonable to
direct a voter to
his correct
voting place
where a full
ballot was likely
to be cast. The
court also held
that plaintiffs'
equal protection
rights were not
violated by the
requirement that
before a voter
would be
allowed to cast a
provisional

17 01299
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ballot, the voter
would first be
directed to his
proper polling

lace.
Bay County United 340 F. October 13, Plaintiffs, state and The parties No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 county Democratic claimed that if
Party v. District 802; 2004 parties, filed an the secretary's
Land Court for U.S. Dist. action against proposed

the Eastern LEXIS defendant, procedure was
-District of 20551 Michigan secretary allowed to
Michigan of state and the occur, several

Michigan director voters who were
of elections, members of the
alleging that the parties'
state's intended respective
procedure for organizations
casting and were likely to be
counting disenfranchised.
provisional ballots Defendants
at the upcoming moved to
general election transfer venue of
would violate the the action to the
Help America Western District
Vote Act and state of Michigan
laws implementing claiming that the
the federal only proper

18	 Q
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legislation. venue for an
Defendants filed a action against a
motion to transfer state official is
venue. the district that

encompasses the
state's seat of
government.
Alternatively,
defendants
sought transfer
for the
convenience of
the parties and
witnesses. The
court found that
defendants'
arguments were
not supported by
the plain
language of the
current venue
statutes. Federal
actions against
the Michigan
secretary of state
over rules and
practices

19	 012998
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governing
federal elections
traditionally
were brought in
both the Eastern
and Western
Districts of
Michigan. There
was no rule that
required such
actions to be
brought only in
the district in
which the state's
seat of
government was
located, and no
inconvenience
resulting from
litigating in the
state's more
populous district
reasonably
could be
claimed by a
state official
who had a

20
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mandate to
administer
elections
throughout the
state and
operated an
office in each of
its counties.
Motion denied.

Bay County United 347 F. October 19, Plaintiffs, voter The court No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations and concluded that
Party v. District 404; 2004 political parties, (1) plaintiffs had
Land Court for U.S. Dist. filed actions standing to

the Eastern LEXIS against defendants, assert their
District of 20872 the Michigan claims; (2)
Michigan Secretary of State HAVA created

and her director of individual rights
elections, enforceable
challenging through 42
directives issued to U.S.C.S. §
local election 1983; (3)
officials Congress had
concerning the provided a
casting and scheme under
tabulation of HAVA in which
provisional ballots, a voter's right to
Plaintiffs sought a have a

21
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preliminary provisional
injunction and ballot for federal
contended that the offices tabulated
directives violated was determined
their rights under by state law
the Help America governing
Vote Act. eligibility, and

defendants'
directives for
determining
eligibility on the
basis of
precinct--based
residency were
inconsistent
with state and
federal election
law; (4)
Michigan
election law
defined voter
qualifications in
terms of the
voter's home
jurisdiction, and
a person who
cast a

22
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provisional
ballot within his
or her
jurisdiction was
entitled under
federal law to
have his or her
votes for federal
offices counted
if eligibility to
vote in that
election could
be verified; and
(5) defendants'
directives
concerning
proof of identity
of first--time
voters who
registered by
mail were
consistent with
federal and state
law.

23
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James v. Supreme 359 N.C. February 4, Appellant The case No N/A No
Bartlett Court of 260; 607 2005 candidates involved three

North S.E.2d challenged separate election
Carolina 638; 2005 elections in the challenges. The

N.C. superior court central issue was
LEXIS through appeals of whether a
146 election protests provisional

before the North ballot cast on
Carolina State election day at a
Board of Elections precinct other
and a declaratory than the voter's
judgment action in correct precinct
the superior court. of residence
The court entered could be
an order granting lawfully counted
summary judgment in final election
in favor of tallies. The
appellees, the superior court
Board, the Board's held that it could
executive director, be counted. On
the Board's appeal, the
members, and the supreme court
North Carolina determined that
Attorney General, state law did not
The candidates permit out--of--
appealed. precinct

provisional
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

ballots to be
counted in state
and local
elections. The
candidates
failure to
challenge the
counting of out--
of--precinct
provisional
ballots before
the election did
not render their
action untimely.
Reversed and
remanded.

Sandusky United 387 F.3d October 26, Defendant state The district No N/A No
County States 565; 2004 2004 appealed from an court found that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. order of the U.S. HAVA created
Party v. Appeals LEXIS District Court for an individual
Blackwell for the 22320 the Northern right to cast a

Sixth District of Ohio provisional
Circuit which held that the ballot, that this

Help America right is
Vote Act required individually
that voters be enforceable
permitted to cast under 42

013004
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provisional ballots U.S.C.S. § 1983,
upon affirming and that
their registration to plaintiffs unions
vote in the county and political
in which they parties had
desire to vote and standing to bring
that provisional a § 1983 action
ballots must be on behalf of
counted as valid Ohio voters. The
ballots when cast court of appeals
in the correct agreed that the
county. political parties

and unions had
associational
standing to
challenge the
state's
provisional
voting directive.
Further, the
court
determined that
HAVA was
quintessentially
about being able
to cast a
provisional
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Further

ballot but that
the voter casts a
provisional
ballot at the
peril of not
being eligible to
vote under state
law; if the voter
is not eligible,
the vote will
then not be
counted.
Accordingly, the
court of appeals
reversed the
district court and
held that
"provisional"
ballots cast in a
precinct where a
voter does not
reside and which
would be invalid
under state law,
are not required
by the HAVA to
be considered
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Other
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Researched
Further

legal votes.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary of No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 28, 2005 political group and State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 261; 2005 county electors directive to all

Ohio who voted by Ohio county
4789; 834 provisional ballot, boards of
N.E.2d sought review of a elections, which
346; 2005 judgment from the specified that a
Ohio court of appeals signed
LEXIS which dismissed affirmation
2074 appellants' statement was

complaint, seeking necessary for the
a writ of counting of a
mandamus to provisional
prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
of provisional in one county.
ballot voters. The electors'

provisional
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Other
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Further

ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The trial court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established

01'300"'
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Further

under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under 42
U.S.C.S. § 1983.
On appeal, the
Ohio Supreme
Court held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--contest
actions were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed

111301)9;
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Other
Notes
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Case be
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Further

under § 1983 to
raise the federal-
-law claims.
Affirmed.

Fla. United 342 F. October 21, Plaintiff political The political No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 party sought party asserted
Party v. District 1073; injunctive relief that a
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. under the Help prospective

the Dist. America Vote Act, voter in a
Northern LEXIS claiming that the federal election
District of 21720 election system put had the right to
Florida in place by cast a

defendant election provisional
officials violated ballot at a given
HAVA because it polling place,
did not allow even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the that the voter
voter's assigned was at the
precinct. The wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the that voter had
pleadings. the right to have

that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise
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Other
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Further

met all
requirements of
state law. The
court noted that
the right to vote
was clearly
protectable as a
civil right, and a
primary purpose
of the HAVA
was to preserve
the votes of
persons who had
incorrectly been
removed from
the voting rolls,
and thus would
not be listed as
voters at what
would otherwise
have been the
correct polling
place. The
irreparable
injury to a voter
was easily
sufficient to
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Other
Notes
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Case be
Researched
Further

outweigh any
harm to the
officials.
Therefore, the
court granted
relief as to the
first claim,
allowing the
unlisted voter to
cast a
provisional
ballot, but
denied relief as
to the second
claim, that the
ballot at the
wrong place
must be counted
if it was cast at
the wrong place,
because that
result
contradicted
State law. The
provisional
ballot could only
be counted if it

10
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Other
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Researched
Further

was cast in the
proper precinct
under State law.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations filed question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 suit against instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. defendant, Ohio's election officials

the LEXIS Secretary of State, to issue
Northern 20926 claiming that a provisional
District of directive issued by ballots to first--
Ohio the Secretary time voters who

contravened the registered by
provisions of the mail but did not
Help America provide
Vote Act. The documentary
Secretary filed a identification at
motion to dismiss. the polling place

on election day.
When
submitting a
provisional
ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the

11
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Other
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Case be
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Further

last four digits
of his social
security number.
If he did not
know either
number, he
could provide it
before the polls
closed. If he did
not do so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable
requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because:	 1 the

12	 013.014
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the
burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,

13	 013015.
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Other
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Further

even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable.

Sandusky United 386 F.3d October 23, Defendant Ohio On appeal, the No N/A No
County States 815; 2004 2004 Secretary of State court held that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. challenged an the district court
Party v. Appeals LEXIS order of the United correctly ruled
Blackwell for the 28765 States District that the right to

Sixth Court for the cast a
Circuit Northern District provisional

of Ohio, which ballot in federal
held that Ohio elections was
Secretary of State enforceable
Directive 2004--33 under 42
violated the federal U.S.C.S. § 1983
Help America and that at least
Vote Act. In its one plaintiff had
order, the district standing to
court directed the enforce that
Secretary to issue a right in the
revised directive district court.
that conformed to The court also
HAVA's held that Ohio
requirements. Secretary of

State Directive

14	 01.3-016
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Other
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2004--33
violated HAVA
to the extent that
it failed to
ensure that any
individual
affirming that he
or she was a
registered voter
in the
jurisdiction in
which he or she
desired to vote
and eligible to
vote in a federal
election was
permitted to cast
a provisional
ballot. However,
the district court
erred in holding
that HAVA
required that a
voter's
provisional
ballot be
counted as a

15	 Q13017
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

valid ballot if it
was cast
anywhere in the
county in which
the voter
resided, even if
it was cast
outside the
precinct in
which the voter
resided.

Hawkins v. United 2004 U.S. October 12, In an action filed The court held No N/A No
Blunt States Dist. 2004 by plaintiffs, that the text of

District LEXIS voters and a state the HAVA, as
Court for 21512 political party, well as its
the contending that the legislative
Western provisional voting history, proved
District of requirements of that it could be
Missouri Mo. Rev. Stat. § read to include

115.430 conflicted reasonable
with and was accommodations
preempted by the of state precinct
Help America voting practices
Vote Act, plaintiffs in implementing
and defendants, the provisional
secretary of state voting
and others, moved requirements.

16	 Q'X30j8
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Other
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Further

for summary The court
judgment. further held that

Mo. Rev. Stat. §
115.430.2 was
reasonable; to
effectuate the
HAVA's intent
and to protect
that interest, it
could not be
unreasonable to
direct a voter to
his correct
voting place
where a full
ballot was likely
to be cast. The
court also held
that plaintiffs'
equal protection
rights were not
violated by the
requirement that
before a voter
would be
allowed to cast a
provisional

17	 013019
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Other
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Case be
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Further

ballot, the voter
would first be
directed to his
proper polling
place.

Bay County United 340 F. October 13, Plaintiffs, state and The parties No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 county Democratic claimed that if
Party v. District 802; 2004 parties, filed an the secretary's
Land Court for U.S. Dist. action against proposed

the Eastern LEXIS defendant, procedure was
District of 20551 Michigan secretary allowed to
Michigan of state and the occur, several

Michigan director voters who were
of elections, members of the
alleging that the parties'
state's intended respective
procedure for organizations
casting and were likely to be
counting disenfranchised.
provisional ballots Defendants
at the upcoming moved to
general election transfer venue of
would violate the the action to the
Help America Western District
Vote Act and state of Michigan
laws implementing claiming that the
the federal only proper

18	 013020
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Other
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Further

legislation. venue for an
Defendants filed a action against a
motion to transfer state official is
venue, the district that

encompasses the
state's seat of
government.
Alternatively,
defendants
sought transfer
for the
convenience of
the parties and
witnesses. The
court found that
defendants'
arguments were
not supported by
the plain
language of the
current venue
statutes. Federal
actions against
the Michigan
secretary of state
over rules and
practices

19	 013021
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Other
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Should the
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Further

governing
federal elections
traditionally
were brought in
both the Eastern
and Western
Districts of
Michigan. There
was no rule that
required such
actions to be
brought only in
the district in
which the state's
seat of
government was
located, and no
inconvenience
resulting from
litigating in the
state's more
populous district
reasonably
could be
claimed by a
state official
who had a

20	 013022
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Other
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Further

mandate to
administer
elections
throughout the
state and
operated an
office in each of
its counties.
Motion denied.

Bay County United 347 F. October 19, Plaintiffs, voter The court No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations and concluded that
Party v. District 404; 2004 political parties, (1) plaintiffs had
Land Court for U.S. Dist. filed actions standing to

the Eastern LEXIS against defendants, assert their
District of 20872 the Michigan claims; (2)
Michigan Secretary of State HAVA created

and her director of individual rights
elections, enforceable
challenging through 42
directives issued to U.S.C.S. §
local election 1983; (3)
officials Congress had
concerning the provided a
casting and scheme under
tabulation of HAVA in which
provisional ballots. a voter's right to
Plaintiffs sought a have a

21	 013023
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preliminary provisional
injunction and ballot for federal
contended that the offices tabulated
directives violated was determined
their rights under by state law
the Help America governing
Vote Act. eligibility, and

defendants'
directives for
determining
eligibility on the
basis of
precinct--based
residency were
inconsistent
with state and
federal election
law; (4)
Michigan
election law
defined voter
qualifications in
terms of the
voter's home
jurisdiction, and
a person who
cast a

22
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provisional
ballot within his
or her
jurisdiction was
entitled under
federal law to
have his or her
votes for federal
offices counted
if eligibility to
vote in that
election could
be verified; and
(5) defendants'
directives
concerning
proof of identity
of first--time
voters who
registered by
mail were
consistent with
federal and state
law.

23
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Spencer v. United 347 F. November Plaintiff voters The voters No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 1, 2004 filed a motion alleged that

District 528; 2004 for temporary defendants had
Court for U.S. Dist. restraining combined to
the LEXIS order and implement a
Southern 22062 preliminary voter challenge
District of injunction system at the
Ohio seeking to polls that

restrain discriminated
defendant against African--
election American voters.
officials and Each precinct
intervenor was run by its
State of Ohio election judges
from but Ohio law
discriminating also allowed
against black challengers to be
voters in physically
Hamilton present in the
County on the polling places in
basis of race. If order to
necessary, they challenge voters'
sought to eligibility to
restrain vote. The court
challengers held that the
from being injury asserted,
allowed at the that allowing

013026
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polls. challengers to
challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their
right to vote,
was not
speculative and
could be
redressed by
removing the
challengers. The
court held that in
the absence of
any statutory
guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
challenging
voters by
challengers, and
the questionable
enforceability of
the State's and

Qi. Q2i
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County's policies
regarding good
faith challenges
and ejection of
disruptive
challengers from
the polls, there
existed an
enormous risk of
chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
pandemonium
inside the polls
and in the lines
out the door.
Furthermore, the
law allowing
private
challengers was
not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's
compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. The court
enjoined all

01302-8
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defendants from
allowing any
challengers other
than election
judges and other
electors into the
polling places
throughout the
state on Election
Day.

MARIAN United 125 S. Ct. November In two separate Plaintiffs No N/A No
SPENCER, et States 305; 160 2, 2004 actions, contended that
al., Petitioners Supreme L. Ed. 2d plaintiffs sued the members
v. CLARA Court 213; 2004 defendant planned to send
PUGH, et al. U.S. members of a numerous
(No. 04A360) LEXIS political party, challengers to
SUMMIT 7400 alleging that polling places in
COUNTY the members predominantly
DEMOCRATIC planned to African--
CENTRAL and mount American
EXECUTIVE indiscriminate neighborhoods
COMMITTEE, challenges in to challenge
et al., polling places votes in an
Petitioners v. which would imminent
MATTHEW disrupt voting, national election,
HEIDER, et al. Plaintiffs which would
(No. 04A364) applied to allegedly cause

013029
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vacate orders voter
entered by the intimidation and
United States inordinate delays
Court of in voting. A
Appeals for the district court
Sixth Circuit ordered
which entered challengers to
emergency stay out of
stays of polling places,
injunctions and another
restricting the district court
members' ordered
activities, challengers to

remain in the
polling places
only as
witnesses, but
the appellate
court stayed the
orders. The
United States
Supreme Court,
acting through a
single Circuit
Justice, declined
to reinstate the
injunctions for

013030
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prudential
reasons, despite
the few hours
left until the
upcoming
election. While
the allegations of
abuse were
serious, it was
not possible to
determine with
any certainty the
ultimate validity
of the plaintiffs'
claims or for the
full Supreme
Court to review
the relevant
submissions, and
voting officials
would be
available to
enable proper
voting by
qualified voters.

Charles H. United 324 F. July 1, Plaintiffs, a The organization No N/A No
Wesley Educ. States Supp. 2d 2004 voter, fraternity aparticipated in

013031
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Found., Inc. v. District 1358; members, and numerous non--
Cox Court for 2004 U.S. an partisan voter

the Dist. organization, registration
Northern LEXIS sought an drives primarily
District of 12120 injunction designed to
Georgia ordering increase the

defendant, the voting strength
Georgia of African--
Secretary of Americans.
State, to Following one
process the such drive, the
voter fraternity
registration members mailed
application in over 60
forms that they registration
mailed in forms, including
following a one for the voter
voter who had moved
registration within state
drive. They since the last
contended that election. The
by refusing to Georgia
process the Secretary of
forms State's office
defendants refused to
violated the process them
National Voter because the

013032
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Registration were not mailed
Act and U.S. individually and
Const. amends. neither a
I, XIV, and registrar, deputy
XV. registrar, or an

otherwise
authorized
person had
collected the
applications as
required under
state law. The
court held that
plaintiffs had
standing to bring
the action. The
court held that
because the
applications
were received in
accordance with
the mandates of
the NVRA, the
State of Georgia
was not free to
reject them. The
court found that:

013Q33
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plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on the
merits of their
claim that the
applications
were improperly
rejected;
plaintiffs would
be irreparably
injured absent an
injunction; the
potential harm to
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs'
injuries; and an
injunction was in
the public
interest.
Injunction
granted.

Jacksonville United 351 F. October 25, Plaintiffs, voter The coalition, No N/A No
Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2004 protection the union, and
Voter Prot. v. District 1326; coalition, the voters based
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. union, and their claim on

QX QI4
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the Middle Dist. voters, filed an the fact that the
District of LEXIS emergency county had the
Florida 26522 motion for a largest

preliminary percentage of
injunction and African--
argued that American
African registered voters
Americans in of any major
the county had county in the
less state, and, yet,
opportunity other similarly-
than other sized counties
members of the with smaller
state's African--
electorate to American
vote in the registered voter
upcoming percentages had
election, and more early
that voting sites.
defendants, Based on that,
elections they argued that
officials', African--
implementation American voters
of early voting in the county
procedures were
violated the disproportionally
Voting Rights affected. The

10 03035
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Act and their court found that
constitutional while it may
rights, have been true

that having to
drive to an early
voting site and
having to wait in
line may cause
people to be
inconvenienced,
inconvenience
did not result in
a denial of
meaningful
access to the
political process.
Thus, the
coalition, the
union, and the
voters had not
established a
likelihood of
success on the
merits of their
claim that the
county's
implementation

11	 013036
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of early voting
procedures
violated § 2 of
the Voting
Rights Act.
Moreover, the
coalition, the
union, and the
voters failed to
establish a
likelihood of
success on the
merits of their §
1983 Fourteenth
and Fifteenth
Amendment
claims, which
required a higher
proof of
discriminatory
purpose and
effect. Injunction
denied.

Taylor v. Howe United 225 F.3d August 31, Plaintiffs, The court of No N/A No
States 993; 2000 2000 African appeals
Court of U.S. App. American
Appeals eals LEXIS voters, poil part, reversed--

12	 01303?
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

for the 22241 watchers, and in--part, and
Eighth candidates remanded the
Circuit appealed from district court's

a judgment of judgment. The
the United court found that
States District the district
Court for the court's finding of
Eastern District a lack of
of Arkansas in intentional
favor of discrimination
defendants, was appropriate
elections as to many
commissioners defendants.
and related However, as to
individuals, on some of the
their § 1983 individual
voting rights voters' claims
claims and for damages, the
contended the court held "a
district court definite and firm
made conviction" that
erroneous the district

• findings of fact court's findings
and law and were mistaken.
failed to The court noted
appreciate that the
evidence of argument that a

13
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

discriminatory voter's name was
intent, misspelled in the

voter register,
with a single
incorrect letter,
was a flimsy
pretext and,
accordingly,
held that the
district court's
finding that
defendant poll
workers did not
racially
discriminate in
denying the vote
to this plaintiff
was clearly
erroneous..
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

Stewart v. United 356 F. December Plaintiffs, The primary No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 14, 2004 including thrust of the

District 791; 2004 African-- litigation was an
Court for U.S. Dist. American. attempt to
the LEXIS voters, alleged federalize

14	 01303'S
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Northern 26897 that use of elections by
District of punch card judicial rule or
Ohio voting and fiat via the

"central-- invitation to the
count" optical court to declare
scanning a certain voting
devices by technology
defendants, the unconstitutional
Ohio Secretary and then fashion
of State et al., a remedy. The
violated their court declined
rights under the the invitation.
Due Process The
Clause, the determination of
Equal the applicable
Protection voting process
Clause, and had always been
(African-- focused in the
American legislative
plaintiffs) their branch of the
rights under § government.
2 of the Voting While it was true
Rights Act. that the

percentage of
residual or non-
voted ballots in
the 2000

15
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

presidential
election ran
slightly higher in
counties using
punch card
technology, that
fact standing
alone was
insufficient to
declare the use
of the system
unconstitutional.
Moreover, the
highest
frequency in
Ohio of residual
voting bore a
direct
relationship to
economic and
educational
factors, negating
the Voting
Rights Act
claim. The court
further stated
that local variety

16	 013041
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

in voting
technology did
not violate the
Equal Protection
Clause, even if
the different
technologies had
different levels
of effectiveness
in recording
voters'
intentions, so
long as there
was some
rational basis for
the technology
choice. It
concluded that
defendants' cost
and security
reasons for the
use of punch
card ballots were
plausible.

Taylor v. Currie United 386 F. September Plaintiff This action No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 14, 2005 brought an involved issues
District 929; 2005 action against pertainingto

17
013042
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Court for U.S. Dist. defendants, absentee ballots.
the Eastern LEXIS including a city Plaintiff alleged
District of 20257 elections that defendants
Michigan commission, were not

alleging complying with
defects in a state laws
city council requiring certain
primary eligibility checks
election before issuing
pertaining to absentee ballots.
absentee The state court
balloting. The issued an
case was injunction
removed to preventing
federal court defendants from
by defendants. mailing absentee
Pending before ballots.
the court was a Defendants
motion to removed the
remand, filed action to federal
by plaintiff. court and

plaintiff sought a
remand.
Defendants
argued that not
mailing the
absentee ballots

18	 UIJ04J
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

would violate
the Voting
Rights Act,
because it would
place a
restriction only
on the City of
Detroit, which
was
predominately
African--
American. The
court ordered the
case remanded
because it found
no basis under
28 U.S.C.S. §§
1441 or 1443 for
federal
jurisdiction.
Defendants'
mere reference
to a federal law
or federal right
was not enough
to confer subject
matter

19	 U13044
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

jurisdiction
where the
complaint
sought to assert
only rights
arising under
state statutes
against state
officials in
relation to a state
election. The
court stated that
it would not
allow defendants
to take haven in
federal court
under the guise
of providing
equal protection
for the citizens
of Detroit but
with a goal of
perpetuating
their violation of
a non-
discriminatory
state law.

20	 013045
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Further
Motion to
remand granted.

21	 013040
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Weber v. United 347 F.3d October 28, Plaintiff voter On review, the No N/A No
Shelley States Court 1101; 2003 2003 brought an suit voter contended

of Appeals U.S. App. against that use of
for the LEXIS defendants, the paperless
Ninth 21979 secretary of touch--screen
Circuit state and the voting systems

county was
registrar of unconstitutional
voters, and that the
claiming that trial court erred
the lack of a by ruling her
voter--verified expert
paper trail in testimony
the county's inadmissible.
newly installed The trial court
touchscreen focused on
voting system whether the
violated her experts'
rights to equal declarations
protection and raised genuine
due process. issues of
The United material fact
States District about the
Court for the relative
Central District accuracy of the
of California voting systemat
granted the issue and

013047
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

secretary and excluded
the registrar references to
summary news--paper
judgment. The articles and
voter appealed. unidentified

studies absent
any indication
that experts
normally relied
upon them. The
appellate court
found that the
trial court's
exclusions were
not an abuse of
discretion and
agreed that the
admissible
opinions which
were left did
not tend to
show that
voters had a
lesser chance of
having their
votes counted.
It further found

013045
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

that the use of
touchscreen
voting systems
was not subject
to strict
scrutiny simply

• because this
particular
balloting
system might

• make the
possibility of
some kinds of
fraud more
difficult to
detect.
California
made a
reasonable,
politically
neutral and
non--
discriminatory
choice to
certify
touchscreen
systems as an

013049
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

alternative to
paper ballots,
as did the
county in
deciding to use
such a system.
Nothing in the
Constitution
forbid this
choice. The
judgment was
affirmed.

Am. Ass'n United 324 F. July 6, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2004 disabled voters urged the
with District 1120; 2004 and invalidation of
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. organizations the Secretary's
v. Shelley the Central LEXIS representing directives

District of 12587 those voters, because,
California sought to allegedly, their

enjoin the effect was to
directives of deprive the
defendant voters of the
California opportunity to
Secretary of vote using
State, which touch--screen
decertified and technology.
withdrew Although it was

013050
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

approval of the not disputed
use of certain that some
direct disabled
recording persons would
electronic be unable to
(DRE) voting vote
systems. One independently
voter applied and in private
for a temporary without the use
restraining of DREs, it was
order, or, in the, clear that they
alternative, a would not be
preliminary deprived of
injunction, of a their
preliminary fundamental
injunction in a right to vote.
number of The Americans
ways, with
including a Disabilities
four--part test Act, did not
that considers require
(1) likelihood accommodation
of success on that would
the merits; (2) enable disabled
the possibility persons to vote
of irreparable in a manner
injury in the that was

013051
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

absence of an comparable in
injunction; (3) every way with
a balancing of the voting
the harms; and rights enjoyed
(4) the public by persons
interest, without

disabilities.
Rather, it
mandated that
voting
programs be
made
accessible.
Defendant's
decision to
suspend the use
of DREs
pending
improvement in
their reliability
and security of
the devices was
a rational one,
designed to
protect the
voting rights of
the state's

01'S052
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

citizens. The
evidence did
not support the
conclusion that
the elimination
of the DREs
would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually
impaired. Thus,
the voters
showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The
individual's
request for a
temporary
restraining
order, or, in the
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, was
denied. Ninth
Circuit's tests

013 0,^3
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

for a
preliminary
injunction,
although
phrased
differently,
require a court
to inquire into
whether there
exists a
likelihood of
success on the
merits, and the
possibility of
irreparable
injury; a court
is also required
to balance the
hardships.

Fla. Court of 884 So. 2d October 28, Petitioner, the The Party No N/A No
Democratic Appeal of 1148; 2004 2004 Florida argued that: (1)
Party v. Florida, Fla. App. Democratic the Florida
Hood First LEXIS Party, sought Administrative

District 16077 review of an Code, recast
emergency rule language from
adopted by the the earlier
Florida invalidated rule

013054
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Department of prohibiting a
State, manual recount
contending that of overvotes
the findings of and undervotes
immediate cast on a
danger, touchscreen
necessity, and machine; (2)
procedural the rule did not
fairness on call for the
which the rule . manual recount
was based of votes to
were determine voter
insufficient intent; and (3)
under Florida the rule created
law, which voters who
required a were entitled to
showing of manual
such recounts in
circumstances, close elections
and Florida and those who
case law. This were not. The
matter appeals court
followed. disagreed. The

Department
was clearly
concerned with
the fact that if

013055
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

no rule were in
place, the same
confusion and
inconsistency
in divining a
voter's intent
that attended
the 2000
presidential
election in
Florida, and the
same
constitutional
problems the
United States
Supreme Court
addressed then,
might recur in
2004. It was not
the court's
responsibility
to decide the
validity of the
rule or whether
other means
were more
appropriate.

10
013056
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

But, the
following
question was
certified to the
Supreme Court:
Whether under
Fla. Stat. ch.
120.54(4), the
Department of
State set forth
sufficient
justification for
an emergency
rule
establishing
standards for
conducting
manual
recounts of
overvotes and
undervotes as
applied to
touchscreen
voting systems?
The petition
was denied, but
a question was

11	 U1JU5. /
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

certified to the
supreme court
as a matter of
great public
importance.

Wexler v. United 342 F. October 25, Plaintiffs, a The officials No N/A No
Lepore States Supp. 2d 2004 congressman, claimed that the

District 1097; 2004 state state had
Court for U.S. Dist. commissioners, established an
the LEXIS and a updated
Southern 21344 registered standard for
District of voter, brought manual
Florida a § 1983 action recounts in

against counties using
defendants, optical scan
state officials, systems and
alleging that touchscreen
the manual voting systems,
recount therefore,
procedures for alleviating
the state's equal
touchscreen protection
paperless concerns. The
voting systems court held that
violated their the rules
rights under prescribing
U.S. Const. what

12	 013055
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

amends. V and constituted a
XIV. A bench clear indication
trial ensued. on the ballot

that the voter
had made a
definite choice,
as well the
rules
prescribing
additional
recount
procedures for
each certified
voting system
promulgated
pursuant to
Florida law
complied with
equal
protection
requirements
under U.S.
Const. amends.
V and XIV
because the
rules prescribed
uniform,

13
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

nondifferential
standards for
what
constituted a
legal vote under
each certified
voting system,
as well as
procedures for
conducting a
manual recount
of overvotes
and undervotes
in the entire
geographic
jurisdiction.
The court
further held that
the ballot
images printed
during a
manual recount
pursuant to
Florida
Administrative
Code did not
violate Florida

14 013060
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

law because the
manual recount
scheme
properly
reflected a
voter's choice.
Judgment was
entered for the
officials. The
claims of the
congressman,
commissioners,
and voter were
denied.

15	 013061
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Other
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Case be
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Further

Reitz v. United 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff service The court issued No N/A No
Rendell States Dist. 29, 2004 members filed an an order to assure

District LEXIS action against that the service
Court for the 21813 defendant state members and
Middle officials under other similarly
District of the Uniformed situated service
Pennsylvania and Overseas members who

Citizens were protected by
Absentee Voting the UOCAVA
Act alleging that would not be
they and similarly disenfranchised.
situated service The court ordered
members would the Secretary of
be the
disenfranchised Commonwealth
because they did of Pennsylvania
not receive their to take all
absentee ballots reasonable steps
in time. The necessary to
parties entered direct the county
into a voluntary boards of
agreement and elections to
submitted it to accept as timely
the court for received absentee
approval, ballots cast by

service members
and other

013062
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Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

overseas voters as
defined by
UOCAVA, so
long as the
ballots were
received by
November 10,
2004. The ballots
were to be
considered solely
for purposes of
the federal offices
that were
included on the
ballots. The court
held that the
ballot needed to
be cast no later
than November 2,
2004 to be
counted. The
court did not
make any
findings of
liability against
the Governor or
the Secretary.

013063
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Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

The court entered
an order,
pursuant to a
stipulation
between the
parties, that
granted
injunctive relief
to the service
members.

United United 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff United The testimony of No N/A No
States v. States Dist. 20, 2004 States sued the two witnesses
Pennsylvania District LEXIS defendant offered by the

Court for the 21167 Commonwealth United States did
Middle of Pennsylvania, not support its
district of governor, and contention that
Pennsylvania state secretary, voters protected

claiming that by the Uniformed
overseas voters and Overseas
would be Citizens
disenfranchised if Absentee Voting
they used Act would be
absentee ballots disenfranchised
that included the absent immediate
names of two injunctive relief
presidential because neither
candidates who witness testified

013064
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

had been that any absentee
removed from the ballots issued to
final certified UOCAVA voters
ballot and were legally
seeking incorrect or
injunctive relief otherwise invalid.
to address the Moreover, there
practical was no evidence
implications of that any
the final UOCAVA voter
certification of had complained
the slate of or otherwise
candidates so late expressed
in the election concern
year. regarding their

ability or right to
vote. The fact
that some
UOCAVA voters
received ballots
including the
names of two
candidates who
were not on the
final certified
ballot did not
ipso facto support

013065
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

a finding that
Pennsylvania was
in violation of
UOCAVA,
especially since
the United States
failed to establish
that the ballot
defect
undermined the
right of
UOCAVA voters
to cast their
ballots.
Moreover,
Pennsylvania had
adduced
substantial
evidence that the
requested
injunctive relief,
issuing new
ballots, would
have harmed the
Pennsylvania
election system
and the public by

013066
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
. Case be
Researched
Further

undermining the
integrity and
efficiency of
Pennsylvania's
elections and
increasing
election
costs.must
consider the
following four
factors: (1) the
likelihood that
the applicant will
prevail on the
merits of the
substantive
claim; (2) the
extent to which
the moving party
will be
irreparably
harmed in the
absence of
injunctive relief;
(3) the extent to
which the
nonmoving art

0130.67
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

will suffer
irreparable harm
if the court grants
the requested
injunctive relief;
and (4) the public
interest. District
courts should
only grant
injunctive relief
after
consideration of
each of these
factors. Motion
for injunctive
relief denied.

Bush v. United 123 F. The matter came Plaintiff No N/A No
Hillsborough States Supp. 2d before the court presidential and
County District 1305; on plaintiffs' vise--presidential
Canvassing Court for the 2000 U.S. complaint for candidates and
Bd. Northern Dist. declaratory and state political

District of LEXIS injunctive relief party contended
Florida 19265 alleging that that defendant

defendant county county
canvassing canvassing
boards rejected boards rejected
overseas absentee overseas absentee

013068
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

state ballots and state ballots and
federal write--in federal write--in
ballots based on ballots based on
criteria criteria
inconsistent with inconsistent with
federal law, and the Uniformed
requesting that and Overseas
the ballots be Citizens
declared valid Absentee Voting
and that they Act. Because the
should be state accepted
counted. overseas absentee

state ballots and
federal write--in
ballots up to 10
days after the
election, the State
needed to access
that the ballot in
fact came from
overseas.
However, federal
law provided the
method to
establish that fact
by requiring the
overseas absentee

013069
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

voter to sign an
oath that the
ballot was mailed
from outside the
United States and
requiring the state
election officials
to examine the
voter's
declarations. The
court further
noted that federal
law required the
user of a federal
write--in ballot to
timely apply for a
regular state
absentee ballot,
not that the state
receive the
application, and
that again federal
law, by requiring
the voter using a
federal write--in
ballot to swear
that he or she had

013070
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

made timely
application, had
provided the
proper method of
proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot
their request for
injunctive relief
and the court
granted in part
and denied in part
plaintiffs' request
for declaratory
relief, and relief
GRANTED in
part and declared
valid all federal
write--in ballots
that were signed
pursuant to the
oath provided
therein but
rejected solely
because the ballot
envelope did not
have an APO,
FPO, or foreign

10
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Other
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Further

postmark, or
solely because
there was no
record of an
application for a
state absentee
ballot.

Harris v. United 122 F. December Plaintiffs In two separate No N/A No
Florida States Supp. 2d 9, 2000 challenged the cases, plaintiff
Elections District 1317; counting of electors
Canvassing Court for the 2000 U.S. overseas absentee originally sued
Comm'n Northern Dist. ballots received defendant state

District of LEXIS after 7 p.m. on elections
Florida 17875 election day, canvassing

alleging the commission and
ballots violated state officials in
Florida election Florida state
law. circuit court,

challenging the
counting of
overseas absentee
ballots received
after 7 p.m. on
election day.
Defendant
governor
removed one case

11	 013072
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

to federal court.
The second case
was also
removed. The
court in the
second case
denied plaintiffs
motion for
remand and
granted a motion
to transfer the
case to the first
federal court
under the related
case doctrine.
Plaintiffs claimed
that the overseas
ballots violated
Florida election
law. Defendants
argued the
deadline was not
absolute. The
court found
Congress did not
intend 3 U.S.C.S.

1 to impose

12	 -013073
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

irrational
scheduling rules
on state and local
canvassing
officials, and did
not intend to
disenfranchise
overseas voters.
The court held
the state statute
was required to
yield to Florida
Administrative
Code, which
required the 10-
day extension in
the receipt of
overseas absentee
ballots in federal
elections because
the rule was
promulgated to
satisfy a consent
decree entered by
the state in 1982.
Judgment entered
for defendants

13	 013074
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

because a Florida
administrative
rule requiring a
10--day extension
in the receipt of
overseas absentee
ballots in federal
elections was
enacted to bring
the state into
compliance with
a federally
ordered mandate;
plaintiffs were
not entitled to
relief under any
provision of state
or federal law.

Romeu v. United 121 F. September Plaintiff Plaintiff argued No N/A No
Cohen States Supp. 2d 7, 2000 territorial resident that the laws

District 264; 2000 and plaintiff-- denied him the
Court for the U.S. Dist. intervenor right to receive a
Southern LEXIS territorial state absentee
District of 12842 governor moved ballot in violation
New York for summary of the right to

judgment and vote, the right to
defendant federal, travel, the

14	 013075
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Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

state, and local Privileges and
officials moved Immunities
to dismiss the Clause, and the
complaint that Equal Protection
alleged that the Clause. Plaintiff--
Voting Rights intervenor
Amendments of territorial
1970, the governor
Uniform intervened on
Overseas Citizens behalf of
Absentee Voting similarly situated
Act, and New Puerto Rican
York election law residents.
were Defendants'
unconstitutional argued that: 1)
since they denied plaintiff lacked
plaintiffs right to standing; 2) a
receive an non--justiciable
absentee ballot political question
for the upcoming was raised; and
presidential 3) the laws were
election. constitutional.

The court held
that: 1) plaintiff
had standing
because he made
a substantial

15	 013076
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Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

showing that
application for
the benefit was
futile; 2) whether
or not the statutes
violated
plaintiffs rights
presented a legal,
not political,
question, and
there was no lack
of judicially
discoverable and
manageable
standards for
resolving the
matter; and 3) the
laws were
constitutional and
only a
constitutional
amendment or
grant of statehood
would enable
plaintiff to vote
in a presidential
election. The

16	 01307
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

court granted
defendants'
motion to dismiss
because the laws
that prohibited
territorial
residents from
voting by state
absentee ballot in
presidential
elections were
constitutional.

Romeu v. United 265 F.3d September Plaintiff The territorial No N/A No
Cohen States Court 118; 2001 6, 2001 territorial resident resident

of Appeals U.S. App. sued defendants, contended that
for the LEXIS state and federal the UOCAVA
Second 19876 officials, alleging unconstitutionally
Circuit that the distinguished

Uniformed and between former
Overseas Citizens state residents
Absentee Voting residing outside
Act the United States,
unconstitutionally who were
prevented the permitted to vote
territorial resident in their former
from voting in his states, and former
former state of state residents

17	 013078
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

residence. The residing in a
resident appealed territory, who
the judgment of were not
the United States permitted to vote
District Court for in their former
the Southern states. The court
District of New of appeals first
York, which held that the
dismissed the UOCAVA did
complaint, not violate the

territorial
resident's right to
equal protection
in view of the
valid and not
insubstantial
considerations for
the distinction.
The territorial
resident chose to
reside in the
territory and had
the same voting
rights as other
territorial
residents, even
though such

18
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Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

residency
precluded voting
for federal
offices. Further,
the resident had
no constitutional
right to vote in
his former state
after he
terminated his
residency in such
state, and the
consequences of
the choice of
residency did not
constitute an
unconstitutional
interference with
the right to travel.
Finally, there was
no denial of the
privileges and
immunities of
state citizenship,
since the
territorial resident
was treated

19	 013080
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

identically to
other territorial
residents. The
judgment
dismissing the
territorial
resident's
complaint was
affirmed.

Igartua de la United 107 F. July 19, Defendant United The court denied No N/A No
Rosa v. States Supp. 2d 2000 States moved to the motion of
United District 140; 2000 dismiss plaintiffs' defendant United
States Court for the U.S. Dist. action seeking a States to dismiss

District of LEXIS declaratory the action of
Puerto Rico 11146 judgment plaintiffs, two

allowing them to groups of Puerto
vote, as U.S. Ricans, seeking a
citizens residing declaratory
in Puerto Rico, in judgment
the upcoming and allowing them to
all subsequent vote in
Presidential Presidential
elections. elections. One
Plaintiffs urged, group always
among other resided in Puerto
claims, that their Rico and the
right to vote in other became

20	 013081
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Presidential ineligible to vote
elections was in Presidential
guaranteed by the elections upon
Constitution and taking up
the International residence in
Covenant on Puerto Rico.
Civil and Plaintiffs
Political Rights. contended that

the Constitution
and the
International
Covenant on
Civil and
Political Rights,
guaranteed their
right to vote in
Presidential
elections and that
the Uniformed
and Overseas
Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act, was
unconstitutional
in disallowing
Puerto Rican
citizens to vote

21	 013082
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

by considering
them to be within
the United States.
The court
concluded that
UOCAVA was
constitutional
under the rational
basis test, and
violation of the
treaty did not
give rise to
privately
enforceable
rights.
Nevertheless, the
Constitution
provided U.S.
citizens residing
in Puerto Rico
the right to
participate in
Presidential
elections. No
constitutional
amendment was
needed. The

22 ^)13OS3-
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

present political
status of Puerto
Rico was
abhorrent to the
Bill of Rights.
The court denied
defendant United
States' motion to
dismiss plaintiffs'
action seeking a
declaratory
judgment
allowing them to
vote in
Presidential
elections as
citizens of the
United States and
of Puerto Rico.
The court held
that the United
States
Constitution itself
provided
plaintiffs with the
right to
participate in

23	
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Presidential
elections.

24	 013085
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Other
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Further

Powers v. Supreme Court 276 December Petitioner When the New No N/A No
Donahue of New York, A.D.2d 5, 2000 appealed an York County

Appellate 157; 717 order of the Board of
Division, First N.Y.S.2d supreme court, Elections learned
Department 550; 2000 which denied some absentee

N.Y. App. his motion to ballots mailed to
Div. direct the New voters in one
LEXIS York County district listed the
12644 Board of wrong candidates

Elections, in for state senator it
cases where sent a second set
more than one of absentee
absentee ballot ballots to
was returned by absentee voters
a voter, to informing them
count only the the first ballot
absentee ballot was defective and
listing correct requesting they
candidates' use the second
names. ballot. The board

agreed if two
ballots were
received from the
same voter, only
the corrected
ballot would be
counted.

013080
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Appellant
candidate moved
in support of the
board's
determination.
Respondent
candidate
opposed the
application,
contending that
only the first
ballot received
should have been
canvassed. The
trial court denied
appellant's
motion, ruling
that pursuant to
New York law,
where two ballots
were received
from the same
voter, only the
ballot with the
earlier date was to
be accepted. The
court found the

01308
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

local board
officials should
have resolved the
dispute as they
proposed. The
order was
modified and the
motion granted to
the extent of
directing the New
York County
Board of
Elections, in
cases where more
than one absentee
ballot was
returned by a
voter, to accept
only the corrected
ballot postmarked
on or before
November 7,
2000, and
otherwise
affirmed.

Goodwin v. Territorial 43 V.I. December Plaintiff Plaintiff alleged No N/A No
St. Thomas-- Court of the 89; 2000 13, 2000 political that defendants

013088
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

St. John Bd. Virgin Islands V.I. candidate counted unlawful
of Elections LEXIS 15 alleged that absentee ballots

certain general that lacked
election postmarks, were
absentee ballots not signed or
violated notarized, were in
territorial unsealed and/or
election law, torn envelopes,
and that the and were in
improper envelopes
inclusion of containing more
such ballots by than one ballot.
defendants, Prior to tabulation
election board of the absentee
and supervisor, ballots, plaintiff
resulted in was leading
plaintiffs loss intervenor for the
of the election. final senate
Plaintiff sued position, but the
defendants absentee ballots
seeking entitled
invalidation of intervenor to the
the absentee position. The
ballots and court held that
certification of plaintiff was not
the election entitled to relief
results since he failed to

013055
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

tabulated establish that the
without such alleged absentee
ballots. voting

irregularities
would require
invalidation of a
sufficient number
of ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots constituted
a technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly
counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot

013090
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Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

envelope and a
loose ballot were
in the same outer
envelope, the one
vote involved did
not change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities were
without merit
since ballots
without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted, and
ballots without
notarized
signatures were
proper. Request
for declaratory
and injunctive
relief denied.

Townson v. Supreme Court 2005 Ala. December The circuit The voters and No N/A No
Stonicher of Alabama LEXIS 9, 2005 court the incumbent all

013091
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

214 overturned the challenged the
results of a judgment entered
mayoral by the trial court
election after arguing that it
reviewing the impermissibly
absentee ballots included or
cast for said excluded certain
election, votes. The
resulting in a appeals court
loss for agreed with the
appellant voters that the
incumbent trial court should
based on the have excluded the
votes received votes of those
from appellee voters for the
voters. The incumbent who
incumbent included an
appealed, and improper form of
the voters identification
cross-- with their
appealed. In the absentee ballots.
meantime, the It was undisputed
trial court that at least 30
stayed absentee voters
enforcement of who voted for the
its judgment incumbent
pending provided with

013092
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

resolution of their absentee
the appeal. ballots a form of

identification that
was not proper
under Alabama
law. As a result,
the court further
agreed that the
trial court erred in
allowing those
voters to
somewhat "cure"
that defect by
providing a
proper form of
identification at
the trial of the
election contest,
because, under
those
circumstances, it
was difficult to
conclude that
those voters made
an honest effort to
comply with the
law. Moreover, to

013093
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

count the votes of
voters who failed
to comply with
the essential
requirement of
submitting proper
identification
with their
absentee ballots
had the effect of
disenfranchising
qualified electors
who choose not to
vote but rather
than to make the
effort to comply
with the absentee-
-voting
requirements.
Affirmed.

Gross v. Supreme Court 10 A.D.3d August 23, Appellant The candidates No N/A No
Albany of New York, 476; 781 2004 candidates argued that the
County Bd. Appellate N.Y.S.2d appealed from Board violated a
of Elections Division, Third 172; 2004 ajudgment federal court

Department N.Y. App. entered by the order regarding
Div. supreme court, the election. The
LEXIS which partiall appellate court

013094
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

10360 granted the held that absentee
candidates' ballots that were
petition sent to voters for
challenging the the special
method used by general election
respondent based solely on
Albany County their applications
Board of for the general
Elections for election were
counting properly voided.
absentee The Board had no
applications authority to issue
and ballots for the ballots
the office of without an
Albany County absentee ballot
Legislator, 26th application for the
and 29th special general
Districts, in a election. Two
special general ballots were
election properly
required by the invalidated as the
federal courts. Board failed to

retain the
envelopes. Ballots
were properly
counted for voters
who failed to

10
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further.

identify their
physician on their
applications. A
ballot was
properly counted
where the Board
failed to
scrutinize the
sufficiency of the
reason for the
application. A
ballot containing
two signatures
was properly
rejected. A ballot
was properly
rejected due to
extraneous marks
outside the voting
square. A ballot
was properly
counted despite
the failure of the
election inspector
to witness the
voter's signature.
A ballot was

11
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

properly counted
as the application
stated the date of
the voter's
absence. A ballot
was properly
counted as the
failure to date the
application was
cured by a time
stamp. Affirmed.

Erlandson v. Supreme Court 659 April 17, Petitioners, The appellate No N/A No
Kiffineyer of Minnesota N.W.2d 2003 representing court found that,

724; 2003 the while it may have
Minn. Democratic-- seemed unfair to
LEXIS Farmer--Labor the replacement
196 Party, brought candidate to count

an action votes for other
against candidates from
respondents, regular absentee
the Minnesota ballots on which
Secretary of the replacement
State and the candidate did not
Hennepin appear, those
County were properly
Auditor, cast ballots voting
seeking relief for a properly

12	 013097
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

in regard to the nominated
election for candidate.
United States Petitioners'
Senator, request that the
following the Minnesota
death of supreme court
Senator order that votes
Wellstone. The for United States
issue concerned Senator cast on
the right of regular absentee
absentee voters ballots not be
to obtain counted was
replacement denied. A key
ballots, issue was Minn.
Individuals Stat. § 204B.41
intervened on (2002), which
behalf of the provided, in--part,
Republican that official
Party. The supplemental
instant court ballots could not
granted review. be mailed to

absent voters to
whom ballots
were mailed
before the official
supplemental
ballots were

13	 013098
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Other
Notes
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Further

prepared. The
supreme court
held that, by
treating similarly-
-situated voters
differently, §
204B.41 violated
equal protection
guarantees and
could not even
survive rational
basis review. For
voters who cast
their regular
absentee ballots
for Wellstone
before the
vacancy occurred,
but were unable
to go to their
polling place on
election day or
pick up a
replacement
ballot by election

• day, the
prohibition on

013099
14 
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

mailing
replacement
ballots in §
204B.41 denied
them the right to
cast a meaningful
vote for United
States Senator.
The petition of
petitioners was
denied in part, but
granted with
respect to mailing
replacement
ballots to all
applicants for
regular absentee
ballots who
requested a
replacement
ballot.

People v. Appellate 348 Ill.. May 12, Defendant Defendant went No N/A No
Deganutti Court of App. 3d 2004 appealed from to the voters'

Illinois, First 512; 810 a judgment of homes and
District, Third N.E.2d the circuit obtained their
Division 191; 2004 court, which signatures on

Ill. App. convicted absentee ballot

15
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Other
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Case be
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Further

LEXIS defendant on request forms.
518 charges of Once the ballots

unlawful were mailed to
observation of the voters,
voting and on defendant
charges of returned to the
absentee ballot homes. With
violations in voter one,
connection defendant sat on
with the the couch with
completion and the voter and
mailing of the instructed which
absentee ballots numbers to punch
of two voters, on the ballot.

With voter two,
defendant
provided a list a
numbers and
stood nearby as
voter two
completed the
ballots. Defendant
then looked at the
ballot and had
voter two re--
punch a number
that had not

16
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

punched cleanly.
Defendant then
put the ballots in
the mail for the
voters. On appeal,
she argued
insufficient
evidence to
sustain her
convictions. The
court affirmed,
holding that (1)
the circumstantial
evidence
surrounding
defendant's
presence as the
voters completed
-their ballots
supported the
unlawful
observation
convictions; (2)
the fact that
defendant
knowingly took
the voters ballots

17
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Other
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Case be
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Further

and mailed them,
a violation of
Illinois law
supported her
conviction, and
(3) the fact that
the statutes
defendant was
convicted under
required only a
knowing mental
state rather than
criminal intent
did not violate
substantive due
process.
Affirmed.

Jacobs v. Supreme Court 773 So. December In an election Prior to the No N/A No
Seminole 2d 519; 12, 2000 contest, the general election,
County 2000 Fla. First District two political
Canvassing LEXIS court of appeal parties mailed
Bd. 2404 certified a trial preprinted

court order to requests for
be of great absentee ballots
public to registered
importance and voters in
to require Seminole County.

18
013103
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Other
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Further

immediate Forms mailed by
resolution by one party failed to
the supreme include either a
court. The trial space for the
court denied voter
appellants' identification
request to number or the
invalidate preprinted
absentee ballot number.
requests in Representatives
Seminole from that party
County in the were allowed to
2000 add voter
presidential identification
election. numbers to

request forms
after they were
returned, and
absentee ballots
were sent to the
persons named on
the request forms.
The supreme
court affirmed the
trial court's
refusal to
invalidate the.

9	 0131041
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Other
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Further

ballot requests,
and adopted the
trial court's
reasoning that the
information
required, which
included the voter
identification
number, was
directory rather
than mandatory.
The trial court
properly found
that the evidence
did not support a
fording of fraud,
gross negligence,
or intentional
wrongdoing.
Allowing one
party to correct
ballots did not
constitute illegal
disparate
treatment because
there was no need
to correct the

20
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other party's
forms. Affirmed.

Gross v. Court of 3 N.Y.3d October Appellant Due to a No N/A No
Albany Appeals of 251; 819 14, 2004 candidates challenge to a
County Bd. New York N.E.2d sought review redistricting plan,
of Elections 197; 785 from an order the Board was

N.Y.S.2d of the enjoined from
729; 2004 Appellate conducting
N.Y. Division, which primary and
LEXIS affirmed a trial general elections
2412 court order for certain county

holding that districts. A
absentee ballots special primary
from a special election was
general election directed, with a
were not to be special general
canvassed election to be
because held
respondent "expeditiously
Albany County thereafter."
Board of Absentee ballot
Elections failed requests for the
to follow the first special
set procedure election were
for those based on prior
voters, requests, but new

requests had to be

21	 013106
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Further

made for the
general election.
However, the
Board forwarded
absentee ballots
for that election
as well, based on
the prior requests.
Candidates in two
close races
thereafter
challenged those
absentee ballots,
as they violated
the procedure that
was to be
followed. The
trial court held
that the ballots
should not be
canvassed, which
decision was
affirmed on
appeal. On further
review due to
dissenting
opinions, the

22	 013107
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Further

court found that
the ballots were
in violation of the
federal court
order that directed
the procedure to
be followed, as
well as in
violation of New
York election
law. The court
concluded that the
Board's error was
not technical,
ministerial, or
inconsequential
because it was
central to the
substantive
process, and the
voters who used
absentee ballots
were not
determined to be
"duly qualified
electors."
Affirmed.

23	 013108
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In re Supreme Court 577 Pa. March 8, A county The absentee No N/A No
Canvass of of 231; 843 2004 elections board ballots at issue
Absentee Pennsylvania A.2d voided certain were hand-
Ballots of 1223; absentee ballots delivered to the
Nov. 4, 2003 2004 Pa. cast in the county elections
Gen. LEXIS November 4, board by third
Election 431 2003, general persons on behalf

election. The of non--disabled
court of voters. On appeal,
common pleas the issue was
held that whether non--
absentee ballots disabled absentee
delivered by voters could have
third persons third persons
were valid and hand--deliver
should be their ballots to the
counted. The elections board
commonwealth where the board
court affirmed indicated that the
the trial court's practice was
decision. The permitted. The
state supreme state supreme
court granted court concluded
allocatur. that the "in
Appellants and person" delivery
appellees were requirement was
certain mandatory, and

24	 013109
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Further

candidates and that absentee
voters, ballots delivered

in violation of the
provision were
invalid,
notwithstanding
the board's
erroneous
instructions to the
contrary. Under
the statute's plain
meaning, a non--
disabled absentee
voter had two
choices: send the
ballot by mail, or
deliver it in
person. Third--
person hand--
delivery of.
absentee ballots
was not
permitted. To
ignore the law's
clear instructions
regarding in--

erson delivery

25	 013110
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would undermine
the statute's very
purpose as a
safeguard against
fraud. The state
supreme court
concluded that its
precedent was
clear, and it could
not simply ignore
substantive
provisions of the
Pennsylvania
Election Code.
The judgment of
the
Commonwealth
Court was
reversed in so far
as it held that
certain absentee
ballots delivered
on behalf of non--
disabled absentee
voters were valid.

In re Commonwealth 839 A.2d December The Allegheny On appeal, the No N/A No
Canvass of Court of 451; 2003 22, 2003 County issue was whether

26	 013111
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Absentee Pennsylvania Pa. Elections non-disabled
Ballots of Commw. Board did not voters who voted
November 4, LEXIS allow 74 by absentee
2003 963 challenged ballots and had

third--party those ballots
hand--delivered delivered by third
absentee ballots parties to county
to be counted election boards
in the statewide could have their
general ballots counted in
election. The the statewide
court of general election.
common pleas First, the
of Allegheny appellate court
County concluded that
reversed the political bodies
Board's had standing to
decision and appeal. Also, the
allowed the 74 trial court did not
ballots to be err by counting
counted. the 74 ballots
Appellant because absentee
objecting voters could not
candidates be held
appealed the responsible for
trial court's following the
order. statutory

27	 013112
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requirements of
Pennsylvania
election law
where the Board
knowingly failed
to abide by the
statutory
language
regarding the
delivery of
absentee ballots,
changed its policy
to require voters
to abide by the
language, and
then changed its
policy back to its
original stance
that voters did not
have to abide by
the statutory
language, thereby
misleading
absentee voters
regarding
delivery
requirements.

28	 013113
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Under the
circumstances, it
was more
important to
protect the
interest of the
voters by not
disenfranchising
them than to
adhere to the
strict language of
the statute.
However, one
ballot was not
counted because
it was not
delivered to the
Board. Affirmed
with the
exception that one
voter's ballot was
stricken.

United United States 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff United The testimony of No N/A No
States v. District Court Dist. 20, 2004 States sued the two witnesses
Pennsylvania for the Middle LEXIS defendant offered by the

District of 21167 Commonwealth United States did
Pennsylavnia of not support its

29
	 013114
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Pennsylvania, contention that
governor, and voters protected
state secretary, by the Uniformed
claiming that and Overseas
overseas voters Citizens Absentee
would be Voting Act would
disenfranchised be
if they used disenfranchised
absentee ballots absent immediate
that included injunctive relief
the names of because neither
two witness testified
presidential that any absentee
candidates who ballots issued to
had been UOCAVA voters
removed from were legally
the final incorrect or
certified ballot otherwise invalid.
and seeking Moreover, there
injunctive relief was no evidence
to address the that any
practical UOCAVA voter
implications of had complained
the final or otherwise
certification of expressed
the slate of concern regarding
candidates so their ability or

30
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late in the right to vote. The
election year. fact that some

UOCAVA voters
received ballots
including the
names of two
candidates who
were not on the
final certified
ballot did not ipso
facto support a
finding that
Pennsylvania was
in violation of
UOCAVA,
especially since
the United States
failed to establish
that the ballot
defect
undermined the
right of
UOCAVA voters
to cast their
ballots.
Moreover,
Pennsylvania had

31	 013116
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adduced
substantial
evidence that the
requested
injunctive relief,
issuing new
ballots, would
have harmed the
Pennsylvania
election system
and the public by
undermining the
integrity and
efficiency of
Pennsylvania's
elections and
increasing
election costs.
Motion for
injunctive relief
denied.

Hoblock v. United States 341 F. October Plaintiffs, An election for No N/A No
Albany District Court Supp. 2d 25, 2004 candidates and members of the
County Bd. for the 169; 2004 voters, sued Albany County
of Elections Northern U.S. Dist. defendant, the Legislature had

District of New LEXIS Albany County, been enjoined,
York 21326 New York, and special

32	 01311i
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Board of primary and
Elections, general elections
under § 1983, were ordered. The
claiming that order stated that
the Board the process for
violated obtaining and
plaintiffs' counting absentee
Fourteenth ballots for the
Amendment general election
rights by would follow
refusing to tally New York
the voters' election law,
absentee which required
ballots, voters to request
Plaintiffs absentee ballots.
moved for a However, the
preliminary Board issued
injunction, absentee ballots

for the general
election to all
persons who had
applied for an
absentee ballot
for the cancelled
election. The
voters used
absentee ballots

33
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to vote; their
ballots were later
invalidated. A
state court
determined that
automatically
sending absentee
ballots to those
who had not filed
an application
violated the
constitution of
New York. The
district court
found that the
candidates' claims
could have been
asserted in state
court and were
barred by res
judicata, but the
voters were not
parties to the state
court action. The
candidates were
not entitled to
joinder and had

34	 013119
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not filed a motion
to intervene. The
voters established
a likelihood of
success on the
merits, as the
Board effectively
took away their
right to vote by
issuing absentee
ballots and then
refusing to count
them. The voters'
claims involved
more than just an
"unintended
irregularity." The
candidates' claims
were dismissed,
and their request
for joinder or to
intervene was
denied. Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction
preventing the

35	 01312E
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Board from
certifying winners
of the election
was granted.

Griffin v. United States 385 F.3d October In a suit The mothers No N/A No
Roupas Court of 1128; 15, 2004 brought by contended that,

Appeals for the 2004 U.S. plaintiff because it was a
Seventh Circuit App. working hardship for them

LEXIS mothers against to vote in person
21476 defendants, on election day,

members of the the U.S.
Illinois State Constitution
Board of required Illinois
Elections, to allow them to
alleging that vote by absentee
the United ballot. The
States district court
Constitution dismissed the
required mothers'
Illinois to allow complaint. On
them to vote by appeal, the court
absentee ballot, held that the
the mothers district court's
appealed from ruling was
a decision of correct, because,
the United although it was
States District possible that the

36	 013121
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Court for the problems created
Northern by absentee
District of voting might be
Illinois, Eastern outweighed by
Division, which the harm to voters
dismissed their who would lose
complaint for their vote if they
failure to state were unable to
a claim, vote by absentee

ballot, the striking
of the balance
between
discouraging
fraud and
encouraging voter
turnout was a
legislative
judgment with
which the court
would not
interfere unless
strongly
convinced that
such judgment
was grossly awry.
The court further
held that Illinois

37	 013122
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law did not deny
the mothers equal
protection of the
laws, because the
hardships that
prevented voting
in person did not
bear more heavily
on working
mothers than
other classes in
the community.
Finally, the court
held that,
although the
length and
complexity of the
Illinois ballot
supported an
argument for
allowing people
to vote by mail,
such argument
had nothing to do
with the problems
faced by working
mothers. It

38	 013123
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applied to
everyone.
Affirmed.

Reitz v. United States 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff service The court issued No N/A No
Rendell District Court Dist. 29, 2004 members filed an order to assure

for the Middle LEXIS an action that service
District of 21813 against members and
Pennsylvania defendant state other similarly

officials under situated service
the Uniformed members who
and Overseas were protected by
Citizens the UOCAVA
Absentee would not be
Voting Act, disenfranchised.
alleging that The court ordered
they and the Secretary of
similarly the
situated service Commonwealth
members of Pennsylvania
would be to take all
disenfranchised reasonable steps
because they necessary to
did not receive direct the county
their absentee boards of
ballots in time, elections to
The parties accept as timely
entered into a received absentee

39	 O1312't
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voluntary ballots cast by
agreement and service members
submitted it to and other
the court for overseas voters as
approval, defined by

UOCAVA, so
long as the ballots
were received by
November 10,
2004. The ballots
were to be
considered solely
for purposes of
the federal offices
that were
included on the
ballots. The court
held that the
ballot needed to
be cast no later
than November 2,
2004 to be
counted. The
court did not
make any
findings of
liability against

40	 Q13125
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the Governor or
the Secretary. The
court entered an
order, pursuant to
a stipulation
between the
parties, that
granted injunctive
relief to the
service members.

Bush v. United States 123 F. December The matter Plaintiff No N/A No
Hillsborough District Court Supp. 2d 8, 2000 came before the presidential and
County for the 1305; court on vise--presidential
Canvassing Northern 2000 U.S. plaintiffs' candidates and
Bd. District of Dist. complaint for state political

Florida LEXIS declaratory and party contended
19265 injunctive relief that defendant

alleging that county
defendant canvassing boards
county rejected overseas
canvassing absentee state
boards rejected ballots and
overseas federal write--in
absentee state ballots based on
ballots and criteria
federal write-- inconsistent with
in ballots based the Uniformed

41	 013126,
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on criteria and Overseas
inconsistent Citizens Absentee
with federal Voting Act.
law, and Because the state
requesting that accepted overseas
the ballots be absentee state
declared valid ballots and
and that they federal write--in
should be ballots up to 10
counted. days after the

election, the State
needed to access
that the ballot in
fact came from
overseas.
However, federal
law provided the
method to
establish that fact
by requiring the
overseas absentee
voter to sign an
oath that the
ballot was mailed
from outside the
United States and
requiring the state

42	 41312
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election officials
to examine the
voter's
declarations. The
court further
noted that federal
law required the
user of a federal
write--in ballot to
timely apply for a
regular state
absentee ballot,
not that the state
receive the
application, and
that again federal
law, by requiring
the voter using a
federal write--in
ballot to swear
that he or she had
made timely
application, had
provided the
proper method of
proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot

43	 013128
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their request for
injunctive relief
and the court
granted in part
and denied in part
plaintiffs' request
for declaratory
relief, and
declared valid all
federal write--in
ballots that were
signed pursuant to
the oath provided
therein but
rejected solely
because the ballot
envelope did not
have an APO,
FPO, or foreign
postmark, or
solely because
there was no
record of an
application for a
state absentee
ballot.

Kolb v. Supreme Court 270 March 17, Both petitioner Both petitioner No N/A No

44
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Casella of New York, A.D.2d 2000 and respondent and respondent,
Appellate 964; 705 appealed from presumably
Division, N.Y.S.2d order of representing
Fourth 746; 2000 supreme court, different
Department N.Y. App. determining candidates,

Div. which absentee challenged the
LEXIS and other paper validity of
3483 ballots would particular paper

be counted in a ballots, mostly
special absentee, in a
legislative special legislative
election. election. The

court affirmed
most of the trial
court's findings,
but modified its
order to invalidate
ballots
improperly
marked outside
the voting square-
--ballots where
the signature on
the envelope
differed
substantially from
the voter

45	 01313C
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registration card
signature----and
ballots where
voters neglected
to supply
statutorily
required
information on
the envelopes.
However, the
court, seeking to
avoid
disenfranchising
voters where
permissible, held
that ballots were
not invalid where
applications
substantially
complied with
statute, there was
no objection to
the ballots
themselves, and
there was no
evidence of fraud.
Where absentee

46 013131
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ballot envelopes
contained extra
ballots, the ballots
were to be placed
in a ballot box so
that procedures
applicable when
excess ballots are
placed in a ballot
box could be
followed. Order
modified.

People v. Court of 241 Mich. June 27, Defendant filed Defendant No N/A No
Woods Appeals of App. 545; 2000 an interlocutory distributed and

Michigan 616 appeal of the collected absentee
N.W.2d decision by the ballots in an
211; 2000 circuit court, election. Because
Mich. which denied both defendant
App. defendant's and his brother
LEXIS request for a were candidates
156 jury instruction on the ballot,

on entrapment defendant's
by estoppel, but assistance was
stayed the illegal under
proceedings to Michigan law.
allow Bound over for
defendant to trial on election

47
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pursue the fraud charges,
interlocutory defendant
appeal, in a requested a jury
criminal action instruction on
alleging entrapment by
violations of estoppel, which
election laws. was denied. On

interlocutory
appeal, the
appellate court
reversed and
remanded for an
entrapment
hearing, holding
that defendant
should be given
the opportunity to
present evidence
that he
unwittingly
committed the
unlawful acts in
reasonable
reliance upon the
word of the
township clerk.
The necessary

48	 01313 '
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elements of the
entrapment
defense were: (1)
a government
official (2) told
the defendant that
certain criminal
conduct was
legal; (3) the
defendant
actually relied on
the official's
statements; (4)
the defendant's
reliance was in
good faith and
reasonable in
light of the
official's identity,
the point of law
represented, and
the substance of
the official's
statement; and (5)
the prosecution
would be so
unfair as to

49	 013134
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violate the
defendant's right
to due process.
Denial of jury
instruction was
reversed because
the trial court did
not hold an
entrapment
hearing;
remanded for an
entrapment
hearing where
defendant could
present elements
of the entrapment
by estoppel
defense.

Harris v. United States 122 F. December Plaintiffs The court found No N/A No
Florida District Court Supp. 2d 9, 2000 challenged the Congress did not
Elections for the 1317; counting of intend 3 U.S.C.S.
Canvassing Northern 2000 U.S. overseas § 1 to impose
Comm'n District of Dist. absentee ballots irrational

Florida LEXIS received after 7 scheduling rules
17875 p.m. on on state and local

election day, canvassing
alleging the officials, and did

50	 01313-
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ballots violated not intend to
Florida law. disenfranchise

overseas voters.
The court held the
state statute was
required to yield
to the Florida
Administrative
Code, which
required the 10-
day extension in
the receipt of
overseas absentee
ballots in federal
elections because
the rule was
promulgated to
satisfy a consent
decree entered by
the state in 1982.

Weldon v. United States 2004 U.S. November Plaintiffs, a The congressman No N/A No
Berks District Court Dist. 1, 2004 congressman and representative
County Dep't for the Eastern LEXIS and a state sought to have the
of Election District of 21948 representative, absentee ballots at
Servs. Pennsylvania filed a motion issue set aside

seeking a until a hearing
preliminary could be held to

51
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injunction or determine
temporary whether any of
restraining the straining order
order that denied. CASE
would prohibit SUMMARY:
defendant PROCEDURAL
county POSTURE:
department of Plaintiffs, a
election congressman and
services from a state
delivering to representative,
local election filed a motion
districts . seeking a
absentee ballots preliminary
received from injunction or
any state, temporary
county, or city restraining order
correctional that would
facility, prohibit

defendant county
department of
election services
from delivering to
local election
districts absentee
ballots received
from any state,

52	 01313'=
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county, or city
correctional
facility as
provided in Pa.
Stat. Ann. tit. 25,
§ 3416.6 and Pa.
Stat. Ann. tit. 25,
§ 3416.8.
OVERVIEW:
The congressman
and representative
sought to have the
absentee ballots at
issue set aside
until a hearing
could be held to
determine
whether any of
the ballots were
delivered to the
county board of
elections by a
third party in
violation of
Pennsylvania law,
whether any of
the ballots were

53	 `.
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submitted by
convicted
incarcerated
felons in violation
of Pennsylvania
law, and whether
any of the ballots
were submitted
by qualified
voters who were
improperly
assisted without
the proper
declaration
required by
Pennsylvania law.
The court
concluded that an
ex parte
temporary
restraining order
was not warranted
because there
were potential
jurisdictional
issues, substantial
questions

54
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concerning the
alleged violations,
and the complaint
did not allege that
the department
acted or
threatened to act
in an unlawful
manner. The
court denied the
ex parte motion
for a temporary
restraining order.
The court set a
hearing on the
motion for
preliminary
injunction.

Qualkinbush Court of 822 December Respondent Respondent first No N/A No
v. Skubisz Appeals of N.E.2d 28, 2004 appealed from claimed the trial

Illinois, First 38; 2004 an order of the court erred in
District Ill. App. circuit court denying his

LEXIS certifying motion to dismiss
1546 mayoral with respect to 38

election results votes the Election
for a city in Code was
which the court preempted by and

55	 . 013140
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declared violated the
petitioner Voting Rights
mayor. Act and the

Americans with
Disabilities Act of
1990 since it
restricted the
individuals with
whom an
absentee voter
could entrust their
ballot for mailing.
The appeals court
found the trial
court did not err
in denying the
motion to
dismiss, as
Illinois election
law prevented a
candidate or his
or her agent from
asserting undue
influence upon a
disabled voter and
from
manipulating that

56
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voter into voting
for the candidate
or the agent's
candidate, and
was designed to
protect the rights
of disabled
voters.
Respondent had
not established
that the federal
legislature
intended to
preempt the rights
of state
legislatures to
restrict absentee
voting, and,
particularly, who
could return
absentee ballots.
The Election
Code did not
violate equal
protection
principles, as the
burden placed

s7	 41314
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upon absentee
voters by the
restriction on who
could mail an
absentee ballot
was slight and
nondiscriminatory
and substantially
contributed to the
integrity of the
election process.
Affirmed.

Panio v. Supreme Court 14 A.D.3d January In proceedings The question No N/A No
Sunderland of New York, 627; 790 25, 2005 filed pursuant presented was

Appellate N.Y.S.2d to New York whether the
Division, 136; 2005 election law to county election
Second N.Y. App. determine the board should
Department Div. validity of count the six

LEXIS certain categories of
3433 absentee and ballots that were

affidavit ballots in dispute. After a
tendered for the review of the
office of 35th evidence
District presented, the
Senator, appeals court
appellants, a modified the trial
chairperson of court's order by:

58 o13i43
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the county (1) deleting an
Republican order directing
committee and the county
the Republican elections board
candidate, both (board) to count
sought review 160 affidavit
of an order by ballots tendered
the supreme by voters who
court to count appeared at the
or not count correct polling
certain ballots, place but the
Respondent wrong election
Democratic district, as there
candidate were meaningful
cross-- distinctions
appealed. between those

voters who went
to the wrong
polling place and
those voters who
went to the
correct polling
place but the
wrong election
district; (2)
directing that the
board not count

59	 013j^
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10 affidavit
ballots tendered
in the wrong
election district
because of a map
error, as there was
no evidence that
the voters in this
category relied on
the maps when
they went to the
wrong election
districts; and (3)
directing the
board to count 45
absentee ballots
tendered by poll
workers, as it
appeared that the
workers
substantially
complied with the
statute by
providing a
written statement
that was the
functional

60
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equivalent of an
application for a
special ballot.
Order modified
and judgment
affirmed.

Pierce v. United States 324 F. November Plaintiff voters Intervenor No N/A No
Allegheny District Court Supp. 2d 13, 2003 sought to political
County Bd. for the Western 684; 2003 enjoin committees also
of Elections District of U.S. Dist. defendant moved to dismiss

Pennsylvania LEXIS election board for lack of
25569 from allowing standing, lack of

three different subject matter
procedures for jurisdiction, and
third--party failure to state a
absentee ballot claim, as well as
delivery, abstention. Inter
require the set alia, the court
aside of all found that
absentee third-- abstention was
party delivered appropriate under
ballots in the Pullman
connection doctrine because:
with the (1) construction
November of Pennsylvania
2003 election, election law was
prohibit those not clear

013146
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ballots from regarding whether
being delivered the absentee
to local election ballot provision
districts after requiring hand--
having been delivery to be "in
commingled person" was
with other mandatory or
absentee directory; (2) the
ballots, and construction of
convert a the provision by
temporary state courts as
restraining mandatory or
order to an directory could
injunction, obviate the need

to determine
whether there had
been a Fourteenth
Amendment
equal protection
violation; and (3)
erroneous
construction of
the provision
could disrupt very
important state
voting rights
policies.
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However, the
court had a
continuing duty to
consider the
motion for
temporary
restraining
order/preliminary
injunction despite
abstention. The
court issued a
limited
preliminary
injunction
whereby the 937
hand--delivered
absentee ballots at
issue were set
aside as
"challenged"
ballots subject to
the election code
challenge
procedure. Any
equal protection
issues could be
heard in state
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court by virtue of
the state court's
concurrent
jurisdiction.

Friedman v. United States 345 F. November Plaintiff The voters No N/A No
Snipes District Court Supp. 2d 9, 2004 registered claimed they

for the 1356; voters sued timely requested
Southern 2004 U.S. defendant state absentee ballots
District of Dist. and county but (1) never
Florida LEXIS election received the

23739 officials under requested ballot
§ 1983 for or (2) received a
alleged ballot when it was
violations of too late for them
their rights to submit the
under 42 absentee ballot.
U.S.C.S. § The court held
1971(a)(2)(B) that 42 U.S.C.S. §
of the Civil 1971(a)(2)(B)
Rights Act, and was not intended
the First and to apply to the
Fourteenth counting of
Amendments to ballots by those
the United already deemed
States qualified to vote.
Constitution. The plain
The voters meaning of

64
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moved for a 1971(a)(2)(B) did
temporary not support the
restraining voters' claim that
order (TRO) it should cover an
and/or error or omission
preliminary on any record or
injunction. The paper or any error
court granted or omission in the
the TRO and treatment,
held a hearing handling, or
on the counting of any
preliminary record or paper.
injunction. Further, because

Florida election
law only related
to the mechanics
of the electoral
process, the
correct standard
to be applied here
was whether
Florida's
important
regulatory
interests justified
the restrictions
imposed on their
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First and
Fourteenth
Amendment
rights. The State's
interests in
ensuring a fair
and honest
election and
counting votes
within a
reasonable time
justified the light
imposition on
voting rights. The
deadline for
returning ballots
did not
disenfrachise a
class of voters.
Rather, it
imposed a time
deadline by which
voters had to
return their votes.
So there was no
equal protection
violation.

66
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Preliminary
injunction denied.
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Johnson v. United States 214 F. July 18, Plaintiff felons The felons had all No N/A No
Bush District Court Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendant successfully

for the 1333; state officials for completed their
Southern 2002 alleged violations terms of
District of U.S. of their incarceration and/or
Florida Dist. constitutional probation, but their

LEXIS rights. The civil rights to
14782 officials moved register and vote

and the felons had not been
cross-moved for restored. They
summary alleged that
judgment. Florida's

disenfranchisement
law violated their
rights under First,
Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and
Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to the
United States
Constitution, as
well as § 1983 and
§§2 and 10 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965. Each of
the felons' claims
was fatally flawed.
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The felons'
exclusion from
voting did not
violate the Equal
Protection or Due
Process Clauses of
the United States
Constitution. The
First Amendment
did not guarantee
felons the right to
vote. Although
there was evidence
that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on

1)13154
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minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the felons
to pay their victim
restitution before
their rights would
be restored did not
constitute an
improper poll tax or
wealth
qualification. The
court granted the
officials' motion for
summary judgment
and implicitly
denied the felons'
motion. Thus, the
court dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.

Farrakhan v. United States 2000 December Plaintiffs, The felons alleged No N/A No
Locke District Court U.S. 1, 2000 convicted felons that Washington's

for the Eastern Dist. who were also felon
District of LEXIS racial minorities, disenfranchisement
Washington 22212 sued defendants and restoration of

for alleged civil rights

0131.5x3
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violations of the schemes, premised
Voting Rights Act. upon Wash. Const.
The parties filed art. VI § 3, resulted
cross--motions for in the denial of the
summary right to vote to
judgment. racial minorities in

violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in a
disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of

01315E
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minorities; as a
result, minorities
were under--
represented in
Washington's
political process.
The Rooker--
Feldman doctrine
barred the felons
from bringing any
as--applied
challenges, and
even if it did not
bar such claims,
there was no
evidence that the
felons' individual
convictions were
born of
discrimination in
the criminal justice
system. However,
the felons' facial
challenge also
failed. The remedy
. they sought would
create a new

013157
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constitutional
problem, allowing
disenfranchisement
only of white
felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection between
the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary judgment.

Farrakhan v. United States 338 F.3d July 25, Plaintiff inmates Upon conviction of No N/A No
Washington Court of 1009; 2003 sued defendant infamous crimes in

Appeals for the 2003 state officials, the state, (that is,
Ninth Circuit U.S. claiming that crimes punishable

App. Washington state's by death or
LEXIS felon imprisonment in a
14810 disenfranchisement state correctional

scheme constitutes facility), the
improper race-- inmates were
based vote denial disenfranchised.
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in violation of § 2 The inmates
of the Voting claimed that the
Rights Act. The disenfranchisement
United States scheme violated § 2
District Court for because the
the Eastern District criminal justice
of Washington system was biased
granted of against minorities,
summary judgment causing a
dismissing the disproportionate
inmates' claims. minority
The inmates representation
appealed. among those being

disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that
the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in

0131- x.
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denial of the right
to vote on account
of race. Instead of
applying its novel
"by itself'
causation standard,
the district court
should have applied
a totality of the
circumstances test
that included
analysis of the
inmates'
compelling
evidence of racial
bias in
Washington's
criminal justice
system. However,
the inmates lacked
standing to
challenge the
restoration scheme
because they
presented no
evidence of their
eligibility, much
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less even allege that
they were eligible
for restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored. The
court affirmed as to
the eligibility claim
but reversed and
remanded for
further proceedings
to the bias in the
criminal justice
system claim.

Muntaqim v. United States 366 F.3d April 23, Plaintiff inmate At issue was No N/A No
Coombe Court of 102; 2004 appealed a whether the VRA

Appeals for the 2004 judgment of the could be applied to
Second Circuit U.S. United States N.Y. Elec. Law§ 5-

App. District Court for -106, which
LEXIS the Northern disenfranchised
8077 District of New currently

York, which incarcerated felons
granted summary and parolees. The
judgment in favor instant court
of defendants in concluded that the
the inmate's action Voting Rights Act
alleging violation did not apply to the

1113161
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of § 2 of the New York law.
Voting Rights Act Applying the Act to
of 1965. state law would

alter the traditional
balance of power
between the states
and the federal
government. The
court was not
convinced that
there was a
congruence and
proportionality
between the injury
to be prevented or
remedied (i.e., the
use of vote denial
and dilution
schemes to avoid
the strictures of the
VRA), and the
means adopted to
that end (i.e.,
prohibition of state
felon
disenfranchisement
law that resulted in

013162
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vote denial or
dilution but were
not enacted with a
discriminatory
purpose). Further,
there was no clear
statement from
Congress that the
Act applied to state
felon
disenfranchisement
statutes. Inter alia,
defendants were
entitled to qualified
immunity as to
claim asserted
against them in
their personal
capacities, and to
Eleventh
Amendment
immunity to the
extent the inmate
sought damages
against defendants
in their official
capacities. The

0 .316.
11
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district court's
judgment was
affirmed.

Johnson v. United States 353 F.3d December Plaintiffs, ex-- The citizens alleged No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1287; 19, 2003 felon citizens of that Fla. Const. art.
Fla. Appeals for the 2003 Florida, on their VI, § 4 (1968) was

Eleventh U.S. own right and on racially
Circuit App. behalf of others, discriminatory and

LEXIS sought review of a violated their
25859 decision of the constitutional

United States rights. The citizens
District Court for also alleged
the Southern violations of the
District of Florida, Voting Rights Act.
which granted The court of
summary judgment appeals initially
to defendants, examined the
members of the history of Fla.
Florida Clemency Const. art. VI, § 4
Board in their (1968) and
official capacity. determined that the
The citizens citizens had
challenged the presented evidence
validity of the that historically the
Florida felon disenfranchisement
disenfranchisement provisions were
laws. motivated by a

12	 01316
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discriminatory
animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that
race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show
that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met its
burden, summary
judgment should
not have been
granted. The court
of appeals found
that the claim under
the Voting Rights
Act, also needed to

13	 0 1316V-'
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be remanded for
further
proceedings. Under
a totality of the
circumstances, the
district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was
behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions. The
court affirmed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under the
equal protection
clause and for

14	 01316€:
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violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the
matter to the
district court for
further
proceedings.

Fischer v. Supreme Court 145 N.H. March 24, Appellant State of Appellee was No N/A No
Governor of New 28; 749 2000 New Hampshire . incarcerated at the

Hampshire A.2d challenged a ruling New Hampshire
321; of the superior State Prison on
2000 court that the felon felony convictions.
N.H. disenfranchisement When he requested
LEXIS statutes violate an absentee ballot
16 N.H. Const. pt. I, to vote from a city

Art. 11. clerk, the request
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. §
607(A)(2) (1986),
which prohibits a
felon from voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final discharge."
The trial court

15	 01316'"
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declared the
disenfranchisement
statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
reviewof the article,
its constitutional
history, and
legislation pertinent
to the right of
felons to vote, the
court concluded
that the legislature
retained the

16 01316'
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authority under the
article to determine
voter qualifications
and that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority, and
reversed. Judgment
reversed because
the court concluded
that the legislature
retained its
authority under the
New Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority.

Johnson v. United States 405 F.3d April 12, Plaintiff The individuals No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1214; 2005 individuals sued argued that the

1 7	 01316 ,,
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Fla. Appeals for the 2005 defendant racial animus
Eleventh U.S. members of motivating the
Circuit App. Florida Clemency adoption of

LEXIS Board, arguing that Florida's
5945 Florida's felon disenfranchisement

disenfranchisement laws in 1868
law, Fla. Const. remained legally
art. VI, § 4 (1968), operative despite
violated the Equal the reenactment of
Protection Clause Fla. Const. art. VI,
and the Voting § 4 in 1968. The
Rights Act. The subsequent
United States reenactment
District Court for eliminated any
the Southern discriminatory taint
District of Florida from the law as
granted the originally enacted
members summary because the
judgment. A provision narrowed
divided appellate the class of
panel reversed. disenfranchised
The panel opinion individuals and was
was vacated and a amended through a
rehearing en banc deliberative
was granted. process. Moreover,

there was no
allegation of racial

18	 01317E
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discrimination at
the time of the
reenactment. Thus,
the
disenfranchisement
provision was not a
violation of the
Equal Protection
Clause and the
district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on that claim. The
argument that the
Voting Rights Act
applied to Florida's
disenfranchisement
provision was
rejected because it
raised grave
constitutional
concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a
practice that the
Fourteenth
Amendment

1
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permitted the state
to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never
intended the Voting
Rights Act to reach
felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
in favor of the
members was
granted.

Mixon v. Commonwealth 759 September Respondents filed Petitioner convicted No N/A No
Commonwealth Court of A.2d 18, 2000 objections to felons were

Pennsylvania 442; petitioners' presently or had
2000 Pa. complaint seeking formerly been
Commw. declaratory relief confined in state

20	 01317 -
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LEXIS as to the prison. Petitioner
534 unconstitutionality elector was

of the currently registered
Pennsylvania to vote in
Election Code, 25 respondent state.
Pa. Cons. Stat. §§ Petitioners filed a
2600 -- 3591, and complaint against
the Pennsylvania respondent state
Voter Registration seeking declaratory
Act, 25 Pa. Cons. relief challenging
Stat. § § 961.101-- as unconstitutional,
961.5109, state election and
regarding felon voting laws that
voting rights, excluded confined

felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released
from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'

21 01317:
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complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because respondent
state had broad
power to determine
the conditions
under which
suffrage could be
exercised.
However, petitioner
elector had no
standing and the
court overruled
objection as to
deprivation of ex--
felon voting rights.
The court sustained
respondents'
objection since

22	 013174
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incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting rights
were deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.

Rosello v. United States 2004 November Plaintiff voters The voters' § 1983 No N/A No
Calderon District Court U.S. 30, 2004 filed a § 1983 action against

for the District Dist. action against government
of Puerto Rico LEXIS defendant officials alleged

27216 government that absentee
officials alleging ballots for a
violations the Due gubernatorial
Process and Equal election were
Protection Clauses untimely mailed
of the U.S. Const. and that split votes,
amend. XIV, which registered
resulting from the two votes for the

23	
013.17E
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invalidity of same office, were
absentee and split null. The court
ballots in a asserted jurisdiction
gubernatorial over the disparate
election. treatment claims,

which arose under
the U.S.
Constitution. The
court declined to
exercise
discretionary
abstention because
the case was not
merely a facial
attack on the
constitutionality of
a statute, but was
mainly an applied
challenge, requiring
a hearing in order
to develop the
record, and because
equal protection
and due process
were secured under
the state and federal
constitutions. The

24	 01317"
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court held that the
voters had a
fundamental due
process right
created by Puerto
Rico Election Law
and suffered an
equal protection
violation in further
violation of the
U.S. Const. amend.
I right to vote,
thereby creating
their total
disenfranchisement.
The court held that
the evidence
created an
inference that the
split ballots were
not uniformly
treated and that it
was required to
examine a mixed
question of fact and
constitutional law
pursuant to federal

25	 01317
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guidelines to.
determine whether
potential over votes
were invalid. The
court asserted
jurisdiction over
the voters' claims.

Woodruff v. United States 49 Fed. October 7, Plaintiffs, pro se The inmates argued No N/A No
Wyoming Court of Appx. 2002 inmates, appealed that the statute

Appeals for the 199; from an order of violated their
Tenth Circuit 2002 the United States Eighth Amendment

U.S. District Court for right and their State
App. the District of constitutional right
LEXIS Wyoming, to be free from
21060 dismissing their cruel and unusual

complaint brought punishment, their
under § 1983, equal protection
challenging Wyo. rights under the
Stat. Ann. § 6--10- Fourteenth
-106, which denied Amendment and
them, as convicted State Constitution,
felons, the right to and their federal
vote. The district and state rights to
court dismissed the due process. One
action for failure to inmate had not paid
state a claim upon the appellate filing
which relief could fee or filed a

26	 013178
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be granted and as motion to proceed
frivolous, on appeal without

prepayment of
costs or fees, and
his appeal was
dismissed. The
court found that
U.S. Const. amend.
XIV, § 2 had long
been held to
exclude felons from
the right to vote. It
could scarcely be
unreasonable for a
state to decide that
perpetrators of
serious crimes
should not take part
in electing the
legislators who
made the laws, the
executives who
enforced them, the
prosecutors who
tried the cases, or
the judges who
heard their cases.
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The court also
found the dismissed
suit constituted a
"strike" under 28
U.S.C.S. § 1915(g),
although the suit
did not challenge
prison conditions
per se. One
inmate's appeal was
dismissed; the
judgment
dismissing the
other's complaint
was affirmed.

N.J. State Superior Court 381 N.J. November The Superior Court The statute at issue No N/A No
Conf.--NAACP of New Jersey, Super. 2, 2005 of New Jersey, prohibited all
v. Harvey Appellate 155; 885 Chancery Division, people on parole or

Division A.2d Union County, probation for
445; dismissed a indictable offenses
2005 complaint filed by from voting. The
N.J. plaintiff interested interested parties
Super. parties to alleged that the
LEXIS invalidate N.J. criminal justice
316 Stat. Ann. § 19:4-- system in New

1(8) on the ground Jersey
that it denied discriminated
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African-- against African-
Americans and Americans and
Hispanics equal Hispanics, thereby
protection of the disproportionately
law. Defendant, increasing their
the New Jersey population among
Attorney General, parolees and
moved to dismiss probationers and
the complaint for diluting their
failure to state a political power. As
claim, and said a result, the alleged
motion was that enforcement of
granted. The the statute resulted
interested parties in a denial of equal
then appealed. protection under

the state
Constitution. The
appeals court
disagreed. N.J.
Const. art. II
authorized the New
Jersey Legislature
to disenfranchise
persons convicted
of certain crimes
from voting.
Moreover, those

29
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convicts could not
vote unless
pardoned or unless
otherwise restored
by law to the right
of suffrage. The
statute also limited
the period of
disenfranchisement
during a
defendant's actual
service on parole or
probation. Thus, it
clearly complied
with this specific
constitutional
mandate. The
judgment was
affirmed.

King v. City of United States 2004 May 13, Plaintiff inmate The inmate was No N/A No
Boston District Court U.S. 2004 filed a motion for convicted of a

for the District Dist. summary judgment felony and
of LEXIS in his action incarcerated. His
Massachusetts 8421 challenging the application for an

constitutionality of absentee ballot was
Mass. Gen. Laws denied on the
ch. 51,	 1, which ground that he was
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excluded not qualified to
incarcerated felons register and vote
from voting while under Mass. Gen.
they were Laws ch. 51, § 1.
imprisoned. The inmate argued

that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him
because it
amounted to
additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the
statute was
regulatory and not
punitive because
rational choices

31	
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were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons disqualified
because of corrupt
elections practices,
persons under 18
years of age, as
well as incarcerated
felons. Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period of
their imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the accuracy
of their ballots.
Therefore, the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51, § 1 did not
violate the inmate's
constitutional
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rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be
constitutional and
denied the inmate's
motion for
summary judgment.

Southwest United States 278 F. August Plaintiffs, several Plaintiffs claimed No N/A No
Voter District Court Supp. 2d 15, 2003 groups, brought voters using punch-
Registration for the Central 1131; suit alleging that card machines
Educ. Project v. District of 2003 the proposed use would have a
Shelley California U.S. of "punch-card" comparatively

Dist. balloting machines lesser chance of
LEXIS in the California having their votes
14413 election would counted in violation

violate the United of the Equal
States Constitution Protection Clause
and Voting Rights and the counties
Act. Plaintiffs employing punch--
moved for an order card systems had
delaying that greater minority
election, scheduled populations thereby
for October 7, disproportionately
2003, until such disenfranchising
time as it could be and/or diluting the
conducted without votes on the basis
use of punch--card of race, in violation

33
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machines. of § 2 of the Voting
Rights Act. While
the court did not
need to decide the
res judicata issue at
this juncture, there
was ample reason
to believe that
plaintiffs would
have had a difficult
time overcoming it
as they were
seeking to establish
the same
constitutional
violations alleged
in prior litigation,
but to secure an
additional remedy.
Plaintiffs failed to
prove a likelihood
of success on the
merits with regard
to both of their
claims. Even if
plaintiffs could
show disparate
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treatment, such
would not have
amounted to illegal
or unconstitutional
treatment. The
balance of
hardships . weighed
heavily in favor of
allowing the
election to proceed.
The public interests
in avoiding
wholesale
disenfranchisement,
and/or not plunging
the State into a
constitutional
crisis, weighed
heavily against
enjoining the
election. Plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction
(consolidated with
plaintiffs' ex parte
application for
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temporary
restraining order)
was denied.

Igartua--de la United States 417.F.3d August 3, Plaintiff, a U.S. The putative voter No N/A No
Rosa v. United Court of 145; 2005 citizen residing in had brought the
States Appeals for the 2005 Puerto Rico, same claims twice

First Circuit U.S. appealed from an before. The court
App. order of the United pointed out that
LEXIS States District U.S. law granted to
15944 Court for the the citizens of

District of Puerto states the right to
Rico, that rejected vote for the slate of
his claim that he electors to
was deprived of represent that state.
the constitutional Although modem
right to vote for ballots omitted the
President and Vice names of the
President of the electors and listed
United States, and only the candidates,
was also violative and in form it
of three treaty appeared that the
obligations of the citizens were
United States. voting for President

and Vice President
directly, they were
not, but were
voting for electors.
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Puerto Rico was
not a state, and had
not been
enfranchised as the
District of
Columbia had by
the 23rd
Amendment. The
franchise for
choosing electors
was confined to
"states" by the
Constitution. The
court declined to
turn to foreign or
treaty law as a
source to reverse
the political will of
the country. The
judgment of the
district court was
affirmed.
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United States v. Alaska 05-CR-074 December Mejorada- No N/A No
Rogelio 5, 2005 Lopez, a
Mej orada-Lopez Mexican

citizen,
completed
several voter
registration
applications to
register to vote
in Alaska and
voted in the
2000, 2002,
and 2004
general
elections. He
was 'charged
with three
counts of
voting by a
non-citizen in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
611 and pled
guilty.
Mejorada-
Lopez was
sentenced to
probation for
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Note)
one year.

United States v. Colorado 1:04-CR- March 1, Shah was No N/A No
Shah 00458 2005 indicted on two

counts of
providing false
information
concerning
United States
citizenship in
order to register
to vote in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911 and
1015(f). Shah
was convicted
on both counts.

United States v. Northern 4:05-CR-47 January 17, A misdemeanor No N/A Yes-need
Mohsin Ali Florida 2006 was filed information on the

against Ali outcome of the
charging him trial.
with voting by
a non-citizen of
18 U.S.C.
section 611.
Trial was set
for January 17,
2006
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United States v. Northern 4:04-CR- May 18, Chaudhary was No N/A No
Chaudhary Florida 00059 2005 indicted for

misuse of a
social security
number in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
408 and for
making a false
claim of United
States
citizenship on a
2002 driver's
license
application in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911. A
superceding
indictment was
returned,
charging
Chaudhary
with falsely
claiming
United States
citizenship on a
driver's license
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application and
on the
accompanying
voter
registration
application. He
was convicted
of the false
citizenship
claim on his
voter
registration
application.

United States v. Southern 1:03-CR- September Velasquez, a No N/A No
Velasquez Florida 20233 9, 2003 former 1996

and 1998
candidate for
the Florida
legislature, was
indicted on
charges of
misrepresenting
United States
citizenship in
connection
with voting and
for making
false statements
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to the
Immigration
and
Naturalization
Service, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911, 1015(f)
and 1001.
Velasquez was
convicted on
two counts of
making false
statements on
his
naturalization
application to
the INS
concerning his
voting history.

United States v. Southern 0:04-CR- July 15, Fifteen non- No N/A No
McKenzie; Florida 60160; 2004 citizens were
United States v. 1:04-CR- charged with
Francois; 20488; voting in
United States v. 0:04-CR- various
Exavier; United 60161; elections
States v. Lloyd 0:04-CR- beginning in
Palmer; United 60159; 1998 in

013194.
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States v. Velrine 0:04-CR- violation of 18
Palmer; United 60162; U.S.C. section
states v. 0:04-CR- 611. Four of
Shivdayal; 60164; the defendants
United States v. 1:04-CR- were also
Rickman; 20491; charged with
United States v. 1:04-CR- making false
Knight; United 20490; citizenship
States v. 1:04-CR- claims in
Sweeting; 20489; violation of 18
United States v. 0:04-CR- U.S.C. sections
Lubin; United 60163; 911 or 1015(f).
States v. 1:04-CR- Ten defendants
Bennett; 14048; were convicted,
United States v. 0:04-CR- one defendant
O'Neil; United 60165; was acquitted,
States v. Torres- 2:04-CR- and charges
Perez; United 14046; against four
States v. Phillip; 9:04-CR- defendants
United States v. 80103; were dismissed
Bain Knight 2:04-CR- upon motion of

14047 the
government.

United States v. Southern 3:03-CR- February East St. Louis No N/A No
Brooks Illinois 30201 12, 2004 election official

Leander
Brooks was
indicted for
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submitting
fraudulent
ballots in the
2002 general
election in
violation of 42
U.S.C.. section
1973i(c),
1973i(e),
1973gg-
10(2)(B), and
18 U.S.C.
sections 241
and 371.
Brooks pled
guilty to all
charges.

United States v. Southern 3:05-CR- June 29, Four Democrat No N/A No
Scott; United Illinois 30040; 2005 precinct
States v. 3:05-CR- committeemen
Nichols; United 30041; in East St.
States v. 3:05-CR- Louis were
Terrance Stith; 30042; charged with
United States v. 3:05-CR- vote buying on
Sandra Stith; 30043; the 2004
United States v. 3:05-CR- general election
Powell, et al. 30044 in violation of

42 U.S.C.
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section
1973i(c). All
four pled
guilty. Also
indicted were
four additional
Democrat
committeemen,.
Charles Powell,
Jr., Jesse
Lewis, Sheila
Thomas,
Kelvin Ellis,
and one
precinct
worker, Yvette
Johnson, on
conspiracy and
vote buying
charges in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). All
five defendants
were convicted.
Kelvin Ellis
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also pled guilty
to one count of
18 U.S.C.
section
1512(c)(2)

relative to a
scheme to kill
one of the trial
witnesses and
two counts of
18 U.S.C.
section 1503
relative to
directing two
other witnesses
to refuse to
testify before
the grand jury.

United States v. Kansas 2:04-CR- December A felony No N/A No
McIntosh 20142 20, 2004 information

was filed
against lawyer
Leslie
McIntosh for
voting in both
Wyandotte
County, Kansas
and Jackson
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County,
Missouri, in the
general
elections of
2000 and 2002
in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973i(e). A
superseding
misdemeanor
information
was filed,
charging
McIntosh with
causing the
deprivation of
constitutional
rights in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
242, to which
the defendant
pled guilty.

United States v. Eastern 7:03-CR- March 28, Ten people No N/A No
Conley; United Kentucky 00013; 2003 and were indicted
States v. Slone; 7:03-CR- April 24, on vote buying
United States v. 00014; 2003 charges in

10
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Madden; United 7:03-CR- connection
States v. Slone 00015; with the 1998
et al.; United 7:03-CR- primary
States v. 00016; election in
Calhoun; United 7:03-CR- Knott County,
States v. 00017; Kentucky, in
Johnson; United 7:03-CR- violation of 42
States v. 00018; U.S.C. section
Newsome, et al. 7:03-CR- 1973i(c). Five

00019 of the
defendants pled
guilty, two
were convicted,
and three were
acquitted.

United States v. Eastern 7:03-CR- March 7, Ten defendants No N/A No
Hays, et al. Kentucky 00011 2003 were indicted

for conspiracy
and vote
buying for a
local judge in
Pike County,
Kentucky, in
the 2002
general
election, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section

11
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1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
371. Five
defendants
were convicted,
one defendant
was acquitted,
and charges
against four
defendants
were dismissed
upon motion of
the
government.

United States v. Eastern 3:05-CR- May 5, 2005 Three No N/A Yes-need update on
Turner, et al. Kentucky 00002 defendants case status.

were indicted
for vote buying
and mail fraud
in connection
with the 2000
elections in
Knott, Letcher,
Floyd, and
Breathitt
Counties,
Kentucky, in
violation of 42

12	 01320:.
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Note)
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
341.

United States v. Middle 3:03-CR- May 2, 2003 Tyrell Mathews No N/A No
Braud Louisiana 00019 Braud was

indicted on
three counts of
making false
declarations to
a grand jury in
connection
with his 2002
fabrication of
eleven voter
registration
applications, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1623. Braud
pled guilty on
all counts.

United States v. Western 6:03-CR- April 12, St. Martinsville No N/A No
Thibodeaux Louisiana 60055 2005 City

Councilwoman
Pamela C.
Thibodeaux
was indicted on

13	 013202
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two counts of
conspiring to
submit false
voter
registration
information, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). She
pled guilty to
both charges.

United States v. Western 4:04-CR- January 7, Two No N/A No
Scherzer; Missouri 00401; 2005; misdemeanor
United States v. 4:04-CR- March 28, informations
Goodrich; 00402; 2005; were filed
United States v. 4:05-CR- September charging
Jones; United 00257; 8, 2005; Lorraine
States v. Martin 4:05-CR- October 13, Goodrich and

00258 2005 James
Scherzer,
Kansas
residents who
voted in the
2000 and 2002
general
elections on

14	 01320
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both Johnson
County, Kansas
and in Kansas
City, Missouri.
The
informations
charged
deprivation of a
constitutional
right by
causing
spurious
ballots, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. sections
242 and 2. Both
pled guilty.
Additionally,
similar
misdemeanor
informations
were filed
against Tammy
J. Martin, who
voted in both
Independence
and Kansas
City, Missouri

15	
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The Observer found up to 180 people who were
listed as having voted in both Carolinas in either
the 2000 or 2002 elections. Reporters found no
one who admitted to double voting and discovered
plausible explanations for many of the
duplications. In one case, an Army captain in
North Carolina shared the same name as his
father in South Carolina. The father was likely

2000 and mistakenly recorded under his son's name when
North Carolina 24-Oct-04 2002 he cast his ballot. AP

Four men were charged with voting by absentee
and on election day. Three denied the allegations

Jones North Carolina 30-Oct-04 primar or said they misunderstood the process. AP
There are differences in most precincts between
the number of ballots cast and the number of
people recorded as voting. State Investigators
have concluded there is no way to rule out double-
voting or missing votes because poll workers

Gaston North Carolina 16-Dec-04 residential cannot explain the discrepancies. Charlotte Observer

Republican attorney cites a Plain Dealer report
saying more than 27,000 people are registered to
vote in both Ohio and Florida and that 100 people
cast votes in both places four years ago. A
Dispatch investigation of the allegations found little

V proof of duplicate voting after comparing the Ohio
and Florida state databases and conducting
further research. After culling the list through

M those methods, the Dispatch interviewed the
0%

people left In question. This failed to turn up
anyone who had ever voted twice. Many had
never been to Florida; some had never lived in

Ohio 2-Nov-04 residential Ohio. Columbus Dispatch
The Director of the Board of Elections says the
number of people under investigation for voting
twice has decreased from 19 to 10. The board
already determined that there were legitimate

H explanations for about half of the votes. In one
case it appeared a man voted absentee and at the
polling place but it turned out the absentee ballot
had been cast by his son who has the same

Summit Ohio 8-Dec-04 local name. Akron Beacon Journal

A couple who admitted voting twice were not
indicted -- they voted by absentee ballot and then
voted in person because they thought their

London Ohio 9-Dec-04 presidential absentee ballots had been lost AP

A man is charged with voting twice, once by
absentee and once on election day. Although
election board officials said they haven't seen a
case like this in twenty years, they won't dismiss

Logan Oklahoma 24-Feb-01 primar the charge. Daily Oklahoman
The Secretary of State has referred five cases of

2000 possible double voting to the Attorney General
Oregon 11-Apr-02 general (Oregon votes entirely by mail) AP

Republicans claimed 1,200 Oregonians had
registered in two counties and voted twice. But a
state Elections Division investigation found that
just a handful of voters were registered to vote in
two counties and one had cast more than one

Oregon 16-May-04 2000 ballot AP
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The state Republican Chair claims In a news
conference that he has uncovered six cases of
people voting twice. The elections division
immediately showed that five of the voters had
only voted once, and the sixth case had

Oregon 1-Nov-04 presidential mmediately been caught by election workers. The Oregonian
The Pawtucket Board of Canvassers determined
there was no truth to the allegation that Louis C.
Yip, owner of the China Inn restaurant and a well-
known developer, had shepherded the same
couple to two different polling places, getting them
to vote twice.
City Registrar of Voters Dawn M. McCormick said
that when voting records were checked, it turned
out that the couple that Yip was accused of getting
to vote at Towers East and Kennedy Housing was
actually two different couples, both eld-erly and

General Chinese.
Pawtucket Rhode Island 14-Jan-03 Assembly Providence Journal Bulletin

The county election commissioner said she
believed people were using other names to vote
and that addresses were changed fraudulently.
Voters sign fail-safe affidavits when they change
their addresses and their voting records have not
yet been updated. Oaths of identity are signed
when vot-ers have no other form of identification.
The commissioner said she questioned the va-

Hamilton county lidity of 11 oaths of identity and 68 fail-safe
County Tennessee 19-Dec-02 commission affidavits in the District 4 election. Chattanooga Times Free Press

A second dead voter cast a ballot in the
September special election held to fill the seat
vacated by former state senator John Ford.
Like a similar case documented earlier this week,
this one involves an eld-erly voter who died weeks
before the Sept. 15 election, an investigation by
The Commercial Appeal found.
Both of the suspect votes occurred in Precinct 27-
1, in the heart of heavily Democratic North
Memphis. By law, health officials report deaths
once a month to the state Election Commission,
which then purges the dead from voter registration
rolls.
In that window of time - a month or so before the
election - there's a good chance dead voters will
remain on the rolls on Election Day.

Tennessee 14-Dec-05 state senate Commercial Appeal
State legislator who lost by 32 votes alleges 32

state people voted twice and 101 residents from other
Houston Texas 25-Nov-04 legislature districts cast ballots Austin American Statesemen

The county is Investigating three voters suspected
San Juan Texas 12-May-05 city of voting early and on election day The Monitor

criminal charges filed against six voters for
allegedly casting more than one ballot under a
variety of circumstances: two for casting ballots in
the names of recently deceased spouses; mother
and daughter charged with casting a ballot in the
name of recently deceased mother's dead
husband; one for casting a ballot in the name of

gubematoria someone who had lived at the same address and
King Washington 22-Jun-05 I died; one using someone else's name Seattle Times
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King Washington 13-Oct-05
gubernatoria

Republican officials release the names of 16
people they say voted twice, One person is found
to be two people with the same name but different
birthdates. Two names were referred to the
prosecutors office files were charged against one. Seattle Times

King Washington 14-Oct-05

gubernatoria
I and local
simar

Woman on Republican list under investigation for
double voting Seattle Times

Appleton Wisconsin 12-Jan-05
nonpartisan
election

student who voted by absentee ballot and in
oerson at college sentenced to probation Post Crescent

Milwaukee Wisconsin 22-Aug-05 residential

GOP claims there were nine cases where people
voted in Milwaukee and another city. US Attorney
says he found no fraud, but rather clerical errors. Journal Sentinel

Milwaukee Wisconsin 21-Sep-OS residential

Man charged with voting twice said he filled out
two on-site registration cards by mistake but voted
only once Journal Sentinel

Milwaukee Wisconsin 5-Dec-05 presidential
Four people charged with double voting; none
convicted Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

Laramie Wyoming 2-Nov-04
Laramie County Clerks says there has never been
any intentional 	 registrationration or double voting

national 23-Oct-02 residential

RNC compiles a national database of 3,273
people who voted twice in 2000. In North Carolina,
the first name on the list was the chair of the
Assembly's election law committee, and the
California Secretary of State says they will be able
to refute the claims. USA Today
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The Board of Elections reviewed all of the allegations
of double voting and found that of 18 cases, 11 did
not vote twice and seven did but did not intend to. All
of the double votes were caught by the board and not
counted twice. The board forwaded only one case of
alleged double voting to the sheriff for further	 2/2412005, Akron
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Most of the allegations seem to be cases of Innocent
mistakes that may have been technically illegal but 	 Houston Chronicle
not fraud	 (January 16. 20051
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Former sheriff and an attorney said in a federal
criminal trial that they did not conspire to illegally
run criminal history checks on absentee voters for
the sheriffs election. Prosecutors say he started

Jefferson doing the check after he lost the election, while the
County Alabama 10-Jan-06 sheriff sheriff says he did it to ferret out voter fraud Birmingham News

The Coast Guard found the lids to eight absentee
San ballot boxes floating in the bay, raising suspicions
Francisco California 28-Nov-01 municipal of tampering. San Francisco Chronicle

November
15, 2001; Mayor Bradley accuses opponent of stuffing boxes

Compton California /11/16/2001 mayoral with counterfeit ballots and having noncitizens vote LA Times
The lawyer for a board of elections employee said
she discovered more than 500 unopened
absentee bal-lots In the office mailroom two days
after the election. According to the story she laid
out to prosecutors, she notified her supervisor and
was told there had been a mix-up and that the

Broward Florida 27-Jan-03 ohi votes needed to disappear. Brandenton Herald
Nearly 3000 votes were lost for two days as some
were taken home by poll workers, others
misplaced. Vote totals failed to add up correctly

Detroit Michigan 12-Nov-05 mayoral when the votes were restored. Detroit Free Press

Detroit officials lost track of ballots in nine
precincts and did not count them until two days
after the polls closed; a poll worker took home two
computer data packs containing ballot Information
and did not return them until the next day, leading
to tampering allegations. Judge overseeing the

Detroit Michigan 26-Nov-05 mayoral recount orders more security for the ballots Detroit Free Press

Assemblywoman Friscia's suit alleges that election
workers told voters who to vote for; al-lowed two
or three people to enter voting booths at the same
time; permitted people to vote even though their
home addresses and signatures did not match the
elections register; allowed registered Republicans
to vote in a Democratic pri-mary; provided faulty
voting machines; paid people to vote for Vas;
allowed non-citizens to vote; refused to accept

Middlesex assembly absentee ballots, and closed Friscia's own polling
County New Jersey 19-Jun-03 primar station in Woodbridge. Home News Tribune

city council member accused of filing absentee
ballot applications for 10 people without their
authorization.The Attorney General charges
councilman with 10 counts of tampering with public

mayoral and records and one count of hindering or preventing
Atlantic City New Jersey 11-Nov-05 city council voting AP

A Cleveland elections board employee is charged
with changing the votes on ballots completed by

Cleveland Ohio 20-Jun-05 presidential five nursing home residents in favor of Bush Yahoo News
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The Tennessee Bureau of Investigation searched
the home of former Hamilton County Election

Commission employee Rita Jones on Friday and
seized an undis-closed number of documents. Ms.
Jones, a 14-year employee of the Election
Commission, was fired two days after the Nov. 5

Hamilton district general election when officials discovered a box of
County Tennessee 18-Jan-03 orlmar 189 ballots had not been counted on Election Day Chattanooga Times Free Press

The county election administrator found that ballot
counters switched ballots from Republican to

San Antonio Texas 10-Dec-02 unclear Democrat San Antonio Express News

A supporter of one of the candidates alleges that
he saw the mayor in the city secretary's office
going over a list of residents that showed who had

county voted and who had not and that th+E340ere were
Alamo Texas 15-Dec-03 commission open mail-in ballots in front of them The Monitor

On Election Day, Republican David Dunn had one
more vote than his opponent for an Ector County
commission seat. After a recount, he lost by a
vote.
He filed a lawsuit Tuesday accusing opponent
Barbara Graff and elections ad-ministrator Sharon
Wilson of election fraud. He accused Graff of
ballot tamper-ing during the recount, claiming she
or her supporters doctored tally sheets. Wilson
mishandled the recount, tossing out two duplicate

county ballots for Dunn, ac-cording to the suit.
Ector County Texas 15-Dec-04 commission AP

A judge found that votes cast by several people,
Including City Council member Andy Parker, could
not be found In the ballot box. Mr. Parker testified
during the seven-day trial that he had used ballot
No. 331, but the No. 331 In the box did not match
the way he voted. In all, 165 people testified that
they had voted early for Mr. Wilson, while just 152
early votes were counted for him - something
Judge Kupper called an "Irreconcilable
discrepancy." The Sheriffs Department is
Investigating

Forney Texas 13-Dec-OS mayoral Dallas Morning News

County County clerk candidate writes a letter to the
Salt Lake Utah 20-Nov-02 Council Attorney General alleging altering of vote counts Salt Lake Tribune

An election administrator admitted she falsified a
report to make it appear that all absentee ballots
were accounted for. It later proved inaccurate
when workers discovered 95 unopened,
uncounted absentee ballots in a warehouse.
Republicans say of the 96 ballots, 47 came from
Rossi districts and 28 Gregoire. Gregoir won four
of the five King County precincts that recorded
more votes than voters. Rossi won four of the six
King County precincts that recorded more voters
than votes. Republicans claim this proves ballot
boxes were stuffed in precincts that favored

gubernatoria Gregoire and ballots vanished in precincts
King Washington 26-May-OS I favoring Rossi. News Tribune
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Republican attorneys allege King County election
officials committee fraud by allowing illegal ballots

gubernatoria in Democratic districts, ballot box stuffing and
Washington 30-May-05 I thefts of votes from the Republican candidate The Olympian

GOP lawyer contends claim that the Democrats
rigged the election by stuffing ballot boxes in the
Democrat's two strongest precincts and by

gubernatoria
124-May-05

"losing" votes in two of the Republican's strongest
King Washington I recincts. AP

In the 2002 election two candidates had to be
physically removed from the polling place, one for
allegedly attempting to steal ballots. Charges of
fraud and improprieties included photocopying
ballots and stuffing ballot boxes. 135 more ballots
than stakeholders were cast. After investigating,
the city found no cause to dismiss the election and

neighborhoo the League of Women Voters did not find any
Los Angeles California	 7-Feb-03	 d council	 stuffing of the ballot boxes.	 LA Weekly

poll worker adds ballots — state board investigates
but does not recommend criminal charges,
instead recommending that the poll judges In that

Durham	 North Carolina 29-Mar-04 city council precinct step down	 Herald Sun

There are differences in most precincts between
the number of ballots cast and the number of
people recorded as voting. State investigators
have concluded there is no way to rule out double
voting or missing votes because poll workers
cannot explain the discrepancies. More than
13,000 votes were omitted from the county's
unofficial results, including 1,200 votes from a

Gaston	 North Carolina 16-Dec-04 presidential Dallas precinct and about 12,000 early votes.	 Charlotte Observer
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City /

County State Date Type of Election Alleged instance of fraud Original Source Sourcel Source 2 Source 3

Phillips The state Republican Party alleges five convicted
County Arkansas 2-Nov-02 felons voted, four of them in early voting Arkansas Democrat-Gazette

For the first time since 1994, a man was charged
with three counts of registering to vote while on
parole and a fourth count of voting in the recall

Sacramento California 12-Sep-04 gubernatorial election. Sacramento Bee
In a survey of counties, 13 counties had referred
69 cases of possible felon voting to county
attorneys. Denver County referred 52 cases of

Colorado 25-Mar-05 felon voting. Denver Post

Florida's Republican Party says it has a list of 925
felons who have voted illegally or are planning to.
The information could be used to challenge voters.
The GOP found the allegedly illegal voters by
starting with the same flawed set of names the
state compiled In order to purtge the rolls -- that
list was scrapped when its inaccuracies were
exposed. Democrats and civil rights groups
suggested that Republicans wanted to use the list
to intimdate black Democrats from going to the
polls. The party took the initial state list of voters
and compared it to the Florida Parole Commission

Florida 29-Oct-04 residential names of felons rights who had been restored Miami Herald

Man is accused of registering to vote in Okaloosa
County in 1999 and casting a ballot in November
2002, even though he had been convicted of a
felony offense of selling illegal drugs In Colorado in
1980, said Michele Nicholson, spokeswoman for
the Okaloosa County sheriffs department. It is
illegal for felons to vote in Florida unless their

Okaloosa Florida 19-Oct-05 rights have been restored Miami Herald
Losing candidate alleges people convicted of

iMaryiand
crimes were allowed to vote. The chief election

Port Deposit 8-Jun-03 mayor official of the town dismissed the allegations. Baltimore Sun
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A death row Inmate and a child pornographer are
among about 2,500 felons who remained on
Oklahoma voting rolls after their convictions, The
Oklahoman re-ported on Sunday.
Records show some felons have voted, even
though it's illegal while they're serving their
sentences.
"It's a huge problem," said state Rep. Mike
Reynolds, who estimates as many as 16,000
felons are on voting rolls.
About 1,100 may have voted In last year's general
election. An exact count is difficult - in part
because voters sometimes sign the wrong lines in
poll books. Most significantly, the Oklahoma State
Election Board has ignored the notices from U.S.
prosecutors in Oklahoma and other states.
Thousands are filed away in a back room. The law
is unclear whether voting rights can be stripped
after a guilty plea or only after sentencing.
Some convicts are unsure about their voting
status, and judges rarely explain it to them at
sentencing.

Oklahoma 22-May-O presidential AP
31 provisional voters were found to be felons
whose voting rights had not been restored. The

Davidson Tennessee 12-Jan-05 presidential county election commission is debating action. Nashville City Paper
Three indicted on illegal voting charges were
ineligible to vote because they were convicted
felons who lost voting privileges. One said she has
been on probation for two years, and said she did
not know that she was ineligible to vote because
officials in the local voter registration office
approved a replacement voter registration card

Falfurrias Texas 11-Sep-04 city before the city election. Corpus Christi Caller Times
Man convicted in 1986 for larceny by check votes
after being notified he had been taken off the voter
rules. He entered a plea of illegal voting; State
Attorney General says he has never prosecuted or
seen such a case during his five years on the

Norfolk Virginia 14-Jan-04 unclear election board Hampton Roads News
In its case to overturn the election, Republicans
allege 736 King County felons illegally cast ballots,
and another 220 illegal felon votes were cast
elsewhere. Knowingly casting an illegal vote is a
crime, but several felon votes said they were

King Washington 29-Apr-05 gubernatorial unaware they could not vote. Seattle Post-Intelii encer

investigators say they have evidence of 200 felons
Milwaukee Wisconsin 10-May-O "residential voting"oting illegally Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

State Division of Criminal Investigation says
Hanna Wyoming 27-Apr-01 mayor convicted felons allegedly voted AP
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See summary of Washington
May 5, 2005: Officials say charges will be filed,
although officials said these cases are hard to
prosecute because it must be established that the
felon knew he could not vote -- see complete
summary of Milwaukee; December 5, 2005: federal
prosecutors charge 10 felons with voting illegally --
four were convicted, one was acquited and five cases
are still pending; the County DA charged two with
felon voting -- still pending. See Milawaukee
summary.

Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel

Milwaukee Journal
Sentinel
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About 60 challenged ballots in a Bayou La Batre
City Council contest have stirred discrimination
concerns because they were all demanded from
Asian-American voters.Fred Marceaux of Coden,
an advocate for the Asian community, called the
chal-lenged ballots "scare tactics.By all accounts,
the voters were challenged to their faces as they
walked Into the polling place at the Bayou La Batre
Community Center. Being publicly confronted on
their first trip to the voting booth visibly up-set many
of those who were challenged. Until this year,
Asians here have seemed reluctant to step into
local politics, preferring to live as a self-contained
community for the most part.

Bayou La Batre Alabama 29-Aug-04 city council  AP

A poliworter says that during the primary two men
came in and said they were checking the polls to
see if illegal aliens were voting. They said the
name of their organization was Truth in Action. A
voting rights advocate says the group was visiting
many poll sites. The editor of the organization's
website says he visited the polls wearing a black t-
shirt with "US Contitutional Enforcement" on the
back and the Image of a badge on the front. He
carried tools, a camera and a video recorder to
"film all the conversations I had." He said that for
the general election, if he sees "a busload of
Hispanic individuals who didn't speak English and
who Voted," he plans to follow that bus to make

Arizona 1 -Oct-04 presidential sure they aren't voting more than once The Progressive
In Mancopa County, home to Phoenix, more than
10,000 people trying to regis-ter have been
rejected for being unable to prove their citizenship.
Yvonne Reed, a spokesman for the recorder's
office, said Friday that most are probably U.S.
citizens whose married names differ from the ones
on their birth certificates or who have lost
documentation. Reed said she hopes the number
of rejected voters shrinks as election off-dais
explain the new requirements. But, she said, "there
wi ll be an amount of people who we wi ll not be able
to get on the rolls because of not being able to find
the right documents or just losing interest."
In Pima County, home to Tucson, 60 percent of
those who tried to register initially could not. Chris
Roads, the elections chief there, said that all ap-
peared to be U.S. citizens, but many had moved to
Arizona recently and couldn't access their birth
certificates or passports.
Many of those prospective voters have since been
able to register, but Roads said about 1,000
citizens are still unable to vote in this week's

Arizona 6-Nov-05 election be-cause of Proposition 200 requirements. Los Angeles Times
State Democratic Party Chair accuses a
Republican poll worker of focusing only on black

Arkansas 31-Oct-02 and elderly voters during his challenges. Arkansas Democrat-Gazette

In Arkansas, where voters were allowed to cast
their ballots up to two weeks early to lessen the
pressure on election day, there were allegations of
intimidation in the early voting. Democrats claimed
that black voters were photographed as they
arrived at polling booths and had their identities

Arkansas16-Nov-02 subjected to disproportionate scrutiny. 	 IThe Guardian	 I
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Democrats accused Republican poll watchers of
driving away voters in predominantly black
precincts by taking photos of them and demanding

Pine Bluff Arkansas 30-Dec-02 identification during early voting The American Prospect
DNC Chair says black voters in Arkansas were

Arkansas 17-Nov-04 residential harassed during early voting Ethnic News Watch

The ousted mayor's attorney, in a legal challenge to
the election, said he intends to show that Perrodin's

Compton California 14-Nov-01 mayoral supporters pulled guns on voters at precincts AP
treasurer and city The anti-recall camp accuses police officers of

South Gate California 28-Jan-03 council recall harassment and of "staring down" residents. Los Angeles Times
Latino community organizer tells city council panel
that Latinos have experienced poll workers who
intimidate Latinos by illegally asking them to show

North County California 5-Nov-03 local Identification. Union-Tribune
A group called the People of Color Caucus alleged
that some Latinas wearing Gonzalez buttons were

San Francisco California 2-Feb-04 mayoral told they were not allowed to vote Los Angeles Times

Democrats fear what they believe to be a plan by
Republicans to challenge new voters, especially
students at the University of Colorado at Boulder
who may seek to use student IDs as proof of
identification at the polls. State GOP brass said
they have no such plan.

Colorado 28-Oct-04 residential Denver Post
U.S. Representative tells Republican registrars to
request police supervision at the polls if they are

2nd district Connecticut 11-Nov-02 congressional concerned about fraud or disturbance The Day Online
Federal observers found pollworhers downright

2001 special "hostile" to Hispanics, even Insisting that voters
Osceola County Florida 23-May-02 election must speak English to vote St Petersbe	 Times

Ching fears of voter intimidation and a repeat by
GOP operatives to "barrage polling places, " local
Democrats — including former U.S. Attorney
General Janet Reno and U.S. Rep. Cattle Meek -
are suing to block Miami-Dade County from
allowing a Republican political action committee to
put poll watchers inside the countys precincts

Miami Florida 1-Nov-02 Tuesday. Miami Herald

Hearkening back to the 1960s, when Southern
states used poll taxes and in-timidation to shut
blacks out of elections, the Rev. Jesse Jackson on
Monday ac-cused Florida Gov. Jeb Bush of
engaging in "disenfranchisement schemes" by ask-
ing counties to purge felons from voter rolls.
"This is a typical South (tactic), denying the right to
vote based on race and class," Jackson said. "You
see classical voter disenfranchisement. These
schemes to deny or suppress voters are not new
schemes."

Florida 22-Jun-04 uresidential Miami Herald
The Justice Department is Investigating
accusations that Florida law enforcement officers
intimidated elderly black voters during a probe of
voting fraud in the Orlando mayoral election. Civil
rights groups and Democrats contend that the
agents presence and behavior, including allegedly
displaying their guns, intimidated the minority

Florida 19-Sep-04 residential voters they visited. AP
Representatives from People for the American
Way saw poll workers turn back registered voters
who did not have ID, although that Is not required.
A spokeswoman from Election Protection says that
several voters report being asked if they are

Florida 1-Oct-04 residential citizens during early voting. The Progressive
Democratic election lawyer says Republican plans
to challenge voters at the polls may intimidate

Florida 16-Oct-04 oresidential voters . Petersber Times 013249
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Two white men were filming voters as they entered
Duval Florida 26-Oct-04 oresidential the poll site in a presumed attempt at intimidation Financial Times

The Republican Party distributed to the media
affidavits from anonymous voters claiming to be
harassed at polling sites in Miami, Pembroke Pines,
Boca Raton, Plantation, St. Petersburg,

Florida 26-Oct-04 oresidential Jacksonville Apopka and Tallahassee. Miami Herald
Democratic National Committee (ONC) Chairman
Terry McAuliffe has accused Re-publicans of
engaging in "systematic efforts to disenfranchise
voters, imposing unlawful Identification
requirements on voters, throwing eligible voters off
the rolls and depriving voters of their right to cast a

Florida 27-Oct-04 orosidential orovislonal ballot. Washington Times
Democrats have Complained that GOP poll
watchers will issue challenges in order to slow
down the voting process and drive people away

Florida 29-Oct-04 residential from the polls Palm Beach Post
Florida 29-Oct-04 oresidential Miami Herald

Democrats fear Republicans will systematically
challenge black and Hispanic voters and create
long lines at the polls. The suspicions were fed by
reports that Republicans had a list of 1,866 voters
they were planning to challenge in predominantly

Florida 30-Oct-04 iresidential black areas of Jacksonville. Orlando Sentinel

Based on a 1982 consent decree, The
Advancement Project filed a lawsuit asking a
federal district court in New Jersey to ban GOP poll
watcher activities In heavily minority precincts in
Florida. The suit contends that In New Jersey,
Louisiana, and North Carolina, the RNC sent mass
mailers to thousands of voters registered
predominantly In black precincts. When thousands
were returned because of incorrect addresses,
those names went on lists for challenges. The GOP

Florida 30-Oct-04 iresidential says it has just done a mass mailer to new voters. Tampa Tribune

At one polling station, Republicans claimed that
Democratic poll watchers were approaching
Republican voters and shouting There's a dirty

Broward Florida 30-Oct-04 oresidential Bush supported' as they waited Online. Ottawa Citizen
Democratic poll workers say Republican poll
workers are itnimidating Kerry supporters, staring at
them and refusing to move away if they decline to

Miami Florida 30-Oct-04 oresidenlial accept a Bush-Kerry sticker, The Boston Globe
A Republican Party spokesman said elderly voters
standing In line at early polling places who refuse to
accept Kerry stickers have been harassed with
shoults of Hey, we've got a Bush voter herel' He
says Republican poll watchers and volunteers have
been pretty much continually hrassed and

Broward Florida 20-Oct-04 residential Intimidated." The Boston Globe
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Democrats say Republicans are disproportionately
putting poll watchers in predominantly minority
precincts and said It could signal plans to intimidate
or slow down voters. In Miami-Dade County,
Democrats said 59% of predominantly black
precincts have at least one Republican poll
watcher, while 24 % of predominantly white
precincts have them. In Leon County. 64% of bled
precincts have at least one Republican poll watcher
compared with 24% of majority white precincts. In
Alachua, 71 % of black precincts have a Republican
poll watcher assigned, while 24% of white precincts

Florida 31-Oct-04 residential do. St. Petersbe	 Times
Election Protection reports that Haitian Americans
complained that thugs" had walked along the
waling lines at an early polling site and demanded
to see identification, while telling voters they could

Miami Florida 1-Nov-04 residential be deported. Cox News Service

Four GOP poll watchers were ejected from the polls
by police and another was 'threatened by poll
workers for telling them to assign voters provisional
ballots. These are people without Ids or even listed

Broward Florida 3-Nov-04 Oresidenlial on the voter roll," according to a partystatement. Boston Globe

GOP challengers were monitoring the polls, armed
with packets that included color mug shots of felons
the party said were improperly included on the
voting rolls. At the urging of the Bush campaign,
some of the poll watchers were wearing buttons,

Miami Florida 3-Nov-04 residential hats or T-shirts that said "voting rights counselor," Washington Post
At Midway Elementary School east of Sanford, a
predominantly black voter precinct, Democratic
officials complained a large law-enforcement
presence intlml-dated voters.
A deputy sheriff assigned to the precinct moved his
patrol car, with his po-lice dog inside, after
Democrats complained to the Seminole County
Sheriffs Of-flee about it being parked at the
entrance to the parking lot, where they said there
were as many as four deputies at a time.

Sanford Florida 3-Nov-04 residential Orlando Sentinel
Shouting matches and rowdy behavior forced
elections officials across the state to step in to keep
the peace. Voters reported being harassed and

Florida 2-Mar-05 residential intimidated at the polls. Orlando Sentinel
Many voters said they were denied provisional
ballots or had to argue with poll workers to get

Georgia 3-Nov-04 residential them. Atlanta Journal Constitution
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Ninety-five people who make up more than three-
quarters ofa rural Georgia countys registered
Hispanic voters were summoned to a courthouse
Thursday to defend their right to vote after a
complaint alleged a county commissioner at-
tempted to register non-U.S. citizens,
The Atkinson County Board of Registrars, however,
dismissed most of the com-plaint at the beginning
of the hearing, saying the case could open the
county to charges of violating the Voting Rights Act.
Remaining complaints against two voters were
dropped when the complainants declined to
present any evidence against them.
The three men who filed the complaint had said
they have evidence a county commissioner
attempted to help non-U.S. citizens register so they
could vote for him in me July 20 Democratic
primary.
Lawyers from the American Civil Liberties Union
and the Mexican American Le-gal Defense and
Education Fund got involved because the men filed
the challenges based on a list they had received
from the Board of Registrars of all Hispanics
registered In the south Georgia county.
Linda Davis, chief registrar in Atkinson County, said

Atkinson County Georgia 28-Oct -04 residential

The Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund filed a federal law-suit last
October alleging that election officials conspired to
persuade Hispan-ics to vote by absentee ballot and
limit their access to the polls in the 2003
Democratic primary.
The U.S. Attorneys Office is investigating similar
allegations.
The lawsuit seeks to overturn the election of Mayor
Robert Pastrick, who defeated challenger George
Pabey, who is of Puerto Rican descent.

East Chicago Indiana 21-A r-04 mayoral AP

Persistent warnings about terrorism also have
drawn skepticism from some Democratic election
officials and civil rights advocates who have
accused the Republican White House of creating a
climate of fear that, among other things, could
suppress voter turnout. Heavy voter turnout
historically has favored Democrats in U.S.
elections.
Some local officials in Indiana accused Secretary of
State Todd Rokita, a Republican, of trying to
Intimidate voters after he asked election clerks to
develop responses to "en Immediate and present
danger." Engy Abdelkader, civil rights director for
the Council on American-Islamic Relations, says
that Arab-Americans and other minorities could
choose to stay away from the polls If they believe
that federal agents will be questioning people there.

Indiana 7-0d-04 residential USA Today
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A poll worker, Jeff Farmer, was stationed at Horse
Creek Elementary School as a "challenger,"
someone who observes the process and can ask
voters to prove identities or addresses. The sheriff
said Farmer was warned after interfering with
voters. "I told him to sit his ass down," Jordan said.
When Farmer went outside about 10:30 a.m. and
began 'pulling voters out of line," according to
Jordan, a sheriffs deputy told him to leave or face
arrest. Farmer had a different version of events,
saying he went out to smoke and wasn't allowed

county clerk back in.
Clay CCounty Kentucky 29-May-02 Drirnar Lexington Herald Leader

A flyer written and distributed by the Republican in
charge of recruiting poll workers asserts that in
three previous races the NAACP and the Philip
Randolph Institute have targeted "poor, black
Voters" and encouraged them to "commit voter
fraud." Civil rights leaders say this shows that the
Republican plan to put challengers in
predominantly African American poll sites is racially
based. The Republican County chair had
announced that Republicans would place
challengers at 59 precincts that were either chosen
at random or because there were too few election

Jefferson Kentucky 31-Oct-03 lubernatorial workers. The Courier-Journal

Black voters in Louisville sued Friday over a ,.
Republican plan to put vote "challengers" in dozens

Loulseville Kentucky 2-Nov-03 lubematorlsl if black precincts AP

Republicans plan to deploy "a small army of
challengers in Jefferson County. Critics say the
mobilization of mostly white challengers In poorer
minority districts is intended to intimidate. Black
leaders held a rally decrying the Republican

Louisville Kentucky 4-Nov-0 gubernatorial initiative. Christian Science Monitor

A group of Republicans called on the county party
chair to resign because of plans to use voter
challengers in the election. In 2003, the party used
Republicans from across the county to watch voting
in 18 predominantly Democratic districts — most of

Jefferson County Kentucky 3-Aug-04 residential them with large numbers of black voters. Courier Journal
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Tangipahoa Parish Sheriff Ed Layrisson said
Monday he has suspended two deputies while his
office investigates allegations of public intimidation
against them.
The deputies were at a polling place Saturday and
allegedly asked several people in a group how they
planned to vote in the sheriffs race, authorities
said.
The deputies "have adamantly denied the
allegation' Layrisson said.
He said the deputies were not in uniform, but were
carrying their badges and weapons.

Baton Roue Louisiana 7-Oct-03 sheriff The Advocate

Louisiana Election Protection says It received many
complaints of voters being denied the tight to vote i

New Orleans Louisiana 2-Nov-04 Oresidentlat they did not have a drivers license. AP
The Democratic National Committee filed a lawsuit
seeking to prevent the Ehrlich campaign from using
off-duty police officers as poll workers. The
Democrats dropped the action when the campaign
agreed the officers would not wear uniforms,
badges or sidearms or identify themselves as

Baltimore Ma	 and 5-Nov-02 qubernatorial dice officers. Washington Post
In Maryland, David Paulson, the director of
communications for the state De-mocratic Party,
charged that signs saying voters needed photo
identification to vote had been "illegally' or 'extra.
legally' placed by the Board of Elections in Prince
George's County, just outside of Washington.
Photo identification has never been required for

Ma	 and 6-Nov-02 statewide voters there he said. UPI
In 2002, there were allegations that Russian and
Chinese voters were being told how to vote by
translators in a Brighton precinct that is home to the
Jew-ish Community Housing for the Elderly
complex on Wallingford Road. After those
allegations, the city changed the rules at the polling
place located there: Now, no resident of the
building Is allowed to work as an elections official

Boston Massachussetts 12-Mar-05 there. Boston Globe

In a lawsuit fled yesterday, the Justice Department
alleges that the city and its poll workers Interfered
with voters' rights by "improperly influencing,
coercing, or Ignoring the ballot choices of limited
English proficient Hispanic and Asian-American
voters" and of generally "abridging' their voting
rights by treating Hispanic and Asian voters
disrespectfully at the polls and by failing to provide

Boston Massachussetts 30-Jul-05 adequate translation services for them. Boston Globe
A su rvey by the Asian American Legal Defense
and Education Fund found 10 voters who had been
turned away because their names were not on the
rolls and who were not offered provisional ballots

Massachussetts 18-Aug-05 residential as required bylaw. Boston Globe
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Trouble was reported at Bowen Recreation Center
in Pontiac, where police were called after voters
and election workers complained that a Republican
Party volunteer was harassing people.
Precinct chairwoman Linda Nichols said the
woman, who identified herself as Teresa Sayer,
came to the poll after leaving another location
where voters had complained that she was
questioning whether they were eligible to vote.
"She would be behind the shoulder of the poll
worker telling them what they could and could not
do; Nichols said. "She even got behind the voter
when they were going Into the voting booth, asking
them If they had identification."
State election officials say challengers are not
allowed to talk directly to voters but can question
the veracity of a voter with poll chairpersons.
State Republican officials denied that the woman
was intimidating voters at the polling place. The
precinct, on Bagley near Orchard Lake, is heavily
Democratic and black.

Detroit Michigan 6-Nov-02 Detroit News

Democrats were outraged when Republican state
representative John Pappageorge was quoted in
July as warning that "if we do not suppress the
Detroit vote, we're going to have a tough time in

Michigan 18-Sep-04 residential this election.' Detroit is 83% black. San Francisco Chronicle

Reggie Turner, a Detroit lawyer with the Kerry
campaign, complained of voter Intimidation by GOP
challengers at Detroit sites.
"The documented incidents of intimidation and
harassment that we have in our files are right out of
the stones regarding harassment and intimidation
In the South In the 1950s and 1960s," Turner said
GOP challengers harassed people in line to vote,
requesting identification when they had no right to,
and had lists of voters "they intended to challenge
without any legal basis for such challenges.'
The GOP's Paolino said the lists were of newly
registered Detroit voters to whom the GOP had
sent mailings that came back from the post office

Detroit Michigan 4-Nov-04 residential as address unknown Detroit Free Press

The NAACP has received more than 100
complaints including ones involving intimidation at
the polls. There were many fights between

Detroit Michigan 8-Nov-05 mayoral challengers and poll workers. Detroit Free Press

Republicans systematically challenged a group of
voters brought in by a nonprofit group and a group
from a shelter. At another site, a minority group
advocate accused a Republican challenger of

Duluth Minnesota 3-Nov-04 residential intimidating American Indian and black voters. Duluth News-Tribune
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Secretary of State KHfineyer said her office
received about 140 complaints about MoveOn.
Minne-sota Republican Party leaders tried and
failed to get a restraining order against the MoveOn
organization, which they accused of stationing
activists too dose to polling places Tuesday. But
the Judge disagreed. 'The evidence has consisted
almost entirely of hear-say," said Hennepin County
District Judge Francis Connelly after a two-hour
hearing Tuesday afternoon.

Minnesota 3-Nov-04 residential St. Paul Pioneer Press

Officials in Beltrami County and throughout the
Twin Cities reported seeing poll challengers
increasingly focused on polling places with
particularly heavy populations of specific groups.

Examples of those specific groups were college
students, Indians on reservations, minorities or the
homeless.

In one case, the chairman of a Minnesota Indian
tribe accused Republican poll challengers of
Intimidating legitimate voters by aggressively
challenging their residency.

Minnesota 3-Nov-04 residential Star Tribune

A get out the vote activist and an election judge say
that a Republican operative improperly challenged
so many Indian voters at the reservation on
Election Day that the challenger eventually was
removed by tribal police. Director of Minnesota
Election Protection 2004 said that most of the 46
complaints that her group forwarded to the national
database had to do with "overzealous partisan
challengers" The challenges were often based "on

Red Lake Indian the way a person looked" or the fact that the person
Reservation Minnesota 22-Mar-0S residential was not speaking English. Star Tribune

Civil rights groups accuse the Republican Party of
hiring hundreds of poll challengers as part of an
effort to suppress the black vote in St. Louis. The

St. Louis Missouri 28-Oct-04 residential Republican Party strongly denies this. AP

The Justice Department is ill prepared to handle a
large influx of complaints about voting rights
violations in the Nov. 2 presidential election,
according to a report released yesterday by the
Government Accountability Office. The Justice
Department "lacks a dear plan" to reliably
document and track allegations in a manner that
could allow monitors to swiftly pick up patterns of
abuse and take corrective steps, according to the

national 15-Oct-04 oresidential GAO Congress's nonpartisan Investigative ann. Washington Post
Republicans filed complaints with courts about poll
monitors from the liberal group Moveon.org
"intimidating" voters in New Hampshire, Iowa,
Minnesota, Colorado and Michigan - all dose
states. Moveon.org's Ell Panser said the GOP
charges were intended to "create a false and
distorted record to assist them in any legal
challenges."

national 3-Nov-04 presidential New York Daily News
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Racial slurs from election workers, missing bilingual
ballots and unwarranted demands to check voter
Identification turned away Asian American voters
across the nation, according to reports by the Asian
American Legal Defense and Educa-tion
Fund."There were racist remarks in New York City
poll workers were blaming them for holding up the
lines. One of them said, You Oriental guys are
taking too long to vote,"' she said. Although the
legal fund continues to tally its exiting poll surveys
and has no firm estimate for the number of
incidents, Fung said repeated requests from poll
workers to check identification hindered the high
turnout of Asian American voters. With their
patience wom thin by the Inadequacy of their voting
site, many simply left without voting, In polling sites
across Detroit, University of Michigan student
volunteers monitoring the polling sites said they not
only encountered deficient polling sites, but also
challengers from the Republican Party deliberately
aiming to drive voters away through tactics of
intimidation.

national 4-Nov-04 oresidential University 	 Wire

In his first high-profile address since conceding the
presidential election, Senator John F. Kerry used
Boston's annual Martin Luther King Jr. memorial
breakfast yesterday to decry what he called the
suppression of thousands of would-be voters last
November.

"Thousands of people were suppressed in their
efforts to vote. Voting ma-chines were distributed in
uneven ways," the former Democratic nominee told
an enthusiastic audience of 1,200 at the Boston
Convention and Exhibition Center in South Boston.

"In Democratic districts, It took people four, five,
11 hours to vote, while Republicans [went] through
in 10 minutes. Same voting machines, same proc-
ess, our America," Kerry said.
Critics of the election process in Ohio say there
were not enough voting machines in urban,
Democrat-leaning precincts, leading to long lines
that dis-suaded many voters from casting ballots. In
some cases, polls were held open of-ter the
announced dosing time to allow everyone in line to
vote, but some left without voting after standing in

national 18-Jan-05 residential line for hours. Some blacks in particular have also c Boston Globe

A group called "Concerned Citizens for Fair
Elections" filed 1,200 voter challenges, nearly 200
of which were duplicates or triplicates of the same
challenge; 220 were improper, several of those
who signed the challenges under penalty of perjury
said they never inspected the residence they
claimed was abandoned or not occupied by a
registered voter. District Attorney invesigates

Tonopah Nevada 23-Oct-02 local whether there was perjur Pahrump Valley Times
The registrar says an official of the Republican
Party came to his office with a small group asking
how to launch a *full scale program for challenging

Washoe County Nevada 1-Oct-04 residential voters. The Progressive
An effort by a former Nevada GOP operative to
question 17,000 Democratic voters in Las Vegas
was rejected earlier this month by election officials

Las Vegas Nevada 29-Oct-04 iresidential there Washington Post
A court appointed election monitor found that in the
May 8 election violations included refusing to
provide provisional ballots and intimidation of

Passaic County New Jersey 26-Jun-01 municipal voters b candidates' representatives New York Times
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Hispanic and black residents In the city of Passaic
receive postcards in the mall warning of "armed law
enforcement officers" at the polls and fines or

Passaic County New Jersey 6-Nov-01 US Senate prisons for anyone violating voting laws The Record

The federal monitor found that the weekend before
Election Day, Passaic city voters received a mass
mailed post card reminding them that "armed law
enforcement officers" would be policing the polls.
The cards Inferred they were official and cited the
name of the monitor. He said they seemd aimed at

Passaic New Jersey 4-Dec-01 sheriff minority voters The Record

A resident files challenges of 55 county residents
whose voter confirmation cards sent from the
Board of Elections were returned undeliverable.
He withdrew 47 of his challenges and the board
denied the other eight. The county Republican
chair said that the state Republican Party directed
counties to challenge suspect voters such as those
who have an address where voter confirmation

Licking CCounty New Jersey 27-Oct-04 iresldential cards could not be delivered. Newark Advocate
The state Democratic Party won an injunction in the
Superior Court In Passaic County, with the judge
issuing a statewide order barring any challenger
from disputing any voters ability to vote based on
the voters signature. The Democrats said they
heard numerous complaints about GOP
challengers interfering in the signature comparison

New Jersey 9-Nov-05 statewide rocess. Star Ledger

At a special meeting Tuesday, Sandoval County
commissioners voted 3-1 against opening an
additional early voting site In Rio Rancho,
Commissioners cited a short time line and legal
questions in voting against the poll.
The commission called the meeting after
Republican legislative candidates and the mayor of
Rio Rancho complained that the lack of an early
voting site in the city disenfranchised voters."The
combination of an Incompetent county clerk and
highly partisan Democrat commission has allowed
disenfranchisement of the fourth largest city In New
Mex-ico, said Whitney Cheshire, a spokeswoman
for New Mexico Victory.

Sandoval New Mexico 20-Oct-04 residential Albuquerque Journal
In a mass mailing, the Republican National
Committee is citing Hispanic voter registration
campaigns as proof that "Democrats... will cheat in
order to win." Hispanic advocates say this is

New Mexico 25-Oct-04 residential designed to suppress Hispanic voting. Washington Post
In New Mexico, a Republican poll watcher
videotaped a man as he left a poll-Ing station after
casting a provisional ballot on Saturday, said
Secretary of State Rebecca Vigil-Giron, a
Democrat.
Vigil-Giron said Republicans argued they wanted to
record the voters face for a possible legal
challenge. Federal officials were investigating, she
said.

New Mexico 3-Nov-04 residential Chicago Tribune
Democratic candidate sends a letter to the
Department of Justice complaining of Republican
election day plans to man some polls with off-cuty
corrections officers, calling It a bid to Intimidate

New York New York 31-Oct-05 mayoral voters. New York Daily News
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The head of the Mexican-American Legal Defense
Fund says the sheriff gave a list of registered
Hispanic voters to Immigration authorities to check
their status. The sheriff "also threatened to go door
to-door personally with his department to ensure

Alamance that Immigration status was checked and make
County North Carolina 27-Oct-04 oresidential sure there was no'perception of fraud by Latinos'" A ence France Presse

In southeast Charlotte, Elections Director Michael
Dickerson told poll workers at the Morrison
Regional Library to stop asking people waiting to
cast early votes to get identification cards ready.
Richard Friedman, an unaffiliated voter who is
volunteering with the Kerry campaign, complained
after elections staff told people standing in line to
get their driver's license or voter registration card
ready. Most N.C. voters are not required to show ID
when they vote, and no one asked for It when
voters got in to cast ballots, Friedman said.

North Carolina 29-Oct-04 residential Charlotte Observer
Ohio polling sites plan to add security, which some
election officials believe will intimidate voters and

Ohio 6-Sep-04 nresidential oil workers Columbus Dispatch

Democrats believe the Secretary of State's order
that people who appear to vote in the wrong
precinct should not be allowed a provisional ballot
and the unnecessary purging of voter rolls, and the
Republicans' checking of new registrants are

Ohio 20-Oct-04 nresidential designed to Intimidate voters into stain 	 home. Columbus Dispatch
Republicans filed a challenger list in 191 precincts
many of them In largely black neighborhoods
around Dayton. Republicans say it is to prevent

Montgomery Ohio 23-Oct-04 iresidentiai vote fraud Cleveland Plain Dealer

Republicans formally challenged the validity of
Ohio 23-Oct-04 residential 35,000 voter registrations across the state Cleveland Plain Dealer

Dozens of Republican challenges to newly
registered voters In Franklin County will be tossed
out because they were not property filed, a local
elections official said yesterday.
An initial review of 50 challenge forms filed by GOP
activists shows 40 with an incorrect ward or
precinct listed for the voter, said Michael Hackett,
deputy director of the Franklin County Board of
Elections. He said such mistakes will nullify
requests to have people removed from the list of
eligible voters.Voters whose eligibility is challenged
need to prove Thursday that theyre registered at
their correct address. If they don't show up,
elections board members can decide whether to
keep them on the rolls.
Franklin County Republican Chairman Doug
Preisse said his part's challenges of voters'
eligibility is not an attempt to deny legitimately
registered people the right to cast a ballot. In
Franklin County, beyond the challenges with
incorrect information, It appears Republicans
included some legitimately registered voters,

Franklin County Ohio 24.Oct-04 iresidential includingmembers of the military. Columbus Dispatch
In a lawsuit, a voter and Democrats contend ..
Republican challenges to voters around Cleveland
and Columbus are designed to keep poor and

Cleveland Ohio 29-Oct-04 iresidential minority voters from voting. AP
Jeff Gamso of the ACLU said In Hamilton County,
250 of 251 precincts targeted by Republicans with
challengers are majority African-American

Hamilton Ohio 30-Oct-04 residential recincts. ledo Blade 01325
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Democrats accuse Republicans of using
challengers to suppress voter turnout Republicans

Ohio 31 -Oct-04 nresidential will not allow the press to attend training sessions. Cleveland Plain Dealer

In a lawsuit in Hamilton County, civil rights activists
say GOP challenges are discriminatory because
they were filed disproportionately in precincts with a
majority of black voters. A civil rights group seeks
to block challengers in Ohio by arguing they violate
a 1981 national order prohibiting the Republican
National Committee from trying to Intimidate black

Ohio 1-Nov-04 presidential voters Columbus Dispatch
In Lucas County, Ohio, Republicans asked a judge
to bar poll monitors from wearing "Voter Protection
Staff" and "Voting Rights Staff" armbands from
polling spots.

Lucas Ohio 3-Nov-04 presidential New York Daily News
The Board of Elections threw out 976 of the
challenges filed by the Republican Party without
prejudice after a volunteer who brought the
challenges revealed she did not have any personal
information about the eligibility of the challenged
voters. A member of the Board told the volunteer
she could be Indicted for signing a sworn challenge
without personal knowledge of eligibility. The Board
has Indicated they plan to call the Department of
Justice to conduct a criminal investigation of the

Summit Ohio 5-Nov-04 presidential challenges. Philadelphia Tribune
Because blue-collar and lower-income workers
tend to vote Democratic, the long lines in Akron
and other urban areas fueled suspicion of a
deliberate tac-tic to hold down the turnout --
especially in largely African-American precincts 

Ohio 11-Dec-04 presidential for presidential challenger John Kerry. Akron Beacon Journal

Blacks and young voters in Ohio faced widespread
voter suppression - mostly because of long lines
and Improper identification checks - during last
year's presidential election, a new report released
Wednesday by the Democratic Party said.
Democratic National Committee Chairman Howard
Dean said that while It's un-dear whether the
suppression was Intentional or whether It influenced
the elec-tion results, the party's five-month,
$250,000 investigation showed that 28 per-cent of
Ohio voters - and twice as many black voters -
reported facing chal-lenges on Election Day.
"You haves particular ethnic group that has to wait
three times as long as other voters, then clearly
there is something going on that is aimed at particu
lar precincts, " Dean said at a news conference in
Washington.blacks waited an average of 52
minutes to vote while white voters waited about 18
minutes. It also found that 37 percent of Ohio
voters reported being asked for identification.
Ohio law requires only new voters to produce
identification, and new regis-trants accounted for 7
percent of all voters. Blacks and voters under 30

Ohio 23-Jun-05 presidential The Cincinnati Enquirer
Long lines were caused by the scarcity of voting
machines in a number of precincts, particularly in
minority areas, a report by the DNC on the election

Ohio 23-Jun-05 presidential In Ohio says. Washington Post
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Oregon 21-Oct-04

Penns vania 6-Nov-02

Philadelphia Pennsylvania 5-Nov-03

Philadelphia Penns vania 26-Oct-04

Philadelphia Penns vanla 31 -Oot-04

Officials are concerned about voter intimidation at
ballot drop-off sites the evening of the Nov. 2
deadline. A Republican manual instructs GOP
volunteers to take video cameras. Party officials
say this is to make sure no ballots are collected
after the 8 pm cutoff, but Democrats worry that it
could frighten away some voters. Christian Science Monitor
Democrats in the state are concerned about
Operation Swarm and Storm — the name they say
was given to an effort by the George Gekas
campaign to challenge voters based on old
Information.
A pamphlet was allegedly prepared by the
campaign, which instructed Republi-can poll
workers to challenge voters who had recently
moved to new districts. The laws had been
changed, however, and such challenges could
have been wrongly made.
Voters in some districts were also challenged to
produce Identification, charged state Democratic
Party spokeswoman Mia DeVane. Voters she said
need only provide a matching signature to vote in
the state.

UPI

Complaints fled with the police, the district
attomey's office, and the Committee of Seventy
alleging physical violence, harassment and
intimidation were the highest in modem history.
The DA's office reported it had received at least
171 complaints, nearly quadruple the 41 complaints
of four years ago. Most charged that voters and poll
workers had been intimidated or interfered with.
Inspector William Colarulo said the Police
Department had received at least 110 complaints,
most dealing with simple assaults, vandalism and
disturbances. In the course of the day, Common
Pleas Judge Benjamin Lerner signed two orders
directing Republican workers at polling places in
Germantown and North Philadelphia to stop
demanding identification from people showing up to
vote.

Philadelphia Daily News
Republican Representative John Perzel, speaker
of the state house, told US News and World Report
that 'The Kerry campaign needs to come out with
humongous numbers here in Philadelphia. its
important for me to keep that number down." At
the same time, he said campaign workers are
examining voting records for evidence of
Democrats registering more than once or otherwise
violating election rules. An aide to Perzel said
challengers will have lists of questionable
registrations at the polls. AP

In Philadelphia, Republicans unsuccessfully sought
last week to change locations of 63 polling places,
contending that their placement in closed bars or in
homes would intimidate voters.
Democrats pointed out that most of those locations
were in minority neighborhoods and branded the
move an effort to suppress black votes.

Philadelphia Inquirer
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Philadelphia's voter-registration administrator cried
foul last night over a letter sent from the state GOP
to Judges of elections, the men and women who run
the dtys 1,681 polling places. He said the letter
had wrongly instructed those poll workers to check
and compare voters' various signatures "at will." He
pointed to state law, which limits such checks to
prevent long voting delays.State Republicans
released additional details yesterday from their list
of 10,000 letters to Philadelphia voters that they
said were returned as undeliverable. They said the
would use this list to challenge voters at the polls
today
Counsel to the state Republican Party said there
were multiple reports yesterday that elderly voters
in Lancaster and York Counties in Central
Pennsylvania - an area the Bush campaign has
been heavily courting - got phone calls telling them
they would not be allowed to vote and urging them

Philadelphia Pennsylvania 2-Nov-04 presidential not to show up at the polls. Philadelphia to uirer
While overwhelmed poll workers pushed
provisional ballots on some voters who should not
have been using them, other voters who could
have used provisional ballots were being turned
away.
In Allentown, about 10 lawyers and community
activists rushed to the Salva-tion Army building on
North Eighth Street to challenge poll workers who
were stopping about eight people whose names
were not in the registration list.
In Montgomery County, a judge issued a mid-day
order telling poll workers they that no longer
needed county approval to give out provisional
ballots.

Penns vania 3-Nov-04 residential Morning Call

There were long lines throughout the state, leading
voters to wait for several hours in order to vote.
Some voters waited into the night In order to vote.

Penns vania 4-Nov-04 residential Some reportedly left without voting. Philadelphia In uirer

In Philadelphia, some voters were sent to police
stations to cast provisional ballots, House Minority
Whip Steny H. Hoyer (0-Md.) told a voting rights

Philadelphia Pennsylvania 8-Dec-04 oresidentlal forum,	 Clearly an Intimidation," he said. Los Angeles Times

The Board of Elections fired three elections officials
because of charges they intimidated Democratic
voters. One voter said a poll worker was
aggressive in challenging his eligibility. Another
said a worker yelled at her and then grabbed her
arm and forced her out of the polling place because

Lancaster Penns vania 24-Apr-05 oresidentlal she was wearing a Kerry button. Lancaster Sunday News
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Voters in Beaufort County who only have rural
route addresses or post office box numbers on
their voter registration cards might face problems at
the polls today, a federal lawsuit filed in Charleston
late Monday alleges. The lawsuit said that poll
workers could challenge these voters ballots, and
that if this happens, black voters would be
disproportionately affected. The chair of the
election commission said poll workers will ask these
voters to identify exactly where they live, possibly
by having them point out their homes on a mapHe
said the purpose of doing this is not to discourage
or embarrass the voter, it's to ensure they get the
correct ballot. He said if there Is any confusion,
voters will be given failsafe ballots that exclude
district races but still allow voters to cast ballots in
federal, state and countywide races.

Beaufort South Carolina 5-Nov-02 The Post and Courier
Candidate says he plans to have observers at the
polls and may call for sheriff's deputies to enforce
voting laws when voters try for a third time to
nominate a Republican County Council candidate.
His opponent alleges he is trying to Intimidate black

Greer South Carolina 12-Aug-04 county council voters from voting. Greenville News
Dozens of voters, many students, were turned
away from a precinct at Benedict College after
Republican poll watchers contested the legality of
their vote. Challenges slowed voting at the precinct
causing waits as long as four hours. The
Republican Party executive director said poll
watchers were challenging people who did not
have proper state identification, such as a drivers
license. Alternate forms of identification permit

Columbia South Carolina 2-Nov-04 iresidential student to vote provisional ballots. AP

Senator Daschle says Republicans have targeted
Native American communities in making allegations
of vote fraud and launching initiatives In order to

South Dakota 31-Oct-02 US Senate suppress the Native American vote Washington Times

Republican attorneys fanned out across the state
on Election Day to gather affidavits to show vote
buying. The State Attorney General (a Repubican)
says that of the 50 affidavits only three alleged
criminal activity, and two of those proved to be
false. One person is being Investigated. Two of
the affidavits were found to have been forged or
perjurious. Each affidavit states that the person
allegedly signing it calimed to have been picked up
by a van driver, offered 10 to vote, taken to the
polling place and home again and again offered the
10. Most of the allegations focused on the Indian Country Today (Lakota

South Dakota 1Jan-03 senate Rosebud Reservation Times

During the June 1 special election, several Native
American voters were told they could not vote If
they did not have ID and were not told about the
affidavit option. Most of the complaints came from
across the state, many from reservations and some
from Rapid City, where there is a large American
Indian population. A Republican poll watcher
denied this was the case. He said Indian voting Indian Country Today (Lakota

South Dakota 30-Jun-04 special election rights workers were intimidating poll workers. Times)
Some American Indians were not allowed to vote in
the primary because they did not have photo ID
and some said they were not told they could

South Dakota 26-Aug-04 presidential Instead sign an affidavit. Newsday
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On Election Day, a district court judge ruled
Republican poll watchers in Charles Mix County
had to stop following American Indian voters after
they cast ballots. The GOP workers were also
ordered to stop writing down those people's license

Sioux Falls South Dakota 2-Nov-04 senatorial late numbers. AP
A GOP memo to Its poll watchers said, "There are
problems" with the instructions (state election
directorjThompson's office provided to local
officials, and focuses an whether the would-be
voters are legitimately qualified. "If the officers at
the precinct are not screening voters for their
qualifications to vote, Including their citizenship,
they should be challenged so that the election
officials will carry out the law and make sure they
are qualified to vote if they are first-time voters, the
memo saysThompson said the U.S. Department of
Justice, part of President Bush's ad-ministration,
notified him of the GOP memo last week and
expressed concerns about it. After conferring with
the Justice Department and state Attorney Gen-
eral's office, Thompson sent a four-page memo to
local election officials Friday that makes it clear that
poll watchers are forbidden by law to question or
chat-lenge voters directly and that election officials
are not to require would-be voters to provide proof
of eligibility, as the GOP memo seeks, The state

Tennessee 6-Nov-02 Democratic Chair said the challenges targetted Afn Commercial Appeal

Students at historically black college Prairie View A
& M filed several lawsuits against a Texas district
attorney for making comments that he would
prosecute students that falsely declared the school
as their place of residency, In 1979, the US
Supreme Court ruled in favor of Prairie View A & M,

Prairie View Texas 6-Oct-04 ' holding'phoiding a student's right to vote. Los Angeles Sentinel

An immigration-issues group Is mounting a last-
minute bid to challenge hundreds of foreign-born
voters In Utah's Republican primary Tuesday.
The effort lathe work of ProjectUSA, based in
Washington, D.C. The Utah voter challenge would
require those singled out in the state's 3rd
Congressional District by ProjectUSA to confirm at
the polls that they are U.S. citizens and registered
voters. State elections director Amy Naccarato is
concerned ProjectUSA might scare off some

congressional legitimate voters.
Utah 18-Jun-0 primar Deseret Morning News

The Republican candidate challenged the legal
registration of 1,496 residents of the Holladay-area
neighborhoods in the days before the election.
1,494 were Democrats, and one was from the
American Party. The County Clerk determined the
claims were groundless and said he could be

Utah 6-Nov-04 congressional subject to a charge of voter intimidation. Salt Lake Tribune
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Procedures for validating ballot signatures vary
widely from county to county in Washington state, a
fact that has become significant given the razor-thin
margin of the governors race.
A survey by The Seattle Times showed that
counties use different procedures for evaluating
signatures, the newspaper reported Sunday.
More than 3,400 absentee and provisional ballots
in Washington were rejected in the November
election because the signatures didn't match those
on file with elections officials. The state Supreme
Court last week rejected an argument by the
Democratic Party that counties have
disenfranchised voters by handling mismatched
signa-tures so differently.

Washington 20-Dec-04 gubernatorial AP

King County election workers were told as early as
May that If an absentee ballot came in without a
matching signature on file they were required to
make a concerted effort to verify that the vote was
valid. Before a special election in May, King County
election workers routinely vio-fated state law by
counting such ballots without making any attempt to
verify the signatures. In this Novembers general
election, the county's absentee-ballot staff still didn'
make the effort to find matching signatures. But
instead of counting the ballots automatically, they
rejected them.

King Washington 20-Dec-04 gubernatorial Seattle Times.

A Soap Lake man is challenging the voting
credentials of hundreds of Washing-ton voters,
saying he thinks they're illegal Immigrants who
registered and cast ballots illegally.
But Martin Ringhofer may have a hard time

proving the challenges he has filed in Spokane and
10 other Washington counties.
For one thing, there's the methodology of his

research. Ringhofer said he obtained a list of
people who registered to vote when they obtained
or renewed a driver's license, then culled the list for
names that appear to be from outside the United
States," particularly those that appeared to be
Hispanic or Asian. For another, there's the fact that
many of the people on his list are citi-zens. In fact,
The Spokesman-Review contacted a dozen of the
161 people on Ring-hofer's Spokane County list,
and all of them are citizens.

Washington 31-Mar-06 Spokesman Review
Elections officials said hundreds of angry voters
called to complain about a Republican backed
effort challenging their right to vote. Several voters
said the GOP County Vice-Chalr was wrong that
their registrations did not have their legitimate
address. Those voters challenged will have to
either re-submit registration forms or when
challeged, vote by provisional ballot. Democrats
called it a voter indtimidation and suppression

King Washington 5-Nov-0S county effort. Seattle Post-Intelligencer
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A county councilman asks the county prosecutor to
investigate whether a Republican challenger
committed perjury in filing some of the challenges
without justification. The challenger was the head
of the county GOP's Voter Registration Integrity
Project" which challenged the registrations of 1,944
voters saying they were registered at private
mailbox businesses and storage complexes. Many
of the challenges turned out to be baseless.
Others did not know It was illegal. Those voters
had to file a challenge ballot. The validity of those
ballots will be determined at a canvassing board
heating. County Democrats claim the challenges
were an attempt to Intimidate and disenfranchise

Kin Washington 10-Nov-05 iresidential voters. Seattle Times

Defendants in a vote buying case allege that
federal agents Intimidated voters by videotaping

Lincoln West Virginia 31-May-05 rimary nd photographingvoters as the visited the polls AP
Milwaukee County Executive Scott Walker, citing
vote-fraud concerns, is pub-Orly balking at a City of
Milwaukee request for almost 260,000 additional
bal-lots in anticipation of high turnout for the Nov. 2
presidential election,
Mayor Tom Barrett blasted Walker's stance, and
Common Council President Wit-lie Hines Jr.
immediately Joined in, saying It was an attempt to
suppress the central-city vote.

Milwaukee Wisconsin 13-Oct-04 residential Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

Federation for American Immigration Reform sent
Michigan residents to Wisonconsin voter
registration stations set up by an immigrant rights
groups to see whether an illegal immigrant was
registering illegal voters. The group said It refused
to register the Michigan voters and if they insisted
they discarded their forms. Prosecutors will check

Milwaukee Wisconsin 27-Oct-04 residential to ensure the registrations were not mailed In. AP

Although the Board of Elections refused a request
by the state Republican Party to have 6,619
names and addresses removed from Milwaukee
voting lists, the party plans to challenge anyone
who tries to vote from those addresses at the polls.
A Journal Sentinel review shows many of the
names and addresses confirmed some of the
problems cited by the GOP, as well as uncovered
additional missing addresses. Some cited by the

Milwaukee Wisconsin 29-Oct-04 oresidentlal GOP may be explained by clerical errors, however. Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
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Citing a new list of more than 37,000 questionable
addresses, the state Republican Party demanded
that city officials require Identification from all of
those voters. It the city doesn't, the party says it is
prepared to have volunteers challenge each
individual — Including thousands who might be
missing an apartment number on their registration
at the polls. Democrats say this is a last minute
effort to suppress turnout by creating long delays at
the polls. This Is In addition to the 5,619 bad
addresses the party claimed. The state GOP chair
said they had just focussed on Milwaukee because

Milwaukee Wisconsin 31 -Oct-04 residential its voter list is a mess and cause for great alarm. Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
The tires of 30 vans Republicans had rented to

Milwaukee Wisconsin 2-Nov-04 oresidential help get out the vote were slashed. AP
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the Jacksonville area, Republicans say they have a
t of 2,663 newly registered voters from mostly
tmocratic black communities whose registration
wld be fraudulent. Republicans have said that poll
etchers will enforce a portion of Florida law allowing
II watchers to challenge a voter at the polls.
ie St. Petersburg Times on Thursday quoted Gov.
b Bush as saying he would not have a problem with
tpublican poll watchers challenging the eligibility of The Ledger, October 31,
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A judge turned down a request Monday to block
Republican poll challengers from observing Tuesdays
election in predominantly black neighborhoods of the
city.
Jefferson County Circuit Judge Thomas Wine denied
a restraining order sought by the American Civil
Liberties Union of Kentucky, which claimed the poll
watch-ers could intimidate minority voters or slow
voting.The ACLU also filed suit In federal court
seeking to bar the poll challeng-ers, but there has
been no hearing.

AP November 4 2003

Precinct workers in western Louisville and Newburg
reported no problems with Republican vote
challengers and predicted a high voter turnout
yesterday - in contrast to fears that the challengers
would intimidate black voters and keep them from the
polls.Even as the number of targeted precincts
dropped to 18 because of staffing and training issues,
the controversy drew national attention, with the
Democ-ratic National Committee and the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People
sending personnel to help organize a get-out-the-vote
effort. The NAACP also stationed volunteers outside The Courier Journal,
oolling places to ensure that voters were treated fairly. November 5, 2003

28
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A US District judge ordered all political parties to
refrain from talking to voters at the polls. The ruling
came In response to a suit filed by the Detroit NAACP
which said It had received complaints from 19 polling
places that state and national GOP poll monitors were
harassing voters.	 Republicans disputed the claim.
The suit charged GOP workers were harassing voters
in violation of a state law that prohibits challengers
from talking to voters. The suit also said the watchers
challenged the eligibility of Detroit voters to cast
ballots, prompting some to leave without voting. The
Detroit NAACP president said it was an attempt to
reduce the black vote In next years state and November 9, 2003
congressional elections. Detroit Free Press
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After a court fight, scheduled hearings on the
challenges were canceled, but voters still received
mail notifying them they were being challenged. 	 January 7, 2005,
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ct court judges blocked the challenges because
could cause delays, confusion and Intimidation. Columbus Dispatch,
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The Washington-based immigration issues group
ProjectUSA has backed down on Its plan to challenge
blocs of Utah voters In areas with high immigrant
populations.
Craig Nelsen, president of ProjectUSA, had said he
intended to challenge the voters in Utah's 3rd
Congressional District based on concerns that illegal
immi-grants would vote for Congressman Chris
Cannon In Tuesdays primary.
Nelsen said Friday that after analyzing voter
registration rolls and U.S. Census Bureau data for
Utah's 3rd Congressional District, his group didn't find
any (patterns) that would warrant a challenge."Election
officials In Sell Lake and Utah counties echoed
Naccarato's relief Friday afternoon that no challenge
had been flied. Attorneys in both counties had been
scrambling to review the legality of any such
challenges.
'Our biggest concern was the message it was sending
to voters." said Utah County Clerk Jim Jackson. "It
almost smacked of discrimination against a group.
That's just not right."

Deseret Morning News,
June 19 2004
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The GOP withdrew 140 of 1500 claims, admitting they

were faulty. Democrats charged that Republicans'
real aim was to discourage voters from voting. Voters
whose registrations were challenged will have to vote
by paper and the Canvassing Board will conduct
hearings on whether the votes should count.
Challenged voters may make their case at the Seattle Post-
hearings, at which the burden of proof is on the Intelllgencer, November

epiibllcann challengers. B 2005
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Amid a renewed push Friday by Republicans to get
some 5,600 names removed from Milwaukee voting
lists, prosecutors began examining 500 new
registrants that a city review Indicated are from non-
existent addressesThe same review by the city
attorneys office, however, raised doubts about the
quality of the GOP's original list, finding that hundreds
of the addresses that the Republicans claim are
Invalid and want removed do, in fact, exist. Some
others, according to City Attorney Grant Langley, can
be explained by data entry errors, not attempted
fraud.Late Friday, Langley outlined the review situation
in a letter to Lisa Artison, head of the city Election
Commission.

The letter said the review by his staff and the district
attorney's office found cases where the database used
by the GOP was corrupted, dropping digits on some
homes so otherwise valid addresses showed up as
non-existent.ln other cases, a check of the original
handwritten registration cards showed digits had been
transposed by clerks, something that can be corrected Milwaukee Journal Milwaukee Journal
at the polls. Langleys letter says the review casts "dou Sentinel, October 30, Sentinel, November 1,

2004 2004
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City! Type of
County State Date Election Alleged Instance of fraud Original Source Sourcel Source 2 Source 3

159 noncitizens were found on the voting rolls.
The county recorder said all of the cases involved
people who misunderstood voting requirements.

Maricopa The county attorney nonetheless has charged ten
County Arizona 5-Nov-05 of the immigrants with felonies. LA Times

After an electon legal challenge, two incumbents
who originally lost were reinstated. In her ruling,

mayor and the Judge said numerous noncitizens voted
Com ton California 12-Feb-02 city council illegally. Los Angeles Times

Losing candidate claims there was "suspect"
Pontiac Michigan 11-Dec-01 mayor noncitizen voting Detroit Free Press

Secretary of State Kiffmeyer said that she has
asked several county attorneys across Minne-sota
to Investigate evidence her staff uncovered that
suggests some noncitizens illegally registered to
vote in the November election. "So far, at least,
we have 32 people who have registered to vote
and seem to be -- allegedly — not U.S. citizens,"
Kiffmeyer said. Some of the 32 also voted in the
election. Both registering and voting are illegal for
noncitizens. Klffmeyer said her staff discovered
the possible criminal offenses by compar-ing voter
registration cards to driver's license records,
which now Identify noncitizens visiting the United
States on visas.

Minnesota 23-Feb-05 residential Saint Paul Pioneer Press

A Washington-based advocacy group for tougher
Immigration laws recently said that it believes
illegal Immigrants may be registered to vote in
North Carolina because they were able to sign up
when obtaining driver's licenses without Social
Security numbers.State elections and Division of
Motor Vehicles officials say they've run two checks
- one in 2002 and again this year - of people who
received driver's li-censes without proof of
citizenship and found only a handful who had
registered to vote. Those cases are being

North Carolina 24-Oct-04 Invest' ated they said. AP
Republican representative ousted narrowly by
Democratic opponent alleges there was noncitizen

Houston Texas 28-Jan-05 state house voting in the election Dallas Morning News

The Attorney General will investigate allegations in
a legislative audit that found evidence of fourteen
people believed to be noncitizes who have voted
in a past election. The auditors office has said
that a follow up investigation found that 6 of the 14
were actually citizens, two were confrimed by
immigration authorities as having prior deportation
orders and the other 6 are still under review. 	 Of
the six that were citizens, three had their Social
Security numbers mistyped in the database and

Utah 30-Aug-05 three were naturalized citizens. Desert Morning News
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The Attorney General and DA are investigating
Phenix City Alabama 31-Aug municipal allegations of buying of absentee ballot votes Columbus Ledger-Enquirer

Candidate says opposing campaign's consultant
was paying residents of black nursing homes to
cast absentee ballots and trying to skew the vote

Pulaski Arkansas 29-Aug-02 US House of black voting precincts in some cases. Arkansas Democrat-Gazette
Candidate alleges that one voter was paid not to
vote after being paid to vote absentee and two

Washington other people, possibly noncitizens, were paid for
Park Illinois 17-May-01 village absentee ballots. Belleville News-Democrat
East St. 5 convicted of conspring to buy votes with cash,
Louis Illinois 30-Jun-05 county cigarettes and liquor Chicago Sun Times

A Berrien County judge Friday overturned the
recall of Glenn Yarbrough in a civil trial against the
city of Benton Harbor and Clerk Jean Nesbitt.
In his ruling, Judge Paul Maloney said the true will
of the people was vio-iated by gross voter fraud in
February's recall election.
He cited bought votes, forged ballots, and jobs
promised in return for yes" votes, crimes
allegedly committed by someone other than

Berrien city Yarbrough.
County Indiana 16-Apr-OS commission South Bend Tribune

federal prosecutors are investigating absentee
Clay Kentucky 24-Oct-02 county vote buying Courier Journal

In Knott County, there were nearly a dozen
complaints in the primary alleging vote-selling for
drugs, said assistant commonwealth's attorney
Lori Daniel, but no one has admitted k. She said
the attorney general's office has a pending in-
vestigation In Knott County.
Reports of vote-buying also were reported In
Magoffin, Pike and Floyd coun-ties during the
primary.

Kentucky 6-Nov-02 orimar Courier Journal
Man found guilty of paying $10 each to a group in

London Kentucky 16-Sep-04 2002 judicial a church parkinglot after voting AP
police chief Losing candidate accuses opponent of paying ten

Winnfield Louisiana 12-Apr-02 and mayor Deople to vote Daily Town Talk

Two men accused of buying votes for small
Marksville Louisiana 15-May-02 mayoral amounts of money AP

Iberville Parish Councilman Howard Oubre Jr. and
three other Plaquemine residents were arrested
Thursday for allegedly paying people to vote
absentee in a recent election. Oubre went Into the
community and solicited people to vote absentee
in the Oct. 5 primary election. Oubre allegedly paid

lberville Louisiana 13-Dec-02 orlmar these people between $3 and $10 The Advocate
State police are looking Into allegations that the

Imichigan Imayoral
mayors supporters offered payments o up to $25

River Rouge 4-Apr-04 for absentee votes Yahoo News
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The Michigan Republican Party accused Michael

Moore of bribing students to vote in the
presidential election. The party sent letter to
prosecutors in four counties. As part of his tour.
Moore tossed out packets of low-priced Instant
noodles and 12-packs of Hanes briefs to students

In ham Michigan 6-Oct-04 presidential who promised they would vote. Lansing State Journal
Detroit's top elections official said Wednesday she
is concerned that people may have sold votes on
the eve of the city's Nov. 8 election, and said she
may ask the Wayne County prosecutor to
Investigate.
Gloria Williams, director of elections for City Clerk
Jackie Currie, cited a Nov. 7 Incident in which a
Detroit man told police he thought he witnessed a
scheme to pay people for votes as he stood in line
to cast an absentee ballot.
Detroit police took a report from the man but
closed the case without further contact with the
suspects or witnesses. A woman cited In the
police report said nothing improper happened -
political activists were coordinating with poll
workers. Williams said the question is whether the
people were required to vote a cer-tain way in
exchange for Jobs handing out literature and
promoting candidates at voting places the next
day.

Detroit Michigan 15-Dec-05 mayoral Detroit Free Press
Seven people have been charged for buying

Tippah Mississippi 27-Mar-04 sheriff o le's votes on absentee ballots AP
A precinct committeeman and four others are on

East St. trial, accused of using money from the County
Louis Missouri 2-Jun-05 mayoral Democrats to buy votes St. Louis Post-Dispatch

For $ 10, $ 20 or $ 25, dozens of people 
perhaps more than 300 — sold their votes in a
race that saw a veteran Democratic sheriff turned
out of office.	 The State Bureau of Investigation
has been on the case for months, assigning as
many as 10 agents to it. The U.S. AttorneysOffice
in Charlotte is also involved. So far, there have
been no
indictments.

Lenoir North Carolina 9-Mar-03 sheriff News and Observer
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Republicans Investigating Election Day
Irregularities in South Dakota based allegations of
vote buying on rumors discussed on the Rosebud
Indian Reserva-tion, says David Norcross, a New
Jersey lawyer who presided over the search for
fraud.
Republicans collected statements on a wide range
of events, including accusa-lions of people
offering multiple names to vote and improper use
of polling places by Democratic workers. The
most serious claims, however, were three affi-
davits signed by Native Americans from the
Mission area who said they were of-fered $10 to
vote by the driver of a van with a Tim Johnson for
Senate sign in the window.
Attorney General Mark Barnett has said that two
of those statements were false and the third was

Rosebud suspect, but not before the allegations became the
Indian basis of reports in several national media outlets.
Reservation South Dakota 23-Dec-02 US Senate Ar us Leader

On the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation,
Pine Ridge investigators are looking Into Republi-can
Reservation South Dakota 2-Nov-04 residential allegations of vote-buying. AP

constitution
1 DA is Investigating an employer for allegedly
amendment giving concert tickets to workers who cast early

Gregg Texas 9-Sep-03 s ballots Ter Morning Telegraph
Grand jury is Invesitgating whether •politqueras"

McAllen Texas 20-Aug-05 mayoral tried to buy abesentee ballots The Monitor
Ten people were indicted on allegations of telling
people who to vote for and unlawful solicitation of

Hidalgo Texas 22-Dec-06 mayoral ballots for money. AP
Candidate alleges the opposing campaign bribed
some voters with money, beer and cigarettes In
exchange for their votes, according to his lawsuit

Falfurrias Texas 11-Sep-04 city contesting the election Corpus Christie Caller Times

State police are looking at claims that supporters
of a candidate offered food, cigarettes and liquor
to residents In a public housing complex for letting

Appalachia Virginia 11-May-05 council the supporter fill out absentee ballots for them The Post
federal County sheriff pleads guilty to conspiring to buy

Logan West Virginia 19-Jul-04 primaries votes in elections he was running In AP
12 people are Indicted for selling their votes for

Lincoln West Virginia 31-May-05 primar $20 or $40. AP
Logan County Clerk plans to plead guilty to
conspiring to bribe voters between 1992 and
2002. Prosecutors already have guilty pleas from

Logan	 West Virginia	 29-Nov-05	 various	 the county sheriff and the police chief.	 AP
I operates a sting operation by putting up a

Lgan 12-Dec-05

ony candidate to catch a man engaging in
Hous ying votes. Man Is being tried for conspiracy to

West Virginia primar buy votes Washington Post
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Thirteen people have been convicted of vote
buying in the southern part of West Virginia over
the last several years, including the 2004
primaries. However, the federal investigation is
ongoing. In terms of cooperating witnesses,
prosecutors may also continue to rely on Thomas
Esposito. In an apparently unprecedented move,
the FBI briefly planted the former longtime Logan
mayor as a candidate in a 2004 legislative race.
Evidence supplied by Esposito and his 75-day
candidacy yielded December guilty pleas from two

West Virginia 1-Jan-06 Logan County residents AP
State Division of Criminal Investigation said
gratuities, such as alcoholic beverages, were

Hanna Wyoming 27-Apr-01 mayorai allegedly offered in exchange for votes. AP
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Resolution of Incident / aile9atlon Source of Resolution I Source of Resolution 2

1. August 2003 two acquited of vote buying in the
primary. In June 2003 another man In Lackey was
found innocent of vote buying. Two indicted in Knott
County pled guilty earlier in August 2003. 15 still
under indictment 2. February 3, 2004: Knott County
man sentenced to 20 months in prisonfor vote buying
in the 1998 primary. The Knott County Judge-
Executive and another man were convicted October
1 of vote buying

August 16, 2003,
Courier Journal AP February 3, 2004

1. Both were convicted. 2.One of the accused had
his conviction overturned by the 3rd circuit

1. Daily Town Talk,
September 21, 2002 2.
Daily Town Talk, April 3,
2003
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5 Democratic operatives were convicted, four pled I Belleville News
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Republican attorneys fanned out across the state on
Election Day to gather affidavits to show vote buying.
The State Attorney General (a Repubican) says that
of the 50 affidavits only three alleged criminal activity,
and two of those proved to be false. One person is
being investigated. Two of the affidavits were found
to have been forged or peilurious. Each affidavit
states that the person allegedly signing it calimed to
have been picked up by a van driver, offered 10 to
vote, taken to the polling place and home again and
again offered the 10. Most of the allegations focused
on the Rosebud Reservation

1/1/2003, Indian Country
Today (Lakota Times)

A special prosecutor was named to oversee an
Investigation Into al-leged vote buying and ballot theft
In Appalachia

Roanoke Times,
September 24, 2004
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1. August 2003 two acquited of vote buying in the
primary. In June 2003 another man in Lackey was
found innocent of vote buying. Two indicted In Knott
County pled guilty earlier in August 2003. 	 15 still
under indictment 2. February 3, 2004: Knott County
man sentenced to 20 months in prisonfor vote buying
in the 1998 primary. The Knott County Judge-
Executive and another man were convicted October August 16, 2003,
1 of vote buying Courier Journal AP February 3, 2004
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At least six dead people tried to register to vote,
including one helped by a person also listed on
campaign-spending reports as having received
$100 from the state Democratic party, said Marty
Ryall, Republican Party chairman. Michael Cook,
executive director of the Arkansas Democratic
Party, said a former staffer had hired two
teenagers to register voters and that they took
names directly from the phone book. He said the
incident happened seven months ago and that
party officials are cooperating with the U.S.

Arkansas 23-Oct-02  Attorney's Office. Washington Times
A Lafayette man has been charged with voter
fraud after registering his toy poodle, Barnabas, to
vote, a move he says was meant to show lax
registration oversight.
Donald Miller, 78, has been charged with
misdemeanor voter fraud. The Contra Costa
County district attorneys office found out about the
stunt after reports about Barnabas being called for
Jury duty in March.

0 California 16-May-02 AP
Several voters have said they were tricked into
registering to vote as Republicans when they were
told they were signing a petition to lower taxes or
applying for a rebate from the power company or

18th CD California 3-Jun-02 congressional some other falsehood. Roll Call
A Stockton man hired to register Republican
voters pleaded guilty to forging someone's name
on a voter registration card. The conviction is the
first arising from a Republican funded voter
registration drive that Democrats allege involved

Stockton California 13-Jul-02 congressional fraud. Modesto Bee

Eight family members of a councilman are
Lynwood California 16-Oct-03 city council charged with registering at nonexistent addresses Los Angeles Times

paid worker pleads guilty to a misdemeanor
Stockton California 24-Mar-04 unclear charge of forging six registration cards In 2001 Recordnet

Solano County elections officers, suspecting fraud,
have sent about 150 voter registration forms to
the California Secretary of State's Office for
examina-tion.
Officials say the questionable forms are the
products of Intense efforts by both Democrats and
Republicans to register voters for the upcoming
presidential election. That zeal, further fueled by
cash given to so-called "bounty hunters" who sign
up voters, may lead to intentional errors on voter
forms, officials said - a mispelled name, a
fabricated street address, a rearranged Social
Secu-rity number. Tri-Valley Herald (Pleasanton,

Solano California 20-Oct-04 presidential CA)
Roger Treskunoff, 51, a former school board
candidate and former Hayward City Councilman
was charged with creating fictitious names and
registering those names as voters with the

Hayward Cit' California 1-Nov-05 school board Alameda County Registrar of Voters. Contra Costa Times
County says it is examining 1500 voter registration
cards for fraud because of similar looking

San Joaquin California March 24, 200; 4/6/16/2005	 1 state senate. signatures.	 lRecordnet I
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A worker at the Election Commission found a
registration form with her own name on k. When
another form was cross-referenced with Vital
Records, ft was found to be from a dead person.
Denver workers have forwarded 200 suspicious
registrants to the DA. The voter outreach
coordinator says the computer immediately flags
names of voters who have registered more than
once. Several other counties have found suspect

Denver Colorado 16-Oct-0 presidential voter registration forms. Rocky Mountain News

The Secretary of State accused the Attorney
General of not doing enough to prosecute potential
ballot crimes. The Secretary confirmed that 6,000
felons are registered to vote. A Denver woman
told a TV station she had registered to vote 25
times and signed up several friends up to 40 times
to help her boyfriend, a paid staffer for a

Colorado 17-Oct-04 oresidential community group registering voters Atlanta Journal Constitution
With just two weeks before the Nov. 2 election,
the state has been rocked by evidence that some
voter-registration drives have submitted
applications with forged signatures. In other
cases, would-be voters have applied to vote as
many as 40 times.
At the same time, some registration drives have
collected applications and then failed to submit
them by the Oct. 4 deadline, prompting Secretary
of State Donetta Davidson to announce the use of
provisional ballots last week.
At yesterdays meeting with county clerks and
district attorneys, Mrs. David-son announced
procedures for accepting provisional ballots, which
are issued to people who say they have registered
but whose names fail to appear on the voter roll.
Such ballots would be marked "VRD," for 'Voter
Registration Drive." The would-be voter would
have to produce identification and tell when and
where they registered. The ballot later would be
checked against the state's voter data-bases.The
clerks are referring cases that appear to be
blatant fraud, such as forged signatures, to the
county attorneys. Bill Ritter, the Denver district at-t

Colorado 18-Oct-04 oresidential But he said he saw no pattern of a conspiracy to c Washington Times
Denver prosecutors charged two people
Wednesday with falsely filling out mul-tiple voter
forms to boost their pay in a paid registration
drive. Criminal cases are pending against four
people for questionable registrations In the metro
area, and there may be more before investigations

Denver Colorado 28-Oct-04 oresidential are completed. Rocky Mountain News
The State Attorney is investigating charges of
illegal changes to party affiliations on voter
registration cards for a primary. The scheme

Orange Florida 31-Oct-02 state senate seems to have been tar etted at Hispanics. Orlando Sentinel
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Officials say that more than 4,200 students from
many colleges and universities In the state had
their party affiliation switched without them
knowing and tricked Into registering Republican
when they were asked to sign an assortment of
petitions and forms. Some students attributed the
work to a company working for the Republican

Florida 23-Oct-04 oresidential Party AP

Elections officials asked prosecutors to investigate
possible voter fraud Involving 25 registration forms

Duval Florida 29-Oct-04 presidential with apparently bogus addresses. Telegraph Herald (IA)

Students at Florida State and Florida A&M
universities, some of whom signed petitions to
legalize medical marijuana or impose stiffer
penalties for child molesters, unknowingly had
their party registration switched to Republican and
their addresses changed. Officials say students at
the University of Florida In Alachua County have
made similar complaints and that about 4,000
potential voters in all have been affected. Local
papers have traced some of the problems to a
group hired by the Florida Republican Party, which
has denounced the shenanigans. Switching voters'
party affiliations does not affect their ability to vote,
but changing addresses does, because when
voters shows up at their proper polling places,
they will not be registered there.

Florida 31-Oct-04 residential Washington Post

Fourteen months after a campaign to Increase
Florida's minimum wage drew al-legations of voter
fraud, a federal judge in South Florida has ruled at
least some of those accusations against grass
roots political group ACORN were so baseless
they amount to defamation.Stuart alleged that
ACORN Improperly handled registration forms
when it con-ducted voter registration drives,
Including not submitting Republican registra-tions
to election officials. The judge upheld ACORN's
counterclaim that Stuart's lack of evidence made
his allegations libel and slander. An investigation
by the Florida Department of Law Enforcement
also found no evidence of criminal activity at

constitutional ACORN, department officials confirmed Wednes-

Florida 15-Dec-05 amendment day. St. Petersburg 	 Times
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The U.S. attorney for Georgia's Northern District Is
Investigating the cir-cumstances surrounding more
than 2,400 entirely fraudulent" voter registration
applications submitted to Fulton County prior to
the November 2004 elections, county elections
officials say.Most of those suspect applications
were submitted to the Georgia Secretary of State
in September 2004 by the Georgia Coalition for
the Peoples' Agenda, according to Atlanta
attorney Harry W. MacDougald, a member of the
Fulton County Board of Registration and
Elections. Details of the federal investigation
surfaced as part of litigation that challenges as
unconstitutional Georgia's new voter photo
identification law. Common Cause v. Billups. No.
4:05CV201 (N.D. Ga.). MacDougald made the

Fulton Investigation public in an affidavit submitted on
County Georgia 4-Nov-05 presidential behalf of defendants in the case Fulton County Daily Report

Chicago election officials say as many as 2,000
fraudulent voter registra-tions have turned up in
advance of Tuesdays primary election.
Two suspects are under Investigation, the Chicago
Tribune said, both of whom gathered registrations
on behalf of the Puerto Rico Federal Affairs
Administra-tion.

Chicago Illinois 12-Mar-04 primar UPI
Illinois Republicans on Friday urged officials to
look into "potential in-stances of massive voter
fraud" in East St. Louis, showing pictures of an
East St. Louis Democratic precinct
committeemen's home that dozens of people regis
tered to vote have listed as their address.
But it turns out that that address and another
called Into question aren't single-family homes but
are boarding houses or apartments that may

East St. house dozens of people.
Louis Illinois 30-Oct-04 supreme court St. Louis Post Dispatch

Voter registered under the address of his rental
Anderson Indiana 11-Mar-04 unclea propertyin another town faces perjurycharges WishTV

St. 5 people are arraigned on charges of including
Martinville Louisiana 17-Jul-03 city council false information on their voter registration cards Daily Advertiser

City Councilwoman indicted for submitting false
information to register to vote during her re-
election campaign and persuaded three people

St. not in the district to fill out registration forms; the
Martinville Louisiana 17-Dec-03 city council voters were charged as well 2 The Advocate

An 82-year-old woman signed her dog's name on
a voter registration card to test the system. No

Maryland 17-Jun-01 charges were flied. Washington Post
Ingham County sheriffs detectives have turned
over to prosecutors the find-ings of their
investigation into hundreds of phony voter
registration forms from a state advocacy group. It
appeared that some PIRGIM workers went
through a Lansing phone book and forged

Lansing MMichigan 28-Oct-04 residential people's signatures on forms Lansing State Journal
94 voter registration forms had false addresses

Coates Minnesota 31-Oct-02 all matching a strip club Washington Times
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A former ACORN official arrested for running a
stop sign had 300 voter registration forms, some
of them months old, in his trunk. State law
requires they be submitted to the secretary of

Minneapolis Minnesota 17-Oct-04 residential state within 10 days. Atlanta Journal Constitution

St. Louis Prosecutor Jennifer Joyce convened a
grand jury that is investigating 3,800 suspect voter
registration cards, including several for dead
aldermen. The cards were turned in Feb. 7, the
deadline to register voters. Joyce said there have

St. Louis Missouri 7-Mar-01 city been no indictments. St. Louis Post-Dispatch

FBI subpoenas election board records on all
people who registered to vote, cast ballots, was
turned away at the polls, or whose voter
registration was rejected from October 1 [2000]
through March 6 [2001]; Senator Bond calls for

presidential further investigations because his office learned
general election from state election officials that 24,000 registered
and mayoral voters in the city and 33,000 voters in the county

St. Louis Missouri 17-Apr-01 primar were registered to vote somewhere else St. Louis Post-Dispatch
Six plead guilty to dozens of crimes involving

St. Louis Missouri 17-Dec-04 mayoral talsifying voter registration forms St. Louis Post Dispatch

Democrats said Voters Outreach of America, a
Republican funded registration group run by
Sprouts & Associates, destroyed Democratic voter
registration forms. A former employee of the
group told a Nevada TV station that registrations
collected from Democrats had been destroyed
instead of filed with the elections office. The head

Nevada 17-Oct-04 oresidential of the company denied the accusations Atlanta Journal Constitution
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Voting Registrar Lomax said he found that
canvassers returned stacks of 1,000 completed
registration forms that often contained 30 to 50
applications filled out in the same handwriting.
Lomax had no total figure for such fraudulent
registrations.
He also found that canvassers registered the
same Individuals several times over the span of a
week.
Some legitimately registered voters called to ask
why they were getting registration forms—with their
party affiliation changed, Lomax said. Apparently
some canvassers went through the phone book
and reregistered people without their consent,
listing their parties incorrectly, Lomax said.Though
registration drive organizers told Lomax's office
that canvassers were paid by the hour, many
canvassers told his staff and even provided pay
stubs that showed they were paid $2 for every
completed registration form they collected In
malls, stores and neighborhoods, Lomax said.
"They were on both sides. It wasn't just
Democrats, it wasn't just Republicans," Lomax
said. "The money was clearly the root of all evil

Clark County Nevada 31-Oct-04 oresidentlal here. They were payingpeople to register the vote Chicago Tribune
US Attorney forms a task force after finding two

New Mexico 10-Sep-04 teenagers registered to vote Albuquerque Journal

Three Republican candidates want to examine all
voter registration forms sub-mitted by a woman

Bernalillo who, while working for a group that signs up new
County New Mexico 15-Sep-04 Dresidential voters, re -istered a 13-year-old New Mexico boy. AP

Dead voters were among the thousands of flawed
voter registrations submitted by campaign workers
of Governor Pataki during an enrollment drive,

New York 19-Sep-02 gubernatorial New York City officials determined Poughkeepsie Journal
Bronx DA and a grand jury investigate whether
Rikers Island supervisors filled out registration
cards In the names of inmates (such inmates are

Bronx New York 23-Jun-03 gubernatorial eligible to vote)) Newsday

About 100 people in the Flushing area gave
commercial addresses on voter registration forms,
raising suspicion at polling sites yesterday that

Queens New York 15-Sep-04 state assembly may cast a shadow over the assembly race. Newsday
Imtiaz Ahmed Siddiqui pleaded guilty Thursday to
voter fraud in a brief fed-eral court hearing that
included no mention of the allegation that he may
be ac-quainted with terrorists. Siddiqui, 31,
answering questions in halting English, admitted
he signed a voter registration form that identified
him as a U.S. citizen when he got a driver's
license In Durham in August. He is a citizen of
Pakistan.

Greensboro North Carolina 6-Dec-01 AP
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Officials are Investigating ACORN because an
ACORN organizer found that one of its workers
had faked about 70 registrations. The worker was
fired and the information turned over to the state
board. A similar problem with a consumer interest
group in Wake County has also been turned over

Charlotte North Carolina 24.Oct-04 oresldential to state officials Charlotte Observer

The Charlotte Observer found more than 60,000
people who appear to be registered in both
Carolinas. Alamance County Sheriff says illegal
immigrants are registering to vote using false
documents at drivers license offices. North
Carolina is investigating two groups that may have
falsely registered new voters. Some are worried
that noncitizens could vote because in North
Carolina on can get a drivers license without a
social security number. The Elections division and
the DMV ran two checks of people who received
drivers licenses without proof of citizenship and

North Carolina 24-Oct-04 found only a handful who had res leered to vote. AP

Mecklenburg County commissioner Bill James and
Libertarian Lewis Guignard formally challenged the
registration of more than 400 homeless voters
Tuesday, saying they had improperly registered
using commercial addresses.
James and Guignard said the 464 voters
challenged in their complaint incorrectly used the
addresses of the Urban Ministries at 945 N.
College St., the Charlotte Rescue Mission at 907
W. First St. or the Salvation Army at 534 Spratt
St. to register, even though those are commercial
addresses where the voters could not permanent)

Mecklenburg live.
County North Carolina 28-Sep-05 Charlotte Observer

More than 70 people have claimed a Walnut Hills
tailoring shop as their home address while
registering to vote, leading the Hamilton County
Board of Elec-tions to subpoena the tailor, who is

Cincinnati Ohio 20-Aug-03 city council a candidate for Cincinnati City Council. Cincinnati En uirer
A part-time worker for ACORN was Indicted for
falsely filling out and signing a voter registration

Franklin Ohio 8-Sep-04 presidential card Columbus Dispatch

In Hamilton County, the Board of Elections has
subpoenaed 19 registered voters who elections
officials don't believe exist. The Summit County
Board of Elections in Akron has asked Ohio
Attorney General Jim Petro to investigate 803
allegedly fraudulent voter-registration cards, many
of which appeared to be in the same handwriting.
In Lake County, east of Cleveland, several voter-
registration cards seem to have forged signatures,

Ohio 15-Oct-04 oresldentlai elections officials say. Cincinnati En uirer
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State GOP Chair says that the party tried to
contact 231,834 new registrants in the five larges

Ohio 20-Oct-04 presidential counties and had 5.7% returned as undeliverable. Columbus Dispatch

The sheriff arrested a man for submitting 130
phony registration forms with such names as Mary
Poppins and Dick Tracy. Authorities say he
confessed to being paid in crack cocaine by an

Defiance Ohio 31-Oct-04 presidential NAACP volunteer. Dallas Morning News
Three police officers are being investigated on
accusations that they listed police headquarters as
their home addresses when registering for the

Parma Ohio 9-Jan-05 oresidential Nov. 2 election officials said. AP
The Secretary of State announced an investigation
Into allegations that a paid canvasser with Sproul
& Associates had been told to register only
Republicans. The head of the organization denied

Oregon 17-Oct-04 oresidential the accusations. Atlanta Journal Constitution
Chemeketa community colleges, Western Oregon
University and the University of Oregon all told
similar stories: They were approached on campus
and asked to sign a petition, often urging lower
auto-mobile insurance rates for students, and then
asked to sign or initial a second document, which
turned out to be a voter registration card.
Many of the students were urged to mark
Republican as their party affilia-tion; others were
told to leave the party affiliation section blank but
to put their Initials next to Republican on that part
of the form. Many of the students already were
registered voters. Some students didn't realize
they were register-ing to vote, or that their party
affiliation was about to change.Nathan Sproul,
whose company conducted the registration drive,
did not re-spond to calls seeking comment. His
firm has been accused of using similar tac-tics
involving bogus petitions at colleges In
Pennsylvania, according to the Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette.
In an earlier interview with The Oregonian, Sproul
confirmed that his can-vassers are paid a'bounty"

Oregon 30-Oct-04 residential Newhouse News Service
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Republicans mailed letters to 130,000 people who
had registered to vote In the last 6 months.
10,000 came back as undeliverable. The legal
counsel to the state party said Republicans had
looked at a sample of the letters and found 15 of
100 of the registrants were dead. The director of
a nonpartisan organization says in a transient city
many people may have moved over a six month
period, and many letters might not have reached

Pennsylvania 25-Oct-04 oresidentlal neople living in shelters or substandard housing. Philadelphia Inquirer

County Investigators have launched an
Investigation Into a scam in which University of
Pittsburgh and Community College of Allegheny
County students believed they were signing
petitions to legalize marijuana for medical use,

Allegheny Penns vania 28-Oct-04 residential only to find themselves registered as Republicans Pittsburgh Tribune Review

East Four people charged with using business

Providence Rhode Island 20-Aug-05 town primar addresses to register to vote Pawtucket Times
Nine people are accused of registering at
business addresses, Charges against two are
dropped because they did not sign the registration
cards. Three other defendants have been invited
to apply to the adult diversion program.
Arraignments were postponed for four others.

East October 30, 2004: As many as 287 people were

Providence Rhode Island 2-Dec-05 municipal originally suspected. Providence Journal
forged registration applications by a worker being

Rapid City South Dakota 19-Oct-02 unclear aid by the application Argus Leader

Several counties, almost all of them adjoining an
American Indian reservation, submit questionable

South Dakota 21-Oct-02 statewide registration forms to law enforcement Argus Leader
Individual reaches plea agreement for falsifying

Raid City South Dakota 12-Jul-03 unclear registration cards Midwest News

A Phoenix man accused of forging voter
registration forms In Codington County has been
sentenced to prison.
Howard L. Brewer, 44, pleaded guilty last month to
three counts of forgery. He was charged after the
county auditors office received an envelope In
April that contained 20 voter registrations. Eight to
10 of the forms were suspicious.

Codin ton South Dakota 28-Jul-04 AP
County Tax Assessor-Collector alleges 157
registered had false addresses. County officials

Harris Texas 5-Feb-05 state legislature are investigating Houston Chronicle
Candidate charged with lying on a registration

Prince card and voting In a district where he did not

William Virginia 5-May-OS state legislature reside. Washington Times
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Citing a new list of more than 37,000 questionable
addresses, the state Republican Party demanded
that city officials require identification from all of
those voters. It the city doesn't, the party says t
is prepared to have volunteers challenge each
Individual -- including thousands who might be
missing an apartment number on their registration
- at the polls. Democrats say this is a last minute
effort to suppress turnout by creating long delays
at the polls. This Is In addition to the 5,619 bad
addresses the party claimed. The state GOP
chair said they had just focussed on Milwaukee
because its voter list is a mess and cause for

Milwaukee Wisconsin 31-Oct-04 oresidentlal preat alarm. Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
The vast majority of voters alleged to have been
phantoms because their verification forms were
returned as undeliverable really exist and their
cards were returned because of innocent mistakes
in filling out voter registration forms. Of 1,194
verification cards returned, 16 are still be

Madison Wisconsin 10-May-05 oresidential examined Wisconsin State Journal
Arrest warrants Issued and felony charges filed
against two workers for Project Vote who admitted
to filling out multiple registration cards using

Milwaukee Wisconsin 11-May-05 oresidential fictitious information to earn money Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
County DA charges two people affiliated with

Milwaukee Wisconsin 6-Dec-05 residential ACORN for filing false voter registrations AP
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June 2005: Paid worker charged with five felony
counts of forging voter registration cards (none
resulted In fraudulent votes)) Modesto Bee 013329
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Nine people are slated to be indicted today on
charges of collecting or de-stroying 3,800 bogus
voter registration cards that were submitted to the St.
Louis Election Board on Feb. 7, 2001, the last day for
registering to vote in the hotly contested mayoral
primary in March	 Nine
people have been indicted for trying to register
fraudulent voters and destroy the evidence. State
registration forms now are numbered and a record is
kep of which cards have gone to which groups for
voter registration drives. The fake registrations are
linked to four temporary workers who had been 11/7/2003, St. Louis 11/11/2003, St. Louis
employed by ACORN. Post Dispatch Post Dispatch

Three workers are charged with turning in fraudulent
voter registration applications a few weeks before the St. Louis Post-Dispatch
mayoralprimar (March 5, 2002)
Prosecutor says all the cards were caught and no
one voted illegally St. Louis Post-Dispatch
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An Akron woman was charged with filling out false
registration cards. She may be the only person to
face criminal charges after a yearlong state and
federal investigation.	 A task force of state, federal
and local investigators was launched last year after
hundreds of fake registrations were apparently filed
throughout Ohio. The Investigation resulted In no
federal Indictments. The two fake registration cards
traced to the woman were turned in by Project Vote
and not submitted to the Board because the
organization thought they were suspicious. 11/8/2005 Akron Beacon Journal
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An Akron woman was charged with filling out false
registration cards. She may be the only person to
face criminal charges after a yearlong state and
federal investigation.	 A task force of state, federal
and local investigators was launched last year after
hundreds of fake registrations were apparently filed
throughout Ohio. The investigation resulted in no
federal indictments, The two fake registration cards
traced to the woman were turned in by Project Vote
and not submitted to the Board because the
organization thought they were suspicious. 8-Nov-05 Akron Beacon Journal

An Akron woman was charged with filling out false
registration cards. She may be the only person to
face criminal charges after a yearlong state and
federal investigation. 	 A task force of state, federal
and local investigators was launched last year after
hundreds of fake registrations were apparently filed
throughout Ohio. The Investigation resulted In no
federal Indictments. The two fake registration cards
traced to the woman were turned in by Project Vote
and not submitted to the Board because the
organization thought they were suspicious. 11/8/2005 Akron Beacon Journal
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on five counts of

Red Eart h Villeda, a contractor for the Democratic
Party, is Investigated. SEE SOUTH DAKOTA
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Charles H. United 408 F.3d May 12, Plaintiffs, a The foundation No N/A No
Wesley States 1349; 2005 charitable conducted a
Educ. Court of 2005 U.S. foundation, four voter registration
Found., Inc. Appeals App. volunteers, and a drive; it placed
v. Cox for the LEXIS registered voter, the completed

Eleventh 8320 filed a suit applications in a
Circuit against defendant single envelope

state officials and mailed them
alleging to the Georgia
violations of the Secretary of
National Voter State for
Registration Act processing.
and the Voting Included in the
Rights Act. The batch was the
officials appealed voter's change of
after the United address form.
States District Plaintiffs filed
Court for the the suit after they
Northern District were notified that
of Georgia issued the applications
a preliminary had been rejected
injunction pursuant to
enjoining them Georgia law,
from rejecting which allegedly
voter restricted who
registrations could collect
submitted by the voter registration
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foundation. forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
XIV, XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the
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complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
franchise--related
rights. The court
affirmed the
preliminary
injunction order
entered by the
district court.

McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No
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Thompson States 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged order had granted
Court of U.S. App. of United States defendant state
Appeals LEXIS District Court for election officials
for the 23387 Eastern District summary
Sixth of Tennessee at judgment. The
Circuit Chattanooga, court declined to

which granted overrule
defendant state defendants'
election officials administrative
summary determination
judgment on that state law
plaintiffs action required plaintiff
seeking to stop to disclose his
the state practice social security
of requiring its number because
citizens to the interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict with
precondition to previous case
voter registration. law, and could be

challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974, because it

01334v
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was grand
fathered under
the terms of the
Act. The
limitations in the
National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the
NVRA did not
specifically
prohibit the use
of social security
numbers and the
Act contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. The trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and

01334E
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immunities, and
due process
claims. Order
affirmed because
requirement that
voters disclose
social security
numbers as
precondition to
voter registration
did not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or National
Voter
Registration Act
and trial court
properly rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities, and
due process
claims.

Nat'l United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, national Defendants No N/A No

013347
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Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2001 organization for alleged that
Students District 845; 2001 disabled students, plaintiff lacked
with Court for U.S. Dist. brought an action standing to
Disabilities the LEXIS against university represent its
Educ. & Southern 9528 president and members, and
Legal Def. District of university's that plaintiff had
Fund v. Maryland director of office not satisfied the
Scales of disability notice

support services requirements of
to challenge the the National
voter registration Voter
procedures Registration Act.
established by the Further,
disability support defendants
services, maintained the
Defendants facts, as alleged
moved to dismiss by plaintiff, did
the first amended not give rise to a
complaint, or in past, present, or
the alternative for future violation
summary of the NVRA
judgment. because (1) the

plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

o133i8
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registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs § 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged sufficient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

01334,9
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registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended

013350
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complaint was
granted as to the
§ 1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

Cunningham United 2003 U.S. February Plaintiffs, who Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
v. Chi. Bd. States Dist. 24, 2003 alleged that they that objections to
of Election District LEXIS were duly their signatures
Comm'rs Court for 2528 registered voters, were improperly

the six of whom had sustained by
Northern signed defendants, the
District of nominating city board of
Illinois petitions for one election

candidate and commissioners.
two of whom Plaintiffs argued
signed that they were

10
013351
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nominating registered voters
petitions for whose names
another appeared in an
candidate. They inactive file and
first asked for a whose signatures
preliminary were therefore,
injunction of the and improperly,
municipal excluded. The
election court ruled that
scheduled for the by characterizing
following the claim as
Tuesday and plaintiffs did,
suggested, they sought to
alternatively, that enjoin an
the election for election because
City Clerk and their signatures
for 4th Ward were not
Alderman be counted, even
enjoined, though their

preferred
candidates were
otherwise
precluded from
appearing on the
ballot. Without
regard to their
likelihood of

11 013352
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obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting of a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

12 013-
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preliminary relief
was denied.

Diaz v. United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, unions The putative No N/A No
Hood States Supp. 2d 2004 and individuals voters sought

District 1111; who had injunctive relief
Court for 2004 U.S. attempted to requiring the
the Dist. register to vote, election officials
Southern LEXIS sought a to register them
District of 21445 declaration of to vote. The
Florida their rights to court first noted

vote in the that the unions
November 2, lacked even
2004 general representative
election. They standing, because
alleged that they failed to
defendants, state show that one of
and county their members
election officials, could have
refused to brought the case
process their in their own
voter behalf. The
registrations for individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election officials verify her mental

13	 013351.
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moved to dismiss capacity, the
the complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box
and failure to indicating that he
state a claim, was not a felon,

and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
refusing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter

14	 0133G*5
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applicants whose
registration
applications were
deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant application
properly under
Florida law, and
the putative voter
had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing
to complete the
registration. The
third completed
her form and was
registered, so had
suffered no
injury. Standing
failed against the
secretary of state.
Motion to
dismiss without

15
0133E
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prejudice
granted.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not
moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA

16 0133"
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claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one
never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to

17	 013358
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condition
eligibility to vote
on residence.
Nor did it
undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and
resolve that
challenge, did
not contravene
the MVA.
Defendants'
motions for

18 0133E
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summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice.

Bell v. United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
Marinko States 588; 2004 2004 registered voters, contested the

Court of U.S. App. sued defendants, challenges to
Appeals LEXIS Ohio Board of their registration
for the 8330 Elections and brought under
Sixth Board members, Ohio Code Rev.
Circuit alleging that Ann. § 3505.19

Ohio Rev. Code based on Ohio
Ann. §§ 3509.19- Rev. Code Ann.
-3509.21 violated § 3503.02.
the National Specifically, the
Voter voters asserted
Registration Act, that § 3503.02---
and the Equal -which stated
Protection Clause that the place

19	 013366
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of the Fourteenth where the family
Amendment. The of a married man
United States or woman
District Court for resided was
the Northern considered to be
District of Ohio his or her place
granted summary of residence----
judgment in favor violated the
of defendants. equal protection
The voters clause. The court
appealed. of appeals found

that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote

20	 01336.
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in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

21	 013362
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§ 3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

22	 0133
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Hileman v. Court of 316 Ill. October Appellant In a primary No N/A No
McGinness Appeals of App. 3d 25, 2000 challenged the election for

Illinois, 868; 739 circuit court county circuit
Fifth N.E.2d declaration that clerk, the parties
District 81; 2000 that the result of a agreed that 681

Ill. App. primary election absentee ballots
LEXIS for county circuit were presumed
845 clerk was void. invalid. The

ballots had been
commingled
with the valid
ballots. There
were no
markings or
indications on
the ballots
which would
have allowed
them to be
segregated from
other ballots
cast. Because
the ballots could
not have been
segregated,
apportionment
was the

U1336^
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appropriate
remedy if no
fraud was
involved. If
fraud was
involved, the
election would
have had to
have been
voided and a
new election
held. Because
the trial court
did not hold an
evidentiary
hearing on the
fraud
allegations, and
did not
determine
whether fraud
was in issue, the
case was
remanded for a
determination as
to whether fraud
was evident in

0133€5
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the electoral
process. The
court reversed
the declaration
of the trial
court, holding
that a
determination as
to whether fraud
was involved in
the election was
necessary to a
determination of
whether or not a
new election
was required.

DeFabio v. Supreme 192 Ill. July 6, Appellant Appellee filed a No N/A No
Gummersheimer Court of 2d 63; 2000 challenged the petition for

Illinois 733 judgment of the election contest,
N.E.2d appellate court, alleging that the
1241; which affirmed the official results
2000 Ill. trial court's of the Monroe
LEXIS decision granting County coroners
993 appellee's election were

summary judgment invalid because
motion in action none of the 524

brought by ballots cast in

0133f$61
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appellee to contest Monroe
the results of the County's second
election for the precinct were
position of county initialed by an
coroner in Monroe election judge,
County. in violation of

Illinois law. The
trial court
granted
appellee's
motion for
summary
judgment, and
the appellate
court affirmed
the judgment.
The Illinois
supreme court
affirmed, noting
that statutes
requiring
election judges
to initial
election ballots
were
mandatory, and
uninitialed

013367
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ballots could
not have been
counted, even
where the
parties agreed
that there was
no knowledge
of fraud or
corruption.
Thus, the
supreme court
held that the
trial court
properly
invalidated all
of the ballots
cast in Monroe
County's second
precinct. The
court reasoned
that none of the
ballots
contained the
requisite
initialing, and
neither party
argued that an

01331
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of the
uninitialed
ballots could
have been
distinguished or
identified as
absentee ballots.
The supreme
court affirmed
the judgment
because the
Illinois statute
requiring
election judges
to initial
election ballots
was mandatory,
and uninitialed
ballots could
not have been
counted, even
where the
parties agreed
that there was
no knowledge
of fraud or
corruption.

0133f3:
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The sanitation director for Helena,
the Phillips County seat, admitted in
court to illegally casting more than 25

absentee ballots in the Democratic Arkansas Democrat-

Phillips Arkansas 2-Nov-02 primary primary in May. Gazette

Supporters of the recall, which is

Treasurer being led by the city's two police

and city unions, say city employees have

council been illegally filling out absentee

South Gate California 28-Jan-03 recall ballots against the recall. Los Angeles Times

Election officials found an absentee
ballot application for someone who is

Bridgeport Connecticut 6-Sep-02 dead Connecticut Post

FBI is investigating potential
absentee ballot fraud in Bridgeport

Bridgeport Democratic primary and two men

and New probate face absentee ballot charges

Haven Connecticut 4-Nov-02 judge involving 2 New Haven primaries Connecticut Post
former state representative is
charged with seven counts of
absentee ballot fraud for absentee

state ballot coercion in a particular

Hartford Connecticut 12-Aug I leqislature apartment complex Hartford Courant

The elections commission wants four
brothers to be charged with
fraudulent voting for allegedly
submitting illegal absentee ballots in
the March 2002 Democratic Town
Committee primary. The
commission alleges that none of the

town brothers lived in Bridgeport when

Bridgeport Connecticut 3-Dec-03 committee they voted in those city elections. Connecticut Post
A challenger to the mayor who lost b
2 votes is suing the mayor for
personally delivering absentee ballots
to minority residents, some of whom

Smyrna Delaware 3-Aug-U town were not eligible to vote The News Journal

it y

Winter commission
e

c
Four are charged with forging names

Garden Florida 5-Mar-02 on absentee ballots AP
Elections officials inquire into 43
absentee ballot request forms with
the wrong date of birth and 3

Volusia Florida 3-Oct-03 city requests with forged signatures Orlando Sentinel

criminal complaint filed against

Winter woman for voting by absentee ballot

Haven lFlorida 6-Jan-04 Itown	 lwhen she did not live in the district 1 Polk Online

Deliberat.

ViIege	 -Prolt1	 cess	
1	 013
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Miami-Date public corruption
detectives fanned across Hialeah on
Friday, questioning employees of the
city's public housing agency, as well
as friends and relatives of politicians
aligned with Mayor Raul Martinez.
Sources close to the investigation A special state prosecutor said he
say those interviewed were asked found no evidence of election fraud
about their alleged handling of after a yearlong investigation of
absentee ballots gathered from absentee voting at the Hialeah
voters - many of them elderly - in the Housing Authority during that city's
city's public housing units. 2003 elections Miami Herald, May

Hialeah Florida 21-Mar-04 city council Miami Herald 11,2005

All charges are dropped. Democrats
allege the whole case was politically
motivated; Florida prosecutors
dropped a case charging the mayor

A grand jury is investigating the with paying a campaign worker to
possible mishandling of absentee collect absentee ballots. Three others
ballots by a minority voting advocate indicted on the same charge were April 21, 2005 April 21, 2005, The New

Orlando Florida 5-Mar-05 mayoral who has worked for many campaigns Orlando Sentinel also cleared. Orlando Sentinel York Tunes
ACORN alleges that a man went to a

1111inois
senior citizen home and voted the

Cook 15-Mar-02 state seniors' absentee ballots Chicago Sun-Toes

A county judge threw out and
reversed an election because of

Calumet City Illinois mayoral absentee coercion of disabled voters Chicago Tribune
The county prosecutor is
investigating absentee ballots in
which signatures don't match, voters
names were misspelled, and
correction fluid was used to change

Marion Indiana 1-Nov-02 county to address Indianapolis Star

State police are investigating whether
Democratic primary absentee ballots
were delivered to nursing homes that

Madison Indiana 29-Apr-03 rimar traditionally vote Republican Herald Bulletin

Allegations are made of absentee
ballots from voters who moved and
forged signatures by one person

Lake Indiana 11Jul-03 town Case will be heard bya countyjudge Northwest Indiana News
Elections board investigates
allegations that two ineligible voters

Porter Indiana 31-Mar-04 town voted b bsentee ballots Northwest Indiana News
The Indiana Supreme Court is
considering whether to order a
special mayoral election. The losing
candidate claims he would have won
if not for hundreds of fraudulent
absentee votes cast for his

East opponent, including some cast on
Chicago Indiana 23-Jun-04 mayoral behalf of dead voters AP

0133
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The longtime Democratic Party
chairman in Madison County is
accused of illegally delivering
absentee ballots cast by two
Anderson residents. Another man is
accused of 17 Class D felony
charges for allegedly registering
absentee voters, then telling them
how to vote and picking up their
ballots. A woman is accused of
completing an absentee ballot in
September 2003 that listed an

Anderson Indiana 11-Dec-04 mayoral address where she did not live. Indiana	 is Star

Post Tribune,
December 15,2005:
two Democratic
precinct
committeement and

four people indicted, one for receiving three people with ties to
absentee ballots for people ineligible a city contractor were
to vote, one for fading to appear charged with pressuring
before the grand jury, and two for acquaintances to fit out

It is alleged that city workers were voter fraud and lying to the grand jury; WISH TV, absentee ballots. This
August asked to vote absentee, acquire county judges tosses out 155 November 18, 2003; brings the total number
6,2003, absentee applications, and given pa' absentee ballots but this does not Northwest Indiana of people charged to 22

East August 8, mayoral election day positions for bringing In change the election outcome; DOJ Times, January 21, (See East Chicago
Chicago Indiana 2003 primar absentee votes Northwest Indiana News begins investigating 2004 summ

Police have begun investigating
allegations that elderly voters were
pres-sured into casting absentee
ballots for a Green Independent
candidate in Maine's special election.
Chief Roger Beaupre said Thursday
his department has received 10
complaints of voter intimidation from
elderly voters who were told votes for
candidates other than Green
Independent candidate Dorothy
Lafortune did not count.

Maine 13-Feb-04 state house AP
state police investigating absentee
coercion in a senior apartment

River Rouge Michigan 4-Apr-01 mayoral building Yahoo News

A lawsuit alleges the City Clerk's
assistants have allowed voters to fill
out ballots in group settings, didn't
sign their names on ballot envelopes County Circuit Court judge ruled the.
and advertised their services in Clerk violated the law, There is an November 9, 2005
nursing homes. She also sent election contest and a federal Detroit Free Press;
130,000 unsolicited absentee ballot investigation involving irregularities November 24, 2005

Detroit Michigan 8-Nov-05 mayoral ipplications defying a court order. Detroit Free Press with absentee ballots. Detroit Free Press
Candidate tiles a complaint alleging
59 absentee ballots are questionable.
He produced a letter from two elderly
absentee voters saying they were
given plates of food in exchange for
allowing his opponent to fill out their

Houston Mississippi 10-Nov-05 mayoral ballots. AP

U133'2
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The state Democratic Party accused
Republicans of coercion when they
asked county clerks to send the

gubematoria names of people who had requested
Missouri 19-Sep-04 I absentee ballots AP

investigations by the state attorney
East St. and the FBI into unspecified
Louis Missouri 5-Jan-05 city absentee ballot fraud	 - Post Dispatch

local
general and
primary The FBI investigates questionable

Tonopah Nevada 23-Oct-02 election absentee ballot requests Pahrump Valley Times
Man is indicted because he voted
other people's ballots using absentee
voter forms for people who lived

Las Vegas Nevada 26-Apr-03 assembly outside the district AP

Mayor Whelan's campaign has
alleged that street operatives for the
mayor's challenger, Councilman
Lorenzo Langford. tricked voters into
requesting absentee ballots and then
went to their homes to buty them into
filling the ballots out for Langford.
The Whelan campaign has also
alleged that Langford has stockpiled
absentee ballots to fig out
fraudulently.The Langford campaign
yesterday denounced Whelan's
actions as a means of suppressing
voter rights and said it would file a
federal civil-rights lawsuit this week.

Atlantic City New Jersey 31-Oct-01 Mayoral Philadelphia Inquirer

The Deputy Attorney General said in
a court filing that the prosecutor is
investigating four types of
irregularities: 1) improprieties in the
manner in which voters requested
absentee ballots; 2) instances where
the voter has stated that they
received assistance in voting but that
fact is not noted on the voter
certification; 3) instances where the
absentee ballot was de-livered to the
Board of Elections by a person other 276 absentee ballots from the 2002
than the one to whom the voter gave election in Palisades Park are still
the ballot; 4) instances where the impounded in the office of Patricia

Palisades voter gave an unmarked ballot to DiCostanzo, the Bergen County October 4, 2004,
Park New Jersey 6-Nov-02 another	 son.' The Record superintendent of elections. The Record

Board of elections requests an
county inquiry Into alleged forged absentee

Atlantic City New Jers 9-Jul-03 Drtmar ballots Attantic Cou	 News

The FBI is investigating charges that.
voters targetted by a Democratic
campaign had their signatures forged
or had been pressured or misled into

Passaic New Jersey 22-Sep-04 county voting absentee lieral News (Passaic)

013373
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In the city of Passaic, three dozen
voters claimed they'd been victims of
absentee ballot fraud in 2003.

New Jerse 4-Oct-04 The Record
131 absentee ballots were delivered
by a ward leader, leading to vague
allegations of coercion A9 absentee

Albany special ballots and machines impounded
County New York 8-Mar-04 primaries under a court order Albany Times Union

One person filed in more than 140
signed absentee ballot applications,
and there were other administrative
errors in absentee ballot distribution
and return. The candidates made a
deal before the judge ruled on the

Albany county case to have a special election; the
County York 10-Mar-04 Iegislature absentee ballots are not counted Albany Times Union

An absentee ballot scandal is being
investigated in Haskell County, where
one man allegedly admitted
notarizing 42 absentee ballots without
having the voters present while
another man helped him, the District

district Attorney said.
Haskell Oklahoma 7-Nov-02 attorney Daily Oklahoman

Elderly woman says strangers
coerced her into giving them her

Providence Rhode Island 23-Aug-02 mayoral ballot Providence Journal-Bulletin
A person with connections to the
Williams campaign nicknamed The
Voter Man convinced elderly voters,
some living in residential care
facilities, to till out absentee ballot
registration forms. Some say they
never received a ballot, even though
records indicate a ballot was cast in
their names.
• At least one staff member at a
Mullins care facility said non-
communicative Akneimers patients
were coaxed into casting absentee
ballots.
• Another person with ties to the
Williams campaign turned in nearly
60 ab-sentee ballots to election
officials, many from elderly voters.
While not tech-nically illegal, the
volume of absentee votes raised
eyebrows within the Norwood
campaign. As a result of suspected
fraud the party ordered a new
election and the cases are being

Senate state senate criminally investigated.
District 30 South Carolina 27 primary The State
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October 25, 2002: Red Earth Villeda,
a former Democratic contractor is
investigated; October 27, 2002: State
and federal agents target 25 South

several counties forward Dakota counties;October 31, 2002: no
questionable absentee ballot illegally cast ballots are found (see

South Dakota 20-Oct-02 statewide requests Angus Leader South Dakota summary) us Leader
The prosecutor in Fall River County
says he will investigate possible mull'
pie voting by absentee ba gloL The
multiple ballots were cast by fewer

Shannon South Dakota 30-Oct-04 residential than 10 people AP

A fourth former employee of the
Dakota Republican Party's get-out-ths
vote operation has pleaded guilty to
improperly notarizing absentee-ballot
re-quests, and another who had
pleaded not guilty will appear in court
next week to change his plea.
Six workers for the GOP Victory effort
resigned last month after questions
surfaced about some absentee-ballot
applications collected at college

Three former Republican notary campuses across the state. Charges
publics pled guility to signing were filed after officials said the
absentee ballots without witnessing workers notarized applications
the signatures. Three other former collected by other workers, violating a
GOP workers are charged, as is one state law that requires no-taries to
Dasdde staff person accused of not witness documents being signed
being present for two notary before they can give them their ofrF
applications. Officials say none of cial seal. November 4, 2004,

Sioux Falls South Dakota 2-Nov-04 senatorial the incidents affected any votes AP s Leader
Both candidates accuse the other

district manipulating the absentee ballot
Dallas Texas 10-May-01 council votes of senior citizens Dallas Observer

Several affidavits alleging main
voter fraud have been submitted to
the Dallas County district attorneys A voter fraud investigation has
office, according to election officials, resulted in the
But prosecutors have declined to indictment of a Dallas woman who is
comment about whether those accused of filling out a mail-in ballot in February 13, 2002,
allegations, or any others, would May without the voter's permission, a Fort-Worth Star

Dallas Texas 16	 1 city council result Ina criminal complaint. Dallas Morning News Dallas prosecutor said Tuesday. Telegram
A candidate for the council alleged
three campaign
workers spent Friday reviewing mail-
in ballots and applications for the
ballots and found at least 69 that they
believe might have forged signatures

district on either document.
Dallas Texas 27-Jul-02 council Fort Worth Star-Telegram

A candidate submitted 12 absentee

Isignatures.
ballot applications with forged

Dallas Texas 22-	 -03 city council The DA is investigating. Dallas Morning News
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Man fined and sentenced to five
years probation for voting in the
names of three dozen other people
by absentee ballot. He is the fifth
person to plead guilty to similar
charges brought by a grand jury in

Hearne Texas 18-Oct-03 municipal ust17wereindicted. Houston Chronicle

30 people were indicted for forged
absentee ballot applications and

Hearne Texas 28-Dec-03 mayoral sending in multiple absentee ballots Star Telegram
Several mad in ballot requests
appeared to be filled out by the same
person and a few were in the names
of dead people. A precinct Five people have been charged with
chairwoman was charged with four sending in absentee ballot
counts of tampering with government applications in the names of other 2113/2004, El Paso

El Paso Texas 12-Feb-04 water board records Assoc Press Times

Complaints were made to the Board
of Elections against workers for
several campaigns of irregularities
concerning absentee ballots,
includ ing coercion of elderly voters, a
complaint that someone requested
an absentee ballot for a dead voter;

miscel aneo four people said the ir ballots were
us, from already seated when they received
congress to them, and a voter whos absentee

Hidalgo Texas 3-Mar-04 'ud e's race ballot that was sent elsewhere The Monitor
The names of 42 deceased people,
most of whom rived on the South
Side, appeared on applications for
mail-in ballots that were submitted to
election officials for the primaries. A
computer at the Bexar County
elections office flagged the
applications and the district attorneys
office is investigating. No ballots
appear to have been sent to a dead
person as a result of the ap-
plications, election officials have said.
However, the applications were cited
by Henry Cuellar - a Democratic
candi-date for the District 28
congressional seat who lost by 145
votes - as one of several concerns
that persuaded him to call for a
recount this week. The list of
applicants includes next-door
neighbors, people who never voted
when they were alive, and two who
died in 1988. All but one bear the
deceased's correct voter registration
number. Each had the correct
address and voting precinct, and an
indicated the voter was older than 65,
which is one of the reasons
individuals may obtain a mail-in
ballot

congression But whoever filled out many of the
Bexar Texas 25-Mar-04 a applications didn't alter his or her bar San Antonio Express-News
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Elderly voters complain of vote
brokering' whereby "coyotes'
pressure them into voting by
absentee ballot Investigators have
looked into this in the past, and there
has only been one conviction of

South San someone pressuring others to vote
Antonio Texas 23-May-04 absentee. San Antonio Express-News

The District Attorney requested a
recount of ballots because of many
complaints of people filing mall-in
ballots sent to homes of people who
have died. One of the candidates
says that in one instance a wife
mated in the ballot of her husband
who just died, and another was a
son's vote being mistaken for the

school father's because they had the same
Robstown Texas 27-May-04 district name. Corpus Christi Caller-Times

After a May 26 recount, Jaime
received 501 votes and Martinez
wound up with 500 votes.
In June, Martinez filed an election
contest in d istrict court claiming that
'numerous co-conspirators obtained
votes by instructing the voters to cast
their ballots for particular
candidates.But a criminal
investigation into voting violations
started before voters cast the final
ballots, according to a police report.
So far, the criminal investigation has
resulted in five felony and one misde-
meanor indictments: Santiago Vela

ribwas indicted on a bribery charge;
Armando Gon-zalez,	 IGFzalez, Vanessa	 ser
and Red Mireleswere Indicted on
illegal voting charges; Magdalena
Saenz was indicted on an unlawful
delivery of a voting certificate charge.
One woman, MFna Quintanila, was
indicted on a misdemeanor chargeor
for allegedly filling out a main blot
for a voter without permission.rm

Falfurrias Texas 11-Sep-04 city Christi Caller-Times
Candidate alleges	 at 64 of the 579that
absentee ballots cast in the primary

HaHouston Texas 11-Nov-0S are questionable. AP
2126/2004,
March 6, Texas Rangers investigate tampering

Hidalgo ' Texas 2004 primar with mail ballots 	 ' ueras' The Monitor
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The former mayor was arraigned in
Scott County Circuit Court. He
entered riot guilty pleas to 18 charges
of aiding and abetting in violating the
absentee voting process, 17 charges
of making a false statement on an
absentee ballot application, and two
charges of conspiracy. Authorities say
he targeted elderly and
unsophisticated voters, pressuring

mayor is Indicted on 37 felony counts them to give false reasons for voting
of voter fraud for coercing choices on absentee and sometimes idling out 8/17/2005, Roanoke

Gate City V	 inia 2-Aug-OS ma absentee ballots Roanoke Tines their ballots himself. Times

A police handwriting expert labeled
signatures on 60 absentee ballot
envelopes suspicious and elections
officials and the DA questioned 36
more. The 96 are among 162 that
were distlbuted to 5th District voters
by the African American Coalition for
Empowerement. The group had
residents agree to ask the city to
send absentee ballots to their offices
rather than directly to the voters. The
group then went to the homes,

county witnessed the votes and returned the
Milwaukee Wisconsin 5-Mar-03 board recall ballots. Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

A voting rights activist was convicted
of three felony counts stemming from
Ids management of an absentee
ballot campaign. Although evidence
suggested forgery and other
mischief, the case turned on one
voter registration card. The voter
had his signature forged by his
griend, and the activist had signed

Milwaukee Wisconsin 15-Jan-04 county recall the form as a deputyregistrar. Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
One person is convicted for forging

Milwaukee Wisconsin 20-Feb-04 county recall absentee ballots Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
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County Attorney alleges some Navajo Nation
voters cast multiple ballots. The Election Director
dismisses many of the allegations and questioned

2002 why the county attorney had waded more than a a
Apache Arizona 31-Aug-04 general yearandahalftomakethem. Arizona Republic

A special judge rules prosecutors must show the
mayor intended to vote twice – he says he got
confused when he voted early for a city bond
election and the voting clerk offered him a primary

county ballot at the same time, He then voted in the
Eureka Spriogs Arkansas 29-Jun-01 judge orimary at his precinct on election day. AP

Four family members of a councilman were
charged with voting twice because they voted

La Puente California municipal absentee and on election day. Los Angeles Times
One of the candidates alleged that 400 people
who are dead cast votes- The allegation was
based on a computer program that cross-
referenced voters and the social security death
index using fast and last names and date of birth.
When the Chronicle also used middle initials and
other identifying indicators, the list was whittle to

mayoral run five cases. Some were by absentee but a couple
San Francisco California 1-Mar-04 off were in San Francisco Chronicle

58 of 64 counties responded to a request by the
Secretary of State to report on fraud
investigations. Only 13 counties have referred
cases to prosecutors. Those cases included 41
instances of citizens voting twice. Denver County
officials said they had 81 instances of double

Colorado 25-Mar-05 Denver Post
Secretary of State says that RNC allegations that
54 Connecticut voters cast ballots in 2 different
states have been investigated and found to be
false. 15 voted only in CT, 29 voted only in
another state, four names were wrong because
they had different birth dates, and three were
referred to the FBI and US Attorney because
information from the other state could not be

Connecticut 22-Oct-02 all obtained New Haven Register
mayoral Losing candidate alleges some voters were able

Bridgeport Connecticut 23-Sep-03 rimajy to vote twice News 12

Records indicate that 24 voters cast ballots in
DC and Maryland in the September 2002 primary

state and 90 voters did so in the 2000 election. Voters
primary and denied they had done so and election officials said

DC and presidentiial it was possible for precinct workers to make
Maryland 31-Oct-02 election mistakes when recording who voted. Washington Post

The County State Attorney will be investigating
about a dozen people accused of voting twice.
Each cast an absentee ballot and voted oat
Election Day. The Secretary of State says they
may have forgotten they voted absentee. They all
had to vote by provisional ballots so none of the
second votes were counted. This is the first time

2002 the Secretary's office has found people who voted
Palm Beach Florida 5-Dec-02 general twice. Sun-Sentinel

One voter returned two absentee ballots– the first
one was counted and the second discarded. A
woman voted by absentee and then during early

Indian River Florida 2-Nov-04 presidential voting. Her absentee blot will be thrown out. Press Journal (Vero Beach) (13382
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The Palm Beach Post reports that three voters
cast absentee ballots and then filed out
provisional ballots on Election Day. Local officials
have asked the Attorney General to investigate.
The Post reached two of the voters and they sad
they cast provisional ballots because when they
tried to check on their absentee ballots they were

Palm Beach Florida 6-Nov-04 oreskiential unable to confirm they had been received. Florida Times Union
Volusia officials said Friday they have Identified 12
cases of suspected election fraud stemming from
Tuesdays presidential election.
AI Involved people trying to vote twice, said
County Judge Steven deLaroche, a member of
county canvassing board
In one case, which occurred during early voting, a
person was caught trying to feed an absentee
ballot Into a tabulating machine after casting a
traditional bald, delaroche said. That person was
stopped by a poll worker.
In the other 11 cases, people who had voted by
absentee ballot or at an early-voting site tried to
vote a second time on Election Day, he said. In
those cases, elect ion workers discovered the
attempts when computers showed those vot-ers
had already cast ballots.
All the cases will be forwarded to the State
Attorney's Office for prosecution.

Volusia Florida 6-Nov-04 resleential Orlando Sentinel

Officials said in January that a review of records
found more than 50 cases in which the same
person had cast an absentee and In person ballot.
An FBI investigation found that every one of those
instances was due to a clerical error, such as
someone signing the voter rolls before they were

Duval Florida 31-Jul-0 presidential told they had to vote elsewhere. AP

A man who may be facing felony charges for
voting twice says he voted during the early period
and that when he went to his precinct on election
day to make sure that vote had been recorded, he
was told it was not The poll worker told him he
should vote again. Fulton County investigated and
found no other advance voters had voted again on
the day of the election. The registration chief
acknowledged the county was late getting names
ofadvance voters to the polls. The advance vote

Fulton Georgia was tossed out after It was discovered. Atlanta Journal Constitution
2002 and A man has been charged for voting twice, in both

Marshall Illinois 13-Nov-04 2004 Kane County and Marshall County South Bend Tribune
A newspaper analysis shows that five votes cast

county were attributed to people who were dead well
Lake County Indiana 16 before the election. AP

A woman who voted twice pled guilty – she had
voted from her business address and cast an

2002 absentee ballot from a different location in the
Prairie Village Kansas 8-Jan-05 general same election. Kansas City Star
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A woman called a radio talk show Tuesday and
admitted casting fraudulent votes in Hancock
County.
The woman said she voted once using her own
name, but after realeing she was not required to
show identification, she waited several hours and
returned to the polls and used a friends name.
The county clekrs said the incident seems to be
isolated and her office has rat received evidence

Hancock Louisiana 3-Nov-04 presidential of other fraudulent votes elsewhere in the county. The Sun Herald
A voter claims someone forged his signature to
vote under his name. He reported the incident to

Duluth Minnesota 3-Nov-04 oresidential CityHall Duluth News-Tribune

A felony charge filed Tuesday in Hennepin County
District Court accuses Darin Randall Johnson, 34,
of registering to vote and casting ballots in three
differ-ent places in the November election.
The criminal complaint alleges he filled out same-
day registration forms and voted once in Brooklyn
Park and twice in Minneapolis.

Minneapolis Minnesota 23-Feb-OS presidential Saint Paul Pioneer Press

Man pleads guilty to casting double votes in four
Kansas City Missouri 28-Mar-05 various elections by voting in both Kansas and Missouri Kansas City Star

Kansas City Star reports that their investigation
shows there may be more than 300 voters voting
twice in different counties. The exact number is
impossible to determine because many counties
have shredded their poll books and state
computer files are rife with data errors. In fact, the
number may be lower because the state computer
files contain many errors that show people voting
who did not actually vote. The study only flagged

Septebmer people registered in two places under exactly the Kansas City Star, Belleville
Kansas City Missouri 6,2004 all same name and date of birth. News-Democrat

Republican Party claims 4,755 people who have
died voted in the election and 4,397 people
registered to vote in more than one county voted

New Jersey 16-Sep-05 presidential twice New York Times
A comparison of names on absentee-ballot-
request rosters and affidavits for the absentee-in-
lieu-of-ballots made it appear that 5 people had
voted twice absentee by mail and absentee-in-lieu

Sandoval New Mexico 9-Nov-02 state house of at th Albuquerque Journal

Bureau of Elections employees found a woman
who voted on a provisional ballot at one precinct
also had voted at the regular precinct where she is
registered. The signatures at both precincts
appeared to be the same, so elections officials

Sandoval New Mexico 24-Nov-04 presidential sent the case to the district attorney. AP
Former conservative party candidate for lieutenant
governor is arraigned on an Indictment for voting

2000 and twice, from two different Manhattan addresses.
New York New York 23-Oct-02 2001 He denies the charge Newsday
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Steal this Vote-Dirty Elections and the Rotten History of Democracy in America by
Andrew Gumbel

The bulk of the book comprises stories from United States electoral history
outside the scope of this project. However, these tales are instructive in showing how far
back irregular and illegal voting practices go. Cases include the 1868 New York City
elections; the Tilden-Hayes election; the impact of the introduction of the secret ballot;
the 1981 consent decree; the 1990 Helms campaign; the 1960 presidential election
controversy in Chicago; the rise of the voting machine business, including the
introduction of punch card machines; and allegations by Republicans regarding NVRA.

Steal this Vote focuses almost entirely on alleged transgressions by Republican,
although at times it does include complaints about Democratic tactics. Gumbel's
accusations, if credible, especially in the Bush-Gore election, would indicate there were a
number of problems in key states in such areas as intimidation, vote counting, and
absentee ballots. However, due to its possible biases, lack of specific footnoting, and
insufficient identification of primary source material, caution is strongly urged with
respect to utilizing this book for assessing the amount and types of voter fraud and voter
intimidation occurring.

Deliberative Process
Privilege	 O 13 3 S
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Stealing Elections, John Fund

In Stealing Elections, John Fund says that "Election fraud, whether its phony voter
registrations, illegal absentee ballots, shady recounts or old-fashioned ballot-box stuffing,
can be found in every part of the United States, although it is probably spreading because
of the ever-so-tight divisions that have polarized the country and created so many close
elections lately. Although most fraud is found in urban areas, there are current scandals
in rural South Dakota and Texas." Fund admits that "Democrats figure prominently in the
vast majority of examples of election fraud described in this book." He argues
Republican fraud is less common because Republicans are middle class and Democrats
are poor and most fraud occurs in inner cities where there are a lot of minorities.
However, because of politics, state and local prosecutors are reluctant to go after fraud.

He also stipulates that Democrats and Republicans have different worldviews on voting:
Democrats are concerned about intimidation and disenfranchisement while Republicans
are concerned with fraud and the need to police the polls.

Fund argues that fraud has been made easier by the passage of the National Voting Rights
Act because it allows ineligible voters to remain on the voter rolls, allowing a voter to
vote in the name of someone else. He claims dead people, people who have moved, and
people in jail remain on the voting list. He believes because of NVRA illegal aliens have
been allowed to vote. Absentee balloting makes it even worse: someone can register
under false names and then use absentee ballots to cast multiple votes. Groups can get
absentee ballots for the poor and elderly and then manipulate their choices.

Fund goes through a number of examples of alleged voter fraud, mostly perpetrated by
Democrats. For example, he claims much fraud in St. Louis in 2000, including illegal
court orders allowing people to vote, felons voting, people voting twice, dead people
voting, voters were registered to vacant lots, election judges were not registered and
evidence of false registrations

Another case he pays a great deal of attention to are the alleged transgressions by
Democrats in Indian Country in South Dakota 2002, including voter registration fraud,
suspicious absentee ballot requests, vote hauling, possible polling place fraud, abusive
lawyers at polling sites, and possible vote buying.

Fund criticizes and scorns "conspiracy theories" around electronic voting perpetuated by
Democrats. He says that `By whipping up a frenzy of suspicion about electronic voting,
Democrats will have built a platform from which, if the presidential or key Senate
elections in November 2004 are close, the can launch endless lawsuits everywhere there
were problems with electronic machines."

Stealing Elections focuses almost entirely on alleged transgressions by Democrats.
Fund's accusations, if credible, would indicate that fraud such as voter registration fraud,
absentee ballot fraud, dead people voting, and felon voting is prevalent throughout the
country. However, due to its possible biases, lack of specific footnoting, and insufficient
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identification of primary source material, caution is strongly urged with respect to
utilizing this book for assessing the amount and types of voter fraud and voter
intimidation occurring.
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The Long Shadow of Jim Crow, People for the American Way and the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored People

This report describes the pervasive and repeated practices of voter intimidation and vote
suppression that have taken place in very recent years and during contemporary
American history. The most recent cases included in the report are the incident in which
Florida law enforcement questioned elderly African American voters in Orlando
regarding the 2003 mayoral race, which had already been resolved, shortly before the
2004 election; the 2004 Florida felon purge list; the case of South Dakota in 2004 in
which Native Americans were improperly and illegally required to show photo
identification at the polls or denied the right to vote, and similar improper demands for ID
from minorities in other parts of the country; the use of challengers in minority districts
in many locations; the challenge to the right of African American students to vote in
Texas in 2004; the presence of men looking like law enforcement challenging African
American voters at the polls in Philadelphia in 2003; the distribution of flyers in
Louisiana and elsewhere in a number of elections over the last few years in minority
areas telling them to vote on the wrong day; and the FBI investigation into thousands of
Native American voters in South Dakota in 2002, which resulted in no showing of
wrongdoing.

The report also points out that, "Over the past two decades, the Republican Party has
launched a series of `ballot security' and `voter integrity' initiatives which have targeted
minority communities. At least three times, these initiatives were successfully challenged
in federal courts as illegal attempts to suppress voter participation based on race.

It goes on to describe the numerous instances of voter intimidation and suppression
during the 2000 election, the 1990s, the 1980s and back through the civil rights
movement of the 1960s, putting current efforts in historical perspective. Describing the
chronology of events in this way demonstrates the developing patterns and strategic
underpinnings of the tactics used over the last forty years.
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The New Poll Tax: Republican-Sponsored Ballot-Security Measures are
Being Used to Keep Minorities from Voting

By Laughlin McDonald

McDonald argues that "the discriminatory use of so-called `ballot security" programs"
has been a reoccurring scandal since the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. These
programs are deceptively presented as preventing voter fraud and thereby furthering good
government. However, McDonald states "but far too often they [the ballot security
programs] are actually designed to suppress minority voting -- and for nakedly partisan
purposes."

McDonald blames the federal government as well as the states for use of suspect ballot
security programs. He cites the implementation of the U.S. Department of Justice's in
"Voting Integrity Initiative" in South Dakota as the worst example of a joint federal-state
effort to prevent voter fraud. Alleged voter fraud only in counties with significant Native
American populations was targeted. South Dakota Attorney General Mark Barnett
"working with the FBI, announced plans to send state and federal agents to question
almost 2,000 new Native-American registrants, many of whom were participating in the
political process for the first time." However, statistics show that these efforts only
served to increase Native American voter participation. Native Americans "were targeted
based on fraud allegations that proved to be grossly exaggerated; at the end of the
investigation, only one Native American was even charged with a voting-rules violation."

McDonald cites several other ballot security efforts that were really disguised attempts at
minority voter suppression:

In Pine Bluff, Ark., Democrats accused Republican poll watchers of driving away
voters in predominantly black precincts by taking photos of them and demanding
identification during pre-election day balloting. Democrats in Michigan charged
that a plan by Republicans to station hundreds of "spotters" at heavily Democratic
precincts was an effort to intimidate black voters and suppress Democratic turnout.
In South Carolina, a lawsuit filed the day before the election alleged that officials in
Beaufort County had adopted a new and unauthorized policy allowing them to
challenge voters who gave rural route or box numbers for their registration address.
According to the complaint, a disproportionate number of those affected by the new
rule would be African-American voters who lived in the rural areas of the county.

McDonald is also critical of the Help America Vote Act (HAVA). He states that HAVA
"contains other provisions that may enhance the opportunities for harassment and
intimidation of minorities through ballot-security programs." McDonald specifically
attacks the photo ID requirement for anyone who registered by mail but has not
previously voted. McDonald argues that the ID requirement will suppress minority voting
because minorities are less likely then non-minorities to have a photo ID, a photo ID is
expensive to obtain and all the alternatives to photo ID present similar obstacles to
minority voters. He also argues that there is no evidence that photo ID will combat voter
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fraud but it only really provides "another opportunity for aggressive poll officials to
single out minority voters and interrogate them."

McDonald lists some classic past ballot security efforts by the Republicans that have
been abused: the 1981 gubernatorial election anti-fraud initiative leading to the well
known consent decree prohibiting the Republicans from repeating this, a similar
Republican effort in Louisiana in 1986 in Senator John Breaux's race which again
resulted in prohibition by a state court judge, and a similar effort by Republicans in
Senator Jesse Helms 1990 reelection. This time the Department of Justice sued the
Republican Party and Helm's reelection committee, resulting in another consent decree
prohibiting future ballot security programs without court approval.

McDonald indicates that the crux of the problem is lax enforcement of federal voters
rights laws. He states, "there is no record of the purveyors of any ballot-security program
being criminally prosecuted by federal authorities for interfering with the right to vote."
The only positive case law McDonald cited was a decision by the United States Court of
Appeals for the Eighth Circuit that affirmed "an award of damages ranging from $500 to
$2,000, payable by individual poll officials to each of seven black voters who had been
unlawfully challenged, harassed, denied assistance in voting or purged from the rolls in
the town of Crawfordsville [Arkansas]."

McDonald concludes by stating that Congress and the states should adopt
"nondiscriminatory, evenly applied measures to ensure the integrity of the ballot."
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An Evaluation: Voter Registration Elections Board: Wisconsin Audit Report 05-12:
September 2005

The Joint Legislative Audit Committee of the Wisconsin Legislature required the
Wisconsin Audit Report. The Report obviously does not include the 2006 statistics for
statewide voter registration as required by HAVA. Wisconsin voter registration is
required by statute in only 172 municipalities---those with populations of 5,000 or more.
Another 167 smaller municipalities opted to maintain voter registration lists. Currently,
28.9 % of the voting-age population is not required to register before voting.

According to the Report, great variation was found in the implementation of existing
voter registration laws. For example, 46 % of municipalities that responded to the survey
did not send address verification cards to individuals who registered by mail or at the
polls on Election Day in November 2004.
Further, only 85.3 % of survey respondents reported updating their voter registration lists
to remove inactive voters, as required by law.

Current voter registration practices were determined to be insufficient to ensure the
accuracy of voter registration lists used by poll workers or to prevent ineligible persons
from registering to vote. The Report identified 105 instances of voting irregularities in six
municipalities, including 98 ineligible felons who may have voted. The names of these
individuals were forwarded to appropriate district attorneys for investigation.

Due to concerns about ineligible voting, stemming from the 2004 election, the Joint
Legislative Audit Committee requested that voter registration procedures be evaluated.
The following was investigated for this Report:

* voter registration requirements and the methods by which voters register, including
requirements in other states; q

* the address verification process, including the use of address verification cards to
confirm the residency of those who register by mail or at the polls;

* procedures and practices for updating voter registration lists; and,

* the role of the Elections Board.

Wisconsin allows qualified electors to register in person, by mail, or with a special
registration deputy before Election Day, and at the polls on Election Day. In
municipalities where registration is required by statute, 20.3 % of Wisconsin voters
registered at the polls on Election Day in November 2004. Municipal clerks rely on
registrants to affirm their eligibility, including citizenship and age. However,
requirements for providing identification or proof of residence vary depending on when
an individual registers and by which method.
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Address verification cards are the primary tool available to municipal clerks for verifying
the residency of registered voters and detecting improper registrations by mail or at the
polls. Statutes require that clerks send cards to everyone who registers by mail or on
Election Day. However, only 42.7 % of the 150 municipalities surveyed sent cards to
both groups, and 46 % did not send any address verification cards.

Statutes also require clerks to provide the local district attorney with the names of any
Election Day registrants whose cards are undeliverable at the address provided. However,
only 24.3 % of the clerks who sent cards also forwarded names from undeliverable cards
to district attorneys. District attorneys surveyed indicated that they require more
information than is typically provided to conduct effective investigations.

To ensure that voter registration lists contain only the names of qualified electors,
municipal clerks are required by statute to remove or inactivate the names of individuals
who have not voted in four years, to update registration information for individuals who
move or change their names, and to remove or inactivate the names of deceased
individuals. They are also required to notify registered voters before removing their
names from registration lists. These statutory requirements are not consistently followed:

* 85.3 % of municipalities removed the names of inactive voters from their voter
registration lists; 	 q

* 71.4 % sometimes or always notified registered voters before removing their names;
and q

* 54.0 % reported removing the names of ineligible felons.

Because of such inconsistencies, registration lists contain duplicate records and the names
of ineligible individuals. For example, more than 348,000 electronic voter registration
records from eight municipalities were reviewed, identifying 3,116 records that appear to
show individuals who are registered more than once in the same municipality.

In six municipalities where sufficient information was available, there was 105 instances
of potentially improper or fraudulent voting in the 2004 elections. These included: 98
ineligible felons who may have voted; 2 individuals who may have voted twice; 1 voter
who may have been underage; and 4 absentee ballots that should not have been counted
because the voters who cast them died before Election Day.

Recommendations:

* adjusting the early registration deadline to provide clerks more time to prepare
registration lists;

* establishing more stringent requirements for special registration deputies, including
prohibiting compensation based on the number of individuals registered;
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* establishing uniform requirements for demonstrating proof of residence for all
registrants;

* providing municipal clerks with more flexibility in the use of address verification cards;

* Authorizing civil penalties for local election officials and municipalities that fail to
comply with election laws; and,

* implementing mandatory elections training requirements for municipal clerks.

The Report also recognized that the new HAVA registration procedures would help with
existing registration problems.
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Preliminary Findings of Joint Task Force Investigating Possible Election Fraud : May 10,
2005

On January 26, 2005, the Milwaukee Police Department, Milwaukee County District
Attorney's Office, Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the United States Attorney's
Office formed a task force to investigate alleged voting irregularities during the
November 2004 elections. The purpose of the task force was to determine whether
evidence of criminal fraud existed in the irregularities and, if evidence of fraud was
found, to pursue criminal prosecutions.

The task force has made the following specific determinations based on evidence
examined to date:

* evidence of more than 100 individual instances of suspected double-voting, voting in
names of persons who likely did not vote, and/or voting in names believed to be fake.
Those investigations continue;

* more than 200 felons voted when they were not eligible to do so. In order to establish
criminal cases, the government must establish willful violations in individual instances;

* persons who had been paid to register voters as "deputy registrars" falsely listed
approximately 65 names in order to receive compensation for the registrations. The
evidence does not indicate that these particular false registrations were later used to cast
votes; and,

* the number of votes counted from the City of Milwaukee exceeds the number of
persons recorded as voting by more than 4,500.

The investigation concentrated on the 70,000+ same-day registrations. It found that a
large majority of the reported errors were the result of data entry errors, such as street
address numbers being transposed. However, the investigation also found more than 100
instances where votes were cast in a manner suggesting fraud. These include:

* persons with the same name and date of birth recorded as voting more than once;

* persons who live outside Milwaukee, but who used non-existent City addresses to
register and vote in the City;

* persons who registered and voted with identities and addresses that cannot in any way
be linked to a real person;

* persons listed as voting under a name and identity of a person known to be deceased;
and

* persons whose identities were used to vote, but who in subsequent interviews told task
force investigators that they did not, in fact, vote in the City of Milwaukee.
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The investigation found persons who were paid money to obtain registrations allegedly
falsified approximately 65 names on registration forms, allegedly to obtain more money
for each name submitted. There is no evidence gathered to date that votes were cast
under these specific false names. Also found were more than 200 felons who were not
eligible to vote in the 2004 election, but who are recorded as having done so.

An additional finding of the task force was that the number of votes cast far exceeds the
total number of recorded voters. The day after the 2004 election, the City of Milwaukee
reported the total number of votes as 277,344. In late November an additional 191
previously uncounted absentee ballots were added, for a total of 277,535 votes cast. Still
later, an additional 30 ballots were added, bringing the total number of counted votes to
277,565. City records, however, have been unable to match this total to a similar number
of names of voters who cast ballots – either at the polls (under a prior registration or same
day registration) or cast absentee ballots. At present, the records show a total of 272,956
voter names – for a discrepancy of 4,609. This part of the investigation was hampered by
widespread record keeping errors with respect to recording the number of voters.

In the 2004 election, same-day registrations were accepted in which the card had
incomplete information that would help establish identity. For example: 48 original cards
for persons listed as voting had no name; 548 had no address; 28 did not have signatures;
and another 23 cards had illegible information. These were part of approximately 1,300
same-day registrations for which votes were cast, but which election officials could not
authenticate as proper voters within the City. Included in this 1,300 were 141 same-day
registrants from addresses outside the City of Milwaukee, but who voted within the City
of Milwaukee. In several instances, the voter explicitly listed municipality names other
than Milwaukee on the registration cards.

Another record keeping procedure hampering the investigation appears to be the post-
election misfiling or loss of original green registration cards that were considered
duplicates, but that in fact corresponded to additional votes. These cards were used to
record votes, but approximately 100 cards of interest to investigators can no longer be
located. In addition, other original green registration cards continue to be found.
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A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the White House by David E. Johnson & Jonny
R. Johnson

A Funning Happened adds almost nothing to the present study. It contains no
footnotes and no references to primary source material, save what may be able to be
gleaned from the bibliography. The Johnsons take a historical look at United States
Presidential elections from Andrew Jackson to George Bush by providing interesting
stories and other historical information. Unfortunately, there are only three pages out of
the entire book that touches on vote fraud in the first Bush election.

The authors assert that the exit polls in Florida were probably correct. The problem was
the pollsters had no way of knowing that thousands of votes would be invalidated. But
the authors do not believe that fraud was the cause of the tabulation inaccuracy. The
major cause was undervotes and overvotes which, if all counted, would have altered the
result, compounded by the use of the butterfly ballot in some strategic counties.
Additionally, Ralph Nader's votes were primarily a bleed off of needed Gore votes. The
authors accused Katherine Harris, then Florida Secretary of State and co-chair of the
Bush campaign in Florida for prematurely certifying the state vote. The authors also
ridiculed United States Secretary of State James A. Baker III, for using the courts to
block attempts to hand count votes. Finally, the authors indicated that a mob of
Republican partisans descended on the vote counters in Dade County and effectively
stopped the count.
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Vote Fraud, Intimidation & Suppression In The 2004 Presidential Election

American Center for Voting Rights Report

According to its website," the American Center For Voting Rights Legislative Fund was
founded in February 2005 on the belief that public confidence in our electoral system is
the cornerstone of our democracy... ACVR Legislative Fund supports election reform
that protects the right of all citizens to participate in the election process free of
intimidation, discrimination or harassment and which will make it easy to vote but tough
to cheat.

Using court records, police reports and news articles, ACVR Legislative Fund presented
this Report documenting hundreds of reported incidents and allegations from around the
country. ACVR Legislative Fund found that thousands of Americans were
disenfranchised by illegal votes cast on Election Day 2004. For every illegal vote cast
and counted on Election Day, a legitimate voter is disenfranchised. This report alleges a
coordinated effort by members of some organizations to rig the election system through
voter registration fraud, the first step in any vote fraud scheme that corrupts the election
process by burying local officials in fraudulent and suspicious registration forms. ACVR
Legislative Fund further found that, despite their heated rhetoric, paid Democrat
operatives were far more involved in voter intimidation and suppression activities than
were their Republican counterparts during the 2004 presidential election.

In addition to recommended changes and a zero-tolerance commitment by the political
parties, ACVR Legislative Fund has identified five cities as "hot spots" which require
additional immediate attention. These cities were identified based on the findings of this
report and the cities' documented history of fraud and intimidation. These cities are:
Philadelphia, PA, Milwaukee, WI, Seattle, WA, St. Louis/East St. Louis, MO/IL, and
Cleveland, OH.

Without going into great detail in this review, this Report: refutes charges of voter
intimidation and suppression made against Republican supporters, discusses similar
charges against Democrats, details incidents vote fraud and illegal voting and finally
discusses problems with vote fraud, voter registration fraud and election irregularities
around the country. The majority of this Report is an attempt to redeem Republicans and
vilify Democrats.

In terms of sheer numbers, the report most often alleges voter intimidation and voter
registration fraud, and to a lesser degree absentee ballot fraud and vote buying.

The Report presented the following recommendations for future action:

* Both national political parties should formally adopt a zero-tolerance fraud and
intimidation policy that commits the party to pursuing and fully prosecuting individuals
and allied organizations who commit vote fraud or who seek to deter any eligible voter
from participating in the election through fraud or intimidation. No amount of legislative
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reform can effectively deter those who commit acts of fraud if there is no punishment for
the crime and these acts continue to be tolerated.

* States should adopt legislation requiring government-issued photo ID at the polls and
for any voter seeking to vote by mail or by absentee ballot. Government-issued photo
identification should be readily available to all citizens without cost and provisions made
to assure availability of government-issued identification to disabled and low-income
citizens.

* States should adopt legislation requiring that all polling places be fully accessible and
accommodating to all voters regardless of race, disability or political persuasion and that
polling locations are free of intimidation or harassment.

* States should create and maintain current and accurate statewide voter registration
databases as mandated by the federal Help America Vote Act ("HAVA") and establish
procedures to assure that the statewide voter roll is current and accurate and that the
names of eligible voters on the roll are consistent with the voter roll used by local
election authorities in conducting the election.

* States should adopt legislation establishing a 30-day voter registration cutoff to assure
that all voter rolls are accurate and that all registrants can cast a regular ballot on Election
Day and the election officials have opportunity to establish a current and accurate voter
roll without duplicate or fictional names and assure that all eligible voters (including all
recently registered voters) are included on the voter roll at their proper precinct.

* States should adopt legislation requiring voter registration applications to be delivered
to the elections office within one week of being completed so that they are processed in a
timely manner and to assure the individuals registered by third party organizations are
properly included on the voter roll.

* States should adopt legislation and penalties for groups violating voter registration
laws, and provide the list of violations and penalties to all registration solicitors.
Legislation should require those organizations obtaining a voter's registration to deliver
that registration to election officials in a timely manner and should impose appropriate
penalties upon any individual or organization that obtains an eligible voter's registration
and fails to deliver it to election authorities.

* States should adopt legislation prohibiting "bounty" payment to voter registration
solicitors based on the number of registration cards they. collect.

2
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America's Modem Poll Tax: How Structural Disenfranchisement Erodes Democracy

Advancement Project

The thesis of the Report, America's Modem Poll Tax, written after the 2000 election, is
that structural disenfranchisement—the effect of breakdowns in the electoral system, is
the new poll tax. Structural disenfranchisement includes "bureaucratic blunders,
governmental indifference, and flagrant disregard for voting rights." The blame for
structural disenfranchisement is laid squarely at the feet of states and localities that "shirk
their responsibilities or otherwise manipulate election systems," resulting in voters
"either turned away from the polls or their votes are thrown out."

The interlocking practices and mechanics that comprise structural disenfranchisement are
referred to a "ballot blockers" in the report. Most ballot blockers involve the structural
elements of electoral administration: "ill-trained poll workers, failures to process
registration cards on time or at all, inaccurate registration rolls, overbroad purges of voter
rolls, unreasonably long lines, inaccurate ballot translations and a shortage of translators
to assist voters who have limited English language skills." The Report argues that a
culture of indifference overlays these issues that both tolerates and excuses widespread
disenfranchisement. This culture of indifference is exemplified by legislatures that do not
properly fund election systems, officials that send antiquated equipment into poor and
minority areas, poorly translated ballots and polling placed that are not wheelchair
accessible.

The data and conclusions in the Report are taken from eight sample case studies of states
and cities across the country and a survey of state election directors that reinforces the
findings of the case studies. Examples of state and city problems were: New York City-in
six polling places Chinese translations inverted the Democrats with the Republicans;
Georgia-the state computer crashed two weeks before the election, dropping thousands of
voters from the rolls; Virginia-registration problems kept an untold number from voting;
Chicago-in inner-city precincts with predominately minority populations, almost four out
of every ten votes cast for President (in 2000) were discarded; St. Louis-thousands of
qualified voters were placed on inactive lists due to an overbroad purge; Florida-a voting
list purge of voters whose name and birth date closely resembled those of people
convicted of felonies; and, Texas-significant Jim Crow like barriers to minority voting.

The survey of state election directors found: election directors lack the resources to
effectively do their jobs and some lack the "ability or will to force local election officials
to fix serious problems"; election officials are highly under funded and legislatures refuse
to grant their requests for more money; due to a lack of funds, election officials must use
old and inferior equipment and can't improve training or meet structural needs; election
officials are generally unaware of racial disparities in voting; only three of the 50 state
election administrators are non-white.

The Report "concludes that affected communities and democracy advocates should
mobilize to force change." A number of recommendations are made to protect the
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electoral franchise including: Federal policies that set nationwide and uniform election
policies; federal guarantee of access to provisional ballots; enforcement of voter
disability laws; automatic restoration of voting rights to those convicted of a crime after
they have completed their sentence; a centralized data base of voters administered by
non-partisan individuals; federal standards limiting precinct discarded vote rates to .25 %;
federal requirements that jurisdiction provide voter education, including how to protect
their right to vote; and laws that strengthen the ability of individuals to bring actions to
enforce voting rights and anti-discrimination laws.
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Republican Ballot Security Programs: Vote Protection or Minority Vote Suppression -
Or Both?

By Chandler Davidson

As the author describes it, this Report focuses on vote suppression through "ballot
security programs":

These are programs that, in the name of protecting against vote fraud,
almost exclusively target heavily black, Latino, or Indian voting precincts
and have the intent or effect of discouraging or preventing voters in those
precincts from casting a ballot. In some cases, these programs have been
found by courts to be illegal. Still, they continue to exist in spite of strong
criticism by leaders of minority communities, their allies, and voting rights
lawyers.

There are several noteworthy characteristics of these programs. They
focus on minority precincts almost exclusively. There is often only the
flimsiest evidence that vote fraud is likely to be perpetrated in such
precincts.. In addition to encouraging the presence of sometimes
intimidating Republican poll watchers or challengers who may slow down
voting lines and embarrass potential voters by asking them humiliating
questions, these programs have sometimes posted people in official-
looking uniforms with badges and side arms who question voters about
their citizenship or their registration. In addition, warning signs may be
posted near the polls, or radio ads may be targeted to minority listeners
containing dire threats of prison terms for people who are not properly
registered—messages that seem designed to put minority voters on the
defensive. Sometimes false information about voting qualifications is sent
to minority voters through the mail."

He further states that a most common theme of the programs over the last 50 years is that
of sending white challengers to minority precincts. He says that the tactic of doing
mailings, collecting returned materials, and using that as a basis for creating challenger
lists and challenging voters at the polls, started in the 1950s and continues to today. The
problem with this practice is that reasons for a mailing to be returned include a wrong
address, out of date or inaccurate addresses, poor mail delivery in minority areas, and
matching mistakes. Davidson also sets out to demonstrate through documentary
evidence that the practices have been and are approved of or winked at by high ups in the
party.

Davidson goes on to provide numerous examples from the last 50 years to demonstrate
his thesis, going through the historical development of Republican ballot security
programs from the 1950s through to the present. The author cites and quotes internal
Republican letters and memoranda, primary sources and original documents, media
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reports, scholarly works, as well as the words of judges' rulings in some of the cases that
ended up in litigation to prove his argument.

In addition to describing how the schemes really were brought to the fore in the 1964
election, he describes more recent incidents such as 1981 in New Jersey, 1982 Dallas,
Louisiana 1986, Houston 1986, Hidalgo 1988 Orange County 1988, North Carolina 1990,
South Carolina 1980-1990, and South Dakota 2002. (Summaries of these examples are
available)

Davidson concludes with an outline of some of the features of vote suppression efforts
put forth by Republicans under the guise of ballot security programs, as described in the
Report, from the 1950s to the present day:

1.An organized, often widely publicized effort to field poll watchers in
what Republicans call "heavily Democratic," but what are usually
minority, precincts;
2. Stated concerns about vote fraud in these precincts, which are
occasionally justified but often are not;
3. Misinformation and fear campaigns directed at these same precincts,
spread by radio, posted signs in the neighborhoods, newspapers, fliers, and
phone calls, which are often anonymously perpetrated;
4. Posting "official-looking" personnel at polling places, including but not
limited to off-duty police—sometimes in uniform, sometimes armed;
5. Aggressive face-to-face challenging techniques at the polls that can
confuse, humiliate, and intimidate—as well as slow the voting process—in
these same minority precincts;
6. Challenging voters using inaccurate, unofficial lists of registrants
derived from "do-not-forward" letters sent to low-income and minority
neighborhoods;
7. Photographing, tape recording, or videotaping voters; and
8. Employing language and metaphors that trade on stereotypes of
minority voters as venal and credulous.

The report ends with some observations on the state of research on the incidence of fraud,
which the author finds lacking. He suggests that vote suppression of qualified minority
voters by officials and partisan poll-watchers, challengers, and uniformed guards should
also be considered as included in any definition of election fraud. Davidson also offers a
few recommendations for reform, noting that Democrats should not protest all programs
aimed at ballot integrity, but rather work with Republicans to find solutions to problems
that confront both parties and the system as a whole.
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Analysis of the September 15, 2005 Voter Fraud Re port Submitted to the New Jersey
Attorney General

By The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Dr. Michael McDonald of
George Mason University

General

A September 15, 2005 Report submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General included
lists of purportedly illegitimate votes in New Jersey in the 2004 general election,
including lists of 10,969 individuals who purportedly voted twice and lists of 4,756
voters who were purportedly dead or incarcerated in November 2004. For the present
Analysis of the Report, the lists of voters submitted to the New Jersey Attorney General,
as well as a copy of the New Jersey county voter registration files were obtained, and an
initial investigation of the report's claims was conducted. The analysis shows that the
lists submitted are substantially flawed.

The Analysis is based on methodology only: its authors did not gain access to original
documents related to registration or original pollbook records; only recently were copies
of the counties' original registration data files acquired and compiled, which contain
some notable gaps; and the lists submitted to the Attorney General contain significant
errors and little documentation, which complicated the analysis. Nonetheless, the analysts
say that information collected is sufficient for generally assessing the quality of evidence
presented to support the September 15 report. Analysis of the suspect lists reveals that
the evidence submitted does not show what it purports to show: cause for concern that
there is serious risk of widespread fraud given the state of the New Jersey voter
registration rolls.

These suspect lists were compiled by attempting to match the first name, last name, and
birth date of persons on county voter registration files. Entries that supposedly
"matched" other entries were apparently deemed to represent the same individual, voting
twice. This methodology was similar to the method used in compiling the notoriously
inaccurate Florida "purge lists" of suspected ineligible felons in 2000 and 2004. As
Florida's experience shows, matching names and birth dates in the voter registration
context can easily lead to false conclusions – as was almost certainly the case here.

This Analysis reveals several serious problems with the methodology used to compile the
suspect lists that compromise the lists' practical value. For example, the data used in the
Report from one county appears to be particularly suspect and anomalous, and may have
substantially skewed the overall results. In addition, middle initials were ignored
throughout all counties, so that "J 	 A. Smith" was presumed to be the same person
as "J	 G. Smith." Suffixes were also ignored, so that fathers and sons – like
"B	 Johnson" and `B	 Johnson, Jr." – were said to be the same person.

Underlying many of the entries on these lists, and similar lists compiled in Florida and
elsewhere, is a presumption that two records with the same name and date of birth must
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represent the same person. As explained in this analysis, this presumption is not
consistent with basic statistical principles. Even when votes appear to have been cast in
two different cities under the same name and birth date, statistics show that voter fraud is
not necessarily to blame. With 3.6 million persons who voted in the 2004 election in
New Jersey, the chance that some have the same name and birth date is not far-fetched.

Analysis of the Claim of Double Voting by 4,497 Individuals

Attempts to match data on one list to data on another list will often yield "false
positives:" two records that at first appear to be a match but do not actually represent the
same person. The natural incidence of "false positives" for a matching exercise of this
scale – especially when, as here, conducted with relatively little attention to detail -
readily explains the ostensible number of double votes.

1,803 of these 4,397 records of ostensibly illegal votes seem to be the product of a glitch
in the compilation of the registration files. These records reflect two registration entries
by the same person from the same address, with a notation next to each that the
individual has voted. For example, 55-year-old W	 A. Connors, living at 253
B	 Ave. in a New York commuter suburb, is listed on the data files with an
(erroneous) first registration date in 1901 and a second registration date in 1993; Mr.
Connors is thus represented twice on the data files submitted. Each of these entries also
indicates that W	 A. Connors at 253 B	 Ave voted in 2004. There is no
credible indication, however, that Mr. Connors actually voted twice; indeed, given the
clearly erroneous registration date on the files, it is far more likely that data error is to
blame for the doubly logged vote as well.

More plausibly, the bulk of these 1,803 records may be traced to irregularities in the data
processing and compilation process for one single county: the Middlesex County
registration file accounts for only 10% of registered voters in the state but 78% of these
alleged double votes. The suspect lists themselves contain an acknowledgment that the
problem in Middlesex is probably not fraud: 99% of these Middlesex voters are labeled
on the lists submitted to the Attorney General with a notation that the record is "less
likely" to indicate an illegal double vote.

Another 1,257 entries of the 4,397 records probably represent similar data errors – also
largely driven by a likely glitch in the Middlesex County file, which is also vastly over
represented in this category. These records show ever-so-slight variations in records
listed with the same date of birth at the same address: for example, the same first and last
names, but different middle initials or suffixes (e.g., J 	 T. Kearns, Sr., and J 	 T.
Kearns, Jr., both born the same day and living at the same address; or J 	 E. Allen
and J	 P. Allen, born the same day and living at the same address).

Approximately 800 of the entries on the list likely represent different people, with
different addresses and different middle initials or suffixes. For example, W 	 S.
Smith, living in a northern New Jersey town, and W 	 C. Smith, living in another
town two hours away, share the same date of birth but are not the same person. Nor are
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T	 Brown, living in a New York commuter suburb, and T 	 H. Brown, Jr.,
living in a small town over an hour west, despite the fact that they also share the same
birth date. About three-quarters of the entries in this category reveal data that
affirmatively conflict – for example, a middle initial ("W	 S.") in one case, and a
different middle initial ("W	 C.") in another, listed at different addresses. There is
absolutely no good reason to conclude that these individuals are in fact the same, when
the available evidence indicates the contrary.

For approximately 200 of the entries in this category, however, less information is
available. These entries show a middle initial ("J 	 W. Davis") in one case, and no
middle initial ("J	 Davis") in another – again, at different addresses. The lack of the
middle initial is ambiguous: it could mean that one of the J 	 Davis in question has
no middle name, or it could mean that the middle initial was simply omitted in a
particular registration entry. Although these entries involve less conclusive affirmative
evidence of a false match than the entries noted above, there is still no good reason to
believe that "J	 W. Davis" and "J	 Davis," at different addresses, represent the
same person.

Of the individuals remaining, there are serious concerns with the accuracy of the dates of
birth. Seven voters were apparently born in January 1, 1880 – which is most likely a
system default for registrations lacking date-of-birth information. For 227 voters, only
the month and year of birth are listed: this means only that two voters with the same
name were born in the same month and year, an unsurprising coincidence in a state of
several million people.

That leaves approximately 289 votes cast under the same name and birth date – like votes
cast by "P	 S. Rosen," born in the middle of the baby boom – but from two different
addresses. It may appear strange, but there may be two P 	 S. Rosens, born on the
same date in 1948 – and such coincidences are surprisingly common. For any one
person, the odds of someone else having the same name and birth date is small. But
because there are so many voters in New Jersey, a sizable number will have the same
name and birth date simply by chance. In a group of just 23 people, it is more likely than
not that two will share the same birthday. For 40 people, the probability is 90%. Many,
if not most, of the 289 alleged double votes of persons registered at different addresses
most likely reflect two separate individuals sharing a first name, last name, middle intial,
and birth date.

The September 15 Report makes much of the raw potential for foul play based on the
unsurprising fact that there are voters who appear on the New Jersey registration rolls
more than once. As noted above, many of the names identified reflect two different
individuals and not simply duplicate entries. But there is no doubt that there are duplicate
entries on New Jersey's registration rolls. It is well known that voter registration rolls
contain "deadwood" – registration entries for individuals no longer living at a given
address or deceased. There is no evidence, however, that these extra registrations are
used for widespread illegal voting. Moreover, the problem of deadwood will soon be
largely resolved: both the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 and the Help America
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Vote Act of 2002 require states to implement several systems and procedures as of
January 1, 2006, that will clean the voter rolls of duplicate or invalid entries while
protecting eligible voters from unintended disfranchisement.
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Response to the Report of the 2005 Commission on Federal Election Reform

By The Brennan Center for Justice at NYU School of Law and Spencer Overton,
Commissioner and Law Professor at George Washington University School of Law

Introduction
On September 19, 2005, the Commission on Federal Election Reform, co-chaired by
former President Jimmy Carter and former Secretary of State James Baker III, issued a
report with recommendations for reforming the administration of U.S. elections. This
Response addresses the main substantive flaws in the Report, refuting in detail its
recommendations that "Real ID" cards be used for voter identification, that Social
Security numbers be spread through interstate databases and on ID cards, and that states
restore voting rights to people convicted of felony convictions only in certain cases and
only after they have completed all the terms of their sentence.

Voter Identification Recommendation
According to the Response, the Report's most troubling recommendation is that states
require voters to present a Real ID card or a similar "template" ID as a condition of
voting. This recommendation is more onerous than the photo ID proposal rejected by the
Commission's predecessor in 2001 and is more restrictive than any ID requirement
adopted in any state to date. It would impose substantial – and for some, insurmountable
– burdens on the right to vote. This ID requirement is purportedly intended to prevent
"voter fraud," and yet the Report itself concedes that "[t]here is no evidence of extensive
fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting" before asserting, without any meaningful
support, that "both occur." Not only does the Report fail to justify the creation of
stringent identification requirements, but it also does not explain why the goals of
improved election integrity will not be met through the existing provisions in the Help
America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA). Additionally, the Report fails to consider alternative
measures to advance its goals that are less restrictive to voters.

The Commission's recommendation that eligible citizens be barred from voting unless
they are able to present a souped-up "Real ID" card is a proposal guaranteed to
disenfranchise a substantial number of eligible voters. Millions of Americans currently
do not have driver's licenses or government-issued photo ID cards. As the 2001 National
Commission on Federal Election Reform recognized, research shows that between six
and ten percent of voting-age Americans do not have driver's licenses or state-issued
non-driver's photo ID. That translates into as many as 20 million eligible voters. Millions
more may never get the new Real ID card, which requires substantially more cost and
effort. The percentage of Americans without the documentary proof of citizenship
necessary to obtain Real IDs is likely to remain high because, as discussed below, the
requisite documents are both expensive and burdensome to obtain. The Report's proposal
to use Real ID as a condition of voting is so excessive that it would prevent eligible
voters from proving their identity with even a valid U.S. passport or a U.S. military photo
ID card. While Americans of all backgrounds would be excluded by the Report's ID
proposal, the burden would fall disproportionately on the elderly, the disabled, students,
the poor, and people of color.
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According to the Georgia chapter of the AARP, 36 percent of Georgians over age 75 do
not have a driver's license. In Wisconsin, approximately 23 percent of persons aged 65
and older do not have driver's licenses or photo ID, and fewer than 3 percent of students
have driver's licenses listing their current address. Across the country, more than 3
million Americans with disabilities do not have a driver's license or other form of state-
issued photo ID. Moreover, given the frequency with which Americans move residences,
it is likely that a far greater percentage of citizens lack driver's licenses or photo IDs
bearing their current addresses. Since voting generally depends on the voter's address,
and since many states will not accept IDs that do not bear an individual's current voting
address, an additional 41.5 million Americans each year will have ID that they may not
be able to use to vote.

As the Report recognizes, government-issued photo identification costs money. Thus, if
required as a precondition for voting, photo identification would operate as a de facto poll
tax that could disenfranchise low-income voters. To alleviate this burden, the Report
appropriately recommends that the "Real ID" card itself be issued free of charge. This
safeguard, however, does not address some of the most significant predicate costs in
obtaining photo identification – costs incurred whether or not the card itself is free. First,
each of the documents an individual is required to show in order to obtain a "Real ID"
card or other government-issued photo ID card costs money or presumes a minimal level
of economic resources. A certified copy of a birth certificate costs from $10.00 to
$45.00, depending on the state; a passport costs $85.00; and certified naturalization
papers cost $19.95. Unless the federal and all state governments waive the cost of each of
these other forms of identification, the indirect costs of photo IDs will be even greater
than their direct costs. In addition, since government-issued IDs may only be obtained at
specified government offices, which may be far from voters' residences and workplaces,
individuals seeking such Ids will have to incur transportation costs and the costs of taking
time off from work to visit those offices during often-abbreviated business hours. These
are not insignificant burdens.

Strong empirical evidence also shows that photo ID requirements disproportionately
burden people of color. The ID recommendations reduce the benefits of voter registration
at disability and other social service agencies provided by the National Voter Registration
Act of 1993. Individuals who seek to register at those offices–which generally do not
issue IDs – will also have to make an additional visit to the motor vehicle department in
order to obtain the documentation necessary to vote. Census data demonstrate that
African Americans and Latinos are more than three times more likely than whites to
register to vote at a public assistance agency, and that whites are more likely than African
Americans and Latinos to register when seeking a driver's license. Accordingly, the voter
registration procedure far more likely to be used by minorities than by whites will no
longer provide Americans with full eligibility to vote. Not only are minority voters less
likely to possess the requisite ID, but they are also more likely than white voters to be
asked to furnish ID at the polls. As the Task Force Report of the prior Commission
found, identification requirements create the opportunity for selective enforcement -
either innocuous or invidious – when poll workers request photo ID only from voters
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unknown to them. This discretion has often led to special scrutiny of minority voters at
the polls.

Faced with overwhelming evidence that Real IDs are both costly and difficult to obtain,
the Report suggests that Real ID cards be made "easily available and issued free of
charge." While this is a laudable goal, the evidence suggests that it will not be attained.
First, no State currently issues photo IDs free of charge to all voters. And even if the card
itself were free, the Real ID would not be "free of charge" unless all documents required
to obtain the Real ID were also "free of charge." In addition, no State makes photo IDs
"easily available" to all its citizens.

The Report premises its burdensome identification proposals on the need to ensure ballot
integrity and on the existence of or potential for widespread fraud. However, the Report
admits that there is simply "no evidence" that the type of fraud that could be solved by
stricter voter identification – individual voters who misrepresent their identity at the polls
– is a widespread problem. Indeed, the evidence that does exist shows that this sort of
fraud occurs only at an extremely low rate. The Report's photo ID proposal guards
against only one type of fraud: individuals arriving at the polls to vote using false
information, such as the name of another registered voter, or a recent but not current
address. Since the costs of this form of fraud are extremely high (federal law provides
for up to five years' imprisonment), and the benefits to any individual voter are extremely
low, it is highly unlikely that this will ever occur with any frequency. The limited types
of fraud that could be prevented by a Real ID requirement are extremely rare and
difficult. As the Report concedes, there is "no evidence of extensive fraud in U.S.
elections" of the sort that can be cured by photo identification requirements. This
admission – and not the hypothetical specter of fraud represented in the remainder of the
Report – is amply borne out by independent research.

In the most comprehensive survey of alleged election fraud to date, Professor Loraine
Minnite and David Callahan have shown that the incidence of individual voter fraud at
the polls is negligible. A few prominent examples support their findings. In Ohio, a
statewide survey found four instances of ineligible persons voting or attempting to vote in
2002 and 2004, out of 9,078,728 votes cast – a rate of 0.00004%. Earlier this year,
Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox stated that she could not recall one documented
case of voter fraud relating to the impersonation of a registered voter at the polls during
her ten-year tenure as Secretary of State or Assistant Secretary of State. The Report
attempts to support its burdensome identification requirements on four specific examples
of purported fraud or potential fraud. None of the Report's cited examples of fraud
stand up under closer scrutiny. This response report goes through each instance of
fraud raised by the Commission report and demonstrates that in each case the allegation
in fact turned out later not to be true or the fraud cited was not of the type that would be
addressed by a photo identification requirement._

The Report fails to provide a good reason to create greater hurdles for voters who vote at
the polls than for those who vote absentee. Despite the fact that absentee ballots are more
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susceptible to fraud than regular ballots, the Report exempts absentee voters from its
proposed Real ID and proof of citizenship requirements.

To the extent that any limited fraud by individuals at the polls does trickle into the
system, it can be addressed by far less restrictive alternatives. The first step is to
recognize that only voters who appear on the registration list may vote a regular ballot.
Proper cleaning of registration lists – and proper use of the lists at the poll–will therefore
go a long way toward ensuring that every single ballot is cast by an eligible voter.
Existing law has already accounted for this need – with proper safeguards for individual
voters – and needs only adequate implementation. If inflated rolls create the specter of
potential fraud, for example, the problem will be addressed by proper execution of the
registration list related provisions of NVRA and HAVA, which are designed in part to
remove ineligible voters from the rolls. In addition to the better registration lists that full
implementation will provide, better record keeping and administration at the polls will
reduce the limited potential for voting by ineligible persons. In the unlikely event that
implementation of current law is not able to wipe out whatever potential for individual
fraud remains, there are several effective and less burdensome alternatives to the Report's
Real ID recommendation that received wholly insufficient consideration.

Recommendation on Database Information Sharing Across States
It is unquestionably beneficial to account for voters who move across state lines.
Nonetheless, the Report fails to consider the serious efficacy, privacy, and security
concerns raised by a nationally distributed database of the magnitude it contemplates.
These problems are exacerbated by the Report's recommendation that an individual's
Social Security number be used as the broadly disseminated unique voting identifier. The
Report's recommendation creates substantial privacy and security hazards. The Report
recommends –without any discussion–that the information used as an individual's unique
fingerprint to track a voter across state lines include not merely the date of birth, but also
the person's "place of birth." As with the Social Security number, this information is
often used as a key to private information wholly unrelated to voting, and as such,
disclosure presents a substantial security hazard. Moreover, this information seems
particularly susceptible to use in harassing legitimate voters, particularly naturalized
citizens.

Recommendation on Voting Rights of Ex-Felons
The Report recommends that states restore voting rights only to certain people with
criminal convictions, and only after they have "fully served their sentence." This overly
restrictive standard places the Commission out of step with the states, the American
public, and the laws of other nations. This recommendation would set a standard more
generous than the policies of the most regressive thirteen states in the nation but more
restrictive than the remaining thirty-seven. The trend in the states is toward extension of
the franchise. Since 1997, twelve states have reformed their laws or policies to allow
more people with convictions to vote. These reforms are driven by some startling
numbers. Approximately 4.7 million Americans have lost the right to vote because of a
criminal conviction. This number includes 1.4 million African-American men, whose
13% rate of disenfranchisement is seven times the national average. More than 670,000
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of the disenfranchised are women; more than 580,000 are veterans; and 1.7 million have
completed their sentences.

The American people also support more generous re-enfranchisement than the
Commission Report recommends. In a 2002 telephone survey of 1,000 Americans
nationwide, researchers found that substantial majorities (64% and 62% respectively)
supported allowing probationers and parolees to vote. Fully 80% favored restoring the
franchise to people who had completed felony sentences. Even when questions were
asked about certain unpopular offenses, majorities supported voting rights. Two-thirds of
respondents supported allowing violent ex-felons to vote; 63% supported allowing ex-
felons convicted of illegal stock-trading to vote; and 52% supported restoring the
franchise to ex-felons who had been convicted of a sex crime. International norms are
even more favorable to voting rights. Moreover, the Report's recommendation is
unworkable. The general rule – that reenfranchisement should follow the completion of a
criminal sentence – is itself difficult to administer.

5
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Building Confidence in U.S. Election, National Commission on Federal Election Reform
("Carter/Baker Commission)

The impetus for the Carter-Baker Commission and its report was the sense of the
members that not enough had been done to reform the system since the 2000 election and
that Americans had lost confidence in elections. The report makes several observations
about the current system and makes 87 recommendations. Several of those
recommendations are meant to be implemented in conjunction with one another in order
to be effective, so the report is really a push for a comprehensive overhaul of the system
as it works today.

Among the observations made that are relevant to the EAC study of fraud and
intimidation are the following:

• The November 2004 elections showed that irregularities and fraud still occur.
• Failure to provide voters with such basic information as their registration status

and their polling site location raises a barrier to voting as significant as
inconsistent procedures on provisional ballots or voter ID requirements.

• There is no evidence of extensive fraud in U.S. elections or of multiple voting, but
both occur, and it could affect the outcome of a close election.

• The Commission is concerned that the different approaches to identification cards
might prove to be a serious impediment to voting.

• Voter registration lists are often inflated by the inclusion of citizens who have
moved out of state but remain on the lists. Moreover, under the National Voter
Registration Act, names are often added to the list, but counties and municipalities
often do not delete the names of those who moved. Inflated voter lists are also
caused by phony registrations and efforts to register individuals who are
ineligible. At the same time, inaccurate purges of voter lists have removed
citizens who are eligible and are properly registered.

• Political party and nonpartisan voter registration drives generally contribute to the
electoral process by generating interest in upcoming elections and expanding
participation. However, they are occasionally abused. There were reports in 2004
that some party activists failed to deliver voter registration forms of citizens who
expressed a preference for the opposing party.

• Vote by mail raises concerns about privacy, as citizens voting at home may come
under pressure to vote for certain candidates, and it increases the risk of fraud.

• While election fraud is difficult to measure, it occurs. The U.S. Department of
Justice has launched more than 180 investigations into election fraud since
October 2002. These investigations have resulted in charges for multiple voting,
providing false information on their felon status, and other offenses against 89
individuals and in convictions of 52 individuals. The convictions related to a
variety of election fraud offenses, from vote buying to submitting false voter
registration information and voting-related offenses by non-citizens. In addition to
the federal investigations, state attorneys general and local prosecutors handle
cases of election fraud. Other cases are never pursued because of the difficulty in
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obtaining sufficient evidence for prosecution or because of the low priority given
to election fraud cases.

• Absentee ballots remain the largest source of potential voter fraud
• Non-citizens have registered to vote in several recent elections
• The growth of "third-party" (unofficial) voter registration drives in recent

elections has led to a rise in reports of voter registration fraud.
• Many states allow the representatives of candidates or political parties to

challenge a person's eligibility to register or vote or to challenge an inaccurate
name on a voter roll. This practice of challenges may contribute to ballot
integrity, but it can have the effect of intimidating eligible voters, preventing them
from casting their ballot, or otherwise disrupting the voting process.

Its pertinent recommendations for reform are as follows:

• Interoperable state voter databases are needed to facilitate updates in the
registration of voters who move to another state and to eliminate duplicate
registrations, which are a source of potential fraud.

• Voters should be informed of their right to cast a provisional ballot if their name
does not appear on the voter roll, or if an election official asserts that the
individual is not eligible to vote, but States should take additional and effective
steps to inform voters as to the location of their precinct

• The Commission recommends that states use "REAL ID" cards for voting
purposes.

• To verify the identity of voters who cast absentee ballots, the voter's signature on
the absentee ballot can be matched with a digitized version of the signature that
the election administrator maintains. While such signature matches are usually
done, they should be done consistently in all cases, so that election officials can
verify the identity of every new registrant who casts an absentee ballot.

• Each state needs to audit its voter registration files to determine the extent to
which they are accurate (with correct and current information on individuals),
complete (including all eligible voters), valid (excluding ineligible voters), and
secure (with protections against unauthorized use). This can be done by matching
voter files with records in other state agency databases in a regular and timely
manner, contacting individuals when the matches are inconclusive, and
conducting survey research to estimate the number of voters who believe they are
registered but who are not in fact listed in the voter files.

• Each state should oversee political party and nonpartisan voter registration drives
to ensure that they operate effectively, that registration forms are delivered
promptly to election officials, that all completed registration forms are delivered
to the election officials, and that none are "culled" and omitted according to the
registrant's partisan affiliation. Measures should also be adopted to track and hold
accountable those who are engaged in submitting fraudulent voter registrations.
Such oversight might consist of training activists who conduct voter registration
drives and tracking voter registration forms to make sure they are all accounted
for. In addition, states should apply a criminal penalty to any activist who
deliberately fails to deliver a completed voter registration form.
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• Investigation and prosecution of election fraud should include those acts
committed by individuals, including election officials, poll workers, volunteers,
challengers or other nonvoters associated with the administration of elections, and
not just fraud by voters.

• In July of even-numbered years, the U.S. Department of Justice should issue a
public report on its investigations of election fraud. This report should specify the
numbers of allegations made, matters investigated, cases prosecuted, and
individuals convicted for various crimes. Each state's attorney general and each
local prosecutor should issue a similar report.

• The U.S. Department of Justice's Office of Public Integrity should increase its
staff to investigate and prosecute election-related fraud.

• In addition to the penalties set by the Voting Rights Act, it should be a federal
felony for any individual, group of individuals, or organization to engage in any
act of violence, property destruction (of more than $500 value), or threatened act
of violence that is intended to deny any individual his or her lawful right to vote
or to participate in a federal election.

• To deter systemic efforts to deceive or intimidate voters, the Commission
recommends federal legislation to prohibit any individual or group from
deliberately providing the public with incorrect information about election
procedures for the purpose of preventing voters from going to the polls.

• States should define clear procedures for challenges, which should mainly be
raised and resolved before the deadline for voter registration. After that,
challengers will need to defend their late actions. On Election Day, they should
direct their concerns to poll workers, not to voters directly, and should in no way
interfere with the smooth operation of the polling station.

• State and local jurisdictions should prohibit a person from handling absentee
ballots other than the voter, an acknowledged family member, the U.S. Postal
Service or other legitimate shipper, or election officials. The practice in some
states of allowing candidates or party workers to pick up and deliver absentee
ballots should be eliminated.

• All states should consider passing legislation that attempts to minimize the fraud
that has resulted from "payment by the piece" to anyone in exchange for their
efforts in voter registration, absentee ballot, or signature collection.

• Nonpartisan structures of election administration are very important, and election
administrators should be neutral, professional, and impartial.

• No matter what institutions are responsible for conducting elections, conflict-of-
interest standards should be introduced for all federal, state, and local election
officials. Election officials should be prohibited by federal and/or state laws from
serving on any political campaign committee, making any public comments in
support of a candidate, taking a public position on any ballot measure, soliciting
campaign funds, or otherwise campaigning for or against a candidate for public
office. A decision by a secretary of state to serve as co-chair of his or her party's
presidential election committee would clearly violate these standards.
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A `Crazy-Quilt' of Tiny Pieces: State and Local Administration of American Criminal
Disenfranchisement Law

By Alec Ewald

"A Crazy-Quilt of Tiny Pieces" presents results from the first nationwide study to document the
implementation of American felony disenfranchisement law. Data came from two main sources:
a 33-state survey of state elections officials and telephone interviews with almost one hundred
city, county, town, and parish officials drawn from 10 selected states. In the spring of 2004, a
two-page survey consisting of questions regarding disqualification and restoration procedures was
sent to the offices of the statewide elections director in each of the fifty states. Responses were
collected through the summer and early fall of 2004. Thirty-three states responded. No state
currently administers and enforces its criminal disqualification and restoration laws in an
efficient, universally-understood and equitable way. Some do not appear to notify local elections
officials of convictions, or do not do so in a clear and timely way; others risk "false positives" in
disqualification, particularly with suspended sentences or offenses not subject to
disenfranchisement; many ask local officials to handle disqualification and restoration with little
or no guidance or supervision from the state; none have clear policies regarding new arrivals from
other states with old convictions.

The report reaches seven major conclusions:

1. Broad variation and misunderstanding in interpretation and enforcement of voting laws:
• More than one-third (37%) of local officials interviewed in ten states either described their
state's fundamental eligibility law incorrectly, or stated that they did not know a central aspect of
that law.
• Local registrars differ in their knowledge of basic eligibility law, often within the same state.
Differences also emerge in how they are notified of criminal convictions, what process they use
to suspend, cancel, or "purge" voters from the rolls, whether particular documents are required to
restore a voter to eligibility, and whether they have information about the criminal background of
new arrivals to the state.

2. Misdemeanants disenfranchised in at least five states:
• The commonly-used term "felon disenfranchisement" is not entirely accurate, since at least
five states – Colorado, Illinois, Michigan, South Carolina, and Maryland -- also formally bar
some or all people convicted of misdemeanors from voting.
• It is likely that misdemeanants in other states who do retain the formal right to vote could have
difficulty exercising that right, given ignorance of their eligibility and the lack of clear rules and
procedures for absentee voting by people in jail who have not been convicted of a felony.
• Maryland excludes persons convicted of many misdemeanors, such as "Unlawful operation of
vending machines," "Misrepresentation of tobacco leaf weight," and "Racing horse under false
name."

3. Significant ambiguities in voting laws:
• Disenfranchisement in Tennessee is dependent on which of five different time periods a felony
conviction occurred between 1973 and the present.
• In Oregon, disenfranchisement is determined not by conviction or imprisonment for a felony,
but for being placed under Department of Corrections supervision. Since 1997, some persons
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convicted of a felony and sentenced to less than 12 months' custody have been sent to county
jails and hence, are eligible to vote.

4. Disenfranchisement results in contradictory policies within states:
• The "crazy-quilt" pattern of disenfranchisement laws exists even within states. Alabama and
Mississippi have both the most and least restrictive laws in the country, a result which is brought
about by the fact that certain felonies result in the loss of voting rights for life, while others at
least theoretically permit people in prison to vote.
• Most felonies in Alabama result in permanent disenfranchisement, but drug and DUI offenses
have been determined to not involve the "moral turpitude" that triggers the loss of voting rights.
• In Mississippi, ten felonies result in disenfranchisement, but do not include such common
offenses as burglary and drug crimes.

5. Confusing policies lead to the exclusion of legal voters and the inclusion of illegal voters:
• The complexity of state disenfranchisement policies results in frequent misidentification of
voter eligibility, largely because officials differ in their knowledge and application of
disqualification and restoration law and procedures.

6. Significant variation and uncertainty in how states respond to persons with a felony conviction
from other states:
• No state has a systematic mechanism in place to address the immigration of persons with a
felony conviction, and there is no consensus among indefinite-disenfranchisement states on
whether the disqualification is properly confined to the state of conviction, or should be
considered in the new state of residence.
• Interpretation and enforcement of this part of disenfranchisement law varies not only across
state lines, but also from one county to another within states. Local officials have no way of
knowing about convictions in other states, and many are unsure what they would do if a would-be
voter acknowledged an old conviction. Because there is no prospect of a national voter roll, this
situation will continue even after full HAVA implementation.

7. Disenfranchisement is a time-consuming, expensive practice:
• Enforcement requires elections officials to gather records from different agencies and
bureaucracies, including state and federal courts, Departments of Corrections, Probation and
Parole, the state Board of Elections, the state police, and other counties' elections offices.

Policy Implications

1. Policies disenfranchising people living in the community on probation or parole, or who have
completed a sentence are particularly difficult to enforce:
• States which disenfranchise only persons who are currently incarcerated appear able to enforce
their laws more consistently than those barring non-incarcerated citizens from voting.

2. Given large-scale misunderstanding of disenfranchisement law, many eligible persons
incorrectly believe they cannot vote, or have been misinformed by election officials:
• More than one-third of election officials interviewed incorrectly described their state's law on
voting eligibility.
• More than 85% of the officials who misidentified their state's law either did not know the
eligibility standard or specified that the law was more restrictive than was actually the case.

3. Occasional violation of disenfranchisement law by non-incarcerated voters not surprising:
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• Given the complexity of state laws and the number of state officials who lack an understanding
of restoration and disqualification procedures, it should come as no surprise that many voters are
ignorant of their voting status, a fact that is likely to have resulted in hundreds of persons with a
felony conviction registering and voting illegally in recent years.

4. Taken together, these findings undermine the most prominent rationale for
disenfranchisement: that the policy reflects a strong, clear consensus that persons with a felony
conviction are unfit to vote and constitute a threat to the polity:
• First, when significant numbers of the people who administer elections do not know important
aspects of disenfranchisement law, it is hard to conclude that the restriction is necessary to protect
social order and the "purity" of the ballot box.
• Second, because they are all but invisible in the sentencing process, "collateral" sanctions like
disenfranchisement simply cannot accomplish the denunciatory, expressive purposes their
supporters claim. We now know that disenfranchisement is not entirely "visible" even to the
people running American elections.
• Third, deep uncertainty regarding the voting rights of people with felony convictions who move
from one state to another indicates that we do not even know what purpose disenfranchisement is
supposed to serve – whether it is meant to be a punishment, or simply a non-penal regulation of
the franchise.

Recommendations

1. Clarify Policies Regarding Out-of-State Convictions:
• State officials should clarify their policies and incorporate into training programs the means by

which a felony conviction in another state affects an applicant's voting eligibility. For example,
sentence-only disenfranchisement states should clarify that newcomers with old felony
convictions from indefinite disenfranchisement states are eligible to vote. And those states which
bar some people from voting even after their sentences are completed must clarify whether new
arrivals with old felony convictions from sentence-only disenfranchisement states are
automatically eligible, and must explain what procedures, if any, should be followed for
restoration.

2. Train Election Officials:
• Clarify disenfranchisement policies and procedures for all state and local election officials
through development of materials and training programs in each state. At a minimum, this should
include distribution of posters, brochures and FAQ sheets to local and state elections offices.

3. Train Criminal Justice Officials:
• Provide training on disqualification and restoration policies for all correctional and criminal
justice officials, particularly probation and parole staff. Correctional and criminal justice officials
should also be actively engaged in describing these policies to persons under criminal justice
supervision.

4. Review Voting Restrictions on Non-Incarcerated People:
• Given the serious practical difficulty of enforcing laws disqualifying people who are not
incarcerated from voting – problems which clearly include both excluding eligible people from
voting and allowing those who should be ineligible to vote -- state policymakers should review
such policies to determine if they serve a useful public purpose.
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Deliver the Vote: A History of Election Fraud, An American Political Tradition---1742-
2004

by Tracy Campbell.

In Deliver the Vote, Campbell traces the historical persistence of voter fraud from
colonial times through the 2004 Bush-Kerry election. From the textual information, it
quickly becomes obvious that voter fraud was not limited to certain types of people or to
certain political parties. Major American political figures fail to emerge unscathed. For
instance, before independence, George Washington plied potential voters with drink as
payment for their vote. This type of early vote buying succeeded in electing Washington
to the Virginia Assembly over a heavily favored candidate. Both the Democrat and
Republican Parties also participated in vote fraud. Finally, there were several regions of
the country know for fraudulent voting problems such as Chicago, St. Louis, Texas, and
Kentucky, especially Louisville.

Germane to the voter fraud project, Campbell indicates that in the Bush-Gore
election, both camps committed major errors. Campbell contends that the central problem
in that election was the 175,000 invalidated votes. It is evident that Florida was
procedurally unprepared to deal with the voluminous questions that arose in determining
valid from invalid votes. Campbell glosses over the Bush-Kerry election but does note
from one who opposed Kerry, that there was something amiss with the Ohio final vote
tally. This book is well researched and provided numerous citations to source material.
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Democracy At Risk: The November 2004 Election in Ohio
Democratic National Committee

In December 2004, the DNC announced a comprehensive investigative study and
analysis of election administration issues arising from the conduct of the 2004
general election in Ohio. The DNC decided to undertake this study because of the
many reports, made to the Democratic Party, appearing in the press and made to
advocacy groups, immediately after the election, of problems in the
administration of the election in that state—problems that prevented many Ohio
citizens who showed up at the polls to be able to vote and to have their vote
counted. This study was intended to address the legitimate questions and concerns
that have been raised and to develop factual information that would be important
and useful in crafting further necessary election reforms.

Most Pertinent Findings

• Overall, 28 percent of Ohio voters reported problems with their voting
experience, including ballot problems, locating their proper polling place
and/or intimidation.

• Twice as many African American voters as white voters reported
experiencing problems at the polls (52 percent vs. 25 percent).

• Scarcity of voting machines caused long lines that deterred many people
from voting. Three percent of voters who went to the polls left their
polling places and did not return due to the long lines.

• Statewide, African American voters reported waiting an average of 52
minutes before voting while white voters reported waiting an average of
18 minutes.

• Overall, 20 percent of white Ohio voters reported waiting more than
twenty minutes, while 44 percent of African American voters reported
doing so.

• Of provisional voters in Cuyahoga County, 35 percent were African
American, compared to 25 percent of non-provisional voters, matched by
geography. African American voters were 1.2 times more likely than
white voters to be required to vote provisionally.

• Under Ohio law, the only voters who should have been asked for
identification were those voting in their first Federal election who had
registered by mail but did not provide identification in their registration
application. Although only 7 percent of all Ohio voters were newly
registered (and only a small percentage of those voters registered by mail
and failed to provide identification in their registration application), more
than one third (37 percent) reported being asked to provide
identification.—meaning large numbers of voters were illegally required
to produce identification.

• African American voters statewide were 47 percent more likely to be
required to show identification than white voters. Indeed, 61 percent of
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African American men reported being asked to provide identification at
the polls.
6 percent of all voters reported feelings of intimidation.
Statewide, 16 percent of African Americans reported experiencing
intimidation versus only 5 percent of white voters.

The report also includes a useful summary and description of the reports that came
through Ohio Election Protection on Election Day, which included a wide variety of
problems, including voter intimidation and discrimination.

Most Pertinent Recommendations

• States should be encouraged to codify into law all required election practices,
including requirements for the adequate training of official poll workers.

• States should adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution of
voting equipment and the assignment of official pollworkers among precincts, to
ensure adequate and nondiscriminatory access. These standards should be based
on set ratios of numbers of machines and pollworkers per number of voters
expected to turn out, and should be made available for public comment before
being adopting.

• States should adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter
registration.

• States should be urged to implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the
Help America Vote Act ("HAVA"), the election reform law enacted by Congress
in 2002 following the Florida debacle.

• State and local jurisdictions should adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of,
and the counting of, provisional ballots, and distribute them for public comment
well in advance of each election day.

• States should not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the polls,
beyond those already required by federal law (requiring that identification be
shown only by first time voters who did not show identification when registering.)

• State Attorneys General and local authorities should vigorously enforce, to the
full extent permitted by state law, a voter's right to vote without showing
identification.

• States should make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in all
states.

• States should improve the training of pollworkers.
• States should expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where,

when and how to vote.
• Partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or

administer any elections.
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DOJ Public Integrity Reports 2002, 2003, and 2004

General Background

The Public Integrity Reports are submitted to Congress pursuant to the Ethics in
Government Act of 1978, which requires the Attorney General to report annually to
Congress on the operations and activities of the Justice Department's Public Integrity
Section. The Report describes the activities of the Public Integrity Section. It also
provides statistics on the nationwide federal effort against public corruption. The Public
Integrity Section was created in 1976 in order to consolidate in one unit of the Criminal
Division the Department's oversight responsibilities for the prosecution of criminal
abuses of the public trust by government officials. Section attorneys prosecute selected
cases involving federal, state, or local officials, and also provide advice and assistance to
prosecutors and agents in the field regarding the handling of public corruption cases. In
addition, the Section serves as the Justice Department's center for handling various issues
that arise regarding public corruption statutes and cases. An Election Crimes Branch was
created within the Section in 1980 to supervise the Department's nationwide response to
election crimes, such as ballot fraud and campaign financing offenses. The Branch
reviews all major election crime investigations throughout the country and all proposed
criminal charges relating to election crime.

One of the Section's law enforcement priorities is its supervision of the Justice
Department's nationwide response to election crimes. The purpose of Headquarters'
oversight of election crime matters is to ensure that the Department's nationwide
response to election crime is uniform, impartial, and effective. An Election Crimes
Branch, headed by a Director and staffed by Section attorneys on a case-by-case basis,
was created within the Section in 1980 to handle this supervisory responsibility.

The Election Crimes Branch oversees the Department's handling of all election crime
allegations other than those involving civil rights violations, which are supervised by the
Voting Section of the Civil Rights Division. Specifically, the Branch supervises four
types of corruption cases: crimes that involve the voting process, crimes involving the
financing of federal election campaigns, crimes relating to political shakedowns and other
patronage abuses, and illegal lobbying with appropriated funds. Vote frauds and
campaign-financing offenses are the most significant and also the most common types of
election crimes.

Divisions of the Election Crimes Branch

As affecting the present EAC study, the appropriate divisions of the Election Crimes
Branch are:

Vote frauds-During 2002 the Branch assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in
Alabama, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois,
Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Mississippi, Missouri, Nevada, North
Carolina, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, West Virginia, and
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Wisconsin in handling vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts. This
assistance included providing expertise in the evaluation of allegations to determine
whether investigation would produce prosecutable federal criminal cases, helping to
structure investigations, providing legal assistance with respect to the formulation of
charges, and assisting in establishing task force teams of federal and state law
enforcement officials to investigate vote fraud matters.

During 2003 the Branch assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in Alabama, Arkansas,
California, Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kentucky,
Louisiana, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, Nevada,
North Carolina, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee,
Texas, Virgin Islands, West Virginia, and Wisconsin in handling vote fraud matters that
occurred in their respective districts. This assistance included providing expertise in the
evaluation of allegations to determine whether investigation would produce prosecutable
federal criminal cases, helping to structure investigations, providing legal assistance with
respect to the formulation of charges, and assisting in establishing task force teams of
federal and state law enforcement officials to investigate vote fraud matters.

During 2004 the Branch assisted United States Attorneys' Offices in the following states
in the handling of vote fraud matters that occurred in their respective districts: Alabama,
Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Indiana,
Kansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Massachusetts, Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New Mexico, Nevada, New York,
North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico,
South Carolina, South Dakota, Texas, Utah, Virginia, West Virginia, Washington, and
Wisconsin. This assistance included evaluating vote fraud allegations to determine
whether investigation would produce a prosecutable federal criminal case, helping to
structure investigations, providing legal advice concerning the formulation of charges,
and assisting in establishing several task force teams of federal and state law enforcement
officials to investigate vote fraud matters.

Litigation-The Branch Director or Section attorneys also prosecute selected election
crimes, either by assuming total operational responsibility for the case or by handling the
case jointly with a United States Attorney's Office. The Section also may be asked to
supervise the handling of a case in the event of a partial recusal of the local office. For
example, in 2002 the Branch continued to supervise the prosecution of a sheriff and his
election attorney for using data from the National Crime Information Center regarding
voters' criminal histories to wage an election contest.

District Election Officer Program-The Branch also assists in implementing the
Department's long-standing District Election Officer (DEO) Program. This Program is
designed to ensure that each of the 93 United States Attorneys' Offices has a trained
prosecutor available to oversee the handling of election crime matters within the district
and to coordinate district responses with Headquarters regarding these matters. The DEO
Program involves the appointment of an Assistant United States Attorney in each federal
district to serve a two-year term as a District Election Officer; the training of these
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prosecutors in the investigation and prosecution of election crimes; and the coordination
of election-related initiatives and other law enforcement activities between Headquarters
and the field. In addition, the DEO Program is a crucial feature of the Department's
nationwide Election Day Program, which occurs in connection with the federal general
elections held in November of even-numbered years. The Election Day Program ensures
that federal prosecutors and investigators are available both at the Department's
Headquarters in Washington and in each district to receive and handle complaints of
election irregularities from the public while the polls are open and that the public is aware
of how these individuals can be contacted on election day. In 2002 the Department
enhanced the DEO Program by establishing a Ballot Integrity Initiative.

Ballot Integrity Initiative-Beginning in September of 2002, the Public Integrity Section,
acting at the request of the Attorney General, assisted in the implementation of a Ballot
Integrity Initiative for the 2002 general election and subsequent elections. This initiative
included increasing the law enforcement priority the Department gives to election crimes;
holding a special day-long training event in Washington, DC for representatives of the 93
United States Attorneys' Offices; publicizing the identities and telephone numbers of the
DEOs through press releases issued shortly before the November elections; and requiring
the 93 U.S. Attorneys to communicate the enhanced federal prioritization of election
crime matters to state and local election and law enforcement authorities. As part of
Ballot Integrity Initiative, on October 8, 2002, the Public Integrity Section and the Voting
Rights Section of the Department's Civil Rights Division co-sponsored a Voting Integrity
Symposium for District Election Officers representing each of the 93 federal judicial
districts. Topics discussed included the types of conduct that are prosecutable as federal
election crimes and the federal statutes used to prosecute such cases. Attorney General
John Ashcroft delivered the keynote address on the importance of election crime and
ballot integrity enforcement. Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division
Ralph Boyd and Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division Michael Chertoff
also spoke to attendees on the protection of voting rights and the prosecution of election
cases.

As part of Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative, on September 23 and 24, 2003,
the Public Integrity Section and the Voting Rights Section of the Department's Civil
Rights Division co-sponsored a two-day Symposium for DEOs representing each of the
93 federal judicial districts. Topics discussed included the types of conduct that are
prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes used to prosecute such
cases. Assistant Attorney General of the Civil Rights Division Alexander Acosta and
Assistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division Christopher A. Wray delivered the
keynote addressees on the importance of protecting voting rights and the prosecution of
election cases.

On July 20 and 21, 2004, the Public Integrity Section and the Voting Section of the
Department's Civil Rights Division co-sponsored a two-day symposium for DEOs
representing each of the 93 federal judicial districts. Topics discussed included the types
of conduct that are prosecutable as federal election crimes and the federal statutes
available to prosecute such cases, and the handling of civil rights matters involving
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voting. Attorney General John Ashcroft delivered the keynote address on the importance
of protecting voting rights and the prosecution of election fraud. In addition, Assistant
Attorney General Christopher A. Wray of the Criminal Division and Assistant Attorney
General R. Alexander Acosta of the Civil Rights Division addressed conference attendees
on voting rights and election fraud enforcement issues respectively.

Federal Election Crimes

During 2002 the Public Integrity Section continued its nationwide oversight role
regarding the handling of election crime allegations. As part of a general Department
effort to increase its effectiveness in this important area, the Section assisted in the
planning and execution of the Department's 2002 Ballot Integrity Initiative. The purpose
of this ongoing Initiative is to increase the Department's ability to deter, detect, and
prosecute election crimes and voting abuses by prioritizing election crime cases. As a
result of the Initiative, during 2002 the number of election crime matters opened by
federal prosecutors throughout the country increased significantly, as did the Section's
active involvement in election crime matters stemming from the Initiative. At the end of
2002, the Section was supervising and providing advice on approximately 43 election
crime matters nationwide. In addition, as of December 31, 2002, 11 matters involving
possible election crimes were pending in the Section.

During 2002 the Section closed two election crime matters and continued its operational
supervision of the following election crime case: United States v. Woodward and Jordan,
Northern District of Alabama. Jimmy Woodward, the former Sheriff of Jefferson County,
Alabama, and Albert Jordan, an attorney from Birmingham, were indicted in 2000 for
conspiring to obtain criminal history records from the National Crime Information Center
(NCIC) for use in an election contest, for converting NCIC records, and for accessing
government computers without authority. The indictment charged that Woodward and
Jordan conspired to use Sheriff's office personnel to access NCIC computers to run
criminal history checks on hundreds of voters in Jefferson County who had voted by
absentee ballot in the 1998 general election, in the hopes they would find criminal
histories they could use to challenge the qualifications of voters who cast votes for
Woodward's opponent. The charges were dismissed in 2000 on procedural grounds. The
Department appealed the dismissal of the charges. In 2001 the case was argued before
the Eleventh Circuit Court of Appeals by the Appellate Section of the Criminal Division.
The Court of Appeals subsequently reversed the trial court's dismissal of the charges and
remanded the case for retrial. The former United States Attorney for the Northern District
of Alabama was recused from the case. The case is being prosecuted by an Assistant
United States Attorney under the supervision of the Public Integrity Section.

The following cases are the result of an extensive federal investigation into vote-buying
in the May 1998 primary election in Knott County, Kentucky, an Appalachian county in
the Eastern District of Kentucky. The primary was contested by two slates of candidates.
The ballot included the race for the position of Knott County Judge Executive, which
controls local government hiring, contracting, and services. The ballot also included a
primary contest for the office of United States Senator, conferring federal jurisdiction
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over vote buying in the election even though the electoral corruption was directed at local
races.

The following cases are being handled jointly by the Section and the United States
Attorney's Office for the Eastern District of Kentucky:

United States v. Calhoun. On March 28, 2003, a federal grand jury indicted Jimmy
Calhoun on two counts of vote-buying. On August 19, 2003, Calhoun pled guilty to two
counts of vote-buying on behalf of a slate of candidates headed by Donnie Newsome, the
successful candidate for County Judge Executive in the May 1998 Knott County,
Kentucky primary election. Calhoun paid two persons to vote by absentee ballot. On
April 7, 2004, Calhoun was sentenced to six months in prison and two years of
supervised release. Calhoun pled guilty to two counts of vote-buying on behalf of a slate
of candidates headed by Donnie Newsome, the successful candidate for County Judge
Executive in the May 1998 Knott County, Kentucky primary election. Calhoun paid two
persons to vote by absentee ballot.

United States v. Conley. On March 28, 2003, a federal grand jury indicted Jimmy Lee
Conley on five counts of vote-buying and one count of making a false statement in a
matter within federal jurisdiction. Conley was charged with paying five persons to vote
by absentee ballot for a slate of candidates headed by Donnie Newsome, the successful
candidate for County Judge Executive. During the investigation, Conley allegedly made
false statements to an agent of the FBI. A jury acquitted Conley on June 19, 2003.

United States v. Johnson. On April 24, 2003, a federal grand jury indicted Newton
Johnson on four counts of vote-buying, one count of making a false statement in a matter
within federal jurisdiction, and two counts of obstructing justice. On June 2, 2003,
Johnson pled guilty pursuant to a plea agreement to one count of vote-buying, and one
count of obstructing justice. Johnson paid four persons to vote by absentee ballot in the
May 1998 Knott County, Kentucky primary election. Johnson paid the voters to vote for
a slate of candidates headed by Donnie Newsome, the successful candidate for County
Judge Executive. During the investigation of this vote-buying, Johnson made a false
statement to an agent of the FBI, and pressured grand jury witnesses to falsely deny that
he bought their votes. Pursuant to his plea agreement, Johnson pled guilty to paying one
of the voters for her vote, and to endeavoring to obstruct the grand jury investigation by
urging her to lie under oath. Johnson agreed to cooperate with the government. On
October 6, 2003, Johnson was sentenced to three years of probation. Johnson had
previously testified at the trial of Donnie Newsome to the nature and extent of the
broader conspiracy to approach and pay numerous impoverished, handicapped, illiterate,
or otherwise impaired persons to vote for the slate of candidates headed by Newsome.
Newsome offered Johnson a road improvement and a county job in exchange for
participation in the conspiracy. Johnson, who is impoverished, illiterate, and unable to
leave his remote mountain hollow without the road improvement, agreed and purchased
the votes of four persons. A jury convicted Newsome on all counts.
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United States v. Madden. On March 28, 2003, a federal grand jury indicted Patrick
Wayne Madden on three counts of vote-buying and one count of making a false statement
in a matter within federal jurisdiction. On October 6, 2003, Madden pled guilty to one
count of vote-buying. Madden paid three persons to vote by absentee ballot for a slate of
candidates headed by Donnie Newsome, the successful candidate for County Judge
Executive in the May 1998 Knott County, Kentucky primary election. During the
investigation of this vote-buying, Madden made a false statement to an agent of the FBI.
On February 2, 2004, Madden was sentenced to 20 months in prison and two years of
supervised release. Madden pled guilty to one count of vote-buying. Madden paid three
persons to vote by absentee ballot for a slate of candidates headed by Newsome.

United States v. Newsome, Pigman, and Smith. On April 24, 2003, a federal grand jury
indicted sitting County Judge Executive Donnie Newsome and two of his supporters,
Willard. Smith and Keith Pigman, on one count of conspiracy to commit vote-buying.
The grand jury further charged five substantive counts of vote-buying, one count
charging Newsome, two counts charging Smith, one count charging Smith and Pigman,
and one count charging all three defendants. Newsome, Pigman, and Smith, working
together and with other conspirators, approached and paid numerous impoverished,
handicapped, illiterate, or otherwise impaired persons to vote for Newsome by absentee
ballot, resulting in a large increase in the rate of absentee voting, and long lines at the
County Clerk's Office. Newsome won the election to remain the County Judge
Executive.

On July 8, 2003, Pigman pled guilty pursuant to a plea agreement to conspiracy to
commit vote-buying, and one count of vote-buying. Pigman cooperated with the
government following his plea, and provided substantial assistance by testifying against
Newsome and Smith. Pigman explained the nature and extent of the broader conspiracy
to approach and pay numerous impoverished, handicapped, illiterate, or otherwise
impaired persons to vote for the slate of candidates headed by Newsome. Pigman further
explained that such voters were purposefully chosen because they would present severe
credibility problems for the government in any investigation and prosecution of their
conspiracy. Newsome offered and ultimately gave Pigman a county job in exchange for
Pigman's participation in the conspiracy. On October 30, 2003, Pigman was sentenced to
four months of imprisonment, four months of community confinement, and two years of
supervised release. On October 1, 2003, a jury convicted both Newsome and Smith on
all counts. Newsome, while in office as a Kentucky State Representative, became a
candidate for County Judge Executive. Newsome, Pigman, and Smith, working together
and with other conspirators, approached and paid numerous persons to vote for Newsome
and certain other candidates by absentee ballot, resulting in a large increase in the rate of
absentee voting, and long lines at the County Clerk's Office. Newsome, who won the
primary election and subsequent elections, was ordered detained pending sentencing,
together with Smith, in light of threats to government witnesses during the trial.

On March 16, 2004, Newsome, the former County Judge Executive for Knott County,
Kentucky, was sentenced to 26 months of in prison, a $20,000 fine, and three years of
supervised release. Smith was sentenced to 24 months in prison, a $5,000 fine, and three
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years of supervised release. A jury previously convicted Newsome and Smith on all
counts of an indictment that charged them with conspiracy to buy votes and five counts
of vote-buying. Pigman, previously pled guilty to the conspiracy charge, and was
sentenced to four months in prison, four months of community service, and two years of
supervised release.

United States v. Ronnie Slone and Brady Slone. On March 28, 2003, a federal grand jury
indicted Ronnie Neal Slone and Brady Warren Slone (who are brothers) on three counts
of vote-buying, and on one count each of making a false statement in a matter within
federal jurisdiction. The Slones allegedly paid three persons to vote by absentee ballot
for a slate of candidates headed by Donnie Newsome. During the investigation of this
vote-buying, each of the Slones allegedly made a false statement to an agent of the FBI.
On August 15, 2003, ajury acquitted both defendants.

United States v. Phillip Slone. On March 28, 2003, a federal grand jury indicted Phillip
Slone (who is not directly related to Ronnie and Brady Slone) on seven counts of vote-
buying and one count of making a false statement in a matter within federal jurisdiction.
On June 4, 2003, Slone pled guilty pursuant to a plea agreement to one count of vote-
buying. Slone paid seven persons to vote for a slate of candidates headed by Homer
Sawyer, the unsuccessful incumbent candidate for County Judge Executive in the May
1998 Knott County, Kentucky primary election. During the investigation of this vote-
buying, Slone made a false statement to an agent of the FBI. On October 15, 2003, Slone
was sentenced to ten months in prison and two years supervised release. Slone appealed
his sentence and the district court's jurisdiction, and that appeal is pending.
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Prosecution Of Electoral Fraud Under United States Federal Law

By Craig Donsanto

In Prosecution of Electoral Fraud, Donsanto discusses what sort of conduct is currently
considered to be actionable as vote fraud, the historical background for the role of the
criminal prosecutor in this area, and the various federal laws and juridical precedents
governing the prosecution of vote fraud. It is a very useful document for understanding
the current Department of Justice's view of its mission in this area, its interpretation of
the federal laws governing its work, and how the Department has and has not been able to
utilize applicable provisions.

Donsanto stresses that because electoral administration is primarily a state rather than a
federal matter, the federal government usually only has authority over electoral issues
where: federal candidates are standing for election; a corrupt act occurs; a federal
instrumentality is employed in the fraud; the fraud involves the participation of public
officials "acting under color of law" in such a manner that the constitutional right to Due
Process and/or Equal Protection is violated; and/or the fraud is motivated by an intent to
deprive a class of voters who's rights have been specifically guaranteed by the United
States Constitution.

Donsanto defines election fraud as "a substantive irregularity relating to the voting act---
such as bribery, intimidation, or forgery---which has the potential to taint the election
itself." Specifically, this includes:

* Preventing voters from participating in elections where a federal candidate is on the
ballot, or when done "under color of law" in any election—I 8 U.S.C. sections 241 &
242.

* Vote buying, 42 U.S.C. section 1973i(c).

* Voting more than once, 42 U.S.C. section 1973i(e).

* Fraudulent voting, 42 U.S.C. sections 1973i(c), 1973i(e) & 1973gg-10.

* Intimidating voters through physical duress in any election, 18 U.S.C. section
245(b)(1)(A), or through physical or economic threats in connection with their registering
to vote or their voting in federal elections, 42 U.S.C. section 1973gg-10, or to vote for a
federal candidate, 18 U.S.C. section 594.

* Malfeasance by election officials acting "under color of law" for actions such as ballot-
box stuffing, falsely tabulating votes, or preventing valid voter registrations or votes from
being given effect in any election, 18 U.S.C. sections 241 & 242, as well as in elections
where federal candidates are on the ballot, 42 U.S.C. sections 1973i(c), 1973i(e) &
1973gg-10.
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* Submitting fictitious names on voter registration roles, 42 U.S.C. sections 1973i(c) &
1973gg-10.

* Knowingly procuring eligibility to vote for federal office by persons who are not
entitled to vote under applicable state law, 42 U.S.C. sections 1973i(c) & 1973gg-10
(criminal voting—prohibited in approximately 40 states) and 42 U.S.C. sections 1973i(c),
1972gg-10, 18 U.S.C. 1015(f) & 611 (non-citizen voting).

* Knowingly making a false claim of United States citizenship to register to vote in any
election, 18 U.S.C. section 1015(f), or falsely claiming United States citizenship for
registering or voting in any election, 18 U.S.C. section 911.

* Providing false information concerning a person's name, address or period of residence
in a district in order to establish that person's eligibility to register or to vote in a federal
election, 42 U.S.C. sections 1973i(c) & 1973gg-10.

* Causing the production of voter registrations that qualify alleged voters to vote for
federal candidates, or the production of ballots in federal elections, that the actor knows
are materially defective under applicable state law, 42 U.S.C. section 1973gg-10.

* Using the United States mails, or interstate wire facilities, to obtain the salary and
emoluments of an elected official through any of the activities mentioned above, 18
U.S.C. sections 1341 & 1343.

* Ordering, keeping or having under one's authority or control any troops or armed men
at any polling place in any election. The actor must be an active civilian or military
officer or an employee of the United States government, 18 U.S.C. section 592.

* Intimidating or coercing a federal employee to induce or discourage "any political
activity" by that employee, 18 U.S.C. section 610.

Other Points of Interest

• Most election fraud is aimed at corrupting elections for local offices, which
control or influence patronage positions. Election fraud occurs most frequently
where there are fairly equal political factions, and where the stakes involved in
who controls public offices are weighty -- as is often the case where patronage
jobs are a major source of employment, or where illicit activities are being
protected from law enforcement scrutiny

• Vote buying offenses have represented a sizable segment of the federal election
crime docket in modern times.

• Voter intimidation requires proof of a difficult element: the existence of physical
or economic intimidation that is intended by the defendant and felt by the victim.
The crime of voter "intimidation" normally requires evidence of threats, duress,
economic coercion, or some other aggravating factor which tends to improperly
induce conduct on the part of the victim. If such evidence is lacking, an
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alternative prosecutive theory may apply to the facts, such as multiple voting in
violation of 42 U.S.C.'! 973i(e). As with other statutes addressing voter
intimidation, in the absence of any jurisprudence to the contrary, it is the Criminal
Division's position that section 1973gg-10(1) applies only to intimidation that is
accomplished through the use of threats of physical or economic duress. Voter
"intimidation" accomplished through less drastic means may present violations of
the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973i(b), which are enforced by the Civil
Rights Division through noncriminal remedies.
Section 1973gg-10(2) is a specific intent offense. This means that the offender
must have been aware that citizenship is a requirement for voting and that the
registrant did not possess United States citizenship. In most instances, proof of the
first element is relatively easy because the citizenship requirement is stated on the
voter registration form, and the form requires that the voter check a box indicating
that he or she is a citizen. Proof of the second element, however, may be more
problematic, since the technicalities of acquiring United States citizenship may
not have existed in the culture of the registrant's country of birth, or otherwise
been evident to him, and because the registrant may have received bad advice
concerning the citizenship requirement. These issues can also usually be
overcome by the fact that all voter registration forms now require a registrant to
certify that he or she is a citizen. Section 611 is a relatively new statute that
creates an additional crime for voting by persons who are not United States
Citizens .It applies to voting by non-citizens in an election where a federal
candidate is on the ballot, except when: (1) non-citizens are authorized to vote by
state or local law on non-federal candidates or issues, and (2) the ballot is
formatted in a way that the non-citizen has the opportunity to vote solely for the
non-federal candidate or issues on which he is entitled to vote under state law.
Unlike section 1015(f), section 611 is directed at the act of voting, rather than the
act of lying. But unlike section 1015(f), Section 611 is a strict liability offense in
the sense that the prosecution must only prove that the defendant was not a citizen
when he registered or voted. Section 611 does not require proof that the offender
be aware that citizenship is a prerequisite to voting.
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Election Protection 2004

By the Election Protection Coalition

Election Protection — the Program

Election Protection 2004 was the nation's most far-reaching effort to protect voter rights
before and on Election Day. The historic nonpartisan program included:

• A toll-free number, 1-866-OUR-VOTE, with free, immediate and multi-lingual
assistance to help voters with questions about registration and voting, and assist
voters who encounter barriers to the ballot box.

• Distribution of more than five million "Voters' Bills of Rights" with state-specific
information

• 25,000 volunteers, including 6,000 lawyers and law students, who watched for
problems and assisted voters on the spot at more than 3,500 predominantly
African-American and Latino precincts with a history of disenfranchisement in at
least 17 states.

• Civil rights lawyers and advocates represented voters in lawsuits, preserved
access to the polls, exposed and prevented voter intimidation, worked with
election officials to identify and solve problems with new voting machines,
technology and ballot forms, and protected voter rights in advance and on
Election Day.

Voter Intimidation and Suppression Stories (Abridged)

• An Associated Press story noted Election Protection's exposure of reported voter
suppression tactics in Colorado: Officials with the Election Protection Coalition, a
voter-rights group, also said some voters in a predominantly black neighborhood
north of Denver found papers on their doorsteps giving them the wrong address
for their precinct

• Election Protection received a report from Florissant County, Missouri from a
voter who lives in predominantly white neighborhood. While waiting in line to
vote, a Republican challenger challenged the black voters by requesting more
proof of identification, residence, and signature match, while asking nothing from
white voters. Also, the same voter reportedly asked a few questions about voting
but an election officials refused to provide any meaningful answer, insisting that
"it's very simple", but provided white voters with information when requested.
There was one other black voter in line who was also singled out for same
treatment while white voters were not.

• Election Protection received a report from Boulder County, Colorado that a poll
worker made racist comments to Asian American voter and then told her she was
not on the list and turned her away. The voter saw others filling out provisional
ballots and asked for one but was denied. Another Asian American woman behind
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her in line was also given trouble by the same poll worker (he questioned her
nationality and also turned her away).

The Election Protection hotline received reports from Pinellas County, Florida
that individuals purporting to be from the Kerry campaign are going door-to-door
handing out absentee ballots, and asking voters to fill them out, and then taking
the ballots from them, saying "Vote here for Kerry. Don't bother going to the
polls."

• The Election Protection Coalition received a report from a woman whose sister
lives in Milwaukee and is on government assistance. Her sister was reportedly
told by her "case manager" that if she voted for Kerry, she would stop receiving
her checks.

• An illiterate, older and disabled voter in Miami-Dade asked for assistance reading
the ballot and reported that a poll worker yelled at him and refused to assist him
and also refused to allow him to bring a friend into the booth in order to read the
ballot to him.

• The Election Protection Coalition have gathered reports that flyers are circulating
in a black community in Lexington, South Carolina claiming they those who are
behind on child support payments will be arrested as the polls.

• Minority voters from Palm Beach County, Florida reported to the hotline that they
received middle-of-the-night, live harassing phone calls warning them away from
the polls.

• A volunteer for Rock the Vote reported that two illiterate voters in Michigan
requested assistance with their ballots but were refused and reportedly mocked by
poll workers.

• The hotline received a call from a radio DJ in Hillsborough County, Florida, who
stated that he has received many calls (most of which were from African-
Americans) claiming that poll workers were turning voters away and not "letting"
them vote.

• The hotline received a call from Pima County, Arizona, indicating that
Democratic voters received calls throughout Monday evening, providing incorrect
information about the precinct location. Voters have had to be transported en
masse in order to correct the problem.

• A caller from Alabama claims that he was told at his polling place that he could
vote there for everything but the President and that he would have to go elsewhere
in order to vote for a presidential candidate.
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• Poll monitors in Philadelphia reports groups of lawyers, traveling in threes, who
pull voters out of line and challenge them to provide ID, but when challenged
themselves, they hop into waiting cars or vans and leave. Similar activity by
Republican lawyers in Philadelphia was reported in the 2002 election.

• In Cuyahuga, Ohio, a caller reported that all black voters are being asked to show
ID, while white voters are not. Caller report that he is black and had to show ID
while his girlfriend is white and did not have to show ID.

• Two months ago, suspicious phone calls to newly registered Democrats —telling
them they weren't, in fact, registered to vote — were traced to the Republican
headquarters in the Eastern Panhandle. On Monday, Democrats there said the
calls have started again, even after the Berkeley County Clerk — a Republican -
sent the party a cease-and-desist letter. The Berkeley prosecutor, who also is
county Democratic chairman, has called on the U.S. attorney to investigate.

• In Tuscon, Arizona a misleading call informing voters that they should vote on
November 3 has been traced back to the state GOP headquarters. The FBI is
investigating.

• A man driving around in a big van covered in American flags and a big picture of
a policeman was reportedly parked in front of a polling place; he then got out and
moved within the 75 ft limit, until he was asked to leave; he then was found inside
the polling place and was again asked to leave. Election Protection volunteers
contacted officials and the man was eventually removed.

The Election Protection hotline has received a report from individuals who claim
to have received recorded telephone message coming from Bill Clinton and ACT
and reminding them to vote on Nov. 3rd.

In Massachusetts, the EP Hotline has received a report that a radio station (WILD)
is broadcasting that voters will be arrested on the spot if they have outstanding
parking tickets.

• In Richland, South Carolina Election Protection has received a report of a poll
manager turning away individuals who do not have photo ID issued to the county
or a driver's license; an EP lawyer spoke with the Poll Manager at 8:20 am and
told her that people with other forms of ID should be allowed to vote by
provisional ballot.

In Greenville, a caller reported that a white poll worker was asking Blacks for
multiple form of I.D. Fortunately, the voter who reported the problem did have a
second I.D. but reported that some others were turned away. Election Protection
attorneys have alerted election officials.
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In Allegheny County, Pennsylvania, an official looking flyer advises Democratic
voters to "create a peaceful voting environment" by voting on Wednesday,
November 3

• The week before the election, flyers were circulated in Milwaukee under the
heading "Milwaukee Black Voters League" with some "warnings for election
time." The flyer listed false reasons for which you would be barred from voting
(such as a traffic ticket) and then warned that "If you violate any of these laws
you can get ten years in prison and your children will get taken away from you."

• There is a Jefferson County flyer which tells voters "See you at the Poles! [sic]"...
on November 4.
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The Federal Crime of Election Fraud
By Craig Donsanto

In The Federal Crime of Election Fraud, Donsanto addresses the role of the United States
Department of Justice in matters of election fraud. Specifically, it answers the most
frequently asked questions concerning the federal law enforcement role in election
matters. Particularly, what sort of election-related conduct is potentially actionable as a
federal crime, what specific statutory theories apply to frauds occurring in elections
lacking federal candidates on the ballot, what federalism, procedural, and policy
considerations impact on the federalization of this type of case, and how Assistant United
States Attorneys should respond to this type of complaint.

Donsanto indicates that as a general rule, the federal crime of voter fraud embraces only
organized efforts to corrupt of the election process itself: i.e., the registration of voters,
the casting of ballots, and the tabulation and certification of election results. Moreover,
this definition excludes all activities that occur in connection with the political
campaigning process, unless those activities are themselves illegal under some other
specific law or prosecutorial theory. This definition also excludes isolated acts of
individual wrongdoing that are not part of an organized effort to corrupt the voting
process. Finally, Donsanto points out that mistakes and other gaffs that inevitably occur
are not included as voter fraud. Where mistakes occur on a significant enough level to
potentially affect the outcome of an election, the appropriate remedy is an election
contest brought by the loser seeking civil judicial redress through the appropriate state
election contest process.

Along with the limits discussed above, prosecuting election fraud offenses in federal
court is further complicated by the constitutional limits that are placed on federal power
over the election process. The conduct of elections is primarily a state rather than a
federal activity.

Donsanto lists four types of election fraud: schemes to purposely and corruptly register
voters who either do not exist, or who are known by the putative defendant to be
ineligible to vote under applicable state law; schemes to cast, record or fraudulently
tabulate votes for voters who do not participate in the voting act at all; schemes to corrupt
the voting act of voters who do participate in the voting act to a limited extent; and,
schemes to knowingly prevent voters qualified voters from voting.

Donsanto lists four situations where federal prosecution is appropriate: Where the
objective of the conduct is to corrupt the outcome of a federal elective contest, or where
the consequential effect of the corrupt conduct impacts upon the vote count for federal
office; Where the object of the scheme is to discriminate against racial, ethnic or
language minority groups, the voting rights of which have been specifically protected by
federal statues such as the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. section 1973 et seq.; Where
federalization is required in order to redress longstanding patters of electoral fraud, either
at the request of state or local authorities, or in the face of longstanding inaction by state
authorities who appear to be unwilling or unable to respond under local law; and, Where
there is a factual basis to believe that fraudulent registration or voting activity is
sufficiently connected to other from of criminal activity that perusing the voter fraud
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angle will yield evidence useful in the prosecution of other categories of federal offense.

Donsanto lists four advantages to federal prosecution: voter fraud investigations are labor
intensive. Local law enforcement agencies often lack the manpower and the financial
resources to take these cases on; voter fraud matters are always politically sensitive and
very high profile endeavors at the local level. Local prosecutors (who are usually
themselves elected) often shy away from prosecuting them for that reason; the successful
prosecution of voter fraud cases demands that critical witnesses be examined under oath
before criminal charges based on their testimony are filed. Many states lack the broad
grand jury process that exists in the federal system; and, the defendants in voter fraud
cases are apt to be politicians - or agents of politicians - and it is often impossible for
either the government or the defendant to obtain a fair trial in a case that is about politics
and is tried to a locally-drawn jury. The federal court system provides for juries to be
drawn from broader geographic base, thus often avoiding this problem.

Several prosecutorial theories used by United States Attorneys to federalize election
frauds are discussed. These include: schemes by polling officers to violate their duty
under state law to safeguard the integrity of the election process by purposefully allowing
void ballots to be cast (stuffing the ballot box), or by intentionally rendering fraudulent
vote tallies which can be prosecuted as civil rights violations under 18 U.S.C. sections
241 or 242; schemes to stimulate or reward voter registration by offering or giving voters
things having monetary value violate the "payment for registering" clause of 42 U.S.C.
section 19731(c); schemes to register voters fraudulently through providing election
officials materially false information about the voter's eligibility for the franchise; and,
schemes to obtain and cast ballots that are materially defective in nonfederal elections
can still be prosecuted under 18 U.S.C. section 1341. There are also some other federal
statutes involved in election fraud cases such as 18 U.S,.C. section 597 that prohibits
making expenditures for the specific purpose of stimulating voters to cast ballots for
candidates seeking the federal offices of Senator, Congressman or President and 42
U.S.C. section 1973i (e) that prohibits voting more than once in elections where federal
candidates are on the ballot.

Donsanto lists four questions used by prosecutors in evaluating the credibility of election
complaints: does the substance of the complaint assuming it can be proven through
investigation - suggest a potential crime; is the complaint sufficiently fact-specific that it
provides leads for investigators to pursue; is there a federal statute that can be used to
federalize the criminal activity at issue; and, is there a special federal interest in the
matter that warrants federalization rather than deferral to state law enforcement.

All federal election investigations must avoid the following: non-interference in elections
unless absolutely necessary to preserve evidence; interviewing voters during active
voting periods; seizing official election documentation; investigative activity inside open
polls; and prosecutors must adhere to 18 U.S.C. section 592, prohibiting the stationing of
armed men at places where voting activity is taking place.

Finally, Donsanto indicates that election crimes based on race or language minority status
are treated as civil rights matters under the Voting Rights Act.
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'Fooled Again, Mark Crispin Miller

Fooled Again sets out to show that the 2004 election was won by Bush through nefarious
means, and indicts the news media for not taking anomalies, irregularities, and alleged
malfeasance in the process seriously enough.

Miller identifies a number of statistical anomalies based on polling and turnout results
that he alleges puts the validity of the 2004 election in doubt. He accuses Republicans of
committing crimes and improprieties throughout the country. These include deliberate
disparities in voting machine distribution and long lines in Democratic jurisdictions;
misinterpretation of voting laws by elections officials to the detriment of Democratic
voters; dirty tricks and deceptive practices to mislead Democratic and minority voters
about voting times, places and conditions; machine irregularities in Democratic
jurisdictions; relocating polling sites in Democratic and minority areas; suspicious
mishandling of absentee ballots; refusing to dispense voter registration forms to certain
voter registration groups; intimidation of students; suspicious ballot spoilage rates in
certain jurisdictions; "strategic distribution of provisional ballots," and trashing of
provisional ballots; harassment of Native American voters; a Republican backed
organization engaging in voter registration efforts throughout the country that allegedly
destroyed the voter registration forms of Democrats; illegitimate challenges at the polls
by Republican poll watchers; improper demands for identification in certain areas;
Republican challenges to the voter registration status of thousands of voters before the
election, and the creation of lists of voters to challenge at the polls; wrongful purging of
eligible voters from voting rolls; partisan harassment; the selective placement of early
voting sites; and the failure to send out absentee ballots in time for people to vote.

Miller details what he says was the inappropriate use of the Federal Voter Assistance
Program that made voting for the military easy while throwing up obstacles for civilians
overseas in their efforts to vote by absentee ballot, leading many of them to be
disenfranchised. Miller says that most of the military voters would be Republicans and
most of the overseas civilians Kerry voters.

In this book, Miller clearly tries to prove the Republican Party won the 2004 through
illegitimate means. This must be kept strongly in mind in making any use of this work.
However, the book is well sourced, and individual instances of alleged malfeasance
discussed may be worth looking at.
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Summary and Relevant Excerpts From Georgia Voter ID Litigation

Complaint For Declaratory And Injunctive Relief

The Secretary of State, as the Chief Election Officer in Georgia, informed the General
Assembly before the passage of Act 53 in a letter (attached hereto as Exhibit A), and also
informed the Governor in a letter (attached hereto as Exhibit B) before he signed the bill
into law, that there had been no documented cases of fraudulent voting by persons who
obtained ballots unlawfully by misrepresenting their identities as registered voters to poll
workers reported to her office during her nine years as Secretary of State.

Although the Secretary of State had informed the members of the General Assembly and
the Governor prior to the enactment of Act 53, that her office had received many
complaints of voter fraud involving absentee ballots and no documented complaints of
fraud that involve ballots that were cast in person at the polls, the General Assembly
ignored this information and arbitrarily chose instead to require only those registered
voters who vote in person to present a Photo ID as a condition of voting, but deliberately
refused to impose the same requirement on absentee voters

The Stated Purpose Of The Photo ID Requirement Fraud Is A Pretext

According to a press release prepared by the Communications Office of the
Georgia House of Representatives, the purpose of Act 53 is:

... to address the issue of voter fraud by placing tighter restrictions on voter
identification procedures. Those casting ballots will now be required to bring a photo ID
with them before they will be allowed to vote.

Al Marks, Vice Chairman for Public Affairs and Communication of the Hall County
GOP told the Gainesville Times:

I don't think we need it for voting, because I don't think there's a voter fraud problem.
Gainesville Times, "States Voters Must Present Picture IDs" (September 15, 2005)
(www .gainesvilletimes .com).

There is no evidence that the existing provisions of Georgia law have not been effective
in deterring and preventing imposters from fraudulently obtaining and casting ballots at
the polls by misrepresenting their true identities to election officials and passing
themselves off as registered voters whose names appear on the official voter registration
list.

The pretextural nature of the purported justification for the burden which the
Photo ID requirement imposes on the right to vote is shown by the following facts:

(a) Fraudulent voting was already prohibited by existing Georgia law without unduly
burdening the right of a citizen to vote.
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(i) Fraudulent voting was already prohibited as a crime under O.0 .G.A. § 21-2-
561, 21-2-562, 21-2-566, 21-2-571, 21-2-572 and 21-2-600, punishable by a fine of up to
$10,000 or imprisonment for up to ten years, or both.

(ii) Voter registration records are updated periodically by the Secretary of State
and local election officials to eliminate people who have died, have moved, or are no
longer eligible to vote in Georgia for some other reason.

(iii) Existing Georgia law also required election officials in each precinct to
maintain a list of names and addresses of registered voters residing in that precinct, and to
check off the names of each person from that official list as they cast their ballots.

(iv) Registered voters were also required by existing Georgia law to present at
least one of the seventeen forms of documentary identification to election officials who
were required, before issuing the voter a ballot, to match the name and address shown on
the document to the name and address on the official roll of registered voters residing in
the particular precinct. 0 .0 .G.A. § 21-2-417.
(b) There is no evidence that the existing Georgia law has not been effective in deterring
or preventing fraudulent in-person voting by impersonators - the only kind of fraudulent
voting that might be prevented by the Photo ID requirement. To the contrary, the
Secretary of State, who, as the Superintendent of Elections, is the highest election official
in Georgia, informed both the General Assembly (Exhibit A) and the Governor (Exhibit
B) in writing that there had been no documented cases of fraudulent in person voting by
imposters reported to her during her nine years in office .
(c) If the true intention of the General Assembly had been to prevent fraudulent voting by
imposters, the General Assembly would have imposed the same restrictions on the
casting of absentee ballots - particularly after the Secretary of State had called to their
attention the fact that there had been many documented instances of fraudulent casting of
absentee ballots reported to her office.
(d) Fraudulent in-person voting is unlikely, would be easily detected if it had occurred in
significant numbers, and would not be likely to have a substantial impact on the outcome
of an election:

(i) Many people vote at a local neighborhood polling place where they are likely
to be known to and recognized by neighbors or poll workers.

(ii) Voters were required by existing Georgia law (O .C.G.A. § 21-
2-417), to provide one of the seventeen means of identification to election officials.

(iii) Election officials are required, before issuing the ballot to the voter, to check
off the name of either voter from an up-to-date list of the names and addresses of every
registered voter residing in the precinct. If an imposter arrived at a poll and was
successful in fraudulently obtaining a ballot before the registered voter arrived at the poll,
a registered voter, who having taken the time to go to the polls to vote, would
undoubtedly complain to elections officials if he or she were refused a ballot and not
allowed to vote because his or her name had already been checked off the list of
registered voters as having voted. Likewise, if an imposter arrived at the polls after the
registered voter had voted and attempted to pass himself off as someone he was not, the
election official would instantly know of the attempted fraud, would not issue the
imposter a ballot or allow him to vote, and presumably would have the imposter arrested
or at least investigate the attempted fraud and report the attempt to the Secretary of State
as Superintendent of Elections.
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EXHIBIT B

Letter from Secretary of State Cathy Cox to Governor Sonny Purdue, April 8, 2005

One of the primary justifications given by the Legislature for the passage of the photo
identification provisions of House Bill 244 - the elimination of voter ID fraud at the polls
is an unfounded justification I cannot recall one documented case of voter fraud during
my tenure as Secretary of State or Assistant Secretary of State that specifically related to
the impersonation of a registered voter at voting polls. Our state currently has several
practices and procedures in existence to ensure that such cases of voter fraud would have
been detected if they in fact occurred, and at the very least, we would have complaints of
voters who were unable to vote because someone had previously represented himself or
herself as such person on that respective Election Day. As a practical matter, there is no
possibility that vote fraud of this type would have gone undetected if it had in fact
occurred because there is a list of registered voters at each polling place that is checked
off as each person votes. If the impersonates voted first and the legitimate voter came to
the polling place later in the day and tried to vote, he or she would be told that they had
already voted and would not be allowed to vote a second time in the same day. It is
reasonable to suspect that a voter who cared enough to show up at the polls to cast a
ballot would almost certainly have complained - but there have been no such complaints.
If the opposite occurred, and the legitimate person came to the polls first and cast his
ballot, the impersonator who showed up later would not be allowed to vote for the same
reason and the attempted fraud would have been prevented.

In addition, this slate has adopted severe criminal sanctions for the type of vote
impersonation that is purportedly of concern and it is evident t hat such penalties have
been a sufficient deterrent. In essence, there is no voter fraud problem currently in
existence that House Bill 244 addresses.

In contrast to the lack of voter fraud relating to impersonation of voters at polls during
my tenure the State Election Board has reviewed numerous cases of voter fraud relating
to the use of absentee ballots.

State Defendants' Initial Brief In Opposition To Plaintiffs' Motion For Preliminary
Injunction

There are 159 counties and an even larger number of municipalities in Georgia that
conduct elections. Neither the Secretary of State nor her staff can be physically present at
the polling places for those elections and therefore could not possibly be aware of all in-
person voter fraud that might occur. (Cox Decl. ¶ 6.)

Under the prior law before enactment of HB 244, it is beyond argument that in person
voter fraud could have taken place. (Id. ¶ 5.) The Secretary of State's view of the scenario
in which voter fraud would occur is when an imposter votes at the polling place and the
actual voter shows up later and is unable to cast a ballot. (Id. ¶ 5.) However, the Secretary
of State agrees that the scenario she describes is only one instance of potential voter
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fraud, and both her scenario and others were possible under the law as it existed prior to
the enactment of HB 244. (Id.) As stated by the Director of Elections for the Forsyth
County Board of Elections, the typical case of in-person voter fraud would be committed
by identifying persons who do not typically vote and then having other individuals vote
as those persons. (Smith Decl. ¶ 4.)

The Executive Director of the Richmond County Board of Elections has been aware of
such complaints, but has been unable to gather evidence to prove the violations because
the nature of the conduct makes such evidence hard to develop. (Bailey Decl. ¶ 9.)
Indeed, past incidents of fraudulent registrations in Forsyth County and Fulton County
were reported to the District Attorneys' offices in those respective counties. (Smith
Decl. ¶ 6; MacDougald Decl. ¶ 4.) In Fulton County, the fraudulent registrations were
also reported to the United States Attorney for the Northern District of Georgia, and he
has opened an investigation of the fraudulent registrations. (MacDougald Decl. ¶ 4.)

Order for a Preliminary Injunction

As part of the order, Judge Murphy describes the testimony of Harry MacDougald, a
member of the Fulton County Board of Registration and Election. Mr. MacDougald had
stated he had observed voter registration fraud, which he referred to the U.S. Attorney
and the District Attorney. In addition, since some precinct cards the Board sent out in
2004 were returned as undeliverable, MacDougald believes they were not eligible voters,
yet they were allowed to vote.

Although the Secretary of State said she knew of no incidents of impersonation at the
polls, she and her staff are not physically present in every polling site. Secretary Cox
stated local officials are in the best position to know of such incidents. The State
Election Board has received a number of complaints of irregularities with respect to
absentee ballots. Cox is also aware of a case of vote buying of absentee ballots. She is
also aware of efforts to submit fraudulent registrations.

According to Secretary of State Cox, Georgia has procedures and practices in place to
detect voter fraud. Those procedures include verifying the voter's correct address, as well
as the voter's name, during the check-in process for in-person voters. Georgia also
imposes criminal penalties for voter impersonation. Most violations of Georgia election
laws are punishable as felonies. No evidence indicates that the criminal penalties do not
sufficiently deter in-person voter fraud.

The integrity of the voter list also is extremely important in preventing voter fraud. The
Atlanta Journal Constitution published an article indicating that Georgia had experienced
5,412 instances of voter fraud during a twenty-year period. Secretary of State Cox's
office undertook an investigation in response to that article. The investigation revealed
that the specific instance of voter fraud outlined in the Atlanta Journal-Constitution,
involving a report that Alan J. Mandel had voted after his death, actually did not occur.
Instead, an individual with a similar name, Alan J. Mandle, had voted at the polls, and the
poll worker had marked Alan J. Mandel's name rather than marking Alan J. Mandle, the
name of the individual who actually voted. Secretary of State Cox's office compared the
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signature on the voter certificate to the voter registration card of the living individual, and
concluded that the living individual, Alan J. Mandle, rather than the deceased Alan J.
Mandel, had voted.

The Secretary of State's Office subsequently attempted to ensure that voter records were
maintained and up to date. The Secretary of State's Office sends information concerning
dead voters to local elections officials on a monthly basis, and now has the authority to
remove the names of deceased voters from the voter rolls if the local elections officials
fail to do so in a timely manner. Secretary of State Cox is not aware of any reports of
dead individuals voting since her office received authority to remove the names of
deceased individuals from the voter rolls.

There seems to be little doubt that the Photo ID requirement fails the strict scrutiny test:
accepting that preventing voter fraud is a legitimate and important State concern, the
statute is not narrowly drawn to prevent voter fraud. Indeed, Secretary of State Cox
pointed out that, to her knowledge, the State had not experienced one complaint of in-
person fraudulent voting during her tenure. In contrast, Secretary of State Cox indicated
that the State Election Board had received numerous complaints of voter fraud in the area
of absentee voting. Furthermore, the Secretary of State's Office removes deceased voters
from the voting rolls monthly, eliminating the potential for voter fraud noted by the
Atlanta Journal-Constitution article alleging that more than 5,000 deceased people voted
during a twenty—year period.

Further, although Defendants have presented evidence from elections officials of fraud in
the area of voting, all of that evidence addresses fraud in the area of voter registration,
rather than in-person voting. The Photo ID requirement does not apply to voter
registration, and any Georgia citizen of appropriate age may register to vote without
showing a Photo ID. Indeed, individuals may register to vote by producing copies of bank
statements or utility bills, or without even producing identification at all. The Photo ID
law thus does nothing to address the voter fraud issues that conceivably exist in Georgia.
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Views of Selected Local Election Officials on Managing Voter
Registration and Ensuring Eligible Citizens Can Vote

GAO Report

In 2002, the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) was enacted and, among other things, it
requires states to implement provisional voting for elections for federal office. HAVA, in
general, requires that individuals not listed as registered or whose eligibility is questioned
by an election official must be notified about and permitted to cast a provisional ballot
that is set aside for review by election officials at a later time so that they can determine
whether the person is eligible to vote under state law. HAVA also requires that
provisional ballots be provided to first-time voters who had registered to vote by mail on
or after January 1, 2003, but were unable to show photo identification or another
qualifying identification document when voting in person or by mail in a federal election.
In addition, HAVA requires that election officials must provide access to information that
permits voters to learn if their provisional ballot was counted, and, if not, why not.

This Report focuses on the efforts of local election officials in 14 jurisdictions within 7
states to manage the registration process, maintain accurate voter registration lists, and
ensure that eligible citizens in those jurisdictions had the opportunity to cast ballots
during the 2004 election. Specifically, for the 2004 election, the Report concentrates on
election officials' characterization of their experiences with regard to (1) managing the
voter registration process and any challenges related to receiving voter registration
applications; checking them for completeness, accuracy, and duplication; and entering
information into voter registration lists; (2) removing voters' names from voter
registration lists and ensuring that the names of eligible voters were not inadvertently
removed; and (3) implementing HAVA provisional voting and identification
requirements and addressing any challenges encountered related to these requirements.
The Report also provides information on motor vehicle agency (MVA) officials'
characterization of their experiences assisting citizens who apply to register to vote at
MVA offices and forwarding voter registration applications to election offices.

The Report analyzed information collected from elections and motor vehicle agency
offices in seven states—Arizona, California, Michigan, New York, Texas, Virginia, and
Wisconsin. These states take various approaches to administering elections. Within each
of the seven states, using population data from the 2000 U.S. Census, two jurisdictions
were selected: a local jurisdiction with a large population and a local jurisdiction with a
small population. The 14 jurisdictions we selected were Gila and Maricopa Counties,
Arizona; Los Angeles and Yolo Counties, California; City of Detroit and Delta
Township, Michigan; New York City and Rensselaer County, New York; Bexar and
Webb Counties, Texas; Albemarle and Arlington Counties, Virginia; and the cities of
Franklin and Madison, Wisconsin.

Information was gathered for the Report in a number of ways. First, relevant laws, state
reports, and documents related to the voter registration process in the seven states were
reviewed. Second, state and local election officials in the 7 states and 14 jurisdictions
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were interviewed to obtain information on their registration processes and
implementation of the HAVA requirements for provisional voting and voter
identification. Third, a survey was sent to election officials in the 14 jurisdictions to
gather information about their experiences with the November 2004 election. Finally, a
survey was sent to state and local MVA officials in 6 of the 7 states and 12 of the 14
jurisdictions. The survey primarily asked questions about the MVA offices' experiences
with (1) assisting citizens with completing voter registration applications, (2)
forwarding the applications to election offices, and (3) responding to individuals and state
or local election officials who contacted their offices about individuals who declared they
had applied to register to vote at MVA offices but their names were not on voter
registration lists when they went to vote in the November 2004 election.

Election officials representing all but one of the jurisdictions surveyed following the
November 2004 election said they faced some challenges managing the voter registration
process, including (1) receiving voter registration applications; (2) checking them for
completeness, accuracy, and duplication; and (3) entering information into voter
registration lists; when challenges occurred, election officials reported they took various
steps to address them. Officials in 7 of the 14 jurisdictions reported that their staff faced
challenges checking voter registration applications for completeness, accuracy, or
duplicates. According to these officials, these challenges occurred for a variety of
reasons, including problems contacting individuals to obtain complete and accurate
information and insufficient staffing to check the applications. They reported that, among
other things, their staff addressed these challenges by sending letters or calling applicants
to obtain correct infon nation. Finally, 6 of the 14 election officials reported that their
staff faced challenges entering or scanning voter information into registration lists for
reasons such as the volume of applications received close to Election Day and problems
with the scanning equipment. To address these challenges, they reported that more staff
were hired and staff worked overtime.

All but I of the jurisdictions reported removing names from registration lists during 2004
for various reasons, including that voters requested that their names be removed from the
voter registration list; information from the U.S. Postal Service (USPS) showing that
voters had moved outside the jurisdiction; felony records received from federal, state, or
local governments identifying voters as ineligible due to felony convictions; and death
records received from state or local vital statistics offices. When removing names from
registration lists, election officials reported that they took various steps to ensure that the
names of eligible voters were not inadvertently removed from voter registration lists.
These steps included sending letters or postcards to registrants to verify that voters
wanted their names removed; matching voters' identifying information with USPS data
and sending voters identified by USPS as having moved outside the jurisdiction notices
of removal; and matching voter registration records with felony records or death records
to confirm it was the same person.

All of the jurisdictions reported that they permitted citizens to cast provisional ballots
during the November 2004 election. In addition, 12 of the 14 jurisdictions to which this
was applicable reported that they offered certain first-time voters who registered by mail
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the opportunity to cast provisional ballots. Election officials in 13 of the 14 jurisdictions
reported that 423,149 provisional ballots were cast, and 70 percent (297,662) were
counted. Not all provisional votes were counted because, as election officials reported,
not all provisional ballots met states' criteria for determining which ballots should be
counted. Reasons that provisional ballots cast during the 2004 election were not counted,
as reported by election officials, included, among others, that individuals did not meet the
residency eligibility requirements, had not registered or tried to register to vote with the
election office, had not submitted the voter registration applications at motor vehicle
agency offices, or election officials did not have time to enter information from
applicants into their voter registration lists because applications were received at the
election offices very close to or after the state registration deadline.

Local election officials in 12 of the 13 jurisdictions 13 we surveyed reported that they set
up mechanisms to inform voters—without cost—about the outcome of their provisional
votes during the November 2004 election. These mechanisms included toll-free telephone
numbers, Web sites, and letters sent to the voters who cast provisional ballots. Election
officials also reported that provisional voters in their jurisdictions received written
information at their polling places about how to find out the outcome of their provisional
ballots, and provisional voters in 8 of the 13 jurisdictions had the opportunity to access
information about the outcome of their ballots within 10 days after the election. Finally,
election officials representing 8 of the 14 jurisdictions reported facing challenges
implementing provisional voting for various reasons, including some poll workers not
being familiar with provisional voting or, in one jurisdiction representing a large number
of precincts, staff not having sufficient time to process provisional ballots. To address
these challenges, the officials reported that they provided additional training to poll
workers and hired additional staff to count provisional ballots.
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INDIANA ID LITIGATION SUMMARY

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF DEMOCRATS. MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT

Although the proponents of SEA 483 asserted that the law was intended to combat voter
fraud, no evidence of the existence of such fraud has ever been provided. No voter has
been convicted of or even charged with the offense of misrepresenting his identity for
purposes of casting a fraudulent ballot in person, King Dep. 95-96; Mahern Aff. ¶¶ 2-3,
though there have been documented instances of absentee ballot fraud. King Dep. 120.
Indeed, no evidence of in person, on-site voting fraud was presented to the General
Assembly during the legislative process leading up to the enactment of the Photo ID Law.
Mahern Aff. ¶11 2-

The State cannot show any compelling justification for subjecting only voters who vote
in person to the new requirements of the Photo ID Law, while exempting absentee voters
who vote by mail or persons who live in state-certified residential facilities.
On the other hand, absentee ballots are peculiarly vulnerable to coercion and vote
tampering since there is no election official or independent election observer available to
ensure that there is no illegal coercion by family members, employers, churches, union
officials, nursing home administrators, and others.

The Law gives virtually unbridled discretion to partisan precinct workers and challengers
to make subjective determinations such as (a) whether a form of photo identification
produced by a voter conforms to what is required by the Law, and (b) whether the voter
presenting himself or herself at the polls is in fact the voter depicted in the photo.
Robertson Dep. 29-34, 45; King Dep. 86, 89. This is significant because any voter who is
challenged under this Law will be required to vote by provisional ballot and to make a
special trip to the election board.s office in order to have his vote counted. Robertson
Dep. 37; King Dep. 58.

The Photo ID Law confers substantial discretion, not on law enforcement officials, but on
partisan precinct poll workers and challengers appointed by partisan political officials, to
determine both whether a voter has presented a form of identification which conforms to
that required by the Law and whether the person presenting the identification is the
person depicted on it. Conferring this degree of discretion upon partisan precinct officials
and members of election boards to enforce the facially neutral requirements of the Law
has the potential for becoming a means of suppressing a particular point of view.

The State arguably might be justified in imposing uniform, narrowly-tailored and not
overly-burdensome voter identification requirements if the State were able to show that
there is an intolerably high incidence of fraud among voters misidentifying themselves at
the polls for the purpose of casting a fraudulent ballot. But here, the State has utterly
failed to show that this genre of fraud is rampant or even that it has ever occurred in the
context of on-site, in-person voting (as opposed to absentee voting by mail) so as to
justify these extra burdens, which will fall disproportionately on the poor and elderly.
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In evaluating the breadth of the law and whether the State has used the least restrictive
means for preventing fraud, the Court must take into account the other mechanisms the
State currently employs to serve the statute's purported purposes, as well as other, less
restrictive means it could reasonably employ. Krislov, 226 F.3d at 863. The State of
Indiana has made it a felony for a voter to misrepresent his or her identity for purposes of
casting a fraudulent ballot.

And where the State has already provided a mechanism for matching signatures, has
made it a crime to misrepresent one's identity for purposes of voting, and requires the
swearing out of an affidavit if the voter's identity is challenged, it already has provisions
more than adequate to prevent or minimize fraud in the context of in-person voting,
particularly in the absence of any evidence that the problem the Law seeks to address is
anything more than the product of hypothesis, speculation and fantasy.

MEMORANDUM OF THE STATE OF INDIANA, THE INDIANA SECRETARY
OF STATE, AND THE CO-DIRECTORS OF THE INDIANA ELECTION
DIVISION IN SUPPORT OF THEIR JOINT MOTION FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT AND IN OPPOSITION TO THE MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY
JUDGMENT FILED BY BOTH SETS OF PLAINTIFFS

In-person voter-identity fraud is notoriously difficult to detect and investigate. In his
book Stealing Elections, John Fund observes that actual in-person voter fraud is nearly
undetectable without a voter photo-identification requirement because anybody who
provides a name that is on the rolls may vote and then walk away with no record of the
person's actual identity. See generally John Fund, Stealing Elections (2004). The problem
is only exacerbated by the increasingly transient nature of society. Documentation of in-
person voter fraud often occurs only when a legitimate voter at the polls hears a
fraudulent voter trying to use her name, as happened to a woman in California in 1994.
See Larry J. Sabato & Glenn R. Simpson, DirtyLittle Secrets 292 (1996).

Regardless of the lack of extensive evidence of in-person voter fraud, the Commission on
Federal Election Reform (known as the Baker-Carter Commission) recently concluded
that "there is no doubt that it occurs." State Ex. 1, p. 18.1 Legal cases as well as
newspaper and other reports confirm that in-person voter-identity fraud, including voter
impersonation, double votes, dead votes, and fake addresses, plague federal and state
elections. [The memorandum details several specific cases of various types of alleged
voting fraud from the past several years]

Though they are largely unable to study verifiable data concerning in-person voter fraud,
scholars are well aware of the conditions that foster fraudulent voting. See Fund, supra;
Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. In particular, fraud has become ever more likely as "it has
become more difficult to keep the voting rolls clean of `deadwood' voters who have
moved or died" because such an environment makes "fraudulent voting easier and
therefore more tempting for those so inclined." Sabato & Simpson, supra, 321. "In
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general, experts believe that one in five names on the rolls in Indiana do not belong
there." State Ex. 25.

For this case, Clark Benson, a nationally recognized expert in the collection and analysis
of voter-registration and population data, conducted his own examination of Indiana's
voter registration lists and concluded that they are among the most highly inflated in the
nation.

The Crawford Plaintiffs cite the concessions by Indiana Election Division Co-Director
King and the Intervenor-State that they are unaware of any historical in-person incidence
of voter fraud occurring at the polling place (Crawford Brief, p. 23) as conclusive
evidence that in-person voter fraud does not exist in Indiana. They also seek to support
this conclusion with the testimony of two "veteran poll watchers," Plaintiff Crawford and
former president of the Plaintiff NAACP, Indianapolis Chapter, Roderick E. Bohannon,
who testified that they had never seen any instances of in-person voter fraud.
(Id.)

At best, the evidence on this issue is in equipoise. While common sense, the experiences
of many other states, and the findings of the Baker-Carter Commission all lead to the
reasonable inferences that (a) in-person polling place fraud likely exists, but (b) is nearly
impossible to detect without requiring photo identification, the State can cite to no
confirmed instances of such fraud. On the other hand, the Plaintiffs have no proof that it
does not occur.

At the level of logic, moreover, it is just reasonable to conclude that the lack of confirmed
incidents of in-person voting fraud in Indiana is the result of an ineffective identification
security system as it is to conclude there is no in-person voting fraud in Indiana. So while
it is undisputed that the state has no proof that in-person polling place fraud has occurred
in Indiana, there does in fact remain a dispute over the existence vel non of in-person
polling place fraud.

It is also important to understand that the nature of in-person election fraud is such that it
is nearly impossible to detect or investigate. Unless a voter stumbles across someone else
trying to use her identity, see Sabato & Simpson, supra, 292, or unless the over-taxed
poll worker happens to notice that the voter's signature is different from her registration
signature State Ext. 37, ¶ 9, the chances of detecting such in-person voter fraud are
extremely small. Yet, inflated voter-registration rolls provide ample opportunity for those
who wish to commit in-person voter fraud. See Fund, supra, 24, 65, 69, 138; Sabato &
Simpson, supra, 321. And there is concrete evidence that the names of dead people have
been used to cast fraudulent ballots. See Fund, supra, 64. Particularly in light of Indiana's
highly inflated voter rolls State Ex. 27, p. 9, Plaintiffs' repeated claims that there has
never been any in-person voter fraud in Indiana can hardly be plausible, even if the state
is unable to prove that such fraud has in fact occurred.
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Summary of the U.S Department of Justice Section 5 Recommendation Memorandum:
August 25, 2005 regarding HB 244 – parts that pertain to the issue of voter fraud.

Overview: Five career attorneys with the civil rights department investigated and
analyzed Georgia's election reform law. Four of those attorneys recommended objecting
to Section 59, the voter identification requirement. The provision required all voters to
present government issued photo identification in order to vote. The objection was based
on the attorneys' findings that there was little to no evidence of polling place fraud, the
only kind of fraud an ID requirement would address, and that the measure would
disenfranchise many voters, predominantly minority voters, in violation of Section 5 of
the Voting Rights Act.

Factual Analysis: The sponsor of the measure in the state legislature said she was
motivated by the fact that she is aware of vote buying in certain districts; she read John
Fund's book; and that "if there are fewer black voters because of this bill, it will only be
because there is less opportunity for fraud. She said that when black voters in her black
precincts are not paid to vote, they do not go to the polls."

A member of the Fulton County Board of Registrations and Elections said that prior to
November 2004, Fulton County received 8,112 applications containing "missing or
irregular" information. Only 55 of those registrants responded to BOE letters. The
member concluded that the rest must be "bogus" as a result. He also stated that 15,237 of
105,553 precinct cards came back as undeliverable, as did 3,071 cards sent to 45,907 new
voters. Of these 3,071, 921 voted.

Secretary of State Cathy Cox submitted a letter testifying to the absence of any
complaints of voter fraud via impersonation during her tenure.

In the legal analysis, the attorneys state that if they determine that Georgia could have
fulfilled its stated purpose of election fraud, while preventing or ameliorating the
retrogression, an objection is appropriate. /They conclude that the state could have
avoided retrogression by retaining various forms of currently accepted voter ID for which
no substantiated security concerns were raised. Another non-retrogressive alternative
would have been to maintain the affidavit alternative for those without ID, since "There
is no evidence that penalty of law is an insufficient deterrent to falsely signing an
affidavit of identity."

The attorneys point out that the state's recitation of a case upholding voter fraud in
Dodge County does not support the purpose of the Act because that case involved vote
buying and selling, not impersonation or voting under a false identity.
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Securing the Vote: An Analysis of Election Fraud, by Lorraine Minnite

Professor Lori Minnite conducted a comprehensive survey and analysis of vote fraud in
the United States. The methodology included doing nexis searches for all 50 states and
surveying existing research and reports. In addition, Minnite did a more in-depth study
of 12 diverse states by doing nexis searches, studying statutory and case law, and
conducting interviews with election officials and attorneys general. Finally, the study
includes an analysis of a few of the most high profile cases of alleged fraud in the last 10
years, including the Miami mayoral election (1997), Orange County congressional race
(1996), and the general election in Missouri (2000). In these cases, Minnite shows that
many allegations of fraud do not end up being meritorious.

Minnite finds that available evidence suggests that the incidence of election fraud is
minimal and rarely affects election outcomes. Election officials generally do a very good
job of protecting against fraud. Conditions that give rise to election fraud have steadily
declined over the last century as a result of weakened political parties, strengthened
election administration, and improved voting technology. There is little available
evidence that election reforms such as the National Voter Registration Act, election day
registration, and mail-in voting have resulted in increases in election fraud.

Election fraud appears also to be very rare in the 12 states examined more in-depth. Legal
and news records turned up little evidence of significant fraud in these states or any
indication that fraud is more than a minor problem. Interviews with state officials further
confirmed this impression.

Minnite found that, overall, the absentee mail-in ballot process is the feature most
vulnerable to voter fraud. There is not a lot of evidence of absentee ballot fraud but the
potential for fraud is greatest in this area because of a lack of uniformly strong security
measures in place in all states to prevent fraud.

Minnite suggest several reforms to prevent what voter fraud does take place. These
include effective use of new statewide voter registration databases; identification
requirements for first time voters who register by mail should be modified to expand the
list of acceptable identifying documents; fill important election administration positions
with nonpartisan professionals; strengthen enforcement through adequate funding and
authority for offices responsible for detecting and prosecuting fraud; and establish
Election Day Registration because it usually requires voter identification and
authorization in person before a trained election worker, which reduces the opportunity
for registration error or fraud.
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Shattering the Myth: An Initial Snapshot of Voter Disenfranchisement in the 2004
Elections, People for the American Way, NAACP, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights

Shattering the Myth is a description and analysis of the complaints and allegations of
voting irregularities gathered by the Election Protection program during the 2004
presidential election. Election Protection was an effort involving hundreds of
organizations and thousands of citizens to protect the voting rights of Americans across
the country. The project included sending thousands of monitors to the polls and hosting
a national toll free voters' rights hotline. EP mounted extensive field efforts in 17 states.

Election Protection received more than a thousand complaints of voter suppression or
intimidation. Complaints ranged from intimidating experiences at polling places to
coordinated suppression tactics. For example:

• Police stationed outside a Cook County, Illinois, polling place were requesting
photo ID and telling voters if they had been convicted of a felony that they could
not vote.

• In Pima, Arizona, voters at multiple polls were confronted by an individual,
wearing a black tee shirt with "US Constitution Enforcer" and a military-style
belt that gave the appearance he was armed. He asked voters if they were
citizens, accompanied by a cameraman who filmed the encounters.

• There were numerous incidents of intimidation by partisan challengers at
predominately low income and minority precincts

• Voters repeatedly complained about misinformation campaigns via flyers or
phone calls encouraging them to vote on a day other than November 2, 2004 or
of false information regarding their right to vote. In Polk County, Florida, for
example, a voter received a call telling her to vote on November 3. Similar
complaints were also reported in other counties throughout Florida. In Wisconsin
and elsewhere voters received flyers that said:

o "If you already voted in any election this year, you can't vote in the
Presidential Election."

o "If anybody in your family has ever been found guilty of anything you
can't vote in the Presidential Election."

o "If you violate any of these laws, you can get 10 years in prison and your
children will be taken away from you."

There were also numerous reports of poll workers refusing to give voters provisional
ballots.

The following is a summary of the types of acts of suppression and intimidation included
in the report and a list of the states in which they took place. All instances of irregularities
that were more administrative in nature have been omitted:

1. Improper implementation of voter identification rules, especially asking only
African Americans for proof of identity: Florida, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Illinois,
Missouri, Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana
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2. Individuals at the polls posing as some sort of law enforcement authority and
intimidating and harassing voters: Arizona, Missouri

3. Intimidating and harassing challengers at the polls: Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin,
Missouri, Minnesota

4. Deceptive practices and disinformation campaigns, such as the use of flyers with
intentional misinformation about voting rights or voting procedures, often
directed at minority communities; the use of phone calls giving people
misinformation about polling sites and other procedures; and providing verbal
misinformation at the polls in a way that appears to have been intentionally
misleading: Florida, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Wisconsin, Missouri, North Carolina,
Arkansas, Texas

5. Refusal to provide provisional ballots to certain voters: Ohio, Pennsylvania,
Illinois, Michigan, Colorado, Missouri, Texas, Georgia, Louisiana

6. Registration applications submitted through third parties that were not processed:
Arizona, Michigan, Nevada (registration forms destroyed by Sproul Associates)

7. Improper removal from the voter registration list: Arizona
8. Individuals questioning voters' citizenship: Arizona
9. Police officers at the polls intimidating voters: Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin,

Missouri, North Carolina

The report does not provide corroborating evidence for the allegations it describes.
However, especially in the absence of a log of complaints received by the Department of
Justice, this report provides a very useful overview of the types of experiences some
voters more than likely endured on Election Day in 2004.
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Interview with Sarah Bell Johnson Interview

April 19, 2006

Procedures for Handling Fraud

Fraud complaints are directed first to the state Board of Elections. Unlike boards in other states,
Kentucky's has no investigative powers. Instead, they work closely with both the Attorney
General and the U.S. Attorney. Especially since the current administration took office, they have
found the U.S. Attorney an excellent partner in pursuing fraud cases, and have seen many
prosecutions in the last six years. She believes that there has been no increase in the incidence of
fraud, but rather the increase in prosecutions is related to increased scrutiny and more resources.

Major Types of Fraud and Intimidation

Johnson says that vote buying and voter intimidation go hand in hand in Kentucky. While
historically fraud activity focused on election day, in the last 20 years it has moved into absentee
voting. In part, this is because new voting machines aren't easy to manipulate in the way that
paper ballots were open to manipulation in the past, especially in distant rural counties. For this
reason, she is troubled by the proliferation of states with early voting, but notes that there is a
difference between absentee ballot and early voting on machines, which is far more difficult to
manipulate.

Among the cases of absentee ballot fraud they have seen, common practice involves a group of
candidates conspiring together to elect their specific slate. Nursing homes are an especially
frequent target. Elderly residents request absentee ballots, and then workers show up and `help'
them vote their ballots. Though there have been some cases in the Eastern district of election day
fraud, most have been absentee.

Johnson argues that it is hard to distinguish between intimidation and vote buying. They have
also seen instances where civic groups and church groups intimidate members to vote in a
specific manner, not for reward, but under threat of being ostracized or even telling them they
will go to hell.

While she is aware of allegations of intimidation by the parties regarding minority precincts in
Louisville, the board hasn't received calls about it and there haven't been any prosecutions.

Challengers

Challengers are permitted at the polls in Kentucky. Each party is allowed two per location, and
they must file proper paperwork. There is a set list of defined reasons for which they can
challenge a voter, such as residency, and the challengers must also fill out paperwork to conduct
a challenge.
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As for allegations of challengers engaging in intimidation in minority districts, Johnson notes
that challengers did indeed register in Jefferson County, and filed the proper paperwork,
although they ultimately did not show up on election day.

She finds that relatively few challengers end up being officially registered, and that the practice
has grown less common in recent years. This is due more to a change of fashion than anything.
And after all, those wishing to affect election outcomes have little need for challengers in the
precinct when they can target absentee voting instead.

In the event that intimidation is taking place, Kentucky has provisions to remove disruptive
challengers, but this hasn't been used to her knowledge.

Prosecutions

Election fraud prosecutions in Kentucky have only involved vote buying. This may be because
that it is easier to investigate, by virtue of a cash and paper trail which investigators can follow. It
is difficult to quantify any average numbers about the practice from this, due in part to the five
year statute of limitations on vote buying charges. However, she does not believe that vote-
buying is pervasive across the state, but rather confined to certain pockets.

Vote-hauling Legislation

Vote hauling is a common form of vote buying by another name. Individuals are legally paid to
drive others to the polls, and then divide that cash in order to purchase votes. Prosecutions have
confirmed that vote hauling is used for this purpose. While the Secretary of State has been
committed to legislation which would ban the practice, it has failed to pass in the past two
sessions.

Paving Voter Registration Workers Legislation

A law forbidding people to pay workers by the voter registration card or for obtaining cards with
registrations for a specific party was passed this session. Individuals working as part of a
registration campaign may still be paid by hour. Kentucky's experience in the last presidential
election illustrates the problems arising from paying individuals by the card. That contest
included a constitutional amendment to ban gay marriage on the ballot, which naturally attracted
the attention of many national groups. One group paying people by the card resulted in the
registrar being inundated with cards, including many duplicates in the same bundle, variants on
names, and variants on addresses. As this practice threatens to overwhelm the voter registration
process, Kentucky views it as constituting malicious fraud.

Deceptive practices

Other than general reports in the news, Johnson hasn't received any separate confirmation or
reports of deceptive practices, i.e., false and misleading information being distributed to confuse
voters.
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Effect of Kentucky's Database

Johnson believes Kentucky's widely praised voter registration database is a key reason why the
state doesn't have as much fraud as it might, especially the types alleged elsewhere like double
and felon voting. While no database is going to be perfect, the connections with other state
databases such as the DMV and vital statistics have been invaluable in allowing them to
aggressively purge dead weight and create a cleaner list. When parties use their database list they
are notably more successful. Johnson wonders how other states are able to conduct elections
without a similar system.

Some factors have made especially important to their success. When the database was instituted
in 1973, they were able to make everyone in the state re-register and thus start with a clean
database. However, it is unlikely any state could get away with this today.

She is also a big supporter of a full Social Security number standard, as practiced in Kentucky.
The full Social Security, which is compared to date of birth and letters in the first and last name,
automatically makes matching far more accurate. The huge benefits Kentucky has reaped make
Johnson skeptical of privacy concerns arguing for an abbreviated Social Security number.
Individuals are willing to submit their Social Security number for many lesser purposes, so why
not voting? And in any event, they don't require a Social Security number to register (unlike
others such as Georgia). Less than a percent of voters in Kentucky are registered under unique
identifiers, which the Board of Elections then works to fill in the number through cross
referencing with the DMV.

Recommendations

Johnson believes the backbone of effective elections administration must be standardized
procedures, strong record keeping, and detailed statutes. In Kentucky, all counties use the same
database and the same pre election day forms. Rather than seeing that as oppressive, county
officials report that the uniformity makes their jobs easier.

This philosophy extends to the provisional ballot question. While they did not have a standard in
place like HAVA's at the time of enactment, they worked quickly to put a uniform standard in
place.

They have also modified forms and procedures based on feedback from prosecutors. Johnson
believes a key to enforcing voting laws is working with investigators and prosecutors and
ensuring that they have the information they need to mount cases.

She also believes public education is important, and that the media could do more to provide
information about what is legal and what is illegal. Kentucky tries to fulfill this role by
information in polling places, press releases, and high profile press conferences before elections.
She notes that they deliberately use language focusing on fraud and intimidation.

Johnson is somewhat pessimistic about reducing absentee ballot fraud. Absentee ballots do have
a useful function for the military and others who cannot get to the polling place, and motivated
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individuals will always find a way to abuse the system if possible. At a minimum, however, she
recommends that absentee ballots should require an excuse. She believes this has helped reduce
abuse in Kentucky, and is wary of no-excuse practices in other states.
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Interview with Steve Ansolobohere and Chandler Davidson
February 17, 2006

Methodology suggestions tions

In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to criminology
as a model. In criminology, experts use two sources: the Uniform Crime Reports, which
are all reports made to the police, and the Victimization Survey, which asks the general
public whether a particular incident has happened to them. After surveying what the
most common allegations are, we should conduct a survey of the general public that asks
whether they have committed certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or
intimidation. This would require using a very large sample, and we would need to employ
the services of an expert in survey data collection. Mr. Ansolobohere recommended
Jonathan Krosnick, Doug Rivers, and Paul Sniderman at Stanford; Donald Kinder and
Arthur Lupia at Michigan; Edward Carmines at Indiana; and Phil Tetlock at Berkeley. In
the alternative, Mr. Ansolobohere suggested that the EAC might work with the Census
Bureau to have them ask different, additional questions in their Voter Population
Surveys.

Mr. Chandler further suggested it is important to talk to private election lawyers, such as
Randall Wood, who represented Ciro Rodriguez in his congressional election in Texas.
Mr. Ansolobohere also recommended looking at experiments conducted by the British
Election Commission.

Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Davidson's study for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights on the Voting Rights
Act documented evidence of widespread difficulty in the voting process. However, he
did not attempt to quantify whether this was due to intentional, malevolent acts. In his
2005 report on ballot security programs, he found that there were many allegations of
fraud made, but not very many prosecutions or convictions. He saw many cases that did
go to trial and the prosecutors lost on the merits.

In terms of voter intimidation and vote suppression, Mr. Davidson said he believes the
following types of activities do occur: videotaping of voters' license plates; poll workers
asking intimidating questions; groups of officious-looking poll watchers at the poll sites
who seem to be some sort of authority looking for wrongdoing; spreading of false
information, such as phone calls, flyers, and radio ads that intentionally mislead as to
voting procedures.

Mr. Ansolobohere believes the biggest problem is absentee ballot fraud. However, many
of these cases involve people who do not realize what they are doing is illegal, for
example, telling someone else how to vote. Sometimes there is real illegality occurring
however. For example, vote selling involving absentee ballots, the filling out of absentee
ballots en masse, people at nursing homes filling out the ballots of residents, and there are
stories about union leaders getting members to vote a certain way by absentee ballot. This
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problem will only get bigger as more states liberalize their absentee ballot rules. Mr.
Chandler agreed that absentee ballot fraud was a major problem.

Recommendations

Go back to "for cause" absentee ballot rules, because it is truly impossible to ever ensure
the security of a mail ballot. Even in Oregon, there was a study showing fraud in their
vote by mail system.

False information campaigns should be combated with greater voter education. Los
Angeles County's voter education program should be used as a model.
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Interview with Tracy Campbell, author

March 3, 2006

Background

Campbell's first book on election fraud looked at Ed Pritchard, a New Deal figure who went to
jail for stuffing ballot boxes. While his initial goal in writing that book was to find out why
Pritchard had engaged in vote stealing, his growing understanding of a pervasive culture of
electoral corruption led him to consider instead how it was that Pritchard was ever caught. In
1998, he started working on a book regarding fraud in Kentucky, which quickly became a
national study. He hoped to convey the `real politics' which he feels readers, not to mention
academics, have little sense about. While less blatant than in previous eras, fraud certainly still
occurs, and he mentions some examples in his book. The major trend of the past 60-70 years has
been that these tactics have grown more subtle.

While he hasn't conducted any scientific study of the current state of fraud, his sense as a
historian is that it is seems naive, after generations of watching the same patterns and practices
influence elections, to view suspect election results today as merely attributable to simple error.

Vote-buying and absentee fraud

Campbell sees fraud by absentee ballot and vote buying as the greatest threats to fair elections
today. He says vote fraud is like real estate: location, location, location—the closer you can keep
the ballots to the courthouse the better. Absentee ballots create a much easier target for vote
brokers who can manage voting away from the polling place, or even mark a ballot directly, in
exchange for, say, $50—or even more if an individual can bring their entire family. He has noted
some small counties where absentee ballots outnumber in-person ballots.

However, few people engaged in this activity would call it `purchasing' a vote. Instead, it is
candidate Jones' way of `thanking' you for a vote you would have cast in any event. The issue is
what happens if candidate Smith offers you more. Likewise, the politicians who engage in vote
fraud don't see it as a threat to the republic but rather as a game they have to play in order to get
elected.

Regional patterns

Campbell suggests such practices are more prevalent in the South than the Northern states, and
even more so compared to the West. The South has long been characterized as particularly
dangerous in intimidation and suppression practices—throughout history, one can find routine
stories of deaths at the polls each year. While he maintains that fraud seems less likely in the
Western states, he sees the explosion of mail in and absentee ballots there as asking for trouble.

Poll site closings as a means to suppress votes
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Campbell points to a long historical record of moving poll sites in order to suppress votes. Polling
places in the 1800s were frequently set-up on rail cars and moved further down the line to
suppress black votes.

He would include door-to-door canvassing practices here, as well as voting in homes, which was
in use in Kentucky until only a few years ago. All of these practices have been justified as making
polling places `more accessible' while their real purpose has been to suppress votes.

Purge lists

Purge lists are, of course, needed in theory, yet Campbell believes the authority to mark names off
the voter rolls presents extensive opportunity for abuse. For this reason, purging must be done in a
manner that uses the best databases, and looks at only the most relevant information. When voters
discover their names aren't on the list when they go to vote, for example, because they are "dead,"
it has a considerable demoralizing effect. Wrongful purging takes place both because of
incompetence and as a tool to intentionally disenfranchise.

Campbell believes transparency is the real issue here. An hour after the polls close, we tend to just
throw up our hands and look the other way, denying voters the chance to see that discrepancies
are being rectified. He believes the cost in not immediately knowing election outcomes is a small
price to pay for getting results rights and showing the public a transparent process.

Deceptive practices

Today's deceptive practices have are solidly rooted in Reconstruction-era practices—i.e. phony
ballots, the Texas `elimination' ballot. The ability to confuse voters is a powerful tool for those
looking to sway elections.

Language minorities

Campbell argues there is a fine line between offering help to non-English speakers and using that
help against them. A related issue, particularly in the South, is taking advantage of the illiterate.

Current intimidation

Another tactic Campbell considers an issue today is polling place layout: the further vote
suppressers can keep people away from the polls, the better. Practices such as photographing
people leaving a polling place may also tie into vote-buying, where photos are used to intimidate
and validate purchased votes. A good way to combat such practices is by keeping electioneering
as far from the polls as possible.

Recommendations

Specific voting administration recommendations Campbell advocates would include reducing the
use of absentee ballots and improving the protective zone around polling places.
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Campbell would also like to see enforcement against fraud stepped up and stiffer penalties
enacted, as current penalties make the risk of committing fraud relatively low. He compares the
risk in election fraud similar to steroid use in professional sports—the potential value of the
outcome is far higher than the risk of being caught or penalized for the infraction, so it is hard to
prevent people from doing it. People need to believe they will pay a price for engaging in fraud
or intimidation. Moreover, we need to have the will to kick people out of office if necessary.

He is skeptical of the feasibility of nonpartisan election administration, as he believes it would be
difficult to find people who care about politics yet won't lean one way or the other—such an
attempt would be unlikely to get very far before accusations of partisanship emerged. He
considers the judiciary the only legitimate check on election fraud.
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Interview with Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for
Civil Rights

February 14, 2006

Data Collection

Mr. Henderson had several recommendations as to how to better gather additional
information and data on election fraud and intimidation in recent years. He suggested
interviewing the following individuals who have been actively involved in Election
Protection and other similar efforts:

• Jon Greenbaum, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
• Tanya Clay, People for the American Way
• Melanie, Campbell, National Coalition for Black Political Participation
• Larry Gonzalez, National Association of Latino Election Officers
• Jacqueline Johnson, National Congress of American Indians
• Chellie Pingree, Common Cause
• Jim Dickson, disability rights advocate
• Mary Berry, former Chair of the US Commission on Civil Rights, currently at the

University of Pennsylvania
• Judith Browne and Eddie Hailes, Advancement Project (former counsel to the US

Commission on Civil Rights)
• Robert Rubin, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights — San Francisco Office
• Former Senator Tom Daschle (currently a fellow at The Center for American

Progress)

He also recommended we review the following documents and reports:
• The 2004 litigation brought by the Advancement Project and SEIU under the

1981 New Jersey Consent Decree
• Forthcoming LCCR state-by-state report on violations of the Voting Rights Act
• Forthcoming Lawyers Committee report on violations of the Voting Rights Act

(February 21)

Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring

Mr. Henderson said he believed that the kinds of voter intimidation and suppression
tactics employed over the last five years are ones that have evolved over many years.
They are sometimes racially based, sometimes based on partisan motives. He believes
the following types of activity have actually occurred, and are not just a matter of
anecdote and innuendo, and rise to the level of either voter intimidation or vote
suppression:

• Flyers with intentional misinformation, such as ones claiming that if you do not
have identification, you cannot vote, and providing false dates for the election

• Observers with cameras, which people associate with potential political
retribution or even violence
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Intimidating police presence at the polls
Especially in jurisdictions that authorize challenges, the use of challenge lists and
challengers goes beyond partisanship to racial suppression and intimidation
Unequal deployment of voting equipment, such as occurred in Ohio. Also, he
has seen situations in which historically Black colleges will have one voting
machine while other schools will have more.

Mr. Henderson believes that these matters are not pursued formally because often they
involve activities that current law does not reach. For example, there is no law
prohibiting a Secretary of State from being the head of a political campaign, and then
deploying voting machines in an uneven manner. There is no way to pursue that. Also,
once the election is over, civil litigation becomes moot. Finally, sometimes upon
reflection after the campaign, some of the activities are not as sinister as believed at the
time.

Mr. Henderson believes government does not engage in a sustained investigation of these
matters or pursue any kind of resolution to them. LCCR has filed a FOIA request with
both the Civil Rights Division and the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice to
examine this issue.

Election Protection activities will be intensified for the 2006 elections, although the focus
may shift somewhat given the implementation of new HAVA requirements.

Recommendations for Reform

There was tremendous concern after the 2004 election about conflicts of interest – the
"Blackwell problem" – whereby a campaign chair is also in charge of the voting system.
We need to get away from that.

He also supports Senator Barak Obama's bill regarding deceptive practices, and is
opposed to the voter identification laws passing many state legislatures.

• States should adopt election-day registration, in order to boost turnout as well as to
allow eligible voters to immediately rectify erroneous or improperly purged
registration records

• Expansion of early voting & no-excuse absentee voting, to boost turnout and reduce
the strain on election-day resources.

• Provisional ballot reforms:
o Should be counted statewide – if cast in the wrong polling place, votes

should still be counted in races for which the voter was eligible to vote
(governor, etc.)

o Provisional ballots should also function as voter registration applications,
to increase the likelihood that voters will be properly registered in future
elections

• Voter ID requirements: states should allow voters to use signature attestation to
establish their identity
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• The Department of Justice should increase enforcement of Americans with
Disabilities Act and the accessibility requirements of the Help America Vote Act

• Statewide registration databases should be linked to social service agency databases
• Prohibit chief state election officials from simultaneously participating in partisan

electoral campaigns within their states
• Create and enforce strong penalties for deceptive or misleading voting practices
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Interview with Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Brennan Center findings on fraud

The Brennan Center's primary work on fraud is their report for the Carter Baker Commission
with commissioner Spencer Overton, written in response to the Commission's ID
recommendations. Brennan reviewed all existing reports and election contests related to voter
fraud. They believe the contests serve as an especially good record of whether or not fraud exists,
as the parties involved in contested elections have a large incentive to root out fraudulent voters.
Yet despite this, the incidence of voter impersonation fraud discovered is extremely low—
something on the order 1/10000`}' of a percentage of voters. See also the brief Brennan filed on
11 th circuit in Georgia photo ID case which cites sources in Carter Baker report and argues the
incidence of voter fraud too low to justify countermeasures.

Among types of fraud, they found impersonation, or polling place fraud, is probably the least
frequent type, although other types, such as absentee ballot fraud are also very infrequent.
Weiser believes this is because impersonation fraud is more likely to be caught and is therefore
not worth the risk. Unlike in an absentee situation, actual poll workers are present to disrupt
impersonation fraud, for instance, by catching the same individual voting twice. She believes
perhaps one half to one quarter of the time the person will be caught. Also, there is a chance the
pollworker will have personal knowledge of the person. Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox
has mentioned that there are many opportunities for discovery of in person fraud as well. For
example, if one votes in the name of another voter, and that voter shows up at the polls, the fraud
will be discovered.

Weiser believes court proceedings in election contests are especially useful. Some are very
extensive, with hundreds of voters brought up by each side and litigated. In both pre-election
challenges and post-election contests, parties have devoted extraordinary resources into
`smoking out' fraudulent voters. Justin Leavitt at Brennan scoured such proceedings for the
Carter Baker report, which includes these citations. Contact him for answers to particular
questions.

Countermeasures/statewide databases

Brennan has also considered what states are doing to combat impersonation fraud besides photo
ID laws, although again, it seems to be the rarest kind of fraud, beyond statistically insignificant.
In the brief Brennan filed in the Georgia case, the Center detailed what states are already doing
to effectively address fraud. In another on the web site includes measures that can be taken that
no states have adopted yet. Weiser adds that an effort to look at strategies states have to prevent
fraud, state variations, effectiveness, ease of enforcement would be very useful.

Weiser believes the best defense against fraud will be better voter lists—she argues the fraud
debate is actually premature because states have yet to fully implement the HAVA database
requirement. This should eliminate a great deal of `deadwood' on voter rolls and undermine the
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common argument that fraud is made possible by this deadwood. This was the experience for
Michigan, which was able to remove 600,000 names initially, and later removed almost I million
names from their rolls. It is fairly easy to cull deadwood from lists due to consolidation at the
state level—most deadwood is due to individuals moving within the state and poor
communication between jurisdictions. (Also discuss with Chris Thomas, who masterminded the
Michigan database for more information and a historical perspective.)

Regarding the question of whether the effect of this maintenance on fraud in Michigan can be
quantified, Weiser would caution against drawing direct lines between list problems and fraud.
Brennan has found various groups abusing the existence of list deadwood to make claims about
fraudulent voting. This is analyzed in greater detail in the Brennan Center's critique of a purge
list produced by the NJ Republican party, and was illustrated by the purge list produced by the
state of Florida. When compiling such lists and doing comparisons, sound statistical methods
must be utilized, and often are not.

The NJ GOP created a list and asked NJ election officials to purge names of ineligible voters on
it. Their list assumed that people appearing on the list twice had voted twice. Brennan found their
assumptions shoddy and based on incorrect statistical practices, such as treating individuals with
the same name and birthdays as duplicates, although this is highly unlikely according to proper
statistical methods. Simply running algorithms on voter lists creates a number of false positives,
does not provide an accurate basis for purging, and should not be taken as an indicator of fraud.

Regarding the Florida purge list, faulty assumptions caused the list to systematically exclude
Hispanics while overestimating African Americans. Matching protocols required that race fields
match exactly, despite inconsistent fields across databases.

The kinds of list comparisons that are frequently done to allege fraud are unreliable. Moreover,
even if someone is on a voter list twice, that does not mean that voter has voted twice. That, in
fact, is almost never the case.

Ultimately, even matching protocols without faulty assumptions will have a 4 percent to 35
percent error rate —that's simply the nature of database work. Private industry has been working
on improving this for years. Now that HAVA has introduced . a matching requirement, even
greater skepticism is called for in judging the accuracy of list maintenance.

Intimidation and Suppression

Brennan does not have a specific focus here, although they do come across it and have provided
assistance on bills to prevent suppression and intimidation. They happen to have an extensive
paper file of intimidating fliers and related stories from before the 2004 election. (They can
supply copies after this week).

Challengers
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Brennan has analyzed cases where challenger laws have been beneficial and where they have
been abused. See the decision and record from the 1982 NJ vs. RNC case for some of the history
of these laws. Brennan is currently working on developing a model challenger law.

Weiser believes challenge laws with no requirement that the challenger have any specific basis
for the challenge or showing of ineligibility are an invitation to blanket harassing challenges and
have a range of pitfalls. State laws are vague and broad and often involve arcane processes such
as where voters are required to meet a challenge within 5 days. There are incentives for political
abuse, potential for delaying votes and disrupting the polls, and they are not necessarily directed
toward the best result. Furthermore, when a voter receives a mailer alleging vote fraud with no
basis, even the mere fact of a challenge can be chilling. A voter does not want to have to go
through a quasi-court proceeding in order to vote.

Brennan recommends challenge processes that get results before election, minimize the burden
for voters, and are restricted at polling place to challenges by poll workers and election officials,
not voters. They believe limitless challenges can lead to pandemonium—that once the floodgates
are open they won't stop.

Recommendations

Intimidation— Weiser believes Sen. Barak Obama's bill is a good one for combating voter
harassment and deceptive practices. Many jurisdictions do not currently have laws prohibiting
voter harassment and deceptive practices.

Fraud— Current state and federal codes seem sufficient for prosecuting fraud. Weiser doesn't
consider them under-enforced, and sees no need for additional laws.

Voter lists— New legislation or regulations are needed to provide clear guidance and standards
for generating voter lists and purging voters, otherwise states could wrongfully disenfranchise
eligible voters.

Challengers—Challenge laws need to be reformed, especially ones that allow for pre-election
mass challenges with no real basis. There is no one size fits all model for challenger legislation,
but some bad models involving hurdles for voters lead to abuse and should be reformed. There
should be room for poll workers to challenge fraudulent voters, but not for abuse.

Also useful would be recommendations for prosecutors investigating fraudulent activity, How
should they approach these cases? How should they approach cases of large scale
fraud/intimidation? While there is sufficient legislative cover to get at any election fraud activity,
questions remain about what proper approaches and enforcement strategies should be.
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Interview with Bill Groth, Attorney for the Plaintiffs in Indiana Identification
Litigation
February 22, 2006

Fraud in Indiana

Indiana has never charged or prosecuted anyone for polling place fraud. Nor has any
empirical evidence of voter impersonation fraud or dead voter fraud been presented. In
addition, there is no record of any credible complaint about voter impersonation fraud in
Indiana. State legislators signed an affidavit that said there had never been impostor
voting in Indiana. At the same time, the Indiana Supreme Court has not necessarily
required evidence of voter fraud before approving legislative attempts to address fraud.

The state attorney general has conceded that there is no concrete fraud in Indiana, but has
instead referred to instances of fraud in other states. Groth filed a detailed motion to
strike evidence such as John Fund's book relating to other states, arguing that none of
that evidence was presented to the legislature and that it should have been in the form of
sworn affidavits, so that it would have some indicia of verifiability.

Photo ID law

By imposing restrictive ID measures, Groth contends you will discourage 1,000 times
more legitimate voters than illegitimate voters you might protect against. He feels the
implementation of a REAL ID requirement is an inadequate justification for the law, as it
will not affect the upcoming 2006 election where thousands of registered voters will be
left without proper ID. In addition, he questions whether REAL ID will be implemented
as planned in 2008 considering the backlash against the law so far. He also feels ID laws
are unconstitutional because of inconsistent application.

Statewide database as remedy

Groth believes many problems will be addressed by the statewide database required
under HAVA. To the extent that the rolls in Indiana are bloated, it is because state
officials have not complied with NVRA list maintenance requirements. Thus, it is
somewhat disingenuous for them to use bloated voter rolls as a reason for imposing
additional measures such as the photo ID law. Furthermore, the state has ceded to the
counties the obligation to do maintenance programs, which results in a hit or miss process
(see discussion in reply brief, p 26 through p. 28).

Absentee fraud

To the extent that there has been an incidence of fraud, these have all been confined to
absentee balloting. Most notably the East Chicago mayoral election case where courts
found absentee voting fraud had occurred. See: Pabey vs. Pastrick 816 NE 2" d 1138
Decision by the Indiana Supreme Court in 2004.
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Intimidation and vote suppression

Groth is only aware of anecdotal evidence supporting intimidation and suppression
activities. While he considers the sources of this evidence credible, it is still decidedly
anecdotal. Instances he is aware of include police cars parked in front of African
American polling places. However, most incidents of suppression which are discussed
occurred well in the past. Trevor Davidson claims a fairly large scale intimidation
program in Louisville.

Challengers

There was widespread information that the state Republican Party had planned a large
scale challenger operation in Democratic precincts for 2004, but abandoned the plan at
the last minute.

Last year the legislature made a crucial change to election laws which will allow partisan
challengers to be physically inside the polling area next to members of the precinct board.
Previously, challengers at the polling place have been restricted to the `chute,' which
provides a buffer zone between voting and people engaging in political activity. That
change will make it much easier to challenge voters. As there is no recorded legislative
history in Indiana, it is difficult to determine the justification behind this change. As both
chambers and the governorship are under single-party control, the challenger statute was
passed under the radar screen.

Photo ID and Challengers

Observers are especially concerned about how this change will work in conjunction with
the photo ID provision. Under the law, there are at least two reasons why a member of
the precinct board or a challenger can raise object to an ID: whether a presented ID
conforms to ID standards, and whether the photo on an ID is actually a picture of the
voter presenting it. The law does not require bipartisan agreement that a challenge is
valid. All it takes is one challenge to raise a challenge to that voter, and that will lead to
the voter voting by provisional ballot.

Provisional ballot voting means that voter must make a second trip to the election board
(located at the county seat) within 13 days to produce the conforming ID or to swear out
an affidavit that they are who they claim to be. This may pose a considerable burden to
voters. For example, Indianapolis and Marion County are coterminous—anyone
challenged under the law will be required to make second trip to seat of government in
downtown Indianapolis. If the voter in question did not have a driver's license in the first
place, they will likely need to arrange transportation. Furthermore, in most cases the
election result will already be known.

The law is vague about acceptable cause for challenging a voter's ID. Some requirements
for valid photo ID include being issued by state or fed gov't, w/ expiration date, and the
names must conform exactly. The League of Women Voters is concerned about voters
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with hyphenated names, as the Indiana DMV fails to put hyphens on driver's licenses
potentially leading to a basis for challenge. Misspelling of names would also be a
problem. The other primary mode of challenge is saying the photo doesn't look like the
voter, which could be happen in a range of instances. Essentially, the law gives unbridled
discretion to challengers to decide what conforms and what does not.

Furthermore, there is no way to determine whether a challenge is in good or bad faith,
and there is little penalty for making a bad faith challenge. The fact that there are no
checks on the challenges at the precinct level, or even a requirement of concurrence from
an opposing party challenger leads to the concern that challenge process will be abused.
The voter on the other hand, will need to get majority approval of county election board
members to defeat the challenge.

Groth suggests the political situation in Indianapolis also presents a temptation to abuse
this process, as electoral margins are growing increasingly close due to shifting political
calculus.

Other cases

Groth's other election law work has included a redistricting dispute, a dispute over ballot
format, NVRA issues, and a case related to improper list purging, but nothing else related
to fraud or intimidation. The purging case involved the election board attempting to
refine its voter list by sending registration postcards to everyone on the list. When
postcards didn't come back they wanted to purge those voters. Groth blames this error
more on incompetence, than malevolence, however, as the county board is bipartisan.
(The Indiana Election Commission and the Indiana election division are both bipartisan,
but the 92 county election boards which will be administering photo id are controlled by
one political party or the other—they are always an odd number, with the partisan
majority determined by who controls the clerk of circuit court office.)

Recommendations

Supports nonpartisan administration of elections. Indiana specific recommendations
including a longer voting day, time off for workers to vote, and an extended registration
period.

He views the central problem of the Indiana photo ID law is that the list of acceptable
forms of ID is too narrow and provides no fallback to voters without ID. At the least, he
believes the state needs to expand the list so that most people will have at least one. If
not, they should be allowed to swear an affidavit regarding their identity, under penalty of
perjury/felony prosecution. This would provide sufficient deterrence for anyone
considering impersonation fraud. He believes absentee ballot fraud should be addressed
by requiring those voters to produce ID as well, as under HAVA.

His personal preference would be signature comparison. Indiana has never encountered
an instance of someone trying to forge a name in the poll book, and while this leaves
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open the prospect of dead voters, that danger will be substantially diminished by the
statewide database. But if we are going to have some form of ID, he believes we should
apply it to everyone and avoid disenfranchisement, provided they swear an affidavit.

4
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Interview with Neil Bradley, February 21, 2004

Voter Impersonation Cases (issue the Georgia ID litigation revolves around)

Mr. Bradley asserted that Georgia Secretary of State Cox stated in the case at issue: that
she clearly would know if there had been any instances of voter impersonation at the
polls; that she works very closely with the county and local officials and she would have
heard about voter impersonation from them if she did not learn about it directly; and that
she said that she had not heard of "any incident"---which includes acts that did not rise to
the level of an official investigation or charges.

Mr. Bradley said that it is also possible to establish if someone has impersonated another
voter at the polls. Officials must check off the type of voter identification the voter used.
Voters without ID may vote by affidavit ballot. One could conduct a survey of those
voters to see if they in fact voted or not.

The type of voter fraud that involves impersonating someone else is very unlikely to
occur. If someone wants to steal an election, it is much more effective to do so using
absentee ballots. In order to change an election outcome, one must steal many votes.
Therefore, one would have to have lots of people involved in the enterprise, meaning
there would be many people who know you committed a felony. It's simply not an
efficient way to steal an election.

Mr. Bradley is not aware of any instance of voter impersonation anywhere in the country
except in local races. He does not believe it occurs in statewide elections.

Voter fraud and intimidation in Georgia

Georgia's process for preventing ineligible ex-felons from casting ballots has been
improved since the Secretary of State now has the power to create the felon purge list.
When this was the responsibility of the counties, there were many difficulties in purging
felons because local officials did not want to have to call someone and ask if he or she
was a criminal.

The State Board of Elections has a docket of irregularity complaints. The most common
involve an ineligible person mailing in absentee ballots on behalf of another voter.

In general, Mr. Bradley does not think voter fraud and intimidation is a huge problem in
Georgia and that people have confidence in the vote. The biggest problems are the new
ID law; misinformation put out by elections officials; and advertisements that remind
people that vote fraud is a felony, which are really meant to be intimidating. Most fraud
that does occur involves an insider, and that's where you find the most prosecutions.
Any large scale fraud involves someone who knows the system or is in the courthouse.

Prosecution of Fraud and Intimidation
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Mr. Bradley stated that fraud and intimidation are hard to prosecute. However, Mr.
Bradley made contradictory statements. When asked whether the decision to prosecute on
the county level was politically motivated, he first said "no." Later, Mr. Bradley reversed
himself stating the opposite.

Mr. Bradley also stated that with respect to US Attorneys, the message to them from the
top is that this is not a priority. The Georgia ACLU has turned over information about
violations of the Voting Rights Act that were felonies, and the US Attorney has done
nothing with the information. The Department of Justice has never been very aggressive
in pursuing cases of vote suppression, intimidation and fraud. But, the Georgia ACLU
has not contacted Craig Donsanto in DC with information of voter fraud.

Mr. Bradley believes that voter fraud and intimidation is difficult to prove. It is very hard
to collect the necessary factual evidence to make a case, and doing so is very labor-
intensive.

Recommendations

In Georgia, the Secretary of State puts a lot of work into training local officials and poll
workers, and much of her budget is put into that work. Increased and improved training
of poll workers, including training on how to respectfully treat voters, is the most
important reform that could be made.

Mr. Bradley also suggested that increased election monitoring would be helpful.
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Interview with Douglas Webber, Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

February 15, 2006

Background
Mr. Webber was an attorney for the Marion County Election Board and was also part of
the Indianapolis Ballot Security Team (sometimes called the Goon Squad). This Team
was a group of attorneys well trained in election law whose mission was to enforce ballot
security.

Litigation
Status of litigation in Indiana: On January 12 the briefing was completed. The parties are
waiting for a decision from the U.S. district judge. The judge understood that one of the
parties would seek a stay from the 7 `h Circuit Court of Appeals. The parties anticipate a
decision in late March or early April. Mr. Webber did the discovery and depositions for
the litigation. Mr. Webber feared the plaintiffs were going to state in their reply brief that
HAVA's statewide database requirement would resolve the problems alleged by the state.
However, the plaintiffs failed to do so, relying on a Motor Voter Act argument instead.
Mr. Webber believes that the voter ID at issue will make the system much more user-
friendly for the poll workers. The Legislature passed the ID legislation, and the state is
defending it, on the basis of the problem of the perception of fraud.

Incidents of fraud and intimidation
Mr. Webber thinks that no one can put his or her thumb on whether there has been voter
fraud in Indiana. For instance, if someone votes in place of another, no one knows about
it. There have been no prosecuted cases of polling place fraud in Indiana. There is no
recorded history of documented cases, but it does happen. In the litigation, he used
articles from around the country about instances of voter fraud, but even in those
examples there were ultimately no prosecutions, for example the case of Milwaukee.
He also stated in the litigation that there are all kinds of examples of dead people voting-
--totaling in the hundreds of thousands of votes across the country.

One interesting example of actual fraud in Indiana occurred when a poll worker, in a poll
using punch cards, glued the chads back and then punched out other chads for his
candidate. But this would not be something that would be addressed by an ID
requirement.

He also believes that the perception that the polls are loose can be addressed by the
legislature. The legislature does not need to wait to see if the statewide database solve the
problems and therefore affect the determination of whether an ID requirement is
necessary. When he took the deposition of the Republican Co-Director, he said he
thought Indiana was getting ahead of the curve. That is, there have been problems
around the country, and confidence in elections is low. Therefore Indiana is now in front
of getting that confidence back.
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Mr. Webber stated that the largest vote problem in Indiana is absentee ballots. Absentee
ballot fraud and vote buying are the most documented cases. It used to be the law that
applications for absentee ballots could be sent anywhere. In one case absentee votes were
exchanged for "a job on election day"---meaning one vote for a certain price. The
election was contested and the trial judge found that although there was vote fraud, the
incidents of such were less than the margin of victory and so he refused to overturn the
election. Mr. Webber appealed the case for the state and argued the judge used the wrong
statute. The Indiana Supreme Court agreed and reversed. Several people were prosecuted
as a result – those cases are still pending.

Process

In Indiana, voter complaints first come to the attorney for the county election board who
can recommend that a hearing be held. If criminal activity was found, the case could be
referred to the county prosecutor or in certain instances to the Indiana Attorney General's
Office. In practice, the Attorney General almost never handles such cases.
Mr. Webber has had experience training county of election boards in preserving the
integrity and security of the polling place from political or party officials. Mr. Webber
stated that the Indiana voter rolls need to be culled. He also stated that in Southern
Indiana a large problem was vote buying while in Northern Indiana a large problem was
based on government workers feeling compelled to vote for the party that gave them their
jobs.

Recommendations
• Mr. Webber believes that all election fraud and intimidation complaints should be

referred to the Attorney General's Office to circumvent the problem of local
political prosecutions. The Attorney General should take more responsibility for
complaints of fraud because at the local level, politics interferes. At the local
level, everyone knows each other, making it harder prosecute.

• Indiana currently votes 6 am to 6 pm on a weekday. Government workers and
retirees are the only people who are available to work the polls. Mr. Webber
suggested that the biggest change should be to move elections to weekends. This
would involve more people acting as poll workers who would be much more
careful about what was going on.

• Early voting at the clerk's office is good because the people there know what they
are doing. People would be unlikely to commit fraud at the clerk's office. This
should be expanded to other polling places in addition to that of the county clerk.

• Finally, Mr. Webber believes polling places should be open longer, run more
professionally but that there needs to be fewer of them so that they are staffed by
only the best, most professional people.
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Interview with Justice Evelyn Stratton, Supreme Court of Ohio

February 17, 2006

The 2004 Election

Justice Stratton stated that usually in the period right before an election filings die down
due to the Ohio expedited procedures for electoral challenges. However, the 2004
election was unusual because there were motions and cases decided up to the day of the
election. Justice Stratton believed that most of the allegations were knee-jerk reactions
without any substance. For example, without any factual claims, suit was brought
alleging that all voter challengers posed a threat to voters. Thematically, allegations were
either everyday voting problems or "conspiracies" depending on where the complaint
came from. The major election cases in 2004 revolved around Secretary of State
Blackwell.

Justice Stratton made a point that the Ohio Supreme Court bent over backwards in the
2004 election to be fair to both sides. There was never any discussion about a ruling
helping one political party more than the other.

Justice Stratton cited two cases that summarize and refute the 2004 complaints---819 NE
2d 1125 (Ohio 2004) and 105 Ohio St. 3d 458 (2004).

General Election Fraud Issues

Justice Stratton has seen very few fraud cases in Ohio. Most challenges are for technical
statutory reasons. She remembered one instance where a man who assisted handicapped
voters marked the ballot differently than the voter wanted. Criminal charges were brought
against this man and the question that the Ohio Supreme Court had to decide was whether
ballots could be opened and inspected to see how votes were cast.

Justice Stratton claimed she knew of isolated incidences of fictitious voter registration but
these were not prosecuted. She has not seen any evidence of ballots being stuffed, dead
people voting, etc.

Suggestions for Changes in Voting Procedures

The Ohio Supreme Court is very strict about latches---if a person sits on their rights too
long, they loose the right to file suit. The Ohio expedited procedures make election
challenges run very smooth. Justice Stratton does not remember any suits brought on the
day of the election. She supports a non-partisan head of state elections. Justice Stratton
believes that last minute challenges should not be permitted and that lower courts need to
follow the rules for the expedited procedures. Even given the anomalies with lower courts
permitting late election challenges in 2004, the Ohio Supreme Court does not want to
make a new rule unless this pattern repeats itself in 2008.
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Interview with Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, IACREOT

April 12, 2006

Biographical

Sirvello is currently the executive director of the International Association of Clerks,
Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers, an organization of 1700 members.
Formerly, he ran elections in Harris County, Texas for 29 years.

Incidents of Election Fraud

Sirvello stated that one problem with election crimes is that they are not high on the
priority list of either district attorneys or grand juries. Therefore, complaints of election
crime very rarely are prosecuted or are indicted by the grand jury. In 1996 in Harris
County, 14 people voted twice but the grand jury refused to indict. One woman voted
twice, once during early voting and once on Election Day. She said she thought there
were two elections. The jury believed her. Sirvello believes none of the people
intentionally voted more than once. He said that he believes double voting is not as big
of an issue as people make it out to be.

In 1986, it was found that there were 300 more ballots than voter signatures. It was clear
that the elections officials stuffed the ballot boxes. The case was brought before a grand
jury, but there was no indictment because all of the defendants were friends and relatives
of each other and none would admit what had been done.

Sirvello stated that there have been isolated circumstances where a voter would show up
at the poll and his name had already been signed and he had voted.

Finally, Sirvello indicated that some people who worked in Houston but did not live in
Harris County were permitted to vote.

Specific Absentee Ballot/Vote By Mail Issues

Sirvello said that mail voting presents the largest problem. With mail voting there is too
much opportunity to influence voters or to fraudulently request a ballot.

If one applied for an absentee ballot, their name and address was made available to
candidates and political consultants who would often send people to collect the ballot.
Many did not want to give up the ballot but wanted to mail it personally. The result was
to discourage voting.

In Texas, a person could only apply for an absentee ballot if over 65 years of age. Parties,
candidates and consultants would get the list of voters over 65 and send them a
professional mail piece telling them they could vote by mail and a ballot with everything
filled out except the signature. Problems ensued -- for example, voters would print their
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names rather than sign them, and the ballot was rejected. In other cases, the elderly
would give their absentee ballot to someone else.

If a person applied for an absentee ballot but then decided not to cast it but to vote in
person, that person had to bring the non-voted absentee ballot to the poll and surrender it.
If they did not they would not be permitted to vote at the polling place.

Incidents of Voter Intimidation

Sirvello only reported isolated cases of intimidation or suppression in Harris County.
These mostly occurred in Presidential elections. Some people perceived intimidation
when being told they were not eligible to vote under the law. Sirvello stated that the big
issue in elections now is whether there should be a paper trail for touch screen voting.

Recommendations

District attorneys need to put more emphasis on election crime so people will not believe
that it goes unpunished.

There should be either a national holiday for Election Day or a day should be given off of
work without counting as a vacation day so that better poll workers are available and
there can be more public education on election administration procedures.
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Interview with Commissioner Harry Van Sickle and Deputy Chief Counsel to the
Secretary of State Larry Boyle, State of Pennsylvania

March 1, 2006

As Commissioner Van Sickle has only been in office for about a year, Mr. Boyle
answered most of our questions.

Fraud and Intimidation
Neither Van Sickle nor Boyle was aware of any fraud of any kind in the state of
Pennsylvania over the last five years. They are not aware of the commission of any
deceptive practices, such as flyers that intentionally misinform as to voting procedures.
They also have never heard of any incidents of voter intimidation. With respect to the
mayoral election of 2003, the local commission would know about that.

Since the Berks County case of 2003, where the Department of Justice found poll
workers who treated Latino voters with hostility among other voting rights violations, the
Secretary's office has brought together Eastern Pennsylvania election administrators and
voting advocates to discuss the problems. As a result, other counties have voluntarily
chosen to follow the guidance of the Berks County federal court order.

Regarding the allegations of fraud that surrounded the voter identification debate, Mr.
Boyle said was not aware of any instances of fraud involving identity. He believes this is
because Pennsylvania has laws in place to prevent this. For example, in 2002 the state
legislature passed an ID law that is stricter than HAVA's – it requires all first time voters
to present identification. In addition, the SURE System – the state's statewide voter
registration database – is a great anti-fraud mechanism. The system will be in place
statewide in the May 2006 election.

In addition, the state took many steps before the 2004 election to make sure it would be
smooth. They had attorneys in the counties to consult on problems as well as staff at the
central office to take calls regarding problems. In addition, in 2004 the state used
provisional ballots for the first time. This resolved many of the problems that used to
occur on Election Day.

Mr. Boyle is not aware of any voter registration fraud. This is because when someone
registers to vote, the administrator does a duplicate check. In addition, under new laws a
person registering to vote must provide their drivers license or Social Security number
which are verified through the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Social Security
Administration. Therefore, it would be unlikely that someone would be able to register to
vote falsely.

Process
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Most problems are dealt with at the local level and do not come within the review of the
Secretary of State's office. For instance, if there is a complaint of intimidation, this is
generally dealt with by the county courts which are specially designated solely to election
cases on Election Day. The Secretary does not keep track of these cases. Since the
passage of NVRA and HAVA counties will increasingly call the office when problems
arise.

Recommendations
Mr. Boyle suggested we review the recommendations of the Pennsylvania Election
Reform Task Force which is on the Secretary's website. Many of those
recommendations have been introduced in the legislature.
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Interview with Craig Donsanto, Director, Public Integrity Section, U.S. Department
of Justice
January 13, 2006

Questions

How are Prosecution Decisions Made?

Craig Donsanto must approve all investigations that go beyond a preliminary stage, all
charges, search warrant applications and subpoenas and all prosecutions. The decision to
investigate is very sensitive because of the public officials involved. If a charge seems
political, Donsanto will reject it. Donsanto gives possible theories for investigation.
Donsanto and Noel Hillman will decide whether to farm out the case to an AUSA.
Donsanto uses a concept called predication. In-other-words, there must be enough
evidence to suggest a crime has been committed. The method of evaluation of this
evidence depends on the type of evidence and its source. There are two types of
evidence---factual (antisocial behavior) and legal (antisocial behavior leading to statutory
violations). Whether an indictment will be brought depends on the likelihood of success
before a jury. Much depends on the type of evidence and the source. Donsanto said he
"knows it when he sees it." Donsanto will only indict if he is confident of a conviction
assuming the worst case scenario — a jury trial.

A person under investigation will first receive a target letter. Often, a defendant who gets
a target letter will ask for a departmental hearing. The defendant's case will be heard by
Donsanto and Hillman. On occasion, the assistant attorney general will review the case.
The department grants such hearings easily because such defendants are likely to provide
information about others involved.

The Civil Rights Division, Voting Rights Section makes its own decisions on
prosecution. The head of that division is John Tanner. There is a lot of cooperation
between

Does the Decision to Prosecute Incorporate Particular Political Considerations within a
State Such as a One Party System or a System in which the Party in Power Controls the
Means of Prosecution and Suppresses Opposition Complaints?

Yes. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there is racial animus
involved in the case, there is political bias involved, or the prosecutor is not impartial, the
department will take it over.

Does it Matter if the Complaint Comes from a Member of a Racial Minority?

No. But if the question involves racial animus, that has also always been an aggravating
factor, making it more likely the Department will take it over
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What Kinds of Complaints Would Routinely Override Principles of Federalism?

Federalism is no longer big issue. DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a
candidate for federal office.

Are There Too Few Prosecutions?

DOJ can't prosecute everything.

What Should Be Done to Improve the System?

The problem is asserting federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for
the federal government to pursue these cases for the following reasons: federal districts
draw from a bigger and more diverse jury pool; the DOJ is politically detached; local
district attorneys are hamstrung by the need to be re-elected; DOJ has more resources -
local prosecutors need to focus on personal and property crimes---fraud cases are too big
and too complex for them; DOJ can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique
and to test the strength of the case.

In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to election
fraud. It was through the mail fraud statute that the department had routinely gotten
federal jurisdiction over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the congressional effort to
"fix" McNally, did not include voter fraud.

As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal prosecution
whenever a federal instrumentality is used, e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate
commerce. The department has drafted such legislation, which was introduced but not
passed in the early 1990s. A federal law is needed that permits prosecution in any
election where any federal instrumentality is used.

Other Information

The Department has held four symposia for DEOs and FBI agents since the initiation of
the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative. In 2003, civil rights leaders were
invited to make speeches, but were not permitted to take part in the rest of the
symposium. All other symposia have been closed to the public. (Peg will be sending us
the complete training materials used at those sessions. These are confidential and are the
subject of FOIA litigation).

There are two types of attorneys in the division: prosecutors, who take on cases when the
jurisdiction of the section requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or
when the US Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason) and braintrust
attorneys who analyze the facts, formulate theories, and draft legal documents.

Cases:
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Donsanto provided us with three case lists: Open cases (still being investigated) as of
January 13, 2006 – confidential; election fraud prosecutions and convictions as a result of
the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006 and
cases closed for lack of evidence as of January 13, 2006

If we want more documents related to any case, we must get those documents from the
states. The department will not release them to us.

Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002,
nor has the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of
cases that the department is investigating and the number of indictments the department
is pursuing are both up dramatically.

Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals -
those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.

The department is currently undertaking three pilot projects to determine what works in
developing the cases and obtaining convictions and what works with juries in such
matters to gain convictions:

Felon voters in Milwaukee.
Alien voters in the Southern District of Florida. FYI – under 18 USC 611, to prosecute
for "alien voting" there is no intent requirement. Conviction can lead to deportation.
Nonetheless, the department feels compelled to look at mitigating factors such as was the
alien told it was OK to vote, does the alien have a spouse that is a citizen.
Double voters in a variety of jurisdictions.

The department does not maintain records of the complaints that come in from DEOs,
U.S attorneys and others during the election that are not pursued by the department.
Donsanto asserted that U.S. attorneys never initiate frivolous investigations.

According to the new handbook, the department can take on a case whenever there is a
federal candidate on the ballot
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Interview with Douglas Webber, Assistant Indiana Attorney General

February 15, 2006

Background
Mr. Webber was an attorney for the Marion County Election Board and was also part of
the Indianapolis Ballot Security Team (sometimes called the Goon Squad). This Team
was a group of attorneys well trained in election law whose mission was to enforce ballot
security.

Litigation
Status of litigation in Indiana: On January 12 the briefing was completed. The parties are
waiting for a decision from the U.S. district judge. The judge understood that one of the
parties would seek a stay from the 7 th Circuit Court of Appeals. The parties anticipate a
decision in late March or early April. Mr. Webber did the discovery and depositions for
the litigation. Mr. Webber feared the plaintiffs were going to state in their reply brief that
HAVA's statewide database requirement would resolve the problems alleged by the state.
However, the plaintiffs failed to do so, relying on a Motor Voter Act argument instead.
Mr. Webber believes that the voter ID at issue will make the system much more user-
friendly for the poll workers. .The Legislature passed the ID legislation, and the state is
defending it, on the basis of the problem of the perception of fraud.

Incidents of fraud and intimidation
Mr. Webber thinks that no one can put his or her thumb on whether there has been voter
fraud in Indiana. For instance, if someone votes in place of another, no one knows about
it. There have been no prosecuted cases of polling place fraud in Indiana. There is no
recorded history of documented cases, but it does happen. In the litigation, he used
articles from around the country about instances of voter fraud, but even in those
examples there were ultimately no prosecutions, for example the case of Milwaukee.
He also stated in the litigation that there are all kinds of examples of dead people voting-
--totaling in the hundreds of thousands of votes across the country.

One interesting example of actual fraud in Indiana occurred when a poll worker, in a poll
using punch cards, glued the chads back and then punched out other chads for his
candidate. But this would not be something that would be addressed by an ID
requirement.

He also believes that the perception that the polls are loose can be addressed by the
legislature. The legislature does not need to wait to see if the statewide database solve the
problems and therefore affect the determination of whether an ID requirement is
necessary. When he took the deposition of the Republican Co-Director, he said he
thought Indiana was getting ahead of the curve. That is, there have been problems
around the country, and confidence in elections is low. Therefore Indiana is now in front
of getting that confidence back.
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Mr. Webber stated that the largest vote problem in Indiana is absentee ballots. Absentee
ballot fraud and vote buying are the most documented cases. It used to be the law that
applications for absentee ballots could be sent anywhere. In one, case absentee votes
were exchanged for "a job on election day"---meaning one vote for a certain price. The
election was contested and the trial judge found that although there was vote fraud, the
incidents of such were less than the margin of victory and so he refused to overturn the
election. Mr. Webber appealed the case for the state and argued the judge used the wrong
statute. The Indiana Supreme Court agreed and reversed. Several people were prosecuted
as a result — those cases are still pending.

Process
In Indiana, voter complaints first come to the attorney for the county election board who
can recommend that a hearing be held. If criminal activity was found, the case could be
referred to the county prosecutor or in certain instances to the Indiana Attorney General's
Office. In practice, the Attorney General almost never handles such cases.
Mr. Webber has had experience training county of election boards in preserving the
integrity and security of the polling place from political or party officials. Mr. Webber
stated that the Indiana voter rolls need to be culled. He also stated that in Southern
Indiana a large problem was vote buying while in Northern Indiana a large problem was
based on government workers feeling compelled to vote for the party that gave them their
jobs.

Recommendations
• Mr. Webber believes that all election fraud and intimidation complaints should be

referred to the Attorney General's Office to circumvent the problem of local
political prosecutions. The Attorney General should take more responsibility for
complaints of fraud because at the local level, politics interferes. At the local
level, everyone knows each other, making it harder prosecute.

• Indiana currently votes 6 am to 6 pm on a weekday. Government workers and
retirees are the only people who are available to work the polls. Mr. Webber
suggested that the biggest change should be to move elections to weekends. This
would involve more people acting as poll workers who would be much more
careful about what was going on.

• Early voting at the clerk's office is good because the people there know what they
are doing. People would be unlikely to commit fraud at the clerk's office. This
should be expanded to other polling places in addition to that of the county clerk.

• Finally, Mr. Webber believes polling places should be open longer, run more
professionally but that there needs to be fewer of them so that they are staffed by
only the best, most professional people.
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Interview Sharon Priest, former Secretary of State, Arkansas
January 24, 2006

Process:

When there is an allegation of election fraud or intimidation, the county clerk refers it to
the local district attorney. Most often, the DA does not pursue the claim. There is little
that state administrators can do about this because in Arkansas, county clerks are
partisanly elected and completely autonomous. Indeed, county clerks have total authority
to determine who is an eligible voter.

Data:

There is very little data collected in Arkansas on fraud and intimidation cases. Any
information there might be stays at the county level. This again is largely because the
clerks have so much control and authority, and will not release information. Any
statewide data that does exist might be gotten from Susie Storms from the State Board of
Elections.

Most Common Problems

The perception of fraud is much greater than the actual incidence of fraud.

• The DMV does not implement NVRA in that it does not take the necessary steps
when providing the voter registration forms and does not process them properly.
This leads to both ineligible voters potentially getting on the voting rolls (e.g.
noncitizens, who have come to get a drivers license, fill out a voter registration
form having no intention of actually voting) and voter thinking they are registered
to vote to find they are not on the list on Election Day. Also, some people think
they are automatically registered if they have applied for a drivers license.

• Absentee ballot fraud is the most frequent form of election fraud.
• In Arkansas, it is suspected that politicians pay ministers to tell their

congregations to vote for them
• In 2003, the State Board documented 400 complaints against the Pulaski County

Clerk for engaging in what was at least borderline fraud, e.g. certain people not
receiving their absentee ballots. The case went to a grand jury but no indictment
was brought.

• Transportation of ballot boxes is often insecure making it very easy for insiders to
tamper with the ballots or stuff the ballot boxes. Priest has not actually witnessed
this happen, but believes it may have.

• Intimidation at the poll sites in court houses. Many voters are afraid of the county
judges or county employees and therefore will not vote. They justifiably believe
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their ballots will be opened by these employees to see who they voted for, and if
they voted against the county people, retribution might ensue.
Undue challenges to minority language voters at the poll sites
Paid registration collectors fill out phony names, but these individuals are caught
before anyone is able to cast an ineligible ballot.

Suggested Reforms for Improvement:

Nonpartisan election administration
Increased prosecution of election crimes through greater resources to district
attorneys. In addition, during election time, there should be an attorney in the
DA's office who is designated to handle election prosecution.
There should be greater centralization of the process, especially with respect to
the statewide database. Arkansas has a "bottom up" system. This means the
counties still control the list and there is insufficient information sharing. For
example, if someone lives in one county but dies in another, the county in which
the voter lived – and was registered to vote – will not be notified of the death.
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Interview with Heather Dawn Thompson, Director of Government Relations, National
Congress of American Indians

March 22, 2006

Background

Thompson is a member of the Cheyenne River Sioux tribe in South Dakota. For many years she
worked locally on elections doing poll monitoring and legal work, from a nonpartisan
perspective. In 2004, she headed the Native Vote Election Protection, a project run by the
National Congress of American Indians, and was in charge of monitoring all Native American
voting sites around the country, focusing on 10 or 15 states with the biggest Native populations.
She is now permanently on staff of the National Congress of American Indians as the Director of
Government relations. NCAI works jointly with NARF as well as the Election Protection
Coalition.

Recent trends

Native election protection operations have intensified recently for several reasons. While election
protection efforts in Native areas have been ongoing, leaders realized that they were failing to
develop internal infrastructure or cultivate locally any of the knowledge and expertise which
would arrive and leave with external protection groups.

Moreover, in recent years partisan groups have become more aware of the power of the native
vote, and have become more active in native communities. This has partly resulted in an extreme
increase in voter intimidation tactics. As native communities are easy to identify, easy to target,
and generally dominated by a single party, they are especially vulnerable to such tactics.

Initially, reports of intimidation were only passed along by word of mouth. But it became such a
problem in the past 5 to 6 years that tribal leaders decided to raise the issue to the national level.
Thompson points to the Cantwell election in 2000 and the Johnson election in South Dakota in
2002 as tipping points where many began to realize the Indian vote could matter in Senate and
national elections.

Thompson stressed that Native Vote places a great deal of importance on being nonpartisan.
While a majority of native communities vote Democratic, there are notable exceptions, including
communities in Oklahoma and Alaska, and they have both parties engaging in aggressive tactics.
However, she believes the most recent increase in suppression and intimidation tactics have
come from Republican Party organizations.

Nature of Suppression/Intimidation of Native Voters

Thompson categorizes suppression into judge related and poll-watcher related incidents, both of
which may be purposeful or inadvertent, as well as longstanding legal-structural constraints.
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Structural problems

One example of inadvertent suppression built into the system stems from the fact that many
Indian communities also include significant numbers of non-Indians due to allotment. Non-
Indians tend to be most active in the state and local government while Indians tend to be more
involved in the tribal government. Thus, the individuals running elections end up being non-
Indian. Having Indians vote at polling places staffed by non-Indians often results in incidents of
disrespect towards Native voters (Thompson emphasized the considerable racism which persists
against Indians in these areas). Also, judges aren't familiar with Indian last names and are more
dismissive of solving discrepancies with native voters.

Structural problems also arise from laws which mandate that the tribal government cannot run
state or local elections. In places like South Dakota, political leaders used to make it intentionally
difficult for Native Americans to participate in elections. For example, state, local and federal
elections could not be held in the same location as tribal elections, leading to confusion when
tribal and other elections are held in different locations. Also, it is common to have native
communities with few suitable sites, meaning that a state election held in a secondary location
can suddenly impose transportation obstacles.

Photo ID Issues

Thompson believes both state level and HAVA photo ID requirements have a considerable
negative impact. For a number of reasons, many Indian voters don't have photo ID. Poor health
care and poverty on reservations means that many children are born at home, leading to a lack of
birth certificates necessary to obtain ID. Also, election workers and others may assume they are
Hispanic, causing additional skepticism due to citizenship questions. There is a cultural issue as

well—historically, whenever Indians register with the federal government it has been associated
with a taking of land or removal of children. Thus many Indians avoid registering for anything
with the government, even for tribal ID.

Thompson also offered examples of how the impact of ID requirements had been worsened by
certain rules and the discriminatory way they have been carried out. In the South Dakota special
election of 2003, poll workers told Native American voters that if they did not have ID with them
and they lived within sixty miles of the precinct, the voter had to come back with ID. The poll
workers did not tell the voters that they could vote by affidavit ballot and not need to return, as
required by law. This was exacerbated by the fact that the poll workers didn't know the voters
—as would be the case with non-Indian poll workers and Indian voters. Many left the poll site
without voting and did not return.

In Minnesota, the state tried to prohibit the use of tribal ID's for voting outside of a reservation,
even though Minnesota has a large urban Native population. Thompson believes this move was
very purposeful, and despite any reasonable arguments from the Secretary of State, they had to
file a lawsuit to stop the rule. They were very surprised to find national party representatives in
the courtroom when they went to deal with lawsuit, representatives who could only have been
alerted through a discussion with the Secretary of State.
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Partisan Poll-Monitoring

Thompson believes the most purposeful suppression has been perpetrated by the party structures
on an individual basis, of which South Dakota is a great example.

Some negative instances of poll monitoring are not purposeful. Both parties send in non-Indian,
non-Western lawyers, largely from the East Coast, which can lead to uncomfortable cultural
clashes. These efforts display a keen lack of understanding of these communities and the best
way to negotiate within in them. But while it may be intimidating, it is not purposeful.

Yet there are also many instances of purposeful abuse of poll monitoring. While there were
indeed problems during the 2002 Johnson election, it was small compared to the Janklow special
election. Thompson says Republican workers shunned cultural understanding outreach, and had
an extensive pamphlet of what to say at polls and were very aggressive about it. In one tactic,
every time a voter would come up with no ID, poll monitors would repeat "You can't vote" over
and over again, causing many voters to leave. This same tactic appeared across reservations, and
eventually they looked to the Secretary of State to intervene.

In another example, the head of poll watchers drove from poll to poll and told voters without IDs
to go home, to the point where the chief of police was going to evict him from the reservation. In
Minnesota, on the Red Lake reservation, police actually did evict an aggressive poll watcher—
the fact that the same strategies are employed several hundred miles apart points to standardized
instructions.

None of these incidents ever went to court. Thompson argues this is due to few avenues for legal
recourse. In addition, it is inherently difficult to settle these things, as they are he said-she said
incidents and take place amidst the confusion of Election Day. Furthermore, poll watchers know
what the outline of the law is, and they are careful to work within those parameters, leaving little
room for legal action.

Other seeming instances of intimidation may be purely inadvertent, such as when, in 2002, the
U.S. Attorney chose Election Day to give out subpoenas, and native voters stayed in their homes.
In all fairness, she believes this was a misunderstanding.

The effect of intimidation on small communities is especially strong and is impossible to
ultimately measure, as the ripple effect of rumors in insular communities can't be traced. In some
communities, they try to combat this by using the Native radio to encourage people to vote and
dispel myths.

She has suggestions for people who can describe incidents at a greater level of detail if
interested.

Vote Buying and Fraud

They haven't found a great deal of evidence on vote-buying and fraud. When cash is offered to
register voters, individuals may abuse this, although Thompson believes this is not necessarily
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unique to the Native community, but a reflection of high rates of poverty. This doesn't amount to
a concerted effort at conspiracy, but instead represents isolated incidents of people not observing
the rules. While Thompson believes looking into such incidents is a completely fair inquiry, she
also believes it has been exploited for political purposes and to intimidate. For example, large
law enforcement contingents were sent to investigate these incidents. As Native voters tend not
to draw distinctions between law enforcement and other officials, this made them unlikely to
help with elections.

Remedies

As far as voter suppression is concerned, Native Vote has been asking the Department of Justice
to look into what might be done, and to place more emphasis on law enforcement and combating
intimidation. They have been urging the Department to focus on this at least much as it is
focusing on enforcement of Section 203. Native groups have complained to DOJ repeatedly and
DOJ has the entire log of handwritten incident reports they have collected. Therefore, Thompson
recommends more DOJ enforcement of voting rights laws with respect to intimidation. People
who would seek to abuse the process need to believe a penalty will be paid for doing so. Right
now, there is no recourse and DOJ does not care, so both parties do it because they can.

Certain states should rescind bars on nonpartisan poll watchers on Election Day; Thompson
believes this is contrary to the nonpartisan, pro-Indian presence which would best facilitate
voting in Native communities.

As discussed above, Thompson believes ID requirements are a huge impediment to native voters.
At a minimum, Thompson believes all states should be explicit about accepting tribal ID on
Election Day.

Liberalized absentee ballot rules would also be helpful to Native communities. As many Indian
voters are disabled and elderly, live far away from their precinct, and don't have transportation,
tribes encourage members to vote by absentee ballot. Yet obstacles remain. Some voters are
denied a chance to vote if they have requested a ballot and then show up at the polls. Thompson
believes South Dakota's practice of tossing absentee ballots if a voter shows up at the ED would
serve as an effective built-in protection. In addition, she believes there should be greater scrutiny
of GOTV groups requesting absentee ballots without permission. Precinct location is a
longstanding issue, but Thompson recognizes that states have limited resources. In the absence
of those resources, better absentee ballot procedures are needed.

Basic voter registration issues and access are also important in native communities and need to
be addressed.

Thompson is mixed on what restrictions should be placed on poll watcher behavior, as she
believes open elections and third party helpers are both important. However, she would be
willing to explore some sort of stronger recourse and set of rules concerning poll watchers'
behavior. Currently, the parties are aware that no recourse exists, and try to get away with what
they will. This is not unique to a single party—both try to stay within law while shaking people
up. The existing VRA provision is `fluffy'—unless you have a consent decree, you have very
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little power. Thompson thinks a general voter intimidation law that is left a bit broad but that
nonetheless makes people aware of some sort of kickback could be helpful.
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Interview with Jason Torchinsky, former attorney with the Civil Rights Section of
the Department of Justice, assistant general counsel for the American Center for
Voting Rights (ACVR) and Robin DeJarnette, political consultant for C4 and C5
organizations and executive director for the ACVR.

February 16, 2006

ACVR Generally

Other officers of the ACVR-Thor Hearne II-general counsel and Brian Lunde, former
executive director of the Democratic National Committee.

Board of Directors of ACVR-Brian Lunde, Thor Hearne II, and Cameron Quinn

ACVR works with a network of attorneys around the country and has been recently
involved with lobbying in PA and MO.

Regarding the August 2005 Report

ACVR has not followed up on any of the cases it cited in the 2005 report to see if the
allegations had been resolved in some manner. Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are
problems with allegations of fraud in the report and prosecution---just because there was
no prosecution, does not mean there was no vote fraud. He believes that it is very hard to
come up with a measure of voter fraud short of prosecution. Mr. Torchinsky does not
have a good answer to resolve this problem.

P. 35 of the Report indicates that there were coordinated efforts by groups to coordinate
fraudulent voter registrations. P. 12 of the Ohio Report references a RICO suit filed
against organizations regarding fraudulent voter registrations. Mr. Torchinsky does not
know what happened in that case. He stated that there was a drive to increase voter
registration numbers regardless of whether there was an actual person to register. He
stated that when you have an organization like ACORN involved all over the place, there
is reason to believe it is national in scope. When it is the same groups in multiple states,
this leads to the belief that it is a concerted effort.

Voting Problems

Mr. Torchinsky stated there were incidents of double voting---ex. a double voter in
Kansas City, MO. If the statewide voter registration database requirement of HAVA is
properly implemented, he believes it will stop multiple voting in the same state. He
supports the HAVA requirement, if implemented correctly. Since Washington State
implemented its statewide database, the Secretary of State has initiated investigations into
felons who voted. In Philadelphia the major problem is permitting polling places in
private homes and bars – even the homes of party chairs.
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Mr. Torchinsky believes that voter ID would help, especially in cities in places like Ohio
and Philadelphia, PA. The ACVR legislative fund supports the Real II) requirements
suggested by the Carter-Baker Commission. Since federal real ID requirements will be in
place in 2010, any objection to a voter ID requirement should be moot.

Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are two major poll and absentee voting problems---(1)
fraudulent votes-ex. dead people voting in St. Louis and (2) people voting who are not
legally eligible-ex. felons in most places. He also believes that problems could arise in
places that still transport paper ballots from the voting location to a counting room.
However, he does not believe this is as widespread a problem now as it once was.

Suggestions

Implement the Carter-Baker Commission recommendations because they represent a
reasonable compromise between the political parties.
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Interview with Joe Rich, former Chief of the Voting Section,
US Department of Justice
February 7, 2006

Background

Mr. Rich went to Yale undergraduate and received his law degree from the University of
Michigan. He served as Chief of the Voting Section from 1999-2005. Prior to that he
served in other leadership roles in the Civil Rights Division and litigated several civil
rights cases.

Data Collection and Monitoring
The section developed a new database before the 2004 election to log complaint calls and
what was done to follow up on them. They opened many investigations as a result of
these complaints, including one on the long lines in Ohio (see DOJ letter on website, as
well as critical commentary on the DOJ letter's analysis). DOJ found no Section 2
violation in Ohio. John Tanner should be able to give us this data. However, the
database does not include complaints that were received by monitors and observers in the
field.

All attorney observers in the field are required to submit reports after Election Day to the
Department. These reports would give us a very good sense of the scope and type of
problems that arose on that day and whether they were resolved on the spot or required
further action.

The monitoring in 2004 was the biggest operation ever. Prior to 2000, only certain
jurisdictions could be observed – a VRA covered jurisdiction that was certified or a
jurisdiction that had been certified by a court, e.g. through a consent decree. Since that
time, and especially in 2004, the Department has engaged in more informal "monitoring."
In those cases, monitors assigned to certain jurisdictions, as opposed to observers, can
only watch in the polling place with permission from the jurisdiction. The Department
picked locations based on whether they had been monitored in the past, there had been
problems before, or there had been allegations in the past. Many problems that arose
were resolved by monitors on the spot.

Processes for Cases not Resolved at the Polling Site

If the monitor or observer believes that a criminal act has taken place, he refers it to the
Public Integrity Section (PIN). If it is an instance of racial intimidation, it is referred to
the Civil Rights Criminal Division. However, very few such cases are prosecuted
because they are very hard to prove. The statutes covering such crimes require actual
violence or the threat of violence in order to make a case. As a result, most matters are
referred to PIN because they operate under statutes that make these cases easier to prove.
In general, there are not a high number of prosecutions for intimidation and suppression.
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If the act is not criminal, it may be brought as a civil matter, but only if it violated the
Voting Rights Act — in other words, only if there is a racial aspect to the case. Otherwise
the only recourse is to refer it to PIN.

However, PIN tends not to focus on intimidation and suppression cases, but rather cases
such as alleged noncitizen voting, etc. Public Integrity used to only go after systematic
efforts to corrupt the system. Now they focus on scattered individuals, which is a
questionable resource choice. Criminal prosecutors over the past 5 years have been given
more resources and more leeway because of a shift in focus and policy toward
noncitizens and double voting, etc.

There have been very few cases brought involving African American voters. There have
been 7 Section 2 cases brought since 2001 — only one was brought on behalf of African
American voters. That case was initiated under the Clinton administration. The others
have included Latinos and discrimination against whites.

Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring

There is no evidence that polling place fraud is a problem. There is also no evidence that
the NVRA has increased the opportunity for fraud. Moreover, regardless of NVRA's
provisions, an election official can always look into a voter's registration if he or she
believes that person should no longer be on the list. The Department is now suing
Missouri because of its poor registration list.

The biggest problem is with absentee ballots. The photo ID movement is a vote
suppression strategy. This type of suppression is a bigger problem than intimidation.
There has been an increase in vote suppression over the last five years, but it has been
indirect, often in the way that laws are interpreted and implemented. Unequal
implementation of ID requirements at the polls based on race would be a VRA violation.

The most common type of intimidation occurring is open hostility by poll workers toward
minorities. It is a judgment call whether this is a crime or not — Craig Donsanto of PIN
decides if it rises to a criminal matter.

Election Day challenges at the polls could be a VRA violation but such a case has never
been formally pursued. Such cases are often resolved on the spot. Development of a pre-
election challenge list targeted at minorities would be a VRA violation but this also has
never been pursued. These are choices of current enforcement policy.

Long lines due to unequal distribution of voting machines based on race, list purges
based on race and refusal to offer a provisional ballot on the basis of race would also be
VRA violations.

Recommendations
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Congress should pass a new law that allows the Department to bring civil actions for
suppression that is NOT race based, for example, deceptive practices or wholesale
challenges to voters in jurisdictions that tend to vote heavily for one party.

Given the additional resources and latitude given to the enforcement of acts such as
double voting and noncitizen voting, there should be an equal commitment to
enforcement of acts of intimidation and suppression cases.

There should also be increased resources dedicated to expanded monitoring efforts. This
might be the best use of resources since monitors and observers act as a deterrent to fraud
and intimidation.
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Interview with Joe Sandier, Counsel to the DNC

February 24, 2006

Background

Sandler is an election attorney. He worked for the DNC in 1986, was in-house counsel
from 1993-1998, and currently is outside counsel to the DNC and most state Democratic
Parties. Sandler was part of the recount team in Florida in both 2002 and 2004. He
recruited and trained attorneys in voting issues---starting in 2002 Sandler recruited in
excess of 15, 000 attorneys in twenty-two states. He is now putting together a national
lawyers council in each state.

2004-Administrative Incompetence v. Fraud

Sandler believes the 2004 election was a combination of administrative incompetence
and fraud. Sandler stated there was a deliberate effort by the Republicans to
disenfranchise voters across the country. This was accomplished by mailing out cards to
registered voters and then moving to purge from the voters list those whose cards were
returned. Sandler indicated that in New Mexico there was a deliberate attempt by
Republicans to purge people registered by third parties. He stated that there were
intentional efforts to disenfranchise voters by election officials like Ken Blackwell in
Ohio.

The problems with machine distribution in 2004 were not deliberate. However, Sandler
believes that a large problem exists in the states because there are no laws that spell out a
formula to allocate so many voting machines per voter.

Sandler was asked how often names were intentionally purged from the voter lists. He
responded that there will be a lot of names purged as a result of the creation of the voter
lists under HAVA. However, Sandler stated most wrongful purging results from
incompetence. Sandler also said there was not much intimidation at the polls because
most such efforts are deterred and that the last systematic effort was in Philadelphia in
2003 where Republicans had official looking cars and people with badges and uniforms,
etc.

Sandler stated that deliberate dissemination of misinformation was more incidental, with
individuals misinforming and not a political party. Disinformation did occur in small
Spanish speaking communities.

Republicans point to instances of voter registration fraud but Sandler believes it did not
occur, except for once in a blue moon. Sandler did not believe non-citizen voting was a
problem. He also does not believe that there is voter impersonation at the polls and that
Republicans allege this as a way of disenfranchising voters through restrictive voter
identification rules.
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Fraud and Intimidation Trends

Sandler stated that over the years there has been a shift from organized efforts to
intimidate minority voters through voter identification requirements, improper purging,
failure to properly register voters, not allocating enough voting machines, failure to
properly use the provisional ballot, etc., by voter officials as well as systematic efforts by
Republicans to deregister voters.

At the federal level, Sandler said, the voting division has become so politicized that it is
basically useless now on intimidation claims. At the local level, Sandler does not believe
politics prevents or hinders prosecution for vote fraud.

Sandler's Recommendations

Moving the voter lists to the state level is a good idea where carefully done
Provisional ballots rules should follow the law and not be over-used
No voter ID
Partisanship should be taken out of election administration, perhaps by giving that
responsibility by someone other than the Secretary of State. There should at least be
conflict of interest rules
Enact laws that allow private citizens to bring suit under state law
All suggestions from the DNC Ohio Report:

1. The Democratic Party must continue its efforts to monitor election law reform in
all fifty states, the District of Columbia and territories.
2. States should be encouraged to codify into law all required election practices,
including requirements for the adequate training of official poll workers.
3. States should adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution
of voting equipment and the assignment of official pollworkers among precincts,
to ensure adequate and nondiscriminatory access. These standards should be
based on set ratios of numbers of machines and pollworkers per number of voters
expected to turn out, and should be made available for public comment before
being adopting.
4. States should adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter
registration.
5. The Democratic Party should monitor the processing of voter registrations by
local election authorities on an ongoing basis to ensure the timely processing of
registrations and changes, including both newly registered voters and voters who
move within a jurisdiction or the state, and the Party should ask state Attorneys
General to take action where necessary to force the timely updating of voter lists.
6. States should be urged to implement statewide voter lists in accordance with
the Help America Vote Act ("HAVA"), the election reform law enacted by
Congress in 2002 following the Florida debacle.
7. State and local jurisdictions should adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of,
and the counting of, provisional ballots, and distribute them for public comment
well in advance of each election day.
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8. The Democratic Party should monitor the purging and updating of registered
voter lists by local officials, and the Party should challenge, and ask state
Attorneys General to challenge, unlawful purges and other improper list
maintenance practices.
9. States should not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the
polls, beyond those already required by federal law (requiring that identification
be shown only by first time voters who did not show identification when
registering.)
10. State Attorneys General and local authorities should vigorously enforce, to the
full extent permitted by state law, a voter's right to vote without showing
identification.
11. Jurisdictions should be encouraged to use precinct-tabulated optical scan
systems with a computer assisted device at each precinct, in preference to
touchscreen ("direct recording equipment" or "DRE") machines.
12. Touchscreen (DRE) machines should not be used until a reliable voter
verifiable audit feature can be uniformly incorporated into these systems. In the
event of a recount, the paper or other auditable record should be considered the
official record.

13. Remaining punchcard systems should be discontinued.
14. States should ask state Attorneys General to challenge unfair or discriminatory

distribution of equipment and resources where necessary, and the Democratic
Party should bring litigation as necessary.
15. Voting equipment vendors should be required to disclose their source code so
that it can be examined by third parties. No voting machine should have wireless
connections or be able to connect to the Internet.
16. Any equipment used by voters to vote or by officials to tabulate the votes
should be used exclusively for that purpose. That is particularly important for
tabulating/aggregating computers.

17. States should adopt "no excuse required" standards for absentee voting.
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18. States should make it easier for college students to vote in the jurisdiction in
which their school is located.
19.States should develop procedures to ensure that voting is facilitated, without
compromising security or privacy, for all eligible voters living overseas.
20. States should make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in
all states.

21. States should improve the training of pollworkers.
22. States should expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where,

when and how to vote.
23. Partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or
administer any elections.
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Interview with John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
February 16, 2006

Process
If there is an allegation of fraud or intimidation, the commissioners can rule to act on it.
For example, in 2004 there were allegations in Queens that people had registered to vote
using the addresses of warehouses and stores. The Board sent out teams of investigators
to look into this. The Board then developed a challenge list that was to be used at the
polls if any of the suspect voters showed up to vote.

If the allegation rises to a criminal level, the Board will refer it to the county district
attorney. If a poll worker or election official is involved, the Board may conduct an
internal investigation. That individual would be interviewed, and if there is validity to
the claim, the Board would take action.

Incidences of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Ravitz says there have been no complaints about voter intimidation since he has been
at the Board. There have been instances of over-aggressive poll workers, but nothing
threatening. Voter fraud has also generally not been a problem.

In 2004, the problem was monitors from the Department of Justice intimidating voters.
They were not properly trained, and were doing things like going into the booth with
voters. The Board had to contact their Department supervisors to put a stop to it.

Charges regarding "ballot security teams" have generally just been political posturing.

The problem of people entering false information on voter registration forms is a
problem. However, sometimes a name people allege is false actually turns out to be the
voter's real name. Moreover, these types of acts do not involve anyone actually casting a
fraudulent ballot.

With respect to the issue of voters being registered in both New York and Florida, the
Board now compares its list with that of Florida and other places to address the problem.
This will be less of an issue with the use of statewide voter registration databases, as
information becomes easier to share. Despite the number of people who were on the
voter registration lists of both jurisdictions, there was no one from those lists who voted
twice.

Most of the problems at the polls have to do with poll workers not doing what they are
supposed to do, not any sort of malfeasance. This indicates that improved training is the
most important measure we can take.

There have been instances in which poll workers ask voters for identification when they
shouldn't. However, the poll workers seem to do it when they cannot understand the
name when the voter tells it to them. The Board has tried to train them that no matter
what, the poll worker cannot ask for identification in order to get the person's name.
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Absentee ballot fraud has also not been a problem in New York City. This is likely
because absentee ballots are counted last — eight days after election day. This is so that
they can be checked thoroughly and verified. This is a practice other jurisdictions might
consider.

New York City has not had a problem with ex-felons voting or with ex-felons not
knowing their voting rights. The City has not had any problems in recent years with
deceptive practices, such as flyers providing misinformation about voting procedures.

Recommendations
• Better poll worker training
• Thorough inspection of absentee ballots subsequent to the election
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Interview with John Tanner, Director, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of
Justice

February 24, 2006

Note: Mr. Tanner's reluctance to share data, information and his perspective on solving
the problems presented an obstacle to conducting the type of interview that would help
inform this project as much as we would have hoped. Mr. Tanner would not give us any.
information about or data from the section's election complaint in-take phone logs; data
or even general information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system-its
formal process for tracking and managing work activities in pursuing complaints and
potential violations of the voting laws; and would give us only a selected few samples of
attorney-observer reports, reports that every Voting Section attorney who is observing
elections at poll sites on Election Day is required to submit. He would not discuss in any
manner any current investigations or cases the section is involved in. He also did not
believe it was his position to offer us recommendations as to how his office, elections, or
the voting process might be improved.

Authority and Process
The Voting Section, in contrast to the Public Integrity section as Craig Donsanto
described it, typically looks only at systemic problems, not problems caused by
individuals. Indeed, the section never goes after individuals because it does not have the
statutory authority to do so. In situations in which individuals are causing problems at
the polls and interfering with voting rights, the section calls the local election officials to
resolve it.

Federal voting laws only apply to state action, so the section only sues local governments
– it does not have any enforcement power over individuals. Most often, the section
enters into consent agreements with governments that focus on poll worker training, takes
steps to restructure how polls are run, and deals with problems on Election Day on the
spot. Doing it this way has been most effective – for example, while the section used to
have the most observers in the South, systematic changes forced upon those jurisdictions
have made it so now the section does not get complaints from the South.

The section can get involved even where there is no federal candidate on the ballot if
there is a racial issue under the 14 `h and 15 th Amendments.

When the section receives a complaint, attorneys first determine whether it is a matter of
individuals or systemic. When deciding what to do with the complaint, the section errs
on the side of referring it criminally because they do not want civil litigation to
complicate a possible criminal case.

When a complaint comes in, the attorneys ask questions to see if there are even problems
there that the complainant is not aware are violations of the law. For example, in the
Boston case, the attorney did not just look at Spanish language cases under section 203,
but also brought a Section 2 case for violations regarding Chinese and Vietnamese voters.
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When looking into a case, the attorneys look for specificity, witnesses and supporting
evidence.

Often, lawsuits bring voluntary compliance.

Voter Intimidation
Many instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now.
For example, photographing voters at the polls has been called intimidating, but now
everyone is at the polls with a camera. It is hard to know when something is intimidation
and it is difficult to show that it was an act of intimidation.

The fact that both parties are engaging in these tactics now makes it more complicated. It
makes it difficult to point the finger at any one side.

The inappropriate use of challengers on the basis of race would be a violation of the law.
Mr. Tanner was unaware that such allegations were made in Ohio in 2004. He said there
had never been an investigation into the abusive use of challengers.

Mr. Tanner said a lot of the challenges are legitimate because you have a lot of voter
registration fraud as a result of groups paying people to register voters by the form. They
turn in bogus registration forms. Then the parties examine the registration forms and
challenge them because 200 of them, for example, have addresses of a vacant lot.

However, Mr. Tanner said the Department was able to informally intervene in challenger
situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia and in Alabama, as was referenced in a
February 23 Op-Ed. in USA Today. Mr. Tanner reiterated the section takes racial
targeting very seriously.

Refusal to provide provisional ballots would be a violation of the law that the section
would investigate.

Deceptive practices are committed by individuals and would be a matter for the Public
Integrity Section. Local government would have to be involved for the voting section to
become involved.

Unequal implementation of ID rules, or asking minority voters only for ID would be
something the section would go after. Mr. Tanner was unaware of allegations of this in
2004. He said this is usually a problem where you have language minorities and the poll
workers cannot understand the voters when they say their names. The section has never
formally investigated or solely focused a case based on abuse of ID provisions.
However, implementation of ID rules was part of the Section 2 case in San Diego. Mr.
Tanner reiterated that the section is doing more than ever before.

When asked about the section's references to incidents of vote fraud in the documents
related to the new state photo identification requirements, Mr. Tanner said the section
only looks at retrogression, not at the wisdom of what a legislature does. In Georgia, for
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example, everyone statistically has identification, and more blacks have ID than whites.
With respect to the letter to Senator Kit Bond regarding voter ID, the section did refer to
the perception of concern about dead voters because of reporting by the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution. It is understandable that when you have thousands of bogus registrations
that there would be concerns about polling place fraud. Very close elections make this
even more of an understandable concern. Putting control of registration lists in the hands
of the states will be helpful because at this higher level of government you find a higher
level of professionalism.

It is hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because it
depends on one's definition of the terms – they are used very loosely by some people.
However, the enforcement of federal law over the years has made an astounding
difference so that the level of discrimination has plummeted. Registration of minorities
has soared, as can be seen on the section's website. Mr. Tanner was unsure if the same
was true with respect to turnout, but the gap is less. That information is not on the
section's website.

The section is not filing as many Section 2 cases as compared to Section 203 cases
because many of the jurisdictions sued under Section 2 in the past do not have issues
anymore. Mr. Tanner said that race based problems are rare now.

NVRA has been effective in opening up the registration process. In terms of enforcement,
Mr. Tanner said they do what they can when they have credible allegations. There is a
big gap between complaints and what can be substantiated. Mr. Tanner stated that given
the high quality of the attorneys now in the section, if they do not investigate it or bring
action, that act complained of did not happen.

Recommendations
Mr. Tanner did not feel it was appropriate to make recommendations.
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Interview with Kevin Kennedy, State Elections Director, State of Wisconsin

April 11, 2006

Background

Kennedy is a nonpartisan, appointed official. He has been in this position since 1983.

Complaints of fraud and intimidation do not usually come to Kennedy's office. Kennedy
says that complainants usually take their allegations to the media first because they are
trying to make a political point.

2004 Election Incidents of Fraud

The investigations into the 2004 election uncovered some cases of double voting and
voting by felons who did not know they were not eligible to vote, but found no concerted
effort to commit fraud. There have been a couple of guilty pleas as a result, although not
a number in the double digits. The task force and news reports initially referred to 100
cases of double voting and 200 cases of felon voting, but there were not nearly that many
prosecutions. Further investigation since the task force investigation uncovered that in
some instances there were mis-marks by poll workers, fathers and sons mistaken for the
same voter, and even a husband and wife marked as the same voter. The double votes
that are believed to have occurred were a mixture of absentee and polling place votes. It
is unclear how many of these cases were instances of voting in two different locations.

In discussing the case from 2000 in which a student claimed — falsely — that he had voted
several times, Kennedy said that double voting can be done. The deterrent is that it's a
felony, and that one person voting twice is not an effective way to influence an election.
One would need to get a lot of people involved for it to work.

The task force set up to investigate the 2004 election found a small number of illegal
votes but given the 7,000 alleged, it was a relatively small number. There was no pattern
of fraud.

The one case Kennedy could recall of an organized effort to commit fraud was in the
spring of 2003 or 2004. A community service agency had voters request that absentee
ballots be sent to the agency instead of to the voters and some of those ballots were
signed without the voters' knowledge. One person was convicted, the leader of the
enterprise.

In Milwaukee, the main contention was that there were more ballots than voters.
However, it was found that the 7,000 vote disparity was tied to poll worker error. The
task force found that there was no concerted effort involved. Kennedy explained that
there are many ways a ballot can get into a machine without a voter getting a number.
These include a poll worker forgetting to give the voter one; someone does Election Day
registration and fills out a registration form but does not get a number because the
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transaction all takes place at one table; and in Milwaukee, 20,000 voters who registered
were not put on the list in time and as a short term solution the department sent the
original registration forms to the polling places to be used instead of the list to provide
proof of registration. This added another element of confusion that might have led to
someone not getting a voter number.

The Republican Party used this original list and contracted with a private vendor to do a
comparison with the U.S. postal list. They found initially that there were 5,000 bad
addresses, and then later said there were 35,000 illegitimate addresses. When the party
filed a complaint, the department told them they could force the voters on their list to cast
a challenge ballot: On Election Day, the party used the list but found no actually voting
from those addresses. Kennedy suspects that the private vendor made significant errors
when doing the comparison.

In terms of noncitizen voting, Kennedy said that there is a Russian community in
Milwaukee that the Republican Party singles out every year but it doesn't go very far.
Kennedy has not seen much in the way of allegations of noncitizen voting.

However, when applying for a drivers license, a noncitizen could register to vote. There
is no process for checking citizenship at this point, and the statewide registration database
will not address this. Kennedy is not aware of any cases of noncitizen voting as a result,
but it might have happened.

Kennedy said that the biggest concern seemed to be suspicions raised when groups of
people are brought into the polling site from group homes, usually homes for the
disabled. There are allegations that these voters are being told how to vote.

Incidents of Voter Intimidation

In 2004, there was a lot of hype about challenges, but in Wisconsin, a challenger must
articulate a basis under oath. This acts as a deterrent, but at the same time it creates the
potential that someone might challenge everyone and create long lines, keeping people
from voting. In 2004, the Republican Party could use its list of suspect addresses as a
legitimate basis for challenges, so there is the potential for abuse. It is also hard to train
poll workers on that process. In 2004, there were isolated cases of problems with
challengers.

In 2002, a flyer was circulated only in Milwaukee claiming that you had vote by noon.
This was taken as an intimidation tactic by the Democrats.

Reforms

Wisconsin has had difficulty with its database because 1) they have had a hard time
getting a good product out of the vendor and 2) until now there was no registration record
for one-quarter of the voters. Any jurisdiction with fewer than 5000 voters was not
required to have a registration list.
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In any case, once these performance issues are worked out, Kennedy does believe the
statewide voter registration database will be very valuable. In particular, it will mean that
people who move will not be on more than one list anymore. It should also address the
double voting issue by identifying who is doing it, catching people who do it, and
identifying where it could occur.

Recommendations

Better trained poll workers
Ensure good security procedures for the tabulation process and more transparency in the
vote counting process
Conduct post-election audits
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Interview with Lori Minnite, Barnard College

February 22, 2006

Background

Ms. Minnite is an assistant professor of political science at Barnard College. She has
done substantial research on voter fraud and wrote the report "Securing the Vote." Ms.
Minnite also did work related to an election lawsuit. The main question that she was
asked to address in the lawsuit was---did election-day registration increase the possibility
of fraud?

Securing the Vote

In Securing the Vote, Ms. Minnite found very little evidence of voter fraud because the
historical conditions giving rise to fraud have weakened over the past twenty years. She
stated that for fraud to take root a conspiracy was needed with a strong local political
party and a complicit voter administration system. Since parties have weakened and there
has been much improvement in the administration of elections and voting technology, the
conditions no longer exist for large scale incidents of polling place fraud.

Ms. Minnite concentrates on fraud committed by voters not fraud committed by voting
officials. She has looked at this issue on the national level and also concentrated on
analyzing certain specific states. Ms. Minnite stressed that it is important to keep clear
who the perpetrators of the fraud are and where the fraud occurs because that effects what
the remedy should be. Often, voters are punished for fraud committed by voting officials.

Other Fraud Issues

Ms. Minnite found no evidence that NVRA was leading to more voter fraud. She
supports non-partisan election administration. Ms. Minnite has found evidence that there
is absentee ballot fraud. She can't establish that there is a certain amount of absentee
ballot fraud or that it is the major kind of voter fraud.

Recommendations

Assure there are accurate voter records and centralize voter databases

Reduce partisanship in electoral administration.
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Interview with Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

March 7, 2006

Background

Ms. Perales is an attorney with the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund (MALDEF).
MALDEF's mission is to foster sound public policies, laws and programs to safeguard
the civil rights of the 40 million Latinos living in the United States and to empower the
Latino community to fully participate in our society. One of the areas MALDEF works in
is electoral issues, predominately centered on the Voting Rights Act. Ms. Perales did not
seem to have a sense of the overall electoral issues in her working region (the southwest)
effecting Hispanic voters and did not seem to want to offer her individual experiences
and work activities as necessarily a perfect reflection of the challenges Hispanic voters
face.

Largest Election Problems Since 2000

Santa Anna County, New Mexico-2004-intimidated voters by video taping them.

San Antonio-One African American voter subjected to a racial slur.

San Antonio-Relocated polling places at the last minute without Section 5 pre-clearance.

San Antonio-Closed polls while voters were still in line.

San Antonio-2003-only left open early voting polls in predominantly white districts.

San Antonio-2005-racially contested mayoral run-off election switched from touch
screen voting to paper ballots.

Voter Fraud and Intimidation
In Texas, the counties are refusing to open their records with respect to Section 203
compliance (bilingual voting assistance), and those that did respond to MALDEF's
request submitted incomplete information. Ms. Perales believes this in itself is a form of
voter intimidation.

Ms. Perales said it is hard to say if the obstacles minorities confront in voting are a result
of intentional acts or not because the county commission is totally incompetent. There
have continuously been problems with too few ballots, causing long lines, especially in
places that had historically lower turnout. There is no formula in Texas for allocating
ballots – each county makes these determinations.

When there is not enough language assistance at the polls, forcing a non-English speaker
to rely on a family member to vote, that can suppress voter turnout.
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Ms. Perales is not aware of deceptive practices or dirty tricks targeted at the Latino
community.

There have been no allegations of illegal noncitizen voting in Texas. Indeed, the sponsor
of a bill that would require proof of citizenship to vote could not provide any
documentation of noncitizen voting in support of the bill. The bill was defeated in part
because of the racist comments of the sponsor. In Arizona, such a measure was passed.
Ms. Perales was only aware of one case of noncitizen voting in Arizona, involving a man
of limited mental capacity who said he was told he was allowed to register and vote. Ms.
Perales believes proof of citizenship requirements discriminate against Latinos.

Recommendations

Ms. Perales feels the laws are adequate, but that her organization does not have enough
staff to do the monitoring necessary. This could be done by the federal government.
However, even though the Department of Justice is focusing on Section 203 cases now,
they have not even begun to scratch the surface. Moreover, the choices DOJ has made
with respect to where they have brought claims do not seem to be based on any
systematic analysis of where the biggest problems are. This may be because the
administration is so ideological and partisan.

Ms. Perales does not believe making election administration nonpartisan would have a
big impact. In Texas, administrators are appointed in a nonpartisan manner, but they still
do not always have a nonpartisan approach. Each administrator tends to promote his or
her personal view regardless of party.
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Interview with Pat Rogers, private attorney

March 3, 2006

Background

In addition to his legal practice with Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, Rogers also
does some state-level lobbying for Verizon Wireless, GM, Dumont and other companies.
His experience in election law goes back to 1988, where his first elections case was a
defense against Bill Richardson, who had sued to get another candidate tossed off a ballot
because of petition fraud. Since 1988, he has been involved in election cases at least
once every two years.

2004 Litigation

In a case that ended before the New Mexico Supreme Court, Rogers represented the
Green Party and other plaintiffs against the New Mexico Secretary of State for sending a
directive telling local boards not to require ID for first time voters registering by mail. He
argued that this watered-down ID check conflicted with what seemed fairly clear
statutory requirements for first time voters. In 2004 these requirements were especially
important due to the large presence of 3 `d party organizations registering voters such as a
527 funded by Governor Richardson, ACORN, and others.

Plaintiffs were seeking a temporary restraining order requiring Secretary of State to
follow the law. Yet the Supreme Court ultimately decided that, whether the directive was
right or wrong, it was too late to require ID lest Bush v. Gore issues be raised.

Today, the issue is moot as the state legislature has changed the law, and the Secretary of
State will no longer be in office. It seems unlikely they will send any policy directives to
county clerks lest they violate due process/public notice.

Major issues in NM w/ regard to vote fraud

Registration fraud seems to be the major issue, and while the legislature has taken some
steps, Rogers is skeptical of the effect they will have, considering the history of unequal
application of election laws. He also believes there are holes in the 3 `d party registration
requirement deadlines.

Rogers views a national law requiring ID as the best solution to registration problems.
Rather than imposing a burden he contends it will enhance public confidence in the
simplest way possible.

Registration Fraud in 2004 election

It came to light that ACORN had registered a 13 year old. The father was an APD officer
and received the confirmation, but it was sent to the next door address, a vacant house.
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They traced this to an ACORN employee and it was established that this employee had
been registering others under 18.

Two weeks later, in a crack cocaine bust of Cuban nationals, one of those raided said his
job was registering voters for ACORN, and the police found signatures in his possession
for fictitious persons.

In a suspicious break-in at an entity that advertised itself as nonpartisan, only GOP
registrations were stolen.

In another instance, a college student was allegedly fired for registering too many
Republicans.

Rogers said he believed these workers were paid by the registration rather than hourly.

There have been no prosecution or convictions related to these incidents. In fact, there
have been no prosecutions for election fraud in New Mexico in recent history. However,
Rogers is skeptical that much action can be expected considering the positions of
Attorney General, Governor, and Secretary of State are all held by Democrats. Nor has
there been any interest from the U.S. attorney—Rogers heard that U.S. attorneys were
given instruction to hold off until after the election in 2004 because it would seem too
political.

As part of the case against the Secretary of State regarding the identification requirement,
the parties also sued ACORN. At a hearing, the head of ACORN, and others aligned with
the Democratic Party called as witnesses, took the 5 `h on the stand as to their registration
practices.

Other incidents

Very recently, there have been reports of vote buying in the town of Espanola. Originally
reported by the Rio Grande Sun, a resident of a low-income housing project is quoted as

saying it has been going on for 10-12 years. The Albuquerque Journal is now reporting
this as well. So far the investigation has been extremely limited.

In 1996, there were some prosecutions in Espanola, where a state district judge found
registration fraud.

In 1991, the chair of Democratic Party of Bertolino County was convicted on fraud. Yet
she was pardoned by Clinton on same day as Marc Rich.

Intimidation/Suppression

Rogers believes the most notable example of intimidation in the 2004 election was the
discovery of a DNC Handbook from Colorado advising Democratic operatives to widely
report intimidation regardless of confirmation in order to gain media attention.

U13^^'
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In-person polling place fraud

There have only been isolated instances of people reporting that someone had voted in
their name, and Rogers doesn't believe there is any large scale conspiracy. Yet he
contends that perspective misses the larger point of voter confidence. Although there has
been a large public outcry for voter ID in New Mexico, it has been deflected and avoided
by Democrats.

In 2004, there were more Democratic lawyers at the polls than there are lawyers in New
Mexico. Rogers believes these lawyers had a positive impact because they deterred
people from committing bad acts.

Counting Procedures

The Secretary of State has also taken the position that canvassing of the vote should be
done in private. In NM, they have a `county canvas' where they review and certify, after
which all materials—machine tapes, etc.,—are centralized with the Secretary of State
who does a final canvass for final certification. Conducting this in private is a serious
issue, especially considering the margin in the 2000 presidential vote in New Mexico was
only 366 votes. They wouldn't be changing machine numbers, but paper numbers are
vulnerable.

On a related note, NM has adopted state procedures that will ensure their reports are
slower and very late, considering the 2000 late discovery of ballots. In a close race,
potential for fraud and mischief goes up astronomically in the period between poll
closing and reporting. Rogers believes these changes are going to cause national
embarrassment in the future.

Rogers attributes other harmful effects to what he terms the Secretary of State's
incompetence and inability to discern a nonpartisan application of the law. In the 2004
election, no standards were issued for counting provisional ballots. Furthermore, the
Secretary of State spent over $1 million of HAVA money for `voter education' in blatant
self-promotional ads.

Recommendations

Rogers believes it would be unfeasible to have nonpartisan election administration and
favors transparency instead. To make sure people have confidence in the election, there
must be transparency in the whole process. Then you don't have the 1960 vote coming
down to Illinois, or the Espanola ballot or Dona Anna County (ballots found there in the
2000 election). HAVA funds should also be restricted when you have an incompetent,
partisan Secretary of State.

There should be national standards for reporting voting results so there is less opportunity
for fraud in a close race. Although he is not generally an advocate of national laws, he
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does agree there should be more national uniformity into how votes are counted and
recorded.
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Interview with Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Secretary of State, New Mexico

March 24, 2006

Background

Vigil-Giron has been Secretary of State for twelve years and was the President of the
National Association of Secretaries of State in 2004. Complaints of election fraud and
intimidation are filed with the SOS office. She then decides whether to refer it to the
local district attorney or the attorney general. Because the complaints are few and far
between, the office does not keep a log of complaints; however, they do have all of the
written complaints on file in the office.

Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation

During the 2004 election, there were a couple of complaints of polling place observers
telling people outside the polling place who had just voted, and then the people outside
were following the voters to their cars and videotaping them. This happened in areas that
are mostly second and third generation Latinos. The Secretary sent out the sheriff in one
instance of this. The perpetrators moved to a different polling place. This was the only
incident of fraud or intimidation Vigil-Giron was aware of in New Mexico.

There have not been many problems on Native reservations because, unlike in many
other states, in New Mexico the polling place is on the reservation and is run by local
Native Americans. Vigil-Giron said that it does not make sense to have non-Natives
running those polls because it is necessary to have people there who can translate.
Because most of the languages are unwritten, the HAVA requirement of accessibility
through an audio device will be very helpful in this regard. Vigil-Giron said she was
surprised to learn while testifying at the Voting Rights Act commission hearings of the
lack of sensitivity to these issues and the common failure to provide assistance in
language minority areas.

In 2004 the U.S. Attorney, a Republican, suddenly announced he was launching an
investigation into voter fraud without consulting the Secretary of State's office. After all
of that, there was maybe one prosecution. Even the allegations involving third party
groups and voter registration are often misleading. People doing voter registration drives
encourage voters to register if they are unsure if they are already registered, and the voter
does not even realize that his or her name will then appear on the voter list twice. The
bigger problem is where registrations do not get forwarded to election administrators and
the voter does not end up on the voting list on Election Day. This is voter intimidation in
itself, Vigil-Giron believes. It is very discouraging for that voter and she wonders
whether he or she will try again.

Under the bill passed in 2004, third parties are required to turn around voter registration
forms very quickly between the time they get them and when they must be returned. If
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they fail to return them within 48 hours of getting them, they are penalized. This, Vigil-
Giron believes, is unfair. She has tried to get the Legislature to look at this issue again.
Regarding allegations of vote buying in Espanola, Vigil-Giron said that the Attorney
General is investigating. The problem in that area of New Mexico is that they are still
using rural routes, so they have not been able to properly district. There has, as a result,
been manipulation of where people vote. Now they seem to have pushed the envelope
too far on this. The investigation is not just about vote buying, however. There have also
been allegations of voters being denied translators as well as assistance at the polls.

Vigil-Giron believes there was voter suppression in Ohio in 2004. County officials knew
thirty days out how many people had registered to vote, they knew how many voters
there would be. Administrators are supposed to use a formula for allocation of voting
machines based on registered voters. Administrators in Ohio ignored this. As a result,
people were turned away at the polls or left because of the huge lines. This, she believes,
was a case of intentional vote suppression.

A few years ago, Vigil-Giron heard that there may have been people voting in New
Mexico and a bordering town in Colorado. She exchanged information with Colorado
administrators and it turned out that there were no cases of double voting.

Recommendations

Vigil-Giron believes that linking voter registration databases across states may be a way
to see if people who are registered twice are in fact voting twice.

The key to improving the process is better trained poll workers, who are certified, and
know what to look for on Election Day. These poll workers should then work with law
enforcement to ensure there are no transgressions.

There should be stronger teeth in the voter fraud laws. For example, it should be more
than a fourth degree felony, as is currently the case.
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Nexis Articles - Wrongful Removal from Registration Lists

City /

County State Date Type of Election llegedd Instance of fraud Original Source Sourcel Source 2 Source 3

The US Department of Justice says county
officials have violated election law and proposed a
consent decree with the county regarding ballot
gathering and counting. The Department
investigated registration practices that may have
disenfranchised numerous voters, including
sending voters to multiple poll sites and voters
wrongly missing from the registration list. Under
the agreement, the county will ftx the problems in
the database and DOJ lawyers will monitor polling

Pulaski Arkansas 16-Apr-04 laces and the clerk's office AP

Democrats are complaining about an attempt to
remove up to 6,000 convicted felons from the
electoral roll, at the behest of the state's
Republican secretary of state, Donetta Davidson,
despite a US federal law that prohibits eliminating
a voters rights within 90 days of an election to

Colorado 31-Oct-04 presidential give time for the voter to protest. The Observer

Secretary of State Hood tried to revive the
discredited 2000 statewide purge list of suspected
felons and ex-felons for 2004. That list
disproportionately removed black voters from the
rolls. The state tried to keep the list secret until
forced to release it by court order. When it was
released, it was found to contain a
disproportionate number of black voters, Including
2,000 who had had their rights restored and
included several people who could show they had
not criminal record at all. In addition, the list of
48,000 contained only 61 Hispanic names, way
out of line with the strength of both the general
Hispanic population and prison population. Hood

Florida 29-Sep-04 presidential was forced to drop the list The independent (UK)
More than 200 voters sought court orders
because they were turned away from a polling
place, mostly because their names were not on
voter lists. In 95% of the cases the judges ruled

Newark New Jersey 2-Nov-04 residential they could cast ballots. AP

Students at SUNY Albany found their names no
longer on the voter registration rolls, even though

Albany New York 2-Nov-04 oresidential they had voted at the same location in the past AP
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A Phoenix resident, a registered
Democrat, says he received a call three
days before the election that he was
supposed to cast a ballot across town, 30
miles away, which was wrong. Legal
experts believe thousands of other
Arizonans received similar calls and are
investigating whether the state Republican
Party was the source. The Republican Arizona

Phoenix Arizona 11-Dec-04 presidential Party denies it. Republic
A voter found a message on her voting
machine telling him to go to the wrong
polling place. Using the "last number" dial
back feature she got the local Republican Arizona

Tuscon Arizona 11-Dec-04 oresidentlal headquarters. Republic
Voters in Jefferson County have received
calls from someone posing as an election
official and instructing them to throw away

Jefferson Colorado 24-Oct-04 presidential their absentee ballots. Denver Post

Election administrators post signs saying
"Photo and Signature Identification
Required" when those without such ID may St Petersburg

Florida 19-Jul-04 vote by affidavit ballot Times
Rumors have been c irculated that people
can't vote if they have outstanding child-

Florida 31-Oct-04 presidential support statements New York Post
The Chair of the Election Assistance
Commission was given a flyer distributed
in a black neighborhood directing voters to
the wrong address for polling stations,
giving the contact information for the local The New York

Volusia Florida 2-Nov-04 presidential NAACP Sun

From throughout the state, election
officials said there were reports of vot-ers
receiving phone calls incorrectly telling
them their polling places had been moved,
or that they weren't allowed to vote.
In Osceola County, voting-rights attorney
Fatimah Gilliam said some voters received
automated phone calls saying that their
polling place was closed. The precinct, at
the Robert Guevara Community Center in
Buenaventura Lakes, is to-sated in a
predominantly Hispanic and highly
Democratic neighborhood. In rural
Lafayette County, Election Supervisor
Lana B. Morgan said some vot-ers
reported people going door-to-door to tell
them they needed to go to another county
to vote — information that Morgan said was
both wrong and dangerous. Orlando

Florida 3-Nov-04 rresidentiai Sentinel
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DNC Chair says phone calls were received
by Democratic Party-aligned voters in
Florida telling them to send their absentee
ballots In only after Election Day was over. Ethnic

Florida 17-Nov-04 oresidentlal Newswatch
Some voters reported they were told they Arizona

Florida 11-Dec-04 presidential could vote by phone Republic
The Landrieu campaign said a pamphlet
was circulated in New Orleans public
housing complexes just before the runoff.
The document said: 'Votel l I Bad
Weather? No problemlll If the weather is
uncomfortable on election day (Saturday
December 7th) Remember you can waft
and cast your ballot on Tuesday
December 10th.' Anyone who wafted past
Saturday, however, missed the chance to Times-

New Orleans Louisiana 12-Dec-02 US Senate vote. Picayune

Democrats produced fliers they said was
circulating in some neighborhoods that
reminded people to vote on Wednesday -
the day after election day— and advised
them to pay any parking tickets and Washington

Baltimore Maryland 4-Nov-0 gubernatorial overdue rent before they could vote Post
The Secretary of State had to put out a
statement about where to send absentee
ballots after voters in Ann Arbor received
calls telling them to mail the ballots to the

Ann Arbor Michigan 2-Nov-04 presidential wrong address AP

15-20 Democrats received calls claiming
to be from the Board of Elections in which
voters were told their poll site had moved
One woman contacted the party Monday
and said a group of people visited her
home over the weekend and told her that if
she filled out her sample ballot, they would
deliver ft to the election division and save
her a trip to the polls today.Hispanic
residents have complained of phone calls
from Republican representa-tives who said
they can register their vote over the phone,
Nevada Democratic Party spokesman Jon Las Vegas

Clark Nevada 2-Nov-04 presidential Summers said. Review Journal
Federal monitor reports that voters in
Passaic City and Patterson received
phone calls reminding them, falsely, that
they would need Identification such as a
drivers license to vote. He said it seemed

Passaic New Jersey 4-Dec-01 sheriff aimed at minority voters. The Record
In a mass mailing, the Republican National
Committee is citing Hispanic voter
registration campaigns in New Mexico as
proof that "Democrats... will cheat in order Washington

New Mexico 25-Oct-04 presidential to win." Post
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In Ohio, within little more than a week, the
Board of Elections in Cuyahoga County
received complaints of voters being
contacted by people they said claimed to
be from the election board: One Cleveland
woman said her mother got a call from
such a man telling her, falsely, that the
location of her polling station had changed.
Another woman said two men posing as
election officials knocked on her door and
said they had come to pick up her
absentee ballot.
An elderly woman in a Suburban senior
center complained about a call telling her
the Nov. 2 election had been postponed
until Nov. 3.
The deputy director of the Board of
Elections in Franklin County, which

includes the capital Columbus, said his
office was getting similar calls. At first they
were "sporadic," he said, but now there
are "a lot of them." Los Angeles

Ohio 26-Oct-04 residential Times

State officials say people have been
impersonating party and elections officials
on the phone directing people to go to the
wrong polling place or to vote November
3. Tricks appeared targeted at African
Americans, senior citizens and new voters.
Democrats say Republican plans to
engage in mass challenges is an effort to

Ohio 28-Oct-04 presidential deny minorities access to the	 polls. UPI

A memo with a Lake County Board of
Elections letterhead tells residents not to
vote if registered by certain Democratic or
progress ive groups. Many voters received
an "urgent advisory claiming voters
registered by the NAACP, the Democratic
presidential campaign, their local
congressional campaign, or America Cleveland Plain

Lake County Ohio 20-Oct-04 presidential Coming Together are not eligible to vote Dealer

In Franklin, both Democrats and
Republicans have been receiving phone
calls from phony Board of Elections
workers telling them that their polling
places have been changed. A Republican
spokesman say that Ohio Republicans
have received calls telling them their
absentee ballots will be picked up by
election workers, which is illegal. In West
Dayton, Democrats received calls
reminding them to vote on November 5,

Ohio 31-Oct-04 presidential three days after the election. New York Post

In a suburb of Cleveland, some voters
reported being told that "if they went in to
vote and had any traffic violations, they
would be arrested or fined," said Chellie Chicago

Cleveland Ohio 3-Nov-04 tresidential Pingree, president of Common Cause, Tribune 0135jj
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There are more than a dozen allegations
of that would-be voters's registration cards
were destroyed, altered or thrown away by
canvassers. The cases are under

Oregon 10-Nov-04 presidential Investigation by the AG. AP

An official said at a meeting of the city
election board that he had received calls
from about 30 longtime voters who said
that they had received calls from someone
telling them not to bother going to the polls
because their registrations had expired. Philadelphia

Philadelphia Penn vania 25-Oct-04 oresidential They had not. Inquirer
At the Ross Park Mall people are
distributing leaflets printed on bogus, but
official-looking, county stationery telling
Republicans to vote Tuesday, Nov. 2, and
Democrats to wait a day.
The election will be over on Nov. 3.
The fliers have succeeded In spreading
confusion, and county officials spent parts
of Wednesday fielding phone calls from
residents.
Officials say the fliers also turned up in
mailboxes of homes in the North Hills.
The letter reads In part: "Due to the
Immense voter turnout that Is expected on
Tuesday November 2 the state of
Pennsylvania has requested and extended
the voting period ... Voters will be able to
vote on both November 2 and November
3."
The letter is signed by "Anne Ryan, and a
phone number on the flier rings In Tampa,
Fla. Workers there reached by telephone
denied any knowledge of the flier. Police
are investigating.

Pittsburgh
Allegheny Pennylvania 28.Oct-04 residential Tribune Review

Lawyers working for the Election
Protection program got a call that in
Westmoreland a radio station told listeners
that people who had outstanding warrants The New York

Westmoreland Pennsylvania 3-Nov-04 presidential against them would not be allowed to vote. Times

Dorm residents at Temple University and
the University of Pennsylvania reported
that a doctored version of an Associated
Press news article left the Impression that
out-of-state students voting In
Pennsylvania could be forced to repay
state grants because of a residency con-
troversy. It was unclear which group was
orchestrating the false Information, but
both of the targeted universities are in

Penn vania 3-Nov-04 oresidential heavily Democratic areas. Knight-Ridder
Election Protection reports on a faked
letter using NAACP letterhead that claims
that those with an outstanding parking
ticket or unpaid child support will be Cox News

Columbia South Carolina 1-Nov-04 presidential arrested if they vote. Service
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AP reported on a letter that falsely
purported to be from the South Carolina
NAACP to black voters, saying they
couldn't vote if they owed more than $50 in The New York

South Carolina 2-Nov-04 oresidential parkingtickets Sun

A leaflet claiming to be Issued by the
NAACP warned residents that If they had
outstanding traffic violations or had not

submitted credit reports one week prior to
the election, they would be barred from The New York

South Carolina 3-Nov-04 presidential voting and could be arrested. Times
Rumors have been circulated that police
are setting up sting operations at polls to
find any voters who are also on the

Virginia 31-Oct-04 presidential outstanding warrants list. New York Post
Elections registrars receive many
complaints of voters getting phone calls
telling them falsely that their polling Free Lance

Fredericksbur . Virginia 9-Nov-05 gubernatorial precinct had changed. Star
Residents report door-hangers with false Free Lance

Richmond Virginia 9-Nov-0 gubernatorial precinct information on them Star

In Wisconsin, a flier Is circulating in
Milwaukee's black neighborhoods that
purports to be from the "Milwaukee Black
Voters League." "If you've already voted in
any election this year, you can't vote in the
presidential election," the flier reads. "If
you violate any of these laws, you can get
ten years in prison and your children will Washington

Milwaukee Wisconsin 31-Oct-04 residential get taken away from Post
Republicans ask the US attorney to
investigate a letter a voter received
claiming to be from the Republican
National Committee and urging a vote for

Madison Wisconsin 27-Oct-05 presidential John Kerry AP
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Summary of South Dakota Election Irregularities in 2002 and 2004

2002
In fall 2002, one of South Dakota's Senators, Democrat Tim Johnson, was up for re-
election, and was engaged in a very close race with his Republican challenger, John
Thune. Both parties were engaged in a massive voter registration effort, and registered
over 24,000 new voters in the five months between the June primary and the November
election, increasing the number of registered voters in the state from around 452,000 to
476,000.1

A month before the election, several counties reported irregularities in some of the voter
registration documents they'd received. In response to these reports, South Dakota
Attorney General, Mark Barrnett, with the state US Attorney and the FBI, launched an
investigation. 2 Because of the importance of the race in determining the partisan balance
of power in the Senate, the voter registration discrepancies got a good deal of national
press, including a number of editorials accusing American Indians of stuffing ballot
boxes. 3 The following allegations were also picked up by out-of-state newssources,
including Fox News and the Wall Street Journal:

Supporters of Thune, who lost the election by 524 votes, collected 47 affidavits
from poll watchers claiming voting irregularities.
Allegations were made that three individuals were offered money by Johnson
supporters to vote.

Barrnett, who was alerted to the affidavits when he read an early media report that
referred to them, stated that these allegations were either false or didn't warrant concern.
"Most of the stuff that's in those other 47 affidavits are the kind of problems that we see
in every election. People parking too close to the polling place with a sign in their
window, people shooting their mouths off at the polling place. The kind of things that
local election officials generally do a pretty good job of policing."4 The allegations of
voter bribery were false.

Though most of the allegations of fraud that were filed turned out to be false, Attorney
General Barrnett's investigation did uncover two cases of voter registration fraud:

- The most high-profile case was that of Becky Red Earth-Villeda. Ms. Red Earth-
Villeda was hired by the state Democratic party to register voters on the American
Indian reservations. She was charged with 19 counts of forgery. No fraudulent
voting was associated with Ms. Red Earth-Villeda, nor was there any evidence

1 Kafka, Joe. "More people registered to vote." Associated Press State and Local Wire. October 29, 2002.
2 Kafka, Joe. "Voter registration fraud being investigated." Associated Press State and Local Wire. October
11, 2002.
3 "Barnett: No evidence that fraud affected vote." Associated Press State and Local Wire. Sioux Falls,
South Dakota. November 21, 2002.
4 Kafka, Joe. "Woman charged in voter-fraud case, other claims false." Associated Press State and Local
Wire. Pierre, South Dakota. December 14, 2002.
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that fraudulent voting occurred in the state s All charges were dropped in January
2004, when, in court, it was determined by the state handwriting specialist that
Ms. Red Earth-Villeda had not forged the signatures.6
Lyle Nichols. Mr. Nichols was arrested for submitting five forged voter
registration cards to his county office. He was working for an organization called
the Native American Voter Registration Project, and was paid $3 for each
registration. The five charges were dropped after Mr. Nichols pleaded guilty to
possession of a forgery, and was sentenced with 54 days in jail, which is how
much time he'd already spent there because of the charges.

2004

In October 2004, just before the general election, eight people working for a campus
GOP Get-out-the-Vote organization resigned their positions after they were accused of
submitting absentee ballot requests that had not been notorized properly. Because many
of these ballot requests had already been processed and the ballots themselves had been
cast, county auditors decided not to pursue the issue.8

Besides this incident, there were no reports of voter registration or voting irregularities in
the run-up to the November 2004 election, as there were in 2002. 9 However, as with the
primary and special elections in June 2004, there were complaints about voter
intimidation from American Indians attempting to vote, as well as difficulties with the
adoption of the state's new photo identification regulations (after the 2002 election, the
state legislature passed more stringent requirements about the kind of identification
voters would need to provide at the polls.)

Incidents:

Voter Intimidation: The Four Directions Committee, an organization dedicated to helping
American Indians register to vote and get to the polls, got a temporary restraining order
on several Republican supporters who, they alleged, had been setting up video equipment
outside of polling places on American Indian reservations and following around
American Indians who voted early and recording their license plates. 10

Vote Buying: A Republican election monitor from Virginia, Paul Brenner, claimed that
Senator Tom Daschle's campaign was paying people to vote. Local county auditors

5 Kafka, Joe. "Woman charged in voter-fraud case, other claims false." Associated Press State and Local
Wire. Pierre, South Dakota. December 14, 2002.
6 Walker, Carson. "Charges dropped against woman accused of voter fraud." Associated Press State and
Local Wire. Sioux Falls, South Dakota. January 28, 2004.
7 "Rapid City man arrested for voter fraud." Associated Press State and Local Wire. Rapid City, South
Dakota. October 18, 2002.
8 Melmer, David. "Voting problems resurface in South Dakota." Indian Country Today. October 27, 2004.
9 Melmer, David. "Election Day goes smoothly on Pine Ridge, S.D., reservation." Indian Country Today.
November 10, 2004.
10 Walker, Carson. "Observer alleges vote buying; worker says he never went to Pine Ridge." Associated
Press State and Local Wire. October 31, 2004.
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believe Brenner started the rumor himself. As there was no evidence for either side, the
claims were not taken seriously. 11

" Walker, Carson. "Some problems and oddities reported on Election Day." Associated Press State and
Local Wire. November 2, 2004.
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Summary of Election Irregularities in Washington State 2004

The 2004 Washington state gubernatorial election was decided by one of the narrowest
margins in American electoral history; 261 votes – less than a millionth of the 2.8 million
votes cast statewide - separated the leading candidate, Republican Dino Rossi, from his
competitor, Democrat Christine Gregoire. The state law-mandated recount that followed
brought the margin down to 42 votes, and the subsequent hand recount ordered by the
state Democratic Party gave Gregoire the lead, with 129 more votes than Rossi.

The race was so close that the parties decided to go to court to dispute the tally – the
Republicans wanted the election results set aside and to have a revote; the Democrats
sought a court-legitimated win. Each side set out into the field to find a way to swing the
election in their favor. The trial and accompanying investigation, which lasted through
the spring of 2005, revealed a litany of problems with the state's election system:

- The process by which absentee ballots are matched to the voters who requested
them led to discrepancies between the number of absentee ballots received and the
number of votes counted.'

- After the final certification of the election results, King County discovered 96
uncounted absentee ballots, Pierce county found 64, and Spokane County found
eight; all had been misplaced following the election, but there was no mechanism
for reconciling the number of absentee ballots received with the number counted.Z

- Hundreds of felons who were ineligible to vote were able to cast ballots because
they were not aware that they needed to apply to have their voting rights re-
instated.

- The system for verifying the eligibility of voters who had cast provisional ballots
was found to be questionable.4

- Due to poll worker error, about 100 provisional ballots were improperly cast, and
a hundred more were counted, though they were not verified as having been cast
by eligible voters.5

The trial also revealed that most of these problems were the result of understaffing and
human error. 6 In total, 1,678 ballots were proven to have been cast illegally, but none of
these votes was subtracted from the candidates' totals because no evidence was produced
in court as to how each individual voted. ? Further, despite the scrutiny that the election

1 Ervin, Keith. "County elections official demoted; 2004 balloting fallout – Chief predicts `series of
changes'." The Seattle Times. June 15, 2005. See also Postman, David. "Judge left to mull vote-fraud
claim." The Seattle Times. June 5, 2005.
2 Ervin, Keith. "Voters irked by uncounted ballots." The Seattle Times. June 17, 2005.
3 Postman, David. "Judge left to mull vote-fraud claim." The Seattle Times. June 5, 2005.
4 Roberts, Gregory. "GOP contrasts elections offices; Chelan County's work better than King's, judge in
gubernatorial case told." The Seattle Post-Intelligencer. May 25, 2005.
5 Ervin, Keith. "Prosecutors to challenge 110 voters; They are said to be felons – 2 counties discover
uncounted ballots." The Seattle Times. April 29, 2005.
6 Ervin, Keith. "King County ballot numbers don't add up; 4000 discrepancies – Review of records fmds
flaws at each stage of the election; voting, processing, counting." The Seattle Times. May 25, 2005.
' Borders v. King County. Court's Oral Decision. 6. June. 2005.
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returns revealed, and the extensive discussion of voter fraud throughout the investigation,
just eight cases of voter fraud were discovered:

• 4 people were accused of casting absentee ballots for their deceased spouses. 8

• A mother and daughter were charged with the absentee ballot of the mother's
husband who had died earlier in the year

• 1 man cast the ballot of the deceased prior resident of his home.
• A homeless resident of Seattle cast two ballots, one in the name of Dustin

Ocoilain. 9

8 Johnson, Gene. "Two plead guilty to voting twice in 2004 general election." Associated Press. June 2,
2005.
9 Ervin, Keith. "6 accused of casting multiple votes; King County voters face criminal charges - Jail time,
fines possible." Seattle Times. June 22, 2005.
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Summary of Wisconsin Voting Irregularities November 2004

Instances ofIllegal Voting, Milwaukee:
A probe led by U.S. Attorney Steve Biskupic and Milwaukee County District Attorney
Michael McCann found about 200 cases of illegal felon voting and at least 100 cases of
other forms of illegal voting in the city of Milwaukee. Of these, 14 were prosecuted:

10 were instances of felons voting while on probation or parole:
5 are awaiting trial. (one of them is DeShawn Brooks)'
1 has been acquitted 2

1 has been found guilty in trial (Kimberly Prude) 2

3 have reached plea agreements (Milo Ocasio3)
[names: Ethel M. Anderson, Correan F. Edwards, Jiyto L. Cox, Joseph J. Gooden4]

4 were instances of double voting:
1 produced a hung jury (Enrique Sanders) 2

1 was found incompetent to stand trial and his case was dismissed
1 initially pleaded guilty but now wants a trial.
1 is awaiting trial.

Two of those accused of double voting were driven to multiple polling places in a van,
but the identity of the driver of the vehicle is not known, and the DA does not suspect
conspiracy. 

6

In addition to these, four people were charged with felonies in the Milwaukee County
Circuit Court; two cases were filed against people accused of sending in false registration
cards under the auspices of the Association of Community Organizations for Reform
Now; the other two were felons who voted illegally.?

Instances of Illegal Voting, Statewide:
The Legislative Audit Bureau, a nonpartisan research agency, released its analysis of
state-wide 2004 election results in September 2005. The agency reviewed the names,
addresses, and birthdates of over 348,000 individuals credited with having voted in
November 2004, from the electronic voter registration records of 6 cooperating
municipalities, and compared them to lists from the Department of Corrections of felons
serving sentences on election day, and to lists from the municipalities (to check up on

1 Barton, Gina. "Man acquitted in voter fraud trial; Felon had been under supervision at time." Milwaukee
Journal-Sentinel. October 6, 2005.
2 Schultze, Steve. "No vote fraud plot found. Inquiry leads to isolated cases, Biskupic says." Milwaukee
Journal-Sentinel. December 5, 2005.
3 "Felon says he voted illegally." Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel. September 17, 2005.
4 Barton, Gina. "4 charged with voting illegally in November." Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel. August 17,
2005.
5 Milwaukee J-S. December 5, 2005.
6 Milwaukee J-S. December 5, 2005.
7 Milwaukee J-S. December 5, 2005.
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double-voting) and to lists from the US Social Security Administration. LAB's search
revealed 105 "questionable" votes:

• 98 ballots cast by ineligible felons, 57 of which were in Madison, 2 in Waukesha,
15 in Eau Claire, 16 in Appleton, 1 in the Village of Ashwaubenon

• 2 instances of double-voting (one in Madison, one in Waukesha).
• 4 votes counted despite the voter's having died two weeks or less before the

election.
• 1 case in which a 17-year-old voted in Madison.8

The LAB referred the names of these people to the appropriate District Attorney for
prosecution, and several cases are awaiting trial.

It should be noted that this study is not a complete survey of election returns state-wide in
Wisconsin; the LAB's analysis is based on the voting records of the six municipalities
that provided the LAB with sufficient information to conduct this study.

It should also be noted that the LAB discovered significant error in the data provided
them by these municipalities, including:

• 91 records in which the individual's birthdate was incorrectly recorded as later
than November 2, 1986

• 97 cases in which a person was mistakenly recorded as having voted twice
• More than 15,000 records were missing birthdates, making it more difficult to

determine voter eligibility by comparing these records to lists of felons and
deceased persons. 9

General Findings
Both reports (the Legislative Audit Bureau's and the report of the Joint Task Force on
Election Reform convened in Milwaukee) that did in-depth studies of the Wisconsin
election returns in 2004 found that there was no evidence of systematic, wide-spread
fraud. 1 ° As the above statistics indicate, there are very few cases in which an individual
intentionally voted illegally, and the majority of the discovered instances of fraudulent
voting involved felons who were unaware that they were committing a crime. Certainly
the number of fraudulent votes, intentional and unintentional, is dwarfed by the amount
of administrative error – and the amount of potential there was for fraud.

Registration Irregularities

8 Borowski, Greg J. "State audit digs up wider vote problems; Thousands of voters on rolls more than
once." Milwaukee Journal-Sentinel. September 17, 2005
9 "An Evaluation: Voter Registration." Legislative Audit Bureau. Madison, Wisconsin. September 2005. Pg.
50-52.
10 Brinkman, Phil. "Voting fraud in November not a problem in Madison; Nearly all suspect voters turn out
to be people who moved or made innocent mistakes." Wisconsin State Journal. May 11, 2005.
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Duplicate Registrations: In the data from the six participating municipalities, LAB found
3116 records for individuals who appear to be registered more than once in the same
municipality (0.9% of the records they reviewed). These duplications were primarily the
result of name changes, in which the registrar neglected to remove the old name from the
registration list, previous addresses that were not deleted, and misspellings and other
typograpahical errors.

Deceased Voters: the LAB study found 783 persons who were deceased, but whose
records had not been eliminated from the registration lists. Most of the municipalities
participating in the survey rely on obituaries and notifications from family members to
purge their voter registration lists of deceased voters.

Felons: Comparing a list of felons from the Department of Corrections to their voter
registration data lists, LAB found 453 felons who were registered to vote. This is largely
because, although municipal clerks are informed of federal felony convictions, they have
no way of obtaining records on state felony convictions. 11

1 1 Legislative Audit Bureau Report: pg 43-47.
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MAJOR VOTE BUYING CASES SUMMARY

Between 2001 and 2006, allegations and convictions for vote buying and conspiracies to buy
votes were concentrated in three states: Illinois, West Virginia and Kentucky.

In East St. Louis, Illinois, nine individuals, including a former city council member and the
head of the local Democratic Party, Charles Powell, Jr., were convicted or pled guilty to vote
buying and conspiracy to commit election fraud during the 2004 general election. The
government's conspiracy case was almost entirely based on taped conversations in which the
defendants discussed buying votes for $5 and whether this would be adequate. Federal
prosecutors alleged that the vote buying was financed with $79,000 transferred from the County
Democratic Party shortly before the election, although county officials have not been charged.
Four defendants were convicted of purchasing or offering to purchase at least one vote directly,
while Democratic Party chairman was only convicted of conspiracy.' Earlier, three precinct
officials and one precinct worker pled guilty to buying votes for $5 or $10 in that same election.2

Eastern Kentucky has witnessed a series of vote buying cases over the last several years. The
most recent revolved around Ross Harris, a Pike County political fundraiser and coal executive,
and his associate Loren Glenn Turner. Harris and Turner were convicted in September 2004 of
vote buying, mail fraud, and several other counts. 3 Prosecutors alleged Harris and Turner
conspired to buy votes and provided the necessary funds in an unsuccessful 2002 bid for Pike
County district judge by former State Senator Doug Hays. Harris supplied nearly $40,000,
Turner laundered the money through straw contributors, and the cash was then disbursed in the
form of $50 checks ostensibly for `vote hauling', the legal practice of paying campaign workers
to get voters to the polls which is notorious as a cover for buying votes. 4 Harris attempted to
influence the race on behalf of Hays in order to get revenge on Hays' opponent for a personal
matter.5

A grand jury initially indicted 10 individuals in connection with the Harris and Turner case,
including Hays and his wife, and six campaign workers. Of the remaining defendants, only one,
Tom Varney, also a witness in the Hays case, pled guilty. The others were either acquitted of
vote buying charges or had vote buying charges dropped. 6 Prosecutors have announced that their
investigation continues into others tied to Harris and may produce further indictments.

The Harris case follows a series of trials related to the 1998 Knott County Democratic primary.
Between 2003 and 2004, 10 individuals were indicted on vote buying charges, including a
winning candidate in those primaries, Knott County judge-executive Donnie Newsome, who was
reelected in 2002. In 2004 Newsome and a supporter were sent to jail and fined. Five other

'"Five convicted in federal vote-fraud trial" Associated Press, June 30, 2005; "Powell gets 21 months" Belleville
News-Democrat, March 1, 2006.
2 "Four Plead Guilty To Vote-Buying Cash Was Allegedly Supplied By St. Clair Democratic Machine" Belleville
News-Democrat, March 23, 2005.
3 "2 found guilty in pike county vote-fraud case; Two-year sentences possible," Lexington Herald Leader,
September 17, 2004.
4 "Jury weighing vote-fraud case," Lexington Herald Leader, September 16, 2004.
5 "Pike Election Trial Goes To Jury" Lexington Herald Leader, January 1, 2006.
6 "Former state senator acquitted of vote buying," Lexington Herald Leader, November 2, 2004.
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defendants pled guilty to vote buying charges, and three were acquitted. The primary means of
vote buying entailed purchasing absentee votes from elderly, infirm, illiterate or poor voters,
usually for between $50 and $100. This resulted in an abnormally high number of absentee
ballots in the primary. 7 Indictments relating to that same 1998 primary were also brought in
1999, when 6 individuals were indicted for buying the votes of students at a small local college.
Five of those indicted were convicted or pled guilty.8

Absentee vote buying was also an issue in 2002, when federal prosecutors opened an
investigation in Kentucky's Clay County after an abnormal number of absentee ballots were filed
in the primary and the sheriff halted absentee voting twice over concerns. 9 Officials received
hundreds of complaints of vote-buying during the 2002 primary, and state investigators
performed follow up investigations in a number of counties, including Knott, Bell, Floyd, Pike,
and Maginoff. 10 No indictments have been produced so far.

So far, relatively few incidents of vote-buying have been substantially identified or investigated
in the 2004 election. Two instances of vote buying in local 2004 elections have been brought
before a grand jury. In one, a Casey County man was indicted for purchasing votes in a local
school board race with cash and whiskey.' 1 In the second, the grand jury chose not to indict an
individual accused of offering to purchase a teenager's vote on a local proposal with beer.12

An extensive vote buying conspiracy has also been uncovered in southern West Virginia. The
federal probe, which handed down its first indictment in 2003, has yielded more than a dozen
guilty pleas to charges of vote buying and conspiracy in elections since the late 1980s. As this
area is almost exclusively dominated by the Democratic Party, vote-buying occurred largely
during primary contests.

The first phase of the probe focused on Logan County residents, where vote buying charges were
brought in relation to elections in 1996, 2000, 2002 and 2004. In an extraordinary tactic, the FBI
planted the former mayor of Logan City, Tom Esposito, as a candidate in a state legislative race.
Esposito's cooperation led to guilty pleas from the Logan County Clerk, who pled guilty to
selling his vote to Esposito in 1996, 3 and another man who took money from Esposito for the
purpose of vote buying in 2004.'

Guilty pleas were also obtained in connection with former county sheriff Johnny Mendez, who
pled guilty to buying votes in two primary elections in order to elect candidates including

"Knott County, KY., Judge Executive sentenced on vote-buying conspiracy charges," Department of Justice,
March 16, 2004.
8 "6 men accused of vote fraud in'98 Knott primary; Charges include vote buying and lying to FBI"
9 "Election 2002: ABSENTEE BALLOTING; State attorney general's office investigates voting records in some
counties" The Courier-Journal, November 7, 2002.
10 "Election 2002: Kentucky; VOTE FRAUD; Investigators monitor 17 counties across state" The Courier-Journal,
November 6, 2002.
11 "Jury finds man guilty on vote-buying charges" Associated Press, November 11, 2005.
12 "Man in beer vote case files suit" The Cincinnati Enquirer, March 17, 2005.
13

	 plead to vote fraud; Logan clerk sold vote; politician tried to buy votes" Charleston Gazette, December 14,
2005.
14 "Logan man gets probation in vote-fraud scandal" Charleston Gazette, March 1, 2006.
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himself. In 2000, with a large amount of funding from a prominent local lawyer seeking to
influence a state delegate election for his wife, Mendez distributed around $10,000 in payments
to voters of $10 to $100. Then, in the 2004 primary, Mendez distributed around $2,000 before
his arrest. 15 A deputy of Mendez', the former Logan police chief, also pled guilty to a count of
vote buying in 2002.16

Prosecutors focusing on neighboring Lincoln County have alleged a long-standing vote-buying
conspiracy extending back to the late 1980s. The probe identified Lincoln County Circuit Clerk
Greg Stowers as head of a Democratic Party faction which routinely bought votes in order to
maintain office. Stowers pled guilty in December 2005 to distributing around $7,000 to buy
votes in the 2004 primary. The Lincoln County Assessor, and Stowers' longtime political ally,
Jerry Allen Weaver, also pled guilty to conspiracy to buy votes.' 7 These were accompanied by
four other guilty pleas from party workers for vote buying in primaries. While most specific
charges focused on vote buying in the 2004 primary, defendants also admitted buying votes as
far back as the 1988, 1990, and 1992 primaries.

The leading conspirators would give party workers candidate slates and cash, which workers
would then take to the polling place and use to purchase votes for amounts between $10 and $40
and in one instance, for liquor. Voters would be handed the slate of chosen candidates, and
would then be paid upon exiting the polling place. In other cases, the elected officials in question
purchased votes in exchange for non-cash rewards, including patronage positions, fixed tickets,
favorable tax assessments, and home improvements.'8

The West Virginia probe is ongoing, as prosecutors are scrutinizing others implicated during the
proceedings so far, including a sitting state delegate, who may be under scrutiny for vote buying
in a 1990 election, and one of the Lincoln county defendants who previously had vote buying
charges against him dropped.19

15 "Mendez confined to home for year Ex-Logan sheriff was convicted of buying votes" Charleston Gazette, January
22, 2005.
16 "Ex-Logan police sentenced for buyingg p 	,votes" Associated Press, February 15, 2005.
""Clerk says he engaged in vote buying" Charleston Gazette, December 30, 2005.
' B "Lincoln clerk, two others plead guilty to election fraud" Charleston Daily Mail, December 30, 2005.
19 "Next phase pondered in federal vote-buying probe" Associated Press, January 1, 2006.
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TOVA WANG ON THE EAC GAG ORDER

I have just received this press release via email:

Contact James Joseph, Arnold & Porter -- (202) 942-

5355, james^joseph@aporter.com

Tova Andrea Wang, Co-Author of the Voter Fraud and

Voter Intimidation Report for the Election Assistance

Commission, Calls for an End to the Censorship

Over the last few weeks, there has been a developing

controversy in the press and in the Congress over a

report on voter fraud and voter intimidation I co-authored

for the Election Assistance Commission ("EAC"). It has

been my desire to participate in this discussion and share

my experience as a researcher, expert and co-author of

the report. Unfortunately, the EAC has barred me from

speaking. Early last week, through my attorney, I sent a

letter to the Commission requesting that they release me

from this gag order. Despite repeated follow-up, the EAC

has failed to respond to this simple request. In the

meantime, not only can I not speak to the press or public

-- it is unclear under the terms of my contract with the
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EAC whether I can even answer questions from members

of Congress.

My co-author and I submitted our report in July 2006;

the EAC finally released its version of the report in

December 2006. As numerous press reports indicate, the

conclusions that we found in our research and included in

our report were revised by the EAC, without explanation

or discussion with me, my co-author or the general

public. From the beginning of the project to this moment,

my co-author and I have been bound in our contracts

with the EAC to silence regarding our work, subject to law

suits and civil liability if we violate the EAC-imposed gag

order. Moreover, from July to December, no member of

the EAC Commission or staff contacted me or my co-

author to raise any concerns about the substance of our

research. Indeed, after I learned that the EAC was

revising our report before its public release, I contacted

the EAC, and they refused to discuss with me the

revisions, or the reasons such revisions were necessary.

Stifling discussion and debate over this report and the

critical issues it addresses is contrary to the mission and
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goals of the EAC and to the goal of ensuring honest and

fair elections in this country. Commissioner Hillman

stated in her defense of the EAC's actions that the EAC

seeks to "ensure improvements in the administration of

federal elections so that all eligible voters will be able to

vote and have that vote recorded and counted

accurately." I share this aspiration. But I believe that the

best way to achieve that end is not by suppressing or

stifling debate and discussion, but by engaging in a

thoughtful process of research and dialogue that

ultimately arrives at the truth about the problems our

voting system currently confronts.

I'm ready to wear my "Free Tova Wang" t-shirt. UPDATE:

More from Dan Tokaji here.

Posted by Rick Hasen at 08:46 AM
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Defining Election Fraud Deliberative Process
Privilege

Election fraud is any intentional action, or intentional failure to act when
there is a duty to do so, that corrupts the election process in a manner that
can impact on election outcomes. This includes interfering in the process by
which persons register to vote; the way in which ballots are obtained,
marked, or tabulated; and the process by which election results are
canvassed and certified.

Examples include the following:

• falsifying voter registration information pe
a vote, (e.g. residence, criminal status, etc):

• altering completed voter registration appI
information;

• knowingly destroying completed voter regi:
than spoiled applications) before theya an k
election authority;

• knowingly removing eligible voters from `v
violation of HAVA, NVRA or state election

• intentional destruction by election ffofficials
or balloting records, in violation of records
evidence of election fraud;

• vote buying,`
• voting in the I name ofnanother;
• voting more than once; 	 fi

t:. to eligibility to cast

rns b ntering false

tion appl caatio (other
Libmitted tot :?proper

registration lists, in

tion records
laws, to remove

• coercing a voter's choice onan absentee ballot;
• using a false name and/or signature on an absentee ballot;
• destroying Or misappropriating an absentee ballot;
•.felons or in some states ex-felons, who vote when they know they are

ineligible to do so;.,
• misleading an ex-felon about his or her right to vote;3}	,

• voting bynon-citizens who know they are ineligible to do so;
• intimidating practices aimed at vote suppression or deterrence,

including theeabuse of challenge laws;
deceiving voters with false information (e.g.; deliberately directing

• voters to the wrong polling place or providing false information on
polling hours and dates);

• knowingly failing to accept voter registration applications, to provide
ballots, or to accept and count voted ballots in accordance with the
Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act;

• intentional miscounting of ballots by election officials;
• intentional misrepresentation of vote tallies by election officials;
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• acting in any other manner with the intention of suppressing voter
registration or voting, or interfering with vote counting and the
certification of the vote.

Voting fraud does not include mistakes made in the course of voter
registration, balloting, or tabulating ballots and certifying results. For
purposes of the EAC study, it also does not include violations of campaign
finance laws.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

Voter fraud is any intentional action or any omission to act when there is a duty to do so
that corrupts the process by which ballots are obtained, marked, or tabulated; the process
by which election results are canvassed and certified; or the process by which voters are
registered. This includes: (1) coercing a voter's choice on an absentee ballot; (2) using a
false name and signature on an absentee ballot; (3) destroying or misappropriating of an
absentee ballot; (4) voting by felons or in some states ex-felons; (5) misleading an ex-
felon about his or her right to vote; (6) voting more then once; (7) voting by non-citizens;
(8) intimidating practices aimed at vote suppression; (9) deceiving voters with false
information (10) mishandling of ballots by election officials; (11) miscounting of ballots
by election officials; (12) misrepresenting vote tallies by election officials; (13) adding of
ballots by election officials; (14) destroying ballots by election officials; (15) removing of
eligible voters from voter registration lists; (16) falsifying voter registration information;
(17) destroying completed voter registration forms; (18) buying of votes; (19) failing to
follow the requirements of the Voting Rights Act and other voting rights laws, such as the
National Voter Registration Act; (20) failing to enforce required state election laws; (21)
abusing voter challenges; (22) purging of voter rolls in violation of HAVA; (23) failing to
follow the requirements of the Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act;
(24) acting in any other manner with the intention of suppressing voter registration,
voting, or the corrupting of the voting process.
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

Voter fraud is any intentional action or any omission to act when there is a duty to do so t - - Formatted: Don't adjust space
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Deleted: s
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they are ineligible to do so; (8) intimidating practices aimed at vote suppression or.
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ballots by election officials; (11) intentional miscounting of ballots by election officials;
(12) intentional misrepresenting vote tallies by election officials; (13) adding of ballots
by election officials; (14) destroying ballots by election officials; (15) removing of
eligible voters from voter registration lists; (16) knowingly falsifying voter registration
information pertinent to eligibility to cast a vote, e.g. residence, criminal status. etc.; (17)
destroying completed voter registration forms; (18) buying of votes; (19) failing to follow
the requirements of the Voting Rights Act and other voting rights laws, such as the
National Voter Registration Act; (20) failing to enforce required state election laws; (21)
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

Voter fraud means intentional misrepresentation, trickery, deceit, or deception, arising
out of or in connection with voter registration or voting
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Deliberative Process
Privilege

Case Summaries

After reviewing over 40,000 cases, the majority of which came from appeals courts, I
have found comparatively very few which are applicable to this study. Of those that are
applicable, no apparent ,thematic pattern emerges. However, it seems that the greatest
areas of fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of stealing votes to present
problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper delivery and counting of
absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying, and challenges to felon
eligibility. But because so few cases provided a picture of these current problems, I
suggest that case research for the second phase of this project concentrate on state trial-
level decisions.
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
. Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Powers v. Supreme Court 276 December Petitioner appealed an order When the New No N/A No
Donahue of New York, A.D.2d 5, 2000 of the supreme court, which York County

Appellate 157; 717 denied his motion to direct Board of
Division, First N.Y.S.2d the New York County Elections learned
Department 550; Board of Elections, in cases some absentee

2000 where more than one ballots mailed to
N.Y. absentee ballot was voters in one
App. returned by a voter, to district listed the
Div. count only the absentee wrong candidates
LEXIS ballot listing correct for state senator it
12644 candidates' names. sent a second set

of absentee
ballots to
absentee voters
informing them
the first ballot
was defective and
requesting they
use the second
ballot. The board
agreed if two
ballots were
received from the
same voter, only
the corrected
ballot would be
counted.
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Appellant
candidate moved
in support of the
board's
determination.
Respondent
candidate
opposed the
application,
contending that
only the first
ballot received
should have been
canvassed. The
trial court denied
appellant's
motion, ruling
that pursuant to
New York law,
where two ballots
were received
from the same
voter, only the
ballot with the
earlier date was to
be accepted. The
court found the
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

local board
officials should
have resolved the
dispute as they
proposed. The
order was
modified and the
motion granted to
the extent of
directing the New
York County
Board of
Elections, in
cases where more
than one absentee
ballot was
returned by a
voter, to accept
only the corrected
ballot postmarked
on or before
November 7,
2000, and
otherwise
affirmed.

Goodwin v. Territorial 43 V.I. December Plaintiff political candidate Plaintiff alleged No N/A No
St. Thomas-- Court of the 89; 2000 13, 2000 alleged that certain general that defendants
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

St. John Bd. Virgin Islands V.I. election absentee ballots counted unlawful
of Elections LEXIS violated territorial election absentee ballots

15 law, and that the improper that lacked
inclusion of such ballots by postmarks, were
defendants, election board not signed or
and supervisor, resulted. in notarized, were in
plaintiffs loss of the unsealed and/or
election. Plaintiff sued torn envelopes,
defendants seeking and were in
invalidation of the absentee envelopes
ballots and certification of containing more
the election results than one ballot.
tabulated without such Prior to tabulation
ballots, of the absentee

ballots, plaintiff
was leading
intervenor for the
final senate
position, but the
absentee ballots
entitled
intervenor to the
position. The
court held that
plaintiff was not
entitled to relief
since he failed to
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

establish that the
alleged absentee
voting
irregularities
would require
invalidation of a
sufficient number
of ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots constituted
a technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly
counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

envelope and a
loose ballot were
in the same outer
envelope, the one
vote involved did
not change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities were
without merit
since ballots
without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted, and
ballots without
notarized
signatures were
proper. Request
for declaratory
and injunctive
relief denied.

Townson v. Supreme Court 2005 December The circuit court overturned The voters and No N/A No
Stonicher of Alabama Ala. 9, 2005 the results of a mayoral the incumbent all
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

LEXIS election after reviewing the challenged the
214 absentee ballots cast for judgment entered

said election, resulting in a by the trial court
loss for appellant arguing that it
incumbent based on the impermissibly
votes received from included or
appellee voters. The excluded certain
incumbent appealed, and votes. The
the voters cross--appealed. appeals court
In the meantime, the trial agreed with th
court stayed enforcement of voters that the
its judgment pending trial court should
resolution of the appeal. have. excluded the

votes of those
voters for the
incumbent who
included an
improper form of
identification
with their
absentee ballots.
It was undisputed
that at least 30
absentee voters
who voted for the
incumbent
provided with
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts. Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

their absentee
ballots a form of
identification that
was not proper
under Alabama
law. As a result,
the court further
agreed that the
trial court erred in
allowing those
voters to
somewhat "cure"
that defect by
providing a
proper form of
identification at
the trial of the
election contest,
because, under
those
circumstances, it
was difficult to
conclude that
those voters made
an honest effort to
comply with the
law. Moreover, to
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

count the votes of
voters who failed
to comply with
the essential
requirement of
submitting proper
identification
with their
absentee ballots
had the effect of
disenfranchising
qualified electors
who choose not to
vote but rather
than to make the
effort to comply
with the absentee-
-voting
requirements.
Affirmed.

Gross v. Supreme Court 10 August Appellant candidates The candidates No N/A No
Albany of New York, A.D.3d 23, 2004 appealed from ajudgment argued that the
County Bd. Appellate 476; 781 entered by the supreme Board violated a
of Elections Division, Third N.Y.S.2d court, which partially federal court

Department 172; granted the candidates' order regarding
2004 petition challenging the the election. The
N.Y. method used by respondent appellate court
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

App. Albany County Board of held that absentee
Div. Elections for counting ballots that were
LEXIS absentee applications and sent to voters for
10360 ballots for the office of the special

Albany County Legislator, general election
26th and 29th Districts, in a based solely on
special general election their applications
required by the federal for the general
courts. election were

properly voided.
The Board had no
authority to issue
the ballots
without an
absentee ballot
application for the
special general
election. Two
ballots were
properly
invalidated as the
Board failed to
retain the
envelopes. Ballots
were properly
counted for voters
who failed to
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

identify their
physician on their
applications. A
ballot was
properly counted
where the Board
failed to
scrutinize the
sufficiency of the
reason for the
application. A
ballot containing
two signatures
was properly
rejected. A ballot
was properly
rejected due to
extraneous marks
outside the voting
square. A ballot
was properly
counted despite
the failure of the
election inspector
to witness the
voter's signature.
A ballot was
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

properly counted
as the application
stated the date of
the voter's
absence. A ballot
was properly
counted as the
failure to date the
application was
cured by a time
stamp. Affirmed.

Erlandson v. Supreme Court 659 April 17, Petitioners, representing the The appellate No N/A No
Kiffineyer of Minnesota N.W.2d 2003 Democratic--Farmer--Labor court found that,

724; Party, brought an action while it may have
2003 against respondents, the seemed unfair to
Minn. Minnesota Secretary of the replacement
LEXIS State and the Hennepin candidate to count
196 County Auditor, seeking votes for other

relief in regard to the candidates from
election for United States regular absentee
Senator, following the ballots on which
death of Senator Wellstone. the replacement
The issue concerned the candidate did not
right of absentee voters to appear, those
obtain replacement ballots, were properly
Individuals intervened on cast ballots voting
behalf of the Republican for a properly
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Party. The instant court nominated
granted review. candidate.

Petitioners'
request that the
Minnesota
supreme court
order that votes
for United States

• Senator cast on
regular . absentee
ballots not be
counted was
denied. A key
issue was Minn.
Stat. § 204B.41
(2002), which
provided, in--part,
that official
supplemental
ballots could not
be mailed to
absent voters to
whom ballots
were mailed
before the official
supplemental
ballots were
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

prepared. The
supreme court
held that, by
treating similarly-
-situated voters
differently, §
204B.41 violated
equal protection
guarantees and
could not even
survive rational
basis review. For
voters who cast
their regular
absentee ballots
for Wellstone
before the
vacancy occurred,
but were unable
to go to their
polling place on
election day or
pickup a
replacement
ballot by election
day, the
prohibition on
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
- Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

mailing
replacement
ballots in §
204B.41 denied
them the right to
cast a meaningful
vote for United
States Senator.
The petition of
petitioners was
denied in part, but
granted with
respect to mailing
replacement
ballots to all
applicants for
regular absentee
ballots who
requested a
replacement
ballot.

People v. Appellate 348 Ill. May 12, Defendant appealed from a Defendant went No N/A No
Deganutti Court of App. 3d 2004 judgment of the circuit to the voters'

Illinois, First 512; 810 court, which convicted homes and
District, Third N.E.2d defendant on charges of obtained their
Division 191; unlawful observation of signatures on

2004 Ill. voting and on charges of absentee ballot
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

App. absentee ballot violations in request forms.
LEXIS connection with the Once the ballots
518 completion and mailing of were mailed to

the absentee ballots of two the voters,
voters, defendant

returned to the
homes. With
voter one,
defendant sat on
the couch with
the voter and
instructed which
numbers to punch
on the ballot.
With voter two,
defendant
provided a list a
numbers and
stood nearby as
voter two
completed the
ballots. Defendant
then looked at the
ballot and had
voter two re--
punch a number
that had not
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

punched cleanly.
Defendant then
put the ballots in
the mail for the
voters. On appeal,
she argued
insufficient
evidence to
sustain her
convictions. The
court affirmed,
holding that (1)
the circumstantial
evidence
surrounding
defendant's
presence as the
voters completed
their ballots
supported the
unlawful
observation
convictions; (2)
the fact that
defendant
knowingly took
the voters ballots
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

and mailed them,
a violation of
Illinois law
supported her
conviction, and
(3) the fact that
the statutes
defendant was
convicted under
required only a
knowing mental
state rather than
criminal intent
did not violate
substantive due
process.
Affirmed.

Jacobs v. Supreme Court 773 So. December In an election contest, the Prior to the No N/A No
Seminole 2d 519; 12, 2000 First District court of general election,
County 2000 appeal certified a trial court two political
Canvassing Fla. order to be of great public parties mailed
Bd. LEXIS importance and to require preprinted

2404 immediate resolution by the requests for
supreme court. The trial absentee ballots
court denied appellants' to registered
request to invalidate voters in•
absentee ballot requests in Seminole County.
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Seminole County in the Forms mailed by
2000 presidential election. one party failed to

include either a
space for the
voter
identification
number or the
preprinted
number.
Representatives
from that party
were allowed to
add voter
identification
numbers to
request forms
after they were
returned, and
absentee ballots
were sent to the
persons named on
the request forms.
The supreme
court affirmed the
trial court's
refusal to
invalidate the
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

ballot requests,
and adopted the
trial court's
reasoning that the
information
required, which
included the-voter
identification
number, was
directory rather
than mandatory.
The trial, court
properly found
that the evidence
did not support a
finding of fraud,
gross negligence,
or intentional
wrongdoing.
Allowing one
party to correct
ballots did not
constitute illegal
disparate
treatment because
there was no need
to correct the
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

other party's
forms. Affirmed.

Gross v. Court of 3 N.Y.3d October Appellant candidates Due to a No N/A No
Albany Appeals of 251; 819 14, 2004 sought review from an challenge to a
County Bd. New York N.E.2d order of the Appellate redistricting plan,
of Elections 197; 785 Division, which affirmed a the Board was

N.Y.S.2d trial court order holding enjoined from
729; that absentee ballots from a conducting
2004 special general election primary and
N.Y. were not to be canvassed general elections
LEXIS because respondent Albany for certain county
2412 County Board of Elections districts. A

failed to follow the set special primary
procedure for those voters, election was

directed, with a
special general
election to be
held
"expeditiously
thereafter."
Absentee ballot
requests for the
first special
election were
based on prior
requests, but new
requests had to be
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

made for the
general election.
However, the
Board forwarded
absentee ballots
for that election
as well, based on
the prior requests.
Candidates in two
close races
thereafter
challenged those
absentee ballots,
as they violated
the procedure that
was to be
followed. The
trial court held
that the ballots
should not be
canvassed, which
decision was
affirmed on
appeal. On further
review due to
dissenting
opinions, the
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

court found that
the ballots were
in violation of the
federal court
order that directed
the procedure to
be followed, as
well as in
violation of New
York election
law. The court
concluded that the
Board's error was
not technical,
ministerial, or
• inconsequential
because it was
central to the
substantive
process, and the
voters who used
absentee ballots
were not
determined to be
"duly qualified
electors."
Affirmed.
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched.
Further

In re Supreme Court 577 Pa. March 8, A county elections board The absentee No N/A No
Canvass of of 231; 843 2004 voided certain absentee ballots at issue
Absentee Pennsylvania A.2d ballots cast in the were hand-
Ballots of 1223; November 4, 2003, general delivered to the
Nov. 4, 2003 2004 Pa. election. The court of county elections
Gen. LEXIS common pleas held that board by third
Election 431 absentee ballots delivered persons on behalf

by third persons were valid of non--disabled
and should be counted. The voters. On appeal,
commonwealth court the issue was
affirmed the trial court's whether non--
decision. The state supreme disabled absentee
court granted allocatur. voters could have
Appellants and appellees third persons
were certain candidates and hand--deliver
voters, their ballots to the.

elections board
where the board
indicated that the
practice was
permitted. The
state supreme
court concluded
that the "in
person" delivery
requirement was
mandatory, and
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

that absentee
ballots delivered
in violation of the
provision were
invalid,
notwithstanding
the board's
erroneous
instructions to the
contrary. Under
the statute's plain
meaning, a non--
disabled absentee
voter had two
choices: send the
ballot by mail, or
deliver it in
person. Third--
person hand--
delivery of
absentee ballots
was not
permitted. To
ignore the law's
clear instructions
regarding in--

erson delivery
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

would undermine
the statute's very
purpose as a
safeguard against
fraud. The state
supreme court
concluded that its
precedent was
clear, and it could
not simply ignore
substantive
provisions of the
Pennsylvania
Election Code.
The judgment of
the
Commonwealth
Court was
reversed in so far
as it held that
certain absentee
ballots delivered
on behalf of non--
disabled absentee
voters were valid.

In re Commonwealth 839 A.2d December The Allegheny County On appeal, the No N/A No
Canvass of Court of 451; 22, 2003 Elections Board did not issue was whether
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Absentee Pennsylvania 2003 Pa. allow 74 challenged third-- non-disabled
Ballots of Commw. party hand--delivered voters who voted
November 4, LEXIS absentee ballots to be by absentee
2003 963 counted in the statewide ballots and had

general election. The court those ballots
of common pleas of delivered by third
Allegheny County reversed parties to county
the Board's decision and election boards
allowed the 74 ballots to be could have their
counted. Appellant ballots counted in
objecting candidates the statewide

• appealed the trial court's general election.
order. First, the

appellate court
• concluded that

political bodies
had standing to
appeal. Also, the
trial court did not
err by counting
the 74 ballots
because absentee
voters could not
be held
responsible for
following the
statutory
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

requirements of
Pennsylvania
election law
where the Board
knowingly failed
to abide by the
statutory
language
regarding the
delivery of
absentee ballots,
changed its policy
to require voters
to abide by the
language, and
then changed its
policy back to its
original stance
that voters did not
have to abide by
the statutory
language, thereby
misleading
absentee voters
regarding
delivery
requirements.
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Under the
circumstances, it
was more
important to
protect the
interest of the
voters by not
disenfranchising
them than to
adhere to the
strict language of
the statute.
However, one
ballot was not
counted because
it was not
delivered to the
Board. Affirmed
with the
exception that one
voter's ballot was
stricken.

United United States 2004 October Plaintiff United States sued The testimony of No N/A No
States v. District Court U.S. 20, 2004 defendant Commonwealth the two witnesses
Pennsylvania for the Middle Dist. of Pennsylvania, governor, offered by the

District of LEXIS and state secretary, United States did
Penns lavnia 21167 claiming that overseas not support its
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
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of Note)

Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

voters would be contention that
disenfranchised if they used voters protected
absentee ballots that by the Uniformed
included the names of two and Overseas
presidential candidates who Citizens Absentee
had been removed from the Voting Act would
final certified ballot and be
seeking injunctive relief to disenfranchised
address the practical absent immediate
implications of the final injunctive relief
certification of the slate of because neither
candidates so late in the witness testified
election year. that any absentee

ballots issued to
UOCAVA voters
were legally
incorrect or
otherwise invalid.
Moreover, there
was no evidence
that any
UOCAVA voter
had complained

• or otherwise
expressed
concern regarding
their ability or
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

right to vote. The
fact that some
UOCAVA voters
received ballots
including the
names of two
candidates who
were not on the
final certified
ballot did not ipso
facto support a
finding that
Pennsylvania was
in violation of
UOCAVA,
especially since
the United States
failed to establish
that the ballot
defect
undermined the
right of
UOCAVA voters
to cast their
ballots.
Moreover,
Pennsylvania had
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
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of Note)
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Notes

Should. the
Case be
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adduced
substantial
evidence that the
requested
injunctive relief,
issuing new
ballots, would
have harmed the
Pennsylvania
election system
and the public by
undermining the
integrity and
efficiency of
Pennsylvania's
elections and
increasing
election costs.
Motion for
injunctive relief
denied.

Hoblock v. United States 341 F. October Plaintiffs, candidates and An election for No N/A No
Albany District Court Supp. 2d 25, 2004 voters, sued defendant, the members of the
County Bd. for the 169; Albany County, New York, Albany County
of Elections Northern 2004 Board of Elections, under § Legislature had

District of New U.S. 1983, claiming that the been enjoined,
York Dist. Board violated plaintiffs' and special
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LEXIS Fourteenth Amendment primary and
21326 rights by refusing to tally general elections

the voters' absentee ballots, were ordered. The
Plaintiffs moved for a order stated that
preliminary injunction, the process for

obtaining and
counting absentee
ballots for the
general election
would follow
New York
election law,
which required
voters to request
absentee ballots.
However, the
Board issued
absentee ballots
for the general
election to all
persons who had
applied for an
absentee ballot
for the cancelled
election. The
voters used
absentee ballots
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to vote; their
ballots were later
invalidated. A
state court
determined that
automatically
sending absentee
ballots to those
who had not filed
an application
violated the
constitution of
New York. The
district court
found that the
candidates' claims
could have been
asserted in state
court and were
barred by res
judicata, but the
voters were not
parties to the state
court action. The
candidates were
not entitled to
joinder and had
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not filed a motion
to intervene. The
voters established
a likelihood of
success on the
merits, as the
Board effectively
took away their
right to vote by
issuing absentee
ballots and then
refusing to count
them. The voters'
claims involved
more than just an
"unintended
irregularity." The
candidates' claims
were dismissed,
and their request
for joinder or to
intervene was
denied. Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction
preventing the
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Board from
certifying winners
of the election
was granted.

Griffin v. United States 385 F.3d October In a suit brought by The mothers No N/A No
Roupas Court of 1128; 15, 2004 plaintiff working mothers contended that,

Appeals for the 2004 against defendants, because it was a
Seventh Circuit U.S. members of the Illinois hardship for them

App. State Board of Elections, to vote in person
LEXIS alleging that the United on election day,
21476 States Constitution required •the U.S.

Illinois to allow them to Constitution
vote by absentee ballot, the required Illinois
mothers appealed from a to allow them to
decision of the United vote by absentee
States District Court for the ballot. The
Northern District of district court
Illinois, Eastern Division, dismissed the
which dismissed their mothers'
complaint for failure to complaint. On
state a claim, appeal, the court

held that the
district court's
ruling was
correct, because,
although it was
possible that the
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problems created
by absentee
voting might be
outweighed by
the harm to voters
who would lose
their vote if they
were unable to
vote by absentee
ballot, the striking
of the balance
between
discouraging
fraud and
encouraging voter
turnout was a
legislative
judgment with
which the court
would not
interfere unless
strongly
convinced that
such judgment
was grossly awry.
The court further
held that Illinois
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applied to
everyone.
Affirmed.

Reitz v. United States 2004 October Plaintiff service members The court issued No N/A No
Rendell District Court U.S. 29, 2004 filed an action against an order to assure

for the Middle Dist. defendant state officials that service
District of LEXIS under the Uniformed and members and
Pennsylvania 21813 Overseas Citizens Absentee other similarly

Voting Act, alleging that situated service
they and similarly situated members who
service members would be were protected by
disenfranchised because the UOCAVA
they did not receive their would not be
absentee ballots in time. disenfranchised.
The parties entered into a The court ordered
voluntary agreement and the Secretary of
submitted it to the court for the
approval. Commonwealth

of Pennsylvania
to take all
reasonable steps
necessary to
direct the county
boards of
elections to
accept as timely
received absentee
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ballots cast by
service members
and other
overseas voters as
defined by
UOCAVA, so
long as the ballots
were received by
November 10,
2004. The ballots
were to be
considered solely
for purposes of
the federal offices
that were
included on the
ballots. The court
held that the
ballot needed to
be cast no later
than November 2,
2004 to be
counted. The
court did not
make any
findings of
liability against
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the Governor or
the Secretary. The
court entered an
order, pursuant to
a stipulation
between the
parties, that
granted injunctive
relief to the
service members.

Bush v. United States 123 F. December The matter came before the Plaintiff No N/A No
Hillsborough District Court Supp. 2d 8, 2000 court on plaintiffs' presidential and
County for the 1305; complaint for declaratory vise--presidential
Canvassing Northern 2000 and injunctive relief candidates and
Bd. District of U.S. alleging that defendant state political

Florida Dist. county canvassing boards party contended
LEXIS rejected overseas absentee that defendant
19265 state ballots and federal county

write--in ballots based on canvassing boards
criteria inconsistent with rejected overseas
federal law, and requesting absentee state
that the ballots be declared ballots and
valid and that they should federal write--in
be counted. ballots based on

criteria
inconsistent with
the Uniformed
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and Overseas
Citizens Absentee
Voting Act.
Because the state
accepted overseas
absentee state
ballots and
federal write--in
ballots up to 10
days after the
election, the State
needed to access
that the ballot in
fact came from
overseas.
However, federal
law provided the
method to
establish that fact
by requiring the
overseas absentee
voter to sign an

• oath that the
ballot was mailed
from outside the
United States and
requiring the state

01360 .
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election officials
to examine the
voter's
declarations. The
court further
noted that federal
law required the
user of a federal
write--in ballot to
timely apply for a
regular state
absentee ballot,
not that the state
receive the
application, and
that again federal.
law, by requiring
the voter using a
federal write--in
ballot to swear
that he or she had
made timely
application, had
provided the
proper method of
proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot
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their request for
injunctive relief
and the court

• granted in part
and denied in part
plaintiffs' request
for declaratory
relief, and
declared valid all
federal write--in
ballots that were
signed pursuant to
the oath provided
therein but
rejected solely
because the ballot
envelope did not
have an APO,
FPO, or foreign
postmark, or
solely because
there was no

• record of an
application for a

• state absentee
ballot.

Kolb v. Supreme Court 270 March 17, Both p etitioner and Both petitione No N/A No
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Casella of New York, A.D.2d 2000 respondent appealed from and respondent,
Appellate 964; 705 order of supreme court, presumably
Division, N.Y.S.2d determining which absentee representing
Fourth 746; and other paper ballots different
Department 2000 would be counted in a candidates,

N.Y. special legislative election, challenged the
App. validity of
Div. particular paper
LEXIS ballots, mostly
3483 absentee, in a

special legislative
election. The
court affirmed
most of the trial
court's findings,
but modified its
order to invalidate
ballots
improperly
marked outside
the voting square-
--ballots where
the signature on
the envelope
differed
substantially from
the voter
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registration card
signature----and
ballots where
voters neglected
to supply
statutorily
required
information on
the envelopes.
However, the
court, seeking to
avoid
disenfranchising
voters where
permissible, held
that ballots were
not invalid where
applications
substantially
complied with
statute, there was
no objection to
the ballots
themselves, and
there was no
evidence of fraud.
Where absentee

0136
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ballot envelopes
contained extra
ballots, the ballots
were to be placed
in a ballot box so
that procedures
applicable when
excess ballots are
placed in a ballot
box could be
followed. Order
modified.

People v. Court of 241 June 27, Defendant filed an Defendant No N/A No
Woods Appeals of Mich. 2000 interlocutory appeal of the distributed and

Michigan App. decision by the circuit collected absentee
545; 616 court, which denied ballots in an
N.W.2d defendant's request for a election. Because
211; jury instruction on both defendant
2000 entrapment by estoppel, but and his brother
Mich. stayed the proceedings to were candidates
App. allow defendant to pursue on the ballot,
LEXIS the interlocutory appeal, in defendant's
156 a criminal action alleging assistance was

violations of election laws. illegal under
Michigan law.
Bound over for
trial on election
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fraud charges,
• defendant

requested a jury
instruction on
entrapment by
estoppel, which
was denied. On
interlocutory
appeal, the
appellate court
reversed and
remanded for an
entrapment
hearing, holding
that defendant
should be given
the opportunity to
present evidence
that he
unwittingly
committed the
unlawful acts in
reasonable
reliance upon the
word of the
township clerk.
The necessary

0136G''
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elements of the
entrapment
defense were: (1)
a government
official (2) told
the defendant that
certain criminal
conduct was
legal; (3) the
defendant
actually relied on
the official's
statements; (4)
the defendant's
reliance was in
good faith and
reasonable in
light of the	 .
official's identity,
the point of law
represented, and
the substance of
the official's
statement; and (5)
the prosecution
would be so
unfair as to
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violate the
defendant's right
to due process.
Denial of jury
instruction was
reversed because
the trial court did
not hold an
entrapment
hearing;
remanded for an
entrapment
hearing where
defendant could
present elements
of the entrapment
by estoppel
defense.

Harris v. United States 122 F. December Plaintiffs challenged the The court found No N/A No
Florida District Court Supp. 2d 9, 2000 counting of overseas Congress did not
Elections for the 1317; absentee ballots received intend 3 U.S.C.S.
Canvassing Northern 2000 after 7 p.m. on. election day, § 1 to impose
Comm'n District of U.S. alleging the ballots violated irrational

Florida Dist. Florida law. scheduling rules.
LEXIS on state and local
17875 canvassing

officials, and did

0136GS
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not intend to
disenfranchise
overseas voters.
The court held the
state statute was
required to yield
to the Florida
Administrative
Code, which
required the 10-
day extension in
the receipt of
overseas absentee
ballots in federal
elections because
the rule was
promulgated to
satisfy a consent
decree entered by
the state in 1982.

Weldon v. United States 2004 November Plaintiffs, a congressman The congressman No N/A No
Berks District Court U.S. 1, 2004 and a state representative, and representative
County Dep't for the Eastern Dist. filed a motion seeking a sought to have the
of Election District of LEXIS preliminary injunction or absentee ballots at
Servs. Pennsylvania 21948 temporary restraining order issue set aside

that would prohibit until a hearing
defendant county could be held to
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department of election determine
services from delivering to whether any of
local election districts the straining order
absentee ballots received denied. CASE
from any state, county, or SUMMARY:
city correctional facility. PROCEDURAL

POSTURE:
Plaintiffs, a
congressman and
a state
representative,
filed a motion
seeking a
preliminary
injunction or
temporary
restraining order
that would
prohibit
defendant county
department of
election services
from delivering to
.local election
districts absentee
ballots received
from any state,
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county, or city
correctional
facility as
provided in Pa.
Stat. Ann. tit. 25,
§ 3416.6 and Pa.
Stat. Ann. tit. 25,
§ 3416.8.
OVERVIEW:
The congressman
and representative
sought to have the
absentee ballots at
issue set aside
until a hearing
could be held to
determine
whether any of
the ballots were
delivered to the
county board of
elections by a
third party in
violation of
Pennsylvania law,
whether any of
the ballots were

013612
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submitted by
convicted
incarcerated
felons in violation
of Pennsylvania
law, and whether
any of the ballots
were submitted
by qualified
voters who were
improperly
assisted without
the proper
declaration
required by
Pennsylvania law.
The court
concluded that an
ex parte
temporary
restraining order
was not warranted
because there
were potential
jurisdictional
issues, substantial
questions
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concerning the
alleged violations,
and the complaint
did not allege that
the department
acted or
threatened to act
in an unlawful
manner. The
court denied the
ex parte motion
for a temporary
restraining order.
The court set a
hearing on the
motion for
preliminary
injunction.

Qualkinbush Court of 822 December Respondent appealed from Respondent first No N/A No
V. Skubisz Appeals of N.E.2d 28, 2004 an order of the circuit court claimed the trial

Illinois, First 38; 2004 certifying mayoral election court erred in
District Ill. App. results for a city in which denying his

LEXIS the court declared petitioner motion to dismiss
1546 mayor. with respect to 38

votes the Election
Code was
preempted by and
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violated the
Voting Rights
Act and the
Americans with
Disabilities Act of
1990 since it
restricted the
individuals with
whom an
absentee voter
could entrust their
ballot for mailing.
The appeals court
found the trial
court did not err
in denying the
motion to
dismiss, as
Illinois election
law prevented a
candidate or his
or her agent from
asserting undue
influence upon a
disabled voter and
from.
manipulating that
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voter into voting
for the candidate
or the agent's
candidate, and
was designed to
protect the rights
of disabled
voters.
Respondent had
not established
that the federal
legislature
intended to
preempt the rights
of state
legislatures to
restrict absentee
voting, and,
particularly, who
could return
absentee ballots.
The Election
Code did not
violate equal
protection
principles, as the
burden placed
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upon absentee
voters by the
restriction on who
could mail an
absentee ballot
was slight and
nondiscriminatory
and substantially
contributed to the
integrity of the
election process.
Affirmed.

Panio v. Supreme Court 14 January In proceedings filed The question No N/A No
Sunderland of New York, A.D.3d 25, 2005 pursuant to New York presented was

Appellate 627; 790 election law to determine whether the
Division, N.Y.S.2d the validity of certain county election
Second 136; absentee and affidavit board should
Department 2005 ballots tendered for the count the six

N.Y. office of 35th District categories of
App. Senator, appellants, a ballots that were
Div. chairperson of the county in dispute. After a
LEXIS Republican committee and review of the
3433 the Republican candidate, evidence

both sought review of an presented, the
order by the supreme court appeals court
to count or not count modified the trial
certain ballots. Respondent court's order by:
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Democratic candidate (1) deleting an
cross--appealed. order directing

the county
elections board
(board) to count
160 affidavit
ballots tendered
by voters who

• appeared at the
correct polling
place but the
wrong election
district, as there
were meaningful
distinctions
between those
voters who went
to the wrong
polling place and
those voters who
went to the
correct polling
place but the
wrong election
district; (2)
directing that the
board not count
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10 affidavit
ballots tendered
in the wrong
election district
because of a map
error, as there was
no evidence that
the voters in this
category relied on
the maps when
they went to the
wrong election
districts; and (3)
directing the
board to count 45
absentee ballots
tendered by poll
workers, as it
appeared that the
workers
substantially
complied with the
statute by
providing a
written statement
that was the
functional
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equivalent of an
application for a
special ballot.
Order modified
and judgment
affirmed.

Pierce v. United States 324 F. November Plaintiff voters sought to Intervenor No N/A No
Allegheny District Court Supp. 2d 13, 2003 enjoin defendant election political
County Bd. for the Western 684; board from allowing three committees also
of Elections District of 2003 different procedures for moved to dismiss

Pennsylvania U.S. third--party absentee ballot for lack of
Dist. delivery, require the set standing, lack. of
LEXIS aside of all absentee third-- subject matter
25569 party delivered ballots in jurisdiction, and

connection with the failure to state a
November 2003 election, claim, as well as
prohibit those ballots from abstention. Inter
being delivered to local alia, the court
election districts after found that
having been commingled abstention was
with other absentee ballots, appropriate under
and convert a temporary the Pullman
restraining order to an doctrine because:
injunction. (1) construction

of Pennsylvania
election law was
not clear
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regarding whether
the absentee
ballot provision
requiring hand--
delivery to be "in
person" was
mandatory or
directory; (2) the
construction of
the provision by
state courts as
mandatory or
directory could
obviate the need
to determine
whether there had
been a Fourteenth
Amendment
equal protection
violation; and (3)
erroneous
construction of
the provision
could disrupt very
important state
voting rights
policies.
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However, the
court had a
continuing duty to
consider the
motion for
temporary
restraining
order/preliminary
injunction despite
abstention. The
court issued a
limited
preliminary
injunction
whereby the 937
hand--delivered
absentee ballots at
issue were set
aside as
"challenged"
ballots subject to
the election code
challenge
procedure. Any
equal protection
issues could be
heard in state
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court by virtue of
the state court's
concurrent
jurisdiction.

Friedman v. United States 345 F. November Plaintiff registered voters The voters No N/A No
Snipes District Court Supp. 2d 9, 2004 sued defendant state and claimed they

for the 1356; county election officials timely requested
Southern 2004 under § 1983 for alleged absentee ballots
District of U.S. violations of their rights but (1) never
Florida Dist. under 42 U.S.C.S. § received the

LEXIS 1971(a)(2)(B) of the Civil requested ballot
23739 Rights Act, and the First or (2) received a

and Fourteenth ballot when it was
Amendments to the United too late for them
States Constitution. The to submit the
voters moved for a absentee ballot.
temporary restraining order The court held
(TRO) and/or preliminary that 42 U.S.C.S. §
injunction. The court 1971(a)(2)(B)
granted the TRO and held a was not intended
hearing on the preliminary to apply to the
injunction, counting of

ballots by those
already deemed
qualified to vote.
The plain
meaning of
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1971(a)(2)(B) did
not support the
voters' claim that
it should cover an
error or omission
on any record or
paper or any error
or omission in the
treatment,
handling, or
counting of any
record or paper.
Further, because
Florida election
law only related
to the mechanics
of the electoral
process, the
correct standard
to be applied here
was whether
Florida's
important
regulatory
interests justified
the restrictions
imposed on their
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Preliminary
injunction denied.
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Johnson v. United States 214 F. July 18, Plaintiff felons The felons had all No N/A No
Bush District Court Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendant successfully

for the 1333; state officials for completed their
Southern 2002 alleged violations terms of
District of U.S. of their incarceration and/or
Florida Dist. constitutional probation, but their

LEXIS rights. The officials civil rights to
14782 moved and the register and vote

felons cross-moved had not been
for summary restored. They
judgment. alleged that

Florida's
disenfranchisement
law violated their
rights under First,
Fourteenth,•

• Fifteenth, and
Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to the

• United States
Constitution, as
well as § 1983 and
§§2 and 10 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965. Each of
the felons' claims
was fatally flawed.
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The felons'
exclusion from
voting did not
violate the Equal
Protection or Due
Process Clauses of
the United States
Constitution. The
First Amendment
did not guarantee
felons the right to
vote. Although
there was evidence
that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on
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minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the felons
to pay their victim
restitution before
their rights would
be restored did not
constitute an
improper poll tax
or wealth
qualification. The
court granted the
officials' motion for
summary judgment
and, implicitly
denied the felons'
motion. Thus, the
court dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.

Farrakhan v. United States 2000 December Plaintiffs, convicted The felons alleged No N/A No
Locke District Court U.S. 1, 2000 felons who were that Washington's

for the Eastern Dist. also racial felon
District of LEXIS minorities, sued disenfranchisement
Washington 22212 defendants for and restoration of

alleged violations civil rights
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of the Voting schemes, premised
Rights Act. The upon Wash. Const.
parties filed cross-- art. VI § 3, resulted
motions for in the denial of the
summary judgment. right to vote to

racial minorities in
violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in a
disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of
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minorities; as a
result, minorities
were under-
represented in
Washington's
political process.
The Rooker--
Feldman doctrine
barred the felons
from bringing any
as--applied
challenges, and
even if it did not
bar such claims,
there was no
evidence that the
felons' individual
convictions were
born of
discrimination in
the criminal justice
system. However,
the felons' facial
challenge also
failed. The remedy
they sought would
create a new
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constitutional
problem, allowing
disenfranchisement
only of white
felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection between
the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary judgment.

Farrakhan v. United States 338 F.3d July 25, Plaintiff inmates Upon conviction of No N/A No
Washington Court of 1009; 2003 sued defendant infamous crimes in

Appeals for the 2003 state officials, the state, (that is,
Ninth Circuit U.S. claiming that crimes punishable

App. Washington state's by death or
LEXIS felon imprisonment in a
14810 disenfranchisement state correctional

scheme constitutes facility), the
improper race-- inmates were
based vote denial in disenfranchised.
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violation of § 2 of The inmates
the Voting Rights claimed that the
Act. The United disenfranchisement
States District scheme violated § 2
Court for the because the
Eastern District of criminal justice
Washington system was biased
granted of summary against minorities,
judgment causing a
dismissing the disproportionate
inmates' claims. minority
The inmates representation
appealed. among those being

disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that
the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in
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denial of the right
to vote on account
of race. Instead of
applying its novel
"by itself"
causation standard,
the district court
should have applied
a totality of the
circumstances test
that included
analysis of the
inmates'
compelling
evidence of racial
bias in
Washington's
criminal justice
system. However,
the inmates lacked
standing to
challenge the
restoration scheme
because they
presented no
evidence of their
eligibility, much
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less even allege that
they were eligible
for restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored. The
court affirmed as to
the eligibility claim
but reversed and
remanded for
further proceedings
to the bias in the
criminal justice
system claim.

Muntaqim v. United States 366 F.3d April 23, Plaintiff inmate At issue was No N/A No
Coombe Court of 102; 2004 appealed a whether the VRA

Appeals for the 2004 judgment of the could be applied to
Second Circuit U.S. United States N.Y. Elec. Law§ 5-

App. District Court for -106, which
LEXIS the Northern disenfranchised
8077 District of New currently

York, which incarcerated felons
granted summary and parolees. The
judgment in favor instant court
of defendants in the concluded that the
inmate's action Voting Rights Act
alleging violation did not apply to the
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of § 2 of the Voting New York law.
Rights Act of 1965. Applying the Act to

state law would
alter the traditional
balance of power
between the states
and the federal
government. The
court was not
convinced that
there was a
congruence and
proportionality
between the injury
to be prevented or
remedied (i.e., the
use of vote denial
and dilution
schemes to avoid
the strictures of the
VRA), and the
means adopted to
that end (i.e.,
prohibition of state
felon
disenfranchisement
law that resulted in
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vote denial or
dilution but were
not enacted with a
discriminatory
purpose). Further,
there was no clear
statement from
Congress that the
Act applied to state
felon
disenfranchisement
statutes. Inter alia,
defendants were
entitled to qualified
immunity as to
claim asserted
against them in
their personal
capacities, and to
Eleventh
Amendment
immunity to the
extent the inmate
sought damages
against defendants
in their official
capacities. The
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district court's
judgment was
affirmed.

Johnson v. United States 353 F.3d December Plaintiffs, ex--felon The citizens alleged No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1287; 19, 2003 citizens of Florida, that Fla. Const. art.
Fla. Appeals for the 2003 on their own right VI, § 4 (1968) was

Eleventh U.S. and on behalf of racially
Circuit App. others, sought discriminatory and

LEXIS review of a violated their
25859 decision of the constitutional

United States rights. The citizens
District Court for also alleged
the Southern violations of the
District of Florida, Voting Rights Act.
which granted The court of
summary judgment appeals initially
to defendants, examined the
members of the history of Fla.
Florida Clemency Const. art. VI, § 4
Board in their (1968) and
official capacity. determined that the
The citizens citizens had
challenged the presented evidence
validity of the that historically the
Florida felon disenfranchisement
disenfranchisement provisions were
laws. motivated by a
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discriminatory
animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that
race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show
that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met its
burden, summary
judgment should
not have been
granted: The court
of appeals found
that the claim under
the Voting Rights
Act, also needed to
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be remanded for
further
proceedings. Under
a totality of the
circumstances, the
district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was
behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions. The
court affirmed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under the
equal protection
clause and for
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violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the
matter to the
district court for
further
proceedings.

Fischer v. Supreme Court 145 N.H. March 24, Appellant State of Appellee was No N/A No
Governor of New 28; 749 2000 New Hampshire incarcerated at the

Hampshire A.2d challenged a ruling New Hampshire
321; of the superior State Prison on
2000 court that the felon felony convictions.
N.H. disenfranchisement When he requested
LEXIS statutes violate an absentee ballot
16 N.H. Const. pt. I, to vote from a city

Art. 11. clerk, the request
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. §
607(A)(2) (1986),
which prohibits a
felon from voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final discharge."
The trial court
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declared the
disenfranchisement
statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
reviewof the article,
its constitutional
history, and
legislation pertinent
to the right of
felons to vote, the
court concluded
that the legislature
retained the
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authority under the
article to determine
voter qualifications
and that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority, and
reversed. Judgment
reversed because
the court concluded
that the legislature
retained its
authority under the
New Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
• that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority.

Johnson v. United States 405 F.3d April 12, Plaintiff individuals The individuals No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1214; 2005 sued defendant argued that the
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Fla. Appeals for the 2005 members of Florida racial animus
Eleventh U.S. Clemency Board, motivating the
Circuit App. arguing that adoption of

LEXIS Florida's felon Florida's
5945 disenfranchisement disenfranchisement

law, Fla. Const. art. laws in 1868

VI, § 4 (1968), remained legally
violated the Equal operative despite
Protection Clause the reenactment of
and the Voting Fla. Const. art. VI,
Rights Act. The § 4 in 1968. The
United States subsequent
District Court for reenactment
the Southern eliminated any
District of Florida discriminatory taint
granted the from the law as
members summary originally enacted
judgment. A because the
divided appellate provision narrowed
panel reversed. The the class of
panel opinion was disenfranchised
vacated and a individuals and was
rehearing en banc amended through a
was granted. deliberative

process. Moreover,
there was no
allegation of racial
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discrimination at
the time of the
reenactment. Thus,
the
disenfranchisement
provision was not a
violation of the
Equal Protection
Clause and the
district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on that claim. The
argument that the
Voting Rights Act
applied to Florida's
disenfranchisement
provision was
rejected because it
raised grave
constitutional
concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a
practice that the
Fourteenth
Amendment
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permitted the state
to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never
intended the Voting
Rights Act to reach
felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
in favor of the
members was
granted.

Mixon v. Commonwealth 759 September Respondents filed Petitioner No N/A No
Commonwealth Court of A.2d 18, 2000 objections to convicted felons

Pennsylvania 442; petitioners' were presently or
2000 Pa. complaint seeking had formerly been
Commw. declaratory relief as confined in state
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Further

LEXIS to the prison. Petitioner
534 unconstitutionality elector was

of the Pennsylvania currently registered
Election Code, 25 to vote in
Pa. Cons. Stat. § § respondent state.
2600 -- 3591, and Petitioners filed a
the Pennsylvania complaint against
Voter Registration respondent state
Act, 25 Pa. Cons. seeking declaratory
Stat. § § 961.101-- relief challenging
961.5109, as unconstitutional,
regarding felon state election and
voting rights, voting laws that

excluded confined
felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released
from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'
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complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because respondent
state had broad
power to determine
the conditions
under which
suffrage could be
exercised.
However, petitioner
elector had no
standing and the
court overruled
objection as to
deprivation of ex--
felon voting rights.
The court sustained
respondents'
objection since
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incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting rights
were deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.

Rosello v. United States 2004 November Plaintiff voters filed The voters' § 1983 No N/A No
Calderon District Court U.S. 30, 2004 a § 1983 action action against

for the District Dist. against defendant government
of Puerto Rico LEXIS government officials alleged

27216 officials alleging that absentee
violations the Due ballots for a
Process and Equal gubernatorial
Protection Clauses election were
of the U.S. Const. untimely mailed
amend. XIV, and that split votes,
resulting from the which registered
invalidity of two votes for the
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absentee and split same office, were
ballots in a null. The court
gubernatorial asserted
election. jurisdiction over

the disparate
treatment claims,
which arose under
the U.S.
Constitution. The
court declined to
exercise
discretionary
abstention because
the case was not
merely a facial
attack on the
constitutionality of
a statute, but was
mainly an applied
challenge, requiring
a hearing in order
to develop the
record, and because
equal protection
and due process
were secured under
the state and federal
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constitutions. The
court held that the
voters had a
fundamental due
process right
created by Puerto
Rico Election Law
and suffered an
equal protection
violation in further
violation of the
U.S. Const. amend.
I right to vote,
thereby creating
their total
disenfranchisement.
The court held that
the evidence
created an
inference that the
split ballots were
not uniformly
treated and that it
was required to
examine a mixed
question of fact and
constitutional law
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pursuant to federal
guidelines to
determine whether
potential over votes
were invalid. The
court asserted
jurisdiction over
the voters' claims.

Woodruff v. United States 49 Fed. October 7, Plaintiffs, pro se The inmates argued No N/A No
Wyoming Court of Appx. 2002 inmates, appealed that the statute

Appeals for the 199; from an order of the violated their
Tenth Circuit 2002 United States Eighth Amendment

U.S. District Court for right and their State
App. the District of constitutional right
LEXIS Wyoming, to be free from
21060 dismissing their cruel and unusual

complaint brought punishment, their
under § 1983, equal protection
challenging Wyo. rights under the
Stat. Ann. § 6--10-- Fourteenth
106, which denied Amendment and
them, as convicted State Constitution,
felons, the right to and their federal
vote. The district and state rights to
court dismissed the due process. One
action for failure to inmate had not paid
state a claim upon the appellate filing
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which relief could fee or filed a
be granted and as motion to proceed
frivolous, on appeal without

prepayment of
costs or fees, and
his appeal was
dismissed. The
court found that
U.S. Const. amend.
XIV, § 2 had long
been held to
exclude felons from
the right to vote. It
could scarcely be
unreasonable for a
state to decide that
perpetrators of
serious crimes
should not take part
in electing the
legislators who
made the laws, the
executives who
enforced them, the
prosecutors who
tried the cases, or
the judges who
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heard their cases.
The court also
found the dismissed
suit constituted a
"strike" under 28
U.S.C.S. § 1915(g),
although the suit
did not challenge
prison conditions
per se. One
inmate's appeal was
dismissed; the
judgment
dismissing the
other's complaint
was affirmed.

N.J. State Superior Court 381 N.J. November The Superior Court The statute at issue No N/A No
Conf.--NAACP of New Jersey, Super. 2, 2005 of New Jersey, prohibited all
v. Harvey Appellate 155; 885 Chancery Division, people on parole or

Division A.2d Union County, probation for
445; dismissed a indictable offenses
2005 complaint filed by from voting. The
N.J. plaintiff interested interested parties
Super. parties to invalidate alleged that the
LEXIS N.J. Stat. Ann. § criminal justice
316 19:4--1(8) on the system in New

ground that it Jersey
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denied African-- discriminated
Americans and against African-
Hispanics equal Americans and
protection of the Hispanics, thereby
law. Defendant, the disproportionately
New Jersey increasing their
Attorney General, population among
moved to dismiss parolees and
the complaint for probationers and
failure to state a diluting their
claim, and said political power. As
motion was a result, the alleged
granted. The that enforcement of
interested parties the statute resulted
then appealed. in a denial of equal

protection under
the state
Constitution. The
appeals court
disagreed. N.J.
Const. art. II
authorized the New
Jersey Legislature
to disenfranchise
persons convicted
of certain crimes
from voting.
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Moreover, those
convicts could not
vote unless
pardoned or unless
otherwise restored
by law to the right
of suffrage. The
statute also limited
the period of
disenfranchisement
during a
defendant's actual
service on parole or
probation. Thus, it
clearly complied
with this specific
constitutional
mandate. The
judgment was
affirmed.

King v. City of United States 2004 May 13, Plaintiff inmate The inmate was No N/A No
Boston District Court U.S. 2004 filed a motion for convicted of a

for the District Dist. summary judgment felony and
of LEXIS in his action incarcerated. His
Massachusetts 8421 challenging the application for an

constitutionality of absentee ballot was
Mass. Gen. Laws denied on the
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ch. 51, § 1, which ground that he was
excluded not qualified to
incarcerated felons register and vote
from voting while under Mass. Gen.
they were Laws ch. 51, § 1.
imprisoned. The inmate argued

that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him
because it
amounted to
additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the
statute was
regulatory and not
punitive because
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rational choices
were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons
disqualified
because of corrupt
elections practices,
persons under 18
years of age, as
well as incarcerated
felons. Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period of
their imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the accuracy
of their ballots.
Therefore, the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51,	 1 did not
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violate the inmate's
constitutional
rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be
constitutional and
denied the inmate's
motion for
summary judgment.

Southwest United States 278 F. August Plaintiffs, several Plaintiffs claimed No N/A No
Voter District Court Supp. 2d 15, 2003 groups, brought suit voters using punch-
Registration for the Central 1131; alleging that the card machines
Educ. Project v. District of 2003 proposed use of would have a
Shelley California U.S. "punch-card" comparatively

Dist. balloting machines lesser chance of
LEXIS in the California having their votes
14413 election would counted in violation

violate the United of the Equal
States Constitution Protection Clause
and Voting Rights and the counties
Act. Plaintiffs employing punch--
moved for an order card systems had
delaying that greater minority
election, scheduled populations thereby
for October 7, disproportionately
2003, until such disenfranchising
time as it could be and/or diluting the
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conducted without votes on the basis
use of punch--card of race, in violation
machines. of § 2 of the Voting

Rights Act. While
the court did not
need to decide the
res judicata issue at
this juncture, there
was ample reason
to believe that
plaintiffs would
have had a difficult
time overcoming it
as they were
seeking to establish
the same
constitutional
violations alleged
in prior litigation,
but to secure an
additional remedy.
Plaintiffs failed to
prove a likelihood
of success on the
merits with regard
to both of their
claims. Even if
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plaintiffs could
show disparate
treatment, such
would not have
amounted to illegal
or unconstitutional
treatment. The
balance of
hardships weighed
heavily in favor of
allowing the
election to proceed.
The public interests
in avoiding
wholesale
disenfranchisement,
and/or not plunging
the State into a
constitutional
crisis, weighed
heavily against
enjoining the
election. Plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction
(consolidated with
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plaintiffs' ex parte
application for
temporary
restraining order)
was denied.

Igartua--de la United States 417 F.3d August 3, Plaintiff, a U.S. The putative voter No N/A No
Rosa v. United Court of 145; 2005 citizen residing in had brought the
States Appeals for the 2005 Puerto Rico, same claims twice

First Circuit U.S. appealed from an before. The court
App. order of the United pointed out that
LEXIS States District U.S. law granted to
15944 Court for the the citizens of

District of Puerto states the right to
Rico, that rejected vote for the slate of
his claim that he electors to
was deprived of the represent that state.
constitutional right Although modern
to vote for ballots omitted the
President and Vice names of the
President of the electors and listed
United States, and only the candidates,
was also violative and in form it
of three treaty appeared that the
obligations of the citizens were
United States, voting for President

and Vice President
directly, they were
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not, but were
voting for electors.
Puerto Rico was
not a state, and had
not been
enfranchised as the
District of
Columbia had by
the 23rd
Amendment. The
franchise for
choosing electors
was confined to
"states" by the
Constitution. The
court declined to
turn to foreign or
treaty law as a
source to reverse
the political will of
the country. The
judgment of the
district court was
affirmed.
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United States v. Alaska 05-CR-074 December 5, Mejorada-Lopez, No N/A No
Rogelio 2005 a Mexican
Mejorada-Lopez citizen,

completed
several voter
registration
applications to
register to vote in
Alaska and voted
in the 2000,
2002, and 2004
general elections.
He was charged
with three counts
of voting by a
non-citizen in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
611 and pled
guilty. Mejorada-
Lopez was
sentenced to
probation for one
year.

United States v. Colorado 1:04-CR-00458 March 1, Shah was No N/A No
Shah 2005 indicted on two

counts of
providing false
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information
concerning
United States
citizenship in
order to register
to vote in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911 and 1015(f).
Shah was
convicted on
both counts.

United States v. Northern Florida 4:05-CR-47 January 17, A misdemeanor No N/A Yes-need
Mohsin Ali 2006 was filed against information on

Ali charging him the outcome of
with voting by a the trial.
non-citizen of 18
U.S.C. section
611. Trial was
set for January
17, 2006

United States v. Northern Florida 4:04-CR-00059 May 18, Chaudhary was No N/A No
Chaudhary 2005 indicted for

misuse of a
social security
number in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
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408 and for
making a false
claim of United
States citizenship
on a 2002
driver's license
application in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911. A
superceding
indictment was
returned,
charging
Chaudhary with
falsely claiming
United States
citizenship on a
driver's license
application and
on the
accompanying
voter registration
application. He
was convicted of
the false
citizenship claim
on his voter
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registration
application.

United States v. Southern Florida 1:03-CR-20233 September 9, Velasquez, a No N/A No
Velasquez 2003 former 1996 and

1998 candidate
for the Florida
legislature, was
indicted on
charges of
misrepresenting
United States
citizenship in
connection with
voting and for
making false
statements to the
Immigration and
Naturalization
Service, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911, 1015(f) and
1001. Velasquez
was convicted on
two counts of
making false
statements on his
naturalization
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application to the
INS concerning
his voting
history.

United States v. Southern Florida 0:04-CR-60160; July 15, 2004 Fifteen non- No N/A No
McKenzie; 1:04-CR-20488; citizens were
United States v. 0:04-CR-60161; charged with
Francois; 0:04-.CR-60159; voting in various
United States v. 0:04-CR-60162; elections
Exavier; United 0:04-CR-60164; beginning in
States v. Lloyd 1:04-CR-20491; 1998 in violation
Palmer; United 1:04-CR-20490; of 18 U.S.C.
States v. Velrine 1:04-CR-20489; section 611. Four
Palmer; United 0:04-CR-60163; of the defendants
states v. 1:04-CR-14048; were also
Shivdayal; 0:04-CR-60165; charged with
United States v. 2:04-CR-14046; making false
Rickman; 9:04-CR-80103; citizenship
United States v. 2:04-CR-14047 claims in
Knight; United violation of 18
States v. U.S.C. sections
Sweeting; 911 or 1015(f).
United States v. Ten defendants
Lubin; United were convicted,
States v. one defendant
Bennett; was acquitted,
United States v. and charges
O'Neil; United against four
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States v. Torres- defendants were
Perez; United dismissed upon
States v. Phillip; motion of the
United States v. government.
Bain Knight
United States v. Southern Illinois 3:03-CR-30201 February 12, East St. Louis No N/A No
Brooks 2004 election official

Leander Brooks
was indicted for
submitting
fraudulent ballots
in the 2002
general election
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c),
1973i(e),
1973gg-10(2)(B),
and 18 U.S.C.
sections 241 and
371. Brooks pled
guilty to all
charges.

United States v. Southern Illinois 3:05-CR-30040; June 29, Four Democrat No N/A No
Scott; United 3:05-CR-30041; 2005 precinct
States v. 3:05-CR-30042; committeemen in
Nichols; United 3:05-CR-30043; East St. Louis
States v. 3:05-CR-30044 were charged
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Terrance Stith; with vote buying
United States v. on the 2004
Sandra Stith; general election
United States v. in violation of 42
Powell, et al. U.S.C. section

1973i(c). All four
pled guilty. Also
indicted were
four additional
Democrat
committeemen,
Charles Powell,
Jr., Jesse Lewis,
Sheila Thomas,
Kelvin Ellis, and
one precinct
worker, Yvette
Johnson, on
conspiracy and
vote buying
charges in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). All five
defendants were
convicted.
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Kelvin Ellis also
pled guilty to one
count of 18
U.S.C. section
1512(c)(2)
relative to a
scheme to kill
one of the trial
witnesses and
two counts of 18
U.S.C. section
1503 relative to
directing two
other witnesses
to refuse to
testify before the

and jury.
United States v. Kansas 2:04-CR-20142 December A felony No N/A No
McIntosh 20, 2004 information was

filed against
lawyer Leslie
McIntosh for
voting in both
Wyandotte
County, Kansas
and Jackson
County,
Missouri, in the
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Further

general elections
of 2000 and 2002
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). A
superseding
misdemeanor
information was
filed, charging
McIntosh with
causing the
deprivation of
constitutional
rights in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
242, to which the
defendant pled
guilty.

United States v. Eastern 7:03-CR-00013; March 28, Ten people were No N/A No
Conley; United Kentucky 7:03-CR-00014; 2003 and indicted on vote
States v. Slone; 7:03-CR-00015; April 24, buying charges
United States v. 7:03-CR-00016; 2003 in connection
Madden; United 7:03-CR-00017; with the 1998
States v. Slone 7:03-CR-00018; primary election
et al.; United 7:03-CR-00019 in Knott County,
States v. Kentucky, in
Calhoun; United violation of 42
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Further

States v. U.S.C. section
Johnson; United 1973i(c). Five of
States v. the defendants
Newsome, et al. pled guilty, two

were convicted,
and three were
acquitted.

United States v. Eastern 7:03-CR-00011 March 7, Ten defendants No N/A No
Hays, et al. Kentucky 2003 were indicted for

conspiracy and
vote buying for a
local judge in
Pike County,
Kentucky, in the
2002 general
election, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
371. Five
defendants were
convicted, one
defendant was
acquitted, and
charges against
four defendants
were dismissed
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upon motion of
the government.

United States v. Eastern 3:05-CR-00002 May 5, 2005 Three defendants No N/A Yes-need
Turner, et al. Kentucky were indicted for update on case

vote buying and status.
mail fraud in
connection with
the 2000
elections in
Knott, Letcher,
Floyd, and
Breathitt
Counties,
Kentucky, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
341.

United States v. Middle. 3:03-CR-00019 May 2, 2003 Tyrell Mathews No N/A No
Braud Louisiana Braud was

indicted on three
counts of making
false declarations
to a grand jury in
connection with
his 2002
fabrication of
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eleven voter
registration
applications, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1623. Braud pled
guilty on all
counts.

United States v. Western 6:03-CR-60055 April 12, St. Martinsville No N/A No
Thibodeaux Louisiana 2005 City

Councilwoman
Pamela C.
Thibodeaux was
indicted on two
counts of
conspiring to
submit false
voter registration
information, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). She
pled guilty to
both charges.

United States v. Western 4:04-CR-00401; January 7, Two No N/A No
Scherzer; Missouri 4:04-CR-00402; 2005; March misdemeanor
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United States v. 4:05-CR-00257; 28, 2005; informations
Goodrich; 4:05-CR-00258 September 8, were filed
United States v. 2005; charging
Jones; United October 13, Lorraine
States v. Martin 2005 Goodrich and

James Scherzer,
Kansas residents
who voted in the
2000 and 2002
general elections
on both Johnson
County, Kansas
and in Kansas
City, Missouri.
The informations
charged
deprivation of a
constitutional
right by causing
spurious ballots,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. sections
242 and 2. Both
pled guilty.
Additionally,
similar
misdemeanor
informations
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Further

were filed
against Tammy J.
Martin, who
voted in both
Independence
and Kansas City,
Missouri in the
2004 general
election and
Brandon E.
Jones, who voted
both in Raytown
and Kansas City,
Missouri in the
2004 general
election. Both
pled guilty.

United States v. New Hampshire 04-CR-00141; December Two No N/A No
Raymond; 04-CR-00146; 15, 2005 informations
United States v. 04-CR-00216; were filed
McGee; United 04-CR-00054 charging Allen
States v. Tobin; Raymond,
United States v. former president
Hansen of a Virginia-

based political
consulting firm
called GOP
Marketplace, and
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Further

Charles McGee,
former executive
director of the
New Hampshire
State Republican
Committee, with
conspiracy to
commit
telephone
harassment using
an interstate
phone facility in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. The charges
stem from a
scheme to block
the phone lines
used by two
Manchester
organizations to
arrange drives to
the polls during
the 2002 general
election. Both
pled guilty.
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James Tobin,
former New
England
Regional
Director of the
Republican
National
Committee, was
indicted on
charges of
conspiring to
commit
telephone.
harassment using
an interstate
phone facility in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. An
information was
filed charging
Shaun Hansen,
the principal of
an Idaho
telemarketing
firm called
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MILO
Enterprises
which placed the
harassing calls,
with conspiracy
and aiding and
abetting
telephone
harassment, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 2 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. The
information
against Hansen
was dismissed
upon motion of
the government.
A superseding
indictment was
returned against
Tobin charging
conspiracy to
impede the
constitutional
right to vote for
federal
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Further

candidates, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
241 and
conspiracy to
make harassing
telephone calls in
violation of 47
U.S.C. section
223. Tobin was
convicted of one
count of
conspiracy to
commit
telephone
harassment and
one count of
aiding and
abetting of
telephone
harassment.

United States v. Western North 1:03-CR-00038 June 30, A ten-count No N/A No
Workman Carolina 2003 indictment was

returned charging
Joshua
Workman, a
Canadian citizen,
with voting and
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Further

related offenses
in the 200 and
2002 primary
and general
elections in
Avery County,
North Carolina,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. sections
611, 911, 1001,
and 1015(f).
Workman pled
guilty to
providing false
information to
election officials
and to a federal
agency.

United States v. Western North 5:03-CR-00035 May 14, A nine-count No N/A No
Shatley, et al. Carolina 2004 indictment was

returned charging
Wayne Shatley,
Anita Moore,
Valerie Moore,
Carlos
"Sunshine" Hood
and Ross
"Toogie" Banner
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with conspiracy
and vote buying
in the Caldwell
County 2002
general election,
in violation of 42
.U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
371. Anita and
Valerie Moore
pled guilty.
Shatley, Hood,
and Banner were
all convicted.

United States v. South Dakota 05-CR-50085 December An indictment No N/A No
Vargas 22, 2005 was filed against

Rudolph Vargas,
for voting more
than once at Pine
Ridge in the
2002 general
election in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Vargas
pled guilty.

United States v. Southern West 02-CR-00234; July 22, Danny Ray No N/A No
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Wells; United Virginia 2:04-CR-00101; 2003; July Wells, Logan
States v. 2:04-CR-00145; 19, 2004; County, West
Mendez; United 2:04-CR-00 149; December 7, Virginia,
States v. Porter; 2:04-CR-00 173; 2004; magistrate, was
United States v. 2:05-CR-00002; January 7, indicted and
Hrutkay; United 05-CR-00019; 2005; March charged with
States v. Porter; 05-CR-00148; 21, 2005; violating 18
United States v. 05-CR-00161 October 11, U.S.C. section
Stapleton; 2005; 1962. Wells was
United States v. December found guilty. A
Thomas E. 13, 2005 felony indictment
Esposito; was filed against
United States v. Logan County
Nagy; United sheriff Johnny
States v. Mendez for
Adkins; United conspiracy to
States v. Harvey defraud the

United States in
violation 18
U.S.0 section
371. Mendez
pled guilty. An
information was
filed charging
former Logan
County police
chief Alvin Ray
Porter, Jr., with
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Further

making
expenditures to
influence voting
in violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Porter pled
guilty. Logan
County attorney
Mark Oliver
Hrutkay was
charged by
information with
mail fraud in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1341. Hrutkay
pled guilty.
Earnest
Stapleton,
commander of
the local VFW,
was charged by
information with
mail fraud. He
pled guilty. An
information was
filed charging
Thomas E.
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Esposito, a
former mayor of
the City of
Logan, with
concealing the
commission of a
felony, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 4.
Esposito pled
guilty. John
Wesley Nagy,
Logan County
Court marshall,
pled guilty to
making false
statements to a
federal agent, a
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1001. An
information
charging Glen
Dale Adkins,
county clerk of
Logan County,
with accepting
payment for
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voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). Adkins
pled guilty. Perry
French Harvey,
Jr., a retired
UMW official,
pled guilty to
involvement in a
conspiracy to
buy votes.

United States v. Southern West 2:04-CR-00162 December 28 Jackie Adkins No N/A No
Adkins, et al. Virginia & 30, 2005 was indicted for

vote buying in
Lincoln County,
West Virginia,. in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). A
superceding
indictment added
Wandell
"Rocky" Adkins
to the indictment
and charged both
defendants with
conspiracy to
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buy votes in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and vote
buying. A second
superseding
indictment was
returned which
added three
additional
defendants,
Gegory Brent
Stowers, Clifford
Odell
"Groundhog"
Vance, and
Toney "Zeke"
Dingess, to the
conspiracy and
vote buying
indictment.
Charges were
later dismissed
against Jackie
Adkins. A third
superseding
indictment was
returned adding
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two additional
defendants, Jerry
Allen Weaver
and Ralph Dale
Adkins. A
superseding
information was
filed charging
Vance with
expenditures to
influence voting,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Vance pled
guilty.
Superseding
informations
were filed
against Stowers
and Dingess for
expenditures to
influence voting,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Both
defendants pled
guilty. Weaver
also pled guilty.
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Superseding
informations
were filed
against Ralph
and Wandell
Adkins for
expenditures to
influence voting,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Both
defendants pled
guilty.

United States v. Eastern 2:05-MJ-00454; September Criminal No N/A Need updated
Davis; United Wisconsin 2:05-MJ-00455; 16, 2005; complaints were status on
States v. Byas; 2:05-CR-00161; September issued against Gooden and the
United States v. 2:05-CR-00162; 21, 2005; Brian L. Davis Anderson, Cox,
Ocasio; United 2:05-CR-00163; October 5, and Theresa J. Edwards, and
States v. Prude; 2:05-CR-00168; 2005; Byas charging Little cases.
United States v. 2:05-CR-00170; October 26, them with double
Sanders; United 2:05-CR-00171; 2005; voting, in
States v. Alicea; 2:05-CR-00172; October 31, violation of 42
United States v. 2:05-CR-00177; 2005, U.S.C. section
Brooks; United 2:05-CR-00207; November 1973i(e).
States v. 2:05-CR-00209; 10, 2005 Indictments were
Hamilton; 2:05-CR-00211; filed against
United States v. 2:05-CR-00212 convicted felons
Little; United Milo R. Ocasio
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States v. Swift; and Kimberly
United States v. Prude, charging
Anderson; them with falsely
United States v. certifying that
Cox; United they were
States v. eligible to vote,
Edwards; •in violation of 42
United States v. U.S.C. section
Gooden 1973gg-10(2)(B),

and against
Enrique C.
Sanders,
charging him
with multiple
voting, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Five
more indictments
were later
returned charging
Cynthia C.
Alicea with
multiple voting
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e) and
convicted felons
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Deshawn B.
Brooks,
Alexander T.
Hamilton, Derek
G. Little, and
Eric L. Swift
with falsely
certifying that
they were
eligible to vote in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973gg-10(2)(B).
Indictments were
filed against
Davis and Byas
charging them
with double
voting. Four
more indictments
were returned
charging
convicted felons
Ethel M.
Anderson, Jiyto
L. Cox, Correan
F. Edwards, and
Joseph J. Gooden
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with falsely
certifying that
they were
eligible to vote.
Ocasio and
Hamilton pled
guilty. Prude was
found guilty. A
mistrial was
declared in the
Sanders case.
Brooks was
acquitted. Byas
signed a plea
agreement
agreeing to plead
to a
misdemeanor 18
U.S.C. section
242 charge. Swift
moved to change
his plea. Davis
was found
incompetent to
stand trial so the
government
dismissed the
case. Gooden is a
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fugitive. Alicea
was acquitted.
Four cases are
pending ---
Anderson, Cox,
Edwards, and
Little.
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Johnson v. United States 214 F. July 18, Plaintiff felons The felons had all No N/A No
Bush District Court Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendant successfully

for the 1333; state officials for completed their
Southern 2002 alleged violations terms of
District of U.S. of their incarceration and/or
Florida Dist. constitutional probation, but their

LEXIS rights. The officials civil rights to
14782 moved and the register and vote

felons cross-moved had not been
for summary restored. They
judgment. alleged that

Florida's
disenfranchisement
law violated their
rights under First,
Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and
Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to the
United States
Constitution, as
well as § 1983 and
§§2 and l0 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965. Each of
the felons' claims
was fatally flawed.
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The felons'
exclusion from
voting did not
violate the Equal
Protection or Due
Process Clauses of
the United States
Constitution. The
First Amendment
did not guarantee
felons the right to
vote. Although
there was evidence
that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on
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minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the felons
to pay their victim
restitution before
their rights would
be restored did not
constitute an
improper poll tax
or wealth
qualification. The
court granted the
officials' motion for
summary judgment
and implicitly
denied the felons'
motion. Thus, the
court dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.

Farrakhan v. United States 2000 December Plaintiffs, convicted The felons alleged No N/A No
Locke District Court U.S. 1, 2000 felons who were that Washington's

for the Eastern Dist. also racial felon
District of LEXIS minorities, sued disenfranchisement
Washington 22212 defendants for and restoration of

alleged violations civil rights
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of the Voting schemes, premised
Rights Act. The upon Wash. Const.
parties filed cross-- art. VI § 3, resulted
motions for in the denial of the
summary judgment. right to vote to

racial minorities in
violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in a
disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of
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minorities; as a
result, minorities
were under--
represented in
Washington's
political process.
The Rooker--
Feldman doctrine
barred the felons
from bringing any
as--applied
challenges, and
even if it did not
bar such claims,
there was no
evidence that the
felons' individual
convictions were
born of
discrimination in
the criminal justice
system. However,
the felons' facial
challenge also
failed. The remedy
they sought would
create a new
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constitutional
problem, allowing
disenfranchisement
only of white
felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection between
the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary judgment.

Farrakhan v. United States 338 F.3d July 25, Plaintiff inmates Upon conviction of No N/A No
Washington Court of 1009; 2003 sued defendant infamous crimes in

Appeals for the 2003 state officials, the state, (that is,
Ninth Circuit U.S. claiming that crimes punishable

App. Washington state's by death or
LEXIS felon imprisonment in a
14810 disenfranchisement state correctional

scheme constitutes facility), the
improper race-- inmates were
based vote denial in disenfranchised.
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violation of § 2 of The inmates
the Voting Rights claimed that the
Act. The United disenfranchisement
States District scheme violated § 2
Court for the because the
Eastern District of criminal justice
Washington system was biased
granted of summary against minorities,
judgment causing a
dismissing the disproportionate
inmates' claims. minority
The inmates representation
appealed. among those being

disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that
the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in
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less even allege that
they were eligible
for restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored. The
court affirmed as to
the eligibility claim
but reversed and
remanded for
further proceedings
to the bias in the
criminal justice
system claim.

Muntagim v. United States 366 F.3d April 23, Plaintiff inmate At issue was No N/A No
Coombe Court of 102; 2004 appealed a whether the VRA

Appeals for the 2004 judgment of the could be applied to
Second Circuit U.S. United States N.Y. Elec. Law§ 5-

App. District Court for -106, which
LEXIS the Northern disenfranchised
8077 District of New currently

York, which incarcerated felons
granted summary and parolees. The
judgment in favor instant court
of defendants in the concluded that the
inmate's action Voting Rights Act
alleging violation did not apply to the
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of § 2 of the Voting New York law.
Rights Act of 1965. Applying the Act to

state law would
alter the traditional
balance of power
between the states
and the federal
government. The
court was not
convinced that
there was a
congruence and
proportionality
between the injury
to be prevented or
remedied (i.e., the
use of vote denial
and dilution
schemes to avoid
the strictures of the
VRA), and the
means adopted to
that end (i.e.,
prohibition of state
felon
disenfranchisement
law that resulted in
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vote denial or
dilution but were
not enacted with a
discriminatory
purpose). Further,
there was no clear
statement from
Congress that the
Act applied to state
felon
disenfranchisement
statutes. Inter alia,
defendants were
entitled to qualified
immunity as to
claim asserted
against them in
their personal
capacities, and to
Eleventh
Amendment
immunity to the
extent the inmate
sought damages
against defendants
in their official
capacities. The
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district court's
judgment was
affirmed.

Johnson v. United States 353 F.3d December Plaintiffs, ex--felon The citizens alleged No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1287; 19, 2003 citizens of Florida, that Fla. Const. art.
Fla. Appeals for the 2003 on their own right VI, § 4 (1968) was

Eleventh U.S. and on behalf of racially
Circuit App. others, sought discriminatory and

LEXIS review of a violated their
25859 decision of the constitutional

United States rights. The citizens
District Court for also alleged
the Southern violations of the
District of Florida, Voting Rights Act.
which granted The court of
summary judgment appeals initially
to defendants, examined the
members of the history of Fla.
Florida Clemency Const. art. VI, § 4
Board in their (1968) and
official capacity. determined that the
The citizens citizens had
challenged the presented evidence
validity of the that historically the
Florida felon disenfranchisement
disenfranchisement provisions were
laws. motivated by a
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discriminatory
animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that
race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show
that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met its
burden, summary
judgment should
not have been
granted. The court
of appeals found
that the claim under
the Voting Rights
Act, also needed to
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be remanded for
further
proceedings. Under
a totality of the
circumstances, the
district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was
behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions. The
court affirmed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under the
equal protection
clause and for
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violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the
matter to the
district court for
further
proceedings.

Fischer v. Supreme Court 145 N.H. March 24, Appellant State of Appellee was No N/A No
Governor of New 28; 749 2000 New Hampshire incarcerated at the

Hampshire A.2d challenged a ruling New Hampshire
321; of the superior State Prison on
2000 court that the felon felony convictions.
N.H. disenfranchisement When he requested
LEXIS statutes violate an absentee ballot
16 N.H. Const. pt. I, to vote from a city

Art. 11. clerk, the request
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. §
607(A)(2) (1986),
which prohibits a
felon from voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final discharge."
The trial court
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declared the
disenfranchisement
statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
reviewof the article,
its constitutional
history, and
legislation pertinent
to the right of
felons to vote, the
court concluded
that the legislature
retained the
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authority under the
article to determine
voter qualifications
and that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority, and
reversed. Judgment
reversed because
the court concluded
that the legislature
retained its
authority under the
New Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority.

Johnson v. United States 405 F.3d April 12, Plaintiff individuals The individuals No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1214; 2005 sued defendant argued that the
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Fla. Appeals for the 2005 members of Florida racial animus
Eleventh U.S. Clemency Board, motivating the
Circuit App. arguing that adoption of

LEXIS Florida's felon Florida's
5945 disenfranchisement disenfranchisement

law, Fla. Const. art. laws in 1868

VI, § 4 (1968), remained legally
violated the Equal operative despite
Protection Clause the reenactment of
and the Voting Fla. Const. art. VI,
Rights Act. The § 4 in 1968. The
United States subsequent
District Court for reenactment
the Southern eliminated any
District of Florida discriminatory taint
granted the from the law as
members summary originally enacted
judgment. A because the
divided appellate provision narrowed
panel reversed. The the class of
panel opinion was disenfranchised
vacated and a individuals and was
rehearing en banc amended through a
was granted. deliberative

process. Moreover,
there was no
allegation of racial
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discrimination at
the time of the
reenactment. Thus,
the
disenfranchisement
provision was not a
violation of the
Equal Protection
Clause and the
district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on that claim. The
argument that the
Voting Rights Act
applied to Florida's
disenfranchisement
provision was
rejected because it
raised grave
constitutional
concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a
practice that the
Fourteenth
Amendment
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permitted the state
to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never
intended the Voting
Rights Act to reach
felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
. in favor of the
members was
granted.

Mixon v. Commonwealth 759 September Respondents filed Petitioner No N/A No
Commonwealth Court of A.2d 18, 2000 objections to convicted felons

Pennsylvania 442; petitioners' were presently or•
2000 Pa. complaint seeking had formerly been
Commw. declaratory relief as confined in state
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LEXIS to the prison. Petitioner
534 unconstitutionality elector was

of the Pennsylvania currently registered
Election Code, 25 to vote in
Pa. Cons. Stat. §§ respondent state.
2600 -- 3591, and Petitioners filed a
the Pennsylvania complaint against
Voter Registration respondent state
Act, 25 Pa. Cons. seeking declaratory
Stat. § § 961.101-- relief challenging
961.5109, as unconstitutional,
regarding felon state election and
voting rights, voting laws that

excluded confined
felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released
from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'
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complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because respondent
state had broad
power to determine
the conditions
under which
suffrage could be
exercised.
However, petitioner
elector had no
standing and the
court overruled

• objection as to
deprivation of ex--
felon voting rights.
The court sustained
respondents'
objection since
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incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting rights
were deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.

Rosello v. United States 2004 November Plaintiff voters filed The voters' § 1983 No N/A No
Calderon District Court U.S. 30, 2004 a § 1983 action action against

for the District Dist. against defendant government
of Puerto Rico LEXIS government officials alleged

27216 officials alleging that absentee
violations the Due ballots for a
Process and Equal gubernatorial
Protection Clauses election were
of the U.S. Const. untimely mailed
amend. XIV, and that split votes,
resulting from the which registered
invalidity of two votes for the
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absentee and split same office, were
ballots in a null. The court
gubernatorial asserted
election. jurisdiction over

the disparate
treatment claims,
which arose under
the U.S.
Constitution. The
court declined to
exercise
discretionary
abstention because
the case was not
merely a facial
attack on the
constitutionality of
a statute, but was
mainly an applied
challenge, requiring
a hearing in order
to develop the
record, and because
equal protection
and due process
were secured under
the state and federal
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constitutions. The
court held that the
voters had a
fundamental due
process right
created by Puerto
Rico Election Law
and suffered an
equal protection
violation in further
violation of the
U.S. Const. amend.
I right to vote,
thereby creating
their total
disenfranchisement.
The court held that
the evidence
created an
inference that the
split ballots were
not uniformly
treated and that it
was required to
examine a mixed
question of fact and
constitutional law
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pursuant to federal
guidelines to
determine whether
potential over votes
were invalid. The
court asserted
jurisdiction over
the voters' claims.

Woodruff v. United States 49 Fed. October 7, Plaintiffs, pro se The inmates argued No N/A No
Wyoming Court of Appx. 2002 inmates, appealed that the statute

Appeals for the 199; from an order of the violated their
Tenth Circuit 2002 United States Eighth Amendment

U.S. District Court for right and their State
App. the District of constitutional right
LEXIS Wyoming, to be free from
21060 dismissing their cruel and unusual

complaint brought punishment, their
under § 1983, equal protection
challenging Wyo. rights under the
Stat. Ann. § 6--10-- Fourteenth
106, which denied Amendment and
them, as convicted State Constitution,
felons, the right to and their federal
vote. The district and state rights to
court dismissed the due process. One
action for failure to inmate had not paid
state a claim upon the appellate filing
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which relief could fee or filed a
be granted and as motion to proceed
frivolous, on appeal without

prepayment of
costs or fees, and
his appeal was
dismissed. The
court found that
U.S. Const. amend.
XIV, § 2 had long
been held to
exclude felons from
the right to vote. It
could scarcely be
unreasonable for a
state to decide that
perpetrators of
serious crimes
should not take part
in electing the
legislators who
made the laws, the
executives who
enforced them, the
prosecutors who
tried the cases, or
the judges who
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heard their cases.
The court also
found the dismissed
suit constituted a
"strike" under 28
U.S.C.S. § 1915(g),
although the suit
did not challenge
prison conditions
per se. One
inmate's appeal was
dismissed; the
judgment
dismissing the
other's complaint
was affirmed.

N.J. State Superior Court 381 N.J. November The Superior Court The statute at issue No N/A No
Conf.--NAACP of New Jersey, Super. 2, 2005 of New Jersey, prohibited all
v. Harvey Appellate 155; 885 Chancery Division, people on parole or

Division A.2d Union County, probation for
445; dismissed a indictable offenses
2005 complaint filed by from voting. The
N.J. plaintiff interested interested parties
Super. parties to invalidate alleged that the
LEXIS N.J. Stat. Ann. § criminal justice
316 19:4--1(8) on the system in New

ground that it Jersey
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denied African-- discriminated
Americans and against African-
Hispanics equal Americans and
protection of the Hispanics, thereby
law. Defendant, the disproportionately
New Jersey increasing their
Attorney General, population among
moved to dismiss parolees and
the complaint for probationers and
failure to state a diluting their
claim, and said political power. As
motion was a result, the alleged
granted. The that enforcement of
interested parties the statute resulted
then appealed. in a denial of equal

protection under
the state
Constitution. The
appeals court
disagreed. N.J.
Const. art. II
authorized the New
Jersey Legislature
to disenfranchise
persons convicted
of certain crimes
from voting.
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Moreover, those
convicts could not
vote unless
pardoned or unless
otherwise restored
by law to the right
of suffrage. The
statute also limited
the period of
disenfranchisement
during a
defendant's actual
service on parole or
probation. Thus, it
clearly complied
with this specific
constitutional
mandate. The
judgment was
affirmed.

King v. City of United States 2004 May 13, Plaintiff inmate The inmate was No N/A No
Boston District Court U.S. 2004 filed a motion for convicted of a

for the District Dist. summary judgment felony and
of LEXIS in his action incarcerated. His
Massachusetts 8421 challenging the application for an

constitutionality of absentee ballot was
Mass. Gen. Laws denied on the
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ch. 51, § 1, which ground that he was
excluded not qualified to
incarcerated felons register and vote
from voting while under Mass. Gen.
theywere Laws ch. 51, § 1.
imprisoned. The inmate argued

that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him
because it
amounted to
additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the
statute was
regulatory and not
punitive because
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rational choices
were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons
disqualified
because of corrupt
elections practices,
persons under 18
years of age, as
well as incarcerated
felons. Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period of
their imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the accuracy
of their ballots.
Therefore, the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51,	 1 did not
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violate the inmate's
constitutional
rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be
constitutional and
denied the inmate's
motion for
summary judgment.

Southwest United States 278 F. August Plaintiffs, several Plaintiffs claimed No N/A No
Voter District Court Supp. 2d 15, 2003 groups, brought suit voters using punch-
Registration for the Central 1131; alleging that the card machines
Educ. Project v. District of 2003 proposed use of would have a
Shelley California U.S. "punch-card" comparatively

Dist. balloting machines lesser chance of
LEXIS in the California having their votes
14413 election would counted in violation

violate the United of the Equal
States Constitution Protection Clause
and Voting Rights and the counties
Act. Plaintiffs employing punch--
moved for an order card systems had
delaying that greater minority
election, scheduled populations thereby
for October 7, disproportionately
2003, until such disenfranchising
time as it could be and/or diluting the
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conducted without votes on the basis
use of punch--card of race, in violation
machines. of § 2 of the Voting

Rights Act. While
the court did not
need to decide the
res judicata issue at
this juncture, there
was ample reason
to believe that
plaintiffs would
have had a difficult
time overcoming it
as they were
seeking to establish
the same
constitutional
violations alleged
in prior litigation,
but to secure an
additional remedy.
Plaintiffs failed to
prove a likelihood
of success on the
merits with regard
to both of their
claims. Even if
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plaintiffs could
show disparate
treatment, such
would not have
amounted to illegal
or unconstitutional
treatment. The
balance of
hardships weighed
heavily in favor of
allowing the
election to proceed.
The public interests
in avoiding
wholesale
disenfranchisement,
and/or not plunging
the State into a
constitutional
crisis, weighed
heavily against
enjoining the
election. Plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction
(consolidated with
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plaintiffs' ex parte
application for
temporary
restraining order)
was denied.

Igartua--de la United States 417 F.3d August 3, Plaintiff, a U.S. The putative voter No N/A No
Rosa v. United Court of 145; 2005 citizen residing in had brought the
States Appeals for the 2005 Puerto Rico, same claims twice

First Circuit U.S. appealed from an before. The court
App. order of the United pointed out that
LEXIS States District U.S. law granted to
15944 Court for the the citizens of

District of Puerto states the right to
Rico, that rejected vote for the slate of
his claim that he electors to
was deprived of the represent that state.
constitutional right Although modem
to vote for ballots omitted the
President and Vice names of the
President of the electors and listed
United States, and only the candidates,
was also violative and in form it
of three treaty appeared that the
obligations of the citizens were
United States. voting for President

and Vice President
directly, they were
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not, but were
voting for electors.
Puerto Rico was
not a state, and had
not been
enfranchised as the
District of
Columbia had by
the 23rd
Amendment. The
franchise for
choosing electors
was confined to
"states" by the
Constitution. The
court declined to
turn to foreign or
treaty law as a
source to reverse
the political will of
the country. The
judgment of the
district court was
affirmed.

M
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United States v. Alaska 05-CR-074 December 5, Mejorada-Lopez, No N/A No
Rogelio 2005 a Mexican
Mej orada- Lopez citizen,

completed
several voter
registration
applications to
register to vote in
Alaska and voted
in the 2000,
2002, and 2004
general elections.
He was charged
with three counts
of voting by a
non-citizen in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
611 and pled
guilty. Mejorada-
Lopez was
sentenced to
probation for one
year.

United States v. Colorado 1:04-CR-00458 March 1, Shah was No N/A No
Shah 2005 indicted on two

counts of
providing false
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408 and for
making a false
claim of United
States citizenship
on a 2002
driver's license
application in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911. A
superceding
indictment was
returned,
charging
Chaudhary with
falsely claiming
United States
citizenship on a
driver's license
application and
on the
accompanying
voter registration
application. He
was convicted of
the false
citizenship claim
on his voter
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application to the
INS concerning
his voting
history.

United States v. Southern Florida 0:04-CR-60160; July 15, 2004 Fifteen non- No N/A No
McKenzie; 1:04-CR-20488; citizens were
United States v. 0:04-CR-60161; charged with
Francois; 0:04-CR-60159; voting in various
United States v. 0:04-CR-60162; elections
Exavier; United 0:04-CR-60164; beginning in
States v. Lloyd 1:04-CR-20491; 1998 in violation
Palmer; United 1:04-CR-20490; of 18 U.S.C.
States v. Velrine 1:04-CR-20489; section 611. Four
Palmer; United 0:04-CR-60163; of the defendants
states v. 1:04-CR-14048; were also
Shivdayal; 0:04-CR-60165; charged with
United States v. 2:04-CR-14046; making false
Rickman; 9:04-CR-80103; citizenship
United States v. 2:04-CR-14047 claims in
Knight; United violation of 18
States v. U.S.C. sections
Sweeting; 911 or 1015(f).
United States v. Ten defendants
Lubin; United were convicted,
States v. one defendant
Bennett; was acquitted,
United States v. and charges
O'Neil; United against four
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States v. Torres- defendants were
Perez; United dismissed upon
States v. Phillip; motion of the
United States v. government.
Bain Knight
United States v. Southern Illinois 3:03-CR-30201 February 12, East St. Louis No N/A No
Brooks 2004 election official

Leander Brooks
was indicted for
submitting
fraudulent ballots
in the 2002
general election
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c),
1973i(e),
1973gg-10(2)(B),
and 18 U.S.C.
sections 241 and
371. Brooks pled
guilty to all
charges.

United States v. Southern Illinois 3:05-CR-30040; June 29, Four Democrat No N/A No
Scott; United 3:05-CR-30041; 2005 precinct
States v. 3:05-CR-30042; committeemen in
Nichols; United 3:05-CR-30043; East St. Louis
States v. 3:05-CR-30044 were charged
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Terrance Stith; with vote buying
United States v. on the 2004
Sandra Stith; general election
United States v. in violation of 42
Powell, et al. U.S.C. section

1973i(c). All four
pled guilty. Also
indicted were
four additional
Democrat
committeemen,
Charles Powell,
Jr., Jesse Lewis,
Sheila Thomas,
Kelvin Ellis, and
one precinct
worker, Yvette
Johnson, on
conspiracy and
vote buying
charges in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). All five
defendants were
convicted.
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Kelvin Ellis also
pled guilty to one
count of 18
U.S.C. section
1512(c)(2)
relative to a
scheme to kill
one of the trial
witnesses and
two counts of 18
U.S.C. section
1503 relative to
directing two
other witnesses
to refuse to
testify before the

and jury.
United States v. Kansas 2:04-CR-20142 December A felony No N/A No
McIntosh 20, 2004 information was

filed against
lawyer Leslie
McIntosh for
voting in both
Wyandotte
County, Kansas
and Jackson
County,.
Missouri, in the
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general elections
of 2000 and 2002
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). A
superseding
misdemeanor
information was
filed, charging
McIntosh with
causing the
deprivation of
constitutional
rights in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
242, to which the
defendant pled
guilty.

United States v. Eastern 7:03-CR-00013; March 28, Ten people were No N/A No
Conley; United Kentucky 7:03-CR-00014; 2003 and indicted on vote
States v. Slone; 7:03-CR-00015; April 24, buying charges
United States v. 7:03-CR-00016; 2003 in connection
Madden; United 7:03-CR-00017; with the 1998
States v. Slone 7:03-CR-00018; primary election
et al.; United 7:03-CR-00019 in Knott County,
States v. Kentucky, in
Calhoun; United violation of 42
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States v. U.S.C. section
Johnson; United 1973i(c). Five of
States v. the defendants
Newsome, et al. pled guilty, two

were convicted,
and three were
acquitted.

United States v. Eastern 7:03-CR-00011 March 7, Ten defendants No N/A No
Hays, et al. Kentucky 2003 were indicted for

conspiracy and
vote buying for a
local judge in
Pike County,
Kentucky, in the
2002 general
election, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
371. Five
defendants were
convicted, one
defendant was
acquitted, and
charges against
four defendants
were dismissed
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upon motion of
the government.

United States v. Eastern 3:05-CR-00002 May 5, 2005 Three defendants No N/A Yes-need
Turner, et al. Kentucky were indicted for update on case

vote buying and status.
mail fraud in
connection with
the 2000
elections in
Knott, Letcher,
Floyd, and
Breathitt
Counties,
Kentucky, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
341.

United States v. Middle 3:03-CR-00019 May 2, 2003 Tyrell Mathews No N/A No
Braud Louisiana Braud was

indicted on three
counts of making
false declarations
to a grand jury in
connection with
his 2002
fabrication of
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eleven voter
registration
applications, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1623. Braud pled
guilty on all
counts.

United States v. Western 6:03-CR-60055 April 12, St. Martinsville No N/A No
Thibodeaux Louisiana 2005 City

Councilwoman
Pamela C.
Thibodeaux was
indicted on two
counts of
conspiring to
submit false
voter registration
information, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). She
pled guilty to
both charges.

United States v. Western 4:04-CR-00401; January 7, Two No N/A No
Scherzer; Missouri 4:04-CR-00402; 2005; March misdemeanor
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United States v. 4:05-CR-00257; 28, 2005; informations
Goodrich; 4:05-CR-00258 September 8, were filed
United States v. 2005; charging
Jones; United October 13, Lorraine
States v. Martin 2005 Goodrich and

James Scherzer,
Kansas residents
who voted in the
2000 and 2002
general elections
on both Johnson
County, Kansas
and in Kansas
City, Missouri.
The informations
charged
deprivation of a
constitutional
right by causing
spurious ballots,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. sections
242 and 2. Both
pled guilty.
Additionally,
similar
misdemeanor
informations
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were filed
against Tammy J.
Martin, who
voted in both
Independence
and Kansas City,
Missouri in the
2004 general
election and
Brandon E.
Jones, who voted
both in Raytown
and Kansas City,
Missouri in the
2004 general
election. Both
pled guilty.

United States v. New Hampshire 04-CR-00141; December Two No N/A No
Raymond; 04-CR-00146; 15, 2005 informations
United States v. 04-CR-00216; were filed
McGee; United 04-CR-00054 charging Allen
States v. Tobin; Raymond,
United States v. former president
Hansen of a Virginia-

based political
consulting firm
called GOP
Marketplace, and

0137



Name of Case District Case Number Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

Charles McGee,
former executive
director of the
New Hampshire
State Republican
Committee, with
conspiracy to
commit
telephone
harassment using
an interstate
phone facility in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. The charges
stem from a
scheme to block
the phone lines
used by two
Manchester
organizations to
arrange drives to
the polls during
the 2002 general
election. Both
pled guilty.
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Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

James Tobin,
former New
England
Regional
Director of the
Republican
National
Committee, was
indicted on
charges of
conspiring to
commit
telephone
harassment using
aninterstate
phone facility in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. An
information was
filed charging
Shaun Hansen,
the principal of
an Idaho
telemarketing
firm called

01374E
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Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

MILO
Enterprises
which placed the
harassing calls,
with conspiracy
and aiding and
abetting
telephone
harassment, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371and2 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. The
information
against Hansen
was dismissed
upon motion of
the government.
A superseding
indictment was
returned against
Tobin charging
conspiracy to
impede the
constitutional
right to vote for
federal

O1374cS



Name of Case District Case Number Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

candidates, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
241 and
conspiracy to
make harassing
telephone calls in
violation of 47
U.S.C. section
223. Tobin was
convicted of one
count of
conspiracy to
commit
telephone
harassment and
one count of
aiding and
abetting of
telephone
harassment.

United States v. Western North 1:03-CR-00038 June 30, A ten-count No N/A No
Workman Carolina 2003 indictment was

returned charging
Joshua
Workman, a
Canadian citizen,
with voting and

013745
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Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

related offenses
in the 200 and
2002 primary
and general
elections in
Avery County,
North Carolina,

• in violation of 18
U.S.C. sections
611, 911, 1001,
and 1015(f).
Workman pled
guilty to
providing false
information to
election officials
and to a federal
agency.

United States v. Western North 5:03-CR-00035 May 14, A nine-count No N/A No
Shatley, et al. Carolina 2004 indictment was

returned charging
Wayne Shatley,
Anita Moore,
Valerie Moore,
Carlos
"Sunshine" Hood
and Ross
"Too 'e" Banner

013750



Name of Case District Case Number Date Facts Statutory Other Should the Case
Basis (if of Notes be Researched
Note)) Further

with conspiracy
and vote buying
in the Caldwell
County 2002
general election,
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
371. Anita and
Valerie Moore
pled guilty.
Shatley, Hood,
and Banner were
all convicted.

United States v. South Dakota 05-CR-50085 December An indictment No N/A No
Vargas 22, 2005 was filed against

Rudolph Vargas,
for voting more
than once at Pine
Ridge in the
2002 general
election in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Vargas
led guilty.

United States v. Southern West 02-CR-00234; July 22, Danny Ray No N/A No

01375.E
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Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

Wells; United Virginia 2:04-CR-00101; 2003; July Wells, Logan
States v. 2:04-CR-00145; 19, 2004; County, West
Mendez; United 2:04-CR-00149; December 7, Virginia,
States v. Porter; 2:04-CR-00173; 2004; magistrate, was
United States v. 2:05-CR-00002; January 7, indicted and
Hrutkay; United 05-CR-00019; 2005; March charged with
States v. Porter; 05-CR-00148; 21, 2005; violating 18
United States v. 05-CR-00161 October 11, U.S.C. section
Stapleton; 2005; 1962. Wells was
United States v. December found guilty. A
Thomas E. 13, 2005 felony indictment
Esposito; was filed against
United States v. Logan County
Nagy; United sheriff Johnny
States v. Mendez for
Adkins; United conspiracy to
States v. Harvey defraud the

United States in
violation 18
U.S.0 section
371. Mendez
pled guilty. An
information was
filed charging
former Logan
County police
chief Alvin Ray
Porter, Jr., with

013156
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Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

making
expenditures to
influence voting
in violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Porter pled
guilty. Logan
County attorney
Mark Oliver
Hrutkay was
charged by
information with
mail fraud in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1341. Hrutkay
pled guilty.
Earnest
Stapleton,
commander of
the local VFW,
was charged by
information with
mail fraud. He
pled guilty. An
information was
filed charging
Thomas E.

013753
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Basis (if of
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Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

Esposito, a
former mayor of
the City of
Logan, with
concealing the
commission of a
felony, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section 4.
Esposito pled
guilty. John
Wesley Nagy,
Logan County
Court marshall,
pled guilty to
making false
statements to a
federal agent, a
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1001. An
information
charging Glen
Dale Adkins,
county clerk of
Logan County,
with accepting
payment for

01375 .



Name of Case District Case Number Date Facts Statutory
Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). Adkins
pled guilty. Perry
French Harvey,
Jr., a retired
UMW official,
pled guilty to
involvement in a
conspiracy to
buy votes.

United States v. Southern West 2:04-CR-00162 December 28 Jackie Adkins No N/A No
Adkins, et al. Virginia & 30, 2005 was indicted for

vote buying in
Lincoln County,
West Virginia, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). A
superceding
indictment added
Wandell
"Rocky" Adkins
to the indictment
and charged both
defendants with
conspiracy to

013755
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Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be. Researched
Further

buy votes in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and vote
buying. A second
superseding
indictment was
returned which
added three
additional
defendants,
Gegory Brent
Stowers, Clifford
Odell
"Groundhog"
Vance, and
Toney "Zeke"
Dingess, to the
conspiracy and
vote buying
indictment.
Charges were
later dismissed
against Jackie
Adkins. A third
superseding
indictment was
returned adding

013756
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Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

two additional
defendants, Jerry
Allen Weaver
and Ralph Dale
Adkins. A
superseding
information was
filed charging
Vance with
expenditures to
influence voting,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Vance pled
guilty.
Superseding
informations
were filed
against Stowers
and Dingess for
expenditures to
influence voting,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Both
defendants pled
guilty. Weaver
also pled guilty.

013757
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Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

Superseding
informations
were filed
against Ralph
and Wandell
Adkins for
expenditures to
influence voting,
in violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Both
defendants pled
guilty.

United States v. Eastern 2:05-MJ-00454; September Criminal No N/A Need updated
Davis; United Wisconsin 2:05-MJ-00455; 16, 2005; complaints were status on
States v. Byas; 2:05-CR-00161; September issued against Gooden and the
United States v. 2:05-CR-00162; 21, 2005; Brian L. Davis Anderson, Cox,
Ocasio; United 2:05-CR-00163; October 5, and Theresa J. Edwards, and
States v. Prude; 2:05-CR-00168; 2005; Byas charging Little cases.
United States v. 2:05-CR-00170; October 26, them with double
Sanders; United 2:05-CR-00171; 2005; voting, in
States v. Alicea; 2:05-CR-00172; October 31, violation of 42
United States v. 2:05-CR-00177; 2005, U.S.C. section
Brooks; United 2:05-CR-00207; November 1973i(e).
States v. 2:05-CR-00209; 10, 2005 Indictments were
Hamilton; 2:05-CR-00211; filed against
United States v. 2:05-CR-00212 convicted felons
Little; United Milo R. Ocasio

U13758
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Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

States v. Swift; and Kimberly
United States v. Prude, charging
Anderson; them with falsely
United States v. certifying that
Cox; United they were
States v. eligible to vote,
Edwards; in violation of 42
United States v. U.S.C. section
Gooden 1973gg-10(2)(B),

and against
Enrique C.
Sanders,
charging him
with multiple
voting, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Five
more indictments
were later
returned charging
Cynthia C.
Alicea with
multiple voting
in violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e) and
convicted felons

1013759
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Basis (if of
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Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

Deshawn B.
Brooks,
Alexander T.
Hamilton, Derek
G. Little, and
Eric L. Swift
with falsely
certifying that
they were
eligible to vote in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973gg-10(2)(B).
Indictments were
filed against
Davis and Byas
charging them
with double
voting. Four
more indictments
were returned
charging
convicted felons
Ethel M.
Anderson, Jiyto
L. Cox, Correan
F. Edwards, and
Joseph J. Gooden

U137611
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Basis (if of
Note))

Other
Notes

Should the Case
be Researched
Further

with falsely
certifying that
they were
eligible to vote.
Ocasio and
Hamilton pled
guilty. Prude was
found guilty. A
mistrial was
declared in the
Sanders case.
Brooks was
acquitted. Byas
signed a plea
agreement
agreeing to plead
to a
misdemeanor 18
U.S.C. section
242 charge. Swift
moved to change
his plea. Davis
was found
incompetent to
stand trial so the
government
dismissed the
case. Gooden is a

U13761
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Further

fugitive. Alicea
was acquitted.
Four cases are
pending ---
Anderson, Cox,
Edwards, and
Little.

013762
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Note)

Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Am. Ass'n United 324 F. July 6, 2004 Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d disabled voters urged the
with District 1120; 2004 and invalidation of
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. organizations the Secretary's
v. Shelley the Central LEXIS representing directives

District of 12587 those voters, because,
California sought to allegedly, their

enjoin the effect was to
directives of deprive the
defendant voters of the
California opportunity to
Secretary of vote using
State, which touch--screen
decertified and technology.
withdrew Although it
approval of was not
the use of disputed that
certain direct some disabled
recording persons would
electronic be unable to
voting vote
systems. One independently
voter applied and in private
for a without the use
temporary of DREs, it was
restraining clear that they
order, or, in would not be

013763
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Case.

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the alternative, deprived of
a preliminary their
injunction, fundamental

right to vote.
The Americans
with
Disabilities Act
did not require
accommodation
that would
enable disabled
persons to vote
in a manner
that was
comparable in
every way with
the voting
rights enjoyed
by persons
without
disabilities.
Rather, it
mandated that
voting
programs be
made
accessible.
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Defendant's
decision to
suspend the use
of DREs
pending
improvement in
their reliability
and security of
the devices was
a rational one,
designed to
protect the
voting rights of
the state's
citizens. The
evidence did
not support the
conclusion that
the elimination
of the DREs
would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually
impaired. Thus,
the voters

UIJ7f:5
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The
individual's
request for a
temporary
restraining
order, or, in the
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, was
denied.

Am. Ass'n United 310 F. March 24, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2004 disabled were visually
with District 1226; 2004 voters, and a or manually
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. national impaired. The
v. Hood the Middle LEXIS organization, optical scan

District of 5615 sued voting system
Florida defendants, purchased by

the Florida the county at
Secretary of issue was not
State, the readily
Director of the accessible to
Division of visually or
Elections of manually
the Florida impaired

013766
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Department of voters. The
State, and a voters were
county unable to vote
supervisor of using the
elections, system without
under Title II third--party
of the assistance. If it
Americans was feasible for
With the county to
Disabilities purchase a
Act and readily
Section 504 of accessible
the system, then
Rehabilitation the voters'
Act of 1973. rights under the
Summary ADA and the
judgment was RA were
granted for the violated. The
Secretary and court found that
the Director as the manually
to visually impaired
impaired voter's rights
voters. were violated.

To the extent
"jelly switches"
and "sip and
puff' devices

013767
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
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Note)

Other.
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

needed to be
attached to a
touch screen
machine for it
to be
accessible, it
was not
feasible for the
supervisor to
provide such a
system, since
no such system
had been
certified at the
time of the
county's
purchase. 28
C.F.R. §
35.160 did not
require that
visually or
manually
impaired voters
be able to vote
in the same or
similar manner
as non--



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

disabled voters.
Visually and
manually
impaired voters
had to be
afforded an
equal
opportunity to
participate in
and enjoy the
benefits of
voting. The
voters'
"generic"
discrimination
claim was
coterminous
with their claim
under 28
C.F.R. §
35.151. A
declaratory
judgment was
entered against
the supervisor
to the extent
another voting
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Should the
Case be
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Further

system would
have permitted
unassisted
voting. The
supervisor was
directed to have
some voting
machines
permitting
visually
impaired voters
to vote alone.
The supervisor
was directed to
procure another
system if the
county's system
was not
certified and/or
did not permit
mouth stick
voting. The
Secretary and
Director were
granted
judgment
against the

013769
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Other
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Should the
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Further

voters.
Troiano v. United 2003 U.S. November Plaintiffs, The complaint No N/A No
Lepore States Dist. 3, 2003 disabled alleged that

District LEXIS voters, sued after the 2000
Court for 25850 defendant a elections Palm
the state county Beach County
Southern supervisor of purchased a
District of elections certain number
Florida alleging of sophisticated

discrimination voting
pursuant to the machines
Americans called the
With "Sequoia."
Disability Act, According to
42 U.S.C.S. § the voters, even
12132 et seq., though such
§ 504 of the accessible
Rehabilitation machines were
Act, 29 available, the
U.S.C.S. § 794 supervisor
et seq., and decided not to
declaratory place such
relief for the accessible
discrimination. machines in
Both sides each precinct
moved for because it
summary would slow

013770
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Other
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Should the
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Researched
Further

judgment. things down
too much. The
court found that
the voters
lacked standing
because they
failed to show
that they had
suffered an
injury in fact.
The voters also
failed to show a
likely threat of
a future injury
because there
was no
reasonable
grounds to
believe that the
audio
components of
the voting
machines
would not be
provided in the
future. The
voters also
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Further

failed to state
an injury that
could be
redressed by a
favorable
decision,
because the
supervisor was
already using
the Sequoia
machines and
had already
trained poll
workers on the
use of the
machines.
Finally, the
action was
moot because
the Sequoia
machines had
been provided
and there was
no reasonable
expectation that
the machines
would not have

013' r'4
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Should the
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Researched
Further

audio
components
available in the
future. The
supervisor's
motion for
summary
judgment was
granted. The
voters' motion
for summary
judgment was
denied.

Troiano v. United 382 F.3d September Plaintiff The district No N/A No
Supervisor States Court 1276; 2004 1, 2004 visually court granted
of Elections of Appeals U.S. App. impaired the election

for the LEXIS registered supervisor
Eleventh 18497 voters sued summary
Circuit defendant judgment on

county the grounds
election that the voters
supervisor, did not have
alleging that standing to
the failure to assert their
make available claims and the
audio claims were
components in moot. The

0137 1 0
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Further

voting booths appellate court
to assist agreed that the
persons who case was moot
were blind or because the
visually election
impaired supervisor had
violated state furnished the
and federal requested audio
law. The components
United States and those
District Court components
for the were to be
Southern available in all
District of of the county's
Florida voting
entered precincts in
summary upcoming
judgment in elections.
favor of the Specifically,
election the election
supervisor. supervisor had
The voters ceased the
appealed. allegedly

illegal practice
of limiting
access to the
audio

0137%
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Note)
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Should the
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Researched
Further

components
prior to
receiving
notice of the
litigation.
Moreover,
since making
the decision to
use audio
components in
every election,
the election
supervisor had
consistently
followed that
policy and
taken actions to
implement it
even prior to
the litigation.
Thus, the
appellate court
could discern
no hint that she
had any
intention of
removing the

013775
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Further

accessible
voting
machines in the
future.
Therefore, the
voters' claims
were moot, and
the district
court's
dismissal was
affirmed for
lack of subject
matter
jurisdiction.
The decision
was affirmed.

Am. Ass'n United 227 F. October 16, Plaintiff Individual No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2002 organization plaintiffs were
with District 1276; 2002 of people with unable to vote
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. disabilities and unassisted with
v. Smith the Middle LEXIS certain the equipment

District of 21373 visually and currently used
Florida manually in the county or

impaired the equipment
voters filed an the county had
action against recently
defendant state purchased. In

0137 ic>
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

and local order to vote,
election the impaired
officials and individuals
members of a relied on the
city council, assistance of
claiming third parties.
violation of The court held
the Americans that it could not
with say that
Disabilities plaintiffs would
Act, 42 be unable to
U.S.C.S. § prove any state
12101 et seq., of facts that
and the would satisfy
Rehabilitation the ripeness
Act of 1973, and standing
and Fla. requirements.
Const. art. VI, The issue of
§ 1. whether several
Defendants Florida
filed motions statutory
to dismiss. sections were

violative of the
Florida
Constitution
were so
intertwined

0137'7
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Further

with the federal
claims that to
decline
supplemental
jurisdiction be
an abuse of
discretion.
Those statutes
which provided
for assistance
in voting did
not violate Fla.
Const. art. VI,
§ 1. Because
plaintiffs may
be able to
prove that
visually and
manually
impaired voters
were being
denied
meaningful
access to the
service,
program, or
activity, the

013778
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Further

court could not
say with
certainty that
they would not
be entitled to
relief under any
state of facts
which could be
proved in
support of their
claims.
Defendant
council
members were
entitled to
absolute
legislative
immunity. The
state officials'
motion to
dismiss was
granted in part
such that the
counts were
dismissed with
prejudice to the
extent plaintiffs
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Further

asserted that
they had been
excluded from
or denied the
benefits of a
program of
direct and
secret voting
and in part was
dismissed with
leave to amend.
The local
officials motion
to dismiss was
granted in part
such that all
counts against
the city council
members were
dismissed.
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Am. Ass'n United 324 F. July 6, 2004 Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d disabled voters urged the
with District 1120; 2004 and invalidation of
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. organizations the Secretary's
v. Shelley the Central LEXIS representing directives

District of 12587 those voters, because,
California sought to allegedly, their

enjoin the effect was to
directives of deprive the
defendant voters of the
California opportunity to
Secretary of vote using
State, which touch--screen
decertified and technology.
withdrew Although it
approval of was not
the use of disputed that
certain direct some disabled
recording persons would
electronic be unable to
voting vote
systems. One independently
voter applied and in private
for a without the use
temporary of DREs, it was
restraining clear that they
order, or, in would not be

013781
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the alternative, deprived of
a preliminary their
injunction, fundamental

right to vote.
The Americans
with
Disabilities Act
did not require
accommodation
that would
enable disabled
persons to vote
in a manner
that was
comparable in
every way with
the voting
rights enjoyed
by persons
without
disabilities.
Rather, it
mandated that
voting
programs be
made
accessible.
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Defendant's
decision to
suspend the use
of DREs
pending
improvement in
their reliability
and security of
the devices was
a rational one,
designed to
protect the
voting rights of
the state's
citizens. The
evidence did
not support the
conclusion that
the elimination
of the DREs
would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually
impaired. Thus,
the voters

01375.3
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Further

showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The
individual's
request for a
temporary
restraining
order, or, in the
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, was
denied.

Am. Assn United 310 F. March 24, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2004 disabled were visually
with District 1226; 2004 voters, and a or manually
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. national impaired. The
v. Hood the Middle LEXIS organization, optical scan

District of 5615 sued voting system
Florida defendants, purchased by

the Florida the county at
Secretary of issue was not
State, the readily
Director of the accessible to
Division of visually or
Elections of manually
the Florida impaired

013754
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Department of voters. The
State, and a voters were
county unable to vote
supervisor of using the
elections, system without
under Title II third--party
of the assistance. If it
Americans was feasible for
With the county to
Disabilities purchase a
Act and readily
Section 504 of accessible
the system, then
Rehabilitation the voters'
Act of 1973. rights under the
Summary ADA and the
judgment was RA were
granted for the violated. The
Secretary and court found that
the Director as the manually
to visually impaired
impaired voter's rights
voters, were violated.

To the extent
"jelly switches"
and "sip and
puff' devices

013755
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Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

needed to be
attached to a
touch screen
machine for it
to be
accessible, it
was not
feasible for the
supervisor to
provide such a
system, since
no such system
had been
certified at the
time of the
county's
purchase. 28
C.F.R. §
35.160 did not
require that
visually or
manually
impaired voters
be able to vote
in the same or
similar manner
as non--

013756
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disabled voters.
Visually and
manually
impaired voters
had to be
afforded an
equal
opportunity to
participate in
and enjoy the
benefits of
voting. The
voters'
"generic"
discrimination
claim was
coterminous
with their claim
under 28
C.F.R. §
35.151.A
declaratory
judgment was
entered against
the supervisor
to the extent
another voting
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system would
have permitted
unassisted
voting. The
supervisor was
directed to have
some voting
machines
permitting
visually
impaired voters
to vote alone.
The supervisor
was directed to
procure another
system if the
county's system
was not
certified and/or
did not permit
mouth stick
voting. The
Secretary and
Director were
granted
judgment
against the

013758
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voters.
Troiano v. United 2003 U.S. November Plaintiffs, The complaint No N/A No
Lepore States Dist. 3, 2003 disabled alleged that

District LEXIS voters, sued after the 2000
Court for 25850 defendant a elections Palm
the state county Beach County
Southern supervisor of purchased a
District of elections certain number
Florida alleging of sophisticated

discrimination voting
pursuant to the machines
Americans called the
With "Sequoia."
Disability Act, According to
42 U.S.C.S. § the voters, even
12132 et seq., though such
§ 504 of the accessible
Rehabilitation machines were
Act, 29 available, the
U.S.C.S. § 794 supervisor
et seq., and decided not to
declaratory place such
relief for the accessible
discrimination. machines in
Both sides each precinct
moved for because it
summary would slow
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judgment. things down
too much. The
court found that
the voters
lacked standing
because they
failed to show
that they had
suffered an
injury in fact.
The voters also
failed to show a
likely threat of
a future injury
because there
was no
reasonable
grounds to
believe that the
audio
components of
the voting
machines
would not be
provided in the
future. The
voters also

01379th
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failed to state
an injury that
could be
redressed by a
favorable
decision,
because the
supervisor was
already using
the Sequoia
machines and
had already
trained poll
workers on the
use of the
machines.
Finally, the
action was
moot because
the Sequoia
machines had
been provided
and there was
no reasonable
expectation that
the machines
would not have

)13-79I
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audio
components
available in the
future. The
supervisor's
motion for
summary
judgment was
granted. The
voters' motion
for summary
judgment was
denied.

Troiano v. United 382 F.3d September Plaintiff The district No N/A No
Supervisor States Court 1276; 2004 1, 2004 visually court granted
of Elections of Appeals U.S. App. impaired the election

for the LEXIS registered supervisor
Eleventh 18497 voters sued summary
Circuit defendant judgment on

county the grounds
election that the voters
supervisor, did not have
alleging that standing to
the failure to assert their
make available claims and the
audio claims were
components in moot. The

bb

eDeD

eD

0

fD
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voting booths appellate court
to assist agreed that the
persons who case was moot
were blind or because the
visually election
impaired supervisor had
violated state furnished the
and federal requested audio
law. The components
United States and those
District Court components
for the were to be
Southern available in all
District of of the county's
Florida voting
entered precincts in
summary upcoming
judgment in elections.
favor of the Specifically,
election the election
supervisor. supervisor had
The voters ceased the
appealed. allegedly

illegal practice
of limiting
access to the
audio

D13^9
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components
prior to
receiving
notice of the
litigation.
Moreover,
since making
the decision to
use audio
components in
every election,
the election
supervisor had
consistently
followed that
policy and
taken actions to
implement it
even prior to
the litigation.
Thus, the
appellate court
could discern
no hint that she
had any
intention of
removing the

013744
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accessible
voting
machines in the
future.
Therefore, the
voters' claims
were moot, and
the district
court's
dismissal was
affirmed for
lack of subject
matter
jurisdiction.
The decision
was affirmed.

Am. Ass'n United 227 F. October 16, Plaintiff Individual No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2002 organization plaintiffs were
with District 1276; 2002 of people with unable to vote
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. disabilities and unassisted with
v. Smith the Middle LEXIS certain the equipment

District of 21373 visually and currently used
Florida manually in the county or

impaired the equipment
voters filed an the county had
action against recently
defendant stat purchased. In

013791E
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and local order to vote,
election the impaired
officials and individuals
members of a relied on the
city council, assistance of
claiming third parties.
violation of The court held
the Americans that it could not
with say that
Disabilities plaintiffs would
Act, 42 be unable to
U.S.C.S. § prove any state
12101 et seq., of facts that
and the would satisfy
Rehabilitation the ripeness
Act of 1973, and standing
and Fla. requirements.
Const. art. VI, The issue of
§ 1. whether several
Defendants Florida
filed motions statutory
to dismiss. sections were

violative of the
Florida
Constitution
were so
intertwined

0137105
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with the federal
claims that to
decline
supplemental
jurisdiction be
an abuse of
discretion.
Those statutes
which provided
for assistance
in voting did
not violate Fla.
Const. art. VI,
§ 1. Because
plaintiffs may
be able to
prove that
visually and
manually
impaired voters
were being
denied
meaningful
access to the
service,
program, or
activity, the

013\7
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court could not
say with
certainty that
they would not
be entitled to
relief under any
state of facts
which could be
proved in
support of their
claims.
Defendant
council
members were
entitled to
absolute
legislative
immunity. The
state officials'
motion to
dismiss was
granted in part
such that the
counts were
dismissed with
prejudice to the
extent plaintiffs

01379 8
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Jenkins v. Court of 883 So. 2d October 8, Petitioner, a The trial court No N/A No
Williamson- Appeal of 537; 2004 2004 candidate for found that the
Butler Louisiana, La. App. a parish voting

Fourth LEXIS juvenile machines were
Circuit 2433 court not put into

judgeship, service until
failed to two, four, and,
qualify for a in many
runoff instances, eight
election. She hours after the
filed suit statutorily
against mandated
defendant, starting hour
the clerk of which
criminal constituted
court for the serious
parish irregularities so.
seeking a as to deprive
new election, voters from
based on freely
grounds of expressing their
substantial will. It was
irregularities, impossible to
The district determine the
court ruled number of
in favor of voters that were
the candidate affected by the

013800
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and ordered late start up or
the holding late arrival of
of a voting
restricted machines,
citywide making it
election. The impossible to
clerk determine the
appealed. result. The

appellate court
agreed that the
irregularities
were so serious
that the trial
court's voiding
the election and
calling a new
election was the
proper remedy.
Judgment
affirmed.

Hester v. Court of 882 So. 2d October 8, Petitioner, The candidate No N/A No
McKeithen Appeal of 1291; 2004 2004 school board argued that the

Louisiana, La. App. candidate, trial court erred
Fourth LEXIS filed suit in not setting
Circuit 2429 against aside the

defendants, election, even
Louisiana after

013801
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Secretary of acknowledging
State and in its reasons
district court for judgment
clerk, numerous
contesting irregularities
the school with the
board election
election process. The
results. The appellate court
trial court ruled that had
rendered the
judgment irregularities
against the not occurred
candidate, the outcome
finding no would have
basis for the been exactly
election to the same.
be declared Judgment
void. The affirmed.
candidate
appealed.

In re Supreme 88 Ohio St. March 29, Appellant Appellant No N/A No
Election Court of 3d 258; 2000 sought contended that
Contest of Ohio 2000 Ohio review of the an election
Democratic 325; 725 judgment of irregularity
Primary N.E.2d 271; the court of occurred when
Election 2000 Ohio common the board failed

0138x2,
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Held May 4, LEXIS 607 pleas to meet and act
1999 denying his by majority

election vote on another
contest candidate's
challenging withdrawal,
an instead
opponent's permitting its
nomination employees to
for election make decisions.
irregularity. Appellant had

to prove by
clear and
convincing
evidence that
one or more
election
irregularities
occurred and it
affected enough
votes to change
or make
uncertain the
result of the
election.
Judgment
affirmed. The
appellant did

013803
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not establish
election
irregularity by
the board's
actions on the
candidate's
withdrawal, the
board acted
diligently and
exercised its
discretion in
keeping the
candidate's
name on the
ballot and
notifying
electors of his
withdrawal.

In re Supreme 2001 SD May 23, Appellant The burden was No N/A No
Election Court of 62; 628 2001 sought on appellants to
Contest As South N.W.2d review of the show not only
to Dakota 336; 2001 judgment of that voting
Watertown S.D. LEXIS the circuit irregularities
Special 66 court occurred, but
Referendum declaring a also show that
Election local election those

valid and irregularities

01380
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declining to were so
order a new egregious that
election, the will of the

voters was
suppressed.
Appellants did
not meet their
burden, as mere
inconvenience
or delay in
voting was not
enough to
overturn the
election.
Judgment
affirmed.

Jones v. Supreme 279 Ga. June 30, Defendant After the No N/A No
Jessup Court of 531; 615 2005 incumbent candidate lost

Georgia S.E.2d 529; appealed a the sheriffs
2005 Ga. judgment by election to the
LEXIS 447 the trial incumbent, he

court that contested the
invalidated election,
an election asserting that
for the there were
position of sufficient
sheriff and irregularities to

O1385
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ordered that place in doubt
a new the election
election be results. The
held based state supreme
on plaintiff court held that
candidate's the candidate
election failed to prove
contest. substantial

error in the
votes cast by
the witnesses
adduced at the
hearing who
voted at the
election.
Although the
candidate's
evidence
reflected the
presence of
some
irregularities,
not every
irregularity
invalidated the
vote. The
absentee ballots

()1381`6
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were only to be
rejected where
the electors
failed to furnish
required
information.
Because the
ballots cast by
the witnesses
substantially
complied with
all of the
essential
requirements of
the form, the
trial court erred
by finding that
they should not
have been
considered. The
candidate failed
to establish
substantial
error in the
votes.
Judgment
reversed.
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Toliver v. Supreme 2000 OK December Petitioner The court held No N/A No
Thompson Court of 98; 17 P.3d 21, 2000 challenged a recount of

Oklahoma 464; 2000 an order of votes cast in an
Okla. the district election could
LEXIS 101 court occur when the

denying his ballots had
motion to been preserved
compel a in the manner
recount of prescribed by
votes from statute. The
an election. trial court noted

when the
ballots had not
been preserved
in such a
manner, no
recount would
be conducted.
The court
further noted a
petition
alleging
irregularities in
an election
could be based
upon an
allegation that

0138 Gs
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it was
impossible to
determine with
mathematical
certainty which
candidate was
entitled to be
issued a
certificate of
election. The
Oklahoma
supreme court
held petitioner
failed to show
that the actual
votes counted
in the election
were tainted
with
irregularity, and
similarly failed
to show a
statutory right
to a new
election based
upon a failure
to preserve the

013819
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ballots.
Judgment
affirmed.

Adkins v. Supreme 755 So. 2d February Plaintiff The issue No	 . N/A No
Huckabay Court of 206; 2000 25, 2000 candidate presented for

Louisiana La. LEXIS challenged the appellate
504 judgment of court's

court of determination
appeal, was whether
second the absentee
circuit, voting
which irregularities
reversed the plaintiff
lower court's candidate
judgment complained of
and declared rendered it
defendant impossible to
candidate determine the
winner of a outcome of the
runoff election for
election for sheriff. The
sheriff. Louisiana

supreme court
concluded that
the lower court
had applied the
correct

013810
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standard,
substantial
compliance, to
the election
irregularities,
but had erred in
its application
by concluding
that the
contested
absentee ballots
substantially
complied with
the statutory
requirements.
The supreme
court found that
in applying
substantial
compliance to
five of the
ballot
irregularities,
the trial court
correctly
vacated the
general election

013811
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and set it aside
because those
absentee ballots
should have
been
disqualified.
Because of the
constitutional
guarantee to
secrecy of the
ballot and the
fact that the
margin of
victory in the
runoff election
was three votes,
it was
impossible to
determine the
result of the
runoff election.
Thus, the
supreme court
ordered a new
general
election.
Judgment of the

0138:12
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court of appeals
reversed.

In re Gray-- Supreme 164 N.J. June 30, Appellants, The New Jersey No N/A No
Sadler Court of 468; 753 2000 write--in supreme court

New Jersey A.2d 1101; candidates held that the
2000 N.J. for the votes that were
LEXIS 668 offices of rejected by

mayor and election
borough officials did not
council, result from the
appealed the voters' own
judgment of errors, but from
the superior the election
court, officials'
appellate noncompliance
division with statutory
reversing the requirements.
trial court's In other words,
decision to the voters were
set aside the provided with
election patently
results for inadequate
those offices instructions and
due to defective
irregularities voting
related to the machines.
write--in Moreover,

013813
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instructions appellants met
and defective the statutory
voting requirement for
machines. successfully

contesting the
election results
by showing that
enough
qualified voters
were denied the
right to cast
write--in votes
as to affect the
outcome of the
election.
Judgment
reversed and
the state trial
court's decision
reinstated.

Goodwin v. Territorial 43 V.I. 89; December Plaintiff - Plaintiff alleged No N/A No
St. Thomas- Court of the 2000 V.I. 13, 2000 political that defendants
-St. John Virgin LEXIS 15 candidate counted
Bd. of Islands alleged that unlawful
Elections certain absentee ballots

general that lacked
election postmarks,

u138I4
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absentee were not signed
ballots or notarized,
violated were in
territorial unsealed and/or
election law, torn envelopes,
and that the and were in
improper envelopes
inclusion of containing
such ballots more than one
by ballot. Prior to
defendants, tabulation of
election the absentee
board and ballots, plaintiff
supervisor, was leading
resulted in intervenor for
plaintiffs the final senate
loss of the position, but
election. the absentee
Plaintiff sued ballots entitled
defendants intervenor to
seeking the position.
invalidation The territorial
of the court held that
absentee plaintiff was
ballots and not entitled to
certification relief since he
of the failed to

013815
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election establish that
results the alleged
tabulated absentee voting
without such irregularities
ballots, would require

invalidation of
a sufficient
number of
ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots
constituted a
technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus
substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly

0138161
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counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
envelope and a
loose ballot
were in the
same outer
envelope, the
one vote
involved did
not change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities
were without
merit since
ballots without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted,
and ballots
without
notarized
signatures were

c113S17
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proper.
Johnson v. Supreme 2005 NY October 21, In a Finding that the
Lopez-- Court of Slip Op 2005 proceeding candidate had
Torres New York, 7825; 2005 for a re-- waived her

Appellate N.Y. App. canvass of right to
Division, Div. LEXIS certain challenge the
Second 11276 affidavit affidavit ballots
Department ballots cast and had not

in the sufficiently
Democratic established her
Party claim of
primary irregularities to
election for warrant a
the public hearing, the
office of trial court
surrogate, denied her
the supreme petition and
court denied declared the
appellant opponent the
candidate's winner of the
petition primary.
requesting However, on
the same and appeal, the
declared appellate
appellee division held
opponent the that no waiver
winner of occurred.

0138'?8
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that election. Moreover,
because
hundreds of
apparently
otherwise
eligible voters
failed to fill in
their party
enrollment
and/or prior
address, it
could be
reasonably
inferred that
these voters
were misled
thereby into
omitting the
required
information.
Finally, the
candidate failed
to make a
sufficient
showing of
voting
irregularities in
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the machine
vote to require
a hearing on
that issue.
Judgment
reversed.

Ex pane Supreme 843 So. 2d August 23, Petitioner The issuance of No N/A No
Avery Court of 137; 2002 2002 probate a writ of

Alabama Ala. LEXIS judge moved mandamus was
239 for a writ of appropriate.

mandamus The district
directing a attorney had a
circuit judge right to the
to vacate his election
order materials
requiring the because he was
probate conducting a
judge to criminal
transfer all investigation of
election the last
materials to election.
the circuit Furthermore,
clerk and the circuit
holding him judge had no
in contempt jurisdiction or
for failing to authority to
do so. The issue an order

o13g1
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probate directing that
judge also the election
requested materials be
that said given to the
material be clerk. The
turned over district attorney
to the district received
attorney, several claims
pursuant to of irregularities
an in the election,
outstanding some of which
subpoena. could constitute

voter fraud.
Petition granted
and writ issued.

Harpole v. Supreme 908 So. 2d August 4, After his loss The candidate No N/A No
Kemper Court of 129; 2005 2005 in a primary alleged the
County Mississippi Miss. election for sheriff had his
Democratic LEXIS 463 the office of deputies
Exec. sheriff, transport
Comm. appellant prisoners to the

candidate polls, felons
sued voted, and the
appellees, a absentee voter
political law was
party's breached. The
executive committee

013820
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committee agreed with the
and the last contention
incumbent and threw out
sheriff, the absentee
alleging ballots (seven
irregularities percent of votes
in the cast); after a
election. The recount, the
circuit court sheriff still
dismissed prevailed. The
the trial court
candidate's dismissed the
petition for case due to
judicial alleged defects
review with in the petition;
prejudice. in the
He appealed. alternative, it

held that the
candidate failed
to sufficiently
allege
violations and
irregularities in
the election.
The supreme
court held that
the petition was

013821
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not defective.
Disqualification
of seven
percent of the
total votes was
not substantial
enough so as to
cause the will
of the voters to
be impossible
to discern and
to warrant a
special election,
and there were
not enough
illegal votes
cast for the
sheriff to
change the
outcome. A
blanket
allegation
implying that
the sheriff had
deputies
transport
prisoners to the

013822
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polls was not
supported by
credible
evidence.
Judgment
affirmed.

n ^
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United United 403 F.3d April 4, Defendant Defendant paid No N/A No
States v. States 347; 2005 2005 appealed his three people to
Madden Court of U.S. App. conviction for vote for a local

Appeals for LEXIS violating the candidate in a
the Sixth 5326 federal vote-- primary election.
Circuit buying statute. The same ballot

He also appealed contained
the sentence candidates for the
imposed by the U.S. Senate.
United States While he waived
District Court his right to appeal
for the Eastern his conviction, he
District of nonetheless
Kentucky at asserted two
Pikeville. The arguments in
district court seeking to avoid
applied the U.S. the waiver. He
Sentencing first posited that
Guidelines the vote buying
Manual statute prohibited
(Guidelines) § only buying votes
3B 1.1(c) for federal
supervisory--role candidates----a
enhancement prohibition not
and increased violated by his
defendant's base conduct. In the
offense level by alternative, he

p13S2
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two levels, stated if the
statute did
criminalize
buying votes for
state or local
candidates, then
the statute was
unconstitutional.
Both arguments
failed. Defendant
argued that
applying the
supervisory--role
enhancement
constituted
impermissible
double counting
because the
supervision he
exercised was no
more than
necessary to
establish a vote--
buying offense.
That argument
also failed.
Defendant next

0138.nv
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argued that the
district court erred
by applying the
vulnerable--victim
enhancement
under U.S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
3A1.1(b)(l). He
acknowledged
that he knew the
mentally ill
people who sold
their votes were
vulnerable, but
maintained they
were not victims
because they
received $50 for
their votes. The
vote sellers were
not victims for
Guidelines
purposes. The
district court
erred. Defendant's
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appeal of
conviction was
dismissed.
Defendant's
sentence was
vacated, and the
case was
remanded for
resentencin .

United United 411 F.3d June 3, Defendant pled Defendant offered No N/A No
States v. States 643; 2005 2005 guilty to vote to pay voters for
Slone Court of U.S. App. buying in a voting in a

Appeals for LEXIS federal election, primary election.
the Sixth 10137 The United Defendant
Circuit States District claimed that the

Court for the vote buying
Eastern District statute did not
of Kentucky apply to him
sentenced because his
defendant to 10 conduct related
months in solely to a
custody and candidate for a
recommended county office.
that the sentence Alternatively,
be served at an defendant asserted
institution that that the statute
could was

013827
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

accommodate unconstitutional
defendant's because it
medical needs. exceeded
Defendant Congress'
appealed his enumerated
conviction and powers. Finally,
sentence. defendant argued

that the district
court erred when
it failed to
consider his
medical condition
as a ground for a
downward
departure at
sentencing. The
appellate court
found that the
vote buying
statute applied to
all elections in
which a federal
candidate was on
the ballot, and the
government need
not prove that
defendant

01382 8
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

intended to affect
the federal
component of the
election by his
corrupt practices.
The facts admitted
by defendant at
his guilty-plea
hearing
established all of
the essential
elements of an
offense. The
Elections Clause
and the Necessary
and Proper Clause
combined to
provide Congress
with the power to
regulate mixed
federal and state
elections even
when federal
candidates were
running
unopposed. There
was no error in
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the district court's
decision on
departure under
U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual § 5H1.4.
Defendant's
conviction and
sentence were
affirmed.

United United 139 Fed. July 18, Defendants were One of the No N/A No
States v. States Appx: 2005 convicted of defendants was a
Smith Court of 681; 2005 vote buying and state

Appeals for U.S. App. conspiracy to representative
the Sixth LEXIS buy votes. The who decided to
Circuit 14855 United States run for an elected

District Court position.
for the Eastern Defendants
District of worked together
Kentucky and with others to
entered buy votes. During
judgment on the defendants' trial,
jury verdict and in addition to
sentenced testimony
defendants. regarding vote
Defendants buying, evidence
appealed. was introduced

013836
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

that two witnesses
had been
threatened. The
appellate court
found that
defendants failed
to show evidence
of prejudice with
regard to denial of
the motion for
severance. Threat
evidence was not
excludable under
Fed. R. Evid.
404(b) because it
was admissible to
show
consciousness of
guilt without any
inference as to the
character of
defendants.
Admission of
witnesses'
testimony was
proper because
each witness

013831
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

testified that he or
she was
approached by a
member of the
conspiracy and
offered money for
his or her vote.
The remaining
incarcerated
defendant's
challenges to his
sentence had
merit because
individuals who
sold their votes
were not
"victims" for the
purposes of U.S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual § 3 Al.!.
Furthermore,
application of
U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
3B 1.1 b violated

0138:32
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

defendant's Sixth
Amendment
rights because it
was based on
facts that
defendant did not
admit or proved to
the jury beyond a
reasonable doubt.
Defendants'
convictions were
affirmed. The
remaining
incarcerated
defendant's
sentence was
vacated and his
case was
remanded for
resentencing in
accordance with
Booker.

Nugent v. Court of 816 So. 2d April 23, Plaintiff The incumbent No N/A No
Phelps Appeal of 349; 2002 2002 incumbent argued that: (1)

Louisiana, La. App. police chief sued the number of
Second LEXIS defendant persons who were
Circuit 1138 challenger, the bribed for their

013833
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

winning votes by the
candidate, to challenger's
have the election worker was
nullified and a sufficient to
new election change the
held based on outcome of the
numerous election; (2) the
irregularities and trial judge failed
unlawful to inform
activities by the potential
challenger and witnesses that
his supporters. they could be
The challenger given immunity
won the election from prosecution
by a margin of for bribery of
four votes. At voters if they
the end of the came forth with
incumbent's truthful
case, the district testimony; (3) the
court for the votes of three of
dismissed his his ardent
suit. The supporters should
incumbent have been counted
appealed. because they were

incarcerated for
the sole purpose
of keeping them
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

from campaigning
and voting; and
(4) the district
attorney, a strong
supporter of the
challenger, abused
his power when
he subpoenaed the
incumbent to
appear before the
grand jury a week
preceding the
election. The
appellate court
held no more than
two votes would
be subtracted, a
difference that
would be
insufficient to
change the
election result or
make it
impossible to
determine. The
appellate court
found the trial

013g`^^
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

judge read the
immunity portion
of the statute to
the potential
witnesses. The
appellate court
found the arrests
of the three
supporters were
the result of grand
jury indictments,
and there was no
manifest error in
holding that the
incumbent failed
to prove a scheme
by the district
attorney. The
judgment of the
trial court was
affirmed.

Eason v. Court of 2005 Miss. December Defendant Defendant was No N/A No
State Appeals of App. 13, 2005 appealed a helping with his

Mississippi LEXIS decision of cousin's campaign
1017 circuit court in a run--off

convicting him election for
of one count of county supervisor.
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

conspiracy to Together, they
commit voter drove around
fraud and eight town, picking up
counts of voter various people
fraud. who were either at

congregating
spots or their
homes. Defendant
would drive the
voters to the
clerk's office
where they would
vote by absentee
ballot and
defendant would
give them beer or
money. Defendant
claimed he was
entitled to a
mistrial because
the prosecutor
advanced an
impermissible
"sending the
message"
argument. The
court held that it

013837
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

discretion when
he did not allow
defendant to ask
the individual
whether she
wanted to see
defendant go to
prison because the
individual's
potential bias was
shown by the
individual's
testimony that she
expected the
prosecution to
recommend her
sentence. The
court affirmed
defendant's
conviction.

United United 2005 U.S. November Defendants were Defendants No N/A No
States v. States Dist. 30, 2005 charged with argued that
Turner District LEXIS committing mail recusal was

Court for 31709 fraud and mandated by 28
the Eastern conspiracy to U.S.C.S. § 455(a)
District of commit mail and (b)(1). The
Kentucky fraud and vote-- court found no

01318 :I S
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Court Citation •Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

buying. First merit in
defendant filed a defendants'
motion to arguments. The
recuse. Second fact that the
defendant's judge's husband
motion to join was the
the motion to commissioner of
recuse was the Kentucky
granted. First Department of
defendant Environmental
moved to Protection, a
compel the position to which
Government to he was appointed
grant testimonial by the Republican
use immunity to Governor, was not
second relevant. The
defendant and judge's husband
moved to sever was neither a
defendants. party nor a

witness. The court
further concluded
that no reasonable
person could fmd
that the judge's
spouse had any
direct interest in
the instant action.
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

As for issue of
money donated by
the judge's
husband to
Republican
opponents of first
defendant, the
court could not
discern any reason
why such facts
warranted recusal.
First defendant
asserted that
second defendant
should have been
granted use
immunity based
on a belief that
second defendant
would testify that
first defendant did
not agree to,
possess
knowledge of,
engage in, or
otherwise
participate in an

013841
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

of the illegal
activity alleged in
the indictment.
The court found
the summary of
expected
testimony to be
too general to
grant immunity.
In addition, it was
far from clear
whether the court
had the power to
grant testimonial
use immunity to
second defendant.
Defendants'
motion to recuse
was denied. First
defendant's
motions to
compel and to
sever were
denied.

013842
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of Note) •
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Ways v. Supreme Court 264 Neb. July 5, Appellant felon The felon was No N/A No
Shively of Nebraska 250; 646 2002 filed a writ of discharged from

N.W.2d mandamus, which the Nebraska State
621; sought to compel Penitentiary in
2002 appellee Election June 1998 after
Neb. Commissioner of completing his
LEXIS Lancaster County, sentences for the
158 Nebraska, to permit crimes of

him to register to pandering,
vote. The District carrying a
Court for Lancaster concealed weapon
County denied the and attempting to
felon's petition for possess a
writ of mandamus controlled
and dismissed the substance. The
petition. The felon commissioner
appealed. asserted that as a

result of the felon's
conviction, the
sentence for which
had neither been
reversed nor
annulled, he had
lost his right to
vote. The
commissioner
contended that the

013843
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Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

only method by
which the felon's
right to vote could
be restored was
through a warrant
of discharge issued
by the Nebraska
Board of Pardons--
-a warrant of
discharge had not
been issued. The
supreme court
ruled that the
certificate of
discharge issued to
the felon upon his
release did not
restore his right to
vote. The supreme
court ruled that as
a matter of law, the
specific right to
vote was not
restored to the
felon upon his
discharge from
incarceration at the

n13Sk''-



Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

completion of his
sentences. The
judgment was
affirmed.

Fischer v. Supreme Court 145 N.H. March 24, Appellant State of Appellee was No N/A No
Governor of New 28; 749 2000 New Hampshire incarcerated at the

Hampshire A.2d challenged a ruling New Hampshire
321; of the superior State Prison on
2000 court that the felon felony convictions.
N.H. disenfranchisement When he requested
LEXIS statutes violate an absentee ballot
16 N.H. Const. pt. I, to vote from a city

Art. 11. clerk, the request
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. §
607(A)(2) (1986),
which prohibits a
felon from voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final
discharge." The
trial court declared
the
disenfranchisement

()1334 55



Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
review of the
article, its
constitutional
history, and
legislation
pertinent to the
right of felons to
vote, the court
concluded that the
legislature retained
the authority under
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the article to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable
exercise of
legislative
authority, and
reversed.
Judgment reversed
because the court
concluded that the
legislature retained
its authority under
the New
Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable
exercise of
legislative

01384'2
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

authority.
Mixon v. Commonwealth 759 September Respondents filed Petitioner No N/A No
Commonwealth Court of A.2d 18, 2000 objections to convicted felons

Pennsylvania 442; petitioners' were presently or
2000 Pa. complaint seeking had formerly been
Commw. declaratory relief confined in state
LEXIS as to the prison. Petitioner
534 unconstitutionality elector was

of the Pennsylvania currently
Election Code, 25 registered to vote
Pa. Cons. Stat. §§ in respondent state.
2600 -- 3591, and Petitioners filed a
the Pennsylvania complaint against
Voter Registration respondent state
Act, 25 Pa. Cons. seeking
Stat. § § 961.101-- declaratory relief
961.5109, challenging as
regarding felon unconstitutional,
voting rights. state election and

voting laws that
excluded confined
felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released

013848
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Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'
complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because
respondent state
had broad power to
determine the
conditions under
which suffrage
could be exercised.
However,
petitioner elector
had no standing

013849
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

and the court
overruled
objection as to
deprivation of ex--
felon voting rights.
The court
sustained
respondents'
objection since
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting
rights were
deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.

NAACP United States 2000 August Plaintiffs moved Plaintiffs, ex-- No N/A No
Philadelphia District Court U.S. 14, 2000 for a preliminar felon,

013850
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Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Branch v. for the Eastern Dist. injunction, which unincorporated
Ridge District of LEXIS the parties agreed association, and

Pennsylvania 11520 to consolidate with others, filed a civil
the merits rights suit against
determination for a defendant state and
permanent local officials,
injunction, in contending that the
plaintiffs' civil Pennsylvania
rights suit Voter Registration
contending that the Act, violated the
Pennsylvania Voter Equal Protection
Registration Act, Clause by
offended the Equal prohibiting some
Protection Clause ex--felons from
of U.S. Const. voting during the
amend..XIV. five year period

following their
release from
prison, while
permitting other
ex--felons to vote.
Plaintiffs conceded
that one plaintiff
lacked standing,
and the court
assumed the
remaining

013851
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Other
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Case be
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Further

plaintiffs had
standing. The court
found that all that
all three of the
special
circumstances
necessary to
invoke the
Pullman doctrine
were present in the
case, but found
that abstention was
not appropriate
under the
circumstances
since it did not
agree with
plaintiffs'
contention that the
time constraints
caused by the
upcoming election
meant that the
option of pursuing
their claims in
state court did not
offer plaintiffs an

013852
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

adequate remedy.
Plaintiffs motion
for permanent
injunction denied;
the court abstained
from deciding
merits of plaintiffs'
claims under the
Pullman doctrine
because all three of
the special
circumstances
necessary to
invoke the doctrine
were present in the
case; all further
proceedings stayed
until further order.

Farrakhan v. United States 2000 December Plaintiffs, The felons alleged No N/A No
Locke District Court U.S. 1, 2000 convicted felons that Washington's

for the Eastern Dist. who were also felon
District of LEXIS racial minorities, disenfranchisement
Washington 22212 sued defendants for and restoration of

alleged violations civil rights
of the Voting schemes, premised
Rights Act. The upon Wash. Const.
parties filed cross-- art. VI	 3,

01385:
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

motions for resulted in the
summary denial of the right
judgment. to vote to racial

minorities in
violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in
a disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of
minorities; as a
result, minorities

013854
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

were under-
represented in
Washington's
political process.
The Rooker--
Feldman doctrine
barred the felons
from bringing any
as--applied
challenges, and
even if it did not
bar such claims,
there was no
evidence that the
felons' individual
convictions were
born of
discrimination in
the criminal justice
system. However,
the felons' facial
challenge also
failed. The remedy
they sought would
create a new
constitutional
problem, allowing

013855
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

disenfranchisement
only of white
felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection
between the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary
judgment.

Johnson v. United States 214 F. July 18, Plaintiff felons The felons had all No N/A No
Bush District Court Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendant successfully

for the 1333; state officials for completed their
Southern 2002 alleged violations terms of
District of U.S. of their incarceration
Florida Dist. constitutional and/or probation,

LEXIS rights. The officials but their civil
14782 moved and the rights to register

felons cross-moved and vote had not
for summary been restored.
judgment. They alleged that

013850
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Further

Florida's
disenfranchisement
law violated their
rights under First,
Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and
Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to
the United States
Constitution, as
well as § 1983 and
§§ 2 and 10 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965. Each of
the felons' claims
was fatally flawed.
The felons'
exclusion from
voting did not
violate the Equal
Protection or Due
Process Clauses of
the United States
Constitution. The
First Amendment
did not guarantee
felons the right to
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Other
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Case be
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Further

vote. Although
there was evidence
that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment Of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on
minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the
felons to pay their
victim restitution
before their rights
would be restored
did not constitute
an improper poll
tax or wealth

013858
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Case be
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Further

qualification. The
court granted the
officials' motion
for summary
judgment and
implicitly denied
the felons' motion.
Thus, the court
dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.

King v. City of United States 2004 May 13, Plaintiff inmate The inmate was No N/A No
Boston District Court U.S. 2004 filed a motion for convicted of a

for the District Dist. summary judgment felony and
of LEXIS in his action incarcerated. His
Massachusetts 8421 challenging the application for an

constitutionality of absentee ballot was
Mass. Gen. Laws denied on the
ch. 51, § 1, which ground that he was
excluded not qualified to
incarcerated felons register and vote
from voting while under Mass. Gen.
they were Laws ch. 51, § 1.
imprisoned. The inmate argued

that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him

U136 9
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Case be
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Further

because it
amounted to
additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the

• statute was
regulatory and not
punitive because
rational choices
were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons
disqualified
because of corrupt

01386.0
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Further

elections practices,
persons under 18
years of age, as
well as
incarcerated
felons.
Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period
of their
imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the
accuracy of their
ballots. Therefore,
the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51, § 1 did not
violate the inmate's
constitutional
rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be

U13_861
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Further

constitutional and
denied the inmate's
motion for
summary
judgment.

Hayden v. United States 2004 June 14, In a 42 U.S.C.S. § The felons sued No N/A No
Pataki District Court U.S. 2004 1983 action filed defendants,

for the Dist. by plaintiffs, black alleging that N.Y.
Southern LEXIS and latino Const. art. II, § 3
District of New 10863 convicted felons, and N.Y. Elec.
York alleging that N.Y. Law § 5--106(2)

Const. art. II, § 3 unlawfully denied
and N.Y. Elec. suffrage to
Law § 5--106(2) incarcerated and
were paroled felons on
unconstitutional, account of their
defendants, New race. The court
York's governor granted defendants'
and the chairperson motion for
of the board of judgment on the
elections, moved pleadings on the
for judgment on the felons' claims
pleadings under under U.S. Const.
Fed. R. Civ. P. amend. XIV, XV
12(c). because their

factual allegations
were insufficient

0138
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from which to
draw an inference
that the challenged
provisions or their
predecessors were
enacted with
discriminatory
intent, and because
denying suffrage
to those who
received more
severe
punishments, such
as a term of
incarceration, and
not to those who
received a lesser
punishment, such
as probation, was
not arbitrary. The
felons' claims
under 42 U.S.C.S.
§ 1973 were
dismissed because
§ 1973 could not
be used to
challenge the

U 1863
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legality of N.Y.
Elec. Law § 5--
106. Defendants'
motion was
granted as to the
felons' claims
under 42 U.S.C.S.
§ 1971 because §
1971 did not
provide for a
private right of
action, and
because the felons
were not
"otherwise
qualified to vote."
The court also
granted defendants'
motion on the
felons' U.S. Const.
amend. I claim
because it did not
guarantee a felon
the right to vote.
Defendants'
motion for
judgment on the

01386.:
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among those being
disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that
the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in
denial of the right
to vote on account
of race. Instead of
applying its novel
"by itself'
causation standard,
the district court
should have
applied a totality
of the
circumstances test
that included

O138E6
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analysis of the
inmates'
compelling
evidence of racial
bias in
Washington's
criminal justice
system. However,
the inmates lacked
standing to
challenge the
restoration scheme
because they
presented no

• evidence of their
eligibility, much
less even allege
that they were
eligible for
restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored.
The court affirmed
as to the eligibility
claim but reversed
and remanded for

0136'7
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further
proceedings to the
bias in the criminal
justice system
claim.

In re Phillips Supreme Court 265 Va. January The circuit court, More than five No N/A No
of Virginia 81; 574 10, 2003 entered a judgment years earlier, the

S.E.2d in which it declined former felon was
270; to consider convicted of the
2003 Va. petitioner former felony of making a
LEXIS felon's petition for false written
10 approval of her statement incident

request to seek to a firearm
restoration of her purchase. She then
eligibility to petitioned the trial
register to vote. court asking it to
The former felon approve her
appealed. request to seek

restoration of her
eligibility to
register to vote.
Her request was
based on Va. Code
Ann. § 53.1--.
231.2, allowing
persons convicted
of non--violent
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felonies to petition
a trial court for
approval of a
request to seek
restoration of
voting rights. The
trial court
declined. It found
that Va. Code Ann.
§ 53.1--231.2
violated
constitutional
separation of
powers principles
since it gave the
trial court powers
belonging to the
governor. It also
found that even if
the statute was
constitutional, it
was fundamentally
flawed for not
providing notice to
respondent
Commonwealth
regarding a

0.138 EE
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

petition. After the
petition was
denied, the state
supreme court
found the
separation of
powers principles
were not violated
since the statute
only allowed the
trial court to
determine if an
applicant met the
requirements to
have voting
eligibility restored.
It also found the
statute was not
fundamentally
flawed since the
Commonwealth
was not an
interested party
entitled to notice.
OUTCOME: The
judgment was
reversed and the
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Further

case was remanded
for further
proceedings.

Howard v. United States 2000 February Appellant Appellant was No N/A No
Gilmore Court of U.S. 23, 2000 challenged the disenfranchised by

Appeals for the App. United States the
Fourth Circuit LEXIS District Court for Commonwealth of

2680 the Eastern District Virginia following
of Virginia's order his felony
summarily conviction. He
dismissing his challenged that
complaint, related decision by suing
to his inability to the
vote as a convicted Commonwealth
felon, for failure to under the U.S.
state a claim upon Const. amends. I,
which relief can be XIV, XV, XIX,
granted. and XXIV, and

under the Voting
Rights Act of
1965. The lower
court summarily
dismissed his
complaint under
Fed. R. Civ. P.
12(b)(6) for failure
to state a claim.
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Further

Appellant
challenged. The
court found U.S.
Const. amend. I
created no private
right of action for
seeking
reinstatement of
previously
canceled voting
rights, U.S. Const.
amends. XIV, XV,
XIX, and the VRA
required either
gender or race
discrimination,
neither of which
appellant asserted,
and the U.S.
Const. amend.
XXIV, while
prohibiting the
imposition of poll
taxes, did not
prohibit the
imposition of a
$10 fee for

013812
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Other
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Case be
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Further

reinstatement of
appellant's civil
rights, including
the right to vote.
Consequently,
appellant failed to
state a claim. The
court affirmed,
finding that none
of the
constitutional
provisions
appellant relied on
were properly pled
because appellant
failed to assert that
either his race or
gender were
involved in the
decisions to deny
him the vote.
Conditioning
reestablishment of
his civil rights on a
$10 fee was not
unconstitutional.

Johnson v. United States 353 F.3d December Plaintiffs, ex--felon The citizens No N/A No
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Further

Governor of Court of 1287; 19, 2003 citizens of Florida, alleged that Fla.
Fla. Appeals for the 2003 on their own right Const. art. VI, § 4

Eleventh U.S. and on behalf of (1968) was racially
Circuit App. others, sought discriminatory and

LEXIS review of a violated their
25859 decision of the constitutional

United States rights. The citizens
District Court for also alleged
the Southern violations of the
District of Florida, Voting Rights Act.
which granted The court initially
summary judgment examined the
to defendants, history of Fla.
members of the Const. art. VI, § 4
Florida Clemency (1968) and
Board in their determined that the
official capacity. citizens had
The citizens presented evidence
challenged the that historically the
validity of the disenfranchisement
Florida felon provisions were
disenfranchisement motivated by a
laws. discriminatory

animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that

011S'T.i:,,:
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Case be
Researched
Further

race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show
that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met
its burden,
summary judgment
should not have
been granted. The
court found that
the claim under the
Voting Rights Act,
also needed to be
remanded for
further
proceedings.
Under a totality of
the circumstances,

013 8',
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Case be
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Further

the district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was
behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions, in
violation of the
Voting Rights Act.
The court affirmed
the district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under th

•equal protection
clause and for
violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the

013s^fl
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Further

matter to the
district court for
further
proceedings.

State v. Black Court of 2002 September In 1997, petitioner The appellate No N/A No
Appeals of Tenn. 26, 2002 was convicted of court's original
Tennessee App. forgery and opinion found that

LEXIS sentenced to the petitioner had not
696 penitentiary for lost his right to

two years, but was hold public office
immediately placed because Tennessee
on probation. He law removed that
subsequently right only from
petitioned the convicted felons
circuit court for who were
restoration of "sentenced to the
citizenship. The penitentiary." The
trial court restored trial court's
his citizenship amended judgment
rights. The State made it clear that
appealed. The petitioner was in
appellate court fact sentenced to
issued its opinion, the penitentiary.
but granted the Based upon this
State's motions to correction to the
supplement the record, the
record and to appellate court

013877
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Further

rehear its decision. found that
petitioner's
sentence to the
penitentiary
resulted in the
forfeiture of his
right to seek and
hold public office
by operation of
Tenn. Code Ann. §
40-20--114.
However, the
appellate court
concluded that this
new information
did not requires a
different outcome
on the merits of
the issue of
restoration of his
citizenship rights,
including the right
to seek and hold
public office. The
appellate court
adhered to its
conclusion that the
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of Note)

Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

statutory
presumption in
favor of the
restoration was not
overcome by a
showing, by a
preponderance of
the evidence, of
good cause to deny
the petition for
restoration of
citizenship rights.
The appellate court
affirmed the
restoration of
petitioner's right to
vote and reversed
the denial of his
right to seek and
hold public office.
His full rights of
citizenship were
restored.

Johnson v. United States 405 F.3d April 12, Plaintiff The individuals No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1214; 2005 individuals sued argued that the
Fla. Appeals for the 2005 defendant members racial animus

Eleventh U.S. of Florida motivating the

0138T2
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Other
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Should the
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Further

Circuit App. Clemency Board, adoption of
LEXIS arguing that Florida's
5945 Florida's felon disenfranchisement

disenfranchisement laws in 1868
law, Fla. Const. art. remained legally
VI, § 4 (1968), operative despite
violated the Equal the reenactment of
Protection Clause Fla. Const. art. VI,
and 42 U.S.C.S. § § 4 in 1968. The
1973. The United subsequent
States District reenactment
Court for the eliminated any
Southern District discriminatory
of Florida granted taint from the law
the members as originally
summary enacted because
judgment. A the provision
divided appellate narrowed the class
panel reversed. The of disenfranchised
panel opinion was individuals and
vacated and a was amended
rehearing en banc through a
was granted. deliberative

process. Moreover,
there was no
allegation of racial
discrimination at
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Other
Notes.

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the time of the
reenactment. Thus,
the
disenfranchisement
provision was not
a violation of the
Equal Protection
Clause and the
district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on that claim. The
argument that 42
U.S.C.S. § 1973
applied to Florida's
disenfranchisement
provision was
rejected because it
raised grave
constitutional
concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a
practice that the
Fourteenth
Amendment
permitted the state

013881.
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Further

to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never
intended the
Voting Rights Act
to reach felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
in favor of the
members was
granted.
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Hileman v. Appellate 316 Ill. October 25, Appellant In a primary No N/A No
McGinness Court of App. 3d 2000 challenged election for

Illinois, 868; 739 the circuit county circuit
Fifth N.E.2d 81; court's clerk, the
District 2000 Ill. declaration parties agreed

App. that that the that 681
LEXIS 845 result of a absentee ballots

primary were presumed
election for invalid. The
county ballots had
circuit clerk been
was void, commingled

with the valid
ballots. There
were no
markings or
indications on
the ballots
which would
have allowed
them to be
segregated
from other
ballots cast.
Because the
ballots could
not have been

01388
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Other
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Case be
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Further

segregated,
apportionment
was the
appropriate
remedy if no
fraud was
involved. If
fraud was
involved, the
election would
have had to
have been
voided and a
new election
held. Because
the trial court
did not hold an
evidentiary
hearing on the
fraud
allegations, and
did not
determine
whether fraud
was in issue,
the case was
remanded for a

0138S4.
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Other
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Further

determination
as to whether
fraud was
evident in the
electoral
process.
Judgment
reversed and
remanded.

Eason v. State Court of 2005 Miss. December Defendant Defendant was No N/A No
Appeals of App. 13, 2005 appealed a helping with
Mississippi LEXIS decision of his cousin's

1017 the circuit campaign in a
court run--off
convicting election for
him of one county
count of supervisor.
conspiracy Together, they
to commit drove around
voter fraud town, picking
and eight up various
counts of people who
voter fraud. were either at

congregating
spots or their
homes.
Defendant

0138551
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

would drive the
voters to the
clerk's office
where they
would vote by
absentee ballot
and defendant
would give
them beer or
money.
Defendant
claimed he was
entitled to a
mistrial
because the
prosecutor
advanced an
impermissible
"sending the
message"
argument. The
court held that
it was
precluded from
reviewing the
entire context
in which the

013886
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Further

argument arose
because, while
the prosecutor's
closing
argument was
in the record,
the defense
counsel's
closing
argument was
not. Also,
because the
prosecutor's
statement was
incomplete due
to defense
counsel's
objection, the
court could not
say that the
statement made
it impossible
for defendant to
receive a fair
trial. Judgment
affirmed.

Wilson v. Court of 2000 Va. May 2, Defendant At trial, the No N/A No

UI3SS
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Further

Commonwealth Appeals of App. 2000 appealed Commonwealth
Virginia LEXIS 322 the introduced

judgment of substantial
the circuit testimony and
court which documentary
convicted evidence that
her of defendant had
election continued to
fraud. live at one

residence in the
13th District,
long after she
stated on the
voter
registration
form that she
was living at a
residence in the
51st House
District. The
evidence
included
records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from

013856
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Basis (if of Notes Case be
Note) Researched

Further
the Department
of Motor
Vehicles and
school records.
Thus, the
evidence was
sufficient to
support the
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.
Judgment
affirmed.
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Townson v. Supreme 2005 Ala. December The circuit The voters and No N/A No
Stonicher Court of LEXIS 214 9, 2005 court the incumbent

Alabama overturned the all challenged
results of a the judgment
mayoral entered by the
election after trial court
reviewing the arguing that it
absentee ballots impermissibly
cast for said included or
election, excluded certain
resulting in a votes. The
loss for appeals court
appellant agreed with the
incumbent voters that the
based on the trial court
votes received should have
from appellee excluded the
voters. The votes of those
incumbent voters for the
appealed, and incumbent who
the voters included an
cross--appealed. improper form
In the of identification
meantime, the with their
trial court absentee ballots.
stayed It was
enforcement of undisputed that

01389
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Further

its judgment at least 30
pending absentee voters
resolution of who voted for
the appeal. the incumbent

provided with
their absentee
ballots a form of
identification
that was not
proper under
Alabama law.
As a result, the
court further
agreed that the
trial court erred
in allowing
those voters to
somewhat
"cure" that
defect by
providing a
proper form of
identification at
the trial of the
election contest,
because, under
those

013892
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Further

circumstances,
it was difficult
to conclude that
those voters
made an honest
effort to comply
with the law.
Moreover, to
count the votes
of voters who
failed to comply
with the
essential
requirement of
submitting
proper
identification
with their
absentee ballots
had the effect of
disenfranchising
qualified
electors who
choose not to
vote but rather
than to make the
effort to comply

0138j?j
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Other
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Further

with the
absentee--voting
requirements.
The judgment
declaring the
incumbent's
opponent the
winner was
affirmed. The
judgment
counting the
challenged
votes in the
final tally of
votes was
reversed, and
said votes were
subtracted from
the incumbents
total, and the
stay was
vacated. All
other arguments
were rendered
moot as a result.

ACLU of United 2004 U.S. October 29, Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
Minn. v. States Dist. 2004 voters and that Minn. Stat.

01389
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Case be
Researched
Further

Kiffineyer District LEXIS associations, § 201.061 was
Court for 22996 filed for a inconsistent
the District temporary with the Help
of restraining America Vote
Minnesota order pursuant Act because it

to Fed. R. Civ. did not
P. 65, against authorize the
defendant, voter to
Minnesota complete
Secretary of registration
State, either by a
concerning "current and
voter valid photo
registration. identification"

or by use of a
current utility
bill, bank
statement,
government
check,
paycheck, or
other
government
document that
showed the
name and
address of the

0138 -5
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Case be
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Further

individual. The
Secretary
advised the
court that there
were less than
600 voters who
attempted to
register by mail
but whose
registrations
were deemed
incomplete. The
court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on their
claim that the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. §
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
Fourteenth
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Further

Amendment of
the United
States
Constitution
insofar as it did
not also
authorize the
use of a
photographic
tribal
identification
card by
American
Indians who do
not reside on
their tribal
reservations.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on their
claims that
Minn. R.
8200.5100,

0138 "'
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Case be
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violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
United States
Constitution. A
temporary
restraining order
was entered.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 filed suit instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. against election

the LEXIS defendant, officials to issue
Northern 20926 Ohio's provisional
District of Secretary of ballots to first--
Ohio State, claiming time voters who

that a directive registered by
issued by the mail but did not
Secretary provide
contravened the documentary
provisions of identification at
the Help the polling place
America Vote on election day.
Act. The When
Secretary filed submitting a
a motion to provisional

U13
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

dismiss. ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's•license
number or the
last four digits
of his social
security
number. If he
did not know
either number,
he could
provide it before
the polls closed.
If he did not do
so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable

U13.8(ti _;
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Case be
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Further

requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the
identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were
voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the

0.13900
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Further

burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,
even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable. The
court granted
the Secretary's
motion to
dismiss.
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New York v. United 82 F. February 8, Plaintiffs In their No N/A No
County of States Supp. 2d 2000 brought a complaint
Del. District 12; 2000 claim in the plaintiffs

Court for the U.S. Dist. district court alleged that
Northern LEXIS under the defendants
District of 1398 Americans violated the
New York With ADA by

Disabilities Act making the
and filed a voting
motion for a locations
preliminary inaccessible to
injunction and disabled
motion for persons and
leave to amend asked for a
their preliminary
complaint, and injunction
defendants requiring
were ordered defendants to
to show cause come into
why a compliance
preliminary before the next
injunction election. The
should not be court found
issued. that defendants

were the
correct parties,
because

013902
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pursuant to
New York
election law
defendants
were
responsible for
the voting
locations. The
court further
found that the
class plaintiffs
represented
would suffer
irreparable
harm if they
were not able

• to vote,
because, if the
voting
locations were
inaccessible,
disabled
persons would
be denied the
right to vote.
Also, due to
the alleged

01390::"
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Case be
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Further

facts, the court
found
plaintiffs
would likely
succeed on the
merits.
Consequently,
the court
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction and
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for
leave to amend
their
complaint.

New York v. United 82 F. February 8, Plaintiffs In their No N/A No
County of States Supp. 2d 2000 brought a complaint,
Schoharie District 19; 2000 claim in the plaintiffs

0139[
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Court for the U.S. Dist. district court alleged
Northern LEXIS under the defendants
District of 1399 Americans violated the
New York With ADA by

Disabilities Act allowing
and filed a voting
motion for a locations to be
preliminary inaccessible
injunction and for disabled
a motion for persons and
leave to amend asked for a
their preliminary
complaint, and injunction
defendants requiring
were ordered defendants to
to show cause come into
why a compliance
preliminary before the next
injunction election. The
should not be court found
issued. that defendants

were the
correct party,
because
pursuant to
New York
election law,

0139UU E1
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defendants
were
responsible for
the voting
locations. The
court further
found that the
class plaintiffs
represented
would suffer
irreparable
harm if they
were not able
to vote,
because, if the
voting
locations were
inaccessible,
disabled
persons would
be denied the
right to vote.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
would likely
succeed on the

0139^,C,
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merits of their
case.
Consequently,
the court
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction
because
plaintiffs
showed
irreparable
harm and
proved likely
success on the
merits and
granted
plaintiffs
motion for
leave to amend
the complaint.
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Westchester United 346 F. October Plaintiffs sued The inability to No N/A No
Disabled on States Supp. 2d 22, 2004 defendant vote at
the Move, Inc. District 473; 2004 county, county assigned
v. County of Court for the U.S. Dist. board of locations on
Westchester Southern LEXIS elections, and election day

District of 24203 election constituted
New York officials irreparable

pursuant to 42 harm.
U.S.C.S. §§ However,
12131--12134, plaintiffs could
N.Y. Exec. not show a
Law § 296, and likelihood of
N.Y. Elec. Law success on the
§ 4--1--4. merits because
Plaintiffs the currently
moved for a named
preliminary defendants
injunction, could not
requesting provide
(among other complete relief
things) that the sought by
court order plaintiffs.
defendants to Although the
modify the county board
polling places of elections
in the county was
so that they empowered to

0139 C8
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Further

were accessible select an
to disabled alternative
voters on polling place
election day. should it
Defendants determine that
moved to a polling place
dismiss. designated by

a municipality
was
"unsuitable or
unsafe," it was
entirely
unclear that its
power to
merely
designate
suitable
polling places
would be
adequate to
ensure that all
polling places
used in the
upcoming
election
actually
conformed

U139r'
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with the
Americans
with
Disabilities
Act.
Substantial
changes and
modifications
to existing
facilities
would have to
be made, and
such changes
would be
difficult, if not
impossible, to
make without
the
cooperation of
municipalities.
Further, the
court could
order
defendants to
approve voting
machines that
conformed to

013916
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the ADA were
they to be
purchased and
submitted for
county
approval, but
the court could
not order them
to purchase
them for the.
voting districts
in the county.
A judgment
issued in the
absence of the
municipalities
would be
inadequate.
Plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction was
denied, and
defendants'
motion to
dismiss was
granted.
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Nat'l Org. on United 2001 U.S. October Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A Yes-see if
Disability v. States Dist. 11, 2001 disabled voters were visually the case was
Tartaglione District LEXIS and special impaired or refiled

Court for the 16731 interest wheelchair
Eastern organizations, bound. They
District of sued challenged the
Pennsylvania defendants, commissioners'

city failure to
commissioners, provide talking
under the voting
Americans machines and
with wheelchair
Disabilities Act accessible
and § 504 of voting places.
the They claimed
Rehabilitation discrimination
Act of 1973, in the process
and regulations of voting
under both because they
statutes, were not
regarding afforded the
election same
practices. The opportunity to
commissioners participate in
moved to the voting
dismiss for process as non-
failure (1) to -disabled

U13912
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state a cause of voters, and
action and (2) assisted voting
to join an and voting by
indispensable alternative
party. ballot were

substantially
different from,
more
burdensome
than, and more
intrusive than
the voting
process
utilized by
non--disabled
voters. The
court found
that the
complaint
stated causes
of actions
under the
ADA, the
Rehabilitation
Act, and 28
C.F.R. §§
35.151 and
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35.130. The
court found
that the voters
and
organizations
had standing to
raise their
claims. The
organizations
had standing
through the
voters'
standing or
because they
used
significant
resources
challenging the
commissioners'
conduct. The
plaintiffs failed
to join the state
official who
would need to
approve any
talking voting
machine as a
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party. As the
court could not
afford
complete relief
to the visually
impaired
voters in that
party's
absence, it
granted the
motion to
dismiss under
Fed. R. Civ. P.
12(b)(7)
without
prejudice. The
court granted
the
commissioners'
motion to
dismiss in part,
and denied it
in part. The
court granted
the motion to
dismiss the_
claims of the
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visually
impaired
voters for
failure to join
an
indispensable
party, without
prejudice, and
with leave to
amend the
complaint.

TENNESSEE, United 541 U.S. May 17, Respondent The state No N/A No
Petitioner v. States 509; 124 2004 paraplegics contended that
GEORGE Supreme S. Ct. sued petitioner the abrogation
LANE et al. Court 1978; 158 State of of state

L. Ed. 2d Tennessee, sovereign
820; 2004 alleging that immunity in
U.S. the State failed Title II of the
LEXIS to provide ADA exceeded
3386 reasonable congressional

access to court authority under
facilities in U.S. Const,
violation of amend XIV, §
Title II of the 5, to enforce
Americans substantive
with constitutional
Disabilities Act guarantees.
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of 1990. Upon The United
the grant of a States
writ of Supreme Court
certiorari, the held, however,
State appealed that Title II, as
the judgment it applied to
of the United the class of
States Court of cases
Appeals for the • implicating the
Sixth Circuit fundamental
which denied right of access
the State's to the courts,
claim of constituted a
sovereign valid exercise
immunity. of Congress's

authority. Title
1I was
responsive to
evidence of
pervasive
unequal
treatment of
persons with
disabilities in
the
administration
of state
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services and
programs, and
such disability
discrimination
was thus an
appropriate
subject for
prophylactic
legislation.
Regardless of
whether the
State could be
subjected to
liability for
failing to
provide access
to other
facilities or
services, the
fundamental
right of access
to the courts
warranted the
limited
requirement
that the State
reasonably
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accommodate
disabled
persons to
provide such
access. Title II
was thus a
reasonable
prophylactic
measure,
reasonably
targeted to a
legitimate end.
The judgment
denying the
State's claim of
sovereign
immunity was
affirmed.
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Bell v. Marinko United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters asserted No N/A No
States 588; 2004 2004 registered voters, that § 3503.02----
Court of U.S. App. sued defendants, which stated that the
Appeals for LEXIS Ohio Board of place where the
the Sixth 8330 Elections and family of a married
Circuit Board members, man or woman

alleging that resided was
Ohio Rev. Code considered to be his
Ann. §§ 3509.19- or her place of
-3509.21 violated residence----violated
the National the equal protection
Voter clause.. The court of
Registration Act, appeals found that
and the Equal the Board's
Protection Clause procedures did not
of the Fourteenth contravene the
Amendment. The National Voter
United States Registration Act
District Court for because Congress
the Northern did not intend to bar
District of Ohio the removal of
granted summary names from the
judgment in favor official list of
of defendants. persons who were
The voters ineligible and
appealed. improperly

registered to vote in
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the first place. The
National Voter
Registration Act did
not bar the Board's
continuing
consideration of a
voter's residence,
and encouraged the
Board to maintain
accurate and reliable
voting rolls. Ohio
was free to take
reasonable steps to
see that all
applicants for
registration to vote
actually fulfilled the
requirement of bona
fide residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann. §
3503.02(D) did not
contravene the
National Voter
Registration Act.
Because the Board
did not raise an
irrebuttable
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presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered no
equal protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

Wilson v. Court of 2000 Va. May 2, Defendant On appeal, No N/A No
Commonwealth Appeals of App. 2000 appealed the defendant argued

Virginia LEXIS judgment of the that the evidence
322 circuit court was insufficient to

which convicted support her
her of election conviction because
fraud. it failed to prove

that she made a
willfully false
statement on her
voter registration
form and, even if
the evidence did
prove that she made
such a statement, it
did not prove that
the voter
registration form
was the form
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required by Title
24.2. At trial, the
Commonwealth
introduced
substantial
testimony and
documentary
evidence that
defendant had
continued to live at
one residence in the
13th District, long
after she stated on
the voter
registration form
that she was living
at a residence in the
51st House District.
The evidence
included records
showing electricity
and water usage,
records from the
Department of
Motor Vehicles and
school records.
Thus, the evidence
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was sufficient to
support the jury's
verdict that
defendant made "a
false material
statement" on the
voter registration
card required to be
filed by Title 24.2 in
order for her to be a
candidate for office
in the primary in
question. Judgment
of conviction
affirmed. Evidence,
including records
showing electricity
and water usage,
records from the
Department of
Motor Vehicles and
school records, was
sufficient to support
jury's verdict that
defendant made "a
false material
statement" on the
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voter registration
card required to be
filed in order for her
to be a candidate for
office in the primary
in question.

ACLU of United 2004 U.S. October Plaintiffs, voters Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
Minn. v. States Dist. 29, 2004 and associations, that Minn. Stat. §
Kiffineyer District LEXIS filed for a 201.061 was

Court for 22996 temporary inconsistent with the
the District restraining order Help America Vote
of pursuant to Fed. Act because it did
Minnesota R. Civ. P. 65, not authorize the

against voter to complete
defendant, registration either
Minnesota by a "current and
Secretary of valid photo
State, concerning identification" or by
voter registration. use of a current

utility bill, bank
statement,
government check,
paycheck, or other
government
document that
showed the name
and address of the
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individual. The
Secretary advised
the court that there
were less than 600
voters who
attempted to register
by mail but whose
registrations were
deemed incomplete.
The court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated that
they were likely to
succeed on their
claim that the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. §
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the Equal
Protection Clause of
the Fourteenth
Amendment of the
United States
Constitution insofar
as it did not also
authorize the use of
a photographic
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tribal identification
card by American
Indians who do not
reside on their tribal
reservations. Also,
the court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated that
they were likely to
succeed on their
claims that Minn. R.
8200.5100, violated
the Equal Protection
Clause of the United
States Constitution.
A temporary
restraining order
was entered.

Kalsson v. United 356 F. February Defendant The individual No N/A No
United States States Supp. 2d 16, 2005 Federal Election claimed that his vote
FEC District 371; 2005 Commission filed was diluted because

Court for U.S. Dist. a motion to the NVRA resulted
the LEXIS dismiss for lack in more people
Southern 2279 of subject matter registering to vote
District of jurisdiction than otherwise
New York plaintiff would have been the

individual's case. The court held
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action, which that the individual
sought a lacked standing to

• declaration that bring the action.
the National Because New York
Voter was not obliged to
Registration Act adhere to the
was requirements of the
unconstitutional NVRA, the
on the theories individual did not
that its enactment allege any concrete
was not within harm. If New York
the enumerated simply adopted
powers of the election day
federal registration for
government and elections for federal
that it violated office, it would have
Article II of the been entirely free of
United States the NVRA just as
Constitution. were five other

states. Even if the
individual's vote
were diluted, and
even if such an
injury in other
circumstances might
have sufficed for
standing, an
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dilution that he
suffered was the
result of New York's
decision to maintain
a voter registration
system that brought
it under the NVRA,
not the NVRA
itself. The court
granted the motion
to dismiss for lack
of subject matter
jurisdiction.

Peace & California 114 Cal. January Plaintiff political The trial court ruled No N/A No
Freedom Party Court of App. 4th 15, 2004 party appealed a that inactive voters
v. Shelley Appeal, 1237; 8 judgment from were excluded from

Third Cal. Rptr. the superior court the primary election
Appellate 3d 497; which denied the calculation. The
District 2004 Cal. party's petition court of appeals

App. for writ of affirmed, observing
LEXIS mandate to that although the
42 compel election had already

defendant, the taken place, the
California issue was likely to
Secretary of recur and was a
State, to include matter of continuing
voters listed in public interest and

01`3
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the inactive file importance; hence, a
of registered decision on the
voters in merits was proper,
calculating although the case
whether the party was technically
qualified to moot. The law
participate in a clearly excluded
primary election. inactive voters from

the calculation. The
statutory scheme did
not violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional right
of association
because it was
reasonably designed
to ensure that all
parties on the ballot
had a significant
modicum of support
from eligible voters.
Information in the
inactive file was
unreliable and often
duplicative of
information in the
active file.
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Moreover, there was
no violation of the
National Voter
Registration Act
because voters listed
as inactive were not
prevented from
voting. Although the
Act prohibited
removal of voters
from the official
voting list absent
certain conditions,
inactive voters in
California could
correct the record
and vote. Affirmed.

McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court had No N/A No
Thompson States 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged order granted defendant

Court of U.S. App. of United States state election
Appeals for LEXIS District Court for officials summary
the Sixth 23387 Eastern District judgment. The court
Circuit of Tennessee at declined to overrule

Chattanooga, defendants'
which granted administrative
defendant state determination that
election officials state law required
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summary plaintiff to disclose
judgment on his social security
plaintiffs action number because the
seeking to stop interpretation
the state practice appeared to be
of requiring its reasonable, did not
citizens to conflict with
disclose their previous caselaw,
social security and could be
numbers as a challenged in state
precondition to court. The
voter registration. requirement did not

violate the Privacy
Act because it was
grand fathered under
the terms of the Act.
The limitations in
the National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the NVRA
did not specifically
prohibit the use of
social security
numbers and the Act
contained a more
specific provision

fl
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regarding such use.
Plaintiff could not
enforce § 1971 as it
was enforceable
only by the United
States Attorney
General. The trial
court properly
rejected plaintiffs
fundamental right to
vote, free exercise
of religion,
privileges and
immunities, and due
process claims.
Although the trial
court arguably erred
in denying
certification of the
case to the USAG
under 28 U.S.C.S. §
2403(a), plaintiff
suffered no harm
from the technical
violation. Order
affirmed because
requirement that

139;
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voters disclose
social security
numbers as
precondition to
voter registration
did not violate
Privacy Act of 1974
or National Voter
Registration Act and
trial court properly
rejected plaintiffs
fundamental right to
vote, free exercise
of religion,
privileges and
immunities, and due
process claims.

Lucas County United 341 F. October Plaintiff The case involved a No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 21, 2004 organizations box on Ohio's voter
Party v. District 861; 2004 brought an action registration form
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. challenging a that required a

the LEXIS memorandum prospective voter
Northern 21416 issued by who registered in
District of defendant, Ohio's person to supply an
Ohio Secretary of Ohio driver's license

State, in number or the last
December 2003. four digits of their
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The Social Security
organizations number. In his
claimed that the memorandum, the
memorandum Secretary informed
contravened all Ohio County
provisions of the Boards of Elections
Help America that, if a person left
Vote Act and the the box blank, the
National Voter Boards were not to
Registration Act. process the
The registration forms.
organizations The organizations
moved for a did not file their suit
preliminary until 18 days before
injunction, the national

election. The court
found that there was
not enough time
before the election
to develop the
evidentiary record
necessary to
determine if the
organizations were
likely to succeed on
the merits of their
claim. Denying the
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organizations'
motion would have
caused them to
suffer no irreparable
harm. There was no
appropriate remedy
available to the
organizations at the
time. The likelihood
that the
organizations could
have shown
irreparable harm
was, in any event,
slight in view of the
fact that.they waited
so long before filing
suit. Moreover, it
would have been
entirely improper
for the court to
order the Boards to
re--open in--person
registration until
election day. The
public interest
would have been ill-
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-served by an
injunction. The
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
denied sua sponte.

Nat'l Coalition United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, national Defendants alleged No N/A No
for Students States Supp. 2d 2001 organization for that plaintiff lacked
with District 845; 2001 disabled students, standing to
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. brought an action represent its
Educ. & Legal the District LEXIS against university members, and that
Def. Fund v. of 9528 president and plaintiff had not
Scales Maryland university's satisfied the notice

director of office requirements of the
of disability National Voter
support services Registration Act.
to challenge the Further, defendants
voter registration maintained the facts,
procedures as alleged by
established by the plaintiff, did not
disability support give rise to a past,
services, present, or future
Defendants violation of the
moved to dismiss NVRA because (1)
the first amended the plaintiffs
complaint, or in members that
the alternative for requested voter
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summary registration services
judgment. were not registered

students at the
university and (2) its
current voter
registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs § 1983
claim, the court held
that while plaintiff
had alleged
sufficient facts to
confer standing
under the NVRA,
such allegations
were not sufficient
to support standing
on its own behalf on
the § 1983 claim. As
to the NVRA claim,
the court found that
the agency practice
of only offering
voter registration
services at the initial
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intake interview and
placing the burden
on disabled students
to obtain voter
registration forms
and assistance
afterwards did not
satisfy its statutory
duties. Furthermore,
most of the NVRA
provisions applied
to disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants' motion
to dismiss first
amended complaint
was granted as to
the § 1983 claimand
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under the
National Voter
Registration Act of
1993. Defendants'
alternative motion
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for summary
judgment was
denied.

People v. Court of 251 July 11, Defendant was Defendant was No N/A No
Disimone Appeals of Mich. 2002 charged with registered in the

Michigan App. 605; attempting to Colfax township for
650 vote more than the 2000 general
N.W.2d once in the 2000 election. After
436; 2002 general election. presenting what
Mich. The circuit court appeared to be a
App. granted valid voter's
LEXIS defendant's registration card,
826 motion that the defendant proceeded

State had to to vote in the Grant
prove specific township.
intent. The State Defendant had
appealed. voted in the Colfax

township earlier in
the day. Defendant
moved the court to
issue an order that
the State had to find
that he had a
specific intent to
vote twice in order
to be convicted. The
appellate court
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reversed the circuit
court judgment and
held that under the
rules of statutory
construction, the
fact that the
legislature had
specifically omitted
certain trigger
words such as
"knowingly,"
"willingly,"
"purposefully," or
"intentionally" it
was unlikely that the
legislature had
intended for this to
be a specific intent
crime. The court
also rejected the
defendant's
argument that
phrases such as
"offer to vote" and
"attempt to vote"
should be construed

synonymousus
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terms, as when
words with similar
meanings were used
in the same statute,
it was presumed that
the legislature
intended to
distinguish between
the terms. The order
of the circuit court
was reversed.

Diaz v. Hood United 342 F. October Plaintiffs, unions The putative voters No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 26, 2004 and individuals sought injunctive
District 1111; who had relief requiring the
Court for 2004 U.S. attempted to election officials to
the Dist. register to vote, register themto vote.
Southern LEXIS sought a The court first noted
District of 21445 declaration of that the unions
Florida their rights to lacked even

vote in the representative
November 2, standing, because
2004 general they failed to show
election. They that one of their
alleged that members could have
defendants, state brought the case in
and county their own behalf.
election officials, The individual
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refused to putative voters
process their raised separate
voter issues: the first had
registrations for failed to verify her
various failures mental capacity, the
to complete the second failed to
registration check a box
forms. The indicating that he
election officials was not a felon, and
moved to dismiss the third did not
the complaint for provide the last four
lack of standing digits of her social
and failure to security number on
state a claim, the form. They

claimed the election
officials violated
federal and state law
by refusing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial errors
or omissions in their
voter registration
applications, and by
failing to provide
any notice to voter
applicants whose
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registration
applications were
deemed incomplete.
In the first two
cases, the election
official had handled
the errant
application properly
under Florida law,
and the putative
voter had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing to
complete the
registration. The
third completed her
form and was
registered, so had
suffered no injury.
Standing failed
against the secretary
of state. The
motions to dismiss
the complaint were
granted without
prejudice.

Charles H. United 324 F. July 1, Plaintiffs, a voter, The organization No N/A No
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Wesley Educ. States Supp. 2d 2004 fraternity participated in
Found., Inc. v. District 1358; members, and an numerous non--
Cox Court for 2004 U.S. organization, partisan voter

the Dist. sought an registration drives
Northern LEXIS injunction primarily designed
District of 12120 ordering to increase the
Georgia defendant, the voting strength of

Georgia African--Americans.
Secretary of Following one such
State, to process drive, the fraternity
the voter members mailed in
registration over 60 registration
application forms forms, including one
that they mailed for the voter who
in following a had moved within
voter registration state since the last
drive. They election. The
contended that by Georgia Secretary of
refusing to State's office
process the forms refused to process
defendants them because they
violated the were not mailed
National Voter individually and
Registration Act neither a registrar,
and U.S. Const, deputy registrar, or
amends. I, XIV, an otherwise
and XV. authorized person
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had collected the
applications as
required under state
law. The court held
that plaintiffs had
standing to bring the
action. The court
held that because
the applications
were received in
accordance with the
mandates of the
NVRA, the State of
Georgia was not
free to reject them.
The court found
that: plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on the
merits of their claim
that the applications
were improperly
rejected; plaintiffs
would be
irreparably injured
absent an
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injunction; the
potential harmto
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs' injuries;
and an injunction
was in the public
interest. Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
granted. Defendants
were ordered to
process the
applications
received from the
organization to
determine whether
those registrants
were qualified to
vote. Furthermore,
defendants were
enjoined from
rejecting any voter
registration
application on the
grounds that it was
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mailed as part of a
"bundle" or that it
was collected by
someone not
authorized or any
other reason
contrary to the
NVRA.

Moseley v. United 300 F. January Plaintiff alleged, The court concluded No N/A No
Price States Supp. 2d 22, 2004 that defendants' that plaintiffs claim

District 389; 2004 actions in under the Voting
Court for U.S. Dist. investigating his Rights Act lacked
the Eastern LEXIS voter registration merit. Plaintiff did
District of 850 application not allege, as
Virginia constituted a required, that any

change in voting defendants
procedures implemented a new,
requiring § 5 uncleared voting
preclearance qualification or
under the Voting prerequisite to
Rights Act, voting, or standard,
which practice, or
preclearance was procedure with

• never sought or respect to voting.
received. Plaintiff Here, the existing
claimed he practice or
withdrew from procedure in effect
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the race for in the event a
Commonwealth mailed registration
Attorney because card was returned
of the was to "resend the
investigation, voter card, if
Defendants address verified as
moved to dismiss correct." This was
the complaint, what precisely

occurred. Plaintiff
inferred, however,
that the existing
voting rule or
practice was to
resend the voter
card "with no
adverse
consequences" and
that the county's
initiation of an
investigation
constituted the
implementation of a
change that had not
been pre--cleared.
The court found the
inference wholly
unwarranted
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because nothing in
the written
procedure invited or
justified such an
inference. The court
opined that common
sense and state law
invited a different
inference, namely
that while a returned
card had to be resent
if the address was
verified as correct,
any allegation of
fraud could be
investigated.
Therefore, there was
no new procedure
for which
preclearance was
required. The court
dismissed plaintiffs
federal claims. The
court dismissed the
state law claims
without prejudice.

Thompson v. Supreme 295 June 10, Respondents Respondents alleged No N/A No
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Karben Court of A.D.2d 2002 filed a motion that appellant was
New York, 438; 743 seeking the unlawfully
Appellate N.Y.S.2d cancellation of registered to vote
Division, 175; 2002 appellant's voter from an address at
Second N.Y. registration and which he did not
Department App. Div. political party reside and that he

LEXIS enrollment on the should have voted
6101 ground that from the address

appellant was that he claimed as
unlawfully his residence. The
registered to vote appellate court held
in a particular that respondents
district. The adduced insufficient
Supreme Court, proof to support the
Rockland conclusion that
County, New appellant did not
York, ordered the reside at the subject
cancellation of address. On the
appellant's voter other hand,
registration and appellant submitted
party enrollment. copies of his 2002
Appellant vehicle registration,
challenged the 2000 and 2001
trial court's order. federal income tax

returns, 2002
property tax bill, a
Ma 2001 paycheck
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stub, and 2000 and
2001 retirement
account statements
all showing the
subject address.
Appellant also
testified that he was
a signatory on the
mortgage of the
subject address and
that he kept personal
belongings at that
address.
Respondents did not
sustain their
evidentiary burden.
The judgment of the
trial court was
reversed.

Nat'l Coalition United 2002 U.S. August 2, Plaintiffs, a The court found that No N/A No
v. Taft States Dist. 2002 nonprofit public the disability

District LEXIS interest group services offices at
Court for 22376 and certain issue were subject to
the individuals, sued the NVRA because
Southern defendants, the term "office"
District of certain state and included a
Ohio university subdivision of a
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officials, alleging government
that they violated department or
the National institution and the
Voter disability offices at
Registration Act issue were places
in failing to where citizens
designate the regularly went for
disability service and
services offices at assistance.
state public Moreover, the Ohio
colleges and Secretary of State
universities as had an obligation
voter registration under the NVRA to
sites. The group designate the
and individuals disability services
moved for a offices as voter
preliminary registration sites
injunction, because nothing in

the law superceded
the NVRA's
requirement that the
responsible state
official designate
disability services

• offices as voter
registration sites.
Moreover, under
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Ohio Rev. Code
Ann. § 3501.05(R),
the Secretary of
State's duties
expressly included
ensuring compliance
with the NVRA.
The case was not
moot even though
the Secretary of
State had taken
steps to ensure
compliance with the
NVRA given his
position to his
obligation under the
law. The court
granted declaratory
judgment in favor of
the nonprofit
organization and the
individuals. The
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
granted in part and
the Secretaryof

V
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State was ordered to
notify disabled
students who had
used the designated
disability services
offices prior to the
opening day of the
upcoming semester
or who had pre-
registered for the
upcoming semester
as to voter
registration
availability.

Lawson v. United 211 F.3d May 3, Plaintiffs who Plaintiffs attempted No N/A No
Shelby County States 331; 2000 2000 were denied the to register to vote in

Court of U.S. App. right to vote October, and to vote
Appeals for LEXIS when they in November, but
the Sixth 8634 refused to were denied because
Circuit disclose their they refused to

social security disclose their social
numbers, security numbers. A
appealed a year after the
judgment of the election date they
United States filed suit alleging
District Court for denial of
the Western constitutional rights,
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District of privileges and
Tennessee at immunities, the
Memphis Privacy Act of 1974
dismissing their and § 1983. The
amended district court
complaint for dismissed, finding
failure to state the claims were
claims barred by barred by U.S.
U.S. Const. Const. amend. XI,
amend. XI. and the one year

statute of
limitations. The
appeals court
reversed, holding
the district court
erred in dismissing
the suit because
U.S. Const. amend.
XI immunity did not
apply to suits•
brought by a private
party under the Ex
Parte Young
exception. Any
damages claim not
ancillary to
injunctive relief was

0139
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barred. The court
also held the statute
of limitations ran
from the date
plaintiffs were
denied the
opportunity to vote,
not register, and
their claim was thus
timely. Reversed
and remanded to
district court to
order such relief as
will allow plaintiffs
to vote and other
prospective	 .
injunctive relief
against county and
state officials;
declaratory relief
and attorneys' fees
ancillary to the
prospective
injunctive relief, all
permitted under the
Young exception to
sovereign immunity,
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to be fashioned.
Curtis v. Smith United 145 F. June 4, Plaintiffs, Before a general No N/A No

States Supp. 2d 2001 representatives of election, three
District 814; 2001 several thousand persons brought an
Court for U.S. Dist. retired persons action alleging the
the Eastern LEXIS who called Escapees were not
District of 8544 themselves the bona fide residents
Texas "Escapees," and of the county, and

who spent a large sought to have their
part of their lives names expunged
traveling about from the rolls of
the United States qualified voters. The
in recreational plaintiffs brought
vehicles, but suit in federal
were registered to district court. The
vote in the court issued a
county, moved preliminary
for preliminary injunction
injunction forbidding county
seeking to enjoin officials from
a Texas state attempting to purge
court proceeding the voting.
under the All Commissioner
Writs Act. contested the results

of the election,
alleging Escapees'
votes should be

01')O c;
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disallowed.
Plaintiffs brought
present case
assertedly to prevent
the same issue from
being relitigated.
The court held,
however, the issues
were different,
since, unlike the
case in the first
proceeding, there
was notice and an
opportunity to be
heard. Further,
unlike the first
proceeding, the
plaintiff in the state
court action did not
seek to change the
prerequisites for
voting registration
in the county, but
instead challenged
the actual residency
of some members of
the Escapees, and

0139.
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such challenge
properly belonged
in the state court.
The court further
held that an election
contest under state
law was the correct
vehicle to contest
the registration of
Escapees. The court
dissolved the
temporary
restraining order it
had previously
entered and denied
plaintiffs' motion for
preliminary
injunction of the
state court
proceeding.

Pepper v. United 24 Fed. December Plaintiff Individual argued No N/A No
Darnell States Appx. 10, 2001 individual on appeal that the

Court of 460; 2001 appealed from a district court erred
Appeals for U.S. App. judgment of the in finding that the
the Sixth LEXIS district court, in registration forms
Circuit 26618 an action against used by the state did

defendant state not violate the

01396 C=^
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provide a specific
location as an
address, regardless
of the transient
lifestyle of the
potential voter,
finding state's
procedure faithfully
mirrored the
requirements of the
NVRA as codified
in the Code of
Federal Regulations.
The court also held
that the refusal to
certify individual as
the representative of
a class for purposes
of this litigation was
not an abuse of
discretion; in this
case, no
representative party
was available as the
indigent individual,
acting in his own
behalf, was clearly

01396
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unable to represent
fairly the class. The
district court's
judgment was
affirmed.

Miller v. United 348 F. October Plaintiffs, two Plaintiffs alleged No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 27, 2004 voters and the that the timing and

District 916; 2004 Ohio Democratic manner in which
Court for U.S. Dist. Party, filed suit defendants intended
the LEXIS against to hold hearings
Southern 24894 defendants, the regarding pre--
District of Ohio Secretary of election challenges
Ohio State, several to their voter

county boards of registration violated
elections, and all both the Act and the
of the boards' Due Process Clause.
members, The individuals,
alleging claims who filed pre--
under the election voter
National Voter eligibility
Registration Act challenges, filed a
and § 1983. motion to intervene.
Plaintiffs also The court held that
filed a motion for it would grant the
a temporary motion to intervene
restraining order because the
(TRO). Two individuals had a

01396 .,
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individuals filed substantial legal
a motion to interest in the
intervene as subject matter of the
defendants. action and time

constraints would
• not permit them to

bring separate
actions to protect
their rights. The
court further held
that it would grant
plaintiffs' motion for
a TRO because
plaintiffs made
sufficient
allegations in their
complaint to
establish standing
and because all four
factors to consider
in issuing a TRO
weighed heavily in
favor of doing so.
The court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a
likelihood of
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success on the
merits because they
made a strong
showing that
defendants' intended
actions regarding
pre--election
challenges to voter
eligibility abridged
plaintiffs'
fundamental right to
vote and violated
the Due Process
Clause. Thus, the
other factors to
consider in granting
a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs' favor. The
court granted
plaintiffs' motion for
a TRO. The court
also granted the
individuals' motion
to intervene.
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Miller v. United 348 F. October 27, Plaintiffs, two Plaintiffs alleged No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 2004 voters and the that the timing and

District 916; 2004 Ohio Democratic manner in which
Court for U.S. Dist. Party, filed suit defendants
the LEXIS against intended to hold
southern 24894 defendants, the hearings regarding
District of Ohio Secretary of pre--election
Ohio State, several challenges to their

county boards of voter registration
elections, and all violated both the
of the boards' Act and the Due
members, Process Clause.
alleging claims The individuals,
under the who filed pre--
National Voter election voter
Registration Act eligibility
and § 1983. challenges, filed a
Plaintiffs also motion to
filed a motion for intervene. The
a temporary court held that it
restraining order. would grant the
Two individuals motion to
filed a motion to intervene because
intervene as the individuals had
defendants. a substantial legal

interest in the
subject matter of

0139'
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the action and time
constraints would
not permit them to
bring separate
actions to protect
their rights. The
court further held
that it would grant
plaintiffs' motion
for a TRO because
plaintiffs made
sufficient
allegations in their
complaint to
establish standing
and because all
four factors to
consider in issuing
a TRO weighed
heavily in favor of
doing so. The
court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a
likelihood of
success on the
merits because

0139 6r'
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they made a strong
showing that
defendants'
intended actions
regarding pre-
election challenges
to voter eligibility
abridged plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote and
violated the Due
Process Clause.
Thus, the other
factors to consider
in granting a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs' favor.
The court granted
plaintiffs' motion
for a TRO. The
court also granted
the individuals'
motion to
intervene.

Spencer v. United 347 F. November Plaintiff voters The voters alleged No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 1, 2004 filed a motion for that defendants
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District 528; 2004 temporary had combined to
Court for U.S. Dist. restraining order implement a voter
the LEXIS and preliminary challenge system
Southern 22062 injunction at the polls that
District of seeking to discriminated
Ohio restrain defendant against African--

election officials American voters.
and intervenor Each precinct was
State of Ohio run by its election
from judges but Ohio
discriminating law also allowed
against black challengers to be
voters in physically present
Hamilton County in the polling
on the basis of places in order to
race. If necessary, challenge voters'
they sought to eligibility to vote.
restrain The court held that
challengers from the injury asserted,
being allowed at that allowing
the polls, challengers to

challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their
right to vote, was
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not speculative
and could be
redressed by
removing the
challengers. The
court held that in
the absence of any
statutory guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
challenging voters
by challengers,
and the
questionable
enforceability of
the State's and
County's policies
regarding good
faith challenges
and ejection of
disruptive
challengers from
the polls, there
existed an
enormous risk of
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chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
pandemonium
inside the polls
and in the lines out
the door.
Furthermore, the
law allowing
private challengers
was not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. Because the
voters had shown
a substantial
likelihood of
success on the

• merits on the
ground that the
application of
Ohio's statute
allowing
challengers at
polling places was
unconstitutional
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and the other
factors governing
the issuance of an
injunction
weighed in their
favor, the court
enjoined all
defendants from
allowing any
challengers other
than election
judges and other
electors into the
polling places
throughout the
state on Election
Day.

Charfauros United 2001 U.S. May 10, Defendants, Plaintiffs, No N/A No
v. Bd. of States App. 2001 board of elections disqualified
Elections Court of LEXIS and related voters, claimed

Appeals for 15083 individuals, that individual
the Ninth appealed from an members of the
Circuit order of the Commonwealth of

Supreme Court of the Northern
the Mariana Islands
Commonwealth Board of Elections
of the Northern violated	 1983 by
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Mariana Islands administering pre-
reversing a lower -election day voter
court's grant of challenge
summary procedures which
judgment in favor precluded a certain
of defendants on class of voters,
the ground of including
qualified plaintiffs, from
immunity. voting in a 1995

election. The
CNMI Supreme
Court reversed a
lower court's grant
of summary
judgment and
defendants
appealed. The
court of appeals
held that the
Board's pre--
election day
procedures
violated the
plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote. The
federal court
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reasoned that the
right to vote was
clearly established
at the time of the
election, and that a
reasonable Board
would have known
that that treating
voters differently
based on their
political party
would violate the
Equal Protection
Clause. Further the
court added that
the allegations of
the complaint
were sufficient to
support liability of
the Board
members in their
individual
capacities. Finally,
the composition of
the CNMI
Supreme Court's
Special Judge
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panel did not
violate the Board's
right to due
process of law.
The decision of
Commonwealth of
the Northern
Mariana Islands
Supreme Court
was affirmed
where defendants'
pre--election day
voter challenge
procedures
violated plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote.

Wit v. United 306 F.3d October 11, Appellant voters Under state No N/A No
Berman States 1256; 2002 who established election laws, the

Court of 2002 U.S. residences in two voters could only
Appeals for App. separate cities vote in districts in
the Second LEXIS sued appellees, which they
Circuit 21301 state and city resided, and

election officials, residence was
alleging that limited to one
provisions of the place. The voters
New York State contended that,
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Election Law since they had two
unconstitutionally lawful residences,
prevented the they were denied
voters from constitutional
voting in local equal protection
elections in both by the statutory
cities where they restriction against•
resided. The voting in the local
voters appealed elections of both
the order of the of the places of
United States their residences.
District Court for The appellate
the Southern court held,
District of New however, that no
York which constitutional
granted appellees' violation was
motion to dismiss shown since the
the complaint, provisions of the

New York State
Election Law
imposed only
reasonable,
nondiscriminatory
restrictions which
advanced
important state
regulatory
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interests. While
the voters may
have interests in
electoral outcomes
in both cities, any
rule permitting
voting based on
such interests
would be
unmanageable and
subject to potential
abuse. Further,
basing voter
eligibility on
domicile, which
was always over--
or under--
inclusive,
nonetheless had
enormous practical
advantages, and
the voters offered
no workable
standard to replace

• the domicile test.
Finally, allowing
the voters to
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choose which of
their residences
was their domicile
for voting
purposes could not
be deemed
discriminatory.
Affirmed.

Curtis v. United 121 F. November Plaintiffs sought Plaintiffs sought to No N/A No
Smith States Supp. 2d 3, 2000 a preliminary prohibit defendant

District 1054; injunction to from mailing
Court for 2000 U.S. prohibit confirmation
the Eastern Dist. defendant tax letters to
District of LEXIS assessor-collector approximately
Texas 17987 'from mailing 9,000 persons,

confirmation self--styled
letters to "escapees" who
approximately traveled a major
9,000 persons portion of each
who were year in
registered voters recreational
in Polk County, vehicles, all of
Texas. whom were

registered to vote
in Polk County,
Texas. In
accordance with
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Texas law, three
resident voters
filed affidavits
challenging the
escapees'
residency. These
affidavits triggered
defendant's action
in sending
confirmation
notices to the
escapees. The
court determined,
first, that because
of the potential for
discrimination,.
defendant's action
required
preclearance in
accordance with §
5 of the Voting
Rights Act and,
second, that such
preclearance had
not been sought or
obtained.
Accordingly, the
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court issued a
preliminary
injunction
prohibiting
defendant from
pursuing the
confirmation of
residency of the
escapees, or any
similarly situated
group, under the
Texas Election
Code until the
process had been
submitted for
preclearance in
accordance with §
5. The action was
taken to ensure
that no
discriminatory
potential existed in
the use of such
process in the
upcoming
presidential
election or future
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election. Motion
for preliminary
injunction was
granted, and
defendant was
enjoined from
pursuing
confirmation of
residency of the
9,000 "escapees,"
or any similarly
situated group,
under the Texas
Election Code,
until the process
had been
submitted for
preclearance under
§ 5 of the Voting
Rights Act.

Peace & Court of 114 Cal. January 15, Plaintiff political The trial court No N/A No
Freedom Appeal of App. 4th 2004 party appealed a ruled that inactive
Party v. California, 1237; 8 judgment from voters were
Shelley Third Cal. Rptr. the superior court excluded from the

Appellate 3d 497; which denied the primary election.
District 2004 Cal. party's petition The court of

App. for writ of appeals affirmed,
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LEXIS 42 mandate to observing that
compel although the
defendant, the election had
California already taken
Secretary of place, the issue
State, to include was likely to recur
voters listed in and was a matter
the inactive file of continuing
of registered public interest and
voters in importance; hence,
calculating a decision on the
whether the party merits was proper,
qualified to although the case
participate in a was technically
primary election. moot. The law

clearly excluded
inactive voters
from the
calculation. The
statutory scheme
did not violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional right
of association
because it was
reasonably
designed to ensure
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that all parties on
the ballot had a
significant
modicum of
support from
eligible voters.
Information in the
inactive file was
unreliable and .
often duplicative
of information in
the active file.
Moreover, there
was no violation
of the National
Voter Registration
Act because voters
listed as inactive
were not
prevented from
voting. Although
the Act prohibited
removal of voters
from the official
voting list absent
certain conditions,
inactive voters in
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California could
correct the record
and vote as
provided the Act.
The court affirmed
the denial of a writ
of mandate.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the county,
Northern 21753 and the state's based on the fact
District of attorney general, that the voters
Ohio for violations of were transient

the Motor Voter (seasonal) rather
Act and equal than permanent
protection of the residents of the
laws. Defendants county. The voters
moved for claimed that the
summary board hearings did
judgment. The not afford them
voters also the requisite
moved for degree of due
summary process and
judgment. contravened their

rights of privacy
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by inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA
claim, the court
held that residency
within the precinct
was a crucial
qualification. One
simply could not
be an elector,
much less a
qualified elector
entitled to vote,
unless one resided
in the precinct
where he or she
sought to vote. If
one never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the

0139rivi
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state's ability to
condition
eligibility to vote
on residence. Nor
did it undertake to
regulate
challenges, such as
the ones presented,
to a registered
voter's residency
ab initio. The
ability of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and. had
not ever been
eligible, and of the
board to consider
and resolve that
challenge, did not
contravene the
MVA. Defendants'
motions for
summary
judgment were
granted as to all

0139
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claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed for
want of
jurisdiction,
without prejudice.
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Charles H. United 408 F.3d May 12, Plaintiffs, a The foundation No N/A No
Wesley States 1349; 2005 charitable conducted a
Educ. Court of 2005 U.S. foundation, four voter registration
Found., Inc. Appeals App. volunteers, and a drive; it placed
v. Cox for the LEXIS registered, voter, the completed

Eleventh 8320 filed a suit applications in a
Circuit against defendant single envelope

state officials and mailed them
alleging to the Georgia
violations of the Secretary of
National Voter State for
Registration Act processing.
and the Voting Included in the
Rights Act. The batch was the
officials appealed voter's change of
after the United address form.
States District Plaintiffs filed
Court for the the suit after they
Northern District were notified that
of Georgia issued the applications
a preliminary had been rejected
injunction pursuant to
enjoining them Georgia law,
from rejecting which allegedly
voter restricted who
registrations could collect
submitted by the voter registration
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foundation. forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
XIV, XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the
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complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
franchise--related
rights. The court
affirmed the
preliminary
injunction order
entered by the
district court.

McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No
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Thompson States 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged order had granted
Court of U.S. App. of United States, defendant state
Appeals LEXIS District Court for election officials
for the 23387 Eastern District summary
Sixth of Tennessee at judgment. The
Circuit Chattanooga, court declined to

which granted overrule
defendant state defendants'
election officials administrative
summary determination
judgment on that state law
plaintiffs action required plaintiff
seeking to stop to disclose his
the state practice social security
of requiring its number because
citizens to	 . the interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict with
precondition to previous case
voter registration. law, and could be

challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974, because it

01395 .
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was grand
fathered under
the terms of the
Act. The
limitations in the
National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the
NVRA did not
specifically
prohibit the use
of social security
numbers and the
Act contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. The trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

immunities, and
due process
claims. Order
affirmed because
requirement that
voters disclose
social security
numbers as
precondition to
voter registration
did not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or National
Voter
Registration Act
and trial court
properly rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities, and
due process
claims.

Nat'l United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, national Defendants No N/A No

0139



Name of
Case

Court Citation	 . Date Facts Holding. Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other •
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2001 organization for alleged that
Students District 845; 2001 disabled students, plaintiff lacked
with Court for U.S. Dist. brought an action standing to
Disabilities the LEXIS against university represent its
Educ. & Southern 9528 president and members, and
Legal Def. District of university's that plaintiff had
Fund v. Maryland director of office not satisfied the
Scales of disability notice

support services requirements of
to challenge the the National
voter registration Voter
procedures Registration Act.
established by the Further,
disability support defendants
services, maintained the
Defendants facts, as alleged
moved to dismiss by plaintiff, did
the first amended not give rise to a
complaint, or in past, present, or
the alternative for future violation
summary of the NVRA
judgment. because (1) the

plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

0139v't;
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs § 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged sufficient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

0139



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NYRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended

013J



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

complaint was
granted as to the
§ 1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

Cunningham United 2003 U.S. February Plaintiffs, who Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
v. Chi. Bd. States Dist. 24, 2003 alleged that they that objections to
of Election District LEXIS were duly their signatures
Comm'rs Court for 2528 registered voters, were improperly

the six of whom had sustained by
Northern signed defendants, the
District of nominating city board of
Illinois petitions for one election

candidate and commissioners.
two of whom Plaintiffs argued
signed that they were

0139' '



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

nominating registered voters
petitions for whose names
another appeared in an
candidate. They inactive file and
first asked for a whose signatures
preliminary were therefore,
injunction of the and improperly,
municipal excluded. The
election court ruled that
scheduled for the by characterizing
following the claim as
Tuesday and plaintiffs did,
suggested, they sought to
alternatively, that enjoin an
the election for election because
City Clerk and their signatures
for 4th Ward were not
Alderman be counted, even
enjoined, though their

preferred
candidates were
otherwise
precluded from
appearing on the
ballot. Without
regard to their
likelihood of

0139c,



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting of a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

13W° :^,



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

preliminary relief
was denied.

Diaz v. United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, unions The putative No N/A No
Hood States Supp. 2d 2004 and individuals voters sought

District 1111; who had injunctive relief
Court for 2004 U.S. attempted to requiring the
the Dist. register to vote, election officials
Southern LEXIS sought a to register them
District of 21445 declaration of to vote. The
Florida their rights to court first noted

vote in the that the unions
November 2, lacked even
2004 general representative
election. They standing, because
alleged that they failed to
defendants, state show that one of
and county their members
election officials, could have
refused to brought the case
process their in their own
voter behalf. The
registrations for individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election officials verify her mental

014'00.
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
 Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

moved to dismiss capacity, the
the complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box
and failure to indicating that he
state a claim, was not a felon,

and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
refusing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter

01400



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            



                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                            



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one
never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to

ij1 401.14_.



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

condition
eligibility to vote
on residence.
Nor did it
undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and
resolve that
challenge, did
not contravene
the MVA.
Defendants'
motions for

U1410f



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date •Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was• dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice.

Bell v. United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
Marinko States 588; 2004 2004 registered voters, contested the

Court of U.S. App. sued defendants, challenges to
Appeals LEXIS Ohio Board of their registration
for the 8330 Elections and brought under
Sixth Board members, Ohio Code Rev.
Circuit alleging that Ann. § 3505.19

Ohio Rev. Code based on Ohio
Ann. §§ 3509.19- Rev. Code Ann.
-3509.21 violated § 3503.02.
the National Specifically, the
Voter voters asserted
Registration Act, that § 3503.02---
and the Equal -which stated
Protection Clause that the place

0 I tUJ^



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

of the Fourteenth where the family
Amendment. The of a married man
United States or woman
District Court for resided was
the Northern considered to be
District of Ohio his or her place
granted summary of residence----
judgment in favor violated the
of defendants. equal protection
The voters clause. The court
appealed. of appeals found

that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote

0140 ]



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

0140L`
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

§ 3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

0140x9
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Charles H. United 408 F.3d May 12, Plaintiffs, a The foundation No N/A No
Wesley States 1349; 2005 charitable conducted a
Educ. Court of 2005 U.S. foundation, four voter registration
Found., Inc. Appeals App. volunteers, -and a drive; it placed
v. Cox for the LEXIS registered voter, the completed

Eleventh 8320 filed a suit applications in a
Circuit against defendant single envelope

state officials and mailed them
alleging to the Georgia
violations of the Secretary of
National Voter State for
Registration Act processing.
and the Voting Included in the
Rights Act. The batch was the
officials appealed voter's change of
after the United address form.
States District Plaintiffs filed
Court for the the suit after they
Northern District were notified that
of Georgia issued the applications
a preliminary had been rejected
injunction pursuant to
enjoining them Georgia law,
from rejecting which allegedly
voter restricted who
registrations could collect
submitted by the voter registration

0101



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

foundation. forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
XN, XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the

OI 401



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
franchise--related
rights. The court
affirmed the
preliminary
injunction order
entered by the
district court.

McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No

01 012



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Thompson States 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged order had granted
Court of U.S. App. of United States defendant state
Appeals LEXIS District Court for election officials
for the 23387 Eastern District summary
Sixth of Tennessee at judgment. The
Circuit Chattanooga, court declined to

which granted overrule
defendant state defendants'
election officials administrative
summary determination
judgment on that state law
plaintiffs action required plaintiff
seeking to stop to disclose his
the state practice social security
of requiring its number because
citizens to the interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict with
precondition to previous case
voter registration. law, and could be

challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974, because it

0,14013



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

was grand
fathered under
the terms of the
Act. The
limitations in the
National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the
NVRA did not
specifically
prohibit the use
of social security
numbers and the
Act contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. The trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiff's
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and

0140,4



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

immunities, and
due process
claims. Order
affirmed because
requirement that
voters disclose
social security
numbers as
precondition to
voter registration
did not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or National
Voter
Registration Act
and trial court
properly rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities, and
due process
claims.

Nat'l United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, national Defendants No N/A No

.014015



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2001 organization for alleged that
Students District 845; 2001 disabled students, plaintiff lacked
with Court for U.S. Dist. brought an action standing to
Disabilities the LEXIS against university represent its
Educ. & Southern 9528 president and members, and
Legal Def. District of university's that plaintiff had
Fund v. Maryland director of office not satisfied the
Scales of disability notice

support services requirements of
to challenge the the National
voter registration Voter
procedures Registration Act.
established by the Further,
disability support defendants
services, maintained the
Defendants facts, as alleged
moved to dismiss by plaintiff, did
the first amended not give rise to a
complaint, or in past, present, or
the alternative for future violation
summary of the NVRA
judgment. because (1) the

plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

01.4016"



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs § 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged sufficient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

01401;



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended

O14o1S



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

complaint was
granted as to the
§ 1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

Cunningham United 2003 U.S. February Plaintiffs, who Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
v. Chi. Bd. States Dist. 24, 2003 alleged that they that objections to
of Election District LEXIS were duly their signatures
Comm'rs Court for 2528 registered voters, were improperly

the six of whom had sustained by
Northern signed defendants, the
District of nominating city board of
Illinois petitions for one election

candidate and commissioners.
two of whom Plaintiffs argued
signed that they were

014019



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

nominating registered voters
petitions for whose names
another appeared in an
candidate. They inactive file and
first asked for a whose signatures
preliminary were therefore,
injunction of the and improperly,
municipal excluded. The
election court ruled that
scheduled for the by characterizing
following the claim as
Tuesday and plaintiffs did,
suggested, they sought to
alternatively, that enjoin an
the election for election because
City Clerk and their signatures
for 4th Ward were not
Alderman be counted, even
enjoined, though their

preferred
candidates were
otherwise
precluded from
appearing on the
ballot. Without
regard to their
likelihood of

014020



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case. be
Researched
Further

obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting of a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

014.021
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

preliminary relief
was denied.

Diaz v. United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, unions The putative No N/A No
Hood States Supp. 2d 2004 and individuals voters sought

District 1111; who had injunctive relief
Court for 2004 U.S. attempted to requiring the
the Dist. register to vote, election officials•
Southern LEXIS sought a to register them
District of 21445 declaration of to vote. The
Florida their rights to court first noted

vote in the that the unions
November 2, lacked even
2004 general representative
election. They standing, because
alleged that they failed to
defendants, state show that one of
and county their members
election officials, could have
refused to brought the case
process their in their own
voter behalf. The
registrations for individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election officials verify her mental

01,4022



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

moved to dismiss capacity, the
the complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box
and failure to indicating that he
state a claim, was not a felon,

and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
refusing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter

01402.3



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

applicants whose
registration
applications were
deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant application
properly under
Florida law, and
the putative voter
had effectively
caused their own
injury. by failing
to complete the
registration. The
third completed
her form and was
registered, so had
suffered no
injury. Standing
failed against the
secretary of state.
Motion to
dismiss without

01.4024
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

prejudice
granted.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not
moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA

O1^O25



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one
never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to

01402E



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

condition
eligibility to vote
on residence.
Nor did it
undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and
resolve that
challenge, did
not contravene
the MVA.
Defendants'
motions for

0142;



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice..

Bell v. United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
Marinko States 588; 2004 2004 registered voters, contested the

Court of U.S. App. sued defendants, challenges to
Appeals LEXIS Ohio Board of their registration
for the 8330 Elections and brought under
Sixth Board members, Ohio Code Rev.
Circuit alleging that Ann. § 3505.19

Ohio Rev. Code based on Ohio
Ann. §§ 3509.19- Rev. Code Ann.
-3509.21 violated § 3503.02.
the National Specifically, the
Voter voters asserted
Registration Act, that § 3503.02---
and the Equal -which stated
Protection Clause that the place

014025



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

of the Fourteenth where the family
Amendment. The of a married man
United States or woman
District Court for resided was
the Northern considered to be
District of Ohio his or her place
granted summary of residence----
judgment in favor violated the
of defendants. equal protection
The voters clause. The court
appealed. of appeals found

that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote

Q1'O29



Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

O1 '03 J
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

§ 3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

014031
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Further

Hileman v. Court of 316 I11. October Appellant In a primary No N/A No
McGinness Appeals of App. 3d 25, 2000 challenged the election for.

Illinois, 868; 739 circuit court county circuit
Fifth N.E.2d declaration that clerk, the parties
District 81; 2000 that the result of a agreed that 681

Ill. App. primary election absentee ballots
LEXIS for county circuit were presumed
845 clerk was void. invalid. The

ballots had been
commingled
with the valid
ballots. There
were no
markings or
indications on
the ballots
which would
have allowed
them to be
segregated from
other ballots
cast. Because
the ballots could
not have been
segregated,
apportionment
was the

014032



Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

appropriate
remedy if no
fraud was
involved. If
fraud was
involved, the
election would
have had to
have been
voided and a
new election
held. Because
the trial court
did not hold an
evidentiary
hearing on the
fraud
allegations, and
did not
determine
whether fraud
was in issue, the
case was
remanded for a
determination as
to whether fraud
was evident in

014033



Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the electoral
process. The
court reversed
the declaration
of the trial
court, holding
that a
determination as
to whether fraud
was involved in
the election was
necessary to a
determination of
whether or not a
new election
was required.

DeFabio v. Supreme 192 Ill. July 6, Appellant Appellee filed a No N/A No
Gummersheimer Court of 2d 63; 2000 challenged the petition for

Illinois 733 judgment of the election contest,
N.E.2d appellate court, alleging that the
1241; which affirmed the official results
2000 Ill. trial court's of the Monroe
LEXIS decision granting County coroners
993 appellee's election were

summary judgment invalid because
motion in action none of the 524
brought by ballots cast in

014034



Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

appellee to contest Monroe
the results of the County's second
election for the precinct were
position of county initialed by an
coroner in Monroe election judge,
County. in violation of

Illinois law. The
trial court
granted
appellee's
motion for
summary
judgment, and
the appellate
court affirmed
the judgment.
The Illinois
supreme court
affirmed, noting
that statutes
requiring
election judges
to initial
election ballots
were
mandatory, and
uninitialed

: 1.4035
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Further

ballots could not
have been
counted, even
where the
parties agreed
that there was
no knowledge
of fraud or
corruption.
Thus, the
supreme court
held that the
trial court
properly
invalidated all
of the ballots
cast in Monroe
County's second
precinct. The
court reasoned
that none of the
ballots
contained the
requisite
initialing, and
neither party
argued that an

01403€
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of the
uninitialed
ballots could
have been
distinguished or
identified as
absentee ballots.
The supreme
court affirmed
the judgment
because the
Illinois statute
requiring
election judges
to initial
election ballots
was mandatory,
and uninitialed
ballots could not
have been
counted, even
where the
parties agreed
that there was
no knowledge
of fraud or
corruption.
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Additionally,
none of the
ballots in
Monroe
County's second
precinct
contained the
requisite
initialing.

Gilmore v. United 305 F. March 2, Plaintiffs, two During the No N/A No
Amityville States Supp. 2d 2004 school board election, a
Union Free Sch. District 271; candidates, filed a voting machine
Dist. Court for 2004 class action malfunctioned,

the Eastern U.S. Dist. complaint against resulting in
District of LEXIS defendants, a votes being cast
New York 3116 school district, the on lines that

board president, were blank on
and other district the ballot. The
agents or board president
employees, devised a plan
challenging a for counting the
school board machine votes
election. by moving each
Defendants moved tally up one
to dismiss. line. The two

candidates, who
were African

01403,
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Further

American,
alleged that the
president's plan
eliminated any
possibility that
an African
American
would be
elected. The
court found that
the candidates
failed to state a
claim under §
1983 because
they could not
show that
defendants'
actions were
done or
approved by a
person with
final
policymaking
authority, nor
was there a
showing of
intentional or

014039
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purposeful
discrimination
on defendants'
part. The vote--
counting
method applied
equally to all
candidates. The
candidates'
claims under §
2000a and
2000c--8 failed
because schools
were not places
of public
accommodation,
as required
under § 2000a,
and § 2000c--8
applied to
school
segregation.
Their claim
under § 1971 of
deprivation of
voting rights
failed because

0.14040
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1971 did not
provide for a
private right of
action. The
court declined
to exercise
supplemental
jurisdiction over
various state
law claims.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss was
granted with
respect to the
candidates'
federal claims;
the state law
claims were
dismissed
without
prejudice.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary of No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 28, 2005 political group and State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 261; county electors directive to all

2005 who voted by Ohio county
Ohio provisional ballot, boards of

014041
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4789; sought review of a elections, which
834 judgment from the specified that a
N.E.2d court of appeals, signed
346; which dismissed affirmation
2005 appellants' statement was
Ohio complaint, seeking necessary for
LEXIS a writ of the counting of
2074 mandamus to a provisional

prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
of provisional in one county.
ballot voters. The electors'

provisional
ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
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invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established
under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under §
1983. On
appeal, the Ohio
supreme court

014041
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held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--contest
actions were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed
under § 1983 to
raise the
federal--law
claims.
Affirmed.

Touchston V. United 120 F. November In action in which In their No N/A No
McDermott States Supp. 2d 14, 2000 plaintiffs, complaint,

District 1055; registered voters in plaintiffs
Court for 2000 Brevard County, challenged the

0140.43
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the Middle U.S. Dist. Florida, filed suit constitutionality
District of LEXIS against defendants, of § 102.166(4),
Florida 20091 members of asserting that

several County the statute
Canvassing Boards violated their
and the Secretary rights under the
of the Florida Equal
Department of Protection and
State, challenging Due Process
the Clauses of U.S.
constitutionality of Const. amend.
Fla. Stat. Ann. § XIV. Based on
102.166(4) (2000), these claims,
before the court plaintiffs sought
was plaintiffs' an order from
emergency motion the court
for temporary stopping the
restraining order manual recount
and/or preliminary of votes. The
injunction, court found that

plaintiffs had
failed to set
forth a valid
basis for
intervention by
federal courts.
They had not

0140`44
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alleged that the
Florida law was
discriminatory,
that citizens
were being
deprived of the
right to vote, or
that there had
been fraudulent
interference
with the vote.
Moreover,
plaintiffs had
not established a
likelihood of
success on the
merits of their
claims.
Plaintiffs'
motion for
temporary
restraining order
and/or
preliminary
injunction
denied;
plaintiffs had

014045
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not alleged that
the Florida law
was
discriminatory,
that citizens
were being
deprived of the
right to vote, or
that there had
been fraudulent
interference
with the vote.

Siegel v. LePore United 120 F. November Plaintiffs, The court No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 13, 2000 individual Florida addressed who
District 1041; voters and should consider
Court for 2000 Republican Party plaintiffs'
the U.S. Dist. presidential and serious
Southern LEXIS vice-presidential arguments that
District of 16333 candidates, moved manual recounts
Florida for a temporary would diminish

restraining order the accuracy of
and preliminary vote counts due
injunction to to ballot
enjoin defendants, degradation and
canvassing board the exercise of
members from discretion in
four Florida determining

01404E
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counties, from voter intent. The
proceeding with court ruled that
manual recounts of intervention by
election ballots, a federal district

court,
particularly on a
preliminary
basis, was
inappropriate. A
federal court
should not
interfere except
where there was
an immediate
need to correct a
constitutional
violation.
Plaintiffs
neither
demonstrated a
clear
deprivation of a
constitutional
injury or a
fundamental
unfairness in
Florida's manual

O1404,j
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recount
provision. The
recount
provision was
reasonable and
non--
discriminatory
on its face and
resided within
the state's broad
control over
presidential
election
procedures.
Plaintiffs failed
to show that
manual recounts
were so
unreliable as to
constitute a
constitutional
injury, that
plaintiffs'
alleged injuries
were
irreparable, or
that they lacked

01404&
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an adequate
state court
remedy.
Injunctive relief
denied because
plaintiffs
demonstrated
neither clear
deprivation of
constitutional
injury or
fundamental
unfairness in
Florida's manual
recount
provision to
justify federal
court
interference in
state election
procedures.

Gore v. Harris Supreme 773 So. December In a contest to The state No N/A No
Court of 2d 524; 22, 2000 results of the 2000 supreme court
Florida 2000 Fla. presidential had ordered the

LEXIS election in Florida, trial court to
2474 the United States conduct a

Supreme Court manual recount

01404sl
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reversed and of 9000
remanded a Florida contested
Supreme Court Miami--Dade
decision that had County ballots,
ordered a manual and also held
recount of certain that uncounted
ballots. "undervotes" in

all Florida
counties were to
be manually
counted. The
trial court was
ordered to use
the standard that
a vote was
"legal" if there
was a clear
indication of the
intent of the
voter. The
United States
Supreme Court
released an
opinion on
December 12,
2000, which
held that such a

014 o5C}
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standard
violated equal
protection rights
because it
lacked specific
standards to
ensure equal
application, and
also mandated
that any manual
recount would
have to have
been completed
by December
12, 2000. On
remand, the
state supreme
court found that
it was
impossible
under that time
frame to adopt
adequate
standards and
make necessary
evaluations of
vote tabulation
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equipment.
Also,
development of
a specific,
uniform
standard for
manual recounts
was best left to
the legislature.
Because
adequate
standards for a
manual recount
could not be
developed by
the deadline set
by the United
States Supreme
Court,
appellants were
afforded no
relief.

Goodwin v. St. Territorial 43 V.I. December Plaintiff political Plaintiff alleged No N/A No
Thomas--St. Court of 89; 2000 13, 2000 candidate alleged that defendants
John Bd. of the Virgin V.I. that certain general counted
Elections Islands LEXIS election absentee unlawful

15 ballots violated absentee ballots
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territorial election that lacked
law, and that the postmarks, were
improper inclusion not signed or
of such ballots by notarized, were
defendants, in unsealed
election board and and/or torn
supervisor, envelopes, and
resulted in were in
plaintiffs loss of envelopes
the election, containing more
Plaintiff sued than one ballot.
defendants seeking Prior to
invalidation of the tabulation of the
absentee ballots absentee ballots,
and certification of plaintiff was
the election results leading
tabulated without intervenor for
such ballots, the final senate

position, but the
absentee ballots
entitled
intervenor to the
position. The
court held that
plaintiff was not
entitled to relief
since he failed

014053
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to establish that
the alleged
absentee voting
irregularities
would require
invalidation of a
sufficient
number of
ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots
constituted a
technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus
substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly

014056
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counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
envelope and a
loose ballot
were in the
same outer
envelope, the
one vote
involved did not
change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities
were without
merit since
ballots without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted, and
ballots without
notarized
signatures were
proper.
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Plaintiffs
request for
declaratory and
injunctive relief
was denied.
Invalidation of
absentee ballots
was not required
since the
irregularities
asserted by
plaintiff
involved ballots
which were in
fact valid, were
not tabulated by
defendants, or
were
insufficient to
change the
outcome of the
election.

Shannon v. United 394 F.3d January 7, Plaintiffs, voters Local election No N/A No
Jacobowitz States 90; 2005 2005 and an incumbent inspectors

Court of U.S. candidate, sued noticed a
Appeals App. defendants, a problem with a
for the LEXIS challenger voting machine.

014056
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Second 259 candidate, a county Plaintiffs
Circuit board of election, asserted that

and their votes were
commissioners, not counted due
pursuant to § 1983 to the machine
alleging violation malfunction.
of the Due Process Rather than
Clause of the pursue the state
Fourteenth remedy of quo
Amendment. The warranto, by
United States requesting that
District Court for New York's
the Northern Attorney
District of New General
York granted investigate the
summary judgment machine
in favor of malfunction and
plaintiffs, challenge the
Defendants election results
appealed. in state court,

plaintiffs filed
their complaint
in federal court.
The court of
appeals found
that United
States Supreme

01405 ^'
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Court
jurisprudence
required
intentional
conduct by state
actors as a
prerequisite for
a due process
violation.
Neither side
alleged that
local officials
acted
intentionally or
in a
discriminatory
manner with
regard to the
vote miscount.
Both sides
conceded that
the recorded
results were
likely due to an
unforeseen
malfunction
with the voting

014058
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machine.
Because no
conduct was
alleged that
would indicate
an intentional
deprivation of
the right to vote,
there was no
cognizable
federal due
process claim.
The proper
remedy was to
assert a quo
warranto action
to challenge the
outcome of a
general election
based on an
alleged voting
machine
malfunction.
The district
court's grant of
summary
judgment was

LitK
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reversed and its
injunctions were
vacated. The
case was
remanded for
further
proceedings
consistent with
this opinion.

GEORGE W. United 531 U.S. December Appellant The Supreme No N/A No
BUSH v. PALM States 70; 121 4, 2000 Republican Court vacated
BEACH Supreme S. Ct. presidential the state court's
COUNTY Court 471; 148 candidate's petition judgment,
CANVASSING L. Ed. 2d for writ of finding that the
BOARD, ET 366; certiorari to the state court
AL. 2000 Florida supreme opinion could

U.S. court was granted be read to
LEXIS in a case involving indicate that it
8087 interpretations of construed the

Fla. Stat. Ann. § § Florida Election
102.111, 102.112, Code without
in proceedings regard to the
brought by extent to which
appellees the Florida
Democratic Constitution
presidential could,
candidate, county consistent with

014060
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canvassing boards, U.S. Const. art.
and Florida II, § 1, cl. 2,
Democratic Party circumscribe the
regarding authority legislative
of the boards and power. The
respondent Florida judgment of the
Secretary of State Florida
as to manual Supreme Court
recounts of ballots was vacated and
and deadlines, remanded for

further
proceedings.

• The court stated
the judgment
was unclear as
to the extent to
which the state
court saw the
Florida
constitution as
circumscribing
the legislature's
authority under
Article II of the
United States
Constitution,
and as to the

014061
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consideration
given the
federal statute
regarding state
electors.

Touchston v. United 234 F.3d November Plaintiff voters Plaintiff voters No N/A No
McDermott States 1130; 17, 2000 appealed from sought an

Court of 2000 judgment of the emergency
Appeals U.S. United States injunction
for the App. District Court for pending appeal
Eleventh LEXIS the Middle District to enjoin
Circuit 29366 of Florida, which defendant

denied their county election
emergency motion officials from
for an injunction conducting
pending appeal manual ballot
against defendant recounts or to
county election enjoin
officials. Plaintiffs defendants from
sought to enjoin certifying the
defendants from results of the
conducting manual Presidential
ballot recounts or election which
to enjoin contained any
defendants from manual
certifying results recounts. The
of the presidential district court

014062
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election that denied the
contained any emergency
manual recounts. injunction and

plaintiffs
appealed. Upon
review, the
emergency
motion for
injunction
pending appeal
was denied
without
prejudice.
Florida had
adequate
election dispute
procedures,
which had been
invoked and
were being
implemented in
the forms of
administrative
actions by state
officials and
actions in state
court.
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Therefore, the
state procedures
were adequate
to preserve for
ultimate review
in the United
States Supreme
Court any
federal
questions
arising out of
the state
procedures.
Moreover,
plaintiffs failed
to demonstrate a
substantial
threat of an
irreparable
injury that
would warrant
granting the
extraordinary
remedy of an
injunction
pending appeal.
Denial of

014064
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plaintiffs
petition for
emergency
injunction
pending appeal
was affirmed.
The state
procedures were
adequate to
preserve any
federal issue for
review, and
plaintiffs failed
to demonstrate a
substantial
threat of an
irreparable
injury that
would have
warranted
granting the
extraordinary
remedy of the
injunction.

Gore v. Harris Supreme 772 So. December The court of Appellants No N/A No
Court of 2d 1243; 8, 2000 appeal certified as contested the
Florida 2000 Fla. being of great certification of

01-4065
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LEXIS public importance their opponents
2373 a trial court as the winners

judgment that of Florida's
denied all relief electoral votes.
requested by The Florida
appellants, supreme court
candidates for found no error
President and Vice in the trial
President of the court's holding
United States, in that it was
appellants' contest proper to certify
to certified election election night
results. returns from

Nassau County
rather than
results of a
machine
recount. Nor did
the trial court
err in refusing
to include votes
that the Palm
Beach County
Canvassing
Board found not
to be legal votes
during a manual

014066}
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recount.
However, the
trial court erred
in excluding
votes that were
identified
during the Palm
Beach County
manual recount
and during a
partial manual
recount in
Miami--Dade
County. It was
also error to
refuse to
examine Miami-
-Dade County
ballots that
registered as
non--votes
during the
machine count.
The trial court
applied an
improper
standard to

01406':
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determine
whether
appellants had
established that
the result of the
election was in
doubt, and
improperly
concluded that
there was no
probability of a
different result
without
examining the
ballots that
appellants
claimed
contained
rejected legal
votes. The
judgment was
reversed and
remanded; the
trial court was
ordered to
tabulate by hand
Miami-Dade

•0140
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County ballots
that the
counting
machine
registered as
non--votes, and
was directed to
order inclusion
of votes that had
already been
identified
during manual
recounts. The
trial court also
was ordered to
consider
whether manual
recounts in
other counties
were necessary.

01406
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Reitz v. United 2004 October Plaintiff service The court issued an No N/A No
Rendell States U.S. 29, 2004 members filed an order to assure that

District Dist. action against the service
Court for the LEXIS defendant state members and other
Middle 21813 officials under the similarly situated
District of Uniformed and service members
Pennsylvania Overseas Citizens who were protected

Absentee Voting by the UOCAVA
Act alleging that would not be
they and similarly disenfranchised.
situated service The court ordered
members would be the Secretary of the
disenfranchised Commonwealth of
because they did Pennsylvania to
not receive their take all reasonable
absentee ballots in steps necessary to
time. The parties direct the county
entered into a boards of elections
voluntary ' to accept as timely
agreement and received absentee
submitted it to the ballots cast by
court for approval, service members

and other overseas
voters as defined by
UOCAVA, so long
as the ballots were
received by

►mods

eDD

C•

b
-t

C,'
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November 10,
2004. The ballots
were to be
considered solely
for purposes of the
federal offices that
were included on
the ballots. The
court held that the
ballot needed to be
cast no later than
November 2, 2004
to be counted. The
court did not make
any findings of
liability against the
Governor or the
Secretary. The
court entered an
order, pursuant to a
stipulation between
the parties, that
granted injunctive
relief to the service
members.

United United 2004 October Plaintiff United The testimony of No N/A No
States v. States U.S. 20, 2004 States sued the two witnesses

014071
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Pennsylvania District Dist. defendant offered by the
Court for the LEXIS Commonwealth of United States did
Middle 21167 Pennsylvania, not support its
district of governor, and state contention that
Pennsylvania secretary, claiming voters protected by

that overseas voters the Uniformed and
would be Overseas Citizens
disenfranchised if Absentee Voting
they used absentee Act would be
ballots that disenfranchised
included the names absent immediate
of two presidential injunctive relief
candidates who had because neither
been removed from witness testified
the final certified that any absentee
ballot and seeking ballots issued to
injunctive relief to UOCAVA voters
address the were legally
practical incorrect or
implications of the otherwise invalid.
final certification of Moreover, there
the slate of was no evidence
candidates so late that any UOCAVA
in the election year. voter had

complained or
otherwise
expressed concern

0140.72
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injunctive relief,
issuing new ballots,
would have harmed
the Pennsylvania
election system and
the public by
undermining the
integrity and
efficiency of
Pennsylvania's
elections and
increasing election
costs.must consider
the following four
factors: (1) the
likelihood that the
applicant will
prevail on the
merits of the
substantive claim;
(2) the extent to
which the moving
party will be
irreparably harmed
in the absence of
injunctive relief; (3)
the extent to which

014074:
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the nonmoving
party will suffer
irreparable harm if
the court grants the
requested
injunctive relief;
and (4) the public
interest. District
courts should only
grant injunctive
relief after
consideration of
each of these
factors. Motion for
injunctive relief
denied.

Bush v. United 123 F. The matter came Plaintiff No N/A No
Hillsborough States Supp. 2d before the court on presidential and
County District 1305; plaintiffs' vise--presidential
Canvassing Court for the 2000 complaint for candidates and state
Bd. Northern U.S. declaratory and political party

District of Dist. injunctive relief contended that
Florida LEXIS alleging that defendant county

19265 defendant county canvassing boards
canvassing boards rejected overseas
rejected overseas absentee state
absentee state ballots and federal

014075
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ballots and federal write--in ballots
write--in ballots based on criteria
based on criteria inconsistent with
inconsistent with the Uniformed and
federal law, and Overseas Citizens
requesting that the Absentee Voting
ballots be declared Act. Because the
valid and that they state accepted
should be counted. overseas absentee

state ballots and
federal write--in
ballots up to 10
days after the
election, the State
needed to access
that the ballot in
fact came from
overseas. However,
federal law
provided the
method to establish
that fact by
requiring the
overseas absentee
voter to sign an
oath that the ballot
was mailed from

014.-,07t3
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outside the United
States and requiring
the state election
officials to examine
the voter's
declarations. The
court further noted
that federal law
required the user of
a federal write--in
ballot to timely
apply for a regular
state absentee
ballot, not that the
state receive the
application, and
that again federal
law, by requiring
the voter using a
federal write--in
ballot to swear that
he or she had made
timely application,
had provided the
proper method of
proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot
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their request for
injunctive relief and
the court granted in
part and denied in
part plaintiffs'
request for
declaratory relief,
and relief
GRANTED in part
and declared valid
all federal write--in
ballots that were
signed pursuant to
the oath provided
therein but rejected
solely because the
ballot envelope did
not have an APO,
FPO, or foreign
postmark, or solely
because there was
no record of an
application for a
state absentee
ballot.

Harris v. United 122 F. December Plaintiffs In two separate No N/A No
Florida States Supp. 2d 9, 2000 challenged the cases, plaintiff
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Elections District 1317; counting of electors originally
Canvassing Court for the 2000 overseas absentee sued defendant
Comm'n Northern U.S. ballots received state elections

District of Dist. after 7 p.m. on canvassing
Florida LEXIS election day, commission and

17875 alleging the ballots state officials in
violated Florida Florida state circuit
election law. court, challenging

the counting of
overseas absentee
ballots received
after 7 p.m. on
election day.
Defendant governor
removed one case
to federal court.
The second case
was also removed.
The court in the
second case denied
plaintiffs motion
for remand and
granted a motion to
transfer the case to
the first federal

• court under the
related case

O1447S
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doctrine. Plaintiffs
claimed that the
overseas ballots
violated Florida
election law.
Defendants argued
the deadline was
not absolute. The
court found
Congress did not
intend 3 U.S.C.S. §
1 to impose
irrational
scheduling rules on
state and local
canvassing
officials, and did
not intend to
disenfranchise
overseas voters.
The court held the
state statute was
required to yield to
Florida
Administrative
Code, which
required the 10-day
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extension in the
receipt of overseas
absentee ballots in
federal elections
because the rule
was promulgated to
satisfy a consent
decree entered by
the state in 1982.
Judgment entered
for defendants
because a Florida
administrative rule
requiring a 10--day
extension in the
receipt of overseas
absentee ballots in
federal elections
was enacted to
bring the state into
compliance with a
federally ordered
mandate; plaintiffs
were not entitled to
relief under any
provision of state or
federal law.
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Romeu v. United 121 F. September Plaintiff territorial Plaintiff argued that No N/A No
Cohen States Supp. 2d 7, 2000 resident and the laws denied him

District 264; plaintiff--intervenor the right to receive
Court for the 2000 territorial governor a state absentee
Southern U.S. moved for ballot in violation
District of Dist. summary judgment of the right to vote,
New York LEXIS and defendant the right to travel,

12842 federal, state, and the Privileges and
local officials Immunities Clause,
moved to dismiss and the Equal
the complaint that Protection Clause.
alleged that the Plaintiff--intervenor
Voting Rights territorial governor
Amendments of intervened on
1970, the Uniform behalf of similarly
Overseas Citizens situated Puerto
Absentee Voting Rican residents.
Act, and New York Defendants' argued
election law were that: 1) plaintiff
unconstitutional lacked standing; 2)
since they denied a non--justiciable
plaintiffs right to political question
receive an absentee was raised; and 3)
ballot for the the laws were
upcoming constitutional. The
presidential court held that: 1)
election. plaintiff had
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standing because he
made a substantial
showing that
application for the
benefit was futile;
2) whether or not
the statutes violated
plaintiffs rights
presented a legal,
not political,
question, and there
was no lack of
judicially
discoverable and
manageable
standards for
resolving the
matter; and 3) the
laws were
constitutional and
only a
constitutional
amendment or grant
of statehood would
enable plaintiff to
vote in a
presidential
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election. The court
granted defendants'
motion to dismiss
because the laws
that prohibited
territorial residents
from voting by
state absentee ballot
in presidential
elections were
constitutional.

Romeu v. United 265 F.3d September Plaintiff territorial The territorial No N/A No
Cohen States Court 118; 6, 2001 resident sued resident contended

of Appeals 2001 defendants, state that the UOCAVA
for the U.S. and federal unconstitutionally
Second App. officials, alleging distinguished
Circuit LEXIS that the Uniformed between former

19876 and Overseas state residents
Citizens Absentee residing outside the
Voting Act United States, who
unconstitutionally were permitted to
prevented the vote in their former
territorial resident states, and former
from voting in his state residents
former state of residing in a
residence. The territory, who, were
resident appealed not permitted to

- 014084
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the judgment of the vote in their former
United States states. The court of
District Court for appeals first held
the Southern that the UOCAVA
District of New did not violate the
York, which territorial resident's
dismissed the right to equal
complaint, protection in view

of the valid and not
insubstantial
considerations for
the distinction. The
territorial resident
chose to reside in
the territory and
had the same voting
rights as other
territorial residents,
even though such
residency precluded
voting for federal
offices. Further, the
resident had no
constitutional right
to vote in his
former state after
he terminated his
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residency in such
state, and the
consequences of the
choice of residency
did not constitute
an unconstitutional
interference with
the right to travel.
Finally, there was
no denial of the
privileges and
immunities of state
citizenship, since
the territorial
resident was treated
identically to other
territorial residents.
The judgment
dismissing the
territorial resident's
complaint was
affirmed.

Igartua de la United 107 F. July 19, Defendant United The court denied No N/A No
Rosa v. States Supp. 2d 2000 States moved to the motion of
United District 140; dismiss plaintiffs' defendant United
States Court for the 2000 action seeking a States to dismiss

District of U.S. declaratory the action of
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Puerto Rico Dist. judgment allowing plaintiffs, two
LEXIS them to vote, as groups of Puerto
11146 U.S. citizens Ricans, seeking a

residing in Puerto declaratory
Rico, in the judgment allowing
upcoming and all them to vote in
subsequent Presidential
Presidential elections. One
elections. Plaintiffs group always
urged, among other resided in Puerto
claims, that their Rico and the other
right to vote in became ineligible
Presidential to vote in
elections was Presidential
guaranteed by the elections upon
Constitution and taking up residence
the International in Puerto Rico.
Covenant on Civil Plaintiffs contended
and Political that the
Rights. Constitution and

the International
Covenant on Civil
and Political
Rights, guaranteed
their right to vote in
Presidential
elections and that
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the Uniformed and
Overseas Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act, was
unconstitutional in
disallowing Puerto
Rican citizens to
vote by considering
them to be within
the United States.
The court
concluded that
UOCAVA was
constitutional under
the rational basis
test, and violation
of the treaty did not
give rise to
privately
enforceable rights.
Nevertheless, the
Constitution
provided U.S.
citizens residing in
Puerto Rico the
right to participate
in Presidential
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elections. No
constitutional
amendment was
needed. The present
political status of
Puerto Rico was
abhorrent to the
Bill of Rights. The
court denied
defendant United
States' motion to
dismiss plaintiffs'
action seeking a
declaratory
judgment allowing
them to vote in
Presidential
elections as citizens
of the United States
and of Puerto Rico.
The court held that
the United States
Constitution itself
provided plaintiffs
with the right to
participate in
Presidential
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James v. Supreme 359 N.C. February 4, Appellant The case No N/A No
Bartlett Court of 260; 607 2005 candidates involved three

North S.E.2d challenged separate election
Carolina 638; 2005 elections in the challenges. The

N.C. superior court central issue was
LEXIS through appeals of whether a
146 election protests provisional

before the North ballot cast on
Carolina State election day at a
Board of Elections precinct other
and a declaratory than the voter's
judgment action in correct precinct
the superior court. of residence
The court entered could be
an order granting lawfully counted
summary judgment in final election
in favor of tallies. The
appellees, the superior court
Board, the Board's held that it could
executive director, be counted. On
the Board's appeal, the
members, and the supreme court
North Carolina determined that
Attorney General, state law did not
The candidates permit out--of--
appealed. precinct

provisional

01409-1
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ballots to be
counted in state
and local
elections. The
candidates
failure to
challenge the
counting of out--
of--precinct
provisional
ballots before
the election did
not render their
action untimely.
Reversed and
remanded.

Sandusky United 387 F.3d October 26, Defendant state The district No N/A No
County States 565; 2004 2004 appealed from an court found that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. order of the U.S. HAVA created
Party v. Appeals LEXIS District Court for an individual
Blackwell for the 22320 the Northern right to cast a

Sixth District of Ohio provisional
Circuit which held that the ballot, that this

Help America right is
Vote Act required individually
that voters be enforceable
permitted to cast under 42

014092
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provisional ballots U.S.C.S. § 1983,
upon affirming and that
their registration to plaintiffs unions
vote in the county and political
in which they parties had
desire to vote and standing to bring
that provisional a § 1983 action
ballots must be on behalf of
counted as valid Ohio voters. The
ballots when cast court of appeals
in the correct agreed that the
county. political parties

and unions had
associational
standing to
challenge the
state's
provisional
voting directive.
Further, the
court
determined that
HAVA was
quintessentially
about being able
to cast a
provisional
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ballot but that
the voter casts a
provisional
ballot at the
peril of not
being eligible to
vote under state
law; if the voter
is not eligible,
the vote will
then not be
counted.
Accordingly, the
court of appeals
reversed the
district court and
held that
"provisional"
ballots cast in a
precinct where a
voter does not
reside and which
would be invalid
under state law,
are not required
by the HAVA to
be considered
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legal votes.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary of No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 261; 28, 2005 political group and State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 2005 Ohio county electors directive to all

4789; 834 who voted by Ohio county
N.E.2d provisional ballot, boards of
346; 2005 sought review of a elections, which
Ohio judgment from the specified that a
LEXIS court of appeals signed
2074 which dismissed affirmation

appellants' statement was
complaint, seeking necessary for the
a writ of counting of a
mandamus to provisional
prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
of provisional in one county.
ballot voters. The electors'

provisional
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ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The trial court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established
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under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under 42
U.S.C.S. § 1983.
On appeal, the
Ohio Supreme
Court held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--contest
actions were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed

01409`7
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under § 1983 to
raise the federal-
-law claims.
Affirmed.

Fla. United 342 F. October 21, Plaintiff political The political No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 party sought party asserted
Party v. District 1073; injunctive relief that a
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. under the Help prospective

the Dist. America Vote Act, voter in a
Northern LEXIS claiming that the federal election
District of 21720 election system put had the right to
Florida in place by cast a

defendant election provisional
officials violated ballot at a given
HAVA because it polling place,
did not allow even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the that the voter
voter's assigned was at the
precinct. The wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the that voter had
pleadings. the right to have

that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise
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met all
requirements of
state law. The
court noted that
the right to vote
was clearly
protectable as a
civil right, and a
primary purpose
of the HAVA
was to preserve
the votes of
persons who had
incorrectly been
removed from
the voting rolls,
and thus would
not be listed as
voters at what
would otherwise
have been the
correct polling
place. The
irreparable
injury to a voter
was easily
sufficient to

01409?
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outweigh any
harm to the
officials.
Therefore, the
court granted
relief as to the
first claim,
allowing the
unlisted voter to
cast a
provisional
ballot, but
denied relief as
to the second
claim, that the
ballot at the
wrong place
must be counted
if it was cast at
the wrong place,
because that
result
contradicted
State law. The
provisional
ballot could only
be counted if it

01410C
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was cast in the
proper precinct
under State law.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations filed question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 suit against instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. defendant, Ohio's election officials

the LEXIS Secretary of State, to issue
Northern 20926 claiming that a provisional
District of directive issued by ballots to first--
Ohio the Secretary time voters who

contravened the registered by
provisions of the mail but did not
Help America provide
Vote Act. The documentary
Secretary filed a identification at
motion to dismiss. the polling place

on election day.
When
submitting a
provisional
ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the

U1X10."
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last four digits
of his social
security number.
If he did not
know either
number, he
could provide it
before the polls
closed. If he did
not do so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable
requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the
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identification'
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the
burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,

01410.
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even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable.

Sandusky United 386 F.3d October 23, Defendant Ohio On appeal, the No N/A No
County States 815; 2004 2004 Secretary of State court held that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. challenged an the district court
Party v. Appeals LEXIS order of the United correctly ruled
Blackwell for the 28765 States District that the right to

Sixth Court for the cast a
Circuit Northern District provisional

of Ohio, which ballot in federal
held that Ohio elections was
Secretary of State enforceable
Directive 2004--33 under 42
violated the federal U.S.C.S. § 1983
Help America and that at least
Vote Act. In its one plaintiff had
order, the district standing to
court directed the enforce that
Secretary to issue a right in the
revised directive district court.
that conformed to The court also
HA VA's held that Ohio
requirements. Secretary of

State Directive

014104.
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2004--33
violated HAVA
to the extent that
it failed to
ensure that any
individual
affirming that he
or she was a
registered voter
in the
jurisdiction in
which he or she
desired to vote
and eligible to
vote in a federal
election was
permitted to cast
a provisional
ballot. However,
the district court
erred in holding
that HAVA
required that a
voter's
provisional
ballot be
counted as a

a14^o^
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valid ballot if it
was cast
anywhere in the
county in which
the voter
resided, even if
it was cast
outside the
precinct in
which the voter
resided.

Hawkins v. United 2004 U.S. October 12, In an action filed The court held No N/A No
Blunt States Dist. 2004 by plaintiffs, that the text of

District LEXIS voters and a state the HAVA, as
Court for 21512 political party, well as its
the contending that the legislative
Western provisional voting history, proved
District of requirements of that it could be
Missouri Mo. Rev. Stat. § read to include

115.430 conflicted reasonable
with and was accommodations
preempted by the of state precinct
Help America voting practices
Vote Act, plaintiffs in implementing
and defendants, the provisional
secretary of state voting
and others, moved requirements.

014106-
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for summary The court
judgment. further held that

Mo. Rev. Stat. §
115.430.2 was
reasonable; to
effectuate the
HA VA's intent
and to protect
that interest, it
could not be
unreasonable to
direct a voter to
his correct
voting place
where a full
ballot was likely
to be cast. The
court also held
that plaintiffs'
equal protection
rights were not
violated by the
requirement that
before a voter
would be

• allowed to cast a
provisional

0110'?
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ballot, the voter
would first be
directed to his
proper polling
place.

Bay County United 340 F. October 13, Plaintiffs, state and The parties No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 county Democratic claimed that if
Party v. District 802; 2004 parties, filed an the secretary's
Land Court for U.S. Dist. action against proposed

the Eastern LEXIS defendant, procedure was
District of 20551 Michigan secretary allowed to
Michigan of state and the occur, several

Michigan director voters who were
of elections, members of the
alleging that the parties'
state's intended respective
procedure for organizations
casting and were likely to be
counting disenfranchised.
provisional ballots Defendants
at the upcoming moved to
general election transfer venue of
would violate the the action to the
Help America Western District
Vote Act and state of Michigan
laws implementing claiming that the
the federal only proper
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legislation. venue for an
Defendants filed a action against a
motion to transfer state official is
venue, the district that

encompasses the
state's seat of
government.
Alternatively,
defendants
sought transfer
for the
convenience of
the parties and
witnesses. The
court found that
defendants'
arguments were
not supported by
the plain
language of the
current venue
statutes. Federal
actions against
the Michigan
secretary of state
over rules and
practices

014109
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governing
federal elections
traditionally
were brought in
both the Eastern
and Western
Districts of
Michigan. There
was no rule that
required such
actions to be
brought only in
the district in
which the state's
seat of
government was
located, and no
inconvenience
resulting from
litigating in the
state's more
populous district
reasonably
could be
claimed by a
state official
who had a
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mandate to
administer
elections
throughout the
state and
operated an
office in each of
its counties.
Motion denied.

Bay County United 347 F. October 19, Plaintiffs, voter The court No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations and concluded that
Party v. District 404; 2004 political parties, (1) plaintiffs had
Land Court for U.S. Dist. filed actions standing to

the Eastern LEXIS against defendants, assert their
District of 20872 the Michigan claims; (2)
Michigan Secretary of State HAVA created

and her director of individual rights
elections, enforceable
challenging through 42
directives issued to U.S.C.S. §
local election 1983; (3)
officials Congress had
concerning the provided a
casting and scheme under
tabulation of HAVA in which
provisional ballots, a voter's right to
Plaintiffs sought a have a
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preliminary provisional
injunction and ballot for federal
contended that the offices tabulated
directives violated was determined
their rights under by state law
the Help America governing
Vote Act. eligibility, and

defendants'
directives for
determining
eligibility on the
basis of
precinct--based
residency were
inconsistent
with state and
federal election
law; (4)
Michigan
election law
defined voter
qualifications in
terms of the
voter's home
jurisdiction, and
a person who
cast a
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provisional
ballot within his
or her
jurisdiction was
entitled under
federal law to
have his or her
votes for federal
offices counted
if eligibility to
vote in that
election could
be verified; and
(5) defendants'
directives
concerning
proof of identity
of first--time
voters who
registered by
mail were
consistent with
federal and state
law.
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James v. Supreme 359 N.C. February 4, Appellant The case No N/A No
Bartlett Court of 260; 607 2005 candidates involved three

North S.E.2d challenged separate election
Carolina 638; 2005 elections in the challenges. The

N.C. superior court central issue was
LEXIS through appeals of whether a
146 election protests provisional

before the North ballot cast on
Carolina State election day at a
Board of Elections precinct other
and a declaratory than the voter's
judgment action in correct precinct
the superior court. of residence
The court entered could be
an order granting lawfully counted
summary judgment in final election
in favor of tallies. The
appellees, the superior court
Board, the Board's held that it could
executive director, be counted. On
the Board's appeal, the
members, and the supreme court
North Carolina determined that
Attorney General. state law did not
The candidates permit out--of--
appealed. precinct

provisional
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ballots to be
counted in state
and local
elections. The
candidates
failure to
challenge the
counting of out--
of--precinct
provisional
ballots before
the election did
not render their
action untimely.
Reversed and
remanded.

Sandusky United 387 F.3d October 26, Defendant state The district No N/A No
County States 565; 2004 2004 appealed from an court found that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. order of the U.S. HAVA created
Party v. Appeals LEXIS District Court for an individual
Blackwell for the 22320 the Northern right to cast a

Sixth District of Ohio provisional
Circuit which held that the ballot, that this

Help America right is
Vote Act required individually
that voters be enforceable
permitted to cast under 42
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provisional ballots U.S.C.S. § 1983,
upon affirming and that
their registration to plaintiffs unions
vote in the county and political
in which they parties had
desire to vote and standing to bring
that provisional a § 1983 action
ballots must be on behalf of
counted as valid Ohio voters. The
ballots when cast court of appeals
in the correct agreed that the
county. political parties

and unions had
associational
standing to
challenge the
state's
provisional
voting directive.
Further, the
court
determined that
HAVA was
quintessentially
about being able
to cast a
provisional
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ballot but that
the voter casts a
provisional
ballot at the
peril of not
being eligible to
vote under state
law; if the voter
is not eligible,
the vote will
then not be
counted.
Accordingly, the
court of appeals
reversed the
district court and
held that
"provisional"
ballots cast in a
precinct where a
voter does not
reside and which
would be invalid
under state law,
are not required
by the HAVA to
be considered
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legal votes.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary of No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 261; 28, 2005 political group and State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 2005 Ohio county electors directive to all

4789; 834 who voted by Ohio county
N.E.2d provisional ballot, boards of
346; 2005 sought review of a elections, which
Ohio judgment from the specified that a
LEXIS court of appeals signed
2074 which dismissed affirmation

appellants' statement was
complaint, seeking necessary for the
a writ of counting of a
mandamus to provisional
prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
of provisional in one county.
ballot voters. The electors'

provisional
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ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The trial court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established
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under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under 42
U.S.C.S. § 1983.
On appeal, the
Ohio Supreme
Court held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--contest
actions were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed
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under § 1983 to
raise the federal-
-law claims.
Affirmed.

Fla. United 342 F. October 21, Plaintiff political The political No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 party sought party asserted
Party v. District 1073; injunctive relief that a
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. under the Help prospective

the Dist. America Vote Act, voter in a
Northern LEXIS claiming that the federal election
District of 21720 election system put had the right to
Florida in place by cast a

defendant election provisional
officials violated ballot at a given
HAVA because it polling place,
did not allow even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the that the voter
voter's assigned was at the
precinct. The wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the that voter had
pleadings. the right to have

that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise
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met all
requirements of
state law. The
court noted that
the right to vote
was clearly
protectable as a
civil right, and a
primary purpose
of the HAVA
was to preserve
the votes of
persons who had
incorrectly been
removed from
the voting rolls,
and thus would
not be listed as
voters at what
would otherwise

• have been the
correct polling
place. The
irreparable
injury to a voter
was easily
sufficient to
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outweigh any
harm to the
officials.
Therefore, the
court granted
relief as to the
first claim,
allowing the
unlisted voter to
cast a
provisional
ballot, but
denied relief as
to the second
claim, that the
ballot at the
wrong place
must be counted
if it was cast at
the wrong place,
because that
result
contradicted
State law. The
provisional
ballot could only
be counted if it
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was cast in the
proper precinct
under State law.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations filed question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 suit against instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. defendant, Ohio's election officials

the LEXIS Secretary of State, to issue
Northern 20926 claiming that a provisional
District of directive issued by ballots to first--
Ohio the Secretary time voters who

contravened the registered by
provisions of the mail but did not
Help America provide
Vote Act. The documentary
Secretary filed a. identification at
motion to dismiss. the polling place

on election day.
When
submitting a
provisional
ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the
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last four digits
of his social
security number.
If he did not
know either
number, he
could provide it
before the polls
closed. If he did
not do so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable
requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the
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identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were voting
legitimately,'
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the
burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,
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even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable.

Sandusky United 386 F.3d October 23, Defendant Ohio On appeal, the No N/A No
County States 815; 2004 2004 Secretary of State court held that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. challenged an the district court
Party v. Appeals LEXIS order of the United correctly ruled
Blackwell for the 28765 States District that the right to

Sixth Court for the cast a
Circuit Northern District provisional

of Ohio, which ballot in federal
held that Ohio elections was
Secretary of State enforceable
Directive 2004--33 under 42
violated the federal U.S.C.S. § 1983
Help America and that at least
Vote Act. In its one plaintiff had
order, the district standing to
court directed the enforce that
Secretary to issue a right in the
revised directive district court.
that conformed to The court also
HAVA's held that Ohio
requirements. Secretary of

State Directive
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2004--33
violated HAVA
to the extent that
it failed to
ensure that any
individual
affirming that he
or she was a
registered voter
in the
jurisdiction in
which he or she
desired to vote
and eligible to
vote in a federal
election was
permitted to cast
a provisional
ballot. However,
the district court
erred in holding
that HAVA
required that a
voter's
provisional
ballot be
counted as a
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valid ballot if it
was cast
anywhere in the
county in which
the voter
resided, even if
it was cast
outside the
precinct in
which the voter
resided.

Hawkins v. United 2004 U.S. October 12, In an action filed The court held No N/A No
Blunt States Dist. 2004 by plaintiffs, that the text of

District LEXIS voters and a state the HAVA, as
Court for 21512 political party, well as its
the contending that the legislative
Western provisional voting history, proved
District of requirements of that it could be
Missouri Mo. Rev. Stat. § read to include

115.430 conflicted reasonable
with and was accommodations
preempted by the of state precinct
Help America voting practices
Vote Act, plaintiffs in implementing
and defendants, the provisional
secretary of state voting
and others, moved requirements.
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for summary The court
judgment. further held that

Mo. Rev. Stat. §
• 115.430.2 was

reasonable; to
effectuate the
HA VA's intent
and to protect
that interest, it
could not be
unreasonable to
direct a voter to
his correct
voting place
where a full
ballot was likely
to be cast. The
court also held
that plaintiffs'
equal protection
rights were not
violated by the
requirement that
before a voter
would be
allowed to cast a
provisional
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ballot, the voter
would first be
directed to his
proper polling
place.

Bay County United 340 F. October 13, Plaintiffs, state and The parties No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 county Democratic claimed that if
Party v. District 802; 2004 parties, filed an the secretary's
Land Court for U.S. Dist. action against proposed

the Eastern LEXIS defendant, procedure was
District of 20551 Michigan secretary allowed to
Michigan of state and the occur, several

Michigan director voters who were
of elections, members of the
alleging that the parties'
state's intended respective
procedure for organizations
casting and were likely to be
counting disenfranchised.
provisional ballots Defendants
at the upcoming moved to
general election transfer venue of
would violate the the action to the
Help America Western District
Vote Act and state of Michigan
laws implementing claiming that the
the federal only proper

01413
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legislation. venue for an
Defendants filed a action against a
motion to transfer state official is
venue, the district that

encompasses the
state's seat of
government.
Alternatively,
defendants
sought transfer
for the
convenience of
the parties and
witnesses. The
court found that
defendants'
arguments were
not supported by
the plain
language of the
current venue
statutes. Federal
actions against
the Michigan
secretary of state
over rules and
practices
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governing
federal elections
traditionally
were brought in
both the Eastern
and Western
Districts of
Michigan. There
was no rule that
required such
actions to be
brought only in
the district in
which the state's
seat of
government was
located, and no
inconvenience
resulting from
litigating in the
state's more
populous district
reasonably
could be
claimed by a
state official
who had a

01413;; ,
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mandate to
administer
elections
throughout the
state and
operated an
office in each of
its counties.
Motion denied.

Bay County United 347 F. October 19, Plaintiffs, voter The court No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations and concluded that
Party v. District 404; 2004 political parties, (1) plaintiffs had
Land Court for U.S. Dist. filed actions standing to

the Eastern LEXIS against defendants, assert their
District of 20872 the Michigan claims; (2)
Michigan Secretary of State .HAVA created

and her director of individual rights
elections, enforceable
challenging through 42
directives issued to U.S.C.S. §
local election 1983; (3)
officials Congress had
concerning the provided a
casting and scheme under
tabulation of HAVA in which
provisional ballots, a voter's right to
Plaintiffs sought a have a
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preliminary provisional
injunction and ballot for federal.
contended that the offices tabulated
directives violated was determined
their rights under by state law
the Help America governing
Vote Act. eligibility, and

defendants'
directives for
determining
eligibility on the
basis of
precinct--based
residency were
inconsistent
with state and
federal election
law; (4)
Michigan
election law
defined voter
qualifications in
terms of the
voter's home
jurisdiction, and
a person who
cast a
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provisional
ballot within his
or her
jurisdiction was
entitled under
federal law to
have his or her
votes for federal
offices counted
if eligibility to
vote in that
election could
be verified; and
(5) defendants'
directives
concerning
proof of identity
of first--time
voters who
registered by
mail were
consistent with
federal and state
law.
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Weber v. United 347 F.3d October Plaintiff voter On review, the No N/A No
Shelley States 1101; 28, 2003 brought an suit voter contended

Court of 2003 U.S. against that use of
Appeals for App. defendants, the paperless touch--
the Ninth LEXIS secretary of screen voting
Circuit 21979 state and the systems was

county unconstitutional
registrar of and that the trial
voters, court erred by
claiming that ruling her expert
the lack of a testimony
voter--verified inadmissible. The
paper trail in trial court focused
the county's on whether the
newly installed experts'
touchscreen declarations raised
voting system genuine issues of
violated her material fact about
rights to equal the relative
protection and accuracy of the
due process. voting systemat
The United issue and excluded
States District references to news-
Court for the -paper articles and
Central District unidentified studies
of California absent any
granted the indication that

O1137
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secretary and experts normally
the registrar relied upon them.
summary The appellate court
judgment. The found that the trial
voter appealed. court's exclusions

were not an abuse
of discretion and
agreed that the
admissible opinions
which were left did
not tend to show
that voters had a
lesser chance of
having their votes
counted. It further
found that the use
of touchscreen
voting systems was
not subject to strict
scrutiny simply
because this
particular balloting
system might make
the possibility of
some kinds of fraud
more difficult to
detect. California

014135
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made a reasonable,
politically neutral
and non--
discriminatory
choice to certify
touchscreen
systems as an
alternative to paper
ballots, as did the
county in deciding
to use such a
system. Nothing in
the Constitution
forbid this choice.
The judgment was
affirmed.

Am. Ass'n United 324 F. July 6, Plaintiffs, The voters urged No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2004 disabled voters the invalidation of
with District 1120; and the Secretary's
Disabilities Court for 2004 U.S. organizations directives because,
v. Shelley the Central Dist. representing allegedly, their

District of LEXIS those voters, effect was to
California 12587 sought to deprive the voters

enjoin the of the opportunity
directives of to vote using touch-
defendant -screen technology.
California Although it was not

01413%
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Secretary of disputed that some
State, which disabled persons
decertified and would be unable to
withdrew vote independently
approval of the and in private
use of certain without the use of
direct DREs, it was clear
recording that they would not
electronic be deprived of their
(DRE) voting fundamental right
systems. One to vote. The
voter applied	 . Americans with
for a temporary Disabilities Act,
restraining did not require
order, or, in the accommodation
alternative, a that would enable
preliminary disabled persons to
injunction, of a vote in a manner
preliminary that was
injunction in a comparable in
number of every way with the
ways, voting rights
including a enjoyed by persons
four--part test without disabilities.
that considers Rather, it mandated
(1) likelihood that voting
of success on programs be made
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the merits; (2) accessible.
the possibility Defendant's
of irreparable decision to suspend
injury in the the use of DREs
absence of an pending
injunction; (3) improvement in
a balancing of their reliability and
the harms; and security of the
(4) the public devices was a
interest, rational one,

designed to protect
the voting rights of
the state's citizens.
The evidence did
not support the
conclusion that the
elimination of the
DREs would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually impaired.
Thus, the voters
showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The
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individual's request
for a temporary
restraining order,
or, in the
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, was
denied. Ninth
Circuit's tests for a
preliminary
injunction,
although phrased
differently, require
a court to inquire
into whether there
exists a likelihood
of success on the
merits, and the
possibility of
irreparable injury; a
court is also
required to balance
the hardships.

Fla. Court of 884 So. 2d October Petitioner, the The Party argued No N/A No
Democratic Appeal of 1148; 28, 2004 Florida that: (1) the Florida
Party v. Florida, 2004 Fla. Democratic Administrative
Hood First App. Party, sought Code, recast

01414:a`
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District LEXIS review of an language from the
16077 emergency rule earlier invalidated

adopted by the rule prohibiting a
Florida manual recount of
Department of overvotes and
State, undervotes cast on
contending that a touchscreen
the findings of machine; (2) the
immediate rule did not call for
danger, the manual recount
necessity, and of votes to
procedural determine voter
fairness on intent; and (3) the
which the rule rule created voters
was based who were entitled
were to manual recounts
insufficient in close elections
under Florida and those who were
law, which not. The appeals
required a court disagreed.
showing of The Department
such was clearly
circumstances, concerned with the
and Florida fact that if no rule
case law. This were in place, the
matter same confusion and
followed, inconsistency in

01414 :
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divining a voter's
intent that attended
the 2000
presidential
election in Florida,
and the same
constitutional
problems the
United States
Supreme Court
addressed then,
might recur in.
2004. It was not the
court's
responsibility to
decide the validity
of the rule or
whether other
means were more
appropriate. But,
the following
question was
certified to the
Supreme Court:
Whether under Fla.
Stat. ch. 120.54(4),
the Department of
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State set forth
sufficient
justification for an
emergency rule
establishing
standards for
conducting manual
recounts of
overvotes and
undervotes as
applied to
touchscreen voting
systems? The
petition was
denied, but a
question was
certified to the
supreme court as a
matter of great
public importance.

Wexler v. United 342 F. October Plaintiffs, a The officials No N/A No
Lepore States Supp. 2d 25, 2004 congressman, claimed that the

District 1097; state state had
Court for 2004 U.S. commissioners, established an
the Dist. and a updated standard
Southern LEXIS registered for manual recounts
District of 21344 voter, brought in counties using
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Florida a § 1983 action optical scan
against systems and
defendants, touchscreen voting
state officials, systems, therefore,
alleging that alleviating equal
the manual protection
recount concerns. The court
procedures for held that the rules
the state's prescribing what
touchscreen constituted a clear
paperless indication on the
voting systems ballot that the voter
violated their had made a definite
rights under choice, as well the
U.S. Const. rules prescribing
amends. V and additional recount
XIV. A bench procedures for each
trial ensued. certified voting

system
promulgated
pursuant to Florida
law complied with
equal protection
requirements under
U.S. Const.
amends. V and XIV
because the rules
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prescribed uniform,
nondifferential
standards for what
constituted a legal
vote under each
certified voting
system, as well as
procedures for
conducting a
manual recount of
overvotes and
undervotes in the
entire geographic
jurisdiction. The
court further held
that the ballot
images printed
during a manual
recount pursuant to
Florida
Administrative
Code did not
violate Florida law
because the manual
recount scheme
properly reflected a
voter's choice.
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Judgment was
entered for the
officials. The
claims of the
congressman,
commissioners, and
voter were denied.
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Spencer v. United 347 F. November Plaintiff voters The voters alleged No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 1, 2004 filed a motion for that defendants had

District 528; temporary combined to
Court for 2004 restraining order implement a voter
the U.S. and preliminary challenge system at
Southern Dist. injunction seeking the polls that
District of LEXIS to restrain discriminated
Ohio 22062 defendant election against African--

officials and American voters.
intervenor State of Each precinct was
Ohio from run by its election
discriminating judges but Ohio law
against black voters also allowed
in Hamilton challengers to be
County on the basis physically present in
of race. If the polling places in
necessary, they order to challenge
sought to restrain voters' eligibility to
challengers from vote. The court held
being allowed at that the injury
the polls. asserted, that

allowing challengers
to challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their

01414 %0
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right to vote, was
not speculative and
could be redressed
by removing the
challengers. The
court held that in the
absence of any
statutory guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
challenging voters
by challengers, and
the questionable
enforceability of the
State's and County's
policies regarding
good faith
challenges and
ejection of
disruptive
challengers from the
polls, there existed
an enormous risk of
chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
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pandemonium
inside the polls and
in the lines out the
door. Furthermore,
the law allowing
private challengers
was not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. The court
enjoined all
defendants from
allowing any
challengers other
than election judges
and other electors
into the polling
places throughout
the state on Election
Day.

MARIAN United 125 S. November In two separate Plaintiffs contended No N/A No
SPENCER, et States Ct. 305; 2, 2004 actions, plaintiffs that the members
al., Petitioners Supreme 160 L. sued defendant planned to send
v. CLARA Court Ed. 2d members of a numerous
PUGH, et al. 213; political party, challengers to

01415.E
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(No. 04A360) 2004 alleging that the polling places in
SUMMIT U.S. members planned predominantly
COUNTY LEXIS to mount African--American
DEMOCRATIC 7400 indiscriminate neighborhoods to
CENTRAL and challenges in challenge votes in
EXECUTIVE polling places an imminent
COMMITTEE, which would national election,
et al., disrupt voting, which would
Petitioners v. Plaintiffs applied to allegedly cause
MATTHEW vacate orders voter intimidation
HEIDER, et al. entered by the and inordinate
(No. 04A364) United States Court delays in voting. A

of Appeals for the district court
Sixth Circuit which ordered challengers
entered emergency to stay out of
stays of injunctions polling places, and
restricting the another district
members' activities, court ordered

challengers to
remain in the
polling places only
as witnesses, but the
appellate court
stayed the orders.
The United States
Supreme Court,
acting through a

01415 2
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single Circuit
Justice, declined to
reinstate the
injunctions for
prudential reasons,
despite the few
hours left until the
upcoming election.
While the
allegations of abuse
were serious, it was
not possible to
determine with any
certainty the
ultimate validity of
the plaintiffs' claims
or for the full
Supreme Court to
review the relevant
submissions, and
voting officials
would be available
to enable proper
voting by qualified
voters.

Charles H. United 324 F. July 1, Plaintiffs, a voter, The organization No N/A No
Wesley Educ. States Supp. 2d 2004 fraternity members, participated in

01415
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Found., Inc. v. District 1358; and an numerous non--
Cox Court for 2004 organization, partisan voter

the U.S. sought an registration drives
Northern Dist. injunction ordering primarily designed
District of LEXIS defendant, the to increase the
Georgia 12120 Georgia Secretary voting strength of

of State, to process African--Americans.
the voter Following one such
registration drive, the fraternity
application forms members mailed in
that they mailed in over 60 registration
following a voter forms, including
registration drive, one for the voter
They contended who had moved
that by refusing to within state since
process the forms the last election.
defendants violated The Georgia
the National Voter Secretary of State's
Registration Act office refused to
and U.S. Const. process them
amends. I, XIV, because they were
and XV. not mailed

individually and
neither a registrar,
deputy registrar, or
an otherwise
authorized person
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

had collected the
applications as
required under state
law. The court held
that plaintiffs had
standing to bring the
action. The court
held that because
the applications
were received in
accordance with the
mandates of the
NVRA, the State of
Georgia was not
free to reject them.
The court found
that: plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on the
merits of their claim
that the applications
were improperly
rejected; plaintiffs
would be
irreparably injured
absent an
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding
•

Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

injunction; the
potential harm to
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs' injuries;
and an injunction
was in the public
interest. Injunction
granted.

Jacksonville United 351 F. October Plaintiffs, voter The coalition, the No N/A No
Coalition for States Supp. 2d 25, 2004 protection union, and the
Voter Prot. v. District 1326; coalition, union, voters based their
Hood Court for 2004 and voters, filed an claim on the fact

the U.S. emergency motion that the county had
Middle Dist. for a preliminary the largest
District of LEXIS injunction and percentage of
Florida 26522 argued that African African--American

Americans in the registered voters of
county had less any major county in
opportunity than the state, and, yet,
other members of other similarly-sized
the state's counties with
electorate to vote in smaller African--
the upcoming American registered
election, and that voter percentages
defendants, had more early
elections officials', voting sites. Based
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

implementation of on that, they argued
early voting that African--
procedures violated American voters in
the Voting Rights the county were
Act and their disproportionally
constitutional affected. The court
rights, found that while it

may have been true
that having to drive
to an early voting
site and having to
wait in line may
cause people to be
inconvenienced,
inconvenience did
not result in a denial
of meaningful
access to the
political process.
Thus, the coalition,
the union, and the
voters had not
established a
likelihood of
success on the
merits of their claim
that the coup	's
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

implementation of
early voting
procedures violated
§ 2 of the Voting
Rights Act.
Moreover, the
coalition, the union,
and the voters failed
to establish a
likelihood of
success on the
merits of their §
1983 Fourteenth and
Fifteenth
Amendment claims,
which required a
higher proof of
discriminatory
purpose and effect.
Injunction denied.

Taylor v. Howe United 225 F.3d August 31, Plaintiffs, African The court of appeals No N/A No
States 993; 2000 American voters, affirmed--in--part,
Court of 2000 poll watchers, and reversed--in--part,
Appeals U.S. candidates and remanded the
for the App. appealed from a district court's
Eighth LEXIS judgment of the judgment. The court
Circuit 22241 United States found that the
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

District Court for district court's
the Eastern District finding of a lack of
of Arkansas in intentional
favor of discrimination was
defendants, appropriate as to
elections many defendants.
commissioners and However, as to
related individuals, some of the
on their § 1983 individual voters'
voting rights claims claims for damages,
and contended the the court held "a
district court made definite and firm
erroneous findings conviction" that the
of fact and law and district court's
failed to appreciate findings were
evidence of mistaken. The court
discriminatory noted that the
intent, argument that a.

voter's name was
misspelled in the
voter register, with a
single incorrect
letter, was a flimsy
pretext and,
accordingly, held
that the district
court's finding that
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

defendant poll
workers did not
racially discriminate
in denying the vote
to this plaintiff was
clearly erroneous.
Affirmed in part and
reversed in part.

Stewart v. United 356 F. December Plaintiffs, including The primary thrust No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 14, 2004 African--American of the litigation was

District 791; voters, alleged that an attempt to
Court for 2004 use of punch card federalize elections
the U.S. voting and "central- by judicial rule or
Northern Dist. -count" optical fiat via the
District of LEXIS scanning devices invitation to the
Ohio 26897 by defendants, the court to declare a

Ohio Secretary of certain voting
State et al., violated technology
their rights under unconstitutional and
the Due Process then fashion a
Clause, the Equal remedy. The court
Protection Clause, declined the
and (African-- invitation. The
American determination of the
plaintiffs) their applicable voting
rights under § 2 of process had always
the Voting Rights been focused in the
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Act. legislative branch of
the government.
While it was true
that the percentage
of residual or non-
voted ballots in the
2000 presidential.
election ran slightly
higher in counties
using punch card
technology, that fact
standing alone was
insufficient to
declare the use of
the system
unconstitutional.
Moreover, the
highest frequency in
Ohio of residual
voting bore a direct
relationship to
economic and
educational factors,
negating the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The court further
stated that local
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

variety in voting
technology did not
violate the Equal
Protection Clause,
even if the different
technologies had
different levels of
effectiveness in
recording voters'
intentions, so long
as there was some
rational basis for the
technology choice.
It concluded that
defendants' cost and
security reasons for
the use of punch
card ballots were
plausible.

Taylor v. Currie United 386 F. September Plaintiff brought an This action involved No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 14, 2005 action against issues pertaining to
District 929; defendants, absentee ballots.
Court for 2005 including a city Plaintiff alleged that
the U.S. elections defendants were not
Eastern Dist. commission, complying with
District of LEXIS alleging defects in state laws requiring
Michigan 20257 a city council certain eligibility
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

primary election checks before
pertaining to issuing absentee
absentee balloting. ballots. The state
The case was court issued an
removed to federal injunction
court by preventing
defendants. defendants from
Pending before the mailing absentee
court was a motion ballots. Defendants
to remand, filed by removed the action
plaintiff. to federal court and

plaintiff sought a
remand. Defendants
argued that not
mailing the absentee
ballots would
violate the Voting
Rights Act, because
it would place a
restriction only on
the City of Detroit,
which was
predominately
African--American.
The court ordered
the case remanded
because it found no



Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

basis under 28
U.S.C.S. §§ 1441 or
1443 for federal
jurisdiction.
Defendants' mere
reference to a
federal law or
federal right was not
enough to confer
subject matter
jurisdiction where
the complaint
sought to assert only
rights arising under
state statutes against
state officials in
relation to a state
election. The court
stated that it would
not allow
defendants to take
haven in federal
court under the
guise of providing
equal protection for
the citizens of
Detroit but with a

O1164



Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if Notes Case be
of Note) Researched

Further
goal of perpetuating
their violation of a
non-discriminatory
state law. Motion to
remand granted.

0.4.65



Methodology for Case Review

In order to property identify all applicable cases the consultants first developed an
extensive word search term list. A West Law search was performed and the first one
hundred cases under each word search term were then gathered in individual files. This
resulted in a total of approximately 44,000 cases. Most of these cases were federal as
opposed to state and appellate as opposed to trail.

Consultant Serebrov analyzed the cases in each file to determine if they were on point. If
he found that the first twenty cases were inapplicable, Serebrov would sample forty to
fifty other file cases at random to determine applicability. If the entire file did not yield
any cases, the file would be discarded. All discarded word search terms were recorded in
a separate file. Likewise, if the file only yielded a few applicable cases, it would also be
discarded. However, if a small but significant number of cases were on point, the file was
later charted.

The results of the case search were stark because relatively few applicable cases were
found. Consultant Serebrov recommends that a selective regional, state district court
search be preformed in the second phase of this project
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Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities,
October 2002-January 2006	

0

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting: 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1

Open Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2

Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence

Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: 1
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3



Major Vote Buying Cases Summary

Between 2001 and 2006, allegations and convictions for vote buying and conspiracies to buy
votes were concentrated in three states: Illinois, West Virginia and Kentucky.

In East St. Louis, Illinois, nine individuals, including a former city council member and the
head of the local Democratic Party, Charles Powell, Jr., were convicted or pled guilty to vote
buying and conspiracy to commit election fraud during the 2004 general election. The
government's conspiracy case was almost entirely based on taped conversations in which the
defendants discussed buying votes for $5 and whether this would be adequate. Federal
prosecutors alleged that the vote buying was financed with $79,000 transferred from the County
Democratic Party shortly before the election, although county officials have not been charged.
Four defendants were convicted of purchasing or offering to purchase at least one vote directly,
while Democratic Party chairman was only convicted of conspiracy.' Earlier, three precinct
officials and one precinct worker pled guilty to buying votes for $5 or $10 in that same election.Z

Eastern Kentucky has witnessed a series of vote buying cases over the last several years. The
most recent revolved around Ross Harris, a Pike County political fundraiser and coal executive,
and his associate Loren Glenn Turner. Harris and Turner were convicted in September 2004 of
vote buying, mail fraud, and several other counts. 3 Prosecutors alleged Harris and Turner
conspired to buy votes and provided the necessary funds in an unsuccessful 2002 bid for Pike
County district judge by former State Senator Doug Hays. Harris supplied nearly $40,000,
Turner laundered the money through straw contributors, and the cash was then disbursed in the
form of $50 checks ostensibly for `vote hauling', the legal practice of paying campaign workers
to get voters to the polls which is notorious as a cover for buying votes. 4 Harris attempted to
influence the race on behalf of Hays in order to get revenge on Hays' opponent for a personal
matter.5

A grand jury initially indicted 10 individuals in connection with the Harris and Turner case,
including Hays and his wife, and six campaign workers. Of the remaining defendants, only one,
Tom Varney, also a witness in the Hays case, pled guilty. The others were either acquitted of
vote buying charges or had vote buying charges dropped. 6 Prosecutors have announced that their
investigation continues into others tied to Harris and may produce further indictments.

The Harris case follows a series of trials related to the 1998 Knott County Democratic primary.
Between 2003 and 2004, 10 individuals were indicted on vote buying charges, including a
winning candidate in those primaries, Knott County judge-executive Donnie Newsome, who was
reelected in 2002. In 2004 Newsome and a supporter were sent to jail and fined. Five other

1 "Five convicted in federal vote-fraud trial" Associated Press, June 30, 2005; "Powell gets 21 months" Belleville
News-Democrat, March 1, 2006.
2 "Four Plead Guilty To Vote-Buying Cash Was Allegedly Supplied By St. Clair Democratic Machine" Belleville
News-Democrat, March 23, 2005.
3 "2 found guilty in pike county vote-fraud case; Two-year sentences possible," Lexington Herald Leader,
September 17, 2004.
° "Jury weighing vote-fraud case," Lexington Herald Leader, September 16, 2004.
5 "Pike Election Trial Goes To Jury" Lexington Herald Leader, January 1, 2006.
6 "Former state senator acquitted of vote buying," Lexington Herald Leader, November 2, 2004.
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defendants pled guilty to vote buying charges, and three were acquitted. The primary means of
vote buying entailed purchasing absentee votes from elderly, infirm, illiterate or poor voters,
usually for between $50 and $100. This resulted in an abnormally high number of absentee
ballots in the primary. 7 Indictments relating to that same 1998 primary were also brought in
1999, when 6 individuals were indicted for buying the votes of students at a small local college.
Five of those indicted were convicted or pled guilty.8

Absentee vote buying was also an issue in 2002, when federal prosecutors opened an
investigation in Kentucky's Clay County after an abnormal number of absentee ballots were filed
in the primary and the sheriff halted absentee voting twice over concerns. 9 Officials received
hundreds of complaints of vote-buying during the 2002 primary, and state investigators
performed follow up investigations in a number of counties, including Knott, Bell, Floyd, Pike,
and Maginoff. 10 No indictments have been produced so far.

So far, relatively few incidents of vote-buying have been substantially identified or investigated
in the 2004 election. Two instances of vote buying in local 2004 elections have been brought
before a grand jury. In one, a Casey County man was indicted for purchasing votes in a local
school board race with cash and whiskey.' In the second, the grand jury chose not to indict an
individual accused of offering to purchase a teenager's vote on a local proposal with beer.'Z

An extensive vote buying conspiracy has also been uncovered in southern West Virginia. The
federal probe, which handed down its first indictment in 2003, has yielded more than a dozen
guilty pleas to charges of vote buying and conspiracy in elections since the late 1980s. As this
area is almost exclusively dominated by the Democratic Party, vote-buying occurred largely
during primary contests.

The first phase of the probe focused on Logan County residents, where vote buying charges were
brought in relation to elections in 1996, 2000, 2002 and 2004. In an extraordinary tactic, the FBI
planted the former mayor of Logan City, Tom Esposito, as a candidate in a state legislative race.
Esposito's cooperation led to guilty pleas from the Logan County Clerk, who pled guilty to
selling his vote to Esposito in 1996, 13 and another man who took money from Esposito for the
purpose of vote buying in 2004.14

Guilty pleas were also obtained in connection with former county sheriff Johnny Mendez, who
pled guilty to buying votes in two primary elections in order to elect candidates including

7 "Knott County, KY., Judge Executive sentenced on vote-buying conspiracy charges," Department of Justice,
March 16, 2004.
8 "6 men accused of vote fraud in '98 Knott primary; Charges include vote buying and lying to FBI"
9 `Election 2002: ABSENTEE BALLOTING; State attorney general's office investigates voting records in some
counties" The Courier-Journal, November 7, 2002.
10 "Election 2002: Kentucky; VOTE FRAUD; Investigators monitor 17 counties across state" The Courier-Journal,
November 6, 2002.

"Jury fmds man guilty on vote-buying charges" Associated Press, November 11, 2005.
:Z "Man in beer vote case files suit" The Cincinnati Enquirer, March 17, 2005.
13 "Two plead to vote fraud; Logan clerk sold vote; politician tried to buy votes" Charleston Gazette, December 14,
2005.
to "Logan man gets probation in vote-fraud scandal" Charleston Gazette, March 1, 2006.
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himself. In 2000, with a large amount of funding from a prominent local lawyer seeking to
influence a state delegate election for his wife, Mendez distributed around $10,000 in payments
to voters of $10 to $100. Then, in the 2004 primary, Mendez distributed around $2,000 before
his arrest. 15 A deputy of Mendez', the former Logan police chief, also pled guilty to a count of
vote buying in 2002.16

Prosecutors focusing on neighboring Lincoln County have alleged a long-standing vote-buying
conspiracy extending back to the late 1980s. The probe identified Lincoln County Circuit Clerk
Greg Stowers as head of a Democratic Party faction which routinely bought votes in order to
maintain office. Stowers pled guilty in December 2005 to distributing around $7,000 to buy
votes in the 2004 primary. The Lincoln County Assessor, and Stowers' longtime political ally,
Jerry Allen Weaver, also pled guilty to conspiracy to buy votes. 17 These were accompanied by
four other guilty pleas from party workers for vote buying in primaries. While most specific
charges focused on vote buying in the 2004 primary, defendants also admitted buying votes as
far back as the 1988, 1990, and 1992 primaries.

The leading conspirators would give party workers candidate slates and cash, which workers
would then take to the polling place and use to purchase votes for amounts between $10 and $40
and in one instance, for liquor. Voters would be handed the slate of chosen candidates, and
would then be paid upon exiting the polling place. In other cases, the elected officials in question
purchased votes in exchange for non-cash rewards, including patronage positions, fixed tickets,
favorable tax assessments, and home improvements. 18

The West Virginia probe is ongoing, as prosecutors are scrutinizing others implicated during the
proceedings so far, including a sitting state delegate, who may be under scrutiny for vote buying
in a 1990 election, and one of the Lincoln county defendants who previously had vote buying
charges against him dropped.19

15 "Mendez confined to home for year Ex-Logan sheriff was convicted of buying votes" Charleston Gazette, January
22, 2005.
16 "Ex-Logan police sentenced for buying votes" Associated Press, February 15, 2005.
17 "Clerk says he engaged in vote buying" Charleston Gazette, December 30, 2005.
18 "Lincoln clerk, two others plead guilty to election fraud" Charleston Daily Mail, December 30, 2005.
19 "Next phase pondered in federal vote-buying probe" Associated Press, January 1, 2006.
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EAC Preliminary Research on Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Case Summaries

After reviewing over 40,000 cases, the majority of which came from appeals courts, I
have found comparatively very few which are applicable to this study. Of those that are
applicable, no apparent thematic pattern emerges. However, it seems that the greatest
areas of fraud and intimidation have shifted from past patterns of stealing votes to present
problems with voter registration, voter identification, the proper delivery and counting of
absentee and overseas ballots, provisional voting, vote buying, and challenges to felon
eligibility. But because so few cases provided a picture of these current problems, I
suggest that case research for the second phase of this project concentrate on state trial-
level decisions.

Job Serebrov
May 2006
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Absentee Balloting Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Powers v. Supreme Court 276 December Petitioner When the New No N/A No
Donahue of New York, A.D.2d 5, 2000 appealed an York County

Appellate 157; 717 order of the Board of
Division, First N.Y.S.2d supreme court, Elections learned
Department 550; 2000 which denied some absentee

N.Y. App. his motion to ballots mailed to
Div. direct the New voters in one
LEXIS York County district listed the
12644 Board of wrong candidates

Elections, in for state senator it
cases where sent a second set
more than one of absentee
absentee ballot ballots to
was returned by absentee voters
a voter, to informing them
count only the the first ballot
absentee ballot was defective and
listing correct requesting they
candidates' use the second
names. ballot. The board

agreed if two
ballots were
received from the
same voter, only
the corrected
ballot would be
counted.
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Absentee Ballotin g Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date . Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Appellant
candidate moved
in support of the
board's
determination.
Respondent
candidate
opposed the
application,
contending that
only the first
ballot received
should have been
canvassed. The
trial court denied
appellant's
motion, ruling
that pursuant to
New York law,
where two ballots
were received
from the same
voter, only the
ballot with the
earlier date was to
be accepted. The
court found the



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Absentee Balloting Cases

Name of
Case

Court. Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

local board
officials should
have resolved the
dispute as they
proposed. The
order was
modified and the
motion granted to
the extent of
directing the New
York County
Board of
Elections, in
cases where more
than one absentee
ballot was
returned by a
voter, to accept
only the corrected
ballot postmarked
on or before
November 7,
2000, and
otherwise
affirmed.

Goodwin v. Territorial 43 V.I. December Plaintiff Plaintiff alleged No N/A No
St. Thomas-- Court of the 89; 2000 13, 2000 political that defendants
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Absentee Balloting Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

St. John Bd. Virgin Islands V.I. candidate counted unlawful
of Elections LEXIS 15 alleged that absentee ballots

certain general that lacked
election postmarks, were
absentee ballots not signed or
violated notarized, were in
territorial unsealed and/or
election law, torn envelopes,
and that the and were in
improper envelopes
inclusion of containing more
such ballots by than one ballot.
defendants, Prior to tabulation
election board of the absentee
and supervisor, ballots, plaintiff
resulted in was leading
plaintiffs loss intervenor for the
of the election. final senate
Plaintiff sued position, but the
defendants absentee ballots
seeking entitled
invalidation of intervenor to the
the absentee position. The
ballots and court held that
certification of plaintiff was not
the election entitled to relief
results since he failed to
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Absentee Ballotina Cases

Name of 
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should th
Case be
Researched
Further

tabulated establish that the
without such alleged absentee
ballots. voting

irregularities
would require
invalidation of a
sufficient number
of ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots constituted
a technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly
counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Absentee Balloting Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

envelope and a
loose ballot were
in the same outer
envelope, the one
vote involved did
not change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities were
without merit
since ballots
without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted, and
ballots without
notarized
signatures were
proper. Request
for declaratory
and injunctive
relief denied..

Townson v. Supreme Court 2005 Ala. December The circuit The voters and No N/A No
Stonicher of Alabama LEXIS 9, 2005 court the incumbent all
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Absentee Balloting Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

214 overturned the challenged the
results of a judgment entered
mayoral by the trial court
election after arguing that it
reviewing the impermissibly
absentee ballots included or
cast for said excluded certain
election, votes. The
resulting in a appeals court
loss for agreed with the
appellant voters that the
incumbent trial court should
based on the have excluded the
votes received votes of those
from appellee voters for the
voters. The incumbent who
incumbent included an
appealed, and improper form of
the voters identification
cross-- with their
appealed. In the absentee ballots.
meantime, the It was undisputed
trial court that at least 30

• stayed absentee voters
enforcement of who voted for the
its judgment incumbent
pending provided with
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Absentee Balloting Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

resolution of their absentee
the appeal. ballots a form of

identification that
was not proper
under Alabama
law. As a result,
the court further
agreed that the
trial court erred in
allowing those
voters to
somewhat "cure"
that defect by
providing a
proper form of
identification at
the trial of the
election contest,
because, under
those
circumstances, it
was difficult to
conclude that
those voters made
an honest effort to
comply with the
law. Moreover, to
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Absentee Ballotina Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

count the votes of
voters who failed
to comply with
the essential
requirement of
submitting proper
identification
with their
absentee ballots
had the effect of
disenfranchising
qualified electors
who choose not to
vote but rather
than to make the
effort to comply
with the absentee-
-voting
requirements.
Affirmed.

Gross v. Supreme Court 10 A.D.3d August 23, Appellant The candidates No N/A No
Albany of New York, 476; 781 2004 candidates argued that the
County Bd. Appellate N.Y.S.2d appealed from Board violated a
of Elections Division, Third 172; 2004 / a judgment federal court

Department N.Y. App. entered by the order regarding
Div. supreme court, the election. The
LEXIS which partiall appellate court
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Absentee Balloting Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

10360 granted the held that absentee
candidates' ballots that were
petition sent to voters for
challenging the the special
method used by general election
respondent based solely on
Albany County their applications
Board of for the general
Elections for election were
counting properly voided.
absentee The Board had no
applications authority to issue
and ballots for the ballots
the office of without an
Albany County absentee ballot
Legislator, 26th application for the
and 29th special general
Districts, in a election. Two
special general ballots were
election properly
required by the invalidated as the
federal courts. Board failed to

retain the
envelopes. Ballots
were properly
counted for voters
who failed to

10
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Absentee Balloting Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

identify their
physician on their
applications. A
ballot was
properly counted
where the Board
failed to
scrutinize the
sufficiency of the
reason for the
application. A
ballot containing
two signatures
was properly
rejected. A ballot
was properly
rejected due to
extraneous marks
outside the voting
square. A ballot
was properly
counted despite
the failure of the
election inspector
to witness the
voter's signature.
A ballot was

11	 014182
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Absentee Ballotina Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

properly counted
as the application
stated the date of
the voter's
absence. A ballot
was properly
counted as the
failure to date the
application was
cured by a time
stamp. Affirmed.

Erlandson v. Supreme Court 659 April 17, Petitioners, The appellate No N/A No
Kiffineyer of Minnesota N.W.2d 2003 representing court found that,

724; 2003 the while it may have
Minn. Democratic-- seemed unfair to
LEXIS Farmer--Labor the replacement
196 Party, brought candidate to count

an action votes for other
against candidates from
respondents, regular absentee
the Minnesota ballots on which
Secretary of the replacement
State and the candidate did not
Hennepin appear, those
County were properly
Auditor, cast ballots voting
seeking relief for a properly

12	 01418:)
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Absentee Balloting Cases

Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

in regard to the nominated
election for candidate.
United States Petitioners'
Senator, request that the
following the Minnesota
death of supreme court
Senator order that votes
Wellstone. The for United States
issue concerned Senator cast on
the right of regular absentee
absentee voters ballots not be
to obtain counted was
replacement denied. A key
ballots, issue was Minn.
Individuals Stat. § 204B.41
intervened on (2002), which
behalf of the provided, in--part,
Republican that official
Party. The supplemental
instant court ballots could not
granted review, be mailed to

absent voters to
whom ballots
were mailed
before the official
supplemental
ballots were

0141^^
13
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prepared. The
supreme court
held that, by
treating similarly-
-situated voters
differently, §
204B.41 violated
equal protection
guarantees and
could not even
survive rational
basis review. For
voters who cast
their regular
absentee ballots
for Wellston
before the
vacancy occurred,
but were unable
to go to their
polling place on
election day or
pick up a
replacement
ballot by election
day, the
prohibition on

14
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mailing
replacement
ballots in §
204B.41 denied
them the right to
cast a meaningful
vote for United
States Senator.
The petition of
petitioners was
denied in part, but
granted with
respect to mailing
replacement
ballots to all
applicants for
regular absentee
ballots who
requested a
replacement
ballot.

People v. Appellate 348 I11. May 12, Defendant Defendant went No N/A No
Deganutti Court of App. 3d 2004 appealed from to the voters'

Illinois, First 512; 810 a judgment of homes and
District, Third N.E.2d the circuit obtained their
Division 191; 2004 court, which signatures on

Ill. App. convicted absentee ballot

15	 014180
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Further
LEXIS defendant on request forms.
518 charges of Once the ballots

unlawful were mailed to
observation of the voters,
voting and on defendant
charges of returned to the
absentee ballot homes. With
violations in voter one,
connection defendant sat on
with the the couch with
completion and the voter and
mailing of the instructed which
absentee ballots numbers to punch
of two voters. on the ballot.

With voter two,
defendant
provided a list a
numbers and
stood nearby as
voter two
completed the
ballots. Defendant
then looked at the
ballot and had
voter two re--
punch a number
that had not

16	 o1sy1
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punched cleanly.
Defendant then
put the ballots in
the mail for the
voters. On appeal,
she argued
insufficient
evidence to
sustain her
convictions. The
court affirmed,
holding that (1)
the circumstantial
evidence
surrounding
defendant's
presence as the
voters completed
their ballots
supported the
unlawful
observation
convictions; (2)
the fact that
defendant
knowingly took
the voters ballots

17	 01415
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and mailed them,
a violation of
Illinois law
supported her
conviction, and
(3) the fact that
the statutes
defendant was
convicted under
required only a
knowing mental
state rather than
criminal intent
did not violate
substantive due
process.
Affirmed.

Jacobs v. Supreme Court 773 So. December In an election Prior to the No N/A No
Seminole 2d 519; 12, 2000 contest, the general election,
County 2000 Fla. First District two political
Canvassing LEXIS court of appeal parties mailed
Bd. 2404 certified a trial preprinted

court order to requests for
be of great absentee ballots
public to registered
importance and voters in
to require Seminole County.

18	 O 1415
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immediate Forms mailed by
resolution by one party failed to
the supreme include either a
court. The trial space for the
court denied voter
appellants' identification
request to number or the
invalidate preprinted
absentee ballot number.
requests in Representatives
Seminole from that party
County in the were allowed to
2000 add voter
presidential identification
election, numbers to

request forms
after they were
returned, and
absentee ballots
were sent to the
persons named on
the request forms.
The supreme
court affirmed the
trial court's
refusal to
invalidate the

19	 01419L'
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ballot requests,
and adopted the
trial court's
reasoning that the
information
required, which
included the voter
identification
number, was
directory rather
than mandatory.
The trial court
properly found
that the evidence
did not support a
finding of fraud,
gross negligence,
or intentional
wrongdoing.
Allowing one
party to correct
ballots did not
constitute illegal
disparate
treatment because
there was no need
to correct the

20	 01419_
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other party's
forms. Affirmed.

Gross v. Court of 3 N.Y.3d October Appellant Due to a No N/A No
Albany Appeals of 251; 819 14, 2004 candidates challenge to a
County Bd. New York N.E.2d sought review redistricting plan,
of Elections 197; 785 from an order the Board was

• N.Y.S.2d of the enjoined from
• 729; 2004 Appellate conducting

N.Y. Division, which primary and
LEXIS affirmed a trial general elections
2412 court order for certain county

holding that districts. A
absentee ballots special primary
from a special election was
general election directed, with a
were not to be special general
canvassed election to be
because held
respondent "expeditiously
Albany County thereafter."
Board of Absentee ballot
Elections failed requests for the
to follow the first special
set procedure election were
for those based on prior
voters, requests, but new

requests had to be

21	 014192
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made for the
general election.
However, the
Board forwarded
absentee ballots
for that election
as well, based on
the prior requests.
Candidates in two
close races
thereafter
challenged those
absentee ballots,
as they violated
the procedure that
was to be
followed. The
trial court held
that the ballots
should not be
canvassed, which
decision was
affirmed on
appeal. On further
review due to
dissenting
opinions, the

22	 01`219
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Further

court found that
the ballots were
in violation of the
federal court
order that directed
the procedure to
be followed, as
well as in
violation of New
York election
law. The court
concluded that the
Board's error was
not technical,
ministerial, or
inconsequential
because it was
central to the
substantive
process, and the
voters who used
absentee ballots
were not
determined to be
"duly qualified
electors."
Affirmed.

23	 01419.
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In re Supreme Court 577 Pa. March 8, A county The absentee No N/A No
Canvass of of 231; 843 2004 elections board ballots at issue
Absentee Pennsylvania A.2d voided certain were hand-
Ballots of 1223; absentee ballots delivered to the
Nov. 4, 2003 2004 Pa. cast in the county elections
Gen. LEXIS November 4, board by third
Election 431 2003, general persons on behalf

election. The of non--disabled
court of voters. On appeal,
common pleas the issue was
held that whether non--
absentee ballots disabled absentee
delivered by voters could have
third persons third persons
were valid and hand--deliver
should be their ballots to the
counted. The elections board
commonwealth where the board
court affirmed indicated that the
the trial court's practice was
decision. The permitted. The
state supreme state supreme
court granted court concluded
allocatur. that the "in
Appellants and person" delivery
appellees were requirement was
certain mandatory, and

24	 014195
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Further

candidates and that absentee
voters, ballots delivered

in violation of the
provision were
invalid,
notwithstanding
the board's
erroneous
instructions to the
contrary. Under
the statute's plain
meaning, a non--
disabled absentee
voter had two
choices: send the
ballot by mail, or
deliver it in
person. Third--
person hand--
delivery of
absentee ballots
was not
permitted. To
ignore the law's
clear instructions
regarding in--

erson delivery

25	
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would undermine
the statute's very
purpose as a
safeguard against
fraud. The state
supreme court
concluded that its
precedent was
clear, and it could
not simply ignore
substantive
provisions of the
Pennsylvania
Election Code.
The judgment of
the
Commonwealth
Court was
reversed in so far
as it held that
certain absentee
ballots delivered
on behalf of non--
disabled absentee
voters were valid.

In re Commonwealth 839 A.2d December The Allegheny On appeal, the No N/A No
Canvass of Court of 451; 2003 22, 2003 County issue was whether

26	 O1419rc
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Absentee Pennsylvania Pa. Elections non-disabled
Ballots of Commw. Board did not voters who voted
November 4, LEXIS allow 74 by absentee
2003 963 challenged ballots and had

third--party those ballots
hand--delivered delivered by third
absentee ballots parties to county
to be counted election boards
in the statewide could have their
general ballots counted in
election. The the statewide
court of general election.
common pleas First, the
of Allegheny appellate court
County concluded that
reversed the political bodies
Board's had standing to
decision and appeal. Also, the
allowed the 74 trial court did not
ballots to be err by counting
counted. the 74 ballots
Appellant because absentee
objecting voters could not
candidates be held
appealed the responsible for
trial court's following the
order. statutory

27	 01419
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requirements of
Pennsylvania
election law
where the Board
knowingly failed
to abide by the
statutory
language
regarding the
delivery of
absentee ballots,
changed its policy
to require voters
to abide by the
language, and
then changed its
policy back to its
original stance
that voters did not
have to abide by
the statutory
language, thereby
misleading
absentee voters
regarding
delivery
requirements.

28	 U 1419 °:..
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Under the
circumstances, it
was more
important to
protect the
interest of the
voters by not
disenfranchising
them than to
adhere to the
strict language of
the statute.
However, one
ballot was not
counted because
it was not
delivered to the
Board. Affirmed
with the
exception that one
voter's ballot was
stricken.

United United States 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff United The testimony of No N/A No
States v. District Court Dist. 20, 2004 States sued the two witnesses
Pennsylvania for the Middle LEXIS defendant offered by the

District of 21167 Commonwealth United States did
Pennsylavnia of not support its

29	 014200
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Pennsylvania, contention that
governor, and voters protected
state secretary, by the Uniformed
claiming that and Overseas
overseas voters Citizens Absentee
would be Voting Act would
disenfranchised be
if they used disenfranchised
absentee ballots absent immediate
that included injunctive relief
the names of because neither
two witness testified
presidential that any absentee
candidates who ballots issued to
had been UOCAVA voters
removed from were legally
the final incorrect or
certified ballot otherwise invalid.
and seeking Moreover, there
injunctive relief was no evidence
to address the that any
practical UOCAVA voter
implications of had complained
the final or otherwise
certification of expressed
the slate of concern regarding
candidates so their ability or

30	 .014201
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late in the right to vote. The
election year. fact that some

UOCAVA voters
received ballots
including the
names of two
candidates who
were not on the
final certified
ballot did not ipso
facto support a
finding that
Pennsylvania was
in violation of
UOCAVA,
especially since
the United States
failed to establish
that the ballot
defect
undermined the
right of
UOCAVA voters
to cast their
ballots.
Moreover,
Pennsylvania had

31	 0142Oe,
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adduced
substantial
evidence that the
requested
injunctive relief,
issuing new
ballots, would
have harmed the
Pennsylvania
election system
and the public by
undermining the
integrity and
efficiency of
Pennsylvania's
elections and
increasing
election costs.
Motion for
injunctive relief
denied.

Hoblock v. United States 341 F. October Plaintiffs, An election for No N/A No
Albany District Court Supp. 2d 25, 2004 candidates and members of the
County Bd. for the 169; 2004 voters, sued Albany County
of Elections Northern U.S. Dist. defendant, the Legislature had

District of New LEXIS Albany County, been enjoined,
York 21326 New York, and special

32	 014203
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Board of primary and
Elections, general elections
under § 1983, were ordered. The
claiming that order stated that
the Board the process for
violated obtaining and
plaintiffs' counting absentee
Fourteenth ballots for the
Amendment general election
rights by would follow
refusing to tally New York
the voters' election law,
absentee which required
ballots, voters to request
Plaintiffs absentee ballots.
moved for a However, the
preliminary Board issued
injunction, absentee ballots

for the general
election to all
persons who had
applied for an
absentee ballot
for the cancelled
election. The
voters used
absentee ballots

33	 01420C'_
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Further

to vote; their
ballots were later
invalidated. A
state court
determined that
automatically
sending absentee
ballots to those
who had not filed
an application
violated the
constitution of
New York. The
district court
found that the
candidates' claims
could have been
asserted in state
court and were
barred by res
judicata, but the
voters were not
parties to the state
court action. The
candidates were
not entitled to
joinder and had

34	 014205
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not filed a motion
to intervene. The
voters established
a likelihood of
success on the
merits, as the
Board effectively
took away their
right to vote by
issuing absentee
ballots and then
refusing to count
them. The voters'
claims involved
more than just an
"unintended
irregularity." The
candidates' claims
were dismissed,
and their request
for joinder or to
intervene was
denied. Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction

reventin	 the

35	 o1420[
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Board from
certifying winners
of the election
was granted.

Griffin v. United States 385 F.3d October In a suit The mothers No N/A No
Roupas Court of 1128; 15, 2004 brought by contended that,

Appeals for the 2004 U.S. plaintiff because it was a
Seventh Circuit App. working hardship for them

LEXIS mothers against to vote in person
21476 defendants, on election day,

members of the the U.S.
Illinois State Constitution
Board of required Illinois
Elections, to allow them to
alleging that vote by absentee
the United ballot. The
States district court
Constitution dismissed the
required mothers'
Illinois to allow complaint. On
them to vote by appeal, the court
absentee ballot, held that the
the mothers district court's
appealed from ruling was
a decision of correct, because,
the United although it was
States District possible that the

36	 01420
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Court for the problems created
Northern by absentee
District of voting might be
Illinois, Eastern outweighed by
Division, which the harm to voters
dismissed their who would lose
complaint for their vote if they
failure to state were unable to
a claim, vote by absentee

ballot, the striking
of the balance
between
discouraging
fraud and
encouraging voter
turnout was a
legislative
judgment with
which the court
would not
interfere unless
strongly
convinced that
such judgment
was grossly awry.
The court further
held that Illinois

37	 o 42a
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law did not deny
the mothers equal
protection of the
laws, because the
hardships that
prevented voting
in person did not
bear more heavily
on working
mothers than
other classes in
the community.
Finally, the court
held that,
although the
length and
complexity of the
Illinois ballot
supported an
argument for
allowing people
to vote by mail,
such argument
had nothing to do
with the problems
faced by working
mothers. It

38	 01420r
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applied to
everyone.
Affirmed.

Reitz v. United States 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff service The court issued No N/A No
Rendell District Court Dist. 29, 2004 members filed an order to assure

for the Middle LEXIS an action that service
District of 21813 against members and
Pennsylvania defendant state other similarly

officials under situated service
the Uniformed members who
and Overseas were protected by
Citizens the UOCAVA
Absentee would not be
Voting Act, disenfranchised.
alleging that The court ordered
they and the Secretary of
similarly the
situated service Commonwealth
members of Pennsylvania
would be to take all
disenfranchised reasonable steps
because they necessary to
did not receive direct the county
their absentee boards of
ballots in time. elections to
The parties accept as timely
entered into a received absentee

39
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voluntary ballots cast by
agreement and service members
submitted it to and other
the court for overseas voters as
approval, defined by

UOCAVA, so
long as the ballots
were received by
November 10,
2004. The ballots
were to be
considered solely
for purposes of
the federal offices
that were
included on the
ballots. The court
held that the
ballot needed to
be cast no later
than November 2,
2004 to be
counted. The
court did not
make any
findings of
liability against

40	 014211
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the Governor or
the Secretary. The
court entered an
order, pursuant to
a stipulation
between the
parties, that
granted injunctive
relief to the
service members.

Bush v. United States 123 F. December The matter Plaintiff No N/A No
Hillsborough District Court Supp. 2d 8, 2000 came before the presidential and
County for the 1305; court on vise--presidential
Canvassing Northern 2000 U.S. plaintiffs' candidates and
Bd. District of Dist. complaint for state political

Florida LEXIS declaratory and party contended
19265 injunctive relief that defendant

alleging that county
defendant canvassing boards
county rejected overseas
canvassing absentee state
boards rejected ballots and
overseas federal write--in
absentee state ballots based on
ballots and criteria
federal write-- inconsistent with
in ballots based the Uniformed

41	 O1'±212
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on criteria and Overseas
inconsistent Citizens Absentee
with federal Voting Act.
law, and Because the state
requesting that accepted overseas
the ballots be absentee state
declared valid ballots and
and that they federal write--in
should be ballots up to 10
counted. days after the

election, the State
needed to access
that the ballot in
fact came from
overseas.
However, federal
law provided the
method to
establish that fact
by requiring the
overseas absentee
voter to sign an
oath that the
ballot was mailed
from outside the
United States and
requiring the state

42
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election officials
to examine the
voter's
declarations. The
court further
noted that federal
law required the
user of a federal
write--in ballot to
timely apply for a
regular state
absentee ballot,
not that the state
receive the
application, and
that again federal
law, by requiring
the voter using a
federal write--in
ballot to swear
that he or she had
made timely
application, had
provided the
proper method of
proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot

43	 U 14214
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their request for
injunctive relief
and the court
granted in part
and denied in part
plaintiffs' request
for declaratory
relief, and
declared valid all
federal write--in
ballots that were
signed pursuant to
the oath provided
therein but
rejected solely
because the ballot
envelope did not
have an APO,
FPO, or foreign
postmark, or
solely because
there was no
record of an
application for a
state absentee
ballot.

Kolb V. Supreme Court 270 March 17, Both petitioner Both petitioner No N/A No

44	 014215;
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Casella of New York, A.D.2d 2000 and respondent and respondent,
Appellate 964; 705 appealed from presumably
Division, N.Y.S.2d order of representing
Fourth 746; 2000 supreme court, different
Department N.Y. App. determining candidates,

Div. which absentee challenged the
• LEXIS and other paper validity of

3483 ballots would particular paper
be counted in a ballots, mostly
special absentee, in a
legislative special legislative
election. election. The

court affirmed
most of the trial
court's findings,
but modified its
order to invalidate
ballots
improperly
marked outside
the voting square-
--ballots where
the signature on
the envelope
differed
substantially from
the voter

45	 01421b
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registration card
signature----and
ballots where
voters neglected
to supply
statutorily
required
information on
the envelopes.
However, the
court, seeking to
avoid
disenfranchising
voters where
permissible, held
that ballots were
not invalid where
applications
substantially
complied with
statute, there was
no objection to
the ballots
themselves, and
there was no
evidence of fraud.
Where absentee

46	 0 421?
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ballot envelopes
contained extra
ballots, the ballots
were to be placed
in a ballot box so
that procedures
applicable when
excess ballots are
placed in a ballot
box could be
followed. Order
modified.

People v. Court of 241 Mich. June 27, Defendant filed Defendant No N/A No
Woods Appeals of App. 545; 2000 an interlocutory distributed and

Michigan 616 appeal of the collected absentee
N.W.2d decision by the ballots in an
211; 2000 circuit court, election. Because
Mich. which denied both defendant
App. defendant's and his brother
LEXIS request for a were candidates
156 jury instruction on the ballot,

on entrapment defendant's
by estoppel, but assistance was
stayed the illegal under
proceedings to Michigan law.
allow Bound over for
defendant to trial on election

47	 01421'
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pursue the fraud charges,
interlocutory defendant
appeal, in a requested a jury
criminal action instruction on
alleging entrapment by
violations of estoppel, which
election laws. was denied. On

interlocutory
appeal, the
appellate court
reversed and
remanded for an
entrapment
hearing, holding
that defendant
should be given
the opportunity to
present evidence
that he
unwittingly
committed the
unlawful acts in
reasonable
reliance upon the
word of the
township clerk.
The necessary

48	 01421$:
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elements of the
entrapment
defense were: (1)
a government
official (2) told
the defendant that
certain criminal
conduct was
legal; (3) the
defendant
actually relied on
the official's
statements; (4)
the defendant's
reliance was in
good faith and
reasonable in
light of the
official's identity,
the point of law
represented, and
the substance of
the official's
statement; and (5)
the prosecution
would be so
unfair as to

49	 0142f2'U
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violate the
defendant's right
to due process.
Denial of jury
instruction was
reversed because
the trial court did
not hold an
entrapment
hearing;
remanded for an
entrapment
hearing where
defendant could
present elements
of the entrapment
by estoppel
defense.

Harris v. United States 122 F. December Plaintiffs The court found No N/A No
Florida District Court Supp. 2d 9, 2000 challenged the Congress did not
Elections for the 1317; counting of intend 3 U.S.C.S.
Canvassing Northern 2000 U.S. overseas § 1 to impose
Comm'n District of Dist. absentee ballots irrational

Florida LEXIS received after 7 scheduling rules
17875 p.m. on on state and local

election day, canvassing
alleging the officials, and did

50	 014221
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ballots violated not intend to
Florida law. disenfranchise

overseas voters.
The court held the
state statute was
required to yield
to the Florida
Administrative
Code, which
required the 10-
day extension in
the receipt of
overseas absentee
ballots in federal
elections because
the rule was
promulgated to
satisfy a consent
decree entered by
the state in 1982.

Weldon v. United States 2004 U.S. November Plaintiffs, a The congressman No N/A No
Berks District Court Dist. 1, 2004 congressman and representative
County Dep't for the Eastern LEXIS and a state sought to have the
of Election District of 21948 representative, absentee ballots at
Servs. Pennsylvania filed a motion issue set aside

seeking a until a hearing
preliminary could be held to

51	 014222
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injunction or determine
temporary whether any of
restraining the straining order
order that denied. CASE
would prohibit SUMMARY:
defendant PROCEDURAL

• county POSTURE:
• department of Plaintiffs, a

election congressman and
services from a state
delivering to representative,
local election filed a motion
districts seeking a
absentee ballots preliminary
received from injunction or
any state, temporary
county, or city restraining order
correctional that would
facility, prohibit

defendant county
department of
election services
from delivering to
local election
districts absentee
ballots received
from any state,

►^ 14 223
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county, or city
correctional
facility as
provided in Pa.
Stat. Ann. tit. 25,
§ 3416.6 and Pa.
Stat. Ann. tit. 25,
§ 3416.8.
OVERVIEW:
The congressman
and representative
sought to have the
absentee ballots at
issue set aside
until a hearing
could be held to
determine
whether any of
the ballots were
delivered to the
county board of
elections by a
third party in
violation of
Pennsylvania law,
whether any of
the ballots were

53
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submitted by
convicted
incarcerated
felons in violation
of Pennsylvania
law, and whether
any of the ballots
were submitted
by qualified
voters who were
improperly
assisted without
the proper
declaration
required by
Pennsylvania law.
The court
concluded that an
ex parte
temporary
restraining order
was not warranted
because there
were potential
jurisdictional
issues, substantial
questions

54
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concerning the
alleged violations,
and the complaint
did not allege that
the department
acted or
threatened to act
in an unlawful
manner. The
court denied the
ex parte motion
for a temporary
restraining order.
The court set a
hearing on the
motion for
preliminary
injunction.

Qualkinbush Court of 822 December Respondent Respondent first No N/A No
v. Skubisz Appeals of N.E.2d 28, 2004 appealed from claimed the trial

Illinois, First 38; 2004 an order of the court erred in
District I11. App. circuit court denying his

LEXIS certifying motion to dismiss
1546 mayoral with respect to 38

election results votes the Election
for a city in Code was
which the court preempted by and

55	 n1	 G
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declared violated the
petitioner Voting Rights
mayor. Act and the

Americans with
Disabilities Act of
1990 since it
restricted the
individuals with
whom an
absentee voter
could entrust their
ballot for mailing.
The appeals court
found the trial
court did not err
in denying the
motion to
dismiss, as
Illinois election
law prevented a
candidate or his
or her agent from
asserting undue
influence upon a
disabled voter and
from
manipulating that

56	 O1'±22'
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voter into voting
for the candidate
or the agent's
candidate, and
was designed to
protect the rights
of disabled
voters.
Respondent had
not established
that the federal
legislature
intended to
preempt the rights
of state
legislatures to
restrict absentee
voting, and,
particularly, who
could return
absentee ballots.
The Election
Code did not
violate equal
protection
principles, as the
burden placed

M

57	
Oi
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upon absentee
voters by the
restriction on who
could mail an
absentee ballot
was slight and
nondiscriminatory
and substantially
contributed to the
integrity of the
election process.
Affirmed.

Panio v. Supreme Court 14 A.D.3d January In proceedings The question No N/A No
Sunderland of New York, 627; 790 25, 2005 filed pursuant presented was

Appellate N.Y.S.2d to New York whether the
Division, 136; 2005 election law to county election
Second N.Y. App. determine the board should
Department Div. validity of count the six

LEXIS certain categories of
3433 absentee and ballots that were

affidavit ballots in dispute. After a
tendered for the review of the
office of 35th evidence
District presented, the
Senator, appeals court
appellants, a modified the trial
chairperson of court's order by:

G58
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the county (1) deleting an
Republican order directing
committee and the county
the Republican elections board
candidate, both (board) to count
sought review 160 affidavit
of an order by ballots tendered
the supreme by voters who
court to count appeared at the
or not count correct polling
certain ballots, place but the
Respondent wrong election
Democratic district, as there
candidate were meaningful
cross-- distinctions
appealed. between those

voters who went
to the wrong
polling place and
those voters who
went to the
correct polling
place but the
wrong election
district; (2)
directing that the
board not count

59	 O i 2 3'
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10 affidavit
ballots tendered
in the wrong
election district
because of a map
error, as there was
no evidence that
the voters in this
category relied on
the maps when
they went to the
wrong election
districts; and (3)
directing the
board to count 45
absentee ballots
tendered by poll
workers, as it
appeared that the
workers
substantially
complied with the
statute by
providing a
written statement
that was the
functional

60 	 /.2 3.1
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equivalent of an
application for a
special ballot.
Order modified
and judgment
affirmed.

Pierce v. United States 324 F. November Plaintiff voters Intervenor No N/A No
Allegheny District Court Supp. 2d 13, 2003 sought to political
County Bd. for the Western 684; 2003 enjoin committees also
of Elections District of U.S. Dist. defendant moved to dismiss

Pennsylvania LEXIS election board for lack of
25569 from allowing standing, lack of

three different subject matter
procedures for jurisdiction, and
third--party failure to state a
absentee ballot claim, as well as
delivery, abstention. Inter
require the set alia, the court
aside of all found that
absentee third-- abstention was
party delivered appropriate under
ballots in the Pullman
connection doctrine because:
with the (1) construction
November of Pennsylvania
2003 election, election law was
prohibit those not clear

61 :^14232
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ballots from regarding whether
being delivered the absentee
to local election ballot provision
districts after requiring hand--
having been delivery to be "in
commingled person" was
with other mandatory or
absentee directory; (2) the
ballots, and construction of
convert a the provision by
temporary state courts as
restraining mandatory or
order to an directory could
injunction, obviate the need

to determine
whether there had
been a Fourteenth
Amendment
equal protection
violation; and (3)
erroneous
construction of
the provision
could disrupt very
important state
voting rights
policies.

62 :01423
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However, the
court had a
continuing duty to
consider the
motion for
temporary
restraining
order/preliminary
injunction despite
abstention. The
court issued a
limited
preliminary
injunction
whereby the 937
hand--delivered
absentee ballots at
issue were set
aside as
"challenged"
ballots subject to
the election code
challenge
procedure. Any
equal protection
issues could be
heard in state

63	 O1423.
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court by virtue of
the state court's
concurrent
jurisdiction.

Friedman v. United States 345 F. November Plaintiff The voters No N/A No
Snipes District Court Supp. 2d 9, 2004 registered claimed they

for the 1356; voters sued timely requested
Southern 2004 U.S. defendant state absentee ballots
District of Dist. and county but (1) never
Florida LEXIS election received the

23739 officials under requested ballot
§ 1983 for or (2) received a
alleged ballot when it was
violations of too late for them
their rights to submit the
under 42 absentee ballot.
U.S.C.S. § The court held
1971(a)(2)(B) that 42 U.S.C.S. §
of the Civil 1971(a)(2)(B)
Rights Act, and was not intended
the First and to apply to the
Fourteenth counting of
Amendments to ballots by those
the United already deemed
States qualified to vote.
Constitution. The plain
The voters meaning of

64	 014235
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moved for a 1971(a)(2)(B) did
temporary not support the
restraining voters' claim that
order (TRO) it should cover an
and/or error or omission
preliminary on any record or
injunction. The paper or any error
court granted or omission in the
the TRO and treatment,
held a hearing handling, or
on the counting of any
preliminary record or paper.
injunction. Further, because

Florida election
law only related
to the mechanics
of the electoral
process, the
correct standard
to be applied here
was whether
Florida's
important
regulatory
interests justified
the restrictions
imposed on their

014236
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First and
Fourteenth
Amendment
rights. The State's
interests in
ensuring a fair
and honest
election and
counting votes
within a
reasonable time
justified the light
imposition on
voting rights. The
deadline for
returning ballots
did not
disenfrachise a
class of voters.
Rather, it
imposed a time
deadline by which
voters had to
return their votes.
So there was no
equal protection
violation.

66
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Preliminary
injunction denied.

67	 . 01 */23u
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United States v. Alaska 05-CR-074 December Mejorada- No N/A No
Rogelio 5, 2005 Lopez, a
Mejorada-Lopez Mexican

citizen,
completed
several voter
registration
applications to
register to vote
in Alaska and
voted in the
2000, 2002,
and 2004
general
elections. He
was charged
with three
counts of
voting by a
non-citizen in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
611 and pled
guilty.
Mejorada-
Lopez was
sentenced to
probation for

0142,4::
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Note)
one year.

United States v. Colorado 1:04-CR- March 1, Shah was No N/A No
Shah 00458 2005 indicted on two

counts of
providing false
information
concerning
United States
citizenship in
order to register
to vote in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911 and
1015(f). Shah
was convicted
on both counts.

United States v. Northern 4:05-CR-47 January 17, A misdemeanor No N/A Yes-need
Mohsin Ali Florida 2006 was filed information on the

against Ali outcome of the
charging him trial.
with voting by
a non-citizen of
18 U.S.C.
section 611.
Trial was set
for January 17,
2006
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United States v. Northern 4:04-CR- May 18, Chaudhary was No N/A No
Chaudhary Florida 00059 2005 indicted for

misuse of a
social security
number in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
408 and for
making a false
claim of United
States
citizenship on a
2002 driver's
license
application in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911. A
superceding
indictment was
returned,
charging
Chaudhary
with falsely
claiming
United States
citizenship on a
driver's license

1 011245
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application and
on the
accompanying
voter
registration
application. He
was convicted
of the false
citizenship
claim on his
voter
registration
application.

United States v. Southern 1:03-CR- September Velasquez, a No N/A No
Velasquez Florida 20233 9, 2003 former 1996

and 1998
candidate for
the Florida
legislature, was
indicted on
charges of
misrepresenting
United States
citizenship in
connection
with voting and
for making
false statements

Oi 24E.
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to the
Immigration
and
Naturalization
Service, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
911, 1015(f)
and 1001.
Velasquez was
convicted on
two counts of
making false
statements on
his
naturalization
application to
the INS
concerning his
voting history.

United States v. Southern 0:04-CR- July 15, Fifteen non- No N/A No
McKenzie; Florida 60160; 2004 citizens were
United States v. 1:04-CR- charged with
Francois; 20488; voting in
United States v. 0:04-CR- various
Exavier; United 60161; elections
States v. Lloyd 0:04-CR- beginning in
Palmer; United 60159; 1998 in

01 '.0!'Z
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States v. Velrine 0:04-CR- violation of 18
Palmer; United 60162; U.S.C. section
states v. 0:04-CR- 611. Four of
Shivdayal; 60164; the defendants
United States v. 1:04-CR- were also
Rickman; 20491; charged with
United States v. 1:04-CR- making false
Knight; United 20490; citizenship
States v. 1:04-CR- claims in
Sweeting; 20489; violation of 18
United States v. 0:04-CR- U.S.C. sections
Lubin; United 60163; 911 or 1015(f).
States v. 1:04-CR- Ten defendants
Bennett; 14048; were convicted,
United States v. 0:04-CR- one defendant
O'Neil; United 60165; was acquitted,
States v. Torres- 2:04-CR- and charges
Perez; United 14046; against four
States v. Phillip; 9:04-CR- defendants
United States v. 80103; were dismissed
Bain Knight 2:04-CR- upon motion of

14047 the
government.

United States v. Southern 3:03-CR- February East St. Louis No N/A No
Brooks Illinois 30201 12, 2004 election official

Leander
Brooks was
indicted for

01424E
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submitting
fraudulent
ballots in the
2002 general
election in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c),
1973i(e),
1 973gg-
I 0(2)(B), and
18 U.S.C.
sections 241
and 371.
Brooks pled
guilty to all
charges.

United States v. Southern 3:05-CR- June 29, Four Democrat No N/A No
Scott; United Illinois 30040; 2005 precinct
States v. 3:05-CR- committeemen
Nichols; United 30041; in East St.
States v. 3:05-CR- Louis were
Terrance Stith; 30042; charged with
United States v. 3:05-CR- vote buying on
Sandra Stith; 30043; the 2004
United States v. 3:05-CR- general election
Powell, et al. 30044 in violation of

42 U.S.C.

of 249
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section
1973i(c). All
four pled
guilty. Also
indicted were
four additional
Democrat
committeemen,
Charles Powell,
Jr., Jesse
Lewis, Sheila
Thomas,
Kelvin Ellis,
and one
precinct
worker, Yvette
Johnson, on
conspiracy and
vote buying
charges in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). All
five defendants
were convicted.
Kelvin Ellis

014250
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also pled guilty
to one count of
18 U.S.C.
section
1512(c)(2)
relative to a
scheme to kill
one of the trial
witnesses and
two counts of
18 U.S.C.
section 1503
relative to
directing two
other witnesses
to refuse to
testify before
the grand jury.

United States v. Kansas 2:04-CR- December A felony No N/A No
McIntosh 20142 20, 2004 information

was filed
against lawyer
Leslie
McIntosh for
voting in both
Wyandotte
County, Kansas
and Jackson

01425.
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County,
Missouri, in the
general
elections of
2000 and 2002
in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973i(e). A
superseding
misdemeanor
information
was filed,
charging
McIntosh with
causing the
deprivation of
constitutional
rights in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
242, to which
the defendant
pled guilty.

United States v. Eastern 7:03-CR- March 28, Ten people No N/A No
Conley; United Kentucky 00013; 2003 and were indicted
States v. Slone; 7:03-CR- April 24, on vote buying
United States v. 00014; 2003 charges in

10

o 1^t25 2
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Madden; United 7:03-CR- connection
States v. Slone 00015; with the 1998
et al.; United 7:03-CR- primary
States v. 00016; election in
Calhoun; United 7:03-CR- Knott County,
States v. 00017; Kentucky, in
Johnson; United 7:03-CR- violation of 42
States v. 00018; U.S.C. section
Newsome, et al. 7:03-CR- 1973i(c). Five

00019 of the
defendants pled
guilty, two
were convicted,
and three were
acquitted.

United States v. Eastern 7:03-CR- March 7, Ten defendants No N/A No
Hays, et al. Kentucky 00011 2003 were indicted

for conspiracy
and vote
buying for a
local judge in
Pike County,
Kentucky, in
the 2002
general
election, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section

11
O1'±25:
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1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
371. Five
defendants
were convicted,
one defendant
was acquitted,
and charges
against four
defendants
were dismissed
upon motion of
the
government.

United States v. Eastern 3:05-CR- May 5, 2005 Three No N/A Yes-need update on
Turner, et al. Kentucky 00002 defendants case status.

were indicted
for vote buying
and mail fraud
in connection
with the 2000
elections in
Knott, Letcher,
Floyd, and
Breathitt
Counties,
Kentucky, in
violation of 42

12	 O1425.
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Note)
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
341.

United States v. Middle 3:03-CR- May 2, 2003 Tyrell Mathews No N/A No
Braud Louisiana 00019 Braud was

indicted on
three counts of
making false
declarations to
agrandjuryin
connection
with his 2002
fabrication of
eleven voter
registration
applications, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1623. Braud
pled guilty on
all counts.

United States v. Western 6:03-CR- April 12, St. Martinsville No N/A No
Thibodeaux Louisiana 60055 2005 City

Councilwoman
Pamela C.
Thibodeaux
was indicted on

01425:9
13
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two counts of
conspiring to
submit false
voter
registration
information, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). She
pled guilty to
both charges.

United. States v. Western 4:04-CR- January 7, Two No N/A No
Scherzer; Missouri 00401; 2005; misdemeanor
United States v. 4:04-CR- March 28, informations
Goodrich; 00402; 2005; were filed
United States v. 4:05-CR- September charging
Jones; United 00257; 8, 2005; Lorraine
States v. Martin 4:05-CR- October 13, Goodrich and

00258 2005 James
Scherzer,
Kansas
residents who
voted in the
2000 and 2002
general
elections on

14	 , 01425
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both Johnson
County, Kansas
and in Kansas
City, Missouri.
The
informations
charged
deprivation of a
constitutional
right by
causing
spurious
ballots, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. sections
242 and 2. Both
pled guilty.
Additionally,
similar
misdemeanor
informations
were filed
against Tammy
J. Martin, who
voted in both
Independence
and Kansas
City, Missouri

T.

15	 01-" 2 J 7
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in the 2004
general election
and Brandon E.
Jones, who
voted both in
Raytown and
Kansas City,
Missouri in the
2004 general
election. Both

led guilty.
United States v. New 04-CR- December Two No N/A No
Raymond; Hampshire 00141; 04- 15, 2005 informations
United States v. CR-00146; were filed
McGee; United 04-CR- charging Allen
States v. Tobin; 00216; 04- Raymond,
United States v. CR-00054 former
Hansen president of a

Virginia-based
political
consulting firm
called GOP
Marketplace,
and Charles
McGee, former
executive
director of the
New

16	 O1425^,
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Hampshire
State
Republican
Committee,
with conspiracy
to commit
telephone
harassment
using an
interstate phone
facility in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. The
charges stem
from a scheme
to block the
phone lines
used by two
Manchester
organizations
to arrange
drives to the
polls during the
2002 general
election. Both

17
014259
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pled guilty.
James Tobin,
former New
England
Regional
Director of the
Republican
National
Committee,
was indicted on
charges of
conspiring to
commit
telephone
harassment
using an
interstate phone
facility in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 47
U.S.C. section
223. An
information
was filed
charging Shaun
Hansen, the
principal of an

18	 Ql426C
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Idaho
telemarketing
firm called
MILO
Enterprises
which placed
the harassing
calls, with
conspiracy and
aiding and
abetting
telephone
harassment, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and 2 and
47 U.S.C.
section 223.
The
information
against Hansen
was dismissed
upon motion of
the
government. A
superseding
indictment was
returned

014261
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against Tobin
charging
conspiracy to
impede the
constitutional
right to vote for
federal
candidates, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
241 and
conspiracy to
make harassing
telephone calls
in violation of
47 U.S.C.
section 223.
Tobin was
convicted of
one count of
conspiracy to
commit
telephone
harassment and
one count of
aiding and
abetting of
telephone

20	 01146c
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harassment.
United States v. Western 1:03-CR- June 30, A ten-count No N/A No
Workman North 00038 2003 indictment was

Carolina returned
charging
Joshua
Workman, a
Canadian
citizen, with
voting and
related offenses
in the 200 and
2002 primary
and general
elections in
Avery County,
North Carolina,
in violation of
18 U.S.C.
sections 611,
911, 1001, and
1015(f).
Workman pled
guilty to
providing false
information to
election
officials and to

01426;
21
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a federal
agency.

United States v. Western 5:03-CR- May 14, A nine-count No N/A No
Shatley, et al. North 00035 2004 indictment was

Carolina returned
charging
Wayne Shatley,
Anita Moore,
Valerie Moore,
Carlos
"Sunshine"
Hood and Ross
"Toogie"
Banner with
conspiracy and
vote buying in
the Caldwell
County 2002
general
election, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c) and 18
U.S.C. section
371. Anita and
Valerie Moore
pled guilty.
Shatley, Hood,

22	 0142.6<
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Note)
and Banner
were all
convicted.

United States v. South 05-CR- December An indictment No N/A No
Vargas Dakota 50085 22, 2005 was filed

against
Rudolph
Vargas, for
voting more
than once at
Pine Ridge in
the 2002
general election
in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973i(e).
Vargas pled
guilty.

United States v. Southern 02-CR- July 22, Danny Ray No N/A No
Wells; United West 00234; 2003; July Wells, Logan
States . v. Virginia 2:04-CR- 19, 2004; County, West
Mendez; United 00101; December Virginia,
States v. Porter; 2:04-CR- 7, 2004; magistrate, was
United States v. 00145; January 7, indicted and
Hrutkay; United 2:04-CR- 2005; charged with
States v. Porter; 00149; March 21, violating 18
United States v. 2:04-CR- 2005; U.S.C. section

01126:.
23
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Stapleton; 00173; October 11, 1962. Wells
United States v. 2:05-CR- 2005; was found
Thomas E. 00002; 05- December guilty. A felony
Esposito; CR-00019; 13, 2005 indictment was
United States v. 05-CR- filed against
Nagy; United 00148; 05- Logan County
States v. CR-00161 sheriff Johnny
Adkins; United Mendez for
States v. Harvey conspiracy to

defraud the
United States in
violation 18
U.S.0 section
371. Mendez
pled guilty. An
information
was filed
charging
former Logan
County police
chief Alvin Ray
Porter, Jr., with
making
expenditures to
influence
voting in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section

014266'
24
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597. Porter
pled guilty.
Logan County
attorney Mark
Oliver Hrutkay
was charged by
information
with mail fraud
in violation of
18 U.S.C.
section 1341.
Hrutkay pled
guilty. Earnest
Stapleton,
commander of
the local VFW,
was charged by
information
with mail
fraud. He pled
guilty. An
information
was filed
charging
Thomas E.
Esposito, a
former mayor
of the City of

25	 O126''
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Logan, with
concealing the
commission of
a felony, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
4. Esposito
pled guilty.
John Wesley
Nagy, Logan
County Court
marshall, pled
guilty to
making false
statements to a
federal agent, a
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
1001. An
information
charging Glen
Dale Adkins,
county clerk of
Logan County,
with accepting
payment for
voting, in
violation of 18

26	
O1426^
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U.S.C. section
1973i(c).
Adkins pled
guilty. Perry
French Harvey,
Jr., a retired
UMW official,
pled guilty to
involvement in
a conspiracy to
buy votes.

United States v. Southern 2:04-CR- December Jackie Adkins No N/A No
Adkins, et al. West 00162 28 & 30, was indicted

Virginia 2005 for vote buying
in Lincoln
County, West
Virginia, in
violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(c). A
superceding
indictment
added Wandell
"Rocky"
Adkins to the
indictment and
charged both
defendants with

27	 014261..
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conspiracy to
buy votes in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
371 and vote
buying. A
second
superseding
indictment was
returned which
added three
additional
defendants,
Gegory Brent
Stowers,
Clifford Odell
"Groundhog"
Vance, and
Toney "Zeke"
Dingess, to the
conspiracy and
vote buying
indictment.
Charges were
later dismissed
against Jackie
Adkins. A third
superseding

28	 01427U
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indictment was
returned adding
two additional
defendants,
Jerry Allen
Weaver and
Ralph Dale
Adkins. A
superseding
information
was filed
charging Vance
with
expenditures to
influence
voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Vance
pled guilty.
Superseding
informations
were filed
against Stowers
and Dingess for
expenditures to
influence
voting, in

29	 014271
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violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Both
defendants pled
guilty. Weaver
also pled
guilty.
Superseding
informations
were filed
against Ralph
and Wandell
Adkins for
expenditures to
influence
voting, in
violation of 18
U.S.C. section
597. Both
defendants pled
guilty.

United States v. Eastern 2:05-MJ- September Criminal No N/A Need updated
Davis; United Wisconsin 00454; 16, 2005; complaints status on Gooden
States v. Byas; 2:05-MJ- September were issued and the Anderson,
United States v. 00455; 21, 2005; against Brian Cox, Edwards, and
Ocasio; United 2:05-CR- October 5, L. Davis and Little cases.
States v. Prude; 00161; 2005; Theresa J. Byas
United States v. 2:05-CR- October 26, charging them

30	 .01427:
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Sanders; United 00162; 2005; with double
States v. Alicea; 2:05-CR- October 31, voting, in
United States v. 00163; 2005, violation of 42
Brooks; United 2:05-CR- November U.S.C. section
States v. 00168; 10, 2005 1973i(e).
Hamilton; 2:05-CR- Indictments
United,States v. 00170; were filed
Little; United 2:05-CR- against
States v. Swift; 00171; convicted
United States v. 2:05-CR- felons Milo R.
Anderson; 00172; Ocasio and
United States v. 2:05-CR- Kimberly
Cox; United 00177; Prude, charging
States v. 2:05-CR- them with
Edwards; 00207; falsely
United States v. 2:05-CR- certifying that
Gooden 00209; they were

2:05-CR- eligible to vote,
00211; in violation of
2:05-CR- 42 U.S.C.
00212 section

1973gg-
10(2)(B), and
against Enrique
C. Sanders,
charging him
with multiple
voting, in

31	 O1'27:
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violation of 42
U.S.C. section
1973i(e). Five
more
indictments
were later
returned
charging
Cynthia C.
Alicea with
multiple voting
in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973i(e) and
convicted
felons
Deshawn B.
Brooks,
Alexander T.
Hamilton,
Derek G. Little,
and Eric L.
Swift with
falsely
certifying that
they were
eligible to vote

32	 014274:
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in violation of
42 U.S.C.
section
1973gg-
10(2)(B).
Indictments
were filed

• against Davis
and Byas
charging them
with double
voting. Four
more
indictments
were returned
charging
convicted
felons Ethel M.
Anderson, Jiyto
L. Cox,
Correan F.
Edwards, and
Joseph J.
Gooden with
falsely
certifying that
they were
eligible to vote.

33	 01427;1
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Ocasio and
Hamilton pled
guilty. Prude
was found
guilty. A
mistrial was
declared in the
Sanders case.
Brooks was
acquitted. Byas
signed a plea
agreement
agreeing to
plead to a
misdemeanor
18 U.S.C.
section 242
charge. Swift
moved to
change his
plea. Davis was
found
incompetent to
stand trial so
the government
dismissed the
case. Gooden is
a fugitive.

34	 014 2 7 .^
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Alicea was
acquitted. Four
cases are
pending ---
Anderson, Cox,
Edwards, and
Little.

O14277
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Am. Ass'n United 324 F. July 6, 2004 Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d disabled voters urged the
with District 1120; 2004 and invalidation of
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. organizations the Secretary's
v. Shelley the Central LEXIS representing directives

District of 12587 those voters, because,
California sought to allegedly, their

enjoin the effect was to
directives of deprive the
defendant voters of the
California opportunity to
Secretary of vote using
State, which touch--screen
decertified and technology.
withdrew Although it was
approval of not disputed
the use of that some
certain direct disabled
recording persons would
electronic be unable to
voting vote
systems. One independently
voter applied and in private
for a without the use
temporary of DREs, it was
restraining clear that they
order, or, in would not be

01427h
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Further

the alternative, deprived of
a preliminary their
injunction, fundamental

right to vote.
The Americans
with
Disabilities Act
did not require
accommodation
that would
enable disabled
persons to vote
in a manner
that was
comparable in
every way with
the voting
rights enjoyed
by persons
without
disabilities.
Rather, it
mandated that
voting
programs be
made
accessible.

011t21
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Defendant's
decision to
suspend the use
of DREs
pending
improvement in
their reliability
and security of
the devices was
a rational one,
designed to
protect the
voting rights of
the state's
citizens. The
evidence did
not support the
conclusion that
the elimination
of the DREs
would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually
impaired. Thus,
the voters

p142SC.
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showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The
individual's
request for a
temporary
restraining
order, or, in the
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, was
denied.

Am. Ass'n United 310 F. March 24, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2004 disabled were visually
with District 1226; 2004 voters, and a or manually
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. national impaired. The
v. Hood the Middle LEXIS organization, optical scan

District of 5615 sued voting system
Florida defendants, purchased by

the Florida the county at
Secretary of issue was not
State, the readily
Director of the accessible to
Division of visually or
Elections of manually
the Florida impaired

0142K
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Department of voters. The
State, and a voters were
county unable to vote
supervisor of using the
elections, system without
under Title II third--party
of the assistance. If it
Americans was feasible for
With the county to
Disabilities purchase a
Act and readily
Section 504 of accessible
the system, then
Rehabilitation the voters'
Act of 1973. rights under the
Summary ADA and the
judgment was RA were
granted for the violated. The
Secretary and court found that
the Director as the manually
to visually impaired
impaired voter's rights
voters, were violated.

To the extent
"jelly switches" r
and "sip and
puff' devices

014282
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needed to be
attached to a
touch screen
machine for it
to be
accessible, it
was not
feasible for the
supervisor to
provide such a
system, since
no such system
had been
certified at the
time of the
county's
purchase. 28
C.F.R. § 35.160
did not require
that visually or
manually
impaired voters
be able to vote
in the same or
similar manner
as non--
disabled voters.

0142Sr
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Visually and
manually
impaired voters
had to be
afforded an
equal
opportunity to
participate in
and enjoy the
benefits of
voting. The
voters'
"generic"
discrimination
claim was
coterminous
with their claim
under 28
C.F.R. §
35.151. A
declaratory
judgment was
entered against
the supervisor
to the extent
another voting
system would

O142S
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have permitted
unassisted
voting. The
supervisor was
directed to have
some voting
machines
permitting
visually
impaired voters
to vote alone.
The supervisor
was directed to
procure another
system if the
county's system
was not
certified and/or
did not permit
mouth stick
voting. The
Secretary and
Director were
granted
judgment
against the
voters.

01425%
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Troiano v. United 2003 U.S. November Plaintiffs, The complaint No N/A No
Lepore States Dist. 3, 2003 disabled alleged that

District LEXIS voters, sued after the 2000
Court for 25850 defendant a elections Palm
the state county Beach County
Southern supervisor of purchased a
District of elections certain number
Florida alleging of sophisticated

discrimination voting
pursuant to the machines
Americans called the
With "Sequoia."
Disability Act, According to
42 U.S.C.S. § the voters, even
12132 et seq., though such
§ 504 of the accessible
Rehabilitation machines were
Act, 29 available, the
U.S.C.S. § 794 supervisor
et seq., and decided not to
declaratory place such
relief for the accessible
discrimination. machines in
Both sides each precinct
moved for because it
summary would slow
judgment. things down

014280
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too much. The
court found that
the voters
lacked standing
because they
failed to show
that they had
suffered an
injury in fact.
The voters also
failed to show a
likely threat of
a future injury
because there
was no
reasonable
grounds to
believe that the
audio
components of
the voting
machines
would not be
provided in the
future. The
voters also
failed to state

10	 014287l 
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an injury that
could be
redressed by a
favorable
decision,
because the
supervisor was
already using
the Sequoia
machines and
had already
trained poll
workers on the
use of the
machines.
Finally, the
action was
moot because
the Sequoia
machines had
been provided
and there was
no reasonable
expectation that
the machines
would not have
audio

11	 01428:
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components
available in the
future. The
supervisor's
motion for
summary
judgment was
granted. The
voters' motion
for summary
judgment was
denied.

Troiano v. United 382 F.3d September Plaintiff The district No N/A No
Supervisor States Court 1276; 2004 1, 2004 visually court granted
of Elections of Appeals U.S. App. impaired the election

for the LEXIS registered supervisor
Eleventh 18497 voters sued summary
Circuit defendant judgment on

county the grounds
election that the voters
supervisor, did not have
alleging that standing to
the failure to assert their
make available claims and the
audio claims were
components in moot. The
voting booths appellate court

12	 014289
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Holding 

agreed that the 
case was moot 
because the 
election 
supervisor had 
hrnished the 
requested audio 
components 
and those 
components 
were to be 
available in all 
of the county's 
voting 
precincts in 
upcoming 
elections. 
Specifically, 
the election 
supervisor had 
ceased the 
allegedly 
illegal practice 
of limiting 
access to the 
audio 
components 

Name of 
Case 

Date Statutory 
Basis (if of 
Note) 

Facts 

to assist 
persons who 
were blind or 
visually 
impaired 
violated state 
and federal 
law. The 
United States 
District Court 
for the 
Southern 
District of 
Florida 
entered 
summary 
judgment in 
favor of the 
election 
supervisor. 
The voters 
appealed. 

Court Other 
Notes 

Citation 
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voting
machines in the
future.
Therefore, the
voters' claims
were moot, and
the district
court's
dismissal was
affirmed for
lack of subject
matter
jurisdiction.
The decision
was affirmed.

Am. Ass'n United 227 F. October 16, Plaintiff Individual No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2002 organization plaintiffs were
with District 1276; 2002 of people with unable to vote
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. disabilities and unassisted with
v. Smith the Middle LEXIS certain the equipment

District of 21373 visually and currently used
Florida manually in the county or

impaired the equipment
voters filed an the county had
action against recently
defendant state purchased. In
and local order to vote,

15	 014292
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election the impaired
officials and individuals
members of a relied on the
city council, assistance of
claiming third parties.
violation of The court held
the Americans that it could not
with say that
Disabilities plaintiffs would
Act, 42 be unable to
U.S.C.S. § prove any state
12101 et seq., of facts that
and the would satisfy
Rehabilitation the ripeness
Act of 1973, and standing
and Fla. requirements.
Const. art. VI, The issue of
§ 1. whether several
Defendants Florida
filed motions statutory
to dismiss. sections were

violative of the
Florida
Constitution
were so
intertwined
with the federal

16 4142'9:=;
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claims that to
decline
supplemental
jurisdiction be
an abuse of
discretion.
Those statutes
which provided
for assistance
in voting did
not violate Fla.
Const. art. VI,
§ 1. Because
plaintiffs may
be able to
prove that
visually and
manually
impaired voters
were being
denied
meaningful
access to the
service,
program, or
activity, the
court could not

014294.
17
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say with
certainty that
they would not
be entitled to
relief under any
state of facts
which could be
proved in
support of their
claims.
Defendant
council
members were
entitled to
absolute
legislative
immunity. The
state officials'
motion to
dismiss was
granted in part
such that the
counts were
dismissed with
prejudice to the
extent plaintiffs
asserted that

18	 X1429;;
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they had been
excluded from
or denied the
benefits of a
program of
direct and
secret voting
and in part was
dismissed with
leave to amend.
The local
officials motion
to dismiss was
granted in part
such that all
counts against
the city council
members were
dismissed.

19
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Johnson v. United States 214 F. July 18, Plaintiff felons The felons had all No N/A No
Bush District Court Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendant successfully

for the 1333; state officials for completed their
Southern 2002 alleged violations terms of
District of U.S. of their incarceration and/or
Florida Dist. constitutional probation, but their

LEXIS rights. The civil rights to
14782 officials moved register and vote

and the felons had not been
cross-moved for restored. They
summary alleged that
judgment. Florida's

disenfranchisement
law violated their
rights under First,
Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and
Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to the
United States
Constitution, as
well as § 1983 and
§§ 2 and 10 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965. Each of
the felons' claims
was fatally flawed.

Q14 29 'E'
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The felons'
exclusion from
voting did not
violate the Equal
Protection or Due
Process Clauses of
the United States
Constitution. The
First Amendment
did not guarantee
felons the right to
vote. Although
there was evidence
that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on

01429
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minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the felons
to pay their victim
restitution before

• their rights would
be restored did not
constitute an
improper poll tax or
wealth
qualification. The
court granted the
officials' motion for
summary judgment
and implicitly
denied the felons'
motion. Thus, the
court dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.

Farrakhan v. United States 2000 December Plaintiffs, The felons alleged No N/A No
Locke District Court U.S. 1, 2000 convicted felons that Washington's

for the Eastern Dist. who were also felon
District of LEXIS racial minorities, disenfranchisement
Washington 22212 sued defendants and restoration of

for alleged civil rights

014299
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violations of the schemes, premised
Voting Rights Act. upon Wash. Const.
The parties filed art. VI § 3, resulted
cross--motions for in the denial of the
summary right to vote to
judgment. racial minorities in

violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in a
disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of

414300
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minorities; as a
result, minorities
were under--
represented in
Washington's
political process.
The Rooker--
Feldman doctrine
barred the felons
from bringing any
as--applied
challenges, and
even if it did not
bar such claims,
there was no
evidence that the
felons' individual
convictions were
born of
discrimination in
the criminal justice
system. However,
the felons' facial
challenge also
failed. The remedy
they sought would
create a new

014301
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constitutional
problem, allowing
disenfranchisement
only of white
felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection between
the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary judgment.

Farrakhan v. United States 338 F.3d July 25, Plaintiff inmates Upon conviction of No N/A No
Washington Court of 1009; 2003 sued defendant infamous crimes in

Appeals for the 2003 state officials, the state, (that is,
Ninth Circuit U.S. claiming that crimes punishable

App. Washington state's by death or
LEXIS felon imprisonment in a
14810 disenfranchisement state correctional

scheme constitutes facility), the
improper race-- inmates were
based vote denial disenfranchised.

01430"
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in violation of § 2 The inmates
of the Voting claimed that the
Rights Act. The disenfranchisement
United States scheme violated § 2
District Court for because the
the Eastern District criminal justice
of Washington system was biased
granted of against minorities,
summary judgment causing a
dismissing the disproportionate
inmates' claims. minority
The inmates representation
appealed. among those being

disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that
the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in

01430
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denial of the right
to vote on account
of race. Instead of
applying its novel
"by itself'
causation standard,
the district court
should have applied
a totality of the
circumstances test
that included
analysis of the
inmates'
compelling
evidence of racial
bias in
Washington's
criminal justice
system. However,
the inmates lacked
standing to
challenge the
restoration scheme
because they
presented no
evidence of their
eligibility, much

01430
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less even allege that
they were eligible
for restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored. The
court affirmed as to
the eligibility claim
but reversed and
remanded for
further proceedings
to the bias in the
criminal justice
system claim.

Muntaqim v. United States 366 F.3d April 23, Plaintiff inmate At issue was No N/A No
Coombe Court of 102; 2004 appealed a whether the VRA

Appeals for the 2004 judgment of the could be applied to
Second Circuit U.S. United States N.Y. Elec. Law§ 5-

App. District Court for -106, which
LEXIS the Northern disenfranchised
8077 District of New currently

York, which incarcerated felons
granted summary and parolees. The
judgment in favor instant court
of defendants in concluded that the
the inmate's action Voting Rights Act
alleging violation did not apply to the

014305
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of § 2 of the New York law.
Voting Rights Act Applying the Act to
of 1965. state law would

alter the traditional
balance of power
between the states
and the federal
government. The
court was not
convinced that
there was a
congruence and
proportionality
between the injury
to be prevented or
remedied (i.e., the
use of vote denial
and dilution
schemes to avoid
the strictures of the
VRA), and the
means adopted to
that end (i.e.,
prohibition of state
felon
disenfranchisement
law that resulted in

10 U1430
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vote denial or
dilution but were
not enacted with a
discriminatory
purpose). Further,
there was no clear
statement from
Congress that the
Act applied to state
felon
disenfranchisement
statutes. Inter alia,
defendants were
entitled to qualified
immunity as to
claim asserted
against them in
their personal
capacities, and to
Eleventh
Amendment
immunity to the
extent the inmate
sought damages
against defendants
in their official
capacities. The

01430'
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district court's
judgment was
affirmed.

Johnson v. United States 353 F.3d December Plaintiffs, ex-- The citizens alleged No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1287; 19, 2003 felon citizens of that Fla. Const. art.
Fla. Appeals for the 2003 Florida, on their VI, § 4 (1968) was

Eleventh U.S. own right and on racially
Circuit App. behalf of others, discriminatory and

LEXIS sought review of a violated their
25859 decision of the constitutional

United States rights. The citizens
District Court for also alleged
the Southern violations of the
District of Florida, Voting Rights Act.
which granted The court of
summary judgment appeals initially
to defendants, examined the
members of the history of Fla.
Florida Clemency Const. art. VI, § 4
Board in their (1968) and
official capacity. determined that the
The citizens citizens had
challenged the presented evidence
validity of the that historically the
Florida felon disenfranchisement
disenfranchisement provisions were
laws. motivated by a

12	 01430
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discriminatory
animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that
race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show
that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met its
burden, summary
judgment should
not have been
granted. The court
of appeals found
that the claim under
the Voting Rights
Act, also needed to

13
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be remanded for
further
proceedings. Under
a totality of the
circumstances, the
district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was
behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions. The
court affirmed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under the
equal protection
clause and for

14	 014310
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violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the
matter to the

• district court for
further
proceedings.

Fischer v. Supreme Court 145 N.H. March 24, Appellant State of Appellee was No N/A No
Governor of New 28; 749 2000 New Hampshire incarcerated at the

Hampshire A.2d challenged a ruling New Hampshire
321; of the superior State Prison on
2000 court that the felon felony convictions.
N.H. disenfranchisement When he requested
LEXIS statutes violate an absentee ballot
16 N.H. Const. pt. I, to vote from a city

Art. 11. clerk, the request
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. §
607(A)(2) (1986),

• which prohibits a
felon from voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final discharge."
The trial court

15	 014311
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declared the
disenfranchisement
statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
reviewof the article,
its constitutional
history, and
legislation pertinent
to the right of
felons to vote, the
court concluded r`
that the legislature
retained the

16	 .0.1431 ;
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authority under the
article to determine
voter qualifications
and that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority, and
reversed. Judgment
reversed because
the court concluded
that the legislature
retained its
authority under the
New Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority.

Johnson v. United States 405 F.3d April 12, Plaintiff The individuals No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1214; 2005 individuals sued argued that the

17	 0.143L
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Fla. Appeals for the 2005 defendant racial animus
Eleventh U.S. members of motivating the
Circuit App. Florida Clemency adoption of

LEXIS Board, arguing that Florida's
5945 Florida's felon disenfranchisement

disenfranchisement laws in 1868
law, Fla. Const. remained legally
art. VI, § 4 (1968), operative despite
violated the Equal the reenactment of
Protection Clause Fla. Const. art. VI,
and the Voting § 4 in 1968. The
Rights Act. The subsequent
United States reenactment
District Court for eliminated any
the Southern discriminatory taint
District of Florida from the law as
granted the originally enacted
members summary because the
judgment. A provision narrowed
divided appellate the class of
panel reversed. disenfranchised
The panel opinion individuals and was
was vacated and a amended through a
rehearing en banc deliberative
was granted. process. Moreover,

there was no
allegation of racial

18	 01431.
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discrimination at
the time of the
reenactment. Thus,
the
disenfranchisement
provision was not a
violation of the
Equal Protection
Clause and the
district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on that claim. The
argument that the
Voting Rights Act
applied to Florida's
disenfranchisement
provision was
rejected because it
raised grave
constitutional
concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a
practice that the
Fourteenth
Amendment

19
014315
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permitted the state
to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never
intended the Voting
Rights Act to reach
felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
in favor of the
members was
granted.

Mixon v. Commonwealth 759 September Respondents filed Petitioner convicted No N/A No
Commonwealth Court of A.2d 18, 2000 objections to felons were

Pennsylvania 442; petitioners' presently or had
2000 Pa. complaint seeking formerly been
Commw. declaratory relief confined in state

20	 014311:
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LEXIS as to the prison. Petitioner
534 unconstitutionality elector was

of the currently registered
Pennsylvania to vote in
Election Code, 25 respondent state.
Pa. Cons. Stat. §§ Petitioners filed a
2600 -- 3591, and complaint against
the Pennsylvania respondent state
Voter Registration seeking declaratory
Act, 25 Pa. Cons. relief challenging
Stat. §§ 961.101-- as unconstitutional,
961.5109, state election and
regarding felon voting laws that
voting rights, excluded confined

felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released
from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'

21	 01437
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complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because respondent
state had broad
power to determine
the conditions
under which
suffrage could be
exercised.
However, petitioner
elector had no
standing and the
court overruled
objection as to
deprivation of ex--
felon voting rights.
The court sustained
respondents'
objection since

22 01431
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incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting rights
were deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.

Rosello v. United States 2004 November Plaintiff voters The voters' § 1983 No N/A No
Calderon District Court U.S. 30, 2004 filed a § 1983 action against

for the District Dist. action against government
of Puerto Rico LEXIS defendant officials alleged

27216 government that absentee
officials alleging ballots for a
violations the Due gubernatorial
Process and Equal election were
Protection Clauses untimely mailed
of the U.S. Const. and that split votes,
amend. XIV, which registered
resulting from the two votes for the

23	 01(±J1c'
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invalidity of same office, were
absentee and split null. The court
ballots in a asserted jurisdiction
gubernatorial over the disparate
election. treatment claims,

which arose under
the U.S.
Constitution. The
court declined to
exercise
discretionary
abstention because
the case was not
merely a facial
attack on the
constitutionality of
a statute, but was
mainly an applied
challenge, requiring
a hearing in order
to develop the
record, and because
equal protection
and due process
were secured under
the state and federal
constitutions. The

24
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court held that the
voters had a
fundamental due
process right
created by Puerto
Rico Election Law
and suffered an
equal protection
violation in further
violation of the
U.S. Const. amend.
I right to vote,
thereby creating
their total
disenfranchisement.
The court held that
the evidence
created an
inference that the
split ballots were
not uniformly
treated and that it
was required to
examine a mixed
question of fact and
constitutional law
pursuant to federal

25	 31432
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guidelines to
determine whether
potential over votes
were invalid. The
court asserted
jurisdiction over
the voters' claims.

Woodruff v. United States 49 Fed. October 7, Plaintiffs, pro se The inmates argued No N/A No
Wyoming Court of Appx. 2002 inmates, appealed that the statute

Appeals for the 199; from an order of violated their
Tenth Circuit 2002 the United States Eighth Amendment

U.S. District Court for right and their State
App. the District of constitutional right
LEXIS Wyoming, to be free from
21060 dismissing their cruel and unusual

complaint brought punishment, their
under § 1983, equal protection
challenging Wyo. rights under the
Stat. Ann. § 6--10- Fourteenth
-106, which denied Amendment and
them, as convicted State Constitution,
felons, the right to and their federal
vote. The district and state rights to
court dismissed the due process. One
action for failure to inmate had not paid
state a claim upon the appellate filing
which relief could fee or filed a

26	 -014 32 ^:
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be granted and as motion to proceed
frivolous, on appeal without

prepayment of
costs or fees, and
his appeal was
dismissed. The
court found that
U.S. Const. amend.
XIV, § 2 had long
been held to
exclude felons from
the right to vote. It
could scarcely be
unreasonable for a
state to decide that
perpetrators of
serious crimes
should not take part
in electing the
legislators who
made the laws, the
executives who
enforced them, the
prosecutors who
tried the cases, or
the judges who
heard their cases.

27	 :.014324.
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The court also
found the dismissed
suit constituted a
"strike" under 28
U.S.C.S. § 1915(g),
although the suit
did not challenge
prison conditions
per se. One
inmate's appeal was
dismissed; the
judgment
dismissing the
other's complaint
was affirmed.

N.J. State Superior Court 381 N.J. November The Superior Court The statute at issue No N/A No
Conf.--NAACP of New Jersey, Super. 2, 2005 of New Jersey, prohibited all
v. Harvey Appellate 155; 885 Chancery Division, people on parole or

Division A.2d Union County, probation for
445; dismissed a indictable offenses
2005 complaint filed by from voting. The
N.J. plaintiff interested interested parties
Super. parties to alleged that the
LEXIS invalidate N.J. criminal justice
316 Stat. Ann. § 19:4-- system in New

1(8) on the ground Jersey
that it denied discriminated

28	 01432
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African-- against African-
Americans and Americans and
Hispanics equal Hispanics, thereby
protection of the disproportionately
law. Defendant, increasing their
the New Jersey population among
Attorney General, parolees and
moved to dismiss probationers and
the complaint for diluting their
failure to state a political power. As
claim, and said a result, the alleged
motion was that enforcement of
granted. The the statute resulted
interested parties in a denial of equal
then appealed. protection under

the state
Constitution. The
appeals court
disagreed. N.J.
Const. art. II
authorized the New
Jersey Legislature
to disenfranchise
persons convicted
of certain crimes
from voting.
Moreover, those

014325
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convicts could not
vote unless
pardoned or unless
otherwise restored
by law to the right
of suffrage. The
statute also limited
the period of
disenfranchisement
during a
defendant's actual
service on parole or
probation. Thus, it
clearly complied
with this specific
constitutional
mandate. The
judgment was
affirmed.

King v. City of United States 2004 May 13, Plaintiff inmate The inmate was No N/A No
Boston District Court U.S. 2004 filed a motion for convicted of a

for the District Dist. summary judgment felony and
of LEXIS in his action incarcerated. His
Massachusetts 8421 challenging the application for an

constitutionality of absentee ballot was
Mass. Gen. Laws denied on the
ch. 51, § 1, which ground that he was

30	
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excluded not qualified to
incarcerated felons register and vote
from voting while under Mass. Gen.
they were Laws ch. 51, § 1.
imprisoned. The inmate argued

that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him
because it
amounted to
additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the
statute was

• regulatory and not
punitive because
rational choices
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were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons disqualified
because of corrupt
elections practices,
persons under 18
years of age, as
well as incarcerated
felons. Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period of
their imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the accuracy
of their ballots.
Therefore, the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51, § 1 did not
violate the inmate's
constitutional

01432E
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rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be
constitutional and
denied the inmate's
motion for
summary judgment.

Southwest United States 278 F. August Plaintiffs, several Plaintiffs claimed No N/A No
Voter District Court Supp. 2d 15, 2003 groups, brought voters using punch-
Registration for the Central 1131; suit alleging that card machines
Educ. Project v. District of 2003 the proposed use would have a
Shelley California U.S. of "punch-card" comparatively

Dist. balloting machines lesser chance of
LEXIS in the California having their votes
14413 election would counted in violation

violate the United of the Equal
States Constitution Protection Clause
and Voting Rights and the counties
Act. Plaintiffs employing punch--
moved for an order card systems had
delaying that greater minority
election, scheduled populations thereby
for October 7, disproportionately
2003, until such disenfranchising
time as it could be and/or diluting the
conducted without votes on the basis
use of punch--card of race, in violation

33	 O1432k-
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machines. of § 2 of the Voting
Rights Act. While
the court did not
need to decide the
res judicata issue at
this juncture, there
was ample reason
to believe that
plaintiffs would
have had a difficult
time overcoming it
as they were
seeking to establish
the same
constitutional
violations alleged
in prior litigation,
but to secure an
additional remedy.
Plaintiffs failed to
prove a likelihood
of success on the
merits with regard
to both of their
claims. Even if
plaintiffs could
show disparate

U1433i
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Further
treatment, such
would not have
amounted to illegal
or unconstitutional
treatment. The
balance of
hardships weighed
heavily in favor of
allowing the
election to proceed.
The public interests
in avoiding
wholesale
disenfranchisement,
and/or not plunging
the State into a
constitutional
crisis, weighed
heavily against
enjoining the
election. Plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction
(consolidated with
plaintiffs' ex parte
application for

35	 Ol.^t33
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temporary
restraining order)
was denied.

Igartua--de la United States 417 F.3d August 3, Plaintiff, a U.S. The putative voter No N/A No
Rosa v. United Court of 145; 2005 citizen residing in had brought the
States Appeals for the 2005 Puerto Rico, same claims twice

First Circuit U.S. appealed from an before. The court
App. order of the United pointed out that
LEXIS States District U.S. law granted to
15944 Court for the the citizens of

District of Puerto states the right to
Rico, that rejected vote for the slate of
his claim that he electors to
was deprived of represent that state.
the constitutional Although modem
right to vote for ballots omitted the
President and Vice names of the
President of the electors and listed
United States, and only the candidates,
was also violative and in form it
of three treaty appeared that the
obligations of the citizens were
United States. voting for President

and Vice President
directly, they were
not, but were
voting for electors.

014332
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Puerto Rico was
not a state, and had
not been
enfranchised as the
District of
Columbia had by
the 23rd
Amendment. The
franchise for
choosing electors
was confined to
"states" by the
Constitution. The
court declined to
turn to foreign or
treaty law as a
source to reverse
the political will of
the country. The
judgment of the
district court was
affirmed.

01433.2
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United United 403 F.3d April 4, Defendant Defendant paid No N/A No
States v. States Court 347; 2005 2005 appealed his three people to
Madden of Appeals U.S. App. conviction for vote for a local

for the Sixth LEXIS violating the candidate in a
Circuit 5326 federal vote-- primary

buying election. The
statute. He same ballot
also appealed contained
the sentence candidates for
imposed by the U.S. Senate.
the United While he
States District waived his right
Court for the to appeal his
Eastern conviction, he
District of nonetheless
Kentucky at asserted two
Pikeville. The arguments in
district court seeking to avoid
applied the the waiver. He
U.S. first posited that
Sentencing the vote buying
Guidelines statute
Manual prohibited only
(Guidelines) buying votes for
§ 3B 1.1(c) federal
supervisory-- candidates----a
role prohibition not
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enhancement violated by his
and increased conduct. In the
defendant's alternative, he
base offense stated if the
level by two statute did
levels. criminalize

buying votes for
state or local
candidates, then
the statute was
unconstitutional.
Both arguments
failed.
Defendant
argued that
applying the
supervisory--
role
enhancement
constituted
impermissible
double counting
because the
supervision he
exercised was
no more than
necessary to

0
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establish a vote-
-buying offense.
That argument
also failed.
Defendant next
argued that the
district court
erred by
applying the
vulnerable--
victim
enhancement
under U.S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
3A1.1(b)(1). He
acknowledged
that he knew the
mentally ill
people who sold
their votes were
vulnerable, but
maintained they
were not victims
because they
received $50 for

O1336
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their votes. The
vote sellers
were not victims
for Guidelines
purposes. The
district court
erred.
Defendant's
appeal of
conviction was
dismissed.
Defendant's
sentence was
vacated, and the
case was
remanded for
resentencing.

United United 411 F.3d June 3, Defendant Defendant No N/A No
States v. States Court 643; 2005 2005 pled guilty to offered to pay
Slone of Appeals U.S. App. vote buying voters for voting

for the Sixth LEXIS in a federal in a primary
Circuit 10137 election. The election.

United States Defendant
District Court claimed that the
for the vote buying
Eastern statute did not
District of apply to him

1433'
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Kentucky because his
sentenced conduct related
defendant to solely to a
10 months in candidate for a
custody and county office.
recommended Alternatively,
that the defendant
sentence be asserted that the
served at an statute was
institution unconstitutional
that could because it
accommodate exceeded
defendant's Congress'
medical enumerated
needs. powers. Finally,
Defendant defendant
appealed his argued that the
conviction district court
and sentence. erred when it

failed to
consider his
medical
condition as a
ground for a
downward
departure at
sentencing. The

01433"'
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appellate court
found that the
vote buying
statute applied
to all elections
in which a
federal
candidate was
on the ballot,
and the
government
need not prove
that defendant
intended to
affect the
federal
component of
the election by
his corrupt
practices. The
facts admitted
by defendant at
his guilty-plea
hearing
established all
of the essential
elements of an

014333
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offense. The
Elections Clause
and the
Necessary and
Proper Clause
combined to

• provide
• Congress with

the power to
regulate mixed
federal and state
elections even
when federal
candidates were
running
unopposed.
There was no
error in the
district court's
decision on
departure under
U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
5H1.4.
Defendant's
conviction and

01434
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sentence were
affirmed.

United United 139 Fed. July 18, Defendants One of the No N/A No
States v. States Court Appx. 681; 2005 were defendants was
Smith of Appeals 2005 U.S. convicted of a state

for the Sixth App. vote buying representative
Circuit LEXIS and who decided to

14855 conspiracy to run for an
buy votes, elected position.
The United Defendants
States District worked together
Court for the and with others
Eastern to buy votes.
District of During
Kentucky defendants' trial,
entered in addition to
judgment on testimony
the jury regarding vote
verdict and buying,
sentenced evidence was
defendants. introduced that
Defendants two witnesses
appealed. had been

threatened. The
appellate court
found that
defendants

014341
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failed to show
evidence of
prejudice with
regard to denial
of the motion
for severance.
Threat evidence
was not
excludable
under Fed. R.
Evid. 404(b)
because it was
admissible to
show
consciousness
of guilt without
any inference as
to the character
of defendants.
Admission of
witnesses'
testimony was
proper because
each witness
testified that he
or she was
approached b a

01434`'
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member of the
conspiracy and
offered money
for his or her
vote. The
remaining
incarcerated
defendant's
challenges to his
sentence had
merit because
individuals who
sold their votes
were not
"victims" for the
purposes of U.S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual § 3
A1.1.
Furthermore,
application of
U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
3B1.1(b)
violated

10
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defendant's
Sixth
Amendment
rights because it
was based on
facts that
defendant did
not admit or
proved to the
jury beyond a
reasonable
doubt.
Defendants'
convictions
were affirmed.
The remaining
incarcerated
defendant's
sentence was
vacated and his
case was
remanded for
resentencing in
accordance with
Booker.

Nugent v. Court of 816 So. 2d April 23, Plaintiff The incumbent No N/A No
Phelps Appeal of 349; 2002 2002 incumbent argued that: (1)

iCiTO
11
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Louisiana, La. App. police chief the number of
Second LEXIS sued persons who
Circuit 1138 defendant were bribed for

challenger, their votes by
the winning the challenger's
candidate, to worker was
have the sufficient to
election change the
nullified and outcome of the
a new election; (2) the
election held trial judge failed
based on to inform
numerous potential
irregularities witnesses that
and unlawful they could be
activities by given immunity
the challenger from
and his prosecution for
supporters. bribery of voters
The if they came
challenger forth with
won the truthful
election by a testimony; (3)
margin of the votes of
four votes. At three of his
the end of the ardent
incumbent's supporters

12	 U14345
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case, the should have
district court been counted
for the because they
dismissed his were
suit. The incarcerated for
incumbent the sole purpose
appealed. of keeping them

from
campaigning
and voting; and
(4) the district
attorney, a
strong supporter
of the
challenger,
abused his
power when he
subpoenaed the
incumbent to
appear before
the grand jury a
week preceding
the election. The
appellate court
held no more
than two votes
would be

13	 01434 U
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subtracted, a
difference that
would be
insufficient to
change the
election result
or make it
impossible to
determine. The
appellate court
found the trial
judge read the
immunity
portion of the
statute to the
potential
witnesses. The
appellate court
found the arrests
of the three
supporters were
the result of
grand jury
indictments, and
there was no
manifest error in
holding that the

14	 01434`'
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incumbent
failed to prove a
scheme by the
district attorney.
The judgment of
the trial court
was affirmed.

Eason v. Court of 2005 Miss. December Defendant Defendant was No N/A No
State Appeals of App. 13, 2005 appealed a helping with his

Mississippi LEXIS decision of cousin's
1017 circuit court campaign in a

convicting run--off election
him of one for county
count of supervisor.
conspiracy to Together, they
commit voter drove around
fraud and town, picking
eight counts up various
of voter people who
fraud. were either at

congregating
spots or their
homes.
Defendant
would drive the
voters to the
clerk's office

15	 01434S,
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where they
would vote by
absentee ballot
and defendant
would give
them beer or
money.
Defendant
claimed he was
entitled to a
mistrial because
the prosecutor
advanced an
impermissible
"sending the
message"
argument. The
court held that it
was precluded
from reviewing
the entire
context in which
the argument
arose because,
while the
prosecutor's
closing

16	 01432;
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argument was in
the record, the
defense
counsel's
closing
argument was
not. Also,
because the
prosecutor's
statement was
incomplete due
to defense
counsel's
objection, the
court could not
say that the
statement made
it impossible for
defendant to
receive a fair
trial.
Furthermore,
the trial judge
did not abuse
his discretion
when he did not
allow defendant

17	 014351:
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to ask the
individual
whether she
wanted to see
defendant go to
prison because
the individual's
potential bias
was shown by
the individual's
testimony that
she expected the
prosecution to
recommend her
sentence. The
court affirmed
defendant's
conviction.

United United 2005 U.S. November Defendants Defendants No N/A No
States v. States Dist. 30, 2005 were charged argued that
Turner District LEXIS with recusal was

Court for 31709 committing mandated by 28
the Eastern mail fraud U.S.C.S. §
District of and 455(a) and
Kentucky conspiracy to (b)(1). The court

commit mail found no merit
fraud and in defendants'

18	 U1 351
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vote--buying. arguments. The
First fact that the
defendant judge's husband
filed a motion was the
to recuse. commissioner of
Second the Kentucky
defendant's Department of
motion to Environmental
join the Protection, a
motion to position to
recuse was which he was
granted. First appointed by the
defendant Republican
moved to Governor, was
compel the not relevant.
Government The judge's
to grant husband was
testimonial neither a party
use immunity nor a witness.
to second The court
defendant and further
moved to concluded that
sever no reasonable
defendants. person could

find that the
judge's spouse
had any direct

19	 014354'
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interest in the
instant action.
As for issue of
money donated
by the judge's
husband to
Republican
opponents of
first defendant,
the court could
not discern any
reason why such
facts warranted
recusal. First
defendant
asserted that
second
defendant
should have
been granted
use immunity
based on a
belief that
second
defendant would
testify that first
defendant did

20
01435:.
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not agree to,
possess
knowledge of,
engage in, or
otherwise
participate in
any of the
illegal activity
alleged in the
indictment. The
court found the
summary of
expected
testimony to be
too general to
grant immunity.
In addition, it
was far from
clear whether
the court had the
power to grant
testimonial use
immunity to
second
defendant.
Defendants'
motion to recuse

21	 ')1435
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was denied.
First defendant's
motions to
compel and to
sever were
denied.

O1(±35;
22
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Ways v. Supreme Court 264 Neb. July 5, Appellant felon The felon was No N/A No
Shively of Nebraska 250; 646 2002 filed a writ of discharged from

N.W.2d mandamus, which the Nebraska State
621; sought to compel Penitentiary in
2002 appellee Election June 1998 after
Neb. Commissioner of completing his
LEXIS Lancaster County, sentences for the
158 Nebraska, to crimes of

permit him to pandering,
register to vote, carrying a
The District Court concealed weapon
for Lancaster and attempting to
County denied the possess a
felon's petition for controlled
writ of mandamus substance. The
and dismissed the commissioner
petition. The felon asserted that as a
appealed. result of the felon's

conviction, the
sentence for which
had neither been
reversed nor
annulled, he had
lost his right to
vote. The
commissioner
contended that the

014350
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only method by
which the felon's
right to vote could
be restored was
through a warrant
of discharge issued
by the Nebraska
Board of Pardons--
-a warrant of
discharge had not
been issued. The
supreme court
ruled that the
certificate of
discharge issued to
the felon upon his
release did not
restore his right to
vote. The supreme
court ruled that as
a matter of law, the
specific right to
vote was not
restored to the
felon upon his
discharge from
incarceration at the

O1^t35`1'
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completion of his
sentences. The
judgment was
affirmed.

Fischer v. Supreme Court 145 N.H. March 24, Appellant State of Appellee was No N/A No
Governor of New 28; 749 2000 New Hampshire incarcerated at the

Hampshire A.2d challenged a ruling New Hampshire
321; of the superior State Prison on
2000 court that the felon felony convictions.
N.H. disenfranchisement When he requested
LEXIS statutes violate an absentee ballot
16 N.H. Const. pt. I, to vote from a city

Art. 11. clerk, the request
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. §
607(A)(2) (1986),
which prohibits a
felon from voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final
discharge." The
trial court declared
the
disenfranchisement

0143.5
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statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
review of the
article, its
constitutional
history, and
legislation
pertinent to the
right of felons to
vote, the court
concluded that the
legislature retained
the authority under

014352Ku<z,
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the article to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable
exercise of
legislative
authority, and
reversed. Judgment
reversed because
the court
concluded that the
legislature retained
its authority under
the New
Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable
exercise of
legislative

014360.
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authority.
Mixon v. Commonwealth 759 September Respondents filed Petitioner No N/A No
Commonwealth Court of A.2d 18, 2000 objections to convicted felons

Pennsylvania 442; petitioners' were presently or
2000 Pa. complaint seeking had formerly been
Commw. declaratory relief confined in state
LEXIS as to the prison. Petitioner
534 unconstitutionality elector was

of the currently
Pennsylvania registered to vote
Election Code, 25 in respondent state.
Pa. Cons. Stat. §§ Petitioners filed a
2600 -- 3591, and complaint against
the Pennsylvania respondent state
Voter Registration seeking
Act, 25 Pa. Cons. declaratory relief
Stat. § § 961.101-- challenging as
961.5109, unconstitutional,
regarding felon state election and
voting rights, voting laws that

excluded confined
felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released

014 3'6
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from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'
complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because
respondent state
had broad power to
determine the
conditions under
which suffrage
could be exercised.
However,
petitioner elector
had no standing

01362
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and the court
overruled
objection as to
deprivation of ex--
felon voting rights.
The court
sustained
respondents'
objection since
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting
rights were
deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.

NAACP United States 2000 August Plaintiffs moved Plaintiffs, ex-- No N/A No
Philadelphia District Court U.S. 14, 2000 for a preliminar felon,

01436:
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Branch v. for the Eastern Dist. injunction, which unincorporated
Ridge District of LEXIS the parties agreed association, and

Pennsylvania 11520 to consolidate with others, filed a civil
the merits rights suit against
determination for a defendant state and
permanent local officials,
injunction, in contending that the
plaintiffs' civil Pennsylvania
rights suit Voter Registration
contending that the Act, violated the
Pennsylvania Equal Protection
Voter Registration Clause by
Act, offended the prohibiting some
Equal Protection ex--felons from
Clause of U.S. voting during the
Const. amend. five year period
XIV. following their

release from
prison, while
permitting other
ex--felons to vote.
Plaintiffs conceded
that one plaintiff
lacked standing,
and the court
assumed the
remaining

01436:.
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plaintiffs had
standing. The court
found that all that
all three of the
special
circumstances
necessary to
invoke the Pullman
doctrine were
present in the case,
but found that
abstention was not
appropriate under
the circumstances
since it did not
agree with
plaintiffs'
contention that the
time constraints
caused by the
upcoming election
meant that the
option of pursuing
their claims in
state court did not
offer plaintiffs an
adequate remedy.

0	 01 361
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Plaintiffs motion
for permanent
injunction denied;
the court abstained
from deciding
merits of plaintiffs'
claims under the
Pullman doctrine
because all three of
the special
circumstances
necessary to
invoke the doctrine
were present in the
case; all further
proceedings stayed
until further order.

Farrakhan v. United States 2000 December Plaintiffs, The felons alleged No N/A No
Locke District Court U.S. 1, 2000 convicted felons that Washington's

for the Eastern Dist. who were also felon
District of LEXIS racial minorities, disenfranchisement
Washington 22212 sued defendants and restoration of

for alleged civil rights
violations of the schemes, premised
Voting Rights Act. upon Wash. Const.
The parties filed art. VI § 3, resulted
cross--motions for in the denial of the

11	 01436[
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summary right to vote to
judgment. racial minorities in

violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in
a disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of
minorities; as a
result, minorities
were under--
reresented in

12
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Washington's
political process.
The Rooker--
Feldman doctrine
barred the felons
from bringing any
as--applied
challenges, and
even if it did not
bar such claims,
there was no
evidence that the
felons' individual
convictions were
born of
discrimination in
the criminal justice
system. However,
the felons' facial
challenge also
failed. The remedy
they sought would
create a new
constitutional
problem, allowing
disenfranchisement
only of white

13
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felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection
between the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary
judgment.

Johnson v. United States 214 F. July 18, Plaintiff felons The felons had all No N/A No
Bush District Court Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendant successfully

for the 1333; state officials for completed their
Southern 2002 alleged violations terms of
District of U.S. of their incarceration
Florida Dist. constitutional and/or probation,

LEXIS rights. The but their civil
14782 officials moved rights to register

and the felons and vote had not
cross-moved for been restored.
summary They alleged that
judgment. Florida's

disenfranchisement

14	 014369
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law violated their
rights under First,
Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and
Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to
the United States
Constitution, as
well as § 1983 and
§2 and l0 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965. Each of
the felons' claims
was fatally flawed.
The felons'
exclusion from
voting did not
violate the Equal
Protection or Due
Process Clauses of
the United States
Constitution. The
First Amendment
did not guarantee
felons the right to
vote. Although
there was evidence

15
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that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on
minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the
felons to pay their
victim restitution
before their rights
would be restored
did not constitute
an improper poll
tax or wealth
qualification. The
court granted the

16	 014371
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officials' motion
for summary
judgment and
implicitly denied
the felons' motion.
Thus, the court
dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.

King v. City of United States 2004 May 13, Plaintiff inmate The inmate was No N/A No
Boston District Court U.S. 2004 filed a motion for convicted of a

for the District Dist. summary judgment felony and
of LEXIS in his action incarcerated. His
Massachusetts 8421 challenging the application for an

constitutionality of absentee ballot was
Mass. Gen. Laws denied on the
ch. 51, § 1, which ground that he was
excluded not qualified to
incarcerated felons register and vote
from voting while under Mass. Gen.
they were Laws ch. 51, § 1.
imprisoned. The inmate argued

that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him
because it
amounted to

17
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additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the
statute was
regulatory and not
punitive because
rational choices
were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons
disqualified
because of corrupt
elections practices,
persons under 18

18	 0143?'
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years of age, as
well as
incarcerated
felons.
Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period
of their
imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the
accuracy of their
ballots. Therefore,
the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51, § 1 did not
violate the inmate's
constitutional
rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be
constitutional and
denied the inmate's

19	
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motion for
summary
judgment.

Hayden v. United States 2004 June 14, In a 42 U.S.C.S. § The felons sued No N/A No
Pataki District Court U.S. 2004 1983 action filed defendants,

for the Dist. by plaintiffs, black alleging that N.Y.
Southern LEXIS and latino Const. art. II, § 3
District of New 10863 convicted felons, and N.Y. Elec.
York alleging that N.Y. Law § 5--106(2)

Const. art. II, § 3 unlawfully denied
and N.Y. Elec. suffrage to
Law § 5--106(2) incarcerated and
were paroled felons on
unconstitutional, account of their
defendants, New race. The court
York's governor granted defendants'
and the motion for
chairperson of the judgment on the
board of elections, pleadings on the
moved for felons' claims
judgment on the under U.S. Const.
pleadings under amend. XIV, XV
Fed. R. Civ. P. because their
12(c). factual allegations

were insufficient
from which to
draw an inference

20	 014376
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that the challenged
provisions or their
predecessors were
enacted with
discriminatory
intent, and because
denying suffrage to
those who received
more severe
punishments, such
as a term of
incarceration, and
not to those who
received a lesser
punishment, such
as probation, was
not arbitrary. The
felons' claims
under 42 U.S.C.S.
§ 1973 were
dismissed because
§ 1973 could not
be used to
challenge the
legality of N.Y.
Elec. Law § 5--
106. Defendants'

21	 014371;
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motion was
granted as to the
felons' claims
under 42 U.S.C.S.
§ 1971 because §
1971 did not
provide for a
private right of
action, and
because the felons
were not
"otherwise
qualified to vote."
The court also
granted defendants'
motion on the
felons' U.S. Const.
amend. I claim
because it did not
guarantee a felon
the right to vote.
Defendants'
motion for
judgment on the
pleadings was
granted in the
felons'	 1983

22	 O13 fl
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action.
Farrakhan v. United States 338 F.3d July 25, Plaintiff inmates Upon conviction of No N/A No
Washington Court for 1009; 2003 sued defendant infamous crimes in

Appeals for the 2003 state officials, the state, (that is,
Ninth Circuit U.S. claiming that crimes punishable

App. Washington state's by death or
LEXIS felon imprisonment in a
14810 disenfranchisement state correctional

scheme constitutes facility), the
improper race-- inmates were
based vote denial disenfranchised.
in violation of § 2 The inmates
of the Voting claimed that the
Rights Act. The disenfranchisement
United States scheme violated §
District Court for 2 because the
the Eastern District criminal justice
of Washington system was biased
granted of against minorities,
summary judgment causing a
dismissing the disproportionate
inmates' claims. minority
The inmates representation
appealed. among those being

disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that

23	 014370
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the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in
denial of the right
to vote on account
of race. Instead of
applying its novel
"by itself'
causation standard,
the district court
should have
applied a totality
of the
circumstances test
that included
analysis of the
inmates'
compelling
evidence of racial

24	
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bias in
Washington's
criminal justice
system. However,
the inmates lacked
standing to
challenge the
restoration scheme
because they
presented no
evidence of their
eligibility, much
less even allege
that they were
eligible for
restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored.
The court affirmed
as to the eligibility
claim but reversed
and remanded for
further
proceedings to the
bias in the criminal
justice system
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claim.
In re Phillips Supreme Court 265 Va. January The circuit court, More than five No N/A No

of Virginia 81; 574 10, 2003 entered ajudgment years earlier, the
S.E.2d in which it former felon was
270; declined to convicted of the
2003 Va. consider petitioner felony of making a
LEXIS former felon's false written
10 petition for statement incident

approval of her to a firearm
request to seek purchase. She then
restoration of her petitioned the trial
eligibility to court asking it to
register to vote, approve her
The former felon request to seek
appealed. restoration of her

eligibility to
register to vote.
Her request was
based on Va. Code
Ann. § 53.1--
231.2, allowing
persons convicted
of non--violent
felonies to petition
a trial court for
approval of a
request to seek

26	
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restoration of
voting rights. The
trial court
declined. It found
that Va. Code Ann.
§ 53.1--231.2
violated
constitutional
separation of
powers principles
since it gave the
trial court powers
belonging to the
governor. It also
found that even if
the statute was
constitutional, it
was fundamentally
flawed for not
providing notice to
respondent
Commonwealth
regarding a
petition. After the
petition was
denied, the state
supreme court

27	 014382
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found the
separation of
powers principles
were not violated
since the statute
only allowed the
trial court to
determine if an
applicant met the
requirements to
have voting
eligibility restored.
It also found the
statute was not
fundamentally
flawed since the
Commonwealth
was not an
interested party
entitled to notice.
OUTCOME: The
judgment was
reversed and the
case was remanded
for further
proceedings.

Howard v. United States 2000 February Appellant Appellant was No N/A No

28	 014383
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Gilmore Court of U.S. 23, 2000 challenged the disenfranchised by
Appeals for the App. United States the
Fourth Circuit LEXIS District Court for Commonwealth of

2680 the Eastern District Virginia following
of Virginia's order his felony
summarily conviction. He
dismissing his challenged that
complaint, related decision by suing
to his inability to the
vote as a convicted Commonwealth
felon, for failure to under the U.S.
state a claim upon Const. amends. I,
which relief can be XIV, XV, XIX,
granted. and XXIV, and

under the Voting
Rights Act of
1965. The lower
court summarily
dismissed his
complaint under
Fed. R. Civ. P.
12(b)(6) for failure
to state a claim.
Appellant
challenged. The
court found U.S.
Const. amend. I

29	 014381
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created no private
right of action for
seeking
reinstatement of
previously
canceled voting
rights, U.S. Const.
amends. XIV, XV,
XIX, and the VRA
required either
gender or race
discrimination,
neither of which
appellant asserted,
and the U.S. Const.
amend. XXIV,
while prohibiting
the imposition of
poll taxes, did not
prohibit the
imposition of a
$10 fee for
reinstatement of
appellant's civil
rights, including
the right to vote.
Consequently,

30	 01435 5
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appellant failed to
state a claim. The
court affirmed,
finding that none
of the
constitutional
provisions
appellant relied on
were properly pled
because appellant
failed to assert that
either his race or
gender were
involved in the
decisions to deny
him the vote.
Conditioning
reestablishment of
his civil rights on a
$10 fee was not
unconstitutional.

Johnson v. United States 353 F.3d December Plaintiffs, ex-- The citizens No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1287; 19, 2003 felon citizens of alleged that Fla.
Fla. Appeals for the 2003 Florida, on their Const. art. VI, § 4

Eleventh U.S. own right and on (1968) was racially
Circuit App. behalf of others, discriminatory and

LEXIS sought review of a violated their

31	 0143S
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25859 decision of the constitutional
United States rights. The citizens
District Court for also alleged
the Southern violations of the
District of Florida, Voting Rights Act.
which granted The court initially
summary judgment examined the
to defendants, history of Fla.
members of the Const. art. VI, § 4
Florida Clemency (1968) and
Board in their determined that the
official capacity. citizens had
The citizens presented evidence
challenged the that historically the
validity of the disenfranchisement
Florida felon provisions were
disenfranchisement motivated by a
laws. discriminatory

animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that
race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show

014 3 S'1
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that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met
its burden,
summary judgment
should not have
been granted. The
court found that
the claim under the
Voting Rights Act,
also needed to be
remanded for
further
proceedings.
Under a totality of
the circumstances,
the district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was

33	 01438
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behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions, in
violation of the
Voting Rights Act.
The court affirmed

• the district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under the
equal protection
clause and for
violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the
matter to the
district court for
further
proceedings.

State v. Black Court of 2002 September In 1997, petitioner The appellate No	 • N/A No
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Appeals of Tenn. 26, 2002 was convicted of court's original
Tennessee App. forgery and opinion found that

LEXIS sentenced to the petitioner had not
696 penitentiary for lost his right to

two years, but was hold public office
immediately because Tennessee
placed on law removed that
probation. He right only from
subsequently convicted felons
petitioned the who were
circuit court for "sentenced to the
restoration of penitentiary." The
citizenship. The trial court's
trial court restored amended judgment
his citizenship made it clear that
rights. The State petitioner was in
appealed. The fact sentenced to
appellate court the penitentiary.
issued its opinion, Based upon this
but granted the correction to the
State's motions to record, the
supplement the appellate court
record and to found that
rehear its decision. petitioner's

sentence to the
penitentiary
resulted in the

35	 01439L
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forfeiture of his
right to seek and
hold public office
by operation of
Tenn. Code Ann. §
40-20--114.
However, the
appellate court
concluded that this
new information
did not requires a
different outcome
on the merits of the
issue of restoration
of his citizenship
rights, including
the right to seek
and hold public
office. The
appellate court
adhered to its
conclusion that the
statutory
presumption in
favor of the
restoration was not
overcome by a
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showing, by a
preponderance of
the evidence, of
good cause to deny
the petition for
restoration of
citizenship rights.
The appellate court
affirmed the
restoration of
petitioner's right to
vote and reversed
the denial of his
right to seek and
hold public office.
His full rights of
citizenship were
restored.

Johnson v. United States 405 F.3d April 12, Plaintiff The individuals No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1214; 2005 individuals sued argued that the
Fla. Appeals for the 2005 defendant racial animus

Eleventh U.S. members of motivating the
Circuit App. Florida Clemency adoption of

LEXIS Board, arguing that Florida's
5945 Florida's felon disenfranchisement

disenfranchisement laws in 1868
law, Fla. Const. remained legally

37
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art. VI, § 4 (1968), operative despite
violated the Equal the reenactment of
Protection Clause Fla. Const. art. VI,
and 42 U.S.C.S. § § 4 in 1968. The
1973. The United subsequent
States District reenactment
Court for the eliminated any
Southern District discriminatory
of Florida granted taint from the law
the members as originally
summary enacted because
judgment. A the provision
divided appellate narrowed the class
panel reversed, of disenfranchised
The panel opinion individuals and
was vacated and a was amended
rehearing en banc through a
was granted. deliberative

process. Moreover,
there was no
allegation of racial
discrimination at
the time of the
reenactment. Thus,
the
disenfranchisement
provision was not
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a violation of the
Equal Protection
Clause and the
district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on that claim. The
argument that 42
U.S.C.S. § 1973
applied to Florida's
disenfranchisement
provision was
rejected because it
raised grave
constitutional
concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a
practice that the
Fourteenth
Amendment
permitted the state
to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never

39	
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intended the
Voting Rights Act
to reach felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
in favor of the
members was
granted.

40
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Jenkins v. Court of 883 So. 2d October 8, Petitioner, a The trial court No N/A No
Williamson- Appeal of 537; 2004 2004 candidate for found that the
Butler Louisiana, La. App. a parish voting

Fourth LEXIS juvenile machines were
Circuit 2433 court not put into

judgeship, service until
failed to two, four, and,
qualify for a in many
runoff instances, eight
election. She hours after the
filed suit statutorily
against mandated
defendant, starting hour
the clerk of which
criminal constituted
court for the serious
parish irregularities so
seeking a as to deprive
new election, voters from
based on freely
grounds of expressing their
substantial will. It was
irregularities, impossible to
The district determine the
court ruled number of
in favor of voters that were
the candidate affected by the

014391
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and ordered late start up or
the holding late arrival of
of a voting
restricted machines,
citywide making it
election. The impossible to
clerk determine the
appealed. result. The

appellate court
agreed that the
irregularities
were so serious
that the trial
court's voiding
the election and
calling a new
election was the
proper remedy.
Judgment
affirmed.

Hester . v. Court of 882 So. 2d October 8, Petitioner, The candidate No N/A No
McKeithen Appeal of 1291; 2004 2004 school board argued that the

Louisiana, La. App. candidate, trial court erred
Fourth LEXIS filed suit in not setting
Circuit 2429 against aside the

defendants, election, even
Louisiana after

014397
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Secretary of acknowledging
State and in its reasons
district court for judgment
clerk, numerous
contesting irregularities
the school with the
board election
election process. The
results. The appellate court
trial court ruled that had
rendered the
judgment irregularities
against the not occurred
candidate, the outcome
finding no would have
basis for the been exactly
election to the same.
be declared Judgment
void. The affirmed.
candidate
appealed.

In re Supreme 88 Ohio St. March 29, Appellant Appellant No N/A No
Election Court of 3d 258; 2000 sought contended that
Contest of Ohio 2000 Ohio review of the an election
Democratic 325; 725 judgment of irregularity
Primary N.E.2d 271; the court of occurred when
Election 2000 Ohio common the board failed

- 014339
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Held May 4, LEXIS 607 pleas to meet and act
1999 denying his by majority

election vote on another
contest candidate's
challenging withdrawal,
an instead
opponent's permitting its
nomination employees to
for election make decisions.
irregularity. Appellant had

to prove by
clear and
convincing
evidence that
one or more
election
irregularities
occurred and it
affected enough
votes to change
or make
uncertain the
result of the
election.
Judgment
affirmed. The
appellant did
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not establish
election
irregularity by
the board's
actions on the
candidate's
withdrawal, the
board acted
diligently and
exercised its
discretion in
keeping the
candidate's
name on the
ballot and
notifying
electors of his
withdrawal.

In re Supreme 2001 SD May 23, Appellant The burden was No N/A No
Election Court of 62; 628 2001 sought on appellants to
Contest As South N.W.2d review of the show not only
to Dakota 336; 2001 judgment of that voting
Watertown S.D. LEXIS the circuit irregularities
Special 66 court occurred, but
Referendum declaring a also show that
Election local election those

valid and irregularities
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declining to were so
order a new egregious that
election. the will of the

voters was
suppressed.
Appellants did

• not meet their
• burden, as mere

inconvenience
or delay in
voting was not
enough to
overturn the
election.
Judgment
affirmed.

Jones v. Supreme 279 Ga. June 30, Defendant After the No N/A No
Jessup Court of 531; 615 2005 incumbent candidate lost

Georgia S.E.2d 529; appealed a the sheriffs
2005 Ga. judgment by election to the
LEXIS 447 the trial incumbent, he

court that contested the
invalidated election,
an election asserting that
for the there were
position of sufficient
sheriff and irregularities to

- 014401.
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

ordered that place in doubt
a new the election
election be results. The
held based state supreme
on plaintiff court held that
candidate's the candidate
election failed to prove
contest. substantial

error in the
votes cast by
the witnesses
adduced at the
hearing who
voted at the
election.
Although the
candidate's
evidence
reflected the
presence of
some
irregularities,
not every
irregularity
invalidated the
vote. The
absentee ballots

0144022
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

were only to be
rejected where
the electors
failed to furnish
required
information.
Because the
ballots cast by
the witnesses
substantially
complied with
all of the
essential
requirements of
the form, the
trial court erred
by finding that
they should not
have been
considered. The
candidate failed
to establish
substantial
error in the
votes.
Judgment
reversed.

Oi440
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louver v. Supreme 2000 OK December Petitioner The court held No N/A No
Thompson Court of 98; 17 P.3d 21, 2000 challenged a recount of

Oklahoma 464; 2000 an order of votes cast in an
Okla. the district election could
LEXIS 101 court occur when the

denying his ballots had
motion to been preserved
compel a in the manner
recount of prescribed by
votes from statute. The
an election. trial court noted

when the
ballots had not
been preserved
in such a
manner, no
recount would
be conducted.
The court
further noted a
petition
alleging
irregularities in
an election
could be based
upon an
allegation that

oi44O.
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

it was
impossible to
determine with
mathematical
certainty which
candidate was
entitled to be
issued a
certificate of
election. The
Oklahoma
supreme court
held petitioner
failed to show
that the actual
votes counted
in the election
were tainted
with
irregularity, and
similarly failed
to show a
statutory right
to a new
election based
upon a failure
to preserve the

10 01440:^
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Further

ballots.
Judgment
affirmed.

Adkins v. Supreme 755 So. 2d February Plaintiff The issue No N/A No
Huckabay Court of 206; 2000 25, 2000 candidate presented for

Louisiana La. LEXIS challenged the appellate
504 judgment of court's

court of determination
appeal, was whether
second the absentee
circuit, voting
which irregularities
reversed the plaintiff
lower court's candidate
judgment complained of
and declared rendered it
defendant impossible to
candidate determine the
winner of a outcome of the
runoff election for
election for sheriff. The
sheriff. Louisiana

supreme court
concluded that
the lower court
had applied the
correct

11	 01440
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

standard,
substantial
compliance, to
the election
irregularities,
but had erred in
its application
by concluding
that the
contested
absentee ballots
substantially
complied with
the statutory
requirements.
The supreme
court found that
in applying
substantial
compliance to
five of the
ballot
irregularities,
the trial court
correctly
vacated the
general election

12	 U1/14-0`7
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Other
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Further

and set it aside
because those
absentee ballots
should have
been
disqualified.
Because of the
constitutional
guarantee to
secrecy of the
ballot and the
fact that the
margin of
victory in the
runoff election
was three votes,
it was
impossible to
determine the
result of the
runoff election.
Thus, the
supreme court
ordered a new
general
election.
Judgment of the

13
U1440
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court of appeals
reversed.

In re Gray-- Supreme 164 N.J. June 30, Appellants, The New Jersey No N/A No
Sadler Court of 468; 753 2000 write--in supreme court

New Jersey A.2d 1101; candidates held that the
2000 N.J. for the votes that were
LEXIS 668 offices of rejected by

mayor and election
borough officials did not
council, result from the
appealed the voters' own
judgment of errors, but from
the superior the election
court, officials'
appellate noncompliance
division with statutory
reversing the requirements.
trial court's In other words,
decision to the voters were
set aside the provided with
election patently
results for inadequate
those offices instructions and
due to defective
irregularities voting
related to the machines.
write--in Moreover,

14	 01 too 9
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Other
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Further

instructions appellants met
and defective the statutory
voting requirement for
machines. successfully

contesting the
election results
by showing that
enough
qualified voters
were denied the
right to cast
write--in votes
as to affect the
outcome of the
election.
Judgment
reversed and
the state trial
court's decision
reinstated.

Goodwin v. Territorial 43 V.I. 89; December Plaintiff Plaintiff alleged No N/A No
St. Thomas- Court of the 2000 V.I. 13, 2000 political that defendants
-St. John Virgin LEXIS 15 candidate counted
Bd. of Islands alleged that unlawful
Elections certain absentee ballots

general that lacked
election postmarks,

15	 o144ic
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Further

absentee were not signed
ballots or notarized,
violated were in
territorial unsealed and/or
election law, torn envelopes,
and that the and were in
improper envelopes
inclusion of containing
such ballots more than one
by ballot. Prior to
defendants, tabulation of
election the absentee
board and ballots, plaintiff
supervisor, was leading
resulted in intervenor for
plaintiffs the final senate
loss of the position, but
election. the absentee
Plaintiff sued ballots entitled
defendants intervenor to
seeking the position.
invalidation The territorial
of the court held that
absentee plaintiff was
ballots and not entitled to
certification relief since he
of the failed to

16	 01441JL
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Case be
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Further

election establish that
results the alleged
tabulated absentee voting
without such irregularities
ballots, would require

invalidation of
a sufficient
number of
ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots
constituted a
technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus
substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly

01441'
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counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
envelope and a
loose ballot
were in the
same outer
envelope, the
one vote
involved did
not change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities
were without
merit since
ballots without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted,
and ballots
without
notarized
signatures were

18	 01441
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proper.
Johnson v. Supreme 2005 NY October 21, In a Finding that the
Lopez-- Court of Slip Op 2005 proceeding candidate had
Torres New York, 7825; 2005 for a re-- waived her

Appellate N.Y. App. canvass of right to
Division, Div. LEXIS certain challenge the
Second 11276 affidavit affidavit ballots
Department ballots cast and had not

in the sufficiently
Democratic established her
Party claim of
primary irregularities to
election for warrant a
the public hearing, the
office of trial court
surrogate, denied her
the supreme petition and
court denied declared the
appellant opponent the
candidate's winner of the
petition primary.
requesting However, on
the same and appeal, the
declared appellate
appellee division held
opponent the that no waiver
winner of occurred.

19	 01441
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Further

that election. Moreover,
because
hundreds of
apparently
otherwise
eligible voters
failed to fill in
their party
enrollment
and/or prior
address, it
could be
reasonably
inferred that
these voters
were misled
thereby into
omitting the
required
information.
Finally, the
candidate failed
to make a
sufficient
showing of
voting
irregularities in

01441520 
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the machine
vote to require
a hearing on
that issue.
Judgment
reversed.

Ex parte Supreme 843 So. 2d August 23, Petitioner The issuance of No N/A No
Avery Court of 137; 2002 2002 probate a writ of

Alabama Ala. LEXIS judge moved mandamus was
239 for a writ of appropriate.

mandamus The district
directing a attorney had a
circuit judge right to the
to vacate his election
order materials
requiring the because he was
probate conducting a
judge to criminal
transfer all investigation of
election the last
materials to election.
the circuit Furthermore,
clerk and the circuit
holding him judge had no
in contempt jurisdiction or
for failing to authority to
do so. The issue an order

21	 U14.41C
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Other
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Further

probate directing that
judge also the election
requested materials be
that said given to the
material be clerk. The
turned over district attorney
to the district received
attorney, several claims
pursuant to of irregularities
an in the election,
outstanding some of which
subpoena. could constitute

voter fraud.
Petition granted
and writ issued.

Harpole v. Supreme 908 So. 2d August 4, After his loss The candidate No N/A No
Kemper Court of 129; 2005 2005 in a primary alleged the
County Mississippi Miss. election for sheriff had his
Democratic LEXIS 463 the office of deputies
Exec. sheriff, transport
Comm. appellant prisoners to the

candidate polls, felons
sued voted, and the
appellees, a absentee voter
political law was
party's breached. The
executive committee

22	 014417
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Other
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Further

committee agreed with the
and the last contention
incumbent and threw out
sheriff, the absentee
alleging ballots (seven
irregularities percent of votes
in the cast); after a
election. The recount, the
circuit court sheriff still
dismissed prevailed. The
the trial court
candidate's dismissed the
petition for case due to
judicial alleged defects
review with in the petition;
prejudice. in the
He appealed. alternative, it

held that the
candidate failed
to sufficiently
allege
violations and
irregularities in
the election.
The supreme
court held that
the petition was

23
01441
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not defective.
Disqualification
of seven
percent of the
total votes was
not substantial
enough so as to
cause the will
of the voters to
be impossible
to discern and
to warrant a
special election,
and there were
not enough
illegal votes
cast for the
sheriff to
change the
outcome. A
blanket
allegation
implying that
the sheriff had
deputies
transport
prisoners to the

24	 014416,
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polls was not
supported by
credible
evidence.
Judgment
affirmed.

25	 01442(
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Townson v. Supreme 2005 Ala. December The circuit The voters and No N/A No
Stonicher Court of LEXIS 214 9, 2005 court the incumbent

Alabama overturned the all challenged
results of a the judgment
mayoral entered by the
election after trial court
reviewing the arguing that it
absentee ballots impermissibly
cast for said included or
election, excluded certain
resulting in a votes. The
loss for appeals court
appellant agreed with the
incumbent voters that the
based on the trial court
votes received should have
from appellee excluded the
voters. The votes of those
incumbent voters for the
appealed, and incumbent who
the voters included an
cross--appealed. improper form
In the of identification
meantime, the with their
trial court absentee ballots.
stayed It was
enforcement of undisputed that
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Further

its judgment at least 30
pending absentee voters
resolution of who voted for
the appeal. the incumbent

provided with
their absentee
ballots a form of
identification
that was not
proper under
Alabama law.
As a result, the
court further
agreed that the
trial court erred
in allowing
those voters to
somewhat
"cure" that
defect by
providing a
proper form of
identification at
the trial of the
election contest,
because, under
those

014422L L4
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Further

circumstances,
it was difficult
to conclude that
those voters
made an honest
effort to comply
with the law.
Moreover, to
count the votes
of voters who
failed to comply
with the
essential
requirement of
submitting
proper
identification
with their
absentee ballots
had the effect of
disenfranchising
qualified
electors who
choose not to
vote but rather
than to make the
effort to comply

0144
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Further

with the
absentee--voting
requirements.
The judgment
declaring the
incumbent's
opponent the
winner was
affirmed. The
judgment
counting the
challenged
votes in the
final tally of
votes was
reversed, and
said votes were
subtracted from
the incumbents
total, and the
stay was
vacated. All
other arguments
were rendered
moot as a result.

ACLU of United 2004 U.S. October 29, Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
Minn. v. States Dist. 2004 voters and that Minn. Stat.

01412{.'.
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Kiffineyer District LEXIS associations, § 201.061 was
Court for 22996 filed for a inconsistent
the District temporary with the Help
of restraining America Vote
Minnesota order pursuant Act because it

to Fed. R. Civ. did not
P. 65, against authorize the
defendant, voter to
Minnesota complete
Secretary of registration
State, either by a
concerning "current and
voter valid photo
registration. identification"

or by use of a
current utility
bill, bank
statement,
government
check,
paycheck, or
other
government
document that
showed the
name and
address of the
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Other
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Further

individual. The
Secretary
advised the
court that there
were less than
600 voters who
attempted to
register by mail
but whose
registrations
were deemed
incomplete. The
court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on their
claim that the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. §
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
Fourteenth

014426
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Amendment of
the United
States
Constitution
insofar as it did
not also
authorize the
use of a
photographic
tribal
identification
card by
American
Indians who do
not reside on
their tribal
reservations.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on their
claims that
Minn. R.
8200.5100,

01442'?
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violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
United States
Constitution. A
temporary
restraining order
was entered.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 filed suit instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. against election

the LEXIS defendant, officials to issue
Northern 20926 Ohio's provisional
District of Secretary of ballots to first--
Ohio State, claiming time voters who

that a directive registered by
issued by the mail but did not
Secretary provide
contravened the documentary
provisions of identification at
the Help the polling place
America Vote on election day.
Act. The When
Secretary filed submitting a
a motion to provisional

014421'
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dismiss. ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the
last four digits
of his social
security
number. If he
did not know
either number,
he could
provide it before
the polls closed.
If he did not do
so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable

U144?9
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requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the
identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were
voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the

10	 01443(.,
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burden of
proving their
identity-was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,
even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable. The
court granted
the Secretary's
motion to
dismiss.

11	
014431_
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New York v. United 82 F. February 8, Plaintiffs In their No N/A No
County of States Supp. 2d 2000 brought a complaint
Del. District 12; 2000 claim in the plaintiffs

Court for the U.S. Dist. district court alleged that
Northern LEXIS under the defendants
District of 1398 Americans violated the
New York With ADA by

Disabilities Act making the
and filed a voting
motion for a locations
preliminary inaccessible to
injunction and disabled
motion for persons and
leave to amend asked for a
their preliminary
complaint, and injunction
defendants requiring
were ordered defendants to
to show cause come into
why a compliance
preliminary before the next
injunction election. The
should not be court found
issued. that defendants

were the
correct parties,
because

014432
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pursuant to
New York
election law
defendants
were
responsible for
the voting
locations. The
court further
found that the
class plaintiffs
represented
would suffer
irreparable
harm if they
were not able
to vote,
because, if the
voting
locations were
inaccessible,
disabled
persons would
be denied the
right to vote.
Also, due to
the alleged

01443.3
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facts, the court
found
plaintiffs
would likely
succeed on the
merits.
Consequently,
the court
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction and
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for
leave to amend
their
complaint.

New York v. United 82 F. February 8, Plaintiffs In their No N/A No
County of States Supp. 2d 2000 brought a complaint,
Schoharie District 19; 2000 claim in the plaintiffs

014434
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Court for the U.S. Dist. district court alleged
Northern LEXIS under the defendants
District of 1399 Americans violated the
New York With ADA by

Disabilities Act allowing
and filed a voting
motion for a locations to be
preliminary inaccessible
injunction and for disabled
a motion for persons and
leave to amend asked for a
their preliminary
complaint, and injunction
defendants requiring
were ordered defendants to
to show cause come into
why a compliance
preliminary before the next
injunction election. The
should not be court found
issued. that defendants

were the
correct party,
because
pursuant to
New York
election law,

014435
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defendants
were
responsible for
the voting
locations. The
court further
found that the
class plaintiffs
represented
would suffer
irreparable
harm if they
were not able
to vote,
because, if the
voting
locations were
inaccessible,
disabled
persons would
be denied the
right to vote.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
would likely
succeed on the

014436
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merits of their
case.
Consequently,
the court
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction
because
plaintiffs
showed
irreparable
harm and
proved likely
success on the
merits and
granted
plaintiffs
motion for
leave to amend
the complaint.

014437
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Westchester United 346 F. October Plaintiffs sued The inability to No N/A No
Disabled on States Supp. 2d 22, 2004 defendant vote at
the Move, Inc. District 473; 2004 county, county assigned
v. County of Court for the U.S. Dist. board of locations on
Westchester Southern LEXIS elections, and election day

District of 24203 election constituted
New York officials irreparable

pursuant to 42 harm.
U.S.C.S. §§ However,
12131--12134, plaintiffs could
N.Y. Exec. not show a
Law § 296, and likelihood of
N.Y. Elec. Law success on the
§ 4--1--4. merits because
Plaintiffs the currently
moved for a named
preliminary defendants
injunction, could not
requesting provide
(among other complete relief
things) that the sought by
court order plaintiffs.
defendants to Although the
modify the county board
polling places of elections
in the county was
so that they empowered to

01443'
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were accessible select an
to disabled alternative
voters on polling place
election day. should it
Defendants determine that
moved to a polling place
dismiss. designated by

a municipality
was
"unsuitable or
unsafe," it was
entirely
unclear that its
power to
merely
designate
suitable
polling places
would be
adequate to
ensure that all
polling places
used in the
upcoming
election
actually
conformed

014439
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with the
Americans
with
Disabilities
Act.
Substantial
changes and
modifications
to existing
facilities
would have to
be made, and
such changes
would be
difficult, if not
impossible, to
make without
the
cooperation of
municipalities.
Further, the
court could
order
defendants to
approve voting
machines that
conformed to

014440:
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the ADA were
they to be
purchased and
submitted for
county
approval, but
the court could
not order them
to purchase
them for the
voting districts
in the county.
A judgment
issued in the
absence of the
municipalities
would be
inadequate.
Plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction was
denied, and
defendants'
motion to
dismiss was
granted.

10	 014448
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Nat'l Org. on United 2001 U.S. October Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A Yes-see if
Disability v. States Dist. 11, 2001 disabled voters were visually the case was
Tartaglione District LEXIS and special impaired or refiled

Court for the 16731 interest wheelchair
Eastern organizations, bound. They
District of sued challenged the
Pennsylvania defendants, commissioners'

city failure to
commissioners, provide talking
under the voting
Americans machines and
with wheelchair
Disabilities Act accessible
and § 504 of voting places.
the They claimed
Rehabilitation discrimination
Act of 1973, in the process
and regulations of voting
under both because they
statutes, were not
regarding afforded the
election same
practices. The opportunity to
commissioners participate in
moved to the voting
dismiss for process as non-
failure (1) to -disabled

11	 0144 ±2
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

state a cause of voters, and
action and (2) assisted voting
to join an and voting by
indispensable alternative
party. ballot were

substantially
different from,
more
burdensome
than, and more
intrusive than
the voting
process
utilized by
non--disabled
voters. The
court found
that the
complaint
stated causes
of actions
under the
ADA, the
Rehabilitation
Act, and 28
C.F.R. §§
35.151 and

12
	 01444::.
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

35.130. The
court found
that the voters
and
organizations
had standing to
raise their
claims. The
organizations
had standing
through the
voters'
standing or
because they
used
significant
resources
challenging the
commissioners'
conduct. The
plaintiffs failed
to join the state
official who
would need to
approve any
talking voting
machine as a

13
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

party. As the
court could not
afford
complete relief
to the visually
impaired
voters in that
party's
absence, it
granted the
motion to
dismiss under
Fed. R. Civ. P.
12(b)(7)
without
prejudice. The
court granted
the
commissioners'
motion to
dismiss in part,
and denied it
in part. The
court granted
the motion to
dismiss the
claims of the

14	 p^444
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

visually
impaired
voters for
failure to join
an
indispensable

• party, without
• prejudice, and

with leave to
amend the
complaint.

TENNESSEE, United 541 U.S. May 17, Respondent The state No N/A No
Petitioner v. States 509; 124 2004 paraplegics contended that
GEORGE Supreme S. Ct. sued petitioner the abrogation
LANE et al. Court 1978; 158 State of of state

L. Ed. 2d Tennessee, sovereign
820; 2004 alleging that immunity in
U.S. the State failed Title II of the
LEXIS to provide ADA exceeded
3386 reasonable congressional

access to court authority under
facilities in U.S. Const.
violation of amend XIV, §
Title II of the 5, to enforce
Americans substantive
with constitutional
Disabilities Act guarantees.

15
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

of 1990. Upon The United
the grant of a States
writ of Supreme Court
certiorari, the held, however,
State appealed that Title II, as
the judgment it applied to
of the United the class of
States Court of cases
Appeals for the implicating the
Sixth Circuit fundamental
which denied right of access
the State's to the courts,
claim of constituted a
sovereign valid exercise
immunity. of Congress's

authority. Title
II was
responsive to
evidence of
pervasive
unequal
treatment of
persons with
disabilities in
the
administration
of state

16	 014.x:4,
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

services and
programs, and
such disability
discrimination
was thus an
appropriate
subject for
prophylactic
legislation.
Regardless of
whether the
State could be
subjected to
liability for
failing to
provide access
to other
facilities or
services, the
fundamental
right of access
to the courts
warranted the
limited
requirement
that the State
reasonably

17	 0.1444E
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

accommodate
disabled
persons to
provide such
access. Title II
was thus a
reasonable
prophylactic
measure,
reasonably
targeted to a
legitimate end.
The judgment
denying the
State's claim of
sovereign
immunity was
affirmed.

014441'
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Hileman v. Appellate 316 Ill. October 25, Appellant In a primary No N/A No
McGinness Court of App. 3d 2000 challenged election for

Illinois, 868; 739 the circuit county circuit
Fifth N.E.2d 81; court's clerk, the
District 2000 Ill. declaration parties agreed

App. that that the that 681
LEXIS 845 result of a absentee ballots

primary were presumed
election for invalid. The
county ballots had
circuit clerk been
was void, commingled

with the valid
ballots. There
were no
markings or
indications on
the ballots
which would
have allowed
them to be
segregated
from other
ballots cast.
Because the
ballots could
not have been

Ol r45C^
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

segregated,
apportionment
was the
appropriate
remedy if no
fraud was
involved. If
fraud was
involved, the
election would
have had to
have been
voided and a
new election
held. Because
the trial court
did not hold an
evidentiary
hearing on the
fraud
allegations, and
did not
determine
whether fraud
was in issue,
the case was
remanded for a

01445
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

determination
as to whether
fraud was
evident in the
electoral
process.
Judgment
reversed and
remanded.

Eason v. State Court of 2005 Miss. December Defendant Defendant was No N/A No
Appeals of App. 13, 2005 appealed a helping with
Mississippi LEXIS decision of his cousin's

1017 the circuit campaign in a
court run--off
convicting election for
him of one county
count of supervisor.
conspiracy Together, they
to commit drove around
voter fraud town, picking
and eight up various
counts of people who
voter fraud. were either at

congregating
spots or their
homes.
Defendant
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

would drive the
voters to the
clerk's office
where they
would vote by
absentee ballot
and defendant
would give
them beer or
money.
Defendant
claimed he was
entitled to a
mistrial
because the
prosecutor
advanced an
impermissible
"sending the
message"
argument. The
court held that
it was
precluded from
reviewing the
entire context
in which the

0145
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

argument arose
because, while
the prosecutor's
closing
argument was
in the record,
the defense
counsel's
closing
argument was
not. Also,
because the
prosecutor's
statement was
incomplete due
to defense
counsel's
objection, the
court could not
say that the
statement made
it impossible
for defendant to
receive a fair
trial. Judgment
affirmed.

Wilson v. Court of 2000 Va. May 2, Defendant At trial, the No N/A No

01445':
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Commonwealth Appeals of App. 2000 appealed Commonwealth
Virginia LEXIS 322 the introduced

judgment of substantial
the circuit testimony and
court which documentary
convicted evidence that
her of defendant had
election continued to
fraud. live at one

residence in the
13th District,
long after she
stated on the
voter
registration
form that she
was living at a
residence in the
51st House
District. The
evidence
included
records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from

014I:55
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• Basis (if of Notes Case be

Note) Researched
Further

the Department
of Motor
Vehicles and
school records.
Thus, the
evidence was
sufficient to
support the
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.
Judgment
affirmed.

01445^;
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Miller v. United 348 F. October 27, Plaintiffs, two Plaintiffs alleged No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 2004 voters and the that the timing

District 916; 2004 Ohio Democratic and manner in
Court for U.S. Dist. Party, filed suit which defendants
the LEXIS against intended to hold
southern 24894 defendants, the hearings
District of Ohio Secretary of regarding pre--
Ohio State, several election

county boards of challenges to their
elections, and all voter registration
of the boards' violated both the
members, Act and the Due
alleging claims Process Clause.
under the The individuals,
National Voter who filed pre--
Registration Act election voter
and § 1983. eligibility
Plaintiffs also challenges, filed a
filed a motion for motion to
a temporary intervene. The
restraining order. court held that it
Two individuals would grant the
filed a motion to motion to
intervene as intervene because
defendants. the individuals

had a substantial
legal interest in

01445:
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the subject matter
of the action and
time constraints
would not permit
them to bring
separate actions
to protect their
rights. The court
further held that it
would grant
plaintiffs' motion
for a TRO
because plaintiffs
made sufficient
allegations in
their complaint to
establish standing
and because all
four factors to
consider in
issuing a TRO
weighed heavily
in favor of doing
so. The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a

01'4459
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

likelihood of
success on the
merits because
they made a
strong showing
that defendants'
intended actions
regarding pre--
election
challenges to
voter eligibility
abridged
plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote and
violated the Due
Process Clause.
Thus, the other
factors to
consider in
granting a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs' favor.
The court granted
plaintiffs' motion
for a TRO. The

O1t46:'
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

court also granted
the individuals'
motion to
intervene.

Spencer v. United 347 F. November Plaintiff voters The voters No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 1, 2004 filed a motion for alleged that

District 528; 2004 temporary defendants had
Court for U.S. Dist. restraining order combined to
the LEXIS and preliminary implement a voter
Southern 22062 injunction challenge system
District of seeking to at the polls that
Ohio restrain defendant discriminated

election officials against African--
and intervenor American voters.
State of Ohio Each precinct was
from run by its election
discriminating judges but Ohio
against black law also allowed
voters in challengers to be
Hamilton County physically present
on the basis of in the polling
race. If necessary, places in order to
they sought to challenge voters'
restrain eligibility to vote.
challengers from The court held
being allowed at that the injury
the polls. asserted, that

014461
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

allowing
challengers to
challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their
right to vote, was
not speculative
and could be
redressed by
removing the
challengers. The
court held that in
the absence of
any statutory
guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
challenging
voters by
challengers, and
the questionable
enforceability of
the State's and

01446
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

County's policies
regarding good
faith challenges
and ejection of
disruptive
challengers from
the polls, there
existed an
enormous risk of
chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
pandemonium
inside the polls
and in the lines
out the door.
Furthermore, the
law allowing
private
challengers was
not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. Because
the voters had
shown a

o141±6
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

substantial
likelihood of
success on the
merits on the
ground that the
application of
Ohio's statute
allowing
challengers at
polling places
was
unconstitutional
and the other
factors governing
the issuance of an
injunction
weighed in their
favor, the court
enjoined all
defendants from
allowing any
challengers other
than election
judges and other
electors into the
polling places
throughout the

01446..
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

state on Election
Day.

Charfauros United 2001 U.S. May 10, Defendants, Plaintiffs, No N/A No
v. Bd. of States App. 2001 board of elections disqualified
Elections Court of LEXIS and related voters, claimed

Appeals for 15083 individuals, that individual
the Ninth appealed from an members of the
Circuit order of the Commonwealth

Supreme Court of of the Northern
the Mariana Islands
Commonwealth Board of
of the Northern Elections violated
Mariana Islands § 1983 by
reversing a lower administering
court's grant of pre--election day
summary voter challenge
judgment in favor procedures which
of defendants on precluded a
the ground of certain class of
qualified voters, including
immunity, plaintiffs, from

voting in a 1995
election. The
CNMI Supreme
Court reversed a
lower court's
grant of summary

01It
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

judgment and
defendants
appealed. The
court of appeals
held that the
Board's pre--
election day
procedures
violated the
plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote. The
federal court
reasoned that the
right to vote was
clearly
established at the
time of the
election, and that
a reasonable
Board would have
known that that
treating voters
differently based
on their political
party would
violate the Equal

-D 1446
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Protection Clause.
Further the court
added that the
allegations of the
complaint were
sufficient to
support liability
of the Board
members in their
individual
capacities.
Finally, the
composition of
the CNMI
Supreme Court's
Special Judge
panel did not
violate the
Board's right to
due process of
law. The decision
of
Commonwealth
of the Northern
Mariana Islands
Supreme Court
was affirmed

10	 01446r
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

where defendants'
pre--election day
voter challenge
procedures
violated plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote.

Wit v. United 306 F.3d October 11, Appellant voters Under state No N/A No
Berman States 1256; 2002 who established election laws, the

Court of 2002 U.S. residences in two voters could only
Appeals for App. separate cities vote in districts in
the Second LEXIS sued appellees, which they
Circuit 21301 state and city resided, and

election officials, residence was
alleging that limited to one
provisions of the place. The voters
New York State contended that,
Election Law since they had
unconstitutionally two lawful
prevented the residences, they
voters from were denied
voting in local constitutional
elections in both equal protection
cities where they by the statutory
resided. The restriction against
voters appealed voting in the local
the order of the elections of both

01446;
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Other
Notes

Should the
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Further

United States of the places of
District Court for their residences.
the Southern The appellate
District of New court held,
York which however, that no
granted appellees' constitutional
motion to dismiss violation was
the complaint, shown since the

provisions of the
New York State
Election Law
imposed only
reasonable,
nondiscriminatory
restrictions which
advanced
important state
regulatory
interests. While
the voters may
have interests in
electoral
outcomes in both
cities, any rule
permitting voting
based on such
interests would be

12	 01446
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

unmanageable
and subject to
potential abuse.
Further, basing
voter eligibility
on domicile,
which was always
over--or under--
inclusive,
nonetheless had
enormous
practical
advantages, and
the voters offered
no workable
standard to
replace the
domicile test.
Finally, allowing
the voters to
choose which of
their residences
was their
domicile for
voting purposes
could not be
deemed

13	 QU.^#^t7L
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

discriminatory.
Affirmed.

Curtis v. United 121 F. November Plaintiffs sought Plaintiffs sought No N/A No
Smith States Supp. 2d 3, 2000 a preliminary to prohibit

District 1054; injunction to defendant from
Court for 2000 U.S. prohibit mailing
the Eastern Dist. defendant tax confirmation
District of LEXIS assessor-collector letters to
Texas 17987 from mailing approximately

confirmation 9,000 persons,
letters to self--styled
approximately "escapees" who
9,000 persons traveled a major
who were portion of each
registered voters year in
in Polk County, recreational
Texas. vehicles, all of

whom were
registered to vote
in Polk County,
Texas. In
accordance with
Texas law, three
resident voters
filed affidavits
challenging the
escapees'

14	 014471
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

residency. These
affidavits
triggered
defendant's action
in sending
confirmation
notices to the
escapees. The
court determined,
first, that because
of the potential
for
discrimination,
defendant's action
required
preclearance in
accordance with §
5 of the Voting
Rights Act and,
second, that such
preclearance had
not been sought
or obtained.
Accordingly, the
court issued a
preliminary
injunction

15	 ^Y^
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be'
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Further

prohibiting
defendant from
pursuing the
confirmation of
residency of the
escapees, or any
similarly situated
group, under the
Texas Election
Code until the
process had been
submitted for
preclearance in
accordance with §
5. The action was
taken to ensure
that no
discriminatory
potential existed
in the use of such
process in the
upcoming
presidential
election or future
election. Motion
for preliminary
injunction was

16	 014474
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

granted, and
defendant was
enjoined from
pursuing
confirmation of
residency of the
9,000 "escapees,"
or any similarly
situated group,
under the Texas
Election Code,
until the process
had been
submitted for
preclearance
under § 5 of the
Voting Rights
Act.

Peace & Court of 114 Cal. January 15, Plaintiff political The trial court No N/A No
Freedom Appeal of App. 4th 2004 party appealed a ruled that inactive
Party v. California, 1237; 8 judgment from voters were
Shelley Third Cal. Rptr. the superior court excluded from the

Appellate 3d 497; which denied the primary election.
District 2004 Cal. party's petition The court of

App. for writ of appeals affirmed,
LEXIS 42 mandate to observing that

compel although the

014474.
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

defendant, the election had
California already taken
Secretary of place, the issue
State, to include was likely to
voters listed in recur and was a
the inactive file matter of
of registered continuing public
voters in interest and
calculating importance;
whether the party hence, a decision
qualified to on the merits was
participate in a proper, although
primary election. the case was

technically moot.
The law clearly
excluded inactive
voters from the
calculation. The
statutory scheme
did not violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional
right of
association
because it was
reasonably
designed to

18	 01441 ;
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Other
Notes

Should the
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Further

ensure that all
parties on the
ballot had a
significant
modicum of
support from
eligible voters.
Information in the
inactive file was
unreliable and
often duplicative
of information in
the active file.
Moreover, there
was no violation
of the National
Voter
Registration Act
because voters
listed as inactive
were not
prevented from
voting. Although
the Act prohibited
removal of voters
from the official
voting list absent

19	 014# 7 EE.
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Other
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Should the
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Further

certain
conditions,
inactive voters in
California could
correct the record
and vote as
provided the Act.
The court
affirmed the
denial of a writ of
mandate.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not

20	 014 7 '1-?
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA
claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was a
crucial
qualification. One
simply could not
be an elector,
much less a
qualified elector
entitled to vote,
unless one resided
in the precinct
where he or she
sought to vote. If
one never lived
within the
precinct, one was

21	 01441
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Other
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Case be
Researched

Name of
Case

Further

not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to
condition
eligibility to vote
on residence. Nor
did it undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the challengers
to assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and

22	 01447
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resolve that
challenge, did not
contravene the
MVA.
Defendants'
motions for
summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed for
want of
jurisdiction,
without prejudice.

0144 Si:
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Charles H. United 408 F.3d May 12, Plaintiffs, a The foundation No N/A No
Wesley States 1349; 2005 charitable conducted a
Educ. Court of 2005 U.S. foundation, four voter registration
Found., Inc. Appeals App. volunteers, and a drive; it placed
v. Cox for the LEXIS registered voter, the completed

Eleventh 8320 filed a suit applications in a
Circuit against defendant single envelope

state officials and mailed them
alleging to the Georgia
violations of the Secretary of
National Voter State for
Registration Act processing.
and the Voting Included in the
Rights Act. The batch was the
officials appealed voter's change of
after the United address form.
States District Plaintiffs filed
Court for the the suit after they
Northern District were notified that
of Georgia issued the applications
a preliminary had been rejected
injunction pursuant to
enjoining them Georgia law,
from rejecting which allegedly
voter restricted who
registrations could collect
submitted by the voter registration

0144S1_
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Further

foundation. forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
XIV, XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the

01448,n
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Other
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Further

complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
franchise--related
rights. The court
affirmed the
preliminary
injunction order
entered by the
district court.

McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No

01448;
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Further

Thompson States 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged order had granted
Court of U.S. App. of United States defendant state
Appeals LEXIS District Court for election officials
for the 23387 Eastern District summary
Sixth of Tennessee at judgment. The
Circuit Chattanooga, court declined to

which granted overrule
defendant state defendants'
election officials administrative
summary determination
judgment on that state law
plaintiffs action required plaintiff
seeking to stop to disclose his
the state practice social security
of requiring its number because
citizens to the interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict with
precondition to previous case
voter registration, law, and could be

challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974, because it

01448
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Further

was grand
fathered under
the terms of the
Act. The
limitations in the
National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the
NVRA did not
specifically
prohibit the use
of social security
numbers and the
Act contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. The trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and

01448c
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Further

immunities, and
due process
claims. Order
affirmed because
requirement that
voters disclose
social security
numbers as
precondition to
voter registration
did not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or National
Voter
Registration Act
and trial court
properly rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities, and
due process
claims.

Nat'l United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, national Defendants No N/A No
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Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2001 organization for alleged that
Students District 845; 2001 disabled students, plaintiff lacked
with Court for U.S. Dist. brought an action standing to
Disabilities the LEXIS against university represent its
Educ. & Southern 9528 president and members, and
Legal, Def. District of university's that plaintiff had
Fund v. Maryland director of office not satisfied the
Scales of disability notice

support services requirements of
to challenge the the National
voter registration Voter
procedures Registration Act.
established by the Further,
disability support defendants
services, maintained the
Defendants facts, as alleged
moved to dismiss by plaintiff, did
the first amended not give rise to a
complaint, or in past, present, or
the alternative for future violation
summary of the NVRA
judgment. because (1) the

plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

à144'
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Further

registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs § 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged sufficient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

.U1448I'
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Other
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Case be
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Further

registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended

014 4 ^^;
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Other
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Further

complaint was
granted as to the
§ 1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

Cunningham United 2003 U.S. February Plaintiffs, who Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
v. Chi. Bd. States Dist. 24, 2003 alleged that they that objections to
of Election District LEXIS were duly their signatures
Comm'rs Court for 2528 registered voters, were improperly

the six of whom had sustained by
Northern signed defendants, the
District of nominating city board of
Illinois petitions for one election

candidate and commissioners.
two of whom Plaintiffs argued
signed that they were

10	 01449
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Other
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Case be
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Further

nominating registered voters
petitions for whose names
another appeared in an
candidate. They inactive file and
first asked for a whose signatures
preliminary were therefore,
injunction of the and improperly,
municipal excluded. The
election court ruled that
scheduled for the by characterizing
following the claim as
Tuesday and plaintiffs did,
suggested, they sought to
alternatively, that enjoin an

the election for election because
City Clerk and their signatures
for 4th Ward were not
Alderman be counted, even
enjoined, though their

preferred
candidates were
otherwise
precluded from
appearing on the
ballot. Without
regard to their
likelihood of

01449..
11
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Other
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Further

obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting of a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

014492
12
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Further

preliminary relief
was denied.

Diaz v. United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, unions The putative No N/A No
Hood States Supp. 2d 2004 and individuals voters sought

District 1111; who had injunctive relief
Court for 2004 U.S. attempted to requiring the
the Dist. register to vote, election officials
Southern LEXIS sought a to register them
District of 21445 declaration of to vote. The
Florida their rights to court first noted

vote in the that the unions
November 2, lacked even
2004 general representative
election. They standing, because
alleged that they failed to
defendants, state show that one of
and county their members
election officials, could have
refused to brought the case
process their in their own
voter behalf. The
registrations for individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election officials verify her mental

01 t49 
13
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Further

moved to dismiss capacity, the
the complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box
and failure to indicating that he
state a claim, was not a felon,

and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
refusing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter

14	 01449 
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Other
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Case be
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Further

applicants whose
registration
applications were
deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant application
properly under
Florida law, and
the putative voter
had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing
to complete the
registration. The
third completed
her form and was
registered, so had
suffered no
injury. Standing
failed against the
secretary of state.
Motion to
dismiss without

15
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Further

prejudice
granted.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not
moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to theMVA

16	 01449
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Other
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Case be
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Further

claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one
never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to

01449L
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Further

condition
eligibility to vote
on residence.
Nor did it
undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and
resolve that
challenge, did
not contravene
the MVA.
Defendants'
motions for

18	 01449
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Further

summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice.

Bell v. United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
Marinko States 588; 2004 2004 registered voters, contested the

Court of U.S. App. sued defendants, challenges to
Appeals LEXIS Ohio Board of their registration
for the 8330 Elections and brought under
Sixth Board members, Ohio Code Rev.
Circuit alleging that Ann. § 3505.19

Ohio Rev. Code based on Ohio
Ann. §§ 3509.19- Rev. Code Ann.
-3509.21 violated § 3503.02.
the National Specifically, the
Voter voters asserted
Registration Act, that § 3503.02---
and the Equal -which stated
Protection Clause that the place

19	 01449.:.
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Other
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Case be
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Further

of the Fourteenth where the family
Amendment. The of a married man
United States or woman
District Court for resided was
the Northern considered to be
District of Ohio his or her place
granted summary of residence----
judgment in favor violated the
of defendants. equal protection
The voters clause. The court
appealed. of appeals found

that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote

20	 01449:'
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Other
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Case be
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Further

in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

21	 01450 ;
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Further

§ 3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

01450
22
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Bell v. Marinko United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
States Court 588; 2004 2004 registered asserted that §
of Appeals U.S. App. voters, sued 3503.02----
for the LEXIS defendants, which stated
Sixth 8330 Ohio Board of that the place
Circuit Elections and where the

Board family of a
members, married man or
alleging that woman resided
Ohio Rev, was considered
Code Ann. §§ to be his or her
3509.19-- place of
3509.21 residence----
violated the violated the
National Voter equal
Registration protection
Act, and the clause. The
Equal court of appeals
Protection found that the
Clause of the Board's
Fourteenth procedures did
Amendment, not contravene
The United the National
States District Voter
Court for the Registration
Northern Act because
District of Ohio Congress did

01450
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granted not intend to
summary bar the removal
judgment in of names from
favor of the official list
defendants. The of persons who
voters were ineligible
appealed. and improperly

registered to
vote in the first
place. The
National Voter
Registration
Act did not bar
the Board's
continuing
consideration
of a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable
steps to see that

01450
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all applicants
for registration
to vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code
Ann. §
3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration
Act. Because
the Board did
not raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

01450
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Wilson v. Court of 2000 Va. May 2, Defendant On appeal, No N/A No
Commonwealth Appeals of App. 2000 appealed the defendant

Virginia LEXIS judgment of the argued that the
322 circuit court evidence was

which insufficient to
convicted her support her
of election conviction
fraud. because it

failed to prove
that she made a
willfully false
statement on
her voter
registration
form and, even
if the evidence
did prove that
she made such
a statement, it
did not prove
that the voter
registration
form was the
form required
by Title 24.2.
At trial, the
Commonwealth

U14 0J
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Other
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Further

introduced
substantial
testimony and
documentary
evidence that
defendant had
continued to
live at one
residence in the
13th District,
long after she
stated on the
voter
registration
form that she
was living at a
residence in the
51st House
District. The
evidence
included
records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from
the Department

0145UU
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Further

of Motor
Vehicles and
school records.
Thus, the
evidence was
sufficient to
support the
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed by
Title 24.2 in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.
Judgment of
conviction
affirmed.
Evidence,
including

01450
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Further

records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from
the Department
of Motor
Vehicles and
school records,
was sufficient
to support
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.

ACLU of United 2004 U.S. October 29, Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs No N/A No
Minn. v. States Dist. 2004 voters and argued that

01450'
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Kiffineyer District LEXIS associations, Minn. Stat. §
Court for 22996 filed for a 201.061 was
the District temporary inconsistent
of restraining with the Help
Minnesota order pursuant America Vote

to Fed. R. Civ. Act because it
P. 65, against did not
defendant, authorize the
Minnesota voter to
Secretary of complete
State, registration
concerning either by a
voter "current and
registration. valid photo

identification"
or by use of a
current utility
bill, bank
statement,
government
check,
paycheck, or
other
government
document that
showed the
name and

U1 t5U:
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Other
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Further

address of the
individual. The
Secretary
advised the
court that there
were less than
600 voters who
attempted to
register by mail
but whose
registrations
were deemed
incomplete.
The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on
their claim that
the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. §
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the
Equal

014510
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Protection
Clause of the
Fourteenth
Amendment of
the United
States
Constitution
insofar as it did
not also
authorize the
use of a
photographic
tribal
identification
card by
American
Indians who do
not reside on
their tribal
reservations.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on

10	 014519
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Further

their claims
that Minn. R.
8200.5100,
violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
United States
Constitution. A
temporary
restraining
order was
entered.

Kalsson v. United 356 F. February Defendant The individual No N/A No
United States States Supp. 2d 16, 2005 Federal claimed that his
FEC District 371; 2005 Election vote was

Court for U.S. Dist. Commission diluted because
the LEXIS filed a motion the NVRA
Southern 2279 to dismiss for resulted in
District of lack of subject more people
New York matter registering to

jurisdiction vote than
plaintiff otherwise
individual's would have
action, which been the case.
sought a The court held
declaration that that the

11	 01451
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the National individual
Voter lacked standing
Registration to bring the
Act was action. Because
unconstitutional New York was
on the theories not obliged to
that its adhere to the
enactment was requirements of
not within the the NVRA, the
enumerated individual did
powers of the not allege any
federal concrete harm.
government If New York
and that it simply adopted
violated Article election day
II of the United registration for
States elections for
Constitution. federal office,

it would have
been entirely
free of the
NVRA just as
were five other
states. Even if
the individual's
vote were
diluted, and

12	 014 51 ^;'
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even if such an
injury in other
circumstances
might have
sufficed for
standing, any
dilution that he
suffered was
the result of
New York's
decision to
maintain a
voter
registration
system that
brought it
under the
NVRA, not the
NVRA itself.
The court
granted the
motion to
dismiss for lack
of subject
matter
jurisdiction.

Peace & California 114 Cal. January 15, Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No

13 01451=
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Freedom Party Court of App. 4th 2004 political party ruled that
v. Shelley Appeal, 1237; 8 appealed a inactive voters

Third Cal. Rptr. judgment from were excluded
Appellate 3d 497; the superior from the
District 2004 Cal. court which primary

App. denied the election
LEXIS 42 party's petition calculation.

for writ of The court of
mandate to appeals
compel affirmed,
defendant, the observing that
California although the
Secretary of election had
State, to already taken
include voters place, the issue
listed in the was likely to
inactive file of recur and was a
registered matter of
voters in continuing
calculating public interest
whether the and
party qualified importance;
to participate in hence, a
a primary decision on the
election. merits was

proper,
although the

14	 0i4515
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case was
technically
moot. The law
clearly
excluded
inactive voters
from the
calculation.
The statutory
scheme did not
violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional
right of
association
because it was
reasonably
designed to
ensure that all
parties on the
ballot had a
significant
modicum of
support from
eligible voters.
Information in
the inactive file

15	
01451`
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was unreliable
and often
duplicative of
information in
the active file.
Moreover,
there was no
violation of the
National Voter
Registration
Act because
voters listed as
inactive were
not prevented
from voting.
Although the
Act prohibited
removal of
voters from the
official voting
list absent
certain
conditions,
inactive voters
in California
could correct
the record and

16	 U1^ 51
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vote. Affirmed.
McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No
Thompson States Court 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged had granted

of Appeals U.S. App. order of United defendant state
for the LEXIS States District election
Sixth 23387 Court for officials
Circuit Eastern District summary

of Tennessee at judgment. The
Chattanooga, court declined
which granted to overrule
defendant state defendants'
election administrative
officials determination
summary that state law
judgment on required
plaintiffs plaintiff to
action seeking disclose his
to stop the state social security
practice of number
requiring its because the
citizens to interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict
precondition to with previous
voter caselaw, and
registration. could be

17 01451:
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challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act
because it was
grand fathered
under the terms
of the Act. The
limitations in
the National
Voter
Registration
Act did not
apply because
the NVRA did
not specifically
prohibit the use
of social
security
numbers and
the Act
contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. Plaintiff

18	 01451
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could not
enforce § 1971
as it was
enforceable
only by the
United States
Attorney
General. The
trial court
properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote,
free exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities,
and due process
claims.
Although the
trial court
arguably erred
in denying
certification of
the case to the
USAG under

19	 014526
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28 U.S.C.S. §
2403(a),
plaintiff
suffered no
harm from the
technical
violation. Order
affirmed
because
requirement
that voters
disclose social
security
numbers as
precondition to
voter
registration did
not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or
National Voter
Registration
Act and trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental

20	 01452
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right to vote,
free exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities,
and due process
claims.

Lucas County United 341 F. October 21, Plaintiff The case No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations involved a box
Party v. District 861; 2004 brought an on Ohio's voter
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. action registration

the LEXIS challenging a form that
Northern 21416 memorandum required a
District of issued by prospective
Ohio defendant, voter who

Ohio's registered in
Secretary of person to
State, in supply an Ohio
December driver's license
2003. The number or the
organizations last four digits
claimed that the of their Social
memorandum Security
contravened number. In his
provisions of memorandum,
the Help the Secretary
America Vote informed all

21	 01452:
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Act and the Ohio County
National Voter Boards of
Registration Elections that,
Act. The if a person left
organizations the box blank,
moved for a the Boards
preliminary were not to
injunction, process the

registration
forms. The
organizations
did not file
their suit until
18 days before
the national
election. The
court found that
there was not
enough time
before the
election to
develop the
evidentiary
record
necessary to
determine if the
organizations

f1
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were likely to
succeed on the
merits of their
claim. Denying
the
organizations'
motion would
have caused
them to suffer
no irreparable
harm. There
was no
appropriate
remedy
available to the
organizations at
the time. The
likelihood that
the
organizations
could have
shown
irreparable
harm was, in
any event,
slight in view
of the fact that

23	 O1452.
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they waited so
long before
filing suit.
Moreover, it
would have
been entirely
improper for
the court to
order the
Boards to re-
open in--person
registration
until election
day. The public
interest would
have been ill--
served by an
injunction. The
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
denied sua
sponte.

Nat'l Coalition United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, Defendants No N/A No
for Students States Supp. 2d 2001 national alleged that
with District 845; 2001 organization for plaintiff lacked
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. disabled standing to

24	 01452F5,
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Educ. & Legal the District LEXIS students, represent its
Def. Fund v. of Maryland 9528 brought an members, and
Scales action against that plaintiff

university had not
president and satisfied the
university's notice
director of requirements of
office of the National
disability Voter
support Registration
services to Act. Further,
challenge the defendants
voter maintained the
registration facts, as alleged
procedures by plaintiff, did
established by not give rise to
the disability a past, present,
support or future
services, violation of the
Defendants NVRA because
moved to (1) the
dismiss the first plaintiffs
amended members that
complaint, or in requested voter
the alternative registration
for summary services were
judgment. not registered

25	 0145
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students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter
registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs §
1983 claim, the
court held that
while plaintiff
had alleged
sufficient facts
to confer
standing under
the NVRA,
such
allegations
were not
sufficient to
support
standing on its
own behalf on
the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim,

01426 5
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the court found
that the agency
practice of only
offering voter
registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled
students to
obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the

27	 0145 `,
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university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended
complaint was
granted as to
the § 1983
claimand
denied as to
plaintiffs
claims brought
under the
National Voter
Registration
Act of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

People v. Court of 251 Mich. July 11, Defendant was Defendant was No N/A No
Disimone Appeals of App. 605; 2002 charged with registered in

Michigan 650 attempting to the Colfax
N.W.2d vote more than township for
436; 2002 once in the the 2000

28	 0145
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Mich. 2000 general general
App. election. The election. After
LEXIS circuit court presenting what
826 granted appeared to be

defendant's a valid voter's
motion that the registration
State had to card, defendant
prove specific proceeded to
intent. The vote in the
State appealed. Grant

township.
Defendant had
voted in the
Colfax
township
earlier in the
day. Defendant
moved the
court to issue
an order that
the State had to
find that he had
a specific intent
to vote twice in
order to be
convicted. The
appellate court

29	 0.1453
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reversed the
circuit court
judgment and
held that under
the rules of
statutory
construction,
the fact that the
legislature had
specifically
omitted certain
trigger words
such as
"knowingly,"
"willingly,"
"purposefully,"
or
"intentionally"
it was unlikely
that the
legislature had
intended for
this to be a
specific intent
crime. The
court also
rejected the

014531
30
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defendant's
argument that
phrases such as
"offer to vote"
and "attempt to
vote" should be
construed as
synonymous
terms, as when
words with
similar
meanings were
used in the
same statute, it
was presumed
that the
legislature
intended to
distinguish
between the
terms. The
order of the
circuit court
was reversed.

Diaz v. Hood United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, The putative No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 2004 unions and voters sought
District 1111; 2004 individuals who injunctive relief

31	 01453:',
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Court for U.S. Dist. had attempted requiring the
the LEXIS to register to election
Southern 21445 vote, sought a officials to
District of declaration of register themto
Florida their rights to vote. The court

vote in the first noted that
November 2, the unions
2004 general lacked even
election. They representative
alleged that standing,
defendants, because they
state and failed to show
county election that one of their
officials, members could
refused to have brought
process their the case in their
voter own behalf.
registrations for The individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election verify her
officials moved mental
to dismiss the capacity, the
complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box

32	 014533
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and failure to indicating that
state a claim, he was not a

felon, and the
third did not
provide the last
four digits of
her social
security
number on the
form. They
claimed the
election
officials
violated federal
and state law
by refusing to
register eligible
voters because
of nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter

• registration
applications,
and by failing
to provide any
notice to voter

33	 o14534
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applicants
whose
registration
applications
were deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant
application
properly under
Florida law,
and the putative
voter had
effectively
caused their
own injury by
failing to
complete the
registration.
The third
completed her
form and was
registered, so
had suffered no

34
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injury.
Standing failed
against the
secretary of
state. The
motions to
dismiss the
complaint were
granted without
prejudice.

Charles H. United 324 F. July 1, Plaintiffs, a The No N/A No
Wesley Educ. States Supp. 2d 2004 voter, fraternity organization
Found., Inc. v. District 1358; 2004 members, and participated in
Cox Court for U.S. Dist. an organization, numerous non--

the LEXIS sought an partisan voter
Northern 12120 injunction registration
District of ordering drives
Georgia defendant, the primarily

Georgia designed to
Secretary of increase the
State, to voting strength
process the of African--
voter Americans.
registration Following one
application such drive, the
forms that they fraternity
mailed in members

35	 0145 v ^'
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following a mailed in over
voter 60 registration
registration forms,
drive. They including one
contended that for the voter
by refusing to who had moved
process the within state
forms since the last
defendants election. The
violated the Georgia
National Voter Secretary of
Registration State's office
Act and U.S. refused to
Const. amends. process them
I, XIV, and because they
XV. were not

mailed
individually
and neither a
registrar,
deputy
registrar, or an
otherwise
authorized
person had
collected the
applications as

36	 01453?
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required under
state law. The
court held that
plaintiffs had
standing to
bring the
action. The
court held that
because the
applications
were received
in accordance
with the
mandates of the
NVRA, the
State of
Georgia was
not free to
reject them.
The court
found that:
plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on
the merits of
their claim that

01453
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the applications
were
improperly
rejected;
plaintiffs would
be irreparably
injured absent
an injunction;
the potential
harmto
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs'
injuries; and an
injunction was
in the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
granted.
Defendants
were ordered to
process the
applications
received from

38	 01453:
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the
organization to
determine
whether those
registrants were
qualified to
vote.
Furthermore,
defendants
were enjoined
from rejecting
any voter
registration
application on
the grounds
that it was
mailed as part
of a "bundle" S

or that it was
collected by
someone not
authorized or
any other
reason contrary
to the NVRA.

Moseley v. United 300 F. January 22, Plaintiff The court No N/A No
Price States Supp. 2d 2004 alleged, that concluded that

39
01454(..
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District 389; 2004 defendants' plaintiffs claim
Court for U.S. Dist. actions in under the
the Eastern LEXIS investigating Voting Rights
District of 850 his voter Act lacked
Virginia registration merit. Plaintiff

application did not allege,
constituted a as required,
change in that any
voting defendants
procedures implemented a
requiring § 5 new, uncleared
preclearance voting
under the qualification or
Voting Rights prerequisite to
Act, which voting, or
preclearance standard,
was never practice, or
sought or procedure with
received, respect to
Plaintiff voting. Here,
claimed he the existing
withdrew from practice or
the race for procedure in
Commonwealth effect in the
Attorney event a mailed
because of the registration
investigation, card was

40	 01454"r
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Defendants returned was to
moved to "resend the
dismiss the voter card, if
complaint, address verified

as correct."
This was what
precisely
occurred.
Plaintiff
inferred,
however, that
the existing
voting rule or
practice was to
resend the voter
card "with no
adverse
consequences"
and that the
county's
initiation of an
investigation
constituted the
implementation
of a change that
had not been
pre--cleared.

014 542
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The court
found the
inference
wholly
unwarranted
because
nothing in the
written
procedure
invited or
justified such
an inference.
The court
opined that
common sense
and state law
invited a
different
inference,
namely that
while a
returned card
had to be resent
if the address
was verified as
correct, any
allegation of

014543
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fraud could be
investigated.
Therefore,
there was no
new procedure
for which
preclearance
was required.
The court
dismissed
plaintiffs
federal claims.
The court
dismissed the
state law claims
without
prejudice.

Thompson v. Supreme 295 June 10, Respondents Respondents No N/A No
Karben Court of A.D.2d 2002 filed a motion alleged that

New York, 438; 743 seeking the appellant was
Appellate N.Y.S.2d cancellation of unlawfully
Division, 175; 2002 appellant's registered to
Second N.Y. App. voter vote from an
Department Div. registration and address at

LEXIS political party which he did
6101 enrollment on not reside and

the ground that that he should

43	 014544
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appellant was have voted
unlawfully from the
registered to address that he
vote in a claimed as his
particular residence. The
district. The appellate court
Supreme Court, held that
Rockland respondents
County, New adduced
York, ordered insufficient
the cancellation proof to
of appellant's support the
voter conclusion that
registration and appellant did
party not reside at the
enrollment. subject address.
Appellant On the other
challenged the hand, appellant
trial court's submitted
order, copies of his

2002 vehicle
registration,
2000 and 2001
federal income
tax returns,
2002 property
tax bill, a May

44	 01454Ei
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2001 paycheck
stub, and 2000
and 2001
retirement
account
statements all
showing the
subject address.
Appellant also
testified that he
was a signatory
on the
mortgage of the
subject address
and that he kept
personal
belongings at
that address.
Respondents
did not sustain
their
evidentiary
burden. The
judgment of the
trial court was
reversed.

Nat'l Coalition United 2002 U.S. August 2, Plaintiffs, a The court No N/A No

0154
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v. Taft States Dist. 2002 nonprofit found that the
District LEXIS public interest disability
Court for 22376 group and services offices
the certain at issue were
Southern individuals, subject to the
District of sued NVRA because
Ohio defendants, the term

certain state 'office"
and university included a
officials, subdivision of a
alleging that government
they violated department or
the National institution and
Voter the disability
Registration offices at issue
Act in failing were places
to designate the where citizens
disability regularly went
services offices for service and
at state public assistance.
colleges and Moreover, the
universities as Ohio Secretary
voter of State had an
registration obligation
sites. The group under the
and individuals NVRA to
moved for a designate the

46	 014547
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preliminary disability
injunction, services offices

as voter
registration
sites because
nothing in the
law superceded
the NVRA's
requirement
that the
responsible
state official
designate
disability
services offices
as voter
registration
sites.
Moreover,
under Ohio
Rev. Code
Ann. §
3501.05(R), the
Secretary of
State's duties
expressly
included

47	 - 01454
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ensuring
compliance
with the
NVRA. The
case was not
moot even
though the
Secretary of
State had taken
steps to ensure
compliance
with the NVRA
given his
position to his
obligation
under the law.
The court
granted
declaratory
judgment in
favor of the
nonprofit
organization
and the
individuals.
The motion for
a preliminary

48	 014549
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injunction was
granted in part
and the
Secretary of
State was
ordered to
notify disabled
students who
had used the
designated
disability
services offices
prior to the
opening day of
the upcoming
semester or
who had pre--
registered for
the upcoming
semester as to
voter
registration
availability.

Lawson v. United 211 F.3d May 3, Plaintiffs who Plaintiffs No N/A No
Shelby County States Court 331; 2000 2000 were denied the attempted to

of Appeals U.S. App. right to vote register to vote
for the LEXIS when they in October, and

49	 01455
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Sixth 8634 refused to to vote in
Circuit disclose their November, but

social security were denied
numbers, because they
appealed a refused to
judgment of the disclose their
United States social security
District Court numbers. A
for the Western year after the
District of election date
Tennessee at they filed suit
Memphis alleging denial
dismissing their of
amended constitutional
complaint for rights,
failure to state privileges and
claims barred immunities, the
by U.S. Const. Privacy Act of
amend. XI. 1974 and §

1983. The
district court
dismissed,
finding the
claims were
barred by U.S.
Const. amend.
XI, and the one

50	 01455L
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year statute of
limitations. The
appeals court
reversed,
holding the
district court
erred in
dismissing the
suit because
U.S. Const.
amend. XI
immunity did
not apply to
suits brought
by a private
party under the
Ex Parte Young
exception. Any
damages claim
not ancillary to
injunctive relief
was barred.
The court also
held the statute
of limitations
ran from the
date plaintiffs

51	 014552
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were denied the
opportunity to
vote, not
register, and
their claim was
thus timely.
Reversed and
remanded to
district court to
order such
relief as will
allow plaintiffs
to vote and
other
prospective
injunctive relief
against county
and state
officials;
declaratory
relief and
attorneys' fees
ancillary to the
prospective
injunctive
relief, all
permitted under

014553
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the Young
exception to
sovereign
immunity, to be
fashioned.

Curtis v. Smith United 145 F. June 4, Plaintiffs, Before a No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 2001 representatives general
District 814; 2001 of several election, three
Court for U.S. Dist. thousand persons
the Eastern LEXIS retired persons brought an
District of 8544 who called action alleging
Texas themselves the the Escapees

"Escapees," and were not bona
who spent a fide residents
large part of of the county,
thejr lives and sought to
traveling about have their
the United names
States in expunged from
recreational the rolls of
vehicles, but qualified
were registered voters. The
to vote in the plaintiffs
county, moved brought suit in
for preliminary federal district
injunction court. The
seeking to court issued a

53	 U1455^,
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enjoin a Texas preliminary
state court injunction
proceeding forbidding
under the All county officials
Writs Act. from

attempting to
purge the
voting.
Commissioner
contested the
results of the
election,
alleging
Escapees' votes
should be
disallowed.
Plaintiffs
brought present
case assertedly
to prevent the
same issue
from being
relitigated. The
court held,
however, the
issues were
different, since,

54	 O 1 (̂ 55 `
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

unlike the case
in the first
proceeding,
there was
notice and an
opportunity to
be heard.
Further, unlike
the first
proceeding, the
plaintiff in the
state court
action did not
seek to change
the
prerequisites
for voting
registration in
the county, but
instead
challenged the
actual
residency of
some members
of the
Escapees, and
such challenge

55 01455
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

properly
belonged in the
state court. The
court further
held that an
election contest
under state law
was the correct
vehicle to
contest the
registration of
Escapees. The
court dissolved
the temporary
restraining
order it had
previously
entered and
denied
plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction of
the state court
proceeding.

Pepper v. United 24 Fed. December Plaintiff Individual No N/A No
Darnell States Court A	 x. 460; 10, 2001 individual argued on

56
01455.
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Further

of Appeals 2001 U.S. appealed from a appeal that the
for the App. judgment of the district court
Sixth LEXIS district court, in erred in finding
Circuit 26618 an action that the

against registration
defendant state forms used by
officials the state did not
seeking relief violate the
under § 1983 NVRA and in
and the failing to
National Voter certify a class
Registration represented by
Act, for their individual.
alleged refusal Individual lived
to permit in his
individual to automobile and
register to vote, received mail at
Officials had a rented box.
moved for Officials
dismissal or for refused to
summary validate
judgment, and individual's
the district attempt to
court granted register to vote
the motion. by mail.

Tennessee state
law forbade

57	 01455E
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Case be
Researched
Further

accepting a
rented mail box
as the address
of the potential
voter.
Individual
insisted that his
automobile
registration
provided
sufficient proof
of residency
under the
NVRA. The
court upheld
the legality of
state's
requirement
that one
registering to
vote provide a
specific
location as an
address,
regardless of
the transient
lifestyle of the

58	 O1455;
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Further

potential voter,
finding state's
procedure
faithfully
mirrored the
requirements of
the NVRA as
codified in the
Code of
Federal
Regulations.
The court also
held that the
refusal to
certify
individual as
the
representative
of a class for
purposes of this
litigation was
not an abuse of
discretion; in
this case, no
representative
party was
available as the

59	 014 561
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Researched
Further

indigent
individual,
acting in his
own behalf,
was clearly
unable to
represent fairly
the class. The
district court's
judgment was
affirmed.

Miller v. United 348 F. October 27, Plaintiffs, two Plaintiffs No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 2004 voters and the alleged that the

District 916; 2004 Ohio timing and
Court for U.S. Dist. Democratic manner in
the LEXIS Party, filed suit which
Southern 24894 against defendants
District of defendants, the intended to
Ohio Ohio Secretary hold hearings

of State, several regarding pre--
county boards election
of elections, challenges to
and all of the their voter
boards' registration
members, violated both
alleging claims the Act and the
under the Due Process

60	 U1 Z6.j
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

National Voter Clause. The
Registration individuals,
Act and § 1983. who filed pre--
Plaintiffs also election voter
filed a motion eligibility
for a temporary challenges,
restraining filed a motion
order (TRO). to intervene.
Two The court held
individuals that it would
filed a motion grant the
to intervene as motion to
defendants. intervene

because the
individuals had
a substantial
legal interest in
the subject
matter of the
action and time
constraints
would not
permit them to
bring separate
actions to
protect their
rights. The

61	 014561
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

court further
held that it
would grant
plaintiffs'
motion for a
TRO because
plaintiffs made
sufficient
allegations in
their complaint
to establish
standing and
because all four
factors to
consider in
issuing a TRO
weighed
heavily in favor
of doing so.
The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a
likelihood of
success on the
merits because
the made a

62	 014564
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Further

strong showing
that defendants'
intended
actions
regarding pre-
election
challenges to
voter eligibility
abridged
plaintiffs'
fundamental
right to vote
and violated the
Due Process
Clause. Thus,
the other
factors to
consider in
granting a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs'
favor. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
TRO. The court

63	 01456
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Further
also granted the
individuals'
motion to
intervene.
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Hileman v. Court of 316 I11. October Appellant In a primary No N/A
Further
No

McGinness Appeals of App. 3d 25, 2000 challenged the election for
Illinois, 868; 739 circuit court county circuit
Fifth N.E.2d declaration that clerk, the parties
District 81; 2000 that the result of a agreed that 681

Ill. App. primary election absentee ballots
LEXIS for county circuit were presumed
845 clerk was void. invalid. The

ballots had been
commingled
with the valid
ballots. There
were no
markings or
indications on
the ballots
which would
have allowed
them to be
segregated from
other ballots
cast. Because
the ballots could
not have been
segregated,
apportionment
was the

014566
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Further

appropriate
remedy if no
fraud was
involved. If
fraud was
involved, the
election would
have had to
have been
voided and a
new election
held. Because
the trial court
did not hold an
evidentiary
hearing on the
fraud
allegations, and
did not
determine
whether fraud
was in issue, the
case was
remanded for a
determination as
to whether fraud
was evident in

01456
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Further

the electoral
process. The
court reversed
the declaration
of the trial
court, holding
that a
determination as
to whether fraud
was involved in
the election was
necessary to a
determination of
whether or not a
new election
was required.

DeFabio v. Supreme 192 Ill. July 6, Appellant Appellee filed a No N/A No
Gummersheimer Court of 2d 63; 2000 challenged the petition for

Illinois 733 judgment of the election contest,
N.E.2d appellate court, alleging that the
1241; which affirmed the official results
2000 Ill. trial court's of the Monroe
LEXIS decision granting County coroners
993 appellee's election were

summary judgment invalid because
motion in action none of the 524
brought by ballots cast in

01456E
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Further

appellee to contest Monroe
the results of the County's second
election for the precinct were
position of county initialed by an
coroner in Monroe election judge,
County. in violation of

Illinois law. The
trial court
granted
appellee's
motion for
summary
judgment, and
the appellate
court affirmed
the judgment.
The Illinois
supreme court
affirmed, noting
that statutes
requiring
election judges
to initial
election ballots
were
mandatory, and
uninitialed

01456r
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Other
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Researched
Further

ballots could
not have been
counted, even
where the
parties agreed
that there was
no knowledge
of fraud or
corruption.
Thus, the
supreme court
held that the
trial court
properly
invalidated all
of the ballots
cast in Monroe
County's second
precinct. The
court reasoned
that none of the
ballots
contained the
requisite
initialing, and
neither party
argued that any

014570
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

of the
uninitiated
ballots could
have been
distinguished or
identified as
absentee ballots.
The supreme
court affirmed
the judgment
because the
Illinois statute
requiring
election judges
to initial
election ballots
was mandatory,
and uninitialed
ballots could
not have been
counted, even
where the
parties agreed
that there was
no knowledge
of fraud or
corruption.

014571
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Further

Additionally,
none of the
ballots in
Monroe
County's second
precinct
contained the
requisite
initialing.

Gilmore v. United 305 F. March 2, Plaintiffs, two During the No N/A No
Amityville States Supp. 2d 2004 school board election, a
Union Free Sch. District 271; candidates, filed a voting machine
Dist. Court for 2004 class action malfunctioned,

the Eastern U.S. Dist. complaint against resulting in
District of LEXIS defendants, a votes being cast
New York 3116 school district, the on lines that

board president, were blank on
and other district the ballot. The
agents or board president
employees, devised a plan
challenging a for counting the
school board machine votes
election. by moving each
Defendants moved tally up one
to dismiss. line. The two

candidates, who
were African

014572
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Further

American,
alleged that the
president's plan
eliminated any
possibility that
an African
American
would be
elected. The
court found that
the candidates
failed to state a
claim under §
1983 because
they could not
show that
defendants'
actions were
done or
approved by a
person with
final
policymaking
authority, nor
was there a
showing of
intentional or

U1±57
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Other
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Further

purposeful
discrimination
on defendants'
part. The vote--
counting
method applied
equally to all
candidates. The
candidates'
claims under §
2000a and
2000c--8 failed
because schools
were not places
of public
accommodation,
as required
under § 2000a,
and § 2000c--8
applied to
school
segregation.
Their claim
under § 1971 of
deprivation of
voting rights
failed because

014514
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Other
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1971 did not
provide for a
private right of
action. The
court declined
to exercise
supplemental
jurisdiction over
various state
law claims.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss was
granted with
respect to the
candidates'
federal claims;
the state law
claims were
dismissed
without
prejudice.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 28, 2005 political group and of State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 261; county electors directive to all

2005 who voted by Ohio county
Ohio provisional ballot, boards of

10
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Other
Notes
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Case be
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Further

4789; sought review of a elections, which
834 judgment from the specified that a
N.E.2d court of appeals, signed
346; which dismissed affirmation
2005 appellants' statement was
Ohio complaint, seeking necessary for
LEXIS a writ of the counting of
2074 mandamus to a provisional

prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were
of provisional cast in one
ballot voters. county. The

electors'
provisional
ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to
compel

11
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Other
Notes
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Case be
Researched
Further

appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot
rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established
under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under

12

01457
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

1983. On
appeal, the Ohio
supreme court
held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--
contest actions
were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed
under § 1983 to
raise the
federal--law
claims.
Affirmed.

13	 U145?S
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Other
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Further

Touchston v. United 120 F. November In action in which In their No N/A No
McDermott States Supp. 2d 14, 2000 plaintiffs, complaint,

District 1055; registered voters in plaintiffs
Court for 2000 Brevard County, challenged the
the Middle U.S. Dist. Florida, filed suit constitutionality
District of LEXIS against defendants, of § 102.166(4),
Florida 20091 members of asserting that

several County the statute
Canvassing Boards violated their
and the Secretary rights under the
of the Florida Equal
Department of Protection and
State, challenging Due Process
the Clauses of U.S.
constitutionality of Const. amend.
Fla. Stat. Ann. § XIV. Based on
102.166(4) (2000), these claims,
before the court plaintiffs sought
was plaintiffs' an order from
emergency motion the court
for temporary stopping the
restraining order manual recount
and/or preliminary of votes. The
injunction, court found that

plaintiffs had
failed to set
forth a valid

14
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

basis for
intervention by
federal courts.
They had not
alleged that the
Florida law was
discriminatory,
that citizens
were being
deprived of the
right to vote, or
that there had
been fraudulent
interference
with the vote.
Moreover,
plaintiffs had
not established
a likelihood of
success on the
merits of their
claims.
Plaintiffs'
motion for
temporary
restraining order
and/or

15	 oi45S[
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Other
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Further

preliminary
injunction
denied;
plaintiffs had
not alleged that
the Florida law
was
discriminatory,
that citizens
were being
deprived of the
right to vote, or
that there had
been fraudulent
interference
with the vote.

Siegel v. LePore United 120 F. November Plaintiffs, The court No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 13, 2000 individual Florida addressed who
District 1041; voters and should consider
Court for 2000 Republican Party plaintiffs'
the U.S. Dist. presidential and serious
Southern LEXIS vice-presidential arguments that
District of 16333 candidates, moved manual recounts
Florida for a temporary would diminish

restraining order the accuracy of
and preliminary vote counts due
injunction to to ballot

16	 01455 .
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Other
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Further

enjoin defendants, degradation and
canvassing board the exercise of
members from four discretion in
Florida counties, determining
from proceeding voter intent. The
with manual court ruled that
recounts of intervention by
election ballots, a federal district

court,
particularly on a
preliminary
basis, was
inappropriate. A
federal court
should not
interfere except
where there was
an immediate
need to correct a
constitutional
violation.
Plaintiffs
neither
demonstrated a
clear
deprivation of a
constitutional

17	 55S^:.r
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Other
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Further

injury or a
fundamental
unfairness in
Florida's
manual recount
provision. The
recount
provision was
reasonable and
non--
discriminatory
on its face and
resided within
the state's broad
control over
presidential
election
procedures.
Plaintiffs failed
to show that
manual recounts
were so
unreliable as to
constitute a
constitutional
injury, that
plaintiffs'

18	 01458 ,
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Further

alleged injuries
were
irreparable, or
that they lacked
an adequate
state court
remedy.
Injunctive relief
denied because
plaintiffs
demonstrated
neither clear
deprivation of
constitutional
injury or
fundamental
unfairness in
Florida's
manual recount
provision to
justify federal
court
interference in
state election
procedures.

Gore v. Harris Supreme 773 So. December In a contest to The state No N/A No
Court of 2d 524; 22, 2000 results of the 2000 supreme court

19	 0145S^-`.
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Florida 2000 Fla. presidential had ordered the
LEXIS election in Florida, trial court to
2474 the United States conduct a

Supreme Court manual recount
reversed and of 9000
remanded a Florida contested
Supreme Court Miami--Dade
decision that had County ballots,
ordered a manual and also held
recount of certain that uncounted
ballots. "undervotes" in

all Florida
counties were to
be manually
counted. The
trial court was
ordered to use
the standard that
a vote was
"legal" if there
was a clear
indication of the
intent of the
voter. The
United States
Supreme Court
released an

20	 01158
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opinion on
December 12,
2000, which
held that such a
standard
violated equal
protection rights
because it
lacked specific
standards to
ensure equal
application, and
also mandated
that any manual
recount would
have to have
been completed
by December
12, 2000. On
remand, the
state supreme
court found that
it was
impossible
under that time
frame to adopt
adequate

21	 v'^ 't SS
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Other
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Further

standards and
make necessary
evaluations of
vote tabulation
equipment.
Also,
development of
a specific,
uniform
standard for
manual recounts
was best left to
the legislature.
Because
adequate
standards for a
manual recount
could not be
developed by
the deadline set
by the United
States Supreme
Court,
appellants were
afforded no
relief.

Goodwin v. St. Territorial 43 V.I. December Plaintiff political Plaintiff alleged No N/A No

22	 01455,
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Thomas--St. Court of 89; 2000 13, 2000 candidate alleged that defendants
John Bd. of the Virgin V.I. that certain general counted
Elections Islands LEXIS election absentee unlawful

15 ballots violated absentee ballots
territorial election that lacked
law, and that the postmarks, were
improper inclusion not signed or
of such ballots by notarized, were
defendants, in unsealed
election board and and/or torn
supervisor, envelopes, and
resulted in were in
plaintiffs loss of envelopes
the election. containing more
Plaintiff sued than one ballot.
defendants seeking Prior to
invalidation of the tabulation of the
absentee ballots absentee ballots,
and certification of plaintiff was
the election results leading
tabulated without intervenor for
such ballots, the final senate

position, but the
absentee ballots
entitled
intervenor to the
position. The

23 0145S:a
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court held that
plaintiff was not
entitled to relief
since he failed
to establish that
the alleged
absentee voting
irregularities
would require
invalidation of a
sufficient
number of
ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots
constituted a
technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus
substantially
complied with
election

24	 0145559
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requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly
counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
envelope and a
loose ballot
were in the
same outer
envelope, the
one vote
involved did not
change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities
were without
merit since
ballots without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted, and

25 01459[:
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ballots without
notarized
signatures were
proper.
Plaintiffs
request for
declaratory and
injunctive relief
was denied.
Invalidation of
absentee ballots
was not
required since
the irregularities
asserted by
plaintiff
involved ballots
which were in
fact valid, were
not tabulated by
defendants, or
were
insufficient to
change the
outcome of the
election.

Shannon v. United 394 F.3d January 7, Plaintiffs, voters Local election No N/A No

26
01459
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Jacobowitz States 90; 2005 2005 and an incumbent inspectors
Court of U.S. candidate, sued noticed a
Appeals App. defendants, a problem with a
for the LEXIS challenger voting machine.
Second 259 candidate, a county Plaintiffs
Circuit board of election, asserted that

and their votes were
commissioners, not counted due
pursuant to § 1983 to the machine
alleging violation malfunction.
of the Due Process Rather than
Clause of the pursue the state
Fourteenth remedy of quo
Amendment. The warranto, by
United States requesting that
District Court for New York's
the Northern Attorney
District of New General
York granted investigate the
summary judgment machine
in favor of malfunction and
plaintiffs, challenge the
Defendants election results
appealed. in state court,

plaintiffs filed
their complaint
in federal court.

01459;
27
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The court of
appeals found
that United
States Supreme
Court '
jurisprudence
required
intentional
conduct by state
actors as a
prerequisite for
a due process
violation.
Neither side
alleged that
local officials
acted
intentionally or
in a
discriminatory
manner with
regard to the
vote miscount.
Both sides
conceded that
the recorded
results were

28
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likely due to an
unforeseen
malfunction
with the voting
machine.
Because no
conduct was
alleged that
would indicate
an intentional
deprivation of
the right to vote,
there was no
cognizable
federal due
process claim.
The proper
remedy was to
assert a quo
warranto action
to challenge the
outcome of a
general election
based on an
alleged voting
machine
malfunction.

29	 01459'
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The district
court's grant of
summary
judgment was
reversed and its
injunctions were
vacated. The
case was
remanded for
further
proceedings
consistent with
this opinion.

GEORGE W. United 531 U.S. December Appellant The Supreme No N/A No
BUSH v. PALM States 70; 121 4, 2000 Republican Court vacated
BEACH Supreme S. Ct. presidential the state court's
COUNTY Court 471; 148 candidate's petition judgment,
CANVASSING L. Ed. 2d for writ of finding that the
BOARD, ET 366; certiorari to the state court
AL. 2000 Florida supreme opinion could

U.S. court was granted be read to
LEXIS in a case involving indicate that it
8087 interpretations of construed the

Fla. Stat. Ann. §§ Florida Election
102.111, 102.112, Code without
in proceedings regard to the
brought by extent to which

30	
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Other
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Case be
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Further

appellees the Florida
Democratic Constitution
presidential could,
candidate, county consistent with
canvassing boards, U.S. Const. art.
and Florida II, § 1, cl. 2,
Democratic Party circumscribe the
regarding authority legislative
of the boards and power. The
respondent Florida judgment of the
Secretary of State Florida
as to manual Supreme Court
recounts of ballots was vacated and
and deadlines, remanded for

further
proceedings.
The court stated
the judgment
was unclear as
to the extent to
which the state
court saw the
Florida
constitution as
circumscribing
the legislature's
authority under
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of Note)

Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

Article II of the
United States
Constitution,
and as to the
consideration
given the
federal statute
regarding state
electors.

Touchston v. United 234 F.3d November Plaintiff voters Plaintiff voters No N/A No
McDermott States 1130; 17, 2000 appealed from sought an

Court of 2000 judgment of the emergency
Appeals U.S. United States injunction
for the App. District Court for pending appeal
Eleventh LEXIS the Middle District to enjoin
Circuit 29366 of Florida, which defendant

denied their county election
emergency motion officials from
for an injunction conducting
pending appeal manual ballot
against defendant recounts or to
county election enjoin
officials. Plaintiffs defendants from
sought to enjoin certifying the
defendants from results of the
conducting manual Presidential
ballot recounts or election which

N
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Other
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Case be
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Further

to enjoin contained any
defendants from manual
certifying results recounts. The
of the presidential district court
election that denied the
contained any emergency
manual recounts. injunction and

plaintiffs
appealed. Upon
review, the
emergency
motion for
injunction
pending appeal
was denied
without
prejudice.
Florida had
adequate
election dispute
procedures,
which had been
invoked and
were being
implemented in
the forms of
administrative
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

actions by state
officials and
actions in state
court.
Therefore, the
state procedures
were adequate
to preserve for
ultimate review
in the United
States Supreme
Court any
federal
questions
arising out of
the state
procedures.
Moreover,
plaintiffs failed
to demonstrate a
substantial
threat of an
irreparable
injury that
would warrant
granting the
extraordinary
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Other
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Case be
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Further

remedy of an
injunction
pending appeal.
Denial of
plaintiffs
petition for
emergency
injunction
pending appeal
was affirmed.
The state
procedures were
adequate to
preserve any
federal issue for
review, and
plaintiffs failed
to demonstrate a
substantial
threat of an
irreparable
injury that
would have
warranted
granting the
extraordinary
remedy of the
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Other
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injunction.
Gore v. Harris Supreme 772 So. December The court of Appellants No N/A No

Court of 2d 1243; 8, 2000 appeal certified as contested the
Florida 2000 Fla. being of great certification of

LEXIS public importance their opponents
2373 a trial court as the winners

judgment that of Florida's
denied all relief electoral votes.
requested by The Florida
appellants, supreme court
candidates for found no error
President and Vice in the trial
President of the court's holding
United States, in that it was
appellants' contest proper to certify
to certified election election night
results. returns from

Nassau County
rather than
results of a
machine
recount. Nor did
the trial court
err in refusing
to include votes
that the Palm
Beach County
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Other
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Case be
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Further

Canvassing
Board found not
to be legal votes
during a manual
recount.
However, the
trial court erred
in excluding
votes that were
identified
during the Palm
Beach County
manual recount
and during a
partial manual
recount in
Miami--Dade
County. It was
also error to
refuse to
examine Miami-
-Dade County
ballots that
registered as
non--votes
during the
machine count.

37
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

The trial court
applied an
improper
standard to
determine
whether
appellants had
established that
the result of the
election was in
doubt, and
improperly
concluded that
there was no
probability of a
different result
without
examining the
ballots that
appellants
claimed
contained
rejected legal
votes. The
judgment was
reversed and
remanded; the
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

trial court was
ordered to
tabulate by hand
Miami-Dade
County ballots
that the
counting
machine
registered as
non--votes, and
was directed to
order inclusion
of votes that had
already been
identified
during manual
recounts. The
trial court also
was ordered to
consider
whether manual
recounts in
other counties
were necessary.
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James v. Supreme 359 N.C. February 4, Appellant The case No N/A No
Bartlett Court of 260; 607 2005 candidates involved three

North S.E.2d challenged separate election
Carolina 638; 2005 elections in the challenges. The

N.C. superior court central issue was
LEXIS through appeals of whether a
146 election protests provisional

before the North ballot cast on
Carolina State election day at a
Board of Elections precinct other
and a declaratory than the voter's
judgment action in correct precinct
the superior court. of residence
The court entered could be
an order granting lawfully counted
summary judgment in final election
in favor of tallies. The
appellees, the superior court
Board, the Board's held that it could
executive director, be counted. On
the Board's appeal, the
members, and the supreme court
North Carolina determined that
Attorney General. state law did not
The candidates permit out--of--
appealed. precinct

provisional
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

ballots to be
counted in state
and local
elections. The
candidates
failure to
challenge the
counting of out--
of--precinct
provisional
ballots before
the election did
not render their
action untimely.
Reversed and
remanded.

Sandusky United 387 F.3d October 26, Defendant state The district No N/A No
County States 565; 2004 2004 appealed from an court found that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. order of the U.S. HAVA created
Party v. Appeals LEXIS District Court for an individual
Blackwell for the 22320 the Northern right to cast a

Sixth District of Ohio provisional
Circuit which held that the ballot, that this

Help America right is
Vote Act required individually
that voters be enforceable
permitted to cast under 42
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Other
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Further

provisional ballots U.S.C.S. § 1983,
upon affirming and that
their registration to plaintiffs unions
vote in the county and political
in which they parties had
desire to vote and standing to bring
that provisional a § 1983 action
ballots must be on behalf of
counted as valid Ohio voters. The
ballots when cast court of appeals
in the correct agreed that the
county. political parties

and unions had
associational
standing to
challenge the
state's
provisional
voting directive.
Further, the
court
determined that
HAVA was
quintessentially
about being able
to cast a
provisional
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

ballot but that
the voter casts a
provisional
ballot at the
peril of not
being eligible to
vote under state
law; if the voter
is not eligible,
the vote will
then not be
counted.
Accordingly, the
court of appeals
reversed the
district court and
held that
"provisional"
ballots cast in a
precinct where a
voter does not
reside and which
would be invalid
under state law,
are not required
by the HAVA to
be considered
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Other
Notes
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Case be
Researched
Further

legal votes.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary of No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 28, 2005 political group and State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 261; 2005 county electors directive to all

Ohio who voted by Ohio county
4789; 834 provisional ballot, boards of
N.E.2d sought review of a elections, which
346; 2005 judgment from the specified that a
Ohio court of appeals signed
LEXIS which dismissed affirmation
2074 appellants' statement was

complaint, seeking necessary for the
a writ of counting of a
mandamus to provisional
prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
of provisional in one county.
ballot voters. The electors'

provisional
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Other
Notes
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Case be
Researched
Further

ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The trial court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established
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Other
Notes
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Further

under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under 42
U.S.C.S. § 1983.
On appeal, the
Ohio Supreme
Court held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--contest
actions were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed

014611
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

under § 1983 to
raise the federal-
-law claims.
Affirmed.

Fla. United 342 F. October 21, Plaintiff political The political No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 party sought party asserted
Party v. District 1073; injunctive relief that a
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. under the Help prospective

the Dist. America Vote Act, voter in a
Northern LEXIS claiming that the federal election
District of 21720 election system put had the right to
Florida in place by cast a

defendant election provisional
officials violated ballot at a given
HAVA because it polling place,
did not allow even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the that the voter
voter's assigned was at the
precinct. The wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the that voter had
pleadings. the right to have

that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise
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Other
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Further

met all
requirements of
state law. The
court noted that
the right to vote
was clearly
protectable as a
civil right, and a
primary purpose
of the HAVA
was to preserve
the votes of
persons who had
incorrectly been
removed from
the voting rolls,
and thus would
not be listed as
voters at what
would otherwise
have been the
correct polling
place. The
irreparable
injury to a voter
was easily
sufficient to
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Other
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Further

outweigh any
harm to the
officials.
Therefore, the
court granted
relief as to the
first claim,
allowing the
unlisted voter to
cast a
provisional
ballot, but
denied relief as
to the second
claim, that the
ballot at the
wrong place
must be counted
if it was cast at
the wrong place,
because that
result
contradicted
State law. The
provisional
ballot could only
be counted if it
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Case be
Researched
Further

was cast in the
proper precinct
under State law.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations filed question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 suit against instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. defendant, Ohio's election officials

the LEXIS Secretary of State, to issue
Northern 20926 claiming that a provisional
District of directive issued by ballots to first--
Ohio the Secretary time voters who

contravened the registered by
provisions of the mail but did not
Help America provide
Vote Act. The documentary
Secretary filed a identification at
motion to dismiss. the polling place

on election day.
When
submitting a
provisional
ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the
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Other
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Further

last four digits
of his social
security number.
If he did not
know either
number, he
could provide it
before the polls
closed. If he did
not do so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable
requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the

12	 0146116
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the
burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,
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Other
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Further

even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable.

Sandusky United 386 F.3d October 23, Defendant Ohio On appeal, the No N/A No
County States 815; 2004 2004 Secretary of State court held that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. challenged an the district court
Party v. Appeals LEXIS order of the United correctly ruled
Blackwell for the 28765 States District that the right to

Sixth Court for the cast a
Circuit Northern District provisional

of Ohio, which ballot in federal
held that Ohio elections was
Secretary of State enforceable
Directive 2004--33 under 42
violated the federal U.S.C.S. § 1983
Help America and that at least
Vote Act. In its one plaintiff had
order, the district standing to
court directed the enforce that
Secretary to issue a right in the
revised directive district court.
that conformed to The court also
HA VA's held that Ohio
requirements. Secretary of

State Directive
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

2004--33
violated HAVA
to the extent that
it failed to
ensure that any
individual
affirming that he
or she was a
registered voter
in the
jurisdiction in
which he or she
desired to vote
and eligible to
vote in a federal
election was
permitted to cast
a provisional
ballot. However,
the district court
erred in holding
that HAVA
required that a
voter's
provisional
ballot be
counted as a
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

valid ballot if it
was cast
anywhere in the
county in which
the voter
resided, even if
it was cast
outside the
precinct in
which the voter
resided.

Hawkins v. United 2004 U.S. October 12, In an action filed The court held No N/A No
Blunt States Dist. 2004 by plaintiffs, that the text of

District LEXIS voters and a state the HAVA, as
Court for 21512 political party, well as its
the contending that the legislative
Western provisional voting history, proved
District of requirements of that it could be
Missouri Mo. Rev. Stat. § read to include

115.430 conflicted reasonable
with and was accommodations
preempted by the of state precinct
Help America voting practices
Vote Act, plaintiffs in implementing
and defendants, the provisional
secretary of state voting
and others, moved requirements.
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for summary The court
judgment. further held that

Mo. Rev. Stat. §
115.430.2 was
reasonable; to
effectuate the
HAVA's intent
and to protect
that interest, it
could not be
unreasonable to
direct a voter to
his correct
voting place
where a full
ballot was likely
to be cast. The
court also held
that plaintiffs'
equal protection
rights were not
violated by the
requirement that
before a voter
would be
allowed to cast a
provisional

17	 014621
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ballot, the voter
would first be
directed to his
proper polling

lace.
Bay County United 340 F. October 13, Plaintiffs, state and The parties No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 county Democratic claimed that if
Party v. District 802; 2004 parties, filed an the secretary's
Land Court for U.S. Dist. action against proposed

the Eastern LEXIS defendant, procedure was
District of 20551 Michigan secretary allowed to
Michigan of state and the occur, several

Michigan director voters who were
of elections, members of the
alleging that the parties'
state's intended respective
procedure for organizations
casting and were likely to be
counting disenfranchised.
provisional ballots Defendants
at the upcoming moved to
general election transfer venue of
would violate the the action to the
Help America Western District
Vote Act and state of Michigan
laws implementing claiming that the
the federal only proper

U

r ^

Aa
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Other
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legislation. venue for an
Defendants filed a action against a
motion to transfer state official is
venue, the district that

encompasses the
state's seat of
government.
Alternatively,
defendants
sought transfer
for the
convenience of
the parties and
witnesses. The
court found that

• defendants'
arguments were
not supported by
the plain
language of the
current venue
statutes. Federal
actions against
the Michigan
secretary of state
over rules and
practices
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Other
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governing
federal elections
traditionally
were brought in
both the Eastern
and Western
Districts of
Michigan. There
was no rule that
required such
actions to be
brought only in
the district in
which the state's
seat of
government was
located, and no
inconvenience
resulting from
litigating in the
state's more
populous district
reasonably
could be
claimed by a
state official
who had a
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Further

mandate to
administer
elections
throughout the
state and
operated an
office in each of
its counties.
Motion denied.

Bay County United 347 F. October 19, Plaintiffs, voter The court No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations and concluded that
Party v. District 404; 2004 political parties, (1) plaintiffs had
Land Court for U.S. Dist. filed actions standing to

the Eastern LEXIS against defendants, assert their
District of 20872 the Michigan claims; (2)
Michigan Secretary of State HAVA created

and her director of individual rights
elections, enforceable
challenging through 42
directives issued to U.S.C.S. §
local election 1983; (3)
officials Congress had
concerning the provided a
casting and scheme under
tabulation of HAVA in which
provisional ballots, a voter's right to
Plaintiffs sought a have a

21	
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preliminary provisional
injunction and ballot for federal
contended that the offices tabulated
directives violated was determined
their rights under by state law
the Help America governing
Vote Act. eligibility, and

defendants'
directives for
determining
eligibility on the
basis of
precinct--based
residency were
inconsistent
with state and
federal election
law; (4)
Michigan
election law
defined voter
qualifications in
terms of the
voter's home
jurisdiction, and
a person who
cast a

22
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Further

provisional
ballot within his
or her
jurisdiction was
entitled under
federal law to
have his or her
votes for federal
offices counted
if eligibility to
vote in that
election could
be verified; and
(5) defendants'
directives
concerning
proof of identity
of first--time
voters who
registered by
mail were
consistent with
federal and state
law.
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Charles H. United 408 F.3d May 12, Plaintiffs, a The foundation No N/A No
Wesley States 1349; 2005 charitable conducted a
Educ. Court of 2005 U.S. foundation, four voter registration
Found., Inc. Appeals App. volunteers, and a drive; it placed
v. Cox for the LEXIS registered voter, the completed

Eleventh 8320 filed a suit applications in a
Circuit against defendant single envelope

state officials and mailed them
alleging to the Georgia
violations of the Secretary of
National Voter State for
Registration Act processing.
and the Voting Included in the
Rights Act. The batch was the
officials appealed voter's change of
after the United address form.
States District Plaintiffs filed
Court for the the suit after they
Northern District were notified that
of Georgia issued the applications
a preliminary had been rejected
injunction pursuant to
enjoining them Georgia law,
from rejecting which allegedly
voter restricted who
registrations could collect
submitted by the voter registration

01462
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foundation. forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
XIV, XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the
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Further

complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
franchise--related
rights. The court
affirmed the
preliminary
injunction order
entered by the
district court.

McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No

01463
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Thompson States 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged order had granted
Further

Court of U.S. App. of United States defendant state
Appeals LEXIS District Court for election officials
for the 23387 Eastern District summary
Sixth of Tennessee at judgment. The
Circuit Chattanooga, court declined to

which granted overrule
defendant state defendants'
election officials administrative
summary determination
judgment on that state law
plaintiffs action required plaintiff
seeking to stop to disclose his
the state practice social security
of requiring its number because
citizens to the interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict with
precondition to previous case
voter registration. law, and could be

challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974, because it

014631
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Case be
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Further

was grand
fathered under
the terms of the
Act. The
limitations in the
National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the
NVRA did not
specifically
prohibit the use
of social security
numbers and the
Act contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. The trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and

0146^'^
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Further

immunities, and
due process
claims. Order
affirmed because
requirement that
voters disclose
social security
numbers as
precondition to
voter registration
did not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or National
Voter
Registration Act
and trial court
properly rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities, and
due process
claims.

Nat'l United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, national I Defendants No N/A No

0146 ^
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Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2001 organization for alleged that
Students District 845; 2001 disabled students, plaintiff lacked
with Court for U.S. Dist. brought an action standing to
Disabilities the LEXIS against university represent its
Educ. & Southern 9528 president and members, and
Legal Def. District of university's that plaintiff had
Fund v. Maryland director of office not satisfied the
Scales of disability notice

support services requirements of
to challenge the the National
voter registration Voter
procedures Registration Act.
established by the Further,
disability support defendants
services, maintained the
Defendants facts, as alleged
moved to dismiss by plaintiff, did
the first amended not give rise to a
complaint, or in past, present, or
the alternative for future violation
summary of the NVRA
judgment. because (1) the

plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

O163(
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Further

registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs § 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged sufficient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

014635
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Further

registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended

01463;
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Further

complaint was
granted as to the
§ 1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

Cunningham United 2003 U.S. February Plaintiffs, who Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
v. Chi. Bd. States Dist. 24, 2003 alleged that they that objections to
of Election District LEXIS were duly their signatures
Comm'rs Court for 2528 registered voters, were improperly

the six of whom had sustained by
Northern signed defendants, the
District of nominating city board of
Illinois petitions for one election

candidate and commissioners.
two of whom Plaintiffs argued
signed that they were

10	 01463?
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Further

nominating registered voters
petitions for whose names
another appeared in an
candidate. They inactive file and
first asked for a whose signatures
preliminary were therefore,
injunction of the and improperly,
municipal excluded. The
election court ruled that
scheduled for the by characterizing
following the claim as
Tuesday and plaintiffs did,
suggested, they sought to
alternatively, that enjoin an
the election for election because
City Clerk and their signatures
for 4th Ward were not
Alderman be counted, even
enjoined, though their

preferred
candidates were
otherwise
precluded from
appearing on the
ballot. Without
regard to their
likelihood of

11
0146
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Further

obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting of a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

12	 O1'63:
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Further

preliminary relief
was denied.

Diaz v. United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, unions The putative No N/A No
Hood States Supp. 2d 2004 and individuals voters sought

District 1111; who had injunctive relief
Court for 2004 U.S. attempted to requiring the
the Dist. register to vote, election officials
Southern LEXIS sought a to register them
District of 21445 declaration of to vote. The
Florida their rights to court first noted

vote in the that the unions
November 2, lacked even
2004 general representative
election. They standing, because
alleged that they failed to
defendants, state show that one of
and county their members
election officials, could have
refused to brought the case
process their in their own
voter behalf. The
registrations for individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election officials verify her mental

13 01464'
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Other
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Should the
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Researched
Further

moved to dismiss capacity, the
the complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box
and failure to indicating that he
state a claim, was not a felon,

and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
refusing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter

14	 01464_
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

applicants whose
registration
applications were
deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant application
properly under
Florida law, and
the putative voter
had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing
to complete the
registration. The
third completed
her form and was
registered, so had
suffered no
injury. Standing
failed against the
secretary of state.
Motion to
dismiss without

0
15	
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Researched
Further

prejudice
granted.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not
moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA

17146`>
16
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Further

claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one
never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to

17
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Case be

Note)	
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Further

condition
eligibility to vote
on residence.
Nor did it
undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and
resolve that
challenge, did
not contravene
the MVA•
Defendants'
motions for

18
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Other
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Further

summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice.

Bell v. United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
Marinko States 588; 2004 2004 registered voters, contested the

Court of U.S. App. sued defendants, challenges to
Appeals LEXIS Ohio Board of their registration
for the 8330 Elections and brought under
Sixth Board members, Ohio Code Rev.
Circuit alleging that Ann. § 3505.19

Ohio Rev. Code based on Ohio
Ann. §§ 3509.19- Rev. Code Ann.
-3509.21 violated § 3503.02.
the National Specifically, the
Voter voters asserted
Registration Act, that § 3503.02---
and the Equal -which stated
Protection Clause that the place

19	 O1'6'45
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Further

of the Fourteenth where the family
Amendment. The of a married man
United States or woman
District Court for resided was
the Northern considered to be
District of Ohio his or her place
granted summary of residence----
judgment in favor violated the
of defendants. equal protection
The voters clause. The court
appealed. of appeals found

that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote

20	 O16 ",
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Further

in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

21	 pl^t6c^u
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Further

§ 3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

22
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Spencer v. United 347 F. November Plaintiff voters The voters No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 1, 2004 filed a motion alleged that

District 528; 2004 for temporary defendants had
Court for U.S. Dist. restraining combined to
the LEXIS order and implement a
Southern 22062 preliminary voter challenge
District of injunction system at the
Ohio seeking to polls that

restrain discriminated
defendant against African--
election American voters.
officials and Each precinct
intervenor was run by its
State of Ohio election judges
from but Ohio law
discriminating also allowed
against black challengers to be
voters in physically
Hamilton present in the
County on the polling places in
basis of race. If order to
necessary, they challenge voters'
sought to eligibility to
restrain vote. The court
challengers held that the
from being injury asserted,
allowed at the that allowing

01,46.5 C:
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Further

polls, challengers to
challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their
right to vote,
was not
speculative and
could be
redressed by
removing the
challengers. The
court held that in
the absence of
any statutory
guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
challenging
voters by
challengers, and
the questionable
enforceability of
the State's and

014651
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Further

County's policies
regarding good
faith challenges
and ejection of
disruptive
challengers from
the polls, there
existed an
enormous risk of
chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
pandemonium
inside the polls
and in the lines
out the door.
Furthermore, the
law allowing
private
challengers was
not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's
compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. The court
enjoined all

146 ^6a
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Further

defendants from
allowing any
challengers other
than election
judges and other
electors into the
polling places
throughout the
state on Election
Day.

MARIAN United 125 S. Ct. November In two separate Plaintiffs No N/A No
SPENCER, et States 305; 160 2, 2004 actions, contended that
al., Petitioners Supreme L. Ed. 2d plaintiffs sued the members
v. CLARA Court 213; 2004 defendant planned to send
PUGH, et al. U.S. members of a numerous
(No. 04A360) LEXIS political party, challengers to
SUMMIT 7400 alleging that polling places in
COUNTY the members predominantly
DEMOCRATIC planned to African--
CENTRAL and mount American
EXECUTIVE indiscriminate neighborhoods
COMMITTEE, challenges in to challenge
et al., polling places votes in an
Petitioners v. which would imminent
MATTHEW disrupt voting, national election,
HEIDER, et al. Plaintiffs which would
(No. 04A364 applied to allegedly cause

014653
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United States in voting. P'
Court of district court
Appeals for the ordered
Sixth Circuit

enteredwhich
challengers to

out of
emergency

stay
polling places,

stays of and another
injunctions district court
restricting the ordered
members challengers to
activities. remain in the

polling places
only as
witnesst
the appellateed the
court stay
orders. The
United States

Court,Supreme
acting through a

Circuitsingle
declinedJustice,

theto reinstate
for

Should
Case be
Researched

Furthe_er _
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prudential
reasons, despite
the few hours
left until the
upcoming
election. While
the allegations of
abuse were
serious, it was
not possible to
determine with
any certainty the
ultimate validity
of the plaintiffs'
claims or for the
full Supreme
Court to review
the relevant
submissions, and
voting officials
would be
available to
enable proper
voting by
qualified voters.

Charles H. United 324 F. July 1, Plaintiffs, a The organization No N/A No
Wesley Educ. States Supp. 2d 2004 voter, fraternity participated in

01465
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Found., Inc. v. District 1358; members, and numerous non--
Cox Court for 2004 U.S. an partisan voter

the Dist. organization, registration
Northern LEXIS sought an drives primarily
District of 12120 injunction designed to
Georgia ordering increase the

defendant, the voting strength
Georgia of African--
Secretary of Americans.
State, to Following one
process the such drive, the
voter fraternity
registration members mailed
application in over 60
forms that they registration
mailed in forms, including
following a one for the voter
voter who had moved
registration within state
drive. They since the last
contended that election. The
by refusing to Georgia
process the Secretary of
forms State's office
defendants refused to
violated the process them
National Voter because the
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Registration were not mailed
Act and U.S. individually and
Const. amends. neither a
I, XIV, and registrar, deputy
XV. registrar, or an

otherwise
authorized
person had
collected the
applications as
required under
state law. The
court held that
plaintiffs had
standing to bring
the action. The
court held that
because the
applications
were received in
accordance with
the mandates of
the NVRA, the
State of Georgia
was not free to
reject them. The
court found that:

01465x:
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plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on the
merits of their
claim that the
applications
were improperly
rejected;
plaintiffs would
be irreparably
injured absent an
injunction; the
potential harm to
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs'
injuries; and an
injunction was in
the public
interest.
Injunction
granted.

Jacksonville United 351 F. October 25, Plaintiffs, voter The coalition, No N/A No
Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2004 protection the union, and
Voter Prot. v. District 1326; coalition, the voters based
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. union, and their claim on

0146,"
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the Middle Dist. voters, filed an the fact that the
District of LEXIS emergency county had the
Florida 26522 motion for a largest

preliminary percentage of
injunction and African--
argued that American
African registered voters
Americans in of any major
the county had county in the
less state, and, yet,
opportunity other similarly-
than other sized counties
members of the with smaller
state's African--
electorate to American
vote in the registered voter
upcoming percentages had
election, and more early
that voting sites.
defendants, Based on that,
elections they argued that
officials', African--
implementation American voters
of early voting in the county
procedures were
violated the disproportionally
Voting Rights affected. The

10
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Act and their court found that
constitutional while it may
rights, have been true

that having to
drive to an early
voting site and
having to wait in
line may cause
people to be
inconvenienced,
inconvenience
did not result in
a denial of
meaningful
access to the
political process.
Thus, the
coalition, the
union, and the
voters had not
established a
likelihood of

• success on the
merits of their
claim that the
county's
implementation

11	 01466L
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August 31,
225F.3d	 2000
993; 2000

U.S . App•
LEXIS

Court	 Citation

Nye of Case

Taylor v• H° 	
United
States
Court of

of early voting
procedures
violated § 2 of
the Voting
Rights Act.
Moreover, the
coalition, the
union, and the
voters failed to
establish a
likelihood of
success on the
merits of their §

1983 Fourteenth
and Fifteenth
p,mendment
claims, which
required a higher
proof of
discriminatory
purpose and
effect. Injunction
denied.
The court of

plaintiffs ,	 appeals
African	 affirmed--in--
Alner1an	 art, rev ersed--
__torr- noll

EAC Voting
 Fraud Voter Intim'aa`^",

Racial Discrimination Cha11E

Facts

NIA	 No
No

12
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for the 22241 watchers, and in--part, and
Eighth candidates remanded the
Circuit appealed from district court's

a judgment of judgment. The
the United court found that
States District the district
Court for the court's finding of
Eastern District a lack of
of Arkansas in intentional
favor of discrimination
defendants, was appropriate
elections as to many
commissioners defendants.
and related However, as to
individuals, on some of the
their § 1983 individual
voting rights voters' claims
claims and for damages, the
contended the court held "a
district court definite and firm
made conviction" that
erroneous the district
findings of fact court's findings
and law and were mistaken.
failed to The court noted
appreciate that the
evidence of argument that a

13	 014662
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discriminatory voter's name was
intent, misspelled in the

voter register,
with a single
incorrect letter,
was a flimsy
pretext and,
accordingly,
held that the
district court's
finding that
defendant poll
workers did not
racially
discriminate in
denying the vote
to this plaintiff
was clearly
erroneous.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

Stewart v. United 356 F. December Plaintiffs, The primary No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 14, 2004 including thrust of the

District 791; 2004 African-- litigation was an
Court for U.S. Dist. American attempt to
the LEXIS voters, alleged federalize

14	 O1466C
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Northern 26897 that use of elections by
District of punch card judicial rule or
Ohio voting and fiat via the

"central-- invitation to the
count" optical court to declare
scanning a certain voting
devices by technology
defendants, the unconstitutional
Ohio Secretary and then fashion
of State et al., a remedy. The
violated their court declined
rights under the the invitation.
Due Process The
Clause, the determination of
Equal the applicable
Protection voting process
Clause, and had always been
(African-- focused in the
American legislative
plaintiffs) their branch of the
rights under § government.
2 of the Voting While it was true
Rights Act. that the

percentage of
residual or non-
voted ballots in
the 2000

15	 01466x`.
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presidential
election ran
slightly higher in
counties using
punch card
technology, that
fact standing
alone was
insufficient to
declare the use
of the system
unconstitutional.
Moreover, the
highest
frequency in
Ohio of residual
voting bore a
direct
relationship to
economic and
educational
factors, negating
the Voting
Rights Act
claim. The court
further stated
that local variety

16	 014 6 6 ^^
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

in voting
technology did
not violate the
Equal Protection
Clause, even if
the different
technologies had
different levels
of effectiveness
in recording
voters'
intentions, so
long as there
was some
rational basis for
the technology
choice. It
concluded that
defendants' cost
and security
reasons for the
use of punch
card ballots were
plausible.

Taylor v. Currie United 386 F. September Plaintiff This action No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 14, 2005 brought an involved issues
District 929; 2005 action against pertainingto

17
01406
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Court for U.S. Dist. defendants, absentee ballots.
the Eastern LEXIS including a city Plaintiff alleged
District of 20257 elections that defendants
Michigan commission, were not

alleging complying with
defects in a state laws
city council requiring certain
primary eligibility checks
election before issuing
pertaining to absentee ballots.
absentee The state court
balloting. The issued an
case was injunction
removed to preventing
federal court defendants from
by defendants. mailing absentee
Pending before ballots.
the court was a Defendants
motion to removed the
remand, filed action to federal
by plaintiff. court and

plaintiff sought a
remand.
Defendants
argued that not
mailing the
absentee ballots

98	 014667
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

would violate
the Voting
Rights Act,
because it would
place a
restriction only
on the City of
Detroit, which
was
predominately
African--
American. The
court ordered the
case remanded
because it found
no basis under
28 U.S.C.S. §§
1441 or 1443 for
federal
jurisdiction.
Defendants'
mere reference
to a federal law
or federal right
was not enough
to confer subject
matter
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

jurisdiction
where the
complaint
sought to assert
only rights
arising under
state statutes
against state
officials in
relation to a state
election. The
court stated that
it would not
allow defendants
to take haven in
federal court
under the guise
of providing
equal protection
for the citizens
of Detroit but
with a goal of
perpetuating
their violation of
a non-
discriminatory
state law.
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Further
Motion to
remand granted.

0146^^:
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Weber v. United 347 F.3d October 28, Plaintiff voter On review, the No N/A No
Shelley States Court 1101; 2003 2003 brought an suit voter contended

of Appeals U.S. App. against that use of
for the LEXIS defendants, the paperless
Ninth 21979 secretary of touch--screen
Circuit state and the voting systems

county was
registrar of unconstitutional
voters, and that the
claiming that trial court erred
the lack of a by ruling her
voter--verified expert
paper trail in testimony
the county's inadmissible.
newly installed The trial court
touchscreen focused on
voting system whether the
violated her experts'
rights to equal declarations
protection and raised genuine
due process. issues of
The United material fact
States District about the
Court for the relative
Central District accuracy of the
of California voting systemat
granted the issue and

01467_
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

secretary and excluded
the registrar references to
summary news--paper
judgment. The articles and
voter appealed. unidentified

studies absent
any indication
that experts
normally relied
upon them. The
appellate court
found that the
trial court's
exclusions were
not an abuse of
discretion and
agreed that the
admissible
opinions which
were left did
not tend to
show that
voters had a
lesser chance of
having their
votes counted.
It further found

DH6I ;
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

that the use of
touchscreen
voting systems
was not subject
to strict
scrutiny simply
because this
particular
balloting
system might
make the
possibility of
some kinds of
fraud more
difficult to
detect.
California
made a
reasonable,
politically
neutral and
non--
discriminatory
choice to
certify
touchscreen
systems as an

0146 E
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Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

alternative to
paper ballots,
as did the
county in
deciding to use
such a system.
Nothing in the
Constitution
forbid this
choice. The
judgment was
affirmed.

Am. Ass'n United 324 F. July 6, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A Noof People States Supp. 2d 2004 disabled voters urged the
with District 1120; 2004 and invalidation of
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. organizations the Secretary's
v. Shelley the Central LEXIS representing directives

District of 12587 those voters, because,
California sought to allegedly, their

enjoin the effect was to
directives of deprive the
defendant voters of the
California opportunity to
Secretary of vote using
State, which touch--screen
decertified and technology.
withdrew Although it was

0146:
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

approval of the not disputed
use of certain that some
direct disabled
recording persons would
electronic be unable to
(DRE) voting vote
systems. One independently
voter applied and in private
for a temporary without the use
restraining of DREs, it was
order, or, in the clear that they
alternative, a would not be
preliminary deprived of
injunction, of a their
preliminary fundamental
injunction in a right to vote.
number of The Americans
ways, with
including a Disabilities
four--part test Act, did not
that considers require
(1) likelihood accommodation
of success on that would
the merits; (2) enable disabled
the possibility persons to vote
of irreparable in a manner
injury in the that was

0146-"'t
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

absence of an comparable in
injunction; (3) every way with
a balancing of the voting
the harms; and rights enjoyed
(4) the public by persons
interest, without

disabilities.
Rather, it
mandated that
voting
programs be
made
accessible.
Defendant's
decision to
suspend the use
of DREs
pending
improvement in
their reliability
and security of
the devices was
a rational one,
designed to
protect the
voting rights of
the state's

014sT .0
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

citizens. The
evidence did
not support the
conclusion that
the elimination
of the DREs
would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually
impaired. Thus,
the voters
showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The
individual's
request for a
temporary
restraining
order, or, in the
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, was
denied. Ninth
Circuit's tests

014 6 ^` `^
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

for a
preliminary
injunction,
although
phrased
differently,
require a court
to inquire into
whether there
exists a
likelihood of
success on the
merits, and the
possibility of
irreparable
injury; a court
is also required
to balance the
hardships.

Fla. Court of 884 So. 2d October 28, Petitioner, the The Party No N/A No
Democratic Appeal of 1148; 2004 2004 Florida argued that: (1)
Party v. Florida, Fla. App. Democratic the Florida
Hood First LEXIS Party, sought Administrative

District 16077 review of an Code, recast
emergency rule language from
adopted by the the earlier
Florida invalidated rule

014674:
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Department of prohibiting a
State, manual recount
contending that of overvotes
the findings of and undervotes
immediate cast on a
danger, touchscreen
necessity, and machine; (2)
procedural the rule did not
fairness on call for the
which the rule manual recount
was based of votes to
were determine voter
insufficient intent; and (3)
under Florida the rule created
law, which voters who
required a were entitled to
showing of manual
such recounts in
circumstances, close elections
and Florida and those who
case law. This were not. The
matter appeals court
followed. disagreed. The

Department
was clearly
concerned with
the fact that if

U1467
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

no rule were in
place, the same
confusion and
inconsistency
in divining a
voter's intent
that attended
the 2000
presidential
election in
Florida, and the
same
constitutional
problems the
United States
Supreme Court
addressed then,
might recur in
2004. It was not
the court's
responsibility
to decide the
validity of the
rule or whether
other means
were more
appropriate.

U146SC
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if of Notes Case be
Note) Researched

Further
But, the
following
question was
certified to the
Supreme Court:
Whether under
Fla. Stat. ch.
120.54(4), the
Department of
State set forth
sufficient
justification for
an emergency
rule
establishing
standards for
conducting
manual
recounts of
overvotes and
undervotes as
applied to
touchscreen
voting systems?
The petition
was denied, but
a uestion was

11	 014681
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

certified to the
supreme court
as a matter of
great public
importance.

Wexler v. United 342 F. October 25, Plaintiffs, a The officials No N/A No
Lepore States Supp. 2d 2004 congressman, claimed that the

District 1097; 2004 state state had
Court for U.S. Dist. commissioners, established an
the LEXIS and a updated
Southern 21344 registered standard for
District of voter, brought manual
Florida a § 1983 action recounts in

against counties using
defendants, optical scan
state officials, systems and
alleging that touchscreen
the manual voting systems,
recount therefore,
procedures for alleviating
the state's equal
touchscreen protection
paperless concerns. The
voting systems court held that
violated their the rules
rights under prescribing
U.S. Const. what

014652
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

amends. V and constituted a
XIV. A bench clear indication
trial ensued. on the ballot

that the voter
had made a
definite choice,
as well the
rules
prescribing
additional
recount
procedures for
each certified
voting system
promulgated
pursuant to
Florida law
complied with
equal
protection
requirements
under U.S.
Const. amends.
V and XIV
because the
rules prescribed
uniform,

13	 0146.5
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

nondifferential
standards for
what
constituted a
legal vote under
each certified
voting system,
as well as
procedures for
conducting a
manual recount
of overvotes
and undervotes
in the entire
geographic
jurisdiction.
The court
further held that
the ballot
images printed
during a
manual recount
pursuant to
Florida
Administrative
Code did not
violate Florida

iY6S4:
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I Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory Other Should the
Basis (if of Notes Case be
Note) Researched

Further
law because the
manual recount
scheme
properly
reflected a
voter's choice.
Judgment was
entered for the
officials. The
claims of the
congressman,
commissioners,
and voter were
denied.
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Reitz v. United 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff service The court issued No N/A
Further
NoRendell States Dist. 29, 2004 members filed an an order to assure

District LEXIS action against that the service
Court for the 21813 defendant state members and
Middle officials under other similarly
District of the Uniformed situated service
Pennsylvania and Overseas members who

Citizens were protected by
Absentee Voting the UOCAVA
Act alleging that would not be
they and similarly disenfranchised.
situated service The court ordered
members would the Secretary of
be the
disenfranchised Commonwealth
because they did of Pennsylvania
not receive their to take all
absentee ballots reasonable steps
in time. The necessary to
parties entered direct the county
into a voluntary boards of
agreement and elections to
submitted it to accept as timely
the court for received absentee
approval, ballots cast by

service members
and other'

014650;
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Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

overseas voters as
defined by
UOCAVA, so
long as the
ballots were
received by
November 10,
2004. The ballots
were to be
considered solely
for purposes of
the federal offices
that were
included on the
ballots. The court
held that the
ballot needed to
be cast no later
than November 2,
2004 to be
counted. The
court did not
make any
findings of
liability against
the Governor or
the Secretary.

014637
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

The court entered
an order,
pursuant to a
stipulation
between the
parties, that
granted
injunctive relief
to the service
members.

United United 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff United The testimony of No N/A No
States v. States Dist. 20, 2004 States sued the two witnesses
Pennsylvania. District LEXIS defendant offered by the

Court for the 21167 Commonwealth United States did
Middle of Pennsylvania, not support its
district of governor, and contention that
Pennsylvania state secretary, voters protected

claiming that by the Uniformed
overseas voters and Overseas
would be Citizens
disenfranchised if Absentee Voting
they used Act would be
absentee ballots disenfranchised
that included the absent immediate
names of two injunctive relief
presidential because neither
candidates who witness testified

014ES;",
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

had been that any absentee
removed from the ballots issued to
final certified UOCAVA voters
ballot and were legally
seeking incorrect or
injunctive relief otherwise invalid.
to address the Moreover, there
practical was no evidence
implications of that any
the final UOCAVA voter
certification of had complained
the slate of or otherwise
candidates so late expressed
in the election concern
year. regarding their

ability or right to
vote. The fact
that some
UOCAVA voters
received ballots
including the
names of two
candidates who
were not on the
final certified
ballot did not
ipso facto support

01465:
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

a finding that
Pennsylvania was
in violation of
UOCAVA,
especially since
the United States
failed to establish
that the ballot
defect
undermined the
right of
UOCAVA voters
to cast their
ballots.
Moreover,
Pennsylvania had
adduced
substantial
evidence that the
requested
injunctive relief,
issuing new
ballots, would
have harmed the
Pennsylvania
election system
and the public by

O1469`:.
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

undermining the
integrity and
efficiency of
Pennsylvania's
elections and
increasing
election
costs.must
consider the
following four
factors: (1) the
likelihood that
the applicant will
prevail on the
merits of the
substantive
claim; (2) the
extent to which
the moving party
will be
irreparably
harmed in the
absence of
injunctive relief;
(3) the extent to
which the
nonmoving art
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

will suffer
irreparable harm
if the court grants
the requested
injunctive relief;
and (4) the public
interest. District
courts should
only grant
injunctive relief
after
consideration of
each of these
factors. Motion
for injunctive
relief denied.

Bush v. United 123 F. The matter came Plaintiff No N/A No
Hillsborough States Supp. 2d before the court presidential and
County District 1305; on plaintiffs' vise--presidential
Canvassing Court for the 2000 U.S. complaint for candidates and
Bd. Northern Dist. declaratory and state political

District of LEXIS injunctive relief party contended
Florida 19265 alleging that that defendant

defendant county county
canvassing canvassing
boards rejected boards rejected
overseas absentee overseas absentee
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

state ballots and state ballots and
federal write--in federal write--in
ballots based on ballots based on
criteria criteria
inconsistent with inconsistent with
federal law, and the Uniformed
requesting that and Overseas
the ballots be Citizens
declared valid Absentee Voting
and that they Act. Because the
should be state accepted
counted. overseas absentee

state ballots and
federal write--in
ballots up to 10
days after the
election, the State
needed to access
that the ballot in
fact came from
overseas.
However, federal
law provided the
method to
establish that fact
by requiring the
overseas absentee

01460,
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

voter to sign an
oath that the
ballot was mailed
from outside the
United States and
requiring the state
election officials
to examine the
voter's
declarations. The
court further
noted that federal
law required the
user of a federal
write--in ballot to
timely apply for a
regular state
absentee ballot,
not that the state
receive the
application, and
that again federal
law, by requiring
the voter using a
federal write--in
ballot to swear
that he or she had

01, E0
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Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

made timely
application, had
provided the
proper method of
proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot
their request for
injunctive relief
and the court
granted in part
and denied in part
plaintiffs' request
for declaratory
relief, and relief
GRANTED in
part and declared
valid all federal
write--in ballots
that were signed
pursuant to the
oath provided
therein but
rejected solely
because the ballot
envelope did not
have an APO,
FPO, or foreign

10	 0 1 x 6 3 .;1
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

postmark, or
solely because
there was no
record of an
application for a
state absentee
ballot.

Harris v. United 122 F. December Plaintiffs In two separate No N/A No
Florida States Supp. 2d 9, 2000 challenged the cases, plaintiff
Elections District 1317; counting of electors
Canvassing Court for the 2000 U.S. overseas absentee originally sued
Comm'n Northern Dist. ballots received defendant state

District of LEXIS after 7 p.m. on elections
Florida 17875 election day, canvassing

alleging the commission and
ballots violated state officials in
Florida election Florida state
law. circuit court,

challenging the
counting of
overseas absentee
ballots received
after 7 p.m. on
election day.
Defendant
governor
removed one case

11	 014606
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

to federal court.
The second case
was also
removed. The
court in the
second case
denied plaintiffs
motion for
remand and
granted a motion
to transfer the
case to the first
federal court
under the related
case doctrine.
Plaintiffs claimed
that the overseas
ballots violated
Florida election
law. Defendants
argued the
deadline was not
absolute. The
court found
Congress did not
intend 3 U.S.C.S.
§ 1 to impose

12	 014057
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

irrational
scheduling rules
on state and local
canvassing
officials, and did
not intend to
disenfranchise
overseas voters.
The court held
the state statute
was required to
yield to Florida
Administrative
Code, which
required the 10-
day extension in
the receipt of
overseas absentee
ballots in federal
elections because
the rule was
promulgated to
satisfy a consent
decree entered by
the state in 1982.
Judgment entered
for defendants

13	 M6S
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

because a Florida
administrative
rule requiring a
10--day extension
in the receipt of
overseas absentee
ballots in federal
elections was
enacted to bring
the state into
compliance with
a federally
ordered mandate;
plaintiffs were
not entitled to
relief under any
provision of state
or federal law.

Romeu v. United 121 F. September Plaintiff Plaintiff argued No N/A No
Cohen States Supp. 2d 7, 2000 territorial resident that the laws

District 264; 2000 and plaintiff-- denied him the
Court for the U.S. Dist. intervenor right to receive a
Southern LEXIS territorial state absentee
District of 12842 governor moved ballot in violation
New York for summary of the right to

judgment and vote, the right to
defendant federal, travel, the

0146$1:'
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Other
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Should the
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Further

state, and local Privileges and
officials moved Immunities
to dismiss the Clause, and the
complaint that Equal Protection
alleged that the Clause. Plaintiff--
Voting Rights intervenor
Amendments of territorial
1970, the governor
Uniform intervened on
Overseas Citizens behalf of
Absentee Voting similarly situated
Act, and New Puerto Rican
York election law residents.
were Defendants'
unconstitutional argued that: 1)
since they denied plaintiff lacked
plaintiffs right to standing; 2) a
receive an non--justiciable
absentee ballot political question
for the upcoming was raised; and
presidential 3) the laws were
election. constitutional.

The court held
that: 1) plaintiff
had standing
because he made
a substantial

014700
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

showing that
application for
the benefit was
futile; 2) whether
or not the statutes
violated
plaintiffs rights
presented a legal,
not political,
question, and
there was no lack
of judicially
discoverable and
manageable
standards for
resolving the
matter; and 3) the
laws were
constitutional and
only a
constitutional
amendment or
grant of statehood
would enable
plaintiff to vote
in a presidential
election. The

16	 0100 fr
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

court granted
defendants'
motion to dismiss
because the laws
that prohibited
territorial
residents from
voting by state
absentee ballot in
presidential
elections were
constitutional.

Romeu v. United 265 F.3d September Plaintiff The territorial No N/A No
Cohen States Court 118; 2001 6, 2001 territorial resident resident

of Appeals U.S. App. sued defendants, contended that
for the LEXIS state and federal the UOCAVA
Second 19876 officials, alleging unconstitutionally
Circuit that the distinguished

Uniformed and between former
Overseas Citizens state residents
Absentee Voting residing outside
Act the United States,
unconstitutionally who were
prevented the permitted to vote
territorial resident in their former
from voting in his states, and former
former state of state residents

17	 01470
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Other
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Case be
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Further

residence. The residing in a
resident appealed territory, who
the judgment of were not
the United States permitted to vote
District Court for in their former
the Southern states. The court
District of New of appeals first
York, which held that the
dismissed the UOCAVA did
complaint, not violate the

territorial
resident's right to
equal protection
in view of the
valid and not
insubstantial
considerations for
the distinction.
The territorial
resident chose to
reside in the
territory and had
the same voting
rights as other
territorial
residents, even
though such

1 8	 0147U
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Further

residency
precluded voting
for federal
offices. Further,
the resident had
no constitutional
right to vote in
his former state
after he
terminated his
residency in such
state, and the
consequences of
the choice of
residency did not
constitute an
unconstitutional
interference with
the right to travel.
Finally, there was
no denial of the
privileges and
immunities of
state citizenship,
since the
territorial resident
was treated

19	 0147U `..
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

identically to
other territorial
residents. The
judgment
dismissing the
territorial
resident's
complaint was
affirmed.

Igartua de la United 107 F. July 19, Defendant United The court denied No N/A No
Rosa v. States Supp. 2d 2000 States moved to the motion of
United District 140; 2000 dismiss plaintiffs' defendant United
States Court for the U.S. Dist. action seeking a States to dismiss

District of LEXIS declaratory the action of
Puerto Rico 11146 judgment plaintiffs, two

allowing them to groups of Puerto
vote, as U.S. Ricans, seeking a
citizens residing declaratory
in Puerto Rico, in judgment
the upcoming and allowing them to
all subsequent vote in
Presidential Presidential
elections.	 . elections. One
Plaintiffs urged, group always
among other resided in Puerto
claims, that their Rico and the
right to vote in other became

011705•
20
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Further

Presidential ineligible to vote
elections was in Presidential
guaranteed by the elections upon
Constitution and taking up
the International residence in
Covenant on Puerto Rico.
Civil and Plaintiffs
Political Rights. contended that

the Constitution
and the
International
Covenant on
Civil and
Political Rights,
guaranteed their
right to vote in
Presidential
elections and that
the Uniformed
and Overseas
Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act, was
unconstitutional
in disallowing
Puerto Rican
citizens to vote

014701;
21
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Further

by considering
them to be within
the United States.
The court
concluded that
UOCAVA was
constitutional
under the rational
basis test, and
violation of the
treaty did not
give rise to
privately
enforceable
rights.
Nevertheless, the
Constitution
provided U.S.
citizens residing
in Puerto Rico
the right to
participate in
Presidential
elections. No
constitutional
amendment was
needed. The

22	 01 7 In ^,
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Case be
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Further

present political
status of Puerto
Rico was
abhorrent to the
Bill of Rights.
The court denied
defendant United
States' motion to
dismiss plaintiffs'
action seeking a
declaratory
judgment
allowing them to
vote in
Presidential
elections as
citizens of the
United States and
of Puerto Rico.
The court held
that the United
States
Constitution itself
provided
plaintiffs with the
right to
participate in
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Presidential
elections.
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EAC Preliminary Research on Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation

Rough Summary of Department of Justice, Public Integrity Section Activities, ^.a
October 2002-January 2006*

Prosecutions and Convictions-- Individuals
Noncitizen voting: 20
Vote buying: 49
Double voting:. 12
Registration fraud: 13
Civil Rights: 4
Voter Intimidation: 2
Unclear: 1

Open Investigations (note: a few cases overlap with prosecutions and convictions)
Noncitizen voting: 3
Vote buying: 25
Double voting: 15
Registration fraud: 29
Absentee ballot fraud: 9
Official: 8
Ineligibles: 4
Deceptive Practices: 1
Civil Rights: 14
Intimidation: 6
Other: 2

Cases and Investigations Closed for Lack of Evidence

Civil Rights: 8
Official: 12
Registration Fraud: 12
Absentee Ballot Fraud: 14
Ineligible Voting: 3
Intimidation: 8
Double Voting: 5
Ballot Box Stuffing: I
Vote Buying: 14
Ballot/machine tampering: 2
Other: 8
Unclear: 3

*Based upon information available as of January 2006
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

James v. Supreme 359 N.C. February 4, Appellant The case No N/A No
Bartlett Court of 260; 607 2005 candidates involved three

North S.E.2d challenged separate election
Carolina 638; 2005 elections in the challenges. The

N.C. superior court central issue was
LEXIS through appeals of whether a
146 election protests provisional

before the North ballot cast on
Carolina State election day at a
Board of Elections precinct other
and a declaratory than the voter's
judgment action in correct precinct
the superior court. of residence
The court entered could be
an order granting lawfully counted
summary judgment in final election
in favor of tallies. The
appellees, the superior court
Board, the Board's held that it could
executive director, be counted. On
the Board's appeal, the
members, and the supreme court
North Carolina determined that
Attorney General. state law did not
The candidates permit out--of--
appealed. precinct

provisional

0111.11.
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

ballots to be
counted in state
and local
elections. The
candidates
failure to
challenge the
counting of out--
of--precinct
provisional
ballots before
the election did
not render their
action untimely.
Reversed and
remanded.

Sandusky United 387 F.3d October 26, Defendant state The district No N/A No
County States 565; 2004 2004 appealed from an court found that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. order of the U.S. HAVA created
Party v. Appeals LEXIS District Court for an individual
Blackwell for the 22320 the Northern right to cast a

Sixth District of Ohio provisional
Circuit which held that the ballot, that this

Help America right is
Vote Act required individually
that voters be enforceable
permitted to cast under 42
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

provisional ballots U.S.C.S. § 1983,
upon affirming and that
their registration to plaintiffs unions
vote in the county and political
in which they parties had
desire to vote and standing to bring
that provisional a § 1983 action
ballots must be on behalf of
counted as valid Ohio voters. The
ballots when cast court of appeals
in the correct agreed that the
county. political parties

and unions had
associational
standing to
challenge the
state's
provisional
voting directive.
Further, the
court
determined that
HAVA was
quintessentially
about being able
to cast a
provisional

014713
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

ballot but that
the voter casts a
provisional
ballot at the
peril of not
being eligible to
vote under state
law; if the voter
is not eligible,
the vote will
then not be
counted.
Accordingly, the
court of appeals
reversed the
district court and
held that
"provisional"
ballots cast in a
precinct where a
voter does not
reside and which
would be invalid
under state law,
are not required
by the HAVA to
be considered

014714
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

legal votes.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary of No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 28, 2005 political group and State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 261; 2005 county electors directive to all

Ohio who voted by Ohio county
4789; 834 provisional ballot, boards of
N.E.2d sought review of a elections, which
346; 2005 judgment from the specified that a
Ohio court of appeals signed
LEXIS which dismissed affirmation
2074 appellants' statement was

complaint, seeking necessary for the
a writ of counting of a
mandamus to provisional
prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
of provisional in one county.
ballot voters. The electors'

provisional

0147"
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The trial court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established

014716
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Other
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Should the
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Further

under § 1983 to
raise the federal-
-law claims.
Affirmed.

Fla. United 342 F. October 21, Plaintiff political The political No N/A NoDemocratic States Supp. 2d 2004 party sought party asserted
Party v. District 1073; injunctive relief that a
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. under the Help prospective

the Dist. America Vote Act, voter in a
Northern LEXIS claiming that the federal election
District of 21720 election system put had the right to
Florida in place by cast a

defendant election provisional
officials violated ballot at a given
HAVA because it polling place,
did not allow even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the that the voter
voter's assigned was at the
precinct. The wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the that voter had
pleadings. the right to have

that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise

014717
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under § 1983 to
raise the federal-
-law claims.
Affirmed.

Fla. United 342 F. October 21, Plaintiff political The political No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 party sought party asserted
Party v. District 1073; injunctive relief that a
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. under the Help prospective

the Dist. America Vote Act, voter in a
Northern LEXIS claiming that the federal election
District of 21720 election system put had the right to
Florida in place by cast a

defendant election provisional
officials violated ballot at a given
HAVA because it polling place,
did not allow even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the that the voter
voter's assigned was at the
precinct. The wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the that voter had
pleadings. the right to have

that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise

017`
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Other
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Case be
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Further

met all
requirements of
state law. The
court noted that
the right to vote
was clearly
protectable as a
civil right, and a
primary purpose
of the HAVA
was to preserve
the votes of
persons who had
incorrectly been
removed from
the voting rolls,
and thus would
not be listed as
voters at what
would otherwise
have been the
correct polling
place. The
irreparable
injury to a voter
was easily
sufficient to

014719
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Other
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Case be
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Further

outweigh any
harm to the
officials.
Therefore, the
court granted
relief as to the
first claim,
allowing the
unlisted voter to
cast a
provisional
ballot, but
denied relief as
to the second
claim, that the
ballot at the
wrong place
must be counted
if it was cast at
the wrong place,
because that
result
contradicted
State law. The
provisional
ballot could only
be counted if it

014720:
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Further

was cast in the
proper precinct
under State law.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations filed question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 suit against instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. defendant, Ohio's election officials

the LEXIS Secretary of State, to issue
Northern 20926 claiming that a provisional
District of directive issued by ballots to first--
Ohio the Secretary time voters who

contravened the registered by
provisions of the mail but did not
Help America provide
Vote Act. The documentary
Secretary filed a identification at
motion to dismiss. the polling place

on election day.
When
submitting a
provisional
ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the

I11	 O1721
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Other
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Further

last four digits
of his social
security number.
If he did not
know either
number, he
could provide it
before the polls
closed. If he did
not do so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable
requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the

0147,4:;
12
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Other
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Further

identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the
burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,

13	 014123
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Note) Researched

Further
even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable.

Sandusky United 386 F.3d October 23, Defendant Ohio On appeal, the No N/A NoCounty States 815; 2004 2004 Secretary of State court held that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. challenged an the district court
Party v. Appeals LEXIS order of the United correctly ruled
Blackwell for the 28765 States District that the right to

Sixth Court for the cast a
Circuit Northern District provisional

of Ohio, which ballot in federal
held that Ohio elections was
Secretary of State enforceable
Directive 2004--33 under 42
violated the federal U.S.C.S. § 1983
Help America and that at least
Vote Act. In its one plaintiff had
order, the district standing to
court directed the enforce that
Secretary to issue a right in the
revised directive district court.
that conformed to The court also
HA VA's held that Ohio
requirements. Secretary of

State Directive

14	 O1?#7Z4
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2004--33
violated HAVA
to the extent that
it failed to
ensure that any
individual
affirming that he
or she was a
registered voter
in the
jurisdiction in
which he or she
desired to vote
and eligible to
vote in a federal
election was
permitted to cast
a provisional
ballot. However,
the district court
erred in holding
that HAVA
required that a
voter's
provisional
ballot be
counted as a

15	 0147 :U
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Other
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Further

valid ballot if it
was cast
anywhere in the
county in which
the voter
resided, even if
it was cast
outside the
precinct in
which the voter
resided.

Hawkins v. United 2004 U.S. October 12, In an action filed The court held No N/A No
Blunt States Dist. 2004 by plaintiffs, that the text of

District LEXIS voters and a state the HAVA, as
Court for 21512 political party, well as its
the contending that the legislative
Western provisional voting history, proved
District of requirements of that it could be
Missouri Mo. Rev. Stat. § read to include

115.430 conflicted reasonable
with and was accommodations
preempted by the of state precinct
Help America voting practices
Vote Act, plaintiffs in implementing
and defendants, the provisional
secretary of state voting
and others, moved requirements.

16	 O1z722
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for summary The court
judgment. further held that

Mo. Rev. Stat. §
115.430.2 was
reasonable; to
effectuate the
HA VA's intent
and to protect
that interest, it
could not be
unreasonable to
direct a voter to
his correct
voting place
where a full
ballot was likely
to be cast. The
court also held
that plaintiffs'
equal protection
rights were not
violated by the
requirement that
before a voter
would be
allowed to cast a
provisional

17	 014 72 'J
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ballot, the voter
would first be
directed to his
proper polling
place.

Bay County United 340 F. October 13, Plaintiffs, state and The parties No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 county Democratic claimed that if
Party v. District 802; 2004 parties, filed an the secretary's
Land Court for U.S. Dist. action against proposed

the Eastern LEXIS defendant, procedure was
District of 20551 Michigan secretary allowed to
Michigan of state and the occur, several

Michigan director voters who were
of elections, members of the
alleging that the parties'
state's intended respective
procedure for organizations
casting and were likely to be
counting disenfranchised.
provisional ballots Defendants
at the upcoming moved to
general election transfer venue of
would violate the the action to the
Help America Western District
Vote Act and state of Michigan
laws implementing claiming that the
the federal onlyro er

148	 07251 
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legislation. venue for an
Defendants filed a action against a
motion to transfer state official is
venue, the district that

encompasses the
state's seat of
government.
Alternatively,
defendants
sought transfer
for the
convenience of
the parties and
witnesses. The
court found that
defendants'
arguments were
not supported by
the plain
language of the
current venue
statutes. Federal
actions against
the Michigan
secretary of state
over rules and
practices

19	 01472.9
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governing
federal elections
traditionally
were brought in
both the Eastern
and Western
Districts of
Michigan. There
was no rule that
required such
actions to be
brought only in
the district in
which the state's
seat of
government was
located, and no
inconvenience
resulting from
litigating in the
state's more
populous district
reasonably
could be
claimed by a
state official
who had a

20	 013C
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mandate to
administer
elections
throughout the
state and
operated an
office in each of
its counties.
Motion denied.

Bay County United 347 F. October 19, Plaintiffs, voter The court No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations and concluded that
Party v. District 404; 2004 political parties, (1) plaintiffs had
Land Court for U.S. Dist. filed actions standing to

the Eastern LEXIS against defendants, assert their
District of 20872 the Michigan claims; (2)
Michigan Secretary of State HAVA created

and her director of individual rights
elections, enforceable
challenging through 42
directives issued to U.S.C,S. §
local election 1983; (3)
officials Congress had
concerning the provided a
casting and scheme under
tabulation of HAVA in which
provisional ballots, a voter's right to
Plaintiffs sought a have a

21	 011731
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preliminary provisional
injunction and ballot for federal
contended that the offices tabulated
directives violated was determined
their rights under by state law
the Help America governing
Vote Act. eligibility, and

defendants'
directives for
determining
eligibility on the
basis of
precinct--based
residency were
inconsistent
with state and
federal election
law; (4)
Michigan
election law
defined voter
qualifications in
terms of the
voter's home
jurisdiction, and
a person who
cast a
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provisional
ballot within his
or her
jurisdiction was
entitled under
federal law to
have his or her
votes for federal
offices counted
if eligibility to
vote in that
election could
be verified; and
(5) defendants'
directives
concerning
proof of identity
of first--time
voters who
registered by
mail were
consistent with
federal and state
law.

f Tr3
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Word Search Terms

When performing a case law word search please use this word list and search both federal
and state cases. The & (and) is included as the word search connector. You may have to
substitute w/5 (within five words) for example instead of &. I want cases after 2000.

Election & fraud
Voter & fraud
Vote & fraud
Voter & challenge
Vote & challenge
Election & challenge
Election & irregularity
Election & irregularities
Election & violation
Election & statutory & violation
Election & statute & violation
Election & administration
Stealing & election
Election & stealing
At & the & time & of & the & election
After & the & election
Before & the & election
Election & commissioners
Election & mandamus
Election & mandamus & declaratory & judgment
Election & declaratory & judgment
Election & theft
Ballot & box
Ballot & box & tampering
Ballot & box & theft
Ballot & box & stealing
Paper & ballot
Paper & ballot & tampering
Election & officers
Election & Sheriff
Over & vote
Over & votes
Under & vote
Under & votes
Vote & counting
Vote & count
Election & counting
Election & count
Miscount & votes
Vote & optical & scan
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Election & optical & scan
Election & crime
Election & criminal
Vote & crime
Vote & criminal
Double & voting
Multiple & voting
Dead & voting
Election & counting & violation
Election & counting & error
Vote & counting & violation
Vote & counting & error
Voter & intimidation
Vote & intimidation
Voter & intimidating
Voter & registration
Voter & registration & fictitious & name
Voter & registration & destruction
Vote & registration
Denial & voter & registration
Voter & card
Vote & card
Voter & refuse & vote
Voter & refuse
Vote & refuse
Voter & rolls
Vote & rolls
Voter & identification
Vote & identification
Voter & racial & profiling
Vote & racial & profiling
Voter & racial
Voter & reject
Vote & racial
Vote & reject
Voter & racial & challenge
Vote & racial & challenge
Voter & deny & racial
Vote & deny & racial
Voter & deny & challenge
Voter & deny & reject
Vote & deny & challenge
Vote & deny & reject
Voter & deny & black
Vote & deny & black
Voter & black & challenge
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Voter & black & reject
Vote & black & challenge
Vote & black & reject
Voter & black
Vote & black
Voter & deny & African & American
Vote & deny & African & American
Vote & African & American & reject
Voter & African & American & challenge
Voter & African & American & reject
Vote & African & American & challenge
Voter & African & American
Vote & African & American
Election & deny & black
Election & black & challenge
Election & black & reject
Election & black
Election & deny & African & American
Election & African & American
Election & African & American & challenge
Election & African & American & reject
Voter & deny & Hispanic
Vote & deny & Hispanic
Voter & Hispanic & challenge
Voter & Hispanic & reject
Vote & Hispanic & challenge
Vote & Hispanic & reject
Voter & Hispanic
Vote & Hispanic
Election & deny & Hispanic
Election & Hispanic & challenge
Election & Hispanic & reject
Election & Hispanic
Voter & deny & Latino
Vote & deny & Latino
Voter & Latino & challenge
Voter & Latino & reject
Vote & Latino & challenge
Vote & Latino & reject
Voter & Latino
Vote & Latino
Election & deny & Latino
Election & Latino & challenge
Election & Latino & reject
Election & Latino
Voter & deny & Native & American
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Vote & deny & Native & American
Voter & Native & American & challenge
Voter & Native & American & reject
Vote & Native & American & challenge
Vote & Native & American & reject
Voter & Native & American
Vote & Native & American
Election & deny & Native & American
Election & Native & American & challenge
Election & Native & American & reject
Election & Native & American
Ballot security & Native & American
Native & American & & vote & suppression
Native & American & vote & suppress
Native & American & disenfranchisement
Voter & deny & Asian
Vote & deny & Asian
Voter & Asian & challenge
Voter & Asian & reject
Vote & Asian & challenge
Vote & Asian & reject
Voter & Asian
Vote & Asian
Election & deny & Asian
Election & Asian & challenge
Election & Asian & reject
Election & Asian
Ballot & security & Asian
Asian & & vote & suppression
Asian & vote & suppress
Asian & disenfranchisement
Voter & deny & Indian
Vote & deny & Indian
Voter & Indian & challenge
Voter & Indian & reject
Vote & Indian & challenge
Vote & Indian & reject
Voter & Indian
Vote & Indian
Election & deny & Indian
Election & Indian & challenge
Election & Indian & reject
Election & Indian
Ballot & security & Indian
Indian & & vote & suppression
Indian & vote & suppress
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Indian & disenfranchisement
Poll & tax
Voting & test
Absentee & ballot
Absentee & ballots
Absentee & ballot & deny
Absentee & ballots & deny
Absentee & ballot & reject
Absentee & ballots & reject
Absentee & ballot & count
Absentee & ballots & count
Absentee & ballot & challenge
Absentee & ballots & challenge
Touch & screen & vote
Touch & screen & voting
Motor & Voter & Act
Overseas & ballots
Overseas & ballots & count
Overseas & ballots & deny
Overseas & ballots & reject
Overseas & ballot
Overseas & ballot & count
Overseas & ballot & deny
Overseas & ballot & reject
Military & ballots
Military & ballots & count
Military & ballots & deny
Military & ballots & reject
Military & ballot
Military & ballot & count
Military & ballot & deny
Military & ballot & reject
Electioneering & polls
Electioneering & within & polls
Unregistered & voter
Unregistered & vote
Unregistered & votes
Prevent & vote
Prevent & voter
Prevent & election
Stop & election
Stop & vote
Stop & voter
Delay & election
Delay & vote
Delay & voter
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Close & polls
Close & poll
Open & poll
Open & polls
Prevent & close & polls
Prevent & close & poll
Prevent & open & polls
Prevent & open & poll
Vote & legal & challenge
Voter & legal & challenge
Election & legal & challenge
Election & void
Election & reverse
Vote & void
Vote & police
Voter & police
Poll & police
Vote & law & enforcement
Voter & law & enforcement
Poll & law & enforcement
Vote & deceptive & practices
Voter & deceptive & practices
Election & deceptive & practices
Voter & deceive
Voter & false & information
Voter& eligibility
Vote & felon
Vote & ex & felon
Vote & exfelon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law & election & manipulation
Vote & purging
Vote & purge
Registration & removal
Registration & purging
Registration & purge
Vote & buying
Vote & non & citizen
Vote & noncitizen
Voter & non & citizen
Voter & noncitizen
Vote & alien
Voter & alien
Vote & selective enforcement
Identification & selective
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Election & accessible
Election & inaccessible
Election & misinformation
Registration & restrictions
Election & administrator & fraud
Election & official & fraud
Provisional & ballot & deny
Provisional & ballot & denial
Affidavit & ballot & deny
Affidavit & ballot & denial
Absentee & ballot & coerce
Absentee & ballot & coercion
Registration & destruction
Poll & worker & intimidation
Poll & worker & intimidating
Poll & worker & threatening
Poll & worker & abusive
Poll & inspector & intimidation
Poll & inspector & intimidating
Poll & inspector & threatening
Poll & inspector & abusive
Election & official & intimidation
Election & official & intimidating
Election & official & threatening
Election & official & abusive
Poll & judge & intimidation
Poll & judge & intimidating
Poll & judge & threatening
Poll & judge & abusive
Election & judge & intimidation
Election & judge & intimidating
Election & judge & threatening
Election & judge & abusive
Poll & monitor & intimidation
Poll & monitor & intimidating
Poll & monitor & threatening
Poll & monitor & abusive
Election & monitor & intimidation
Election & monitor & intimidating
Election & monitor & threatening
Election & monitor & abusive
Poll & observer & intimidation
Poll & observer & intimidating
Poll & observer & threatening
Poll & observer & abusive
Election & observer & intimidation
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Election & observer & intimidating
Election & observer & threatening
Election & observer & abusive
Voter & deter
Vote & deterrence
Voter & deterrence
Ballot & integrity
Ballot & security
Ballot & security & minority
Ballot & security & black
Ballot & security & African & American
Ballot & security & Latino
Ballot & security & Hispanic
Vote & suppression
Minority & vote & suppression
Black & & vote & suppression
African & American & vote & suppression
Latino & vote & suppression
Hispanic & vote & suppression
Vote & suppress
Minority & vote & suppress
African American & vote & suppress
Latino & vote & suppress
Black & vote & suppress
Minority & disenfranchisement
African & American & disenfranchisement
Black & disenfranchisement
Latino & disenfranchisement
Hispanic & disenfranchisement
Vote & disenfranchisement
Voter & disenfranchisement
Vote & discourage
Voter & discourage
Vote & depress
Poll & watchers & challenge
Poll & watchers & intimidate
Poll & watcher & intimidating
Poll & watchers & intimidation
Poll & watcher & abusive
Poll & watcher & threatening
Jim & Crow
Literacy & test
Voter & harass
Voter & harassment
Vote & mail & fraud
Poll & guards



Election & consent & decree
Vote & barrier
Voting & barrier
Voter & barrier
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Word Search Terms

When performing a case law word search please use this word list and search both federal
and state cases. The & (and) is included as the word search connector. You may have to
substitute w/5 (within five words) for example instead of &. I want cases after 2000.

Election & fraud
Voter & fraud
Vote & fraud
Voter & challenge
Vote & challenge
Election & challenge
Election & irregularity
Election & irregularities
Election & violation
Election & statutory & violation
Election & statute & violation
Election & administration
Stealing & election
Election & stealing
At & the & time & of & the & election
After & the & election
Before & the & election
Election & commissioners
Election & mandamus
Election & mandamus & declaratory & judgment
Election & declaratory & judgment
Election & theft
Ballot & box
Ballot & box & tampering
Ballot & box & theft
Ballot & box & stealing
Paper & ballot
Paper & ballot & tampering
Election & officers
Election & Sheriff
Over & vote
Over & votes
Under & vote
Under & votes
Vote & counting
Vote & count
Election & counting
Election & count
Miscount & votes
Vote & optical & scan
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Election & optical & scan
Election & crime
Election & criminal
Vote & crime
Vote & criminal
Double & voting
Multiple & voting
Dead & voting
Election & counting & violation
Election & counting & error
Vote & counting & violation
Vote & counting & error
Voter & intimidation
Voter & intimidating
Vote & intimidation
Voter & registration
Vote & registration
Denial & voter & registration
Voter & card
Vote & card
Voter & refuse & vote
Voter & refuse
Vote & refuse
Voter & rolls
Vote & rolls
Voter & identification
Vote & identification
Voter & racial & profiling
Vote & racial & profiling
Voter & racial
Voter & reject
Vote & racial
Vote & reject
Voter & racial & challenge
Vote & racial & challenge
Voter & deny & racial
Vote & deny & racial
Voter & deny & challenge
Voter & deny & reject
Vote & deny & challenge
Vote & deny & reject
Voter & deny & black
Vote & deny & black
Voter & black & challenge
Voter & black & reject
Vote & black & challenge
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Vote & black & reject
Voter & black
Vote & black
Voter & deny & African & American
Vote & deny & African & American
Vote & African & American & reject
Voter & African & American & challenge
Voter & African & American & reject
Vote & African & American & challenge
Voter & African & American
Vote & African & American
Election & deny & black
Election & black & challenge
Election & black & reject
Election & black
Election & deny & African & American
Election & African & American
Election & African & American & challenge
Election & African & American & reject
Voter & deny & Hispanic
Voter & deny & Latino
Vote & deny & Hispanic
Vote & deny & Latino
Voter & Hispanic & challenge
Voter & Latino & challenge
Voter & Hispanic & reject
Voter & Latino & reject
Vote & Hispanic & challenge
Vote & Latino & challenge
Vote & Hispanic & reject
Vote & Latino & reject
Voter & Hispanic
Voter & Latino
Vote & Hispanic
Vote & Latino
Election & deny & Hispanic
Election & deny & Latino
Election & Hispanic & challenge
Election & Latino & challenge
Election & Hispanic & reject
Election & Latino & reject
Election & Hispanic
Election & Latino
Poll & tax
Voting & test
Absentee & ballot
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Absentee & ballots
Absentee & ballot & deny
Absentee & ballots & deny
Absentee & ballot & reject
Absentee & ballots & reject
Absentee & ballot & count
Absentee & ballots & count
Absentee & ballot & challenge
Absentee & ballots & challenge
Touch & screen & vote
Touch & screen & voting
Motor & Voter & Act
Overseas & ballots
Overseas & ballots & count
Overseas & ballots & deny
Overseas & ballots & reject
Overseas & ballot
Overseas & ballot & count
Overseas & ballot & deny
Overseas & ballot & reject
Military & ballots
Military & ballots & count
Military & ballots & deny
Military & ballots & reject
Military & ballot
Military & ballot & count
Military & ballot & deny
Military & ballot & reject
Electioneering & polls
Electioneering & within & polls
Unregistered & voter
Unregistered & vote
Unregistered & votes
Prevent & vote
Prevent & voter
Prevent & election
Stop & election
Stop & vote
Stop & voter
Delay & election
Delay & vote
Delay & voter
Close & poll
Open & poll
Open & polls
Close & polls
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Prevent & close & polls
Prevent & close & poll
Prevent & open & polls
Prevent & open & poll
Vote & legal & challenge
Voter & legal & challenge
Election & legal & challenge
Election & void
Election & reverse
Vote & void
Vote & police
Voter & police
Poll & police
Vote & law & enforcement
Voter & law & enforcement
Poll & law & enforcement
Vote & deceptive & practices
Voter & deceptive & practices
Election & deceptive & practices
Voter & deceive
Voter & false & information
Voter& eligibility
Vote & felon
Vote & exfelon
Vote & ex & felon
Disenfranchisement
Disenfranchise
Law & election & manipulation
Vote & purging
Vote & purge
Registration & removal
Registration & purging
Registration & purge
Vote & buying
Vote & noncitizen
Vote & non & citizen
Voter & noncitizen
Voter & non & citizen
Vote & selective & enforcement
Identification & selective
Election & accessible
Election & inaccessible
Election & misinformation
Registration & restrictions
Election & administrator & fraud
Election & official & fraud



Provisional & ballot & deny
Provisional & ballot & denial
Affidavit & ballot & deny
Affidavit & ballot & denial
Absentee & ballot & coerce
Absentee & ballot & coercion
Registration & destruction
Poll & worker & intimidation
Poll & worker & intimidating
Poll & worker & threatening
Poll & worker & abusive
Poll & inspector & intimidation
Poll & inspector & intimidating
Poll & inspector & threatening
Poll & inspector & abusive
Election & official & intimidation
Election & official & intimidating
Election & official & threatening
Election & official & abusive
Voter & deter
Vote & deterrence
Voter & deterrence
Ballot & integrity
Ballot & security
Ballot & security & minority
Ballot & security & black
Ballot & security & African & American
Ballot & security & Latino
Ballot & security & Hispanic
Vote & suppression
Minority & vote & suppression
Black & vote & suppression
African & American & vote & suppression
Latino & vote & suppression
Hispanic & vote & suppression
Vote & suppress
Minority & vote & suppress
African & American & vote & suppress
Latino & vote & suppress
Minority & disenfranchisement
African & American & disenfranchisement
Black & disenfranchisement
Latino & disenfranchisement
Hispanic & disenfranchisement
Vote & disenfranchisement
Voter & disenfranchisement
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Vote & discourage
Voter & discourage
Vote & depress
Poll & watchers & challenge
Poll & watchers & intimidate
Poll & watcher & intimidating
Poll & watchers & intimidation
Poll & watcher & abusive
Poll & watcher & threatening
Jim & Crow
Literacy & test
Voter & harass
Voter & harassment
Vote & mail & fraud
Poll & guards
Election & consent & decree
Vote & barrier
Voting & barrier
Voter & barrier
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Interviews

Common Themes

• There is virtually universal agreement that absentee ballot fraud is the biggest
problem, with vote buying and registration fraud coming in after that. The vote
buying often comes in the form of payment for absentee ballots, although not
always. Some absentee ballot fraud is part of an organized effort; some is by
individuals, who sometimes are not even aware that what they are doing is illegal.
Voter registration fraud seems to take the form of people signing up with false
names. Registration fraud seems to be most common where people doing the
registration were paid by the signature.

• There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling place
fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, "dead"
voters, noncitizen voting and felon voters. Those few who believe it occurs often
enough to be a concern say that it is impossible to show the extent to which it
happens, but do point to instances in the press of such incidents. Most people
believe that false registration forms have not resulted in polling place fraud,
although it may create the perception that vote fraud is possible. Those who
believe there is more polling place fraud than reported/investigated/prosecuted
believe that registration fraud does lead to fraudulent votes. Jason Torchinsky
from the American Center for Voting Rights is the only interviewee who believes
that polling place fraud is widespread and among the most significant problems in
the system.

• Abuse of challenger laws and abusive challengers seem to be the biggest
intimidation/suppression concerns, and many of those interviewed assert that the
new identification requirements are the modern version of voter intimidation and
suppression. However there is evidence of some continued outright intimidation
and suppression, especially in some Native American communities. A number of
people also raise the problem of poll workers engaging in harassment of minority
voters. Other activities commonly raised were the issue of polling places being
moved at the last moment, unequal distribution of voting machines, videotaping
of voters at the polls, and targeted misinformation campaigns.

• Several people indicate – including representatives from DOJ -- that for various
reasons, the Department of Justice is bringing fewer voter intimidation and
suppression cases now and is focusing on matters such as noncitizen voting,
double voting and felon voting. While the civil rights section continues to focus
on systemic patterns of malfeasance, the public integrity section is focusing now
on individuals, on isolated instances of fraud.

• The problem of badly kept voter registration lists, with both ineligible voters
remaining on the rolls and eligible voters being taken off, remains a common
concern. A few people are also troubled by voters being on registration lists in
two states. They said that there was no evidence that this had led to double voting,
but it opens the door to the possibility. There is great hope that full
implementation of the new requirements of HA VA – done well, a major caveat -
will reduce this problem dramatically.
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Common Recommendations:

• Many of those interviewed recommend better poll worker training as the best way
to improve the process; a few also recommended longer voting times or voting on
days other than election day (such as weekends) but fewer polling places so only
the best poll workers would be employed

• Many interviewed support stronger criminal laws and increased enforcement of
existing laws with respect to both fraud and intimidation. Advocates from across
the spectrum expressed frustration with the failure of the Department of Justice to
pursue complaints.

o With respect to the civil rights section, John Tanner indicated that fewer
cases are being brought because fewer are warranted – it has become
increasingly difficult to know when allegations of intimidation and
suppression are credible since it depends on one's definition of
intimidation, and because both parties are doing it. Moreover prior
enforcement of the laws has now changed the entire landscape – race
based problems are rare now. Although challenges based on race and
unequal implementation of identification rules would be actionable, Mr.
Tanner was unaware of such situations actually occurring and the section
has not pursued any such cases.

o Craig Donsanto of the public integrity section says that while the number
of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002, nor has
the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate claims of fraud, the number of
cases the department is investigating and the number of indictments the
section is pursuing are both up dramatically. Since 2002, the department
has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters and double voters
than ever before. Mr. Donsanto would like more resources so it can do
more and would like to have laws that make it easier for the federal
government to assume jurisdiction over voter fraud cases.

• A couple of interviewees recommend a new law that would make it easier to
criminally prosecute people for intimidation even when there is not racial animus.

• Several advocate expanded monitoring of the polls, including some associated
with the Department of Justice.

• Almost everyone hopes that administrators will maximize the potential of
statewide voter registration databases to prevent fraud

• Challenge laws, both with respect to pre-election day challenges and challengers
at the polls, need to be revised by all states to ensure they are not used for
purposes of wrongful disenfranchisement and harassment

• Several people advocate passage of Senator Barak Obama's "deceptive practices"
bill

• There is a split on whether it would be helpful to have nonpartisan election
officials – some indicated they thought even if elections officials are elected
nonpartisanly they will carry out their duties in biased ways nonetheless.
However, most agree that elections officials pursuing partisan agendas is a
problem that must be addressed in some fashion. Suggestions included moving
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election responsibilities out of the secretary of states' office; increasing
transparency in the process; and enacting conflict of interest rules.

• A few recommend returning to allowing use of absentee ballots "for cause" only
if it were politically feasible.

• A few recommend enacting a national identification card, including Pat Rogers,
an attorney in New Mexico, and Jason Torchinsky from ACVR, who advocates
the scheme contemplated in the Carter-Baker Commission Report.

• A couple of interviewees indicated the need for clear standards for the distribution
of voting machines
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Interview with Douglas Webber, Assistant Indiana Attorney General

February 15, 2006

Background

Mr. Webber was an attorney for the Marion County Election Board and was also part of
the Indianapolis Ballot Security Team (sometimes called the Goon Squad). This Team
was a group of attorneys well trained in election law whose mission was to enforce ballot
security.

Litigation
Status of litigation in Indiana: On January 12 the briefing was completed. The parties are
waiting for a decision from the U.S. district judge. The judge understood that one of the
parties would seek a stay from the 7 Circuit Court of Appeals. The parties anticipate a
decision in late March or early April. Mr. Webber did the discovery and depositions for
the litigation. Mr. Webber feared the plaintiffs were going to state in their reply brief that
HAVA's statewide database requirement would resolve the problems alleged by the state.
However, the plaintiffs failed to do so, relying on a Motor Voter Act argument instead.
Mr. Webber believes that the voter ID at issue will make the system much more user-
friendly for the poll workers. .The Legislature passed the ID legislation, and the state is
defending it, on the basis of the problem of the perception of fraud.

Incidents of fraud and intimidation
Mr. Webber thinks that no one can put his or her thumb on whether there has been voter
fraud in Indiana. For instance, if someone votes in place of another, no one knows about
it. There have been no prosecuted cases of polling place fraud in Indiana. There is no
recorded history of documented cases, but it does happen. In the litigation, he used
articles from around the country about instances of voter fraud, but even in those
examples there were ultimately no prosecutions, for example the case of Milwaukee.
He also stated in the litigation that there are all kinds of examples of dead people voting-
--totaling in the hundreds of thousands of votes across the country.

One interesting example of actual fraud in Indiana occurred when a poll worker, in a poll
using punch cards, glued the chads back and then punched out other chads for his
candidate. But this would not be something that would be addressed by an ID
requirement.

He also believes that the perception that the polls are loose can be addressed by the
legislature. The legislature does not need to wait to see if the statewide database solve the
problems and therefore affect the determination of whether an ID requirement is
necessary. When he took the deposition of the Republican Co-Director, he said he
thought Indiana was getting ahead of the curve. That is, there have been problems
around the country, and confidence in elections is low. Therefore Indiana is now in front
of getting that confidence back.
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Mr. Webber stated that the largest vote problem in Indiana is absentee ballots. Absentee
ballot fraud and vote buying are the most documented cases. It used to be the law that
applications for absentee ballots could be sent anywhere. In one, case absentee votes
were exchanged for "a job on election day"---meaning one vote for a certain price. The
election was contested and the trial judge found that although there was vote fraud, the
incidents of such were less than the margin of victory and so he refused to overturn the
election. Mr. Webber appealed the case for the state and argued the judge used the wrong
statute. The Indiana Supreme Court agreed and reversed. Several people were prosecuted
as a result — those cases are still pending.

Process
In Indiana, voter complaints first come to the attorney for the county election board who
can recommend that a hearing be held. If criminal activity was found, the case could be
referred to the county prosecutor or in certain instances to the Indiana Attorney General's
Office. In practice, the Attorney General almost never handles such cases.
Mr. Webber has had experience training county of election boards in preserving the
integrity and security of the polling place from political or party officials. Mr. Webber
stated that the Indiana voter rolls need to be culled. He also stated that in Southern
Indiana a large problem was vote buying while in Northern Indiana a large problem was
based on government workers feeling compelled to vote for the party that gave them their
jobs.

Recommendations
• Mr. Webber believes that all election fraud and intimidation complaints should be

referred to the Attorney General's Office to circumvent the problem of local
political prosecutions. The Attorney General should take more responsibility for
complaints of fraud because at the local level, politics interferes. At the local
level, everyone knows each other, making it harder prosecute.

• Indiana currently votes 6 am to 6 pm on a weekday. Government workers and
retirees are the only people who are available to work the polls. Mr. Webber
suggested that the biggest change should be to move elections to weekends. This
would involve more people acting as poll workers who would be much more
careful about what was going on.

• Early voting at the clerk's office is good because the people there know what they
are doing. People would be unlikely to commit fraud at the clerk's office. This
should be expanded to other polling places in addition to that of the county clerk.

• Finally, Mr. Webber believes polling places should be open longer, run more
professionally but that there needs to be fewer of them so that they are staffed by
only the best, most professional people.
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Interview with Commissioner Harry Van Sickle and Deputy Chief Counsel to the
Secretary of State Larry Boyle, State of Pennsylvania

March 1, 2006

As Commissioner Van Sickle has only been in office for about a year, Mr. Boyle
answered most of our questions.

Fraud and Intimidation
Neither Van Sickle nor Boyle was aware of any fraud of any kind in the state of
Pennsylvania over the last five years. They are not aware of the commission of any
deceptive practices, such as flyers that intentionally misinform as to voting procedures.
They also have never heard of any incidents of voter intimidation. With respect to the
mayoral election of 2003, the local commission would know about that.

Since the Berks County case of 2003, where the Department of Justice found poll
workers who treated Latino voters with hostility among other voting rights violations, the
Secretary's office has brought together Eastern Pennsylvania election administrators and
voting advocates to discuss the problems. As a result, other counties have voluntarily
chosen to follow the guidance of the Berks County federal court order.

Regarding the allegations of fraud that surrounded the voter identification debate, Mr.
Boyle said was not aware of any instances of fraud involving identity. He believes this is
because Pennsylvania has laws in place to prevent this. For example, in 2002 the state
legislature passed an ID law that is stricter than HAVA's — it requires all first time voters
to present identification. In addition, the SURE System — the state's statewide voter
registration database — is a great anti-fraud mechanism. The system will be in place
statewide in the May 2006 election.

In addition, the state took many steps before the 2004 election to make sure it would be
smooth. They had attorneys in the counties to consult on problems as well as staff at the
central office to take calls regarding problems. In addition, in 2004 the state used
provisional ballots for the first time. This resolved many of the problems that used to
occur on Election Day.

Mr. Boyle is not aware of any voter registration fraud. This is because when someone
registers to vote, the administrator does a duplicate check. In addition, under new laws a
person registering to vote must provide their drivers license or Social Security number
which are verified through the Department of Motor Vehicles and the Social Security
Administration. Therefore, it would be unlikely that someone would be able to register to
vote falsely.

Process
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Most problems are dealt with at the local level and do not come within the review of the
Secretary of State's office. For instance, if there is a complaint of intimidation, this is
generally dealt with by the county courts which are specially designated solely to election
cases on Election Day. The Secretary does not keep track of these cases. Since the
passage of NVRA and HAVA counties will increasingly call the office when problems
arise.

Recommendations
Mr. Boyle suggested we review the recommendations of the Pennsylvania Election
Reform Task Force which is on the Secretary's website. Many of those
recommendations have been introduced in the legislature.
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Interview with Craig Donsanto, Director, Public Integrity Section, U.S. Department
of Justice
January 13, 2006

Questions

How are Prosecution Decisions Made?

Craig Donsanto must approve all investigations that go beyond a preliminary stage, all
charges, search warrant applications and subpoenas and all prosecutions. The decision to
investigate is very sensitive because of the public officials involved. If a charge seems
political, Donsanto will reject it. Donsanto gives possible theories for investigation.
Donsanto and Noel Hillman will decide whether to farm out the case to an AUSA.
Donsanto uses a concept called predication. In-other-words, there must be enough
evidence to suggest a crime has been committed. The method of evaluation of this
evidence depends on the type of evidence and its source. There are two types of
evidence---factual (antisocial behavior) and legal (antisocial behavior leading to statutory
violations). Whether an indictment will be brought depends on the likelihood of success
before a jury. Much depends on the type of evidence and the source. Donsanto said he
"knows it when he sees it." Donsanto will only indict if he is confident of a conviction
assuming the worst case scenario – a jury trial.

A person under investigation will first receive a target letter. Often, a defendant who gets
a target letter will ask for a departmental hearing. The defendant's case will be heard by
Donsanto and Hillman. On occasion, the assistant attorney general will review the case.
The department grants such hearings easily because such defendants are likely to provide
information about others involved.

The Civil Rights Division, Voting Rights Section makes its own decisions on
prosecution. The head of that division is John Tanner. There is a lot of cooperation
between

Does the Decision to Prosecute Incorporate Particular Political Considerations within a
State Such as a One Party System or a System in which the Party in Power Controls the
Means of Prosecution and Suppresses Opposition Complaints?

Yes. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there is racial animus
involved in the case, there is political bias involved, or the prosecutor is not impartial, the
department will take it over.

Does it Matter if the Complaint Comes from a Member of a Racial Minority?

No. But if the question involves racial animus, that has also always been an aggravating
factor, making it more likely the Department will take it over
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What Kinds of Complaints Would Routinely Override Principles of Federalism?

Federalism is no longer big issue. DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a
candidate for federal office.

Are There Too Few Prosecutions?

DOJ can't prosecute everything.

What Should Be Done to Improve the System?

The problem is asserting federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for
the federal government to pursue these cases for the following reasons: federal districts
draw from a bigger and more diverse jury pool; the DOJ is politically detached; local
district attorneys are hamstrung by the need to be re-elected; DOJ has more resources -
local prosecutors need to focus on personal and property crimes---fraud cases are too big
and too complex for them; DOJ can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique
and to test the strength of the case.

In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to election
fraud. It was through the mail fraud statute that the department had routinely gotten
federal jurisdiction over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the congressional effort to
"fix" McNally, did not include voter fraud.

As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal prosecution
whenever a federal instrumentality is used, e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate
commerce. The department has drafted such legislation, which was introduced but not
passed in the early 1990s. A federal law is needed that permits prosecution in any
election where any federal instrumentality is used.

Other Information

The Department has held four symposia for DEOs and FBI agents since the initiation of
the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative. In 2003, civil rights leaders were
invited to make speeches, but were not permitted to take part in the rest of the
symposium. All other symposia have been closed to the public. (Peg will be sending us
the complete training materials used at those sessions. These are confidential and are the
subject of FOIA litigation).

There are two types of attorneys in the division: prosecutors, who take on cases when the
jurisdiction of the section requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or
when the US Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason) and braintrust
attorneys who analyze the facts, formulate theories, and draft legal documents.

Cases:
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Donsanto provided us with three case lists: Open cases (still being investigated) as of
January 13, 2006 – confidential; election fraud prosecutions and convictions as a result of
the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006 and
cases closed for lack of evidence as of January 13, 2006

If we want more documents related to any case, we must get those documents from the
states. The department will not release them to us.

Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002,
nor has the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of
cases that the department is investigating and the number of indictments the department
is pursuing are both up dramatically.

Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against alien voters, felon voters, and
double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals -
those cases went un-prosecuted. This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression
was by the decision of the Attorney General. The reason for the change was for
deterrence purposes.

The department is currently undertaking three pilot projects to determine what works in
developing the cases and obtaining convictions and what works with juries in such
matters to gain convictions:

Felon voters in Milwaukee.
Alien voters in the Southern District of Florida. FYI – under 18 USC 611, to prosecute
for "alien voting" there is no intent requirement. Conviction can lead to deportation.
Nonetheless, the department feels compelled to look at mitigating factors such as was the
alien told it was OK to vote, does the alien have a spouse that is a citizen.
Double voters in a variety of jurisdictions.

The department does not maintain records of the complaints that come in from DEOs,
U.S attorneys and others during the election that are not pursued by the department.
Donsanto asserted that U.S. attorneys never initiate frivolous investigations.

According to the new handbook, the department can take on a case whenever there is a
federal candidate on the ballot
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Interview with Heather Dawn Thompson, Director of Government Relations, National
Congress of American Indians

March 22, 2006

Background

Thompson is a member of the Cheyenne River Sioux tribe in South Dakota. For many years she
worked locally on elections doing poll monitoring and legal work, from a nonpartisan
perspective. In 2004, she headed the Native Vote Election Protection, a project run by the
National Congress of American Indians, and was in charge of monitoring all Native American
voting sites around the country, focusing on 10 or 15 states with the biggest Native populations.
She is now permanently on staff of the National Congress of American Indians as the Director of
Government relations. NCAI works jointly with NARF as well as the Election Protection
Coalition.

Recent trends

Native election protection operations have intensified recently for several reasons. While election
protection efforts in Native areas have been ongoing, leaders realized that they were failing to
develop internal infrastructure or cultivate locally any of the knowledge and expertise which
would arrive and leave with external protection groups.

Moreover, in recent years partisan groups have become more aware of the power of the native
vote, and have become more active in native communities. This has partly resulted in an extreme
increase in voter intimidation tactics. As native communities are easy to identify, easy to target,
and generally dominated by a single party, they are especially vulnerable to such tactics.

Initially, reports of intimidation were only passed along by word of mouth. But it became such a
problem in the past 5 to 6 years that tribal leaders decided to raise the issue to the national level.
Thompson points to the Cantwell election in 2000 and the Johnson election in South Dakota in
2002 as tipping points where many began to realize the Indian vote could matter in Senate and
national elections.

Thompson stressed that Native Vote places a great deal of importance on being nonpartisan.
While a majority of native communities vote Democratic, there are notable exceptions, including
communities in Oklahoma and Alaska, and they have both parties engaging in aggressive tactics.
However, she believes the most recent increase in suppression and intimidation tactics have
come from Republican Party organizations.

Nature of Suppression/Intimidation of Native Voters

Thompson categorizes suppression into judge related and poll-watcher related incidents, both of
which may be purposeful or inadvertent, as well as longstanding legal-structural constraints.
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Structural problems

One example of inadvertent suppression built into the system stems from the fact that many
Indian communities also include significant numbers of non-Indians due to allotment. Non-
Indians tend to be most active in the state and local government while Indians tend to be more
involved in the tribal government. Thus, the individuals running elections end up being non-
Indian. Having Indians vote at polling places staffed by non-Indians often results in incidents of
disrespect towards Native voters (Thompson emphasized the considerable racism which persists
against Indians in these areas). Also, judges aren't familiar with Indian last names and are more
dismissive of solving discrepancies with native voters.

Structural problems also arise from laws which mandate that the tribal government cannot run
state or local elections. In places like South Dakota, political leaders used to make it intentionally
difficult for Native Americans to participate in elections. For example, state, local and federal
elections could not be held in the same location as tribal elections, leading to confusion when
tribal and other elections are held in different locations. Also, it is common to have native
communities with few suitable sites, meaning that a state election held in a secondary location
can suddenly impose transportation obstacles.

Photo ID Issues

Thompson believes both state level and HAVA photo ID requirements have a considerable
negative impact. For a number of reasons, many Indian voters don't have photo ID. Poor health
care and poverty on reservations means that many children are born at home, leading to a lack of
birth certificates necessary to obtain ID. Also, election workers and others may assume they are
Hispanic, causing additional skepticism due to citizenship questions. There is a cultural issue as
well—historically, whenever Indians register with the federal government it has been associated
with a taking of land or removal of children. Thus many Indians avoid registering for anything
with the government, even for tribal ID.

Thompson also offered examples of how the impact of ID requirements had been worsened by
certain rules and the discriminatory way they have been carried out. In the South Dakota special
election of 2003, poll workers told Native American voters that if they did not have ID with them
and they lived within sixty miles of the precinct, the voter had to come back with ID. The poll
workers did not tell the voters that they could vote by affidavit ballot and not need to return, as
required by law. This was exacerbated by the fact that the poll workers didn't know the voters
—as would be the case with non-Indian poll workers and Indian voters. Many left the poll site
without voting and did not return.

In Minnesota, the state tried to prohibit the use of tribal ID's for voting outside of a reservation,
even though Minnesota has a large urban Native population. Thompson believes this move was
very purposeful, and despite any reasonable arguments from the Secretary of State, they had to
file a lawsuit to stop the rule. They were very surprised to find national party representatives in
the courtroom when they went to deal with lawsuit, representatives who could only have been
alerted through a discussion with the Secretary of State.
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Partisan Poll-Monitoring

Thompson believes the most purposeful suppression has been perpetrated by the party structures
on an individual basis, of which South Dakota is a great example.

Some negative instances of poll monitoring are not purposeful. Both parties send in non-Indian,
non-Western lawyers, largely from the East Coast, which can lead to uncomfortable cultural
clashes. These efforts display a keen lack of understanding of these communities and the best
way to negotiate within in them. But while it may be intimidating, it is not purposeful.

Yet there are also many instances of purposeful abuse of poll monitoring. While there were
indeed problems during the 2002 Johnson election, it was small compared to the Janklow special
election. Thompson says Republican workers shunned cultural understanding outreach, and had
an extensive pamphlet of what to say at polls and were very aggressive about it. In one tactic,
every time a voter would come up with no ID, poll monitors would repeat "You can't vote" over
and over again, causing many voters to leave. This same tactic appeared across reservations, and
eventually they looked to the Secretary of State to intervene.

In another example, the head of poll watchers drove from poll to poll and told voters without IDs
to go home, to the point where the chief of police was going to evict him from the reservation. In
Minnesota, on the Red Lake reservation, police actually did evict an aggressive poll watcher—
the fact that the same strategies are employed several hundred miles apart points to standardized
instructions.

None of these incidents ever went to court. Thompson argues this is due to few avenues for legal
recourse. In addition, it is inherently difficult to settle these things, as they are he said-she said
incidents and take place amidst the confusion of Election Day. Furthermore, poll watchers know
what the outline of the law is, and they are careful to work within those parameters, leaving little
room for legal action.

Other seeming instances of intimidation may be purely inadvertent, such as when, in 2002, the
U.S. Attorney chose Election Day to give out subpoenas, and native voters stayed in their homes.
In all fairness, she believes this was a misunderstanding.

The effect of intimidation on small communities is especially strong and is impossible to
ultimately measure, as the ripple effect of rumors in insular communities can't be traced. In some
communities, they try to combat this by using the Native radio to encourage people to vote and
dispel myths.

She has suggestions for people who can describe incidents at a greater level of detail if
interested.

Vote Buying and Fraud

They haven't found a great deal of evidence on vote-buying and fraud. When cash is offered to
register voters, individuals may abuse this, although Thompson believes this is not necessarily
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unique to the Native community, but a reflection of high rates of poverty. This doesn't amount to
a concerted effort at conspiracy, but instead represents isolated incidents of people not observing
the rules. While Thompson believes looking into such incidents is a completely fair inquiry, she
also believes it has been exploited for political purposes and to intimidate. For example, large
law enforcement contingents were sent to investigate these incidents. As Native voters tend not
to draw distinctions between law enforcement and other officials, this made them unlikely to
help with elections.

Remedies

As far as voter suppression is concerned, Native Vote has been asking the Department of Justice
to look into what might be done, and to place more emphasis on law enforcement and combating
intimidation. They have been urging the Department to focus on this at least much as it is
focusing on enforcement of Section 203. Native groups have complained to DOJ repeatedly and
DOJ has the entire log of handwritten incident reports they have collected. Therefore, Thompson
recommends more DOJ enforcement of voting rights laws with respect to intimidation. People
who would seek to abuse the process need to believe a penalty will be paid for doing so. Right
now, there is no recourse and DOJ does not care, so both parties do it because they can.

Certain states should rescind bars on nonpartisan poll watchers on Election Day; Thompson
believes this is contrary to the nonpartisan, pro-Indian presence which would best facilitate
voting in Native communities.

As discussed above, Thompson believes ID requirements are a huge impediment to native voters.
At a minimum, Thompson believes all states should be explicit about accepting tribal ID on
Election Day.

Liberalized absentee ballot rules would also be helpful to Native communities. As many Indian
voters are disabled and elderly, live far away from their precinct, and don't have transportation,
tribes encourage members to vote by absentee ballot. Yet obstacles remain. Some voters are
denied a chance to vote if they have requested a ballot and then show up at the polls. Thompson
believes South Dakota's practice of tossing absentee ballots if a voter shows up at the ED would
serve as an effective built-in protection. In addition, she believes there should be greater scrutiny
of GOTV groups requesting absentee ballots without permission. Precinct location is a
longstanding issue, but Thompson recognizes that states have limited resources. In the absence
of those resources, better absentee ballot procedures are needed.

Basic voter registration issues and access are also important in native communities and need to
be addressed.

Thompson is mixed on what restrictions should be placed on poll watcher behavior, as she
believes open elections and third party helpers are both important. However, she would be
willing to explore some sort of stronger recourse and set of rules concerning poll watchers'
behavior. Currently, the parties are aware that no recourse exists, and try to get away with what
they will. This is not unique to a single party—both try to stay within law while shaking people
up. The existing VRA provision is `fluffy'—unless you have a consent decree, you have very
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little power. Thompson thinks a general voter intimidation law that is left a bit broad but that
nonetheless makes people aware of some sort of kickback could be helpful.
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Interview with Jason Torchinsky, former attorney with the Civil Rights Section of
the Department of Justice, assistant general counsel for the American Center for
Voting Rights (ACVR) and Robin DeJarnette, political consultant for C4 and C5
organizations and executive director for the ACVR.

February 16, 2006

ACVR Generally

Other officers of the ACVR-Thor Hearne II-general counsel and Brian Lunde, former
executive director of the Democratic National Committee.

Board of Directors of ACVR-Brian Lunde, Thor Hearne II, and Cameron Quinn

ACVR works with a network of attorneys around the country and has been recently
involved with lobbying in PA and MO.

Regarding the Au gust 2005 Report

ACVR has not followed up on any of the cases it cited in the 2005 report to see if the
allegations had been resolved in some manner. Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are
problems with allegations of fraud in the report and prosecution---just because there was
no prosecution, does not mean there was no vote fraud. He believes that it is very hard to
come up with a measure of voter fraud short of prosecution. Mr. Torchinsky does not
have a good answer to resolve this problem.

P. 35 of the Report indicates that there were coordinated efforts by groups to coordinate
fraudulent voter registrations. P. 12 of the Ohio Report references a RICO suit filed
against organizations regarding fraudulent voter registrations. Mr. Torchinsky does not
know what happened in that case. He stated that there was a drive to increase voter
registration numbers regardless of whether there was an actual person to register. He
stated that when you have an organization like ACORN involved all over the place, there
is reason to believe it is national in scope. When it is the same groups in multiple states,
this leads to the belief that it is a concerted effort.

Voting Problems

Mr. Torchinsky stated there were incidents of double voting---ex. a double voter in
Kansas City, MO. If the statewide voter registration database requirement of HAVA is
properly implemented, he believes it will stop multiple voting in the same state. He
supports the HAVA requirement, if implemented correctly. Since Washington State
implemented its statewide database, the Secretary of State has initiated investigations into
felons who voted. In Philadelphia the major problem is permitting polling places in
private homes and bars – even the homes of party chairs.
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Mr. Torchinsky believes that voter ID would help, especially in cities in places like Ohio
and Philadelphia, PA. The ACVR legislative fund supports the Real ID requirements
suggested by the Carter-Baker Commission. Since federal real ID requirements will be in
place in 2010, any objection to a voter ID requirement should be moot.

Mr. Torchinsky stated that there are two major poll and absentee voting problems---(1)
fraudulent votes-ex. dead people voting in St. Louis and (2) people voting who are not
legally eligible-ex. felons in most places. He also believes that problems could arise in
places that still transport paper ballots from the voting location to a counting room.
However, he does not believe this is as widespread a problem now as it once was.

Suggestions

Implement the Carter-Baker Commission recommendations because they represent a
reasonable compromise between the political parties.
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Interview Sharon Priest, former Secretary of State, Arkansas
January 24, 2006

Process:

When there is an allegation of election fraud or intimidation, the county clerk refers it to
the local district attorney. Most often, the DA does not pursue the claim. There is little
that state administrators can do about this because in Arkansas, county clerks are
partisanly elected and completely autonomous. Indeed, county clerks have total authority
to determine who is an eligible voter.

Data:

There is very little data collected in Arkansas on fraud and intimidation cases. Any
information there might be stays at the county level. This again is largely because the
clerks have so much control and authority, and will not release information. Any
statewide data that does exist might be gotten from Susie Storms from the State Board of
Elections.

Most Common Problems

The perception of fraud is much greater than the actual incidence of fraud.

• The DMV does not implement NVRA in that it does not take the necessary steps
when providing the voter registration forms and does not process them properly.
This leads to both ineligible voters potentially getting on the voting rolls (e.g.
noncitizens, who have come to get a drivers license, fill out a voter registration
form having no intention of actually voting) and voter thinking they are registered
to vote to find they are not on the list on Election Day. Also, some people think
they are automatically registered if they have applied for a drivers license.

• Absentee ballot fraud is the most frequent form of election fraud.
• In Arkansas, it is suspected that politicians pay ministers to tell their

congregations to vote for them
• In 2003, the State Board documented 400 complaints against the Pulaski County

Clerk for engaging in what was at least borderline fraud, e.g. certain people not
receiving their absentee ballots. The case went to a grand jury but no indictment
was brought.

• Transportation of ballot boxes is often insecure making it very easy for insiders to
tamper with the ballots or stuff the ballot boxes. Priest has not actually witnessed
this happen, but believes it may have.

• Intimidation at the poll sites in court houses. Many voters are afraid of the county
judges or county employees and therefore will not vote. They justifiably believe
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their ballots will be opened by these employees to see who they voted for, and if
they voted against the county people, retribution might ensue.

• Undue challenges to minority language voters at the poll sites
• Paid registration collectors fill out phony names, but these individuals are caught

before anyone is able to cast an ineligible ballot.

Suggested Reforms for Improvement:

• Nonpartisan election administration
• Increased prosecution of election crimes through greater resources to district

attorneys. In addition, during election time, there should be an attorney in the
DA's office who is designated to handle election prosecution.

• There should be greater centralization of the process, especially with respect to
the statewide database. Arkansas has a "bottom up" system. This means the
counties still control the list and there is insufficient information sharing. For
example, if someone lives in one county but dies in another, the county in which
the voter lived – and was registered to vote – will not be notified of the death.
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Interview with Joe Sandler, Counsel to the DNC

February 24, 2006

Background

Sandler is an election attorney. He worked for the DNC in 1986, was in-house counsel
from 1993-1998, and currently is outside counsel to the DNC and most state Democratic
Parties. Sandler was part of the recount team in Florida in both 2002 and 2004. He
recruited and trained attorneys in voting issues---starting in 2002 Sandler recruited in
excess of 15, 000 attorneys in twenty-two states. He is now putting together a national
lawyers council in each state.

2004-Administrative Incompetence v. Fraud

Sandler believes the 2004 election was a combination of administrative incompetence
and fraud. Sandler stated there was a deliberate effort by the Republicans to
disenfranchise voters across the country. This was accomplished by mailing out cards to
registered voters and then moving to purge from the voters list those whose cards were
returned. Sandler indicated that in New Mexico there was a deliberate attempt by
Republicans to purge people registered by third parties. He stated that there were
intentional efforts to disenfranchise voters by election officials like Ken Blackwell in
Ohio.

The problems with machine distribution in 2004 were not deliberate. However, Sandler
believes that a large problem exists in the states because there are no laws that spell out a
formula to allocate so many voting machines per voter.

Sandler was asked how often names were intentionally purged from the voter lists. He
responded that there will be a lot of names purged as a result of the creation of the voter
lists under HAVA. However, Sandler stated most wrongful purging results from
incompetence. Sandler also said there was not much intimidation at the polls because
most such efforts are deterred and that the last systematic effort was in Philadelphia in
2003 where Republicans had official looking cars and people with badges and uniforms,
etc.

Sandler stated that deliberate dissemination of misinformation was more incidental, with
individuals misinforming and not a political party. Disinformation did occur in small
Spanish speaking communities.

Republicans point to instances of voter registration fraud but Sandler believes it did not
occur, except for once in a blue moon. Sandler did not believe non-citizen voting was a
problem. He also does not believe that there is voter impersonation at the polls and that
Republicans allege this as a way of disenfranchising voters through restrictive voter
identification rules.
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Fraud and Intimidation Trends

Sandler stated that over the years there has been a shift from organized efforts to
intimidate minority voters through voter identification requirements, improper purging,
failure to properly register voters, not allocating enough voting machines, failure to
properly use the provisional ballot, etc., by voter officials as well as systematic efforts by
Republicans to deregister voters.

At the federal level, Sandler said, the voting division has become so politicized that it is
basically useless now on intimidation claims. At the local level, Sandler does not believe
politics prevents or hinders prosecution for vote fraud.

Sandler's Recommendations

Moving the voter lists to the state level is a good idea where carefully done
Provisional ballots rules should follow the law and not be over-used
No voter ID
Partisanship should be taken out of election administration, perhaps by giving that
responsibility by someone other than the Secretary of State. There should at least be
conflict of interest rules
Enact laws that allow private citizens to bring suit under state law
All suggestions from the DNC Ohio Report:

The Democratic Party must continue its efforts to monitor election law reform in
all fifty states, the District of Columbia and territories.
2. States should be encouraged to codify into law all required election practices,
including requirements for the adequate training of official poll workers.
3. States should adopt uniform and clear published standards for the distribution
of voting equipment and the assignment of official pollworkers among precincts,
to ensure adequate and nondiscriminatory access. These standards should be
based on set ratios of numbers of machines and pollworkers per number of voters
expected to turn out, and should be made available for public comment before
being adopting.
4. States should adopt legislation to make clear and uniform the rules on voter
registration.
5. The Democratic Party should monitor the processing of voter registrations by
local election authorities on an ongoing basis to ensure the timely processing of
registrations and changes, including both newly registered voters and voters who
move within a jurisdiction or the state, and the Party should ask state Attorneys
General to take action where necessary to force the timely updating of voter lists.
6. States should be urged to implement statewide voter lists in accordance with
the Help America Vote Act ("HAVA"), the election reform law enacted by
Congress in 2002 following the Florida debacle.
7. State and local jurisdictions should adopt clear and uniform rules on the use of,
and the counting of, provisional ballots, and distribute them for public comment
well in advance of each election day.
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8. The Democratic Party should monitor the purging and updating of registered
voter lists by local officials, and the Party should challenge, and ask state
Attorneys General to challenge, unlawful purges and other improper list
maintenance practices.
9. States should not adopt requirements that voters show identification at the
polls, beyond those already required by federal law (requiring that identification
be shown only by first time voters who did not show identification when
registering.)
10. State Attorneys General and local authorities should vigorously enforce, to the
full extent permitted by state law, a voter's right to vote without showing
identification.
11. Jurisdictions should be encouraged to use precinct-tabulated optical scan
systems with a computer assisted device at each precinct, in preference to
touchscreen ("direct recording equipment" or "DRE") machines.
12. Touchscreen (DRE) machines should not be used until a reliable voter
verifiable audit feature can be uniformly incorporated into these systems. In the
event of a recount, the paper or other auditable record should be considered the
official record.

13.Remaining punchcard systems should be discontinued.
14. States should ask state Attorneys General to challenge unfair or discriminatory

distribution of equipment and resources where necessary, and the Democratic
Party should bring litigation as necessary.
15. Voting equipment vendors should be required to disclose their source code so
that it can be examined by third parties. No voting machine should have wireless
connections or be able to connect to the Internet.
16. Any equipment used by voters to vote or by officials to tabulate the votes
should be used exclusively for that purpose. That is particularly important for
tabulating/aggregating computers.

17. States should adopt "no excuse required" standards for absentee voting.
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18. States should make it easier for college students to vote in the jurisdiction in
which their school is located.
19. States should develop procedures to ensure that voting is facilitated, without
compromising security or privacy, for all eligible voters living overseas.
20. States should make voter suppression a criminal offense at the state level, in
all states.

21. States should improve the training of pollworkers.
22. States should expend significantly more resources in educating voters on where,

when and how to vote.
23. Partisan officials who volunteer to work for a candidate should not oversee or
administer any elections.
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Interview with John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections
February 16, 2006

Process
If there is an allegation of fraud or intimidation, the commissioners can rule to act on it.
For example, in 2004 there were allegations in Queens that people had registered to vote
using the addresses of warehouses and stores. The Board sent out teams of investigators
to look into this. The Board then developed a challenge list that was to be used at the
polls if any of the suspect voters showed up to vote.

If the allegation rises to a criminal level, the Board will refer it to the county district
attorney. If a poll worker or election official is involved, the Board may conduct an
internal investigation. That individual would be interviewed, and if there is validity to
the claim, the Board would take action.

Incidences of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Ravitz says there have been no complaints about voter intimidation since he has been
at the Board. There have been instances of over-aggressive poll workers, but nothing
threatening. Voter fraud has also generally not been a problem.

In 2004, the problem was monitors from the Department of Justice intimidating voters.
They were not properly trained, and were doing things like going into the booth with
voters. The Board had to contact their Department supervisors to put a stop to it.

Charges regarding "ballot security teams" have generally just been political posturing.

The problem of people entering false information on voter registration forms is a
problem. However, sometimes a name people allege is false actually turns out to be the
voter's real name. Moreover, these types of acts do not involve anyone actually casting a
fraudulent ballot.

With respect to the issue of voters being registered in both New York and Florida, the
Board now compares its list with that of Florida and other places to address the problem.
This will be less of an issue with the use of statewide voter registration databases, as
information becomes easier to share. Despite the number of people who were on the
voter registration lists of both jurisdictions, there was no one from those lists who voted
twice.

Most of the problems at the polls have to do with poll workers not doing what they are
supposed to do, not any sort of malfeasance. This indicates that improved training is the
most important measure we can take.

There have been instances in which poll workers ask voters for identification when they
shouldn't. However, the poll workers seem to do it when they cannot understand the
name when the voter tells it to them. The Board has tried to train them that no matter
what, the poll worker cannot ask for identification in order to get the person's name.
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Absentee ballot fraud has also not been a problem in New York City. This is likely
because absentee ballots are counted last — eight days after election day. This is so that
they can be checked thoroughly and verified. This is a practice other jurisdictions might
consider.

New York City has not had a problem with ex-felons voting or with ex-felons not
knowing their voting rights. The City has not had any problems in recent years with
deceptive practices, such as flyers providing misinformation about voting procedures.

Recommendations
• Better poll worker training
• Thorough inspection of absentee ballots subsequent to the election
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Interview with Joe Rich, former Chief of the Voting Section,
US Department of Justice
February 7, 2006

Background

Mr. Rich went to Yale undergraduate and received his law degree from the University of
Michigan. He served as Chief of the Voting Section from 1999-2005. Prior to that he
served in other leadership roles in the Civil Rights Division and litigated several civil
rights cases.

Data Collection and Monitoring
The section developed a new database before the 2004 election to log complaint calls and
what was done to follow up on them. They opened many investigations as a result of
these complaints, including one on the long lines in Ohio (see DOJ letter on website, as
well as critical commentary on the DOJ letter's analysis). DOJ found no Section 2
violation in Ohio. John Tanner should be able to give us this data. However, the
database does not include complaints that were received by monitors and observers in the
field.

All attorney observers in the field are required to submit reports after Election Day to the
Department. These reports would give us a very good sense of the scope and type of
problems that arose on that day and whether they were resolved on the spot or required
further action.

The monitoring in 2004 was the biggest operation ever. Prior to 2000, only certain
jurisdictions could be observed – a VRA covered jurisdiction that was certified or a
jurisdiction that had been certified by a court, e.g. through a consent decree. Since that
time, and especially in 2004, the Department has engaged in more informal "monitoring."
In those cases, monitors assigned to certain jurisdictions, as opposed to observers, can
only watch in the polling place with permission from the jurisdiction. The Department
picked locations based on whether they had been monitored in the past, there had been
problems before, or there had been allegations in the past. Many problems that arose
were resolved by monitors on the spot.

Processes for Cases not Resolved at the Polling Site

If the monitor or observer believes that a criminal act has taken place, he refers it to the
Public Integrity Section (PIN). If it is an instance of racial intimidation, it is referred to
the Civil Rights Criminal Division. However, very few such cases are prosecuted
because they are very hard to prove. The statutes covering such crimes require actual
violence or the threat of violence in order to make a case. As a result, most matters are
referred to PIN because they operate under statutes that make these cases easier to prove.
In general, there are not a high number of prosecutions for intimidation and suppression.
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If the act is not criminal, it may be brought as a civil matter, but only if it violated the
Voting Rights Act – in other words, only if there is a racial aspect to the case. Otherwise
the only recourse is to refer it to PIN.

However, PIN tends not to focus on intimidation and suppression cases, but rather cases
such as alleged noncitizen voting, etc. Public Integrity used to only go after systematic
efforts to corrupt the system. Now they focus on scattered individuals, which is a
questionable resource choice. Criminal prosecutors over the past 5 years have been given
more resources and more leeway because of a shift in focus and policy toward
noncitizens and double voting, etc.

There have been very few cases brought involving African American voters. There have
been 7 Section 2 cases brought since 2001 – only one was brought on behalf of African
American voters. That case was initiated under the Clinton administration. The others
have included Latinos and discrimination against whites.

Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring

There is no evidence that polling place fraud is a problem. There is also no evidence that
the NVRA has increased the opportunity for fraud. Moreover, regardless of NVRA's
provisions, an election official can always look into a voter's registration if he or she
believes that person should no longer be on the list. The Department is now suing
Missouri because of its poor registration list.

The biggest problem is with absentee ballots. The photo ID movement is a vote
suppression strategy. This type of suppression is a bigger problem than intimidation.
There has been an increase in vote suppression over the last five years, but it has been
indirect, often in the way that laws are interpreted and implemented. Unequal
implementation of ID requirements at the polls based on race would be a VRA violation.

The most common type of intimidation occurring is open hostility by poll workers toward
minorities. It is a judgment call whether this is a crime or not – Craig Donsanto of PIN
decides if it rises to a criminal matter.

Election Day challenges at the polls could be a VRA violation but such a case has never
been formally pursued. Such cases are often resolved on the spot. Development of a pre-
election challenge list targeted at minorities would be a VRA violation but this also has
never been pursued. These are choices of current enforcement policy.

Long lines due to unequal distribution of voting machines based on race, list purges
based on race and refusal to offer a provisional ballot on the basis of race would also be
VRA violations.

Recommendations
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Congress should pass a new law that allows the Department to bring civil actions for
suppression that is NOT race based, for example, deceptive practices or wholesale
challenges to voters in jurisdictions that tend to vote heavily for one party.

Given the additional resources and latitude given to the enforcement of acts such as
double voting and noncitizen voting, there should be an equal commitment to
enforcement of acts of intimidation and suppression cases.

There should also be increased resources dedicated to expanded monitoring efforts. This
might be the best use of resources since monitors and observers act as a deterrent to fraud
and intimidation.
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Interview with Kevin Kennedy, State Elections Director, State of Wisconsin

April 11, 2006

Background

Kennedy is a nonpartisan, appointed official. He has been in this position since 1983.

Complaints of fraud and intimidation do not usually come to Kennedy's office. Kennedy
says that complainants usually take their allegations to the media first because they are
trying to make a political point.

2004 Election Incidents of Fraud

The investigations into the 2004 election uncovered some cases of double voting and
voting by felons who did not know they were not eligible to vote, but found no concerted
effort to commit fraud. There have been a couple of guilty pleas as a result, although not
a number in the double digits. The task force and news reports initially referred to 100
cases of double voting and 200 cases of felon voting, but there were not nearly that many
prosecutions. Further investigation since the task force investigation uncovered that in
some instances there were mis-marks by poll workers, fathers and sons mistaken for the
same voter, and even a husband and wife marked as the same voter. The double votes
that are believed to have occurred were a mixture of absentee and polling place votes. It
is unclear how many of these cases were instances of voting in two different locations.

In discussing the case from 2000 in which a student claimed – falsely – that he had voted
several times, Kennedy said that double voting can be done. The deterrent is that it's a
felony, and that one person voting twice is not an effective way to influence an election.
One would need to get a lot of people involved for it to work.

The task force set up to investigate the 2004 election found a small number of illegal
votes but given the 7,000 alleged, it was a relatively small number. There was no pattern
of fraud.

The one case Kennedy could recall of an organized effort to commit fraud was in the
spring of 2003 or 2004. A community service agency had voters request that absentee
ballots be sent to the agency instead of to the voters and some of those ballots were
signed without the voters' knowledge. One person was convicted, the leader of the
enterprise.

In Milwaukee, the main contention was that there were more ballots than voters.
However, it was found that the 7,000 vote disparity was tied to poll worker error. The
task force found that there was no concerted effort involved. Kennedy explained that
there are many ways a ballot can get into a machine without a voter getting a number.
These include a poll worker forgetting to give the voter one; someone does Election Day
registration and fills out a registration form but does not get a number because the
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transaction all takes place at one table; and in Milwaukee, 20,000 voters who registered
were not put on the list in time and as a short term solution the department sent the
original registration forms to the polling places to be used instead of the list to provide
proof of registration. This added another element of confusion that might have led to
someone not getting a voter number.

The Republican Party used this original list and contracted with a private vendor to do a
comparison with the U.S. postal list. They found initially that there were 5,000 bad
addresses, and then later said there were 35,000 illegitimate addresses. When the party
filed a complaint, the department told them they could force the voters on their list to cast
a challenge ballot. On Election Day, the party used the list but found no actually voting
from those addresses. Kennedy suspects that the private vendor made significant errors
when doing the comparison.

In terms of noncitizen voting, Kennedy said that there is a Russian community in
Milwaukee that the Republican Party singles out every year but it doesn't go very far.
Kennedy has not seen much in the way of allegations of noncitizen voting.

However, when applying for a drivers license, a noncitizen could register to vote. There
is no process for checking citizenship at this point, and the statewide registration database
will not address this. Kennedy is not aware of any cases of noncitizen voting as a result,
but it might have happened.

Kennedy said that the biggest concern seemed to be suspicions raised when groups of
people are brought into the polling site from group homes, usually homes for the
disabled. There are allegations that these voters are being told how to vote.

Incidents of Voter Intimidation

In 2004, there was a lot of hype about challenges, but in Wisconsin, a challenger must
articulate a basis under oath. This acts as a deterrent, but at the same time it creates the
potential that someone might challenge everyone and create long lines, keeping people
from voting. In 2004, the Republican Party could use its list of suspect addresses as a
legitimate basis for challenges, so there is the potential for abuse. It is also hard to train
poll workers on that process. In 2004, there were isolated cases of problems with
challengers.

In 2002, a flyer was circulated only in Milwaukee claiming that you had vote by noon.
This was taken as an intimidation tactic by the Democrats.

Reforms

Wisconsin has had difficulty with its database because 1) they have had a hard time
getting a good product out of the vendor and 2) until now there was no registration record
for one-quarter of the voters. Any jurisdiction with fewer than 5000 voters was not
required to have a registration list.
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In any case, once these performance issues are worked out, Kennedy does believe the
statewide voter registration database will be very valuable. In particular, it will mean that
people who move will not be on more than one list anymore. It should also address the
double voting issue by identifying who is doing it, catching people who do it, and
identifying where it could occur.

Recommendations

Better trained poll workers
Ensure good security procedures for the tabulation process and more transparency in the
vote counting process
Conduct post-election audits
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Interview with Lori Minnite, Barnard College

February 22, 2006

Background

Ms. Minnite is an assistant professor of political science at Barnard College. She has
done substantial research on voter fraud and wrote the report "Securing the Vote." Ms.
Minnite also did work related to an election lawsuit. The main question that she was
asked to address in the lawsuit was---did election-day registration increase the possibility
of fraud?

Securing the Vote

In Securing the Vote, Ms. Minnite found very little evidence of voter fraud because the
historical conditions giving rise to fraud have weakened over the past twenty years. She
stated that for fraud to take root a conspiracy was needed with a strong local political
party and a complicit voter administration system. Since parties have weakened and there
has been much improvement in the administration of elections and voting technology, the
conditions no longer exist for large scale incidents of polling place fraud.

Ms. Minnite concentrates on fraud committed by voters not fraud committed by voting
officials. She has looked at this issue on the national level and also concentrated on
analyzing certain specific states. Ms. Minnite stressed that it is important to keep clear
who the perpetrators of the fraud are and where the fraud occurs because that effects what
the remedy should be. Often, voters are punished for fraud committed by voting officials.

Other Fraud Issues

Ms. Minnite found no evidence that NVRA was leading to more voter fraud. She
supports non-partisan election administration. Ms. Minnite has found evidence that there
is absentee ballot fraud. She can't establish that there is a certain amount of absentee
ballot fraud or that it is the major kind of voter fraud.

Recommendations

Assure there are accurate voter records and centralize voter databases

Reduce partisanship in electoral administration.
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Interview with John Tanner, Director, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of
Justice

February 24, 2006

Note: Mr. Tanner's reluctance to share data, information and his perspective on solving
the problems presented an obstacle to conducting the type of interview that would help
inform this project as much as we would have hoped. Mr. Tanner would not give us any
information about or data from the section's election complaint in-take phone logs; data
or even general information from the Interactive Case Management (ICM) system-its
formal process for tracking and managing work activities in pursuing complaints and
potential violations of the voting laws; and would give us only a selected few samples of
attorney-observer reports, reports that every Voting Section attorney who is observing
elections at poll sites on Election Day is required to submit. He would not discuss in any
manner any current investigations or cases the section is involved in. He also did not
believe it was his position to offer us recommendations as to how his office, elections, or
the voting process might be improved.

Authority and Process
The Voting Section, in contrast to the Public Integrity section as Craig Donsanto
described it, typically looks only at systemic problems, not problems caused by
individuals. Indeed, the section never goes after individuals because it does not have the
statutory authority to do so. In situations in which individuals are causing problems at
the polls and interfering with voting rights, the section calls the local election officials to
resolve it.

Federal voting laws only apply to state action, so the section only sues local governments
– it does not have any enforcement power over individuals. Most often, the section
enters into consent agreements with governments that focus on poll worker training, takes
steps to restructure how polls are run, and deals with problems on Election Day on the
spot. Doing it this way has been most effective – for example, while the section used to
have the most observers in the South, systematic changes forced upon those jurisdictions
have made it so now the section does not get complaints from the South.

The section can get involved even where there is no federal candidate on the ballot if
there is a racial issue under the 14`h and 15`h Amendments.

When the section receives a complaint, attorneys first determine whether it is a matter of
individuals or systemic. When deciding what to do with the complaint, the section errs
on the side of referring it criminally because they do not want civil litigation to
complicate a possible criminal case.

When a complaint comes in, the attorneys ask questions to see if there are even problems
there that the complainant is not aware are violations of the law. For example, in the
Boston case, the attorney did not just look at Spanish language cases under section 203,
but also brought a Section 2 case for violations regarding Chinese and Vietnamese voters.
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When looking into a case, the attorneys look for specificity, witnesses and supporting
evidence.

Often, lawsuits bring voluntary compliance.

Voter Intimidation
Many instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now.
For example, photographing voters at the polls has been called intimidating, but now
everyone is at the polls with a camera. It is hard to know when something is intimidation
and it is difficult to show that it was an act of intimidation.

The fact that both parties are engaging in these tactics now makes it more complicated. It
makes it difficult to point the finger at any one side.

The inappropriate use of challengers on the basis of race would be a violation of the law.
Mr. Tanner was unaware that such allegations were made in Ohio in 2004. He said there
had never been an investigation into the abusive use of challengers.

Mr. Tanner said a lot of the challenges are legitimate because you have a lot of voter
registration fraud as a result of groups paying people to register voters by the form. They
turn in bogus registration forms. Then the parties examine the registration forms and
challenge them because 200 of them, for example, have addresses of a vacant lot.

However, Mr. Tanner said the Department was able to informally intervene in challenger
situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia and in Alabama, as was referenced in a
February 23 Op-Ed in USA Today. Mr. Tanner reiterated the section takes racial
targeting very seriously.

Refusal to provide provisional ballots would be a violation of the law that the section
would investigate.

Deceptive practices are committed by individuals and would be a matter for the Public
Integrity Section. Local government would have to be involved for the voting section to
become involved.

Unequal implementation of ID rules, or asking minority voters only for ID would be
something the section would go after. Mr. Tanner was unaware of allegations of this in
2004. He said this is usually a problem where you have language minorities and the poll
workers cannot understand the voters when they say their names. The section has never
formally investigated or solely focused a case based on abuse of ID provisions.
However, implementation of ID rules was part of the Section 2 case in San Diego. Mr.
Tanner reiterated that the section is doing more than ever before.

When asked about the section's references to incidents of vote fraud in the documents
related to the new state photo identification requirements, Mr. Tanner said the section
only looks at retrogression, not at the wisdom of what a legislature does. In Georgia, for
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example, everyone statistically has identification, and more blacks have ID than whites.
With respect to the letter to Senator Kit Bond regarding voter ID, the section did refer to
the perception of concern about dead voters because of reporting by the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution. It is understandable that when you have thousands of bogus registrations
that there would be concerns about polling place fraud. Very close elections make this
even more of an understandable concern. Putting control of registration lists in the hands
of the states will be helpful because at this higher level of government you find a higher
level of professionalism.

It is hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because it
depends on one's definition of the terms – they are used very loosely by some people.
However, the enforcement of federal law over the years has made an astounding
difference so that the level of discrimination has plummeted. Registration of minorities
has soared, as can be seen on the section's website. Mr. Tanner was unsure if the same
was true with respect to turnout, but the gap is less. That information is not on the
section's website.

The section is not filing as many Section 2 cases as compared to Section 203 cases
because many of the jurisdictions sued under Section 2 in the past do not have issues
anymore. Mr. Tanner said that race based problems are rare now.

NVRA has been effective in opening up the registration process. In terms of enforcement,
Mr. Tanner said they do what they can when they have credible allegations. There is a
big gap between complaints and what can be substantiated. Mr. Tanner stated that given
the high quality of the attorneys now in the section, if they do not investigate it or bring
action, that act complained of did not happen.

Recommendations
Mr. Tanner did not feel it was appropriate to make recommendations.
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Interview with Pat Rogers, private attorney

March 3, 2006

Background

In addition to his legal practice with Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris & Sisk, Rogers also
does some state-level lobbying for Verizon Wireless, GM, Dumont and other companies.
His experience in election law goes back to 1988, where his first elections case was a
defense against Bill Richardson, who had sued to get another candidate tossed off a ballot
because of petition fraud. Since 1988, he has been involved in election cases at least
once every two years.

2004 Litigation

In a case that ended before the New Mexico Supreme Court, Rogers represented the
Green Party and other plaintiffs against the New Mexico Secretary of State for sending a
directive telling local boards not to require ID for first time voters registering by mail. He
argued that this watered-down ID check conflicted with what seemed fairly clear
statutory requirements for first time voters. In 2004 these requirements were especially
important due to the large presence of 3 rd party organizations registering voters such as a
527 funded by Governor Richardson, ACORN, and others.

Plaintiffs were seeking a temporary restraining order requiring Secretary of State to
follow the law. Yet the Supreme Court ultimately decided that, whether the directive was
right or wrong, it was too late to require ID lest Bush v. Gore issues be raised.

Today, the issue is moot as the state legislature has changed the law, and the Secretary of
State will no longer be in office. It seems unlikely they will send any policy directives to
county clerks lest they violate due process/public notice.

Major issues in NM w/ regard to vote fraud

Registration fraud seems to be the major issue, and while the legislature has taken some
steps, Rogers is skeptical of the effect they will have, considering the history of unequal
application of election laws. He also believes there are holes in the 3 `d party registration
requirement deadlines.

Rogers views a national law requiring ID as the best solution to registration problems.
Rather than imposing a burden he contends it will enhance public confidence in the
simplest way possible.

Registration Fraud in 2004 election

It came to light that ACORN had registered a 13 year old. The father was an APD officer
and received the confirmation, but it was sent to the next door address, a vacant house.
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They traced this to an ACORN employee and it was established that this employee had
been registering others under 18.

Two weeks later, in a crack cocaine bust of Cuban nationals, one of those raided said his
job was registering voters for ACORN, and the police found signatures in his possession
for fictitious persons.

In a suspicious break-in at an entity that advertised itself as nonpartisan, only GOP
registrations were stolen.

In another instance, a college student was allegedly fired for registering too many
Republicans.

Rogers said he believed these workers were paid by the registration rather than hourly.

There have been no prosecution or convictions related to these incidents. In fact, there
have been no prosecutions for election fraud in New Mexico in recent history. However,
Rogers is skeptical that much action can be expected considering the positions of
Attorney General, Governor, and Secretary of State are all held by Democrats. Nor has
there been any interest from the U.S. attorney—Rogers heard that U.S. attorneys were
given instruction to hold off until after the election in 2004 because it would seem too
political.

As part of the case against the Secretary of State regarding the identification requirement,
the parties also sued ACORN. At a hearing, the head of ACORN, and others aligned with
the Democratic Party called as witnesses, took the 5 `h on the stand as to their registration
practices.

Other incidents

Very recently, there have been reports of vote buying in the town of Espanola. Originally
reported by the Rio Grande Sun, a resident of a low-income housing project is quoted as
saying it has been going on for 10-12 years. The Albuquerque Journal is now reporting
this as well. So far the investigation has been extremely limited.

In 1996, there were some prosecutions in Espanola, where a state district judge found
registration fraud.

In 1991, the chair of Democratic Party of Bertolino County was convicted on fraud. Yet
she was pardoned by Clinton on same day as Marc Rich.

Intimidation/Suppression

Rogers believes the most notable example of intimidation in the 2004 election was the
discovery of a DNC Handbook from Colorado advising Democratic operatives to widely
report intimidation regardless of confirmation in order to gain media attention.
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In-person polling place fraud

There have only been isolated instances of people reporting that someone had voted in
their name, and Rogers doesn't believe there is any large scale conspiracy. Yet he
contends that perspective misses the larger point of voter confidence. Although there has
been a large public outcry for voter ID in New Mexico, it has been deflected and avoided
by Democrats.

In 2004, there were more Democratic lawyers at the polls than there are lawyers in New
Mexico. Rogers believes these lawyers had a positive impact because they deterred
people from committing bad acts.

Counting Procedures

The Secretary of State has also taken the position that canvassing of the vote should be
done in private. In NM, they have a `county canvas' where they review and certify, after
which all materials—machine tapes, etc.,—are centralized with the Secretary of State
who does a final canvass for final certification. Conducting this in private is a serious
issue, especially considering the margin in the 2000 presidential vote in New Mexico was
only 366 votes. They wouldn't be changing machine numbers, but paper numbers are
vulnerable.

On a related note, NM has adopted state procedures that will ensure their reports are
slower and very late, considering the 2000 late discovery of ballots. In a close race,
potential for fraud and mischief goes up astronomically in the period between poll
closing and reporting. Rogers believes these changes are going to cause national
embarrassment in the future.

Rogers attributes other harmful effects to what he terms the Secretary of State's
incompetence and inability to discern a nonpartisan application of the law. In the 2004
election, no standards were issued for counting provisional ballots. Furthermore, the
Secretary of State spent over $1 million of HAVA money for `voter education' in blatant
self-promotional ads.

Recommendations

Rogers believes it would be unfeasible to have nonpartisan election administration and
favors transparency instead. To make sure people have confidence in the election, there
must be transparency in the whole process. Then you don't have the 1960 vote coming
down to Illinois, or the Espanola ballot or Dona Anna County (ballots found there in the
2000 election). HAVA funds should also be restricted when you have an incompetent,
partisan Secretary of State.

There should be national standards for reporting voting results so there is less opportunity
for fraud in a close race. Although he is not generally an advocate of national laws, he
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does agree there should be more national uniformity into how votes are counted and
recorded.
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Interview with Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Secretary of State, New Mexico

March 24, 2006

Background

Vigil-Giron has been Secretary of State for twelve years and was the President of the
National Association of Secretaries of State in 2004. Complaints of election fraud and
intimidation are filed with the SOS office. She then decides whether to refer it to the
local district attorney or the attorney general. Because the complaints are few and far
between, the office does not keep a log of complaints; however, they do have all of the
written complaints on file in the office.

Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation

During the 2004 election, there were a couple of complaints of polling place observers
telling people outside the polling place who had just voted, and then the people outside
were following the voters to their cars and videotaping them. This happened in areas that
are mostly second and third generation Latinos. The Secretary sent out the sheriff in one
instance of this. The perpetrators moved to a different polling place. This was the only
incident of fraud or intimidation Vigil-Giron was aware of in New Mexico.

There have not been many problems on Native reservations because, unlike in many
other states, in New Mexico the polling place is on the reservation and is run by local
Native Americans. Vigil-Giron said that it does not make sense to have non-Natives
running those polls because it is necessary to have people there who can translate.
Because most of the languages are unwritten, the HAVA requirement of accessibility
through an audio device will be very helpful in this regard. Vigil-Giron said she was
surprised to learn while testifying at the Voting Rights Act commission hearings of the
lack of sensitivity to these issues and the common failure to provide assistance in
language minority areas.

In 2004 the U.S. Attorney, a Republican, suddenly announced he was launching an
investigation into voter fraud without consulting the Secretary of State's office. After all
of that, there was maybe one prosecution. Even the allegations involving third party
groups and voter registration are often misleading. People doing voter registration drives
encourage voters to register if they are unsure if they are already registered, and the voter
does not even realize that his or her name will then appear on the voter list twice. The
bigger problem is where registrations do not get forwarded to election administrators and
the voter does not end up on the voting list on Election Day. This is voter intimidation in
itself, Vigil-Giron believes. It is very discouraging for that voter and she wonders
whether he or she will try again.

Under the bill passed in 2004, third parties are required to turn around voter registration
forms very quickly between the time they get them and when they must be returned. If
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they fail to return them within 48 hours of getting them, they are penalized. This, Vigil-
Giron believes, is unfair. She has tried to get the Legislature to look at this issue again.
Regarding allegations of vote buying in Espanola, Vigil-Giron said that the Attorney
General is investigating. The problem in that area of New Mexico is that they are still
using rural routes, so they have not been able to properly district. There has, as a result,
been manipulation of where people vote. Now they seem to have pushed the envelope
too far on this. The investigation is not just about vote buying, however. There have also
been allegations of voters being denied translators as well as assistance at the polls.

Vigil-Giron believes there was voter suppression in Ohio in 2004. County officials knew
thirty days out how many people had registered to vote, they knew how many voters
there would be. Administrators are supposed to use a formula for allocation of voting
machines based on registered voters. Administrators in Ohio ignored this. As a result,
people were turned away at the polls or left because of the huge lines. This, she believes,
was a case of intentional vote suppression.

A few years ago, Vigil-Giron heard that there may have been people voting in New
Mexico and a bordering town in Colorado. She exchanged information with Colorado
administrators and it turned out that there were no cases of double voting.

Recommendations

Vigil-Giron believes that linking voter registration databases across states may be a way
to see if people who are registered twice are in fact voting twice.

The key to improving the process is better trained poll workers, who are certified, and
know what to look for on Election Day. These poll workers should then work with law
enforcement to ensure there are no transgressions.

There should be stronger teeth in the voter fraud laws. For example, it should be more
than a fourth degree felony, as is currently the case.
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Interview with Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and
Education Fund

March 7, 2006

Background

Ms. Perales is an attorney with the Mexican American Legal Defense Fund (MALDEF).
MALDEF's mission is to foster sound public policies, laws and programs to safeguard
the civil rights of the 40 million Latinos living in the United States and to empower the
Latino community to fully participate in our society. One of the areas MALDEF works in
is electoral issues, predominately centered on the Voting Rights Act. Ms. Perales did not
seem to have a sense of the overall electoral issues in her working region (the southwest)
effecting Hispanic voters and did not seem to want to offer her individual experiences
and work activities as necessarily a perfect reflection of the challenges Hispanic voters
face.

Largest Election Problems Since 2000

Santa Anna County, New Mexico-2004-intimidated voters by video taping them.

San Antonio-One African American voter subjected to a racial slur.

San Antonio-Relocated polling places at the last minute without Section 5 pre-clearance.

San Antonio-Closed polls while voters were still in line.

San Antonio-2003-only left open early voting polls in predominantly white districts.

San Antonio-2005-racially contested mayoral run-off election switched from touch
screen voting to paper ballots.

Voter Fraud and Intimidation
In Texas, the counties are refusing to open their records with respect to Section 203
compliance (bilingual voting assistance), and those that did respond to MALDEF's
request submitted incomplete information. Ms. Perales believes this in itself is a form of
voter intimidation.

Ms. Perales said it is hard to say if the obstacles minorities confront in voting are a result
of intentional acts or not because the county commission is totally incompetent. There
have continuously been problems with too few ballots, causing long lines, especially in
places that had historically lower turnout. There is no formula in Texas for allocating
ballots – each county makes these determinations.

When there is not enough language assistance at the polls, forcing a non-English speaker
to rely on a family member to vote, that can suppress voter turnout.
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Ms. Perales is not aware of deceptive practices or dirty tricks targeted at the Latino
community.

There have been no allegations of illegal noncitizen voting in Texas. Indeed, the sponsor
of a bill that would require proof of citizenship to vote could not provide any
documentation of noncitizen voting in support of the bill. The bill was defeated in part
because of the racist comments of the sponsor. In Arizona, such a measure was passed.
Ms. Perales was only aware of one case of noncitizen voting in Arizona, involving a man
of limited mental capacity who said he was told he was allowed to register and vote. Ms.
Perales believes proof of citizenship requirements discriminate against Latinos.

Recommendations

Ms. Perales feels the laws are adequate, but that her organization does not have enough
staff to do the monitoring necessary. This could be done by the federal government.
However, even though the Department of Justice is focusing on Section 203 cases now,
they have not even begun to scratch the surface. Moreover, the choices DOJ has made
with respect to where they have brought claims do not seem to be based on any
systematic analysis of where the biggest problems are. This may be because the
administration is so ideological and partisan.

Ms. Perales does not believe making election administration nonpartisan would have a
big impact. In Texas, administrators are appointed in a nonpartisan manner, but they still
do not always have a nonpartisan approach. Each administrator tends to promote his or
her personal view regardless of party.
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Interview with Steve Ansolobohere and Chandler Davidson
February 17, 2006

Methodology suggestions

In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to criminology
as a model. In criminology, experts use two sources: the Uniform Crime Reports, which
are all reports made to the police, and the Victimization Survey, which asks the general
public whether a particular incident has happened to them. After surveying what the
most common allegations are, we should conduct a survey of the general public that asks
whether they have committed certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or
intimidation. This would require using a very large sample, and we would need to employ
the services of an expert in survey data collection. Mr. Ansolobohere recommended
Jonathan Krosnick, Doug Rivers, and Paul Sniderman at Stanford; Donald Kinder and
Arthur Lupia at Michigan; Edward Carmines at Indiana; and Phil Tetlock at Berkeley. In
the alternative, Mr. Ansolobohere suggested that the EAC might work with the Census
Bureau to have them ask different, additional questions in their Voter Population
Surveys.

Mr. Chandler further suggested it is important to talk to private election lawyers, such as
Randall Wood, who represented Ciro Rodriguez in his congressional election in Texas.
Mr. Ansolobohere also recommended looking at experiments conducted by the British
Election Commission.

Incidents of Fraud and Intimidation
Mr. Davidson's study for the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights on the Voting Rights
Act documented evidence of widespread difficulty in the voting process. However, he
did not attempt to quantify whether this was due to intentional, malevolent acts. In his
2005 report on ballot security programs, he found that there were many allegations of
fraud made, but not very many prosecutions or convictions. He saw many cases that did
go to trial and the prosecutors lost on the merits.

In terms of voter intimidation and vote suppression, Mr. Davidson said he believes the
following types of activities do occur: videotaping of voters' license plates; poll workers
asking intimidating questions; groups of officious-looking poll watchers at the poll sites
who seem to be some sort of authority looking for wrongdoing; spreading of false
information, such as phone calls, flyers, and radio ads that intentionally mislead as to
voting procedures.

Mr. Ansolobohere believes the biggest problem is absentee ballot fraud. However, many
of these cases involve people who do not realize what they are doing is illegal, for
example, telling someone else how to vote. Sometimes there is real illegality occurring
however. For example, vote selling involving absentee ballots, the filling out of absentee
ballots en masse, people at nursing homes filling out the ballots of residents, and there are
stories about union leaders getting members to vote a certain way by absentee ballot. This
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problem will only get bigger as more states liberalize their absentee ballot rules. Mr.
Chandler agreed that absentee ballot fraud was a major problem.

Recommendations

Go back to "for cause" absentee ballot rules, because it is truly impossible to ever ensure
the security of a mail ballot. Even in Oregon, there was a study showing fraud in their
vote by mail system.

False information campaigns should be combated with greater voter education. Los
Angeles County's voter education program should be used as a model.
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Interview with Tracy Campbell, author

March 3, 2006

Background

Campbell's first book on election fraud looked at Ed Pritchard, a New Deal figure who went to
jail for stuffing ballot boxes. While his initial goal in writing that book was to find out why
Pritchard had engaged in vote stealing, his growing understanding of a pervasive culture of
electoral corruption led him to consider instead how it was that Pritchard was ever caught. In
1998, he started working on a book regarding fraud in Kentucky, which quickly became a
national study. He hoped to convey the `real politics' which he feels readers, not to mention
academics, have little sense about. While less blatant than in previous eras, fraud certainly still
occurs, and he mentions some examples in his book. The major trend of the past 60-70 years has
been that these tactics have grown more subtle.

While he hasn't conducted any scientific study of the current state of fraud, his sense as a
historian is that it is seems naive, after generations of watching the same patterns and practices
influence elections, to view suspect election results today as merely attributable to simple error.

Vote-buying and absentee fraud

Campbell sees fraud by absentee ballot and vote buying as the greatest threats to fair elections
today. He says vote fraud is like real estate: location, location, location—the closer you can keep
the ballots to the courthouse the better. Absentee ballots create a much easier target for vote
brokers who can manage voting away from the polling place, or even mark a ballot directly, in
exchange for, say, $50—or even more if an individual can bring their entire family. He has noted
some small counties where absentee ballots outnumber in-person ballots.

However, few people engaged in this activity would call it `purchasing' a vote. Instead, it is
candidate Jones' way of `thanking' you for a vote you would have cast in any event. The issue is
what happens if candidate Smith offers you more. Likewise, the politicians who engage in vote
fraud don't see it as a threat to the republic but rather as a game they have to play in order to get
elected.

Regional patterns

Campbell suggests such practices are more prevalent in the South than the Northern states, and
even more so compared to the West. The South has long been characterized as particularly
dangerous in intimidation and suppression practices—throughout history, one can find routine
stories of deaths at the polls each year. While he maintains that fraud seems less likely in the
Western states, he sees the explosion of mail in and absentee ballots there as asking for trouble.

Poll site closings as a means to suppress votes
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Campbell points to a long historical record of moving poll sites in order to suppress votes. Polling
places in the 1800s were frequently set-up on rail cars and moved further down the line to
suppress black votes.

He would include door-to-door canvassing practices here, as well as voting in homes, which was
in use in Kentucky until only a few years ago. All of these practices have been justified as making
polling places `more accessible' while their real purpose has been to suppress votes.

Purge lists

Purge lists are, of course, needed in theory, yet Campbell believes the authority to mark names off
the voter rolls presents extensive opportunity for abuse. For this reason, purging must be done in a
manner that uses the best databases, and looks at only the most relevant information. When voters
discover their names aren't on the list when they go to vote, for example, because they are "dead,"
it has a considerable demoralizing effect. Wrongful purging takes place both because of
incompetence and as a tool to intentionally disenfranchise.

Campbell believes transparency is the real issue here. An hour after the polls close, we tend to just
throw up our hands and look the other way, denying voters the chance to see that discrepancies
are being rectified. He believes the cost in not immediately knowing election outcomes is a small
price to pay for getting results rights and showing the public a transparent process.

Deceptive practices

Today's deceptive practices have are solidly rooted in Reconstruction-era practices—i.e. phony
ballots, the Texas `elimination' ballot. The ability to confuse voters is a powerful tool for those
looking to sway elections.

Language minorities

Campbell argues there is a fine line between offering help to non-English speakers and using that
help against them. A related issue, particularly in the South, is taking advantage of the illiterate.

Current intimidation

Another tactic Campbell considers an issue today is polling place layout: the further vote
suppressers can keep people away from the polls, the better. Practices such as photographing
people leaving a polling place may also tie into vote-buying, where photos are used to intimidate
and validate purchased votes. A good way to combat such practices is by keeping electioneering
as far from the polls as possible.

Recommendations

Specific voting administration recommendations Campbell advocates would include reducing the
use of absentee ballots and improving the protective zone around polling places.
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Campbell would also like to see enforcement against fraud stepped up and stiffer penalties
enacted, as current penalties make the risk of committing fraud relatively low. He compares the
risk in election fraud similar to steroid use in professional sports—the potential value of the
outcome is far higher than the risk of being caught or penalized for the infraction, so it is hard to
prevent people from doing it. People need to believe they will pay a price for engaging in fraud
or intimidation. Moreover, we need to have the will to kick people out of office if necessary.

He is skeptical of the feasibility of nonpartisan election administration, as he believes it would be
difficult to find people who care about politics yet won't lean one way or the other—such an
attempt would be unlikely to get very far before accusations of partisanship emerged. He
considers the judiciary the only legitimate check on election fraud.
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Interview with Sarah Bell Johnson Interview

April 19, 2006

Procedures for Handling Fraud

Fraud complaints are directed first to the state Board of Elections. Unlike boards in other states,
Kentucky's has no investigative powers. Instead, they work closely with both the Attorney
General and the U.S. Attorney. Especially since the current administration took office, they have
found the U.S. Attorney an excellent partner in pursuing fraud cases, and have seen many
prosecutions in the last six years. She believes that there has been no increase in the incidence of
fraud, but rather the increase in prosecutions is related to increased scrutiny and more resources.

Major Types of Fraud and Intimidation

Johnson says that vote buying and voter intimidation go hand in hand in Kentucky. While
historically fraud activity focused on election day, in the last 20 years it has moved into absentee
voting. In part, this is because new voting machines aren't easy to manipulate in the way that
paper ballots were open to manipulation in the past, especially in distant rural counties. For this
reason, she is troubled by the proliferation of states with early voting, but notes that there is a
difference between absentee ballot and early voting on machines, which is far more difficult to
manipulate.

Among the cases of absentee ballot fraud they have seen, common practice involves a group of
candidates conspiring together to elect their specific slate. Nursing homes are an especially
frequent target. Elderly residents request absentee ballots, and then workers show up and `help'
them vote their ballots. Though there have been some cases in the Eastern district of election day
fraud, most have been absentee.

Johnson argues that it is hard to distinguish between intimidation and vote buying. They have
also seen instances where civic groups and church groups intimidate members to vote in a
specific manner, not for reward, but under threat of being ostracized or even telling them they
will go to hell.

While she is aware of allegations of intimidation by the parties regarding minority precincts in
Louisville, the board hasn't received calls about it and there haven't been any prosecutions.

Challengers

Challengers are permitted at the polls in Kentucky. Each party is allowed two per location, and
they must file proper paperwork. There is a set list of defined reasons for which they can
challenge a voter, such as residency, and the challengers must also fill out paperwork to conduct
a challenge.
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As for allegations of challengers engaging in intimidation in minority districts, Johnson notes
that challengers did indeed register in Jefferson County, and filed the proper paperwork,
although they ultimately did not show up on election day.

She finds that relatively few challengers end up being officially registered, and that the practice
has grown less common in recent years. This is due more to a change of fashion than anything.
And after all, those wishing to affect election outcomes have little need for challengers in the
precinct when they can target absentee voting instead.

In the event that intimidation is taking place, Kentucky has provisions to remove disruptive
challengers, but this hasn't been used to her knowledge.

Prosecutions

Election fraud prosecutions in Kentucky have only involved vote buying. This may be because
that it is easier to investigate, by virtue of a cash and paper trail which investigators can follow. It
is difficult to quantify any average numbers about the practice from this, due in part to the five
year statute of limitations on vote buying charges. However, she does not believe that vote-
buying is pervasive across the state, but rather confined to certain pockets.

Vote-hauling Legislation

Vote hauling is a common form of vote buying by another name. Individuals are legally paid to
drive others to the polls, and then divide that cash in order to purchase votes. Prosecutions have
confirmed that vote hauling is used for this purpose. While the Secretary of State has been
committed to legislation which would ban the practice, it has failed to pass in the past two
sessions.

Paying Voter Registration Workers Legislation

A law forbidding people to pay workers by the voter registration card or for obtaining cards with
registrations for a specific party was passed this session. Individuals working as part of a
registration campaign may still be paid by hour. Kentucky's experience in the last presidential
election illustrates the problems arising from paying individuals by the card. That contest
included a constitutional amendment to ban gay marriage on the ballot, which naturally attracted
the attention of many national groups. One group paying people by the card resulted in the
registrar being inundated with cards, including many duplicates in the same bundle, variants on
names, and variants on addresses. As this practice threatens to overwhelm the voter registration
process, Kentucky views it as constituting malicious fraud.

Deceptive practices

Other than general reports in the news, Johnson hasn't received any separate confirmation or
reports of deceptive practices, i.e., false and misleading information being distributed to confuse
voters.
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Effect of Kentucky's Database

Johnson believes Kentucky's widely praised voter registration database is a key reason why the
state doesn't have as much fraud as it might, especially the types alleged elsewhere like double
and felon voting. While no database is going to be perfect, the connections with other state
databases such as the DMV and vital statistics have been invaluable in allowing them to
aggressively purge dead weight and create a cleaner list. When parties use their database list they
are notably more successful. Johnson wonders how other states are able to conduct elections
without a similar system.

Some factors have made especially important to their success. When the database was instituted
in 1973, they were able to make everyone in the state re-register and thus start with a clean
database. However, it is unlikely any state could get away with this today.

She is also a big supporter of a full Social Security number standard, as practiced in Kentucky.
The full Social Security, which is compared to date of birth and letters in the first and last name,
automatically makes matching far more accurate. The huge benefits Kentucky has reaped make
Johnson skeptical of privacy concerns arguing for an abbreviated Social Security number.
Individuals are willing to submit their Social Security number for many lesser purposes, so why
not voting? And in any event, they don't require a Social Security number to register (unlike
others such as Georgia). Less than a percent of voters in Kentucky are registered under unique
identifiers, which the Board of Elections then works to fill in the number through cross
referencing with the DMV.

Recommendations

Johnson believes the backbone of effective elections administration must be standardized
procedures, strong record keeping, and detailed statutes. In Kentucky, all counties use the same
database and the same pre election day forms. Rather than seeing that as oppressive, county
officials report that the uniformity makes their jobs easier.

This philosophy extends to the provisional ballot question. While they did not have a standard in
place like HAVA's at the time of enactment, they worked quickly to put a uniform standard in
place.

They have also modified forms and procedures based on feedback from prosecutors. Johnson
believes a key to enforcing voting laws is working with investigators and prosecutors and
ensuring that they have the information they need to mount cases.

She also believes public education is important, and that the media could do more to provide
information about what is legal and what is illegal. Kentucky tries to fulfill this role by
information in polling places, press releases, and high profile press conferences before elections.
She notes that they deliberately use language focusing on fraud and intimidation.

Johnson is somewhat pessimistic about reducing absentee ballot fraud. Absentee ballots do have
a useful function for the military and others who cannot get to the polling place, and motivated
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individuals will always find a way to abuse the system if possible. At a minimum, however, she
recommends that absentee ballots should require an excuse. She believes this has helped reduce
abuse in Kentucky, and is wary of no-excuse practices in other states.
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Interview with Bill Groth, Attorney for the Plaintiffs in Indiana Identification
Litigation
February 22, 2006

Fraud in Indiana

Indiana has never charged or prosecuted anyone for polling place fraud. Nor has any
empirical evidence of voter impersonation fraud or dead voter fraud been presented. In
addition, there is no record of any credible complaint about voter impersonation fraud in
Indiana. State legislators signed an affidavit that said there had never been impostor
voting in Indiana. At the same time, the Indiana Supreme Court has not necessarily
required evidence of voter fraud before approving legislative attempts to address fraud.

The state attorney general has conceded that there is no concrete fraud in Indiana, but has
instead referred to instances of fraud in other states. Groth filed a detailed motion to
strike evidence such as John Fund's book relating to other states, arguing that none of
that evidence was presented to the legislature and that it should have been in the form of
sworn affidavits, so that it would have some indicia of verifiability.

Photo ID law

By imposing restrictive ID measures, Groth contends you will discourage 1,000 times
more legitimate voters than illegitimate voters you might protect against. He feels the
implementation of a REAL ID requirement is an inadequate justification for the law, as it
will not affect the upcoming 2006 election where thousands of registered voters will be
left without proper ID. In addition, he questions whether REAL ID will be implemented
as planned in 2008 considering the backlash against the law so far. He also feels ID laws
are unconstitutional because of inconsistent application.

Statewide database as remedy

Groth believes many problems will be addressed by the statewide database required
under HAVA. To the extent that the rolls in Indiana are bloated, it is because state
officials have not complied with NVRA list maintenance requirements. Thus, it is
somewhat disingenuous for them to use bloated voter rolls as a reason for imposing
additional measures such as the photo ID law. Furthermore, the state has ceded to the
counties the obligation to do maintenance programs, which results in a hit or miss process
(see discussion in reply brief, p 26 through p. 28).

Absentee fraud

To the extent that there has been an incidence of fraud, these have all been confined to
absentee balloting. Most notably the East Chicago mayoral election case where courts
found absentee voting fraud had occurred. See: Pabey vs. Pastrick 816 NE 2° a 1138
Decision by the Indiana Supreme Court in 2004.
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Intimidation and vote suppression

Groth is only aware of anecdotal evidence supporting intimidation and suppression
activities. While he considers the sources of this evidence credible, it is still decidedly
anecdotal. Instances he is aware of include police cars parked in front of African
American polling places. However, most incidents of suppression which are discussed
occurred well in the past. Trevor Davidson claims a fairly large scale intimidation
program in Louisville.

Challengers

There was widespread information that the state Republican Party had planned a large
scale challenger operation in Democratic precincts for 2004, but abandoned the plan at
the last minute.

Last year the legislature made a crucial change to election laws which will allow partisan
challengers to be physically inside the polling area next to members of the precinct board.
Previously, challengers at the polling place have been restricted to the `chute,' which
provides a buffer zone between voting and people engaging in political activity. That
change will make it much easier to challenge voters. As there is no recorded legislative
history in Indiana, it is difficult to determine the justification behind this change. As both
chambers and the governorship are under single-party control, the challenger statute was
passed under the radar screen.

Photo ID and Challengers

Observers are especially concerned about how this change will work in conjunction with
the photo ID provision. Under the law, there are at least two reasons why a member of
the precinct board or a challenger can raise object to an ID: whether a presented ID
conforms to ID standards, and whether the photo on an ID is actually a picture of the
voter presenting it. The law does not require bipartisan agreement that a challenge is
valid. All it takes is one challenge to raise a challenge to that voter, and that will lead to
the voter voting by provisional ballot.

Provisional ballot voting means that voter must make a second trip to the election board
(located at the county seat) within 13 days to produce the conforming ID or to swear out
an affidavit that they are who they claim to be. This may pose a considerable burden to
voters. For example, Indianapolis and Marion County are coterminous—anyone
challenged under the law will be required to make second trip to seat of government in
downtown Indianapolis. If the voter in question did not have a driver's license in the first
place, they will likely need to arrange transportation. Furthermore, in most cases the
election result will already be known.

The law is vague about acceptable cause for challenging a voter's ID. Some requirements
for valid photo ID include being issued by state or fed gov't, w/ expiration date, and the
names must conform exactly. The League of Women Voters is concerned about voters
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with hyphenated names, as the Indiana DMV fails to put hyphens on driver's licenses
potentially leading to a basis for challenge. Misspelling of names would also be a
problem. The other primary mode of challenge is saying the photo doesn't look like the
voter, which could be happen in a range of instances. Essentially, the law gives unbridled
discretion to challengers to decide what conforms and what does not.

Furthermore, there is no way to determine whether a challenge is in good or bad faith,
and there is little penalty for making a bad faith challenge. The fact that there are no
checks on the challenges at the precinct level, or even a requirement of concurrence from
an opposing party challenger leads to the concern that challenge process will be abused.
The voter on the other hand, will need to get majority approval of county election board
members to defeat the challenge.

Groth suggests the political situation in Indianapolis also presents a temptation to abuse
this process, as electoral margins are growing increasingly close due to shifting political
calculus.

Other cases

Groth's other election law work has included a redistricting dispute, a dispute over ballot
format, NVRA issues, and a case related to improper list purging, but nothing else related
to fraud or intimidation. The purging case involved the election board attempting to
refine its voter list by sending registration postcards to everyone on the list. When
postcards didn't come back they wanted to purge those voters. Groth blames this error
more on incompetence, than malevolence, however, as the county board is bipartisan.
(The Indiana Election Commission and the Indiana election division are both bipartisan,
but the 92 county election boards which will be administering photo id are controlled by
one political party or the other—they are always an odd number, with the partisan
majority determined by who controls the clerk of circuit court office.)

Recommendations

Supports nonpartisan administration of elections. Indiana specific recommendations
including a longer voting day, time off for workers to vote, and an extended registration
period.

He views the central problem of the Indiana photo ID law is that the list of acceptable
forms of ID is too narrow and provides no fallback to voters without ID. At the least, he
believes the state needs to expand the list so that most people will have at least one. If
not, they should be allowed to swear an affidavit regarding their identity, under penalty of
perjury/felony prosecution. This would provide sufficient deterrence for anyone
considering impersonation fraud. He believes absentee ballot fraud should be addressed
by requiring those voters to produce ID as well, as under HAVA.

His personal preference would be signature comparison. Indiana has never encountered
an instance of someone trying to forge a name in the poll book, and while this leaves
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open the prospect of dead voters, that danger will be substantially diminished by the
statewide database. But if we are going to have some form of ID, he believes we should
apply it to everyone and avoid disenfranchisement, provided they swear an affidavit.
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Interview with Neil Bradley, February 21, 2004

Voter Impersonation Cases (issue the Geor gia ID litigation revolves around

Mr. Bradley asserted that Georgia Secretary of State Cox stated in the case at issue: that
she clearly would know if there had been any instances of voter impersonation at the
polls; that she works very closely with the county and local officials and she would have
heard about voter impersonation from them if she did not learn about it directly; and that
she said that she had not heard of "any incident"---which includes acts that did not rise to
the level of an official investigation or charges.

Mr. Bradley said that it is also possible to establish if someone has impersonated another
voter at the polls. Officials must check off the type of voter identification the voter used.
Voters without ID may vote by affidavit ballot. One could conduct a survey of those
voters to see if they in fact voted or not.

The type of voter fraud that involves impersonating someone else is very unlikely to
occur. If someone wants to steal an election, it is much more effective to do so using
absentee ballots. In order to change an election outcome, one must steal many votes.
Therefore, one would have to have lots of people involved in the enterprise, meaning
there would be many people who know you committed a felony. It's simply not an
efficient way to steal an election.

Mr. Bradley is not aware of any instance of voter impersonation anywhere in the country
except in local races. He does not believe it occurs in statewide elections.

Voter fraud and intimidation in Georgia

Georgia's process for preventing ineligible ex-felons from casting ballots has been
improved since the Secretary of State now has the power to create the felon purge list.
When this was the responsibility of the counties, there were many difficulties in purging
felons because local officials did not want to have to call someone and ask if he or she
was a criminal.

The State Board of Elections has a docket of irregularity complaints. The most common
involve an ineligible person mailing in absentee ballots on behalf of another voter.

In general, Mr. Bradley does not think voter fraud and intimidation is a huge problem in
Georgia and that people have confidence in the vote. The biggest problems are the new
ID law; misinformation put out by elections officials; and advertisements that remind
people that vote fraud is a felony, which are really meant to be intimidating. Most fraud
that does occur involves an insider, and that's where you find the most prosecutions.
Any large scale fraud involves someone who knows the system or is in the courthouse.

Prosecution of Fraud and Intimidation
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Mr. Bradley stated that fraud and intimidation are hard to prosecute. However, Mr.
Bradley made contradictory statements. When asked whether the decision to prosecute on
the county level was politically motivated, he first said "no." Later, Mr. Bradley reversed
himself stating the opposite.

Mr. Bradley also stated that with respect to US Attorneys, the message to them from the
top is that this is not a priority. The Georgia ACLU has turned over information about
violations of the Voting Rights Act that were felonies, and the US Attorney has done
nothing with the information. The Department of Justice has never been very aggressive
in pursuing cases of vote suppression, intimidation and fraud. But, the Georgia ACLU
has not contacted Craig Donsanto in DC with information of voter fraud.

Mr. Bradley believes that voter fraud and intimidation is difficult to prove. It is very hard
to collect the necessary factual evidence to make a case, and doing so is very labor-
intensive.

Recommendations

In Georgia, the Secretary of State puts a lot of work into training local officials and poll
workers, and much of her budget is put into that work. Increased and improved training
of poll workers, including training on how to respectfully treat voters, is the most
important reform that could be made.

Mr. Bradley also suggested that increased election monitoring would be helpful.
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Interview with Douglas Webber, Assistant Attorney General, Indiana

February 15, 2006

Background
Mr. Webber was an attorney for the Marion County Election Board and was also part of
the Indianapolis Ballot Security Team (sometimes called the Goon Squad). This Team
was a group of attorneys well trained in election law whose mission was to enforce ballot
security.

Litigation
Status of litigation in Indiana: On January 12 the briefing was completed. The parties are
waiting for a decision from the U.S. district judge. The judge understood that one of the
parties would seek a stay from the 7 `h Circuit Court of Appeals. The parties anticipate a
decision in late March or early April. Mr. Webber did the discovery and depositions for
the litigation. Mr. Webber feared the plaintiffs were going to state in their reply brief that
HA VA's statewide database requirement would resolve the problems alleged by the state.
However, the plaintiffs failed to do so, relying on a Motor Voter Act argument instead.
Mr. Webber believes that the voter ID at issue will make the system much more user-
friendly for the poll workers. The Legislature passed the ID legislation, and the state is
defending it, on the basis of the problem of the perception of fraud.

Incidents of fraud and intimidation
Mr. Webber thinks that no one can put his or her thumb on whether there has been voter
fraud in Indiana. For instance, if someone votes in place of another, no one knows about
it. There have been no prosecuted cases of polling place fraud in Indiana. There is no
recorded history of documented cases, but it does happen. In the litigation, he used
articles from around the country about instances of voter fraud, but even in those
examples there were ultimately no prosecutions, for example the case of Milwaukee.
He also stated in the litigation that there are all kinds of examples of dead people voting-
--totaling in the hundreds of thousands of votes across the country.

One interesting example of actual fraud in Indiana occurred when a poll worker, in a poll
using punch cards, glued the chads back and then punched out other chads for his
candidate. But this would not be something that would be addressed by an ID
requirement.

He also believes that the perception that the polls are loose can be addressed by the
legislature. The legislature does not need to wait to see if the statewide database solve the
problems and therefore affect the determination of whether an ID requirement is
necessary. When he took the deposition of the Republican Co-Director, he said he
thought Indiana was getting ahead of the curve. That is, there have been problems
around the country, and confidence in elections is low. Therefore Indiana is now in front
of getting that confidence back.
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Mr. Webber stated that the largest vote problem in Indiana is absentee ballots. Absentee
ballot fraud and vote buying are the most documented cases. It used to be the law that
applications for absentee ballots could be sent anywhere. In one case absentee votes were
exchanged for "a job on election day"---meaning one vote for a certain price. The
election was contested and the trial judge found that although there was vote fraud, the
incidents of such were less than the margin of victory and so he refused to overturn the
election. Mr. Webber appealed the case for the state and argued the judge used the wrong
statute. The Indiana Supreme Court agreed and reversed. Several people were prosecuted
as a result – those cases are still pending.

Process
In Indiana, voter complaints first come to the attorney for the county election board who
can recommend that a hearing be held. If criminal activity was found, the case could be
referred to the county prosecutor or in certain instances to the Indiana Attorney General's
Office. In practice, the Attorney General almost never handles such cases.
Mr. Webber has had experience training county of election boards in preserving the
integrity and security of the polling place from political or party officials. Mr. Webber
stated that the Indiana voter rolls need to be culled. He also stated that in Southern
Indiana a large problem was vote buying while in Northern Indiana a large problem was
based on government workers feeling compelled to vote for the party that gave them their
jobs.

Recommendations

• Mr. Webber believes that all election fraud and intimidation complaints should be
referred to the Attorney General's Office to circumvent the problem of local
political prosecutions. The Attorney General should take more responsibility for
complaints of fraud because at the local level, politics interferes. At the local
level, everyone knows each other, making it harder prosecute.

• Indiana currently votes 6 am to 6 pm on a weekday. Government workers and
retirees are the only people who are available to work the polls. Mr. Webber
suggested that the biggest change should be to move elections to weekends. This
would involve more people acting as poll workers who would be much more
careful about what was going on.

• Early voting at the clerk's office is good because the people there know what they
are doing. People would be unlikely to commit fraud at the clerk's office. This
should be expanded to other polling places in addition to that of the county clerk.

• Finally, Mr. Webber believes polling places should be open longer, run more
professionally but that there needs to be fewer of them so that they are staffed by
only the best, most professional people.
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research

Interview with Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for
Civil Rights

February 14, 2006

Data Collection

Mr. Henderson had several recommendations as to how to better gather additional
information and data on election fraud and intimidation in recent years. He suggested
interviewing the following individuals who have been actively involved in Election
Protection and other similar efforts:

• Jon Greenbaum, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
• Tanya Clay, People for the American Way
• Melanie, Campbell, National Coalition for Black Political Participation
• Larry Gonzalez, National Association of Latino Election Officers
• Jacqueline Johnson, National Congress of American Indians
• Chellie Pingree, Common Cause
• Jim Dickson, disability rights advocate
• Mary Berry, former Chair of the US Commission on Civil Rights, currently at the

University of Pennsylvania
• Judith Browne and Eddie Hailes, Advancement Project (former counsel to the US

Commission on Civil Rights)
• Robert Rubin, Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights – San Francisco Office
• Former Senator Tom Daschle (currently a fellow at The Center for American

Progress)

He also recommended we review the following documents and reports:
• The 2004 litigation brought by the Advancement Project and SEIU under the

1981 New Jersey Consent Decree
• Forthcoming LCCR state-by-state report on violations of the Voting Rights Act
• Forthcoming Lawyers Committee report on violations of the Voting Rights Act

(February 21)

Types of Fraud and Intimidation Occurring

Mr. Henderson said he believed that the kinds of voter intimidation and suppression
tactics employed over the last five years are ones that have evolved over many years.
They are sometimes racially based, sometimes based on partisan motives. He believes
the following types of activity have actually occurred, and are not just a matter of
anecdote and innuendo, and rise to the level of either voter intimidation or vote
suppression:

Flyers with intentional misinformation, such as ones claiming that if you do not
have identification, you cannot vote, and providing false dates for the election
Observers with cameras, which people associate with potential political
retribution or even violence
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Intimidating police presence at the polls
Especially in jurisdictions that authorize challenges, the use of challenge lists and
challengers goes beyond partisanship to racial suppression and intimidation
Unequal deployment of voting equipment, such as occurred in Ohio. Also, he
has seen situations in which historically Black colleges will have one voting
machine while other schools will have more.

Mr. Henderson believes that these matters are not pursued formally because often they
involve activities that current law does not reach. For example, there is no law
prohibiting a Secretary of State from being the head of a political campaign, and then
deploying voting machines in an uneven manner. There is no way to pursue that. Also,
once the election is over, civil litigation becomes moot. Finally, sometimes upon
reflection after the campaign, some of the activities are not as sinister as believed at the
time.

Mr. Henderson believes government does not engage in a sustained investigation of these
matters or pursue any kind of resolution to them. LCCR has filed a FOIA request with
both the Civil Rights Division and the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice to
examine this issue.

Election Protection activities will be intensified for the 2006 elections, although the focus
may shift somewhat given the implementation of new HAVA requirements.

Recommendations for Reform

There was tremendous concern after the 2004 election about conflicts of interest – the
"Blackwell problem" – whereby a campaign chair is also in charge of the voting system.
We need to get away from that.

He also supports Senator Barak Obama's bill regarding deceptive practices, and is
opposed to the voter identification laws passing many state legislatures.

• States should adopt election-day registration, in order to boost turnout as well as to
allow eligible voters to immediately rectify erroneous or improperly purged
registration records

• Expansion of early voting & no-excuse absentee voting, to boost turnout and reduce
the strain on election-day resources.

• Provisional ballot reforms:
o Should be counted statewide – if cast in the wrong polling place, votes

should still be counted in races for which the voter was eligible to vote
(governor, etc.)

o Provisional ballots should also function as voter registration applications,
to increase the likelihood that voters will be properly registered in future
elections

• Voter ID requirements: states should allow voters to use signature attestation to
establish their identity
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• The Department of Justice should increase enforcement of Americans with
Disabilities Act and the accessibility requirements of the Help America Vote Act

• Statewide registration databases should be linked to social service agency databases
• Prohibit chief state election officials from simultaneously participating in partisan

electoral campaigns within their states
• Create and enforce strong penalties for deceptive or misleading voting practices
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Interview with Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan
Center

Brennan Center findings on fraud

The Brennan Center's primary work on fraud is their report for the Carter Baker Commission
with commissioner Spencer Overton, written in response to the Commission's ID
recommendations. Brennan reviewed all existing reports and election contests related to voter
fraud. They believe the contests serve as an especially good record of whether or not fraud exists,
as the parties involved in contested elections have a large incentive to root out fraudulent voters.
Yet despite this, the incidence of voter impersonation fraud discovered is extremely low—
something on the order 1/10000th of a percentage of voters. See also the brief Brennan filed on•
11 th circuit in Georgia photo ID case which cites sources in Carter Baker report and argues the
incidence of voter fraud too low to justify countermeasures.

Among types of fraud, they found impersonation, or polling place fraud, is probably the least
frequent type, although other types, such as absentee ballot fraud are also very infrequent.
Weiser believes this is because impersonation fraud is more likely to be caught and is therefore
not worth the risk. Unlike in an absentee situation, actual poll workers are present to disrupt
impersonation fraud, for instance, by catching the same individual voting twice. She believes
perhaps one half to one quarter of the time the person will be caught. Also, there is a chance the
pollworker will have personal knowledge of the person. Georgia Secretary of State Cathy Cox
has mentioned that there are many opportunities for discovery of in person fraud as well. For
example, if one votes in the name of another voter, and that voter shows up at the polls, the fraud
will be discovered.

Weiser believes court proceedings in election contests are especially useful. Some are very
extensive, with hundreds of voters brought up by each side and litigated. In both pre-election
challenges and post-election contests, parties have devoted extraordinary resources into
`smoking out' fraudulent voters. Justin Leavitt at Brennan scoured such proceedings for the
Carter Baker report, which includes these citations. Contact him for answers to particular
questions.

Countermeasures/statewide databases

Brennan has also considered what states are doing to combat impersonation fraud besides photo
ID laws, although again, it seems to be the rarest kind of fraud, beyond statistically insignificant.
In the brief Brennan filed in the Georgia case, the Center detailed what states are already doing
to effectively address fraud. In another on the web site includes measures that can be taken that
no states have adopted yet. Weiser adds that an effort to look at strategies states have to prevent
fraud, state variations, effectiveness, ease of enforcement would be very useful.

Weiser believes the best defense against fraud will be better voter lists—she argues the fraud
debate is actually premature because states have yet to fully implement the HAVA database
requirement. This should eliminate a great deal of `deadwood' on voter rolls and undermine the
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common argument that fraud is made possible by this deadwood. This was the experience for
Michigan, which was able to remove 600,000 names initially, and later removed almost I million
names from their rolls. It is fairly easy to cull deadwood from lists due to consolidation at the
state level—most deadwood is due to individuals moving within the state and poor
communication between jurisdictions. (Also discuss with Chris Thomas, who masterminded the
Michigan database for more information and a historical perspective.)

Regarding the question of whether the effect of this maintenance on fraud in Michigan can be
quantified, Weiser would caution against drawing direct lines between list problems and fraud.
Brennan has found various groups abusing the existence of list deadwood to make claims about
fraudulent voting. This is analyzed in greater detail in the Brennan Center's critique of a purge
list produced by the NJ Republican party, and was illustrated by the purge list produced by the
state of Florida. When compiling such lists and doing comparisons, sound statistical methods
must be utilized, and often are not.

The NJ GOP created a list and asked NJ election officials to purge names of ineligible voters on
it. Their list assumed that people appearing on the list twice had voted twice. Brennan found their
assumptions shoddy and based on incorrect statistical practices, such as treating individuals with
the same name and birthdays as duplicates, although this is highly unlikely according to proper
statistical methods. Simply running algorithms on voter lists creates a number of false positives,
does not provide an accurate basis for purging, and should not be taken as an indicator of fraud.

Regarding the Florida purge list, faulty assumptions caused the list to systematically exclude
Hispanics while overestimating African Americans. Matching protocols required that race fields
match exactly, despite inconsistent fields across databases.

The kinds of list comparisons that are frequently done to allege fraud are unreliable. Moreover,
even if someone is on a voter list twice, that does not mean that voter has voted twice. That, in
fact, is almost never the case.

Ultimately, even matching protocols without faulty assumptions will have a 4 percent to 35
percent error rate —that's simply the nature of database work. Private industry has been working
on improving this for years. Now that HAVA has introduced a matching requirement, even
greater skepticism is called for in judging the accuracy of list maintenance.

Intimidation and Suppression

Brennan does not have a specific focus here, although they do come across it and have provided
assistance on bills to prevent suppression and intimidation. They happen to have an extensive
paper file of intimidating fliers and related stories from before the 2004 election. (They can
supply copies after this week).

Challengers
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Brennan has analyzed cases where challenger laws have been beneficial and where they have
been abused. See the decision and record from the 1982 NJ vs. RNC case for some of the history
of these laws. Brennan is currently working on developing a model challenger law.

Weiser believes challenge laws with no requirement that the challenger have any specific basis
for the challenge or showing of ineligibility are an invitation to blanket harassing challenges and
have a range of pitfalls. State laws are vague and broad and often involve arcane processes such
as where voters are required to meet a challenge within 5 days. There are incentives for political
abuse, potential for delaying votes and disrupting the polls, and they are not necessarily directed
toward the best result. Furthermore, when a voter receives a mailer alleging vote fraud with no
basis, even the mere fact of a challenge can be chilling. A voter does not want to have to go
through a quasi-court proceeding in order to vote.

Brennan recommends challenge processes that get results before election, minimize the burden
for voters, and are restricted at polling place to challenges by poll workers and election officials,
not voters. They believe limitless challenges can lead to pandemonium—that once the floodgates
are open they won't stop.

Recommendations

Intimidation— Weiser believes Sen. Barak Obama's bill is a good one for combating voter
harassment and deceptive practices. Many jurisdictions do not currently have laws prohibiting
voter harassment and deceptive practices.

Fraud— Current state and federal codes seem sufficient for prosecuting fraud. Weiser doesn't
consider them under-enforced, and sees no need for additional laws.

Voter lists— New legislation or regulations are needed to provide clear guidance and standards
for generating voter lists and purging voters, otherwise states could wrongfully disenfranchise
eligible voters.

Challengers—Challenge laws need to be reformed, especially ones that allow for pre-election
mass challenges with no real basis. There is no one size fits all model for challenger legislation,
but some bad models involving hurdles for voters lead to abuse and should be reformed. There
should be room for poll workers to challenge fraudulent voters, but not for abuse.

Also useful would be recommendations for prosecutors investigating fraudulent activity, How
should they approach these cases? How should they approach cases of large scale
fraud/intimidation? While there is sufficient legislative cover to get at any election fraud activity,
questions remain about what proper approaches and enforcement strategies should be.
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April 16, 2007

MEMORANDUM

To: EAC Inspector General Curtis Crider
Fr: EAC Chair Donetta Davidson
Cc: Commissioners Rodriguez, Hillman and Hunter, Tom Wilkey, and Julie Hodgkins
RE: EAC requests review of contracting procedures

On Friday, April 13, each of my three colleagues — Rosemary Rodriguez, Gracia Hillman,
and Caroline Hunter -- agreed with my recommendation that we issue the following
formal request to the Commission's Office of Inspector General to review the
circumstances surrounding two recent EAC research projects — vote fraud and voter
intimidation and voter identification.

Background
The U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC) is an independent, bipartisan
Commission created by the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) of 2002.

EAC develops guidance to meet HAVA requirements, adopts voluntary voting system
guidelines, accredits voting system test laboratories, certifies voting systems and audits
the use of HAVA funds. HAVA also directs EAC to maintain the national mail voter
registration form developed in accordance with the National Voter Registration Act
(NVRA) of 1993.

The Commission serves as a national clearinghouse and resource of information
regarding election administration. It is under the Commission's clearinghouse role that
research projects are conducted with the goal of providing information that will lead to
improvements in election administration, as well as inform the public about how, where
and.when we vote.

The voter identification research was conducted by Rutgers, the State University of New
Jersey, through its Eagleton Institute of Politics ("Contractor"). The contract, awarded in
May 2005, required the Contractor to perform a review and legal analysis of state
legislation, administrative procedures and court cases, and to perform a literature review
on other research and data available on the topic of voter identification requirements.
Further, the Contractor was asked to analyze the problems and challenges of voter
identification, to hypothesize alternative approaches and to recommend various policies
that could be applied to these approaches. Last month, the commission voted
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unanimously not to adopt the report, citing concerns with its methodology, but voted to
release all of the data provided by the Contractor.

The vote fraud and voter intimidation research was conducted by Tova Wang and Job
Serebrov ("Consultants"). The contracts, awarded in September 2005, issued to these
Consultants tasked them with defining the terms vote fraud and voter intimidation and
providing recommendations how to conduct extensive research in the future on these
topics. The contract stated that the Consultants were responsible for "creating a report
summarizing the findings of this preliminary research effort and Working Group
deliberations. This report should include any recommendations for future EAC research
resulting from this effort."

Review Request
The actions taken by the Commission regarding both the voter identification and the vote
fraud and voter intimidation research projects have been challenged. Specifically,
Members of Congress, the media, and the public have suggested that political motivations
may have been part of the Commission's decision making process regarding these two
projects. Also, the Commission has been criticized for the amount of taxpayer dollars that
were spent on these two projects, as well as how efficiently these projects were managed.

The Commission takes these allegations very seriously, and we request that you fully
review the following issues and provide the Commission and the Congress with a report
of your findings as soon as possible. The Commission stands ready to assist you in these
efforts and will provide whatever information, including memos, emails and other
documents you will need. Cooperating with your review will be the staff's top priority.

1. Current Commission policy regarding awarding and managing research contracts.
2. Issuance and management of the vote fraud and voter intimidation contract.
3. Circumstances surrounding the receipt of information from Consultants regarding

the vote fraud and voter intimidation project.
4. Circumstances surrounding staff efforts to write a final report for Commission

consideration.
5. Identification of staff members who assisted in the editing and collaboration of

the final vote fraud and voter intimidation report for Commission consideration.
6. Staff and/or Commissioner collaboration with political entities or other federal

agencies regarding the vote fraud and voter intimidation project.
7. Circumstances surrounding Commission discussion and deliberation of final

adoption of Election Crimes: An Initial Review and Recommendation for Further
Study.

8. Issuance and management of the voter identification contract.
9. Circumstances surrounding the receipt of information from Contractor regarding

the voter identification report.
10. Identification of staff members who assisted in the editing, collaboration, and

recommendation to the Commission regarding final adoption of the voter
identification report.
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11. Staff and/or Commissioner collaboration with political entities or other federal
agencies regarding the voter identification project.

12. Circumstances surrounding Commission deliberation whether to adopt a final
voter identification report.

For your information, I have attached statements and related correspondence from
Members of Congress, and a statement issued by the Commission regarding the criticism.

It is our hope that your findings will instruct us how to move forward in a more efficient,
effective and transparent manner. The Commission takes its mandates under HAVA very
seriously, and this small Commission has an enormous amount of work to conduct,
including testing and certifying voting equipment, providing guidance and assistance to
election officials, and auditing the proper use of the $3.1 billion that was distributed
under HAVA.

We look forward to your findings so that we may take the actions necessary to improve
the way we conceive research projects, manage research contracts, and make decisions
regarding the final release of data provided to the Commission from a third party.
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April 12, 2007

The Honorable Donetta Davidson
Chairman
U.S. Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Commissioner Davidson:

We are writing to seek a response to very troubling news reports that
included allegations that the Commission may have altered or delayed
release of two taxpayer-funded studies of election issues for political
purposes.

While the Commission is within its rights to decide what guidance it
issues to election officials, it is critical that its actions are not perceived as
politically motivated and it is imperative that you prpvide full
documentation about the Commission's proceedings on these matters.

On Wednesday, the New York Times reported that a bipartisan team of
election law experts hired by the Commission to research voter fraud in
federal elections found that there was little such fraud around the nation, but
the Commission revised the report to say that the pervasiveness of voter
fraud was still open to debate.

On Monday, Roll Call reported that the Commission two weeks ago
rejected the findings of a report, prepared as part of a $560,000 contract with
Rutgers University's Eagleton Institute and Ohio State University's Moritz
College of Law. That report found that voter identification laws may reduce
election turnout, especially by minorities.
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Commissioner Davidson 	 -2-	 April 12, 2007

It is imperative that the Commission's actions and deliberations are
unbiased, free from political influence and transparent. While the
Commission does not have to agree with the experts who perform its
research, it should make the research available unfettered and unfiltered.

Attached are a series of questions, we would like the Commission to
address. We look forward to your timely response.

Sincerely,

'Aaw-di"o-L
Richard J. Durbin
Chairman
Subcommittee on Financial

Services and General
Government
Committee on Appropriations
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We request information and documentation from the Commission that
answer the following questions:

COMMISSION'S OVERSIGHT ON EAGLETON CONTRACT TO
PERFORM A STUDY ON VOTER IDENTIFICATION

1. Did the Commissioners or Commission senior staff receive any
outside communication or pressure to change or not release the
entire draft report or portions of the draft language on the voter
fraud report? If so, who made those requests?

2. Would you please provide a copy of the approved Request For
Proposals, as well as any contract modifications that were agreed
to between the Commission and Eagleton Institute and
subcontractors?

3. Can you provide the names and qualifications of Election
Assistance Commission staff that worked on the Eagleton Institute
project?

4,	 Please indicate how many project meetings occurred during the
term of the Eagleton contract, including in-person meetings,
conference calls regarding the status of the report, and any meeting
where Commissioners were present for at least part of the meeting.
Please provide copies of any minutes from those meetings.

5. Please identify the names and affiliations of members of the Peer
Review group or groups that examined the Eagleton Institute
drafts. Please also indicate the dates upon which any such review
of the Eagleton research was conducted, and the specific concerns
or complaints that were raised by members of the Peer Review
group as to either the analysis or statistical methodology, if any.
Please provide copies of any minutes from those meetings.

6. If certain members of the Peer Review groups had concerns with
the data or methodology of the Eagleton study, was that
information communicated to Eagleton, and were any changes
made to the study based on Peer Review group concerns with
methodology or data?

7. Who were the individuals (and what were their academic
qualifications) that advised the Commission that the data,
methodology, or the results of the Eagleton Contract were so
flawed that the Commission should reject the report? At what point
did the Commission receive input from those individuals?
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8. The Commission previewed its research on the Eagleton Institute's
study on Provisional Voting at its May 2006 Advisory Board
meetings—why was the Voter Identification Draft Study not
discussed at that time? What is the status of the Provisional Voting
report?

9. In rejecting the Eagleton report, the Commission indicated
concerns that there was only one year's worth of data. Given that
this was the first year that Commission had studied the results,
isn't "one year" what was originally contemplated in the Eagleton
contract? Isn't the reason for having a major research institute
conduct this study is so they can draw initial assessments from that
data—even though that data can be augmented in future years?
Because of the rejected report, will the Commission start anew for
research in the 2008 elections?

10. What was the final, total cost of the Eagleton contract, and what
was produced or released by that Commission as a result of that
contract?

COMMISSION'S OVERSIGHT OVER VOTER
FRAUD/INTIMIDATION STUDY

1. Did the Commissioners or Commission senior staff receive any
outside communication or pressure to change or not release the
entire draft report or portions of the draft language on the voter
fraud report? If so, who made those requests?

2. Given the bipartisan nature of the Working Group that guided the
Voter Fraud/Intimidation report, and the bipartisan nature of the
contracted experts who uniformly support the results of this report,
what concerns lead the Commission to determine the report should
not be released?

3. If there were points in the report that the Commission objected to,
were there attempts to work with the contractors to deal with
specific concerns? If there were such attempts, please describe
them.
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	4.	 Who drafted the Commission summary (released in December,
2006) of the Voter Fraud/Intimidation report, and what were their
credentials and involvement in the original research process?
Were there instructions or guidance given from Commissioners or
senior staff as to what portions of the research should be
emphasized? Who at the Commission reviewed the summarized
report? Since the contracted experts are referred to in the
Commission's released report, were the contractors allowed a
chance to review or edit that Commission's final report that was
released in December, 2006?

S.	 Please provide copies of any electronic or written communications
between Commission employees that relate to the editing of the
Voter Fraud/Intimidation report.

6. Please explain what Mr. Job Serebrov was referring to in his email
referenced in the New York Times article of April 11, 2007. Please
provide any documents in the Corns fission's possession where
employees or contracted experts discussed pressure, political
sensitivities, or the failure of the Commission to adopt the Voter
Fraud/Intimidation report from March 1, 2006 to present.

7. While we realize that the Commission voted to release its summary
report in December 2006, was there a public vote taken to reject
the Draft Voter Fraud/Intimidation report? Such a monumental
decision to reject the contract experts' work is a policy decision,
and one that should be done in public. When was the decision
made to reject the original report, and what notice was provided to
the public that the Commission would reject that report?

8. Prior to the Draft Voter Fraud/Intimidation report's release, had
other organizations requested a copy of that original report? Please
include copies of your responses to those organizations, if any.

9. Had any States requested that the Commission or staff provide
guidance related to voter identification requirements in the Help
America Vote Act, or identification requirements generally?
Please provide those requests, and any responses from the
Commission.

10. Please indicate what steps the Commission is taking to ensure that
political considerations do not impact the agency's research and
that decisions are handled in a public and transparent manner.
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turning out to be accurate according to investigations by the newspapers themselves,
elections officials and criminal investigators. Often the problem turned out to be a result
of administrative error, poll workers mis-marking of voter lists, a flawed registration list
and/or errors made in the attempt to match names of voters on the list with the names of
the people who voted. In a good number of cases, there were allegations that charges of
double voting by political leaders were an effort to scare people away from the voting
process.

Nonetheless there were a few cases of people actually being charged and/or convicted for
these kinds of activities. Most of the cases involved a person voting both by absentee
ballot and in person. A few instances involved people voting both during early voting
and on Election Day, which calls into question the proper marking and maintenance of
the voting lists. In many instances, the person charged claimed not to have voted twice
on purpose. A very small handful of cases involved a voter voting in more than one
county and there was one substantiated case involving a person voting in more than one
state. Other instances in which such efforts were alleged were disproved by officials.

In the case of voting in the name of a dead person, the problem lay in the voter
registration list not being properly maintained, i.e. the person was still on the registration
list as eligible to vote, and a person taking criminal advantage of that. In total, the San
Francisco Chronicle found 5 such cases in March 2004; the AP cited a newspaper
analysis of five such persons in an Indiana primary in May 2004; and a senate committee
found two people to have voted in the names of the dead in 2005.

As usual, there were a disproportionate number of such articles coming out of Florida.
Notably, there were three articles out of Oregon, which has one hundred percent vote-by-
mail.

Vote Buying

There were a surprising number of articles about vote buying cases. A few of these
instances involved long-time investigations in three particular jurisdictions as detailed in
the vote buying summary. There were more official investigations, indictments and
convictions/pleas in this area. All of these cases are concentrated in the Midwest and
South.

Deceptive Practices

In 2004 there were numerous reports of intentional disinformation about voting eligibility
and the voting process meant to confuse voters about their rights and when and where to
vote. Misinformation came in the form of flyers, phone calls, letters, and even people
going door to door. Many of the efforts were reportedly targeted at minority
communities. A disproportionate number of them came from key battleground states,
particularly Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania. From the news reports found, only one of
these instances was officially investigated, the case in Oregon involving the destruction
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of voter registration forms. There were no reports of prosecutions or any other legal
proceeding.

Non-citizen Voting

There were surprisingly few articles regarding noncitizen registration and voting – just
seven all together, in seven different states across the country. They were also evenly
split between allegations of noncitizens registering and noncitizens voting. In one case
charges were filed against ten individuals. In one case a judge in a civil suit found there
was illegal noncitizen voting. Three instances prompted official investigations. Two
cases, from this nexis search, remained just allegations of noncitizen voting.

Felon Voting

Although there were only thirteen cases of felon voting, some of them involved large
numbers of voters. Most notably, of course, are the cases that came to light in the
Washington gubernatorial election contest (see Washington summary) and in Wisconsin
(see Wisconsin summary). In several states, the main problem has the large number of
ineligible felons that remained on the voting list.

Election Official Fraud

In most of the cases in which fraud by elections officials is suspected or alleged, it is
difficult to determine whether it is incompetence or a crime. There are several cases of
ballots gone missing, ballots unaccounted for and ballots ending up in a worker's
possession. In two cases workers were said to have changed peoples' votes. The one
instance in which widespread ballot box stuffing by elections workers was alleged was in
Washington State. The judge in the civil trial of that election contest did not find that
elections workers had committed fraud. Four of the cases are from Texas.
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April 16, 2007

MEMORANDUM

To: EAC Inspector General Curtis Crider
Fr: EAC Chair Donetta Davidson
Cc: Commissioners Rodriguez, Hillman and Hunter, Tom Wilkey, and Julie Hodgkins
RE: EAC requests review of contracting procedures

On Friday, April 13, each of my three colleagues — Rosemary Rodriguez, Gracia Hillman,
and Caroline Hunter -= agreed with my recommendation that we issue the following
formal request to the Commission's Office of Inspector General to review the
circumstances surrounding two recent EAC research projects — vote fraud and voter
intimidation and voter identification.

Background
The U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC) is an independent, bipartisan
Commission created by the Help America Vote Act (HAVA) of 2002.

EAC develops guidance to meet HAVA requirements, adopts voluntary voting system
guidelines, accredits voting system test laboratories, certifies voting systems and audits
the use of HAVA funds. HAVA also directs EAC to maintain the national mail voter
registration form developed in accordance with the National Voter Registration Act
(NVRA) of 1993.

The Commission serves as a national clearinghouse and resource of information
regarding election administration. It is under the Commission's clearinghouse role that
research projects are conducted with the goal of providing information that will lead to
improvements in election administration, as well as inform the public about how, where
and when we vote.

The voter identification research was conducted by Rutgers, the State University of New
Jersey, through its Eagleton Institute of Politics ("Contractor"). The contract, awarded in
May 2005, required the Contractor to perform a review and legal analysis of state
legislation, administrative procedures and court cases, and to perform a literature review
on other research and data available on the topic of voter identification requirements.
Further, the Contractor was asked to analyze the problems and challenges of voter
identification, to hypothesize alternative approaches and to recommend various policies
that could be applied to these approaches. Last month, the commission voted
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unanimously not to adopt the report, citing concerns with its methodology, but voted to
release all of the data provided by the Contractor.

The vote fraud and voter intimidation research was conducted by Tova Wang and Job
Serebrov ("Consultants"). The contracts, awarded in September 2005, issued to these
Consultants tasked them with defining the terms vote fraud and voter intimidation and
providing recommendations how to conduct extensive research in the future on these
topics. The contract stated that the Consultants were responsible for "creating a report
summarizing the findings of this preliminary research effort and Working Group
deliberations. This report should include any recommendations for future EAC research
resulting from this effort."

Review Request
The actions taken by the Commission regarding both the voter identification and the vote
fraud and voter intimidation research projects have been challenged. Specifically,
Members of Congress, the media, and the public have suggested that political motivations
may have been part of the Commission's decision making process regarding these two
projects. Also, the Commission has been criticized for the amount of taxpayer dollars that
were spent on these two projects, as well as how efficiently these projects were managed.

The Commission takes these allegations very seriously, and we request that you fully
review the following issues and provide the Commission and the Congress with a report
of your findings as soon as possible. The Commission stands ready to assist you in these
efforts and will provide whatever information, including memos, emails and other
documents you will need. Cooperating with your review will be the staff's top priority.

1. Current Commission policy regarding awarding and managing research contracts.
2. Issuance and management of the vote fraud and voter intimidation contract.
3. Circumstances surrounding the receipt of information from Consultants regarding

the vote fraud and voter intimidation project.
4. Circumstances surrounding staff efforts to write a final report for Commission

consideration.
5. Identification of staff members who assisted in the editing and collaboration of

the final vote fraud and voter intimidation report for Commission consideration.
6. Staff and/or Commissioner collaboration with political entities or other federal

agencies regarding the vote fraud and voter intimidation project.
7. Circumstances surrounding Commission discussion and deliberation of final

adoption of Election Crimes: An Initial Review and Recommendation for Further
Study.

8. Issuance and management of the voter identification contract.
9. Circumstances surrounding the receipt of information from Contractor regarding

the voter identification report.
10. Identification of staff members who assisted in the editing, collaboration, and

recommendation to the Commission regarding final adoption of the voter
identification report.
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11. Staff and/or Commissioner collaboration with political entities or other federal
agencies regarding the voter identification project.

12. Circumstances surrounding Commission deliberation whether to adopt a final
voter identification report.

For your information, I have attached statements and related correspondence from
Members of Congress, and a statement issued by the Commission regarding the criticism.

It is our hope that your findings will instruct us how to move forward in a more efficient,
effective and transparent manner. The Commission takes its mandates under HAVA very
seriously, and this small Commission has an enormous amount of work to conduct,
including testing and certifying voting equipment, providing guidance and assistance to
election officials, and auditing the proper use of the $3.1 billion that was distributed
under HAVA.

We look forward to your findings so that we may take the actions necessary to improve
the way we conceive research projects, manage research contracts, and make decisions
regarding the final release of data provided to the Commission from a third party.
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Academics

Mike Alvarez
Steve Ansolobohere
Lorri Minnite
Chandler Davidson

Judges

Justice Tom Glaze, Supreme Court of Arkansas
Justice Charles Talley Wells, Supreme Court of Florida
Justice Evelyn Lundberg Stratton, Supreme Court of Ohio
Justice Pamela B. Minzner, Supreme Court of New Mexico

Election Administrators

Harry VanSickle, Commissioner of Elections, Pennsylvania
Mike McCarthy, Supervisor of Elections, Minnesota
John Ravitz, Board of Elections, New York City
Kevin Kennedy, Director of Elections, Wisconsin
Connie McCormick, Los Angeles County Registrar
Trey Grayson, Kentucky Secretary of State
Rebecca Vigil-Giron, New Mexico Secretary of State

Advocates

Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference on Civil Rights
Donna Brazile, Chair, Democratic National Committee's Voting Rights Institute
Nina Perales, Regional Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund
James A. Baker III (DC), Baker-Carter Commission
Sharon Priest (AR), former Secretary of State of Arkansas, Baker-Carter Commission
Robin DeJarnette, Executive Director, American Center for Voting Rights

Election Lawyers

Laughlin McDonald, ACLU Voting Rights Project
Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center
Joseph Sandler, Sandler, Reif & Young
Joseph Rich, former head of the Voting Section, DOJ
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James Bopp, Bopp, Coleson & Bostrom
Pat Rogers, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and Sisk, P.A.
Colleen McAndrews, Bell, McAndrews, Hiltachk, & Davidson
Charles Bell Jr., Bell, McAndrews, Hiltachk, & Davidson

Attorneys involved in the Georgia, Indiana, and Arizona Litigation

Georgia

Thurbert Baker, Georgia Attorney General (Defendants)
Laughlin McDonald and Danny Levitas, ACLU of Georgia (Plaintiffs)

Indiana

Bill Groth, Fillenwarth, Dennerline, Groth & Towe (Plaintiffs)

Thomas M. Fisher, Esq. and Douglas J. Webber, Esq. Indiana Attorney General's Office
(Defendants)

Arizona

Steve Reyes and Nina Perales, MALDEF (Plaintiffs)
Mary O'Grady, Arizona Assistant Attorney General
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SUMMARY OF INFO FROM INTERVIEWS
PRELIMINARY VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

Voter Suppression & Intimidation:
• Voter suppression efforts are sometimes racially based, and sometimes based on partisan

considerations
• Hard to know how much vote suppression and intimidation is taking place because it

depends on one's definition of the terms – they are used very loosely by some people. Many
instances of what some people refer to as voter intimidation are more unclear now (e.g.;
photographing voters at the polls has been called intimidating, but now everyone is at the
polls with a camera). It is hard to know when something is intimidation and it is difficult to
show that it was an act of intimidation

• The fact that both parties are engaging in these tactics now makes it more complicated. It
makes it difficult to point the finger at any one side.

• Some advocates assert that, given the additional resources and latitude given to the DOJ
enforcement of acts such as double voting and noncitizen voting, there should be an equal
commitment to enforcement of acts of intimidation and suppression cases.

• Examples:
o spreading of false information, such as phone calls, flyers, and radio ads that

intentionally mislead as to voting procedures, such as claiming that if you do not have
identification, you cannot vote, and providing false dates for the election

o Observers with cameras, which people associate with potential political retribution or
even violence

o Intimidating police presence at the polls
o open hostility by poll workers toward minorities (racial and language), or poll workers

asking intimidating questions;
o groups of officious-looking poll watchers at the poll sites who seem to be some sort of

authority looking for wrongdoing;
o challenges

n There are cases where challenger laws have been beneficial and where they
have been abused (Brennan is currently working on developing a model
challenger law)

n No way to determine whether a challenge is in good or bad faith, and there is
little penalty for making a bad faith challenge. The fact that there are no
checks on the challenges at the precinct level, or even a requirement of
concurrence from an opposing party challenger leads to the concern that
challenge process will be abused. The voter on the other hand, will need to
get majority approval of county election board members to defeat the
challenge.

• Especially in jurisdictions that authorize challenges, the use of challenge lists
and challengers goes beyond partisanship to racial suppression and
intimidation

o instances where civic groups and church groups intimidate members to vote in a
specific manner, not for reward, but under threat of being ostracized or even telling
them they will go to hell.(AR, KY)

o moving poll sites
o having Indians vote at polling places staffed by non-Indians often results in incidents

of disrespect towards Native voters, judges aren't familiar with Indian last names and
are more dismissive of solving discrepancies with native voters

o intimidationat the poll sites in court houses. Many voters are afraid of the county
judges or county employees and therefore will not vote. They justifiably believe their
ballots will be opened by these employees to see who they voted for, and if they voted
against the county people, retribution might ensue. (AR)

Fraud in Voting:
NOTE: Many interviewees appear to have made claims regarding the quantity and type of voting
fraud based on incomplete data, their personal experience, or their impressions (e.g.; voting fraud
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SUMMARY OF INFO FROM INTERVIEWS
PRELIMINARY VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

has been confined to absentee ballots; there is no in person assumption of others' voter identities
to vote).
• The most commonly cited example of voting fraud mentioned was absentee ballot fraud (e.g.;

vote selling involving absentee ballots, the filling out of absentee ballots en masse, people at
nursing homes filling out the ballots of residents, and union leaders getting members to vote
a certain way by absentee ballot).

• Many assert that impersonation, or polling place fraud, is probably the least frequent type
because:

o impersonation fraud is more likely to be caught and is therefore not worth the risk
o unlike in an absentee situation, actual poll workers are present to disrupt

impersonation fraud, for instance, by catching the same individual voting twice
o if one votes in the name of another voter, and that voter shows up at the polls, the

fraud will be discovered
o one half to one quarter of the time the person will be caught (there is a chance the

pollworker will have personal knowledge of the person, Georgia Secretary of State
Cathy Cox has mentioned that there are many opportunities for discovery of in
person fraud as well).

o deterrent is that it's a felony, and that one person voting twice is not an effective way
to influence an election. One would need to get a lot of people involved for it to work

• Vote buying still occurs and, in some cases, it is hard to distinguish between intimidation and
vote buying.

• Tampering with ballots in transit between poll and election office is a concern (AR)

Voter Registration:
• Some assert that registration fraud is the major issue (esp unsupervised voter registration

drives by political parties and advocacy groups that pay workers to register voters)
• Some assert that various groups abuse the existence of list deadwood to make claims about

fraudulent voting.
• Some assert that when compiling such lists and doing comparisons, which are used as the

basis for challenges, sound statistical methods must be utilized, and often are not. Matching
protocols without faulty assumptions will have a 4 percent to 35 percent error rate —that's
simply the nature of database work. Private industry has been working on improving this for
years. .

• If someone is on a voter list twice, that does not mean that voter has voted twice.
• Many problems will be addressed by the statewide database required under HAVA

Enforcenent:
• States vary in their authority to intervene in and track voter intimidation-voter suppression

and voting fraud cases (e.g.; in AR, enforcement is the responsibility of counties, in IN it is
responsibility of State AG).

• Voter fraud and intimidation is difficult to prove. It is very hard to collect the necessary
factual evidence to make a case, and doing so is very labor-intensive

• Some believe that voter suppression matters are not pursued formally because often they
involve activities that current law does not reach.

• Only two interviewees assert that current state and federal codes seem sufficient for
prosecuting fraud, and are not under-enforced (no need for additional laws).

• Some advocacy groups assert that the government does not engage in a sustained
investigation of voter suppression matters or pursue any kind of resolution to them. There is
a perception that the Department of Justice has never been very aggressive in pursuing
cases of vote suppression, intimidation and fraud, and that choices DOJ has made with
respect to where they have brought claims do not seem to be based on any systematic
analysis of where the biggest problems are.

• Some advocates point out that, once the election is over, civil litigation becomes moot.
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SUMMARY OF INFO FROM INTERVIEWS
PRELIMINARY VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

The development of a pre-election challenge list targeted at minorities (some claim this has
never been pursued, yet Mr. Tanner said the DOJ was able to informally intervene in
challenger situations in Florida, Atkinson County, Georgia and in Alabama), long lines due to
unequal distribution of voting machines based on race, list purges based on race, unequal
application of voter ID rules, and refusal to offer a provisional ballot on the basis of race
would be VRA violations.
DOJ asserts there is a big gap between complaints and what can be substantiated
DOJ Voting Rights Section - Federal Voting Rights Act only applies to state action, so the
section only sues State and local governments – it does not have any enforcement power
over individuals. Most often, the section enters into consent agreements with governments
that focus on poll worker training, takes steps to restructure how polls are run, and deals with
problems on Election Day on the spot. When deciding what to do with the complaint, the
section errs on the side of referring it criminally because they do not want civil litigation to
complicate a possible criminal case
DOJ Election Crimes Branch – DOJ is permitted to prosecute whenever there is a candidate
for federal office, but can't prosecute everything. Deceptive practices that are committed by
individuals and would be a matter for the Public Integrity Section; local government would
have to be involved for the voting section to become involved. The problem is asserting
federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. (In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail
fraud statute does not apply to election fraud. It was through the mail fraud statute that the
department had routinely gotten federal jurisdiction over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346,
the congressional effort to "fix" McNally, did not include voter fraud.)
It is preferable for the federal government to pursue these cases for the following reasons:

o federal districts draw from a bigger and more diverse jury pool;
o the DOJ is politically detached; local district attorneys are hamstrung by the need to

be re-elected;
o DOJ has more resources – local prosecutors need to focus on personal and property

crimes--fraud cases are too big and too complex for them;
o DOJ can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique and to test the strength

of the case.
Some assert that election crimes are not high on the priority list of either district attorneys or
grand juries; therefore, complaints of election crime very rarely are prosecuted or are
indicted by the grand jury.
Political parties have devoted extraordinary resources into 'smoking out' fraudulent voters

Recommendations Re Laws & Procedures:
• It is important to keep clear who the perpetrators of the fraud are and where the fraud occurs

because that effects what the remedy should be.
• Support Senator Barak Obama's bill for combating voter harassment and deceptive

practices. (Many jurisdictions do not currently have laws prohibiting voter harassment and
deceptive practices.)

• Support a new law that allows the DOJ to bring civil actions for suppression that are not race
based, for example, deceptive practices or wholesale challenges to voters in jurisdictions
that tend to vote heavily for one party.

• Support a new federal law that allows federal prosecution whenever a federal instrumentality
is used, e.g. the mail, federal funding, interstate commerce (DOJ has drafted such
legislation, which was introduced but not passed in the early 1990s.)

• Put stronger teeth in the voter fraud laws; step up enforcement against fraud and provide
stiffer penalties as current penalties make the risk of committing fraud relatively low

• There should be increased resources dedicated to expanded DOJ monitoring efforts. This
might be the best use of resources since monitors and observers act as a deterrent to fraud
and intimidation.

• Some advocate that all election fraud and intimidation complaints should be referred to the
State Attorney General's Office to circumvent the problem of local political prosecutions. The
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SUMMARY OF INFO FROM INTERVIEWS
PRELIMINARY VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

Attorney General should take more responsibility for complaints of fraud because at the local
level, politics interferes

• Some advocate greater resources for district attorneys. In addition, during election time,
there should be an attorney in the DA's office who is designated to handle election
prosecution

• Would be useful to have recommendations for prosecutors investigating fraudulent activity
• Better trained poll workers
• Polling places should be open longer, run more professionally but there needs to be fewer of

them so that they are staffed by only the best, most professional people (Voting Centers).
• Move elections to weekends. This would involve more people acting as poll workers who

would be much more careful about what was going on.
• A day should be given off of work without counting as a vacation day so that better poll

workers are available.
• Early voting at the clerk's office is good because the people there know what they are doing.

People would be unlikely to commit fraud at the clerk's office. This should be expanded to
other polling places in addition to that of the county clerk.

• Many assert that the best defense against fraud will be better voter lists.
o States should be urged to implement statewide voter lists in accordance with the

Help America Vote Act ("HAVA"), the election reform law enacted by Congress in
2002 following the Florida debacle

o Llinking voter registration databases across states may be a way to see if people
who are registered twice are in fact voting twice

o New legislation or regulations are needed to provide clear guidance and standards
for generating voter lists and purging voters, otherwise states could wrongfully
disenfranchise eligible voters; purging must be done in a manner that uses the best
databases, and looks at only the most relevant information

o The process for preventing ineligible ex-felons from casting ballots needs to be
improved

o statewide registration databases should be linked to social service agency
databases

• Challenge laws need to be reformed, especially ones that allow for pre-election mass
challenges with no real basis. There is no one size fits all model for challenger legislation,
but some bad models involving hurdles for voters lead to abuse and should be reformed.
There should be room for poll workers to challenge fraudulent voters, but not for abuse. (KY
has list of defined reasons for which they can challenge a voter, such as residency, and the
challengers must also fill out paperwork to conduct a challenge) Last minute challenges
should not be permitted

• False information campaigns should be combated with greater voter education, the media
could do more to provide information about what is legal and what is illegal

• Improve the protective zone around polling places: the further vote suppressers can keep
people away from the polls, the better.

• States should be encouraged to:
o codify into law uniform and clear published standards for voter registration,

challenges, voter ID, poll worker training, use and counting of provisional votes, the
distribution of voting equipment and the assignment of official pollworkers among
precincts, to ensure adequate and nondiscriminatory access

o standardize forms
o modify forms and procedures based on feedback from prosecutors

• Ensure good security procedures for the tabulation process and more transparency in the
vote counting process

• Conduct post-election audits
• Many advocate eliminating "no excuse" absentee voting.
• Some recommend reducing partisanship in election administration, but others are skeptical of

the feasibility of this
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SUMMARY OF INFO FROM INTERVIEWS
PRELIMINARY VOTING FRAUD-VOTER INTIMIDATION STUDY

Some strongly recommend requiring voter ID, while others strongly oppose it as a voter
suppression tactic, asserting that states should not adopt requirements that voters show
identification at the polls, beyond those already required by federal law (requiring that
identification be shown only by first time voters who did not show identification when
registering.) and that states could use signature comparisons.
Political parties should monitor the processing of voter registrations and purging of registered
by local election authorities on an ongoing basis to ensure the timely processing of
registrations and changes, including both newly registered voters and voters who move within
a jurisdiction or the state, and the Party should ask state Attorneys General to take action
where necessary to force the timely updating of voter lists or to challenge, unlawful purges
and other improper list maintenance practices.

Future Study Recommendations:
• Just because there was no prosecution, does not mean there was no vote fraud; very hard to

come up with a measure of voter fraud short of prosecution
• EAC should conduct a survey of the general public that asks whether they have committed

certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or intimidation. This would require
using a very large sample, and we would need to employ the services of an expert in survey
data

• EAC should work with the Census Bureau to have them ask different, additional questions in
their Voter Population Surveys

• EAC should talk to private election lawyers
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"African Americans and Politics," The New Handbook of Texas (1996). Vol. 1,
51-55.

"Voting Rights Act of 1965 and its Amendments," in Leonard W. Levy and
Kenneth L. Karst, eds. Supplement II, Encyclopedia of the American
Constitution, 2d. ed. (2000) 2813-14.

"Race and Voting," in Leonard W. Levy and Kenneth L. Karst, eds., Supplement
II, Encyclopedia of the American Constitution, 2d. ed. (2000) 2093-94.

"White Gerrymandering of Black Voters: A Response to Professor Everett,"
North Carolina Law Review 79 (2001), 1333-43.

Work in Preparation:
Report commissioned by the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law

(Washington, D.C.) on the status of minority voting rights since the last
extension of the non-permanent features of the Voting Rights Act.

II. Intended Primarily for a General Audience

Articles:
"The Oil Patch," Harper's (August, 1964), 41-46.
"Our 'Dirty War' in Vietnam, "The Nation (November 2, 1964), 299-303.
"A Case for Busing," The Texas Observer (July 16, 1971), 12-14.
"Stalking the White Working Class," Dissent (Fall, 1972), 595-601.
"Reply to Professor Lipset," Dissent (Winter, 1973), 128.
"Wonder Bread and Hog Jowls: New Politics in the Old South," Dissent

(September 29, 1974), 269-72.
"The Texans' and Other Myths," The Texas Observer (June 18, 1976), 3-5.
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"The Culture of Shiftlessness," Dissent (Fall, 1976), 349-56.
"A Night of Violence," The Texas Observer (September 9, 1977), 19-21.
"Women and Minorities at Large," Houston Breakthrou gh (October, 1977), 1, 31.
"Interview with Billie Carr," Houston Breakthrough (April, 1978), 1.
"The Privileged Ones," The Texas Observer (June 9, 1978) 16-19.
"Of That Time, of This Place," The Texas Observer (Twenty-Fifth Anniversary

Edition) (December 28, 1979), 60-73.
"In Texas, Electoral Changes," New York Times. Op-Ed Essay, (February 23,

1980).
"A Painfully Narrow Set of Options," The Texas Observer (October 17, 1980), 3-

14.
"Beware No-pass, No-Play Red Herrings," Houston Post, Op-Ed Essay (June 3,

1985), B3.
"Numbers Behind the Numbers in Black Progress," Houston Post, Op-Ed Essay

(March 14, 1987), B3.
"Texas judges can be elected without diluting ethnic vote," Houston Post, Op-Ed

Essay (December 3, 1989), C3.
"Lack of knowledge may top list of reasons babies are dying here," Houston Post

(September 15, 1991), C-3 (with Victoria Soto).
"The Color Line Reconsidered" (review essay of three books: Arthur Ashe, Days

of Grace; John Hope Franklin, The Color Line; and Cornet West, Race
Matters), The Texas Observer, (September 17, 1993), pp. 18-19.

"Affirmative Action in Undergraduate Admissions: The Experience at Rice,"
Reconstruction 2 (1994), 45-54.

"Voting Rights and the Second Reconstruction: the Rocky Road to the Present
... and Beyond." Southern Changes, 16 (Winter 1994), 4-7.

"Affirmative Action in Undergraduate Admissions: The Experience at Rice,"
Sallyport: The Magazine of Rice University, 52 (Winter 1996), 18-25.

"Minority Representation in Congress: Reply to Professor Swain" (with Bernard
Grofman), Chronicle of Higher Education (November 8, 1996).

"Vouchers Only Serve to Balkanize Schools," Houston Chronicle Op-Ed Essay
(April 21, 1999)

SELECTED PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES:
"An Introduction to Sociology," ten-week seminar for resident psychiatrists, The

University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, 1971.
Invited response to two papers, Southern Historical Association annual meeting,

Atlanta, 1974.
"Roundtable on Peace Education: Regional Experiences and Resources,"

Southwestern Social Science Association annual meeting, San Antonio,
1975.

"The Culture of Poverty and the Culture of Wealth," paper, Southwestern Social
Science Association annual meeting, Dallas, 1976.
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Charter member, Board of Directors, Houston Metropolitan Research Center,
Houston Public Library, 1977.

'The Influence of Money on Elections: The Texas Case," jointly authored paper,
Southwestern Social Science Association annual meetings, Dallas, 1977.

"The Struggle for Control of the Democratic Party in Texas," paper, Eastern
Sociological Association annual meeting, New York City, 1976.

"The Mobilization of Bias in Houston City Politics," co-authored paper,
Southwestern Social Science Association annual meeting, Houston, 1978.

"The Political Economy of Contemporary Public Policy," Symposium participant,
Department of Government, The University of Texas at Austin,1978.

Invited response to two papers, Southern Historical Association annual meeting,
Atlanta, 1979.

"Increasing Opportunities for Political Participation," invited panelist, Texas
Advisory Committee to the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, San Antonio,
1979.

"A Model of Contemporary Houston Politics," paper, Social Sciences Faculty,
Houston Community College, 1980.

"At-Large Elections and Minority-Group Representation," co-authored paper,
Texas Southern University Conference on Afro-American Studies, Houston,
1981.

"At-Large Election Systems and the Dilution of the Black Vote: Historians as
Expert Witnesses," panelist, Social Science History Association annual
meeting, Nashville, 1981.

"Minority Politics and Political Cultures," panelist, Southwestern Social Science
Association annual meeting, San Antonio, 1982.

"Continuity and Change in a Sunbelt City: Perspectives on Houston and Survey
Research in the 1980s," panel chair, Southeastern Sociological Association
Annual Meetings, Houston, 1983.

"The Social Scientist as Expert Witness," panelist, Southwestern Political
Science Association annual meetings, Houston, 1983.

"Minority Vote Dilution," panel chair, Southern Political Science Association
Annual Meeting, Birmingham, 1983.

"Power, Influence, and Public Policy in Houston," panelist, Southwestern Political
Science Association annual meeting, Houston, 1985.

"Nonpartisan Slating Groups and Minority Representation," paper, American
Political Science Association annual meeting, New Orleans, 1985.

"Partisans in Sheep's Clothing: The Ambiguous Legacy of Municipal Reform,"
Rice University Provost's Lecture Series, 1985.

"The Impact of the Voting Rights Act of 1965," co-organizer (with Bernard
Grofman) planning conference, Rice University, 1988.

"Municipal and Special District Elections," panelist, Southwestern Political
Science Association annual meetings, 1988.
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"V. O. Key's Vision of Texas Politics," presentation , symposium on "The World of
Texas Politics," sponsored by The Houston Post and the LBJ School of Public
Affairs, Houston, 1988.

"Texas Politics," invited panelist, Lee College Symposium on "Texas Politics in
Transition," Baytown, 1988

"Race and Class in Texas Politics," paper, Conference on Social Class,
University of Kansas, 1989.

"Race and Class in Texas Politics," paper, American Sociological Association,
San Francisco, 1989.

"The Impact of the Voting Rights Act," panel chair, American Political Science
Association, Atlanta, 1989.

"The Voting and Campaign Process," panel moderator, Symposium on
Democracy in the 1990s: Voting in the United States, Lyndon Baines
Johnson School of Public Affairs, Austin, 1990.

"The Voting Rights Act and the Transformation of Urban Politics," panel chair,
Western Political Science Association, Seattle, March 1991.

"What is Election Discrimination? Argument and Proof in Voting Rights Cases,"
panelist, American Association of Black Political Scientists annual meeting,
Houston, March 1992.

"Recent Controversies over The Voting Rights Act," invited lecture, Seminar on
Voting Rights, University of San Francisco School of Law, San Francisco,
March 1992.

"1 990s Redistricting," panelist, Western Political Science Association annual
meeting, San Francisco, March 1992.

"Regulating the Electoral Process," invited panelist, Texas Law Review
Symposium, University of Texas Law School, Austin, Texas, 1992.

"The Impact of the Voting Rights Act in the South: The First Twenty-five Years,"
invited panelist, Southern Regional Council Voting Rights Conference,
Atlanta, 1993.

"Voting Rights After Shaw v. Reno," invited panelist, American Political Science
Association annual meeting, New York City, 1994.

"Response to Gary Orfield," invited panelist on "Educational Policy," Conference
on the Impact of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, National Judicial Center,
Washington, D.C., 1994.

"Diversity and Democracy: Creating the Common Good," invited paper, 75th
Anniversary of the Southern Regional Council, Atlanta, 1994.

"The Voting Rights Act: The Accomplishments." Panel moderator, Conference
on the Voting Rights Act, Thurgood Marshall School of Law, Texas Southern
University, 1995.

"Voting Rights in the Wake of Recent Supreme Court Decisions," panel
moderator, American Political Science Association annual meeting, Chicago,-
1995.

"The Media and the Quiet Revolution: Public Opinion and Voting Rigt S," invited
paper, Conference on "The Voting Rights After Thirty Years," co-sponsored
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by the Southern Regional Council and the Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights
Under Law, New Orleans, 1995.

"Mechanisms of Ethnic/Racial Conflict Resolution," invited panelist, "E Pluribus
Unum" conference, Stanford University, 1996.

"Tenth Anniversary Roundtable on Voting Rights Issues," invited panelist, The
Citadel Symposium on Southern Politics, Charleston, March 7-8, 1996.

"The Rise of Racial Gerrymandering in Texas," invited public lecture, Lamar
University, Beaumont, March 25, 1997.

"Contemporary Districting Challenges and Opportunities," invited panelist,
conference on "Geographic Information Systems and Political Redistricting,"
National Center for Geographic Information and Analysis, SUNY at Buffalo,
Oct. 26, 1997.

"Perspectives on the 2000 Redistricting," invited panelist, Joint Center for
Political and Economic Studies, Washington, D.C. , July 9, 1998.

"Author Meets Critics," invited panelist responding to Morgan Kousser's Color
Blind Injustice, Southern Sociological Society, Nashville, April 9, 1999.

"Race and Redistricting," invited paper, Conference on "African Americans:
Research and Policy Perspectives at the Turn of the Century," Stanford
University, November 11-13, 1999.

"And Then You Are Sued: Examining the Role of the U.S. Department of Justice
and the Federal Courts in the Fifth Wave of Redistricting Since the Passage
of the Voting Rights Act," invited chair, Conference on "Power Shift:
Redrawing America's Political Boundaries After the 2000 Elections and
Census," University of Houston Center for Public Policy, December 8, 2000.

"White Gerrymandering of Black Voters: A Response to Professor Everett,"
invited paper, "Democracy in a New America: A Symposium," sponsored by
the University of North Carolina Law Review, Chapel Hill, February 2001.

"Urban Disfranchisement," invited organizer and chair, plenary session of
American Sociological Association annual meeting, Anaheim, California,
August 20, 2001.

"Author Meets Critics: S.M. Lipset and Gary Marks's Why There is No Socialism
in the United States," organizer of panel, American Sociological Association
annual meeting, Anaheim, California, August 18-21, 2001.

Invited participant, `The Future of the Voting Rights Act," a conference at
Columbia University, September 20-21, 2003.

Invited participant, "Protecting Democracy: Defining the Research Agenda for
the 2007 Voting Rights Act Reauthorization,", Harvard Civil Rights Project,
Harvard University, May 9-12, 2004.

Invited participant, "Protecting Our Voices: The Significance of the Voting
Rights Act," June 17-18, 2004, Washington, D.C. (sponsored by the
Mexican American Legal Defense Fund, the Lawyers Committee for
Civil Rights Under Law, and the NAACP Legal Defense Fund.)
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Invited participant, "One Nation with Many Voices," conference on the Voting
Rights Act and minority language provisions, Arizona State University,
Phoenix, April 6, 2005.

Invited panelist, "Lessons From the Past, Prospects for the Future: Honoring the
40th Anniversary of the Voting Rights Act of 1965," Yale University, April 21-
23, 2005.

Invited panelist, "Past and Prologue," National Conference Commemorating the
40th Anniversary of the Voting Rights Act of 1965" (Sponsored by the Lawyers
Committee for Civil Rights, LDF, MALDEF, ACLU, and Native American
Rights Fund), July 25-26, 2005, Washington, D.C.

CONSULTING:

1971	 Sparks v. Griffin, U.S. District Court, Marshall, Texas. Expert witness for
plaintiffs, black school teachers who were fired when Upshur Independent
School District was required to desegregate.

1973-74 USA v. Griggs, U.S. District Court, Gainesville, Florida. Consultant to
defendants in their efforts to demonstrate that the jury selection procedure in
Florida was unfair.

1973-74 Sabala v. Western Gillette. Inc. and Ramirez v. Western Gillette. Inc U.S.s
District Court, Houston, Texas (Case Nos. 71-H-961 and 71-H-1336).
Consultant to plaintiffs in class-action employment discrimination suit.

1975-76 Greater Houston Civic Council v. Mann, U.S. District Court, Houston (Case
No. 73-H-1 650). Expert witness for plaintiffs, who alleged minority vote
dilution as a result of the City of Houston's at-large election system.

1978	 Three-judge panel, U.S. District Court, Houston. Expert witness for plaintiffs-
intervenors attempting to enjoin the City of Houston from holding elections
until it complied with Section 5 pre-clearance requirements of the Voting
Rights Act.

1979-80 Whitfield v. City of Taylor, Texas U.S. District Court, Austin, Texas (Case No.
A-79-CA-0015). Consultant to plaintiffs, who alleged unconstitutional dilution
of their vote.

1979-83 Jones v. City of Lubbock, Texas, U.S. Court of Appeals, Fifth Circuit, Unit A
(No. 79-2744). Consultant and expert witness for plaintiffs-appellants, who
alleged unconstitutional dilution of their votes.
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1979-86 Velasquez v. City of Abilene, Texas. , U.S. District Court, Abilene (Case No.
CA-1 -80-57). Consultant and expert witness for plaintiffs, who alleged
unconstitutional dilution of their votes.

1980	 City of Port Arthur. Texas v. United States of America. U.S. District Court for
the District of Columbia (Case No. 80-064P). Expert witness for USA, who
contended that a consolidation election by the city illegally diluted the votes of
minorities under the Voting Rights Act.

1980-81 Oxford Place Welfare Rights Organization v. Jerome Chapman, U.S. District
Court, Houston (Case No. 79-H-1283). Consultant to plaintiffs, welfare
recipients who alleged that long delays in receipt of their welfare payments
were unconstitutional.

1981	 At the request of the Legal Aid Society of Central Texas, analyzed voting data
for the City of Austin, Texas, relevant to a preclearance submission the city
made to the Justice Department under the Voting Rights Act.

1981	 Brown v. Board of School Commissioners of Mobile Count y, U.S. District
Court, Mobile, Alabama (Case No. CV-75-298-P). Expert witness for USA,
intervenors in the rehearing of a vote-dilution suit, remanded by the Supreme
Court.

1981	 Bolden v. City of Mobile, U.S. District Court, Mobile, Alabama (Case No. 75-
297-P). Expert witness for plaintiffs in the rehearing of a vote-dilution case,
remanded by the Supreme Court.

1981	 Walton v. Henson, U.S. District Court, Paris, Texas (Case No. P-80-39-CA).
Expert witness for plaintiffs, who alleged unconstitutional dilution of their
votes.

1981	 Seaman v. Upham. Three-judge panel, U.S. District Court, Austin, Texas
(Case No. P-81-49-CA). Expert witness for plaintiffs, who alleged
unconstitutional dilution of their votes.

1982 Texas v. Martin, 104th District Court of Taylor County, Texas. Consultant to
defendant, Dee Dee Martin, indicted on capital murder charges, who claimed
the jury selection system discriminated against blacks.

1982	 Harris v. City of Hopewell, Virginia, U.S. District Court, Richmond, Virginia
(Case No. 82-0036-R). Consultant to plaintiffs, who claimed unconstitutional
dilution of their votes.
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1983-84 Kirksey v. Danks, Mayor of Jackson, Mississippi, U.S. District Court, Jackson
(Civil Action No. J83-0077-C). Expert witness for plaintiffs, who claimed
dilution of their votes under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act.

1985	 Sumbry v. Russell County, Alabama. Consultant to plaintiffs, who claimed
dilution of their voting strength under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act.

1985	 Lee County Branch of the NAACP v. City of Opelika, Alabama, (Case No. 83-
7275). Consultant to plaintiffs, who claimed dilution of their voting strength
under Section 2 of the Voting Rights Act.

1985	 Tallahassee NAACP v. Leon County, Florida. Consultant to plaintiffs alleging
dilution of their votes in county commission elections.

1985	 Harris v. Graddick, U.S. District Court, Birmingham (C.A. No. 84-T-595-N).
Expert witness for plaintiffs alleging that the state of Alabama employed a
system for appointing poll officials that denied blacks equal access to the
political process.

1985-86 LULAC v. Midland Independent School District, U.S. District Court, Midland,
Texas (MO-85-CA-001). Expert witness for plaintiffs alleging vote dilution.

1985-86 United States of America v. Dallas County (Alabama) Commission, U.S.
District Court, Selma (C.A. No. 78-578-H). Expert witness for U.S.A. in case
alleging the dilution of minority votes in Dallas County.

1986-87 Martin v. Allain. Governor of Mississippi, U.S. District Court, Jackson (C.A.
No. J84-0708 (W)) Expert witness for plaintiffs alleging vote dilution.

1985-87 McNeil v. City of Springfield, U.S. District Court, Springfield, III. (C.A. No. 85-
2365). Expert witness for plaintiffs alleging minority vote dilution.

1987	 Martin v. Allain (see above) consolidated with Kirksey v. Allain, U.S. District
Court, Jackson (C.A. No. J85-0960 (W)). Expert witness for plaintiffs.

1987	 Metropolitan Pittsburgh Crusade for Votes v. City of Pittsburgh (C.A. No. 86-
173). Consultant to plaintiffs alleging vote dilution.

1988-89 Badillo v. City of Stockton, California (C.A. No. 87-1726 U.S. District Court,
Eastern District of California). Consultant to plaintiffs alleging vote dilution.

1988-89 Russell Yarbrough v. City of Birmingham, Alabama (C.A. No. CV87-PT-
1947-S). Consultant to defendants, a racially-mixed city council elected at
large in a system white plaintiffs claimed diluted their votes.
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1988-89 League of United Latin American Citizens (LULAC) v. Clements, U.S. District
Court, Western District of Texas (No. 88-CA-1 54) Consultant to plaintiffs
alleging vote dilution in multi-member district state judicial elections.

1994 Vera v. Richards, U.S. District Court, Southern District of Texas (C.A. No. H-
94-0227). Expert for State of Texas, which was alleged to have violated the
U.S. Constitution in creating majority-minority districts in the 1990s round of
congressional redistricting.

2004	 Center for Voting Rights and Protection, Inc.. Washington, D.C. Director of
research on ballot security programs as instruments of minority vote
suppression.

2004-	 Lawyers Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, Washington, D.C. Director
of research on the status of minority voting rights in the U.S.; member,
National Commission on the Voting Rights Act.

REFERENCES

Bernard Grofman
Professor of Political Science and

Adjunct Professor of Economics
School of Social Sciences
University of California, Irvine
3151 Social Science Plaza
Irvine CA 92697-5100
949-824-6394
FAX: 949-824-8762
Past President, Public Choice Society
Fellow, American Academy of Arts and Sciences

Lani Guinier
Bennett Boskey Professor of Law
Harvard Law School
Iguinier@law.harvard.edu

J. Gerald Hebert
5019 Waple Lane
Alexandria, VA 22304
703-628-4673
703-567-5876 (fax)

Samuel Issacharoff
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Harold R. Medina Professor in Procedural Jurisprudence
Columbia Law School
212-854-2527
212-854-7946 (fax)

Pamela S. Karlan
Kenneth and Harle Montgomery Professor of Public Interest Law
Stanford Law School
559 Nathan Abbott Way
Stanford, CA 94305-8610
650-725-4851

Peyton McCrary, Ph.D.
U.S. Department of Justice
Civil Rights Division: Voting Section
950 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20530
202-307-6263
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CRAIG DONSANTO MEETING
CRIMINAL DIVISION, PUBLIC INTEGRITY SECTION, US DEPARTMENT OF
JUSTICE
January 13, 2006
Tova Wang's notes

Other contacts:
Cynthia Mitchell, 202-305-4932
Noel Hillman, Chief of Division

We will be receiving by mail the new handbook, the draft mail fraud legislation and the
Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposia training materials

I. Process and Structure:
• Mr. Donsanto must approve all investigations that go beyond a preliminary

stage, all charges, search warrant applications and subpoenas. If a charge
seems political, he will reject it. If there is still a dispute, it may be reviewed
by the assistant attorney general. Often the department will not bring a case,
but will rather refer it to a different law enforcement agency or the voting
section.

• Often, a defendant who gets a target letter will ask for a departmental hearing.
The defendant's case will be heard by Mr. Donsanto and Ms. Hillman. On
occasion, the assistant attorney general will review the case. The department
grants such hearings easily because such defendants are likely to provide
information about others involved.

• The Department has held four symposia for DEOs and FBI agents since the
initiation of the Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Initiative. In 2003, civil
rights leaders were invited to make speeches, but were not permitted to take
part in the rest of the symposium. All other symposia have been closed to the
public. (Peg will be sending us the complete training materials used at those
sessions. These are confidential and are the subject of FOIA litigation).

• There are two types of attorneys in the division
o Prosecutors, who take on cases when the jurisdiction of the section

requires it; the US Attorney has recused him or herself; or when the US
Attorney is unable to handle the case (most frequent reason)

o Braintrust attorneys

II. Cases:

Mr. Donsanto provided us with three case lists:
• Open cases (still being investigated) as of January 13, 2006 – confidential
• Election fraud prosecutions and convictions as a result of the Ballot Access

and Voting Integrity Initiative October 2002-January 13, 2006
• Cases closed for lack of evidence as of January 13, 2006
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If we want more documents related to any case, we must get those documents from the
states. The department will not release them to us.

Although the number of election fraud related complaints have not gone up since 2002,
nor has the proportion of legitimate to illegitimate complaints of fraud, the number of
cases that the department is investigating and the number of indictments the department
is pursuing are both up dramatically. {Future query: Is this similarly true in the voting
section?]

Since 2002, the department has brought more cases against "alien voters," felon voters,
and double voters than ever before. Previously, cases were only brought when there was a
pattern or scheme to corrupt the process. Charges were not brought against individuals -
those cases went un-prosecuted.

This change in direction, focus, and level of aggression was by the decision of the
Attorney General. The reason for the change was for deterrence purposes.

The department is currently undertaking three pilot projects to determine what works in
developing the cases and obtaining convictions; what works with juries in such matters to
gain convictions:

1. Felon voters in Milwaukee
2. Alien voters in the Southern District of Florida

a. FYI – under 18 USC 611, to prosecute for "alien voting" there is no intent
requirement. Conviction can lead to deportation. Nonetheless, the
department feels compelled to look at mitigating factors such as was the
alien told it was OK to vote, does the alien have a spouse that is a citizen.

3. Double voters in a variety of jurisdictions

The department does not maintain records of the complaints that come in from DEOs,
U.S attorneys and others during the election that are not pursued by the department. Mr.
Donsanto asserted that U.S. attorneys never initiate frivolous investigations.

III. Process for Making Prosecution Decisions:

Mere suspicion of a crime is insufficient. The division needs enough evidence to suggest
a crime to go forward. Much depends on the type of matter and the source. Mr.
Donsanto said he "knows it when he sees it." They will only indict if they are confident
of a conviction assuming the worst case scenario – a jury trial.

Political considerations, such as whether the state has a one party system or the party in
power controls the means of prosecution and suppresses minority complaints are factors
in the decision. Before, the department would leave it to the states. Now, if there is
racial animus involved in the case, there is political bias involved, or the prosecutor is not
impartial, the department will take it over.
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Racial animus is an "aggravating factor" that would lead the department to be more likely
to take over the case. This is also because in such a case there is likely to be more federal
law involved.

According to the new handbook, the department can take on a case whenever there is a
federal candidate on the ballot

TV. Recommendations for Improvements

• Since most fraud takes place in local elections, it needs to be easier to assert
federal jurisdiction in non-federal elections. It is preferable for the federal
government to pursue these cases for the following reasons:

o It draws from a bigger and more diverse jury pool
o The Feds are politically detached
o Local district attorneys are hamstrung by the need to be re-elected
o The Feds have more resources – local prosecutors need to focus on

personal and property crimes, fraud cases are too big and too complex for
them

o The Feds can use the grand jury process as a discovery technique and to
test the strength of the case

In U.S. v. McNally, the court ruled that the mail fraud statute does not apply to
election fraud. It was through the mail fraud statute that the department had
routinely gotten federal jurisdiction over election fraud cases. 18 USC 1346, the
congressional effort to "fix" the decision in the McNally case, did not include
voter fraud.

As a result, the department needs a new federal law that allows federal
prosecution whenever a federal instrumentality is used, e.g. the mail, federal
funding, interstate commerce. The department has drafted such legislation, which
was introduced but not passed in the early 1990s.
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LORRAINE CAROL MINNITE

Department of Political Science
Barnard College, Columbia University

3009 Broadway, New York, New York 10027
lcm25@columbia.edu

Tel. 212-854-4385

EDUCATION

The Graduate School and University Center of the City University of New York
Ph.D. in Political Science, 2000
Dissertation: "Identity, Voting Rights and the Remapping of Political Representation in New York City"
Honors: Distinction

M.Phil. in Political Science, 1994
Major field: American Politics
Minor field: Public Policy

M.A. in Political Science, 1992
Master's Thesis: "The Ecology of the Underclass: William Julius Wilson and the Chicago School"

Boston University, College of Liberal Arts
B.A. in History, 1983
Area of Concentration: American Civilization
Honors: Cum Laude

ACADEMIC EXPERIENCE

Assistant Professor
Barnard College, Columbia University, January 2000 to present.
Teach undergraduate courses in American politics and urban studies.

Associate Director
The Center for Urban Research and Policy, -Columbia University, December 1993 to 2000.
Responsible for the day-to-day management of the Center; wrote grant proposals and helped secure funding from
government and private sources for all activities totaling nearly $2,000,000.

Instructor and Research Associate
Metropolitan Studies Department, New York University, Spring 1991.
Designed and taught a core course for undergraduates on the political and economic development of post-war American cities.

Assistant Program Director
Borough of Manhattan Community College, City University of New York, 1987 to 1990.
Assisted the Director in all administrative aspects of the BMCC Summer Immersion Program, a non-traditional, intensive,
remedial education program.

Research Assistant and Data Analyst
CUNY Data Service, The Graduate School, City University of New York, 1987 to 1991.
Programmed and analyzed large data sets from the 1980 STF and PUMS (microdata) Census files, and the New York City
Housing and Vacancy Surveys.

Research Assistant
Department of Political Science, The Graduate School, City University of New York, 1985 to 1987.



OTHER EMPLOYMENT

Issues Director
The Committee for David N. Dinkins, II, New York City, 1991 to 1993.
Conducted research for Mayor David N. Dinkins' campaign committee on a wide range of public policy issues and problems
facing New York City.

Campaign Manager
McCabe for City Council, Brooklyn, New York, 1991.
Organized and administered the successful campaign for the Democratic Party nomination and the New York City Council
seat in the 38th Council District.

Union Organizer
District 651UA W, (AFL-CIO), Northeast Regional Office, Boston, Massachusetts, 1984 to 1985, Summer 1986.
Participated in the planning and implementation of a union organizing campaign; served as editor of union local's newsletter;
assisted negotiating committee in contract negotiations.

ACADEMIC AND PROFESSIONAL HONORS

Faculty Fellow, Institute for Social and Economic Research and Policy, Columbia University, 2002-to present
Member, Working Group on New York's Recovery from 9-11, Russell Sage Foundation, 2002 to 2005
Curriculum Development Award, Barnard Project on Diaspora and Migration, 2000
CUNY Graduate School Dissertation Year Fellowship, 1996-1997
CUNY Graduate Assistantship, 1987-1991
Boston University Student Scholarship, 1979-1983 (Dean's List)

PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS

American Political Science Association
American Sociological Association
Law and Society Association
Urban Affairs Association

COURSES

Taught at Barnard College
American Urban Politics
Contemporary Urban Problems and Solutions
Dynamics of American Politics
Independent Study in American Politics
Political Participation and Democracy
Senior Research Seminar in American Politics
Urban Myths and the American City

Taught at New York University
The Crisis of the Modern American City

Graduate Committees
Examiner, CUNY Graduate Center Ph.D. Program in Political Science, Dissertation Committee, Antoinette Pole, April 2005.
Examiner, Columbia University Ph.D. Program in Political Science, Dissertation Committee, David Park, December 2003
Examiner, CUNY Graduate Center Ph.D. Program in Political Science, Oral Doctoral Exam, John Flateau, December 2000.
Examiner, Columbia University Ph.D. Program in Political Science, Dissertation Committee, Natasha Hritzuk, May 2000
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PUBLICATIONS

Journal Articles

"Model Assumptions, and Model Checking in Ecological Regressions," Journal of the Royal Statistical Society 164, Part 1
(2001): 101-118; co-authored with Andrew Gelman, David K. Park, Stephen Ansolabehere, and Phillip N. Price.

Book Chapters

"Outside the Circle: The Impact of Post-9/11 Responses on the Immigrant Communities of New York City," in John H.
Mollenkopf, ed., The Politics of the 9/11 Recovery Effort in New York City, New York: Russell Sage Foundation,
forthcoming.

"Between Anglo and Black: Asian and Latina/o Political Participation in New York City," in William E. Nelson and Jessica
Perez-Monfo rti, eds., Black and Latino/a Political Development in the United States, Miami: Barnhardt and Ash, in press; co-
authored with John Mollenkopf.

"Environmental Risk and Childhood Disease in an Urban Working Class Caribbean Neighborhood," in Barbara Deutsch
Lynch and Sherrie L. Bauer, eds., Caribbean Environmental Issues: Beyond Sun and Sand, New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers
University Press, in press; co-authored with Immanuel Ness.

"The Changing Arab New York Community," in Kathleen Benson and Philip M. Kayal, eds., A Community of Many Worlds:
Arab Americans in New York City, Syracuse: Syracuse University Press, 2002; co-authored with Louis Abdellatif Cristillo.

"Social Capital, Political Participation and the Urban Community," in Susan Saegert, J. Phillip Thompson, and Mark Warren,
eds., Social Capital and Poor Communities, New York: Russell Sage Foundation, 2001; co-authored with Ester R. Fuchs and
Robert Y. Shapiro.

"The Political Incorporation of Immigrants in New York," in In Defense of the Alien: Proceedings of the 23' Annual
National Legal Conference on Immigration and Refugee Policy, New York: Center for Migration Studies, 2001; co-
authored with Jennifer Holdaway and Ronald Hayduk.

"The Working Families Party," in Immanuel Ness, ed. The Encyclopedia of American Third Parties, Armonk, New York:
M.E. Sharpe, Inc., 2000.

"Patterns of Neighborhood Change," in John H. Mollenkopf and Manuel Castells, eds., Dual City: Restructuring New York,
New York: Russell Sage, 1991; co-authored with Frank F. DeGiovanni.

Book Reviews

Governing From Below: Urban Regions and the Global Economy by Jefferey M. Sellers, Cambridge University Press,
2002, in Political Science Quarterly Vol. 118, No. 4 (Winter 2003-2004).

Social Class, Politics, and Urban Markets: The Makings of Bias in Policy Outcomes by Herman L. Boschken, Stanford,
CA: Stanford University Press, 2002, in The International Journal of Urban and Regional Research, Vol. 27, No. 4
(December 2003).

The Miami Fiscal Crisis: Can a Poor City Regain Prosperity? by Milan J. Dluhy and Howard A. Frank, Westport,
Connecticut: Praeger Publishers, 2002, in Political Science Quarterly Vol. 117, No. 4 (Winter 2002-2003).

Research Reports

Securing the Vote: An Analysis of Election Fraud, New York: Demos, A Network for Ideas and Action, 2003; co-authored
with David Callahan.

Journalism

"Albany's Making Bad Elections Worse," New York Daily News, New York, August 22, 2004.
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UNPUBLISHED PAPERS, PRESENTATIONS AND REPORTS

Conference Participation, Papers and Presentations

"Immigrant Politics in an Age of Terror," paper presented at the 101" Annual Meeting of the American Political Science
Association, Washington, D.C., September 1 – September 4, 2005.

Panel Discussant, "Immigrants As Local Political Actors," 100'" Annual Meeting of the American Political Science
Association, Chicago, September 1-4, 2004.

Invited Lecturer, "Literature of Immigration," New Jersey Council for the Humanities Teacher Institute, Monmouth
University, Long Branch, New Jersey, August 5, 2004.

"The Impact of 9/11 on Immigrant Politics in New York, With a Focus on Arab, Muslim, and South Asian Immigrant
Communities," Columbia University Seminar on the City, New York City, March 23, 2004.

Invited Participant, "The Impact of Post-9/1 I Immigration and Law Enforcement Policies," The Century Foundation, New
York City, February 4, 2004.

Workshop Participant, Multi-race Study Group, Harvard CAPS Workshop on Methodologies to Study Immigrant Political
Incorporation, Harvard University, Cambridge, October 30-31, 2003.

Invited Lecturer, "Literature of Immigration," New Jersey Council for the Humanities Teacher Institute, Monmouth
University, Long Branch, New Jersey, July 10, 2003.

Panelist, "Rebuilding Post-War Iraq: Domestic and International Implications;" Community Forum, Barnard College, New
York City, April 21, 2003.

"Political Participation and the Neglected Role of Spatial Form;" paper presented at the 33" Annual Meeting of the Urban
Affairs Association, Cleveland, Ohio, March 27-30, 2003.

Invited Speaker, "Teach-In on Iraq;" Barnard College, New York City, November 8, 2002.

Panelist, "Colloquium on Responding to Violence," in honor of Virginia C. Gildersleeve Lecturer, Jody Williams, Barnard
Center for Research on Women, Barnard College, New York City, October 25, 2002.

Panel Moderator, "Who is Brooklyn?" at The Future of Brooklyn Conference, Brooklyn College, June 7, 2002.

"Asian and Latino Participation in New York City: The 2000 Presidential Election," co-authored with John H.
Mollenkopf; paper presented at the 97'h Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, San Francisco,
August 29 – September 2, 2001.

Organizer and Panelist, The Changing Face of New York's Electorate: The Immigrant Vote in 2000 and Beyond, A Panel
Discussion and Media Briefing sponsored by the New York Immigration Coalition and Barnard College, New York City,
May 2, 2001.

Organizer and Panelist, The Muslim Communities in New York City Project; A One-Day Conference, sponsored by the
Center for Urban Research and Policy and the Middle East Institute at the School of International and Public Affairs,
Columbia University, New York City, April 30, 2001.

Panelist, Democratizing New York City; Reimagining City Government, sponsored by the Center for Humanities, CUNY
Graduate Center, New York City, March 27, 2001.

Organizer and Panel Moderator, Independent Politics in A Global World, sponsored by the Independent Politics Group,
CUNY Graduate Center, New York City, October 6-7, 2000.

"Political Capital and Political Participation," co-authored with Ester R. Fuchs and Robert Y. Shapiro; paper presented at the
96th Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, Washington, D.C., August 31 – September 3, 2000.
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"The Political Participation of Immigrants in New York," at Immigrant Political Participation in New York City; A One-
Day Working Conference, sponsored by the Center for Urban ResearchlCUNY and the International Center for Migration,
Ethnicity, and Citizenship, New York City, June 16, 2000

"The Muslim Community in New York City Project," with Louis Abdellatif Cristillo; Muslims in New York: An Educational
Program for Religious Leaders in New York City, seminar on faith traditions in New York; sponsored by the Interfaith Center
of New York and the Imans Council of New York, New York City, June 14, 2000.

"The Political Participation of Immigrants in New York," Session VI on "Integration of Immigrants and Their
Descendents," Center for Migration Studies 23 rd Annual National Legal Conference on Immigration and Refugee Policy,
Washington, D.C., March 30-31, 2000.

"The Changing Arab New York Community," with Louis Abdellatif Cristillo; A Community of Many Worlds: Arab
Americans in New York City, symposium sponsored by the Museum of the City of New York, New York City, February 5-6,
2000.

"Model Assumptions, and Model Checking in Ecological Regressions," co-authored with Andrew Gelman, Stephen
Ansolabehere, Phillip N. Price and David K. Park; paper presented at the Royal Statistical Society conference on the Analysis
and Interpretation of Disease Clusters and Ecological Studies, London, December 16-17, 1999.

"The Political Incorporation of Immigrants in New York," co-authored with Jennifer Holdaway and Ronald Hayduk; paper
presented at the 95' Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, Atlanta, September 1-4, 1999.

"Political Capital and Political Participation," co-authored with Ester R. Fuchs and Robert Y. Shapiro; paper presented at the
58'" Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association, Chicago, April 15-17, 1999.

"Racial and Ethnic and Urban/Suburban Differences in Public Opinion and Policy Priorities," co-authored with Ester R.
Fuchs, Robert Y. Shapiro, and Gustavo Cano; paper presented at the 58" Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political Science
Association, Chicago, April 15-17, 1999.

"The Importance of Full Disclosure of Nonresponse Due to Refusals and the Nature of Potential Bias in Phone Surveys," with
Robert Y. Shapiro, evening workshop presentation to the New York City chapter of the American Association for Public
Opinion Research, New York City, March 9, 1999.

"White, Black and Latino Voter Turnout in the 1993 New York City Mayoral Election: A Comparison of Ecological
Regression Techniques and Exit Poll Data," co-authored with David K. Park and Daniel M. Slotwiner; paper presented at the
94" Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, Boston, September 4, 1998.

Panel Discussant, "Race, Rights, and American Politics;" panel at the 27 `" Annual Meeting of the Northeastern Political
Science Association and International Studies Association-Northeast, Newark, New Jersey, November 9-11, 1995.

"Assessing the Quality of Political Reform: Redistricting and the Case of New York City," paper presented at the Annual
Meeting of the New York State Political Science Association, Albany, New York, April 22, 1994.

Research Reports

The Myth of Voter Fraud, A Report to Demos: A Network for Action and Ideas, May 2002.

Evaluation of the New York Immigration Coalition's '200,000 in 2000: New Americans Pledging to Strengthen Democracy
and New York' Initiative, Final Report to the New York Foundation, with John H. Mollenkopf, August 2001.

A Study of Attitudes Among Low-Income Parents Toward Environmental Health Risks and Childhood Disease: The
Brooklyn College COPC Survey, with Immanuel Ness, June 2001.

Political Participation and Political Representation in New York City; With a Special Focus on Latino New Yorkers, Report
of the Columbia University/Hispanic Education and Legal Fund Opinion Research Project, co-authored with Ester R. Fuchs
and Robert Y. Shapiro, December 1997.
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RESEARCH GRANTS

Prior Grants

Principal Investigator, "2002 New Americans Exit Poll," December 2002 to March 2003 ($1,800). Funded by the Faculty
Research Fund of Barnard College.

Principal Investigator, "Evaluation of the New York Immigration Coalition's '200,000 in 2000' Campaign," July 2000 to July
2001 ($40,000). Barnard College, Columbia University. Funded by the New York Foundation.

Co-Principal Investigator, "Muslim Communities in New York City," July 1998 to July 2001 ($350,000). The Center for
Urban Research and Policy, Columbia University. Funded by the Ford Foundation.

Co-Principal Investigator, "New York State and City Public Opinion Research Project," May 1997 to November 1998
($100,000). The Center for Urban Research and Policy, Columbia University. Funded by Local 1199, National Health and
Human Services Employees Union, AFL-CIO.

Active Grants

Recipient, Special Assistant Professor Leave Travel Grant, September 2003 to September 2005 ($7,700). Funded by the
Provost's Office, Winston Fund, Barnard College.

Recipient, Conference Grant, September 2003 to September 2005 ($3,000). Funded by the Provost's Office, Forman Fund,
Barnard College.

Member, Working Group on New York's Recovery from September 11'", June 2002 to June 2005 ($30,000). Funded by the
Russell Sage Foundation.

SERVICE

College and University

Member, Medalist Committee, Barnard College, 2004-2005.
Member, Columbia University Seminar in Political and Social Thought, 2004 to present.
Faculty Mentor, Francene Rodgers Scholarship Program, Barnard College, Summer 2004.
Panel Moderator, "Governance by the Media: Feminists and the Coming Election," at the Twenty-ninth Annual The

Scholar and the Feminist Conference, Barnard College, New York City, April 3, 2004.
Member, Ph.D. Subcommitee in Urban Planning, Columbia University School of Architecture, Planning and Preservation, 2003

to present.
Member, Columbia University Seminar on Globalization, Labor, and Popular Struggles, 2001 to present.
Member, Columbia University Seminar on the City, 2001 to present.
Faculty Mentor, Columbia University Graduate School of Arts and Sciences Summer Research Program, 2001.
Advisory Board Member, Center for Research on Women, 2000 to present.
First Year Adviser, Barnard College, 2000 to 2004.
One-Year Replacement Member, Committee on Programs and Academic Standing, Barnard College, 2000-2001.

Professional

Editorial Board Member, , Working USA: The Journal of Labor and Society, 2004 to present.
Manuscript Reviewer, Working USA: The Journal of Labor and Society, 2004 to present.
Manuscript Reviewer, Urban Affairs Review, 2004.
Manuscript Reviewer, Political Science Quarterly, 2004.
Grant Reviewer, Research Award Program, The City University of New York, 2003.
Manuscript Reviewer, American Political Science Review, 2001.
Member, New York Colloquium on American Political Development, 2001 to present.
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Community

Speaker, "The Immigrant Voter in New York City," New York Voter Assistance Commission, New York City, May 19, 2005.
Speaker, "The Immigrant Voter in New York City," Citizens Union, New York City, May 18, 2005.
Speaker, "The Immigrant Voter in New York City," New York Immigration Coalition, New York City, February 17, 2005.
Speaker, "The Immigrant Voter in New York City," New York City Central Labor Council, New York City, April 28, 2004.
Speaker, "The Post-9/11 Crackdown on Immigrants," Coney Island Avenue Project, Brooklyn, New York, March 25, 2004.
Volunteer, New York Immigration Coalition, Voter Registration at INS Naturalization Ceremonies, 1998 to present.

CONSULTANTSHIPS

Brennan Center for Justice at New York University School of Law, 2004-2005.
Provided expert report on voter fraud and testified as a fact witness in ACORN, eta!. v. Bysiewicz (Civil Action No. 3:04-
CV-1624 (MRK)).

Howard Samuels State Management and Policy Center, Graduate School and University Center of CUNY, 2002.
Consulted on survey design for a project on the efficacy of community-based organizations.

Demos, New York, New York, 2001 to 2002.
Researched and wrote a study of voter fraud in contemporary American politics.

1199 Child Care Fund, New York, New York, 2000 to 2002.
Prepare demographic data for Fund-eligible . union members and their children.

Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, New York, 1998 to 2000.
Developed survey instrument and devised sampling strategy to measure respondents' knowledge of relationships between
indoor and outdoor environmental risks, and childhood disease.

National Association of Social Workers, New York City Chapter, 1998.
Designed survey instrument and analyzed findings of a survey of the organization's membership.

Primary Care Development Corporation, New York, New York, 1997 to 2002.
Developed project maps for this organization, which builds health care clinics in New York City.

Service Employees International Union, A FL-CIO, Washington, D.C., 1997.
Prepared tables for a report from raw data collected for a political opinion survey.

Committee to Elect Sal F. Albanese, New York, New York, 1997.
Wrote economic development position paper and consulted on campaign strategy for Democratic mayoral primary
candidate.

1199 National Health and Human Service Employees Union, AFL-CIO, New York, New York, 1996 to 1997.
Advised the Political Action Director on the development of a political action plan for union members; advised on the
management of the union's telecommunications center.

New York City Districting Commission, March to June 1991.
Assisted individuals and organizations gain access to Census and electoral data, construct viable plans for new City
Council districts, and operate the public access computer provided by the Commission.

(5/05)

© Lorraine C. Minnite
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Lorraine C. Minnite

has taught American and urban politics at Barnard College, Columbia University, since January
2000. Prior to that she was the Associate Director of the Center for Urban Research and Policy at
Columbia's School of International and Public Affairs. Her research is concerned with issues of
equality, social and racial justice, political conflict and institutional change. Dr. Minnite has
consulted with various labor, advocacy, and governmental organizations, and political campaigns
which relied on her expertise in public policy and demographic patterns in New York City. An
experienced survey researcher, she has published on various aspects of political participation,
voting behavior and urban politics, among other things. Currently, she is working on a book on the
contemporary immigrant rights movement in the U.S.



EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research

List of Experts Interviewed

Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference for Civil Rights

Wendy Weiser, Deputy Director, Democracy Program, The Brennan Center

William Groth, attorney for the plaintiffs in the Indiana voter identification litigation

Lori Minnite, Barnard College, Columbia University

Neil Bradley, ACLU Voting Rights Project

Nina Perales, Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and Education Fund

Pat Rogers, attorney, New Mexico

Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Secretary of State, New Mexico

Sarah Ball Johnson, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Kentucky

Stephen Ansolobohere, Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Chandler Davidson, Rice University

Tracey Campbell, author, Deliver the Vote

Douglas Webber, Assistant Attorney General, Indiana, (defendant in the Indiana voter
identification litigation)

Heather Dawn Thompson, Director of Government Relations, National Congress of
American Indians

Jason Torchinsky, Assistant General Counsel, American Center for Voting Rights

Robin DeJarnette, Executive Director, American Center for Voting Rights

Joseph Rich, former Director of the Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S.
Department of Justice

Joseph Sandler, Counsel to the Democratic National Committee

John Ravitz, Executive Director, New York City Board of Elections

John Tanner, Director, Voting Section, Civil Rights Division, U.S. Department of Justice

Kevin Kennedy, Executive Director of the State Board of Elections, Wisconsin
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research

Evelyn Stratton, Justice, Supreme Court of Ohio

Tony Sirvello, Executive Director, International Association of
Clerks, Recorders, Election Officials and Treasurers

Harry Van Sickle, Commissioner of Elections, Pennsylvania

Craig Donsanto, Director, Public Integrity Section, U.S. Department of Justice

Sharon Priest, former Secretary of State, Arkansas
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Biographical Sketch
R. Michael Alvarez, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science
Division of the Humanities and Social Sciences
California Institute of Technology
rma@hss.caltech.edu
http://www.hss.caltech/edu/ rma/home.html
626-395-4422

R. Michael Alvarez was selected by Scientific American magazine to be on the 2004 "Scientific
American 50" for his outstanding scientific and technological contributions to help improve the
U.S. voting system. He has taught political science at Caltech since December 1992. He received
his B.A. in political science in 1986 from Carleton College; he received his M.A. and Ph.D. from
Duke University in 1990 and 1992, respectively. Alvarez was named an Associate Professor in
April 1995, received tenure in June 1997, and was promoted to Professor in March 2002. Alvarez
has focused most of his research and teaching on the study of electoral politics in the United
States. His first book, Information and Elections, was published in the spring of 1997: This
project examined the question of how much American voters know about presidential candidates
and how they obtain that information. His second book, Hard Choices, Easy Answers (with John
Brehm), is a study of American public opinion about divisive social and political issues. His recent
book (published January 2004), Point, Click, and Vote. The Future of Internet Voting (with Thad
E. Hall), published by Brookings Institution Press, examines the controversies swirling around the
Internet voting in the United States. He has also published many articles on electoral behavior
and public opinion in the United States and other advanced industrial democratic nations.

Alvarez has received a number of honors and grants for his work. He was named the "Emerging
Scholar" by the American Political Science Association's Voting Behavior and Public Opinion
Section in 2002. He was a John M. Olin Faculty Fellow (1994-95) as well as a John Randolph
Haynes and Dora Haynes Faculty Fellow (1994, 1997, 1999, 2002). Alvarez received the Sprague
Award with John Brehm for their work on public opinion, and the Durr Award with Jonathan
Nagler for their work on modeling elections. Also, Alvarez has received financial support for his
research from the National Science Foundation, The IBM Corporation, the Carnegie Corporation
of New York, and the Knight Foundation. Alvarez edits the Analytical Methods for Social Research
book series and is on the editorial boards of a number of academic journals: American Journal of
Political Science, American Politics Quarterly, Election Law Journal, Political Behavior, The Journal
of Politics and Political Research Quarterly. He was the editor of The Political Methodologist,
1993-96.

Professor Alvarez is Co-Director of the Caltech-MIT Voting Technology Project, researching
technological solutions to electoral problems, and is the Principal Investigator of the "Secure
Electronic Registration and Voting Experiment" Evaluation. He has been an expert witness in a
series of recent court cases, including California's defense of the blanket primary (California
Democratic Party v. Jones), Bradley v. Compton, and Cano v. Davis. He has testified before a
number of organizations, including the U.S. Senate. He was an outside consultant for Knight
Ridder on their 2000 Hispanic Voter Poll, and in 2004 is a consultant to Greenberg, Quinlan,
Rosner Research Inc. in their research on the Hispanic electorate. Alvarez is a frequent guest on
Pasadena's National Public Radio affiliate, KPCC-FM, and writes opinion pieces for local
newspapers. He has been interviewed for National Public Radio, Jim Lehrer's NewsHour, CNN,
ABC, NBC News, and for many state, national and international newspapers.
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Curriculum Vitae
Ramon Michael Alvarez

Address

Division of the Humanities and Social Sciences
Mail Code 228-77
California Institute of Technology
Pasadena, CA 91125
626-395-4422
e-mail: rma@hss.caltech.edu

Academic Background

Professor of Political Science with tenure, California Institute of Technology, February 2002
to present.

Associate Professor of Political Science with tenure, California Institute of Technology, June
1997 to February 2002.

Associate Professor of Political Science, California Institute of Technology, April 1995 to
June 1997.

Assistant Professor of Political Science, California Institute of Technology, December 1992 to
April 1995.

Robert S. Rankin Instructor of American Politics, Duke University, 1991-1992.

Duke University, Ph.D., December 1992 (Political Science). M.A., with distinction on Ph.D.
Preliminary Examination, May 1990, (Political Science).

Carleton College, B.A., magna cum laude, 1986 (Political Science).

Grants and Fellowships

Carnegie Corporation of New York, "Electronic Elections", 2005-2006, Co-principal
Investigator, ($50,000).

IBM Center for The Business of Government, "Database Integration for Election
Administration", 2004-2005, Co-principal Investigator, ($15,000).

John S. and James L. Knight Foundation, "Internet and Electronic Voting", 2003 – 2006, Co-
principal Investigator, ($650,000).
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U.S. Department of Defense, "Evaluation of the Secure Electronic Registration and Voting
(SERVE) Project", November 2002 – December 2005, Principal Investigator, ($1,700,000).

Carnegie Corporation, "Internet Voting", 2003 – 2005, Co-principal Investigator, ($273,000).

U.S. Department of Defense, "Evaluation of the Secure Electronic Registration and Voting
(SERVE) Project", DASWO1-02-C-0027, ($236,140), Principal Investigator.

John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes Foundation Faculty Fellowship, 2002. Project title:
"California's Voting Systems", May 2002 – October 2002, ($10,000).

Carnegie Corporation, Project title: "MIT-Caltech Voting Technology Initiative", 2000 – 2001,
Co-principal Investigator, ($450,000).

USC-Caltech Center for the Study of Law and Politics, Associate Director, 2000 ($150,000)
2001 ($150,000), 2002 ($150,000).

USC Center for Law, Communications, and Public Policy, "Manufacturing a Gender Gap",
1999, Co-principal Investigator ($8,500).

John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes Foundation Faculty Fellowship, Project title: "An
Experiment in Democracy: The Blanket Primary in California", 1999, ($8,000).

National Science Foundation, Project title: "Issues and Economics in Multiparty Elections",
1997-99, Co-principal Investigator, ($85,000).

IBM University Equipment Matching Grants Program, 1998, ($25,000).

John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes Foundation Faculty Fellowship, Project title: "Who
Governs Southern California: Will the Rise of Latino Political Power Continue?" 1997,
($8,000).

IBM University Equipment Grants Program, Project title: "Individuals and Aggregates: New
Computational Techniques for Resolving Ecological Relationships", 1996 – 97, Co-principal
Investigator, ($134,000).

John M. Olin Faculty Fellowship, 1994 – 95, ($45,000).

John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes Foundation Faculty Fellowship, Project title:
"Information in State-Level Political Campaigns: An Examination of the 1994 Senate and
Gubernatorial Races in California", 1994, ($8,000).

Duke Endowment Fellow, 1987 – 89.

Professional Honors

Named and recognized by Scientific American magazine for outstanding acts of leadership in
science and technology as a Policy Leader in the computing category of the 2004 "Scientific
American 50".
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Emerging Scholar Award, Elections, Public Opinion, and Voting Behavior Section of the
American Political Science Association, for the top scholar within ten years of Ph.D. receipt
in the field, 2002.

Robert H. Durr Award for the best paper applying quantitative methods to a substantive
problem in political science at the 1997 Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political Science
Association.

Sprague Award for the best paper applying quantitative methods to a substantive problem in
political science at the 1995 Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association.

Brooks/Cole Award for the best paper written by a graduate student in the 1991 Annual
Meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association.

Distinction in the Department of Political Science, Carleton College, 1986, awarded for thesis
titled Latin American Revolutions: Going Beyond Skocpol.

Publications

Books

Electronic Elections. With Thad E. Hall. Princeton University Press, forthcoming 2006.

Point, Click and Vote. With Thad E. Hall. Brookings Institution Press, 2004.

Hard Choices, Easy Answers. With John Brehm. Princeton University Press, 2002.

Information and Elections. Revised Edition. University of Michigan Press, 1998.

Information and Elections. University of Michigan Press, 1997.

Journal Articles

"Strategic Voting in British Elections." With Fred Boehmke and Jonathan Nagler. Electoral
Studies, forthcoming.

"A Natural Experiment of Race-Based and Issue Voting: The 2001 City of Los Angeles
Elections." With Marisa A. Abrajano and Jonathan Nagler. Political Research Quarterly,
forthcoming.

"Voting Behavior and the Electoral Context of Government Formation: The 1994 Dutch
Parliamentary Election and the `Purple Coalition'." With Garrett Glasgow. Electoral Studies,
forthcoming.

'Web-Based Surveys." With Carla VanBeselaere. Encyclopedia of Social Measurement, Vol.
3, 2005, 955-962.

"Studying Elections: Data Quality and Pitfalls in Measuring the Effects of Voting
Technologies," With Stephen Ansolabehere and Charles Stewart III. Policy Studies Journal,
Vol. 33, No. 1 (February 2005), 15-24.
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"Latinos, Anglos, Voters, Candidates, and Voting Rights." With Jonathan Nagler. University
of Pennsylvania LawReview. Vol. 153, No. 1 (November 2004), 393-432.

"Party System Compactness: Measurement and Consequences." With Jonathan Nagler.
Political Analysis, Vol. 12, No. 1 (Winter 2004), 46-62.

"The Race Gap in Student Achievement Scores: Longitudinal Evidence from a Racially
Diverse Environment." With Valentina Bali, Policy Studies Journal, Vol. 32, No. 3 (August
2004), 393-416.

"The Revolution Against Affirmative Action in California: Politics, Economics, and
Proposition 209." With Lisa Garcia Bedolla. State Politics and Policy Quarterly, Vol. 4, No. 1
(Spring 2004), 1-17.

"Who Overvotes, Who Undervotes, Using Punchcards? Evidence from Los Angeles County."
With Betsy Sinclair. Political Research Quarterly, Vol. 57, No. 1 (March 2004), 15-25.

"The Complexity of the California Recall Election." With Melanie Goodrich, Thad E. Hall, D.
Roderick Kiewiet, and Sarah M. Sled. PSOnline, (www.apsanet.org), January 2004.

"Schools and Educational Outcomes: What Causes the "Race Gap" in Student Test Scores?"
With Valentina A. Bali. Social Science Quarterly, September 2003, vol. 84, no. 3, 485-507.

"Are There Sex Differences in Fiscal Political Preferences?" With Edward J. McCaffery.
Political Research Quarterly, March 2003, vol. 56, no. 1, 5-17.

"The Foundations of Latino Voter Partisanship: Evidence from the 2000 Election." With Lisa
Garcia Bedolla. Journal ofPolitics, February 2003, vol. 65, no. 1, 31-49.

"Subject Acquisition for Web-Based Surveys." With Robert Sherman and Carla
VanBeselaere. Political Analysis, vol. II, no. 1, Winter 2003.

"The Likely Consequences of Internet Voting for Political Representation." With Jonathan
Nagler. Loyola LawReview, April 2001, vol. 34, no. 3, 1115-1153.

"Issues, Economics and the Dynamics of Multi-Party Elections: The British 1987 General
Election." With Jonathan Nagler and Shaun Bowler. American Political Science Review,
March 2000, vol. 94, no. 1, 131-150.

"The Resurgence of Nativism in California? The Case of Proposition 187 and Illegal
Immigration." With Tara Butterfield. Social Science Quarterly, March 2000, vol. 81, no. 1,
167-179.

"Two-Stage Estimation of Non-Recursive Choice Models." With Garrett Glasgow. Political
Analysis, Spring 2000, vol. 8, no. 2, 147-166.

"Measuring the Relative Impact of Issues and the Economy in Democratic Elections." With
Jennifer Niemann and Jonathan Nagler. Electoral Studies, June-September, 2000, vol. 19,
no. 2-3, 237-253.

"A New Approach for Modeling Strategic Voting in Multiparty Elections." With Jonathan
Nagler. British Journal of Political Science, January 2000, vol. 30, no. 1, 57-75.
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"Uncertainty and Candidate Personality Traits." With Garrett Glasgow. American Politics
Quarterly, January 2000, vol. 28, no. 1, 26-49.

"Citizenship and Political Representation in Contemporary California." With Tara L.
Butterfield. Pacific Historical Review, May 1999, vol. 68, no. 2, 293-308.

"Explaining the Gender Gap in U.S. Presidential Elections, 1980-1992." With Carole Chaney
and Jonathan Nagler. Political Research Quarterly, June 1998, vol. 51, no. 2, 311-339.

"Speaking in Two Voices: American Equivocation about the Internal Revenue Service." With
John Brehm. American Journal ofPolitical Science, April 1998, vol. 42, no. 2, 418-452.

"Economics, Entitlements and Social Issues: Voter Choice in the 1996 Presidential Election."
With Jonathan Nagler. American Journal of Political Science, October 1998, vol. 42, no. 4,
1349-1363.

"When Politics and Models Collide: Estimating Models of Multicandidate Elections." With
Jonathan Nagler. American Journal ofPolitical Science, January 1998, vol. 42, no. 1, 55-96.

"Deficits, Democrats, and Distributive Benefits: Congressional Elections and the Pork Barrel
in the 1980s." With Jason Saving. Political Research Quarterly, December 1997, vol. 50, no.
4, 809-832.

"Congressional Committees and the Political Economy of Federal Outlays." With Jason
Saving. Public Choice, August 1997, vol. 92, no. 1-2, 55-73.

"Are Americans Ambivalent Towards Racial Policies?" With John Brehm. American Journal
of Political Science, April 1997, vol. 40, no. 2, 345-374.

"Constituents and Legislators: Learning About the Persian Gulf War Resolution." With
Paul W. Gronke. Legislative Studies Quarterly, February 1996, vol. 21, no. 1, 105-127.

"American Ambivalence Towards Abortion Policy: Development of a Heteroskedastic Probit
Model of Competing Values." With John Brehm. American Journal of Political Science,
November 1995, vol. 39, no. 4, 1055-1082.

"Voter Choice in 1992: Economics, Issues and Anger." With Jonathan Nagler. American
Journal of Political Science, August 1995, vol. 39, no. 3, 714-744.

"Issues and the Presidential Primary Voter." With John Aldrich. Political Behavior,
September 1994, vol. 16, no. 3, 289-317.

"Uncertainty and Political Perceptions." With Charles Franklin. Journal of Politics, August
1994, vol. 56, no. 4, 671-689.

"Government Partisanship, Labor Organizations and Macroeconomic Performance, A
Corrigendum." With Nathaniel Beck, Jonathan N.. Katz, Geoffrey Garrett, and Peter Lange.
American Political Science Review, December 1993, vol. 87, no. 4, 945-948.

"Policy Moderation or Conflicting Expectations: Testing the Intentional Models of Ticket-
Splitting." With Matthew M. Schousen. American Politics Quarterly, October 1993, vol. 21,
no. 4, 410-438.
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"Government Partisanship, Labor Organization and Macroeconomic Performance, 1967-
1984." With Geoffrey Garrett and Peter Lange. American Political Science Review, June
1991, vol. 85, no. 2, 539-556. Reprinted in: Carlos Boix (ed.), Modelos Politico -Institucionales
de Politica Economica (Madrid: Instituto de Estudios Fiscales, 1994), and Ronald Rogowski
(ed.), Comparative Politics and the International Political Economy (Cheltenham: Edward
Elgar, 1994).

"The Puzzle of Party Identification: Dimensionality of an Important Concept." American
Politics Quarterly, October 1990, vol. 18, no. 4, 476-491.

Research Reports and Monographs

Making Voting Easier. Election Day Registration in New York. With Jonathan Nagler and.
Catherine Wilson. Prepared for Demos, May 2004.

California Votes. Election Day Registration in California. With Stephen Ansolabehere.
Prepared for Demos, May 2002.

Voting- What is, What Could Be. Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project, June 2001.

Bush's Tax Cut. With Edward J. McCaffery. Prepared for the USC-Caltech Center for the
Study of Law and Politics, 2001.

American Opinion About Election Reform. Prepared for USC-Caltech Center for the Study of
Law and Politics, 2001.

California's Blanket Primary. With Jonathan Nagler. Prepared for the California Secretary
of State, 1998.

Unrefereed Publications

"Rational Voters and the Recall Election." With D. Roderick Kiewiet and Betsy Sinclair, in
Shawn Bowler and Bruce Cain, Clicker Politics, Prentice–Hall, forthcoming.

"And now for something completely different for California elections: Other views:
Commission would ease politicking" With Thad E. Hall, Special to The Sacramento Bee,
published Tuesday, February 22, 2005.

"Ambivalence as Internal Conflict." With Bethony Albertson and John Brehm, in Stephen C.
Craig and Michael D. Martinez, Ambivalence and the Structure of Political Opinion,
Palgrave Macmillan, December 2004.

"Online Voting." With Thad Hall, in William Sims Bainbridge, Berkshire Encyclopedia of
Human - Computer Interaction, Berkshire Publishing Group, 2004, 526-527.

"Counting Ballots and the 2000 Election: What Went Wrong?" With Betsy Sinclair and
Catherine H. Wilson, in A. Crigler et. al., "Rethinking the Vote", Oxford University Press,
2004, 34-50.
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"Uncertainty and American Public Opinion", with John Brehm and Catherine Wilson, in B.
Burden, Uncertainty and American Politics, Cambridge University Press, 2003.

Review of The Initiative and Referendum in California, 1898-1998, Pacific Historical Review,
2002.

"Should I Stay or Should I Go? Crossover Voting in Assembly Races." With Jonathan Nagler,
in B. Cain and E. Gerber, California's Blanket Primary, University of California Press, 2002.

"Gender and Tax." With Edward J. McCaffery. In S. Tolleson-Rinehart and J. J. Josephson,
editors, Gender and American Politics, M. E. Sharpe, 2000.

Book review in American Political Science Review, 2000 (98 :2), 463-464 of Cambridge
University Press, The Democratic Dilemma : Can Citizens Learn What They Need to Know?
1998. Arthur Lupia and Mathew D. McCubbins.

"Gender and Tax", with Edward J. McCaffery. 2000. In S. Tolleson-Ronhart and J. J.
Josephson, editors, Gender and American Politics, M. E. Sharpe.

Review of Colorblind Injustice: Minority Voting Rights and the Undoing of the Second
Reconstruction, Engineering and Science, vol. LXII, no. 1-2, 1999, 54-55.

Review of Change and Continuity in the 1996 Elections, Political Science Quarterly, Summer
1999, vol. 114, no. 2, 331.

Review of Political Analysis, Volume 5. American Political Science Review, vol. 91, no. 3,
721-722.

"Polmeth -- You've Come a Long Way, Baby." The Political Methodologist, Spring 1996, vol.
7, no. 2, 10-12.

"The Role of Replication," in Mistakes That Social Scientists Make, edited by Richard
Seltzer. New York: St. Martins Press, 1996.

"Can Bush Hit a Home Run?" With Brian Loynd. The Political Methodologist, Spring-
Summer 1994, vol. 5, no. 2, 2-4.

"Methods Madness, Graduate Training and the Political Methodology Conferences." The
Political Methodologist, Spring 1992, vol. 5, no. 1, 2-3.

Working Papers

Papers Under Review or Revision

"Where the Good Signatures Are : The Number and Validity Rates of Initiative Petition
Signatures Gathered in California Counties." With Frederick J. Boehmke.

"Why Everything That Can Go Wrong Often Does : An Analysis of Election Administration
Problems." With Thad E. Hall.
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"Election Day Voter Registration in the United States: How One-Step Voting Can Change
the Composition of the American Electorate." With Stephen Ansolabehere and Catherine H.
Wilson.

"Similar Yet Different? Latino and Anglo Party Identification." With Lisa Garcia Bedolla.

"A Comparative Evaluation of Economic and Issue Voting." With Catherine Wilson and
Jonathan Nagler.

"Whose Absentee Votes Are Counted?" With Thad Hall and Betsy Sinclair.

Papers under Preparation for Submission

"Campaign Effects in the 2004 Presidential Election." With Jonathan Nagler.

"Instigation by Initiative: The Influence of Signature Gathering Campaigns on Political
Participation." With Frederick J. Boehmke.

"Machines Versus Humans: The Counting and Recounting of Pre-scored Punchcard Ballots."
With Sarah A. Hill and Jonathan N. Katz.

"Detecting Election Fraud: The Case of Georgia." With Jonathan N. Katz.

"California's Latino Electorate and the Davis Recall Election." With D. Roderick Kiewiet.

"Rationality and the Recall Election." With D. Roderick Kiewiet.

"Political Competition, Partisanship, and Contemporary Election Fraud." With Fred
Boehmke.

"An Experimental Study of the Adequacy of Voter Registration Lists and the Effectiveness of
Official Get-Out-The-Vote Mail." With Stephen Ansolabehere and Mary King Sikora.

"How Widespread Is Voting Fraud in California?"

"Does Being First on the Ballot Matter?" With Richard Hasen and Melanie Goodrich.

"Abortion and the Latino Vote in the 2000 Presidential Election." With Marisa A. Abrajano
and Jonathan Nagler.

"Aggregation and Dynamics of Survey Responses: The Case of Presidential Approval." With
Jonathan Katz.

"Economic Voting in the United States: Methodological Issues and Research Agendas." With
Jonathan Nagler.

"Understanding the Political Response to Affirmative Action: Antagonism and Social Context
in a Multi-Ethnic World." With Claudine Gay.

"Binding the Frame: Do Frames Matter for Survey Response?" With John Brehm.

"Is the Sleeping Giant Awakening? Latinos and California Politics in the 1990's." With
Jonathan Nagler.
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"Electoral Institutions and Strategic Voting: California's Experiment with the Blanket
Primary." With Jonathan Nagler.

"Modeling Voter Support in the 1989 and 1994 Dutch Elections." With Garrett Glasgow.

"The "Ham and Eggs" Movement in Southern California: Public Opinion on Economic
Redistribution in the 1938 Campaign." With William Deverell and Elizabeth Penn.

"Does That Mariachi Band Make a Difference? Latino Public Opinion and Party
Identification." With Lisa Garcia Bedolla.

"The Dynamics of Issue Emphasis: Campaign Strategy and Media Coverage in Statewide
Races."

"Identification in Discrete Choice Models." With Eric Lawrence and Jonathan Nagler.

"Efficient Estimation of Models with Discrete Endogenous Regressors." With Tara
Butterfield and Garrett Glasgow.

"Hamilton's Political Economy and the National Bank." Duke University Program in Political
Economy, Papers in American Politics, Working Paper Number 84, August 23, 1989.

"The New Republic and The New Institutionalism: Hamilton's Plan and Extra-Legislative
Organization." Duke University Program in Political Economy, Papers in American Politics,
Working Paper Number 85, August 23, 1989.

"Attributions of Responsibility and Priming in Economic Perception Survey Questions." With
Garrett Glasgow and Carla VanBeselaere.

"Do Voters Learn from Presidential Election Campaigns?" With Garrett Glasgow.

"Attitudes, Uncertainty, and the Survey Response." With Charles Franklin.

"Correlated Disturbances in Discrete Choice Models: A Comparison of Multinomial Probit
Models and Logit Models." With Jonathan Nagler.

Professional Presentations

San Gabriel Valley Young Presidents Organization, Pasadena, October 2004 (presentation).

"The 2004 Election: What Does It Mean for Campaigns and Governance?" USC Law School
Conference, October 2004 (presentation).

Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project Symposium, "Voting Technology: Innovations for
Today and Tomorrow", presentation and session leader, MIT, October 2004.

JustDemocracy workshop presentation, Harvard University, October 2004.

League of Women Voters of Los Angeles Forum, September 10, 2004. Keynote speaker.

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 2004 (roundtable
presentation).
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The National Academies workshop on "A Framework for Understanding Electronic Voting",
Washington DC, July 2004 (paper presentation).

Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 2004 (paper
presentation).

University of Michigan, Department of Political Science, January 2004 (presentation).

"Digital Divide, Global Development and the Information Society", World Forum on
Information Society, International Research Foundation for Development, Geneva,
Switzerland, December 2003 (paper presentation).

Internet Survey Workshop, Pacific Chapter of American Association for Public Opinion
Research, October 2003 (Presentation).

Modeling the Constitution Conference. California Institute of Technology, May 2003
(Discussant).

Earnest C. Watson Lecture, "Voting: Where We Have Been, Where We Are Going", California
Institute of Technology, April 2003 (presentation).

Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 2003 (two paper
presentations).

Election Reform, Cantigny Conference, November 2002 (presentation).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 2002 (three paper
presentations).

Election Law Summit, Washington D.C., June 2002 (presentation).

American Empirical Seminar Series, Stanford University, Stanford Institute for the
Quantitative Study of Society, May 2002 (presentation).

Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 2002 (paper
presentation).

California Association of Election Officials, Los Angeles, April 2002 (presentation).

Southern California Political Methodology Program, University of California, Riverside,
October 2001 (paper presentation).

City Clerk Summit III, Los Angeles County Registrar-Recorder, October 2001 (presentation).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, September 2001 (two paper
presentations).

Democratic Caucus Special Committee on Election Reform, "Making Every Vote Count!" Los
Angeles, CA, August 2001 (testimony).

United States Senate, Committee on Governmental Affairs, Hearings on Election Reform,
May 3, 2001 (written and oral testimony).
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Election Reform: 2000 and Beyond. USC-Caltech Center for the Study of Law and Politics,
University of Southern California, April 2001 (paper presentation, panel session moderator).

Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 2001 (paper
presentation).

National Commission on Election Reform, April 2001 (testimony on new technology for
elections).

Pasadena Rotary, March 28, 2001 (presentation).

Voting Technology Conference, Caltech-MIT Voting Technology Project, March 2001 (panel
session moderator).

Annual Meetings of the Western Political Science Association, March 2001 (paper
presentation).

Internet Voting and Democracy, Loyola Law School, October 2000 (paper presentation).

e-Voting Workshop, Internet Policy Institute, Sponsored by the National Science Foundation,
conducted in cooperation with the University of Maryland and hosted by the Freedom
Forum, October 2000 (panel discussion chair and research presentation).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 2000 (two paper
presentations).

California Voting in the 21st Century, Los Angeles, May 2000 (research presentation on
Internet voting).

Southern California Political Methodology Program, University of California, Santa Barbara,
May 2000 (paper presentation).

Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 2000 (paper
presentation).

University of New Mexico, Political Science Department, April 2000.

Annual Meetings of the Western Political Science Association, March 2000 (paper
presentation, roundtable presentation).

Southern California Political Methodology Program, UCLA Lake Arrowhead Conference
Center, December 1999 (paper presentation).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, September 1999 (paper
presentation, discussant).

Southern California Political Methodology Program, California State Polytechnic University,
San Luis Obispo, May 1999 (paper presentation).

Center for Basic Research in the Social Sciences, Harvard University, April 1999.
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Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 1999 (paper
presentation, discussant).

Annual Meetings of the Western Political Science Association, March 1999 (paper
presentation).

Public Policy Institute of California, March 1999.

University of Southern California, March 1999.

Yale Law School, Yale University, February 1999.

"Campaign 1998: The California Governor's Race", The Institute of Governmental Studies,
University of California, Berkeley, January 1999 (paper presentation).

"Proposition 22T", Center for U.S. – Mexican Studies, University of California, San Diego,
January 1999 (paper presentation).

Emory University, October 1998. Annual Meetings of the Southern Political Science
Association, October 1998 (paper presentation, discussant).

University of California, Irvine, Institute for Mathematical Behavioral Sciences, October
1998.

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, September 1998 (two paper
presentations, discussant).

Fifteenth Political Methodology Conference, July 1998 (discussant).

"California's Blanket-Open Primary: A Natural Experiment in Election Dynamics",
University of California at Berkeley, June 1998 (participant).

Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 1998 (four paper
presentations, roundtable discussant, poster presentation).

University of California at Santa Barbara, April 1998.

Annual Meetings of the Western Political Science Association, March 1998 (two paper
presentations, discussant).

"Orange Empires: Miami and Los Angeles" Conference. The Huntington Library, San
Marino, California, February 27-28, 1998 (paper presentation).

University of California at Riverside, February 1998 (Southern California Political
Methodology Group).

The Annenberg School of Communication, University of Pennsylvania, October 1997.

Duke University, October 1997.

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 1997 (two paper
presentations).
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Fourteenth Political Methodology Conference, July 1997 (discussant).

University of California at Los Angeles, April 1997 (Southern California Political
Methodology Group).

Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 1997.

University of Michigan, March 1997.

University of Arizona, December 1996.

Annual Meetings of the Southern Political Science Association, November 1996 (three paper
presentations.)

University of Minnesota, October 1996 (Second CIC Interactive Video Methods Seminar
broadcast to the University of Wisconsin--Madison, the University of Illinois, and Ohio State
University).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 1996 (three paper
presentations, discussant).

Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 1996 (four paper
presentations).

National Election Studies Research & Development Conference on Congressional Elections,
Chicago, IL, March 1996 (paper presentation).

Southern California Political Economy Seminar, University of California- Irvine, September
1995 (paper presentation).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 1995 (one paper
presentation, chair-discussant).

Twelfth Political Methodology Conference, July 1995 (paper presentation).

Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 1995 (three paper
presentations).

Annual Meeting of the Public Choice Society, April 1995 (paper presentation, discussant).

Hoover Institution, Stanford University, February 1995.

National Election Study Conference on the Impact of the Presidential Campaign, University
of Pennsylvania, November 1994 (discussant).

Southern California Political Economy Seminar, University of California--Irvine, October
1994 (discussant).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 1994 (two paper
presentations).

Eleventh Political Methodology Conference, July 1994 (discussant).
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Annual Meetings of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 1994 (two paper
presentations and chair of panel).

Southern Political Science Association Annual Meeting, November 1993 (paper
presentation).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, September 1993 (two paper
presentations).

Tenth Political Methodology Conference, Florida State University, July 1993 (paper
presentation).

University of California at San Diego, June 1993.

University of California at Riverside, May 1993.

Annual Meeting of the Midwest Political Science Association, April 1993 (two paper
presentations).

Western Political Science Association Annual Meeting, April 1993 (chair of panel and
discussant).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 1992 (chair of
roundtable and paper presentation).

Ninth Political Methodology Conference, Harvard University, July 1992 (paper
presentation).

Midwest Political Science Association Annual Meetings, Chicago, IL., April 1992 (two paper
presentations).

The Political Consequences of War, The Brookings Institution, Washington, D.C., February
1992 (paper presentation).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 1991 (two paper
presentations).

Midwest Political Science Association Annual Meeting, April 1991 (two paper presentations).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 1990 (paper
presentation and discussant).

Midwest Political Science Association Annual Meeting, April 1990 (paper presentation).

Conference on Political Economics, National Bureau of Economic Research, February, 1990
(paper presentation).

Annual Meetings of the American Political Science Association, August 1989 (paper
presentation).

Southern Political Science Association Annual Meeting, September 1988 (discussant).
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Other Professional Activities

HAVA Section 301 Task Force member (State of California), November 2004 to present.

Committee member, National Commission on Elections and Voting, 2004-present.

Committee member, National Research Council Computer Science and Telecommunications
Board Committee, National Academy of Sciences, "A Framework for Understanding
Electronic Voting", 2004-present.

Political Research Quarterly (PRQ) Editor Search Committee, 2004-present.

Steering Committee member, The Commonwealth Club of California, 2004-present.

Board of Scholars of the Initiative and Referendum Institute (IRI), University of Southern
California, Winter 2002-present.

Chair, Durr Award Committee, Midwest Political Science Association, 2003, 2004, 2005.

Recall Election Symposium, Caltech-USC Center for the Study of Politics, September 2003.

State Plan Advisory Committee member, Help America Vote Act (HAVA), Spring 2003-
present.

Co-director, Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project, Fall 2002-present.

Advisory Board, The Reform Institute, Advisory Board, 2001-present.

Participant, Federal Voting Assistance Program, Voting Over the Internet, Peer Review
Workshop, March 14, 2001.

USC-Caltech Center for the Study of Law and Politics, Associate Director, 2001-present;
Advisory Board, 2000-present.

American Political Science Association Research Support Advisory Committee, 2000-2002.

Advisory/Editorial board, Encyclopedia of Social Science Research Methods [2001 to present],
Editorial board, American Journal of Political Science [2001 to present]; Election Law
Journal [2001 to present]; Journal of Politics [2001 to present]; Political Research Quarterly
[2000 to present]; Political Analysis [1998 to 20031; American Politics Research formerly
American Politics Quarterly [1997 to 2004]; Political Behavior [1997 to present].

Executive Council Representative, Western Political Science Association, 1998-2001.

Book series co-editor, Techniques of Political Analysis, published by the University of
Michigan Press, 1998-2003.

Book series co-editor, Analytical Methods for Social Research, Cambridge University Press,
2003-present.

Best paper prize committee chair, Political Research Quarterly, 2002.
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Program Committee and Comparative Politics Section Chair, 2000 Midwest Political Science
Association Annual Meeting.

Program Committee and Issues in Methodology Section Chair, 1999 Western Political
Science Association Annual Meeting.

Political Methodology Section (APSA) Publications Committee, 1997 to present.

Political Methodology Section (APSA) Nominations Committee chair, 1998..

ICPSR Summer Program Advisory Committee, 1998.

Political Methodology Section (APSA) delegate-at-large to the American Political Science
Association, 1996 to 1998.

Instructor, American Political Science Association Annual Meetings Short Course, "Models of
Political Choice", 1997.

Instructor, ICPSR Summer Program in Quantitative Methods, Advanced Maximum
Likelihood, August 1998; August 1997.

Instructor, ICPSR Summer Program in Quantitative Methods, Maximum Likelihood, July
1996.

National Election Studies 1996 Planning Committee Member.

"Campaigns and the Study of Congressional Elections". Memorandum to the NES Board of
Overseers, September 5, 1995.

"Survey Measures of Uncertainty: A Report to the NES Board on the Use of `Certainty'
Questions to Measure Uncertainty About Candidate Traits and Issue Positions,"
Memorandum to the NES Board of Overseers, January 1996.

Program Committee and Political Methodology Section Chair, 1996 Midwest Political Science
Association Annual Meeting.

Co-editor, The Political Methodologist, Newsletter of the Political Methodology Section of the
American Political Science Association, 1993-1996.

Co-organizer, Southern California Political Economy Seminars, 1993 to 1995.

Participant in the Annual Political Methodology Summer Conferences, 1989, 1990, 1991,
1996, 2000.

Participant in the Methodological Advances in Comparative Political Economy Conference,
April 1991.

Manuscript reviews: American Journal of Political Science; American Political Science
Review; American Politics Review, American Politics Research; British Journal of Political
Science; Canadian Journal of Political Science; The Harvard International Journal of
Press/Politics; Journal of Law, Economics and Organization; Journal of Politics; Journal of
Theoretical Politics," Pacific Historical Review, Political Analysis, Political Behavior; Political
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Research Quarterly, Polity; Public Opinion Quarterly, Social Science Quarterly, State
Politics and Political Quarterly.

Book manuscript review, University of Michigan Press, Harvard University Press, Princeton
University Press, University of Chicago Press, University of Pittsburg Press, Quantitative
Analysis in the Social Sciences (Sage Publications), Cambridge University Press, State
University of New York Press.

Project proposal reviewer, National Science Foundation, Carnegie Corporation of New York.

Member of American Political Science Association, Midwest Political Science Association,
Western Political Science Association, Southern Political Science Association, The
Econometric Society, California Historical Society.

Columnist (biweekly), Pasadena Weekly, "From the Ivory Tower", 1999-2000.

Panelist, Pasadena Mayor Forum, March 3, 1999.

Panelist, "Measuring Progress in Our Schools", March 21, 2000.

Member, Internet Voting Task Force, California Secretary of State's Office, 1999.

Panelist, National Science Foundation National Workshop on Internet Voting, October 2000.

Consultant to: Duke University, Dean of Undergraduate Admissions (1988-90); Duke
University, Law School Admissions (1990-91); State of California, Office of the Attorney
General, California Democratic Party vs. Jones (1997); State of California, Secretary of
State's Office, Open Primary Analysis (1998); Knight-Ridder Newspapers, Hispanic Voter
Poll 2000, O'Melveny & Myers, LLP, Righeimer vs. Jones (2000); City of Compton, Bradley
vs. Compton (2001); State of California, Senate Democratic Caucus, Cano vs. Davis (2001);
Demos, California Votes. Election Day Registration in California (2002); Greenberg,
Quinlan, Rosner, (Hispanic Voter Surveys) (2004); Greenberg, Quinlan, Rosner (NARAL Pro-
Choice American) (2004); The Mellman Group (Hispanic Voter Surveys) (2004).

Media relations (partial list): Guest, KPCC-FM Airtalk, Talk of the City 2000 Super
Tuesday Analysis, National Public Radio; Science Friday, National Public Radio, Latino
Politics and the DNC, KNX Radio; Special on Latino Politics 2000, CBC Radio--Canada;
Editorial, Pasadena Star-News, Interviews, US News and World Report, Financial Times,
PC Week, KQED-FM's "California Report", Dallas Business Journal, Associated Press-
Sacramento, Wired Magazine, CQ Weekly Review, Los Angeles Times, New York Times,
Chronicle of Higher Education, Glendale News Press, Reforma (Mexico City), Sacramento
Bee, USA Today, San Jose Mercury News, CBS News, Swedish National Public Radio, KCET
Life and Times, The New Republic, The NewsHour with Jim Lehrer, CNN, CNN Mon eyline,
CNN-Online, San Francisco Chronicle, The Dallas Morning News, Business Week, CASH
Magazine, Pasadena Star-News, Pasadena Weekly, Fresno Bee, Contra Costa Times, ABC
News, California Journal, Orange County Register, Fox News, San Diego Union Tribune;
Chicago Tribune; Los Angeles Business Journal; Sunday London Times; Fusion Magazine,
Kiplinger's Personal Finance Magazine, Scripps-Howard News Service, Washington Post,
Wall Street Journal.

Institute Service
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The Friends of the Caltech Library "Focal Presentation", September 27, 2004. `Voter
Registration: Past, Present, and Future".

Division of Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Political
Science Search Committee Chair, 1993, 1994, 1998, 1999, 2000.

Division of Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Political
Science Search Committee, 2001 to present.

Division of Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Social
Sciences Strategic Planning Committee Political Science Search Committee, 2004 to present.

FACS Science Reporting Institute, Research presentations, June 2001, June 2002.

SURF Seminar presentation, August 7, 1996; July 25, 2001.

Research presentations to the Executive Council of the Caltech Board of Trustees, December
2, 1996; July 12, 2001.

Discovery Weekend presentation, March 16, 2001.

Division of Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Division
Library Committee, 1993 to present.

Hazardous Chemical Safety Committee, California Institute of Technology, 2000 to present.

Computational Science and Engineering Committee, California Institute of Technology, 2000
to present.

Chair, Caltech Women's Center Advisory Board, 1998 to 2001. Women's Center Advisory
Committee Member, California Institute of Technology, 1994 to 1998. Women's Center
Advisor Board, Chair, 1998-2001.

Dissertation Committee Chair, California Institute of Technology:

Fang Wang (Political Science, 1998), currently at First Quadrant, Inc.

Garrett Glasgow (Political Science, 1999), currently at the University of California,
Santa Barbara.

Fred Boehmke (Political Science, 2000), currently at the University of Iowa.

Tara Butterfield (Political Science, 2001).

Catherine Wilson (Political Science, 2002), currently at Northwestern University.

Carla VanBeselaere (Political Science and Economics, 2004).

Betsy Sinclair (Political Science 2007).

Dissertation Committee Member, California Institute of Technology, Mark Fey (Political
Science, 1994), Jason Saving (Economics, 1995), Michael Udell (Economics, 1995), Micah
Altman (Political Science, 1998), Reginald Roberts (Political Science, 2001), Valentina Bali
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(Political Science and Economics, 2001), Elizabeth Penn (Political Science, 2003), Kevin
Roust (Political Science, 2005).

Dissertation Committee Member, New York University, Marisa A. Abrajano (Political
Science, 2005).

Sponsor, Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship, California Institute of Technology,
Daniel T. Knoepfle and Eugenia S. lofinova (2004); Melanie Goodrich (2002, 2003); Betsy
Sinclair (2001); Neal Reeves (1999); John White (1994); Stacy Kerkela (1993).

Alumni College presentation, June 22, 2000.

Division of Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Graduate
Admissions Committee, 1993 to 1998, 2000. Committee Chair, 1996.

Research presentation to the Caltech Associates, October 27, 1998.

Social Science .01 Lecture, "Empirical Voting Models", May 8, 1998.

Director of Graduate Studies and Graduate Option Representative, Social Sciences, 1996 to
1998.

Division of Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Graduate
Admissions Committee Chair, 1996.

Research and Teaching Interests

American voting behavior, campaigns and elections, American government, macro-political
economy, positive theory/public choice, comparative politics, quantitative methodologies.

March 8, 2005
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STEPHEN DANIEL ANSOLABEHERE

EDUCATION

Harvard University	 Ph.D., Political Science	 1989
University of Minnesota	 B.A., Political Science	 1984

B.S., Economics

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

ACADEMIC POSITIONS

1998-present Elting R. Morison Professor,
Department of Political Science, MIT

2002-present Associate Head, Department of Political Science
2000-2004 Co-Director, Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project
1995-1998 Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, MIT
1993-1994 National Fellow, The Hoover Institution
1989-1993 Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science,

University of California, Los Angeles

FELLOWSHIPS AND HONORS

Carnegie Scholar	 2000-02
Goldsmith Book Prize for Going Negative	 1996
National Fellow, The Hoover Institution 	 1993-94
Harry S. Truman Fellowship 	 1982-86

PUBLICATIONS

Books

1996	 Going Negative: How Political Advertising Divides and Shrinks the American
Electorate (with Shanto Iyengar). The Free Press.

1993	 The Media Game: American Politics in the Television Age (with Roy Behr and
Shanto Iyengar). Macmillan.
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Articles in Refereed Journals

Forthcoming "Statistical Bias in Newspaper Reporting: The Case of Campaign Finance"
Public Opinion Quarterly (with James M. Snyder, Jr., and Erik Snowberg).

Forthcoming "Studying Elections" Policy Studies Journal (with Charles H. Stewart III and R.
Michael Alvarez).

Forthcoming "Legislative Bargaining under Weighted Voting" American Economic Review
(with James M. Snyder, Jr., and Michael Ting)

Forthcoming "Voting Weights and Formateur Advantages in Coalition Formation: Evidence
from Parliamentary Coalitions, 1946 to 2002" (with James M. Snyder, Jr., Aaron

B. Strauss, and Michael M. Ting) American Journal of Political Science.

Forthcoming "Reapportionment and Party Realignment in the American States" Pennsylvania
Law Review (with James M. Snyder, Jr.)

2004	 "Residual Votes Attributable to Voting Technologies" (with Charles Stewart)
Journal of Politics (forthcoming)

2004 "Using Term Limits to Estimate Incumbency Advantages When Office Holders
Retire Strategically" (with James M. Snyder, Jr.). Legislative Studies Quarterly
vol. 29, November 2004, pages 487-516.

2004	 "Did Firms Profit From Soft Money?" (with James M. Snyder, Jr., and Michiko
Ueda) Election Law Journal vol. 3, April 2004.

2003	 "Bargaining in Bicameral Legislatures" (with James M. Snyder, Jr. and Mike
Ting) American Political Science Review, August, 2003.

2003	 "Why Is There So Little Money in U.S. Politics?" (with James M. Snyder, Jr.)
Journal of Economic Perspectives, Winter, 2003.

2002	 "Equal ,Votes, Equal Money: Court-Ordered Redistricting and the Public
Spending in the American States" (with Alan Gerber and James M. Snyder, Jr.)
American Political Science Review, December, 2002.
Paper awarded the Heinz Eulau award for the best paper in the American Political
Science Review.

2002	 "Are PAC Contributions and Lobbying Linked?" (with James M. Snyder, Jr. and
Micky Tripathi) Business and Politics 4, no. 2.

2002	 "The Incumbency Advantage in U.S. Elections: An Analysis of State and Federal
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Offices, 1942-2000" (with James Snyder) Election Law Journal, 1, no. 3.

2001	 "Voting Machines, Race, and Equal Protection." Election Law Journal, vol. 1,
no. 1

2001	 "Models, assumptions, and model checking in ecological regressions" (with
Andrew Gelman, David Park, Phillip Price, and Larraine Minnite) Journal of
the Royal Statistical Society, series A, 164: 101-118.

2001	 "The Effects of Party and Preferences on Congressional Roll Call Voting."
(with James Snyder and Charles Stewart) Legislative Studies Quarterly
(forthcoming).
Paper awarded the Jewell-Lowenberg Award for the best paper published on
legislative politics in 2001. Paper awarded the Jack Walker Award for the best
paper published on party politics in 2001.

2001	 "Candidate Positions in Congressional Elections," (with James Snyder and
Charles Stewart). American Journal of Political Science 45 (November).

2000	 "Old Voters, New Voters, and the Personal Vote," (with James Snyder and
Charles Stewart) American Journal of Political Science 44 (February).

2000	 "Soft Money, Hard Money, Strong Parties," (with James Snyder) Columbia Law
Review 100 (April):598 - 619.

2000	 "Campaign War Chests and Congressional Elections," (with James Snyder)
Business and Politics. 2 (April): 9-34.

1999 "Replicating Experiments Using Surveys and Aggregate Data: The Case of
Negative Advertising." (with Shanto Iyengar and Adam Simon) American

Political Science Review 93 (December).

1999	 "Valence Politics and Equilibrium in Spatial Models," (with James Snyder),
Public Choice.

1999	 "Money and Institutional Power," (with James Snyder), Texas Law Review 77
(June, 1999): 1673 -1704.

1997	 "Incumbency Advantage and the Persistence of Legislative Majorities," (with
Alan Gerber), Legislative Studies Quarterly 22 (May 1997).

1996	 "The Effects of Ballot Access Rules on U.S. House Elections," (with Alan
Gerber), Legislative Studies Quarterly 21 (May 1996).

1994	 "Riding the Wave and Issue Ownership: The Importance of Issues in Political
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Advertising and News," (with Shanto Iyengar) Public Opinion Quarterly 58:
335-357.

1994	 "Horseshoes and Horseraces: Experimental Evidence of the Effects of Polls on
Campaigns," (with Shanto Iyengar) Political Communications 11/4 (October-
December): 413-429.

1994	 "Does Attack Advertising Demobilize the Electorate?" (with Shanto Iyengar),
American Political Science Review 89 (December).

1994	 "The Mismeasure of Campaign Spending: Evidence from the 1990 U.S. House
Elections," (with Alan Gerber) Journal of Politics 56 (September).

1993	 "Poll Faulting," (with Thomas R Belin) Chance 6 (Winter): 22-28.

1991	 "The Vanishing Marginals and Electoral Responsiveness," (with David Brady and
Morris Fiorina) British Journal of Political Science 22 (November): 21-38.

1991	 "Mass Media and Elections: An Overview," (with Roy Behr and Shanto Iyengar)
American Politics Quarterly 19/1 (January): 109-139.

1990	 "The Limits of Unraveling in Interest Groups," Rationality and Society 2:
394-400.

1990	 "Measuring the Consequences of Delegate Selection Rules in Presidential
Nominations," (with Gary King) Journal of Politics 52: 609-621.

1989	 "The Nature of Utility Functions in Mass Publics," (with Henry Brady) American
Political Science Review 83: 143-164.

Special Reports

2002	 "Election Day Registration." A report prepared for DEMOS. This report analyzes
the possible effects of Proposition 52 in California based on the experiences of 6
states with election day registration.

2002	 "MIT Energy Survey: Summary Results," report prepared for the MIT Nuclear
Study Group.

2001	 Voting: What Is, What Could Be. A report of the Caltech/MIT Voting
Technology Project. This report examines the voting system in the United States
and was widely used by election reform efforts following the 2000 election,
including the National Commission on Federal Election Reform and the National
Council of State Legislatures.
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2001	 "An Assessment of the Reliability of Voting Technologies." A report of the
Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project. This report provided the first
nationwide assessment of voting equipment performance in the United States. It
was prepared for the Governor's Select Task Force on Election Reform in Florida.

Chapters in Books

2005	 "Voters, Candidates and Parties" in Handbook of Political Economy, Barry
Weingast and Donald Wittman, eds. New York: Oxford University Press.

2003	 "Baker v. Carr in Context, 1946 — 1964" (with Samuel Isaacharoff) in
Constitutional Cases in Context, Michael Dorf, editor. New York: Foundation
Press.

2002 "Corruption and the Growth of Campaign Spending"(with Alan Gerber and James
Snyder). A User's Guide to Campaign Finance, Jerry Lubenow, editor. Rowman
and Littlefield.

2001	 "The Paradox of Minimal Effects," in Henry Brady and Richard Johnston, eds.,
Do Campaigns Matter? University of Michigan Press.

2001	 "Campaigns as Experiments," in Henry Brady and Richard Johnson, eds., Do
Campaigns Matter? University of Michigan Press.

2000	 "Money and Office," (with James Snyder) in David Brady and John Cogan, eds.,
Congressional Elections: Continuity and Change. Stanford University Press.

1996	 "The Science of Political Advertising," (with Shanto Iyengar) in Political
Persuasion and Attitude Change, Richard Brody, Diana Mutz, and Paul
Sniderman, eds. Ann Arbor, MI: University of Michigan Press.

1995	 "Evolving Perspectives on the Effects of Campaign Communication," in Philo
Warburn, ed., Research in Political Sociology, vol. 7, JAI.

1995	 "The Effectiveness of Campaign Advertising: It's All in the Context," (with
Shanto Iyengar) in Campaigns and Elections American Style, Candice Nelson and
James A. Thurber, eds. Westview Press.

1993 "Information and Electoral Attitudes: A Case of Judgment Under Uncertainty,"
(with Shanto Iyengar), in Explorations in Political Psychology, Shanto Iyengar
and William McGuire, eds. Durham: Duke University Press.
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Working Papers

2004	 "Voting Cues and the Incumbency Advantage: A Critical Test" (with Shigeo
Hirano, James M. Snyder, Jr., and Michiko Ueda)

2004	 "Television and the Incumbency Advantage" (with Erik C. Snowberg and James
M. Snyder, Jr)

2004	 "Using Recounts to Measure the Accuracy of Vote Tabulations: Evidence from
New Hampshire Elections, 1946 to 2002" (with Andrew Reeves).

2004	 "Did the Introduction of Voter Registration Decrease Turnout?" (with David
Konisky).

2002	 "Evidence of Virtual Representation: Reapportionment in California," (with
Ruimin He and James M. Snyder).

2002	 "Lost Votes." (with Charles Stewart) Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Political Science Association.

2002	 "Rational Publics: The Case of Energy"

1999	 "Why did a majority of Californians vote to lower their own power?" (with James
Snyder and Jonathan Woon). Paper presented at the annual meeting of the
American Political Science Association, Atlanta, GA, September, 1999.
Paper received the award for the best paper on Representation at the 1999 Annual
Meeting of the APSA.

1999	 "Has Television Increased the Cost of Campaigns?" (with Alan Gerber and James
Snyder).

1996	 "Money, Elections, and Candidate Quality," (with James Snyder).

1996	 "Party Platform Choice - Single- Member District and Party-List Systems,"(with
James Snyder).

1995	 "Messages Forgotten" (with Shanto Iyengar).

1994	 "Consumer Contributors and the Returns to Fundraising: A Microeconomic
Analysis," (with Alan Gerber), presented at the Annual Meeting of the American
Political Science Association, September.

1992	 "Biases in Ecological Regression," (with R. Douglas Rivers) August, (revised
February 1994). Presented at the Midwest Political Science Association
Meetings, April 1994, Chicago, IL.
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1992	 "Using Aggregate Data to Correct Nonresponse and Misreporting in Surveys"
(with R. Douglas Rivers). Presented at the annual meeting of the Political
Methodology Group, Cambridge, Massachusetts, July.

1991 "The Electoral Effects of Issues and Attacks in Campaign Advertising" (with
Shanto Iyengar). Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Political
Science Association, Washington, DC.

1991	 "Television Advertising as Campaign Strategy: Some Experimental Evidence"
(with Shanto Iyengar). Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American
Association for Public Opinion Research, Phoenix.

1991	 "Why Candidates Attack: Effects of Televised Advertising in the 1990 California
Gubernatorial Campaign," (with Shanto Iyengar). Presented at the Annual
Meeting of the Western Political Science Association, Seattle, March.

1990	 "Winning is Easy, But It Sure Ain't Cheap." Working Paper #90-4, Center for the
American Politics and Public Policy, UCLA. Presented at the Political Science
Departments at Rochester University and the University of Chicago.

Research Grants

1989-1990	 Markle Foundation. "A Study of the Effects of Advertising in the 1990
California Gubernatorial Campaign." Amount: $50,000

1991-1993	 Markle Foundation. "An Experimental Study of the Effects of Campaign
Advertising." Amount: $150,000

1991-1993	 NSF. "An Experimental Study of the Effects of Advertising in the 1992
California Senate Electoral." Amount: $100,000

1994-1995	 MIT Provost Fund. "Money in Elections: A Study of the Effects of Money on
Electoral Competition." Amount: $40,000

1996-1997	 National Science Foundation. "Campaign Finance and Political Representation."
Amount: $50,000

1997	 National Science Foundation. "Party Platforms: A Theoretical Investigation of
Party Competition Through Platform Choice." Amount: $40,000

1997-1998	 National Science Foundation. "The Legislative Connection in Congressional
Campaign Finance. Amount: $150,000

1999-2000	 MIT Provost Fund. "Districting and Representation." Amount: $20,000.
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1999-2002	 Sloan Foundation. "Congressional Staff Seminar." Amount: $156,000.

	

2000-2001	 Carnegie Corporation. "The Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project."
Amount: $253,000.

	

2001-2002	 Carnegie Corporation. "Dissemination of Voting Technology Information."
Amount: $200,000.

	

2003-2005	 National Science Foundation. "State Elections Data Project." Amount:
$256,000.

	

2003-2004	 Carnegie Corporation. "Internet Voting." Amount: $279,000.

	

2003-2005	 Knight Foundation. "Accessibility and Security of Voting Systems." Amount:
$450,000.

Professional Boards and Task Forces

Member, Board of the National Election Studies (1999 to present)
Editorial Board of Legislative Studies Quarterly (2005 to present)
Editorial Board of the Election Law Journal (2002 to present)
Editorial Board of the Harvard International Journal of Press/Politics (1996 to present)
Editorial Board of Business and Politics (2002 to Present)

Special Projects and Task Forces

Co-Director, Caltech/MIT Voting Technology Project (2000 to present)

Co-Organizer, MIT Seminar for Senior Congressional and Executive Staff (1996 to present)

MIT Coal Study (2004-present)

MIT Nuclear Study (2002-2004)

Voting Technology Task Force Leader, Election Reform Initiative of The Constitution Project
(2001 to 2002)
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Interview List

Academics

Together (TW)

Mike Alvarez
Steve Ansolobohere
Lori Minnite
Chandler Davidson

Judges

Together (JS)

Justice Tom Glaze, Supreme Court of Arkansas
Justice Charles Talley Wells, Supreme Court of Florida
Justice Evelyn Lundberg Stratton, Supreme Court of Ohio
Justice Pamela B. Minzner, Supreme Court of New Mexico

Election Administrators

Harry Van Sickle, Commissioner of Elections, Pennsylvania (TW)
Mike McCarthy, Supervisor of Elections, Minnesota (PS)
John Ravitz, Board of Elections, New York City (TW)
Kevin Kennedy, Director of Elections, Wisconsin (PS)
Connie McCormick, Los Angeles County Registrar (PS)
Trey Grayson, Kentucky Secretary of State

Sarah Ball Johnson -- Director of Elections, KY (McConnell) (PS)
Rebecca Vigil-Giron, Secretary of State (TW)
Tom Harrison, former Secretary of State Office (PS)

Advocates

Wade Henderson, Executive Director, Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (TW)
Donna Brazile, Chair, Democratic National Committee's Voting Rights Institute (TW)
Nina Perales, Regional Counsel, Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund
(TW)
James A. Baker III (DC), Baker-Carter Commission (JS)
Sharon Priest (AR), former Secretary of State of Arkansas, Baker-Carter Commission
(while in Little Rock) (JS)
Robin DeJarnette, Executive Director, American Center for Voting Rights (JS)
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Election Lawyers

Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center (TW)
Joseph Sandler, Sandler, Reif & Young (TW)
Joseph Rich, former head of the Voting Section, DOJ (TW)
Pat Rogers, Modrall, Sperling, Roehl, Harris and Sisk, P.A.(JS)
Colleen McAndrews, Bell, McAndrews, Hiltachk, & Davidson (JS)
Charles Bell Jr., Bell, McAndrews, Hiltachk, & Davidson (JS)

Attorneys involved in the Georgia, Indiana, and Arizona Litigation

Georgia

Thurbert Baker, Georgia Attorney General (Defendants) (JS)
Laughlin McDonald and Danny Levitas, ACLU of Georgia (Plaintiffs) (TW)

Indiana

Bill Groth, Fillenwarth, Dennerline, Groth & Towe (Plaintiffs) (TW)

Thomas M. Fisher, Esq. and Douglas J. Webber, Esq. Indiana Attorney General's Office
(Defendants) (JS)

Arizona

Steve Reyes and Nina Perales, MALDEF (Plaintiffs) (TW)
Mary O'Grady, Arizona Assistant Attorney General (JS)
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As of 3/20/06
Phone Numbers for EAC Consultants:
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SCHEDULE OF INTERVIEWS - VOTING FRAUDNOTER INTIMIDATION PROJECT
Date Time Name Organization Phone # Arrangements

2/16/2006 11:00 AM EST John Ravitz Board of Elections, New York City 212-487-5412
2:00 PM EST Robin DeJarnette American Center for Voting Rights 804-241-5368

2/17/2006 Noon EST Mike Alvarez CalTech All participants should dial 1-866-222-9044 and enter
Pass Code 62209.Steve Ansolobohere MIT

Chandler Davidson Rice University
3:00 PM EST Evelyn Stratton Justice, Ohio Supreme Court 614-387-9050

2/21/2006 4:00 PM EST Neil Bradley Lawyer for GA Plaintiffs 404.523.2721
ext 217

2/22/2006 11:00 AM EST Wendy Weiser Brennan Center 212-998-6130
Noon EST Lori Minnite Barnard College
4:00 PM EST Bill Groth Fillenwarth, Dennerline, Groth & Towe

(IN Plaintiffs)
317-353-9363

3/7/2006 11:00 AM EST Nina Perales MALDEF
As of 2/15/06

Phone Numbers for EAC Consultants:
Tova Wang, 212-452-7704
Job Serebrov, 501-374-2176
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research

Determining a Methodology for Measuring Voter Fraud and Intimidation:
Recommendations of Political Scientists

The following is a summary of interviews conducted with a number of political scientists
and experts in the field as to how one might undertake a comprehensive examination of
voter fraud and intimidation. A list of the individuals interviewed and their ideas are
available, and all of the individuals welcome any further questions or explanations of
their recommended procedures.

1) In analyzing instances of alleged fraud and intimidation, we should look to
criminology as a model. In criminology, experts use two sources: the Uniform
Crime Reports, which are all reports made to the police, and the Victimization
Survey, which asks the general public whether a particular incident has
happened to them. After surveying what the most common allegations are, we
should conduct a survey of the general public that ask whether they have
committed certain acts or been subjected to any incidents of fraud or
intimidation. This would require using a very large sample, and we would need
to employ the services of an expert in survey data collection. (Stephen
Ansolobohere, MIT)

2) Several political scientists with expertise in these types of studies
recommended a methodology that includes interviews, focus groups, and a
limited survey. In determining who to interview and where the focus groups
should be drawn from, they recommend the following procedure:

• Pick a number of places that have historically had many reports of fraud and/or
intimidation; from that pool pick 10 that are geographically and demographically
diverse, and have had a diversity of problems

• Pick a number of places that have not had many reports of fraud and/or
intimidation; from that pool pick 10 places that match the geographic and
demographic make-up of the previous ten above (and, if possible, have
comparable elections practices)

• Assess the resulting overall reports and impressions resulting from these
interviews and focus groups, and examine comparisons and differences among the
states and what may give rise to them.

In conducting a survey of elections officials, district attorneys, district election officers,
they recommend that:

The survey sample be large in order to be able to get the necessary subsets
The survey must include a random set of counties where there have and have not
been a large number of allegations

(Allan Lichtman, American University; Thad Hall, University of Utah; Bernard Grofman,
UC – Irvine)

Deliberative Process
Privilege	 1	 014 8.
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3) Another political scientist recommended employing a methodology that relies
on qualitative data drawn from in-depth interviews with key critics and experts
on all sides of the debate on fraud; quantitative data collected through a survey
of state and local elections and law enforcement officials; and case studies.
Case studies should focus on the five or ten states, regions or cities where there
has been a history of election fraud to examine past and present problems. The
survey should be mailed to each state's attorney general and secretary of state,
each county district attorney's office and each county board of elections in the
50 states. (Lorraine Minnite, Barnard College)

4) The research should be a two-step process. Using LexisNexis and other
research tools, a search should be conducted of news media accounts over the
past decade. Second, interviews with a systematic sample of election officials
nationwide and in selected states should be conducted. (Chandler Davidson,
Rice University)

5) One expert in the field posits that we can never come up with a number that
accurately represents either the incidence of fraud or the incidence of voter
intimidation. Therefore, the better approach is to do an assessment of what is
most likely to happen, what election violations are most likely to be committed
– in other words, a risk analysis. This would include an analysis of what it
would actually take to commit various acts, e.g. the cost/benefit of each kind of
violation. From there we could rank the likely prevalence of each type of
activity and examine what measures are or could be effective in combating
them. (Wendy Weiser, Brennan Center of New York University)

6) Replicate a study in the United States done abroad by Susan Hyde of the
University of California- San Diego examining the impact of impartial poll site
observers on the incidence of election fraud. Doing this retrospectively would
require the following steps:

• Find out where there were federal observers
• Get precinct level voting information for those places
• Analyze whether there was any difference in election outcomes in those places

with and without observers, and whether any of these results seem anomalous.

Despite the tremendous differences in the political landscapes of the countries examined
by Hyde in previous studies and the U.S., Hyde believes this study could be effectively
replicated in this country by sending observers to a random sample of precincts. Rather
than compare the incumbent's vote share, such factors such as voter complaints, voter
turnout, number of provisional ballots used, composition of the electorate, as well as any
anomalous voting results could be compared between sites with and without monitors.

For example, if intimidation is occurring, and if reputable monitors make intimidation
less likely or voters more confident, then turnout should be higher on average in
monitored precincts than in unmonitored precincts. If polling station officials are
intentionally refusing to issue provisional ballots, and the polling station officials are

O1489
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more likely to adhere to regulations while being monitored, the average number of
provisional ballots should be higher in monitored precincts than in unmonitored
precincts. If monitors cause polling station officials to adhere more closely to
regulations, then there should be fewer complaints (in general) about monitored than
unmonitored precincts (this could also be reversed if monitors made voters more likely to
complain).

Again, random assignment controls for all of the other factors that otherwise influence
these variables.

One of the downsides of this approach is it does not get at some forms of fraud, e.g.
absentee ballot fraud; those would have to be analyzed separately

7)	 Another political scientist recommends conducting an analysis of vote fraud
claims and purging of registration rolls by list matching. Allegations of illegal voting
often are based on matching of names and birth dates. Alleged instances of double voting
are based on matching the names and birth dates of persons found on voting records.
Allegations of ineligible felon (depending on state law), deceased, and of non-citizen
voting are based on matching lists of names, birth dates, and sometimes addresses of such
people against a voting records. Anyone with basic relational database skills can perform
such matching in a matter of minutes.

However, there are a number of pitfalls for the unwary that can lead to grossly over-
estimating the number of fraudulent votes, such as missing or ignored middle names and
suffixes or matching on missing birth dates. Furthermore, there is a surprising statistical
fact that a group of about three hundred people with the same first and last name are
almost assured to share the exact same birth date, including year. In a large state, it is not
uncommon for hundreds of Robert Smiths (and other common names) to have voted.
Thus, allegations of vote fraud or purging of voter registration rolls by list matching
almost assuredly will find a large proportion of false positives: people who voted legally
or are registered to vote legally.

Statistics can be rigorously applied to determine how many names would be expected to
be matched by chance. A simulation approach is best applied here: randomly assign a
birth date to an arbitrary number of people and observe how many match within the list
or across lists. The simulation is repeated many times to average out the variation due to
chance. The results can then be matched back to actual voting records and purge lists, for
example, in the hotly contested states of Ohio or Florida, or in states with Election Day
registration where there are concerns that easy access to voting permits double voting.
This analysis will rigorously identify the magnitude alleged voter fraud, and may very
well find instances of alleged fraud that exceed what might have otherwise happened by
chance.

This same political scientist also recommends another way to examine the problem: look
at statistics on provisional voting: the number cast might provide indications of
intimidation (people being challenged at the polls) and the number of those not counted
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would be indications of "vote fraud." One could look at those jurisdictions in the Election
Day Survey with a disproportionate number of provisional ballots cast and cross
reference it with demographics and number of provisional ballots discarded. (Michael
McDonald, George Mason University)

8)	 Spencer Overton, in a forthcoming law review article entitled Voter
Identification, suggests a methodology that employs three approaches—
investigations of voter fraud, random surveys of voters who purported to vote,
and an examination of death rolls provide a better understanding of the
frequency of fraud. He says all three approaches have strengths and
weaknesses, and thus the best studies would employ all three to assess the
extent of voter fraud. An excerpt follows:

1. Investigations and Prosecutions of Voter Fraud

Policymakers should develop databases that record all investigations, allegations,
charges, trials, convictions, acquittals, and plea bargains regarding voter fraud. Existing
studies are incomplete but provide some insight. For example, a statewide survey of each
of Ohio's 88 county boards of elections found only four instances of ineligible persons
attempting to vote out of a total of 9,078,728 votes cast in the state's 2002 and 2004
general elections. This is a fraud rate of 0.00000045 percent. The Carter-Baker
Commission's Report noted that since October 2002, federal officials had charged 89
individuals with casting multiple votes, providing false information about their felon
status, buying votes, submitting false voter registration information, and voting
improperly as a non-citizen. Examined in the context of the 196,139,871 ballots cast
between October 2002 and August 2005, this represents a fraud rate of 0.0000005 percent
(note also that not all of the activities charged would have been prevented by a photo
identification requirement).

A more comprehensive study should distinguish voter fraud that could be
prevented by a photo identification requirement from other types of fraud — such as
absentee voting and stuffing ballot boxes — and obtain statistics on the factors that led
law enforcement to prosecute fraud. The study would demand significant resources
because it would require that researchers interview and pour over the records of local
district attorneys and election boards.

Hard data on investigations, allegations, charges, pleas, and prosecutions is
important because it quantifies the amount of fraud officials detect. Even if prosecutors
vigorously pursue voter fraud, however, the number of fraud cases charged probably does
not capture the total amount of voter fraud. Information on official investigations,
charges, and prosecutions should be supplemented by surveys of voters and a comparison
of voting rolls to death rolls.

2. Random Surveys of Voters
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Random surveys could give insight about the percentage of votes cast
fraudulently. For example, political scientists could contact a statistically representative
sampling of 1,000 people who purportedly voted at the polls in the last election, ask them
if they actually voted, and confirm the percentage who are valid voters. Researchers
should conduct the survey soon after an election to locate as many legitimate voters as
possible with fresh memories.

Because many respondents would perceive voting as a social good, some who did
not vote might claim that they did, which may underestimate the extent of fraud. A
surveyor might mitigate this skew through the framing of the question ("I've got a record
that you voted. Is that true?").

Further, some voters will not be located by researchers and others will refuse to
talk to researchers. Photo identification proponents might construe these non-respondents
as improper registrations that were used to commit voter fraud.

Instead of surveying all voters to determine the amount of fraud, researchers might
reduce the margin of error by focusing on a random sampling of voters who signed
affidavits in the three states that request photo identification but also allow voters to
establish their identity through affidavit—Florida, Louisiana, and South Dakota. In South
Dakota, for example, only two percent of voters signed affidavits to establish their
identity. If the survey indicates that 95 percent of those who signed affidavits are
legitimate voters (and the other 5 percent were shown to be either fraudulent or were non-
responsive), this suggests that voter fraud accounts for, at the maximum, 0.1 percent of
ballots cast.

The affidavit study, however, is limited to three states, and it is unclear whether
this sample is representative of other states (the difficulty may be magnified in Louisiana
in the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina's displacement of hundreds of thousands of voters).
Further, the affidavit study reveals information about the amount of fraud in a photo
identification state with an affidavit exception—more voter fraud may exist in a state that
does not request photo identification.

3.	 Examining Death Rolls

A comparison of death rolls to voting rolls might also provide an estimate of
fraud.

Imagine that one million people live in state A, which has no documentary
identification requirement. Death records show that 20,000 people passed away in state
A in 2003. A cross-referencing of this list to the voter rolls shows that 10,000 of those
who died were registered voters, and these names remained on the voter rolls during the
November 2004 election. Researchers would look at what percentage of the 10,000
dead-but-registered people who "voted" in the November 2004 election. A researcher
should distinguish the votes cast in the name of the dead at the polls from those cast
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absentee (which a photo identification requirement would not prevent). This number
would be extrapolated to the electorate as a whole.

This methodology also has its strengths and weaknesses. If fraudulent voters
target the dead, the study might overestimate the fraud that exists among living voters
(although a low incidence of fraud among deceased voters might suggest that fraud
among all voters is low). The appearance of fraud also might be inflated by false
positives produced by a computer match of different people with the same name. Photo
identification advocates would likely assert that the rate of voter fraud could be higher
among fictitious names registered, and that the death record survey would not capture
that type of fraud because fictitious names registered would not show up in the death
records. Nevertheless, this study, combined with the other two, would provide important
insight into the magnitude of fraud likely to exist in the absence of a photo identification
requirement.
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MAJOR VOTE BUYING CASES SUMMARY

Between 2001 and 2006, allegations and convictions for vote buying and conspiracies to buy
votes were concentrated in three states: Illinois, West Virginia and Kentucky.

In East St. Louis, Illinois, nine individuals, including a former city council member and the
head of the local Democratic Party, Charles Powell, Jr., were convicted or pled guilty to vote
buying and conspiracy to commit election fraud during the 2004 general election. The
government's conspiracy case was almost entirely based on taped conversations in which the
defendants discussed buying votes for $5 and whether this would be adequate. Federal
prosecutors alleged that the vote buying was financed with $79,000 transferred from the County
Democratic Party shortly before the election, although county officials have not been charged.
Four defendants were convicted of purchasing or offering to purchase at least one vote directly,
while Democratic Party chairman was only convicted of conspiracy.' Earlier, three precinct
officials and one precinct worker pled guilty to buying votes for $5 or $10 in that same election.2

Eastern Kentucky has witnessed a series of vote buying cases over the last several years. The
most recent revolved around Ross Harris, a Pike County political fundraiser and coal executive,
and his associate Loren Glenn Turner. Harris and Turner were convicted in September 2004 of
vote buying, mail fraud, and several other counts. 3 Prosecutors alleged Harris and Turner
conspired to buy votes and provided the necessary funds in an unsuccessful 2002 bid for Pike
County district judge by former State Senator Doug Hays. Harris supplied nearly $40,000,
Turner laundered the money through straw contributors, and the cash was then disbursed in the
form of $50 checks ostensibly for `vote hauling', the legal practice of paying campaign workers
to get voters to the polls which is notorious as a cover for buying votes. 4 Harris attempted to
influence the race on behalf of Hays in order to get revenge on Hays' opponent for a personal
matter.5

A grand jury initially indicted 10 individuals in connection with the Harris and Turner case,
including Hays and his wife, and six campaign workers. Of the remaining defendants, only one,
Tom Varney, also a witness in the Hays case, pled guilty. The others were either acquitted of
vote buying charges or had vote buying charges dropped. 6 Prosecutors have announced that their
investigation continues into others tied to Harris and may produce further indictments.

The Harris case follows a series of trials related to the 1998 Knott County Democratic primary.
Between 2003 and 2004, 10 individuals were indicted on vote buying charges, including a
winning candidate in those primaries, Knott County judge-executive Donnie Newsome, who was
reelected in 2002. In 2004 Newsome and a supporter were sent to jail and fined. Five other

1 "Five convicted in federal vote-fraud trial" Associated Press, June 30, 2005; "Powell gets 21 months" Belleville
News-Democrat, March 1, 2006.
2 "Four Plead Guilty To Vote-Buying Cash Was Allegedly Supplied By St. Clair Democratic Machine" Belleville
News-Democrat, March 23, 2005.
3 "2 found guilty in pike county vote-fraud case; Two-year sentences possible," Lexington Herald Leader,
September 17, 2004.
° "Jury weighing vote-fraud case," Lexington Herald Leader, September 16, 2004.
5 "Pike Election Trial Goes To Jury" Lexington Herald Leader, January 1, 2006.
6 "Former state senator acquitted of vote buying," Lexington Herald Leader, November 2, 2004.
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defendants pled guilty to vote buying charges, and three were acquitted. The primary means of
vote buying entailed purchasing absentee votes from elderly, infirm, illiterate or poor voters,
usually for between $50 and $100. This resulted in an abnormally high number of absentee
ballots in the primary. ? Indictments relating to that same 1998 primary were also brought in
1999, when 6 individuals were indicted for buying the votes of students at a small local college.
Five of those indicted were convicted or pled guilty.8

Absentee vote buying was also an issue in 2002, when federal prosecutors opened an
investigation in Kentucky's Clay County after an abnormal number of absentee ballots were filed
in the primary and the sheriff halted absentee voting twice over concerns. 9 Officials received
hundreds of complaints of vote-buying during the 2002 primary, and state investigators
performed follow up investigations in a number of counties, including Knott, Bell, Floyd, Pike,
and Maginoff. 10 No indictments have been produced so far.

So far, relatively few incidents of vote-buying have been substantially identified or investigated
in the 2004 election. Two instances of vote buying in local 2004 elections have been brought
before a grand jury. In one, a Casey Countj man was indicted for purchasing votes in a local
school board race with cash and whiskey.' In the second, the grand jury chose not to indict an
individual accused of offering to purchase a teenager's vote on a local proposal with beer.12

An extensive vote buying conspiracy has also been uncovered in southern West Virginia. The
federal probe, which handed down its first indictment in 2003, has yielded more than a dozen
guilty pleas to charges of vote buying and conspiracy in elections since the late 1980s. As this
area is almost exclusively dominated by the Democratic Party, vote-buying occurred largely
during primary contests.

The first phase of the probe focused on Logan County residents, where vote buying charges were
brought in relation to elections in 1996, 2000, 2002 and 2004. In an extraordinary tactic, the FBI
planted the former mayor of Logan City, Tom Esposito, as a candidate in a state legislative race.
Esposito's cooperation led to guilty pleas from the Logan County Clerk, who pled guilty to
selling his vote to Esposito in 1996,' and another man who took money from Esposito for the
purpose of vote buying in 2004.ta

Guilty pleas were also obtained in connection with former county sheriff Johnny Mendez, who
pled guilty to buying votes in two primary elections in order to elect candidates including

7 "Knott County, KY., Judge Executive sentenced on vote-buying conspiracy charges," Department of Justice,
March 16, 2004.
8 "6 men accused of vote fraud in '98 Knott primary; Charges include vote buying and lying to FBI"
9 "Election 2002: ABSENTEE BALLOTING; State attorney general's office investigates voting records in some
counties" The Courier-Journal, November 7, 2002.
10 "Election 2002: Kentucky; VOTE FRAUD; Investigators monitor 17 counties across state" The Courier-Journal,
November 6, 2002.
11 "Jury finds man guilty on vote-buying charges" Associated Press, November 11, 2005.
12 "Man in beer vote case files suit" The Cincinnati Enquirer, March 17, 2005.
13 "Two plead to vote fraud; Logan clerk sold vote; politician tried to buy votes" Charleston Gazette, December 14,
2005.
14 "Logan man gets probation in vote-fraud scandal" Charleston Gazette, March 1, 2006.
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himself. In 2000, with a large amount of funding from a prominent local lawyer seeking to
influence a state delegate election for his wife, Mendez distributed around $10,000 in payments
to voters of $10 to $100. Then, in the 2004 primary, Mendez distributed around $2,000 before
his arrest. 15 A deputy of Mendez', the former Logan police chief, also pled guilty to a count of
vote buying in 2002.16

Prosecutors focusing on neighboring Lincoln County have alleged a long-standing vote-buying
conspiracy extending back to the late 1980s. The probe identified Lincoln County Circuit Clerk
Greg Stowers as head of a Democratic Party faction which routinely bought votes in order to
maintain office. Stowers pled guilty in December 2005 to distributing around $7,000 to buy
votes in the 2004 primary. The Lincoln County Assessor, and Stowers' longtime political ally,
Jerry Allen Weaver, also pled guilty to conspiracy to buy votes.' ? These were accompanied by
four other guilty pleas from party workers for vote buying in primaries. While most specific
charges focused on vote buying in the 2004 primary, defendants also admitted buying votes as
far back as the 1988, 1990, and 1992 primaries.

The leading conspirators would give party workers candidate slates and cash, which workers
would then take to the polling place and use to purchase votes for amounts between $10 and $40
and in one instance, for liquor. Voters would be handed the slate of chosen candidates, and
would then be paid upon exiting the polling place. In other cases, the elected officials in question
purchased votes in exchange for non-cash rewards, including patronage positions, fixed tickets,
favorable tax assessments, and home improvements.'8

The West Virginia probe is ongoing, as prosecutors are scrutinizing others implicated during the
proceedings so far, including a sitting state delegate, who may be under scrutiny for vote buying
in a 1990 election, and one of the Lincoln county defendants who previously had vote buying
charges against him dropped.' 9

is "Mendez confined to home for year Ex-Logan sheriff was convicted of buying votes" Charleston Gazette, January
22, 2005.
16 "Ex-Logan police sentenced for buying votes" Associated Press, February 15, 2005.
" "Clerk says he engaged in vote buying" Charleston Gazette, December 30, 2005.
18 "Lincoln clerk, two others plead guilty to election fraud" Charleston Daily Mail, December 30, 2005.
19 "Next phase pondered in federal vote-buying probe" Associated Press, January 1, 2006.
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Nexis Articles Analysis

Note: The search terms used were ones agreed upon by both Job Serebrov and Tova
Wang and are available upon request. A more systematic, numerical analysis of the data
contained in the Nexis charts is currently being undertaken. What follows is an
overview.

Recommendation: In phase 2, consultants should conduct a Nexis search that specifically
attempts to follow up on the cases for which no resolution is evident from this particular
initial search.

Overview of the Articles

Absentee Ballots

According to press reports, absentee ballots are abused in a variety of ways:

1. Campaign workers, candidates and others coerce the voting choices of vulnerable
populations, usually elderly voters

2. Workers for groups and individuals have attempted to vote absentee in the names
of the deceased

3. Workers for groups, campaign workers and individuals have attempted to forge
the names of other voters on absentee ballot requests and absentee ballots and
thus vote multiple times

It is unclear how often actual convictions result from these activities (a handful of articles
indicate convictions and guilty pleas), but this is an area in which there have been a
substantial number of official investigations and actual charges filed, according to news
reports where such information is available. A few of the allegations became part of civil
court proceedings contesting the outcome of the election.

While absentee fraud allegations turn up throughout the country, a few states have had
several such cases. Especially of note are Indiana, New Jersey, South Dakota, and most
particularly, Texas. Interestingly, there were no articles regarding Oregon, where the
entire system is vote by mail.

Voter Registration Fraud

According to press reports, the following types of allegations of voter registration fraud
are most common:

1. Registering in the name of dead people
2. Fake names and other information on voter registration forms
3. Illegitimate addresses used on voter registration forms
4. Voters being tricked into registering for a particular party under false pretenses

01490E
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5. Destruction of voter registration forms depending on the party the voter registered
with

There was only one self evident instance of a noncitizen registering to vote. Many of the
instances reported on included official investigations and charges filed, but few actual
convictions, at least from the news reporting. There have been multiple reports of
registration fraud in California, Colorado, Florida, Missouri, New York, North Carolina,
Ohio, South Dakota and Wisconsin.

Voter Intimidation and Suppression

This is the area which had the most articles in part because there were so many
allegations of intimidation and suppression during the 2004 election. Most of these
remained allegations and no criminal investigation or prosecution ensued. Some of the
cases did end up in civil litigation.

This is not to say that these alleged activities were confined to 2004 — there were several
allegations made during every year studied. Most notable were the high number of
allegations of voter intimidation and harassment reported during the 2003 Philadelphia
mayoral race.

A very high number of the articles were about the issue of challenges to voters'
registration status and challengers at the polling places. There were many allegations that
planned challenge activities were targeted at minority communities. Some of the
challenges were concentrated in immigrant communities.

However, the tactics alleged varied greatly. The types of activities discussed also include
the following:

• Photographing or videotaping voters coming out of polling places.
• Improper demands for identification
• Poll watchers harassing voters
• Poll workers being hostile to or aggressively challenging voters
• Disproportionate police presence
• Poll watchers wearing clothes with messages that seemed intended to intimidate
• Insufficient voting machines and unmanageably long lines

Although the incidents reported on occurred everywhere, not surprisingly, many came
from "battleground" states. There were several such reports out of Florida, Ohio and
Pennsylvania.

"Dead Voters and Multiple Voting"

There were a high number of articles about people voting in the names of the dead and
voting more than once. Many of these articles were marked by allegations of big
numbers of people committing these frauds, and relatively few of these allegations
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Nexis Articles - Absentee Balloting
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The sanitation director for Helena,
the Phillips County seat, admitted in
court to illegally casting more than 25
absentee ballots in the Democratic Arkansas Democrat-

Phillips Arkansas 2-Nov-02 primary primary in May. Gazette
Supporters of the recall, which is

Treasurer being led by the city's two police
and city unions, say city employees have
council been illegally filling out absentee

South Gate California 28-Jan-03 recall ballots against the recall- Los Angeles Times
Election officials found an absentee
ballot application for someone who is

Bridgeport Connecticut 6-Sep-02 dead Connecticut Post______
FBI is investigating potential
absentee ballot fraud in Bridgeport

Bridgeport Democratic primary and two men
and New probate face absentee ballot charges
Haven Connecticut 4-Nov-02 1judge involving 2 New Haven p rimaries Connecticut Post

former state representative is
charged with seven counts of
absentee ballot fraud for absentee

state ballot coercion in a particular
Hartford Connecticut 12-Aug leg islature apartment complex Hartford Courant

The elections commission wants four
brothers to be charged with
fraudulent voting for allegedly
submitting illegal absentee ballots in
the March 2002 Democratic Town
Committee primary. The
commission alleges that none of the

town brothers lived in Bridgeport when
Bridgeport Connecticut 3-Dec-03 committee they voted in those city elections. Connecticut Post

A challenger to the mayor who lost b
2 votes is suing the mayor for
personally delivering absentee ballots
to minority residents, some of whom

Smyrna Delaware 3-Aug-0 town were not eligible to vote The News Journa l
city

Winter commission Four are charged with forging names
Garden	 lFlorida 5-Mar-02 ler on absentee ballots AP

Elections officials inquire into 43
absentee ballot request forms with
the wrong date of birth and 3

Volusia Florida 3-Oct-03 city requests with forged signatures Orlando Sentinel

criminal complaint filed against
Winter woman for voting by absentee ballot
Haven Florida 6-Jan-04 town	 1when she did not l ive in the district	 IPofk Online
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Miami-Dade public corruption
detectives fanned across Hialeah on
Friday, questioning employees of the
city's public housing agency, as well
as friends and relatives of politicians
aligned with Mayor Raul Martinez.
Sources close to the investigation A special state prosecutor said he
say those interviewed were asked found no evidence of election fraud
about their alleged handling of after a yearlong investigation of
absentee ballots gathered from absentee voting at the Hialeah
voters - many of them elderly - in the Housing Authority during that citys
citys public housing units. 2003 elections Miami Herald, May

Hialeah Florida 21-Mar-04 c'	 council Miami Herald 11,2005

All charges are dropped. Democrats
allege the whole case was politically
motivated; Florida prosecutors
dropped a case charging the mayor

A grand jury is investigating the with paying a campaign worker to
possible mishandling of absentee collect absentee ballots. Three others
ballots by a minority voting advocate indicted on the same charge were April 21, 2005 April 21, 2005, The New

Orlando Florida 5-Mar-05 mayoral who has worked for many campaigns ns Orlando Sentinel also cleared. Orlando Sentinel York Times
ACORN alleges that a man went to a
senior citizen home and voted the

Cook Illinois 15-Mar-02 state seniors' absentee ballots Chicago Sun-Times

A county judge threw out and
reversed an election because of

Calumet City Illinois 3-Sep-03 mayoral absentee coercion of disabled voters Chicago Tribune
The county prosecutor is
investigating absentee ballots in
which signatures dont match, voter's
names were misspelled, and
correction fluid was used to change

Marion Indiana 1-Nov-02 county to address Indianapolis Star

State police are investigating whether
Democratic primary absentee ballots
were delivered to nursing homes that

Madison Indiana -03 rimar traditionallyvote Republican Herald Bulletin

Allegations are made of absentee
ballots from voters who moved and
forged signatures by one person.

Lake Indiana 11-Jul-03 town Case w l be heard by a county judge Northwest Indiana News
Elections board investigates
allegations that two ineligible voters

Porter Indiana 31-Mar-04 town voted by bsentee ballots Northwest Indiana News
The Indiana Supreme Court is
considering whether to order a
special mayoral election. The losing
candidate claims he would have won
if not for hundreds of fraudulent
absentee votes cast for his
opponent, including some cast on

o Indiana 23-Jun-04 mayoral behalf of dead voters API
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The longtime Democratic Party
chairman in Madison County is
accused of illegally delivering
absentee ballots cast by two
Anderson residents. Another man is
accused of 17 Class D felony
charges for allegedly registering
absentee voters, then telling them
how to vote and picking up their
ballots. A woman is accused of
completing an absentee ballot in
September 2003 that listed an

Anderson Indiana 11-Dec-04 mayoral address where she did not live. Indianapolis Star

Post Tribune,
December 15, 2005:
two Democratic
precinct
committeement and

four people indicted, one for receiving three people with ties to
absentee ballots for people ineligible a city contractor were
to vote, one for failing to appear charged with pressuring
before the grand jury, and two for acquaintances to fill out

It is alleged that city workers were voter fraud and lying to the grand jury; WISH TV, absentee ballots. This

August asked to vote absentee, acquire county judges tosses out 155 November 18,2003; brings the total number

6,2003, absentee applications, and given paid absentee ballots but this does not Northwest Indiana of people charged to 22

East August 8, mayoral election day positions for bringing in change the election outcome; DOJ Times, January 21, (See East Chicago

Chicago Indiana 2003 rimar absentee votes Northwest Indiana News begins investigating 2004 summary)

Police have begun investigating
allegations that elderly voters were
Ares-cured into casting absentee
ballots for a Green Independent
candidate in Maine's special election.
Chief Roger Beaupre said Thursday
his department has received 10
complaints of voter intimidation from
elderly voters who were told votes for
candidates other than Green
Independent candidate Dorothy
Lafortune did not count.

Maine 13-Feb-04 statehouse AP
state police investigating absentee
coercion in a senior apartment

River Rouge Michigan 4	 -01 mayoral building Yahoo News

A lawsuit alleges the City Clerk's
assistants have allowed voters to fill
out ballots in group settings, didn't
sign their names on ballot envelopes County Circuit t Court judge ruled the
and advertised their services in Clerk violated the law; There is an November 9, 2005
nursing homes. She also sent election contest and a federal Detroit Free Press;
130,000 unsolicited absentee ballot investigation involving irregularities November 24, 2005

Detroit Michigan 8-Nov-05 mayoral applications defying a court order. Detroit Free Press with absentee ballots. Detroit Free Press
Candidate files a complaint alleging
59 absentee ballots are questionable.
He produced a letter from two elderly
absentee voters saying they were
given plates of food in exchange for
allowing his opponent to fill out their

Houston Mississippi . 10-Nov-05 mayoral ballots. AP
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The state Democratic Party accused
Republicans of coercion when they
asked county clerks to send the

gubernatoria names of people who had requested

Missouri 19-Se I absentee ballots AP

investigations by the state attorney

East St. and the FBI into unspecified

Louis Missouri 5-Jan-05 city absentee ballot fraud Post Dispatch

local
general and
primary The FBI investigates questionable

Tonopah Nevada 23-Oct-02 election absentee ballot requests Pahrump Valley Times
Man is indicted because he voted
other people's ballots using absentee
voter forms for people who lived

Las Vegas Nevada 26-Apr-03 assembly outside the district. AP

Mayor Whelan's campaign has
alleged that street operatives for the
mayor's challenger, Councilman
Lorenzo Langford, tricked voters into
requesting absentee ballots and then
went to their homes to bully them into
filling the ballots out for Langford.
The Whelan campaign has also
alleged that Langford has stockpiled
absentee ballots to fill out
fraudulently.The Langford campaign
yesterday denounced Whelan's
actions as a means of suppressing
voter rights and said it would fide a
federal civil-rights lawsuit this week.

Atlantic City New Jersey 31-Oct-01 Mayoral Philadelphia lnquwer

The Deputy Attorney General said in
a court Bing that the prosecutor is
investigating four types of
irregularities: "1) improprieties in the
mane r in which voters requested
absentee ballots; 2) instances where
the voter has stated that they
received assistance in voting but that
fact is not noted on the voter
certification; 3) instances where the
absentee ballot was de-fevered to the
Board of Elections by a person other 276 absentee ballots from the 2002
than the one to whom the voter gave election in Palisades Park are still
the ballot; 4) instances where the impounded in the office of Patricia

Palisades voter gave an unmarked ballot to DiCostanzo, the Bergen County October 4, 2004,
Park New Jersey 6-Nov-02 another	 n" The Record superintendent of elections. The Record

Board of elections requests an
county inquiry into alleged forged absentee

Atlantic City New Jersey 9-Jul-03 nmar ballots Atlantic County News

The FBI is investigating charges that
voters targetted by a Democratic
campaign had then signatures forged
or had been pressured or misled into

Passaic New Jersey 22-Se county voting absentee Herat News Passaic
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In the city of Passaic, three dozen
voters claimed they'd been victims of
absentee ballot fraud in 2003.

New Jersey 4-Oct-04 The Record
131 absentee ballots were delivered
by a ward leader, leading to vague
allegations of coercion. AI absentee

Albany special ballots and machines impounded
County New York 8-Mar-04 rimanes under a court order Albany Times Union

One person filed in more than 140
signed absentee ballot applications,
and there were other administrative
errors in absentee ballot distribution
and return. The candidates made a
deal before the judge ruled on the

Albany county case to have a special election; the
County New York 10-Mar-04 islature absentee ballots are not counted Albany Times Union

An absentee ballot scandal is being
investigated in Haskell County, where
one man allegedly admitted
notarizing 42 absentee ballots without
having the voters present while
another man helped him, the District

district Attorney said.
Haskell Oklahoma 7-Nov-02 attorney Daily Oklahoman

Elderly woman says strangers
coerced her into giving them her

Providence Rhode Island 23-Aug-02 mayoral ballot Providence Journal-Bulletin
A person with connections to the
Williams campaign nicknamed 'The
Voter Man conv inced elderly voters,
some riving in residential care
facilities, to fill out absentee ballot
registration forms. Some say they
never received a ballot, even though
records indicate a ballot was cast in
their names.
* At least one staff member at a
Mullins care facility said non-
communicative Alzheimer's patients
were coaxed into casting absentee
ballots.
• Another person with ties to the
Williams campaign turned in nearly
60 ab-sentee ballots to election
officials, marry from elderly voters.
While not technically illegal, the
volume of absentee votes raised
eyebrows within the Norwood
campaign. As a result of suspected
fraud the party ordered a new
election and the cases are being

rate state senate criminally investigated.
*strict 30 South Carolina 27-Sep-04 ima The State
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October 25, 2002: Red Earth Villeda,
a former Democratic contractor is
investigated; October 27, 2002: State
and federal agents target 25 South

several counties forward Dakota counties;October 31, 2002: no

questionable absentee ballot illegally cast ballots are found (see

South Dakota 20-Oct-02 statewide requests Angus Leader South Dakota summary) Argus Leader

The prosecutor in Fall R iver County
says he will investigate possible mutt'
pie voting by absentee ballot. The
multiple ballots were cast by fewer

Shannon South Dakota 30-Oct-0 presidential than 10 people AP

A fourth former employee of the South
Dakota Republican Party's get-out-th
vote operation has pleaded guilty to
improperly notarizing absentee-ballot
re-quests, and another who had
pleaded not guilty will appear in court
next week to change his plea.
Six workers for the GOP Victory effort
resigned last month after questions
surfaced about some absentee-ballot
applications collected at college

Three former Republican notary campuses across the state. Charges

publics pled gulity to signing were filed after officials said the

absentee ballots without witnessing workers notarized applications

the signatures. Three other former collected by other workers, violating a

GOP workers are charged, as is one state law that requires rro-taries to

Daschle staff person accused of not witness documents being signed

being present for two notary before they can give them their off-

applications. Officials say none of cial seal. November 4, 2004,

Sioux Falls South Dakota 2-Nov-04 senatorial the incidents affected any votes AP Argus Leader

Both candidates accuse the other
district manipulating the absentee ballot

Dallas Texas 10-May-01 council votes of senior citizens Dallas Observer

Several affidavits alleging maim
voter fraud have been submitted to
the Dallas County district attorney's A voter fraud investigation has

office, according to election officals, resulted in the

But prosecutors have declined to indictment of a Dallas woman who is

comment about whether those accused of filling out a mail-in ballot in February 13, 2002,

allegations, or any others, would May without the voter's permission, a Fort-Worth Star

Dallas Texas 16-May-01 city council result in a criminal complaint. Dallas Morning News Dallas prosecutor said Tuesday. Telegram

A candidate for the council alleged
three campaign
workers spent Friday reviewing mall-
in ballots and applications for the
ballots and found at least 69 that they
believe might have forged signatures

district on either document.

Dallas Texas 27-Jul-02 council Fort Worth Star-Telegram

A candidate submitted 12 absentee
ballot applications with forged

tlas Texas 22-Apr-03 city council s' natures. The DA is investigating. Dallas Morning News
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Man fined and sentenced to five
years probation for voting in the
names of three dozen other people
by absentee ballot. He is the fifth
person to plead guilty to similar
charges brought by a grand jury in

Hearne Texas 18-Oct-03 municipal Au ust.17 were indicted. Houston Chronicle

30 people were indicted for forged
absentee ballot applications and

Hearne Texas 28-Dec-03 mayeral sending in mullmulliple absentee ballots Star Telegram
Several mail in ballot requests
appeared to be filled out by the same
person and a few were in the names
of dead people. A precinct Five people have been charged with
chairwoman was charged with four sending in absentee ballot
counts of tampering with government applications in the names of other 2/13/2004, El Paso

El Paso Texas 12-Feb-04 water board records Assoc Press people Times

Complaints were made to the Board
of Elections against workers for
several campaigns of irregularities
concerning absentee ballots,
including coercion of elderly voters, a
complaint that someone requested
an absentee ballot for a dead voter;

miscellaneo four people said their ballots were
us, from already sealed when they received
congress to them, and a voter wigs absentee

Hidalgo Texas 3-Mar-04 edge's race ballot that was sent elsewhere The Monitor
The names of 42 deceased people,
most of whom lived on the South
Side, appeared on applications for
mall-in ballots that were submitted to
election officials for the primaries. A
computer at the Bexar County
elections office flagged the
applications and the district attorneys
office is investigating. No ballots
appear to have been sent to a dead
person as a result of the ap-
plications, election officials have said.
However, the applications were cited
by Henry Cuellar - a Democratic
candi-date for the District 28
congressional seat who lost by 145
votes - as one of several concerns
that persuaded him to call for a
recount this week. The list of
applicants includes next-door
neighbors, people who never voted
when they were alive, and two who
died in 1988. All but one bear the
deceased's correct voter registration
number. Each had the correct
address and voting precinct, and all
indicated the voter was older than 65,
which is one of the reasons
individuals may obtain a mall-in
ballot

col applications didn't alter his or her her San Antonio Express-News
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Elderly voters complain of 'vote
brokering" whereby 'coyotes"
pressure them into voting by
absentee ballot. Investigators have
looked into this in the past, and there
has only been one conviction of

South San someone pressuring others to vote
Antonio Texas 23-May-04 absentee. San Antonio Express-News

The District Attorney requested a
recount of ballots because of many
complaints of people filing mail-in
ballots sent to homes of people who
have died. One of the candidates
says that in one instance a wife
mailed in the ballot of her husband
who just died, and another was a
son's vote being mistaken for the

school father's because they had the same
Robstown Texas 27-May-04 district name. Corpus Christi Caller-Times

After a May 25 recount, Jaime
received 501 votes and Martinez
wound up with 500 votes.
In June, Martinez fled an election
contest in district court claiming that
"numerous conspirators" obtained
votes by instructing the voters to cast
their ballots for particular
candidates.But a criminal
investigation Into voting violations
started before voters cast the final
ballots, according to a police report.
So far, the criminal investigation has
resulted in five felony and one misde-
meanor indictments: Santiago Vela
was indicted on a bribery charge;
Armando (on-zalez, Vanessa Kiser
and Reel Mireleswere indicted on
illegal voting charges; Magdalena
Saenz was indicted on an unlawhl
delivery of a voting certificate charge.
One woman, Mina Quintanilla, was
indicted on a misdemeanor charge
for allegedly filling out a mail-in ballot
for a voter without permission.

Faffurrias Texas 11-Sep-04 c' Christi Caller-Times
Candidate alleges that 64 of the 579
absentee ballots cast in the primary

Houston Texas 11-Nov-05 ma are questionable. AP
2/26/2004,
March 6, Texas Rangers investigate tampering

Hidalgo Texas 2004 orimary with mail ballots by " 	 fl' ueras" The Monitor
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Nexis Articles - Absentee Balloting

The former mayor was arraigned in
Scott County Circuit Court. He
entered not guilty pleas to 18 charges
of aiding and abetting in violating the
absentee voting process, 17 charges
of making a false statement on an
absentee ballot application, and two
charges of conspiracy. Authorities say
he targeted elderly and
unsophisticated voters, pres-suring

mayor is indicted on 37 felony counts them to give false reasons for voting
of voter fraud for coercing choices on absentee and sometimes filling out 811712065, Roanoke

Gate City Virginia 2-Aug-05 mayor absentee ballots Roanoke Times their ballots himself. Times

A police handwriting expert labeled
signatures on 60 absentee ballot
envelopes suspicious and elections
officials and the DA questioned 36
more. The 96 are among 162 that
were distlbuted to 5th District voters
by the African American Coalition for
Empowerement. The group had
residents agree to ask the city to
send absentee ballots to their offices
rather than directly to the voters. Th
group then went to the homes,

county witnessed the votes and returned the
Milwaukee Wisconsin 5-Mar-03 board recall ballots. Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

A voting rights activist was convicted
of three felony counts stemming from
his management of an absentee
ballot campaign. Although evidence
suggested forgery and other
mischief, the case turned on one
voter registration card. The voter
had his signature forged by his
girlfriend, and the activist had signed

Milwaukee Wisconsin 15-Jan-04 county recall the form as a deputy registrar. Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
One person is convicted for forging

Mitvaukee Wisconsin 20-Feb-04 countyrounty recap absentee ballots Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
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About.com

Report Puts Election Fraud On Front
Burner
USA Today published a controversial draft report from the Election Assistance
Commission that suggests voter fraud is "less of a problem than is commonly described
in political debate." The controversy lies in the fact that the report has remained under
wraps since mid-May, and a . final report isn't due until after the election.

However, the issue of "illegal voting" is a hot button for many politicians this fall. For
example, in September the House of Representatives passed a bill that would require
voters to show a valid photo identification in federal elections.

The angst and gnashing of teeth over the report is misplaced. Not only is it a draft report,
it's a poor draft. The authors cite interviews with unnamed "experts" ... report results of
Lexis-Nexis searches of news reports ... and have a literature review that ignores a body
of peer-reviewed research which would have squashed one of the cited fears (voting by
mail).

Their analysis of news reports suggests that fraud involving absentee votes is an area of
abuse. The authors close that section by saying: "Interestingly, there were no [news]
articles regarding Oregon, where the entire system is vote by mail."

There are at least three peer-reviewed articles analyzing Oregon's vote-by-mail system. I
found them in a five-minute search. This research rebuts the claim made in the press --
and echoed without analysis in the report -- that absentee voting is a high-risk. Not one
peer-reviewed paper is cited in the EAC draft report, but that research suggests why there
might be no news articles claiming fraud. What a surprise.

If this had been a final report, I'd be writing the government, demanding that they get our
money back.

Oh, and like just about everything having to do with HAVA, it's late. The law was passed
in 2002. It's four years later, and they still haven't done this research. But they can throw
buckets of money at the states for voting technology without good systems, standards or
voter-verified ballots.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER EAC ACTIVITY ON VOTER FRAUD AND
INTIMIDATION

Time and resource constraints prevented the consultants from interviewing the full range
of participants in the electoral process. As a result, we recommend that in the next phase
of this project, further interviews be conducted. In particular, a greater sampling of state
and local election officials from different parts of the country should be interviewed.
These individuals have first hand information and experience in the operation of
elections. [words removed]

We also recommend that in the next phase interviews be conducted with people in law
enforcement, specifically Federal District Election Officers ("DEOs ") I and local district
attorneys and attorneys defending those accused of election crimes or civil violations. In
many instances it is the local district attorney who will investigate election fraud and
suppression complaints. Finally, attorneys who defend people accused of election crimes
will have a different perspective on how the system is working to detect, prevent, and
prosecute election fraud.

The Nexis search conducted for this phase of the research was based on a list of search
terms agreed upon by both consultants. Thousands of articles were reviewed and
hundreds analyzed. Many of the articles contain allegations of fraud or intimidation.
Similarly, many of the articles contain information about investigations into such
activities or even charges brought. However, without being able to go beyond the search
[word removed] terms, we could not determine whether there was any action taken
regarding the allegations, investigation or charges brought. Consequently, it is
impossible to know if the article is just reporting on "talk" or what turns out to be a
serious affront to the system. We recommend that follow up Nexis research be conducted
to establish what, if any, resolutions or further activity there was in each case. [sentence
removed]

1 The Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice has
all of the 93 U.S. Attorneys appoint Assistant U.S. Attorneys to serve as DEOs for two
years. DEOs are required to screen and conduct preliminary investigations of complaints,
in conjunction with the FBI and PIN, to determine whether they constitute potential
election crimes and should become matters for investigation; oversee the investigation
and prosecution of election fraud and other election crimes in their districts;
coordinate their district's (investigative and prosecutorial) efforts with DOJ headquarters
prosecutors; coordinate election matters with state and local election and law
enforcement officials and make them aware of their availability to assist with election-
related matters; issue press releases to the public announcing the names and telephone
numbers of DOJ and FBI officials to contact on election day with complaints about
voting or election irregularities and answer telephones on election day to receive these
complaints; and supervise a team of Assistant U.S. Attorneys and FBI special agents who
are appointed to handle election-related allegations while the polls are open on election
day.
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Similarly, many allegations are made in the reports and books that we analyzed and
summarized. Those allegations are often not substantiated in any way and are inherently
time limited by the date of the writing. Despite this, various interested parties frequently
cite such reports and books as evidence of fraud or intimidation. Therefore, we
recommend as a follow up to the literature review, an analysis of the resolution, if any, of
specific instances of fraud and intimidation cited in the books and reports reviewed in the
first phase.

In the first phase, we read and analyzed over 44, 000 cases. Unfortunately, few of these
were found to be on point. We therefore recommend that in the second phase, research
should be concentrated on a national sampling of state district court level electoral
cases. Often the district courts settle important issues that are not subsequently appealed.
We believe that there could be a storehouse of information regarding vote fraud and
intimidation in these cases.

We believe that in the second phase of this project, there should be a sampling of local
newspapers from around the country to analyze for articles on voter fraud and voter
intimidation. This will lead to a better idea of problems that occur on city and county
levels that are often not reported statewide. We also recommend that there be a sampling
of state electoral laws (including criminal penalty provisions), in order to aid in the
development of model legislation that would address voter fraud and intimidation.

During the 2004 election and the statewide elections of 2005, the University of
Pennsylvania led a consortium of groups and researchers in conducting the MyVotel
Project. This project involved using a 1-800 voter hotline where voters could call for poll
location, be transferred to a local hotline, or leave a recorded message with a complaint.
In 2004, this resulted in over 200,000 calls received and over 56,000 calls recorded
complaints. The researchers in charge of this project have done a great deal of work to
parse and analyze the data collected through this process, including reviewing the audio
messages and categorizing them by the nature of the complaint. These categories include
registration, absentee ballot, poll access, ballot/screen, coercion/intimidation,
identification, mechanical, and provisional (ballot). We recommend that the second
phase research include making full use of this data with the cooperation of the project
leaders. While perhaps not afull scientific survey (given the self-selection of the callers),
the information [words removed] should provide a good deal of insight into the problems
voters experienced, especially those in the nature of intimidation or suppression.

Although according to a recent GAO report the Voting Section of the Civil Rights
Division of the Department of Justice tracks complaints of voter intimidation in a variety
of ways, the Section was extremely reluctant to provide the consultants with useful
information. Further attempts should be made to obtain relevant data. This includes the
telephone logs of complaints the Section keeps and information from the database – the
Interactive Case Management (ICM) system – the Section maintains on complaints
received and the corresponding action taken. We also recommend that further research
include a review and analysis of the observer and monitor field reports from Election Day



that must be filed with the Section.

Similarly, the consults believe it would be useful for any further research to include a
review of the reports that must be filed by every DEO to the Public Integrity Section of
the Criminal Division of the Department of Justice. As noted above, the DEOs play a
central role in receiving reports of voter fraud and investigating and pursuing them.
Their reports [words removed] would likely provide tremendous insight into what
actually transpired during the last several elections. Where necessary, information could
be redacted or kept confidential.

The consultants also believe it would be useful for any further activity in this area to
include attendance at the next Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium.2
According to the Department, [words removed] DEOs are required to attend annual
training conferences centered on combating election fraud and voting rights abuses.
These conferences [word removed] sponsored by the Voting Section of the Civil Rights
Division and the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division, feature presentations
by civil rights officials and senior prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section and the
U.S. Attorneys' Offices. As a result of these conferences, there has been a nationwide
increase in Department expertise relating to the prosecution of election crimes and the
enforcement of voting rights.

Included in this report is a summary of various methodologies political scientists and
others suggested to measure voter fraud and intimidation. While we note the skepticism
of the Working Group in this regard, we nonetheless recommend that in order to further
the mission of providing unbiased data, further activity in this area include an academic
institution and/or individual that focuses on sound, statistical methods for political
science research.

Finally, we recommend that phase two project researchers review federal laws to explore
ways to make it easier to impose either civil or criminal penalties for acts of intimidation
that do not necessarily involve racial animus and/or a physical or economic threats.

According to Craig Donsanto, long-time director of the Public Integrity Section of the
Criminal Division of the Department of Justice,

As with other statutes addressing voter intimidation, in the absence of any
jurisprudence to the contrary, it is the Criminal Division's position that

2 By attending the symposium researchers could learn more about the following:

How DEOs are trained, e.g. what they are taught to focus their resources on; How they
are instructed to respond to various types of complaints; How information about previous
elections and voting issues is presented; and, How the Voting Rights Act, the criminal
laws governing election fraud and intimidation, the National Voter Registration Act, and
the Help America Vote Act are described and explained to participants.
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section 1973gg-10(1) applies only to intimidation which is accomplished
through the use of threats of physical or economic duress. Voter
"intimidation" accomplished through less drastic means may present
violations of the Voting Rights Act, 42 U.S.C. § 1973i(b), which are
enforced by the Civil Rights Division through noncriminal remedies.

Mr. Donsanto reiterated these points to us on several occasions, including at the
working group meeting.

The second phase of this project should examine if [words removed] current laws
can be revised or new laws drafted that would address voter intimidation that
does not threaten the voter physically or financially, but rather threatens the
voter's tangible right to vote [words removed]. Such legislation would penalize
all forms of voter intimidation, regardless of the motivation. The law would
[word removed] potentially cover [words removed] letters and postcards with
contain language meant to deter voters from voting and pre-Election and Election
Day challenges that are clearly [words removed] illegitimate [word removed].

In the alternative to finding a way to penalize such behavior, researchers might
examine ways [words removed] to deter and punish voter intimidation under
[word removed] civil law. For example, there might be a private right of action
created for voters or groups who have been subjected to intimidation tactics in the
voting process. Such an action could be brought against individual offenders; any
state or local actor where there is a unchecked pattern of repeated abuse [words
removed]; and organizations that intentionally engage in intimidating practices.
Civil damage penalties and attorney fees should be included. Another, more
modest measure [words removed], as has been suggested by Ana Henderson and
Christopher Edley, would be to bring fines for violations under the Voting Rights
Act up to parity. Currently, the penalty for fraud is $10,000 while the penalty for
acts to deprive the right to vote is $5,000.

Department of Justice's Activities to Address Past Election-Related Voting Irregularities:
General Accounting Office, October 14, 2004, GAO-04-1041R

The My Vote] Project Final Report: Fels Institute of Government, University of
Pennsylvania, November 1, 2005, Pg. 12

Department of Justice's Activities to Address Past Election-Related Voting Irregularities:
General Accounting Office, October 14, 2004, GAO-04-1041R, p. 4. This same report
criticizes some of the procedures the Section used for these systems and urged the
Department to improve upon them in time for the 2004 presidential election. No follow-
up report has been done since that time to the best of our knowledge.

Department Of Justice To Hold Ballot Access and Voting Integrity Symposium: U. S.
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Department of Justice press release, August 2, 2005.

Craig C. Donsanto, Prosecution of Electoral Fraud Under United States Federal Law,
IFES Political Finance White Paper Series, 2006, p. 29.

Ana Henderson and Christopher Edley, Jr., Voting Rights Act Reauthorization: Research-
Based Recommendations to Improve Voting Acess, Chief Justice Earl Warrant Institute on
Race, Ethnicity and Diversity, University of California at Berkeley, School of Law, 2006,
p. 29
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JURIST

:Wednesday, October 11, 2006

Voter fraud reports overstated: US elections panel
Rob DeVries at 7:30 PM ET

[JURIST] The US Election Assistance Commission [official

website] has found little evidence to support claims of voter

fraud [status report, PDF] that have been driving the recent push

for more stringent voter registration and voter ID policies

[JURIST report], USA Today reported Wednesday. The report,

released in May but just made public Wednesday, evaluated claims

of fraud and voter intimidation and concluded:

There is widespread but not unanimous agreement that there is little polling place

fraud, or at least much less than is claimed, including voter impersonation, "dead"

voters, noncitizen voting and felon voters. Those few who believe it occurs often

enough to be a concern say that is impossible to show the extent to which it

happens, but do point to instance in the press of such incidents. Most people believe

that false registration forms have not resulted in polling place fraud, although it may

create the perception that vote fraud is possible

 of challenger laws and abusive challengers seem to be the biggest

intimidation/suppression concerns, and many of those interviewed assert that the

new identification requirements are the modern version of voter intimidation and

suppression.

The report also concluded that absentee ballot fraud is far and away the most

common type of voter fraud. The report also noted frustration from both sides of the

political spectrum regarding failure of the Department of Justice [official website]

to pursue voting fraud complaints. USA Today has more.

Several states have enacted laws requiring voters to present photo ID [JURIST

news archive] at the polls in an effort to combat voter fraud, but courts have largely

struck down these laws an unconstitutional. Most recently, the US Court of Appeals

for the Ninth Circuit issued an emergency injunction [JURIST report] last week

blocking Arizona officials from enforcing the state's voter ID law. Similar voter ID

bills have recently been blocked in Georgia and Pennsylvania [JURIST reports],

and the Missouri Supreme Court is currently considering a challenge [JURIST

report] on that state's ID law.
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Suggested States:

Based on these factors, the 10 most useful states for the purposes of our inquiry
include: Kentucky, California, Florida, Ohio, South Dakota, Wisconsin, Pennsylvania,
Washington, Oregon, and Texas.

Timelines and General Workplan:

Below is a suggested timeframe in which we should accomplish Phase II of our
election crimes research:

• Statement of Work developed by April 30, 2007
• Contractor to perform research identified by May 30, 2007
• Preliminary research findings delivered by August 15, 2007
• EAC report on initial findings on October 30, 2007
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EAC Research Project for Study and Analysis of Election Crimes - Projected Time Line for 2007

Jan	 Feb	 March April	 y	 June July	 A^cu	 Sept	 Oct	 Nov	 Dec

TASK

Develop and Finalize RFP (EAC) XX---XX

Issue RFP (per CR) (GovWorks) 	 XX

Award Contract (Gov Works)

Paperwork Reduction Approval
(EAC and Contractor)

Phase I - all functions to prepare
for data gathering phase
(Contractor)

Phase II - gather data, conduct
interviews, etc. (Contractor)

Phase III - analyze data, prepare
first draft of report (Contractor)

EAC Due Diligence

Finalize Report (Contractor)

EAC Adopts and Issues Reports

XX

XX----- — -- ___— — —	 --XX

XX----------- -- --------------XX

XX-----XX  

XX---_---_----XX

xxx

XX

Fj
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EAC ELECTION CRIMES STUDY: NEXT STEPS

Background: Phase I

Section 241 of the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) requires the Election
Assistance Commission (EAC) to conduct research on election administration issues
including nationwide statistics and methods of identifying, deterring, and investigating
voting fraud in elections for Federal office [Section 241(b)(6)]; and ways of identifying,
deterring, and investigating methods of voter intimidation [Section 241(b)(7)].

The EAC initiated its study of election crimes in 2005, issuing its first report,
"Election Crimes: An Initial Review and Recommendations for Future Study" in
December 2006. The EAC adopted all or part of six of the 16 recommendations made by
EAC consultants and the working group in the 2006 Report. These recommendations
include:

• Surveying state chief election officers regarding administrative complaint
processes mandated by Section 402 of HAVA,

• Surveying state election crime investigation units regarding complaints
filed and referred to local or state law enforcement,

• Surveying state law enforcement and prosecutorial agencies regarding
complaints and charges of voting crimes, and

• Analyzing survey data in light of state laws and procedures.

Next Steps: Phase II

As we look to initiate Phase I1 of this study and explore next steps for conducting
a comprehensive survey of election crimes, the main aims of this phase should be:

• Identifying the methods by which states are capturing/identifying and
investigating/prosecuting potential election crimes,

• Comparing the rates of election fraud in the context of these state
laws/procedures, and

• Accessing the general scale of election crimes under various election
systems and election crime enforcement methods.

Suggested Research Methodology:

In order to identify and assess the magnitude and quality of the election crime
enforcement methods currently utilized by the states, it would be useful to select a sample
of jurisdictions and survey election officials, district attorneys, and district election
officers. This sample should be geographically and demographically diverse, juxtaposing
states with substantial election crime allegations against those with limited election crime
allegations.

Using the uniform definition of election crimes generated during Phase I, the
survey would be designed to capture specific data regarding the existence and
enforcement of election crimes. Three surveys would be conducted:
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• A survey designed for the state's chief election officials would focus on
election crime complaint procedures—assessing the volume and type of
election crimes reported. Additionally, the survey would address the
administrative complaint procedures required by Section 402 of HAVA in
order to analyze the complaints that have been filed, investigated, and
resolved via these procedures since January 1, 2004.

• A survey designed for district attorneys would focus on election crime
investigations and prosecutions—analyzing the number and type of
complaints, charges or indictments, and pleas or convictions.

• A survey of the district election officers (DEOs) would include a review
of reports filed to the Public Integrity Section of the Criminal Division of
the Department of Justice.

Criteria for States to be Sampled:

In order to get a broad assessment of the current election crime enforcement
landscape, it would be helpful for our sample to include the following:

• States with multiple reports of voter registration fraud (e.g. California,
Florida, Ohio, South Dakota, and Wisconsin),

• States with multiple reports of voter intimidation and suppression, (e.g.
Florida, Ohio, and Pennsylvania),

• States with multiple reports of deceptive practices (e.g. Florida, Ohio,
and Pennsylvania)

• States with multiple reports of felons voting (e.g. Washington and
Wisconsin),

• States with multiple reports of dead/multiple voters (e.g. Florida)
• States with multiple reports of election official fraud (e.g. Washington

and Texas), and
• States with multiple reports of absentee ballot fraud (e.g. Indiana, New

Jersey, South Dakota, and Texas).

In order to balance these locations, we would also sample from states which do
not have multiple reports of these election crimes (e.g. Oregon which has few, if any,
reported election crimes despite the entire system being conducted by mail).

Additionally, the sample should include states which have the following election
system characteristics:

• States with longstanding statewide voter registration databases (e.g.
Kentucky).

• States with election day registration (e.g. Wisconsin),
• States with election crime investigation units (e.g. California, New York,

and Florida), and
• States with special election courts (e.g. Pennsylvania).
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
1225 New York Ave. NW — Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

EAC Requests Review of Voter ID, Vote Fraud and
Voter Intimidation Research Projects

For Immediate Release	 Contact: Jeannie Layson
April 16, 2007

	

	 Bryan Whitener
(202) 566-3100

WASHINGTON – U.S. Election Assistance Commission (EAC) Chair Donetta Davidson today issued a
formal request to the commission's inspector general to conduct a review of the commission's contracting
procedures, including a review of two recent projects focusing on voter identification and vote fraud and
voter intimidation. The chair's memo to the inspector general is attached.

"The actions taken by the commission regarding these research projects have been challenged, and the
commissioners and I agree that it is appropriate and necessary to ask the inspector general to review this
matter," said EAC Chair Davidson.

Chair Davidson has requested that the inspector general specifically review the circumstances surrounding
the issuance and management of the voter identification research project and the vote fraud and voter
intimidation research project.

EAC is an independent bipartisan commission created by HA VA. It is charged with administering payments
to states and developing guidance to meet HA VA requirements, implementing election administration
improvements, adopting voluntary voting system guidelines, accrediting voting system test laboratories and
certifying voting equipment and serving as a national clearinghouse and resource of information regarding
election administration. The four EAC commissioners are Donetta Davidson, chair; Rosemary E.
Rodriguez, Caroline Hunter and Gracia Hillman.

###
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U.S. ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION

1225 New York Ave. NW — Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

EAC Statement Regarding
Research and Contracting Policies
Commission to Review Internal Procedures

For Immediate Release	 Contact: Jeannie Layson
April 11, 2007	 Bryan Whitener

(202) 566-3100

WASHINGTON – The Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) directs the Election Assistance
Commission (EAC) to serve as a national clearinghouse and resource by, among other things,
conducting studies with the goal of improving the administration of federal elections. To fulfill this
mandate, the EAC has entered into contracts with a variety of persons and entities. Reports adopted by
the EAC, a bipartisan federal entity, are likely to be cited as authoritative in public discourse. Prior to
the EAC's adopting a report submitted by a contractor, the EAC has the responsibility to ensure its
accuracy and to verify that conclusions are supported by the underlying research.

The Commission takes input and constructive criticism from Congress and the public very seriously.
We will take a hard look at the way we do business. Specifically, we will examine both the manner in
which we have awarded contracts and our decision-making process regarding the release of research and
reports. The EAC takes its mandates very seriously, and we will continue to move forward in a
bipartisan way to improve the way America votes.

EAC is an independent bipartisan commission created by HA VA. It is charged with administering
payments to states and developing guidance to meet HAVA requirements, implementing election
administration improvements, adopting voluntary voting system guidelines, accrediting voting system
test laboratories and certifying voting equipment and serving as a national clearinghouse and resource
of information regarding election administration. The four EAC commissioners are Donetta Davidson,
chair; Rosemary Rodriguez, Caroline Hunter and Gracia Hillman.
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Printable Version

Congressman Jose E. Serrano

FOR IMMEDIATE	
Representing the Sixteenth District of New York

RELEASE:	 PRESS RELEASE
Apr 11, 2007

MEDIA CONTACT:
Philip Schmidt (202)

225-4361

SERRANO, HINCHEY URGE NON-
PARTISANSHIP, GREATER TRANSPARENCY AT

ELECTION ASSISTANCE COMMISSION
Washington, DC – April ii, 2007 – Today, Congressmen Maurice Hinchey (NY-22) and Jos6 E.
Serrano (NY-i6) urged the Election Assistance Commission (EAC) to act with greater transparency
and without partisanship. The comments from the congressmen came as the House Appropriations
Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government released a draft version of an EAC
report on voter fraud and intimidation that shows significant changes were made to the findings of
outside experts before the final report was released.

"The EAC has an obligation to be forthright with the American people and operate transparently and
in a non-partisan manner," said Congressman Hinchey, who requested the draft
report from EAC Commissioner Donetta L. Davidson during a subcommittee
hearing last month. "The draft report was commissioned with taxpayer dollars upon a mandate
from Congress so that we could learn more about voter fraud and intimidation. The need for this
report is even more clear when we see the way in which the'Bush administration is carrying out the
electoral process and how this system is sliding towards corruption In hiding a draft report from the
public that is significantly different from the final version, the EAC has created a lot more questions
than it is has answered while stunting debate on the issue. In order for our democracy to function
properly it is essential that our elections are free of any corruption and that includes ensuring that
the EAC does not work to benefit one political party over the other. To achieve that goal we must
have all the facts and opinions on the table, not just some of them. The EAC must never limit
discussion and debate."

"The EAC is charged with helping to ensure our elections are trustworthy and administered fairly,"
said Congressman Serrano, who is Chair of the Appropriations Subcommittee
that oversees the EAC budget. "I'm concerned if changes were made to the report on voter
fraud because of partisan bias rather than impartial analysis. When you read the draft report side-
by-side with the final version, it is clear that important conclusions of the experts who wrote the
draft report were excluded from the final product. Among the excluded information is an analysis
that undermines the notion that voter fraud is rampant.

"I am concerned that the EAC did not publicly release the taxpayer-funded draft report, and I worry
that political considerations may have played a role. We cannot have a politicized EAC, or one that
yields to outside pressure. Our democracy, and the American people's faith in it, is far more.

 than any short-term political advantage." 	 O l 4 9 3 2
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The draft report was written by outside experts under contract with the EAC. The final report was
entitled "Election Crimes: An Initial Review and Recommendations for Future Study" and was
issued on December 7, 2006.

The EAC is an independent bipartisan commission created by the 2002 Help America Vote Act in
order to disburse funds to the states for the purchase of new voting systems, certify voting
technologies, develop guidelines and serve as an information resource for election administration.

WASHINGTON OFFICE BRONX OFFICE
2227 Rayburn House Office Building 788 Southern Blvd.

Washington, D.C. 20515-3216 Bronx, New York 10455
(202) 225-4361 (718) 620-0084

Fax: (202) 225-6001 Fax: (718) 620-0658

Email: jserrano@mail.house.gov
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For Immediate Release

April 11, 2007

Hinchey, Serrano Urge Non-Partisanship,

Greater Transparency at Election Assistance Commission

Washington, DC - Today, Congressmen Maurice Hinchey (NY-22) and Jose E. Serrano (NY-
16) urged the Election Assistance Commission (EAC) to act with greater transparency and
without partisanship. The comments from the congressmen came as the House
Appropriations Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government released a draft
version of an EAC report on voter fraud and intimidation that shows significant changes were
made to the findings of outside experts before the final report was released.

"The EAC has an obligation to be forthright with the American people and operate
transparently and in a non-partisan manner," said Congressman Hinchey, who requested the
draft report from EAC Commissioner Donetta L. Davidson during a subcommittee hearing last
month. "The draft report was commissioned with taxpayer dollars upon a mandate from
Congress so that we could learn more about voter fraud and intimidation. The need for this
report is even more clear when we see the way in which the Bush administration is carrying
out the electoral process and how this system is sliding towards corruption In hiding a draft
report from the public that is significantly different from the final version, the EAC has created
a lot more questions than it is has answered while stunting debate on the issue. In order for
our democracy to function properly it is essential that our elections are free of any corruption
and that includes ensuring that the EAC does not work to benefit one political party over the
other. To achieve that goal we must have all the facts and opinions on the table, not just some
of them. The EAC must never limit discussion and debate."

"The EAC is charged with helping to ensure our elections are trustworthy and administered
fairly," said Congressman Serrano, who is Chair of the Appropriations Subcommittee that
oversees the EAC budget. "I'm concerned if changes were made to the report on voter fraud
because of partisan bias rather than impartial analysis. When you read the draft report side-
by-side with the final version, it is clear that important conclusions of the experts who wrote
the draft report were excluded from the final product. Among the excluded information is an
analysis that undermines the notion that voter fraud is rampant.

"I am concerned that the EAC did not publicly release the taxpayer-funded draft report, and I
worry that political considerations may have played a role. We cannot have a politicized EAC,
or one that yields to outside pressure. Our democracy, and the American people's faith in it, is
far more important than any short-term political advantage."

The draft report was written by outside experts under contract with the EAC. The final report
was entitled "Election Crimes: An Initial Review and Recommendations for Future Study" and
was issued on December 7, 2006.

The EAC is an independent bipartisan commission created by the 2002 Help America Vote Act
in order to disburse funds to the states for the purchase of new voting systems, certify voting
technologies, develop guidelines and serve as an information resource for election
administration.

014 934
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April 12, 2007

Chairwoman Donetta Davidson
United States Election Assistance Commission
1225 New York Avenue N.W., Suite 1100
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Chairwoman Davidson:

As Chairwoman of the Committee on House Administration Subcommittee on Elections, which has
oversight over the Election Assistance Commission, I was alarmed at what appears to be an emerging
pattern by the EAC to hold off on publicly releasing reports as well as modifying reports that are
released. Two recent instances have brought to light the increased politicalization of the EAC and this
lack of transparency.

First, the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Financial Services and General Government released
a draft version of an EAC report on voter fraud and Intimidation that shows significant changes were
made to the findings of outside experts before the final report was released. The EAC released report
"Election Crimes: An Initial Review and Recommendations for Future Study" does not accurately
reflect the research in the original report "Voting Fraud and Voter Intimidation."

Second, in addition to this report on voter fraud and intimidation, the EAC recently released a report by
'The Eagleton Institute of Politics at Rutgers University on voter identification. Again, the EAC did not
endorse the report, citing methodological concerns, and only released it after pressure from Congress.

The EAC is charged with conducting nonpartisan research and to advise policy makers. How are we to
rely on advice if instead of full and accurate reporting, we are provided an inaccurate modified version
which negates clear evidence to the contrary in the original research? I am outraged that the election
process is being threatened by a lack of transparency and limited discussion.

In order to preempt any further problems with the release of reports from the EAC, I request all
versions of the Absentee Ballot report and the Military and Overseas report, as well as any other
overdue reports, including supporting documents and research, be provided to my office by close of
business Monday, April 16, 2007. These reports are overdue and I want to ensure that the delay is no
way related to what appears to bean ongoing problem ofpolitcalization of the EAC.
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research
Disenfranchisement Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Johnson v. United States 214 F. July 18, Plaintiff felons The felons had all No N/A No
Bush District Court Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendant successfully

for the 1333; state officials for completed their
Southern 2002 alleged violations terms of
District of U.S. of their incarceration and/or
Florida Dist. constitutional probation, but their

LEXIS rights. The civil rights to
14782 officials moved register and vote

and the felons had not been
cross-moved for restored. They
summary alleged that
judgment. Florida's

disenfranchisement
law violated their
rights under First,
Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and
Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to the
United States
Constitution, as
well as § 1983 and
§ § 2 and 10 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965. Each of
the felons' claims
was fatally flawed.
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Disenfranchisement Cases

Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

The felons'
exclusion from
voting did not
violate the Equal
Protection or Due
Process Clauses of
the United States
Constitution. The
First Amendment
did not guarantee
felons the right to
vote. Although
there was evidence
that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the felons
to pay their victim
restitution before
their rights would
be restored did not
constitute an
improper poll tax or
wealth
qualification. The
court granted the
officials' motion for
summary judgment
and implicitly
denied the felons'
motion. Thus, the
court dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.

Farrakhan v. United States 2000 December Plaintiffs, The felons alleged No N/A No
Locke District Court U.S. 1, 2000 convicted felons that Washington's

for the .Eastern Dist. who were also felon
District of LEXIS racial minorities, disenfranchisement
Washington 22212 sued defendants and restoration of

for alleged civil rights

c.^
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

violations of the schemes, premised
Voting Rights Act. upon Wash. Const.
The parties filed art. VI § 3, resulted
cross--motions for in the denial of the
summary right to vote to
judgment. racial minorities in

violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in a
disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of

co
c.^
cc
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

minorities; as a
result, minorities
were under-
represented in
Washington's
political process.
The Rooker--
Feldman doctrine
barred the felons
from bringing any
as--applied
challenges, and
even if it did not
bar such claims,
there was no
evidence that the
felons' individual
convictions were
born of
discrimination in
the criminal justice
system. However,
the felons' facial
challenge also
failed. The remedy
they sought would
create a new
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Case be
Researched
Further

constitutional
problem, allowing
disenfranchisement
only of white
felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection between
the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary judgment.

Farrakhan v. United States 338 F.3d July 25, Plaintiff inmates Upon conviction of No N/A No
Washington Court of 1009; 2003 sued defendant infamous crimes in

Appeals for the 2003 state officials, the state, (that is,
Ninth Circuit U.S. claiming that crimes punishable

App. Washington state's by death or
LEXIS felon imprisonment in a
14810 disenfranchisement state correctional

scheme constitutes facility), the
improper race-- inmates were
based vote denial disenfranchised.

co
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of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

in violation of § 2 The inmates
of the Voting claimed that the
Rights Act. The disenfranchisement
United States scheme violated § 2
District Court for because the
the Eastern District criminal justice
of Washington system was biased
granted of against minorities,
summary judgment causing a
dismissing the disproportionate
inmates' claims. minority
The inmates representation
appealed. among those being

disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that
the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in

cv
k^-
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Other
Notes
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Case be
Researched
Further

denial of the right
to vote on account
of race. Instead of
applying its novel
"by itself'
causation standard,
the district court
should have applied
a totality of the
circumstances test
that included
analysis of the
inmates'
compelling
evidence of racial
bias in
Washington's
criminal justice
system. However,
the inmates lacked
standing to
challenge the
restoration scheme
because they
presented no
evidence of their
eligibility, much
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if
of Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

less even allege that
they were eligible
for restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored. The
court affirmed as to
the eligibility claim
but reversed and
remanded for
further proceedings
to the bias in the
criminal justice
system claim.

Muntaqim v. United States 366 F.3d April 23, Plaintiff inmate At issue was No N/A No
Coombe Court of 102; 2004 appealed a whether the VRA

Appeals for the 2004 judgment of the could be applied to
Second Circuit U.S. United States N.Y. Elec. Law§ 5-

App. District Court for -106, which
LEXIS the Northern disenfranchised
8077 District of New currently

York, which incarcerated felons
granted summary and parolees. The
judgment in favor instant court
of defendants in concluded that the
the inmate's action Voting Rights Act
alleging violation did not apply to the
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of § 2 of the New York law.
Voting Rights Act Applying the Act to
of 1965. state law would

alter the traditional
balance of power
between the states
and the federal
government. The
court was not
convinced that
there was a
congruence and
proportionality
between the injury
to be prevented or
remedied (i.e., the
use of vote denial
and dilution
schemes to avoid
the strictures of the
VRA), and the
means adopted to
that end (i.e.,
prohibition of state
felon
disenfranchisement
law that resulted in

0
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Case be
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Further

vote denial or
dilution but were
not enacted with a
discriminatory
purpose). Further,
there was no clear
statement from
Congress that the
Act applied to state
felon
disenfranchisement
statutes. Inter alia,
defendants were
entitled to qualified
immunity as to
claim asserted
against them in
their personal
capacities, and to
Eleventh
Amendment
immunity to the
extent the inmate
sought damages
against defendants
in their official
capacities. The

ca
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Further

district court's
judgment was
affirmed.

Johnson v. United States 353 F.3d December Plaintiffs, ex-- The citizens alleged No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1287; 19, 2003 felon citizens of that Fla. Const. art.
Fla. Appeals for the 2003 Florida, on their VI, § 4 (1968) was

Eleventh U.S. own right and on racially
Circuit App. behalf of others, discriminatory and

LEXIS sought review of a violated their
25859 decision of the constitutional

United States rights. The citizens
District Court for also alleged
the Southern violations of the
District of Florida, Voting Rights Act.
which granted The court of
summary judgment appeals initially
to defendants, examined the
members of the history of Fla.
Florida Clemency Const. art. VI, § 4
Board in their (1968) and
official capacity. determined that the
The citizens citizens had
challenged the presented evidence
validity of the that historically the
Florida felon disenfranchisement
disenfranchisement provisions were
laws. motivated by a

ca

—:l
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Further

discriminatory
animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that
race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show
that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met its
burden, summary
judgment should
not have been
granted. The court
of appeals found
that the claim under
the Voting Rights
Act, also needed to

co^
►cam
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Other
Notes
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Case be
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Further

be remanded for
further
proceedings. Under
a totality of the

• circumstances, the
district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was
behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions. The
court affirmed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under the
equal protection
clause and for

cry
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Further

violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the
matter to the
district court for
further
proceedings.

Fischer v. Supreme Court 145 N.H. March 24, Appellant State of Appellee was No N/A No
Governor of New 28; 749 2000 New Hampshire incarcerated at the

Hampshire A.2d challenged a ruling New Hampshire
321; of the superior State Prison on
2000 court that the felon felony convictions.
N.H. disenfranchisement When he requested
LEXIS statutes violate an absentee ballot
16 N.H. Const. pt. I, to vote from a city

Art. 11. clerk, the request
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. §
607(A)(2) (1986),
which prohibits a
felon from voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final discharge."
The trial court

15
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declared the
disenfranchisement
statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
reviewof the article,
its constitutional
history, and
legislation pertinent
to the right of
felons to vote, the
court concluded
that the legislature
retained the

C.0
CA
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Further

authority under the
article to determine
voter qualifications
and that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority, and
reversed. Judgment
reversed because
the court concluded
that the legislature
retained its
authority under the
New Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable exercise
of legislative
authority.

Johnson v. United States 405 F.3d April 12, Plaintiff The individuals No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1214; 2005 individuals sued argued that the

17
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Fla. Appeals for the 2005 defendant racial animus
Eleventh U.S. members of motivating the
Circuit App. Florida Clemency adoption of

LEXIS Board, arguing that Florida's
5945 Florida's felon disenfranchisement

disenfranchisement laws in 1868
law, Fla. Const. remained legally
art. VI, § 4 (1968), operative despite
violated the Equal the reenactment of
Protection Clause Fla. Const. art. VI,
and the Voting § 4 in 1968. The
Rights Act. The subsequent
United States reenactment
District Court for eliminated any
the Southern discriminatory taint
District of Florida from the law as
granted the originally enacted
members summary because the
judgment. A provision narrowed
divided appellate the class of
panel reversed. disenfranchised
The panel opinion individuals and was
was vacated and a amended through a
rehearing en banc deliberative
was granted. process. Moreover,

there was no
allegation of racial

c0
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discrimination at
the time of the
reenactment. Thus,
the
disenfranchisement
provision was not a
violation of the
Equal Protection
Clause and the
district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on that claim. The
argument that the
Voting Rights Act
applied to Florida's
disenfranchisement
provision was
rejected because it
raised grave
constitutional
concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a
practice that the
Fourteenth
Amendment

rc^
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permitted the state
to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never
intended the Voting
Rights Act to reach
felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
in favor of the
members was
granted.

Mixon v. Commonwealth 759 September Respondents filed Petitioner convicted No N/A No
Commonwealth Court of A.2d 18, 2000 objections to felons were

Pennsylvania 442; petitioners' presently or had
2000 Pa. complaint seeking formerly been
Commw. declaratory relief confined in state

20
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LEXIS as to the prison. Petitioner
534 unconstitutionality elector was

of the currently registered
Pennsylvania to vote in
Election Code, 25 respondent state.
Pa. Cons. Stat. §§ Petitioners filed a
2600 -- 3591, and complaint against
the Pennsylvania respondent state
Voter Registration seeking declaratory
Act, 25 Pa. Cons. relief challenging
Stat. §§ 961.101-- as unconstitutional,
961.5109, state election and
regarding felon voting laws that
voting rights, excluded confined

felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released
from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'

21
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complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because respondent
state had broad
power to determine
the conditions
under which
suffrage could be
exercised.
However, petitioner
elector had no
standing and the
court overruled
objection as to
deprivation of ex--
felon voting rights.
The court sustained
respondents'
objection since

22
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incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting rights
were deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.

Rosello v. United States 2004 November Plaintiff voters The voters' § 1983 No N/A No
Calderon District Court U.S. 30, 2004 filed a § 1983 action against

for the District Dist. action against government
of Puerto Rico LEXIS defendant officials alleged

27216 government that absentee
officials alleging ballots for a
violations the Due gubernatorial
Process and Equal election were
Protection Clauses untimely mailed
of the U.S. Const. and that split votes,
amend. XIV, which registered
resulting from the two votes for the

to
C.n
r= ,.
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invalidity of same office, were
absentee and split null. The court
ballots in a asserted jurisdiction
gubernatorial over the disparate
election, treatment claims,

which arose under
the U.S.
Constitution. The
court declined to
exercise
discretionary
abstention because
the case was not
merely a facial
attack on the
constitutionality of
a statute, but was
mainly an applied
challenge, requiring
a hearing in order
to develop the
record, and because
equal protection
and due process
were secured under
the state and federal
constitutions. The

24
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court held that the
voters had a
fundamental due
process right
created by Puerto
Rico Election Law
and suffered an
equal protection
violation in further
violation of the
U.S. Const. amend.
I right to vote,
thereby creating
their total
disenfranchisement.
The court held that
the evidence
created an
inference that the
split ballots were
not uniformly
treated and that it
was required to
examine a mixed
question of fact and
constitutional law
pursuant to federal

C-)
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guidelines to
determine whether
potential over votes
were invalid. The
court asserted
jurisdiction over
the voters' claims.

Woodruff v. United States 49 Fed. October 7, Plaintiffs, pro se The inmates argued No N/A No
Wyoming Court of Appx. 2002 inmates, appealed that the statute

Appeals for the 199; from an order of violated their
Tenth Circuit 2002 the United States Eighth Amendment

U.S. District Court for right and their State
App. the District of constitutional right
LEXIS Wyoming, to be free from
21060 dismissing their cruel and unusual

complaint brought punishment, their
under § 1983, equal protection
challenging Wyo. rights under the
Stat. Ann. § 6--10- Fourteenth
-106, which denied Amendment and
them, as convicted State Constitution,
felons, the right to and their federal
vote. The district and state rights to
court dismissed the due process. One
action for failure to inmate had not paid
state a claim upon the appellate filing
which relief could fee or filed a

26
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be granted and as motion to proceed
frivolous, on appeal without

prepayment of
costs or fees, and
his appeal was
dismissed. The
court found that
U.S. Const. amend.
XIV, § 2 had long
been held to
exclude felons from
the right to vote. It
could scarcely be
unreasonable for a
state to decide that
perpetrators of
serious crimes
should not take part
in electing the
legislators who
made. the laws, the
executives who
enforced them, the
prosecutors who
tried the cases, or
the judges who
heard their cases.
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The court also
found the dismissed
suit constituted a
"strike" under 28
U.S.C.S. § 1915(g),
although the suit
did not challenge
prison conditions
per se. One
inmate's appeal was
dismissed; the
judgment
dismissing the
other's complaint
was affirmed.

N.J. State Superior Court 381 N.J. November The Superior Court The statute at issue No. N/A No
Conf.--NAACP of New Jersey, Super. 2, 2005 of New Jersey, prohibited all
v. Harvey Appellate 155; 885 Chancery Division, people on parole or

Division A.2d Union County, probation for
445; dismissed a indictable offenses
2005 complaint filed by from voting. The
N.J. plaintiff interested interested parties
Super. parties to alleged that the
LEXIS invalidate N.J. criminal justice
316 Stat. Ann. § 19:4-- system in New

1(8) on the ground Jersey
that it denied discriminated

co
0
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African-- against African-
Americans and Americans and
Hispanics equal • Hispanics, thereby
protection of the disproportionately
law. Defendant, increasing their
the New Jersey population among
Attorney General, parolees and
moved to dismiss probationers and
the complaint for diluting their
failure to state a political power. As
claim, and said a result, the alleged
motion was that enforcement of
granted. The the statute resulted
interested parties in a denial of equal
then appealed. protection under

the state
Constitution. The
appeals court
disagreed. N.J.
Const. art. II
authorized the New
Jersey Legislature
to disenfranchise
persons convicted
of certain crimes
from voting.
Moreover, those
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convicts could not
vote unless
pardoned or unless
otherwise restored
by law to the right
of suffrage. The
statute also limited
the period of
disenfranchisement
during a
defendant's actual
service on parole or
probation. Thus, it
clearly complied
with this specific
constitutional
mandate. The
judgment was
affirmed.

King v. City of United States 2004 May 13, Plaintiff inmate The inmate was No N/A No
Boston District Court U.S. 2004 filed a motion for convicted of a

for the District Dist. summary judgment felony and
of LEXIS in his action incarcerated. His
Massachusetts 8421 challenging the application for an

constitutionality of absentee ballot was
Mass. Gen. Laws denied. on the
ch. 51,	 1, which ground that he was

C0
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excluded not qualified to
incarcerated felons register and vote
from voting while under Mass. Gen.
they were Laws ch. 51, § 1.
imprisoned. The inmate argued

that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him
because it
amounted to
additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the
statute was
regulatory and not
punitive because
rational choices
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were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons disqualified
because of corrupt
elections practices,
persons under 18
years of age, as
well as incarcerated
felons. Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period of
their imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the accuracy
of their ballots.
Therefore, the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51, § 1 did not
violate the inmate's
constitutional
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rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be
constitutional and
denied the inmate's
motion for
summary judgment.

Southwest United States 278 F. August Plaintiffs, several Plaintiffs claimed No N/A No
Voter District Court Supp. 2d 15, 2003 groups, brought voters using punch-
Registration for the Central 1131; suit alleging that card machines
Educ. Project v. District of 2003 the proposed use would have a
Shelley California U.S. of "punch-card" comparatively

Dist. balloting machines lesser chance of
LEXIS in the California having their votes
14413 election would counted in violation

violate the United of the Equal
States Constitution Protection Clause
and Voting Rights and the counties
Act. Plaintiffs employing punch--
moved for an order card systems had
delaying that greater minority
election, scheduled populations thereby
for October 7, disproportionately
2003, until such disenfranchising
time as it could be and/or diluting the
conducted without votes on the basis
use of punch--card of race, in violation

cn

(s)
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machines. of § 2 of the Voting
Rights Act. While
the court did not
need to decide the
res judicata issue at
this juncture, there
was ample reason
to believe that
plaintiffs would
have had a difficult
time overcoming it
as they were
seeking to establish
the same
constitutional
violations alleged
in prior litigation,
but to secure an
additional remedy.
Plaintiffs failed to
prove a likelihood
of success on the
merits with regard
to both of their
claims. Even if
plaintiffs could
show disparate
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treatment, such
would not have
amounted to illegal
or unconstitutional
treatment. The
balance of
hardships weighed
heavily in favor of
allowing the
election to proceed.
The public interests
in avoiding
wholesale
disenfranchisement,
and/or not plunging
the State into a
constitutional
crisis, weighed
heavily against
enjoining the
election. Plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction
(consolidated with
plaintiffs' ex parte
application for
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temporary
restraining order)
was denied.

Igartua--de la United States 417 F.3d August 3, Plaintiff, a U.S. The putative voter No N/A No
Rosa v. United Court of 145; 2005 citizen residing in had brought the
States Appeals for the 2005 Puerto Rico, same claims twice

First. Circuit U.S. appealed from an before. The court
App. order of the United pointed out that
LEXIS States District U.S. law granted to
15944 Court for the the citizens of

District of Puerto states the right to
Rico, that rejected vote for the slate of
his claim that he electors to
was deprived of represent that state.
the constitutional Although modem
right to vote for ballots omitted the
President and Vice names of the
President of the electors and listed
United States, and only the candidates,
was also violative and in form it
of three treaty appeared that the
obligations of the citizens were
United States. voting for President

and Vice President
directly, they were
not, but were
voting for electors.
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Puerto Rico was
not a state, and had
not been
enfranchised as the
District of
Columbia had by
the 23rd
Amendment.. The
franchise for
choosing electors
was confined to
"states" by the
Constitution. The
court declined to
turn to foreign or
treaty law as a
source to reverse
the political will of
the country. The
judgment of the
district court was
affirmed.
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Am. Ass'n United 324 F. July 6, 2004 Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d disabled voters urged the
with District 1120; 2004 and invalidation of
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. organizations the Secretary's
v. Shelley the Central LEXIS representing directives

District of 12587 those voters, because,
California sought to allegedly, their

enjoin the effect was to
directives of deprive the
defendant voters of the
California opportunity to
Secretary of vote using
State, which touch--screen
decertified and technology.
withdrew Although it was
approval of not disputed
the use of that some
certain direct disabled
recording persons would
electronic be unable to
voting vote
systems. One independently
voter applied and in private
for a without the use
temporary of DREs, it was
restraining clear that they
order, or, in would not be

11
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the alternative, deprived of
a preliminary their
injunction, fundamental

right to vote.
The Americans
with
Disabilities Act
did not require
accommodation
that would
enable disabled
persons to vote
in a manner
that was
comparable in
every way with
the voting
rights enjoyed
by persons
without
disabilities.
Rather, it
mandated that
voting
programs be
made
accessible.
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Defendant's
decision to
suspend the use
of DREs
pending
improvement in
their reliability
and security of
the devices was
a rational one,
designed to
protect the
voting rights of
the state's
citizens. The
evidence did
not support the
conclusion that
the elimination
of the DREs
would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually
impaired. Thus,
the voters
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showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The
individual's
request for a
temporary
restraining
order, or, in the.
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, was
denied.

Am. Ass'n United 310 F. March 24, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2004 disabled were visually
with District 1226; 2004 voters, and a or manually
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. national impaired. The
v. Hood the Middle LEXIS organization, optical scan

District of 5615 sued voting system
Florida defendants, purchased by

the Florida the county at
Secretary of issue was not
State, the readily
Director of the accessible to
Division of visually or
Elections of manually
the Florida impaired
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Department of voters. The
State, and a voters were
county unable to vote
supervisor of using the
elections, system without
under Title II third--party
of the assistance. If it
Americans was feasible for
With the county to
Disabilities purchase a
Act and readily
Section 504 of accessible
the system, then
Rehabilitation the voters'
Act of 1973. rights under the
Summary ADA and the
judgment was RA were
granted for the violated. The
Secretary and court found that
the Director as the manually
to visually impaired
impaired voter's rights
voters, were violated.

To the extent
"jelly switches"
and "sip and
puff' devices

ca
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needed to be
attached to a
touch screen
machine for it
to be
accessible, it
was not
feasible for the
supervisor to
provide such a
system, since
no such system
had been
certified at the
time of the
county's
purchase. 28
C.F.R: § 35.160
did not require
that visually or
manually
impaired voters
be able to vote
in the same or
similar manner
as non--
disabled voters.
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Visually and
manually
impaired voters
had to be
afforded an
equal
opportunity to
participate in
and enjoy the
benefits of
voting. The
voters'
"generic"
discrimination
claim was
coterminous
with their claim
under 28
C.F.R. §
35.151. A
declaratory
judgment was
entered against
the supervisor
to the extent
another voting
system would

C1^
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have permitted
unassisted
voting. The
supervisor was
directed to have
some voting
machines
permitting
visually
impaired voters
to vote alone.
The supervisor
was directed to
procure another
system if the
county's system
was not
certified and/or
did not permit
mouth stick
voting. The
Secretary and
Director were
granted
judgment
against the
voters.
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Troiano v. United 2003 U.S. November Plaintiffs, The complaint No N/A No
Lepore States Dist. 3, 2003 disabled alleged that

District LEXIS voters, sued after the 2000
Court for 25850 defendant a elections Palm
the state county Beach County
Southern supervisor of purchased a
District of elections certain number
Florida alleging of sophisticated

discrimination voting
pursuant to the machines
Americans called the
With "Sequoia."
Disability Act, According to
42 U.S.C.S. § the voters, even
12132 et seq., though such
§ 504 of the accessible
Rehabilitation machines were
Act, 29 available, the
U.S.C.S. § 794 supervisor
et seq., and decided not to
declaratory place such
relief for the accessible
discrimination. machines in
Both sides each precinct
moved for because it
summary would slow
judgment. things down

ca
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too much. The
court found that
the voters
lacked standing
because they
failed to show
that they had
suffered an
injury in fact.
The voters also
failed to show a
likely threat of
a future injury
because there
was no
reasonable
grounds to
believe that the
audio
components of
the voting
machines
would not be
provided in the
future. The
voters also
failed to state

10
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an injury that
could be
redressed by a
favorable
decision,
because the
supervisor was
already using
the Sequoia
machines and
had already
trained poll
workers on the
use of the
machines.
Finally, the
action was
moot because
the Sequoia
machines had
been provided
and there was
no reasonable
expectation that
the machines
would not have
audio

11
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components
available in the
future. The
supervisor's
motion for
summary
judgment was
granted. The
voters' motion
for summary
judgment was
denied.

Troiano v. United 382 F.3d September Plaintiff The district No N/A No
Supervisor States Court 1276; 2004 1, 2004 visually court granted
of Elections of Appeals U.S. App. impaired the election

for the LEXIS registered supervisor
Eleventh 18497 voters sued summary
Circuit defendant judgment on

county the grounds
election that the voters
supervisor, did not have
alleging that standing to
the failure to assert their
make available claims and the
audio claims were
components in moot. The
voting booths appellate court

ca
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to assist agreed that the
persons who case was moot
were blind or because the
visually election
impaired supervisor had
violated state furnished the
and federal requested audio
law. The components
United States and those
District Court components
for the were to be
Southern available in all
District of of the county's
Florida voting
entered precincts in
summary upcoming
judgment in elections.
favor of the Specifically,
election the election
supervisor, supervisor had
The voters ceased the
appealed. allegedly

illegal practice
of limiting
access to the
audio
components

13
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prior to
receiving
notice of the
litigation.
Moreover,
since making
the decision to
use audio
components in
every election,
the election
supervisor had
consistently
followed that
policy and
taken actions to
implement it
even prior to
the litigation.
Thus, the
appellate court
could discern
no hint that she
had any
intention of
removing the
accessible

co
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voting
machines in the
future.
Therefore, the
voters' claims
were moot, and
the district
court's
dismissal was
affirmed for
lack of subject
matter
jurisdiction.
The decision
was affirmed.

Am. Ass'n United 227 F. October 16, Plaintiff Individual No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2002 organization plaintiffs were
with District 1276; 2002 of people with unable to vote
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. disabilities and unassisted with
v. Smith the Middle LEXIS certain the equipment

District of 21373 visually and currently used
Florida manually in the county or

impaired the equipment
voters filed an the county had
action against recently
defendant state purchased. In
and local order to vote,

co
Co
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election	 the impaired
officials and	 individuals
members of a	 relied on the
city council,	 assistance of
claiming	 third parties.
violation of	 The court held
the Americans	 that it could not
with	 say that
Disabilities	 plaintiffs would
Act, 42	 be unable to
U.S.C.S. §	 prove any state
12101 et seq.,	 of facts that
and the	 would satisfy
Rehabilitation	 the ripeness
Act of 1973,	 and standing
and Fla.	 requirements.
Const. art. VI,	 The issue of
§ 1.	 whether several
Defendants	 Florida
filed motions	 statutory
to dismiss.	 sections were

violative of the
Florida
Constitution
were so
intertwined
with the federal

16
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claims that to
decline
supplemental
jurisdiction be
an abuse of
discretion.
Those statutes
which provided
for assistance
in voting did
not violate Fla.
Const. art. VI,
§ 1. Because
plaintiffs may
be able to
prove that
visually and
manually
impaired voters
were being
denied
meaningful
access to the
service,
program, or
activity, the
court could not

17
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say with
certainty that
they would not
be entitled to
relief under any
state of facts
which could be
proved in
support of their
claims.
Defendant
council
members were
entitled to
absolute
legislative
immunity. The
state officials'
motion to
dismiss was
granted in part
such that the
counts were
dismissed with
prejudice to the
extent plaintiffs
asserted that

18
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they had been
excluded from
or denied the
benefits of a
program of
direct and
secret voting
and in part was
dismissed with
leave to amend.
The local
officials motion
to dismiss was
granted in part
such that all
counts against
the city council
members were
dismissed.

rte
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Powers v. Supreme Court 276 December Petitioner When the New No N/A No
Donahue of New York, A.D.2d 5, 2000 appealed an York County

Appellate 157; 717 order of the Board of
Division, First N.Y.S.2d supreme court, Elections learned
Department 550; 2000 which denied some absentee

N.Y. App. his motion to ballots mailed to
Div. direct the New voters in one
LEXIS York County district listed the
12644 Board of wrong candidates

Elections, in for state senator it
cases where sent a second set
more than one of absentee
absentee ballot ballots to
was returned by absentee voters
a voter, to informing them
count only the the first ballot
absentee ballot was defective and
listing correct requesting they
candidates' use the second
names. ballot. The board

agreed if two
ballots were
received from the
same voter, only
the corrected
ballot would be
counted.
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Appellant
candidate moved
in support of the
board's
determination.
Respondent
candidate
opposed the
application,
contending that
only the first
ballot received
should have been
canvassed. The
trial court denied
appellant's
motion, ruling
that pursuant to
New York law,
where two ballots
were received
from the same
voter, only the
ballot with the
earlier date was to
be accepted. The
court found the

ca
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local board
officials should
have resolved the
dispute as they
proposed. The
order was
modified and the
motion granted to
the extent of
directing the New
York County
Board of
Elections, in
cases where more
than one absentee
ballot was
returned by a
voter, to accept
only the corrected
ballot postmarked
on or before
November 7,
2000, and
otherwise
affirmed.

Goodwin v. Territorial 43 V.I. December Plaintiff Plaintiff alleged No N/A No
St. Thomas-- Court of the 89; 2000 13, 2000 political that defendants
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St. John Bd. Virgin Islands V.I. candidate counted unlawful
of Elections LEXIS 15 alleged that absentee ballots

certain general that lacked
election postmarks, were
absentee ballots not signed or
violated notarized, were in
territorial unsealed and/or
election law, torn envelopes,
and that the and were in
improper envelopes
inclusion of containing more
such ballots by than one ballot.
defendants, Prior to tabulation
election board of the absentee
and supervisor, ballots, plaintiff
resulted in was leading
plaintiffs loss intervenor for the
of the election. final senate
Plaintiff sued position, but the
defendants absentee ballots
seeking entitled
invalidation of intervenor to the
the absentee position. The
ballots and court held that
certification of plaintiff was not
the election entitled to relief
results since he failed to

CL^
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tabulated establish that the
without such alleged absentee
ballots. voting

irregularities
would require
invalidation of a
sufficient number
of ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots constituted
a technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly
counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot

ca
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envelope and a
loose ballot were
in the same outer
envelope, the one
vote involved did
not change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities were
without merit
since ballots
without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted, and
ballots without
notarized
signatures were
proper. Request
for declaratory
and injunctive
relief denied.

Townson v. Supreme Court 2005 Ala. December The circuit The voters and No N/A No
Stonicher of Alabama LEXIS 9, 2005 court the incumbent all
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214 overturned the challenged the
results of a judgment entered
mayoral by the trial court
election after arguing that it
reviewing the impermissibly
absentee ballots included or
cast for said excluded certain
election, votes. The
resulting in a appeals court
loss for agreed with the
appellant voters that the
incumbent trial court should
based on the have excluded the
votes received votes of those
from appellee voters for the
voters. The incumbent who
incumbent included an
appealed, and improper form of
the voters identification
cross-- with their
appealed. In the absentee ballots.
meantime, the It was undisputed
trial court that at least 30
stayed absentee voters
enforcement of who voted for the
its judgment incumbent
pending provided with

cn
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resolution of their absentee
the appeal. ballots a form of

identification that
was not proper
under Alabama
law. As a result,
the court further
agreed that the
trial court erred in
allowing those
voters to
somewhat "cure"
that defect by
providing a
proper form of
identification at
the trial of the
election contest,
because, under
those
circumstances, it
was difficult to
conclude that
those voters made
an honest effort to
comply with the
law. Moreover, to

f t"'•
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count the votes of
voters who failed
to comply with
the essential
requirement of
submitting proper
identification
with their
absentee ballots
had the effect of
disenfranchising
qualified electors
who choose not to
vote but rather
than to make the
effort to comply
with the absentee-
-voting
requirements.
Affirmed.

Gross v. Supreme Court 10 A.D.3d August 23, Appellant The candidates No N/A No
Albany of New York, 476; 781 2004 candidates argued that the
County Bd. Appellate N.Y.S.2d appealed from Board violated a
of Elections Division, Third 172; 2004 ajudgment federal court

Department N.Y. App. entered by the order regarding
Div. supreme court, the election. The
LEXIS which partiall appellate court
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10360 granted the held that absentee
candidates' ballots that were
petition sent to voters for
challenging the the special
method used by general election
respondent based solely on
Albany County their applications
Board of for the general
Elections for election were
counting properly voided.
absentee The Board had no
applications authority to issue
and ballots for the ballots
the office of without an
Albany County absentee ballot
Legislator, 26th application for the
and 29th special general
Districts, in a election. Two
special general ballots were
election properly
required by the invalidated as the
federal courts. Board failed to

retain the
envelopes. Ballots
were properly
counted for voters
who failed to
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identify their
physician on their
applications. A
ballot was
properly counted
where the Board
failed to
scrutinize the
sufficiency of the
reason for the
application. A
ballot containing
two signatures
was properly
rejected. A ballot
was properly
rejected due to
extraneous marks
outside the voting
square. A ballot
was properly
counted despite
the failure of the
election inspector
to witness the
voter's signature.
A ballot was
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properly counted
as the application
stated the date of
the voter's
absence. A ballot
was properly
counted as the
failure to date the
application was
cured by a time
stamp. Affirmed.

Erlandson v. Supreme Court 659 April 17, Petitioners, The appellate No N/A No
Kiffineyer of Minnesota N.W.2d 2003 representing court found that,

724; 2003 the while it may have
Minn. Democratic-- seemed unfair to
LEXIS Farmer--Labor the replacement
196 Party, brought candidate to count

an action votes for other
against candidates from
respondents, regular absentee
the Minnesota ballots on which
Secretary of the replacement
State and the candidate did not
Hennepin appear, those
County were properly
Auditor, cast ballots voting
seeking relief for a properly

cj
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in regard to the nominated
election for candidate.
United States Petitioners'
Senator, request that the
following the Minnesota
death of supreme court
Senator order that votes
Wellston. The for United States
issue concerned Senator cast on
the right of regular absentee
absentee voters ballots not be
to obtain counted was
replacement denied. A key
ballots, issue was Minn.
Individuals Stat. § 204B.41
intervened on (2002), which
behalf of the provided, in--part,
Republican that official
Party. The supplemental
instant court ballots could not
granted review. be mailed to

absent voters to
whom ballots
were mailed
before the official
supplemental
ballots were

cii
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prepared. The
supreme court
held that, by
treating similarly-
-situated voters
differently, §
204B.41 violated
equal protection
guarantees and
could not even
survive rational
basis review. For
voters who cast
their regular
absentee ballots
for Wellstone
before the
vacancy occurred,
but were unable
to go to their
polling place on
election day or
pick up a
replacement
ballot by election
day, the
prohibition on
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mailing
replacement
ballots in §
204B.41 denied
them the right to
cast a meaningful
vote for United
States Senator.
The petition of
petitioners was
denied in part, but
granted with
respect to mailing
replacement
ballots to all
applicants for
regular absentee
ballots who
requested a
replacement
ballot.

People v. Appellate 348 Ill. May 12, Defendant Defendant went No N/A No
Deganutti Court of App. 3d 2004 appealed from to the voters'

Illinois, First 512; 810 a judgment of homes and
District, Third N.E.2d the circuit obtained their
Division 191; 2004 court, which signatures on

Ill. App. convicted absentee ballot
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LEXIS defendant on request forms.
518 charges of Once the ballots

unlawful were mailed to
observation of the voters,
voting and on defendant
charges of returned to the
absentee ballot homes. With
violations in voter one,
connection defendant sat on
with the the couch with
completion and the voter and
mailing of the instructed which
absentee ballots numbers to punch
of two voters, on the ballot.

With voter two,
defendant
provided a list a
numbers and
stood nearby as
voter two
completed the
ballots. Defendant
then looked at the
ballot and had
voter two re--
punch a number
that had not

UT
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punched cleanly.
Defendant then
put the ballots in
the mail for the
voters. On appeal,
she argued
insufficient
evidence to
sustain her
convictions. The
court affirmed,
holding that (1)
the circumstantial
evidence
surrounding
defendant's
presence as the
voters completed
their ballots
supported the
unlawful
observation
convictions; (2)
the fact that
defendant
knowingly took
the voters ballots

0
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and mailed them,
a violation of
Illinois law
supported her
conviction, and
(3) the fact that
the statutes
defendant was
convicted under
required only a
knowing mental
state rather than
criminal intent
did not violate
substantive due
process.
Affirmed.

Jacobs v. Supreme Court 773 So. December In an election Prior to the No N/A No
Seminole 2d 519; 12, 2000 contest, the general election,
County 2000 Fla. First District two political
Canvassing LEXIS court of appeal parties mailed
Bd. 2404 certified a trial preprinted

court order to requests for
be of great absentee ballots
public to registered
importance and voters in
to require Seminole County.
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immediate Forms mailed by
resolution by one party failed to
the supreme include either a
court. The trial space for the
court denied voter
appellants' identification
request to number or the
invalidate preprinted
absentee ballot number.
requests in Representatives
Seminole from that party
County in the were allowed to
2000 add voter
presidential identification
election. numbers to

request forms
after they were
returned, and
absentee ballots
were sent to the
persons named on
the request forms.
The supreme
court affirmed the
trial court's
refusal to
invalidate the
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ballot requests,
and adopted the
trial court's
reasoning that the
information
required, which
included the voter
identification
number, was
directory rather
than mandatory.
The trial court
properly found
that the evidence
did not support a
finding of fraud,
gross negligence,
or intentional
wrongdoing.
Allowing one
party to correct
ballots did not
constitute illegal
disparate
treatment because
there was no need
to correct the

0
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other party's
forms. Affirmed.

Gross v. Court of 3 N.Y.3d October Appellant Due to a No N/A No
Albany Appeals of 251; 819 14, 2004 candidates challenge to a
County Bd. New York N.E.2d sought review redistricting plan,
of Elections 197; 785 from an order the Board was

N.Y.S.2d of the enjoined from
729; 2004 Appellate conducting
N.Y. Division, which primary and
LEXIS affirmed a trial general elections
2412 court order for certain county

holding that districts. A
absentee ballots special primary
from a special election was
general election directed, with a
were not to be special general
canvassed election to be
because held
respondent "expeditiously
Albany County thereafter."
Board of Absentee ballot
Elections failed requests for the
to follow the first special
set procedure election were
for those based on prior
voters, requests, but new

requests had to be
cn
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made for the
general election.
However, the
Board forwarded
absentee ballots
for that election
as well, based on
the prior requests.
Candidates in two
close races
thereafter
challenged those
absentee ballots,
as they violated
the procedure that
was to be
followed. The
trial court held
that the ballots
should not be
canvassed, which
decision was
affirmed on
appeal. On further
review due to
dissenting
opinions, the
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court found that
the ballots were
in violation of the
federal court
order that directed
the procedure to
be followed, as
well as in
violation of New
York election
law. The court
concluded that the
Board's error was
not technical,
ministerial, or
inconsequential
because it was
central to the
substantive
process, and the
voters who used
absentee ballots
were not
determined to be
"duly qualified
electors."
Affirmed.
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In re Supreme Court 577 Pa. March 8, A county The absentee No N/A No
Canvass of of 231; 843 2004 elections board ballots at issue
Absentee Pennsylvania A.2d voided certain were hand-
Ballots of 1223; absentee ballots delivered to the
Nov. 4, 2003 2004 Pa. cast in the county elections
Gen. LEXIS November 4, board by third
Election 431 2003, general persons on behalf

election. The of non--disabled
court of voters. On appeal,
common pleas the issue was
held that whether non--
absentee ballots disabled absentee
delivered by voters could have
third persons third persons
were valid and hand--deliver
should be their ballots to the
counted. The elections board
commonwealth where the board
court affirmed indicated that the
the trial court's practice was
decision. The permitted. The
state supreme state supreme
court granted court concluded
allocatur. that the "in
Appellants and person" delivery
appellees were requirement was
certain mandatory, and
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candidates and that absentee
voters, ballots delivered

in violation of the
provision were
invalid,
notwithstanding
the board's
erroneous
instructions to the
contrary. Under
the statute's plain
meaning, a non--
disabled absentee
voter had two
choices: send the
ballot by mail, or
deliver it in
person. Third--
person hand--
delivery of
absentee ballots
was not
permitted. To
ignore the law's
clear instructions
regarding in--

erson delivery
c-1
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would undermine
the statute's very
purpose as a
safeguard against
fraud. The state
supreme court
concluded that its
precedent was
clear, and it could
not simply ignore
substantive
provisions of the
Pennsylvania
Election Code.
The judgment of
the
Commonwealth
Court was
reversed in so far
as it held that
certain absentee
ballots delivered
on behalf of non--
disabled absentee
voters were valid.

In re Commonwealth 839 A.2d December The Allegheny On appeal, the No N/A No
Canvass of Court of 451; 2003 22, 2003 County issue was whether

0
I
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Absentee Pennsylvania Pa. Elections non-disabled
Ballots of Commw. Board did not voters who voted
November 4, LEXIS allow 74 by absentee
2003 963 challenged ballots and had

third--party those ballots
hand--delivered delivered by third
absentee ballots parties to county
to be counted election boards
in the statewide could have their
general ballots counted in
election. The the statewide
court of general election.
common pleas First, the
of Allegheny appellate court
County concluded that
reversed the political bodies
Board's had standing to
decision and appeal. Also, the
allowed the 74 trial court did not
ballots to be err by counting
counted. the 74 ballots
Appellant because absentee
objecting voters could not
candidates be held
appealed the responsible for
trial court's following the
order. statutory

cii
0
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requirements of
Pennsylvania
election law
where the Board
knowingly failed
to abide by the
statutory
language
regarding the
delivery of
absentee ballots,
changed its policy
to require voters
to abide by the
language, and
then changed its
policy back to its
original stance
that voters did not
have to abide by
the statutory
language, thereby
misleading
absentee voters
regarding
delivery
requirements.
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Under the
circumstances, it
was more
important to
protect the
interest of the
voters by not
disenfranchising
them than to
adhere to the
strict language of
the statute.
However, one
ballot was not
counted because
it was not
delivered to the
Board. Affirmed
with the
exception that one
voter's ballot was
stricken.

United United States 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff United The testimony of No N/A No
States v. District Court Dist. 20, 2004 States sued the two witnesses
Pennsylvania for the Middle LEXIS defendant offered by the

District of 21167 Commonwealth United States did
Penns lavnia of not support its

crt
0
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Pennsylvania, contention that
governor, and voters protected
state secretary, by the Uniformed
claiming that and Overseas
overseas voters Citizens Absentee
would be Voting Act would
disenfranchised be
if they used disenfranchised
absentee ballots absent immediate
that included injunctive relief
the names of because neither
two witness testified
presidential that any absentee
candidates who ballots issued to
had been UOCAVA voters
removed from were legally
the final incorrect or
certified ballot otherwise invalid.
and seeking Moreover, there
injunctive relief was no evidence
to address the that any
practical UOCAVA voter
implications of had complained
the final or otherwise
certification of expressed
the slate of concern regarding
candidates so their ability or

cn
0
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late in the right to vote. The
election year. fact that some

UOCAVA voters
received ballots
including the
names of two
candidates who
were not on the
final certified
ballot did not ipso
facto support a
finding that
Pennsylvania was
in violation of
UOCAVA,
especially since
the United States
failed to establish
that the ballot
defect
undermined the
right of
UOCAVA voters
to cast their
ballots.
Moreover,
Pennsylvania had

0
N
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adduced
substantial
evidence that the
requested
injunctive relief,
issuing new
ballots, would
have harmed the
Pennsylvania
election system
and the public by
undermining the
integrity and
efficiency of
Pennsylvania's
elections and
increasing
election costs.
Motion for
injunctive relief
denied.

Hoblock v. United States 341 F. October Plaintiffs, An election for No N/A No
Albany District Court Supp. 2d 25, 2004 candidates and members of the
County Bd. for the 169; 2004 voters, sued Albany County
of Elections Northern U.S. Dist. defendant, the Legislature had

District of New LEXIS Albany County, been enjoined,
York 21326 New York, and special
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Board of primary and
Elections, general elections
under § 1983, were ordered. The
claiming that order stated that
the Board the process for
violated obtaining and
plaintiffs' counting absentee
Fourteenth ballots for the
Amendment general election
rights by would follow
refusing to tally New York
the voters' election law,
absentee which required
ballots, voters to request
Plaintiffs absentee ballots.
moved for a However, the
preliminary Board issued
injunction, absentee ballots

for the general
election to all
persons who had
applied for an
absentee ballot
for the cancelled
election. The
voters used
absentee ballots
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to vote; their
ballots were later
invalidated. A
state court
determined that
automatically
sending absentee
ballots to those
who had not filed
an application
violated the
constitution of
New York. The
district court
found that the
candidates' claims
could have been
asserted in state
court and were
barred by res
judicata, but the
voters were not
parties to the state
court action. The
candidates were
not entitled to
joinder and had
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not filed a motion
to intervene. The
voters established
a likelihood of
success on the
merits, as the
Board effectively
took away their
right to vote by
issuing absentee
ballots and then
refusing to count
them. The voters'
claims involved
more than just an
"unintended
irregularity." The
candidates' claims
were dismissed,
and their request
for joinder or to
intervene was
denied. Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction
preventing the

CJl
0
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Board from
certifying winners
of the election
was granted.

Griffin v. United States 385 F.3d October In a suit The mothers No N/A No
Roupas Court of 1128; 15, 2004 brought by contended that,

Appeals for the 2004 U.S. plaintiff because it was a
Seventh Circuit App. working hardship for them

LEXIS mothers against to vote in person
21476 defendants, on election day,

members of the • the U.S.
Illinois State Constitution
Board of required Illinois
Elections, to allow them to
alleging that vote by absentee
the United ballot. The
States district court
Constitution dismissed the
required mothers'
Illinois to allow complaint. On
them to vote by appeal, the court
absentee ballot, held that the
the mothers district court's
appealed from ruling was
a decision of correct, because,
the United although it was
States District possible that the
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Court for the problems created
Northern by absentee
District of voting might be
Illinois, Eastern outweighed by
Division, which the harm to voters
dismissed their who would lose
complaint for their vote if they
failure to state were unable to
a claim, vote by absentee

ballot, the striking
of the balance
between
discouraging
fraud and
encouraging voter
turnout was a
legislative
judgment with
which the court
would not
interfere unless
strongly
convinced that
such judgment
was grossly awry.
The court further
held that Illinois

N
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law did not deny
the mothers equal
protection of the
laws, because the
hardships that
prevented voting
in person did not
bear more heavily
on working
mothers than
other classes in
the community.
Finally, the court
held that,
although the
length and
complexity of the
Illinois ballot
supported an
argument for
allowing people
to vote by mail,
such argument
had nothing to do
with the problems
faced by working
mothers. It

0
N
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applied to
everyone.
Affirmed.

Reitz v. United States 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff service The court issued No N/A No
Rendell District Court Dist. 29, 2004 members filed an order to assure

for the Middle LEXIS an action that service
District of 21813 against members and
Pennsylvania defendant state other similarly

officials under situated service
the Uniformed members who
and Overseas were protected by
Citizens the UOCAVA
Absentee would not be
Voting Act, disenfranchised.
alleging that The court ordered
they and the Secretary of
similarly the
situated service Commonwealth
members of Pennsylvania
would be to take all
disenfranchised reasonable steps
because they necessary to
did not receive direct the county
their absentee boards of
ballots in time. elections to
The parties accept as timely
entered into a received absentee
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voluntary ballots cast by
agreement and service members
submitted it to and other
the court for overseas voters as
approval, defined by

UOCAVA, so
long as the ballots
were received by
November 10,
2004. The ballots
were to be
considered solely
for purposes of
the federal offices
that were
included on the
ballots. The court
held that the
ballot needed to
be cast no later
than November 2,
2004 to be
counted. The
court did not
make any
findings of
liability against

Q
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the Governor or
the Secretary. The
court entered an
order, pursuant to
a stipulation
between the
parties, that
granted injunctive
relief to the
service members.

Bush v. United States 123 F. December The matter Plaintiff No N/A No
Hillsborough District Court Supp. 2d 8, 2000 came before the presidential and
County for the 1305; court on vise--presidential
Canvassing Northern 2000 U.S. plaintiffs' candidates and
Bd. District of Dist. complaint for state political

Florida LEXIS declaratory and party contended
19265 injunctive relief that defendant

alleging that county
defendant canvassing boards
county rejected overseas
canvassing absentee, state
boards rejected ballots and
overseas federal write--in
absentee state ballots based on
ballots and criteria
federal write-- inconsistent with
in ballots based the Uniformed

CA
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on criteria and Overseas
inconsistent Citizens Absentee
with federal Voting Act.
law, and Because the state
requesting that accepted overseas
the ballots be absentee state
declared valid ballots and
and that they federal write--in
should be ballots up to 10
counted. days after the

election, the State
needed to access
that the ballot in
fact came from
overseas.
However, federal
law provided the
method to
establish that fact
by requiring the
overseas absentee
voter to sign an
oath that the
ballot was mailed
from outside the
United States and
requiring the state
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election officials
to examine the
voter's
declarations. The
court further
noted that federal
law required the
user of a federal
write--in ballot to
timely apply for a
regular state
absentee ballot,
not that the state
receive the
application, and
that again federal
law, by requiring
the voter using a
federal write--in
ballot to swear
that he or she had
made timely
application, had
provided the
proper method of
proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot
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their request for
injunctive relief
and the court
granted in part
and denied in part
plaintiffs' request
for declaratory
relief, and
declared valid all
federal write--in
ballots that were
signed pursuant to
the oath provided
therein but
rejected solely
because the ballot
envelope did not
have an APO,
FPO, or foreign
postmark, or
solely because
there was no
record of an
application for a
state absentee
ballot.

Kolb v. Supreme Court 270 March 17, Both petitioner Both petitioner No N/A No
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Casella of New York, A.D.2d 2000 and respondent and respondent,
Appellate 964; 705 appealed from presumably
Division, N.Y.S.2d order of representing
Fourth 746; 2000 supreme court, different
Department N.Y. App. determining candidates,

Div. which absentee challenged the
LEXIS and other paper validity of
3483 ballots would particular paper

be counted in a ballots, mostly
special absentee, in a
legislative special legislative
election. election. The

court affirmed
most of the trial
court's findings,
but modified its
order to invalidate
ballots
improperly
marked outside
the voting square-
--ballots where
the signature on
the envelope
differed
substantially from
the voter
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registration card
signature----and
ballots where
voters neglected
to supply
statutorily
required
information on
the envelopes.
However, the
court, seeking to
avoid
disenfranchising
voters where
permissible, held
that ballots were
not invalid where
applications
substantially
complied with
statute, there was
no objection to
the ballots
themselves, and
there was no
evidence of fraud.
Where absentee
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ballot envelopes
contained extra
ballots, the ballots
were to be placed
in a ballot box so
that procedures
applicable when
excess ballots are
placed in a ballot
box could be
followed. Order
modified.

People v. Court of 241 Mich. June 27, Defendant filed Defendant No N/A No
Woods Appeals of App. 545; 2000 an interlocutory distributed and

Michigan 616 appeal of the collected absentee
N.W.2d decision by the ballots in an
211; 2000 circuit court, election. Because
Mich. which denied both defendant
App. defendant's and his brother
LEXIS request for a were candidates
156 jury instruction on the ballot,

on entrapment defendant's
by estoppel, but assistance was
stayed the illegal under
proceedings to Michigan law.
allow Bound over for
defendant to trial on election
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pursue the fraud charges,
interlocutory defendant
appeal, in a requested a jury
criminal action instruction on
alleging entrapment by
violations of estoppel, which
election laws. was denied. On

interlocutory
appeal, the
appellate court
reversed and
remanded for an
entrapment
hearing, holding
that defendant
should be given
the opportunity to
present evidence
that he
unwittingly
committed the
unlawful acts in
reasonable
reliance upon the
word of the
township clerk.
The necessarycii
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elements of the
entrapment
defense were: (1)
a government
official (2) told
the defendant that
certain criminal
conduct was
legal; (3) the
defendant
actually relied on
the official's
statements; (4)
the defendant's
reliance was in
good faith and
reasonable in
light of the
official's identity,
the point of law
represented, and
the substance of
the official's
statement; and (5)
the prosecution
would be so
unfair as to
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violate the
defendant's right
to due process.
Denial of jury
instruction was
reversed because
the trial court did
not hold an
entrapment
hearing;
remanded for an
entrapment
hearing where
defendant could
present elements
of the entrapment
by estoppel
defense.

Harris v. United States 122 F. December Plaintiffs The court found No N/A No
Florida District Court Supp. 2d 9, 2000 challenged the Congress did not
Elections for the 1317; counting of intend 3 U.S.C.S.
Canvassing Northern 2000 U.S. overseas § 1 to impose
Comm'n District of Dist. absentee ballots irrational

Florida LEXIS received after 7 scheduling rules
17875 p.m. on on state and local

election day, canvassing
alleging the officials, and did

cry
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ballots violated not intend to
Florida law. disenfranchise

overseas voters.
The court held the
state statute was
required to yield
to the Florida
Administrative
Code, which
required the 10-
day extension in
the receipt of
overseas absentee
ballots in federal
elections because
the rule was
promulgated to
satisfy a consent
decree entered by
the state in 1982.

Weldon v. United States 2004 U.S. November Plaintiffs, a The congressman No N/A No
Berks District Court Dist. 1, 2004 congressman and representative
County Dep't for the Eastern LEXIS and a state sought to have the
of Election District of 21948 representative, absentee ballots at
Servs. Pennsylvania filed a motion issue set aside

seeking a until a hearing
preliminary could be held to
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injunction or determine
temporary whether any of
restraining the straining order
order that denied. CASE
would prohibit SUMMARY:
defendant PROCEDURAL
county POSTURE:
department of Plaintiffs, a
election congressman and
services from a state
delivering to representative,
local election filed a motion
districts seeking a
absentee ballots preliminary
received from injunction or
any state, temporary
county, or city restraining order
correctional that would
facility, prohibit

defendant county
department of
election services
from delivering to
local election
districts absentee
ballots received
from any state,
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county, or city
correctional
facility as
provided in Pa.
Stat. Ann. tit. 25,
§ 3416.6 and Pa.
Stat. Ann. tit. 25,
§ 3416.8.
OVERVIEW:
The congressman
and representative
sought to have the
absentee ballots at
issue set aside
until a hearing
could be held to
determine
whether any of
the ballots were
delivered to the
county board of
elections by a
third party in
violation of
Pennsylvania law,
whether any of
the ballots were

UT
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submitted by
convicted
incarcerated
felons in violation
of Pennsylvania
law, and whether
any of the ballots
were submitted
by qualified
voters who were
improperly
assisted without
the proper
declaration
required by
Pennsylvania law.
The court
concluded that an
ex parte
temporary
restraining order
was not warranted
because there
were potential
jurisdictional
issues, substantial
questions
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concerning the
alleged violations,
and the complaint
did not allege that
the department
acted or
threatened to act
in an unlawful
manner. The
court denied the
ex parte motion
for a temporary
restraining order.
The court set a
hearing on the
motion for
preliminary
injunction.

Qualkinbush Court of 822 December Respondent Respondent first No N/A No
v. Skubisz Appeals of N.E.2d 28, 2004 appealed from claimed the trial

Illinois, First 38; 2004 an order of the court erred in
District Ill. App. circuit court denying his

LEXIS certifying motion to dismiss
1546 mayoral with respect to 38

election results votes the Election
for a city in Code was
which the court preempted by and

c1
c^
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declared violated the
petitioner Voting Rights
mayor. Act and the

Americans with
Disabilities Act of
1990 since it
restricted the
individuals with
whom an
absentee voter
could entrust their
ballot for mailing.
The appeals court
found the trial
court did not err
in denying the
motion to
dismiss, as
Illinois election
law prevented a
candidate or his
or her agent from
asserting undue
influence upon a
disabled voter and
from
manipulating that

cri0
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voter into voting
for the candidate
or the agent's
candidate, and
was designed to
protect the rights
of disabled
voters.
Respondent had
not established
that the federal
legislature
intended to
preempt the rights
of state
legislatures to
restrict absentee
voting, and,
particularly, who
could return
absentee ballots.
The Election
Code did not
violate equal
protection
principles, as the
burden placed
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upon absentee
voters by the
restriction on who
could mail an
absentee ballot
was slight and
nondiscriminatory
and substantially
contributed to the
integrity of the
election process.
Affirmed.

Panio v. Supreme Court 14 A.D.3d January In proceedings The question No N/A No
Sunderland of New York, 627; 790 25, 2005 filed pursuant presented was

Appellate N.Y.S.2d to New York whether the
Division, 136; 2005 election law to county election
Second N.Y. App. determine the board should
Department Div. validity of count the six

LEXIS certain categories of
3433 absentee and ballots that were

affidavit ballots in dispute. After a
tendered for the review of the
office of 35th evidence
District presented, the
Senator, appeals court
appellants, a modified the trial
chairperson of court's order by:

0
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the county (1) deleting an
Republican order directing
committee and the county
the Republican elections board
candidate, both (board) to count
sought review 160 affidavit
of an order by ballots tendered
the supreme by voters who
court to count appeared at the
or not count correct polling
certain ballots, place but the
Respondent wrong election
Democratic district, as there
candidate were meaningful
cross-- distinctions
appealed. between those

voters who went
to the wrong
polling place and
those voters who
went to the
correct polling
place but the
wrong election
district; (2)
directing that the
board not count

Cs
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10 affidavit
ballots tendered
in the wrong
election district
because of a map
error, as there was
no evidence that
the voters in this
category relied on
the maps when
they went to the
wrong election
districts; and (3)
directing the
board to count 45
absentee ballots
tendered by poll
workers, as it
appeared that the
workers
substantially
complied with the
statute by
providing a
written statement
that was the
functional
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equivalent of an
application for a
special ballot.
Order modified
and judgment
affirmed.

Pierce v. United States 324 F. November Plaintiff voters Intervenor No N/A No
Allegheny District Court Supp. 2d 13, 2003 sought to political
County Bd. for the Western 684; 2003 enjoin committees also
of Elections District of U.S. Dist. defendant moved to dismiss

Pennsylvania LEXIS election board for lack of
25569 from allowing standing, lack of

three different subject matter
procedures for jurisdiction, and
third--party failure to state a
absentee ballot claim, as well as
delivery, abstention. Inter
require the set alia, the court
aside of all found that
absentee third-- abstention was
party delivered appropriate under
ballots in the Pullman
connection doctrine because:
with the (1) construction
November of Pennsylvania
2003 election, election law was
prohibit those not clear
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ballots from regarding whether
being delivered the absentee
to local election ballot provision
districts after requiring hand--
having been delivery to be "in
commingled person" was
with other mandatory or
absentee directory; (2) the
ballots, and construction of
convert a the provision by
temporary state courts as
restraining mandatory or
order to an directory could
injunction, obviate the need

to determine
whether there had
been a Fourteenth.
Amendment
equal protection
violation; and (3)
erroneous
construction of
the provision
could disrupt very
important state
voting rights
policies.
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However, the
court had a
continuing duty to
consider the
motion for
temporary
restraining
order/preliminary
injunction despite
abstention. The
court issued a
limited
preliminary
injunction
whereby the 937
hand--delivered
absentee ballots at
issue were set
aside as
"challenged"
ballots subject to
the election code
challenge
procedure. Any
equal protection
issues could be
heard in state

ui
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court by virtue of
the state court's
concurrent
jurisdiction.

Friedman v. United States 345 F. November Plaintiff The voters No N/A No
Snipes District Court Supp. 2d 9, 2004 registered claimed they

for the 1356; voters sued timely requested
Southern 2004 U.S. defendant state absentee ballots
District of Dist. and county but (1) never
Florida LEXIS election received the

23739 officials under requested ballot
§ 1983 for or (2) received a
alleged ballot when it was
violations of too late for them
their rights to submit the
under 42 absentee ballot.
U.S.C.S. § The court held
1971(a)(2)(B) that 42 U.S.C.S. §
of the Civil 1971(a)(2)(B)
Rights Act, and was not intended
the First and to apply to the
Fourteenth counting of
Amendments to ballots by those
the United already deemed
States qualified to vote.
Constitution. The plain
The voters meaning of

(ii
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moved for a 1971(a)(2)(B) did
temporary not support the
restraining voters' claim that
order (TRO) it should cover an
and/or error or omission
preliminary on any record or
injunction. The paper or any error
court granted or omission in the
the TRO and treatment,
held a hearing handling, or
on the counting of any
preliminary record or paper.
injunction. Further, because

Florida election
law only related
to the mechanics
of the electoral
process, the
correct standard
to be applied here
was whether
Florida's
important
regulatory
interests justified
the restrictions
imposed on their
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First and
Fourteenth
Amendment
rights. The State's
interests in
ensuring a fair
and honest
election and
counting votes
within a
reasonable time
justified the light
imposition on
voting rights. The
deadline for
returning ballots
did not
disenfrachise a
class of voters.
Rather, it
imposed a time
deadline by which
voters had to
return their votes.
So there was no
equal protection
violation.
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Preliminary
injunction denied.
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United United 403 F.3d April 4, Defendant Defendant paid No N/A No
States v. States Court 347; 2005 2005 appealed his three people to
Madden of Appeals U.S. App. conviction for vote for a local

for the Sixth LEXIS violating the candidate in a
Circuit 5326 federal vote-- primary

buying election. The
statute. He same ballot
also appealed contained
the sentence candidates for
imposed by the U.S. Senate.
the United While he
States District waived his right
Court for the to appeal his
Eastern conviction, he
District of nonetheless
Kentucky at asserted two
Pikeville. The arguments in
district court seeking to avoid
applied the the waiver. He
U.S. first posited that
Sentencing the vote buying
Guidelines statute
Manual prohibited only
(Guidelines) buying votes for
§ 3B1.1(c) federal
supervisory-- candidates----a
role prohibition not

iJ
C.SI
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enhancement violated by his
and increased conduct. In the
defendant's alternative, he
base offense stated if the
level by two statute did
levels. criminalize

buying votes for
state or local
candidates, then
the statute was
unconstitutional.
Both arguments
failed.
Defendant
argued that
applying the
supervisory--
role
enhancement
constituted
impermissible
double counting
because the
supervision he
exercised was
no more than
necessary to
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establish a vote-
-buying offense.
That argument
also failed.
Defendant next
argued that the
district court
erred by
applying the
vulnerable--
victim
enhancement
under U. S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
3A1.1(b)(1). He
acknowledged
that he knew the
mentally ill
people who sold
their votes were
vulnerable, but
maintained they
were not victims
because they
received $50 for
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their votes. The
vote sellers
were not victims
for Guidelines
purposes. The
district court
erred.
Defendant's
appeal of
conviction was
dismissed.
Defendant's
sentence was
vacated, and the
case was
remanded for
resentencing.

United United 411 F.3d June 3, Defendant Defendant No N/A No
States v. States Court 643; 2005 2005 pled guilty to offered to pay
Slone of Appeals U.S. App. vote buying voters for voting

for the Sixth LEXIS in a federal in a primary
Circuit 10137 election. The election.

United States Defendant
District Court claimed that the
for the vote buying
Eastern statute did not
District of apply to him
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Kentucky because his
sentenced conduct related
defendant to solely to a
10 months in candidate for a
custody and county office.
recommended Alternatively,
that the defendant
sentence be asserted that the
served at an statute was
institution unconstitutional
that could because it
accommodate exceeded
defendant's Congress'
medical enumerated
needs. powers. Finally,
Defendant defendant
appealed his argued that the
conviction district court
and sentence, erred when it

failed to
consider his
medical
condition as a
ground for a
downward
departure at
sentencing. The
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appellate court
found that the
vote buying
statute applied
to all elections
in which a
federal
candidate was
on the ballot,
and the
government
need not prove
that defendant
intended to
affect the
federal
component of
the election by
his corrupt
practices. The
facts admitted
by defendant at
his guilty-plea
hearing
established all
of the essential
elements of an
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offense. The
Elections Clause
and the
Necessary and
Proper Clause
combined to
provide
Congress with
the power to
regulate mixed
federal and state
elections even
when federal
candidates were
running
unopposed.
There was no
error in the
district court's
decision on
departure under
U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
5H1.4.
Defendant's
conviction and
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sentence were
affirmed.

United United 139 Fed. July 18, Defendants One of the No N/A No
States v. States Court Appx. 681; 2005 were defendants was
Smith of Appeals 2005 U.S. convicted of a state

for the Sixth App. vote buying representative
Circuit LEXIS and who decided to

14855 conspiracy to run for an
buy votes, elected position.
The United Defendants
States District worked together
Court for the and with others
Eastern to buy votes.
District of During
Kentucky defendants' trial,
entered in addition to
judgment on testimony
the jury regarding vote
verdict and buying,
sentenced evidence was
defendants. introduced that
Defendants two witnesses
appealed. had been

threatened. The
appellate court
found that
defendants
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failed to show
evidence of
prejudice with
regard to denial
of the motion
for severance.
Threat evidence
was not
excludable
under Fed. R.
Evid. 404(b)
because it was
admissible to
show
consciousness
of guilt without
any inference as
to the character
of defendants.
Admission of
witnesses'
testimony was
proper because
each witness
testified that he
or she was
approached by a
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member of the
conspiracy and
offered money
for his or her
vote. The
remaining
incarcerated
defendant's
challenges to his
sentence had
merit because
individuals who
sold their votes
were not
"victims" for the
purposes of U.S.
Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual § 3
A1.1.
Furthermore,
application of
U.S. Sentencing
Guidelines
Manual §
3B1.1(b)
violated

10
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defendant's
Sixth
Amendment
rights because it

• was based on
• facts that

defendant did
not admit or
proved to the
jury beyond a
reasonable
doubt.
Defendants'
convictions
were affirmed.
The remaining
incarcerated
defendant's
sentence was
vacated and his
case was
remanded for
resentencing in
accordance with
Booker.

Nugent v. Court of 816 So. 2d April 23, Plaintiff The incumbent No N/A No
Phelps Appeal of 349; 2002 2002 incumbent argued that: (1)

11
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Louisiana, La. App. police chief the number of
Second LEXIS sued persons who
Circuit 1138 defendant were bribed for

challenger, their votes by
the winning the challenger's
candidate, to worker was
have the sufficient to
election change the
nullified and outcome of the
a new election; (2) the
election held trial judge failed
based on to inform
numerous potential
irregularities witnesses that
and unlawful they could be
activities by given immunity
the challenger from
and his prosecution for
supporters. bribery of voters
The if they came
challenger forth with
won the truthful
election by a testimony; (3)
margin of the votes of
four votes. At three of his
the end of the ardent
incumbent's supporters

12
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case, the should have
district court been counted
for the because they
dismissed his were
suit. The incarcerated for
incumbent the sole purpose
appealed. of keeping them

from
campaigning
and voting; and
(4) the district
attorney, a
strong supporter
of the
challenger,
abused his
power when he
subpoenaed the
incumbent to
appear before
the grand jury a
week preceding
the election. The
appellate court
held no more
than two votes
would be

13	 Q1 O71
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subtracted, a
difference that
would be
insufficient to
change the
election result
or make it
impossible to
determine. The
appellate court
found the trial
judge read the
immunity
portion of the
statute to the
potential
witnesses. The
appellate court
found the arrests
of the three
supporters were
the result of
grand jury
indictments, and
there was no
manifest error in
holding that the

14 01J72
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incumbent
failed to prove a
scheme by the
district attorney.
The judgment of
the trial court
was affirmed.

Eason v. Court of 2005 Miss. December Defendant Defendant was No N/A No
State Appeals of App. 13, 2005 appealed a helping with his

Mississippi LEXIS decision of cousin's
1017 circuit court campaign in a

convicting run--off election
him of one for county
count of supervisor.
conspiracy to Together, they
commit voter drove around
fraud and town, picking
eight counts up various
of voter people who
fraud. were either at

congregating
spots or their
homes.
Defendant
would drive the
voters to the
clerk's office

15	 015073
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where they
would vote by
absentee ballot
and defendant
would give
them beer or
money.
Defendant
claimed he was
entitled to a
mistrial because
the prosecutor
advanced an
impermissible
"sending the
message"
argument. The
court held that it
was precluded
from reviewing
the entire
context in which
the argument
arose because,
while the
prosecutor's
closing

0.50
16
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argument was in
the record, the
defense
counsel's
closing
argument was
not. Also,
because the
prosecutor's
statement was
incomplete due
to defense
counsel's
objection, the
court could not
say that the
statement made
it impossible for
defendant to
receive a fair
trial.
Furthermore,
the trial judge
did not abuse
his discretion
when he did not
allow defendant

17	 O.15Q 75
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to ask the
individual
whether she
wanted to see
defendant go to
prison because
the individual's
potential bias
was shown by
the individual's
testimony that
she expected the
prosecution to
recommend her
sentence. The
court affirmed
defendant's
conviction.

United United 2005 U.S. November Defendants Defendants No N/A No
States v. States Dist. 30, 2005 were charged argued that
Turner District LEXIS with recusal was

Court for 31709 committing mandated by 28
the Eastern mail fraud U.S.C.S. §
District of and 455(a) and
Kentucky conspiracy to (b)(1). The court

commit mail found no merit
fraud and in defendants'

18
	 015076
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vote--buying. arguments. The
First fact that the
defendant judge's husband
filed a motion was the
to recuse. commissioner of
Second the Kentucky
defendant's Department of
motion to Environmental
join the Protection, a
motion to position to
recuse was which he was
granted. First appointed by the
defendant Republican
moved to Governor, was
compel the not relevant.
Government The judge's
to grant husband was
testimonial neither a party
use immunity nor a witness.
to second The court
defendant and further
moved to concluded that
sever no reasonable
defendants. person could

find that the
judge's spouse
had any direct

9 0150771
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interest in the
instant action.
As for issue of
money donated
by the judge's
husband to
Republican
opponents of
first defendant,
the court could
not discern any
reason why such
facts warranted
recusal. First
defendant
asserted that
second
defendant
should have
been granted
use immunity
based on a
belief that
second
defendant would
testify that first
defendant did

20	 Q15078
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not agree to,
possess
knowledge of,
engage in, or
otherwise
participate in
any of the
illegal activity
alleged in the
indictment. The
court found the
summary of
expected
testimony to be
too general to
grant immunity.
In addition, it
was far from
clear whether
the court had the
power to grant
testimonial use
immunity to
second
defendant.
Defendants'
motion to recuse

21
015'079
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was denied.
First defendant's
motions to
compel and to
sever were
denied.

22	 015030
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Ways v. Supreme Court 264 Neb. July 5, Appellant felon The felon was No N/A No
Shively of Nebraska 250; 646 2002 filed a writ of discharged from

N.W.2d mandamus, which the Nebraska State
621; sought to compel Penitentiary in
2002 appellee Election June 1998 after
Neb. Commissioner of completing his
LEXIS Lancaster County, sentences for the
158 Nebraska, to crimes of

permit him to pandering,
register to vote, carrying a
The District Court concealed weapon
for Lancaster and attempting to
County denied the possess a
felon's petition for controlled
writ of mandamus substance. The
and dismissed the commissioner
petition. The felon asserted that as a
appealed. result of the felon's

conviction, the
sentence for which
had neither been
reversed nor
annulled, he had
lost his right to
vote. The
commissioner
contended that the
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only method by
which the felon's
right to vote could
be restored was
through a warrant
of discharge issued
by the Nebraska
Board of Pardons--
-a warrant of
discharge had not
been issued. The
supreme court
ruled that the
certificate of
discharge issued to
the felon upon his
release did not
restore his right to
vote. The supreme
court ruled that as
a matter of law, the
specific right to
vote was not
restored to the
felon upon his
discharge from
incarceration at the

0150
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completion of his
sentences. The
judgment was
affirmed.

Fischer v. Supreme Court 145 N.H. March 24, Appellant State of Appellee was No N/A No
Governor of New 28; 749 2000 New Hampshire incarcerated at the

Hampshire A.2d challenged a ruling New Hampshire
321; of the superior State Prison on
2000 court that the felon felony convictions.
N.H. disenfranchisement When he requested
LEXIS statutes violate an absentee ballot
16 N.H. Const. pt. I, to vote from a city

Art. 11. clerk, the request
was denied. The
clerk sent him a
copy of N.H. Rev.
Stat. Ann. §
607(A)(2) (1986),
which prohibits a
felon from voting
"from the time of
his sentence until
his final
discharge." The
trial court declared
the
disenfranchisement

O1a€Ts3
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statutes
unconstitutional
and ordered local
election officials to
allow the plaintiff
to vote. Appellant
State of New
Hampshire
challenged this
ruling. The central
issue was whether
the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes violated
N.H. Const. pt. I,
art. 11. After a
review of the
article, its
constitutional
history, and
legislation
pertinent to the
right of felons to
vote, the court
concluded that the
legislature retained
the authority under

0150.
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the article to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable
exercise of
legislative
authority, and
reversed. Judgment
reversed because
the court
concluded that the
legislature retained
its authority under
the New
Hampshire
Constitution to
determine voter
qualifications and
that the felon
disenfranchisement
statutes were a
reasonable
exercise of
legislative

O15O 5
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authority.
Mixon v. Commonwealth 759 September Respondents filed Petitioner No N/A No
Commonwealth Court of A.2d 18, 2000 objections to convicted felons

Pennsylvania 442; petitioners' were presently or
2000 Pa. complaint seeking had formerly been
Commw. declaratory relief confined in state
LEXIS as to the prison. Petitioner
534 unconstitutionality elector was

of the currently
Pennsylvania registered to vote
Election Code, 25 in respondent state.
Pa. Cons. Stat. §§ Petitioners filed a
2600 -- 3591, and complaint against
the Pennsylvania respondent state
Voter Registration seeking
Act, 25 Pa. Cons, declaratory relief
Stat. §§ 961.101-- challenging as
961.5109, unconstitutional,
regarding felon state election and
voting rights, voting laws that

excluded confined
felons from the
definition of
qualified absentee
electors and that
barred a felon who
had been released

0150.36
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from a penal
institution for less
than five years
from registering to
vote. Respondents
filed objections to
petitioners'
complaint. The
court sustained
respondents'
objection that
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status
because
respondent state
had broad power to
determine the
conditions under
which suffrage
could be exercised.
However,
petitioner elector
had no standing

0'5037
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and the court
overruled
objection as to
deprivation of ex--
felon voting rights.
The court
sustained
respondents'
objection since
incarcerated felons
were not
unconstitutionally
deprived of
qualified absentee
elector status and
petitioner elector
had no standing,
but objection that
ex--incarcerated
felons' voting
rights were
deprived was
overruled since
status penalized
them.

NAACP United States 2000 August Plaintiffs moved Plaintiffs, ex-- No N/A No
Philadelphia District Court U.S. 14, 2000 for a preliminar felon,

1}15038
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Branch v. for the Eastern Dist. injunction, which unincorporated
Ridge District of LEXIS the parties agreed association, and

Pennsylvania 11520 to consolidate with others, filed a civil
the merits rights suit against
determination for a defendant state and
permanent local officials,
injunction, in contending that the
plaintiffs' civil Pennsylvania
rights suit Voter Registration
contending that the Act, violated the
Pennsylvania Equal Protection
Voter Registration Clause by
Act, offended the prohibiting some
Equal Protection ex--felons from
Clause of U.S. voting during the
Const. amend. five year period
XIV. following their

release from
prison, while
permitting other
ex--felons to vote.
Plaintiffs conceded

• that one plaintiff
lacked standing,
and the court
assumed the
remaining

015059
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plaintiffs had
standing. The court
found that all that
all three of the
special
circumstances
necessary to
invoke the Pullman
doctrine were
present in the case,
but found that
abstention was not
appropriate under
the circumstances
since it did not
agree with
plaintiffs'
contention that the
time constraints
caused by the
upcoming election
meant that the
option of pursuing
their claims in
state court did not
offer plaintiffs an
adequate remedy.

10 O i5O90
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Plaintiffs motion
for permanent
injunction denied;
the court abstained
from deciding
merits of plaintiffs'
claims under the
Pullman doctrine
because all three of
the special
circumstances
necessary to
invoke the doctrine
were present in the
case; all further
proceedings stayed
until further order.

Farrakhan v. United States 2000 December Plaintiffs, The felons alleged No N/A No
Locke District Court U.S. 1, 2000 convicted felons that Washington's

for the Eastern Dist. who were also felon
District of LEXIS racial minorities, disenfranchisement
Washington 22212 sued defendants and restoration of

for alleged civil rights
violations of the schemes, premised
Voting Rights Act. upon Wash. Const.
The parties filed art. VI § 3, resulted
cross--motions for in the denial of the

11	 O1J O91
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summary right to vote to
judgment. racial minorities in

violation of the
VRA. They argued
that race bias in, or
the discriminatory
effect of, the
criminal justice
system resulted in
a disproportionate
number of racial
minorities being
disenfranchised
following felony
convictions. The
court concluded
that Washington's
felon
disenfranchisement
provision
disenfranchised a
disproportionate
number of
minorities; as a
result, minorities
were under--
reresented in

12 015092
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Washington's
political process.
The Rooker--
Feldman doctrine
barred the felons
from bringing any
as--applied
challenges, and
even if it did not
bar such claims,
there was no
evidence that the
felons' individual
convictions were
born of
discrimination in
the criminal justice
system. However,
the felons' facial
challenge also
failed. The remedy
they sought would
create a new
constitutional
problem, allowing
disenfranchisement
only of white

0.150.93
13
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felons. Further, the
felons did not
establish a causal
connection
between the
disenfranchisement
provision and the
prohibited result.
The court granted
defendants' motion
and denied the
felons' motion for
summary
judgment.

Johnson v. United States 214 F. July 18, Plaintiff felons The felons had all No N/A No
Bush District Court Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendant successfully

for the 1333; state officials for completed their
Southern 2002 alleged violations terms of
District of U.S. of their incarceration
Florida Dist. constitutional and/or probation,

LEXIS rights. The but their civil
14782 officials moved rights to register

and the felons and vote had not
cross-moved for been restored.
summary They alleged that
judgment. Florida's

disenfranchisement

14	 -015094
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law violated their
rights under First,
Fourteenth,
Fifteenth, and
Twenty--Fourth
Amendments to
the United States
Constitution, as
well as § 1983 and
§§2 and 10 of the
Voting Rights Act
of 1965. Each of
the felons' claims
was fatally flawed.
The felons'
exclusion from
voting did not
violate the Equal
Protection or Due
Process Clauses of
the United States
Constitution. The
First Amendment
did not guarantee
felons the right to
vote. Although
there was evidence

Q1^Q5.
15
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that racial animus
was a factor in the
initial enactment of
Florida's
disenfranchisement
law, there was no
evidence that race
played a part in the
re--enactment of
that provision.
Although it
appeared that there
was a disparate
impact on
minorities, the
cause was racially
neutral. Finally,
requiring the
felons to pay their
victim restitution
before their rights
would be restored
did not constitute
an improper poll
tax or wealth
qualification. The
court granted the

16	 915096
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officials' motion
for summary
judgment and
implicitly denied
the felons' motion.
Thus, the court
dismissed the
lawsuit with
prejudice.

King v. City of United States 2004 May 13, Plaintiff inmate The inmate was No N/A No
Boston District Court U.S. 2004 filed a motion for convicted of a

for the District Dist. summary judgment felony and
of LEXIS in his action incarcerated. His
Massachusetts 8421 challenging the application for an

constitutionality of absentee ballot was
Mass. Gen. Laws denied on the
ch. 51, § 1, which ground that he was
excluded not qualified to
incarcerated felons register and vote
from voting while under Mass. Gen.
they were Laws ch. 51, § 1.
imprisoned. The inmate argued

that the statute was
unconstitutional as
it applied to him
because it
amounted to

17	 0150'97
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additional
punishment for
crimes he
committed before
the statute's
enactment and thus
violated his due
process rights and
the prohibition
against ex post
facto laws and bills
of attainder. The
court held that the
statute was
regulatory and not
punitive because
rational choices
were implicated in
the statute's
disenfranchisement
of persons under
guardianship,
persons
disqualified
because of corrupt
elections practices,
persons under 18

18	
015098
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years of age, as
well as
incarcerated
felons.
Specifically,
incarcerated felons
were disqualified
during the period
of their
imprisonment
when it would be
difficult to identify
their address and
ensure the
accuracy of their
ballots. Therefore,
the court
concluded that
Mass. Gen. Laws
ch. 51, § 1 did not
violate the inmate's
constitutional
rights. The court
found the statute at
issue to be
constitutional and
denied the inmate's

015099
19
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motion for
summary
judgment.

Hayden v. United States 2004 June 14, In a 42 U.S.C.S. § The felons sued No N/A No
Pataki District Court U.S. 2004 1983 action filed defendants,

for the Dist. by plaintiffs, black alleging that N.Y.
Southern LEXIS and latino Const. art. II, § 3
District of New 10863 convicted felons, and N.Y. Elec.
York alleging that N.Y. Law § 5--106(2)

Const. art. II, § 3 unlawfully denied
and N.Y. Elec. suffrage to
Law § 5--106(2) incarcerated and
were paroled felons on
unconstitutional, account of their
defendants, New race. The court
York's governor granted defendants'
and the motion for
chairperson of the judgment on the
board of elections, pleadings on the
moved for felons' claims
judgment on the under U.S. Const.
pleadings under amend. XIV, XV
Fed. R. Civ. P. because their
12(c). factual allegations

were insufficient
from which to
draw an inference

015100
20
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that the challenged
provisions or their
predecessors were
enacted with
discriminatory
intent, and because
denying suffrage to
those who received
more severe
punishments, such
as a term of
incarceration, and
not to those who
received a lesser
punishment, such
as probation, was
not arbitrary. The
felons' claims
under 42 U.S.C.S.
§ 1973 were
dismissed because
§ 1973 could not
be used to
challenge the
legality of N.Y.
Elec. Law § 5--
106. Defendants'

015101
21
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motion was
granted as to the
felons' claims
under 42 U.S.C.S.
§ 1971 because §
1971 did not
provide for a
private right of
action, and
because the felons
were not
"otherwise
qualified to vote."
The court also
granted defendants'
motion on the
felons' U.S. Const.
amend. I claim
because it did not
guarantee a felon
the right to vote.
Defendants'
motion for
judgment on the
pleadings was
granted in the
felons'	 1983

015102
22
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action.
Farrakhan v. United States 338 F.3d July 25, Plaintiff inmates Upon conviction of No N/A No
Washington Court for 1009; 2003 sued defendant infamous crimes in

Appeals for the 2003 state officials, the state, (that is,
Ninth Circuit U.S. claiming that crimes punishable

App. Washington state's by death or
LEXIS felon imprisonment in a
14810 disenfranchisement state correctional

scheme constitutes facility), the
improper race-- inmates were
based vote denial disenfranchised.
in violation of § 2 The inmates
of the Voting claimed that the
Rights Act. The disenfranchisement
United States scheme violated §
District Court for 2 because the
the Eastern District criminal justice
of Washington system was biased
granted of against minorities,
summary judgment causing a
dismissing the disproportionate
inmates' claims. minority
The inmates representation
appealed. among those being

disenfranchised.
The appellate court
held, inter alia, that

23	 015103
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the district court
erred in failing to
consider evidence
of racial bias in the
state's criminal
justice system in
determining
whether the state's
felon
disenfranchisement
laws resulted in
denial of the right
to vote on account
of race. Instead of
applying its novel
"by itself'
causation standard,
the district court
should have
applied a totality
of the
circumstances test
that included
analysis of the
inmates'
compelling
evidence of racial

24	 O151O4
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bias in
Washington's
criminal justice
system. However,
the inmates lacked
standing to
challenge the
restoration scheme
because they
presented no
evidence of their
eligibility, much
less even allege
that they were
eligible for
restoration, and
had not attempted
to have their civil
rights restored.
The court affirmed
as to the eligibility
claim but reversed
and remanded for
further
proceedings to the
bias in the criminal
justice system

015105
25
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claim.
In re Phillips Supreme Court 265 Va. January The circuit court, More than five No N/A No

of Virginia 81; 574 10, 2003 entered a judgment years earlier, the
S.E.2d in which it former felon was
270; declined to convicted of the
2003 Va. consider petitioner felony of making a
LEXIS former felon's false written
10 petition for statement incident

approval of her to a firearm
request to seek purchase. She then
restoration of her petitioned the trial
eligibility to court asking it to
register to vote, approve her
The former felon request to seek
appealed. restoration of her

eligibility to
register to vote.
Her request was
based on Va. Code
Ann. § 53.1--
231.2, allowing
persons convicted
of non--violent
felonies to petition
a trial court for
approval of a
request to seek

26	 'p151^
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restoration of
voting rights. The
trial court
declined. It found
that Va. Code Ann.
§ 53.1--231.2
violated
constitutional
separation of
powers principles
since it gave the
trial court powers
belonging to the
governor. It also
found that even if
the statute was
constitutional, it
was fundamentally
flawed for not
providing notice to
respondent
Commonwealth
regarding a
petition. After the
petition was
denied, the state
supreme court

27	 015107
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Further

found the
separation of
powers principles
were not violated
since the statute
only allowed the
trial court to
determine if an
applicant met the
requirements to
have voting
eligibility restored.
It also found the
statute was not
fundamentally
flawed since the
Commonwealth
was not an
interested party
entitled to notice.
OUTCOME: The
judgment was
reversed and the
case was remanded
for further
proceedings.

Howard v. United States 2000 February Appellant Appellant was No N/A No

28	 015108
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Gilmore Court of U.S. 23, 2000 challenged the disenfranchised by
Appeals for the App. United States the
Fourth Circuit LEXIS District Court for Commonwealth of

2680 the Eastern District Virginia following
of Virginia's order his felony
summarily conviction. He
dismissing his challenged that
complaint, related decision by suing
to his inability to the
vote as a convicted Commonwealth
felon, for failure to under the U.S.
state a claim upon Const. amends. I,
which relief can be XIV, XV, XIX,
granted. and XXIV, and

under the Voting
Rights Act of
1965. The lower
court summarily
dismissed his
complaint under
Fed. R. Civ. P.
12(b)(6) for failure
to state a claim.
Appellant
challenged. The
court found U.S.
Const. amend. I

29	 0.15109
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Further

created no private
right of action for
seeking
reinstatement of
previously
canceled voting
rights, U.S. Const.
amends. XIV, XV,
XIX, and the VRA
required either
gender or race
discrimination,
neither of which
appellant asserted,
and the U.S. Const.
amend. XXIV,
while prohibiting
the imposition of
poll taxes, did not
prohibit the
imposition of a
$10 fee for
reinstatement of
appellant's civil
rights, including
the right to vote.
Consequently,

30	 0151.10
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Further

appellant failed to
state a claim. The
court affirmed,
finding that none
of the
constitutional
provisions
appellant relied on
were properly pled
because appellant
failed to assert that
either his race or
gender were
involved in the
decisions to deny
him the vote.
Conditioning
reestablishment of
his civil rights on a
$10 fee was not
unconstitutional.

Johnson v. United States 353 F.3d December Plaintiffs, ex-- The citizens No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1287; 19, 2003 felon citizens of alleged that Fla.
Fla. Appeals for the 2003 Florida, on their Const. art. VI, § 4

Eleventh U.S. own right and on (1968) was racially
Circuit App. behalf of others, discriminatory and

LEXIS sought review of a violated their

0.15111
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25859 decision of the constitutional
United States rights. The citizens
District Court for also alleged
the Southern violations of the
District of Florida, Voting Rights Act.
which granted The court initially
summary judgment examined the
to defendants, history of Fla.
members of the Const. art. VI, § 4
Florida Clemency (1968) and
Board in their determined that the
official capacity. citizens had
The citizens presented evidence
challenged the that historically the
validity of the disenfranchisement
Florida felon provisions were
disenfranchisement motivated by a
laws. discriminatory

animus. The
citizens had met
their initial burden
of showing that
race was a
substantial
motivating factor.
The state was then
required to show

32	 015112
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Further

that the current
disenfranchisement
provisions would
have been enacted
absent the
impermissible
discriminatory
intent. Because the
state had not met
its burden,
summary judgment
should not have
been granted. The
court found that
the claim under the
Voting Rights Act,
also needed to be
remanded for
further
proceedings.
Under a totality of
the circumstances,
the district court
needed to analyze
whether intentional
racial
discrimination was

015.1.13
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behind the Florida
disenfranchisement
provisions, in
violation of the
Voting Rights Act.
The court affirmed
the district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
on the citizens' poll
tax claim. The
court reversed the
district court's
decision to grant
summary judgment
to the Board on the
claims under the
equal protection
clause and for
violation of federal
voting laws and
remanded the
matter to the
district court for
further
proceedings.

State v. Black Court of 2002 September In 1997, petitioner The appellate No N/A No

34	 O15il^
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Appeals of Tenn. 26, 2002 was convicted of court's original
Tennessee App. forgery and opinion found that

LEXIS sentenced to the petitioner had not
696 penitentiary for lost his right to

two years, but was hold public office
immediately because Tennessee
placed on law removed that
probation. He right only from
subsequently convicted felons
petitioned the who were
circuit court for "sentenced to the
restoration of penitentiary." The
citizenship. The trial court's
trial court restored amended judgment
his citizenship made it clear that
rights. The State petitioner was in
appealed. The fact sentenced to
appellate court the penitentiary.
issued its opinion, Based upon this
but granted the correction to the
State's motions to record, the
supplement the appellate court
record and to found that
rehear its decision. petitioner's

sentence to the
penitentiary
resulted in the

35	 p 15115
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Further

forfeiture of his
right to seek and
hold public office
by operation of
Tenn. Code Ann. §
40-20--114.
However, the
appellate court
concluded that this
new information
did not requires a
different outcome
on the merits of the
issue of restoration
of his citizenship
rights, including
the right to seek
and hold public
office. The
appellate court
adhered to its
conclusion that the
statutory
presumption in
favor of the
restoration was not
overcome by a

36 015116
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showing, by a
preponderance of
the evidence, of
good cause to deny
the petition for
restoration of
citizenship rights.
The appellate court
affirmed the
restoration of
petitioner's right to
vote and reversed
the denial of his
right to seek and
hold public office.
His full rights of
citizenship were
restored.

Johnson v. United States 405 F.3d April 12, Plaintiff The individuals No N/A No
Governor of Court of 1214; 2005 individuals sued argued that the
Fla. Appeals for the 2005 defendant racial animus

Eleventh U.S. members of motivating the
Circuit App. Florida Clemency adoption of

LEXIS Board, arguing that Florida's
5945 Florida's felon disenfranchisement

disenfranchisement laws in 1868
law, Fla. Const. remained legally

37	 015117
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art. VI, § 4 (1968), operative despite
violated the Equal the reenactment of
Protection Clause Fla. Const. art. VI,
and 42 U.S.C.S. § § 4 in 1968. The
1973. The United subsequent
States District reenactment
Court for the eliminated any
Southern District discriminatory
of Florida granted taint from the law
the members as originally
summary enacted because
judgment. A the provision
divided appellate narrowed the class
panel reversed, of disenfranchised
The panel opinion individuals and
was vacated and a was amended
rehearing en banc through a
was granted. deliberative

process. Moreover,
there was no
allegation of racial
discrimination at
the time of the
reenactment. Thus,
the
disenfranchisement
provision was not

38	 01.5118
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a violation of the
Equal Protection
Clause and the
district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on that claim. The
argument that 42
U.S.C.S. § 1973
applied to Florida's
disenfranchisement
provision was
rejected because it
raised grave
constitutional
concerns, i.e.,
prohibiting a
practice that the
Fourteenth
Amendment
permitted the state
to maintain. In
addition, the
legislative history
indicated that
Congress never

39	 015119
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intended the
Voting Rights Act
to reach felon
disenfranchisement
provisions. Thus,
the district court
properly granted
the members
summary judgment
on the Voting
Rights Act claim.
The motion for
summary judgment
in favor of the
members was
granted.

015.120
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Jenkins v. Court of 883 So. 2d October 8, Petitioner, a The trial court No N/A No
Williamson- Appeal of 537; 2004 2004 candidate for found that the
Butler Louisiana, La. App. a parish voting

Fourth LEXIS juvenile machines were
Circuit 2433 court not put into

judgeship, service until
failed to two, four, and,
qualify for a in many
runoff instances, eight
election. She hours after the
filed suit statutorily
against mandated
defendant, starting hour
the clerk of which
criminal constituted
court for the serious
parish irregularities so
seeking a as to deprive
new election, voters from
based on freely
grounds of expressing their
substantial will. It was
irregularities. impossible to
The district determine the
court ruled number of
in favor of voters that were
the candidate affected by the

015121
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Further

and ordered late start up or
the holding late arrival of
of a voting
restricted machines,
citywide making it
election. The impossible to
clerk determine the
appealed. result. The

appellate court
agreed that the
irregularities
were so serious
that the trial
court's voiding
the election and
calling a new
election was the
proper remedy.
Judgment
affirmed.

Hester v. Court of 882 So. 2d October 8, Petitioner, The candidate No N/A No
McKeithen Appeal of 1291; 2004 2004 school board argued that the

Louisiana, La. App. candidate, trial court erred
Fourth LEXIS filed suit in not setting
Circuit 2429 against aside the

defendants, election, even
Louisiana after

015122
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Secretary of acknowledging
State and in its reasons
district court for judgment
clerk, numerous
contesting irregularities
the school with the
board election
election process. The
results. The appellate court
trial court ruled that had
rendered the
judgment irregularities
against the not occurred
candidate, the outcome
finding no would have
basis for the been exactly
election to the same.
be declared Judgment
void. The affirmed.
candidate
appealed.

In re Supreme 88 Ohio St. March 29, Appellant Appellant No N/A No
Election Court of 3d 258; 2000 sought contended that
Contest of Ohio 2000 Ohio review of the an election
Democratic 325; 725 judgment of irregularity
Primary N.E.2d 271; the court of occurred when
Election 2000 Ohio common the board failed

01912
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Held May 4, LEXIS 607 pleas to meet and act
1999 denying his by majority

election vote on another
contest candidate's
challenging withdrawal,
an instead
opponent's permitting its
nomination employees to
for election make decisions.
irregularity. Appellant had

to prove by
clear and
convincing
evidence that
one or more
election
irregularities
occurred and it
affected enough
votes to change
or make
uncertain the
result of the
election.
Judgment
affirmed. The
appellant did

015124.
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not establish
election
irregularity by
the board's
actions on the
candidate's
withdrawal, the
board acted
diligently and
exercised its
discretion in
keeping the
candidate's
name on the
ballot and
notifying
electors of his
withdrawal.

In re Supreme 2001 SD May 23, Appellant The burden was No N/A No
Election Court of 62; 628 2001 sought on appellants to
Contest As South N.W.2d review of the show not only
to Dakota 336; 2001 judgment of that voting
Watertown S.D. LEXIS the circuit irregularities
Special 66 court occurred, but
Referendum declaring a also show that
Election local election those

valid and irregularities

015125
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Further

declining to were so
order a new egregious that
election, the will of the

voters was
suppressed.
Appellants did
not meet their
burden, as mere
inconvenience
or delay in
voting was not
enough to
overturn the
election.
Judgment
affirmed.

Jones v. Supreme 279 Ga. June 30, Defendant After the No N/A No
Jessup Court of 531; 615 2005 incumbent candidate lost

Georgia S.E.2d 529; appealed a the sheriffs
2005 Ga. judgment by election to the
LEXIS 447 the trial incumbent, he

court that contested the
invalidated election,
an election asserting that
for the there were
position of sufficient
sheriff and irregularities to

o15126,
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Further

ordered that place in doubt
a new the election
election be results. The
held based state supreme
on plaintiff court held that
candidate's the candidate
election failed to prove
contest. substantial

error in the
votes cast by
the witnesses
adduced at the
hearing who
voted at the
election.
Although the
candidate's
evidence
reflected the
presence of
some
irregularities,
not every
irregularity
invalidated the
vote. The
absentee ballots

015127
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Further

were only to be
rejected where
the electors
failed to furnish
required
information.
Because the
ballots cast by
the witnesses
substantially
complied with
all of the
essential
requirements of
the form, the
trial court erred
by finding that
they should not
have been
considered. The
candidate failed
to establish
substantial
error in the
votes.
Judgment
reversed.

01512-8
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Toliver v. Supreme 2000 OK December Petitioner The court held No N/A No
Thompson Court of 98; 17 P.3d 21, 2000 challenged a recount of

Oklahoma 464; 2000 an order of votes cast in an
Okla. the district election could
LEXIS 101 court occur when the

denying his ballots had
motion to been preserved
compel a in the manner
recount of prescribed by
votes from statute. The
an election. trial court noted

when the
ballots had not
been preserved
in such a
manner, no
recount would
be conducted.
The court
further noted a
petition
alleging
irregularities in
an election
could be based
upon an
allegation that

015129
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it was
impossible to
determine with
mathematical
certainty which
candidate was
entitled to be
issued a
certificate of
election. The
Oklahoma
supreme court
held petitioner
failed to show
that the actual
votes counted
in the election
were tainted
with
irregularity, and
similarly failed
to show a
statutory right
to a new
election based
upon a failure
to preserve the

10	 015130
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ballots.
Judgment
affirmed.

Adkins v. Supreme 755 So. 2d February Plaintiff The issue No N/A No
Huckabay Court of 206; 2000 25, 2000 candidate presented for

Louisiana La. LEXIS challenged the appellate
504 judgment of court's

court of determination
appeal, was whether
second the absentee
circuit, voting
which irregularities
reversed the plaintiff
lower court's candidate
judgment complained of
and declared rendered it
defendant impossible to
candidate determine the
winner of a outcome of the
runoff election for
election for sheriff. The
sheriff. Louisiana

supreme court
concluded that
the lower court
had applied the
correct

11 01 to
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standard,
substantial
compliance, to
the election
irregularities,
but had erred in
its application
by concluding
that the
contested
absentee ballots
substantially
complied with
the statutory
requirements.
The supreme
court found that
in applying
substantial
compliance to
five of the
ballot
irregularities,
the trial court
correctly
vacated the
general election

12	 0151.32
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and set it aside
because those
absentee ballots
should have
been
disqualified.
Because of the
constitutional
guarantee to
secrecy of the
ballot and the
fact that the
margin of
victory in the
runoff election
was three votes,
it was
impossible to
determine the
result of the
runoff election.
Thus, the
supreme court
ordered a new
general
election.
Judgment of the

13	 0151.33
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court of appeals
reversed.

In re Gray-- Supreme 164 N.J. June 30, Appellants, The New Jersey No N/A No
Sadler Court of 468; 753 2000 write--in supreme court

New Jersey A.2d 1101; candidates held that the
2000 N.J. for the votes that were
LEXIS 668 offices of rejected by

mayor and election
borough officials did not
council, result from the
appealed the voters' own
judgment of errors, but from
the superior the election
court, officials'
appellate noncompliance
division with statutory
reversing the requirements.
trial court's In other words,
decision to the voters were
set aside the provided with
election patently
results for inadequate
those offices instructions and
due to defective
irregularities voting
related to the machines.
write--in Moreover,

14	 015134_
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Further

instructions appellants met
and defective the statutory
voting requirement for
machines. successfully

contesting the
election results
by showing that
enough
qualified voters
were denied the
right to cast
write--in votes
as to affect the
outcome of the
election.
Judgment
reversed and
the state trial
court's decision
reinstated.

Goodwin v. Territorial 43 V.I. 89; December Plaintiff Plaintiff alleged No N/A No
St. Thomas- Court of the 2000 V.I. 13, 2000 political that defendants
-St. John Virgin LEXIS 15 candidate counted
Bd. of Islands alleged that unlawful
Elections certain absentee ballots

general that lacked
election postmarks,

15	 015135
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absentee were not signed
ballots or notarized,
violated were in
territorial - unsealed and/or
election law, torn envelopes,
and that the and were in
improper envelopes
inclusion of containing
such ballots more than one
by ballot. Prior to
defendants, tabulation of
election the absentee
board and ballots, plaintiff
supervisor, was leading
resulted in intervenor for
plaintiffs the final senate
loss of the position, but
election. the absentee
Plaintiff sued ballots entitled
defendants intervenor to
seeking the position.
invalidation The territorial
of the court held that
absentee plaintiff was
ballots and not entitled to
certification relief since he
of the failed to

16	 015136
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election establish that
results the alleged
tabulated absentee voting
without such irregularities
ballots, would require

invalidation of
a sufficient
number of
ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots
constituted a
technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus
substantially
complied with
election
requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly

17	 G	 P-1
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counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
envelope and a
loose ballot
were in the
same outer
envelope, the
one vote
involved did
not change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities
were without
merit since
ballots without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted,
and ballots
without
notarized
signatures were

18	 p 1.513 ,
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proper.
Johnson v. Supreme 2005 NY October 21, In a Finding that the
Lopez-- Court of Slip Op 2005 proceeding candidate had
Torres New York, 7825; 2005 for a re-- waived her

Appellate N.Y. App. canvass of right to
Division, Div. LEXIS certain challenge the
Second 11276 affidavit affidavit ballots
Department ballots cast and had not

in the sufficiently
Democratic established her
Party claim of
primary irregularities to
election for warrant a
the public hearing, the
office of trial court
surrogate, denied her
the supreme petition and
court denied declared the
appellant opponent the
candidate's winner of the
petition primary.
requesting However, on
the same and appeal, the
declared appellate
appellee division held
opponent the that no waiver
winner of occurred.

19
015139
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that election. Moreover,
because
hundreds of
apparently
otherwise
eligible voters
failed to fill in
their party
enrollment
and/or prior
address, it
could be
reasonably
inferred that
these voters
were misled
thereby into
omitting the
required
information.
Finally, the
candidate failed
to make a
sufficient
showing of
voting
irregularities in

20	 01518 1J
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the machine
vote to require
a hearing on
that issue.
Judgment
reversed.

Ex parte Supreme 843 So. 2d August 23, Petitioner The issuance of No N/A No
Avery Court of 137; 2002 2002 probate a writ of

Alabama Ala. LEXIS judge moved mandamus was
239 for a writ of appropriate.

mandamus The district
directing a attorney had a
circuit judge right to the
to vacate his election
order materials
requiring the because he was
probate conducting a
judge to criminal
transfer all investigation of
election the last
materials to election.
the circuit Furthermore,
clerk and the circuit
holding him judge had no
in contempt jurisdiction or
for failing to authority to
do so. The issue an order

21	 015141.
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probate directing that
judge also the election
requested materials be
that said given to the
material be clerk. The
turned over district attorney
to the district received
attorney, several claims
pursuant to of irregularities
an in the election,
outstanding some of which
subpoena. could constitute

voter fraud.
Petition granted
and writ issued.

Harpole v. Supreme 908 So. 2d August 4, After his loss The candidate No N/A No
Kemper Court of 129; 2005 2005 in a primary alleged the
County Mississippi Miss. election for sheriff had his
Democratic LEXIS 463 the office of deputies
Exec. sheriff, transport
Comm. appellant prisoners to the

candidate polls, felons
sued voted, and the
appellees, a absentee voter
political law was
party's breached. The
executive committee

22	 015146
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committee agreed with the
and the last contention
incumbent and threw out
sheriff, the absentee
alleging ballots (seven
irregularities percent of votes
in the cast); after a
election. The recount, the
circuit court sheriff still
dismissed prevailed. The
the trial court
candidate's dismissed the
petition for case due to
judicial alleged defects
review with in the petition;
prejudice. in the
He appealed. alternative, it

held that the
candidate failed
to sufficiently
allege
violations and
irregularities in
the election.
The supreme
court held that
the petition was

23
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Case be
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Further

not defective.
Disqualification
of seven
percent of the
total votes was
not substantial
enough so as to
cause the will
of the voters to
be impossible
to discern and
to warrant a
special election,
and there were
not enough
illegal votes
cast for the
sheriff to
change the
outcome. A
blanket
allegation
implying that
the sheriff had
deputies
transport
prisoners to the

24	 015)A
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polls was not
supported by
credible
evidence.
Judgment
affirmed.

25	 x15145
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Townson v. Supreme 2005 Ala. December The circuit The voters and No N/A No
Stonicher Court of LEXIS 214 9, 2005 court the incumbent

Alabama overturned the all challenged
results of a the judgment
mayoral entered by the
election after trial court
reviewing the arguing that it
absentee ballots impermissibly
cast for said included or
election, excluded certain
resulting in a votes. The
loss for appeals court
appellant agreed with the
incumbent voters that the
based on the trial court
votes received should have
from appellee excluded the
voters. The votes of those
incumbent voters for the
appealed, and incumbent who
the voters included an
cross--appealed. improper form
In the of identification
meantime, the with their
trial court absentee ballots.
stayed It was
enforcement of undisputed that
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

its judgment at least 30
pending absentee voters
resolution of who voted for
the appeal. the incumbent

provided with
their absentee
ballots a form of
identification
that was not
proper under
Alabama law.
As a result, the
court further
agreed that the
trial court erred
in allowing
those voters to
somewhat
"cure" that
defect by
providing a
proper form of
identification at
the trial of the
election contest,
because, under
those

O1517
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

circumstances,
it was difficult
to conclude that
those voters
made an honest
effort to comply
with the law.
Moreover, to
count the votes
of voters who
failed to comply
with the
essential
requirement of
submitting
proper
identification
with their
absentee ballots
had the effect of
disenfranchising
qualified
electors who
choose not to
vote but rather
than to make the
effort to comply

015148
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

with the
absentee--voting
requirements.
The judgment
declaring the
incumbent's
opponent the
winner was
affirmed. The
judgment.
counting the
challenged
votes in the
final tally of
votes was
reversed, and
said votes were
subtracted from
the incumbents
total, and the
stay was
vacated. All
other arguments
were rendered
moot as a result.

ACLU of United 2004 U.S. October 29, Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
Minn. v. States Dist. 2004 voters and that Minn. Stat.

015149
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Further

Kiffineyer District LEXIS associations, § 201.061 was
Court for 22996 filed for a inconsistent
the District temporary with the Help
of restraining America Vote
Minnesota order pursuant Act because it

to Fed. R. Civ. did not
P. 65, against authorize the
defendant, voter to
Minnesota complete
Secretary of registration
State, either by a
concerning "current and
voter valid photo
registration. identification"

or by use of a
current utility
bill, bank
statement,
government
check,
paycheck, or
other
government
document that
showed the
name and
address of the

015150
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Other
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Case be
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Further

individual. The
Secretary
advised the
court that there
were less than
600 voters who
attempted to
register by mail
but whose
registrations
were deemed
incomplete. The
court found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on their
claim that the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. §
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
Fourteenth

015151
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Further

Amendment of
the United
States
Constitution
insofar as it did
not also
authorize the
use of a
photographic
tribal
identification
card by
American
Indians who do
not reside on
their tribal
reservations.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on their
claims that
Minn. R.
8200.5100,

01515
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
United States
Constitution. A
temporary
restraining order
was entered.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 filed suit instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. against election

the LEXIS defendant, officials to issue
Northern 20926 Ohio's provisional
District of Secretary of ballots to first--
Ohio State, claiming time voters who

that a directive registered by
issued by the mail but did not
Secretary provide
contravened the documentary
provisions of identification at
the Help the polling place
America Vote on election day.
Act. The When
Secretary filed submitting a
a motion to provisional

0151
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

dismiss, ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the
last four digits
of his social
security
number. If he
did not know
either number,
he could
provide it before
the polls closed.
If he did not do
so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable

0`i.515^
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the
identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were
voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the

10	 01515r
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Case be
Researched
Further

burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,
even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable. The
court granted
the Secretary's
motion to
dismiss.

11	 01515E
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New York v. United 82 F. February 8, Plaintiffs In their No N/A No
County of States Supp. 2d 2000 brought a complaint
Del. District 12; 2000 claim in the plaintiffs

Court for the U.S. Dist. district court alleged that
Northern LEXIS under the defendants
District of 1398 Americans violated the
New York With ADA by

Disabilities Act making the
and filed a voting
motion for a locations
preliminary inaccessible to
injunction and disabled
motion for persons and
leave to amend asked for a
their preliminary
complaint, and injunction
defendants requiring
were ordered defendants to
to show cause come into
why a compliance
preliminary before the next
injunction election. The
should not be court found
issued. that defendants

were the
correct parties,
because

015157
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Should the
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Researched
Further

pursuant to
New York
election law
defendants
were
responsible for
the voting
locations. The
court further
found that the
class plaintiffs
represented
would suffer
irreparable
harm if they
were not able
to vote,
because, if the
voting
locations were
inaccessible,
disabled
persons would
be denied the
right to vote.
Also, due to
the alleged
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

facts, the court
found
plaintiffs,
would likely
succeed on the
merits.
Consequently,
the court
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction and
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for
leave to amend
their
complaint.

New York v. United 82 F. February 8, Plaintiffs In their No N/A No
County of States Supp. 2d 2000 brought a complaint,
Schoharie District 19; 2000 claim in the plaintiffs
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Further

Court for the U.S. Dist. district court alleged
Northern LEXIS under the defendants
District of 1399 Americans violated the
New York With ADA by

Disabilities Act allowing
and filed a voting
motion for a locations to be
preliminary inaccessible
injunction and for disabled
a motion for persons and
leave to amend asked for a
their preliminary
complaint, and injunction
defendants requiring
were ordered defendants to
to show cause come into
why a compliance
preliminary before the next
injunction election. The
should not be court found
issued. that defendants

were the
correct party,
because
pursuant to
New York
election law,

01515
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Other
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Further

defendants
were
responsible for
the voting
locations. The
court further
found that the
class plaintiffs
represented
would suffer
irreparable
harm if they
were not able
to vote,
because, if the
voting
locations were
inaccessible,
disabled
persons would
be denied the
right to vote.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
would likely
succeed on the

o1516G
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

merits of their
case.
Consequently,
the court
granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction
because
plaintiffs
showed
irreparable
harm and
proved likely
success on the
merits and
granted
plaintiffs
motion for
leave to amend
the complaint.

015161-
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Other
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Further

Westchester United 346 F. October Plaintiffs sued The inability to No N/A No
Disabled on States Supp. 2d 22, 2004 defendant vote at
the Move, Inc. District 473; 2004 county, county assigned
v. County of Court for the U.S. Dist. board of locations on
Westchester Southern LEXIS elections, and election day

District of 24203 election constituted
New York officials irreparable

pursuant to 42 harm.
U.S.C.S. §§ However,
12131--12134, plaintiffs could
N.Y. Exec. not show a
Law § 296, and likelihood of
N.Y. Elec. Law success on the
§ 4--1--4. merits because
Plaintiffs the currently
moved for a named
preliminary defendants
injunction, could not
requesting provide
(among other complete relief
things) that the sought by
court order plaintiffs.
defendants to Although the
modify the county board
polling places of elections
in the county was
so that they empowered to

015162
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Further

were accessible select an
to disabled alternative
voters on polling place
election day. should it
Defendants determine that
moved to a polling place
dismiss. designated by

a municipality
was
"unsuitable or
unsafe," it was
entirely
unclear that its
power to
merely
designate
suitable
polling places
would be
adequate to
ensure that all
polling places
used in the
upcoming
election
actually
conformed

x.15i6^'
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Other
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Researched
Further

with the
Americans
with
Disabilities
Act.
Substantial
changes and
modifications
to existing
facilities
would have to
be made, and
such changes
would be
difficult, if not
impossible, to
make without
the
cooperation of
municipalities.
Further, the
court could
order
defendants to
approve voting
machines that
conformed to

015164
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Other
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Further

the ADA were
they to be
purchased and
submitted for
county
approval, but
the court could
not order them
to purchase
them for the
voting districts
in the county.
A judgment
issued in the
absence of the
municipalities
would be
inadequate.
Plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction was
denied, and
defendants'
motion to
dismiss was
granted.

10	 01516:
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Nat'l Org. on United 2001 U.S. October Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A Yes-see if
Disability v. States Dist. 11, 2001 disabled voters were visually the case was
Tartaglione District LEXIS and special impaired or refiled

Court for the 16731 interest wheelchair
Eastern organizations, bound. They
District of sued challenged the
Pennsylvania defendants, commissioners'

city failure to
commissioners, provide talking
under the voting
Americans machines and
with wheelchair
Disabilities Act accessible
and § 504 of voting places.
the They claimed
Rehabilitation discrimination
Act of 1973, in the process
and regulations of voting
under both because they
statutes, were-not
regarding afforded the
election same
practices. The opportunity to
commissioners participate in
moved to the voting
dismiss for process as non-
failure (1) to -disabled

01516€
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Other
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Further

state a cause of voters, and
action and (2) assisted voting
to join an and voting by
indispensable alternative
party. ballot were

substantially
different from,
more
burdensome
than, and more
intrusive than
the voting
process
utilized by
non--disabled
voters. The
court found
that the
complaint
stated causes
of actions
under the
ADA, the
Rehabilitation
Act, and 28
C.F.R. §§
35.151 and

12	
011.5516'
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Other
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35.130. The
court found
that the voters
and
organizations
had standing to
raise their
claims. The
organizations
had standing
through the
voters'
standing or
because they
used
significant
resources
challenging the
commissioners'
conduct. The
plaintiffs failed
to join the state
official who
would need to
approve any
talking voting
machine as a

13 015i6US
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Other
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Further

party. As the
court could not
afford
complete relief
to the visually
impaired
voters in that
party's
absence, it
granted the
motion to
dismiss under
Fed. R. Civ. P.
12(b)(7)
without
prejudice. The
court granted
the
commissioners'
motion to
dismiss in part,
and denied it
in part. The
court granted
the motion to
dismiss the
claims of the

015161,
14
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
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Further

visually
impaired
voters for
failure to join
an
indispensable
party, without
prejudice, and
with leave to
amend the
complaint.

TENNESSEE, United 541 U.S. May 17, Respondent The state No N/A No
Petitioner v. States 509; 124 2004 paraplegics contended that
GEORGE Supreme S. Ct. sued petitioner the abrogation
LANE et al. Court 1978; 158 State of of state

L. Ed. 2d Tennessee, sovereign
820; 2004 alleging that immunity in
U.S. the State failed Title II of the
LEXIS to provide ADA exceeded
3386 reasonable congressional

access to court authority under
facilities in U.S. Const.
violation of amend XIV, §
Title H of the 5, to enforce
Americans substantive
with constitutional
Disabilities Act guarantees.

15	 01517
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Other
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Further

of 1990. Upon The United
the grant of a States
writ of Supreme Court
certiorari, the held, however,
State appealed that Title II, as
the judgment it applied to
of the United the class of
States Court of cases
Appeals for the implicating the
Sixth Circuit fundamental
which denied right of access
the State's to the courts,
claim of constituted a
sovereign valid exercise
immunity. of Congress's

authority. Title
II was
responsive to
evidence of
pervasive
unequal
treatment of
persons with
disabilities in
the
administration
of state

16	 0151'7
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Other
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services and
programs, and
such disability
discrimination
was thus an
appropriate
subject for
prophylactic
legislation.
Regardless of
whether the
State could be
subjected to
liability for
failing to
provide access
to other
facilities or
services, the
fundamental
right of access
to the courts
warranted the
limited
requirement
that the State
reasonably

17 01517:;
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accommodate
disabled
persons to
provide such
access. Title II
was thus a
reasonable
prophylactic
measure,
reasonably
targeted to a
legitimate end.
The judgment
denying the
State's claim of
sovereign
immunity was
affirmed.

18 01517::
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Other
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Hileman v. Appellate 316 Ill. October 25, Appellant In a primary No N/A No
McGinness Court of App. 3d 2000 challenged election for

Illinois, 868; 739 the circuit county circuit
Fifth N.E.2d 81; court's clerk, the
District 2000 Ill. declaration parties agreed

App. that that the that 681
LEXIS 845 result of a absentee ballots

primary were presumed
election for invalid. The
county ballots had
circuit clerk been
was void, commingled

with the valid
ballots. There
were no
markings or
indications on
the ballots
which would
have allowed
them to be
segregated
from other
ballots cast.
Because the
ballots could
not have been
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Other
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segregated,
apportionment
was the
appropriate
remedy if no
fraud was
involved. If
fraud was
involved, the
election would
have had to
have been
voided and a
new election
held. Because
the trial court
did not hold an
evidentiary
hearing on the
fraud
allegations, and
did not
determine
whether fraud
was in issue,
the case was
remanded for a

015170r
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Other
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Further

determination
as to whether
fraud was
evident in the
electoral
process.
Judgment
reversed and
remanded.

Eason v. State Court of 2005 Miss. December Defendant Defendant was No N/A No
Appeals of App. 13, 2005 appealed a helping with
Mississippi LEXIS decision of his cousin's

1017 the circuit campaign in a
court run--off
convicting election for
him of one county
count of supervisor.
conspiracy Together, they
to commit drove around
voter fraud town, picking
and eight up various
counts of people who
voter fraud. were either at

congregating
spots or their
homes.
Defendant

015 i'7
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would drive the
voters to the
clerk's office
where they
would vote by
absentee ballot
and defendant
would give
them beer or
money.
Defendant
claimed he was
entitled to a
mistrial
because the
prosecutor
advanced an
impermissible
"sending the
message"
argument. The
court held that
it was
precluded from
reviewing the
entire context
in which the

01517-'
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argument arose
because, while
the prosecutor's
closing
argument was
in the record,
the defense
counsel's
closing
argument was
not. Also,
because the
prosecutor's
statement was
incomplete due
to defense
counsel's
objection, the
court could not
say that the
statement made
it impossible
for defendant to
receive a fair
trial. Judgment
affirmed.

Wilson v. Court of 2000 Va. May 2, Defendant At trial, the No N/A No

015178
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Commonwealth Appeals of App. 2000 appealed Commonwealth
Virginia LEXIS 322 the introduced

judgment of substantial
the circuit testimony and
court which documentary
convicted evidence that
her of defendant had
election continued to
fraud. live at one

residence in the
13th District,
long after she
stated on the
voter
registration
form that she
was living at a
residence in the
51st House
District. The
evidence
included
records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from

015179{
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Further
the Department
of Motor
Vehicles and
school records.
Thus, the
evidence was
sufficient to
support the
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.
Judgment
affirmed.

0151St
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Miller v. United 348 F. October 27, Plaintiffs, two Plaintiffs alleged No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 2004 voters and the that the timing

District 916; 2004 Ohio Democratic and manner in
Court for U.S. Dist. Party, filed suit which defendants
the LEXIS against intended to hold
southern 24894 defendants, the hearings
District of Ohio Secretary of regarding pre--
Ohio State, several election

county boards of challenges to their
elections, and all voter registration
of the boards' violated both the
members, Act and the Due
alleging claims Process Clause.
under the The individuals,
National Voter who filed pre--
Registration Act election voter
and § 1983. eligibility
Plaintiffs also challenges, filed a
filed a motion for motion to
a temporary intervene. The
restraining order. court held that it
Two individuals would grant the
filed a motion to motion to
intervene as intervene because
defendants. the individuals

had a substantial
legal interest in

015182; 1
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Other
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Further

the subject matter
of the action and
time constraints
would not permit
them to bring
separate actions
to protect their
rights. The court
further held that it
would grant
plaintiffs' motion
for a TRO
because plaintiffs
made sufficient
allegations in
their complaint to
establish standing
and because all
four factors to
consider in
issuing a TRO
weighed heavily
in favor of doing
so. The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a
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likelihood of
success on the
merits because
they made a
strong showing
that defendants'
intended actions
regarding pre-
election
challenges to
voter eligibility
abridged
plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote and
violated the Due
Process Clause.
Thus, the other
factors to
consider in
granting a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs' favor.
The court granted
plaintiffs' motion
for a TRO. The

015154>.
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court also granted
the individuals'
motion to
intervene.

Spencer v. United 347 F. November Plaintiff voters The voters No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 1, 2004 filed a motion for alleged that

District 528; 2004 temporary defendants had
Court for U.S. Dist. restraining order combined to
the LEXIS and preliminary implement a voter
Southern 22062 injunction challenge system
District of seeking to at the polls that
Ohio restrain defendant discriminated

election officials against African--
and intervenor American voters.
State of Ohio Each precinct was
from run by its election
discriminating judges but Ohio
against black law also allowed
voters in challengers to be
Hamilton County physically present
on the basis of in the polling
race. If necessary, places in order to
they sought to challenge voters'
restrain eligibility to vote.
challengers from The court held
being allowed at that the injury
the polls. asserted, that

0.151x`;•
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allowing
challengers to
challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their
right to vote, was
not speculative
and could be
redressed by
removing the
challengers. The
court held that in
the absence of
any statutory
guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
challenging
voters by
challengers, and
the questionable
enforceability of
the State's and

015.18 
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County's policies
regarding good
faith challenges
and ejection of
disruptive
challengers from
the polls, there
existed an
enormous risk of
chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
pandemonium
inside the polls
and in the lines
out the door.
Furthermore, the
law allowing
private
challengers was
not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. Because
the voters had
shown a

01518'1
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substantial
likelihood of
success on the
merits on the
ground that the
application of
Ohio's statute
allowing
challengers at
polling places
was
unconstitutional
and the other
factors governing
the issuance of an
injunction
weighed in their
favor, the court
enjoined all
defendants from
allowing any
challengers other
than election
judges and other
electors into the
polling places
throughout the

(J1518
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state on Election
Day.

Charfauros United 2001 U.S. May 10, Defendants, Plaintiffs, No N/A No
v. Bd. of States App. 2001 board of elections disqualified
Elections Court of LEXIS and related voters, claimed

Appeals for 15083 individuals, that individual
the Ninth appealed from an members of the
Circuit order of the Commonwealth

Supreme Court of of the Northern
the Mariana Islands
Commonwealth Board of
of the Northern Elections violated
Mariana Islands § 1983 by
reversing a lower administering
court's grant of pre--election day
summary voter challenge
judgment in favor procedures which
of defendants on precluded a
the ground of certain class of
qualified voters, including
immunity. plaintiffs, from

voting in a 1995
election. The
CNMI Supreme
Court reversed a
lower court's
grant of summary

015iS
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judgment and
defendants
appealed. The
court of appeals
held that the
Board's pre-
election day
procedures
violated the
plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote. The
federal court
reasoned that the
right to vote was
clearly
established at the
time of the
election, and that
a reasonable
Board would have
known that that
treating voters
differently based
on their political
party would
violate the Equal

01.5.19^^
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Protection Clause.
Further the court
added that the
allegations of the
complaint were
sufficient to
support liability
of the Board
members in their
individual
capacities.
Finally, the
composition of
the CNMI
Supreme Court's
Special Judge
panel did not
violate the
Board's right to
due process of
law. The decision
of
Commonwealth
of the Northern
Mariana Islands
Supreme Court
was affirmed

10	 01519'°
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where defendants'
pre--election day
voter challenge
procedures
violated plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote.

Wit v. United 306 F.3d October 11, Appellant voters Under state No N/A No
Berman States 1256; 2002 who established election laws, the

Court of 2002 U.S. residences in two voters could only
Appeals for App. separate cities vote in districts in
the Second LEXIS sued appellees, which they
Circuit 21301 state and city resided, and

election officials, residence was
alleging that limited to one
provisions of the place. The voters
New York State contended that,
Election Law since they had
unconstitutionally two lawful
prevented the residences, they
voters from were denied
voting in local constitutional
elections in both equal protection
cities where they by the statutory
resided. The restriction against
voters appealed voting in the local
the order of the elections of both

01519
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United States of the places of
District Court for their residences.
the Southern The appellate
District of New court held,
York which however, that no
granted appellees' constitutional
motion to dismiss violation was
the complaint, shown since the

provisions of the
New York State
Election Law
imposed only
reasonable,
nondiscriminatory
restrictions which
advanced
important state
regulatory
interests. While
the voters may
have interests in
electoral
outcomes in both
cities, any rule
permitting voting
based on such
interests would be

12 91519;:'
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unmanageable
and subject to
potential abuse.
Further, basing
voter eligibility
on domicile,
which was always
over--or under--
inclusive,
nonetheless had
enormous
practical
advantages, and
the voters offered
no workable
standard to
replace the
domicile test.
Finally, allowing
the voters to
choose which of
their residences
was their
domicile for
voting purposes
could not be
deemed

13	 D15i,9(
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discriminatory.
Affirmed.

Curtis v. United 121 F. November Plaintiffs sought Plaintiffs sought No N/A No
Smith States Supp. 2d 3, 2000 a preliminary to prohibit

District 1054; injunction to defendant from
Court for 2000 U.S. prohibit mailing
the Eastern Dist. defendant tax confirmation
District of LEXIS assessor-collector letters to
Texas 17987 from mailing approximately

confirmation 9,000 persons,
letters to self--styled
approximately "escapees" who
9,000 persons traveled a major
who were portion of each
registered voters year in
in Polk County, recreational
Texas. vehicles, all of

whom were
registered to vote
in Polk County,
Texas. In
accordance with
Texas law, three
resident voters
filed affidavits
challenging the
escapees'

14	 015:19.:!
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residency. These
affidavits
triggered
defendant's action
in sending
confirmation
notices to the
escapees. The
court determined,
first, that because
of the potential
for
discrimination,
defendant's action
required
preclearance in
accordance with §
5 of the Voting
Rights Act and,
second, that such
preclearance had
not been sought
or obtained.
Accordingly, the
court issued a
preliminary
injunction

15 01519U
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prohibiting
defendant from
pursuing the
confirmation of
residency of the
escapees, or any
similarly situated
group, under the
Texas Election
Code until the
process had been
submitted for
preclearance in
accordance with §
5. The action was
taken to ensure
that no
discriminatory
potential existed
in the use of such
process in the
upcoming
presidential
election or future
election. Motion
for preliminary
injunction was

16 01519"1,
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granted, and
defendant was
enjoined from
pursuing
confirmation of
residency of the
9,000 "escapees,"
or any similarly
situated group,
under the Texas
Election Code,
until the process
had been
submitted for
preclearance
under § 5 of the
Voting Rights
Act.

Peace & Court of 114 Cal. January 15, Plaintiff political The trial court No N/A No
Freedom Appeal of App. 4th 2004 party appealed a ruled that inactive
Party v. California, 1237; 8 judgment from voters were
Shelley Third Cal. Rptr. the superior court excluded from the

Appellate 3d 497; which denied the primary election.
District 2004 Cal. party's petition The court of

App. for writ of appeals affirmed,
LEXIS 42 mandate to observing that

compel although the

17	 1 1519;
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defendant, the election had
California already taken
Secretary of place, the issue
State, to include was likely to
voters listed in recur and was a
the inactive file matter of
of registered continuing public
voters in interest and
calculating importance;
whether the party hence, a decision
qualified to on the merits was
participate in a proper, although
primary election. the case was

technically moot.
The law clearly
excluded inactive
voters from the
calculation. The
statutory scheme
did not violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional
right of
association
because it was
reasonably
designed to

18
015.19f_
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ensure that all
parties on the
ballot had a
significant
modicum of
support from
eligible voters.
Information in the
inactive file was
unreliable and
often duplicative
of information in
the active file.
Moreover, there
was no violation
of the National
Voter
Registration Act
because voters
listed as inactive
were not
prevented from
voting. Although
the Act prohibited
removal of voters
from the official
voting list absent

19	 01520[
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certain
conditions,
inactive voters in
California could
correct the record
and vote as
provided the Act.
The court
affirmed the
denial of a writ of
mandate.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 - sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not

20	 015201
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moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA
claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was a
crucial
qualification. One
simply could not
be an elector,
much less a
qualified elector
entitled to vote,
unless one resided
in the precinct
where he or she
sought to vote. If
one never lived
within the
precinct, one was

21
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not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to
condition
eligibility to vote
on residence. Nor
did it undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the challengers
to assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and

22
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resolve that
challenge, did not
contravene the
MVA.
Defendants'
motions for
summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed for
want of
jurisdiction,
without prejudice.

23
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Charles H. United 408 F.3d May 12, Plaintiffs, a The foundation No N/A No
Wesley States 1349; 2005 charitable conducted a
Educ. Court of 2005 U.S. foundation, four voter registration
Found., Inc. Appeals App. volunteers, and a drive; it placed
v. Cox for the LEXIS registered voter, the completed

Eleventh 8320 filed a suit applications in a
Circuit against defendant single envelope

state officials and mailed them
alleging to the Georgia
violations of the Secretary of
National Voter State for
Registration Act processing.
and the Voting Included in the
Rights Act. The batch was the
officials appealed voter's change of
after the United address form.
States District Plaintiffs filed
Court for the the suit after they
Northern District were notified that
of Georgia issued the applications
a preliminary had been rejected
injunction pursuant to
enjoining them Georgia law,
from rejecting which allegedly
voter restricted who
registrations could collect
submitted by the voter registration

D1520;qc
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foundation. forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
XIV, XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the

()15206:
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complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
franchise--related
rights. The court
affirmed the
preliminary
injunction order
entered by the
district court.

McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No

01520
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Thompson States 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged order had granted
Court of U.S. App. of United States defendant state
Appeals LEXIS District Court for election officials
for the 23387 Eastern District summary
Sixth of Tennessee at judgment. The
Circuit Chattanooga, court declined to

which granted overrule
defendant state defendants'
election officials administrative
summary determination
judgment on that state law
plaintiffs action required plaintiff
seeking to stop to disclose his
the state practice social security
of requiring its number because
citizens to the interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict with
precondition to previous case
voter registration. law, and could be

challenged in
state.court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974, because it

01520(a
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was grand
fathered under
the terms of the
Act. The
limitations in the
National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the
NVRA did not
specifically
prohibit the use
of social security
numbers and the
Act contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. The trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiff s
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and

i)1.5?n
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immunities, and
due process
claims. Order
affirmed because
requirement that
voters disclose
social security
numbers as
precondition to
voter registration
did not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or National
Voter
Registration Act
and trial court
properly rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities, and
due process
claims.

Nat'l United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, national Defendants No N/A No

'115?1.i
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Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2001 organization for alleged that
Students District 845; 2001 disabled students, plaintiff lacked
with Court for U.S. Dist. brought an action standing to
Disabilities the LEXIS against university represent its
Educ. & Southern 9528 president and members, and
Legal Def. District of university's that plaintiff had
Fund v. Maryland director of office not satisfied the
Scales of disability notice

support services requirements of
to challenge the the National
voter registration Voter
procedures Registration Act.
established by the Further,
disability support defendants
services, maintained the
Defendants facts, as alleged
moved to dismiss by plaintiff, did
the first amended not give rise to a
complaint, or in past, present, or
the alternative for future violation
summary of the NVRA
judgment. because (1) the

plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

015211
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registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs § 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged sufficient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

015212
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registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NYRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended
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complaint was
granted as to the
§ 1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

Cunningham United 2003 U.S. February Plaintiffs, who Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
v. Chi. Bd. States Dist. 24, 2003 alleged that they that objections to
of Election District LEXIS were duly their signatures
Comm'rs Court for 2528 registered voters, were improperly

the six of whom had sustained by
Northern signed defendants, the
District of nominating city board of
Illinois petitions for one election

candidate and commissioners.
two of whom Plaintiffs argued
signed that they were

10	 015214.
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nominating registered voters
petitions for whose names
another appeared in an
candidate. They inactive file and
first asked for a whose signatures
preliminary were therefore,
injunction of the and improperly,
municipal excluded. The
election court ruled that
scheduled for the by characterizing
following the claim as
Tuesday and plaintiffs did,
suggested, they sought to
alternatively, that enjoin an
the election for election because
City Clerk and their signatures
for 4th Ward were not
Alderman be counted, even
enjoined, though their

preferred
candidates were
otherwise
precluded from
appearing on the
ballot. Without
regard to their
likelihood of

11	 01521`"
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obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting of a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

12	
015216
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preliminary relief
was denied.

Diaz v. United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, unions The putative No N/A No
Hood States Supp. 2d 2004 and individuals voters sought

District 1111; who had injunctive relief
Court for 2004 U.S. attempted to requiring the
the Dist. register to vote, election officials
Southern LEXIS sought a to register them
District of 21445 declaration of to vote. The
Florida their rights to court first noted

vote in the that the unions
November 2, lacked even
2004 general representative
election. They standing, because
alleged that they failed to
defendants, state show that one of
and county their members
election officials, could have
refused to brought the case
process their in their own
voter behalf. The
registrations for individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election officials verify her mental

13	 015217
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moved to dismiss capacity, the
the complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box
and failure to indicating that he
state a claim, was not a felon,

and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
refusing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter

14	 015218
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applicants whose
registration
applications were
deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant application
properly under
Florida law, and
the putative voter
had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing
to complete the
registration. The
third completed
her form and was
registered, so had
suffered no
injury. Standing
failed against the
secretary of state.
Motion to
dismiss without

15	 01521
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

prejudice
granted.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not
moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA

16	 01522E
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Other
Notes
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Case be
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Further

claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one

• never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to

015221
17
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

condition
eligibility to vote
on residence.
Nor did it
undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and
resolve that
challenge, did
not contravene
the MVA.
Defendants'
motions for

18	 015222
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice.

Bell v. United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
Marinko States 588; 2004 2004 registered voters, contested the

Court of U.S. App. sued defendants, challenges to
Appeals LEXIS Ohio Board of their registration
for the 8330 Elections and brought under
Sixth Board members, Ohio Code Rev.
Circuit alleging that Ann. § 3505.19

Ohio Rev. Code based on Ohio
Ann. §§ 3509.19- Rev. Code Ann.
-3509.21 violated § 3503.02.
the National Specifically, the
Voter voters asserted
Registration Act, that § 3503.02---
and the Equal -which stated
Protection Clause that the place

19	 015223
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

of the Fourteenth where the family
Amendment. The of a married man
United States or woman
District Court for resided was
the Northern considered to be
District of Ohio his or her place
granted summary of residence----
judgment in favor violated the
of defendants. equal protection
The voters clause. The court
appealed. of appeals found

that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote

20	 01522
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

21
	 015225
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

§ 3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

22	 01522b
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Bell v. Marinko United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
States Court 588; 2004 2004 registered asserted that §
of Appeals U.S. App. voters, sued 3503.02----
for the LEXIS defendants, which stated
Sixth 8330 Ohio Board of that the place
Circuit Elections and where the

Board family of a
members, married man or
alleging that woman resided
Ohio Rev, was considered
Code Ann. §§ to be his or her
3509.19-- place of
3509.21 residence----
violated the violated the
National Voter equal
Registration protection
Act, and the clause. The
Equal court of appeals
Protection found that the
Clause of the Board's
Fourteenth procedures did
Amendment. not contravene
The United the National
States District Voter
Court for the Registration
Northern Act because
District of Ohio Congress did

015227
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Further

granted not intend to
summary bar the removal
judgment in of names from
favor of the official list
defendants. The of persons who
voters were ineligible
appealed. and improperly

registered to
vote in the first
place. The
National Voter
Registration
Act did not bar
the Board's
continuing
consideration
of a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable
steps to see that

015225
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Other
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Further

all applicants
for registration
to vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code
Ann. §
3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration
Act. Because
the Board did
not raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

01522 j
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Wilson v. Court of 2000 Va. May 2, Defendant On appeal, No N/A No
Commonwealth Appeals of App. 2000 appealed the defendant

Virginia LEXIS judgment of the argued that the
322 circuit court evidence was

which insufficient to
convicted her support her
of election conviction
fraud. because it

failed to prove
that she made a
willfully false
statement on
her voter
registration
form and, even
if the evidence
did prove that
she made such
a statement, it
did not prove
that the voter
registration
form was the
form required
by Title 24.2.
At trial, the
Commonwealth

0152:30
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

introduced
substantial
testimony and
documentary
evidence that
defendant had
continued to
live at one
residence in the
13th District,
long after she
stated on the
voter
registration
form that she
was living at a
residence in the
51st House
District. The
evidence
included
records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from
the Department

015231
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Further

of Motor
Vehicles and
school records.
Thus, the
evidence was
sufficient to
support the
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed by
Title 24.2 in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.
Judgment of
conviction
affirmed.
Evidence,
including

015232.
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Further

records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from
the Department
of Motor
Vehicles and
school records,
was sufficient
to support
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.

ACLU of United 2004 U.S. October 29, Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs No N/A No
Minn. v. States Dist. 2004 voters and argued that

015233
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Kiffineyer District LEXIS associations, Minn. Stat. §
Court for 22996 filed for a 201.061 was
the District temporary inconsistent
of restraining with the Help
Minnesota order pursuant America Vote

to Fed. R. Civ. Act because it
P. 65, against did not
defendant, authorize the
Minnesota voter to
Secretary of complete
State, registration
concerning either by a
voter "current and
registration. valid photo

identification"
or by use of a
current utility
bill, bank
statement,
government
check,
paycheck, or
other
government
document that
showed the
name and

01523.4
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Other
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Should the
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Researched
Further

address of the
individual. The
Secretary
advised the
court that there
were less than
600 voters who
attempted to
register by mail
but whose
registrations
were deemed
incomplete.
The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on
their claim that
the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. §
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the
Equal

015235
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Other
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Should the
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Further

Protection
Clause of the
Fourteenth
Amendment of
the United
States
Constitution
insofar as it did
not also
authorize the
use of a
photographic
tribal
identification
card by
American
Indians who do
not reside on
their tribal
reservations.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on

10	 01523E
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Other
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Further

their claims
that Minn. R.
8200.5100,
violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
United States
Constitution. A
temporary
restraining
order was
entered.

Kalsson v. United 356 F. February Defendant The individual No N/A No
United States States Supp. 2d 16, 2005 Federal claimed that his
FEC District 371; 2005 Election vote was

Court for U.S. Dist. Commission diluted because
the LEXIS filed a motion the NVRA
Southern 2279 to dismiss for resulted in
District of lack of subject more people
New York matter registering to

jurisdiction vote than
plaintiff otherwise
individual's would have
action, which been the case.
sought a The court held
declaration that that the

11
@t523rj
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Other
Notes

Should the
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Further

the National individual
Voter lacked standing
Registration to bring the
Act was action. Because
unconstitutional New York was
on the theories not obliged to
that its adhere to the
enactment was requirements of
not within the the NVRA, the
enumerated individual did
powers of the not allege any
federal concrete harm.
government If New York
and that it simply adopted
violated Article election day
II of the United registration for
States elections for
Constitution. federal office,

it would have
been entirely
free of the
NVRA just as
were five other
states. Even if
the individual's
vote were
diluted, and

92	 01523;
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Other
Notes
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Case be
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Further

even if such an
injury in other
circumstances
might have
sufficed for
standing, any
dilution that he
suffered was
the result of
New. York's
decision to
maintain a
voter
registration
system that
brought it
under the
NVRA, not the
NVRA itself.
The court
granted the
motion to
dismiss for lack
of subject
matter
jurisdiction.

Peace & California 114 Cal. January 15, Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No

13	 ` 01523
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Further

Freedom Party Court of App. 4th 2004 political party ruled that
v. Shelley Appeal, 1237; 8 appealed a inactive voters

Third Cal. Rptr. judgment from were excluded
Appellate 3d 497; the superior from the
District 2004 Cal. court which primary

App. denied the election
LEXIS 42 party's petition calculation.

for writ of The court of
mandate to appeals
compel affirmed,
defendant, the observing that
California although the
Secretary of election had
State, to already taken
include voters place, the issue
listed in the was likely to
inactive file of recur and was a
registered matter of
voters in continuing
calculating public interest
whether the and
party qualified importance;
to participate in hence, a
a primary decision on the
election. merits was

proper,
although the

14	 015240
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

case was
technically
moot. The law
clearly
excluded
inactive voters
from the
calculation.
The statutory
scheme did not
violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional
right of
association
because it was
reasonably
designed to
ensure that all
parties on the
ballot had a
significant
modicum of
support from
eligible voters.
Information in
the inactive file

15	 015241
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Further

was unreliable
and often
duplicative of
information in
the active file.
Moreover,
there was no
violation of the
National Voter
Registration
Act because
voters listed as
inactive were
not prevented
from voting.
Although the
Act prohibited
removal of
voters from the
official voting
list absent
certain
conditions,
inactive voters
in California
could correct
the record and

16	 0152 ^ 4
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vote. Affirmed.
McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No
Thompson States Court 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged had granted

of Appeals U.S. App. order of United defendant state
for the LEXIS States District election
Sixth 23387 Court for officials
Circuit Eastern District summary

of Tennessee at judgment. The
Chattanooga, court declined
which granted to overrule
defendant state defendants'
election administrative
officials determination
summary that state law
judgment on required
plaintiffs plaintiff to
action seeking disclose his
to stop the state social security
practice of number
requiring its because the
citizens to interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict
precondition to with previous
voter caselaw, and
registration. could be

17 •	 01524:;
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Other
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Further

challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act
because it was
grand fathered
under the terms
of the Act. The
limitations in
the National
Voter
Registration
Act did not
apply because
the NVRA did
not specifically
prohibit the use
of social
security
numbers and
the Act
contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. Plaintiff

18	 O15244b
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Other
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Further

could not
enforce § 1971
as it was
enforceable
only by the
United States
Attorney
General. The
trial court
properly
rejected
plaintiff s
fundamental
right to vote,
free exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities,
and due process
claims.
Although the
trial court
arguably erred
in denying
certification of
the case to the
USAG under

19	 015245
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Further

28 U.S.C.S. §
2403(a),
plaintiff
suffered no
harm from the
technical
violation. Order
affirmed
because
requirement
that voters
disclose social
security
numbers as
precondition to
voter
registration did
not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or
National Voter
Registration
Act and trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental

20	 01524C
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Further

right to vote,
free exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities,
and due process
claims.

Lucas County United 341 F. October 21, Plaintiff The case No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations involved a box
Party v. District 861; 2004 brought an on Ohio's voter
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. action registration

the LEXIS challenging a form that
Northern 21416 memorandum required a
District of issued by prospective
Ohio defendant, voter who

Ohio's registered in
Secretary of person to
State, in supply an Ohio
December driver's license
2003. The number or the
organizations last four digits
claimed that the of their Social
memorandum Security
contravened number. In his
provisions of memorandum,
the Help the Secretary
America Vote informed all

21	 015 211 h
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Other
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Further

Act and the Ohio County
National Voter Boards of
Registration Elections that,
Act. The if a person left
organizations the box blank,
moved for a the Boards
preliminary were not to
injunction, process the

registration
forms. The
organizations
did not file
their suit until
18 days before
the national
election. The
court found that
there was not
enough time
before the
election to
develop the
evidentiary
record
necessary to
determine if the
organizations

01524:;
22
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Other
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Should the
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Further

were likely to
succeed on the
merits of their
claim. Denying
the
organizations'
motion would
have caused
them to suffer
no irreparable
harm. There
was no
appropriate
remedy
available to the
organizations at
the time. The
likelihood that
the
organizations
could have
shown
irreparable
harm was, in
any event,
slight in view
of the fact that

01524S
23
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Other
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Further

they waited so
long before
filing suit.
Moreover, it
would have
been entirely
improper for
the court to
order the
Boards to re-
open in--person
registration
until election
day. The public
interest would
have been ill--
served by an
injunction. The
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
denied sua
sponte.

Nat'l Coalition United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, Defendants No N/A No
for Students States Supp. 2d 2001 national alleged that
with District 845; 2001 organization for plaintiff lacked
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. disabled standing to

015250
24
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Educ. & Legal the District LEXIS students, represent its
Def. Fund v. of Maryland 9528 brought an members, and
Scales action against that plaintiff

university had not
president and satisfied the
university's notice
director of requirements of
office of the National
disability Voter
support Registration
services to Act. Further,
challenge the defendants
voter maintained the
registration facts, as alleged
procedures by plaintiff, did
established by not give rise to
the disability a past, present,
support or future
services, violation of the
Defendants NVRA because
moved to (1) the
dismiss the first plaintiffs
amended members that
complaint, or in requested voter
the alternative registration
for summary services were
judgment. not re 'stered

25	 015251`
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Further

students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter
registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs §
1983 claim, the
court held that
while plaintiff
had alleged
sufficient facts
to confer
standing under
the NVRA,
such
allegations
were not
sufficient to
support
standing on its
own behalf on
the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim,

26	
- 015252
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Further

the court found
that the agency
practice of only
offering voter
registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled
students to
obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the

27	 01525
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university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended
complaint was
granted as to
the § 1983
claimand
denied as to
plaintiffs
claims brought
under the
National Voter
Registration
Act of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

People v. Court of 251 Mich. July 11, Defendant was Defendant was No N/A No
Disimone Appeals of App. 605; 2002 charged with registered in

Michigan 650 attempting to the Colfax
N.W.2d vote more than township for
436; 2002 once in the the 2000

015254.
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Mich. 2000 general general
App. election. The election. After
LEXIS circuit court presenting what
826 granted appeared to be

defendant's a valid voter's
motion that the registration
State had to card, defendant
prove specific proceeded to
intent. The vote in the
State appealed. Grant

township.
Defendant had
voted in the
Colfax
township
earlier in the
day. Defendant
moved the
court to issue
an order that
the State had to
find that he had
a specific intent
to vote twice in
order to be
convicted. The
appellate court

01525:
29
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reversed the
circuit court
judgment and
held that under
the rules of
statutory
construction,
the fact that the
legislature had
specifically
omitted certain
trigger words
such as
"knowingly,"
"willingly,"
"purposefully,"
or
"intentionally"
it was unlikely
that the
legislature had
intended for
this to be a
specific intent
crime. The
court also
rejected the

Q1526
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defendant's
argument that
phrases such as
"offer to vote"
and "attempt to
vote" should be
construed as
synonymous
terms, as when
words with
similar
meanings were
used in the
same statute, it
was presumed
that the
legislature
intended to
distinguish
between the
terms. The
order of the
circuit court
was reversed.

Diaz v. Hood United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, The putative No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 2004 unions and voters sought
District 1111; 2004 individuals who injunctive relief

31	 015 25 rxb
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Court for U.S. Dist. had attempted requiring the
the LEXIS to register to election
Southern 21445 vote, sought a officials to
District of declaration of register themto
Florida their rights to vote. The court

vote in the first noted that
November 2, the unions
2004 general• lacked even
election. They representative
alleged that standing,
defendants, because they
state and failed to show
county election that one of their
officials, members could
refused to have brought
process their the case in their
voter own behalf.
registrations for The individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election verify her
officials moved mental
to dismiss the capacity, the
complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box

01525^'i
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and failure to indicating that
state a claim, he was not a

felon, and the
third did not
provide the last
four digits of
her social
security
number on the
form. They
claimed the
election
officials
violated federal
and state law
by refusing to
register eligible
voters because
of nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications,
and by failing
to provide any
notice to voter

152.5`
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applicants
whose
registration
applications
were deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant
application
properly under
Florida law,
and the putative
voter had
effectively
caused their
own injury by
failing to
complete the
registration.
The third
completed her
form and was
registered, so
had suffered no
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injury.
Standing failed
against the
secretary of
state. The
motions to
dismiss the
complaint were
granted without
prejudice.

Charles H. United 324 F. July 1, Plaintiffs, a The No N/A No
Wesley Educ. States Supp. 2d 2004 voter, fraternity organization
Found., Inc. v. District 1358; 2004 members, and participated in
Cox Court for U.S. Dist. an organization, numerous non--

the LEXIS sought an partisan voter
Northern 12120 injunction registration
District of ordering drives
Georgia defendant, the primarily

Georgia designed to
Secretary of increase the
State, to voting strength
process the of African--
voter Americans.
registration Following one
application such drive, the
forms that they fraternity
mailed in members
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following a mailed in over
voter 60 registration
registration forms,
drive. They including one
contended that for the voter
by refusing to who had moved
process the within state
forms since the last
defendants election. The
violated the Georgia
National Voter Secretary of
Registration State's office
Act and U.S. refused to
Const. amends. process them
I, XIV, and because they
XV. were not

mailed
individually
and neither a
registrar,
deputy
registrar, or an
otherwise
authorized
person had
collected the
applications as

r,
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required under
state law. The
court held that
plaintiffs had
standing to
bring the
action. The
court held that
because the
applications
were received
in accordance
with the
mandates of the
NVRA, the
State of
Georgia was
not free to
reject them.
The court
found that:
plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on
the merits of
their claim that
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the applications
were
improperly
rejected;
plaintiffs would
be irreparably
injured absent
an injunction;
the potential
harmto
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs'
injuries; and an
injunction was
in the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
granted.
Defendants
were ordered to
process the
applications
received from
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the
organization to
determine
whether those
registrants were
qualified to
vote.
Furthermore,
defendants
were enjoined
from rejecting
any voter
registration
application on
the grounds
that it was
mailed as part
of a "bundle"
or that it was
collected by
someone not
authorized or
any other
reason contrary
to the NVRA.

Moseley v. United 300 F. January 22, Plaintiff The court No N/A No
Price States Supp. 2d 2004 alleged, that concluded that

39	 01526
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District 389; 2004 defendants' plaintiffs claim
Court for U.S. Dist. actions in under the
the Eastern LEXIS investigating Voting Rights
District of 850 his voter Act lacked
Virginia registration merit. Plaintiff

application did not allege,
constituted a as required,
change in that any
voting defendants
procedures implemented a
requiring § 5 new, uncleared
preclearance voting
under the qualification or
Voting Rights prerequisite to
Act, which voting, or
preclearance standard,
was never practice, or
sought or procedure with
received, respect to
Plaintiff voting. Here,
claimed he the existing
withdrew from practice or
the race for procedure in
Commonwealth effect in the
Attorney event a mailed
because of the registration
investigation, card was
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Defendants returned was to
moved to "resend the
dismiss the voter card, if
complaint, address verified

as correct."
This was what
precisely
occurred.
Plaintiff
inferred,
however, that
the existing
voting rule or
practice was to
resend the voter
card "with no
adverse
consequences"
and that the
county's
initiation of an
investigation
constituted the
implementation
of a change that
had not been
pre--cleared.
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The court
found the
inference
wholly
unwarranted
because
nothing in the
written
procedure
invited or
justified such
an inference.
The court
opined that
common sense
and state law
invited a
different
inference,
namely that
while a
returned card
had to be resent
if the address
was verified as
correct, any
allegation of
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fraud could be
investigated.
Therefore,
there was no
new procedure
for which
preclearance
was required.
The court
dismissed
plaintiffs
federal claims.
The court
dismissed the
state law claims
without
prejudice.

Thompson v. Supreme 295 June 10, Respondents Respondents No N/A No
Karben Court of A.D.2d 2002 filed a motion alleged that

New York, 438; 743 seeking the appellant was
Appellate N.Y.S.2d cancellation of unlawfully
Division, 175; 2002 appellant's registered to
Second N.Y. App. voter vote from an
Department Div. registration and address at

LEXIS political party which he did
6101 enrollment on not reside and

the ground that that he should

43	 U J ) U!
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appellant was have voted
unlawfully from the
registered to address that he
vote in a claimed as his
particular residence. The
district. The appellate court
Supreme Court, held that
Rockland respondents
County, New adduced
York, ordered insufficient
the cancellation proof to
of appellant's support the
voter conclusion that
registration and appellant did
party not reside at the
enrollment, subject address.
Appellant On the other
challenged the hand, appellant
trial court's submitted
order. copies of his

2002 vehicle
registration,
2000 and 2001
federal income
tax returns,
2002 property
tax bill, a May
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2001 paycheck
stub, and 2000
and 2001
retirement
account
statements all
showing the
subject address.
Appellant also
testified that he
was a signatory
on the
mortgage of the
subject address
and that he kept
personal
belongings at
that address.
Respondents
did not sustain
their
evidentiary
burden. The
judgment of the
trial court was
reversed.

Nat'l Coalition United 2002 U.S. August 2, Plaintiffs, a The court No N/A No

45	 015271
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v. Taft States Dist. 2002 nonprofit found that the
District LEXIS public interest disability
Court for 22376 group and services offices
the certain at issue were
Southern individuals, subject to the
District of sued NVRA because
Ohio defendants, the term

certain state 'office"
and university included a
officials, subdivision of a
alleging that government
they violated department or
the National institution and
Voter the disability
Registration offices at issue
Act in failing were places
to designate the where citizens
disability regularly went
services offices for service and
at state public assistance.
colleges and . Moreover, the
universities as Ohio Secretary
voter of State had an
registration obligation
sites. The group under the
and individuals NVRA to
moved for a designate the

015272
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preliminary disability
injunction, services offices

as voter
registration
sites because
nothing in the
law superceded
the NVRA's
requirement
that the
responsible
state official
designate
disability
services offices
as voter
registration
sites.
Moreover,
under Ohio
Rev. Code
Ann. §
3501.05(R), the
Secretary of
State's duties
expressly
included
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ensuring
compliance
with the
NVRA. The
case was not
moot even
though the
Secretary of
State had taken
steps to ensure
compliance
with the NVRA
given his
position to his
obligation
under the law.
The court
granted
declaratory
judgment in
favor of the
nonprofit
organization
and the
individuals.
The motion for
a preliminary
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injunction was
granted in part
and the
Secretary of
State was
ordered to
notify disabled
students who
had used the
designated
disability
services offices
prior to the
opening day of
the upcoming
semester or
who had pre--
registered for
the upcoming
semester as to
voter
registration
availability.

Lawson v. United 211 F.3d May 3, Plaintiffs who Plaintiffs No N/A No
Shelby County States Court 331; 2000 2000 were denied the attempted to

of Appeals U.S. App. right to vote register to vote
for the LEXIS when they in October, and

49	 O1527 '
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Sixth 8634 refused to to vote in
Circuit disclose their November, but

social security were denied
numbers, because they
appealed a refused to
judgment of the disclose their
United States social security
District Court numbers. A
for the Western year after the
District of election date
Tennessee at they filed suit
Memphis alleging denial
dismissing their of
amended constitutional
complaint for rights,
failure to state privileges and
claims barred immunities, the
by U.S. Const. Privacy Act of
amend. XI. 1974 and §

1983. The
district court
dismissed,
finding the
claims were
barred by U.S.
Const. amend.
XI, and the one

50	 01527L
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year statute of
limitations. The
appeals court
reversed,
holding the
district court
erred in
dismissing the
suit because
U.S. Const.
amend. XI
immunity did
not apply to
suits brought
by a private
party under the
Ex Parte Young
exception. Any
damages claim
not ancillary to
injunctive relief
was barred.
The court also
held the statute
of limitations
ran from the
date plaintiffs

51
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were denied the
opportunity to
vote, not
register, and
their claim was
thus timely.
Reversed and
remanded to
district court to
order such
relief as will
allow plaintiffs
to vote and
other
prospective
injunctive relief
against county
and state
officials;
declaratory
relief and
attorneys' fees
ancillary to the
prospective
injunctive
relief, all
permitted under
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the Young
exception to
sovereign
immunity, to be
fashioned.

Curtis v. Smith United 145 F. June 4, Plaintiffs, Before a No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 2001 representatives general
District 814; 2001 of several election, three
Court for U.S. Dist. thousand persons
the Eastern LEXIS retired persons brought an
District of 8544 who called action alleging
Texas themselves the the Escapees

"Escapees," and were not bona
who spent a fide residents
large part of of the county,
their lives and sought to
traveling about have their
the United names
States in expunged from
recreational the rolls of
vehicles, but qualified
were registered voters. The
to vote in the plaintiffs
county, moved brought suit in
for preliminary federal district
injunction court. The
seeking to court issued a

53	 ^15&A 11
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enjoin a Texas preliminary
state court injunction
proceeding forbidding
under the All county officials
Writs Act. from

attempting to
purge the
voting.
Commissioner
contested the
results of the
election,
alleging
Escapees' votes
should be
disallowed.
Plaintiffs
brought present
case assertedly
to prevent the
same issue
from being
relitigated. The
court held,
however, the
issues were
different, since,
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unlike the case
in the first
proceeding,
there was
notice and an
opportunity to
be heard.
Further, unlike
the first
proceeding, the
plaintiff in the
state court
action did not
seek to change
the
prerequisites
for voting
registration in
the county, but
instead
challenged the
actual
residency of
some members
of the
Escapees, and
such challenge
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properly
belonged in the
state court. The
court further
held that an
election contest
under state law
was the correct
vehicle to
contest the
registration of
Escapees. The
court dissolved
the temporary
restraining
order it had
previously
entered and
denied
plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction of
the state court
proceeding.

Pepper v. United 24 Fed. December Plaintiff Individual No N/A No
Darnell States Court Appx. 460; 10, 2001 individual argued on
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of Appeals 2001 U.S. appealed from a appeal that the
for the App. judgment of the district court
Sixth LEXIS district court, in erred in finding
Circuit 26618 an action that the

against registration
defendant state forms used by
officials the state did not
seeking relief violate the
under § 1983 NVRA and in
and the failing to
National Voter certify a class
Registration represented by
Act, for their individual.
alleged refusal Individual lived
to permit in his
individual to automobile and
register to vote, received mail at
Officials had a rented box.
moved for Officials
dismissal or for refused to
summary validate
judgment, and individual's
the district attempt to
court granted register to vote
the motion. by mail.

Tennessee state
law forbade
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accepting a
rented mail box
as the address
of the potential
voter.
Individual
insisted that his
automobile
registration
provided
sufficient proof
of residency
under the
NVRA. The
court upheld
the legality of
state's
requirement
that one
registering to
vote provide a
specific
location as an
address,
regardless of
the transient
lifestyle of the
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potential voter,
finding state's
procedure
faithfully
mirrored the
requirements of
the.NVRA as
codified in the
Code of
Federal
Regulations.
The court also
held that the
refusal to
certify
individual as
the
representative
of a class for
purposes of this
litigation was
not an abuse of
discretion; in
this case, no
representative
party was
available as the
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indigent
individual,
acting in his
own behalf,
was clearly
unable to
represent fairly
the class. The
district court's
judgment was
affirmed.

Miller v. United 348 F. October 27, Plaintiffs, two Plaintiffs No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 2004 voters and the alleged that the

District 916; 2004 Ohio timing and
Court for U.S. Dist. Democratic manner in
the LEXIS Party, filed suit which
Southern 24894 against defendants
District of defendants, the intended to
Ohio Ohio Secretary hold hearings

of State, several regarding pre--
county boards election
of elections, challenges to
and all of the their voter
boards' registration
members, violated both
alleging claims the Act and the
under the Due Process

60	 01525
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National Voter Clause. The
Registration individuals,
Act and § 1983. who filed pre--
Plaintiffs also election voter
filed a motion eligibility
for a temporary challenges,
restraining filed a motion
order (TRO). to intervene.
Two The court held
individuals that it would
filed a motion grant the
to intervene as motion to
defendants. intervene

because the
individuals had
a substantial
legal interest in
the subject
matter of the
action and time
constraints
would not
permit them to
bring separate
actions to
protect their
rights. The

61
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court further
held that it
would grant
plaintiffs'
motion for a
TRO because
plaintiffs made
sufficient
allegations in
their complaint
to establish
standing and
because all four
factors to
consider in
issuing a TRO
weighed
heavily in favor
of doing so.
The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a
likelihood of
success on the
merits because
they made a
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strong showing
that defendants'
intended
actions
regarding pre--
election
challenges to
voter eligibility
abridged
plaintiffs'
fundamental
right to vote
and violated the
Due Process
Clause. Thus,
the other
factors to
consider in
granting a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs'
favor. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
TRO. The court
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Miller v. United 348 F. October 27, Plaintiffs, two Plaintiffs alleged No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 2004 voters and the that the timing

District 916; 2004 Ohio Democratic and manner in
Court for U.S. Dist. Party, filed suit which defendants
the LEXIS against intended to hold
southern 24894 defendants, the hearings
District of Ohio Secretary of regarding pre--
Ohio State, several election

county boards of challenges to their
elections, and all voter registration
of the boards' violated both the
members, Act and the Due
alleging claims Process Clause.
under the The individuals,
National Voter who filed pre--
Registration Act election voter
and § 1983. eligibility
Plaintiffs also challenges, filed a
filed a motion for motion to
a temporary intervene. The
restraining order. court held that it
Two individuals would grant the
filed a motion to motion to
intervene as intervene because
defendants. the individuals

had a substantial
legal interest in

01529;
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the subject matter
of the action and
time constraints
would not permit
them to bring
separate actions
to protect their
rights. The court
further held that it
would grant
plaintiffs' motion
for a TRO
because plaintiffs
made sufficient
allegations in
their complaint to
establish standing
and because all
four factors to
consider in
issuing a TRO
weighed heavily
in favor of doing
so. The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a
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likelihood of
success on the
merits because
they made a
strong showing
that defendants'
intended actions
regarding pre--
election
challenges to
voter eligibility
abridged
plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote and
violated the Due
Process Clause.
Thus, the other
factors to
consider in
granting a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs' favor.
The court granted
plaintiffs' motion
for a TRO. The

01529.3
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court also granted
the individuals'
motion to
intervene.

Spencer v. United 347 F. November Plaintiff voters The voters No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 1, 2004 filed a motion for alleged that

District 528; 2004 temporary defendants had
Court for U.S. Dist. restraining order combined to
the LEXIS and preliminary implement a voter
Southern 22062 injunction challenge system
District of seeking to at the polls that
Ohio restrain defendant discriminated

election officials against African--
and intervenor American voters.
State of Ohio Each precinct was
from run by its election
discriminating judges but Ohio
against black law also allowed
voters in challengers to be
Hamilton County physically present
on the basis of in the polling
race. If necessary, places in order to
they sought to challenge voters'
restrain eligibility to vote.
challengers from The court held
being allowed at that the injury
the	 olls, asserted, that

015294.
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allowing
challengers to
challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their
right to vote, was
not speculative
and could be
redressed by
removing the
challengers. The
court held that in
the absence of
any statutory
guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
challenging
voters by
challengers, and
the questionable
enforceability of
the State's and
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County's policies
regarding good
faith challenges
and ejection of
disruptive
challengers from
the polls, there
existed an
enormous risk of
chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
pandemonium
inside the polls
and in the lines
out the door.
Furthermore, the
law allowing
private
challengers was
not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. Because
the voters had
shown a
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substantial
likelihood of
success on the
merits on the
ground that the
application of
Ohio's statute
allowing
challengers at
polling places
was
unconstitutional
and the other
factors governing
the issuance of an
injunction
weighed in their
favor, the court
enjoined all
defendants from
allowing any
challengers other
than election
judges and other
electors into the
polling places
throughout the
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state on Election
Day.

Charfauros United 2001 U.S. May 10, Defendants, Plaintiffs, No N/A No
v. Bd. of States App. 2001 board of elections disqualified
Elections Court of LEXIS and related voters, claimed

Appeals for 15083 individuals, that individual
the Ninth appealed from an members of the
Circuit order of the Commonwealth

Supreme Court of of the Northern
the Mariana Islands
Commonwealth Board of
of the Northern Elections violated
Mariana Islands § 1983 by
reversing a lower administering
court's grant of pre--election day
summary voter challenge
judgment in favor procedures which
of defendants on precluded a
the ground of certain class of
qualified voters, including
immunity. plaintiffs, from

voting in a 1995
election. The
CNMI Supreme
Court reversed a
lower court's
grant of summary

015298
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judgment and
defendants
appealed. The
court of appeals
held that the
Board's pre-
election day
procedures
violated the
plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote. The
federal court
reasoned that the
right to vote was
clearly
established at the
time of the
election, and that
a reasonable
Board would have
known that that
treating voters
differently based
on their political
party would
violate the Equal

01529E
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Protection Clause.
Further the court
added that the
allegations of the
complaint were
sufficient to
support liability
of the Board
members in their
individual
capacities.
Finally, the
composition of
the CNMI
Supreme Court's
Special Judge
panel did not
violate the
Board's right to
due process of
law. The decision
of
Commonwealth
of the Northern
Mariana Islands
Supreme Court
was affirmed

10	 015a0C
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where defendants'
pre--election day
voter challenge
procedures
violated plaintiffs'
fundamental right
to vote.

Wit v. United 306 F.3d October 11, Appellant voters Under state No N/A No
Berman States 1256; 2002 who established election laws, the

Court of 2002 U.S. residences in two voters could only
Appeals for App. separate cities vote in districts in
the Second LEXIS sued appellees, which they
Circuit 21301 state and city resided, and

election officials, residence was
alleging that limited to one
provisions of the place. The voters
New York State contended that,
Election Law since they had
unconstitutionally two lawful
prevented the residences, they
voters from were denied
voting in local constitutional
elections in both equal protection
cities where they by the statutory
resided. The restriction against
voters appealed voting in the local
the order of the elections of both

11	 015301.
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United States of the places of
District Court for their residences.
the Southern The appellate
District of New court held,
York which however, that no
granted appellees' constitutional
motion to dismiss violation was
the complaint, shown since the

provisions of the
New York State
Election Law
imposed only
reasonable,
nondiscriminatory
restrictions which
advanced
important state
regulatory
interests. While
the voters may
have interests in
electoral
outcomes in both
cities, any rule
permitting voting
based on such
interests would be

12	 0153.0
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unmanageable
and subject to
potential abuse.
Further, basing
voter eligibility
on domicile,
which was always
over--or under--
inclusive,
nonetheless had
enormous
practical
advantages, and
the voters offered
no workable
standard to
replace the
domicile test.
Finally, allowing
the voters to
choose which of
their residences
was their
domicile for
voting purposes
could not be
deemed

13	 015303
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discriminatory.
Affirmed.

Curtis v. United 121 F. November Plaintiffs sought Plaintiffs sought No N/A No
Smith States Supp. 2d 3, 2000 a preliminary to prohibit

District 1054; injunction to defendant from
Court for 2000 U.S. prohibit mailing
the Eastern Dist. defendant tax confirmation
District of LEXIS assessor-collector letters to
Texas 17987 from mailing approximately

confirmation 9,000 persons,
letters to self--styled
approximately "escapees" who
9,000 persons traveled a major
who were portion of each
registered voters year in
in Polk County, recreational
Texas. vehicles, all of

whom were
registered to vote
in Polk County,
Texas. In
accordance with
Texas law, three
resident voters
filed affidavits
challenging the
escapees'

14	 0153011
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residency. These
affidavits
triggered
defendant's action
in sending
confirmation
notices to the
escapees. The
court determined,
first, that because
of the potential
for
discrimination,
defendant's action
required
preclearance in
accordance with §
5 of the Voting
Rights Act and,
second, that such
preclearance had
not been sought
or obtained.
Accordingly, the
court issued a
preliminary
injunction

15	 0i53a<
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prohibiting
defendant from
pursuing the
confirmation of
residency of the
escapees, or any
similarly situated
group, under the
Texas Election
Code until the
process had been
submitted for
preclearance in
accordance with §
5. The action was
taken to ensure
that no
discriminatory
potential existed
in the use of such
process in the
upcoming
presidential
election or future
election. Motion
for preliminary
injunction was

16
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granted, and
defendant was
enjoined from
pursuing
confirmation of
residency of the
9,000 "escapees,"
or any similarly
situated group,
under the Texas
Election Code,
until the process
had been
submitted for
preclearance
under § 5 of the
Voting Rights
Act.

Peace & Court of 114 Cal. January 15, Plaintiff political The trial court No N/A No
Freedom Appeal of App. 4th 2004 party appealed a ruled that inactive
Party v. California, 1237; 8 judgment from voters were
Shelley Third Cal. Rptr. the superior court excluded from the

Appellate 3d 497; which denied the primary election.
District 2004 Cal. party's petition The court of

App. for writ of appeals affirmed,
LEXIS 42 mandate to observing that

compel although the

17	 01530
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defendant, the election had
California already taken
Secretary of place, the issue
State, to include was likely to
voters listed in recur and was a
the inactive file matter of
of registered continuing public
voters in interest and
calculating importance;
whether the party hence, a decision
qualified to on the merits was
participate in a proper, although
primary election. the case was

technically moot.
The law clearly
excluded inactive
voters from the
calculation. The
statutory scheme
did not violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional
right of
association
because it was
reasonably
designed to

18	 015308.
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ensure that all
parties on the
ballot had a
significant
modicum of
support from
eligible voters.
Information in the
inactive file was
unreliable and
often duplicative
of information in
the active file.
Moreover, there
was no violation
of the National
Voter
Registration Act
because voters
listed as inactive
were not
prevented from
voting. Although
the Act prohibited
removal of voters
from the official
voting list absent

19
01530.'
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certain
conditions,
inactive voters in
California could
correct the record
and vote as
provided the Act.
The court
affirmed the
denial of a writ of
mandate.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not

20	 01531E
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moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA
claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was a
crucial
qualification. One
simply could not
be an elector,
much less a
qualified elector
entitled to vote,
unless one resided
in the precinct
where he or she
sought to vote. If
one never lived
within the
precinct, one was

21	 015311.
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not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to
condition
eligibility to vote
on residence. Nor
did it undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
residency ab
initio. The ability
of the challengers
to assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and

22
015312
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resolve that
challenge, did not
contravene the
MVA.
Defendants'
motions for
summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed for
want of
jurisdiction,
without prejudice.

23
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Charles H. United 408 F.3d May 12, Plaintiffs, a The foundation No N/A No
Wesley States 1349; 2005 charitable conducted a
Educ. Court of 2005 U.S. foundation, four voter registration
Found., Inc. Appeals App. volunteers, and a drive; it placed
v. Cox for the LEXIS registered voter, the completed

Eleventh 8320 filed a suit applications in a
Circuit against defendant single envelope

state officials and mailed them
alleging to the Georgia
violations of the Secretary of
National Voter State for
Registration Act processing.
and the Voting Included in the
Rights Act. The batch was the
officials appealed voter's change of
after the United address form.
States District Plaintiffs filed
Court for the the suit after they
Northern District were notified that
of Georgia issued the applications
a preliminary had been rejected
injunction pursuant to
enjoining them Georgia law,
from rejecting which allegedly
voter restricted who
registrations could collect
submitted by the voter registration

015314
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foundation. forms. Plaintiffs
contended that
the officials had
violated the
NVRA, the
VRA, and U.S.
Const. amends. I,
XIV, XV. The
officials argued
that plaintiffs
lacked standing
and that the
district court had
erred in issuing
the preliminary
injunction. The
court found no
error. Plaintiffs
had sufficiently
alleged injuries
under the
NVRA, arising
out of the
rejection of the
voter registration
forms; the
allegations in the

01-5315
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complaint
sufficiently
showed an
injury--in--fact
that was fairly
traceable to the
officials'
conduct. The
injunction was
properly issued.
There was a
substantial
likelihood that
plaintiffs would
prevail as to their
claims; it served
the public
interest to protect
plaintiffs'
franchise--related
rights. The court
affirmed the
preliminary
injunction order
entered by the
district court.

McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No

0153i:E
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Thompson States 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged order had granted
Court of U.S. App. of United States defendant state
Appeals LEXIS District Court for election officials
for the 23387 Eastern District summary
Sixth of Tennessee at judgment. The
Circuit Chattanooga, court declined to

which granted overrule
defendant state defendants'
election officials administrative
summary determination
judgment on that state law
plaintiffs action required plaintiff
seeking to stop to disclose his
the state practice social security
of requiring its number because
citizens to the interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict with
precondition to previous case
voter registration. law, and could be

challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act of
1974, because it

015317
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was grand
fathered under
the terms of the
Act. The
limitations in the
National Voter
Registration Act
did not apply
because the
NVRA did not
specifically
prohibit the use
of social security
numbers and the
Act contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. The trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and

015318
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immunities, and
due process
claims. Order
affirmed because
requirement that
voters disclose
social security
numbers as
precondition to
voter registration
did not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or National
Voter
Registration Act
and trial court
properly rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote, free
exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities, and
due process
claims.

Nat'l United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, national Defendants No N/A No

01531(
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Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2001 organization for alleged that
Students District 845; 2001 disabled students, plaintiff lacked
with Court for U.S. Dist. brought an action standing to
Disabilities the LEXIS against university represent its
Educ. & Southern 9528 president and members, and
Legal Def. District of university's that plaintiff had
Fund v. Maryland director of office not satisfied the
Scales of disability notice

support services requirements of
to challenge the the National
voter registration Voter
procedures Registration Act.
established by the Further,
disability support defendants
services, maintained the
Defendants facts, as alleged
moved to dismiss by plaintiff, did
the first amended not give rise to a
complaint, or in past, present, or
the alternative for future violation
summary of the NVRA
judgment. because (1) the

plaintiffs
members that
requested voter
registration
services were not

015326
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registered
students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs § 1983
claim, the court
held that while
plaintiff had
alleged sufficient
facts to confer
standing under
the NVRA, such
allegations were
not sufficient to
support standing
on its own behalf
on the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim, the
court found that
the agency
practice of only
offering voter

015321
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registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled students
to obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NVRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the
university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended

015322
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complaint was
granted as to the
§ 1983 claim and
denied as to
plaintiffs claims
brought under
the National
Voter
Registration Act
of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

Cunningham United 2003 U.S. February Plaintiffs, who Plaintiffs argued No N/A No
v. Chi. Bd. States Dist. 24, 2003 alleged that they that objections to
of Election District LEXIS were duly their signatures
Comm'rs Court for 2528 registered voters, were improperly

the six of whom had sustained by
Northern signed defendants, the
District of nominating city board of
Illinois petitions for one election

candidate and commissioners.
two of whom Plaintiffs argued
signed that they were

10 01532
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nominating registered voters
petitions for whose names
another appeared in an
candidate. They inactive file and
first asked for a whose signatures
preliminary were therefore,
injunction of the and improperly,
municipal excluded. The
election court ruled that
scheduled for the by characterizing
following the claim as
Tuesday and plaintiffs did,
suggested, they sought to
alternatively, that enjoin an
the election for election because
City Clerk and their signatures
for 4th Ward were not
Alderman be counted, even
enjoined, though their

preferred
candidates were
otherwise
precluded from
appearing on the
ballot. Without
regard to their
likelihood of

11	 015324.
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obtaining any
relief, plaintiffs
failed to
demonstrate that
they would be
irreparably
harmed if an
injunction did
not issue; the
threatened injury
to defendants,
responsible as
they were for the
conduct of the
municipal
election, far
outweighed any
threatened injury
to plaintiffs; and
the granting of a
preliminary
injunction would
greatly disserve
the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
petition for

2	 0153251
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preliminary relief
was denied.

Diaz v. United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, unions The putative No N/A No
Hood States Supp. 2d 2004 and individuals voters sought

District 1111; who had injunctive relief
Court for 2004 U.S. attempted to requiring the
the Dist. register to vote, election officials
Southern LEXIS sought a to register them
District of 21445 declaration of to vote. The
Florida their rights to court first noted

vote in the that the unions
November 2, lacked even
2004 general representative
election. They standing, because
alleged that they failed to
defendants, state show that one of
and county their members
election officials, could have
refused to brought the case
process their in their own
voter behalf. The
registrations for individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election officials verify her mental

13 011532 b
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moved to dismiss capacity, the
the complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box
and failure to indicating that he
state a claim, was not a felon,

and the third did
not provide the
last four digits of
her social
security number
on the form.
They claimed the
election officials
violated federal
and state law by
refusing to
register eligible
voters because of
nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications, and
by failing to
provide any
notice to voter

14	
01532
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applicants whose
registration
applications were
deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant application
properly under
Florida law, and
the putative voter
had effectively
caused their own
injury by failing
to complete the
registration. The
third completed
her form and was
registered, so had
suffered no
injury. Standing
failed against the
secretary of state.
Motion to
dismiss without

15	 01532c
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prejudice
granted.

Bell v. United 235 F. October 22, Plaintiff voters The board heard No N/A No
Marinko States Supp. 2d 2002 sued defendants, challenges to the

District 772; 2002 a county board of voters'
Court for U.S. Dist. elections, a state qualifications to
the LEXIS secretary of state, vote in the
Northern 21753 and the state's county, based on
District of attorney general, the fact that the
Ohio for violations of voters were

the Motor Voter transient
Act and equal (seasonal) rather
protection of the than permanent
laws. Defendants residents of the
moved for county. The
summary voters claimed
judgment. The that the board
voters also hearings did not
moved for afford them the
summary requisite degree
judgment. of due process

and contravened
their rights of
privacy by
inquiring into
personal matters.
As to the MVA

1 6	 01532c
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claim, the court
held that
residency within
the precinct was
a crucial
qualification.
One simply
could not be an
elector, much
less a qualified
elector entitled to
vote, unless one
resided in the
precinct where
he or she sought
to vote. If one
never lived
within the
precinct, one was
not and could not
be an eligible
voter, even if
listed on the
board's rolls as
such. The MVA
did not affect the
state's ability to

17	 01533(
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condition
eligibility to vote
on residence.
Nor did it
undertake to
regulate
challenges, such
as the ones
presented, to a
registered voter's
-residency ab
initio. The ability
of the
challengers to
assert that the
voters were not
eligible and had
not ever been
eligible, and of
the board to
consider and
resolve that
challenge, did
not contravene
the MVA.
Defendants'
motions for

18	 . 015331
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summary
judgment were
granted as to all
claims with
prejudice, except
the voters' state--
law claim, which
was dismissed
for want of
jurisdiction,
without
prejudice.

Bell v. United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
Marinko States 588; 2004 2004 registered voters, contested the

Court of U.S. App. sued defendants, challenges to
Appeals LEXIS Ohio Board of their registration
for the 8330 Elections and brought under
Sixth Board members, Ohio Code Rev.
Circuit alleging that Ann. § 3505.19

Ohio Rev. Code based on Ohio
Ann. §§ 3509.19- Rev. Code Ann.
-3509.21 violated § 3503.02.
the National Specifically, the
Voter voters asserted
Registration Act, that § 3503.02---
and the Equal -which stated
Protection Clause that the place

19	 . 015332
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of the Fourteenth where the family
Amendment. The of a married man
United States or woman
District Court for resided was
the Northern considered to be
District of Ohio his or her place
granted summary of residence----
judgment in favor violated the
of defendants, equal protection
The voters clause. The court
appealed. of appeals found

that the Board's
procedures did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act
because
Congress did not
intend to bar the
removal of
names from the
official list of
persons who
were ineligible
and improperly
registered to vote

20	 01533:=
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in the first place.
The National
Voter
Registration Act
did not bar the
Board's
continuing
consideration of
a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable steps
to see that all
applicants for
registration to
vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code Ann.

21	 015334.
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Name of
Case

Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

§ 3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration Act.
Because the
Board did not
raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

01533,
22
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Bell v. Marinko United 367 F.3d April 28, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
States Court 588; 2004 2004 registered asserted that §
of Appeals U.S. App. voters, sued 3503.02----
for the LEXIS defendants, which stated
Sixth 8330 Ohio Board of that the place
Circuit Elections and where the

Board family of a
members, married man or
alleging that woman resided
Ohio Rev, was considered
Code Ann. §§ to be his or her
3509.19-- place of
3509.21 residence----
violated the violated the
National Voter equal
Registration protection
Act, and the clause. The
Equal court of appeals
Protection found that the
Clause of the Board's
Fourteenth procedures did
Amendment, not contravene
The United the National
States District Voter
Court for the Registration
Northern Act because
District of Ohio Congress did

01.533F,
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

granted not intend to
summary bar the removal
judgment in of names from
favor of the official list
defendants. The of persons who
voters were ineligible
appealed. and improperly

registered to
vote in the first
place. The
National Voter
Registration
Act did not bar
the Board's
continuing
consideration
of a voter's
residence, and
encouraged the
Board to
maintain
accurate and
reliable voting
rolls. Ohio was
free to take
reasonable
steps to see that

0.1533;'
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

all applicants
for registration
to vote actually
fulfilled the
requirement of
bona fide
residence. Ohio
Rev. Code
Ann. §
3503.02(D) did
not contravene
the National
Voter
Registration
Act. Because
the Board did
not raise an
irrebuttable
presumption in
applying §
3502.02(D), the
voters suffered
no equal
protection
violation. The
judgment was
affirmed.

01533p
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Wilson v. Court of 2000 Va. May 2, Defendant On appeal, No N/A No
Commonwealth Appeals of App. 2000 appealed the defendant

Virginia LEXIS judgment of the argued that the
322 circuit court evidence was

which insufficient to
convicted her support her
of election conviction
fraud. because it

failed to prove
that she made a
willfully false
statement on
her voter
registration
form and, even
if the evidence
did prove that
she made such
a statement, it
did not prove
that the voter
registration
form was the
form required
by Title 24.2.
At trial, the
Commonwealth

[015335
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

introduced
substantial
testimony and
documentary
evidence that
defendant had
continued to
live at one
residence in the
13th District,
long after she
stated on the
voter
registration
form that she
was living at a
residence in the
51st House
District. The
evidence
included
records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from
the Department

015340
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

of Motor
Vehicles and
school records.
Thus, the
evidence was
sufficient to
support the
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed by
Title 24.2 in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.
Judgment of
conviction
affirmed.
Evidence,
including

015341
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

records
showing
electricity and
water usage,
records from
the Department
of Motor
Vehicles and
school records,
was sufficient
to support
jury's verdict
that defendant
made "a false
material
statement" on
the voter
registration
card required to
be filed in
order for her to
be a candidate
for office in the
primary in
question.

ACLU of United 2004 U.S. October 29, Plaintiffs, Plaintiffs No N/A No
Minn. v. States Dist. 2004 voters and argued that

1)1534
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Kifflneyer District LEXIS associations, Minn. Stat. §
Court for 22996 filed fora 201.061 was
the District temporary inconsistent
of restraining with the Help
Minnesota order pursuant America Vote

to Fed. R. Civ. Act because it
P. 65, against did not
defendant, authorize the
Minnesota voter to
Secretary of complete
State, registration
concerning either by a
voter "current and
registration. valid photo

identification"
or by use of a
current utility
bill, bank
statement,
government
check,
paycheck, or
other
government
document that
showed the
name and

15;33
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

address of the
individual. The
Secretary
advised the
court that there
were less than
600 voters who
attempted to
register by mail
but whose
registrations
were deemed
incomplete.
The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on
their claim that
the
authorization in
Minn. Stat. §
201.061, sub. 3,
violated the
Equal

1534
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Protection
Clause of the
Fourteenth
Amendment of
the United
States
Constitution
insofar as it did
not also
authorize the
use of a
photographic
tribal
identification
card by
American
Indians who do
not reside on
their tribal
reservations.
Also, the court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated
that they were
likely to
succeed on

1)15345
10
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

their claims
that Minn. R.
8200.5100,
violated the
Equal
Protection
Clause of the
United States
Constitution. A
temporary
restraining
order was
entered.

Kalsson v. United 356 F. February Defendant The individual No N/A No
United States States Supp. 2d 16, 2005 Federal claimed that his
FEC District 371; 2005 Election vote was

Court for U.S. Dist. Commission diluted because
the LEXIS filed a motion the NVRA
Southern 2279 to dismiss for resulted in
District of lack of subject more people
New York matter registering to

jurisdiction vote than
plaintiff otherwise
individual's would have
action, which been the case.
sought a The court held
declaration that that the

11	 015346
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the National individual
Voter lacked standing
Registration to bring the
Act was action. Because
unconstitutional New York was
on the theories not obliged to
that its adhere to the
enactment was requirements of
not within the the NVRA, the
enumerated individual did
powers of the not allege any
federal	 , concrete harm.
government If New York
and that it simply adopted
violated Article election day
II of the United registration for
States elections for
Constitution. federal office,

it would have
been entirely
free of the
NVRA just as
were five other
states. Even if
the individual's
vote were
diluted, and

12	 01534'i
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

even if such an
injury in other
circumstances
might have
sufficed for
standing, any
dilution that he
suffered was
the result of
New York's
decision to
maintain a
voter
registration
system that
brought it
under the
NVRA, not the
NVRA itself.
The court
granted the
motion to
dismiss for lack
of subject
matter
jurisdiction.

Peace & California 114 Cal. January 15, Plaintiff . The trial court No N/A No

13	 O153^ 4
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Freedom Party Court of App. 4th 2004 political party ruled that
v. Shelley Appeal, 1237; 8 appealed a inactive voters

Third Cal. Rptr. judgment from were excluded
Appellate 3d 497; the superior from the
District 2004 Cal. court which primary

App. denied the election
LEXIS 42 party's petition calculation.

for writ of The court of
mandate to appeals
compel affirmed,
defendant, the observing that
California although the
Secretary of election had
State, to already taken
include voters place, the issue
listed in the was likely to
inactive file of recur and was a
registered matter of
voters in continuing
calculating public interest
whether the and
party qualified importance;
to participate in hence, a
a primary decision on the
election. merits was

proper,
although the

14	
0153 z11
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Name of Case Court Citation Date Facts Holding Statutory
Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

case was
technically
moot. The law
clearly
excluded
inactive voters
from the
calculation.
The statutory
scheme did not
violate the
inactive voters'
constitutional
right of
association
because it was
reasonably
designed to
ensure that all
parties on the
ballot had a
significant
modicum of
support from
eligible voters.
Information in
the inactive file

15	 01535[
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

was unreliable
and often
duplicative of
information in
the active file.
Moreover,
there was no
violation of the
National Voter
Registration
Act because
voters listed as
inactive were
not prevented
from voting.
Although the
Act prohibited
removal of
voters from the
official voting
list absent
certain
conditions,
inactive voters
in California
could correct
the record and

16	
r ^^
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

vote. Affirmed.
McKay v. United 226 F.3d September Plaintiff The trial court No N/A No
Thompson States Court 752; 2000 18, 2000 challenged had granted

of Appeals U.S. App. order of United defendant state
for the LEXIS States District election
Sixth 23387 Court for officials
Circuit Eastern District summary

of Tennessee at judgment. The
Chattanooga, court declined
which granted to overrule
defendant state defendants'
election administrative
officials determination
summary that state law
judgment on required
plaintiffs plaintiff to
action seeking disclose his
to stop the state social security
practice of number
requiring its because the
citizens to interpretation
disclose their appeared to be
social security reasonable, did
numbers as a not conflict
precondition to with previous
voter caselaw, and
registration. could be

17	 01530
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

challenged in
state court. The
requirement did
not violate the
Privacy Act
because it was
grand fathered
under the terms
of the Act. The
limitations in
the National
Voter
Registration
Act did not
apply because
the NVRA did
not specifically
prohibit the use
of social
security
numbers and
the Act
contained a
more specific
provision
regarding such
use. Plaintiff

18	 01535,:::
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

could not
enforce § 1971
as it was
enforceable
only by the
United States
Attorney
General. The
trial court
properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental
right to vote,
free exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities,
and due process
claims.
Although the
trial court
arguably erred
in denying
certification of
the case to the
USAG under

19	 01535
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

28 U.S.C.S. §
2403(a),
plaintiff
suffered no
harm from the
technical
violation. Order
affirmed
because
requirement
that voters
disclose social
security
numbers as
precondition to
voter
registration did
not violate
Privacy Act of
1974 or
National Voter
Registration
Act and trial
court properly
rejected
plaintiffs
fundamental

20	 01535vi
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

right to vote,
free exercise of
religion,
privileges and
immunities,
and due process
claims.

Lucas County United 341 F. October 21, Plaintiff The case No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations involved a box
Party v. District 861; 2004 brought an on Ohio's voter
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. action registration

the LEXIS challenging a form that
Northern 21416 memorandum required a
District of issued by prospective
Ohio defendant, voter who

Ohio's registered in
Secretary of person to
State, in supply an Ohio
December driver's license
2003. The number or the
organizations last four digits
claimed that the of their Social
memorandum Security
contravened number. In his
provisions of memorandum,
the Help the Secretary
America Vote informed all

21	 015351,
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Act and the Ohio County
National Voter Boards of
Registration Elections that,
Act. The if a person left
organizations the box blank,
moved for a the Boards
preliminary were not to
injunction, process the

registration
forms. The
organizations
did not file
their suit until
18 days before
the national
election. The
court found that
there was not
enough time
before the
election to
develop the
evidentiary
record
necessary to
determine if the
organizations

22	 o1J53J
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

were likely to
succeed on the
merits of their
claim. Denying
the
organizations'
motion would
have caused
them to suffer
no irreparable
harm. There
was no
appropriate
remedy
available to the
organizations at
the time. The
likelihood that
the
organizations
could have
shown
irreparable
harm was, in
any event,
slight in view
of the fact that

23	 01535
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

they waited so
long before
filing suit.
Moreover, it
would have
been entirely
improper for
the court to
order the
Boards to re-
open in--person
registration
until election
day. The public
interest would
have been ill--
served by an
injunction. The
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
denied sua
sponte.

Nat'l Coalition United 150 F. July 5, Plaintiff, Defendants No N/A No
for Students States Supp. 2d 2001 national alleged that
with District 845; 2001 organization for plaintiff lacked
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. disabled standing to

O1535	 :;r,
24
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Educ. & Legal the District LEXIS students, represent its
Def. Fund v. of Maryland 9528 brought an members, and
Scales action against that plaintiff

university had not
president and satisfied the
university's notice
director of requirements of
office of the National
disability Voter
support Registration
services to Act. Further,
challenge the defendants
voter maintained the
registration facts, as alleged
procedures by plaintiff, did
established by not give rise to
the disability a past, present,
support or future
services, violation of the
Defendants NVRA because
moved to (1) the
dismiss the first plaintiffs
amended members that
complaint, or in requested voter
the alternative registration
for summary services were
judgment. not registered

25	 01536C
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Basis (if of
Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

students at the
university and
(2) its current
voter
registration
procedures
complied with
NVRA. As to
plaintiffs §
1983 claim, the
court held that
while plaintiff
had alleged
sufficient facts
to confer
standing under
the NVRA,
such
allegations
were not
sufficient to
support
standing on its
own behalf on
the § 1983
claim. As to the
NVRA claim,

26	 015361
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the court found
that the agency
practice of only
offering voter
registration
services at the
initial intake
interview and
placing the
burden on
disabled
students to
obtain voter
registration
forms and
assistance
afterwards did
not satisfy its
statutory duties.
Furthermore,
most of the
NYRA
provisions
applied to
disabled
applicants not
registered at the

27	 015362
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

university.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss first
amended
complaint was
granted as to
the § 1983
claimand
denied as to
plaintiffs
claims brought
under the
National Voter
Registration
Act of 1993.
Defendants'
alternative
motion for
summary
judgment was
denied.

People v. Court of 251 Mich. July 11, Defendant was Defendant was No N/A No
Disimone Appeals of App. 605; 2002 charged with registered in

Michigan 650 attempting to the Colfax
N.W.2d vote more than township for
436; 2002 once in the the 2000

28	 015.363
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Mich. 2000 general general
App. election. The election. After
LEXIS circuit court presenting what
826 granted appeared to be

defendant's a valid voter's
motion that the registration
State had to card, defendant
prove specific proceeded to
intent. The vote in the
State appealed. Grant

township.
Defendant had
voted in the
Colfax
township
earlier in the
day. Defendant
moved the
court to issue
an order that
the State had to
find that he had
a specific intent
to vote twice in
order to be
convicted. The
appellate court

29	 . 015,36"
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

reversed the
circuit court
judgment and
held that under
the rules of
statutory
construction,
the fact that the
legislature had
specifically
omitted certain
trigger words
such as
"knowingly,"
"willingly,"
"purposefully,"
or
"intentionally"
it was unlikely
that the
legislature had
intended for
this to be a
specific intent
crime. The
court also
rejected the

015365c
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

defendant's
argument that
phrases such as
"offer to vote"
and "attempt to
vote" should be
construed as
synonymous
terms, as when
words with
similar
meanings were
used in the
same statute, it
was presumed
that the
legislature
intended to
distinguish
between the
terms. The
order of the
circuit court
was reversed.

Diaz v. Hood United 342 F. October 26, Plaintiffs, The putative No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 2004 unions and voters sought
District 1111; 2004 individuals who injunctive relief

31	 015366
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

Court for U.S. Dist. had attempted requiring the
the LEXIS to register to election
Southern 21445 vote, sought a officials to
District of declaration of register themto
Florida their rights to vote. The court

vote in the first noted that
November 2, the unions
2004 general lacked even
election. They representative
alleged that standing,
defendants, because they
state and failed to show
county election that one of their
officials, members could
refused to have brought
process their the case in their
voter own behalf.
registrations for The individual
various failures putative voters
to complete the raised separate
registration issues: the first
forms. The had failed to
election verify her
officials moved mental
to dismiss the capacity, the
complaint for second failed to
lack of standing check a box

32	 0:1536
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

and failure to indicating that
state a claim, he was not a

felon, and the
third did not
provide the last
four digits of
her social
security
number on the
form. They
claimed the
election
officials
violated federal
and state law
by refusing to
register eligible
voters because
of nonmaterial
errors or
omissions in
their voter
registration
applications,
and by failing
to provide any
notice to voter

33	 015368
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

applicants
whose
registration
applications
were deemed
incomplete. In
the first two
cases, the
election official
had handled the
errant
application
properly under
Florida law,
and the putative
voter had
effectively
caused their
own injury by
failing to
complete the
registration.
The third
completed her
form and was
registered, so
had suffered no

34	 015369
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

injury.
Standing failed
against the
secretary of
state. The
motions to
dismiss the
complaint were
granted without
prejudice.

Charles H. United 324 F. July 1, Plaintiffs, a The No N/A No
Wesley Educ. States Supp. 2d 2004 voter, fraternity organization
Found., Inc. v. District 1358; 2004 members, and participated in
Cox Court for U.S. Dist. an organization, numerous non--

the LEXIS sought an partisan voter
Northern 12120 injunction registration
District of ordering drives
Georgia defendant, the primarily

Georgia designed to
Secretary of increase the
State, to voting strength
process the of African--
voter Americans.
registration Following one
application such drive, the
forms that they fraternity
mailed in members

015370
35 
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

following a mailed in over
voter 60 registration
registration forms,
drive. They including one
contended that for the voter
by refusing to who had moved
process the within state
forms since the last
defendants election. The
violated the Georgia
National Voter Secretary of
Registration State's office
Act and U.S. refused to
Const. amends. process them
I, XIV, and because they
XV. were not

mailed
individually
and neither a
registrar,
deputy
registrar, or an
otherwise
authorized
person had
collected the
applications as

36	 015371
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

required under
state law. The
court held that
plaintiffs had
standing to
bring the
action. The
court held that
because the
applications
were received
in accordance
with the
mandates of the
NVRA, the
State of
Georgia was
not free to
reject them.
The court
found that:
plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on
the merits of
their claim that

15372
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the applications
were
improperly
rejected;
plaintiffs would
be irreparably
injured absent
an injunction;
the potential
harmto
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs'
injuries; and an
injunction was
in the public
interest.
Plaintiffs'
motion for a
preliminary
injunction was
granted.
Defendants
were ordered to
process the
applications
received from

38	 015373
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

the
organization to
determine
whether those
registrants were
qualified to
vote.
Furthermore,
defendants
were enjoined
from rejecting
any voter
registration
application on
the grounds
that it was
mailed as part
of a "bundle"
or that it was
collected by
someone not
authorized or
any other
reason contrary
to the NVRA.

Moseley v. United 300 F. January 22, Plaintiff The court No N/A No
Price States Supp. 2d 2004 alleged, that concluded that

01537439 
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District 389; 2004 defendants' plaintiffs claim
Court for U.S. Dist. actions in under the
the Eastern LEXIS investigating Voting Rights
District of 850 his voter Act lacked
Virginia registration merit. Plaintiff

application did not allege,
constituted a as required,
change in that any
voting defendants
procedures implemented a
requiring § 5 new, uncleared
preclearance voting
under the qualification or
Voting Rights prerequisite to
Act, which voting, or
preclearance standard,
was never practice, or
sought or procedure with
received, respect to
Plaintiff voting. Here,
claimed he the existing
withdrew from practice or
the race for procedure in
Commonwealth effect in the
Attorney event a mailed
because of the registration
investigation, ation. card was

40	 015375
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

Defendants returned was to
moved to "resend the
dismiss the voter card, if
complaint, address verified

as correct."
This was what
precisely
occurred.
Plaintiff
inferred,
however, that
the existing
voting rule or
practice was to
resend the voter
card "with no
adverse
consequences"
and that the
county's
initiation of an
investigation
constituted the
implementation
of a change that
had not been
pre--cleared.

41	 015376
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

The court
found the
inference
wholly
unwarranted
because
nothing in the
written
procedure
invited or
justified such
an inference.
The court
opined that
common sense
and state law
invited a
different
inference,
namely that
while a
returned card
had to be resent
if the address
was verified as
correct, any
allegation of

015377
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

fraud could be
investigated.
Therefore,
there was no
new procedure
for which
preclearance
was required.
The court
dismissed
plaintiffs
federal claims.
The court
dismissed the
state law claims
without
prejudice.

Thompson v. Supreme 295 June 10, Respondents Respondents No N/A No
Karben Court of A.D.2d 2002 filed a motion alleged that

New York, 438; 743 seeking the appellant was
Appellate N.Y.S.2d cancellation of unlawfully
Division, 175; 2002 appellant's registered to
Second N.Y. App. voter vote from an
Department Div. registration and address at

LEXIS political party which he did
6101 enrollment on not reside and

the ground that that he should

43	 01537-8
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Other
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Case be
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Further

appellant was have voted
unlawfully from the
registered to address that he
vote in a claimed as his
particular residence. The
district. The appellate court
Supreme Court, held that
Rockland respondents
County, New adduced
York, ordered insufficient
the cancellation proof to
of appellant's support the
voter conclusion that
registration and appellant did
party not reside at the
enrollment. subject address.
Appellant On the other
challenged the hand, appellant
trial court's submitted
order. copies of his

2002 vehicle
registration,
2000 and 2001
federal income
tax returns,
2002 property
tax bill, a May

ois^9'
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Other
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Case be
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Further

2001 paycheck
stub, and 2000
and 2001
retirement
account
statements all
showing the
subject address.
Appellant also
testified that he
was a signatory
on the
mortgage of the
subject address
and that he kept
personal
belongings at
that address.
Respondents
did not sustain
their
evidentiary
burden. The
judgment of the

• trial court was
reversed.

Nat'l Coalition United 2002 U.S. August 2, Plaintiffs, a The court No N/A No

45	 015350
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v. Taft States Dist. 2002 nonprofit found that the
District LEXIS public interest disability
Court for 22376 group and services offices
the certain at issue were
Southern individuals, subject to the
District of sued NVRA because
Ohio defendants, the term

certain state "office"
and university included a
officials, subdivision of a
alleging that government
they violated department or
the National institution and
Voter the disability
Registration offices at issue
Act in failing were places
to designate the where citizens
disability regularly went
services offices for service and
at state public assistance.
colleges and Moreover, the
universities as Ohio Secretary
voter of State had an
registration obligation
sites. The group under the
and individuals NVRA to
moved for a designate the

01538146 
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

preliminary disability
injunction, services offices

as voter
registration
sites because
nothing in the
law superceded
the NVRA's
requirement
that the
responsible
state official
designate
disability
services offices
as voter
registration
sites.
Moreover,
under Ohio
Rev. Code
Ann. §
3501.05(R), the
Secretary of
State's duties
expressly
included

015332
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Other
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Case be
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Further

ensuring
compliance
with the
NVRA. The
case was not
moot even
though the
Secretary of
State had taken
steps to ensure
compliance
with the NVRA
given his
position to his
obligation
under the law.
The court
granted
declaratory
judgment in
favor of the
nonprofit
organization
and the
individuals.
The motion for
a preliminary

48	 015383
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Further

injunction was
granted in part
and the
Secretary of
State was
ordered to
notify disabled
students who
had used the
designated
disability
services offices
prior to the
opening day of
the upcoming
semester or
who had pre-
registered for
the upcoming
semester as to
voter
registration
availability.

Lawson v. United 211 F.3d May 3, Plaintiffs who Plaintiffs No N/A No
Shelby County States Court 331; 2000 2000 were denied the attempted to

of Appeals U.S. App. right to vote register to vote
for the LEXIS when they in October, and

49	 Ol^j3'4
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Sixth 8634 refused to to vote in
Circuit disclose their November, but

social security were denied
numbers, because they
appealed a refused to
judgment of the disclose their
United States social security
District Court numbers. A
for the Western year after the
District of election date
Tennessee at they filed suit
Memphis alleging denial
dismissing their of
amended constitutional
complaint for rights,
failure to state privileges and
claims barred immunities, the
by U.S. Const. Privacy Act of
amend. XI. 1974 and §

1983. The
district court
dismissed,
finding the
claims were
barred by U.S.
Const. amend.
XI, and the one

50	 0153OJJ
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Further

year statute of
limitations. The
appeals court
reversed,
holding the
district court
erred in
dismissing the
suit because
U.S. Const.
amend. XI
immunity did
not apply to
suits brought
by a private
party under the
Ex Parte Young
exception. Any
damages claim
not ancillary to
injunctive relief
was barred.
The court also
held the statute
of limitations
ran from the
date plaintiffs

51
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Further

were denied the
opportunity to
vote, not
register, and
their claim was
thus timely.
Reversed and
remanded to
district court to
order such
relief as will
allow plaintiffs
to vote and
other
prospective
injunctive relief
against county
and state
officials;
declaratory
relief and
attorneys' fees
ancillary to the
prospective
injunctive
relief, all
permitted under

52	 015387
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Further

the Young
exception to
sovereign
immunity, to be
fashioned.

Curtis v. Smith United 145 F. June 4, Plaintiffs, Before a No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 2001 representatives general
District 814; 2001 of several election, three
Court for U.S. Dist. thousand persons
the Eastern LEXIS retired persons brought an
District of 8544 who called action alleging
Texas themselves the the Escapees

"Escapees," and were not bona
who spent a fide residents
large part of of the county,
their lives and sought to
traveling about have their
the United names
States in expunged from
recreational the rolls of
vehicles, but qualified
were registered voters. The
to vote in the plaintiffs
county, moved brought suit in
for preliminary federal district
injunction court. The
seeking to court issued a

53
	 °01538
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Other
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Should the
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Further

enjoin a Texas preliminary
state court injunction
proceeding forbidding
under the All county officials
Writs Act. from

attempting to
purge the
voting.
Commissioner
contested the
results of the
election,
alleging
Escapees' votes
should be
disallowed.
Plaintiffs
brought present
case assertedly
to prevent the
same issue
from being
relitigated. The
court held,
however, the
issues were
different, since,

54	 Q1553S9
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Other
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Further

unlike the case
in the first
proceeding,
there was
notice and an
opportunity to
be heard.
Further, unlike
the first
proceeding, the
plaintiff in the
state court
action did not
seek to change
the
prerequisites
for voting
registration in
the county, but
instead
challenged the
actual
residency of
some members
of the
Escapees, and
such challenge

55
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Further

properly
belonged in the
state court. The
court further
held that an
election contest
under state law
was the correct
vehicle to
contest the
registration of
Escapees. The
court dissolved
the temporary
restraining
order it had
previously
entered and
denied
plaintiffs'
motion for
preliminary
injunction of
the state court
proceeding.

Pepper v. United 24 Fed. December Plaintiff Individual No N/A No
Darnell States Court Appx. 460; 10, 2001 individual argued on

015391
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of Appeals 2001 U.S. appealed from a appeal that the
for the App. judgment of the district court
Sixth LEXIS district court, in erred in finding
Circuit 26618 an action that the

against registration
defendant state forms used by
officials the state did not
seeking relief violate the
under § 1983 NVRA and in
and the failing to
National Voter certify a class
Registration represented by
Act, for their individual.
alleged refusal Individual lived
to permit in his
individual to automobile and
register to vote, received mail at
Officials had a rented box.
moved for Officials
dismissal or for refused to
summary validate
judgment, and individual's
the district attempt to
court granted register to vote
the motion. by mail.

Tennessee state
law forbade

57	 015392
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Further

accepting a
rented mail box
as the address
of the potential
voter.
Individual
insisted that his
automobile
registration
provided
sufficient proof
of residency
under the
NVRA. The
court upheld
the legality of
state's
requirement
that one
registering to
vote provide a
specific
location as an
address,
regardless of

• the transient
lifestyle of the

58	 015393
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Further

potential voter,
finding state's
procedure
faithfully
mirrored the
requirements of
the NVRA as
codified in the
Code of
Federal
Regulations.
The court also
held that the
refusal to
certify
individual as
the
representative
of a class for
purposes of this
litigation was
not an abuse of
discretion; in
this case, no
representative
party was
available as the

59	 015394
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Further

indigent
individual,
acting in his
own behalf,
was clearly
unable to
represent fairly
the class. The
district court's
judgment was
affirmed.

Miller v. United 348 F. October 27, Plaintiffs, two Plaintiffs No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 2004 voters and the alleged that the

District 916; 2004 Ohio timing and
Court for U.S. Dist. Democratic manner in
the LEXIS Party, filed suit which
Southern 24894 against defendants
District of defendants, the intended to
Ohio Ohio Secretary hold hearings

of State, several regarding pre--
county boards election
of elections, challenges to
and all of the their voter
boards' registration
members, violated both
alleging claims the Act and the
under the Due Process

60	 015395
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Further

National Voter Clause. The
Registration individuals,
Act and § 1983. who filed pre--
Plaintiffs also election voter
filed a motion eligibility
for a temporary challenges,
restraining filed a motion
order (TRO). to intervene.
Two The court held
individuals that it would
filed a motion grant the
to intervene as motion to
defendants. intervene

because the
individuals had
a substantial
legal interest in
the subject
matter of the
action and time

• constraints
would not
permit them to

• bring separate
actions to
protect their
rights. The

61	 015396
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court further
held that it
would grant
plaintiffs'
motion for a
TRO because
plaintiffs made
sufficient
allegations in
their complaint
to establish
standing and
because all four
factors to
consider in
issuing a TRO
weighed
heavily in favor
of doing so.
The court
found that
plaintiffs
demonstrated a
likelihood of
success on the
merits because
they made a

015391
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Further

strong showing
that defendants'
intended
actions
regarding pre--
election
challenges to
voter eligibility
abridged
plaintiffs'
fundamental
right to vote
and violated the
Due Process
Clause. Thus,
the other
factors to
consider in
granting a TRO
automatically
weighed in
plaintiffs'
favor. The
court granted
plaintiffs'
motion for a
TRO. The court

63	 01539
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also granted the
individuals'
motion to
intervene.
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James v. Supreme 359 N.C. February 4, Appellant The case No N/A No
Bartlett Court of 260; 607 2005 candidates involved three

North S.E.2d challenged separate election
Carolina 638; 2005 elections in the challenges. The

N.C. superior court central issue was
LEXIS through appeals of whether a
146 election protests provisional

before the North ballot cast on
Carolina State election day at a
Board of Elections precinct other
and a declaratory than the voter's
judgment action in correct precinct
the superior court. of residence
The court entered could be
an order granting lawfully counted
summary judgment in final election
in favor of tallies. The
appellees, the superior court
Board, the Board's held that it could
executive director, be counted. On
the Board's appeal, the
members, and the supreme court
North Carolina determined that
Attorney General. state law did not
The candidates permit out--of--
appealed. precinct

provisional

015400
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Other
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Case be
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Further

ballots to be
counted in state
and local
elections. The
candidates
failure to
challenge the
counting of out--
of--precinct
provisional
ballots before
the election did
not render their
action untimely.
Reversed and
remanded.

Sandusky United 387 F.3d October 26, Defendant state The district No N/A No
County States 565; 2004 2004 appealed from an court found that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. order of the U.S. HAVA created
Party v. Appeals LEXIS District Court for an individual
Blackwell for the 22320 the Northern right to cast a

Sixth District of Ohio provisional
Circuit which held that the ballot, that this

Help America right is
Vote Act required individually
that voters be enforceable
permitted to cast under 42

015401
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Further

provisional ballots U.S.C.S. § 1983,
upon affirming and that
their registration to plaintiffs unions
vote in the county and political
in which they parties had
desire to vote and standing to bring
that provisional a § 1983 action
ballots must be on behalf of
counted as valid Ohio voters. The
ballots when cast court of appeals
in the correct agreed that the
county. political parties

and unions had
associational
standing to
challenge the
state's
provisional
voting directive.
Further, the
court
determined that
HAVA was
quintessentially
about being able
to cast a
provisional

015402
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Other
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Further

ballot but that
the voter casts a
provisional
ballot at the
peril of not
being eligible to
vote under state
law; if the voter
is not eligible,
the vote will
then not be
counted.
Accordingly, the
court of appeals
reversed the
district court and
held that
"provisional"
ballots cast in a
precinct where a
voter does not
reside and which
would be invalid
under state law,
are not required
by the HAVA to
be considered

0 5.4
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Further

legal votes.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary of No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 28, 2005 political group and State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 261; 2005 county electors directive to all

Ohio who voted by Ohio county
4789; 834 provisional ballot, boards of
N.E.2d sought review of a elections, which
346; 2005 judgment from the specified that a
Ohio court of appeals signed
LEXIS which dismissed affirmation
2074 appellants' statement was

complaint, seeking necessary for the
a writ of counting of a
mandamus to provisional
prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
of provisional in one county.
ballot voters. The electors'

provisional

015404_
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ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The trial court
dismissed the
complaint,
fording that no
clear legal right
was established

01540
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Other
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Further

under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under 42
U.S.C.S. § 1983.
On appeal, the
Ohio Supreme
Court held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--contest
actions were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed

015406
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under § 1983 to
raise the federal-
-law claims.
Affirmed.

Fla. United 342 F. October 21, Plaintiff political The political No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 party sought party asserted
Party v. District 1073; injunctive relief that a
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. under the Help prospective

the Dist. America Vote Act, voter in a
Northern LEXIS claiming that the federal election
District of 21720 election system put had the right to
Florida in place by cast a

defendant election provisional
officials violated ballot at a given
HAVA because it polling place,
did not allow even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the that the voter
voter's assigned was at the
precinct. The wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the that voter had
pleadings. the right to have

that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise

01540E
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met all
requirements of
state law. The
court noted that
the right to vote
was clearly
protectable as a
civil right, and a
primary purpose
of the HAVA
was to preserve
the votes of
persons who had
incorrectly been
removed from
the voting rolls,
and thus would
not be listed as
voters at what
would otherwise
have been the
correct polling
place. The
irreparable
injury to a voter
was easily
sufficient to

015405
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outweigh any
harm to the
officials.
Therefore, the
court granted
relief as to the
first claim,
allowing the
unlisted voter to
cast a
provisional
ballot, but
denied relief as
to the second
claim, that the
ballot at the
wrong place
must be counted
if it was cast at
the wrong place,
because that
result
contradicted
State law. The
provisional
ballot could only
be counted if it

10
	 015409
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was cast in the
proper precinct
under State law.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations filed question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 suit against instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. defendant, Ohio's election officials

the LEXIS Secretary of State, to issue
Northern 20926 claiming that a provisional
District of directive issued by ballots to first--
Ohio the Secretary time voters who

contravened the registered by
provisions of the mail but did not
Help America provide
Vote Act. The documentary
Secretary filed a identification at
motion to dismiss. the polling place

on election day.
When
submitting a
provisional
ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the

11	 015410.
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last four digits
of his social
security number.
If he did not
know either
number, he
could provide it
before the polls
closed. If he did
not do so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable
requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the

12	 015411
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Other
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Further

identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the
burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,

13
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• even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable.

Sandusky United 386 F.3d October 23, Defendant Ohio On appeal, the No N/A No
County States 815; 2004 2004 Secretary of State court held that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. challenged an the district court
Party v. Appeals LEXIS order of the United correctly ruled
Blackwell for the 28765 States District that the right to

Sixth Court for the cast a
Circuit Northern District provisional

of Ohio, which ballot in federal
held that Ohio elections was
Secretary of State enforceable
Directive 2004--33 under 42

• violated the federal U.S.C.S. § 1983
Help America and that at least
Vote Act. In its one plaintiff had
order, the district standing to
court directed the enforce that
Secretary to issue a right in the
revised directive district court.
that conformed to The court also
HAVA's held that Ohio
requirements. Secretary of

State Directive

14 o154J
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

2004--33
violated HAVA
to the extent that
it failed to
ensure that any
individual
affirming that he
or she was a
registered voter
in the
jurisdiction in
which he or she
desired to vote
and eligible to
vote in a federal
election was
permitted to cast
a provisional
ballot. However,
the district court
erred in holding
that HAVA
required that a
voter's
provisional
ballot be
counted as a

15	 015414`
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

valid ballot if it
was cast
anywhere in the
county in which
the voter
resided, even if
it was cast
outside the
precinct in
which the voter
resided.

Hawkins v. United 2004 U.S. October 12, In an action filed The court held No N/A No.
Blunt States Dist. 2004 by plaintiffs, that the text of

District LEXIS voters and a state the HAVA, as
Court for 21512 political party, well as its
the contending that the legislative
Western provisional voting history, proved
District of requirements of that it could be
Missouri Mo. Rev. Stat. § read to include

115.430 conflicted reasonable
with and was accommodations
preempted by the of state precinct
Help America voting practices
Vote Act, plaintiffs in implementing
and defendants, the provisional
secretary of state voting
and others, moved requirements.

16
01.5415
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for summary The court
judgment. further held that

Mo. Rev. Stat. §
115.430.2 was
reasonable; to
effectuate the
HAVA's intent
and to protect
that interest, it
could not be
unreasonable to
direct a voter to
his correct
voting place
where a full
ballot was likely
to be cast. The
court also held
that plaintiffs'
equal protection
rights were not
violated by the
requirement that
before a voter
would be
allowed to cast a
provisional

17	 015416
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Case be
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Further

ballot, the voter
would first be
directed to his
proper polling
place.

Bay County United 340 F. October 13, Plaintiffs, state and The parties No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 county Democratic claimed that if
Party v. District 802; 2004 parties, filed an the secretary's
Land Court for U.S. Dist. action against proposed

the Eastern LEXIS defendant, procedure was
District of 20551 Michigan secretary allowed to
Michigan of state and the occur, several

Michigan director voters who were
of elections, members of the
alleging that the parties'
state's intended respective
procedure for organizations
casting and were likely to be
counting disenfranchised.
provisional ballots Defendants
at the upcoming moved to
general election transfer venue of
would violate the the action to the
Help America Western District
Vote Act and state of Michigan
laws implementing claiming that the
the federal only proper

18	 O 1.5416,
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Case be
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Further

legislation. venue for an
Defendants filed a action against a
motion to transfer state official is
venue, the district that

encompasses the
state's seat of
government.
Alternatively,
defendants
sought transfer
for the
convenience of
the parties and
witnesses. The
court found that
defendants'
arguments were
not supported by
the plain
language of the
current venue
statutes. Federal
actions against
the Michigan
secretary of state
over rules and
practices

015418
19
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Case be
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Further

governing
federal elections
traditionally
were brought in
both the Eastern
and Western
Districts of
Michigan. There
was no rule that
required such
actions to be

• brought only in
• the district in

which the state's
seat of
government was
located, and no
inconvenience
resulting from
litigating in the
state's more
populous district
reasonably
could be
claimed by a
state official
who had a

20	 015119
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

mandate to
administer
elections
throughout the
state and
operated an
office in each of
its counties.
Motion denied.

Bay County United 347 F. October 19, Plaintiffs, voter The court No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations and concluded that
Party v. District 404; 2004 political parties, (1) plaintiffs had
Land Court for U.S. Dist. filed actions standing to

the Eastern LEXIS against defendants, assert their
District of 20872 the Michigan claims; (2)
Michigan Secretary of State HAVA created

and her director of individual rights
elections, enforceable
challenging through 42
directives issued to U.S.C.S. §
local election 1983; (3)
officials Congress had
concerning the provided a
casting and scheme under
tabulation of HAVA in which
provisional ballots, a voter's right to
Plaintiffs sought a have a

21	 015420.
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Case be
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Further

preliminary provisional
injunction and ballot for federal
contended that the offices tabulated
directives violated was determined
their rights under by state law
the Help America governing
Vote Act. eligibility, and

defendants'
directives for
determining
eligibility on the
basis of
precinct--based
residency were
inconsistent
with state and
federal election
law; (4)
Michigan
election law
defined voter
qualifications in
terms of the
voter's home
jurisdiction, and
a person who
cast a

22	 1315421
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

provisional
ballot within his
or her
jurisdiction was
entitled under
federal law to
have his or her
votes for federal
offices counted
if eligibility to
vote in that
election could
be verified; and
(5) defendants'
directives
concerning
proof of identity
of first--time
voters who
registered by
mail were
consistent with
federal and state
law.

23	 0154.22
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James v. Supreme 359 N.C. February 4, Appellant The case No N/A No
Bartlett Court of 260; 607 2005 candidates involved three

North S.E.2d challenged separate election
Carolina 638; 2005 elections in the challenges. The

N.C. superior court central issue was
LEXIS through appeals of whether a
146 election protests provisional

before the North ballot cast on
Carolina State election day at a
Board of Elections precinct other
and a declaratory than the voter's
judgment action in correct precinct
the superior court. of residence
The court entered could be
an order granting lawfully counted
summary judgment in final election
in favor of tallies. The
appellees, the' superior court
Board, the Board's held that it could
executive director, be counted. On
the Board's appeal, the
members, and the supreme court
North Carolina determined that
Attorney General, state law did not
The candidates permit out--of--
appealed. precinct

provisional

01542 3
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

ballots to be
counted in state
and local
elections. The
candidates
failure to
challenge the
counting of out--
of--precinct
provisional
ballots before
the election did
not render their
action untimely.
Reversed and
remanded.

Sandusky United 387 F.3d October 26, Defendant state The district No N/A No
County States 565; 2004 2004 appealed from an court found that -
Democratic Court of U.S. App. order of the U.S. HAVA created
Party v. Appeals LEXIS District Court for an individual
Blackwell for the 22320 the Northern right to cast a

Sixth District of Ohio provisional
Circuit which held that the ballot, that this

Help America right is
Vote Act required individually
that voters be enforceable
permitted to cast under 42

015424
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Further

provisional ballots U.S.C.S. § 1983,
upon affirming and that
their registration to plaintiffs unions
vote in the county and political
in which they parties had
desire to vote and standing to bring
that provisional a § 1983 action
ballots must be on behalf of
counted as valid Ohio voters. The
ballots when cast court of appeals
in the correct agreed that the
county. political parties

and unions had
associational
standing to
challenge the
state's
provisional
voting directive.
Further, the
court
determined that
HAVA was
quintessentially
about being able
to cast a
provisional

015425
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

ballot but that
the voter casts a
provisional
ballot at the
peril of not
being eligible to
vote under state
law; if the voter
is not eligible,
the vote will
then not be
counted.
Accordingly, the
court of appeals
reversed the
district court and
held that
"provisional"
ballots cast in a
precinct where a
voter does not
reside and which
would be invalid
under state law,
are not required
by the HAVA to
be considered

O1J^2,E'
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

legal votes.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary of No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 28, 2005 political group and State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 261; 2005 county electors directive to all

Ohio who voted by Ohio county
4789; 834 provisional ballot, boards of
N.E.2d sought review of a elections, which
346; 2005 judgment from the specified that a
Ohio court of appeals signed
LEXIS which dismissed affirmation
2074 appellants statement was

complaint, seeking necessary for the
a writ of counting of a
mandamus to provisional
prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were cast
of provisional in one county.
ballot voters. The electors'

provisional
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Other
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Case be
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Further

ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to compel
appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The trial court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established

0152`:
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Other
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Further

under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an
action under 42
U.S.C.S. § 1983.
On appeal, the
Ohio Supreme
Court held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--contest
actions were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed

01542,
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Other
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Case be
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Further

under § 1983 to
raise the federal-
-law claims.
Affirmed.

Fla. United 342 F. October 21, Plaintiff political The political No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 party sought party asserted
Party v. District 1073; injunctive relief that a
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. under the Help prospective

the Dist. America Vote Act, voter in a
Northern LEXIS claiming that the federal election
District of 21720 election system put had the right to
Florida in place by cast a

defendant election provisional
officials violated ballot at a given
HAVA because it polling place,
did not allow even if the local
provisional voting officials asserted
other than in the that the voter
voter's assigned was at the
precinct. The wrong polling
officials moved for place; second,
judgment on the that voter had
pleadings. the right to have

that vote
counted in the
election, if the
voter otherwise

015430
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Further

met all
requirements of
state law. The
court noted that
the right to vote
was clearly
protectable as a
civil right, and a
primary purpose
of the HAVA
was to preserve
the votes of
persons who had
incorrectly been
removed from
the voting rolls,
and thus would
not be listed as
voters at what
would otherwise
have been the
correct polling
place. The
irreparable
injury to a voter
was easily
sufficient to

015431
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Other
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Further

outweigh any
harm to the
officials.
Therefore, the
court granted
relief as to the
first claim,
allowing the
unlisted voter to
cast a
provisional
ballot, but
denied relief as
to the second
claim, that the
ballot at the
wrong place
must be counted
if it was cast at
the wrong place,
because that
result
contradicted
State law. The
provisional
ballot could only
be counted if it

0154 0:
10
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Further

was cast in the
proper precinct
under State law.

League of United 340 F. October 20, Plaintiff The directive in No N/A No
Women States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations filed question
Voters v. District 823; 2004 suit against instructed
Blackwell Court for U.S. Dist. defendant, Ohio's election officials

the LEXIS Secretary of State, to issue
Northern 20926 claiming that a provisional
District of directive issued by ballots to first--
Ohio the Secretary time voters who

contravened the registered by
provisions of the mail but did not
Help America provide
Vote Act. The documentary
Secretary filed a identification at
motion to dismiss. the polling place

on election day.
When
submitting a
provisional

' ballot, a first--
time voter could
identify himself
by providing his
driver's license
number or the

11	 0154.3:
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Other
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Case be
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Further

last four digits
of his social
security number.
If he did not
know either
number, he
could provide it
before the polls
closed. If he did
not do so, his
provisional
ballot would not
be counted. The
court held that
the directive did
not contravene
the HAVA and
otherwise
established
reasonable
requirements for
confirming the
identity of first--
time voters who
registered to
vote by mail
because: (1) the

12	 015434
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

identification
procedures were
an important
bulwark against
voter
misconduct and
fraud; (2) the
burden imposed
on first--time
voters to
confirm their
identity, and
thus show that
they were voting
legitimately,
was slight; and
(3) the number
of voters unable
to meet the
burden of
proving their
identity was
likely to be very
small. Thus, the
balance of
interests favored
the directive,

13 015430
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Other
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Researched
Further

even if the cost,
in terms of
uncounted
ballots, was
regrettable.

Sandusky United 386 F.3d October 23, Defendant Ohio On appeal, the No N/A No
County States 815; 2004 2004 Secretary of State court held that
Democratic Court of U.S. App. challenged an the district court
Party v. Appeals LEXIS order of the United correctly ruled
Blackwell for the 28765 States District that the right to

Sixth. Court for the cast a
Circuit Northern District provisional

of Ohio, which ballot in federal
held that Ohio elections was
Secretary of State enforceable
Directive 2004--33 under 42
violated the federal U.S.C.S. § 1983
Help America and that at least
Vote Act. In its one plaintiff had
order, the district standing to
court directed the enforce that
Secretary to issue a right in the
revised directive district court.
that conformed to The court also
HA VA's held that Ohio
requirements. Secretary of

State Directive

14
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Other
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Case be
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Further

2004--33
violated HAVA
to the extent that
it failed to
ensure that any
individual
affirming that he
or she was a
registered voter
in the
jurisdiction in
which he or she
desired to vote
and eligible to
vote in a federal
election was
permitted to cast
a provisional
ballot. However,
the district court
erred in holding
that HAVA
required that a
voter's
provisional
ballot be
counted as a

^.154Ye'
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Other
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Case be
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Further

valid ballot if it
was cast
anywhere in the
county in which
the voter
resided, even if
it was cast
outside the
precinct in
which the voter
resided.

Hawkins v. United 2004 U.S. October 12, In an action filed The court held No N/A No
Blunt States Dist. 2004 by plaintiffs, that the text of

District LEXIS voters and a state the HAVA, as
Court for 21512 political party, well as its
the contending that the legislative
Western provisional voting history, proved
District of requirements of that it could be
Missouri Mo. Rev. Stat. § read to include

115.430 conflicted reasonable
with and was accommodations
preempted by the of state precinct
Help America voting practices
Vote Act, plaintiffs in implementing
and defendants, the provisional
secretary of state voting
and others, moved requirements.

015'
16
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Further

for summary The court
judgment, further held that

Mo. Rev. Stat. §
115.430.2 was
reasonable; to
effectuate the
HAVA's intent
and to protect
that interest, it
could not be
unreasonable to
direct a voter to
his correct
voting place
•where a full
ballot was likely
to be cast. The
court also held
that plaintiffs'
equal protection
rights were not
violated by the
requirement that
before a voter
would be
allowed to cast a
provisional

17
01543
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Further

ballot, the voter
would first be
directed to his
proper polling
place.

Bay County United 340 F. October 13, Plaintiffs, state and The parties No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 county Democratic claimed that if
Party v. District 802; 2004 parties, filed an the secretary's
Land Court for U.S. Dist. action against proposed

the Eastern LEXIS defendant, procedure was
District of 20551 Michigan secretary allowed to
Michigan of state and the occur, several

Michigan director voters who were
of elections, . members of the
alleging that the parties'
state's intended respective
procedure for organizations
casting and were likely to be
counting disenfranchised.
provisional ballots Defendants
at the upcoming moved to
general election transfer venue of
would violate the the action to the
Help America Western District
Vote Act and state of Michigan
laws implementing claiming that the
the federal only proper

18	 015,44
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Further

legislation. venue for an
Defendants filed a action against a
motion to transfer state official is
venue. the district that

encompasses the
state's seat of
government.
Alternatively,
defendants
sought transfer
for the
convenience of
the parties and
witnesses. The
court found that
defendants'
arguments were
not supported by
the plain
language of the
current venue
statutes. Federal
actions against
the Michigan
secretary of state
over rules and
practices

19 015441.
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Further

governing
federal elections
traditionally
were brought in
both the Eastern
and Western
Districts of
Michigan. There
was no rule that
required such
actions to be
brought only in
the district in
which the state's
seat of
government was
located, and no
inconvenience
resulting from
litigating in the
state's more
populous district
reasonably
could be
claimed by a
state official
who had a

20	 01544
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Further

mandate to
administer
elections
throughout the
state and
operated an
office in each of
its counties.
Motion denied.

Bay County United 347 F. October 19, Plaintiffs, voter The court No N/A No
Democratic States Supp. 2d 2004 organizations and concluded that
Party v. District 404; 2004 political parties, (1) plaintiffs had
Land Court for U.S. Dist. filed actions standing to

the Eastern LEXIS against defendants, assert their
District of 20872 the Michigan claims; (2)
Michigan Secretary of State HAVA created

and her director of individual rights
elections, enforceable
challenging through 42
directives issued to U.S.C.S. §
local election 1983; (3)
officials Congress had
concerning the provided a
casting and scheme under
tabulation of HAVA in which
provisional ballots, a voter's right to
Plaintiffs sought a have a

21	 Q1544^
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preliminary provisional
injunction and ballot for federal
contended that the offices tabulated
directives violated was determined
their rights under by state law
the Help America governing
Vote Act. eligibility, and

defendants'
directives for
determining
eligibility on the
basis of
precinct--based
residency were
inconsistent
with state and
federal election
law; (4)
Michigan
election law
defined voter
qualifications in
terms of the
voter's home
jurisdiction, and
a person who
cast a

22	 01544
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Further

provisional
ballot within his
or her
jurisdiction was
entitled under
federal law to
have his or her
votes for federal
offices counted
if eligibility to
vote in that
election could
be verified; and
(5) defendants'
directives
concerning
proof of identity
of first--time
voters who
registered by
mail were
consistent with
federal and state
law.

23	 01544;
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Hileman v. Court of 316 Ill. October Appellant In a primary No N/A No
McGinness Appeals of App. 3d 25, 2000 challenged the election for

Illinois, 868; 739 circuit court county circuit
Fifth N.E.2d declaration that clerk, the parties
District 81; 2000 that the result of a agreed that 681

Ill. App. primary election absentee ballots
LEXIS for county circuit were presumed
845 clerk was void. invalid. The

ballots had been
commingled
with the valid
ballots. There
were no
markings or
indications on
the ballots
which would
have allowed
them to be
segregated from
other ballots
cast. Because
the ballots could
not have been
segregated,
apportionment
was the

01544 f'
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appropriate
remedy if no
fraud was
involved. If
fraud was
involved, the
election would
have had to
have been
voided and a
new election
held. Because
the trial court
did not hold an
evidentiary
hearing on the
fraud
allegations, and
did not
determine
whether fraud
was in issue, the
case was
remanded for a
determination as
to whether fraud
was evident in

01544'
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the electoral
process. The
court reversed
the declaration
of the trial
court, holding
that a
determination as
to whether fraud
was involved in
the election was
necessary to a
determination of
whether or not a
new election
was required.

DeFabio v. Supreme 192 Ill. July 6, Appellant Appellee filed a No N/A No
Gummersheimer Court of 2d 63; 2000 challenged the petition for

Illinois 733 judgment of the election contest,
N.E.2d appellate court, alleging that the
1241; which affirmed the official results
2000 Ill. trial court's of the Monroe
LEXIS decision granting County coroners
993 appellee's election were

summary judgment invalid because
motion in action none of the 524
brought by ballots cast in

01544 ^"
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appellee to contest Monroe
the results of the County's second
election for the precinct were
position of county initialed by an
coroner in Monroe election judge,
County. in violation of

Illinois law. The
trial court
granted
appellee's
motion for
summary
judgment, and
the appellate
court affirmed
the judgment.
The Illinois
supreme court
affirmed, noting
that statutes
requiring
election judges
to initial
election ballots
were
mandatory, and
uninitialed

01544^s
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ballots could
not have been
counted, even
where the
parties agreed
that there was
no knowledge
of fraud or
corruption.
Thus, the
supreme court
held that the
trial court
properly
invalidated all
of the ballots
cast in Monroe
County's second
precinct. The
court reasoned
that none of the
ballots
contained the
requisite

• initialing, and
neither party
argued that an

01545C
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of the
uninitialed
ballots could
have been
distinguished or
identified as
absentee ballots.
The supreme
court affirmed
the judgment
because the
Illinois statute
requiring
election judges
to initial
election ballots
was mandatory,
and uninitialed
ballots could
not have been
counted, even
where the
parties agreed
that there was
no knowledge
of fraud or
corruption.
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Additionally,
none of the
ballots in
Monroe
County's second
precinct
contained the
requisite
initialing.

Gilmore v. United 305 F. March 2, Plaintiffs, two During the No N/A No
Amityville States Supp. 2d 2004 school board election, a
Union Free Sch. District 271; candidates, filed a voting machine
Dist. Court for 2004 class action malfunctioned,

the Eastern U.S. Dist. complaint against resulting in
District of LEXIS defendants, a votes being cast
New York 3116 school district, the on lines that

board president, were blank on
and other district the ballot. The
agents or board president
employees, devised a plan
challenging a for counting the
school board machine votes
election. by moving each
Defendants moved tally up one
to dismiss. line. The two

candidates, who
were African

01545;
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American,
alleged that the
president's plan
eliminated any
possibility that
an African
American
would be
elected. The
court found that
the candidates
failed to state a
claim under §
1983 because
they could not
show that
defendants'
actions were
done or
approved by a
person with
final
policymaking
authority, nor
was there a
showing of
intentional or

015451
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purposeful
discrimination
on defendants'
part. The vote--
counting
method applied
equally to all
candidates. The
candidates'
claims under §
2000a and
2000c--8 failed
because schools
were not places
of public
accommodation,
as required
under § 2000a,
and § 2000c--8
applied to
school
segregation.
Their claim
under § 1971 of
deprivation of
voting rights
failed because

015454.
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1971 did not
provide for a
.private right of
action. The
court declined
to exercise
supplemental
jurisdiction over
various state
law claims.
Defendants'
motion to
dismiss was
granted with
respect to the
candidates'
federal claims;
the state law
claims were
dismissed
without
prejudice.

State ex rel. Supreme 106 Ohio September Appellants, a The Secretary No N/A No
Mackey v. Court of St. 3d 28, 2005 political group and of State issued a
Blackwell Ohio 261; county electors directive to all

2005 who voted by Ohio county
Ohio provisional ballot, boards of

10 U1545Ei
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4789; sought review of a elections, which
834 judgment from the specified that a
N.E.2d court of appeals, signed
346; which dismissed affirmation
2005 appellants' statement was
Ohio complaint, seeking necessary for
LEXIS a writ of the counting of
2074 mandamus to a provisional

prevent appellees, ballot in a
the Ohio Secretary presidential
of State, a county election. During
board of elections, the election,
and the board's over 24,400
director, from provisional
disenfranchisement ballots were
of provisional cast in one
ballot voters. county. The

electors'
provisional
ballots were not
counted. They,
together with a
political activist
group, brought
the mandamus
action to
compel

01545f:
11
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appellants to
prohibit the
invalidation of
provisional
ballots and to
notify voters of
reasons for
ballot
rejections.
Assorted
constitutional
and statutory
law was relied
on in support of
the complaint.
The court
dismissed the
complaint,
finding that no
clear legal right
was established
under Ohio law
and the federal
claims could be
adequately
raised in an

action under

12	 01545x.:'
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1983. On
appeal, the Ohio
supreme court
held that
dismissal was
proper, as the
complaint
actually sought
declaratory and
injunctive relief,
rather than
mandamus
relief. Further,
election--
contest actions
were the
exclusive
remedy to
challenge
election results.
An adequate
remedy existed
under § 1983 to
raise the
federal--law
claims.
Affirmed.

13	 01545&
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Touchston v. United 120 F. November In action in which In their No N/A No
McDermott States Supp. 2d 14, 2000 plaintiffs, complaint,

District 1055; registered voters in plaintiffs
Court for 2000 Brevard County, challenged the
the Middle U.S. Dist. Florida, filed suit constitutionality
District of LEXIS against defendants, of § 102.166(4),
Florida 20091 members of asserting that

several County the statute
Canvassing Boards violated their
and the Secretary rights under the
of the Florida Equal
Department of Protection and
State, challenging Due Process
the Clauses of U.S.
constitutionality of Const. amend.
Fla. Stat. Ann. § XIV. Based on
102.166(4) (2000), these claims,
before the court plaintiffs sought
was plaintiffs' an order from
emergency motion the court
for temporary stopping the
restraining order manual recount
and/or preliminary of votes. The
injunction. court found that

plaintiffs had
failed to set
forth a valid

01545-1` -
14
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basis for
intervention by
federal courts.
They had not
alleged that the
Florida law was
discriminatory,
that citizens
were being
deprived of the
right to vote, or
that there had
been fraudulent
interference
with the vote.
Moreover,
plaintiffs had
not established
a likelihood of
success on the
merits of their
claims.
Plaintiffs'
motion for
temporary
restraining order
and/or

015460
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preliminary
injunction
denied;
plaintiffs had
not alleged that
the Florida law
was
discriminatory,
that citizens
were being
deprived of the
right to vote, or
that there had
been fraudulent
interference
with the vote.

Siegel v. LePore United 120 F. November Plaintiffs, The court No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 13, 2000 individual Florida addressed who
District 1041; voters and should consider
Court for 2000 Republican Party plaintiffs'
the U.S. Dist. presidential and serious
Southern LEXIS vice-presidential arguments that
District of 16333 candidates, moved manual recounts
Florida for a temporary would diminish

restraining order the accuracy of
and preliminary vote counts due
injunction to to ballot

16	 1)15461
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enjoin defendants, degradation and
canvassing board the exercise of
members from four discretion in
Florida counties, determining
from proceeding voter intent. The
with manual court ruled that
recounts of intervention by
election ballots, a federal district

court,
particularly on a
preliminary
basis, was
inappropriate. A
federal court
should not
interfere except
where there was
an immediate
need to correct a
constitutional
violation.
Plaintiffs
neither
demonstrated a
clear
deprivation of a
constitutional

17	 01546 .
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injury or a
fundamental
unfairness in
Florida's
manual recount
provision. The
recount
provision was
reasonable and
non--
discriminatory
on its face and
resided within
the state's broad
control over

• presidential
election
procedures.
Plaintiffs failed
to show that
manual recounts
were so
unreliable as to
constitute a
constitutional
injury, that
plaintiffs'

18
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alleged injuries
were
irreparable, or
that they lacked
an adequate
state court
remedy.
Injunctive relief
denied because
plaintiffs
demonstrated
neither clear
deprivation of
constitutional
injury or
fundamental
unfairness in
Florida's
manual recount
provision to
justify federal
court
interference in
state election
procedures.

Gore v. Harris Supreme 773 So. December In a contest to The state No N/A No
Court of 2d 524; 22, 2000 results of the 2000 supreme court

19 015464:
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Florida 2000 Fla. presidential had ordered the
LEXIS election in Florida, trial court to
2474 the United States conduct a

Supreme Court manual recount
reversed and of 9000
remanded a Florida contested
Supreme Court Miami--Dade
decision that had County ballots,
ordered a manual and also held
recount of certain that uncounted
ballots. "undervotes" in

all Florida
counties were to
be manually
counted. The
trial court was
ordered to use
the standard that
a vote was
"legal" if there
was a clear
indication of the
intent of the
voter. The
United States
Supreme Court
released an

20	 015^^^
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opinion on
December 12,
2000, which
held that such a
standard
violated equal
protection rights
because it
lacked specific
standards to
ensure equal
application, and
also mandated
that any manual
recount would
have to have
been completed
by December
12, 2000. On
remand, the
state supreme
court found that
it was
impossible
under that time
frame to adopt
adequate

21	 f1 1 5' ,^ 6
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standards and
make necessary
evaluations of
vote tabulation
equipment.
Also,
development of
a specific,
uniform
standard for
manual recounts
was best left to
the legislature.
Because
adequate
standards for a
manual recount
could not be
developed by
the deadline set
by the United
States Supreme
Court,
appellants were
afforded no
relief.

Goodwin v. St. Territorial 43 V.I. December Plaintiff political Plaintiff alleged No N/A No

22	 111541`1
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Thomas--St. Court of 89; 2000 13, 2000 candidate alleged that defendants
John Bd. of the Virgin V.I. that certain general counted
Elections Islands LEXIS election absentee unlawful

15 ballots violated absentee ballots
territorial election that lacked
law, and that the postmarks, were
improper inclusion not signed or
of such ballots by notarized, were
defendants, in unsealed
election board and and/or torn
supervisor, envelopes, and
resulted in were in
plaintiffs loss of envelopes
the election. containing more
Plaintiff sued than one ballot.
defendants seeking Prior to
invalidation of the tabulation of the
absentee ballots absentee ballots,
and certification of plaintiff was
the election results leading
tabulated without intervenor for
such ballots, the final senate

position, but the
absentee ballots
entitled
intervenor to the
position. The

23 ()1.5
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court held that
plaintiff was not
entitled to relief
since he failed
to establish that
the alleged
absentee voting
irregularities
would require
invalidation of a
sufficient
number of
ballots to
change the
outcome of the
election. While
the unsealed
ballots
constituted a
technical
violation, the
outer envelopes
were sealed and
thus
substantially
complied with
election

24	 1)15468
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requirements.
Further, while
defendants
improperly
counted one
ballot where a
sealed ballot
envelope and a
loose ballot
were in the
same outer
envelope, the
one vote
involved did not
change the
election result.
Plaintiffs other
allegations of
irregularities
were without
merit since
ballots without
postmarks were
valid, ballots
without
signatures were
not counted, and

015471
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ballots without
notarized
signatures were
proper.
Plaintiffs
request for
declaratory and
injunctive relief
was denied.
Invalidation of
absentee ballots
was not
required since
the irregularities
asserted by
plaintiff
involved ballots
which were in
fact valid, were
not tabulated by
defendants, or
were
insufficient to
change the
outcome of the
election.

Shannon v. United 394 F.3d January 7, Plaintiffs, voters Local election No N/A No

26	 015t71
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Jacobowitz States 90; 2005 2005 and an incumbent inspectors
Court of U.S. candidate, sued noticed a
Appeals App. defendants, a problem with a
for the LEXIS challenger voting machine.
Second 259 candidate, a county Plaintiffs
Circuit board of election, asserted that

and their votes were
commissioners, not counted due
pursuant to § 1983 to the machine
alleging violation malfunction.
of the Due Process Rather than
Clause of the pursue the state
Fourteenth remedy of quo
Amendment. The warranto, by
United States requesting that
District Court for New York's
the Northern Attorney
District of New General
York granted investigate the
summary judgment machine
in favor of malfunction and
plaintiffs, challenge the
Defendants election results
appealed. in state court,

plaintiffs filed
their complaint
in federal court.

27	 015472
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The court of
appeals found
that United
States Supreme
Court
jurisprudence
required
intentional
conduct by state
actors as a
prerequisite for
a due process
violation.
Neither side
alleged that
local officials
acted
intentionally or
in a
discriminatory
manner with
regard to the
vote miscount.
Both sides
conceded that
the recorded
results were

28
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likely due to an
unforeseen
malfunction
with the voting
machine.
Because no
conduct was
alleged that
would indicate
an intentional
deprivation of
the right to vote,
there was no
cognizable
federal due
process claim.
The proper
remedy was to
assert a quo
warranto action
to challenge the
outcome of a
general election
based on an

alleged voting
machine
malfunction.

29	 0154
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The district
court's grant of
summary
judgment was
reversed and its
injunctions were
vacated. The
case was
remanded for
further
proceedings
consistent with
this opinion.

GEORGE W. United 531 U.S. December Appellant The Supreme No N/A No
BUSH v. PALM States 70; 121 4, 2000 Republican Court vacated
BEACH Supreme S. Ct. presidential the state court's
COUNTY Court 471; 148 candidate's petition judgment,
CANVASSING L. Ed. 2d for writ of finding that the
BOARD, ET 366; certiorari to the state court
AL. 2000 Florida supreme opinion could

U.S. court was granted be read to
LEXIS in a case involving indicate that it
8087 interpretations of construed the

Fla. Stat. Ann. §§ Florida Election
102.111, 102.112, Code without
in proceedings regard to the
brought by extent to which

30
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appellees the Florida
Democratic Constitution
presidential could,
candidate, county consistent with
canvassing boards, U.S. Const. art.
and Florida II, § 1, cl. 2,
Democratic Party circumscribe the
regarding authority legislative
of the boards and power. The
respondent Florida judgment of the
Secretary of State Florida
as to manual Supreme Court
recounts of ballots was vacated and
and deadlines, remanded for

further
proceedings.
The court stated
the judgment
was unclear as
to the extent to
which the state
court saw the
Florida
constitution as
circumscribing
the legislature's
authority under

31	 01547&
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Article II. of the
United States
Constitution,
and as to the
consideration
given the
federal statute
regarding state
electors.

Touchston v. United 234 F.3d November Plaintiff voters Plaintiff voters No N/A No
McDermott States 1130; 17, 2000 appealed from sought an

Court of 2000 judgment of the emergency
Appeals U.S. United States injunction
for the App. District Court for pending appeal
Eleventh LEXIS the Middle District to enjoin
Circuit 29366 of Florida, which defendant

denied their county election
emergency motion officials from
for an injunction conducting
pending appeal manual ballot
against defendant recounts or to
county election enjoin
officials. Plaintiffs defendants from
sought to enjoin certifying the
defendants from results of the
conducting manual Presidential
ballot recounts or election which

32	 011477
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to enjoin contained any
defendants from manual
certifying results recounts. The
of the presidential district court
election that denied the
contained any emergency
manual recounts, injunction and

plaintiffs
appealed. Upon
review, the
emergency
motion for
injunction
pending appeal
was denied
without
prejudice.
Florida had
adequate
election dispute
procedures,
which had been
invoked and
were being
implemented in
the forms of
administrative

33	 01% 7
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actions by state
officials and
actions in state
court.
Therefore, the
state procedures
were adequate
to preserve for
ultimate review
in the United
States Supreme
Court any
federal
questions
arising out of
the state
procedures.
Moreover,
plaintiffs failed
to demonstrate a
substantial
threat of an
irreparable
injury that
would warrant
granting the
extraordinary

34	 O 1 5 4'].
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remedy of an
injunction
pending appeal.
Denial of
plaintiffs
petition for
emergency
injunction
pending appeal
was affirmed.
The state
procedures were
adequate to
preserve any
federal issue for
review, and
plaintiffs failed
to demonstrate a
substantial
threat of an
irreparable
injury that
would have
warranted
granting the
extraordinary
remedy of the

35	 Oi5'S(!
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injunction.
Gore v. Harris Supreme 772 So. December The court of Appellants No N/A No

Court of 2d 1243; 8, 2000 appeal certified as contested the
Florida 2000 Fla. being of great certification of

LEXIS public importance their opponents
2373 a trial court as the winners

judgment that of Florida's
denied all relief electoral votes.
requested by The Florida
appellants, supreme court
candidates for found no error
President and Vice in the trial
President of the court's holding
United States, in that it was
appellants' contest proper to certify
to certified election election night
results. returns from

Nassau County
rather than
results of a
machine
recount. Nor did
the trial court
err in refusing
to include votes
that the Palm
Beach County
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Canvassing
Board found not
to be legal votes
during a manual
recount.
However, the
trial court erred
in excluding
votes that were
identified
during the Palm
Beach County
manual recount
and during a
partial manual
recount in
Miami--Dade
County. It was
also error to
refuse to
examine Miami-
-Dade County
ballots that
registered as
non--votes
during the
machine count.

37	 0154S2
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The trial court
applied an
improper
standard to
determine
whether
appellants had
established that
the result of the
election was in
doubt, and
improperly
concluded that
there was no
probability of a
different result
without
examining the
ballots that
appellants
claimed
contained
rejected legal
votes. The
judgment was
reversed and
remanded; the

38	 O i S
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trial court was
ordered to
tabulate by hand
Miami-Dade
County ballots
that the
counting
machine
registered as
non--votes, and
was directed to
order inclusion
of votes that had
already been
identified
during manual
recounts. The
trial court also
was ordered to
consider
whether manual
recounts in
other counties
were necessary.

., 015 4 S 4L
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Reitz v. United 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff service The court issued No N/A No
Rendell States Dist. 29, 2004 members filed an an order to assure

District LEXIS action against that the service
Court for the 21813 defendant state members and
Middle officials under other similarly
District of the Uniformed situated service
Pennsylvania and Overseas members who

Citizens were protected by
Absentee Voting the UOCAVA
Act alleging that would not be
they and similarly disenfranchised.
situated service The court ordered
members would the Secretary of
be the
disenfranchised Commonwealth
because they did of Pennsylvania
not receive their to take all
absentee ballots reasonable steps
in time. The necessary to
parties entered direct the county
into a voluntary boards of
agreement and elections to
submitted it to accept as timely
the court for received absentee
approval, ballots cast by

service members
and other

0154555
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Further

overseas voters as
defined by
UOCAVA, so
long as the
ballots were
received by
November 10,
2004. The ballots
were to be
considered solely
for purposes of
the federal offices
that were
included on the
ballots. The court
held that the
ballot needed to
be cast no later
than November 2,
2004 to be
counted. The
court did not
make any
findings of
liability against
the Governor or
the Secretary.

0154sE:
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Further

The court entered
an order,
pursuant to a
stipulation
between the
parties, that
granted
injunctive relief
to the service
members.

United United 2004 U.S. October Plaintiff United The testimony of No N/A No
States v. States Dist. 20, 2004 States sued the two witnesses
Pennsylvania District LEXIS defendant offered by the

Court for the 21167 Commonwealth United States did
Middle of Pennsylvania, not support its
district of governor, and contention that
Pennsylvania state secretary, voters protected

claiming that by the Uniformed
overseas voters and Overseas
would be Citizens
disenfranchised if Absentee Voting
they used Act would be
absentee ballots disenfranchised
that included the absent immediate
names of two injunctive relief
presidential because neither
candidates who witness testified

. 015411'
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Further

had been that any absentee
removed from the ballots issued to
final certified UOCAVA voters
ballot and were legally
seeking incorrect or
injunctive relief otherwise invalid.
to address the Moreover, there
practical was no evidence
implications of that any
the final UOCAVA voter
certification of had complained
the slate of or otherwise
candidates so late expressed
in the election concern
year. regarding their

ability or right to
vote. The fact
that some
UOCAVA voters
received ballots
including the
names of two
candidates who
were not on the
final certified
ballot did not
ipso facto support

015' 8S
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Further

a finding that
Pennsylvania was
in violation of
UOCAVA,
especially since
the United States
failed to establish
that the ballot
defect
undermined the
right of
UOCAVA voters
to cast their
ballots.
Moreover,
Pennsylvania had
adduced
substantial
evidence that the
requested
injunctive relief,
issuing new
ballots, would
have harmed the
Pennsylvania
election system
and the public by

0.154,E c'
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Further

undermining the
integrity and
efficiency of
Pennsylvania's
elections and
increasing
election
costs.must
consider the
following four
factors: (1) the
likelihood that
the applicant will
prevail on the
merits of the
substantive
claim; (2) the
extent to which
the moving party
will be
irreparably
harmed in the
absence of
injunctive relief;
(3) the extent to
which the
nonmoving art

01540(11
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Further

will suffer
irreparable harm
if the court grants
the requested
injunctive relief;
and (4) the public
interest. District
courts should
only grant
injunctive relief
after
consideration of
each of these
factors. Motion
for injunctive
relief denied.

Bush v. United 123 F. The matter came Plaintiff No N/A No
Hillsborough States Supp. 2d before the court presidential and
County District 1305; on plaintiffs' vise--presidential
Canvassing Court for the 2000 U.S. complaint for candidates and
Bd. Northern Dist. declaratory and state political

District of LEXIS injunctive relief party contended
Florida 19265 alleging that that defendant

defendant county county
canvassing canvassing
boards rejected boards rejected
overseas absentee overseas absentee

O1591
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state ballots and state ballots and
federal write--in federal write--in
ballots based on ballots based on
criteria criteria
inconsistent with inconsistent with
federal law, and the Uniformed
requesting that and Overseas
the ballots be Citizens
declared valid Absentee Voting
and that they Act. Because the
should be state accepted
counted. overseas absentee

state ballots and
federal write--in
ballots up to 10
days after the
election, the State
needed to access
that the ballot in
fact came from
overseas.
However, federal
law provided the
method to
establish that fact
by requiring the
overseas absentee

0115492
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Further

voter to sign an
oath that the
ballot was mailed
from outside the
United States and
requiring the state
election officials
to examine the
voter's
declarations. The
court further
noted that federal
law required the
user of a federal
write--in ballot to
timely apply for a
regular state
absentee ballot,
not that the state
receive the
application, and
that again federal
law, by requiring
the voter using a
federal write--in
ballot to swear
that he or she had

01549:
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Further

made timely
application, had
provided the
proper method of
proof. Plaintiffs
withdrew as moot
their request for
injunctive relief
and the court
granted in part
and denied in part
plaintiffs' request
for declaratory
relief, and relief
GRANTED in
part and declared
valid all federal
write--in ballots
that were signed
pursuant to the
oath provided
therein but
rejected solely
because the ballot
envelope did not
have an APO,
FPO, or foreign

1 0	 01.5494.
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postmark, or
solely because
there was no
record of an
application for a
state absentee
ballot.

Harris v. United 122 F. December Plaintiffs In two separate No N/A No
Florida States Supp. 2d 9, 2000 challenged the cases, plaintiff
Elections District 1317; counting of electors
Canvassing Court for the 2000 U.S. overseas absentee originally sued
Comm'n Northern Dist. ballots received defendant state

District of LEXIS after 7 p.m. on elections
Florida 17875 election day, canvassing

alleging the commission and
ballots violated state officials in
Florida election Florida state
law. circuit court,

challenging the
counting of
overseas absentee
ballots received
after 7 p.m. on
election day.
Defendant
governor
removed one case

11	
015495
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to federal court.
The second case
was also
removed. The
court in the
second case
denied plaintiffs
motion for
remand and
granted a motion
to transfer the
case to the first
federal court
under the related
case doctrine.
Plaintiffs claimed
that the overseas
ballots violated
Florida election
law. Defendants
argued the
deadline was not
absolute. The
court found
• Congress did not
intend 3 U.S.C.S.

1 to impose

92	 0154'9 E
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Further

irrational
scheduling rules
on state and local
canvassing
officials, and did
not intend to
disenfranchise
overseas voters.
The court held
the state statute
was required to
yield to Florida
Administrative
Code, which
required the 10-
day extension in
the receipt of
overseas absentee
ballots in federal
elections because
the rule was
promulgated to
satisfy a consent
decree entered by
the state in 1982.
Judgment entered
for defendants

13	 o159;'
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because a Florida
administrative
rule requiring a
10--day extension
in the receipt of
overseas absentee
ballots in federal
elections was
enacted to bring
the state into
compliance with
a federally
ordered mandate;
plaintiffs were
not entitled to
relief under any
provision of state
or federal law.

Romeu v. United 121 F. September Plaintiff Plaintiff argued No N/A No
Cohen States Supp. 2d 7, 2000 territorial resident that the laws

District 264; 2000 and plaintiff-- denied him the
Court for the U.S. Dist. intervenor right to receive a
Southern LEXIS territorial state absentee
District of 12842 governor moved ballot in violation
New York for summary of the right to

judgment and vote, the right to
defendant federal, travel, the

14	 015492
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Further

state, and local Privileges and
officials moved Immunities
to dismiss the Clause, and the
complaint that Equal Protection
alleged that the Clause. Plaintiff--
Voting Rights intervenor
Amendments of territorial
1970, the governor
Uniform intervened on
Overseas Citizens behalf of
Absentee Voting similarly situated
Act, and New Puerto Rican
York election law residents.
were Defendants'
unconstitutional argued that: 1)
since they denied plaintiff lacked
plaintiffs right to standing; 2) a
receive an non--justiciable
absentee ballot political question
for the upcoming was raised; and
presidential 3) the laws were
election. constitutional.

The court held
that: 1) plaintiff
had standing
because he made
a substantial

15	 015499
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Further

showing that
application for
the benefit was
futile; 2) whether
or not the statutes
violated
plaintiffs rights
presented a legal,
not political,
question, and
there was no lack
of judicially
discoverable and
manageable
standards for
resolving the
matter; and 3) the
laws were
constitutional and
only a
constitutional
amendment or
grant of statehood
would enable

• plaintiff to vote
in a presidential
election. The

16
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

court granted
defendants'
motion to dismiss
because the laws
that prohibited
territorial
residents from
voting by state
absentee ballot in
presidential
elections were
constitutional.

Romeu v. United 265 F.3d September Plaintiff The territorial No N/A No
Cohen States Court 118; 2001 6, 2001 territorial resident resident

of Appeals U.S. App. sued defendants, contended that
for the LEXIS state and federal the UOCAVA
Second 19876 officials, alleging unconstitutionally
Circuit that the distinguished

Uniformed and between former
Overseas Citizens state residents
Absentee Voting residing outside
Act the United States,
unconstitutionally who were
prevented the permitted to vote
territorial resident in their former
from voting in his states, and former
former state of state residents

015501
17
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Further

residence. The residing in a
resident appealed territory, who
the judgment of were not
the United States permitted to vote
District Court for in their former
the Southern states. The court
District of New of appeals first
York, which held that the
dismissed the UOCAVA did
complaint, not violate the

territorial
resident's right to
equal protection
in view of the
valid and not
insubstantial
considerations for
the distinction.
The territorial
resident chose to
reside in the
territory and had
the same voting
rights as other
territorial
residents, even
though such

0.1550;
18
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residency
precluded voting
for federal
offices. Further,
the resident had
no constitutional
right to vote in
his former state
after he
terminated his
residency in such
state, and the
consequences of
the choice of
residency did not
constitute an
unconstitutional
interference with
the right to travel.
Finally, there was
no denial of the
privileges and
immunities of
state citizenship,
since the
territorial resident
was treated

1 9	 015503
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identically to
other territorial
residents. The
judgment
dismissing the
territorial
resident's
complaint was
affirmed.

Igartua de la United 107 F. July 19, Defendant United The court denied No N/A No
Rosa v. States Supp. 2d 2000 States moved to the motion of
United District 140; 2000 dismiss plaintiffs' defendant United
States Court for the U.S. Dist. action seeking a States to dismiss

District of LEXIS declaratory the action of
Puerto Rico 11146 judgment plaintiffs, two

allowing them to groups of Puerto
vote, as U.S. Ricans, seeking a
citizens residing declaratory
in Puerto Rico, in judgment
the upcoming and allowing them to
all subsequent vote in
Presidential Presidential
elections. elections. One
Plaintiffs urged, group always
among other resided in Puerto
claims, that their Rico and the
right to vote in other became

20	 015504..
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Further

Presidential ineligible to vote
elections was in Presidential
guaranteed by the elections upon
Constitution and taking up
the International residence in
Covenant on Puerto Rico.
Civil and Plaintiffs
Political Rights. contended that

the Constitution
and the
International
Covenant on
Civil and
Political Rights,
guaranteed their
right to vote in
Presidential
elections and that
the Uniformed
and Overseas
Citizens
Absentee Voting
Act, was
unconstitutional
in disallowing
Puerto Rican
citizens to vote

21	 01550'
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by considering
them to be within
the United States.
The court
concluded that
UOCAVA was
constitutional
under the rational
basis test, and
violation of the
treaty did not
give rise to
privately
enforceable
rights.
Nevertheless, the
Constitution
provided U.S.
citizens residing
in Puerto Rico
the right to
participate in
Presidential
elections. No
constitutional
amendment was
needed. The

22	 u.i.^JJ^
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present political
status of Puerto
Rico was
abhorrent to the
Bill of Rights.
The court denied
defendant United
States' motion to
dismiss plaintiffs'
action seeking a
declaratory
judgment
allowing them to
vote in
Presidential
elections as
citizens of the
United States and
of Puerto Rico.
The court held
that the United
States
Constitution itself
provided
plaintiffs with the
right to
participate in

23	 01550`'
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Presidential
elections.

24	 0550:
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Spencer v. United 347 F. November Plaintiff voters The voters No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 1, 2004 filed a motion alleged that

District 528; 2004 for temporary defendants had
Court for U.S. Dist. restraining combined to
the LEXIS order and implement a
Southern 22062 preliminary voter challenge
District of injunction system at the
Ohio seeking to polls that

restrain discriminated
defendant against African--
election American voters.
officials and Each precinct
intervenor was run by its
State of Ohio election judges
from but Ohio law
discriminating also allowed
against black challengers to be
voters in physically
Hamilton present in the
County on the polling places in
basis of race. If order to
necessary, they challenge voters'
sought to eligibility to
restrain vote. The court
challengers held that the
from being injury asserted,
allowed at the that allowing

01550'=
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polls. challengers to
challenge voters'
eligibility would
place an undue
burden on voters
and impede their
right to vote,
was not
speculative and
could be
redressed by
removing the
challengers. The
court held that in
the absence of
any statutory
guidance
whatsoever
governing the
procedures and
limitations for
challenging
voters by
challengers, and
the questionable
enforceability of
the State's and
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County's policies
regarding good
faith challenges
and ejection of
disruptive
challengers from
the polls, there
existed an
enormous risk of
chaos, delay,
intimidation, and
pandemonium
inside the polls
and in the lines
out the door.
Furthermore, the
law allowing
private
challengers was
not narrowly
tailored to serve
Ohio's
compelling
interest in
preventing voter
fraud. The court
enjoined all

015511
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defendants from
allowing any
challengers other
than election
judges and other
electors into the
polling places
throughout the
state on Election
Day.

MARIAN United 125 .S. Ct. November In two separate Plaintiffs No N/A No
SPENCER, et States 305; 160 2, 2004 actions, contended that
al., Petitioners Supreme L. Ed. 2d plaintiffs sued the members
v. CLARA Court 213; 2004 defendant planned to send
PUGH, et al. U.S. members of a numerous
(No. 04A360) LEXIS political party, challengers to
SUMMIT 7400 alleging that polling places in
COUNTY the members predominantly
DEMOCRATIC planned to African--
CENTRAL and mount American
EXECUTIVE indiscriminate neighborhoods
COMMITTEE, challenges in • to challenge
et al., polling places votes in an
Petitioners v. which would imminent
MATTHEW disrupt voting, national election,
HEIDER, et al. Plaintiffs which would
(No. 04A364) applied to allegedly cause

551'
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vacate orders voter
entered by the intimidation and
United States inordinate delays
Court of in voting. A
Appeals for the district court
Sixth Circuit ordered
which entered challengers to
emergency stay out of
stays of polling places,
injunctions and another
restricting the district court
members' ordered
activities. challengers to

remain in the
polling places
only as
witnesses, but
the appellate
court stayed the
orders. The
United States
Supreme Court,
acting through a
single Circuit
Justice, declined
to reinstate the
injunctions for

0155 IS
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prudential
reasons, despite
the few hours
left until the
upcoming
election. While
the allegations of
abuse were
serious, it was
not possible to
determine with
any certainty the
ultimate validity
of the plaintiffs'
claims or for the
full Supreme
Court to review
the relevant
submissions, and
voting officials
would be
available to
enable proper
voting by
qualified voters.

Charles H. United 324 F. July 1, Plaintiffs, a The organization No N/A No
Wesley Educ. States Supp. 2d 2004 voter, fraternity participated in
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Found., Inc. v. District 1358; members, and numerous non--
Cox Court for 2004 U.S. an partisan voter

the Dist. organization, registration
Northern LEXIS sought an drives primarily
District of 12120 injunction designed to
Georgia ordering increase the

defendant, the voting strength
Georgia of African--
Secretary of Americans.
State, to Following one
process the such drive, the
voter fraternity
registration members mailed
application in over 60
forms that they registration
mailed in forms, including
following a one for the voter
voter who had move
registration within state
drive. They since the last
contended that election. The
by refusing to Georgia
process the Secretary of
forms State's office
defendants refused to
violated the process them
National Voter because they

0155i
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Registration were not mailed
Act and U.S. individually and
Const. amends. neither a
I, XIV, and registrar, deputy
XV. registrar, or an

otherwise
authorized
person had
collected the
applications as
required under
state law. The
court held that
plaintiffs had
standing to bring
the action. The
court held that
because the
applications
were received in
accordance with
the mandates of
the NVRA, the
State of Georgia
was not free to
reject them. The
court found that:

015510
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plaintiffs had a
substantial
likelihood of
prevailing on the
merits of their
claim that the
applications
were improperly
rejected;
plaintiffs would
be irreparably
injured absent an
injunction; the
potential harm to
defendants was
outweighed by
plaintiffs'
injuries; and an
injunction was in
the public
interest.
Injunction
granted.

Jacksonville United 351 F. October 25, Plaintiffs, voter The coalition, No N/A No
Coalition for States Supp. 2d 2004 protection the union, and
Voter Prot. v. District 1326; coalition, the voters based
Hood Court for 2004 U.S. union, and their claim on

015517
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the Middle Dist. voters, filed an the fact that the
District of LEXIS emergency county had the
Florida 26522 motion for a largest

preliminary percentage of
injunction and African--
argued that American
African registered voters
Americans in of any major
the county had county in the
less state, and, yet,
opportunity other similarly-
than other sized counties
members of the with smaller
state's African--
electorate to American
vote in the registered voter
upcoming percentages had
election, and more early
that voting sites.
defendants, Based on that,
elections they argued that
officials', African--
implementation American voters
of early voting in the county
procedures were
violated the disproportionally
Voting Rights affected. The

10	 01551
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Act and their court found that
constitutional while it may
rights, have been true

that having to
drive to an early
voting site and
having to wait in
line may cause
people to be
inconvenienced,
inconvenience
did not result in
a denial of
meaningful
access to the
political process.
Thus, the
coalition, the
union, and the
voters had not
established a
likelihood of
success on the
merits of their
claim that the
county's
implementation

11	 01551 -
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of early voting
procedures
violated § 2 of
the Voting
Rights Act.
Moreover, the
coalition, the
union, and the
voters failed to
establish a
likelihood of
success on the
merits of their §
1983 Fourteenth
and Fifteenth
Amendment
claims, which
required a higher
proof of
discriminatory
purpose and
effect. Injunction
denied.

Taylor v. Howe United 225 F.3d August 31, Plaintiffs, The court of No N/A No
States 993; 2000 2000 African appeals
Court of U.S. App. American
Appeals eals LEXIS voters, poli part, reversed--

12	 01552(.
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for the 22241 watchers, and in--part, and
Eighth candidates remanded the
Circuit appealed from district court's

a judgment of judgment. The
the United court found that
States District the district
Court for the court's finding of
Eastern District a lack of
of Arkansas in intentional
favor of discrimination
defendants, was appropriate
elections as to many
commissioners defendants.
and related However, as to
individuals, on some of the
their § 1983 individual
voting rights voters' claims
claims and for damages, the
contended the court held "a
district court definite and firm
made conviction" that
erroneous the district
findings of fact court's findings
and law and were mistaken.
failed to The court noted•
appreciate that the
evidence of argument that a

13	 015521
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discriminatory voter's name was
intent, misspelled in the

voter register,
with a single
incorrect letter,
was a flimsy
pretext and,
accordingly,
held that the
district court's
finding that
defendant poll
workers did not
racially
discriminate in
denying the vote
to this plaintiff
was clearly
erroneous.
Affirmed in part
and reversed in
part.

Stewart v. United 356 F. December Plaintiffs, The primary No N/A No
Blackwell States Supp. 2d 14, 2004 including thrust of the

District 791; 2004 African-- litigation was an
Court for U.S. Dist. American attempt to
the LEXIS voters, alleged federalize

14	 O15522
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Case be
Researched
Further

Northern 26897 that use of elections by
District of punch card judicial rule or
Ohio voting and fiat via the

"central-- invitation to the
count" optical court to declare
scanning a certain voting
devices by technology
defendants, the unconstitutional
Ohio Secretary and then fashion
of State et al., a remedy. The
violated their court declined
rights under the the invitation.
Due Process The
Clause, the determination of
Equal the applicable
Protection voting process
Clause, and had always been
(African-- focused in the
American legislative
plaintiffs) their branch of the
rights under § government.
2 of the Voting While it was true
Rights Act. that the

percentage of
residual or non-
voted ballots in
the 2000

15	 O15323
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Further

presidential
election ran
slightly higher in
counties using
punch card
technology, that
fact standing
alone was
insufficient to
declare the use
of the system
unconstitutional.
Moreover, the
highest
frequency in
Ohio of residual
voting bore a
direct
relationship to
economic and
educational
factors, negating
the Voting
Rights Act
claim. The court
further stated
that local variety

16	 015524.
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Case be
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Further

in voting
technology did
not violate the
Equal Protection
Clause, even if
the different
technologies had
different levels
of effectiveness
in recording
voters'
intentions, so
long as there
was some
rational basis for
the technology
choice. It
concluded that
defendants' cost
and security
reasons for the
use of punch
card ballots were
plausible.

Taylor v. Currie United 386 F. September Plaintiff This action No N/A No
States Supp. 2d 14, 2005 brought an involved issues
District 929; 2005 action against pertainingto

17	 015525
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Further

Court for U.S. Dist. defendants, absentee ballots.
the Eastern LEXIS including a city Plaintiff alleged
District of 20257 elections that defendants
Michigan commission, were not

alleging complying with
defects in a state laws
city council requiring certain
primary eligibility checks
election before issuing
pertaining to absentee ballots.
absentee The state court
balloting. The issued an
case was injunction
removed to preventing
federal court defendants from
by defendants. mailing absentee
Pending before ballots.
the court was a Defendants
motion to removed the
remand, filed action to federal
by plaintiff, court and

plaintiff sought a
remand.
Defendants
argued that not
mailing the
absentee ballots
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Further

would violate
the Voting
Rights Act,
because it would
place a
restriction only
on the City of
Detroit, which
was
predominately
African--
American. The
court ordered the
case remanded
because it found
no basis under
28 U.S.C.S. §§
1441 or 1443 for
federal
jurisdiction.
Defendants'
mere reference
to a federal law
or federal right
was not enough
to confer subject
matter

19	 01552 °
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Researched
Further

jurisdiction
where the
complaint
sought to assert
only rights
arising under
state statutes
against state
officials in
relation to a state
election. The
court stated that
it would not
allow defendants
to take haven in
federal court
under the guise
of providing
equal protection
for the citizens
of Detroit but
with a goal of
perpetuating
their violation of
a non-
discriminatory
state law.

20	 01552
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Motion to
remand granted.

21	 01552
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Weber v. United 347 F.3d October 28, Plaintiff voter On review, the No N/A No
Shelley States Court 1101; 2003 2003 brought an suit voter contended

of Appeals U.S. App. against that use of
for the LEXIS defendants, the paperless
Ninth 21979 secretary of touch--screen
Circuit state and the voting systems

county was
registrar of unconstitutional
voters, and that the
claiming that trial court erred
the lack of a by ruling her
voter--verified expert
paper trail in testimony
the county's inadmissible.
newly installed The trial court
touchscreen focused on
voting system whether the
violated her experts'
rights to equal declarations
protection and raised genuine
due process. issues of
The United material fact
States District about the
Court for the relative
Central District accuracy of the
of California voting systemat
granted the issue and

015531:
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Other
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Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

secretary and excluded
the registrar references to
summary news--paper
judgment. The articles and
voter appealed. unidentified

studies absent
any indication
that experts
normally relied
upon them. The
appellate court
found that the
trial court's
exclusions were
not an abuse of
discretion and
agreed that the
admissible
opinions which
were left did
not tend to
show that
voters had a
lesser chance of
having their
votes counted.
It further found

^1^53-
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

that the use of
touchscreen
voting systems
was not subject
to strict
scrutiny simply
because this
particular
balloting
system might
make the
possibility of
some kinds of
fraud more
difficult to
detect.
California
made a
reasonable,
politically
neutral and
non--
discriminatory
choice to
certify
touchscreen
systems as an

01553,
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

alternative to
paper ballots,
as did the
county in
deciding to use
such a system.
Nothing in the
Constitution
forbid this
choice. The
judgment was
affirmed.

Am. Ass'n United 324 F. July 6, Plaintiffs, The voters No N/A No
of People States Supp. 2d 2004 disabled voters urged the
with District 1120; 2004 and invalidation of
Disabilities Court for U.S. Dist. organizations the Secretary's
v. Shelley the Central LEXIS representing directives

District of 12587 those voters, because,
California sought to allegedly, their

enjoin the effect was to
directives of deprive the
defendant voters of the
California opportunity to
Secretary of vote using
State, which touch--screen
decertified and technology.
withdrew Although it was

x1553
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

approval of the not disputed
use of certain that some
direct disabled
recording persons would
electronic be unable to
(DRE) voting vote
systems. One independently
voter applied and in private
for a temporary without the use
restraining of DREs, it was
order, or, in the clear that they
alternative, a would not be
preliminary deprived of
injunction, of a their
preliminary fundamental
injunction in a right to vote.
number of The Americans
ways, with
including a Disabilities
four--part test Act, did not
that considers require
(1) likelihood accommodation
of success on that would
the merits; (2) enable disabled
the possibility persons to vote
of irreparable in a manner
injury in the that was

01.5534.
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

absence of an comparable in
injunction; (3) every way with
a balancing of the voting
the harms; and rights enjoyed
(4) the public by persons
interest, without

disabilities.
Rather, it
mandated that
voting
programs be
made
accessible.
Defendant's
decision to
suspend the use
of DREs
pending
improvement in
their reliability
and security of
the devices was
a rational one,
designed to
protect the
voting rights of
the state's

01553:?
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Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

citizens. The
evidence did
not support the
conclusion that
the elimination
of the DREs
would have a
discriminatory
effect on the
visually or
manually
impaired. Thus,
the voters
showed little
likelihood of
success on the
merits. The
individual's
request for a
temporary
restraining
order, or, in the
alternative, a
preliminary
injunction, was
denied. Ninth
Circuit's tests

01553:
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

for a
preliminary
injunction,
although
phrased
differently,
require a court
to inquire into
whether there
exists a
likelihood of
success on the
merits, and the
possibility of
irreparable
injury; a court
is also required
to balance the
hardships.

Fla. Court of 884 So. 2d October 28, Petitioner, the The Party No N/A No
Democratic Appeal of 1148; 2004 2004 Florida argued that: (1)
Party v. Florida, Fla. App. Democratic the Florida
Hood First LEXIS Party, sought Administrative

District 16077 review of an Code, recast
emergency rule language from
adopted by the the earlier
Florida invalidated rule

01553'
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Other
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Further

Department of prohibiting a
State, manual recount
contending that of overvotes
the findings of and undervotes
immediate cast on a
danger, touchscreen
necessity, and machine; (2)
procedural the rule did not
fairness on call for the
which the rule manual recount
was based of votes to
were determine voter
insufficient intent; and (3)
under Florida the rule created
law, which voters who
required a were entitled to
showing of manual
such recounts in
circumstances, close elections
and Florida and those who
case law. This were not. The
matter appeals court
followed. disagreed. The.

Department
was clearly
concerned with
the fact that if

015535
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Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

no rule were in
place, the same.
confusion and
inconsistency
in divining a
voter's intent
that attended
the 2000
presidential
election in
Florida, and the
same
constitutional
problems the
United States
Supreme Court
addressed then,
might recur in
2004. It was not
the court's
responsibility
to decide the
validity of the
rule or whether
other means
were more
appropriate.

10	 01553;:'
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Other
Notes
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Case be
Researched
Further

But, the
following
question was
certified to the
Supreme Court:
Whether under
Fla. Stat. ch.
120.54(4), the
Department of
State set forth
sufficient
justification for
an emergency
rule
establishing
standards for
conducting
manual
recounts of
overvotes and
undervotes as
applied to
touchscreen
voting systems?
The petition
was denied, but
a question was

Q155(±
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Note)

Other
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Should the
Case be
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Further

certified to the
supreme court
as a matter of
great public
importance.

Wexler v. United 342 F. October 25, Plaintiffs, a The officials No N/A No
Lepore States Supp. 2d 2004 congressman, claimed that the

District 1097; 2004 state state had
Court for U.S. Dist. commissioners, established an
the LEXIS and a updated
Southern 21344 registered standard for
District of voter, brought manual
Florida a § 1983 action recounts in

against counties using
defendants, optical scan
state officials, systems and
alleging that touchscreen
the manual voting systems,
recount therefore,
procedures for alleviating
the state's equal
touchscreen protection
paperless concerns. The
voting systems court held that
violated their the rules
rights under prescribing
U.S. Const. what

12	 015541
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
Researched
Further

amends. V and constituted a
XIV. A bench clear indication
trial ensued. on the ballot

that the voter
had made a
definite choice,
as well the
rules
prescribing
additional
recount
procedures for
each certified
voting system
promulgated
pursuant to
Florida law
complied with
equal
protection
requirements
under U.S.
Const. amends.
V and XIV
because the
rules prescribed
uniform,

13	
015542
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Note)

Other
Notes

Should the
Case be
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Further

nondifferential
standards for
what
constituted a
legal vote under
each certified
voting system,
as well as
procedures for
conducting a
manual recount
of overvotes
and undervotes
in the entire
geographic
jurisdiction.
The court
further held that
the ballot
images printed
during a
manual recount
pursuant to
Florida
Administrative
Code did not
violate Florida

14
01^54^^
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Other
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Case be
Researched
Further

law because the
manual recount
scheme
properly
reflected a
voter's choice.
Judgment was
entered for the
officials. The
claims of the
congressman,
commissioners,
and voter were
denied.

15
01554
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County Attorney alleges some Navajo Nation
voters cast multiple ballots. The Election Director
dismisses many of the allegations and questioned

2002 why the county attorney had waited more than a a
Apache Arizona 31-Aug-04 general year and a half to make them. Arizona Republic

A special judge rules prosecutors must show the
mayor Intended to vote twice.- he says he got
confused when he voted early for a city bond
election and the voting clerk offered him a primary

county ballot at the same time, He then voted in the
Eureka Springs Arkansas 29-Jun-01 jud a rimary at his precinct on election day. AP

Four family members of a councilman were
charged with voting twice because they voted

La Puente California 3-Aug-02 municipal absentee and on election day. Los Angeles Times
One of the candidates alleged that 400 people
who are dead cast votes. The allegation was
based on a computer program that cross-
referenced voters and the social security death
index using first and last names and date of birth.
When the Chronicle also used middle initials and
other identifying indicators, the list was whittle to

mayoral run- five cases. Some were by absentee but a couple
San Francisco California 1-Mar-04 off were in person. San Francisco Chronicle

58 of 64 counties responded to a request by the
Secretary of State to report on fraud
investigations. Only 13 counties have referred
cases to prosecutors. Those cases included 41
Instances of citizens voting twice. Denver County
officials said they had 81 Instances of double

Colorado 25-Mar-05 voting. Denver Post
Secretary of State says that RNC allegations that
54 Connecticut voters cast ballots in 2 different
states have been investigated and found to be
false. 15 voted only In CT, 29 voted only In
another state, four names were wrong because
they had different birth dates, and three were
referred to the FBI and US Attorney because
information from the other state could not be

Connecticut 22-Oct-02 all obtained New Haven Register
mayoral Losing candidate alleges some voters were able

Bridgeport Connecticut 23-Sep-03 orimar to vote twice News 12

Records indicate that 24 voters cast ballots in both
DC and Maryland in the September 2002 primary

state and 90 voters did so In the 2000 election. Voters
primary and denied they had done so and election officials said

DC and presidentilal it was possible for precinct workers to make
Maryland 31-Oct-02 election mistakes when recording who voted. Washington Post

The County State Attorney will be Investigating
about a dozen people accused of voting twice.
Each cast an absentee ballot and voted on
Election Day. The Secretary of State says they
may have forgotten they voted absentee. They all
had to vote by provisional ballots so none of the
second votes were counted. This Is the first time

2002 the Secretary's office has found people who voted
Palm Beach Florida 5-Dec-02 general twice. Sun-Sentinel

One voter returned two absentee ballots -- the first
one was counted and the second discarded. A
woman voted by absentee and then during early

Indian River Florida 2-Nov-04 Dresidential voting. Her absentee ballot will be thrown out. Press Journal (Vero Beach)
015545
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The Palm Beach Post reports that three voters
cast absentee ballots and then filled out
provisional ballots on Election Day. Local officials
have asked the Attorney General to Investigate.
The Post reached two of the voters and they said
they cast provisional ballots because when they
tried to check on their absentee ballots they were

Palm Beach Florida 6-Nov-04 residential unable to confirm they had been received. Florida Times Union
Volusia officials said Friday they have identified 12
cases of suspected election fraud stemming from
Tuesdays presidential election.
All Involved people trying to vote twice, said
County Judge Steven deLaroche, a member of the
county canvassing board.
In one case, which occurred during early voting, a
person was caught trying to feed an absentee
ballot Into a tabulating machine after casting a
traditional ballot, deLaroche said. That person was
stopped by a poll worker.
In the other 11 cases, people who had voted by
absentee ballot or at an early-voting site tried to
vote a second time on Election Day, he said. In
those cases, election workers discovered the
attempts when computers showed those vot-ers
had already cast ballots.
All the cases will be forwarded to the State
Attorneys Office for prosecution.

Volusia Florida 6-Nov-04 residential Orlando Sentinel

Officials said in January that a review of records
found more than 50 cases In which the same
person had cast an absentee and in person ballot.
An FBI investigation found that every one of those
Instances was due to a clerical error, such as
someone signing the voter rolls before they were

Duval Florida 31-Jul-05 presidential told they had to vote elsewhere. AP

A man who may be facing felony charges for
voting twice says he voted during the early period
and that when he went to his precinct on election
day to make sure that vote had been recorded, he
was told it was not. The poll worker told him he
should vote again. Fulton County investigated and
found no other advance voters had voted again on
the day of the election. The registration chief
acknowledged the county was late getting names
of advance voters to the polls. The advance vote

Fulton Georgia 30-Se primary was tossed out after it was discovered. Atlanta Journal Constitution
2002 and A man has been charged for voting twice, in both

Marshall Illinois 13-Nov-04 2004 Kane County and Marshall County South Bend Tribune
A newspaper analysis shows that five votes cast

county were attributed to people who were dead well
Lake County Indiana 16-M Primary before the election. AP

A woman who voted twice pled guilty— she had
voted from her business address and cast an

2002 absentee ballot from a different location in the
Prairie Village Kansas 8-Jan-05 general same election. Kansas City Star	 .

015541',
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A woman called a radio talk show Tuesday and
admitted casting fraudulent votes in Hancock
County.
The woman said she voted once using her own
name, but after realizing she was not required to
show identification, she waked several hours and
returned to the polls and used a friend's name .
The county clekrs said the incident seems to be
isolated and her office has not received evidence

Hancock Louisiana 3-Nov-04 presidential of other fraudulent votes elsewhere In the county. The Sun Herald
A voter claims someone forged his signature to
vote under his name. He reported the Incident to

Duluth Minnesota 3-Nov-04 presidential City Hall Duluth News-Tribune

A felony charge filed Tuesday in Hennepin County
District Court accuses Darin Randall Johnson, 34,
of registering to vote and casting ballots in three
differ-ent places In the November election.
The criminal complaint alleges he filled out same-
day registration forms and voted once in Brooklyn
Park and twice in Minneapolis.

Minneapolis Minnesota 23-Feb-05 3resldential Saint Paul Pioneer Press

Man pleads guilty to casting double votes in four
Kansas City Missouri 28-Mar-05 various elections by voting In both Kansas and Missouri Kansas City Star

Kansas City Star reports that their investigation
shows there may be more than 300 voters voting
twice in different counties. The exact number is
impossible to determine because many counties
have shredded their poll books and state
computer files are rife with data errors. In fact, the
number may be lower because the state computer
files contain many errors that show people voting
who did not actually vote. The study only flagged

Septebmer people registered in two places under exactly the Kansas City Star, Belleville
Kansas City Missouri 6 2004 all same name and date of birth. News-Democrat

Republican Party claims 4,755 people who have
died voted in the election and 4,397 people
registered to vote in more than one county voted

NewJerse 16-Sep-OS residential twice New York Times
A comparison of names on absentee-ballot.
request rosters and affidavits for the absentee-In-
lieu-of-ballots made it appear that 5 people had

voted twice absentee by mail and absentee-in-lieu-
Sandoval New Mexico 9-Nov-02 state house of at the polls. Albuquerque Journal

Bureau of Elections employees found a woman
who voted on a provisional ballot at one precinct
also had voted at the regular precinct where she is
registered. The signatures at both precincts
appeared to be the same, so elections officials

Sandoval New Mexico 24-Nov-04 oresidential sent the case to the district attorney. AP
Former conservative party candidate for lieutenant
governor is arraigned on an Indictment for voting

2000 and twice, from two different Manhattan addresses.
New York New York 23-Oct-02 2001 He denies the charge Newsday

01554-0
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The Observer found up to 180 people who were
listed as having voted In both Carolinas in either
the 2000 or 2002 elections. Reporters found no
one who admitted to double voting and discovered
plausible explanations for many of the
duplications. In one case, an Army captain In
North Carolina shared the same name as his
father in South Carolina. The father was likely

2000 and mistakenly recorded under his son's name when
North Carolina 24-Oct-04 2002 he cast his ballot. AP

Four men were charged with voting by absentee
and on election day. Three denied the allegations

Jones North Carolina 30-Oct-04 primar or said they misunderstood the process. AP
There are d ifferences In most precincts between
the number of ballots cast and the number of
people recorded as voting. State Investigators
have concluded there is no way to rule out double-
voting or missing votes because poll workers

Gaston North Carolina 16-Dec-04 residential cannot explain the discrepancies. Charlotte Observer
Republican attorney cites a Plain Dealer report
saying more than 27,000 people are registered to
vote in both Ohio and Florida and that 100 people
cast votes in both places four years ago. A
Dispatch Investigation of the allegations found little
proof of duplicate voting after comparing the Ohio
and Florida state databases and conducting
further research. After culling the list through
those methods, the Dispatch Interviewed the
people left In question. This failed to turn up
anyone who had ever voted twice. Many had
never been to Florida; some had never lived in

Ohio 2-Nov-04 oresidential Ohio. Columbus Dispatch
The Director of the Board of Elections says the
number of people under Investigation for voting
twice has decreased from 19 to 10. The board
already determined that there were legitimate
explanations for about half of the votes. In one
case it appeared a man voted absentee and at the
polling place but it turned out the absentee ballot
had been cast by his son who has the same

Summit Ohio 8-Dec-04 local name. Akron Beacon Journal
A couple who admitted voting twice were not
indicted -- they voted by absentee ballot and then
voted in person because they thought their

London Ohio 9-Dec-04 residential absentee ballots had been lost AP
A man is charged with voting twice, once by
absentee and once on election day. Although
election board officials said they haven't seen a
case like this in twenty years, they won't dismiss

Logan Oklahoma 24-Feb-01 orimar the charge. r)aIly Oklahoman
The Secretary of State has referred five cases of

2000 possible double voting to the Attorney General
Oregon 11-Apr-02 general (Oregon votes entirely by mail) AP

Republicans claimed 1,200 Oregonians had
registered In two counties and voted twice. But a
state Elections Division Investigation found that
just a handful of voters were registered to vote In
two counties and one had cast more than one

Oregon 16-May-04 2000 ballot AP

01554
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The state Republican Chair claims in a news
conference that he has uncovered six cases of
people voting twice. The elections division
Immediately showed that five of the voters had
only voted once, and the sixth case had

Oregon 1-Nov-04 oresidential immediately been caught by election workers. The Oregonian
The Pawtucket Board of Canvassers determined
there was no truth to the allegation that Louis C.
Yip, owner of the China Inn restaurant and a well-
known developer, had shepherded the same
couple to two different polling places, getting them
to vote twice.
City Registrar of Voters Dawn M. McCormick said
that when voting records were checked, it turned
out that the couple that Yip was accused of getting
to vote at Towers East and Kennedy Housing was
actually two different couples, both eld-erly and

General Chinese.
Pawtucket Rhode Island 14-Jan-03 Assembly Providence Journal Bulletin

The county election commissioner said she
believed people were using other names to vote
and that addresses were changed fraudulently.
Voters sign fail-safe affidavits when they change
their addresses and their voting records have not
yet been updated. Oaths of identity are signed
when vot-ers have no other form of identification.
The commissioner said she questioned the va-

Hamilton county lidlty of 11 oaths of Identity and 68 fall-safe
County Tennessee 19-Dec-02 commission affidavits In the District 4 election. Chattanooga Times Free Press

A second dead voter cast a ballot in the
September special election held to fill the seat
vacated by former state senator John Ford.
Like a similar case documented earlier this week,
this one Involves an eld-erly voter who died weeks
before the Sept. 15 election, an Investigation by
The Commercial Appeal found.
Both of the suspect votes occurred in Precinct 27-
1, in the heart of heavily Democratic North
Memphis. By law, health officials report deaths
once a month to the state Election Commission,
which then purges the dead from voter registration
rolls.
In that window of time - a month or so before the
election - there's a good chance dead voters will
remain on the rolls on Election Day.

Tennessee 14-Dec-05 state senate Commercial Appeal
State legislator who lost by 32 votes alleges 32

state people voted twice and 101 residents from other
Houston Texas 25-Nov-04 legislature districts cast ballots Austin American Statesemen

The county is investigating three voters suspected
San Juan Texas 12-May-05 city of voting early and on election day The Monitor

criminal charges filed against six voters for
allegedly casting more than one ballot under a
variety of circumstances: two for casting ballots in
the names of recently deceased spouses; mother
and daughter charged with casting a ballot in the
name of recently deceased mothers dead
husband; one for casting a ballot in the name of

gubernatoria someone who had lived at the same address and
King Washington 22-Jun-05 I died; one using someone else's name Seattle Times
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King Washington 13-Oct-05
gubematorla
I

Republican officials release the names of 16
people they say voted twice. One person is found
to be two people with the same name but different
birthdates. Two names were referred to the
prosecutors office, files were charged against one. Seattle Times

King Washington 14-Oct-05

gubernatoria
I and local
timar

Woman on Republican list under investigation for
double voting Seattle Times

Appleton Wisconsin 12Jan-05
nonpartisan
election

student who voted by absentee ballot and in
person at college sentenced to probation Post Crescent

Milwaukee Wisconsin 22-Aug-05 residential

GOP claims there were nine cases where people
voted in Milwaukee and another city. US Attorney
says he found no fraud, but rather clerical errors. Journal Sentinel

Milwaukee Wisconsin 21-Se	 5 residential

Man charged with voting twice said he filled out
two on-site registration cards by mistake but voted
only once Journal Sentinel

Milwaukee Wisconsin 5-Dec-05 residential
Four people charged with double voting; none
convicted Milwaukee Journal Sentinel

Laramie Wyoming 2-Nov-04
Laramie County Clerks says there has never been
any intentional double registration or double voting

national 23-Oct-02 residential

RNC compiles a national database of 3,273
people who voted twice in 2000. In North Carolina,
the first name on the list was the chair of the
Assembly's election law committee, and the
California Secretary of State says they will be able
to refute the claims. USA Today
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The Board of Elections reviewed all of the allegations
of double voting and found that of 18 cases, 11 did
not vote twice and seven did but did not intend to. All
of the double votes were caught by the board and not
counted twice. The board forwaded only one case of
alleged double voting to the sheriff for further 	 2/24/2005, Akron
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ie allegations seem to be cases of Innocent
that may have been technically illegal but	 Houston Chronicle
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County  AtIonney alleges some Navajo
Nation voters cast multiple ballots. The
Election Director dismisses many of the
allegations and questioned why the

BOE 31-Aug- 2002 county attorney had waited more than a Arizona
Multiple Yes BOE Dismissed Apache Arizona 04 general a year and a half to make them. Republic

A special Judge rules prosecutors must
show the mayor intended to vote twice
he says he got confused when he voted
early for  city bond election and the
voting clerk offered him a primary ballot

Eureka Arkansa 29-Jut,- county at the same time, He then voted in the
Multiple I In person DA 1 1 Yes Springs 01 ludae I primary at his precinct on election day. AP

Four family members of a councilman
were charged with voting twice because Los

La Califomi 3-Aug- municip they voted absentee and on election Angeles
Multiple Absentee 4 Yes Puente a 02 at day. Times

One of the candidates alleged that 400
people who are dead cast votes. The
allegation was based on a computer
program that cross-referenced voters
end the social security death Index
using first and last names and date of
birth. When the Chronicle also used
middle initials and other identifying

San Indicators, the list was whittle to five San
Francis Calforrri 1-Mar- mayoral cases. Some were by absentee but a Francisco

Dead lBoth Yes I lPress Yes co a 104 run-off couple were in person. Chronicle
58 of 64 counties responded to a
request by the Secretary of State to
report on fraud investigations. Only 13
counties have referred cases to
prosecutors. Those cases included 41
instances of citizens voting twice.

Colored 25-Mar- Denver County officials said they had Denver
Multiple State o 05	 1 81 instances of double voting. Post

Secretary of State says that RNC
allegations that 54 Connecticut voters
cast ballots In 2 different states have
been investigated and found to be false.
15 voted only in CT, 29 voted only In
another state, four names were wrong
because they had different birth dates,
and three were referred to the FBI and

Found Connect 22-Oct- US Attorney because information from New Haven
Multiple	 I In person Yes	 I I State Untrue Yes icUt 02	 lall Ithe other state could not be obtained Rettisler

Bridgep Connect 23-Sep- mayoral Losing candidate alleges some voters
Multiple In person Yes on icut 03 primary were able to vote twice News 12

Records indicate that 24 voters cast
ballots in both DC and Maryland In the

state September 2002 primary and 90 voters
primary did so in the 2000 election. Voters

Voters and denied they had done so and election
Deny/Pox DC an preside officials said it was possible for precinct
sible Marylan 31-Oct- ntiial workers to make mistakes when Washingto

Mltle	 lln person	 I I mistakes I d 02 election recording who voted.	 In Post	 I
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The County State Attorney will be
investigating about a dozen people
accused of voting twice. Each cast an
absentee ballot and voted on Election
Day. The Secretary of State says they
may have forgotten they voted
absentee. They all had to vote by
provisional ballots so none of the

Ballots second votes were counted. This is the
not Palm 5-Dec- 2002 first time the Secretarys office has Sun-

Multiple lAbsentee County counted Yes Beach Florida 102 oenerai found people who voted twice. Sentinel
One voter returned two absentee
ballots - the first one was counted and
the second discarded. A woman voted Press
by absentee and then during early Journal

Ballots Indian 2-Nov- preside voting. Her absentee ballot will be (Vero
Multiple Absentee discarded  River Florida 04 Intial Ithrown out. Reach)

The Palm Beach Post reports that three
voters cast absentee ballots and then
filled out provisional ballots on Election
Day. Local officials have asked the
Attorney General to Investigate. The
Post reached two of the voters and they
said they cast provisional ballots
because when they tried to check on Florida

Palm 6-Nov- preside their absentee ballots they were unable Times
Multiple	 lAbsentee I	 I Press - Yes Beach lFlorda 04 Intial Ito confirm they had been received. Union-

Volusia officials said Friday they have
identified 12 cases of suspected
election fraud stemming from Tuesday's
presidential election.
All involved people trying to vote twice,
said County Judge Steven deLaroche,
a member of the county canvassing
board.
In one case, which occurred during
early voting, a person was caught trying
to feed an absentee ballot into a
tabulating machine after casting a
traditional ballot, deLaroche said. That
person was stopped by a poll worker.
In the other 11 cases, people who had
voted by absentee ballot or Stan early-
voting site tried to vote a second time
on Election Day, he said. In those
cases, election workers discovered the
attempts when computers showed
those voters had already cast ballots.
All the cases will be forwarded to the

6-Nov- preside State Attorneys Office for prosecution. Orlando
Multiple I Both State 1 1	 121 1 Yes lVolusia Florida 104	 fritial I Sentinel
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Officials said in January that a review of
records found more than 50 cases in
which the same person had cast an
absentee and In person ballot. An FBI
investigation found that every one of
those Instances was due to a clerical
error, such as someone signing the

Clerical 31-Jul- preside voter rolls before they were told they
Multiple Absentee 1 1 Federal I Error I Duval jFloridar 05 Initial lhad to vote elsewhere . AP

A man who may be facing felony
charges for voting twice says he voted
during the early period and that when
he went to his precinct on election day
to make sure that vote had been
recorded, he was told it was not. The
poll worker told him he should vote
again. Fulton County investigated and
found no other advance voters had
voted again on the day of the election.
The registration chief acknowledged the
county was late getting names of Atlanta
advance voters to the polls. The Journal

Ballot 30-Sep- advance vote was tossed out after It Constitutio
Multiple_ I ii person County I I discarded Fulton jGeorqia104 Ornery Iwas discovered. n

2002 A man has been charged for voting South
Marshal 13-Nov- and twice, in both Kane County and Bend

Multiple 1 Yes I Illinois 04 2004 Marshall County Tribune

A newspaper analysis shows that five
Lake 16-May- county votes cast were attributed to people

Dead Press Yes County IIndiana 04 primary who were dead well before the election. AP
A woman who voted twice pled guilty —
she had voted from her business
address and cast an absentee ballot

Prairie 8-Jan- 2002 from a different location in the same Kansas
Multiple Absentee 1 Village lKansas 105 qeneral lelection. City Star	 I

A woman called a radio talk show
Tuesday and admitted casting
fraudulent votes in Hancock County.
The woman said she voted once using
her own name, but after realizing she
was not required to show identification,
she waited several hours and returned
to the polls and used a friend's name .
The county clekrs said the incident
seems lobe isolated and her office has
not received evidence of other

Hancoc Lou	 an 3-Nov- preside fraudulent votes elsewhere in the The Sun
In person County	 I k a 04	 Intial county.	 lHerald

A voter claims someone forged hi Duluth
Mimes 3-Nov- preside signature to vote under his name. He News-

Duluth 'its 04 ntial reported the incident to City Hall Tribune
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A felony charge filed Tuesday in
Hennepin County District Court accuses
Darin Randall Johnson, 34, of
registering to vote and casting ballots in
three differ-ent places In the November
election.
The criminal complaint alleges he filled
Out same-day registration forms and
voted once in Brooklyn Park and twice Saint Paul

Minnea Minnes 23-Feb- preside in Minneapolis. Pioneer
Multiple In person I 1 Yes noUn Iota 05 Intial I Press

Man pleads guilty to casting double
Kansas 28-Mar- votes in four elections by voting in both Kansas

Mule In person  1 CJ Missou ri 05 va rious Kansas and Missou ri City Star

Kansas City Star reports that their
Investigation shows there maybe more
than 300 voters voting twice in different
counties. The exact number is
impossible to determine because many
counties have shredded their poll books
and state computer files are rife with
data errors. In fact, the number may be
lower because the state computer files
contain many errors that show people Kansas
voting who did not actually vote. The City Star, Kansas

Septsb study only flagged people registered in Belleville City Start
Kansas mer 6, two places under exactly the same News- (January

Multiple	 I Press  2 1 Yes CAL..... Missour 2004 jail Iname and date of birth. Democrat Two people are charged

Republican Party claims 4,755 people
who have died voted in the election and

Dead/Multi New 16-Sep. preside 4,397 people registered to vote In more New York
tile  Yes	 I Yes 05 ntial than one county voted twice Times I

A comparison of names on absentee-
ballot-request rosters and affidavits for
the absentee-in-lieu-of-ballots made It
appear that 5 people had voted twice

Sandov New 9-Nov- state absentee by mall and absentee-in-lieu- Albuquerqu
Multiple Absentee at Mexico 02 lhouse	 I of at the	 olls. a Journal

Bureau of Elections employees found a
woman who voted on a provisional
ballot at one precinct also had voted at
the regular precinct where she Is
registered. The signatures at both
precincts appeared to be the same, so

Sandov New 24-Nov- preside elections officials sent the case to the
Mjl in person DA Yea al Mexico 104 ntial istrict attorney.

Former conservative party candidate for
lieutenant governor is arraigned on an

2000 indictment for voting twice, from two
Ne New 23-Oct- and different Manhattan add resses. He

Multiple Yes	 York York 02	 12001 Idenies the charge Newsday
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The Observer found up to 180 people
who were listed as having voted in both
Carolinas in either the 2000 or 2002
elections. Reporters found no one who
admitted to double voting and
discovered plausible explanations for
many of the duplications. In one case,
an Army captain in North Carolina
shared the same name as his father in

Many 2000 South Carolina. The father was likely
likely North 24-Cot- and mistakenly recorded under his son's

Mule I Press I I errors Caroline 04 2002 Inamewhenhecasthis ballot. AP I
Four men were charged with voting by
absentee and on election day. Three

North 30-Oct- denied the allegations or said they
Multiple Absentee  4 Yes Jones Carolina 04 primary ,misunderstood the process. AP

There are differences in most precincts
between the number of ballots cast and
the number of people recorded as
voting. State investigators have
concluded there Is no way to rule out
double-voting or missing votes because

North 18-Dec- preside poll workers cannot explain the Charlotte
Multiple State Gaston lCarolina104 ntial iiscrepancles. Observer

Republican attorney cites a Plain Dealer
report saying more than 27,000 people
are registered to vote in both Ohio and
Florida and that 100 people cast votes
in both places four years ago. A
Dispatch investigation of the allegations
found little proof of duplicate voting after
comparing the Ohio and Florida state
databases and conducting further
research. After culling the list through
those methods, the Dispatch
interviewed the people left in question.
This failed to turn up anyone who had

Turned ever voted twice. Many had never been
out to be 2-Nov- preside to Florida, some had never lived in Columbus

Multiple Yes I Press untrue I Ohio 04 Intial Ohio. Dispatch

The Board of Elections
reviewed all of the
allegations of double

The Director of the Board of Elections voting and found that of
- says the number of people under 18 cases, 11 did not

investigation for voting twice has vote twice and seven did
decreased from 1910 10. The board but did not intend to. All
already determined that there were of the double votes were
legitimate explanations for about half of caught by the board and

1 of 18 the votes, In one case it appeared a not counted twice. The
found man voted absentee and at the polling board forwaded only one
worthy of place but it turned out the absentee Akron case of alleged double 2/24/2005,
investigati 8-Dec- ballot had been cast by his son who has Beacon voting to the sheriff for Akron
on Yes Summit Ohio 04 local the same name. Journal	 Ifurther investigation.	 ISeacon I

A couple who admitted voting twice
were not indicted - they voted by
absentee ballot and then voted in

No 9-Dec- preside person because they thought their
Multiple Absentee indictment  London Ohio 04 ntlsl absentee ballots had been lost AP
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A man Is charged with voting twice,
once by absentee and once on election
day. Although election board officials
said they haven't seen a case like this

Oklaho 24-Feb- In twenty years, they won't dismiss the Daily
Multiple Absentee BOE 1 Yes L2_ me 01 primary charge. Oklahoman.

The Secretary of State has referred five
cases of possible double voting to the

11-Apr- 2000 Attorney General (Oregon votes entirely
MultipleAbsentee State Yes Oreorlqenejbyrnall) AP

Republicans claimed 1,200 Oregonians
had registered in two counties and
voted twice. But a state Elections

1 of 1200 Division Investigation found that just a
accusatio handful of voters were registered to
ns found 18-May- vote in two counties and one had cast

Multiple I In person Yes I I State BOE leaitirnatmale Accusations Oran, 04 2000 more than one ballot AP
The state Republican Chair claims In a
news conference that he has
uncovered six cases of people voting
twice. The elections division
immediately showed that five of the
voters had only voted once, and the

Found 1-Nov- preside sixth case had immediately been caught The
Me tin person Yes BOE I I I Untrue Oreoon 104 ntial 'y election workers. Oregonian

The Pawtucket Board of Canvassers
determined there was no truth to the
allegation that Louis C. 'tip, owner of
the China Inn restaurant and a well-
known developer, had shepherded the
same couple to two different polling
places, getting them to vote twice.
City Registrar of Voters Dawn M.
McCormick said that when voting
records were checked, it turned out that
the couple that Yip was accused of
getting to vote at Towers East and
Kennedy Housing was actually two

General different couples, both eld-elly and Providence
Found Pawtuc Rhode 14-Jan- Assemb Chinese. Journal

Multiple In person BOE Untrue	 I ket	 11sland 03 IV Bulletin

The county election commissioner said
she believed people were using other
names to vote and that addresses were
changed fraudulently. Voters sign fail-
safe affidavits when they change their
addresses and their voting records
have not yet been updated. Oaths of
Identity are signed when voters have
no other form of Identification. The
commissioner said she questioned the

Hamilto county va-lidity of 11 oaths of identity and 68 Chattanoog
n Tennes 19-Dec- commis fall-safe affidavits In the District a Times

Multiple  iBOE I I I I Count see	 102 Ision election.	 Free Press
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A second dead voter cast a ballot in the
September special election held to fill
the seat vacated by former state
senator John Ford,
Like a similar case documented earlier
this week, this one involves an eld-erty
voter who died weeks before the Sept.
15 election, an investigation by The
Commercial Appeal found.
Both of the suspect votes occurred In
Precinct 27-1, In the heart of heavily
Democratic North Memphis. By law,
health officials report deaths once a
month to the state Election
Commission, which then purges the
dead from voter registration rolls.
In that window of time - a month or so
before the election - there's a good
chance dead voters will remain on the
rolls on Election Day,

Tennes 14-Dec- state Commercia
Dead Press Yes see 105 senate I Appeal

Most of the allegations
seem to be cases of

State legislator who lost by 32 votes Austin innocent mistakes that Houston
Found to state alleges 32 people voted twice and 101 American may have been Chronicle
be 25-Nov- legislatu residents from other districts cast Stateseme technically Illegal but not (January

Multiple Yes mistakes  Houston Texas 04 re ballots n Ifraud
The county Is investigating three voters

San 12-May- suspected of voting early and on The
Multiple In pemon County Yea Juan ITexas 05 Icit election day Monitor

criminal charges filed against six voters
for allegedly casting more than one
ballot under a variety of circumstances:
two for casting ballots in the names of
recently deceased spouses; mother and
daughter charged with casting a ballot
in the name of recently deceased
mothers dead husband; one for casting
a ballot in the name of someone who

Washin 22-Jun- gubema had lived at the same address and died; Seattle See Washington
Both	 I 6 1 Yes Kino	 lolo 05	 Itorial One using someone else's name Times summary

Republican officials release the names
of 16 people they say voted twice. One
person is found to be two people with
the same name but different birthdatea.
Two names were referred to the

Washin 13-Oct- gubema prosecutors office, files were charged Seattle
Multiple Yes 1 Yes King ton 05 torial against one. Times

gubema
torial
and

Washin 14-Oct- local Woman on Republican list under Seattle
pie I I I- Yes KJg 05 investigation for double voting Times

nonparti student who voted by absentee ballot
Appleto Wiscon 12-Jan- san and in person at college sentenced to Post

Multiple Absentee 1 n lelection 1probation Crescent
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where people voted in Milwaukee and
another city. US Attorney says he

US clerical Milwauk Wiscon 22-Aug- preside found no fraud, but rather clerical Journal
Multiple I Yes errors ee Isin 05 ntial errors. Sentinel

Man charged with voting twice said he
Milwauk Wiscon 21-Sep- preside filled out two on-site registration cards Journal

Multiple In person  1 Yes ee sin 05 ntial b mistake but voted only once Sentinel
Milwaukee

Milwauk Wiscon 5-Dec- preside Four people charged with double voting; Journal see larger summary of
Multiple 4  ee sin 05 ntial none convicted Sentinel Milwaukee

Laramie County Clerks says there has
Wyomin 2-Nov- never been any intentional double

Multiple  Laramie 't 04 registration or double voting

RNC compiles a national database of
3,273 people who voted twice in 2000.
In North Carolina, the first name on the
list was the chair of the Assemblt/a
election law committee, and the

23-Oct- preside California Secretary of State says they
Multiple I	 I Yes IState Yes national 02 ntial 1will be able to refute the claims. 	 I USA Today
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The sanitation director for Helena, the
Phillips County seat, admitted In court
to Illegally casting more than 25 Arkansas

Arkan 2-Nov prim absentee ballots In the Democratic Democrat-
Phillips sas 02 y primary In May. Gazette

Tress Supporters of the recall, which Is
urer being led by the city's two police
and unions, say city employees have
city been illegally filling out absentee

28- count ballots against the recall.
South Califo Jan- II Los Angeles
Gate rnla 1 03 recall Times

Conn Election officials found an absentee
Forgery- Bridgepo ecticu 6-Sep ballot application for someone who is Connecticut
Dead rt t 02 dead Post

FBI is Investigating potential
Bridgepo absentee ballot fraud In Bridgeport
It and Conn

Iludge

probat Democratic primary and two men
New ecticu 4-No a face absentee ballot charges Connecticut

Federal  2 - Haven t 02 involving 2 New Haven p rimaries Post-
former state representative Is
charged with seven counts of

Conn state absentee ballot fraud for absentee
ecticu 12- legisI ballot coercion In a particular Hartford

Coercion 1 Yes Hartford t Aug ature l apartment complex Courant- -
The elections commission wants four
brothers to be charged with
fraudulent voting for allegedly
submitting illegal absentee ballots in
the March 2002 Democratic Town
Committee primary. The commission
alleges that none of the brothers lived

Conn town In Bridgeport when they voted in
Bridgepo ecticu 3-Dec comm those city elections. Connecticut

Ineligible BOE I Yes rt t 03 ittee I Post
A challenger to the mayor who lost by
2 votes is suing the mayor for
personally delivering absentee ballots

Delaw 3-Aug to minority residents, some of whom The News
I neligible Yes Smyrna are 05 town were not eligible to vote Journal

city Four are charged with forging names
comm on absentee ballots

Forgery- Winter Florid 5-Mar lsslon
Unknown 4 Yes Garden a 02 er AP

Elections officials inquire into 43
absentee ballot request forms with

Forgery- Florid 3-Oct- the wrong date of birth and 3 Orlando
Other Voters BOE Yes Volusia a 03 city requests with forged signatures Sentinel- -

criminal complaint filed against
woman for voting by absentee ballot

Winter Florid 6-Jan- when she did not live In the district
Ineligible 1 - - Yes lHaven la 1 04 town	 I Polk Online	 I

0155 71
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Miami-Dade public corruption A special state prosecutor
detectives fanned across Hialeah on said he found no evidence
Friday, questioning employees of the of election fraud after a
city's public housing agency, as well yearlong investigation of
as friends and relatives of politicians absentee voting at the

Special aligned with Mayor Raul Martinez. Hialeah Housing Authority
Prosec Sources close to the Investigation say during that city's 2003
utor those Interviewed were asked about elections
found their alleged handling of absentee
no ballots gathered from voters - many Miami
determi 21- city of them elderly - in the city's public Herald,'
nation Florid Mar- counc housing units. May 11,

Coercion  County - - - of fraud. Hialeah a 04 Ii Miami Herald 2005
A grand jury is Investigating the All charges are dropped.
possible mishandling of absentee Democrats allege the
ballots by a minority voting advocate whole case was politically
who has worked for many campaigns motivated; Florida

prosecutors dropped a
case charging the mayor
with paying a campaign
worker to collect absentee
ballots. Three others April 21, April 21,
Indicted on the same 2005 2005, The

Grand Florid 5-Mar mayor Orlando charge were also cleared. Orlando New York
Mishandling Jury Orlando a 05 al Sentinel Sentinel Times

15- ACORN alleges that a man went to a
Mar- senior citizen home and voted the Chicago Sun.

Coercion Yes Cook Illinois 02 state eniors' absentee ballots Times
A county judge threw out and

Election reversed an election because of
thrown Calumet 3-Sep mayor absentee coercion of disabled voters Chicago

Coercion Court - - out CJ Illinois 03 al Tribune
The county prosecutor is investigating
absentee ballots in which signatures
don't match, voter's names were
misspelled, and correction fluid was

Indian I-No

ly

count used to change te address Indianapolis
Other Voters DA - - Yes Marlon	 I a 02 I Star

State police are investigating whether
Democratic primary absentee ballots

29- were delivered to nursing homes that
State Indian Apr- primar traditionally vote Republican
Police Yes Madison a 03 v Herald Bulletin

Allegations are made of absentee
ballots from voters who moved and

Forgery- forged signatures by one person.
Voters Who Indian 11-Jul Case will be heard by a county judge Northwest
Moved County - - - Yes Lake	 I a 03 town Indiana News

31-
_____________________________
Elections board investigates

Indian Mar- allegations that two Ineligible voters Northwest
Ineligible BOE Yes Porter a 04 town voted by absentee ballots Indiana News
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The Indiana Supreme Court is
considering whether to order a
special mayoral election. The losing

candidate claims he would have won
if not for hundreds of fraudulent

23- absentee votes cast for his

Forgery- East Indian Jun- mayor opponent, including some cast on

Dead Court Ye Chicaaao a 04 al behalf of dead voters AP- - -
The longtime Democratic Party
chairman in Madison County Is
accused of illegally delivering
absentee ballots cast by two
Anderson residents. Another man is
accused of 17 Class D felony
charges for allegedly registering
absentee voters, then telling them
how to vote and picking up their
ballots. A woman is accused of

11- completing an absentee ballot in

Mishandling/ Anderso Indian Dec- mayor September 2003 that listed an Indianapolis

Ineligible 3 Yes n a 04 al address where she did not live. Star

It is alleged that city workers were four people indicted, one
asked to vote absentee, acquire for receiving absentee
absentee applications, and given paid ballots for people ineligible
election day positions for bringing in to vote, one for failing to
absentee votes appear before the grand

jury, and two for voter WISH TV,

Augus fraud and lying to the November
t grand jury; county judges 18, 2003;
6,200 tosses out 155 absentee Northwest

Court 3, mayor ballots but this does not Indiana

invalida Augus al change the election Times,

tes 155 East Indian t 8, primer Northwest outcome; DOJ begins January

Multiple Court 1	 4 ballots Yes lChicago a 2003 v Indiana News Investigating 21, 2004- -
Police have begun investigating
allegations that elderly voters were
pres-sured into casting absentee
ballots for a Green Independent
candidate in Maine's special election.
Chief Roger Beaupre said Thursday

his department has received 10
complaints of voter Intimidation from
elderly voters who were told votes for
candidates other than Green
Independent candidate Dorothy

13- Lafortune did not count.
Feb- state

Coercion Police I 1 1 1 1 1 Yes Maine 04 house AP
state police Investigating absentee

State River Michi 4-Apr- mayor coercion in a senior apartment

Coercion Police - Rotja oa 01 al building Yahoo News
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A lawsuit alleges the City Clerk's County Circuit Court judge November
assistants have allowed voters to fill ruled the Clerk violated the 9, 2005
out ballots In group settings, didn't law; There is an election Detroit
sign their names on ballot envelopes contest and a federal Free
and advertised their services in investigation Involving Press;
nursing homes. She also sent irregularities with absentee November
130,000 unsolicited absentee ballot ballots. 24, 2005
applications defying a court order. Detroit

Michl 8-Nov mayor Detroit Free Free
Multiple Federal Court - - - - Yes Detroit aa 05 al Press Press

Candidate files a complaint alleging
59 absentee ballots are questionable.
He produced a letter from two elderly
absentee voters saying they were

10- given plates of food in exchange for
Missis Nov- mayor allowing his opponent to fill out their

Coercion Yes Yes Houston I sippi 05 al ballots. AP
The state Democratic Party accused
Republicans of coercion when they

19- guber asked county clerks to send the
Misso Sep- natori names of people who had requested

N/A Yes uri 04 al labsentee ballots AP
investigations by the state attorney

State/Fed East St. Misso 5-Jan- and the FBI into unspecified absentee
eral - - - iYes Louis luri 05 c ballot fraud Post Dispatch

The FBI Investigates questionable
local absentee ballot requests
gener
al and
prima

23- y
Neva Oct- electi Pahrump Valley

Federal - - - - - Yes	 jTonopah da 02 on Times
Man is indicted because he voted

26- other people's ballots using absentee
Forgery- Las Neva Apr- asse voter forms for people who lived
Other Voters 1 - - - Yes Vegas da 03 rbl outside the district. AP

Mayor Whelan's campaign has
alleged that street operatives for the
mayor's challenger, Councilman
Lorenzo Langford, tricked voters into
requesting absentee ballots and then
went to their homes to bully them into
filling the ballots out for Langford.
The Whelan campaign has also
alleged that Langford has stockpiled
absentee ballots to fill out
frauduiently.The Langford campaign
yesterday denounced Whelan's
actions as a means of suppressing
voter rights and said it would file a

New 31- federal civil-rights lawsuit this week.
Atlantic Jerse Oct- Mayor Philadelphia

Coercion Yes City y 01 al Inquirer

L558O
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The Deputy Attorney General said In 276 absentee ballots from
a court filing that the prosecutor Is the 2002 election In
Investigating four types of Palisades Park are still
irregularities:	 1) Improprieties in the impounded in the office of
manner In which voters requested Patricia DiCostanzo, the
absentee ballots; 2) instances where Bergen County
the voter has stated that they superintendent of
received assistance in voting but that elections.
fact is not noted on the voter
certification; 3) Instances where the
absentee ballot was de-livered to the
Board of Elections by a person other
than the one to whom the voter gave
the ballot; 4) instances where the

New voter gave an unmarked ballot to October 4,
Palisade Jerse 6-Nov another person." 2004, The

Multiple State - - - - - Yes s Park v 02  The Record Record
count Board of elections requests an inquiry

New y into alleged forged absentee ballots
Atlantic Jerse 9-Jul- primar Atlantic County

Forgery BOE - - - - Yes city ly 03 v News
The FBI is investigating charges that
voters targetted by a Democratic
campaign had their signatures forged

New 22- or had been pressured or misled Into
CoerciorilFoi Jerse Sep- count voting absentee Heral News
gery Federal - - - - - Yes Passaic v 04 l y I (Passaic)

New In the city of Passaic, three dozen
Forgery- Jerse 4-Oct- voters claimed they'd been victims of
Other Voters y 04 absentee ballot fraud in 2003. The Record

131 absentee ballots were delivered
speci by a ward leader, leading to vague
at allegations of coercion. All absentee

Albany New 8-Mar primar ballots and machines impounded Albany Times
Coercion Court - - - Yes County York	 104 lea	 lunder a court order Union

One person filled In more than 140
signed absentee ballot applications,
and there were other administrative
errors In absentee ballot distribution
and return. The candidates made a

140 count deal before the Judge ruled on the
ballots 10- y case to have a special election; the
thrown Albany New Mar- legisl absentee ballots are not counted Albany Times

Court	 - - - out	 I York 04	 lature I Union
An absentee ballot scandal is being
investigated In Haskell County, where
one man allegedly admitted

distric notarizing 42 absentee ballots without
It having the voters present while

Oklah 7-Nov attom another man helped him, the District Daily
DA - - - - - Yes	 lHaskell l oma 02	 le Attorney said. Oklahoman--

Elderly woman says strangers
Rhod 23- coerced her into giving them her

Providen a Aug- mayor ballot Providence
Coercion ce Island 02 al Journal-Bulletin

15581
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A person with connections to the
Williams campaign nicknamed 'The
Voter Man" convinced elderly voters,
some living in residential care
facilities, to fill out absentee ballot
registration forms. Some say they
never received a ballot, even though
records indicate a ballot was cast in
their names.
* At least one staff member at a
Mullins care faculty said non-
communicative Alzheimer's patients
were coaxed into casting absentee
ballots.

Another person with ties to the
Williams campaign turned In nearly
80 ab-sentee ballots to election
officials, many from elderly voters.
While not tech-nically illegal, the
volume of absentee votes raised

state eyebrows within the Norwood
senat campaign. As a result of suspected

Senate South 27- a fraud the party ordered a new
District Caroli Sep- prim

r1criminally
election and the cases are being

Multiple 30 na 04 l y investigated. The State
several counties forward October 25, 2002: Red
questionable absentee ballot Earth Villeda, a former
requests Democratic contractor is

Investigated; October 27,
2002: State and federal
agents target 25 South
Dakota countles;October
31, 2002: no Illegally cast

South 20- ballots are found (see
State Dakot Oct- state South Dakota summary) Argus
Federal - - 1 - - a 02 wide Angus Leader Leader

The prosecutor in Fall River County
says he will Investigate possible multi

South 30- pie voting by absentee balilot. The
Forgery- Dakot Oct- presid multiple ballots were cast by fewer
Unknown DA Yes Shannon a 04 ential than 10 people AP
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Three former Republican notary A fourth former employee
publics pled guility to signing of the South Dakota
absentee ballots without witnessing Republican Party's get-out-
the signatures. Three other former the-vote operation has
GOP workers are charged, as is one pleaded guilty to
Daschle staff person accused of not improperly notarizing
being present for two notary absentee-ballot re-quests,
applications. Officials say none of and another who had
the incidents affected any votes pleaded not guilty will

appear in court next week
to change his plea.
Six workers for the GOP
Victory effort resigned last
month after questions
surfaced about some
absentee-ballot
applications collected at
college campuses across
the state. Charges were
filed after officials said the
workers notarized
applications collected by
other workers, violating a
state law that requires no-
taries to witness
documents being signed
before they can give them November

South their offi-cial seal. 4, 2004,
Sioux Dakot 2-No senat Argus

4 1	 41 Falls a 04 orlal AP Leader
distric Both candidates accuse the other of

10- t manipulating the absentee ballot
May- counc votes of senior citizens Dallas

Coercion Yes Dallas Texas 01 II Observer
Several affidavits alleging mail-in A voter fraud investigation
voter fraud have been submitted to has resulted in the
the Dallas County district attorney's Indictment of a Dallas
office, according to election officials, woman who is accused of
But prosecutors have declined to filling out a mail-in ballot in February
comment about whether those May without the voter's 13, 2002,
allegations, or any others, would permission, a Dallas Fort-

16- city result in a criminal complaint, prosecutor said Tuesday. Worth
Forgery- May- counc Dallas Morning Star
Other Vote rs  1 - - - Yes Dallas Texas 01	 III  News	 I Telegram 1

A candidate for the council alleged
three campaign workers spent Friday
reviewing mail-in ballots and

distric applications for the ballots and found
t at least 69 that they believe might

27-Jul counc have forged signatures on either Fort Worth Star.
Forgery Dalla Texas 02 it document .	 ITelearam

A candidate submitted 12 absentee
22- city ballot applications with forged '.

Forgery- Apr- counc signatures. The DA is Investigating. Dallas Mornin
Unknown DA - - - - Yes Datas Texas 03 it News
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Man fined and sentenced to five
years probation for voting In the
names of three dozen other people
by absentee ballot. He is the fifth

18- person to plead guilty to similar
Forgery- Oct- munic charges brought by a grand jury in Houston
Other Voters  17  51  Hearne Texas 03 1 L August17 were indicted. Chronicle

3 0 people were indicted for forged
28- absentee ballot applications and

Forgery- Dec- mayor sending in multiple absentee ballots
Unknown 30 Yes Hearne Texas 03 al Star Telegram

Several mail In ballot requests Five people have been
appeared to be filled out by the same charged with sending in
person and a few were in the names absentee ballot

Forgery- of dead people. A precinct applications in the names
Unknown/De 12- chairwoman was charged with four of other people 2113/2004,
ad/Other Feb- water counts of tampering with government El Paso
Voters 5 El Paso Texas 04 board records Assoc Press Times

Complaints were made to the Board
of Elections against workers for
several campaigns of irregularities
concerning absentee ballots,

misce including coercion of elderly voters, a
Ilaneo complaint that someone requested an
us, absentee ballot for a dead voter; four
from people said their ballots were already
congr sealed when they received them, and
ess to a voter whos absentee ballot that was

3-Mar judge' sent elsewhere
Multiple Hidalgo Texas 04 S raceI The Monitor I

The names of 42 deceased people,
most of whom lived on the South
Side, appeared on applications for
mail-in ballots that were submitted to
election officials for the primaries. A
computer at the Bexar County
elections office flagged the
applications and the district attorney's
office is investigating. No ballots
appear to have been sent to a dead
person as a result of the applications,
election officials have said. However,
the applications were cited by Henry
Cuellar - a Democratic candi-date for
the District 28 congressional seat
who lost by 145 votes - as one of
several concerns that persuaded him
to call for a recount this week. The list
of applicants includes next-door

25- neighbors, people who never voted

Forgery- Mar-
congr
esslo when they were alive, and two who

San Antonio
Dead DA Yes Bexar Texas 04 nal

died In 1988.
Express-News

U15584
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All but one bear the deceased's
correct voter registration number.
Each had the correct address and
voting precinct, and all Indicated the
voter was older than 85, which Is one
of the reasons Individuals may obtain
a mail-in ballot. But whoever filled out
many of the applications didn't alter
his or her handwriting on the forms,
all of which supposedly were done by
the individual voters. Two batches of
the falsified documents show clear
similarities.

Elderly voters complain of "vote
brokering" whereby "coyotes"
pressure them into voting by
absentee ballot. Investigators have
looked Into this In the past, and there

South 23- has only been one conviction of
San May- someone pressuring others to vote San Antonio

Coercion Antonio Texas 04 absentee. Express-News 1

The District Attorney requested a
recount of ballots because of many
complaints of people filing mail-in
ballots sent to homes of people who
have died. One of the candidates
says that in one Instance a wife
mailed in the ballot of her husband

schoo who just died, and another was a
27- I son's vote being mistaken for the

Forgery- Robstow May- distric father's because they had the same Corpus Christi
Dead DA	 I I I Yes n Texas 04	 I t name. Caller-Times

U55S5
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After a May 28 recount, Jaime
received 501 votes and Martinez
wound up with 500 votes.
In June, Martinez filed an election
contest in district court claiming that
numerous co-conspirators obtained

votes by instructing the voters to cast
their ballots for particular
candidates.But a criminal
investigation into voting violations
started before voters cast the final
ballots, according to a police report.
So far, the criminal Investigation has
resulted in five felony and one misde-
meanor indictments: Santiago Vela
was Indicted on a bribery charge;
Armando Gon-zalez, Vanessa Kiser
and Roel Mireleswere indicted on
illegal voting charges; Magdalena
Saenz was indicted on an unlawful
delivery of a voting certificate charge.
One woman, Mime Quintanilla, was
Indicted on a misdemeanor charge
for allegedly filling out a mail-in ballot
for a voter without permission.

11-
Sep-	 Corpus Christi

Multiple 	 Police 	 5   	 Yes	 Falfurrias Texas 04	 city 	 Caller-Times
11-	 Candidate alleges that 84 of the 579
Nov-	 mayor absentee ballots cast in the primary

Yes 	 Houston	 Texas 05	 al	 are questionable.	 AP
004,	 Texas Rangers investigate tampering
March primer with mail ballots by "polltiqueras

Tampering 	 Police   	 Hidal o	 Texas 6,	 v 	 The Monitor
mayor is indicted on 37 felony counts 	 The former mayor was
of voter fraud for coercing choices on	 arraigned In Scott County
absentee ballots 	 Circuit Court, He entered

not guilty pleas to 18
charges of aiding and
abetting in violating the
absentee voting process,
17 charges of making a
false statement on an
absentee ballot
application, and two
charges of conspiracy.
Authorities say he targeted
elderly and
unsophisticated voters,
pres-suring them to give
false reasons for voting
absentee and sometimes
filling out their ballots	 8/17/2005,

Virglni 2-Aug	 himself.	 Roanoke
Coercion 	 1   	 Yes	 a	 05 	 Roanoke Times	 Times
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A police handwriting expert labeled
signatures on 60 absentee ballot
envelopes suspicious and elections
officials and the DA questioned 36
more. The 96 are among 162 that
were distibuted to 5th District voters
by the African American Coalition for
Empowerement. The group had
residents agree to ask the city to
send absentee ballots to their offices
rather than directly to the voters. The

count group then went to the homes,
Forgery- y witnessed the votes and returned the Milwaukee
Voters/Coer Milwauke Wisco 5-Mar board ballots. Journal
cion DA Yes a nsin 03 recall Sentinel

A voting rights activist was convicted
of three felony counts stemming from
his management of an absentee
ballot campaign. Although evidence
suggested forgery and other mischief,
the case turned on one voter
registration card. The voter had his
signature forged by his girlfriend, and

15- count the activist had signed the form ass Milwaukee
Forgery- Milwauke Wisco Jan- y deputy registrar. Journal
Other Voter 1 e nsin 04 recall I Sentinel

20- count One person Is convicted for forging Milwaukee
Forgery- Milwauke Wisco Feb- y absentee ballots Journal
Unknown 1 e nsin 04 recall Sent inel
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EAC Voting Fraud-Voter Intimidation Preliminary Research

City / Type of
County State Date Election Alleged Instance of fraud Original Source Sourcel Source 2 Source 3

159 noncitizens were found on the voting rolls.
The county recorder said all of the cases involved
people who misunderstood voting requirements.

Maricopa The county attorney nonetheless has charged ten
County Arizona 5-Nov-05 of the immigrants with felonies. LA Times

After an electon legal challenge, two incumbents
who originally lost were reinstated. In her ruling,

mayor and the judge said numerous noncitizens voted
Compton California 12-Feb-02 city council illegally. Los Angeles Times

Losing candidate claims there was "suspect"
Pontiac Michigan 11-Dec-01 mayor noncitizen voting Detroit Free Press

Secretary of State Klffmeyer said that she has
asked several county attorneys across Minne-sota
to investigate evidence her staff uncovered that
suggests some noncitizens illegally registered to
vote in the November election. "So far, at least,
we have 32 people who have registered to vote
and seem to be--allegedly--not U.S. citizens,"
Kiffmeyer said. Some of the 32 also voted in the
election. Both registering and voting are Illegal for
noncitizens. Klffmeyer said her staff discovered
the possible criminal offenses by compar-ing voter
registration cards to driver's license records,
which now identify noncitizens visiting the United
States on visas.

Minnesota 23-Feb-05 oresidential Saint Paul Pioneer Press

A Washington-based advocacy group for tougher
immigration laws recently said that it believes
illegal Immigrants may be registered to vote in
North Carolina because they were able to sign up
when obtaining driver's licenses without Social
Security numbers.State elections and Division of
Motor Vehicles officials say they've run two checks
- one in 2002 and again this year - of people who
received driver's li-censes without proof of
citizenship and found only a handful who had
registered to vote. Those cases are being

North Carolina 24-Oct-04 investigated, they said. AP
Republican representative ousted narrowly by
Democratic opponent alleges there was noncitizen

Houston Texas 28-Jan-05 state house voting in the election Dallas Morning News

The Attorney General will investigate allegations in
a legislative audit that found evidence of fourteen
people believed to be noncitizes who have voted
in a past election. The auditors office has said
that a follow up investigation found that 6 of the 14
were actually citizens, two were confrimed by
immigration authorities as having prior deportation
orders and the other 6 are still under review.	 Of
the six that were citizens, three had their Social
Security numbers mistyped in the database and

Utah 30-Aug-05 three were naturalized citizens. Desert Morning News
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Nexis Articles - Vote Buying

City I Type of
County State Date Election Alleged instance of fraud Original Source Sourcel Source 2 Source 3

The Attorney General and DA are investigating
Phenix City Alabama 31-Aug municipal allegations of buying of absentee ballot votes Columbus Ledger-Enquirer

Candidate says opposing campaign's consultant
was paying residents of black nursing homes to
cast absentee ballots and trying to skew the vote

Pulaski Arkansas 29-Aug-02 US House of black voting precincts in some cases. Arkansas Democrat-Gazette
Candidate alleges that one voter was paid not to
vote after being paid to vote absentee and two

Washington other people, possibly noncitizens, were paid for
Park Illinois 17-May-01 village absentee ballots. Belleville News-Democrat
East St. 5 convicted of conspring to buy votes with cash,
Louis Illinois 30-Jun-05 county cigarettes and liquor Chicago Sun Times

A Berrien County judge Friday overturned the
recall of Glenn Yarbrough in a civil trial against the
city of Benton Harbor and Clerk Jean Nesbitt.
In his ruling, Judge Paul Maloney said the true will
of the people was vio-lated by gross voter fraud in
Februarys recall election.
He cited bought votes, forged ballots, and jobs
promised in return for "yes" votes, crimes
allegedly committed by someone other than

Berrien city Yarbrough.
County Indiana 16-Apr-OS commission South Bend Tribune

federal prosecutors are investigating absentee
Clay Kentucky 24-Oct-02 county vote buying Courier Journal

In Knott County, there were nearly a dozen
complaints in the primary alleging vote-selling for
drugs, said assistant commonwealth's attorney
Lori Daniel, but no one has admitted k. She said
the attorney general's office has a pending in-
vestigation in Knott County.
Reports of vote-buying also were reported in
Magoffin, Pike and Floyd coun-ties during the
primary.

Kentucky 6-Nov-0 primar Courier Journal
Man found guilty of paying $10 each to a group in

London Kentucky 16-Sep-04 2002 udicial a church parkinglot after voting AP
police chief Losing candidate accuses opponent of paying ten

Winnfield Louisiana 12-Apr-02 and mayor Deople to vote Daily Town Talk

Two men accused of buying votes for small
Marksville Louisiana 15-May-02 mayoral amounts of money AP

lberville Parish Councilman Howard Oubre Jr. and
three other Plaquemine residents were arrested
Thursday for allegedly paying people to vote
absentee in a recent election. Oubre went into the
community and solicited people to vote absentee
in the Oct. 5 primary election. Oubre allegedly paid

Iberville Louisiana 13-Dec-02 primar these people between $3 and $10 The Advocate
State police are looking into allegations that the

14-Apr-04 Imayoral
mayor's supporters offered payments o up to $25

River Roue Michigan for absentee votes Yahoo News
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The Michigan Republican Party accused Michael
Moore of bribing students to vote in the
presidential election. The party sent letter to
prosecutors in four counties. As part of his tour,
Moore tossed out packets of low-priced instant
noodles and 12-packs of Hanes briefs to students

In ham Michigan 6-Oct-04 residential who promised they would vote. LansingState Journal
Detroit's top elections official said Wednesday she
is concerned that people may have sold votes on
the eve of the citys Nov. 8 election, and said she
may ask the Wayne County prosecutor to
investigate.
Gloria Williams, director of elections for City Clerk
Jackie Currie, cited a Nov. 7 incident in which a
Detroit man told police he thought he witnessed a
scheme to pay people for votes as he stood in line
to cast an absentee ballot.
Detroit police took a report from the man but
closed the case without further contact with the
suspects or witnesses. A woman cited in the
police report said nothing Improper happened -
political activists were coordinating with poll
workers. Williams said the question is whether the
people were required to vote a cer-tain way in
exchange for jobs handing out literature and
promoting candidates at voting places the next
day.

Detroit Michigan 15-Dec-05 mayoral Detroit Free Press
Seven people have been charged for buying

Tippah Mississippi 27-Mar-04 sheriff o le's votes on absentee ballots AP
A precinct committeeman and four others are on

East St. trial, accused of using money from the County
Louis Missouri 2-Jun-05 mayoral Democrats to buy votes St. Louis Post-Dispatch

For $ 10, $ 20 or $ 25, dozens of people --
perhaps more than 300 — sold their votes In a
race that saw a veteran Democratic sheriff turned
out of office.	 The State Bureau of Investigation
has been on the case for months, assigning as
many as 10 agents to it. The U.S. AttorneysOffice
in Charlotte Is also involved. So far, there have
been no
indictments.

Lenoir North Carolina 9-Mar-03 sheriff News and Observer
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Republicans investigating Election Day
irregularities in South Dakota based allegations of
vote buying on rumors discussed on the Rosebud
Indian Reserva-tion, says David Norcross, a New
Jersey lawyer who presided over the search for
fraud.
Republicans collected statements on a wide range
of events, including accusa-tions of people
offering multiple names to vote and improper use
of polling places by Democratic workers. The
most serious claims, however, were three affi-
davits signed by Native Americans from the
Mission area who said they were of-fered $10 to
vote by the driver of a van with a Tim Johnson for
Senate sign in the window.
Attorney General Mark Barnett has said that two
of those statements were false and the third was

Rosebud suspect, but not before the allegations became the
Indian basis of reports in several national media outlets.
Reservation South Dakota 23-Dec-02 US Senate Argus Leader

On the Pine Ridge Indian Reservation,
Pine Ridge investigators are looking into Republi-can
Reservation South Dakota 2-Nov-04 residential allegations of vote-buying. AP

constitution
DA is Investigating an employer for allegedly

amendment giving concert tickets to workers who cast early
Gregg Texas 9-Sep-03 s ballots Tyler Morning Telegraph

Grand jury is invesitgating whether "politqueras"
McAllen Texas 20-Aug-05 mayoral tried to buy abesentee ballots The Monitor

Ten people were indicted on allegations of telling
people who to vote for and unlawful solicitation of

Hidalgo Texas 22-Dec-05 mayoral ballots for money. AP
Candidate alleges the opposing campaign bribed
some voters with money, beer and cigarettes in
exchange for their votes, according to his lawsuit

Falfurrias Texas 11-Sep-04 city contesting'ontesting the election Corpus Christie Caller Times

State police are looking at claims that supporters
of a candidate offered food, cigarettes and liquor
to residents in a public housing complex for letting

Appalachia Virginia 11-May-05 council the supporter fill out absentee ballots for them The Post
federal County sheriff pleads guilty to conspiring to buy

Logan West Virginia 19-Jul-04 orimaries votes in elections he was running in AP
12 people are indicted for selling their votes for

Lincoln West Virginia 31-May-05 primar $20 or $40. AP
Logan County Clerk plans to plead guilty to
conspiring to bribe voters between 1992 and
2002. Prosecutors already have guilty pleas from

Logan	 West Virginia	 29-Nov-05	 various	 the county sheriff and the police chief. 	 AP
rates a sting operation by putting up aTFB
andidate to catch a man engaging in

House votes. Man is being tried for conspiracy to
L	 an West Vir inia 2-Dec-05 rims es Washington Post
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Thirteen people have been convicted of vote
buying in the southern part of West Virginia over
the last several years, including the 2004
primaries. However, the federal investigation is
ongoing. In terms of cooperating witnesses,
prosecutors may also continue to rely on Thomas
Esposito. In an apparently unprecedented move,
the FBI briefly planted the former longtime Logan
mayor as a candidate in a 2004 legislative race.
Evidence supplied by Esposito and his 75-day
candidacy yielded December guilty pleas from two

West Virginia 1-Jan-08 Logan County residents AP
State Division of Criminal Investigation said
gratuities, such as alcoholic beverages, were

Hanna Wyoming 27-Apr-al mayoral allegedly offered in exchange for votes. AP
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Resolution of Incident / allegation Source of Resolution I Source of Resolution 2

1. August 2003 two acquited of vote buying in the
primary. In June 2003 another man in Lackey was
found innocent of vote buying. Two indicted in Knott
County pled guilty earlier in August 2003. 	 15 still
under Indictment 2. February 3, 2004: Knott County
man sentenced to 20 months in prisonfor vote buying
in the 1998 primary. The Knott County Judge-
Executive and another man were convicted October
1 of vote buying

August 16, 2003,
Courier Journal AP February 3, 2004

1. Both were convicted. 2.One of the accused had
his conviction overturned by the 3rd circuit

1. Daily Town Talk,
September 21, 2002 2.
Daily Town Talk, April 3,
2003
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Democratic operatives were convicted, four pled 	 Belleville News
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Republican attorneys fanned out across the state on
Election Day to gather affidavits to show vote buying.
The State Attorney General (a Repubican) says that
of the 50 affidavits only three alleged criminal activity,
and two of those proved to be false. One person is
being investigated. Two of the affidavits were found
to have been forged or perjurious. Each affidavit
states that the person allegedly signing it calmed to
have been picked up by a van driver, offered 10 to
vote, taken to the polling place and home again and
again offered the 10. Most of the allegations focused
on the Rosebud Reservation

1/1/2003, Indian Country
Today (Lakota Times)

A special prosecutor was named to oversee an
investigation into at-leged vote buying and ballot theft
In Appalachia

Roanoke Times,
September 24, 2004
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1. August 2003 two acquited of vote buying in the
primary. In June 2003 another man in Lackey was
found Innocent of vote buying. Two indicted In Knott
County pled guilty earlier in August 2003. 15 still
under Indictment 2, February 3, 2004: Knott County
man sentenced to 20 months in prisonfor vote buying
in the 1998 primary. The Knott County Judge-
Executive and another man were convicted October August 16, 2003,
1 of vote buying Courier Journal AP February 3, 2004
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About 50 challenged ballots in a Bayou La Batre
City Council contest have stirred discrimination
concerns because they were all demanded from
Asian-American voters. Fred Marceaux of
Coden, an advocate for the Asian community,
called the challenged ballots scare tactics. By
all accounts, the voters were challenged to their
faces as they walked Into the polling place at the
Bayou La Batre Community Center. Being
publicly confronted on their first trip to the voting
booth visibly up-set many of those who were
challenged. Until this year, Asians here have
seemed reluctant to step into local politics,
preferring to live as a self-contained community

Alabam 29-Aug- city for the most part.
Challenges Yes third-party a 04 1council AP

A poltworker says that during the primary two
men came in and said they were checking the
polls to see if illegal aliens were voting. They
said the name of their organization was Truth in
Action. A voting rights advocate says the group
was visiting many poll sites. The editor of the
organization's website says he visited the polls
wearing a black t-shirt with US Contitutional
Enforcement on the back and the Image of a
badge on the front. He carried tools, a camera
and a video recorder to "film all the
conversations I had.' He said that for the
general election, if he sees 'a busload of
Hispanic individuals who didn't speak English

Polling Place Pollworlrer/th presiden and who voted,' he plans to follow that bus to
Harrassment I rd-party Yes Arizona 11-oct-04 eat make sure they aren't voting more than once. The Progressive

In Phoenix (Maricopa County) more than 10,000
people trying to register have been rejected for
being unable to prove their citizenship. Yvonne
Reed, a spokesman for the recorder's office,
said that most are probably U.S. citizens whose
married names differ from the ones on their birth
certificates or who have lost documentation. She
hopes the number of rejected voters shrinks as
election officials explain the new requirements.
But, she said, 'there will bean amount of people
who we will not be able to get on the rolls
because of not being able to find the right
documents or just losing interest.' In Tucson
(Pima County) 60 percent of those who tried to
register initially could not. Elections chief Chris
Roads said that all ap-peared to be U.S. citizens,
but many had moved to Arizona recently and
couldn't access their birth certificates or
passports.
Many of those prospective voters have since
been able to register, but Roads said about
1,000 citizens are still unable to vote in this
week's election be-cause of Proposition 200

Structural 6-Nov- requirements.
Barrier Arizona 1 06 1  Los Angeles Times I

State Democratic Party Chair accuses a

Arkansa 31-Oct-
Republican poll worker of focusing only on black
and elderly voters during his challenges. Arkansas Democrat

•	 -

Challenges Yes Yes 02 Gazette - -
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In Arkansas, where voters were allowed to cast
their ballots up to two weeks early to lessen the
pressure on election day, there were allegations
of Intimidation in the early voting. Democrats
claimed that black voters were photographed as
they arrived at polling booths and had their

Polling Place Arkansa 6-Nov- identities subjected to disproportionate scrutiny.
Harrassment IYes Yes Yes s 02 The Guardian

Democrats accused Republican poll watchers of
driving away voters in predominantly black
precincts by taking photos of them and

Polling Place Arkansa 30-Dec- demanding identification during early voting The American
Harrassment Yes Yes Yes s 02 Prospect
Polling Place Arkansa 17-Nov- presiden DNC Chair says black voters in Arkansas were
Harrassment Yes Yes s 04 tial lharassed durin g early voting Ethnic News Watch

The ousted mayor's attorney, in a legal challenge
to the election, said he intends to show that

Polling Place Catifomi 14-Nov- Perrodin's supporters pulled guns on voters at
Harrassment Yes Yes a 101 mayoral precincts AP

treasure The anti-recall camp accuses police officers of
r and harassment and of "staring down" residents.
city

Californi 28-Jan- council
Police Yes a 03 recall Los Angeles Times

Latino community organizer tells city council
panel that Latinos have experienced poll workers

Californi 5-Nov- who intimidate Latinos by illegally asking them to
Pollworkers Yes  Third-party a 03 local show identification. Union-Tribune

A group called the People of Color Caucus
alleged that some Latinas wearing Gonzalez

Californi 2-Feb- buttons were told they were not allowed to vote
PollworkersAD Yes Third-party Yes a 04 mayoral - Los Angeles Times

Democrats fear what they believe to be a plan by
Republicans to challenge new voters, especially
students at the University of Colorado at Boulder
who may seek to use student IDs as proof of
identification at the polls. State GOP brass said

Colorad 28-Oct- presiden they have no such plan.
Challenges Yes I Yes o 04 tial Denver Post

U.S. Representative tells Republican registrars
to request police supervision at the polls if they

Connect 1 1-Nov- congres are concerned about fraud or disturbance
Police icut	 102 sional	 I The Day Online

Federal observers found pollworkers downright
2001 "hostile" to Hispanics, even insisting that voters

Federal 23-May- special must speak English to vote St. Petersberg
Pollworkers Yes Observers 1 Yes Florida 02 election Times

Citing fears of voter intimidation and a repeat by
GOP operatives to "barrage polling places," local
Democrats — including former U.S. Attorney
General Janet Reno and U.S. Rep. Carrie Meek
- are suing to block Miami-Dade County from
allowing a Republican political action committee
to put poll watchers inside the county's precincts

1-Nov- Tuesday.
Challenges Yes Ponds	 102 1 Miami Herald
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Hearkening back to the 19$0s, when Southern
States used poll taxes and in-tirnidatton to shut
blacks out of elections, the Rev. Jesse Jackson
on Monday ac-cused Florida Gov. Jab Bush of
engaging in "disenfranchisement schemes" by
ask-log counties to purge felons from voter rolls.
"This is a typical South[tactic), denying the right
to vote based on race and class," Jackson said.
"You see classical voter disenfranchisement.
These schemes to deny or suppress voters are

22-Jun-presiden not new schemes."
Purge Yes Yes Florida 104 tial Miami Herald

The Justice Department is investigating
accusations that Florida law enforcement officers
Intimidated elderly black voters during a probe of
voting fraud in the Orlando mayoral election.
Civil rights groups and Democrats contend that
the agents presence and behavior, including
allegedly displaying their guns, Intimidated the

19-Sep- presiden minority voters they visited.
Police Yes Federal I Yes Florida 104 Itial AP

Representatives from People for the American
Way saw poll workers turn back registered
voters who did not have ID, although that Is not
required. A spokeswoman from Election
Protection says that several voters report being

presiden asked if they are citizens during early voting.
Pollworkers/ID Third-party Florida 1-Oct-04 tial The Progressive

Democratic election lawyer says Republican
16-Oct- presiden plans to challenge voters at the polls may St. Petersberg

Challenges Yes A Florida 04 hal intimidate voters. Times
Two white men were filming voters as they

Polling Place 25-00- presiden entered the poll site in a presumed attempt at
Harrassment Florida 04 tial Intimidation, Financial Times

-

The Republican Party distributed to the media
affidavits from anonymous voters claiming to be
harassed at polling sites In Miami, Pembroke

Pollsite Pines, Boca Raton, Plantation, St. Petersburg,
Intimidation 26-Oct- presiden Jacksonville Apopka and Tallahassee.
(third-party) Yes Yes Florida 04 Itial I Miami Herald_________ ________ - - - -

Democratic National Committee (DNC)
Chairman Terry McAuliffe has accused Re-
publicans of engaging in "systematic efforts" to
disenfranchise voters, Imposing unlawful
identification requirements on voters, throwing
eligible voters off the rolls and depriving voters o

27-Oct- presiden their right to cast a provisional ballot.
Multiple Yes FlorIda 04 list Washington Times

Democrats have complained that GOP poll
-

watchers will issue challenges in order to slow
29-Cd- presider down the voting process and drive people away

Challenges  Yes - Florida 04 t from the	 olla. Palm Beach Post
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Democrats fear Republicans will systematically In the Jacksonville area, Republicans
challenge black and Hispanic voters and create say they have a list of 2,663 newly
long lines at the polls. The suspicions were fed registered voters from mostly
by reports that Republicans had a list of 1.886 Democratic black communities whose
voters they were planning to challenge in registration could be fraudulent.
predominantly black areas of Jacksonville. Republicans have said that poll

watchers will enforce a portion of
Florida law allowing poll watchers to
challenge a voter at the polls.
The St. Petersburg Times on Thursday
quoted Gov. Jeb Bush as saying he
would not have a problem with
Republican poll watchers challenging The Ledger,

30-Oct. presides the eligibility of voters October 31,
Cha llenges Yes Yes Florida 04 tial Orlando Sentinel 2004

Based on a 1982 consent decree, The
Advancement Project filed a lawsuit asking a
federal district court in New Jersey to ban GOP
poll watcher activities in heavily minority
precincts In Florida. The suit contends that In
New Jersey, Louisiana, and North Carolina, the
RNC sent mass mailers to thousands of voters
registered predominantly in black precincts.
When thousands were returned because of
incorrect addresses, those names went on lists
for challenges, The GOP says it has Just done a

30-Oct- presides mass mailer to new voters.
Challenges Yes  Third.parly Yes Florida 04 tial Tampa Tribune

At one polling station, Republicans claimed that
Democratic poll watchers were approaching
Republican voters and shouting "There's a dirty

Polling Place 30-Oct- presiden Bush supported' as they waited on line.
Harrassment  Yes Florida	 104 tial Ottawa Citizen

Democratic poll workers say Republican poll
workers are Itnlmidaling Kerry supporters, staring

Polling Place 30-Oct. presides at them and refusing to move away if they
"larrsssmenl I Yes F lorida 04	 Itial decline to accepts Bush-Kerry sticker, The Boston Globe

A Republican Party spokesman said elderly
voters standing in line at early polling places who
refuse to accept Kerry stickers have been
harassed with shoults of *Hey, we've got a Bush
voter herel" He says Republican poll watchers
and volunteers have been "pretty much

Polling Place 30-Oct- presiden continually hrassed and intimidated."
Harassment  Yes Florida	 104 tial The Boston Globe

Democrats say Republicans are
disproportionately putting poll watchers in
predominantly minority precincts and said it
could signal plans to Intimidate or slow down
voters. In Miami-Dade County, Democrats said
59% of predominantly black precincts have at
least one Republican poll watcher, while 24 % of
predominantly white precincts have them. In
Leon County, 64% of black precincts have at
least one Republican poll watcher compared with
24% of majority white precincts, In Alachua,
71 % of black precincts have a Republican poll

31-Oct. presiden watcher assigned, while 24% of white precincts St. Petersberg
Challenges Yes Yes Florida	 104 Itial do Times

.0 I5S
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Election Protection reports that Haitian
Americans complained that thugs" had walked
along the waling lines at an early polling site and
demanded to see identification, while telling

Polling Place 1-Nov- presiden voters they could be deported.
Harrassment Yes Third-party Florida 04 hal  Cox News Service

Four GOP poll watchers were ejected from the
polls by police and another was -threatened by
poll workers for telling them to assign voters
provisional ballots. These are people without Ids

Police 3-Nov- presides or even listed on the voter roll," according to a
Challenges Action Florida 04 tial party statement. Boston Globe

GOP challengers were monitoring the polls,
armed wilt, packets that Included color mug
shots of felons the party said were Improperly
included on the voting rolls. At the urging of the
Bush campaign, some of the poll watchers were

3-Nov- presiden wearing buttons, hats or T-shirts that said 'voting
Challenges Florida 1 04 tial Inahts counselor,' Washington Post

At Midway Elementary School east of Sanford, a
predominantly black voter pre-cioct, Democratic
officials complained a large law-enforcement
presence Intimi-dated voters. A deputy sheriff
assigned to the precinct moved his patrol car,
with his po-lice dog inside, after Democrats
complained to the Seminole County Sheriffs Of-
fice about It being parked at the entrance to the
parking lot, Mere they said there were as many

3-Nov- presides as four deputies at a time.
P olice Yes Yes Yes Florida 04 itial  Orlando Sentinel

Shouting mstches and rowdy behavIor forced
elections officials across the state to step In to

Polling Place Elections 2-Mar- presides keep the peace. Voters reported being harassed
Harrassment officials Florida 05 tial and intimidated at the polls. Orlando Sentinel-. -

Many voters said they were denied provisional
3-Nov- presides ballots or had to argue with poll workers to get Atlanta Journal

Pollworkers Voters Cenroja 04 hall them. Constitution
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95 people who make up more than three-
quarters of a rural Georgia county's registered
Hispanic voters were summoned to a courthouse
Thursday to defend their right to vote after a
complaint alleged a county commissioner
attempted to register non-U.S. citizens. The
Atkinson County Board of Registrars, however,
dismissed most of the complaint at the beginning
of the hearing, saying the case could open the
county to charges of violating the Voting Rights
Act, Remaining complaints against two voters
were dropped when the complainants declined to
present any evidence against them. The three
men who filed the complaint had said they have
evidence a county commissioner attempted to
help non-U.S. citizens register so they could vote
for him in the July 20 Democratic primary.
Lawyers from the ACLU and the Mexican
American Legal Defense and Education Fund
got involved because the men tiled the
challenges based on a list they had received
from the Board of Registrars of all Hispanics
registered in the south Georgia county.

28-Oct- presiden
Challenges Yes Court Yes Georgia 04 hal

Linda Davis, chief registrar in Atkinson County,
said she provided the men with a list of the 121
voters on the rolls who listed their race as
Hispanic or Mexican. She said the men decided
o challenge 95 of them.

The Mexican American Legal Defense and
Educational Fund filed a federal law-suit last
October alleging that election officials conspired
to persuade Hispan-ica to vote by absentee
ballot and limit their access to the polls in the
2003 Democratic primary.
The U.S. Atiomes Office is investigating similar
allegations.
The lawsuit seeks to overturn the election of
Mayor Robert Pastnck, who de-feated challenger
George Pabey, who is of Puerto Rican descent.

State 21-Apr-
Suppression Yes Federal I- - Yes 11ndiana 104 lmay0ral I
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Persistent warnings about terrorism also have
drawn skepticism from some Democratic election
officials and civil rights advocates who have
accused the Republican White House of creating
a climate of fear that, among other things, could
suppress voter turnout. Heavy voter turnout
historically has favored Democrats in U.S.
elections.
Some local officials in Indiana accused Secretary
of State Todd Rokita, a Republican, of trying to
intimidate voters after he asked election clerks to
develop responses to "an immediate and
present danger." Engy Abdelkader, civil rights
director for the Council on American-Islamic
Relations, says that Arab-Americans and other
minorities could choose to stay away from the
polls i f they believe that federal agents will be

presiders questioning people there.
Suppression Yes Indiana 7-Oct-04 tial USA Today

A poll worker, Jeff Farmer, was stationed at
Horse Creek Elementary School as a
"challenger," someone who observes the
process and can ask voters to prove identities or
addresses. The sheriff said Farmer was warned
after interfering with voters. "I told him to sit his
ass down," Jordan said.
When Farmer went outside about 10:30 a.m.
and began "pulling voters out of line," according
to Jordan, a sheriffs deputy told him to leave or
face arrest. Farmer had a different version of

county events, saying he went out to smoke and wasn't
Police Kentuck 29-May- clerk allowed back in. Lexington Herald

Challenges Action 02 rime Leader
A Flyer written and distributed by the Republican
in charge of recruiting poll workers asserts that in
three previous races the NAACP and the Philip
Randolph Institute have targeted "poor, black
voters" and encouraged them to "commit voter
fraud." Civil rights leaders say this shows that the
Republican plan to put challengers in
predominantly African American poll sites is
racially based. The Republican County chair
had announced that Republicans would place
challengers at 59 precincts that were either
chosen at random or because there were too

Kentuck 31-Oci- gubema few election workers. The Courier-
Challenges Yes Third-party 03 tonal Journal

015621
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Black voters in Louisville sued Friday over a A judge turned down a request Monda
Republican plan to put vote "challengers" In to block Republican poll challengers
dozens of black precincts from observing Tuesdays election in

predominantly black neighborhoods of
the city.
Jefferson County Circuit Judge
Thomas Wine denied a restraining
order sought by the American Civil
Liberties Union of Kentucky, which
claimed the poll watch-em could
intimidate minority voters or slow
voting.The ACLU also filed suit in
federal court seeking to bar the poll
challeng-ers, but there has been no AP.

Kentuck 2-Nov- gubema hearing. November4,
Challenges Yes Court Yes y 03 torial AP 2003

Republicans plan to deploy "a small army" of Precinct workers in western Louisville
challengers in Jefferson County. Critics say the and Newburg reported no problems
mobilization of mostly white challengers in poorer with Republican vote challengers and
minority districts is intended to intimidate. 	 Black predicted a high voter turnout
leaders held a rally decrying the Republican yesterday - in contrast to fears that the
initiative, challengers would intimidate black

voters and keep them from the
polls.Even as the number of targeted
precincts dropped to 18 because of
staffing and training issues, the
controversy drew national attention,
with the Democ-vatic National
Committee and the National
Association for the Advancement of
Colored People sending personnel to
help organize a get-out-the-vote effort.
The NAACP also stationed volunteers The Courier
outside polling places to ensure that Journal.

Kentuck 4-Nov- gubema Christian Science voters were treated fairly. November 5,
Challenges Yes Third-party 03 tonal Monitor 2003

A group of Republicans called on the county
party chair to resign because of plans to use
voter challengers in the election. In 2003, the
party used Republicans from across the county
to watch voting in 18 predominantly Democratic

Kentuck 3-Aug- presiden districts — most of them with large numbers of
Challenges Yes 04 tial black voters. Courier Journal

Tangipahoa Parish Sheriff Ed Layrisson said
Monday he has suspended two deputies while
his office Investigates allegations of public
intimidation against them. The deputies were at a
polling place Saturday and allegedly asked
several people in a group how they planned to
vote in the sheriffs race, authorities said. The
deputies "have adamantly denied the allegation,"
Layrisson said.
He said the deputies were not in uniform, but

Loulsian were carrying their badges and weapons.
Police Police a 7-Oct-03 sheriff The Advocate

Louisiana Election Protection says It received

[hird-party

many complaints of voters being denied the right
Louisian 2-Nov- presiden to vote If they did not have a drivers license.

Pollworkers/ID a 04 tial AP

:015622
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The Democratic National Committee filed a
lawsuit seeking to prevent the Ehrlich campaign
from using off-duty police officers as poll
workers. The Democrats dropped the action
when the campaign agreed the officers would
not wear uniforms, badges or sidearms or

Mayan 5-Nov- gubema identify themselves as police officers.
Police Yes d 02 tonal Washington Post

In Maryland, David Paulson, the director of
communications for the state De-mocratic Party,
charged that signs saying voters needed photo
identification to vote had been "illegally" or "extra
legally" placed by the Board of Elections in
Prince George's County, just outside of
Washington. Photo identification has never been
required for voters there, he said.

State Marylon 6-Nov- statewid
Suppression Yes d 02 a UPI

In 2002, there were allegations that Russian and
Chinese voters were being told how to vote by
translators in a Brighton precinct that is home to
the Jew-ish Community Housing for the Elderly
complex on Wallingford Road. After those
allegations, the city changed the rules at the
polling place located there: Now, no resident of

Polling Place Massac 12-Mar- the building Is allowed to work as an elections
Harrassment Yes Cil hussetts 05 official there. Boston Globe

Ina lawsuit filed yesterday, the Justice
Department alleges that the city and its poll
workers interfered with voters' rights by
"improperly influencing, coercing, or ignoring the
ballot choices of limited English proficient
Hispanic and Asian-American voters" and of
generally "abridging" their voting rights by
treating Hispanic and Asian voters

State disrespectfully at the polls and by failing to
Suppression/P Massac 30-Jul- provide adequate translation services for them.
ollworkers Yes Federal Yes hussetIs 05 Boston Globe

A survey by the Asian American Legal Defense
and Education Fund found 10 voters who had
been fumed away because their names were not
on the rolls and who were not offered provisional

Massac 18-Aug- presides ballots as required by law.
Pollworkers Yes Third- art hussetts 05 tial Boston Globe
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Trouble was reported at Bowen Recreation
Center in Pontiac, where police were called after
voters and election workers complained that a
Republican Party volunteer was harassing
people. Precinct chairwoman Linda Nichols said
the woman, who Identified herself as Teresa
Sayer, came to the poll after leaving another
location where voters had complained that she
was questioning whether they were eligible to
vote.
"She would be behind the shoulder of the poll
worker telling them what they could and could
not do," Nichols said. "She even got behind the
voter when they were going into the voting
booth, asking them if they had identification."
State election officials say challengers are not
allowed to talk directly to voters but can question
the veracity of a voter with poll chairpersons.
State Republican officials denied that the woman
was intimidating voters at the polling place. The
precinct, on Bagley near Orchard Lake, Is
heavily Democratic and black.

Precinct Michiga 6-Nov-
Challen es Yes Chair Police n 02 Detroit News

Democrats were outraged when Republican
state representative John Pappageorge was
quoted In July as warning that "if we do not
suppress the Detroit vote, we're going to have a

Michiga 18Sep- presiden tough time in this election." Detroit is 83% black. San Francisco
Other Yes n 04 tial Chronicle

Reggie Turner, a Detroit lawyer with the Kerry
campaign, complained of voter intimidation by
GOP challengers at Detroit sites.
"The documented incidents of intimidation and
harassment that we have in our files are right out
of the stories regarding harassment and
Intimidation in the South in the 1950s and
1960s," Turner said GOP challengers harassed
people in line to vote, requesting identification
when they had no right to, and had lists of voters
"they intended to challenge without any legal
basis for such challenges."
The GOP's Paolino said the lists were of newly
registered Detroit voters to whom the GOP had
sent mailings that came back from the post office
as address unknown

Michiga 4-Nov- presiden
Challenges Yes Yes Yes n 04 tial Detroit Free Press
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The NAACP has received more than 100 A US District judge ordered all political
complaints including ones involving intimidation parties to refrain from talking to voters
at the polls. There were many fights between at the polls. The ruling came in
challengers and poll workers, response to a suit filed by the Detroit

NAACP which said it had received
complaints from 19 polling places that
state and national GOP poll monitors
were harassing voters.	 Republicans
disputed the claim. The suit charged
GOP workers were harassing voters in
violation of a state law that prohibits
challengers from talking to voters. The
suit also said the watchers challenged
the eligibility of Detroit voters to cast
ballots, prompting some to leave
without voting. The Detroit NAACP
president said it was an attempt to
reduce the black vote in next years
state and congressional elections. November 9,

Federal Michiga 8-Nov- 2003 Detroit
Challenges Yes Third-party Court - --fn 05 mavoral Detroit Free Press Free Press

Republicans systematically challenged a group
of voters brought in by a nonprofit group and a
group from a shelter. At another site, a minority
group advocate accused a Republican

Minneso 3-Nov- presiden challenger of intimidating American Indian and Duluth News-
Challenges Yes th ird-party - - Yes tp 04 tial black vote rs , Tribune

Secretary of State Kiffmeyer said her office
received about 140 complaints about MoveOn.
Minne-sota Republican Party leaders tried and
failed to get a restraining order against the
MoveOn organization, which they accused of
stationing activists too close to polling places
Tuesday. But the judge disagreed. 'The
evidence has consisted almost entirely of hear-
say," said Hennepin County District Judge

Polisite Francis Connelly after a two-hour hearing
Intimidation Minneso 3-Nov- presiden Tuesday afternoon. St. Paul Pioneer
(third-party) Court Ia 04	 Itial Press

Officials in Beltrami County and throughout the
Twin Cities reported seeing poll challengers
increasingly focused on polling places with
particularly heavy populations of specific groups.

Examples of those specific groups were
college students, Indians on reservations,
minorities or the homeless.

In one case, the chairman of a Minnesota
Indian tribe accused Republican poll challengers
of intimidating legitimate voters by aggressively

Local Minneso 3-Nov- presiden challenging their residency.
Challenges Yes Officials - - - - Yes ta 04 tial Star Tribune
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A get out the vote activist and an election judge
say that a Republican operative improperly
challenged so many Indian voters at the
reservation on Election Day that the challenger
eventually was removed by tribal police. Director
of Minnesota Election Protection 2004 said that
most of the 46 complaints that her group
forwarded to the national database had to do
with "overzealous partisan challengers." The
challenges were often based "on the way a
person looked" or the fact that the person was

Police Mimosa 22-Mar- presiden not speaking English.
Challenges Yes  third-party lAction Ia 106 tial Star Tribune

Civil rights groups accuse the Republican Party
of hiring hundreds of poll challengers as part of
an effort to Suppress the black vote in St. Louis.

28-Oct- presiden The Republican Party strongly denies this.
Challenges Yes third-party Missouri 04 tial AP

The Justice Department is ill prepared to handle
a large influx of complaints about voting rights
violations in the Nov. 2 presidential election,
according to a report released yesterday by the
Government Accountability Office. The Justice
Department "lacks a clear plan" to reliably
document and track allegations in a manner that
could allow monitors to swiftly pick up patterns of
abuse and take corrective steps, according to
the GAO, Congress's nonpartisan Investigative

15-Oct- presiden arm.
N/A Yes national 1 04 tial Washington Post

Republicans tiled complaints with courts about
poll monitors from the liberal group Moveon.org
"intimidating" voters in New Hampshire, Iowa,
Minnesota, Colorado and Michigan - all close
states. Moveon.org's Eli Padser said the GOP
charges were intended to "create a false and

Polling Place distorted record to assist them in any legal
Harrassment 3-Nov- presiden challenges." New York Daily

Court Yes national 04 list News I
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Racial slurs from election workers, missing
bilingual ballots and unwarranted demands to
check voter identification turned away Asian
American voters across the nation, according to
reports by the Asian American Legal Defense
and Educa-tion Fund.There were racist remarks
in New York City - poll workers ware blaming
them for holding up the lines. One of them said,
'You Oriental guys are taking too long to vote,`
she said. Although the legal fund continues to
tally its exiting poll surveys and has no firm
estimate for the number of Incidents, Fung said
repeated requests from poll workers to check
identification hindered the high turnout of Asian
American voters. With their patience worn thin b
the inadequacy of their voting site, many simply
left without voting, In polling sites across Detroit,
University of Michigan student volunteers
monitoring the polling sites said they not only
encountered deficient polling sites, but also
challengers from the Republican Party
deliberately aiming to drive voters away through

4-Nov- presiden tactics of IntImIdation.
PollworkersltD Yes third-party 1 1 Yes national 04 Itial Univers ity Wire

In his first high-profile address since conceding
the presidential election, Senator John F. Kerry
decried what he called the suppression of
thousands of would-be voters last November.
"Thousands of people ware suppressed in their
efforts to vote. Voting machines were distributed
in uneven ways," he told an enthusiastic
audience of 1,200. "In Democratic districts, it
took people four, five, 11 hours to vote, while
Republicans [went] through in 10 minutes. Same
voting machines, same proc-ess, our America,"
Kerry said.Critics of the election process in Ohio
say there were not enough voting machines in
urban. Democrat-leaning precincts, leading to
long lines that dis-suaded many voters from
casting ballots. In some cases, polls were held
open af-ter the announced closing time to allow
everyone in line to vote, but some left without
voting after standing in line for hours. Some
blacks in particular have also charged that there
were organized efforts to send voters to the
wrong vot-ing places, and troubling disparities in

1 fl-Jan- presides the way voting machines counted Democratic vo
N/A Yes Yes national 05 hal Boston Globe

A group called "Concerned Citizens for Fair
Elections" filed 1,200 voter challenges, nearly
200 of which were duplicates or triplicates of the
same challenge; 220 were improper, several of
those who signed the challenges under penalty
of perjury said they never inspected the
residence they claimed was abandoned or not
occupied by a registered voter. District Attorney

23-Oct . invesigates whether there was perjury Pahrump Valley
Challenges  third-pa rty	 IDA I I I I I Yes Nevada 102 Ilocal I Times	 I
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The registrar says an official of the Republican
Party came to his office with a small group

presiden asking how to launch a 'full scale program for
Challenges BOE Nevada 1-Oct-04 ti challenging voters." The Progressive

An effort by a former Nevada GOP operative to
question 17,000 Democratic voters in Las Vegas

29-Oct- presiden was rejected earlier this month by election
Challenges Yes BOE Nevada 04 tial officials there Washington Post

A court appointed election monitor found that in
the May 8 election violations Included refusing to
provide provisional ballots and Intimidation of

Pollwort<ers/lnti New 26-Jun- municip voters by candidates representative
midation Cou rt Jersey 01 jai New York llmes- -

Hispanic and black residents in the city of
Passaic receive postcards in the mail warning of
"armedlaw enforcement officers" at the polls and

New 6-Nov- US fines or prisons for anyone violating voting laws
Suppression Yes 01 Senate The Record

The federal monitor found that the weekend
before Election Day, Passaic city voters received
a mass mailed post card reminding them that
"armed law enforcement officers" would be
policing the polls. The cards inferred they were
official and cited the name of the monitor. He

Federal New 4-Dec- said they seemd aimed at minority voters
Suppression Yes  Monitor I Jersey 01 sheriff I The Record--

A resident files challenges of 65 county residents
whose voter confirmation cards sent from the
Board of Elections were returned undeliverable.
He withdrew 47 of his challenges and the board
denied the other eight. The county Republican
chair said that the state Republican Party
directed counties to challenge suspect voters
such as those who have an address where voter

New 27-Oct- preside confirmation cards could not be delivered.
Challenges  BOE I IJersey 04

1

tial  Newark Advocate
The state Democratic Party won an injunction in
the Superior Court in Passaic County, with the
judge issuing a statewide order barring any
challenger from disputing any voters ability to
vote based on the voters signature. The
Democrats said they heard numerous
complaints about GOP challengers interfering in

New 9-Nov. statewid the signature comparison process.
Challenges Yes  court I IJerse e Star Ledger I

At a special meeting Tuesday, Sandoval County
commissioners voted 3-1 against opening an
additional early voting site in Rio Rancho.
Commissioners cited a short time line and legal
questions in voting against the poll. The
commission called the meeting after Republican
legislative candidates and the mayor of Rio
Rancho complained that the lack of an early
voting site in the city disenfranchised voters."The
combination of an Incompetent county Clerk and
highly partisan Democrat commission has
allowed disenfranchisement of the fourth largest
city in New Mex-ico," said Whitney Cheshire, a
spokeswoman for New Mexico Victory.

State New 20-Oct- presides Albuquerque S	 -

Suppression  Yes I - - Mexico 104 °L...... Journal I _________
)15 2,
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In a mass mailing, the Republican National
Committee is citing Hispanic voter registration
campaigns as proof that oenrocrats.5 will cheat
in order to win.	 Hispanic advocates say this is

New 25-Oct- presiden designed to suppress Hispanic voting.
Suppression Yes Yes Mexico 04 hal Washington Post

In New Mexico, a Republican poll watcher
videotaped a man as he left a poll-ing station
after casting a provisional ballot on Saturday,
said Secretary of State Rebecca Vigil-Giron, a
Democrat.
Vigil-Giron said Republicans argued they wanted
to record the voter's face for a possible legal
challenge. Federal officials were Investigating,

Polling Place New 3-Nov- presiden she said.
-iarrassment  Federal I I Yes 1 Mexico 04 his Chicago Tribune

Democratic candidate sends a letter to the
Department of Justice complaining of
Republican election day plans to man some polls

New 31-Oct. with off-cuty corrections officers, calling it a bid to New York Daily
Suppression Yes York 05 mayoral nintimidate voters. News

The head of the Mexican-American Legal
Defense Fund says the sheriff gave a list of
registered Hispanic voters to immigration
authorities to check their status. The sheriff "also
threatened logo door-to-door personally with his
department to ensure that immigration status
was checked and make sure there was no

North 27-Oct- presiden 'perception of fraud by Latinos'" Agence France
Intimidation Yes third-party I I Yes I Carolina 104 tial Presse

In southeast Charlotte, Elections Director
Michael Dickerson told poll workers at the
Morrison Regional Library to stop asking people
waiting to cast early votes to get identification
cards ready.
Richard Friedman, an unaffiliated voter who is
volunteering with the Kerry campaign,
complained after elections staff told people
standing in line to get their drivers license or
voter registration card ready. Most N.C. voters
are not required to show ID when they vote, and

North 29-Oct- presiden no one asked for it when voters got in to cast
h'ollworkers/ID 505 jCarolina 1 04 tial ballots, Friedman said. Charlotte Observer

Ohio polling sites plan to add security, which
Elections 6-Sep- presiden some election officials believe will intimidate

Police Officials Ohio 04 tial voters and poll workers Columbus Dispatch
Democrats believe the Secretary of Stale's order
that people who appear to vote in the wrong
precinct should not be allowed a provisional
ballot and the unnecessary purging of voter rolls,
and the Republicans' checking of new registrants

Stale 20-Oct- presiden are designed to intimidate voters into staying
Suppression Yes	 I Ohio	 104 tial home, Columbus Dispatch I

Republicans filed a challenger list in 191
precincts — many of them in largely black

23-Oct- presiden neighborhoods around Dayton. Republicans say Cleveland Plain
Challenges Yes Ohio 04 tial t is to prevent vote fraud Dealer
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Republicans formally challenged the validity of After a court fight, scheduled hearings
36,000 voter registrations across the state on the challenges were canceled, but January 7,

voters still received mail notifying them 2005,
23-Oct- presiden Cleveland Plain they were being challenged. Columbus

Challenges Court - - -- Ohio 04 hal Dealer Dispatch
Dozens of Republican challenges to newly
registered voters in Franklin County will be
tossed out because they were not property filed,
a local elections official said yesterday.
An initial review of 50 challenge forms filed by
GOP activists shows 40 with an incorrect ward or
precinct listed for the voter, said Michael Hackett
deputy director of the Franklin County Board of
Elections. He said such mistakes will nullity
requests to have people removed from the list of
eligible voters.Voters whose eligibility is
challenged need to prove Thursday that they're
registered at their correct address. If they don't
show up, elections board members can decide
whether to keep them on the rolls.
Franklin County Republican Chairman Doug
Preisse said his party's challenges of voters'
eligibility is not an attempt to deny legitimately
registered people the right to cast a ballot. In
Franklin County, beyond the challenges with
Incorrect information, It appears Republicans
included some legitimately registered voters,

24-Oct- presiden including members of the military.
Challenges BOE Ohio 04	 itial I Columbus Dispatch

In a lawsuit, a voter and Democrats contend
Republican challenges to voters around

29-Oct- presides Cleveland and Columbus are designed to keep
Challenges Yes Yes Yes Ohio 04 ha poor and mino rity voters from voting. AP

Jeff Gamso of the ACLU said In Hamilton
County, 250 of 251 precincts targeted by

30-Oct- presides Republicans with challengers are majority
Challenges Yes third-party Ohio 04 tial African-American precincts. Toledo Blade

Democrats accuse Republicans of using
challengers to suppress voter turnout

31 -Oct- presides Republicans will not allow the press to attend Cleveland Plain
Challenges -Yes Ohio 04	 Itial training sessions. Dealer

In a lawsuit in Hamilton County, civil rights District court judges blocked the
activists say GOP challenges are discriminatory challenges because they could cause
because they were filed disproportionately In delays, confusion and intimidation. 6th
precincts with a majority of black voters. A civil Circuit overturns the lower court
rights group seeks to block challengers in Ohio rulings.
by arguing they violate a 1981 national order
prohibiting the Republican National Committee Columbus
from trying to intimidate black voters Dispatch,

1-Nov- presiden November 2,
Challenges Yes Court - - Ohio 04 tIal Columbus Dispatch 1 2004

In Lucas County, Ohio, Republicans asked a
judge to bar poll monitors from wearing "Voter

Polling Place 3-Nov. presides Protection Staff and 'Voting Rights Staff" New York Daily
Harrassment Yes Yes Ohio 04 tial armbands from polling spots. News

0183U
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The Board of Elections threw out 976 of the
challenges filed by the Republican Party without
prejudice after a volunteer who brought the
challenges revealed she did not have any
personal information about the eligibility of the
challenged voters. A member of the Board told
the volunteer she could be Indicted for signing a
sworn challenge without personal knowledge of
eligibility. The Board has indicated they plan to
call the Department of Justice to conduct a

5-Nov- presiden criminal investigation of the challenges. Philadelphia
Challenges Federal 806 Yes Ohio 04

tial
T ri bune

Because blue-collar and lower-income workers
tend to vote Democratic, the long lines in Akron
and other urban areas fueled suspicion of a
deliberate tac-tic to hold down the turnout -
espedally in largely African-American precincts -

State 11-Dec- presiden for presidential challenger John Kerry. Akron Beacon
Suppression Yes Ohio tial Journal

Blacks and young voters in Ohio faced
widespread voter suppression - mostly because
of long lines and improper identification checks -
during last year's presidential
election,accoreding ton new Democratic Party
report. DNC Chairman Howard Dean said that
while it's un-clear whether the suppression was
intentional or whether It influenced the elec-tion
results, the party's five-month, $250,000
investigation showed that 28 per-cent of Ohio
voters - and twice as many black voters -
reported facing challenges on Election Day.
"You have a particular ethnic group that has to
wait three times as long as other voters, then
clearly there is something going on that is aimed
at particu-lar precincts," Dean said blacks waited
an average of 62 minutes to vote while white
voters waited about 18 minutes. It also found
that 37 percent of Ohio voters reported being
asked for identification. Ohio law requires only
new voters to produce identification, and new
regis-trants accounted for 7 percent of all voters,
Blacks and voters under 30 were asked for ID's

23-Jun- presiden at higher rates than other voters. The Cincinnati
Multiple Yes Ohm 05	 Itial Enquirer

Long lines were caused by the scarcity of voting
machines Inn number of precincts, particularly in

State 23 Jun- presiden minority areas, a report by the DNC on the
Suppression Yes Yes - — — Ohio 05 tisl election in Ohio says. Washington Post

Officials are concerned about voter intimidation
at ballot drop-off sites the evening of the Nov. 2
deadline A Republican manual instructs GOP
volunteers to take video cameras. Party officials
say this is to make sure no ballots are collected
after theft pm cutoff, but Democrats worry that it

Election 21-Oct- presiden could frighten away some voters. Christian Science
Intimidation Officials	 I O9 on 1 04 tial Monitor	 I

OiS631
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Democrats in the state are concerned about
Operation Swarm and Storm — the name they
say was given to an effort by the George Gekas
campaign to challenge voters based on old
information. A pamphlet was allegedly prepared
by the campaign, which instructed Republi-can
poll workers to challenge voters who had
recently moved to new districts. The laws had
been changed, however, and such challenges
could have been wrongly made. Voters in some
districts were also challenged to produce
identification, charged state Democratic Party
spokeswoman Mia DeVane. Voters she said
need only provide a matching signature to vote

Pennsyl 6-Nov- statewid in the state.
Challenges Yes vane 02 Is ___________________ UPI

Complaints filed with the police, the district
attorneys office, and the Committee of Seventy
alleging physical violence, harassment and
Intimidation were the highest in modem history.
The DA's office reported it had received at least
171 complaints, nearly quadruple the 41
complaints of four years ago. Most charged that
voters and poll workers had been intimidated or
interfered with.
Inspector William Colarulo said the Police
Department had received at least 110
complaints, most dealing with simple assaults,
vandalism and disturbances. In the course of the
day, Common Pleas Judge Benjamin Lanier
signed two or-ders directing Republican workers
at polling places in Germantown and North
Philadelphia to stop demanding identification
from people showing up to vote.

Polling Place
Harransment/P Police/loca Pennsyl 5-Nov- Philadelphia Daily
ollworkers I I Court vania 103	 Imayoral  News- - -

Republican Representative John Perzel,
speaker of the state house, told US News and
World Report that The Kerry campaign needs to
come out with humongous numbers here in
Philadelphia. Its important for me to keep that
number dowTr.	 At the same time, he said
campaign workers are examining voting records
for evidence of Democrats registering more than
once or otherwise violating election rules. An
aide to Perzel said challengers will have lists of

Pennsyl 26-Oct- presiden questionable registrations at the polls.
Challenges - vania 04 itial AP

In Philadelphia, Republicans unsuccessfully
sought last week to change locations of 63
polling places, contending that their placement in
closed bars or In homes would intimidate voters.
Democrats pointed out that most of those
locations were in minority neighborhoods and
branded the move an effort to suppress black

Pollsite Pennsyl 3-Oct- presiden votes. Philadelphia
Location Yes Yes vania 104 Itial I Inquirer

S63.
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Philadelphia's voter-registration administrator
cried foul last night over a letter sent from the
state GOP to judges of elections, the men and
women who run the citys 1,681 polling places.
He said the letter had wrongly instructed those
poll workers to check and compare voters'
various signatures "at will." He pointed to state
law, which limits such checks to prevent long
voting delays.State Republicans released
additional details yesterday from their list of
10,000 letters to Philadelphia voters that they
said were returned as undeliverable. They said
they would use this list to challenge voters at the
polls today
Counsel to the state Republican Party said there
were multiple reports yesterday that elderly
voters in Lancaster and York Counties in Central
Pennsylvania - an area the Bush campaign has
been heavily courting - got phone calls telling
them they would not be allowed to vote and
urging them not to show up at the polls.

Pennsyl 2-Nov- presiden Philadelphia
Challenges  ROE vania 04 Itial Inquirer

While overwhelmed poll workers pushed

-

provisional ballots on some voters who should
not have been using them, other voters who
could have used provisional ballots were being
turned away.
In Allentown, about 10 lawyers and community
activists rushed to the Salva-tion Army building
on North Eighth Street to challenge poll workers

Pennsyl 3-Nov- presiden who were stopping about eight people whose
Pollworkers Court I I Ivania 04 tial names were not in the registration list. Morning Call

There were long lines throughout the state,
leading voters to wait for several hours in order
to vote. Some voters wafted into the night In

State Pennsyl 4-Nov- presiden order to vote.	 Some reportedly left without Philadelphia
Suppression vania 04 tint voting. Inquirer

In Philadelphia, some voters were sent to police
Stations to cast provisional ballots, House
Minority Whip Steny H. Hoyer (D-Md.) told a

Pennsyl 8-Dec- preside voting rights forum. "Clearly an intimidation," he
Police vania 04 hal said. Los Angeles Times

The Board of Elections fired three elections
officials because of charges they intimidated
Democratic voters. One voter said a poll worker
was aggressive in challenging his eligibility.
Another said a worker yelled at her and then
grabbed her arm and forced her out of the

Pennsyl 24-Apr- presides polling place because she was wearing a Kerry Lancaster Sunday
Pollworiters Voters	 I BOE	 I vanla 05 tial button.	 INews

015633
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Voters in Beaufort County who only have rural

route addresses or post office box numbers on

their voter registration cards might face problems

at the polls today, a federal lawsuit filed in

Charleston late Monday alleges. The lawsuit said

that poll workers could challenge these voters'

ballots, and that if this happens, black voters

would be disproportionately affected. The chair

of the election Commission said poll workers wilt

ask these voters to identity exactly where they

live, possibly by having them point out their

homes on a mapHe said the purpose of doing

this is not to discourage or embarrass the voter,

it's to ensure they get the correct ballot. He said

If there is any confusion, voters will be given

failsafe ballots that exclude district races but still

allow voters to cast ballots in federal, state and

countywide races.

South 5-Nov- The Post and

Challenges Yes Court Yes Carolina 02 Courier

Candidate says he plans to have observers at

the polls and may call for sheriffs deputies to

enforce voting laws when voters try for a third

time to nominate a Republican County Council

candidate. His opponent alleges he is trying to

South 12-Aug- county intimidate black voters from voting.

Police Yes Yes Carolina 04 council Greenville News

Dozens of voters, many students, were turned

away from a precinct at Benedict College after

Republican poll watchers contested the legality

of their vote. Challenges slowed voting at the

precinct causing waits as long as four hours.

The Republican Party executive director said poll

watchers were challenging people who did not

have proper state identification, such as a

drivers license. Alternate forms of identification

permit student to vote provisional ballots.

South 2-Nov- presiden

Challenges Carolina 04 tial AP

Senator Daschle says Republicans have

targeted Native American communities in
making allegations of vote fraud and launching

South 31-Oct- US Initiatives in order to suppress the Native

Suppression Yes Yes Dakota 02 Senate American vote Washington Times

015634.
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Republican attorneys fanned out across the
State on Election Day to gather affidavits to show
vote buying. The State Attorney General (a
Repubican) says that of the 50 affidavits only
three alleged criminal activity, and two of those
proved to be false. One person Is being
Investigated. Two of the affidavits were found to
have been forged or perjurious. Each affidavit
states that the person allegedly signing it calimed
to have been picked up by a van driver, offered
10 to vote, taken to the polling place and home
again and again offered the 10. Most of the
allegations focused on the Rosebud Reservation Indian Country

South 1 -Jan . Today (Lakota
Other Yes  State I IDakota 103 senate I Times)

During the June 1 special election, several
Native American voters were told they could not
vote If they did not have ID and were not told
about the affidavit option. Most of the complaints
came from across the state, many from
reservations and some from Rapid City, where
there is a large American Indian population. A
Republican poll watcher denied this was the
case. He said Indian voting rights workers were Indian Country

South 30-Jun . special intimidating poll workers. Today (Lakota
PollworkerslD Yes Dakota 1 04 election Ti mes) I

Some American Indians were not allowed to vote
In the primary because they did not have photo

South 26-Aug- presiden ID and some said they were not told they could
Poliworkem/ID Yes Dakota 04 tial instead sion an affidavit. Newsday

On Election Day, a district court judge ruled
Republican poll watchers in Charles Mix County
had to stop following American Indian voters
after they cast ballots, The GOP workers were

Polling Place South 2-Nov- senators also ordered to stop writing down those people's
Harrassment Yes Court I Dakota	 1 04 let license plate numbers. AP

A GOP memo to Its poll watchers said, "There
are problems" with the instructions (state election
dimctor(Thompson's office provided to local
officials, and focuses on whether the would-be
voters are legitimately qualified. if the officers at
the precinct are not screening voters for their
qualifications to vole, Including their citizenship,
they should be challenged so that the election
officials will carry out the law and make sure they
are qualified to vote if they are first-time voters,"
the memo says Thompson said the U.S.
Department of Justice, part of President Bush's
ad-ministration, notified him of the GOP memo
last week and expressed concerns about it. After
conferring with the Justice Department and state
Attorney General's office, Thompson sent a four-
page memo to local election officials Friday that
makes it dear that poll watchers are forbidden by
law to question or chal-lenge voters directly and
that election officials are not to require would-be
voters to provide proof of eligibility, as the GOP

Stale memo seeks.
Election Tenness 5-Nov-

Challenges Director ee 02 Commercial Appeal e 4
U 4,J U ii
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The state Democratic Chair said the challenges

arDetedd African American voters.
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Students at historically black college Prairie View
A & M filed several lawsuits against a Texas
district attorney for making comments that he
would prosecute students that falsely declared
the school as their place of residency. In 1979,
the US Supreme Court ruled in favor of Prairie
View A & M, upholding a student's right to vote.
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An immigration-issues group is mounting a last- The Washington-based immigration
minute bid to challenge hundreds of foreign-born Issues group ProjectUSA has backed
voters in Utah's Republican primary Tuesday. down on Its plan to challenge blocs of
The effort is the work of ProjectUsA, based in Utah voters In areas with high
Washington, D.C. The Utah voter challenge Immigrant populations.
would require those singled out in the state's 3rd Craig Nelsen, president of ProjectUSA,
Congressional District by ProjectUSA to confirm had said he intended to challenge the
at the polls that they are U.S. citizens and voters In Utah's 3rd Congressional
registered voters, State elections director Amy District based on concerns that illegal
Naccarato is concerned ProjectUSA might scare Immigrants would vote for
off some legitimate voters. Congressman Chris Cannon in

Tuesdays primary.
Nelsen said Friday that after analyzing
voter registration rolls and U.S. Census
Bureau data for Utah's 3rd
Congressional District, his group "didn't
find any (patterns) that would warrant a
challenge."Election officials in Salt
Lake and Utah counties echoed
Naccarato's relief Friday afternoon that
no challenge had been filed. Attorneys
in both counties had been scrambling
to review the legality of any such
challenges.
"Our biggest concern was the message
it was sending to voters," said Utah
County Clerk Jim Jackson. 'It almost
smacked of discrimination against a
group. That's just not right." Deseret

congres Morning
18-Jun- sional Deseret Moming News, June

Challenges Yes Utah 04 News 19,2004
The Republican candidate challenged the legal
registration of 1,495 residents of the Holladay-
area neighborhoods In the days before the
election. 1,494 were Democrats, and one was
from the American Party, The County Clerk
determined the claims were groundless and said

County 6-Nov- congres he could be subject to a charge of voter
Challenges Clerk - - - Utah104 siona Intimidation. Sat Lake Tribune

O1563
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Procedures for validating ballot signatures vary
widely from county to county in Washington
state, a fact that has become significant given
the razor-thin margin of the governor's race,
A survey by The Seattle Times showed that
counties use different procedures for evaluating
signatures, the newspaper reported Sunday.
More than 3,400 absentee and provisional
ballots in Washington were rejected In the

• November election because the signatures didn't
match those on file with elections officials. The
state Supreme Court last week rejected an
argument by the Democratic Party that counties
have disenfranchised voters by handling
mismatched signs-tures so differently.

State Washin 20-Dec- gubema
Suppression  Yes Court - - - ton 104 tonal I AP

King County election Workers were told as early
as May that if an absentee ballot came in without
a matching signature on file they were required
to makes concerted effort to verify that the vote
was valid. Before a special election In May, King
County election workers routinely violated state
law by counting such ballots without making any
attempt to verify the signatures. In this
November's general election, the county's
absentee-ballot staff still didn't make the effort to
find matching signatures. But instead of counting
the ballots automatically, they rejected them.

Slate Washin 20-Dec- gubema
Suppression iron 04 tonal Seattle Times

A Soap Lake man is challenging the voting
credentials of hundreds of Washing-ton voters,
saying he thinks they're illegal immigrants who
registered and cast ballots illegally.
But Martin Ringhofer may have a hard time

proving the challenges he has filed In Spokane
and 10 other Washington counties.
For one thing, there's the methodology of his

research. Ringhofer said he obtained a list of
people who registered to vote when they
obtained or renewed a driver's license, then
culled the list for names "that appear to be from
outside the United States," particularly those that
appeared to be Hispanic or Asian. For another,
there's the fact that many of the people on his list
are citi-zerts. In fact, The Spokesman-Review
contacted a dozen of the 161 people on Ring-
hofer's Spokane County list, and all of them are
citizens.

Washin 31-Mar.
,Challenges Yes  Press - 2!L,,... 05  Spokesman Reviey
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Elections officials said hundreds of angry voters The GOP withdrew 140 of 1500 claims,
called to complain about a Republican backed admitting they were faulty. Democrats
effort challenging their right to vote. Several charged that Republicans' real aim was
voters said the GOP County Vice-Chair was to discourage voters from voting.
wrong that their registrations did not have their Voters whose registrations were
legitimate address. Those voters challenged will challenged will have to vote by paper
have to either re-submit registration forms or and the Canvassing Board will conduct
when challeged, vote by provisional ballot hearings on whether the votes should
Democrats called it a voter irrdllmidation and count. Challenged voters may make
suppression effort their case at the hearings, at which the

burden of proof Is on the Republican Seattle Post-
challengers. Intelligencer,

Washin 5-Nov- Seattle Post- November 8,
Challenges  Voters BOE Yes oton 105 county Intelligencer 2005

A county councilman asks the county prosecutor
to investigate whether a Republican challenger
committed perjury In filing some of the
challenges without justification. The challenger
was the head of the county GOP's Voter
Registration Integrity Project" which challenged
the registrations of 1,944 voters saying they
were registered at private mailbox businesses
and storage complexes. Many of the challenges
fumed out to be baseless. Others did not know it
was illegal. Those voters had to file a challenge
ballot. The validity of those ballots will be
determined at a canvassing board hearing.
County Democrats claim the challenges were an
attempt to Intimidate and disenfranchise voters.

Washin 10-Nov- presiden
Challenges Yes C Yes lqto 05 Itial Seattle Times

Defendants in a vote buying case allege that
federal agents intimidated voters by videotaping

Defendants West 31-May- and photographing voters as the visited the polls
Federa l Agents  In case Virginia 05 primary AP

Milwaukee County Executive Scott Walker, citing
vote-fraud concerns, is pub-Ildy balking at a City
of Milwaukee request for almost 260,000
additional bal-lots in anticipation of high turnout
for the Nov. 2 presidential election,
Mayor Tom Barrett blasted Walkers stance, and
Common Council President Wil-lie Hines Jr.
immediately joined in, saying It was an attempt to

State Wiscons 1 3-OcI- presiden suppress the central-city, vote. Milwaukee Journal
Suppression Yea In	 104 tial	 I Sentinel

Federation for American Immigration Reform
sent Michigan residents to Wisonconsin voter
registration stations set up by an immigrant rights
groups to see whether an illegal immigrant was
registering Illegal voters. The group said it
refused to register the Michigan voters and if
they Insisted they discarded their forms.
Prosecutors will check to ensure the registra tions

Third Party Wlucons 27-Oct. presides were not mailed in.
Suppression Yes ________ State - - - in 04 hal AP
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Although the Board of Elections refused a Amid a renewed push Fndsy by
request by the state Republican Party to have Republicans to get some 5,600 names
5,619 names and addresses removed from removed from Milwaukee voting lists,
Milwaukee voting lists, the party plans to prosecutors began examining 500 new
challenge anyone who tries to vote from those registrants that a city review Indicated
addresses at the polls. A Journal Sentinel are from non-existent addressesThe
review shows many of the names and addresses same review by the city attorneys
confirmed some of the problems cited by the office, however, raised doubts about
GOP, as well as uncovered additional missing the quality of the GOP's original list,
addresses. Some cited by the GOP may be finding that hundreds of the addresses
explained by clerical errors, however. that the Republicans claim are invalid

and want removed do, in fact, exist.
Some others, according to City
Attorney Grant Langley, can be
explained by data entry errors, not
attempted fraud.Late Friday, Langley
outlined the review situation in a letter
to Lisa Arfison, head of the city Election
Commission.

The letter said the review by his staff
and the district attorneys office found
cases where the database used by the
GOP was corrupted, dropping digits on
some homes so otherwise valid
addresses showed up as non-
existent.ln other cases, a check of the
original handwritten registration cards Milwaukee
showed digits had been transposed by Journal

City clerks, something that can be Sentinel,
Attomney/O BOE - Wiscons 29-Oct- presiden Milwaukee Journal corrected stifle polls. October 30,

Challenges A dismissed in 04 Val Sentinel 2004
Langley's letter says the review casts
"doubt on the overall accuracy" of the
GOP list and the way it was compiled.
At least some of the addresses will be
investigated for possible fraud,
however.
Republican and City of Milwaukee
leaders reached an agreement Sunday
ending a faceoff over thousands of
registered voters with questionable
addresses.

2) Under an agreement reached, a list
of 5,512 prospective city voters whose
addresses are questionable will be
distributed to polling places.
Those on the list who show up to vote
will be asked to fill out a change of
address card or registration form, and
to show proof of residency -- a drivers
license, utility bill or some other
document showing an address -
before casting their ballot. Anyone
without proof of residency at an
address on the list will have to take an
oath, and that person's ballot will
marked as being challenged by th
worker. N56-4^
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Citing a new list of more than 37,000
questionable addresses, the state Republican
Party demanded that city officials require
identification from all of those voters. It the city
doesn't, the party says It is prepared to have
volunteers challenge each Individual - including
thousands who might be missing an apartment
number on their registration — at the polls.
Democrats say this is a last minute effort to
suppress turnout by creating tong delays at the
polls. This is in addition to the 6,619 bad
addresses the party claimed. The state GOP
chair said they had just focussed on Milwaukee
because its voter list is a mess and cause for

Wiscons 31-Oct. presiden great alarm. Milwaukee Journal
Challenges Yes in 04 tial  Sentinel

Wiscons 2-Nov- presides The tires 0130 vans Republicans had rented to
Suppression Ye 104 iIi help get out the vote were slashed. AP

O156-4
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